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The 10th ASAE International Conference 

Gearing Asian Agriculture under the Fourth Industrial 
Revolution: Opportunities and Challenges 

Date: 6-8 December 2021 

Venue: Online via Zoom Meeting 

 
The Asian Society of Agricultural Economists (ASAE) is a recognized association 

of agricultural economists and other professionals in Asia. The ASAE International 

Conference effectively promotes scientific and technical interactions among 

agricultural economists, development practitioners, policymakers, academicians, 

researchers, and students from all over the world. It provides an excellent 

opportunity to share knowledge and ideas for research, teaching, as well as real-

world policy making. With the new wave of information technology and 

biotechnology revolution in the past four decades, Asia faces huge challenges and 

opportunities to raise agricultural productivity and achieve rural transformation in 

the new era. The 10th ASAE International Conference in 2021 will be a good 

opportunity for participants around the world to learn how Asian countries respond 

to the opportunities and challenges brought to agriculture by the fourth industrial 

revolution. It will also provide useful insights and experience for Asian counties to 

fight against COVID-19, and facilitate food system transformation in the long run. 

 

1. Introduction 
Since the middle of the 18th century, there are three industrial revolutions in human 

history. Although the previous three industrial revolutions have brought 

unprecedented prosperity to the human society, they have also caused huge 

consumption of energy and resources, dramatically expanded the contradiction 

between human and nature. In the 21st century, mankind is confronted with the 

unprecedented global energy and resources crisis, global ecological and 

environmental crisis, global climate change crisis and multiple challenges, which 

triggered the Fourth Industrial Revolution. 

The Fourth Industrial Revolution is a new green industrial revolution, which is 

represented by the IoT (Internet of Things), Big data, Robot, Artificial Intelligence, 

Gene Editing, Nano-technology and other new technologies. The applications of 
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these cutting-edge technologies in the agricultural field will greatly improve 

agricultural productivity and facilitate food system transformation. The past four 

decades have witnessed a rapid development of agricultural technology along with 

the new wave of information technology and biotechnology revolutions, throughout 

the whole world. 

Many countries in Asia still face a large number of challenges in the process of 

agricultural development and rural transformation. Asia has more than 70% of 

world’s small farms. Without appropriate institutional innovation and policy support, 

they will be unable to enjoy rapid technological progress and lag behind the pace of 

agricultural modernization. Therefore, how to realize the agricultural modernization, 

promote transformation of small farms in the new era, and increase resilience of food 

system in light of uncertainty around the spread of the COVID-19 internationally 

has become a major concern of the world's agricultural societies. 

The challenges require academia, researchers, scientists, and practitioners (from 

public, private, and civil society) to analyze and better understand the implications 

of the fourth industrial revolution to agriculture in general and small farms in 

particular in Asia. 

 

2. Objectives 
The 10th ASAE international conference aims to provide a venue by bringing 

together a good mix of acknowledged policymakers, university researchers, 

professionals and specialists from development agencies and private industry to 

share experiences, exchange perspectives, and discuss how Asian countries can 

effectively cope with the opportunities and challenges brought by the fourth 

industrial revolution to Asia's agricultural economies and rural societies. Through 

discussing the topics about the impact of advanced technologies on Asian countries, 

rural economic revitalization in Asia, consuming transformation, modern food value 

chain, regional food security, the sustainable development of Asian agricultural 

economic environment etc., it would enhance participators’ understanding of 

Chinese experience in rural development, expanding international exchanges and 

cooperation to promote the rapid development of agricultural and rural economy. 

Furthermore, it aims to draw up intellectual inputs that can help in shaping 

agricultural policy design in the region. 

 
3. Conference themes 
Main theme: Gearing Asian Agriculture under the Fourth Industrial Revolution: 

Opportunities and Challenges 

Sub-themes 

⚫ Accessing the impacts of advanced technologies (i.e. ICT, IoT, AI, etc.) on 

agriculture in Asian countries. 
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⚫ Innovating and prioritizing institutions, policies and investment initiatives to 

modernize small farms dominated Asian agriculture. 

⚫ Rural development and policies under the new wave of biotechnology and gene 

revolution in Asian countries. 

⚫ Revitalizing Asian rural economy: agricultural transformation, rural 

industrialization, off-farm employment, farm mechanization, etc. 

⚫ Changing consumer behaviors, smart agriculture and risk management (including 

agricultural insurance and financial development in rural areas etc.). 

⚫ The modern food value-chain, network trading and digital economy. 

⚫ Food security, agricultural trade and market integration under the uncertain 

international relationships. 

⚫ Innovative solutions for sustainable and environmental-friendly agriculture. 

⚫ Facilitating food system transformation in Asian countries, to cope with 

uncertainty caused by climate change and trade dispute. 

⚫ Increasing resilience of food system and fighting against COVID-19. 

 
4. Organizers and co-organizers 

Organizers: 

Asian Society of Agricultural Economists  

Peking University 

Renmin University of China  

China Agricultural University 

Co-organizers: 

Chinese Association of Agricultural Economics  

Chinese Association of Agro-Technical Economics 

Sponsors: 

Peking University 

Renmin University of China  

China Agricultural University 

Agricultural Economics Society of Japan 

 

5. Official website: www.asae2020.pku.edu.cn  
 
6. Contacts 

Ms. Li Wang, asae2020@pku.edu.cn (Peking University) 

Mr. Zeyu Yang,  yangzeyu@ruc.edu.cn (Renmin University) 

Ms. Yihan Liu, liuyihan@cau.edu.cn (China Agricultural University) 

Tel : (86)-10-62767327; Fax: (86)-10-62767145 
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7. Executive Committee for ASAE 2017-2020 

 

The Asian Society for Agricultural Economists (ASAE), established in Tokyo on 

August 23, 1991, is a non-profit voluntary association of agricultural economists 

primarily to promote inclusive development of Asian agriculture and improve the 

welfare of farmers and rural families in Asia. 

The Executive Committee for ASAE composes of the President, President-in-Elect, 

Vice President, Secretary General and other Executive Members, who are elected 

by the General Council. The Executive Committee is the main policy making and 

strategic planning body of the Association and at the same time executes programs 

on behalf of the General Council. 

The Executive Committee for ASAE for 2017-2020 contains 10 members as follows： 

  

 

 

Jikun Huang (China) 
President of ASAE  

jkhuang.ccap@pku.edu.cn  

Professor, China Center for Agricultural Policy, School of 

Advanced Agricultural Sciences, Peking University, China. 

 

 

 

Mercedita A. Sombilla (Philippines) 
Secretary General of ASAE 

mercysom@yahoo.com  

Undersecretary, Regional Development Group, National 

Economic Authority, Philippines. 

 

 

 

Kei Kajisa (Japan) 
President-in-Elect of ASAE 

kei.kajisa@gmail.com  

Professor, School of International Politics, Economics, and 

Communication, Aoyama Gakuin University, Japan. 
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Yu Sheng (China) 
Vice President of ASAE 

ysheng.ccap@pku.edu.cn  

Professor, China Center for Agricultural Policy, School of 

Advanced Agricultural Sciences, Peking University, China 

 

 

 

Bustanul Arifin (Indonesia) 
ASAE Executive Committee Member  

barifin@uwalumni.com  

Professor, School of Agricultural Economics, University of 

Lampung (UNILA), Indonesia. 

 

 

 

Doo Bong Han (Korea) 
ASAE Executive Committee Member 

han7630@gmail.com  

Professor, Department of Food and Resource Economics, 

Korea University, Korea. 

 

 

 

Pramod Kumar Joshi (India) 
ASAE Executive Committee Member 

p.joshi@cgiar.org 

President, Agricultural Economics Research Association, 

India. 

 

 

 

Mohammad Abdul Malek (Bangladesh) 
ASAE Executive Committee Member 

malekr25@gmail.com and abdul.malek.ft@u.tsukuba.ac.jp  

Advisory (Honorary) Council Member, Global Development 

& Research Initiative Foundation (GDRI), Bangladesh. 
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Saidatulakmal Mohd (Malaysia) 
ASAE Executive Committee Member 

eieydda@usm.my  

Associate Professor, School of Social Sciences,  

Universiti Sains Malaysia, Malaysia. 

 

 

 

Nipon Poapongsakorn (Thailand) 
ASAE Executive Committee Member 

nipon.tdri@gmail.com  

Distinguished fellow and former president, Thailand 

Development Research Institute (TDRI).  
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8. Keynote Speaker 
 

Prof. Jikun Huang, ASAE President, Peking University, China 
 

 
 

Professor Jikun Huang is Professor at School of Advanced Agricultural Sciences and 

Director of China Center for Agricultural Policy (CCAP) in Peking University, Fellow 

of the World Academy of Sciences - for the advancement of science in developing 

countries (TWAS), Honorary Life Member of the International Association of 

Agricultural Economists (IAAE), and Fellow of Agricultural and Applied Economics 

Association (AAEA). He is the president of Asian Society of Agricultural Economists 

and vice-president of Chinese Association of Agro-Technical Economic. His research 

covers a wide range of issues on China's agricultural policy and rural development. He 

received Award for China’s Outstanding Youth Scientists in 2002, Outstanding 

Achievement Award for Overseas Returning Chinese in 2003, Fudan Prize for Eminent 

Contributors to Management Science in 2008, and IRRI’s Outstanding Alumni Award 

in 2010. He has published more than 580 journal articles, including Science, Nature and 

many leading journals in development economics. He is co-author of 24 books.  
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9. Invited Plenary Speakers 
 

Prof. Carl Pray, the State University of New Jersey, Rutgers, United States 
 

 
 
Professor Carl Pray is a distinguished Professor in the Agricultural, Food and Resource 

Economics Department, the School for Environmental and Biological Sciences, 

Rutgers, the State University of New Jersey. He earned his PhD in Economic History 

from the University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, the US. His research 

mainly focuses on agricultural science and technology policy in China, South Asia, 

Africa and Latin America. Key issues related to his recent research include: How does 

government research, science policy, intellectual property rights, regulations and 

advances in basic sciences influence the development and adoption of new agricultural 

technology? What are the economic and institutional impacts of new agricultural 

technology – especially its impact on poor farmers in Asia and Africa? 

 

Professor Pray is the President of ICABR, the International Consortium for Applied 

Bioeconomy Research. He is currently leading research projects on the economics of 

agricultural research by private firms in India and China and on the impact of 

agricultural policy changes in Africa and Asia. He is also working on projects on digital 

agriculture. He have published more than 80 journal articles in international top ranking 

journals such as Science, Nature, the American Journal of Agricultural Economics, 

Economic Development and Cultural Change, and Research Policy as well as 

publishing 7 books and 45 book chapters.  
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Dr. Will Martin, International Food Policy Research Institute, United States 
 

 
 

Dr. Will Martin is a Senior Research Fellow at the International Food Policy Research 

Institute (IFPRI), Washington D.C. He is also the former President of the International 

Association of Agricultural Economists (IAAE). He was trained in economics and 

agricultural economics at University of Queensland, Australian National University and 

Iowa State University, and had been worked at Australian Bureau of Agricultural 

Economics and Australian National University in early years. He was also appointed as 

the World Bank’s research manager for agricultural and rural development before 

joining IFPRI in 2015. 

 

Dr. Martin has a wide range of research interests, and in particular, his recent research 

has focused the impacts of changes in trade policies and food prices on poverty and 

food security in developing countries; and on the impacts of productivity growth on 

poverty. Over the past decade, he has published a large number of research works on 

“high-value agricultural exports from Africa” and “food trade policy and the dietary 

transition”. The most recent two influential reports are published in 2008. 
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Prof. Pramod Kumar Joshi, President, Agricultural Economics Research 
Association, India 

 

 
 

Professor Pramod Kumar Joshi superannuated as the Director-South Asia, International 

Food Policy Research Institute (IFPRI), India. Prior to this post, he held the position of 

Director, ICAR-National Academy of Agricultural Research Management, and 

Director of the ICAR-National Centre of Agricultural Economics and Policy Research. 

He is presently the President of the Agricultural Economics Research Association 

(AERA); and the Secretary of the National Academy of Agricultural Sciences (NAAS), 

and serves as Policy Advisers to the World Bank, the FAO, Harvest Plus of the CGIAR; 

ACIAR; and the BAIF Development Research Foundation. 

 

Professor Joshi has extensively been working on agriculture transformation and market 

integration in India, and many South and Southeast Asian countries. To date, he has 

published more than ten books and several journal articles in national and international 

journals of repute. Professor Joshi has received a lot of awards, which include Dr. MS 

Randhawa Memorial Award of the National Academy of Agricultural Sciences, Dr. RC 

Agarwal Life Time Achievement Award of the Indian Society of Agricultural 

Economics; the Life Time Achievement Award of the Pantnagar Alumni Almamater 

Advancement Association; and the Global Leadership Award by the Indian Chambers 

of Food and Agriculture.  
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Dr. Johan Swinnen, Director General, International Food Policy Research 
Institute, United States 
 

 
 

Dr. Johan Swinnen is Director General of the International Food Policy Research 

Institute (IFPRI), Washington D.C.  Prior to that, he held positions as Professor of 

Economics and Director of LICOS-Centre for Institutions and Economic Performance 

at KU Leuven, Lead Economist at the World Bank, and Economic Advisor at the 

European Commission. He was elected Fellow of the Agricultural & Applied 

Economics Association (AAEA) and the European Association of Agricultural 

Economists (EAAE) and is a former President of the International Association of 

Agricultural Economists (IAAE). He holds a PhD from Cornell University and 

Honorary Doctorates from Gottingen University and Nitra University.   

 

Dr. Swinnen has published widely on agricultural and food policies, political economy, 

institutional reforms, agricultural transition, and international development. His books 

include “The Political Economy of Agricultural and Food Policies”, “Political Power 

and Economic Policy”, “Quality Standards, Value Chains and International 

Development”, and “From Marx and Mao to the Market”. 
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Prof. Kym Anderson, Crawford School of Public Policy, Australian National 
University, Australia 
 

 
 

Professor Kym Anderson is George Gollin Professor Emeritus in the School of 

Economics at the University of Adelaide and an Honorary Professor at Crawford 

School of Public Policy, Australian National University. He had also served as deputy 

head of economic research at the GATT (now WTO) Secretariat in Geneva (1990-92) 

and as Lead Economist (Trade Policy) at the World Bank in Washington DC (2004-07). 

He became the first economist to serve on a series of dispute settlement panels at the 

World Trade Organization (WTO) (1996-2008). During 2010-17 he served on the 

Board of Trustees of the International Food Policy Research Institute (IFPRI), 

Washington D.C, and chaired it from 2015. 

  

Professor Anderson has published more than 400 articles and 40 books. His books 

include The Political Economy of Agricultural Protection (with Yujiro Hayami, 1986), 

Disarray in World Food Markets (with Rod Tyers, 1992), Agricultural Trade Reform 

and the Doha Development Agenda (with Will Martin, 2006) and, during 2008-10, a 

set of 4 regional and 3 global books on Distortions to Agricultural Incentives. 
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Prof. Shenggen Fan, China Agricultural University, China 
 

 
 

Professor Shenggen Fan is a world renowned economist for his work on transitional 

economies, global food systems, and agricultural and rural development. He is currently 

senior chair professor at the China Agricultural University, Beijing where he is leading 

a national innovation lab on food economics and policy. He serves as advisor to many 

national governments (including China and Vietnam) on agriculture, food security and 

nutrition. He is former director general of the International Food Policy Research 

Institute (IFPRI), Washington D.C., from 2009 to 2019.  

 

Professor Fan is one of the Champions of Target of the UN Sustainable Development 

Goals, dedicated to inspiring ambition, mobilizing action, and accelerating progress 

toward cutting global food loss and waste. In 2017, he received the highly prestigious 

Fudan Management Excellence Award, referred to in China as the “Nobel Prize for 

Management,” which recognizes individuals who have made outstanding contributions 

to the field of economics and management. In 2014, Professor Fan also received the 

Hunger Hero Award from the World Food Programme in recognition of his 

commitment to and leadership in fighting hunger worldwide. 
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Prof. Robert Chambers, University of Maryland: Park, United States 
 

 
 

Professor Robert G. Chambers is a Professor of Department of Agricultural and 

Resource Economics, University of Maryland, College Park, the US and Honorary 

Professor, School of Economics, University of Queensland, Australia. He is also an 

elected fellow of Agricultural and Applied Economics Association, the editor-in-chief 

for Journal of Productivity Analysis, and an adviser to OECD Trade and Agricultural 

Directorate for Environmental Adjusted Agricultural TFP Measurement. His research 

interests cover agricultural economics, decision making under uncertainty, production 

economics, microeconomic theory, public economics and agricultural and natural 

resource policy.  

 

Professor Chambers has made a great achievement in the field of decision making under 

uncertainty, agricultural economics and productivity analysis and published more than 

100 articles in reputable international refereed journals including American Economic 

Review, Econometrica, Review of Economic Studies, Economic Journal, American 

Journal of Agricultural Economics etc. His recent research work on analyzing the 

climate effects on the US Agricultural Total Factor Productivity has also been published 

in world top scientific journal “Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences 

(PNAS)”. 
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Prof. M. A. Sattar Mandal, Bangladesh Agricultural University, Bangladesh 
 

 
 

Professor M. A. Mandal is currently affiliated with Bangladesh Agricultural University 

(BAU), Mymensingh as the first Emeritus Professor. He also works as the Vice-

Chancellor of Bangladesh Agricultural University, Mymensingh, and as a Member of 

the Bangladesh Planning Commission. In addition, professor Mandal is currently 

invited as a member of the Agriculture Expert Pool of the Bangladesh government, and 

works as a Senior Advisor to FAO, Bangladesh, while serving as advisor for World 

Bank WRG 2030, CIMMYT-Bangladesh and other development partners. 

 

An agricultural economist, professor Mandal has been involved in teaching, research 

and policy planning in agriculture and rural development for over four decades. Apart 

from his academic researches, he also led the preparation of many important national 

policy documents, including Agricultural Mechanization Policy (2019), Bangladesh 

Country Position Paper on Food Security for the SAARC Region (2007), National 

Agriculture Policy (1999). His works on irrigation water market and institutions made 

significant impact on the large-scale privatization of Bangladesh agriculture. His recent 

edited book on “Rural Mechanization: A Driver to Agricultural Change and Rural 

Development” is widely acclaimed. 
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Prof. Linxiu Zhang, Director, UN Environment Programme-International 
Ecosystem Management Partnership (UNEP-IEMP), China 

 

 
 

Professor Linxiu Zhang, TWAS Fellow, UNEP senior staff and Director, UNEP-

International Ecosystem Management Partnership (UNEP-IEMP), a joint center 

between the Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) and UNEP. She is also leading the 

implementation of a UNEP flagship programme focusing on the nexus of climate 

change, ecosystem services and sustainable livelihoods (CEL) through South-South 

cooperation. Prof. Zhang used to be the Director/deputy director of Center for Chinese 

Agricultural Policy of CAS. She is now affiliated with the Institute of Geographic 

Sciences and Natural Resources Research of CAS as a senior research fellow. Her 

previous fields of research covered policy relevant studies on rural development, 

particularly on public goods and services provision, early childhood development, 

poverty alleviation and sustainable livelihoods, climate change adaptation and gender. 
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10. Local Conference Organizing Committee 
 

Co-chairs: 

Professor Baojian Chen, Vice President, Peking University 

Professor Jikun Huang, President, ASAE; Director, New Rural Development 

Institute, Peking University 

Professor Xian Xin, Vice President, China Agricultural University 

Professor Xinkai Zhu, Vice president, Renmin University of China 

 

Members: 

Professor Shenggen Fan, School of Economics and Management, China 

Agricultural University 

Professor Huanguang Qiu, Deputy Dean, School of Agricultural Economics and 

Rural Development, Renmin University 

Professor Yu Sheng, Vice President, ASAE; Deputy Director, New Rural 

Development Institute, Peking University 

Professor Wei Si, Dean, School of Economics and Management, China Agricultural 

University 

Professor Zhong Tang, Dean, School of Agricultural Economics and Rural 

Development, Renmin University 

Professor Funing Zhong, Vice Chair of Academic Committee, Nanjing Agricultural 

University 
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11. Final Program (in Beijing Time) 
 

6 December 2021, Monday 

09:00-09:30 Opening Ceremony  
Join Meeting: https://zoom.us/j/7818057389                                 Zoom ID: 7818057389 

Chair: Prof. Yu Sheng (Vice-president of ASAE) 
 China Center for Agricultural Policy, Peking University, China 

Welcome remarks and introduction of the program 
 Prof. Xinkai Zhu 
 Vice President, Renmin University of China, China 
 Prof. Wei Si 

 Dean, College of Economics and Management, China Agriculture University, China 

 Prof. Jikun Huang (President of ASAE) 

 Director, New Rural Development Institute, Peking University, China 

 Dr. Mercedita A. Sombilla (ASAE Secretary General) 
 Undersecretary, Regional Development Group, National Economic Authority, Philippines 

 Tech support: Mr. Zeyu Yang, +86 17740968665, yangzeyu@ruc.edu.cn  

09:30-09:35 Photo Session  

09:35-10:40 ASAE President’s Speech and Plenary Session I: Advancing Agriculture Development through 
Pioneering Technologies 
Join Meeting: https://zoom.us/j/7818057389                                 Zoom ID: 7818057389 

Chair: Prof. Saidatulakmal Mohd (ASAE Executive Committee Member) 
 School of Social Sciences, Universiti Sains Malaysia, Malaysia 

Embracing Digital Technology in Agricultural and Rural Development in China: Opportunities and 

Challenges 

 Prof. Jikun Huang (President of ASAE) 

 Director, New Rural Development Institute, Peking University, China 

GMOs, CRISPR, Genomics and the Future of Asian Agriculture 
 Prof. Carl Pray 

 Department of Agricultural, Food and Resource Economics, Rutgers, the State University of New 

Jersey, United States 

Q&A 

 Tech support: Mr. Zeyu Yang, +86 17740968665, yangzeyu@ruc.edu.cn 

10:50-12:20 Parallel Session I 

Break 

13:30-15:00 Parallel Session II 

15:10-16:40 Parallel Session III 

16:50-18:20 Parallel Session IV 
    

7 December 2021, Tuesday 

09:00-10:00 Plenary Session II: New Institutional Policies to Incentivize Small Farms  
Join Meeting: https://zoom.us/j/7818057389                                 Zoom ID: 7818057389 
Chair: Prof. Huanguang Qiu 
 Dean, School of Agricultural Economics and Rural Development, Renmin University of China 

Agricultural Subsidy Reform and Greenhouse Gas Emission  
Dr. Will Martin 

 Senior Research Fellow, International Food Policy Research Institute, United States 

Emerging Institutions in Agriculture for Incentivizing Smallholders in India  
Prof. Pramod Kumar Joshi (ASAE Executive Committee Member) 

 President, Agricultural Economics Research Association, India 
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Q&A 

 Tech support: Mr. Zeyu Yang, +86 17740968665, yangzeyu@ruc.edu.cn 

10:10-11:40 Parallel Session V 

11:50-13:20 Parallel Session VI 

Break 

13:30-15:00 Parallel Session VII 

15:10-16:40 Parallel Session VIII 

16:50-17:50 Plenary Session III: New Opportunities in Marketing and International Trade   
Join Meeting: https://zoom.us/j/7818057389                                 Zoom ID: 7818057389 

Chair: Prof. Bustanul Arifin (ASAE Executive Committee Member) 

  School of Agricultural Economics, University of Lampung, Indonesia 

Transforming Food Systems Post COVID-19 
 Dr. Johan Swinnen 
 Director General, International Food Policy Research Institute, United States 

International Trade's Role in Enhancing Food Security in Asia 
 Prof. Kym Anderson 
 Crawford School of Public Policy, Australian National University, Australia 

Q&A 

 Tech support: Mr. Zeyu Yang, +86 17740968665, yangzeyu@ruc.edu.cn 
    

20:00-21:00 Local Committee Meeting /Award Committee Meeting 
 Tech support: Ms. Rui Huang, +86 13972063086, 2020102693@ruc.edu.cn 
    

8 December 2021, Wednesday 

09:00-10:00 Plenary Session IV: Food Security and Sustainable Agricultural and Rural Development I 
 Join Meeting: https://zoom.us/j/7818057389                                 Zoom ID: 7818057389  

Chair: A/Prof. Mohammad Abdul Malek (ASAE Executive Committee Member)  

 Advisory (Honorary) Council Member, Global Development & Research Initiative 

Foundation, Bangladesh  
Food System Transformation and Rural Development   

Prof. Shenggen Fan  
 College of Economics and Management, China Agricultural University, China  
Genetically Modified Organisms and Agricultural Labor Productivity  
 Prof. Robert G. Chambers  
 College of Agricultural and Natural Resources, University of Maryland, United States  
Q&A  

 Tech support: Ms. Rui Huang, +86 13972063086, 2020102693@ruc.edu.cn 

10:00-11:00 Plenary Session V: Food Security and Sustainable Agricultural and Rural Development II  
Join Meeting: https://zoom.us/j/7818057389                                 Zoom ID: 7818057389 

 Chair: Dr. Nipon Poapongsakorn (ASAE Executive Committee Member)  

    
Distinguished Fellow and Former President, Thailand Development Research Institute,  

Thailand  
Agricultural and Rural Transformation: Process and Lessons for Asia  
 Prof. M. A. Sattar Mandal  

 Emeritus Professor, Department of Agricultural Economics, Bangladesh Agricultural University, 

Bangladesh  
Enhancing Agri-food System Resilience with Nexus Approach: Actions, Impacts and Implications to 

Asia  
 Prof. Linxiu Zhang  

 Director, UN Environment Programme-International Ecosystem Management Partnership 

(UNEP-IEMP), China  
Q&A  
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 Tech support: Ms. Rui Huang, +86 13972063086, 2020102693@ruc.edu.cn 

11:00-12:00 Closing Ceremony  
Join Meeting: https://zoom.us/j/7818057389                                 Zoom ID: 7818057389 

 Chair: Prof. Wei Si  
 Dean, College of Economics and Management, China Agricultural University, China  
Announcement of Best Paper Awards on behalf of ASAE  
 Prof. Doo Bong Han (ASAE Executive Committee Member)  
 Department of Food and Resource Economics, Korea University, Korea  
ASAE 2023 in Tokyo   
 Prof. Kei Kajisa (President-Elect of ASAE)  

 School of International Politics, Economics, and Communication, Aoyama Gakuin University, 

Japan 

 Closing Remarks 

  Prof. Jikun Huang (President of ASAE) 

  Director, New Rural Development Institute, Peking University, China 

 Tech support: Ms. Rui Huang, +86 13972063086, 2020102693@ruc.edu.cn  
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12. Details of Parallel Sessions (in Beijing Time) 
 

AM 6 December 2021 Monday 

10:50-12:20 Parallel session I 
Zoom ID: Session 1.1 Digital Technology and Agricultural and Rural Development 

7818057389  Join Meeting: https://zoom.us/j/7818057389  
 Chair: Hongmei Yi, Peking University, hmyi.ccap@pku.edu.cn  

  Developing an Index to Measure the Progress of Digitalization in Agriculture and Rural 

Development at County Level in China 

   Zhibin Lv, AliResearch 

  Progress of Digitalization in Agriculture and Rural Development in China 

   Lanlan Su, Peking University  
 Blockchain for Agribusiness: A Systematic Review  
  Jiajia Zhao, Peking University  
 Willingness to Pay for Blockchain-based Traceability of Tea in China  
  Wen Hu, Peking University  
 Discussants:  
  Lingling Hou, Peking University, llhou.ccap@pku.edu.cn   
  Min Liu, Peking University, minliu@lzu.edu.cn  

  Tech support: Mr. Jinhui Wei, +86 19800350682, weijinhui@ruc.edu.cn   
   

Zoom ID: Session 1.2 Choices and Agricultural Productivity 
7643220743  Join Meeting: https://zoom.us/j/7643220743 

  Chair: Hang Xiong, Huazhong Agricultural University, hxiong@hzau.edu.cn 

  Does Internet Use Create a Digital Divide in Production Efficiency among Grain Farmers: 

Evidence from Central China 

   Xiaohui Li, Huazhong Agricultural University 

  Specification and Estimation of a Spatial Autoregressive Sample Selection Model 

   Xiaotian Liu, Huazhong Agricultural University  

 Farmers’ Willingness to Pay for Smart Farming Technologies: A Choice Experiment among 

Drip Irrigation Users  
  Hui Tao, Huazhong Agricultural University  
 Animal Welfare or Own Welfare: What Motivates Consumers’ Choice of Free-range Products  
  Juan He, Huazhong Agricultural University  
 Discussants:   
  Chengfang Liu, Peking University, cfliu.ccap@pku.edu.cn   
  Xiaotian Liu, Huazhong Agricultural University, xiaotianliu369@gmail.com  

  Tech support: Ms. Heng Wang, +86 18810856202, 2020102704@ruc.edu.cn   
   

Zoom ID:  Session 1.3 The Impact of Advanced Technologies on Asian Agriculture I: ICT 
9597879032  Join Meeting: https://zoom.us/j/9597879032  

 Chair: Sangeeta Shroff, Gokhale Institute of Politics and Economics, 

sangeetashroff@hotmail.com   

 The Impact of Internet Use on Rural Households’ Farmland Transfer: An Empirical Study 

Based on CFPS 

   Baoling Zhou, Southwest University  

 The impact of ICT Application on Farmers' Subjective Well-being: Based on the Mediation 

Effect of Absolute Income and Relative Income  
  Jingru Xiang, Southwestern University of Finance and Economics  
 Does Internet use increase farm profit and reduce risk exposure of wheat production in China?  
  Hongyun Zheng, Huazhong Agricultural University  

 Promoting Information and Communication Technology in Agriculture-A study of Kisan Call 

Centres in Maharashtra, India  
  Sangeeta Shroff, Gokhale Institute of Politics and Economics 
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 Q&A 

  Tech support: Ms. Ruiqiu Tan, +86 18813020056, 2020102703@ruc.edu.cn   
   

Zoom ID:  Session 1.4 The Impact of Advanced Technologies on Asian Agriculture II: ICT, IoT, AI 
5667512748  Join Meeting: https://zoom.us/j/5667512748  

 Chair: Tetsufumi Kubota, National Agriculture and Food Research Organization, 

bota@affrc.go.jp   

 Research on the adoption willingness of Internet of Things technology of Chinese large and 

specialized vegetable farmers based on integrated UTAUT model and TOE framework 

   Ke Cheng, Jiangxi Agricultural University 

  Determinants of ICT and smart farming technology adoption by agricultural corporations in 

Japan 

   Jie Mi, Kyushu University 

  Effects of the introduction of robot tractors onto dairy farms in Hokkaido, Japan 

  Tetsufumi Kubota, National Agriculture and Food Research Organization  
 Efforts for the Sixth industrialization and its Issues in Japan  
  Chie Onishi, National Agriculture and Food Research Organization  
 Farm and household factors affecting adoption of smart rice seed planter in Shanghai  
  Yuquan Zhang, Shanghai Jiao Tong University  
 Q&A 

  Tech support: Ms. Huimin Liu, +86 18811379585, 2020102699@ruc.edu.cn   
   

Zoom ID: Session 1.5 Engaging Smallholders in Modern Agriculture 
5567141402  Join Meeting: https://zoom.us/j/5567141402 

  Chair: Daisuke Takahashi, Takushoku University, dtakahas@ner.takushoku-u.ac.jp  

  Time Cost of Shopping and Labor Supply: Evidence from Rural E-commerce Expansion in 

China 

   Yue Wang, Peking University 

  China's Smallholder Farmers Engaging in E-commerce: Sale Scale and Platform Selection 

   Xinyu Liu, Peking University  

 The Impact of Rice Production and Marketing Zoning Policy on the Use of Farmland in 

Taiwan  
  Daisuke Takahashi, Takushoku University  
 Q&A 

  Tech support: Mr. Zili Wang, +86 15966309932, 2020102718@ruc.edu.cn  
    

 PM 6 December 2021 Monday 

13:30-15:00 Parallel session II 
Zoom ID: 

7818057389 

Session 2.1 High-yielding Variety, Factor Misallocation and Agricultural Productivity in 
China 

  Join Meeting: https://zoom.us/j/7818057389 
  Chair: Xiaobing Wang, Peking University, xbwang.ccap@pku.edu.cn  

  Institutional innovation, farmland transfer and potential source for grain future growth in 

China 

   Xiaoheng Zhang, Nanjing University of Aeronautics and Astronautics 

  Hybrid Advantage and Its Induced Overdose of Fertilizer: A Case Study of Rice Cropping in 

China 

   Moyu Chen, Peking University  
 Water quality monitoring and agricultural TFP  
  Binlei Gong, Zhejiang University  
 High-yielding variety and infant mortality in China  
  Xinyu Liu, Peking University  
 Panel Discussion 

  Tech support: Mr. Jinhui Wei, +86 19800350682, weijinhui@ruc.edu.cn   
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Zoom ID: 

7643220743 

Session 2.2 Impacts of Technological and Institutional Revolution on Agriculture in Japan 
and China 

  Join Meeting: https://zoom.us/j/7643220743  
 Chair:   
  Dongpo Li, Hunan University of Technology and Business, 791728448@qq.com  

   Teruaki Nanseki, Kyushu University, nanseki.teruaki.005@m.kyushu-u.ac.jp  

  Impacts of smart farming technologies on rice production in Japan: evidences from the large-

scale on-farm studies 

   Teruaki Nanseki, Kyushu University  
 How smart technologies transform agriculture development: the China experience  
  Leifeng Guo, Agricultural Information Institute, CAAS  

 Impact of fishermen’s livelihood assets on satisfaction of withdrawal policy in the upper and 

middle reaches of the Yangtze River  
  Tinggui Chen, Shanghai Ocean University  

 Analysis of supply and demand of feed grain in China: is there enough feed for livestock 

under the Sino-US trade war?  
  Hui Zhou, Institute of Agricultural Economics and Development, CAAS  

 Impact of TPP and the countermeasures by Japanese agricultural corporations: empirical 

analysis based on a national survey  
  Dongpo Li, Hunan University of Technology and Business  
 Q&A 

  Tech support: Ms. Heng Wang, +86 18810856202, 2020102704@ruc.edu.cn   
   

Zoom ID: Session 2.3 The Impact of Biotech and Genetic Revolution on Asian Agriculture 
9597879032  Join Meeting: https://zoom.us/j/9597879032 

  Chair: Md. Sadique Rahman, Sher-e-Bangla Agricultural University, saadrhmn@yahoo.com  

  Can Education Improve Consumers' Attitude Towards Genetically Modified food? An 

Empirical Analysis in China 

   Siwei Chen, Beijing Normal University 

  Analysis of farmer decision-making for biotech corn adoption in the Philippines in connection 

with the 2015 GMO Supreme Court ban 

   Clarisse Gonzalvo, Hiroshima University  

 Intensity Of Adoption And Welfare Impacts Of Drought Tolerant Rice Varieties Cultivation 

In Bangladesh  
  Md. Sadique Rahman, Sher-e-Bangla Agricultural University  
 Q&A 

  Tech support: Ms. Ruiqiu Tan, +86 18813020056, 2020102703@ruc.edu.cn   
   

Zoom ID: 

5667512748 

Session 2.4 Toward Sustainable and Environmental-Friendly Agriculture I: Livestock 
Farming 

  Join Meeting: https://zoom.us/j/5667512748 

  Chair: Yanjun Ren, Northwest A&F University, ren@iamo.de  
  Determinants of livestock breeding scale for pastoral areas in Inner Mongolia Autonomous 

Region 

   Aoduntuya, Hokkaido University in Japan 

  What influences farmers' normative use of veterinary drugs -- An expanded version of the 

theory of planned behavior 

   Mengqi Wang, Jiangxi Agricultural University  
 Understanding Farmers’ Behavior in Using Feed Additives: Self-Interest or Altruism?  
  Dan Peng, Jiangxi Agricultural University  

 Drivers of Farmers’ Intentions to Use Eco Breeding: Integrating the Theory of Planned 

Behavior and the Norm Activation Model  
  Pan Lu, Jiangxi Agricultural University  
 Q&A 

  Tech support: Ms. Huimin Liu, +86 18811379585, 2020102699@ruc.edu.cn   
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Zoom ID: Session 2.5 Toward Sustainable and Environmental-Friendly Agriculture II: Crop Farming 
5567141402  Join Meeting: https://zoom.us/j/5567141402 

  Chair: Huaiyu Wang, Beijing Institute of Technology, hwang@bit.edu.cn  

 
 

Effects Of Alternative Approaches On Nitrogen Fertilizer Reduction Of Rice Production In 

The Demonstration Program In China 

   Huaiyu Wang, Beijing Institute of Technology 

  Long- and short-term effects of field training on farmers’ nitrogen fertilizer reduction: Dose 

training intensity matter? 

   Cheng Xiang, Beijing Institute of Technology  
 Effect of Fertilizer Subsidy on Fertilizer Usage in Rice Farming in Indonesia  
  Amzui Rifin, IPB University  

 The Influence of Embeddedness on Rice Farmers' Fertilizer Reducing Technologies Adoption 

Behavior in China  
  Qi Li, Qufu Normal University  

 Persistent and Transient Efficiency of the Chemical Fertilizer Firms in China: Does 

Ownership Matter?  
  Bingyu Huangfu, Huazhong Agricultural University  
 Discussant: Jinyang Cai, Beijing Institute of Technology 

  Tech support: Mr. Zili Wang, +86 15966309932, 2020102718@ruc.edu.cn   
   

15:10-16:40 Parallel session III 
Zoom ID: Session 3.1 Panel Data Collection and Sustainable Land Use in Asia 

7818057389  Join Meeting: https://zoom.us/j/7818057389 
  Chair: Hermann Waibel, Leibniz University Hannover, waibel@ifgb.uni-hannover.de  

 
 

Overview and lessons learned from collecting panel data in seven Asian countries -  

Bangladesh, Cambodia, China, Laos, Indonesia, Thailand and Vietnam 

  Hermann Waibel, Leibniz University Hannover 

  Farmers ‘knowledge and farm productivity in Thailand and Vietnam 

      Sabine Liebenehm, University Saskatchewan 

  Sustainability Standards in smallholder oil palm farming in Indonesia 

      Eko Rudy Chahyadi, Bogor University 

  Transformation of village economies in Northeast Thailand: a panel data analysis 

      Chompunuch Nantajit, Leibniz University Hannover 

 
 

Towards a methodology to improve data consistency in household panel surveys in 

developing countries 

      Mark Brooks, Leibniz University Hannover 

  Discussants: Jikun Huang, Peking University 

  Junfei Bai, China Agricultural University 

  Shi Min, Huazhong Agricultural University 

  Xiaobin Wang, Peking University 

  Suwanna Praneetvatakul, Kasetsart University 

  Sabine Liebenehm, University of Saskatchewan  

  Tech support: Mr. Jinhui Wei, +86 19800350682, weijinhui@ruc.edu.cn   
   

Zoom ID: Session 3.2 Grassland Management and Rural Environment in China 
7643220743  Join Meeting: https://zoom.us/j/7643220743 

  Chair: LingLing Hou, Peking University, llhou.ccap@pku.edu.cn  

  Herders benefit from mongers competition in livestock market 

   Dongqing Li, Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences 

  Does property rights help explain Inverse Relationship between grassland size and 

productivity? 

   Mingxue Zhang, Peking University  
 A meta-regression analysis of economic value of grassland ecosystem services in China  
  Huifang Liu, Lanzhou University 
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 Consumers' Willingness to Pay for Ecological Products: Evidence from a Field Experiment in 

China   
  Xinxin Lv, Peking University  
 Discussant:  
  Ting Meng, China Agricultural University, tmeng@cau.edu.cn   
  Xiaolong Feng, China Agricultural University, fengxiaolong12@126.com  

  Tech support: Ms. Heng Wang, +86 18810856202, 2020102704@ruc.edu.cn   
   

Zoom ID: Session 3.3 Toward Sustainable and Environmental-Friendly Agriculture III: Irrigation 
9597879032  Join Meeting: https://zoom.us/j/9597879032 

  Chair: Manoj Potapohn, Chiang Mai University, potapohnm@gmail.com  

  Irrigation investment in northern China: trends, affecting factors, impact 

   Zhuanlin Wang, Peking University 

  The Current Significance and Development Conditions of Lift Irrigation Systems in Dry Zone 

in Sri Lanka: Lessons Towards Sustainable Irrigation Development  
  J.M.H.M. Upulwehera, Rajarata University of Sri Lanka  

 Estimation of Irrigation Water Demand Price Elasticity and Economic Value of Water: 

Empirical Evidence from Irrigation Districts in Northern China  
  Tianhe Sun, Hebei University of Economics and Business  

 Chiang Mai’s ongoing water management experiment: Developing an intelligence platform to 

facilitate shared use of irrigation water  
  Manoj Potapohn, Chiang Mai University  
 Q&A 

  Tech support: Ms. Ruiqiu Tan, +86 18813020056, 2020102703@ruc.edu.cn   
   

Zoom ID: Session 3.4 Toward Sustainable and Environmental-Friendly Agriculture IV: New Ways 
5667512748  Join Meeting: https://zoom.us/j/5667512748 

  Chair: Leih Anne Odono, Partido State University, leihanne.odono@parsu.edu.ph  

  Exploring the Determinants of Rice Farmers’ Decision to Adopt Agricultural Low-Carbon 

Technologies: A Case study from China 

   Linli Jiang, Wuyi University 

  Heterogeneous Effects of Trust on Pro-environmental Behavior of Rural Residents 

   Xi Ouyang, South China Agricultural University  

 Socio-Psychological Factors Supporting the Sustainable Management and Conservation of 

Riverine Ecosystems in the Municipality of Goa, within Mt Isarog Natural Park  
  Leih Anne Odono, Partido State University  

 Impact of Large-Scale Land Operation on the Development of Regional Public Brands of 

Agricultural Products   
 Dalei Li, Northwest Agriculture & Forestry University  

 Q&A 

  Tech support: Ms. Huimin Liu, +86 18811379585, 2020102699@ruc.edu.cn   
   

Zoom ID: Session 3.5 Policies for Inclusive and Sustainable Agriculture 
5567141402  Join Meeting: https://zoom.us/j/5567141402 

  Chair: Deepak Shah, Gokhale Institute of Politics and Economics, deepakshah@gipe.ac.in  

 
 

Can environmental regulation achieve win-win growth in environmental and economic 

performance: evidence from the sugar industry under China’s mandatory environmental 

information disclosure policy 

   Jingfang Ge, China Agricultral University 

  Using Contingent Valuation to Explore Willingness to Accept for Seasonal Land Fallowing 

Policy in the North China Plain 

   Hongbo Deng, Institute of Geographical Sciences and Natural Resources Research, 

Chinese Academy of Sciences  
 Cost-effectiveness and Sustainability of Seasonal Land Fallowing Policy in Haihe River Basin  
  Baozhu Guan, Peking University 
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 Central Government Agricultural Subsidies in India: Public Sector Expenditure, Issues and 

Policy Implications  
  Deepak Shah, Gokhale Institute of Politics and Economics  

 Formation of an Epistemic Community and the Process of Policy Creation around Direct 

Payments in Taiwanese Agriculture  
  Tsaiyu Chang, Surugadai University  
 Q&A 

  Tech support: Mr. Zili Wang, +86 15966309932, 2020102718@ruc.edu.cn   
   

17:00-18:30 Parallel session IV 
Zoom ID: 

7818057389 

Session 4.1 Transformation of the Rural Economy in Rubber Producing Areas in Southwest 
China 

  Join Meeting: https://zoom.us/j/7818057389 

  Chair:  Shi Min, Huazhong Agricultural University，min@mail.hzau.edu.cn 

  Does rubber expansion hinder the migration of rural labor in southwest China? 

  Ningan Yang, Huazhong Agricultural University 

  Location and economic resilience in rubber farming communities in southwest China 

  Shaoze Jin, Research Center for Rural Economy, China 

  Dynamics of Livelihood Strategies of Smallholder Rubber Farmers in Southwest China 

  Haowen Zhuang, Leibniz University Hannover, Germany 

  Determinants of farmers' risk aversion behavior under the decreasing rubber prices 

  Ting Meng, China Agricultural University 

 
 

Valuing the External Social Benefits of Rubber Plantation Ecological Restoration Programs in 

Hainan Province, China: A Contingent Valuation Method Approach 

  Yu Gan, Zhejiang University 

  Discussants: Junfei Bai, China Agricultural University 

                       Yueji Zhu, Hainan University 

                       Hermann Waibel, Leibniz University Hannover, Germany 

  Jikun Huang, Peking University 

  Tech support: Mr. Jinhui Wei, +86 19800350682, weijinhui@ruc.edu.cn   
   

Zoom ID: Session 4.2 COVID-19 Pandemic and Welfare 
7643220743  Join Meeting: https://zoom.us/j/7643220743 

  Chair: Gucheng Li, Huazhong Agricultural University, lgcabc@mail.hzau.edu.cn  

  More Panic, More Weight Gains? Evidence from China 

   Jinghui Hao, Huazhong Agricultural University 

  Face Mask Purchase and Usage amid the COVID-19 Pandemic: the Role of Risk and Trust  
  Jie Feng, University of Wisconsin-Madison  
 Gender Differences in Nutritional Status among Rural-Urban Migrants in China  
  Qian Sun, Huazhong Agricultural University  

 The Effect of Eating Restaurant Prepared Food on BMI: Evidence from China during the 

COVID-19 Pandemic  
  Juan He, Huazhong Agricultural University 

  Impact of COVID-19 on the aquaculture sector in Bangladesh 

      G M Monirul Alam, Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman Agricultural University  
 Discussants:  
  Xu Tian, China Agricultural University, tianxu@cau.edu.cn   
  Jinghui Hao, Huazhong Agricultural University, jinghui.hao@hzau.edu.cn  

  Tech support: Ms. Heng Wang, +86 18810856202, 2020102704@ruc.edu.cn   
   

Zoom ID: Session 4.3 Facilitating Food System Transformation to Cope with Climate Change 
9597879032  Join Meeting: https://zoom.us/j/9597879032 

  Chair: Qiu Chen, Beijing Institute of Technology, chenqiusau@163.com  

  Differentiation of farmers’ perception and adaptation to climate change in the Uplands of 

Yunnan, China 
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   Shuangquan Yang, Beijing Institute of Technology 

  Determinants of climate adaptation by smallholder rice producers: livelihood diversification in 

the Mekong Delta Region of Vietnam  
  Tien Ho Nguyen Diem, Asian Institute of Technology/Tien Giang University  

 Accelerating green residential energy transition in rural China: Insights from household 

factors and north-south differences  
  Qiu Chen, Beijing Institute of Technology  
 Climate Variability, Livelihood Diversification, and Household Food Security in Bangladesh  
  Masanori Matsuura, National Taiwan University  

 Farmers’ Strategies of Crop Diversification and their Regime-switching Behaviors with the 

Breakpoint of Food Consumption: Evidence from Rural Tanzania  
  Takefumi Fujimoto, The University of Tokyo  
 Q&A 

  Tech support: Ms. Ruiqiu Tan, +86 18813020056, 2020102703@ruc.edu.cn   
   

Zoom ID:  Session 4.4 Fighting against COVID-19 
5667512748  Join Meeting: https://zoom.us/j/5667512748  

 Chair: Selvaraj Kattery Nanjundiah, Tamil Nadu Agricultral University, 

nanjundiahselvaraj@gmail.com   
 Consumers’ Willingness to Pay for the COVID-19 Tested Foods in China 

   Longzhong Shi, Huazhong Agricultural University 

  Vegetables Supply Chain Challenges and Salvage during the Pandemic in the of State of 

Tamil Nadu, India 

   Selvaraj Kattery Nanjundiah, Tamil Nadu Agricultral University 

  Impact of COVID-19 pandemic in agro-supply chain of Bangladesh and government response  
  Mohammed Shahjahan Sabuz, Hiroshima University  

 Employment adjustment to cope with COVID-19 pandemic: The impacts of policy response 

and its welfare consequence  
  Yunli Bai, Institute of Geographic Sciences and Natural Resources Research, CAS  
 COVID-19 and the change in lifestyle: Bodyweight, time allocation, and food choices  
  Xiaolei Li, Huazhong Agricultural University  
 Q&A 

  Tech support: Ms. Huimin Liu, +86 18811379585, 2020102699@ruc.edu.cn   
   

Zoom ID: Session 4.5 Agricultural Development 
5567141402  Join Meeting: https://zoom.us/j/5567141402 

  Chair: Binlei Gong, Zhejiang University, gongbinlei@zju.edu.cn 

  Spatial difference decomposition and convergence of rural green development efficiency: 

evidence from China 

   Yu Cui, Northwest Agriculture & Forestry University 

  Agricultural Productivity and Income Divergence: Evidence from the Green Revolution 

   Kaixing Huang, Peking University  
 New Growth Accounting for Agriculture in Asian Countries  
  Binlei Gong, Zhejiang University  

 Sustainable characteristics of the ancient food security model of village tank cascade systems 

in the dry zone of Sri Lanka: A qualitative exploratory study from a historical perspective  
  Lasandha Irangani, Rajarata University of Sri Lanka  
 How varied is the volatility of agricultural commodity prices across India?  
  Prerona Baruah, Indian Instititute of Technology Guwahati  
 Panel Discussion 

  Tech support: Mr. Zili Wang, +86 15966309932, 2020102718@ruc.edu.cn  
    

AM 7 December 2021 Tuesday 

10:10-11:40 Parallel session V 
Zoom ID: Session 5.1 Asian Agriculture in a Changing World 
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7818057389  Join Meeting: https://zoom.us/j/7818057389 
 

 
Chair: 

 
 

 Keijiro Otsuka, Kobe University, otsuka@econ.kobe-u.ac.jp  

  Presenters: 

 
 

 Akhter Ahmed, International Food Policy Research Institute  
  Kevin Chen, Zhejiang University, China   

 Jean Bali, International Rice Research Institute  
  Shenggen Fan, China Agricultural University  
 General Discussion 

  Closing Remarks: Kei Otsuka 

  Tech support: Mr. Jinhui Wei, +86 19800350682, weijinhui@ruc.edu.cn   
   

Zoom ID: Session 5.2 Policies/Institutions and Education 
7643220743  Join Meeting: https://zoom.us/j/7643220743 

  Chair: Chengfang Liu, Peking University, cfliu.ccap@pku.edu.cn  

  Family policy and intergenerational education mobility: evidence from China’s One-Child 

policy 

   Shaoping Li, Huzhou University 

  Is there an inverted U-shaped relationship between rural parents' educational aspiration and 

educational investment? 

   Xuejing Shen, Peking University  
 Relaxations of the One-Child Policy and Son Preferences in China  
  Shaoping Li, Huzhou University  

 The Impact of COVID-19 on Employment and Income of Vocational Graduates in China: 

Evidence from Surveys in January and July 2020  
  Xiao Liang, Peking University  
 Discussant: Renfu Luo, Peking University, luorf.ccap@pku.edu.cn  

  Tech support: Ms. Heng Wang, +86 18810856202, 2020102704@ruc.edu.cn   
   

Zoom ID: Session 5.3 Revitalizing Asian Rural Economy I 
9597879032  Join Meeting: https://zoom.us/j/9597879032 

  Chair: Jayanti Kajale, Gokhale Institute of Politics and Economics, jayanti@gipe.ac.in 

 
 

Agrarian Relations and Agrarian Growth: An analysis of undivided state of Andhra Pradesh, 

India 

   Sujit Padhan, University of Hyderabad  
 Assessing Rural Change: Study of Village Gulumb in Maharashtra State of India  
  Jayanti Kajale, Gokhale Institute of Politics and Economics  

 Transforming Rural Economy: Farm-Nonfarm Linkages And Poverty Implications In Rural 

India  
  Balaji Sedithippa Janarthanan, Indian Council of Agricultural Research  

 When does irrigation efficiency cause water rebound effect? The contextual influences of crop 

mix and climate feature  
  Ying Chai, Guangdong University of Finance and Economics  
 Q&A 

  Tech support: Ms. Ruiqiu Tan, +86 18813020056, 2020102703@ruc.edu.cn   
   

Zoom ID: Session 5.4 Revitalizing Asian rural economy II: Agricultural Transformation 
5667512748  Join Meeting: https://zoom.us/j/5667512748 

  Chair: Prabhat Kishore, Indian Council of Agricultural Research, 

kishore.prabhat89@gmail.com 

  Exploring the Sustainability of Urban Leisure Agriculture in Shanghai 

   Jianyun Nie, The University of Tokyo 

  Food-Groundwater-Energy nexus in Indian agriculture 

   Prabhat Kishore, Indian Council of Agricultural Research 
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Empowering Shepreneurs to Achieve the Sustainable Development Goals: Exploring the 

Impact of Interest-free Start-up Credit, Skill Development and Use of ICTs on Entrepreneurial 

Drive  
  Ali Sher, Nanjing Agricultural University  

 Research on Farmers' Optimal Storage Decision -- Based on a survey of 1026 grape farmers in 

Beizhen  
  Xiaoyu Sun, Shenyang Agricultural University  

 Study on farmers behavior of reducing the use of veterinary antibiotics: evidence from China s 

poultry industry  
  Jing Hou, Jiangsu Normal University  
 Q&A 

  Tech support: Ms. Huimin Liu, +86 18811379585, 2020102699@ruc.edu.cn   
 

 
 

Zoom ID: Session 5.5 Agricultral Industry and Modern Food Value Chain 
5567141402  Join Meeting: https://zoom.us/j/5567141402 

  Chair: Niraj Prakash Joshi, Hiroshima University, nirajpj@hiroshima-u.ac.jp 

 
 

A review on saffron farming and women in Afghanistan 

   Mariam Khan, Hiroshima University 

  Structural change and transformation of food processing industry growth in India 

   Nithyashree ML, Indian Council of Agricultural Research  

 Analysis on the evolution and agglomeration characteristics of Chinese apple production 

layout  
  Qiangqiang Zhang, Peking University  
 Production and trade dynamics of cassava starch in India  
  Prakash P, Indian Council of Agricultural Research  

 Hold-up Problem in the Broiler Industry in China: Empirical Evidence and Potential Strategies 

to Alleviate  
  Shufen Tang, Nanjing Agricultural University  
 Q&A 

  Tech support: Mr. Zili Wang, +86 15966309932, 2020102718@ruc.edu.cn   
   

11:50-13:20 Parallel session VI 
Zoom ID: Session 6.1 Parenting and Early Child Development in Rural China 

7818057389  Join Meeting: https://zoom.us/j/7818057389 
  Chair: Renfu Luo, Peking University, luorf.ccap@pku.edu.cn  

 
 

Understanding the relationship between poverty and children’s nutritional outcomes: empirical 

evidence from Central South China 

   Xinjie Shi, Zhejiang University 

  Caregiver-Child Interaction Duration and Early Childhood Development: Videotaped 

Evidence of Home Play in Rural China 

   Yuting Chen, Peking University  

 
The Association between Parenting Styles of Great-Grandparent/Grandparent and Social 

Emotional Development of Great-Grandchild/Grandchild: The Moderated Mediation Effect of 

Gender  
  Yang He, Peking University  

 The Motherhood Penalty in China: Having A Child Increases Gender Inequality in Labor 

Market  
  Mingxue Zhang, Peking University  
 Discussant(s): Yu Bai, Minzu University of China 

  Tech support: Mr. Jinhui Wei, +86 19800350682, weijinhui@ruc.edu.cn   
   

Zoom ID: 

7643220743 

Session 6.2 Innovating Institutions, Policies and Investment for Rural Transformation I: 
Land Market and Property Rights 

  Join Meeting: https://zoom.us/j/7643220743 

  Chair: Thomas Bilaliib Udimal, Southwest Forestry University, udimal@swfu.edu.cn 
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  Local Government as the Intermediary in Rural Land Market: Impact Assessment from the 

Perspective of Large-scale Farmers 

   Xu He, The University of Tokyo  
 Property Rights, Land Circulation and Off-farm Employment in China  
  Kangli Li, University of Wisconsin-Madison  
 Plot Size, Adjacency, and Farmland Rental Contract Choice  
  Yueming Cao, Institute of Geographic Sciences and Natural Resources Research, CAS  

 The Impact of Rural Land Registration And Certification Program On Farmlands Transfer In 

China  
  Thomas Bilaliib Udimal, Southwest Forestry University  
 Q&A 

  Tech support: Ms. Heng Wang, +86 18810856202, 2020102704@ruc.edu.cn   
 

 
 

Zoom ID: 

9597879032 

Session 6.3  Innovating Institutions, Policies and Investment for Rural Transformation II: 
Income and Rural Livelihood 

  Join Meeting: https://zoom.us/j/9597879032 

  Chair: Shree Kumar Maharjan, Hiroshima University, smilingsiri@gmail.com  

 Analyzing the Determinants of Income Inequality between Urban and Rural Households in 

Underdeveloped Regions: The Case of Guizhou Province, China 

   Sho Komatsu, The University of Tokyo 

  The Impact of Social Network on Rural Household Asset Allocation in China: Evidence from 

the China Household Financial Survey (CHFS) 

   Shixian Zhai, China Agricultural University  

 Analysis of household income sources and their relationship to the livelihood among the 

farmers in Deukhuri valley, Nepal  
  Shree Kumar Maharjan, Hiroshima University  

 Heterogeneous Effects of Off-Farm Employment on Production Choices of Rice Farmers in 

China  
  Donghui Song, South China Agricultural University  

 Intra-household decision-making, crop diversity, and household dietary diversity: Evidence 

from five developing countries in Asia  
  Xuanye Zeng, Institute of Geographic Sciences and Natural Resources Research, CAS  
 Q&A 

  Tech support: Ms. Ruiqiu Tan, +86 18813020056, 2020102703@ruc.edu.cn   
   

Zoom ID: 

5667512748 

Session 6.4 Innovating Institutions, Policies and Investment for Rural Transformation III: 
Poverty Reduction 

  Join Meeting: https://zoom.us/j/5667512748 

  Chair: Chitrasen Bhue, Tata Institute of Social Science, chitra.hcu@gmail.com 

  The 3Is of Agricultural Marketing (Institution, Infrastructure and Information) and Doubling 

Farmers’ Income in India 

   Chitrasen Bhue, Tata Institute of Social Science 

  How does China’s targeted poverty alleviation policy affect household welfare？ 

 
 

 Qing Chang, Huazhong Agricultural University  
 Evaluation of Effects of “Pair-help” Policy on the Registered Poor Households  
  Hangyu Zhang, Peking University  

 Multidimensional Poverty In Rural And Urban Malawi: A Comparative Analysis Of Nsanje 

District And Lilongwe City  
  Tapiwa Tizifa, Hiroshima University  

 Risk preference and relative poverty: An analysis based on the data of China Family Panel 

Studies  
  Yong Fu, Shaanxi Normal University  
 Q&A 

  Tech support: Ms. Huimin Liu, +86 18811379585, 2020102699@ruc.edu.cn   
 

 
 

Zoom ID: Session 6.5 Healthcare and Welfare in the Aging Rural China 
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5567141402  Join Meeting: https://zoom.us/j/5567141402 

  Chair: Yunwei Chen,University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, ywchen@live.unc.edu 

  Does social pension expansion relieve depression and decrease medical costs? Evidence from 

the rural elderly in China 

   Xiaotong Sun, Shenyang Agricultural University 

  Effects of Aging on Labor intensive Crop Production in China: Evidence from a Landform 

Perspective 

   Pingping Fang, Nanjing Agricultural University  

 The Impact of New Rural Pension Scheme on Consumption of Poor and Vulnerable Farmers: 

A Study based on CFPS 2010 and 2018 Panel Data  
  Jieying Bi, Agricultural Information Institute of CAAS  

 Explaining the Evolving Demand for Healthcare in Rural China 2011-2018: A Non-linear 

Decomposition Approach.  
  Yunwei Chen, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill  
 Q&A 

  Tech support: Mr. Zili Wang, +86 15966309932, 2020102718@ruc.edu.cn  
    

PM 7 December 2021 Tuesday 

13:30-15:00 Parallel session VII 
Zoom ID: 

7818057389 

Session 7.1 Transforming Agriculture in Asia: Findings and Key Policy Issues from Asian 
Development Outlook 2021 Update 

  Join Meeting: https://zoom.us/j/7818057389 
  Chair: Shingo Kimura, Asian Development Bank, shkimura@adb.org  

  Transforming Agriculture in Asia: How can Agricultural Sector in Asia be more Productive, 

Sustainable, and Resilient against Risks including Climate Change? 

   Takashi Yamano, Asian Development Bank 

  Contemporary Irrigation Issues in Asia 

   Kei Kajisa, Aoyama Gakuin University  
 Institutional Innovations and Technology Applications in the People’s Republic of China  
  Shingo Kimura, Asian Development Bank  

 Gender Inequality and Food Insecurity in Asian Food System During the COVID-19 

Pandemic  
  Sonia Akter, National University of Singapore  
 Rising Importance of Aquaculture in Asia: Current Status, Issues, and Recommendations  
  Aya Suzuki, University of Tokyo  
 Q&A 

  Concluding Remarks 
  Tech support: Mr. Jinhui Wei, +86 19800350682, weijinhui@ruc.edu.cn   

   

Zoom ID: Session 7.2 Innovative Management in Agricultural Corporations 
7643220743  Join Meeting: https://zoom.us/j/7643220743 

  Chair: Dongpo Li, Hunan University of Technology and Business, 791728448@qq.com 

  Can Digital Finance Promote the Technological Innovation of Agricultural Enterprises?- 

Evidence from NEEQ Companies in China 

   Zheng Gong, Zhongnan University of Economics and Law 

  Determinants of the Product Innovation Implementation in Japanese Agricultural Corporations 

   Thi Ly Nguyen, Kyushu University  
 Thailand’s Maize Seed Companies’ R&D Investment and Performance  
  Orachos Napasintuwong, Kasetsart University  
 Q&A 

  Tech support: Ms. Heng Wang, +86 18810856202, 2020102704@ruc.edu.cn   
   

Zoom ID: Session 7.3 Changing Consumer Behaviors I: with a Growing Focus on Nutrition 
9597879032  Join Meeting: https://zoom.us/j/9597879032 

  Chair: Wei Xie, Peking University, xiewei.ccap@pku.edu.cn 
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  Can knowledge calendar improve dietary knowledge? Evidence from a field experiment in 

rural China 

 
 

 Minghui Hou, Huazhong Agricultural University 

  Resource & Environment and Nutrition & Health Effects under Different Dietary Patterns 

   Maoran Zhu, Peking University  

 Information provision and consumers’ willingness-to-pay for evaluative nutrition labels in 

China  
  Minda Yang, Huazhong Agricultural University   

Consumer preferences and willingness-to-pay for “addition” and “reduction” reformulation 

strategies for healthier processed meat products  
  Xinyi Hong, University College Dublin  
 Discussant(s): Qi Cui, Beijing Normal University, cuiqi@bnu.edu.cn 

  Tech support: Ms. Ruiqiu Tan, +86 18813020056, 2020102703@ruc.edu.cn   
   

Zoom ID: Session 7.4 Changing Consumer Behaviors II: Willingness 
5667512748  Join Meeting: https://zoom.us/j/5667512748  

 Chair: Sotaro Inoue, The Policy Research Institute, Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and 

Fisheries, sotaro_inoue470@maff.go.jp 

  Study on Chinese Consumers' Willingness to Pay for Plant-based Milk and its Influencing 

Factors Based on CVM 

   Wenfan Su, Renmin University of China 

  Consumer characteristics and perceptions of country-of-brand and country-of-manufacture: A 

case of Japanese processed foods in urban China  
  Takashi Ishida, Chiba University  

 Generalized Axiom of Revealed Preference Tests for Foods and Drinks: The Case of Using 

POS Data in Japan  
  Hideyasu Sato, Toyo University 

  Discussants : Prof. Hiroaki Kobayashi, Chiba University, koba000@chiba-u.jp 

                      Prof.Katsuhiro Saito, The University of Tokyo,katsuhirosaito@g.ecc.u-tokyo.ac.jp    
 Q&A 

  Tech support: Ms. Huimin Liu, +86 18811379585, 2020102699@ruc.edu.cn   
   

Zoom ID: Session 7.5 Changing Consumer Behaviors III: New Ways 
5567141402  Join Meeting: https://zoom.us/j/5567141402 

  Chair: Chen Zhu, China Agricultural University, zhuchen@cau.edu.cn 

  Community affordability of green food policy orientation: environmental awareness and daily 

expenditure scheme in Beijing 

   Zhan Wang, Peking University 

  Purchase Intention and Behavior of Young Consumers for Live-streaming Fresh Agricultural 

Products: Deviation Identification and Influencing Factors 

   Ning Liu, Jiangxi Agricultural University  
 Do Genetic Factors Predict Food Choice? A Case Study of Alcoholic Beverages   

 Chen Zhu, China Agricultural University 

 
 

Transaction Costs, Institutions and Smallholder Participation in Modern Food Retail Chains: 

Empirical evidences from India 

  Vinshnu Kedar, Christ University  
 Q&A 

  Tech support: Mr. Zili Wang, +86 15966309932, 2020102718@ruc.edu.cn    
  

15:10-16:40 Parallel session VIII 
Zoom ID: 

7818057389 

Session 8.1 Long-term dynamics and structural transformation in Asian Agriculture and 
Rural Economy 

  Join Meeting: https://zoom.us/j/7818057389 
  Chair: 

   Mohammad Abdul Malek, University of Tsukuba, malekr25@gmail.com  

   Kei Kajisa, Aoyama Gakuin University, kei.kajisa@gmail.com 
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  Changes in rice farming in the Philippines: Insights from five decades of the Central Luzon 

Loop Survey 

   Kei Kajisa, Aoyama Gakuin University and Piedad Moya, IRRI  

 Rural Non-Farm Employment in Eastern India: Implications for Economic Well-being of 

Rural Households  
  Anjani Kumar  

 Asset Inequality, Risk and Agriculture Productivity - examining development trajectories of 

smallholder farmers – A panel analysis from India  

  Shalander Kumar, Sravya Mamidanna, Abhishek Das, Soumitra Pramanik, Anthony 

Whitbread  
 Long term changes in rural Bangladesh: Evidence from Mahabub Hosasin panel data  
  Mohammad Abdul Malek, University of Tsukuba  
 Panel Discussion 

  Tech support: Mr. Jinhui Wei, +86 19800350682, weijinhui@ruc.edu.cn   
   

Zoom ID: Session 8.2 Agricultural Products and Market Competition 
7643220743  Join Meeting: https://zoom.us/j/7643220743 

  Chair: You-hua Chen,South China Agricultural University, yhchen214@scau.edu.cn 

 
 

Factors Determining the Competitive Strategic Positions of the SMEs in Asian Developing 

Nations: Evidence from Agro-based SMEs in Sri Lanka 

   Indika Ruwan Prasanna, Rajarata University of Sri Lanka 

  How Does The Spillover Effect Affect Food Safety Risk Management Of Companies? 

Searching New Orientations Of Food Safety Governance 

   Yangchen Xue, Nanjing Agricultural University  
 Information, Capacity and Quality  
  You-hua Chen, South China Agricultural University  
 The Behavior and Determinants of Bid-ask Spreads in the Chinese Corn Futures Market  
  Miao Li, Huazhong Agricultural University  
 Q&A 

  Tech support: Ms. Heng Wang, +86 18810856202, 2020102704@ruc.edu.cn   
   

Zoom ID: Session 8.3 Agricultural Insurance and Financial Development in Rural Areas I 
9597879032  Join Meeting: https://zoom.us/j/9597879032 

  Chair: Chao Zhou, Peking University, zhouchao@chinalife.com.cn  

  Determination of Crop Insurance Amount According to Production Cost and Expected 

Indemnity 

   Chunli Wan, Shenyang Agricultural University 

 
 

Agricultural risk and insurance: The case of Kerala, India 

 
 

 Neetha Rose C D, Kerala Agricultural University  
 The Risk Analysis of the Financialization of Agriculture on Food System in China  
  Peiran Su, Kyushu University 

 
 

The scale, channel and mechanism analysis of rural funds net outflow in China: from 1950 to 

2016 

   Lili Zhu, Tsinghua University 
 Q&A 

  Tech support: Ms. Ruiqiu Tan, +86 18813020056, 2020102703@ruc.edu.cn  

   

Zoom ID: Session 8.4 Agricultural Insurance and Financial Development in Rural Areas II 
5667512748  Join Meeting: https://zoom.us/j/5667512748 

  Chair: Anbukkani Perumal, ICAR-Indian Agricultural Research Institute, 

anbueconomic@gmail.com 

  Impact of Credit on the Welfare of Rural Households: Evidence from a Long-Run Panel in 

Bangladesh 

   MD Alamgir Hossain, Bangladesh Bank 

  Impact of Credit on Vulnerability to Poverty: Empirical Evidence from Nepal 

   Cong Wang, The University of Tokyo 
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Bank Regulation or Main Shareholder: Who Shapes Microfinance Efficiency Better? 

Evidence from Village Banks in Liaoning Province of China  
  Xiaoyan Fu, University of Tsukuba  

 An Economic Analysis of Debt and Investment by Farm Household in Semi-Arid Tropics of 

India  
  Anbukkani Perumal, ICAR-Indian Agricultural Research Institute  
 Q&A 

  Tech support: Ms. Huimin Liu, +86 18811379585, 2020102699@ruc.edu.cn   
   

Zoom ID: 

5567141402 

Session 8.5 Agricultural Trade and Market Integration under the Uncertain International 
Relationships 

  Join Meeting: https://zoom.us/j/5567141402 

  Chair: Vinshnu Kedar, Christ University, kedarvishnu@gmail.com 

  Analyzing the Border Effect on China’s Agricultural Trade 

   Ling Li, Seoul National University 

  Dynamic link between Chinese and US agricultural futures markets under the China-US trade 

war 

   Huilian Huang, Huazhong Agricultural University  

 
The Neglected Contribution of Agricultural Trade Liberalization to the Sectoral 

Transformation: A County-level Analysis on the Effects of China-ASEAN Free Trade 

Agreement  
  Mengying Xing, Zhejiang University  

 An assessment of the effect of Round Table on Responsible Soy certification on soybean 

exports in OECD countries   
 Fuli Tan, China Agricultural University  

 Does FDI intensify Economics Growth? Evidence from China and India  
  Pratibha Neharkar, Christ University  
 Q&A 

  Tech support: Mr. Zili Wang, +86 15966309932, 2020102718@ruc.edu.cn  
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Abstract 

 Information and communications technology (ICT) plays anhas become significant 

support for the life of Chinese farmers and the modernization of agriculture. Does the access 

and application of ICT mediated by smartphones and computers have an impact on farmers' 

subject well-being (SWB) and what are its underlying mechanisms? Aaccording to the 

theoretical analysis framework of "ICT→ income (absolute income and relative 

income)→farmers' SWB", based on the micro-survey data collected from the major apple 

production areas in China, the Oprobit Model, conditional mixed process method, and the 

mediation effect model to analyze the impact of ICT application on farmers’ subjective well-

being and the medication effect of absolute income and relative income. The findings show that, 

(1) the smart mobile use years, mobile Internet use years, computer use years and fixed 

broadband Internet use years all improve farmers’ SWB. (2) the mobile Internet application 

intensity, fixed broadband Internet application frequency and fixed broadband Internet 

application intensity all significantly improve farmers' SWB, but the mobile Internet application 

frequency has not worked on the whole. (3) the smart mobile use years, mobile Internet use 

years and fixed broadband Internet use years not only improve farmers’ SWB directly but also 

improve farmers’ SWB indirectly by increasing farmer’ absolute income and relative income, 

while the computer use years only improve farmers’ SWB indirectly by increasing farmers’ 

absolute income and relative income. 

Keywords: ICT Application; Subjective Well-Being; Absolute Income; Relative Income; 

Mediation Effect 
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Introduction 

Since the introduction of Internet technology in China in the 1990s, ICT mediated by 

mobile Internet and fixed broadband Internet has gradually penetrated into rural agriculture. 

According to the 48th Statistical Report on China's Internet Development released by the China 

Internet Network Information Center (CNNIC), as of June 2021, the size of rural Internet users 

was 297 million, accounting for 29.4% of the overall Internet users, and the Internet penetration 

rate in rural areas was 59.2%. Along with rural informatization, ICT has played an important 

role in promoting the fairness of public services between urban and rural areas, resolving urban-

rural information asymmetry (Zhang 2016; Song 2017), and optimizing urban-rural factor 

allocation. ICT has become a "powerful tool" for improving the income of rural residents (Liu 

and Han 2018; Zhou 2016), narrowing the urban-rural income gap, and eliminating the 

unbalanced and insufficient development of agriculture and rural areas (Gao et al. 2018). 

Therefore, does ICT application improve farmers' SWB? And how ICT application affect 

farmers’ SWB. To answer the above questions are intended to provide empirical evidence for 

the formulation of agricultural and rural ICT policies to resolve the contradiction between 

unbalanced and insufficient agricultural and rural development and farmers' SWB. 

Around the topic of the relationship between ICT and SWB, existing empirical studies can 

be broadly divided into the following main paradigms. First, previous studies focused on the 

impact of  whether use Internet or not on SWB, but did not fully consider the heterogeneity of 

ICT access and application. Second, the mechanism analysis of ICT affecting SWB mainly 

concentrated on factors surrounding individuals such as alienation, information resources, 

social support identity, and social entertainment (Xu et al. 2021; Gan and Wang 2021; Chen and 

Yang 2021), neglecting to analyze from a comparative perspective. To make up for the gap of 

the existing researches, this paper took micro data from China's main apple producing areas, 

and made a careful division of the access and application of ICT based on the existing ones, 

focusing on the mediation effect by absolute income and relative income in the relationship 

between ICT and farmers' SWB. Based on the existing literature, the marginal contributions of 

this paper is considering the impact of ICT application’s heterogeneity on farmers' SWB. 

Additionally, the mediation analysis from the perspective of income may provide empirical 

arguments to improve farmers' SWB based on eliminating the unbalanced and insufficient 

development of agriculture and rural areas. 

The subsequent parts of this paper are organized as follows: Section 2 constructs a 

theoretical analysis framework and proposes research hypotheses based on literature related to 
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ICT and SWB, section 3 introduces the method, section 4 introduces the data, variable selection, 

and descriptive statistics, section 5 analyzes the effects of ICT application on farmers’ SWB, 

and the medication effect of income (absolute income and relative income) between ICT 

application and farmers' SWB, and section 6 summarizes the conclusions policy implications. 

Analytical framework 

The impact of ICT on farmers’ SWB 

So far, the discussion on the relationship between ICT and SWB has focused on the impact 

of Internet use on SWB. By combing the existing literatures, researches on the relationship 

between the Internet and SWB can be divided into two categories. The first category is 

"supportive" of the relationship between ICT and SWB, holding that the multifunctional nature 

of the Internet provides rich information resources that help people gain social support and 

recognition, which in turn improve the residents’ SWB (Cilesiz and Ferdig 2003; Huang 2015; 

Xu et al. 2021). In addition, this view is equally adaptive for special groups such as the elderly 

and people with autism (Shapira et. Al 2007; Ward 2016). The second category is "against" the 

relationship between the Internet and SWB, holding that the frequent use of the Internet not 

only increases people's loneliness, creates negative emotions, and causes social isolation (Kraut 

et. Al 2015; pénard et al. 2013; Sanders et al 2000), but also can continuously raise expectations 

of material needs, ultimately leading to a decrease in SWB and life satisfaction (Bruni and 

Stanca 2006). 

In general, the findings of some related studies in China are consistent with the first 

category, which concluded that Internet use has a positive effect on residents' SWB. Based on 

comprehensive survey data, Zhu and Leng (2018) systematically analyze the effect of Internet 

use on residents' SWB, and the results show that Internet use significantly improves residents' 

SWB, and the rural residents’ SWB obtained by using the Internet is significantly stronger than 

that of urban residents. Leng and Cao (2018) reached a similar conclusion based on data from 

the Chinese Household Tracking Survey. 

In summary, it can be seen that studies on the relationship between ICT and SWB are 

divergent, while studies in China tend to be consistent, rooted in the fact that the social contexts 

of domestic and foreign studies are very different. Particularly, the findings of studies in China's 

rural areas have higher reference significance. Firstly, the loneliness and social isolation caused 

by excessive Internet use can be significantly reduced or disappear in rural areas of China, 

which are acquaintance societies with close interactions between neighbors. Secondly, with the 
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continuous promotion of rural informatization, the productive and living and productive use of 

ICT with smartphones and computers has brought many benefits to rural residents, directly or 

indirectly enhancing their SWB. China's rural areas are still in the bonus stage of continuous 

development of information network business and expansion of coverage area (Xu et al. 2021). 

Accordingly, we propose the research hypothesis1. 

Hypotheses1: ICT application can significantly improve farmers’ SWB 

Medication effect of ICT application on farmers’ SWB by absolute income and relative 

income 

In terms of the impact of ICT on income, existing studies mainly focus on the impact of 

Internet use on absolute income, and the findings agree that the Internet contributes to the 

increase of farm household income (Wang et al. 2011; Liu et al. 2015; Liu and Han 2018; Hua 

2018; He and Kong 2019). Specifically, the access and application of ICT promote the growth 

of farmers' income from four aspects: agricultural production income, wage, business, and 

property income. 

For the effect of income on SWB, the relationship between the two has gradually become 

a hot topic in economics since the proposal of the "Easterlin paradox" in 1974. There have been 

many controversial studies on the "happiness-income" puzzle, including the absolute income 

theory (Oshio and Kobayashi 2011), the relative income theory (Wolbring et al. 2013), the 

income inequality theory (Wang et al. 2015), and the income-consumption theory (Lin et al. 

2012). 

To begin with, Researches on relative income and happiness can be considered as an 

explanation of the "happiness-income paradox" from the perspective of relative income, and its 

theoretical basis is mainly derived from social comparison theory (Wood 1996) or desire theory 

(Rojas 2007), which suggests that people consider relative position more than absolute position 

when making judgments (Guan 2010). From the empirical studies of relative income and 

happiness, the findings show some heterogeneity due to different reference groups. Among 

them, most scholars measured relative income based on downward comparisons or parallel 

comparisons and believed that relative income contributed to happiness (Fischer and Torgler 

2008; Luo 2009; Guan 2010; Pei 2010; Zhou et al. 2018). 

Last but not least, regarding the researches on absolute income and happiness, academics 

have not yet reached a consensus, totally divided into the following four categories of research 

findings. First, absolute income has a positive effect on happiness, such as the studies of 
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Veenhoven (1996), Frey et al. (2002), Xing (2011), You et al. (2018; 2019). Second, absolute 

income has a negative effect on happiness, e.g., Haring et al. (1984), Ng and Wang (1993), 

Oswald (1997). Third, researchers by scholars such as Frey et al. (2002), Run (2012), and Wu 

(2016) concluded that absolute income does not affect happiness. Forth, the effect of absolute 

income on happiness has an inverted "U"-shaped relationship, for example, Seligman et al. 

(2006), Tian, and Yang (2006). According to Maslow's hierarchy of needs theory, the most basic 

underlying human needs are physiological needs, and the satisfaction of physiological needs 

requires the support of economic income, so economic factors always have a fundamental role 

in residents' happiness (Zhang et al. 2011; Zhang et al. 2017). In contrast to developed countries, 

where the impact of absolute income on happiness weakens when basic physiological needs are 

met, the overall economy in China, especially in rural areas, is still at a relatively low level, and 

absolute income still plays a decisive role in achieving basic physiological material needs of 

rural residents (Kang 2021). Meanwhile, studies have confirmed that the marginal contribution 

of absolute income growth to the improvement of Chinese farmers' SWB remains significant 

(Ye et al. 2017). Consequently, this paper argues that absolute income has a positive 

contribution to the SWB of rural residents. 

A review of the existing literature shows that studies that consider ICT or income on 

residents' SWB separately are common, but there is a lack of researches that unifies ICT and 

income into a theoretical explanatory framework for SWB. This paper argues that the gradual 

penetration of ICT, mediated by smartphones and computers, into rural areas and agriculture 

has changed the traditional lifestyles, entertainment, and consumption concepts of rural 

residents, which directly affects their SWB. ICT as a medium of social interaction helps to 

improve residents' social interaction, enhance their self-efficacy, and reduce their stress and 

depression levels (Shaw and Gant 2002). The Internet also provides a platform to express public 

opinion and reflect public sentiment, expands democratic participation, and improves residents' 

sense of fairness and satisfaction (Su and Huang 2015). In addition, the popularization and 

application of ICT have accelerated the flow of information in rural areas, significantly reduced 

the cost of information transmission and search, and can break the information asymmetry 

barrier (Aker et al. 2016), and it can significantly increase the absolute income of rural residents 

and indirectly improve their SWB. The theoretical framework of "ICT → income → farmers' 

SWB" (as shown in Figure 1) is constructed and the following research hypotheses are proposed. 

Hypotheses2: ICT application can indirectly improve farmers’ SWB by increasing 

farmers’ absolute income. 
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Hypotheses3: ICT application can indirectly improve farmers’ SWB by increasing 

farmers’ relative income. 

 

 

Figure 1. Analytical framework for how ICT application affect farmers’ SWB by absolute 

income and relative income 

Method 

Relative to the research results, farmers' SWB takes values from 1 to 10, which is typical 

of discrete sorted data, if using OLS regression estimation may lead to estimation bias (Chen 

2014), but some scholars believe that there is no advantage or disadvantage between OLS 

estimation and Oprobit model as long as the model is set correctly (Angrist and Pischke 2008). 

Therefore, to facilitate comparison, we established both Oprobit and OLS models to analyze 

the total effect of informatization on the SWB of farm households and built a mediating effect 

model to analyze the underlying mechanism of the effect of ICT and income (absolute income 

and relative income) on the SWB of farm households. 

The total effect of ICT on farmers’ SWB 

(1) Oprobit Model 

Treating farmers' SWB according to ordered categorical variables, the Oprobit model was 

set up as follows: 

0 1 1i i i iHappiness Inf X                              （1） 

ICT application Farmers’ SWB 

Relative Income 

Absolute Income 
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In Eq. (1), 
iHappiness  is the latent variable of the SWB of farmer i , and there is a certain 

quantitative relationship with
iHappiness , as shown in Eq. (2), i.e., when the value is below 

the threshold C1, the SWB of the farmer takes the value of 1; when the value is higher than C1 

but lower than C2, the SWB of the farmer takes the value of 2; and so on, when the value is 

higher than C9, the SWB of the farmer takes the value of 10; iInf is the information level of 

farmer i ; iX is the control variables; 1 , 1 are the parameters to be estimated, and i are the 

random error of the model. 

(2) OLS Model 

The SWB of farmers was treated according to the base variables and an OLS linear model 

was set up as follows: 

       
1 2 2i i i iHappiness Inf X                           （3） 

In Eq. (3), iHappiness is the SWB of farmer i , iInf is the information level of farmer i ; 

iX is the control variables; 2 , 2 are the parameter to be estimated, and i is the random 

error of the model. 

The mediation effect of income between ICT and farmers’ SWB 

Drawing on the modeling and testing process of Wen and Ye (2014), the mediating effect 

model is set up as follows: 

                2 3 3 1i i i i iHappiness Happiness Inf X                       （4） 

                   
0 1 1 1i i i iI n c o m e I n f X                             （5） 

                3 4 2 4 2+i i i i i iHappiness Happiness Inf Income X                （6） 
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In Eq.(4), Eq.(5) and Eq.(6), iHappiness is the SWB of farmer i , iInf is the information 

level of farmer i , the income level of farmer i is iIncome , including the absolute and relative 

income levels, iX  are control variables, 
3 ,

1 and
4 are the coefficients to be estimated for 

the variables. Eq. (4), 
3 is the total effect of ICT on the SWB of the farmer. In Eq. (6), 4 is 

the direct effect of ICT on farmers' SWB. 

Data sources and descriptive statistics 

Data 

In this paper, we used multi-stage sampling techniques to collect the samples. In the first 

stage, based on the intensity of apple production, six counties were selected: Qixia, Penglai, 

Baishui, Fuxian, Luochuan, and Jingning. In the second stage, sis villages in each selected 

county were randomly selected. In the third stage, 20–21 households in each village were 

randomly selected, and 744 households were randomly sampled for interviews in total. Field 

data were collected from July 2018 to August 2018. The primary data were collected by 

household surveys (HHS) with a structured questionnaire. Based on the results obtained from 

the pre-test, necessary modifications were made to the questionnaire. Due to lack of major 

information, twenty-nine samples were excluded, and the final sample size was 715 completed 

questionnaires. 

Variables selection 

The dependent variable of this paper is SWB. The current methods on SWB measurement 

mainly include two types: one is multi-indicator and multi-temporal comprehensive evaluation, 

and the other is single-indicator and single-temporal evaluation. Among them, the first type of 

method takes into account the multidimensional and variable characteristics of SWB and has 

higher accuracy, but the implementation cost is larger. The second type of method is easy to 

operate, and the measurement reliability and validity are in the acceptable range (Diener 1999), 

which is in line with the level of scientific research (Easterlin 2003). Therefore, in this paper, a 

single-indicator and single-node measure were used to ask respondents "In general, how do you 

feel about your happiness", and the response options were set to assign a score from 1 to 10, 

with the higher the score, the stronger the SWB of the farmers. 

From the perspective of ICT access, there is heterogeneity in the years of farmers' 
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smartphones and computer use. Seemingly, the ICT application of being diverse and can be 

classified into the years, frequency, and intensity of farmers' mobile Internet and fixed Internet 

use. Thus, in this paper we make a distinction in the variable setting of the ICT, i.e., the years 

of smartphone use (YSU), years of computer use (YCU), years of mobile Internet use (YMIU), 

years of fixed Internet use (YFIU), the frequency and intensity of mobile internet use (FMIU 

and IMIU) and the frequency and intensity of fixed internet use (FFIU and IFIU). 

For the mediating variables, we used "current total household income" to measure absolute 

income level, and theoretically, the higher the absolute income, the higher SWB of farmers (Wu 

and Zhou 2017; Luo 2009). Furthermore, we drew on Guan Hao's (2010) method of measuring 

relative income by asking respondents "What level of income do you have in your village?" 

The options were assigned from 1 to 10, and the higher the score, the higher the relative income. 

Theoretically, relative income based on parallel or downward assumptions can help promote 

SWB. 

Referring to previous theories and empirical experiences, in addition to informatization 

and income variables, we also controlled some variables that may have an impact on the SWB 

of farm households, as shown in Table 1. Specifically, they include gender, age, education level, 

health status, number of farm laborers, arable land area per capita, whether they are party 

members or village cadres, household non-farm employment, social trust, class status, class 

status expectation, sense of income fairness and household indebtedness and region dummies. 
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Table 1. Variable definitions and descriptive statistics 

Variables Definition and Description Expected 

symbols 

SWB Ordered categorical variables, taking values from 1 to 10 —— 

Absolute income Absolute income per capita household (Yuan/capita household) + 

Relative income Ordered categorical variables, taking values from 1 to 10 + 

YSU 2018 minus the year of smartphone initiation + 

YMIU 2018 minus year of mobile internet use + 

FMIU Categorical variables, 1=Nearly never; 2=Several times a year; 3=At 

least once a month; 4=At least once a week; 5=Multiple times a 

week; 6=Almost every day 

+ 

IMIU The average number of hours spent online per day (hours) + 

YCU 2018 minus years of computer use + 

YFIU 2018 minus year fixed broadband Internet use started + 

FFIU Categorical variables, 1=Nearly never; 2=Several times a year; 3=At 

least once a month; 4=At least once a week; 5=Multiple times a 

week; 6=Almost every day 

+ 

IFIU Average hours of use per week (hours) + 

Gender 1=male; 0=female +/- 

Age Respondent's age (years) +/- 

Age squared (Respondent's age/10)^2 +/- 

Education level Respondent's years of education (years) + 

Health status 1=very unhealthy; 2=unhealthy; 3=healthy; 4=very healthy + 

Number of farm laborers Apple growing labor force in respondent households (persons) + 

Arable land area per capita Apple hanging area/total household size - 

 Party members or village cadres 1=yes; 0=no + 

Household Non-Farm Employment The proportion of non-farm employed persons in the respondent's 

household (%) 

- 

Social trust Do you think most people can be trusted? 1=Yes; 0=No + 

Class status Respondent's perceived status within the village, taking values 1 to 

10 

+ 

Class status expectation Respondent's perceived status within the village after 5 years taking 

values 1~10 

+ 

Sense of income fairness Your current income is reasonable compared to your ability. 

1=Strongly disagree; 2=Disagree; 3=Rather agree; 4=Strongly agree 

+ 

Household indebtedness In the last 5 years, has the respondent's household borrowed 

money?1=Yes; 0=No 

- 

Shaanxi Dummy variable; 1 = yes, 0 = No  

Gansu Dummy variable; 1 = yes, 0 = No  

IV_1 the proportion of 10 households near your home using mobile 

Internet 

— 

IV_2 the proportion of 10 households near your home using mobile 

payment  

— 

IV_3 the proportion of 10 households near your home using fixed 

broadband Internet 

— 

Descriptive statistics 

Table 2 shows the results of descriptive statistics and correlation analysis of key variables. 

From the results of descriptive statistics, the SWB of apple growers was high, with a mean 

value of 7.260. For farmers who have access to smartphones. The FMIU is high, with an average 

value of 5.710, basically at the frequency level of "multiple times a week", but the IMIU is low, 
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with an average time of 1.777 hours per day. For farmers who have access to computers, 

although the average number of YCU is high, 7.030 and the average YFIU is 4.790, the FFIU 

is low, with an average value of 3.800, basically at the frequency level of "at least once a month". 

Besides, the IFIU is not high, with an average of 4.013 hours per week. 

From the correlation statistics, absolute income and relative income are significantly 

correlated with SWB at the 1% level. Among the variables of ICT access, YSU is significantly 

correlated with SWB at the 1% level, and significantly correlated with absolute income and 

relative income at the 1% level. However. The YCU significantly correlated with absolute 

income at the 1% level, however, not significantly correlated with SWB. Among the variables 

of ICT application, YMIU is significantly correlated with SWB at the 5% level and significantly 

correlated with absolute income and relative income at the 1% level, YFIU is significantly 

correlated with SWB at the 1% level and significantly correlated with absolute income at the 

1% level, and IFIU is significantly correlated with relative income at the 5% level.
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Table 2. Descriptive statistics and correlation analysis of core variables 
Variables Mean S.D. SWB Absolute 

income 

Relative 

income 

SWB 7.260 2.117 1 0.228*** 0.311*** 

Absolute income 10.995 0.787 0.228*** 1 0.288*** 

Relative income 5.42 1.776 0.311*** 0.288*** 1 

YSU 3.300 3.194 0.119*** 0.228*** 0.156*** 

YMIU 3.610 2.505 0.118** 0.184*** 0.131*** 

FMIU 5.710 0.849 0.048 0.087 0.019 

IMIU 1.777 1.543 0.040 0.071 0.048 

YCU 7.030 3.816 0.103 0.163*** -0.016 

YFIU 4.790 3.788 0.161*** 0.219*** 0.051 

FFIU 3.800 1.479 0.021 0.110 -0.014 

IFIU 4.013 8.466 0.122 0.121 0.210** 

Note: Correlation analysis was performed using Person correlation coefficient; ** p < 0.05, *** 
p < 0.01, two-tailed test. 

Empirical Results 

Basic regression results 

In this paper, Oprobit estimation and OLS estimation of equation (1) and equation (3) were 

conducted using stata15.0 software to analyze the total effect of information technology access 

level and information technology application level on farmers' SWB (the results are shown in 

Table 3). 

From the regression results, in both the Oprobit model and the OLS regression model, the 

YSU has a positive effect on farmers' SWB, and it is significant at the 1% level, indicating that 

mobile terminal information technology access can significantly improve farmers' SWB. The 

positive effect of YMIU on farmers' SWB is significant at least at the 5% level, indicating that 

mobile terminal information technology applications can significantly improve farmers' SWB. 

However, the positive effect of YCU and YFIU on farmers' SWB are not significant in the basic 

regression model. 

Among the controlled variables, age has a significant positive effect on farmers' SWB, but 

its squared term has a significant negative effect on SWB, indicating that the effect of age on 

farmers' SWB has an "inverted U-shaped" distribution, which is contrary to the results of Zhu 

and Leng (2017; 2018). Education level has a significant positive effect on farmers' SWB, and 

it is significant at least at the 10% level, indicating that years of education can significantly 

improve farmers' SWB. Health status has a positive effect on farmers' SWB, and is significant 

at least at the 10% level, indicating that physical health can significantly improve farmers' SWB. 

Household employment has a negative effect on the SWB of farm households and is significant 

in some regression models, indicating that the higher the proportion of non-farm employment 
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in the household, the lower the SWB of farm households instead. The possible reasons are: first, 

the outflow of non-farm employed labor increases the intensity of farming for the labor force 

left behind, second, non-farm employment makes the members within the household spend less 

time together and the spiritual comfort welfare decreases. Social trust has a positive effect on 

farmers' SWB and is significant in some of the regression models, indicating that social trust 

perceptions can significantly increase farmers' SWB. The perception of class status has a 

positive effect on farmers' SWB and is significant at least at the 5% level, indicating that the 

higher farmers position themselves in terms of class status, the greater their well-being. Class 

status expectation has a positive effect on farmers' SWB and is significant in some regression 

models, indicating that the higher farmers' class status expectation is, the stronger their well-

being is. The sense of income fairness has a positive effect on farmers' SWB, and all of them 

are significant at the 1% level, indicating that the higher farmers' recognition of the 

reasonableness of income distribution, the stronger their well-being.
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Table 3. The effect of ICT on farmers' SWB: Oprobit and OLS estimation results 

 

Variable 

 

SWB 

（Oprobit 

Model） 

SWB 

（OLS 

model） 

（1） （2） （3） （4） （5） （6） （7） （8） 

YSU 0.043*** 

（3.22） 

   0.076*** 

（3.30） 

   

YMIU  0.056*** 

（2.72） 

   0.088** 

（2.60） 

  

YCU   0.003 

(0.31) 

   0.006 

(0.35) 

 

YFIU    0.017 

（1.48） 

   0.030 

（1.49） 

Gender 0.210 

（1.42） 

-0.072 

（-0.38） 

0.212 

(1.53) 

0.222 

（1.60） 

0.389 

（1.52） 

-0.071 

（-0.22） 

0.412 

(1.63) 

0.428* 

（1.70） 

Age 0.038 

（1.05） 

0.195*** 

（3.75） 

0.028 

(0.78) 

0.027 

(0.76) 

0.067 

（1.01） 

0.315*** 

（3.54） 

0.048 

(0.74) 

0.047 

（0.72） 

Age squared -1.231 

（-0.63） 

-

10.350*** 

（-3.57） 

-0.019 

(-0.53) 

-0.017 

(-0.47) 

-2.025 

（-0.58） 

-

16.609*** 

（-3.36） 

-0.030 

(-0.46) 

-0.026 

（-0.40） 

Education 

level 

0.021 

（1.31） 

0.062*** 

（3.11） 

0.024 

(1.50) 

0.022 

(1.41) 

0.051* 

（1.70） 

0.125*** 

（3.31） 

0.056* 

(1.87) 

0.054* 

（1.79） 

Health 

status 

0.203*** 

（3.17） 

0.140* 

（1.72） 

0.203*** 

(3.15) 

0.206*** 

(3.20) 

0.405*** 

（3.40） 

0.269* 

（1.89） 

0.407*** 

(3.39) 

0.411*** 

(3.42) 

Number of 

farm 

Laborers 

-0.030 

（-0.40） 

0.035 

（0.36） 

-0.032 

(-0.41) 

-0.045 

(-0.57) 

-0.051 

（-0.37） 

0.066 

（0.41） 

-0.056 

(-0.39) 

-0.076 

(-0.54) 

arable land 

area per 

capita 

0.009 

（0.40） 

-0.033 

（-1.13） 

0.014 

(0.59) 

0.011 

(0.45) 

0.028 

（0.68） 

-0.041 

（-0.87） 

0.036 

(0.85) 

0.030 

(0.72) 

 Party 

members or 

village 

cadres 

0.005 

（0.05） 

-0.043 

（-0.36） 

0.026 

(0.25) 

0.015 

(0.14) 

0.009 

（0.05） 

-0.060 

（-0.31） 

0.047 

(0.25) 

0.027 

(0.15) 

Household 

non-farm 

employment 

-0.151 

（-0.63） 

-0.518** 

（-1.99） 

-0.075 

(-0.32) 

-0.109 

(-0.47) 

-0.188 

（-0.44） 

-0.805* 

（-1.84） 

-0.058 

(-0.14) 

-0.120 

(-0.28) 

social trust 0.197** 0.125 0.196** 0.190** 0.414** 0.256 0.413** 0.402** 
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（2.18） （1.06） (2.17) (2.11) （2.53） （1.26） （2.50） (2.44) 

Class status 0.084** 

（2.27） 

0.117** 

（2.57） 

0.085** 

(2.28) 

0.084** 

(2.26) 

0.158** 

（2.31） 

0.203** 

（2.52） 

0.161** 

(2.33) 

0.160** 

(2.31) 

Class status 

expectation 

0.091*** 

（2.71） 

0.077* 

（1.79） 

0.092*** 

(2.74) 

0.094*** 

(2.77) 

0.157** 

（2.51） 

0.119 

（1.54） 

0.159** 

(2.53) 

0.161** 

（2.56） 

Sense of 

income 

fairness 

0.153*** 

（3.45） 

0.186*** 

（3.30） 

0.158*** 

(3.56) 

0.155*** 

(3.48) 

0.264*** 

（3.29） 

0.297*** 

（3.12） 

0.275*** 

(3.40) 

0.269*** 

(3.32) 

Household 

indebtedness 

-0.060 

（-0.73） 

0.059 

（0.57） 

-0.065 

(-0.79) 

-.058 

(-0.71) 

-0.118 

（-0.79） 

0.118 

（0.68） 

-0.129 

(-0.86) 

-0.116 

(-0.78) 

Region 

dummy 

Controlled Controlled Controlled Controlled Controlled Controlled Controlled Controlled 

Constant —— —— —— —— -0.125 

（-0.06） 

-6.529** 

（-2.41） 

0.857 

(0.47) 

0.764 

(0.42) 

Pseudo R2/ 

R2 

0.0616 0.0713 0.0583 0.0590 0.2257 0.2436 0.2159 0.2181 

Note: *p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01; t values under robust standard errors are shown in parentheses.
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Endogenous Analysis 

According to the existing theoretical and empirical experiences, ICT may be endogenous 

variables. Firstly, some variables that affect both ICT and farmers' SWB may be missed in the 

model, such as respondents' living habits and ability to accept new things (Zhu and Leng 2018). 

Secondly, SWB is a subjective evaluation, which may result in measurement errors due to 

differences in farmers' perceptions of happiness. Thirdly, ICT may have an inverse causal 

relationship with SWB, i.e., farmers with higher well-being may also have higher levels of 

informatization. 

Given this, this paper proposes to use instrumental variables to correct the endogeneity 

problem, nevertheless, the partial variables of farmers' SWB and ICT are categorical discrete 

variables, the traditional two-stage least squares method of instrumental variables may fail in 

the estimation process (Qing and Zheng 2016). So, the conditional mixed process method (CMP) 

proposed by Roodman (2011), which can effectively solve the discontinuity problem of the 

variables, is used to re-estimate the model. The specific estimation process is as follows: at the 

first stage, we need to find the instrumental variables of ICT variables and test their correlation; 

at the second stage, the instrumental variables are brought into the model for regression, and 

test the endogeneity of ICT variables based on the parameter atanhrho_12 value. If the 

endogeneity test parameter atanhrho_12 value is significantly different from zero, it indicates 

that the ICT variables are endogenous and the CMP estimation result is better than the Oprobit 

and OLS estimation result. 

In this paper, "the proportion of 10 households near your home using mobile Internet " is 

used as an instrumental variable for the YMU and YMIU, "the proportion of 10 households 

near your home using mobile payment" was used as an instrumental variable for the YCU，

"the proportion of 10 households near your home using mobile payment " and " the proportion 

of 10 households near your home using fixed broadband Internet " are used as the instrumental 

variables for the YFIU. The model is re-estimated using the CMP estimation method. 

In terms of the regression results (Stage I) in Table 4, it is clear that the endogeneity test 

parameter values are all significantly different from zero, indicating that YSU, YMIU, YCU 

and YFIU are all endogenous variables in the basic model and the CMP estimation results are 

better than the Oprobit model. So, the paper analyzes the impact of YSU, YMIU, YCU and 

YFIU on farmers’ SWB based on the CMP model. The results of Table 4 (Stage II)show that, 

considering the endogeneity bias of ICT application, both YSU and YMIU have a positive effect 
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on farmers’ SWB at the 1% level while both YCU and YFIU have a positive effect on farmers’ 

SWB at the 5% level. The conclusions mean that, the smart mobile use years, mobile Internet 

use years, computer use years and fixed broadband Internet use years all improve farmers’ SWB. 

In addition, estimated results of controlled variables remain largely consistent with the basic 

model. So, the results of controlled variables are not reported here again due to space limitations. 

Table 4. Effect of the ICT application on farmers’ SWB with CMP-Oprobit model 

 SWB（CMP-Oprobit） 

Variables Stage I Stage II Variables Stage I Stage II 

YSU  0.215*** 

（3.23） 

YMIU  0.237*** 

（2.96） 

IV_1 0.019*** 

（4.49） 

 IV_1 0.019*** 

（5.34） 

 

Controlled variables controlled controlled Controlled variables controlled controlled 

Region dummy controlled controlled Region dummy controlled controlled 

Constant —— 9.756*** 

（3.29） 

Constant —— 12.380*** 

（5.21） 

atanhrho_12 -0.544**（-2.08） atanhrho_12 -0.419*（-1.93） 

Wald test 710.31*** Wald test 765.07*** 

YCU  0.109** 

（2.02） 

YFIU  0.125** 

（2.21） 

IV_2 0.026*** 

（3.83） 

 IV_2 0.019*** 

（3.25） 

 

   IV_3 0.011* 

（1.82） 

 

Controlled variables controlled controlled Controlled variables controlled controlled 

Region dummy controlled controlled Region dummy controlled controlled 

Constant —— 0.643（0.18） Constant —— 1.608（0.54） 

atanhrho_12 -0.442*（-1.77） atanhrho_12 -0.395*（-1.73） 

Wald test 579.53*** Wald test 562.93*** 

Note: *p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01; z values under robust standard errors are reported in 

parentheses. 

Further Discussion 

As shown above the paper, the impact of ICT on farmers' SWB is positive significantly in 

terms of ICT access and application years. However, the ICT application frequency and 

intensity of each individual may be heterogeneous. Based on this, this paper further analyzes 

and discusses the effects of ICT application frequency and intensity (FMIU, MIU, FFIU, IFIU) 

on farmers' SWB (as shown in Table 5). Considering the endogeneity of FMIU, FFIU, IMIU, 

and IFIU, CMP is used to improve the accuracy of causality identification and used "the 

proportion of 10 households near your home using mobile Internet" as the instrumental variable 

for FMIU and IMIU, "the proportion of 10 households near your home using fixed broadband 

Internet" as the instrumental variable for FFIU and IFIU. 
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In terms of the regression results (Stage I) in Table 5, it is clear that the endogeneity test 

parameter values are all significantly different from zero except FMIU and IMIU, indicating 

that FFIU and IFIU are all endogenous variables in the basic model and the CMP estimation 

results are better than the Oprobit model. So, the paper analyzes the impact of FMIU and IMIU 

on farmers’ SWB based on the Oprobit model while analyzes the impact of FFIU and IFIU 

based on CMP model. The results in Table 5 show that considering the endogeneity of ICT 

application frequency and intensity, FMIU and IMIU have no significant effect on farmers' 

SWB, while FFIU and IFIU have positive effects on farmers' SWB at the 10% and 1% 

significant level, respectively. The results indicate that fixed broadband Internet application 

frequency and fixed broadband Internet application intensity all significantly improve farmers' 

SWB, but the mobile Internet application frequency and intensity have not worked on the whole. 

Table 5. The impact of ICT application frequency and intensity on farmers’ SWB 

 SWB（CMP-Oprobit or Oprobit） 

Variable 
CMP 

Stage I 
Oprobit Variable 

CMP 

Stage I 
Oprobit 

FMIU  0.145 

（0.97） 

IMIU  0.024 

（0.63） 

IV_1 0.009***

（3.04） 

 IV_1 0.009*** 

（3.04） 

 

Controlled variables controlled controlled Controlled variables controlled controlled 

Region dummy controlled controlled Region dummy controlled controlled 

Constant —— —— Constant —— 7.887*** 

(4.40) 

atanhrho_12 -0.173（-0.90） atanhrho_12 -0.604（-1.49） 

Wald test 154.91*** Wald test 305.36*** 

Variable Stage I Stage II Variable Stage I Stage II 

FFIU  0.282* 

（1.81） 

IFIU  0.109*** 

（3.48） 

IV_3 0.021*** 

（4.31） 

 IV_3 0.050** 

（2.34） 

 

Controlled variables controlled controlled Controlled variables controlled controlled 

Region dummy controlled controlled Region dummy controlled controlled 

Constant —— —— Constant —— 36.757 

（1.05） 

atanhrho_12 -0.441*（-1.82） atanhrho_12 -1.016*（-1.90） 

Wald test 132.77*** Wald test 696.49*** 

Note: *p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05 and *** p < 0.01; z values under robust standard errors are reported 

in parentheses. 

Mechanism analysis 

To further prove the mechanism of the influence of ICT application on the farmers’ SWB, 

this paper uses the mediation effect model and the Bootstrap method to analyze the mediation 
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effect of ICT on the farmers’ SWB by the absolute income. The estimated results are as followed 

in Table 6. 

According to the results in Table 6, in Path A, Path C and Path D, both the indirect and 

direct effects are significantly positive at the 5% level, indicating that absolute income plays 

the partial mediation role in the relation of YSU, YMIU, YFIU and farmers’ SWB. These 

conclusions mean that, smart mobile use years, mobile Internet use years and fixed broadband 

Internet use years not only improve farmers’ SWB directly but also improve farmers’ SWB 

indirectly by increasing the absolute income. In Path B, the direct effect coefficient is positive 

but insignificant, while the indirect effect coefficient is positive and significant at the 5% level, 

indicating that absolute income fully mediates the relationship between YCU and farmers’ SWB. 

This conclusion means that, the computer use years improve farmers’ SWB indirectly by 

increasing the absolute income. 

Table 6. The mediation effect of absolute income in the relation of ICT application and 

farmers’ SWB 

Path Effect （Boot）
SE 

（Boot） 

LLCI 

（Boot）
ULCI 

A. YSU→ Absolute income→ 

SWB 

dir_eff 0.0466 0.0221 0.0026  0.0882  

Ind_eff 0.0321 0.0078 0.0186  0.0504  

B. YCU→ Absolute income→ 

SWB 

dir_eff  

ind_eff 

0.0197 

0.0283 

0.0165 

0.0067 

-0.0133 

 0.0173 

0.0509  

0.0422 

C. YMIU→ Absolute income→ 

SWB 

dir_eff 0.0647 0.0286 0.0102  0.1180  

ind_eff 0.0400 0.0101 0.0235  0.0612  

D. YFIU→ Absolute income→ 

SWB 

dir_eff 0.0415 0.0187 0.0051  0.0791  

ind_eff 0.0332 0.0077 0.0208  0.0495  

Note: The table shows the estimation results at 95% confidence level for replications of 

1000 times; if the deviation-corrected confidence interval does not contain the value of 0, then 

the direct or indirect effect is significant, otherwise it is not significant. 

Some related researches indicate that, the residents' well-being largely depend on others’ 

income in addition to their absolute income (Wu and Zhou 2017; Luo 2009; Chen et al. 2016). 

Accordingly, does ICT application indirectly affect farmers’ SWB by influencing their relative 

income? To further answer this question, this paper used the mediation effect model and 

Bootstrap method to prove the internal influence mechanism between ICT application and 

farmers' SWB. The results are as followed in Table 7. 

According to the results in Table 7, in Path a, Path c and Path d, both the indirect and direct 

effects are significantly positive at the 5% level, indicating that relative income plays the partial 

mediation role in the relation of YSU, YMIU, YFIU and farmers’ SWB. These conclusions 
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mean that, smart mobile use years, mobile Internet use years and fixed broadband Internet use 

years not only improve farmers’ SWB directly but also improve farmers’ SWB indirectly by 

increasing farmers’ relative income. In Path b, the direct effect coefficient is positive but 

insignificant, while the indirect effect coefficient is positive and significant at the 5% level, 

indicating that relative income fully mediates the relationship between YCU and farmers’ SWB. 

This conclusion means that, the computer use years improve farmers’ SWB indirectly by 

increasing farmers’ relative income. 

Table 7. The mediation effect of relative income in the relation of ICT application and 

farmers’ SWB 

Path Effect （Boot）
SE 

（Boot） 

LLCI 

（Boot）
ULCI 

a. YSU→ Relative income→ 

SWB 

dir_eff 0.0479 0.0221 0.0042  0.0867  

Ind_eff 0.0309 0.0092 0.0148 0.0494 

b. YCU→ Relative income→ 

SWB 

dir_eff  

ind_eff 

0.0244 

0.0236 

0.0169 

0.0070 

-0.0100 

0.0109 

0.0561 

0.0387 

c. YMIU→ Relative income→ 

SWB 

dir_eff 0.0657 0.0265 0.0157 0.1200 

ind_eff 0.0391 0.0118 0.0185 0.0638 

d. YFIU→ Relative income→ 

SWB 

dir_eff 0.0512 0.0193 0.0148 0.0894 

ind_eff 0.0236 0.0078 0.0095 0.0404 

Note: The table shows the estimation results at 95% confidence level for replications of 

1000 times; if the deviation-corrected confidence interval does not contain the value of 0, then 

the direct or indirect effect is significant, otherwise it is not significant. 

Conclusions and Policy Implications 

On the construction of the theoretical analysis framework “ICT→ income (absolute 

income and relative income) →farmers' SWB”, the micro farmers survey data in apple main 

production areas are used to analyze the total effects of ICT application on farmers' SWB. On 

the basis, we use the mediation effect model and Bootstrap method to analyze the indirect effect 

of income (absolute income and relative income) between ICT application and farmers’ SWB. 

The conclusions are as followed: 

Firstly, considering the endogeneity of ICT application, the smart mobile use years, mobile 

Internet use years, computer use years and fixed broadband Internet use years all improve 

farmers’ SWB. In addition, age, education level, health status, non-farm employment, social 

trust, class status perception, class status expectation, and income equity perception were also 

important factors affecting farmers' SWB. 

Secondly, considering the endogeneity of ICT application frequency and intensity, fixed 
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broadband Internet application frequency and fixed broadband Internet application intensity all 

significantly improve farmers' SWB, but the mobile Internet application intensity and the 

mobile Internet application frequency have not worked on the whole. 

Thirdly, the smart mobile use years, mobile Internet use years and fixed broadband Internet 

use years not only improve farmers’ SWB directly but also improve farmers’ SWB indirectly 

by increasing farmer’ absolute income and relative income, while the computer use years only 

improve farmers’ SWB indirectly by increasing farmers’ absolute income and relative income. 

Based on the above conclusions, the policy recommendations of this paper are to 

continuously promote the project of "information going to the countryside and entering the 

household" and reduce the access threshold of farmers' ICT applications. Furthermore, building 

a comprehensive service platform for rural communities, enriching farmers' information access 

content and channels, as well as increasing the frequency and intensity of ICT application. Last 

but not least, giving full play to the function of ICT application to increase farmers' income, 

and improve farmers' subjective well-being by increasing farmers' income. 
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Rationale 

Indian agriculture is characterized by about 145 million landholdings, out of which 86 

percent are marginal and small.  The agricultural sector in the economy is experiencing growth 

rates, lower than the manufacturing and service sector. A major constraint faced by this sector 

is the lack of extension services due to shortage of resources and also the reluctance of 

government personnel to serve in the interiors of rural areas in view of poor physical 

infrastructure and associated facilities. However, farmers require continuous advice on various 

technologies, including cropping practices, plant protection measures, weather forecasts, 

postharvest technology, etc. If such timely information is provided to the farmers, it will help 

to improve productivity in the agricultural sector and thus boost rural incomes. Farmers 

sometimes depend solely on input dealers for advice and end up purchasing spurious inputs, 

which leads to crop failure.1 

In view of the above, the government has to make all-round efforts to provide the much-

required extension services to farmers. However, given the size of the agricultural sector, the 

magnitude of the manpower is hugely insufficient to meet the requirements. Therefore, the ratio 

of farm households to extension workers is far from satisfactory. In this context, recent 

developments in Information and Communication Technology (ICT) can provide speedy 

advisory services as well as expedite the process of transfer of technology to farmers, to resolve 

their problems in their farm operations. In order to promote the use of ICT in agriculture, the 

Government of India under the National e-Governance Plans has developed certain e-enabled 

services such as the launching of the Kisan Call Centre Scheme in 2004 so that advisory services 

are disseminated to the entire farming community in the country.  

Objectives 

The present paper attempts to assess the functioning of the KCCs which would throw light 

on the performance as well as benefits of such e enabled services.  It focuses on the 

1 Kisan is referred as a farmer in India in regional language 
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organizational set up, infrastructure, ICT and other systems used for providing services to the 

farmers. It also evaluates the performance of the systems from the point of view of all the 

stakeholders, including the ease and usefulness of the system. The paper provides policy 

measures with respect to improvement in the system so as to make it more effective which will 

eventually lead to an increase in farm productivity and returns.   

Methodology 

The study is based mainly on primary data in the Maharashtra province of India. Data were 

collected using a pre-tested questionnaire from stakeholders of the KCC, namely Supervisors, 

Farmer Tele Advisors and Farmers. The schedules captured the quality of infrastructure in the 

KCC, the knowledge of Farmer- Tele Advisors, and sources of extension services of farmers, 

etc.  A rating scale was used in the schedule to gauge the intensity of the issues facing the 

stakeholders.   

The 30 Farmer Tele Advisors who respond to the queries of farmers in the day shift and 

the only two supervisors of KCC of Maharashtra were interviewed. Besides addressing the two 

supervisors with an interview schedule, detailed discussions were held with them, in order to 

understand details related to infrastructure, the handling of KCCs by the FTAs, etc. Further, 

since the farmers are the major stakeholders in the KCC scheme, a questionnaire was also 

addressed to them. A sample of 100 farmers from four blocks of Maharashtra state were selected 

out of which 80 farmers were users of KCC services while 20 were non-users. The responses 

of the farmers were tabulated, in order to gauge the importance of KCCs in the farming 

operations of users.  

Key findings 

The Kisan Call Centre scheme was launched on 24 January 2004, with the main purpose 

of responding to queries of farmers on agriculture related information through telephone, in the 

farmers’ own dialect. A country wide common eleven-digit number was allotted for KCCs and 

was accessible through all mobile phones and landlines of all telecom networks, including 

private service providers. During working hours, there is immediate response to the query of 

the farmer, but beyond working hours, the call is recorded and the queries are later answered.  

Restructuring of the KCC Scheme 

After the KCC scheme was launched in 2004, it suffered from teething problems such as 

poor monitoring, large number of locations with a small capacity and insufficient investment 

in technology. There were also frequent breakdown in devices such as telephone lines and 

telephone instruments. The time taken to connect to the call was considerable and there was no 

facility to record the conversation. The Farmer -Tele Advisers (FTAs) received limited training 

and capacity building. The demand for the services of KCCs was also limited.  
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In view of the inherent shortcomings, the scheme was restructured, revised and 

strengthened from April 2011 so that there was facility for call conferencing with experts in 

case the FTAs were unable to satisfy the queries of farmers. Since the restructuring of the KCCs, 

the number of calls received by the centre has shown an increasing trend. Before restructuring 

of KCCs, the number of calls received was negligible. However, after restructuring, the calls 

increased from 1628 in 2013-14 per day to 1864 calls per day in 2016-17 due to considerable 

improvement in the hardware and software in the KCC. This indicated that the farmers began 

to utilize the services of KCCs.  

Performance of KCC as revealed by Supervisors 

A Farmer-Tele Adviser is able to respond to the queries of farmers and impart accurate 

answers only if he has the appropriate knowledge and access to information. Therefore, the 

supervisors were addressed with a questionnaire which contained questions such as various 

sources of knowledge of FTAs such as internet search, extension booklets, training, university 

experts, field inquiry, etc. The assessment by supervisors on the source of knowledge of FTAs 

is presented in Table 1.
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Table 1: Information & Knowledge Sources of Farmer Tele Advisers as Assessed by 

Supervisors 

(1 Refers to Response of 1 supervisor (out of 2) and 2 refers to Response of both the supervisors) 

                                                              Excellent Good Satisfactory Somewhat 

Poor 

Very Poor 

Self-Knowledge 0 2 0 0 0 

Colleagues & Supervisor 0 2 0 0 0 

Prepared Excel sheets & aterial 0 0 1 0 1 

Internet search 0 2 0 0 0 

ExtensionBooklets,books, 

papers 

0 0 1 0 1 

Government department 

sources/material 

0 0 0 0 2 

Knowledge acquired in 

Training 

1 0 1 0 0 

University experts/Nodal 

officer knowledge 

0 0 0 0 2 

Information from other farmers 0 1 1 0 0 

Field Inquiry 0 0 0 0 2 

Other sources (Please Specify) 0 0 0 0 0 

Source : Survey of Kisan Call Centre (Maharashtra) 

Both supervisors indicated that the FTAs had good self- knowledge.  One supervisor felt 

that FTAs did not prepare excel sheets and data on material available. However, there appeared 

to be a major problem on knowledge sources with respect to material from government sources, 

University experts and even field sources. This appeared to be a major problem as it could 

hamper the efficiency of the FTAs and they would not be in a position to respond to certain 

queries of farmers.  

Since the sources of information and knowledge play a very important role in the response 

given by the FTAs to farmers, an assessment was made on how much emphasis was placed by 

the FTAs on the sources of information. The same is presented in Table 2.  

From Table 2, it can be observed that both the supervisors felt that for information and 

knowledge sources, the FTAs depended on self-knowledge and internet search very frequently. 

The colleagues and supervisors were frequently referred to for obtaining information.  However, 

on certain aspects such as knowledge from Nodal officer or field inquiry, both the supervisors 

responded that such sources were never resorted to.  Also, extension booklets and papers were 

rarely used. Hence the overall conclusion appears that information and knowledge by FTAs 

was most often obtained from their own knowledge as well as from internet search.  

The supervisors also revealed during discussions that they were not confident on whether 

up-to date answers on technical questions, questions related to government schemes, market 

related questions or those related to weather were given. The supervisors stated that the FTAs 
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attended training programmes in order to be better equipped to respond to the queries of the 

farmers with respect to call handling procedure of the KCC and also in operating the hardware 

as well as software. However, they revealed that the training programmes only provided limited 

support to the FTAs and there is definitely a need to provide more and better quality training to 

FTAs and also more frequently.  Such training programmes would help the FTAs in updating 

their knowledge and more importantly, they would be able to get information on government 

schemes. This information is often required by farmers as they are entitled to subsidies from 

several schemes of the government. The FTAs should therefore be in a position to handle such 

queries.   
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Table 2: Assessment of Information & Knowledge Sources of Farmer-Tele Advisers As 

Revealed by Supervisors: 

(1 Refers to Response of 1supervisor (out of 2) and 2 refers to Response of both the supervisors) 

  Very 

frequently 
Frequently Occasionally Rarely Never 

Self-Knowledge 2 0 0 0 0 

Colleagues & 

Supervisor 
1 1 0 0 0 

Prepared Excel 

sheets & material 
0 0 1 0 1 

Internet search 2 0 0 0 0 

Extension 

Booklets, books, 

papers 

0 0 1 0 1 

Government 

department 

sources/material 

1 0 0 0 1 

Knowledge 

acquired in 

Training 

0 0 1 1 0 

University 

experts/Nodal 

officer knowledge 

0 0 1 0 1 

Information from 

other farmers 
0 0 1 0 1 

Field Inquiry 0 0 0 0 2 

Other sources 

(Please Specify) 
0 0 0 0 0 

Source: Survey of Kisan Call Centre (Maharashtra). 

An important feature of the Kisan Call Centre is that there is call escalation which means 

that if an FTA is unable to answer the query of any farmer, it is escalated to higher levels 

through Common Service Centres which involve State Agricultural Departments at the block 

level, State Agricultural Universities, etc. However, discussion with the supervisors revealed 

that the frequency of calls escalated to higher levels is very low. Hence although the provision 

of call escalation to higher levels was an important feature of the Kisan Call Centre scheme, the 

calls were seldom escalated and the queries were normally handled by FTAs.   

Discussions were also conducted with the supervisors on the quality of hardware used in 

the KCC scheme. The response was very satisfactory with respect to the speed, reliability and 

convenience for the usage by FTAs. The hardware was well maintained, the display was good, 

it did not breakdown frequently and by and large suited every aspect of work requirements. 

Even peripherals such as printer and scanner were of good quality and worked well even if there 

was power outage. The software used by the KCC was equally satisfactory. It was fast, user 

friendly, the calls could be handled easily and the calls did not easily get dropped, or lost by the 
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software.  The software could also handle heavy call traffic, did not frequently crash and the 

caller details could easily and quickly get recorded.  The system was also well protected by 

virus and there was sufficient ease by which the calls could get easily escalated to higher levels. 

The internet connectivity was also good and did not breakdown frequently.  

Performance of KCC as Revealed by Farmer Tele Advisers 

The FTAs are important stakeholders in the KCC scheme and hence it was necessary to 

discuss with them and also address them with suitable questionnaires regarding the functioning 

of the scheme. Normally there are 30 FTAs in one batch and all of them were asked questions 

on call efficiency, infrastructure, training programmes and their efficiency in call handling. 

Their responses are presented in Table 3. The findings from the questionnaire revealed that 

more than 50 percent of the FTAs agreed that the voice reception is clear even when internet is 

slow, the call drops are less and it was easy to understand the queries of farmers. However, 43.3 

percent of the FTAs partially agreed/disagreed that they receive irrelevant calls and 70 percent 

indicated that they do not face any difficulty in understanding scientific/technical words. 

However, the FTAs by and large felt that when the call was escalated to higher levels it was not 

necessarily attended to in a satisfactory manner. Only about one-fourth of the FTAs agreed that 

the office space is adequate, and the activity area for calling is sufficient while only 16.67 

percent agreed that the supporting facilities and utilities were adequate.  
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Table 3: Rating of Infrastructure As Indicated by Farmer Tele Advisers 

(Percent of Responses) 

 
Strongly 

Agree 
Agree 

Partially 

Agree/ 

Disagree 

Disagree 
Strongly 

Disagree 

Average 

Rating 

out of 5 

The office space is 

adequate 10.00 13.33 26.67 33.33 16.67 2.67 

The activity area for 

calling is sufficient 10.00 16.67 30.00 33.33 10.00 2.83 

The activity area is 

well separated 6.67 13.33 36.67 33.33 10.00 2.73 

Voice reception over 

phone is clear 10.00 46.67 33.33 10.00 0.00 3.57 

Call drops are very 

less 16.67 46.67 30.00 6.67 0.00 3.73 

It is easy to 

understand queries 

from farmers 20.00 70.00 10.00 0.00 0.00 4.10 

During slow internet 

also, the voice 

reception is clear 13.33 43.33 26.67 13.33 3.33 3.50 

You do not get 

disturbed while 

answering of calls 6.67 16.67 33.33 30.00 13.33 2.73 

Irrelevant calls are 

generally not 

received 10.00 33.33 43.33 13.33 0.00 3.40 

Farmers do not face 

any difficulty in 

understanding 

scientific/technical 

words 10.00 60.00 30.00 0.00 0.00 3.80 

 Lighting is sufficient 20.00 20.00 20.00 26.67 13.33 3.07 

 There is adequate 

ventilation 10.00 16.67 30.00 26.67 16.67 2.77 

Video surveillance is 

sufficient for 

monitoring 0.00 40.00 20.00 26.67 13.33 2.87 

Power cuts are not 

frequent 6.67 50.00 20.00 16.67 6.67 3.33 

Other departments 

noise does not hinder 

your answering 

efficiency 10.00 36.67 16.67 26.67 10.00 3.10 
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Supporting facilities 

& utilities are 

adequate 0.00 16.67 43.33 30.00 10.00 2.67 

Overall there is good 

working environment 10.00 26.67 43.33 16.67 3.33 3.23 

Source: Field Survey 

In order to ensure that FTAs can suitably answer the queries of farmers, it is very important 

that training programmes are conducted so that they can update their knowledge. Hence a 

questionnaire was addressed to FTAs on the usefulness of training programmes that have been 

conducted for them. The same is indicated in Table 4. 
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Table 4:  Usefulness of Training Programmes (Percent of Responses) 

 
Strongly 

Agree 
Agree 

Partially 

Agree/ 

Disagree 

Disagree 
Strongly 

Disagree 

Average 

Rating 

out of 5 

It helps in understanding call handling 

procedure of the KCC 36.67 53.33 6.67 0.00 3.33 4.20 

It helps in operating of the hardware 3.33 26.67 20.00 40.00 10.00 2.73 

It helps in operating of the software 3.33 26.67 23.33 36.67 10.00 2.77 

 It helps in understanding questions of 

farmer 26.67 60.00 10.00 0.00 3.33 4.07 

 It helps in how to handle the questions of 

farmer 26.67 56.67 13.33 0.00 3.33 4.03 

It helps in getting the necessary knowledge 26.67 56.67 13.33 0.00 3.33 4.03 

It helps in updating knowledge 36.67 40.00 16.67 3.33 3.33 4.03 

 It helps in getting knowledge of government 

schemes 6.67 33.33 43.33 10.00 6.67 3.23 

 More & better training is required 56.67 30.00 3.33 6.67 3.33 4.30 

Training should be regularly given 43.33 36.67 6.67 6.67 6.67 4.03 

Overall the available training is useful & 

sufficient 10.00 56.67 26.67 3.33 3.33 3.67 

Source: Field Survey  
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bout half the FTAs disagreed that the training programmes helped them in operating the 

hardware and software. More than three-fourths of the FTAs felt that the training programmes 

helped them in understanding the questions of the farmers, and in updating their knowledge. 

However, the FTAs partially agreed/disagreed that the training programmes were useful in 

getting knowledge on government schemes. Even during the personal visit, there was complaint 

from supervisors and FTAs that they are not well informed about government schemes. This 

poses a serious problem to them while answering questions related to government schemes 

because the farmers are very keen to take benefit of these schemes. They therefore want to 

know the terms and conditions of the scheme and the subsidy that might be given and other 

formalities. If the FTAs do not have details of the schemes, they may misguide the farmers and 

thus create problems.  Since the schemes are for the benefit of the farmers, there are obviously 

several questions by farmers related to several features of the scheme. The FTAs however do 

not have accurate information and are unable to provide suitable answers.  

Performance of KCC as Revealed by Farmers 

The very purpose of KCCs is to cater to the need of farmers and answer their queries, so 

that they get suitable guidance in conducting farm operations. Hence several questionnaires 

were addressed to sample farmers in order to gauge the importance of KCCs in their farming 

operations.  

Table 5 indicates the source of information/advise on farming by the sample farmers and 

the frequency of use of the source. It was observed that 95 percent of the sample farmers 

indicated that they used their counterparts as a source of information and this source was used 

frequently by 45.26 percent of those farmers.  The Kisan Call Centres were the next source of 

information and 80 percent of farmers in the sample used this source with 46.84 percent 

indicating frequent usage. There were also other sources of information such as extension 

workers and input dealers but this source was not very frequent. Only 11 percent of farmers in 

the sample resorted to cooperative societies while 13 percent referred to the material of 

Agricultural Universities or their personnel.  

Overall it can be observed that while there are several sources of information available to 

farmers, they largely rely on their fellow farmers with less dependence on agricultural experts. 

This clearly indicates that farmers require more exposure to professional sources of information.  
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Table 5:  Sources of Information/ Advice on Farming (Percent of Responses) 

Use of different sources of Information 

Percent of farmers using the 

information Very Frequently 

(%) 

Frequently 

(%) 

Occasionally 

(%) 

Rarely 

(%) 

Never 

(%) 

Fellow Farmers 95 3.16 45.26 35.79 14.74 1.05 

Extension Worker 61 6.56 19.67 59.02 9.84 4.92 

Input Dealers/ Shops 54 7.41 27.78 40.74 20.37 3.70 

Cooperative societies 11 9.09 36.36 45.45 0.00 9.09 

Input Companies 17 5.88 29.41 41.18 17.65 5.88 

Local Markets 28 0.00 29.63 44.44 25.93 0.00 

Krishi Vigyan Kendra’s (KVK’s) 28 14.29 35.71 35.71 14.29 0.00 

Agricultural Universities & their 

materials 

13 
7.69 30.77 23.08 30.77 7.69 

Kisan melas/ summits 31 13.33 23.33 33.33 30.00 0.00 

Meetings & demonstrations 20 10.00 35.00 30.00 25.00 0.00 

Agriculture experts 16 6.25 31.25 56.25 6.25 0.00 

Kisan Call Centre (KCC) 80 15.19 46.84 31.65 5.06 1.27 

Source: Field Survey
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Since KCC is a service which is a part of the e enabled services of the government, it was 

important to know the e sources of information that were used by the farmer as well as other 

media sources. The same is indicated in Table 6. It can be observed that the mobile served as 

the most important source of advisories for the farmers as 74 percent of farmers in the sample 

resorted to this device to obtain information. Television and newspapers was also used by 61 

percent and 49 percent of sample farmers respectively. The disturbing feature of the responses 

of the farmers was that they barely used computer, internet & websites to access information. 

The two portals, namely the Kisan Knowledge Management system and M-Kisan Portal was 

used only by 1 percent of farmers in the sample.  However, the purpose of these portals is to 

assist farmers with an online platform so that they can access huge information related to 

agriculture and allied activities and they also provide useful links for farming specific 

information.
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Table 6: Communication Media and Devices Used to Source Information 

(Percent of Responses) 

Use of different forms 

of Media for 

Information 

Percent of farmers using the 

source 

Very 

Frequently 
Frequently Occasionally Rarely Never 

Newspapers/magazines 49 6.12 34.69 42.86 16.33 0.00 

Radio 9 11.11 22.22 55.56 11.11 0.00 

TV 61 4.92 42.62 37.70 13.11 1.64 

Mobile phone 74 12.16 43.24 36.49 8.11 0.00 

Mobile Apps 9 11.11 22.22 33.33 33.33 0.00 

Computer 3 0.00 33.33 0.00 66.67 0.00 

Internet & websites 12 8.33 50.00 16.67 25.00 0.00 

Kisan Knowledge Management 

System 

(KKMS) 

1 0.00 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 

M-Kisan Portal 

(Mobile/SMS Service) 

1 0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Source: Field Survey 
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About 60 percent of the farmers largely agreed that KCC toll free number is easy to reach 

and two-third agreed that the voice reception is clear. While half the farmers indicated that the 

overall information provided by KCC is good and useful, the other half only partially agreed 

on the usefulness of the information while 8 percent did not find the information useful.  

The farmers need information on a wide variety of aspects related to agriculture before 

sowing the crop and also during harvest as well as post-harvest. Such advisories are received 

from various sources including from KCCs. A questionnaire was therefore addressed to sample 

farmers in order to find out the important purposes for which the advisories of KCC were used. 

The same is presented in Table 7.   
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Table 7: Dependence of Farmers on Kisan Call Centres for Major Farm Related 

Decisions (Percent of Responses) 

Decision Extremely 
Important 

Very 
Important 

Moderately 
Important 

Slightly 
Important 

Not 
Important 

Crop selection decisions 4.35 58.70 34.78 0.00 2.17 

Variety selection 
decisions 

17.07 53.66 24.39 4.88 0.00 

Input purchase decisions 10.53 42.11 31.58 15.79 0.00 

Planting decisions 4.76 42.86 52.38 0.00 0.00 

Soil management 
decisions 

17.65 35.29 41.18 5.88 0.00 

Fertilizer/ feed 
application 
 decisions 

27.91 53.49 18.60 0.00 0.00 

Water management  
decisions 

26.32 36.84 21.05 15.79 0.00 

Weather/ rainfall related 
 decisions 

18.18 45.45 27.27 4.55 4.55 

Crop management 
decisions 

17.65 64.71 11.76 5.88 0.00 

Agricultural machinery  
decisions 

44.44 11.11 11.11 22.22 11.11 

Insect pest control 
decisions 

25.64 48.72 23.08 2.56 0.00 

 Disease control 
decisions 

10.87 73.91 10.87 4.35 0.00 

Weed control decisions 8.33 58.33 25.00 8.33 0.00 

Cost reduction/ 
efficiency 
 increasing decisions 

0.00 44.44 55.56 0.00 0.00 

Quality improvement  
decisions 

12.50 37.50 50.00 0.00 0.00 

Harvesting & post-
harvest  
decisions 

25.00 41.67 25.00 8.33 0.00 

Marketing decisions 19.35 41.94 32.26 6.45 0.00 

Price & profit related  
decisions 

20.00 40.00 33.33 0.00 6.67 

Supply chain & transport 
 decisions 

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 100.00 

Storage decisions 0.00 66.67 0.00 0.00 33.33 

Risk reduction decisions 0.00 33.33 66.67 0.00 0.00 

Credit decisions 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Insurance decisions 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Government schemes 
 & assistance decisions 

0.00 100.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

Source: Field Survey 
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It can be observed that with respect to credit and insurance decisions, 100 percent farmers 

in the sample indicated that KCCs are extremely important to guide them on such issues.  About 

74 percent farmers felt that KCCs are very important to advise them on disease control decisions.  

The KCCs were also useful in providing decisions on storage decisions as this question 

was answered positively by 66.67 percent of farmers in the sample. About half the farmers 

indicated that KCCs were important in guiding them on fertilizer application, insect and pest 

control and weed control decisions.  

Hence KCCs were useful to farmers with respect to many important decisions and overall 

farmers felt that their services should be strengthened.  

Policy Suggestions 

 Indian agriculture suffers from low productivity in agriculture and efforts are being 

made in all directions to revitalize this sector. A major constraint to growth in this sector is poor 

extension services, largely due to shortage of resources, limited manpower and also reluctance 

on the part of government personnel to serve in the interiors. In this context, Information & 

Communication Technology can help to bridge the gap in providing extension services to 

farmers as they can deliver speedy advisory services alongwith technical updates to farmers on 

various issues facing them. The Government of India, therefore under the National e-

Governance Plan developed e-enabled services such as setting up Kisan Call Centres and other 

such facilities so as to make it possible to reach the entire farming community spread across the 

villages of India.  

 The paper therefore made an attempt to examine the effectiveness of KCCs in providing 

advisory services to farmers so that they are in a position to make appropriate farming decisions. 

While the study concluded that KCCs do have the potential to provide necessary information 

to farmers irrespective of location, they also suffer from several shortcomings. Hence the major 

policy implications of the study are suggested: 

On visit to the KCC and also as indicated by supervisors, it was observed that the activity 

area of the KCC was insufficient and there was disturbance to FTAs. Hence, it is necessary to 

ensure that office space is suitable, well ventilated, adequate toilet facilities are provided and 

overall work conditions are improved. This will also motivate the FTAs to perform better. Some 

FTAs felt the need to have transport facilities for work, especially for female FTAs.  

Besides better work conditions, the FTAs also felt that they are not only underpaid but also 

have contractual appointment. Hence they did not have incentive to continue in the job. Also 

since large number of calls come daily, there is need to increase the number of FTAs in KCC. 

For example, on the day of the visit to the KCC, the number of calls received was 3410 while 

only 2455 calls could be attended. Hence to avoid call waiting, the number of FTAs may be 

increased and salary may also be raised.  
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Since self-knowledge and internet search were the main source of knowledge to FTAs, it 

is very important to provide them with more sources of information such as booklets, 

information on latest government schemes, field visits, knowledge from Nodal officers, etc. 

The websites should also be regularly updated and training programmes should be regularly 

conducted so that FTAs are in a position to give good advisory services to farmers which is the 

very purpose of the scheme.  

Despite KCCs having the potential to reach out to farmers across the state, it was observed 

that farmers still depend upon fellow farmers for extension services. Hence all round effort 

must be made to ensure that there is increasing use of KCCs to solve the queries of farmers.  

Efforts must also be made to ensure that farmers are satisfied with response given by FTAs 

as this will promote the use of KCCs as a source of extension services. Also escalation of 

questions to higher levels must be improved so that if any calls are not handled by FTAs, they 

should be satisfied by Nodal officers.  

Thus overall it can be concluded that while KCCs do have the potential to provide 

extension services to each and every farmer, irrespective of location, the service must be 

improved by ensuring that the infrastructure is up to the mark, the FTAs have upto date 

knowledge on all agricultural operations as well as government schemes and farmers are also 

aware of such a service. If this happens, then with increasing use of KCCs, farmers will be able 

to resolve their queries, avoid crop failure and thus increase productivity which will provide the 

much needed boost to the agricultural sector.  
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Abstract 

The purpose of this paper is to determine the underlying mechanism of factors influencing 

the willingness to adopt IoT technologies among large and specialized vegetable farmers. 

Therefore, the proposed conceptual model was validated by analyzing the survey data of 357 

large vegetable farmers in Jiangxi Province. The results of the study show that performance 

expectations, effort expectations, social influences and facilitating factors have no significant 

influence on the willingness to adopt IoT technologies, and the compatibility of technological 

factors, environmental factors’ government support, the perceived interaction of personal 

factors, and the Innovativeness of large and specialized farmers are significantly positive affects 

the willingness to adopt, and the complexity of technical factors have a significant negative 

impact on the willingness to adopt; among the technical factors, compatibility positively affects 

effort expectations, social influences and facilitating factors, while complexity acts in the 

opposite direction; The government supports of environmental factors have a positive influence 

on effort expectation, social influence and facilitating factors, while external pressure 

negatively influences social influence and effort expectation. This study verified the influence 

of key factors in the UTAUT model and TOE model on large and specialized vegetable farmers 

' willingness to adopt IoT and the inherent interaction between UTAUT key factors and TOE 

key factors. The findings of the study are important for understanding the process of forming 

IoT technologies adoption intentions of large and specialized vegetable farmers. 
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Introduction 

From the perspective of implementing the digital countryside strategy, the No. 1 document 

of the Central Government for five consecutive years from 2017-2021 points out that the 

country should promote the pilot demonstration of agricultural Internet of Things(IoT) and 

expand its demonstration application, accelerate the application of IoT in agriculture, plan the 

simultaneous construction of IoT in rural areas and cities, develop smart agriculture, establish 

a big data system in agriculture and rural areas, and propel the deep integration of new 

generation information technology with agricultural production and operation. The Internet of 

Things has gradually become an important technical support for the development of agricultural 

modernization (Jiang, 2012), and has played a pivotal role in the application and development 

of agriculture, reducing agricultural production costs, improving efficiency, protecting the rural 

ecological environment, achieving automation and intelligence in agriculture, and promoting 

agricultural modernization. Large professional households, family farms, farmers' professional 

cooperatives and leading enterprises are collectively referred to as new agricultural 

management subjects  (Chen, 2020; Li, Guo, & Feng, 2018). New agricultural business 

subjects play an important role in the IoT industry. They are the real subjects of the market-

oriented demand of the agricultural IoT industry and influence the development trend of the 

agricultural IoT industry after the industry realizes the stage. The significant difference between 

them and traditional agricultural business subjects lies in advanced technology, sufficient 

capital and modernized management concept (Li, Guo & Feng, 2018). IoT technologies are 

widely regarded as one of the most important infrastructures to promote economic development 

and technological innovation. More and more scholars are now focusing on the willingness and 

behavior of users to adopt IoT technologies. From the literature, domestic and international 

studies on the willingness to adopt IoT technologies/RFID technologies can be divided into 

theoretical studies and empirical analyses. 

In terms of theoretical research, early scholars mainly summarized the factors affecting 

the adoption of IoT technology/RFID technology through qualitative approaches such as 

literature and case studies. For example, Peng, Xu, and Zhang (2013) used literature analysis 

to find that the factors that determine RFID adoption in companies are complexity, technology 

compatibility, cost, inconsistent standards, organizational readiness, executive support, IT 

capability, environmental uncertainty, trading partner orders, competitive pressure, government 
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support, and change agents. Sharma et al. (2005) used IOS theory and semi-structured interview 

method to study RFID technology adoption among suppliers in manufacturing and retail 

industries and found that perceived benefits, perceived costs, compatibility, competitive 

pressures, supply chain power, transactional environment, and top management support were 

the determining influences. In terms of empirical analysis, the use of empirical quantitative 

analysis of factors influencing IoT technology/RFID technology adoption has been the 

mainstream in recent years. Scholars have mainly studied the factors of IoT technology/RFID 

technology adoption empirically from theories related to information technology adoption, 

mostly using the TAM model (Wang, Zhang, 2015; Gao, Bai, 2014), UTAUT model (Liu, Fan, 

2016; Chong, Chan, 2015), TOE model (Deng, Wang, 2014; Ye, 2018), and UTAUT+TOE 

coupling model (Wang, Lu & Zhang, 2016; Zhao, 2018) are studied for the core variables, and 

many other scholars have used other empirical methods to study IoT technology adoption. For 

example, Shi, Zhang, and Liu (2020) used Logistic-ISM to study IoT use in 52 agricultural 

enterprises and found that the factors influencing their willingness are hierarchical; Hsu et al 

(2018) used structural equation modeling to study the effects of perceived usefulness, perceived 

enjoyment, and perceived privacy risk on IoT adoption among 489 users. 

In summary, regarding the adoption of IoT and RFID technologies (early on people 

equated RFID technology with IoT), foreign research started early and has achieved many 

results. Domestic research on IoT technology has started late and is mostly focused on 

theoretical aspects of the technology. There are few empirical studies on the adoption of IoT 

technologies in the literature compared to other fields, and there are few empirical studies on 

the willingness to adopt IoT technologies in agriculture. In addition, the existing models 

constructed from a single perspective cannot reflect the intrinsic interaction between the factors 

of each dimension and the mechanism that further affects the willingness to adopt IoT 

technologies. In terms of the existing studies on technology and information adoption, most of 

them are based on a single UTAUT, TAM, TOE, and TTF model framework, but there are few 

studies on coupling the two theories. In this regard, it is important to comprehensively explore 

the willingness and factors influencing the adoption of IoT technology among large and 

specialized vegetable farmers, one of the new agricultural management subjects, to extend the 

use of IoT in agriculture and to comprehensively promote the construction of a strong modern 

agricultural province. Therefore, this paper intends to discuss the internal and external factors 

affecting the willingness of large and specialized vegetable farmers to adopt IOT technology 

from the perspective of technology adoption, based on the Unified Theory of Acceptance and 

Use of Technology (UTAUT) and the Technology-Organization-Environment (TOE) 
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framework, in order to provide reference for the formulation of reasonable and effective IOT 

technology guidance policy. 

Model Construction and Research Hypothesis 

Overview of the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology and the Technology-

Organization-Environment Model 

1. Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) 

UTAUT is based on the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) and combines eight models 

related to TAM, namely Theory of Rational Behavior (TRA), Theory of Planned Behavior 

(TPB), Technology Acceptance Model (TAM), Motivation Model (MM), TAM-TPB 

Composite Model (C-TAM-TPB), and PC Utilization Model (MPCU), Innovation Diffusion 

Theory (IDT), and Social Cognitive Theory (SCT) were developed  (Abushanab, Pearson, 

2007). Taking TAM as the starting point of development, UTAUT has gone through four 

development stages namely TAM1→TAM2→UTAUT→UTAUT2, the specific stages, names, 

time, authors and contents are shown in the following table. 

UTAUT is a well-established theoretical model that has been studied for many years for 

usage behavior. Studies have demonstrated that the explanatory power of UTAUT can be as 

high as 70%, which is more valid, more reliable and has a higher level of validity than any other 

model. (Liu, 2013). It has been used in various fields in academia, more often in technology 

adoption/use. Table 2 below shows examples of UTAUT models in various areas of research. 

2. Technology-Organization-Environment (TOE) model 

The TOE model was proposed by Tornatzky and Fleischer (1990) on the basis of the 

critical diffusion of innovation theory, which is an integration of factors affecting information 

technology adoption into three aspects: technology, organization, and environment, and is 

widely used to analyze the contextual factors for the application of organizational technologies 

in different information system domains (Zhao, 2018).TOE was proposed went through four 

stages: Information Technology Stage Assumptions  →  Six-stage Model →  Innovation 

Diffusion Theory → TOE Theory, and the specific stages, names, time, authors and contents 

are shown in Table 3 below. 

The TOE model studies various technology adoption in various industries from three 

dimensions: technology, organization and environment, and there have been more research 

results in IoT/RFID technology adoption, as shown in Table 4. 
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Theoretical Model Construction 

This paper integrates the study of IoT technologies adoption intention and adoption 

behavior may use technical models found that there are few studies on IoT technologies 

adoption at home and abroad, especially empirical studies, and there is a lack of unified 

recognized authoritative theoretical models. Therefore, in order to establish the model with the 

strongest explanatory power, this paper takes several classical theoretical models of information 

technology adoption as the basis, and finds that the UTAUT model is the core part of integrating 

several theories of technology adoption, which has an explanatory power of up to 70% for usage 

behavior, and also has a higher level of reliability and validity. However, UTAUT lacks research 

on the users of individual information system decision-making behavior of "organizational 

people" (i.e., those who are in an organizational context and are mandatorily determined by 

organizational rules) and has the shortcoming of its own research hypothesis limitations  (He, 

2011; Wang, 2019). Based on this, there is a need to find other variables that are more in line 

with the characteristics of IoT technology and have more explanatory power to modify and 

extend the model moderately. The TOE model, on the other hand, has the advantages of being 

systematic and comprehensive in analyzing the key factors of IT adoption from three aspects: 

technology, environment, and organization in a comprehensive manner. Comprehensive 

existing literature review,  the characteristics of large and specialized vegetable farmers and 

IoT technology, it is found that IoT technology itself has characteristics such as difficulty and 

complexity (Li et al., 2018), and is still in the demonstration application stage in China. 

Therefore, in order to make the constructed model most suitable for the study of the actual 

situation of IoT technology adoption willingness of large and specialized vegetable farmers in 

China, this paper intends to combine the UTAUT and TOE models, fully consider the 

characteristics of large and specialized vegetable farmers and IoT technology, and select the 

key variables in the UTAUT model (performance expectations, effort expectations, social 

influence and facilitating factors) and the key variables in the TOE model (technical factors, 

environmental factors and personal factors), where technical factors include compatibility and 

complexity, environmental factors include external pressure and government support, and 

personal factors include perceptual interactivity and innovativeness of large and specialized 

farmers, to construct the IoT technologies adoption willingness model for large and specialized 

vegetable farmers. 

Research hypotheses 

3. Hypothesis on the relationship between performance expectation, effort expectation, 
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social influence, facilitating factors and adopt intentions 

(i)Performance expectations. Performance expectations are the degree to which large and 

specialized vegetable farmers perceive that the use of IoT technology can help them achieve 

better performance (Su, Bi, & Wang, 2013). As an emerging technology in the field of vegetable 

farming, the expectations of large and specialized vegetable farmers regarding its performance 

will positively influence the acceptance and use of IoT technology by vegetable farmers. After 

combing through the existing literature, performance expectations have a significant positive 

effect on adoption intentions (Su, 2014; Khairina et al , 2012). Based on the above research 

results, this paper proposes the following research hypotheses. 

H1a: Performance expectation has a positive and significant effect on the willingness to 

adopt IoT technologies among large and specialized vegetable farmers. 

(ii) Effort expectations. Effort expectations are the degree to which large and specialized 

vegetable farmers perceive the ease of use of IoT technology and is a direct determinant of 

intention to use it (Venkatesh et al ,2003). IoT technology gives large and specialized vegetable 

farmers to reduce costs and bring great changes to production and marketing, but certain 

equipment must be installed to use IoT technology, so the easier the operation of IoT technology 

in the actual vegetable growing process, the more direct positive impact it has on the use of 

large and specialized vegetable farmers (Su, Bi & Wang, 2013). In short, if the IoT technology 

is easier to use in the actual vegetable growing process, the higher the willingness of large and 

specialized vegetable farmers to use it will be. Based on the above research results, the 

following research hypothesis is proposed in this paper. 

H1b: Effort expectation has a positive and significant effect on the willingness to adopt 

IoT technologies among large and specialized vegetable farmers. 

(iii) Social influence. Social influence is the degree of influence perceived by large and 

specialized vegetable farmers from the surrounding groups, including from other vegetable 

growers, government as well as mass media, family and friends, and enhancing quality image 

(Venkatesh et al ,2003). In the existing adoption of agriculture-based technologies or 

information technology, a large number of results have demonstrated the significant influential 

role of social influence on intention to use (Su, 2014; Yang, 2013; Pranay et al, 2018). Based 

on the above research results, this paper proposes the following research hypothesis. 

H1c: Social influence has a positive and significant effect on the intention to adopt IoT 

technologies among large and specialized vegetable farmers. 
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(iv)Facilitating factors. The facilitating factors are the degree to which large and 

specialized vegetable farmers believe that the existing system and technology structure can 

support system use, specifically the degree to which large and specialized vegetable farmers 

perceive the completeness of the convenience and perceived various technical support 

conditions required for the successful use of IoT technologies, and is mainly dependent on their 

IoT-related skill inventory (Su, 2014).The facilitation factor as one of the core variables in 

UTAUT theory is important factor affecting the willingness to adopt, and this finding is also 

confirmed by many existing studies. Based on the above research results, the following research 

hypothesis is proposed in this paper. 

H1d: Facilitating factors have a positive and significant effect on the willingness to adopt 

IoT technologies among large and specialized vegetable farmers. 

4. Hypothesis on the relationship between technological factors, environmental factors, 

personal factors and adopt intentions 

Technical factors 

(i)Compatibility. Compatibility generally refers to the degree of adaptation of IoT 

technology and organizational elements (Xiang, 2012), for this paper, it mainly includes the 

objectives to be achieved by the adoption of IoT technology by large and specialized vegetable 

farmers, and the degree of matching the existing software and hardware facilities, information 

systems and business processes IoT technology of large and specialized vegetable farmers. In 

general, the higher the degree of matching, the easier the adoption. In existing studies on 

IoT/(RFID) technology adoption, compatibility has been shown to be a significant factor 

affecting their willingness to adopt (Wang et al, 2010; Wang et al, 2016). Su (2014) concluded 

that compatibility scalability between IoT and real estate development companies has a positive 

and significant impact on adoption behavior. Based on the above research results, the following 

research hypotheses are proposed in this paper. 

H2a: Compatibility has a positive and significant effect on the willingness to adopt IoT 

technologies among large and specialized vegetable farmers. 

(ii) Complexity. Complexity generally refers to the ease of adoption, understanding, and 

use of the technology, and is an important indicator of the characteristics of the technology and 

a factor that affects the willingness to adopt (Ye, 2018; Li, 2020). In general, the more complex 

the IoT technology is, the more difficult large and specialized vegetable farmers perceive the 

degree of better work performance obtained, the less easy the technology is to use, the less it is 
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influenced by external influences, the lower the existing system support, and the lower the 

willingness to adopt. Based on the above research results, the following research hypotheses 

are proposed in this paper. 

H2b: Complexity has a negative and significant effect on the willingness to adopt IoT 

technologies among large and specialized vegetable farmers. 

Environmental factors 

(i) External pressure. External pressure refers to the pressure on large and specialized 

vegetable farmers mainly from peers, social environment and partners (Xiang, 2012). External 

pressure is often used as one of the main environmental factors to explore its role on IoT 

technology adoption, and external pressure enhances the adoption rate of IoT technology (Ye, 

2018). Based on the above and previous research results, the following research hypothesis is 

proposed in this paper. 

H2c: External pressure has a negative and significant effect on the willingness to adopt 

IoT technology among large and specialized vegetable farmers. 

(ii) Government support. Government support refers to the human, material, and financial 

resources as well as infrastructure provided by national and local governments to improve the 

willingness and behavior of large and specialized vegetable farmers to use IoT technology 

(Xiang, 2012). Generally the positive externality that technology has leads the government to 

influence the adoption of technology by farmers (Huang, 2019), the application of IoT 

technology in agriculture is still in the initial stage, the input cost of applying IoT technology 

is still relatively high, so the policy support will be a powerful help for the promotion of IoT 

technology in application (Ye, 2018). Based on the above research results, this paper proposes 

the following research hypothesis. 

H2d: Government support has a positive and significant effect on the willingness of large 

and specialized vegetable farmers to adopt IoT technology. 

Personal factors 

(i) Perceptual interactivity. Perceived interactivity refers to the extent to which large large 

and specialized vegetable farmers are able to be part of the information communication of the 

IoT and are able to exert influence or react to applications such as IoT technologies according 

to the purpose of their ideas (Su, 2014). Interactivity is one of the characteristics shared by new 

generation information technologies such as IoT, and perceived interactivity can improve users' 
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intention to adopt by improving the quality of information communication in IoT and enhancing 

users' positive experience of the information communication process (Su, 2014). Based on the 

above research results, this paper proposes the following research hypothesis. 

H2e: Perceptual interactivity has a positive and significant effect on the intention to adopt 

IoT technologies among large and specialized vegetable farmers. 

(ii) Innovativeness of large and specialized farmers. In the general TOE model, the 

organization is one of the three major elements, where the innovative characteristics of the top 

executives of the firm is another variable of the organization. Organizations are in the 

innovation adoption process, and major corporate decisions are implemented by top executives 

(Liu, Wu, and Xiong, 2006). For this paper, the individual innovativeness of large and 

specialized vegetable farmers is equivalent to the senior executives in the firm or organization 

that hold the power to decide on the adoption of IoT technologies. A number of scholars in the 

established literature have used literature or empirical evidence to confirm that individual 

innovativeness has a significant impact on IoT technology adoption (Song, 2019; Wu, 2012; 

Liu & Fan, 2016). Based on the above research results, this paper proposes the following 

research hypothesis. 

H2f: Innovativeness of large and specialized farmers have a positive and significant effect 

on the willingness to adopt IoT technologies among large and specialized vegetable farmers. 

5. Hypothesis of the relationship between technical factors, environmental factors and 

performance expectations, effort expectations, social influence, and facilitating factors 

Technical factors 

(i) The hypothesis of the relationship between compatibility and performance expectations, 

effort expectations, social influence, and facilitating factors. From the previous section, it is 

clear that the compatibility of IoT technology in this paper simply refers to the matching 

software and hardware facilities, information systems and business processes that large and 

specialized vegetable farmers need in order to adopt IoT technology. Xu (2012) and Zhao (2018) 

concluded that compatibility has a positive effect on performance expectations, effort 

expectations, social influence and facilitating factors. Miao (2016) empirically found that 

compatibility has a significant effect on performance expectations and effort expectations. 

Based on the above research results, this paper proposes the following research hypotheses. 

H3a: Compatibility has a positive and significant effect on performance expectations. 
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H3b: compatibility has a positive and significant effect on effort expectations. 

H3c: compatibility has a positive and significant effect on social influence. 

H3d: Compatibility has a positive and significant effect on facilitating factors. 

(ii) The hypothesis of the relationship between complexity and performance expectations, 

effort expectations, social influence, and facilitating factors. From the previous section, it is 

clear that the complexity of IoT technologies in this paper refers to the degree of difficulty felt 

by large and specialized vegetable farmers in using IoT technology. In general, the more 

complex the use of a technology, the lower the various perceptions of this technology. Xu (2012) 

argued that technological factors (including compatibility and complexity) have an impact on 

performance expectations, effort expectations, and social influence. Based on these research 

results, the following research hypotheses are proposed in this paper. 

H4a: Complexity has a negative and significant effect on performance expectations. 

H4b: complexity has a negative and significant effect on effort expectations. 

H4c: complexity has a negative and significant effect on socialinfluence. 

H4d: Complexity has a negative and significant effect on facilitating factors. 

Environmental factors 

(i) Hypothesis of the relationship between external pressure and performance expectations, 

effort expectations, social influence, and facilitating factors. The external pressure of IoT 

technologies in this paper refers to the degree of pressure on large and specialized vegetable 

farmers to use IoT technologies in vegetable production and operation due to the pressure from 

including peers, social environment and partners (Xiang, 2012). Xu (2012) concluded that 

competitive pressure, trend pressure, and mandatory normative pressure among environmental 

factors have positive effects on performance expectations, effort expectations, and social 

influence. Based on the above research results, this paper proposes the following research 

hypotheses. 

H5a: External pressure has a positive and significant effect on performance expectations. 

H5b: external pressure has a positive and significant effect on effort expectations. 

H5c: external pressure has a positive and significant effect on social influence. 

H5d: External pressure has a positive and significant effect on facilitating factors. 
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(ii)Hypothesis of the relationship between government support and performance 

expectations, effort expectations, social influence, and facilitating factors. Government support 

for IoT technology in this paper refers to the support given by the government to large and 

specialized vegetable farmers in terms of human and material resources for the promotion of 

IoT technology. Xu (2012) argued that government policy support among environmental factors 

has a positive effect on performance expectations, effort expectations, and social influence. 

Based on the above research results, this paper proposes the following research hypotheses. 

H6a: government support has a positive and significant effect on performance expectations. 

H6b: government support has a positive and significant effect on effort expectations. 

H6c: government support has a positive and significant effect on social influence. 

H6d: Government support has a positive and significant effect on facilitating factors. 

Data Sources and Research Methods 

Data sources 

This paper examines the factors influencing the willingness of large and specialized 

vegetable farmers to adopt IoT technologies In June 2019-November 2020 to survey large 

vegetable growers in Jiangxi Province as the target  The main methods of questionnaire survey 

used are: 1)the postgraduate students of the subject group use weekends and holidays to go to 

Nanchang and its surrounding cities and counties to distribute questionnaires in the field; 2)the 

teachers of the subject group lead students to interview local farmers in vegetable planting 

intensive areas and agricultural Internet of Things demonstration bases; 3)some undergraduate 

and postgraduate students of Jiangxi origin of the University use summer and winter vacations 

to visit and research local large and specialized vegetable farmers.A total of 550 questionnaires 

were distributed, 406 questionnaires were collected, 357 questionnaires were valid, and the 

effective recovery rate was 64.9%. Men accounted for 90.2% (322 people), women accounted 

for 9.8% (35 people); 30 to 59 years old accounted for the majority (88.8%), under 30 years old 

accounted for 4.8%, over 60 years old accounted for 6.4%; with junior high school education 

and below 212 people, accounting for 59.4%; married accounted for 95.2%, unmarried 

accounted for 4.8%; the number of vegetable planting 10 to 49 mu accounted for 61.6%, 50 to 

99 mu accounted for 12.9%, and more than 100 mu accounted for 25.5%. 

The data analysis tool used in this paper was SPSS22. 0 statistical software. The formal 
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questionnaire of this study is divided into three parts: questionnaire introduction, basic situation 

of large and specialized vegetable farmers, and scales related to factors influencing the 

willingness of large and specialized vegetable farmers to adopt IoT technologies. The first part 

is the questionnaire introduction, which is mainly to understand the regional distribution of 

large and specialized vegetable farmers; the second part, the basic situation of large and 

specialized vegetable farmers, including demographic characteristics, household characteristics, 

production and operation characteristics, and the current situation of IOT technologies adoption; 

the third part, the scales related to factors influencing the willingness of large and specialized 

vegetable farmers to adopt IoT technologies, including performance expectations, effort 

expectations, social influence, facilitating factors, compatibility, complexity, external pressure, 

government support, perceptual interactivity, and innovation of large and specialized farmers. 

The values of the variables were obtained using a five-point Likert scale with the numbers "1, 

2, 3, 4, and 5" indicating "strongly disagree, disagree, average, agree, and strongly agree," 

respectively. 

Research Methodology 

Since the scales used in this paper are well-established scales that have been used by both 

domestic and international scholars, the reliability and validity of the measurement models were 

tested directly by validated factor analysis (CFA). Structural equation modeling (SEM) was 

used to test the research hypotheses and systematically analyze the relationships among the 

variables. 

Fitting evaluation and parameter estimation 

Evaluation of measurement model 

First, in order to analyze the reliability or stability of the measurement results of the study 

scales, reliability analysis was performed using SPSS 22.0. Most of the reliability analyses in 

empirical studies use the internal consistency coefficient (Cronbach's α coefficient) reliability 

method (Wu, 2010). As can be seen from Table 5 and Table 6 of the questionnaire measurement 

items and the corresponding validation coefficients, the Cronbach's α values for all latent 

variables exceed 0.7, with the vast majority between 0.8 and 0.9, and the reliability is high. 

Second, the validity of the scale includes both content validity and construct validity. The 

scale selected for this study is a mature scale that has been used by domestic and foreign 

scholars(Venkatesh et al, 2003; Su, 2014; Xiang, 2012; Wang et al. 2010; Wang et al, 2016; Li, 
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2020; Ye, 2018; Xu, 2012; Wu, 2012; Liu & Fan, 2016). Combined with the actual situation of 

vegetable IoT technologies adoption in China, this study still made adaptive changes in the 

questionnaire design and refined the scale by conducting validated factor analysis and reliability 

tests on the factors and indicators of the variables during the pre-survey, and then conducted a 

large sample survey. Therefore, the content validity of the measurement scales in this study was 

good. 

In this study, exploratory factor analysis was used to test the construct validity of the scale, 

and the size of the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy value and Bartlett's test 

could be used to discern whether the inter-items were suitable for factor analysis, when the 

KMO value was above 0.60 and Bartlett's test was significant, factor analysis could be 

conducted; when the KMO value was less than 0.50, it indicated that factor analysis was not 

suitable (Wu, 2010). As can be seen from Table 5, the KMO values of the scales are above 0.65 

and Bartlett's test is significant. Therefore, the scales in this paper are suitable for factor analysis. 

Finally, to test the factor structure of the hypotheses and the fit of the data, a validation 

factor analysis was performed on all question items and their corresponding latent variables 

using AMOS17. 0. The measurement model fit well, as all its fit indices have met the 

requirements. Therefore, the reliability and validity of the measurement scale in this study were 

good, and the relationship model as well as the research hypothesis had some plausibility for 

further analysis of the role of the variables in relation to each other. 

Structural equation model evaluation and research hypothesis testing 

Evaluation of structural equation model 

In this paper, the maximum likelihood method of AMOS 17.0 software was used for model 

and research hypothesis testing. The technical parameters of the model fit for the willingness 

to adopt IoT technologies among large and specialized vegetable farmers studied in this paper 

are as follows: χ2/df=2.980, RMSEA=0.075, NFI=0.824, CFI=0.875, and GFI=0.787. From the 

comparison of the specific estimated values of the three major indicators that must be tested 

with the defined values of fitness, it can be seen that the majority of The majority of the 

indicators meet or exceed the model fitness criteria, and only very few indicators are close to 

the fitness criteria. In summary, the overall fit of the model of large and specialized vegetable 

farmers' willingness to adopt IoT technologies constructed in this paper is above the good 

standard and can be used to test the research hypothesis proposed in this paper.
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Research hypothesis testing 

Based on the theory related to parametric testing, the results of parameter estimation of the 

structural equation model in Table 7 show that there are still seven simulated paths whose P-

values do not meet the requirement of significance, which are "performance expectations → 

adopt intentions", "effort expectations →  adopt intentions ", "social influence →  adopt 

intentions ", "facilitating factors → adopt intentions ", "external pressure → adopt intentions 

", and "compatibility →  performance expectations" and "external pressure →  effort 

expectations", the P-values corresponding to these seven simulated paths all exceed 0.05, and 

the corresponding research hypotheses should be rejected according to structural equation 

modeling theory: H1a, H1b, H1c, H1d, H2c, H3a, H5b; while the P-values of "external pressure

→social influence" and "external pressure→facilitating factors" (H5c and H5d) meet the 

significance requirements, but their standard path coefficients are negative, do not have positive 

effects and are contrary to the original hypothesis. The corresponding original hypotheses (H5c 

and H5d) should be rejected. 

Based on the P-values and path coefficients of the Amos fit results, a total of 26 hypotheses 

were proposed in this paper for H1-H6. Except for the 9 path relationships corresponding to the 

rejected hypotheses: H1a, H1b, H1c, H1d, H2c, H3a, H5b, H5c, and H5d, the remaining 17 

path coefficients were consistent with the hypotheses and the corresponding P-values reached 

the significance level of 0.05, which are fully consistent with the research hypothesis of this 

paper. 

This is inseparable from the actual background of the current development of agricultural 

IoT technologies in Jiangxi. Jiangxi's agricultural IoT technologies are still in its infancy. 

Agricultural IoT involves new technologies and equipment, but most of the large and 

specialized vegetable farmers only have a low level of education (59.4% are junior high school 

and below) and most of the large and specialized vegetable farmers are older (75.9% are over 

40 years old), the level of awareness of large and specialized vegetable farmers about IoT 

technology is relatively low, and the system features such as the working principle of IoT 

technology are not very clear, so that large and specialized vegetable farmers do not have a 

strong perception of the performance and ease of use of IoT technology. Large and specialized 

vegetable farmers do not have a strong perception of the degree of work performance and ease 

of use brought by the use of IoT technologies, and thus performance expectations and effort 

expectations do not have a significant positive effect on the willingness of large and specialized 

vegetable farmers to adopt IoT technology (H1a and H1b). The compatibility of IoT 
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technologies did not have a significant effect on the degree of work performance of large and 

specialized vegetable farmers (H3a). Secondly, the adoption of IoT technologies for vegetable 

growing is dominated by agricultural enterprises, and it is difficult for ordinary large and 

specialized vegetable farmers to observe and contact the core technology of agricultural IoT in 

the demonstration base, and it is difficult to intuitively refer to and feel the effect brought by 

the adoption of IoT technologies by other large and specialized vegetable farmers. The 

influence of neighbors on the adoption of IoT technologies by large and specialized vegetable 

farmers is small, and the knowledge of large and specialized vegetable farmers about IoT 

technologies only remains on the surface, so that social influence and facilitating factors do not 

have a significant positive impact on the willingness of large and specialized vegetable farmers 

to adopt IoT technologies (H1c and H1d). Third, vegetable cultivation in Jiangxi Province is 

still dominated by traditional cultivation methods, and transactions are usually made in the 

provincial market. There is no excessive demand and pressure from vegetable cultivation 

counterparts and partners for their own adoption of refined IoT cultivation, so there is no strong 

demand from large and specialized vegetable farmers for the ease of use brought about by the 

use of IoT technology in the vegetable production process, and thus the pressure brought about 

externally does not have a significant positive effect on the expectation of effort and willingness 

to adopt by large and specialized vegetable farmers (H5b and H2c). Fourth, the large and 

specialized vegetable farmers in Jiangxi Province are still family-based production and 

operation, the vast majority of vegetable farmers in the local market transactions, sales channels 

to the first or second level, that is, direct sales to consumers or after a dealer and then sold to 

consumers, the vast majority of ordinary consumers, and thus in production and operation from 

peers or partners less pressure, but mainly by the family as The scope of social relations is more 

influential. When the external pressure on large and specialized vegetable farmers increases, 

their consideration of the influence of family-wide social relations and the completeness of 

convenience and various technical support conditions will be squeezed, so external pressure 

does not have a significant positive effect on social influence and facilitation factors (H5c and 

H5d). 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

Research conclusions 

The magnitude of the role of each factor on performance expectations, effort expectations, 

social influence, and facilitating factors, as well as the magnitude of the role of key factors on 
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willingness to adopt in the UTAUT and TOE models, can be known from the results of the 

structural equation model fit, as can be shown in Table 7. 

none of the key variables in the UTAUT model (performance expectations, effort 

expectations, and social influence) had a significant effect on the willingness of large and 

specialized vegetable farmers to adopt IoT technologies, indicating that large and specialized 

vegetable farmers lacked perceptions of the degree of job performance and ease of use brought 

about by IoT technologies. The estimated standard path coefficient of facilitating factors on the 

willingness to adopt IoT technologies among large and specialized vegetable farmers was 

positive but not significant. 

The intrinsic variables of the key factors in the TOE model have different effects on the 

willingness to adopt. Among the technology factors, compatibility has a significant positive 

impact on the willingness of large and specialized vegetable farmers to adopt IoT technologies, 

and complexity has a significant negative impact on the willingness of large and specialized 

vegetable farmers to adopt IoT technologies; Among the environmental factors, government 

support has a significant positive impact on the willingness of large and specialized vegetable 

farmers to adopt IoT technologies, with a path coefficient of 0.592, reaching a significant level 

of 0.001, and external pressure has no significant impact on the willingness of large and 

specialized vegetable farmers to adopt IoT technologies. Among the environmental factors, 

government support has a significant positive influence on the willingness of large and 

specialized vegetable farmers to adopt IoT technologies, with a path coefficient of 0.592, 

reaching a significant level of 0.001, while external pressure does not have a significant 

negative influence on the willingness of large and specialized vegetable farmers to adopt IoT 

technologies. The influence of perceptual interactivity and innovativeness of large and 

specialized farmers on the willingness of large and specialized vegetable farmers to adopt IoT 

technologies is weakened sequentially among the personal factors 

There is an inherent interaction between the key factors in the UTAUT model and the key 

factors in the TOE model. Among the technical factors, compatibility significantly and 

positively affects effort expectations, social influence, and facilitating factors, with path 

coefficients of 0.341, 0.324, and 0.703, respectively, reaching a significant level of 0.001, but 

compatibility does not have a significant effect on performance expectations; complexity has a 

significant negative effect on performance expectations, effort expectations, social influence, 

and facilitating factors, consistent with the original hypothesis, with path coefficients of -0.530, 

-0.638, -0.421, and -0.338, respectively, reaching a significant level of 0.001. Among the 
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environmental factors, the effects of governmentsupport and external pressure on performance 

expectations are weakened in that order. External pressure has a significant negative effect on 

social influence and facilitating factors, in the opposite direction of the original hypothesis, 

rejecting the corresponding original hypothesis. External pressure does not have a significant 

positive effect on effort expectation. Government support has a significant positive effect on 

effort expectations, social influence and facilitating factors, in line with the original hypothesis, 

with path coefficients of 0.355, 0.501 and 0.245, respectively. 

Related recommendations 

Improve the construction of rural information infrastructure and strengthen the priority 

development of agriculture and rural areas to protect the investment. Compatibility has a 

significant positive impact on the willingness of vegetable farmers to adopt IOT technology, 

for which the government should improve the existing hardware and software facilities, 

information systems and business processes in rural areas, such as promoting network access 

to villages to reduce the cost of large and specialized vegetable farmers to adopt IOT technology 

and improve the willingness to adopt. At the same time, the provincial, city and county 

governments should accelerate the promotion of a new generation of information technology 

and agricultural production and operation of deep integration, improve the information 

infrastructure necessary for the use of Internet of Things technology in rural areas. In addition, 

government support is also one of the factors that significantly and positively affect the 

willingness of large and specialized vegetable farmers to adopt IoT technology. In this regard, 

the government can increase the subsidies for agriculture, especially vegetable planting 

technology for large and specialized vegetable farmers, provide some special subsidies and 

preferential policies for farmers who have adopted IOT-related technologies in vegetable 

planting, strengthen the training of IoT technology for large and specialized vegetable farmers 

to  improve their ability to use IoT technology;  

Strengthen the promotion of the IoT and improve the innovation literacy of large 

households In view of the low level of understanding of the IoT technologies and the perceived 

interactivity of the large and specialized vegetable farmers in Jiangxi, it is necessary to 

strengthen the propaganda of the IoT, taking into account the improvement of the cognition and 

skills of the large and specialized vegetable farmers.; Construction of a number of industry-

education integration base, the organization of large and specialized vegetable farmers to visit 

the demonstration area in depth, through field observation to feel the role of Internet of Things 

technology in vegetable growing, to enhance their positive experience of the IoT information 
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communication process. At the same time, the innovativeness of large and specialized farmers 

is also one of the factors that significantly and positively affect the willingness of vegetable 

growing households to adopt IoT technologies. Innovation is a human literacy that needs to be 

nurtured over time to be developed. In this regard, the government concerned should strengthen 

education in rural areas, tilt educational resources to rural areas, and achieve equalization of 

educational resources between urban and rural areas.  

Layout and construction of industry-academia-research practice base to reduce the 

complexity of IoT technologies operation and use. In response to the problem of high age and 

low education level among large and specialized vegetable farmers in Jiangxi, as well as the 

complexity of the technology is significantly and negatively affect the willingness of large and 

specialized vegetable farmers to adopt IoT technologies. In this regard, the government should 

encourage and support universities, especially agricultural colleges, to strengthen ties with rural 

areas, provide theories and talents for rural development, build research and practice bases in 

rural areas, and bring the most advanced theories and technologies to local agriculture and rural 

areas while conducting teaching and research.  

Research outlook 

Due to the difficulty of questionnaire collection and the limitations of practical factors, 

only the large and specialized vegetable farmers in Jiangxi Province, China were surveyed, and 

the sample size collected was limited. In the future, under the further promotion of agricultural 

IoT technologies, it is necessary to expand the sample size again and conduct a more extensive 

survey based on the whole country or even other countries. In addition, this study focuses on 

the direct influence of key factors in the UTAUT model and TOE model on the willingness of 

large and specialized vegetable farmers to adopt IoT technologies, and it is necessary to add 

moderating variables to the model in the future to further investigate its moderating mechanism 

on the willingness of large and specialized vegetable farmers to adopt IoT technologies. 
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Table 1  

The four development stages of UTAUT. 

Stage Name Time Author Content 

Phase I  Technology 

Acceptance 

Model (TAM) 

Late 1980s  Davis（1986） Intrinsic factors: attitudes, perceived usefulness, 

perceived ease of use, subjective willingness to 

influence human behavior. 

External factors: technical features, task 

characteristics, etc. determine how easy or difficult 

it is for users to use the product 

Phase II Technology 

Acceptance 

Model (TAM2) 

2000 Venkatesh 、 Davis

（2000）;Venkatesh、

Morris（2000） 

Social influence and cognitive instruments were 

added to analyze the influencing factors of 

perceived usefulness and the moderating role of 

voluntariness in social influence on willingness to 

use; then two additional moderating variables, 

gender and experience, were added. 

Phase 

III 

First Generation 

Technology 

Acceptance and 

Use Integration 

Model (UTAUT) 

2003 Venkatesh ，Morris ，

Daviset et al. （2003） 

Core variables: performance expectations, social 

influence, effort expectations, and facilitating 

factors, to which four moderating variables of 

gender, age, experience, and voluntariness were 

added 

Phase 

IV 

Second 

Generation 

Technology 

Acceptance and 

Use Integration 

Model 

(UTAUT2) 

2012 Venkatesh V，Jams，Xu

（2012） 

Hedonic motivation, price value, and habit were 

added to the first generation of UTAUT, and the 

moderating variable of voluntariness was removed 
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Table 2  

Examples of UTAUT applications. 

Dimensions   Study Subjects  Study Content  Authors 

Adoption/Use Technology  Users Factors influencing user adoption of e-

commerce recommendation systems 

Miao (2016) 

Construction 

Practitioners 

Factors influencing the adoption of 

Building Information Modeling (BIM) 

technology 

Zheng, Si, Zhang (2016) 

Public Factors influencing public use of 5G 

technology 

Yu (2021) . 

Technology 

Adoption in 

Agriculture 

/Technology 

Adoption in 

Agricultural 

Subjects 

Farmers in 

Guangdong 

Province 

Factors influencing the usage behavior 

of agricultural e-commerce users 

Yu, Li, Tang, (2019) 

300 Nanjing 

consumers 

Factors influencing the use of fresh food 

convenience stores 

Fang, Ma, (2020)  

IoT 

Technology 

Users IoT application user acceptance of 

usage intent issues 
Liu, and Fan (2016) 

Users Factors influencing users' intention to 

use IoT 
Su, Bi, Wang (2013)  

Other Consumers Factors influencing consumers' use of 

transactional mobile commerce 

Zhou, (2013) 

Users Users' behavior and influencing factors 

of using travel APP 

Zhang, Zhang, and Zhang 

(2016) 

Table 3  

The four stages of TOE development. 

Stage Name Time Author Content 

Phase 1  
Information 

Technology Stage 

Assumptions 

1973 Nolan(1982) Divides IT applications into four stages: 

introduction, dissemination, control and 

integration 

Phase 2 
Six-stage Model 1979 Nolan The six phases are initial, dissemination, 

control, integration, data management, and 

maturity 

Phase 3 
Innovation 

Diffusion Theory 

1983 Rogers（1983） The five stages of the innovation diffusion 

process are: understanding, persuasion, 

decision, implementation, and 

confirmation. 

Phase 4 
TOE Theory 1990 Tornatzky，Fleischer 

(1990) 

The factors that influence the diffusion of 

information technology are technology 

characteristics (T), organizational 

characteristics (O) and surrounding 

environment (E) 
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Table 4  

Examples of TOE applications. 

Dimensions  Study Subjects Study Content  Authors 

Technology 

Adoption/Use 

Technology Freight logistics 

industry 

Key factors affecting the successful 

application of blockchain technology 

in the freight logistics industry 

Wei, (2021) 

Developing countries 

(e.g. Malaysia) 

Investigating organizational and 

environmental factors as reasons for 

the adoption of CAATTs in less 

developed countries (e.g. Malaysia) 

Siew, Rosli, Yeow

（2020） 

Technology 

Adoption in 

Agriculture / 

Technology 

Adoption in 

Agricultural 

Subjects 

Chinese Agribusiness Factors affecting the adoption of 

innovative technologies in Chinese 

agribusiness 

Liu, Wu, Xiong 

(2006) 

IoT/RFID 

Technology 

Adoption 

169 agribusinesses Various factors affecting the adoption 

of IoT technologies in agribusiness 

Ye (2018) 

Agricultural Supply 

Chain Management 

Factors affecting the adoption of IoT 

technologies for agricultural supply 

chain management 

Wang et al.（2014） 

Taiwan Logistics 

Industry 

Factors affecting the adoption of IoT 

technology in Taiwan's logistics 

industry 

Ching，Ching (2017) 

Other All 50 U.S. states from 

2010 t2016 

Determinants of Online Fiscal 

Transparency in U.S. States 

Chen, Kang, Luna-

Reyes（2019） 
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Table 5  

Variable measurement question items and sources. 

Variable Statement presented related to the variable Source 

Performance Expectations   

PE1 Using IoT technology can bring benefits to you 
Venkatesh、

Davis，2003；

Su，2014 

PE2 
Using IoT technology can improve the efficiency of vegetable planting and 

save time 

PE3 Using IoT technology can reduce labor costs 

Effort Expectations   

EE1 You think learning how to use the IoT is easy 
Venkatesh、

Davis，2003；

Su，2014 

EE2 You think using the IoT is not complicated 

EE3 Using IoT technology to accomplish specific tasks is easy for you 

EE4 You can easily learn to become proficient in using the Internet of Things 

Social Influence   

SI1 Other vegetable growers are using (or will soon use) IoT technologies 
Venkatesh、

Davis，2003 
SI2 Government and mass media encourage you to use IoT technology 

SI3 Family and friends encourage you to use IoT technology 

Facilitating Factors   

FC2 You have a relatively complete IT infrastructure 

Venkatesh、

Davis，2003 

FC3 You have professional IT talents or team 

FC4 
You have relevant experience in implementing information technology or inf

ormation systems projects 

Complexity      

CO1 The actual operation of the IoT system is complicated Xiang，2012；

Wang et al.，

2010；Wang et 

al.，2016 

CO2 The IoT system is not easy to use 

CO3 Using IoT systems requires extensive experience 

Compatibility   

CE1 
Your existing software and hardware facilities that can support the needs of I

oT technology 

Li，2020；Su，

2014 CE2 

The IoT technology can be integrated with your other information system 

(e.g. ERP for Enterprise Resource Planning, MIS for Management Informatio

n System, etc.) 

CE3 The IoT technology can blend well with your business processes 

External Pressure   

EP1 External competitive pressures make it necessary to adopt IoT technologies 

Ye，2018；

Xiang，2012 EP2 
Social factors (culture, customs, etc.) influence the adoption of IoT technolog

ies 

EP3 Partners request application of IoT technology 

Government Support   

GS1 
The government provides financial support for the development of IoT 

technologies 
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GS2 
The government has introduced relevant policies to support the development 

of IoT technology 
Ye，2018；Xu，

2012；Xiang，

2012 GS3 
The government provides talent support for the development of IoT technolo

gy 

Perceptual Interactivity   

PI1 You can find the information you need from the IoT 

Su，2014 PI2 You can get the feedback you need from the IoT 

PI3 You can interact with other objects in the IoT (people, objects, systems, etc.) 

Innovativeness of Large and Specialized Farmers    

LS1 You like to experiment with everything Wu，2012；Liu、

Fan，2016；

Song，2019 

LS2 You are always the first among your peers to try new technologies 

LS3 You won’t hesitate to try a new technology 

Adopt Intentions   

AI1 You will use or start using the IoT technology for applications 
Venkatesh、

Davis，2003 
AI2 You are willing to learn the application of IoT technology 

AI3 You will use the IoT application yourself and recommend it to others 
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Table 6 

Results of reliability and validity analysis of each variable. 

Latent variable Number of items Cronbach's Alpha value KMO 

Performance expectations 3 0.859 0.711 

Effort expectations 4 0.924 0.833 

Social influence  3 0.806 0.695 

Facilitating factors 3 0.933 0.764 

Compatibility 3 0.728 0.663 

Complexity    3 0.858 0.668 

External pressure 3 0.830 0.683 

Government support 3 0.768 0.691 

Perceptual interactivity 3 0.884 0.727 

Innovativeness of Large and 

specialized farmers 
3 0.883 0.738 

Adopt intentions 3 0.832 0.682 
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Table 7 

Theoretical model path coefficient and hypothesis test. 

Correspondiing 

hypothesis 

Regression path Standard path 

dimeter factor 

S.E. C.R. P Hypothesis 

verification 

results 

H1a 
adopt intentions← 

performance expectations 
-0.028 0.067 -0.418 0.676 Fail to support 

H1b 
adopt intentions← 

effort expectations 
-0.010 0.055 -0.172 0.863 Fail to support 

H1c 
adopt intentions← 

social influence 
-0.084 0.076 -1.110 0.267 Fail to support 

H1d 
adopt intentions← 

facilitating factors 
0.003 0.051 0.056 0.956 Fail to support 

H2a 
adopt intentions← 

compatibility 
0.144 0.061 2.348 ** Supported 

H2b 
adopt intentions← 

complexity 
-0.496 0.104 -4.766 *** Supported 

H2c 
adopt intentions← 

external pressure 
0.021 0.066 0.311 0.756 Fail to support 

H2d 
adopt intentions← 

government support 
0.592 0.092 6.418 *** Supported 

H2e 
adopt intentions← 

Perceptual interactivity 
0.171 0.043 4.016 *** Supported 

H2f 

adopt intentions←

Innovativeness of Large and 

specialized farmers 

0.149 0.047 3.179 ** Supported 

H3a 
performance expectations←

compatibility 
0.006 0.047 0.127 .899 Fail to support 

H3b 
effort expectations← 

compatibility 
0.341 0.062 5.514 *** Supported 

H3c 
Social influence← 

compatibility 
0.324 0.057 5.648 *** Supported 

H3d 
facilitating factors← 

compatibility 
0.703 0.072 9.767 *** Supported 

H4a 
performance expectations←

complexity 
-0.530 0.082 -6.469 *** Supported 

H4b 
effort expectations← 

complexity 
-0.638 0.100 -6.359 *** Supported 

H4c 
social influence← 

complexity 
-0.338 0.084 -4.034 *** Supported 

H4d 
facilitating factors← 

complexity 
-0.421 0.093 -4.513 *** Supported 
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H5a 
performance expectations← 

external pressure 
0.203 0.069 2.947 ** Supported 

H5b 
effort expectations← 

external pressure 
0.047 0.083 0.560 .575 Fail to support 

H5c 
Social influence← 

external pressure 
-0.168 0.077 -2.194 ** Fail to support 

H5d 
facilitating factors← 

external pressure 
-0.208 0.084 -2.469 ** Fail to support 

H6a 
performance expectations←

government support 
0.231 0.065 3.541 *** Supported 

H6b 
effort expectations← 

government support 
0.355 0.085 4.192 *** Supported 

H6c 
Social influence← 

government support 
0.501 0.087 5.772 *** Supported 

H6d 
facilitating factors← 

government support 
0.245 0.083 2.954 ** Supported 

Notes：  *, **, ***indicate significant at the 10%, 5%, and1%level, respectively.  
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Fig. 1 Research model of willingness to adopt IoT technology among large and specialized 

vegetable farmers. 
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Abstract 

This study identified the determining factors of ICT&SF technology adoption intensity by 
Japanese agricultural corporations. Primary data were collected from a Japan nationwide 
questionnaire survey on “Business Development and Innovation in Agricultural Corporation 
Management” in the year 2019, 195 agricultural corporations in Japan were analyzed through 
descriptive analysis and negative binomial model. The results showed that 186 corporations out 
of 195 in the sample had adopted at least one ICT&SF technology components until 2019, 
indicating an overall adoption rate of 95.4%. The majority (84.6%) of corporations are limited 
companies and stock companies, and 87.2% of the corporations are qualified to own farmlands. 
For the profile of corporations’ representatives, nearly half of the representatives are graduated 
from university. The empirical result demonstrated that the corporation attributes of 
institutional forms, human capital, profit targets, main crops and self-evaluation significantly 
affect the ICT&SF technologies adoption intensity by agricultural corporations.  From a 
perspective of corporative representatives’ characteristics, the younger decision-makers are 
more likely to introduce the ICT&SF technologies; the representatives who graduated from a 
specialized school and a vocational college tend to adopt more ICT & SF technologies.  

Key words: agricultural corporations; ICT; Smart Farming technologies; adoption 
intensity; determinants 
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Introduction 
Many scholars discuss that acute labor shortage by shrinking and aging of farmers has 

become one of the critical constraints of agricultural development in Japan.  According to the 
2020 census by the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (MAFF), the labor force 
mainly engaged in agriculture has decreased from 1.76 million in 2015 to 1.36 million in 2020. 
Alarmingly, more than 70% of farmers are above the age of 65 in 2020, compared to 65% in 
2015 (MAFF, 2020). In this circumstance, the Japanese government encouraged the 
development smart agriculture vigorously in order to get rid of the restriction of agricultural 
labor shortage, improve agricultural production efficiency, and revitalize the development of 
agriculture and rural areas (MAFF, 2021). Moreover, the widespread utilization of information 
and communication technology (ICT) in the field of agriculture has been demonstrated a crucial 
role in optimizing the market activities, promoting the succession of agricultural skills, as well 
as boosting the development of agricultural informatization in Japan.  

On the other side, a structural change towards consolidation is ongoing in Japanese 
agriculture: despite the decline of farm households, large-scale farming, as well as agricultural 
corporations, are increasing in recent decades (Nanseki, 2021; EU-JAPAN CENTRE FOR 
INDUSTRIAL COOPERATION ECOS GmbH, 2021). The increased agricultural corporations 
have become the backbone of realizing large-scale production, heightening strategic 
management of agribusiness, as well as accelerating industrial clusters. The intensive adoption 
of ICT and smart farming (SF) technologies by corporations is anticipated to provide technical 
optimization of agricultural production systems and food value chains, thereby ultimately 
contributing positively to the development of agriculture. Ogata et al. (2019) analyzed ICT Cost-
Effectiveness of agricultural corporations by factor analysis. The results indicate the followings: 
(1) the factors of production visualization  and accounting visualization appear to be related to 
human resource development; (2) factor score comparisons by farm characteristics revealed 
three points: livestock farms evaluate ICT cost-effectiveness to be higher than farms producing 
other goods in terms of enhancing profitability factor; farms with higher sales place a greater 
value on the production and accounting visualization factors than those with lower sales; and 
more employees farms place a higher value on the production visualization factor than smaller 
farms. Nanseki (2019) and Nanseki et al. (2016) cover interdisciplinary results based for ICT& 
SF technology by focusing rice farming. Bucci et al. (2021) discussed the factors affecting ICT 
adoption in Italian agriculture. The results turn out the internet access, web page, production 
standard, age, and educational background are the factors affecting successful adoption of 
management information systems in farms are. However, from these studies, determinants of 
ICT and smart farming technology adoption by agricultural corporations in Japan are not clear. 

Against this circumstance, the objective of this paper is to identify the determining factors 
influencing the adoption of ICT& SF technologies by Japanese agricultural corporations. 
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Section 2 outlines the empirical models, followed by a description of the data source and 
variables used in the econometric analysis. Section 3 discusses the empirical results and Section 
4 contains final conclusions.  

Methodology and data  
Methodology  

Previous studies used to analyze the adoption of one particular or several agricultural 
technologies by applying ordered probit models, multinomial logit regressions, and double-
hurdle models (Knowler and Bradshaw, 2007; Zhang et al., 2020). In this study, we investigate 
the intensity of ICT&SF technologies adopted by an agricultural corporation. The dependent 
variable is therefore a count variable that takes a non-negative integer value from 0 to 21. An 
appropriate analytical strategy is to employ the count data models to estimate the effect of the 
potential influencing factors on the number of technologies adopted (Cameron and Trivedi, 
1986; Rahelizatovo and Gillespie, 2004; Isgin et al., 2008). The usual way to deal with count 
integer-valued is to assume a compound Poisson regression where the number of ICT&SF 
technologies used, the probability density function of  is as followed: 

 
( | ) = ( = ) =  

!  ,  = 0, 1, 2, 3…            (1) 
 
where   is of the total number of ICT&SF technologies adopted by an agricultural 

corporation i and   are expected determinants of ICT&SF adoption. The expected mean 
parameter ( ) of this function is defined as: λ = exp ( ), the  parameters can be estimated 
by using the maximum likelihood procedure.  

     The Poisson model assumes the mean and variance of dependent variable to be equal; 
that is, =mean( | )= variance ( | ). However, in the case where the conditional variance 
is greater than the conditional mean, over-dispersion is the most likely situation (Ehiakpor et 
al., 2021). The negative binomial (of which the Poisson is a special case) could be right count 
data procedure to accommodate the over-dispersion issue by modeling the variance as a 
function of the mean. The variance of negative binomial model is as follow:  

var(  | ) =λ + λ                                                       (2) 
where  is the dispersion parameter to be estimated. The negative binomial model will be 

the same as the Poisson regression if  equals to zero. And its corresponding log-likelihood is: 
log L =∑ Pr ( ) . In this study, the test indicated the existence of overdispersion, which 
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led to the choice of the negative binomial model1. 
Data 
Data collection 

The data used in this study are obtained from the survey of “Business Development and 
Innovation in Agricultural Corporation Management” conducted by the Laboratory of Farm and 
Management from Kyushu University in 2019 (Nanseki, 2021). Information was gathered 
through a mail questionnaire sent to agricultural corporations nationwide in Japan. The names 
of agricultural corporations are collected from relevant publication, reports, as well as the 
website of Japan Agricultural Corporations Association (https://hojin.or.jp/). The 
questionnaires were sent to 2,885 corporations and 505 corporations gave valid answers as to 
make the effective response rate at 18% (Nanseki, 2021). The outline and basic survey results 
is shown in Nanseki (2021).  

In the survey, respondents were asked questions surrounding the matters relating to (1) 
basic information and operating policy of the corporations, including measures such as 
corporate form, location, year of establishment, stage of development, annual sales/ profit 
margin, operating targets in next 5 years, and so on; (2) the innovative realization of the 
corporations within the past 3 years; (3) the current status of ICT&SF technologies adoption; 
(4) detailed business contents, management strategy and self-evaluations; (5) social 
contribution of and perceptions on the Free Trade Agreements (FTA); (6) profile of corporate 
representatives such as age and education, etc. The completed questionnaires were screened for 
missing observations: we disregarded the missing value in key variables, especially the 
observations without sufficient supporting information on respondents’ technology choice. In 
total 195 valid observations generated the sample for further analysis. 
Variable description 

The dependent variable used in this study refers to the number of technologies adopted by 
an agricultural corporation. It is a count variable which can be considered to approximate the 
intensity of corporations’ technology adoption. Specifically, we count the number of the 
combined technology categories involved in both ICT and SF technologies. ICT is defined by 
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) as “a broader term for 
Information Technology (IT), which refers to all communication technologies, including the 
internet, wireless networks, cell phones, computers, software, middleware, video-conferencing, 
social networking, and other media applications and services enabling users to access, retrieve, 

                                                 
1 The variance of the dependent variable is approximately 15.8, which is approximately twice larger than the 

mean (6.5), implying that the count data encompasses overdispersion. 
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store, transmit, and manipulate information in a digital form.2”  According to MAFF (2021), 
‘smart agriculture’ or ‘smart farming’ refers to the utilization of cutting-edge technologies such 
as robot, AI (Artificial Intelligence), IoT(Internet of things) in agriculture or farming 
management. Recent studies distinguished SF technologies generally as following types: 
recording and mapping technologies, which collect precise data for subsequent site-specific 
application; tractor GPS and connected tools that use real time kinetics to appropriately apply 
variable rates of inputs and accurately guide tractors; apps and farm management and 
information systems which integrate and connect with mobile devices for easier monitoring and 
management;  and autonomously operating machines (e.g. weeding and harvesting robots 
( Fountas,2017; Knierim, 2019). In this study, the ICT&SF technologies adopted by Japanese 
agricultural corporations are tentatively identified as two types. One refers to the smart farming 
technologies (SFTs) contained ICT; the other type indicated some of general ICTs applied in 
SF.  

The definition and adoption rates of each ICT&SF technology components are shown in 
Table 1. Involved three aspects of monitoring and collection of data, automatization and 
robotization of operation, as well as business management, a total of 21 ICT&SF technology 
categories are described in our research. The most frequently adopted technology component 
was financial management systems such as bookkeeping and accounting, with an adoption rate 
of 83.6%. Advertisement for companies and products was relatively frequently used technology 
component, being adopted by 126 corporations, at a percentage of 64.1%. Third frequently 
adopted technology component related to sales information management, with an adoption rate 
of 61.0%. By contrast, technologies with relatively low adoption rates included ‘Automatic 
measurement of production harvesting’, ‘Automation of crop cultivation machine work/robot’, 
‘Measurement of crop growth using drones and artificial satellites and, with the adoption rates 
of 8.2%, 7.7%, and 5.1% and respectively. This trend indicated similar to the statistics 
description in Nanseki (2021). 

The independent variables in our count data modelling covered wide range of corporation 
attributes and representatives’ characteristics, which were classified into following 17 groups: 
(1) corporate form; (2) eligible of farmland owner; (3) location of corporations; (4) age of 
corporations; (5) establishment background; (6)human capacity; (7) annual sales; (8) profit 
margin, (9) development stage of the corporations; (10) sales target for next 5 years; (11) profit 
target for next 5 years; (12) major crops; (13) self-evaluation on utilization of ICT&SF 
technology; (14) perceptions towards FTA participation of Japan; (15)age of representatives; 
(16) education background of representatives; (17) non-agricultural experience of 

                                                 
2 http://aims.fao.org/information-and-communication-technologies-ict 
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representatives. The definition along with the unit and expected signs given in Table 2. 
Result and discussion 

Descriptive results 
Distribution of ICT&SF technology adoption 

Fig. 1 presents the distribution of the ICT&SF technology adoption intensity by Japanese 
agricultural corporations. The investigation gave evidence that 186 corporations out of 195 in 
the sample had adopted at least one ICT&SF technology components until 2019, indicating an 
overall adoption rate of 95.4%. By contrast, 4.6% of sampled corporations had implemented 
none of those technologies. The majority (82.1%) of corporations adopted 10 or less ICT&SF 
technologies, only 17.9% of the samples adopted 11 or more technologies. Moreover, the 
observed Japanese agricultural corporations adopted nearly 6.5 technologies on average. 
Summary of the descriptive statistics 

Table 3 depicts the summary of the descriptive statistics of all variables. It is demonstrated 
that, the majority (84.6%) of corporations are limited company and stock company. About 87.2% 
of the corporations are judicially qualified to own farmlands. There are nearly 24.6% of the 
sampled corporations are located in Kyushu and Okinawa regions, 23.6% corporations are in 
Tohoku region, whereas only around 1.5% corporations are from Hokkaido. The average age 
of sampled corporations is approximately at 18.4 years. For the background of establishment 
of these corporations, about 48.2% of samples are solely owned corporation established by one 
farmer; 25.6% of samples are joint corporations founded by several farmers.  Regarding the 
human capital of corporations, the mean of board members is 3.5, and the number of regular 
employees of sampled corporations is approximately 11 on average. Nearly half of the agri-
companies have a profit margin between 1% and 10%, while 20.0% of the companies have a 
financial deficit. As the aspect of development stage, about 41.5% of agricultural corporations 
are in a ’growing stage’, compared to 16.4% and 5.6% in the stages of ‘mature’ and ‘recession’. 
Focusing on the operating target, the largest proportion of companies as approximately 29.7%, 
targeted their sales to grow 1.5 times in the next five years; a total of 84.1% of the respondents 
targeted the profit margin of their corporations to increase 1%~20%, compared to 11.8% of 
samples with over 20% profit target in the next five years. Among the categories of major crops, 
the corporations with major products as ‘Paddy rice’ account for the largest proportion (17.4%), 
followed by ‘Fruiter’ (12.8%); the ‘Beans and coarse cereals’ accounted the least, only for 1.0%. 
About 9% of the agricultural companies are identified as a farm type of ‘multiple crops farming’. 
According to the profile of corporate representatives, more than a half of the corporate 
representatives (55.4%) have an education level of high school, and 35.4% of representatives 
have graduated from the colleges. Only 3.1% of corporate representatives have obtained a 
postgraduate degree.  
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Empirical results 
We apply the negative binomial model to identify the potential factors determining the 

technology adoption by agricultural corporations. We test two nonnested forms of the negative 
binomial model denoted NB1 (which is, a negative binomial model with constant dispersion) 
and NB2 (which is, a negative binomial model with no constant dispersion), and then compare 
the NB1 and NB2 estimates using AIC (Akaike’ s information criterion) and BIC (Bayesian 
information criterion).  

Table 2 displays the results of the negative binomial regression models. In addition to 
estimated parameters, the marginal effects of each explanatory variable on explained variable 
are also presented. The fitness of NB1 is better than NB2 (AIC/BIC of NB1 is lower than those 
of NB2). The test of likelihood ratio chi-square test in NB1 rejected the null hypothesis of 
‘variance =mean’ (Indelta). The result of NB1 reveals that the indicators of corporation forms, 
number of board members, profit targets, main crops, self-evaluation, age and education 
background of representatives could be the determinants of ICT&SF technologies adoption by 
agricultural corporations in Japan. In specific, the marginal effect of CFORM_3 on ICT&SF 
technologies implementation is -2.184, with a significant level of 5%, indicating that the 
agricultural cooperative corporations tend to adopt less technologies when compared to a 
benchmark as limited company. Regarding the factor of human capital, variable of BM is 
positive statistically significant at a 10% level, indicating that number of board members play 
a positive role in decision of ICT&SF technologies adoption in Japanese agricultural 
corporations. This result is consistent with the finding of Abdulai and Huffman (2005), which 
demonstrated that human capital has a positive impact on the decision to acquire information 
and to adapt a technology. From a perspective of corporations’ profit goal, the marginal effect 
of TPROF_7 is -6.060 with a significant level of 10%. It shows that the corporations with ‘no 
target’ in next 5 years’ profit were likely to use approximately 6 fewer ICT&SF technologies 
than those who targeted to keep financial balance in next 5 years. As for the major crops 
operated by an agricultural corporation, the corporations operating ‘flowers and foliage plants’ 
as major crops were likely use less technologies (marginal effect=-3.265, P< 0.05), compared 
to a benchmark major crop of ‘paddy rice’. The self-evaluation of corporations has a positive 
impact on technology implementation of agricultural corporations. Moreover, from the 
estimated results of corporate representatives’ characteristics, increasing age of the corporate 
representatives had a negative impact on the adoption intensity of technologies among the 
corporations (marginal effect= -0.425, P< 0.1). which in line with the result of Simmons et al. 
(2005), the older decision-makers are less enthusiastic about the technology adoption. As for 
the education background, the variables of EDU_2 and EDU_3 are positive statistically 
significant at 5% and 10% level respectively, indicating the representatives who graduated from 
specialized schools and vocational colleges are more likely to adopt ICT&SF technologies. This 
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result differs from the finding of Carrer et al., (2017), which demonstrated the education level 
of university has a positive effect on the likelihood of technology adoption in farm management. 
One of the possible explanations might be the representatives who graduated from specialized 
schools and vocational college have more opportunities for receiving specific agricultural 
acknowledgement and training lessons of farming skills, therefore they are more willing to 
adopt ICT&SF technologies. 

Conclusions 
Based on a national questionnaire survey of “Business Development and Innovation in 

Agricultural Corporation Management” in Japan, this study identified the determining factors 
in the decision of Japanese agricultural corporations on adoption of ICT&SF technology 
components. Within this context, the negative binomial models are employed to examine some 
related corporation attributes and representatives’ characteristics, which potentially affect the 
intensity of technology components adoption by agricultural corporations. 

The investigation gave evidence that 186 corporations out of 195 in the sample had 
adopted at least one ICT&SF technology components until 2019, indicating an overall adoption 
rate of 95.4%. 

Among the 21 ICT&SF technologies, The most frequently adopted technology component 
was financial management systems such as bookkeeping and accounting, with an adoption rate 
of 83.6%, whereas the technology of ‘Measurement of crop growth using drones and artificial 
satellites with the adoption rates shown a lowest adoption rate of 5.1%.As for the attributes of 
sampled corporation, majority (84.6%) of corporations are limited companies and stock 
companies,  and 87.2% of the corporations are qualified to own farmlands. 17.2% of the 
corporation are with the major product of ‘paddy rice’, only 1.0% accounted for ‘beans and 
coarse cereals’ corporations. It is noticeable that for the profile of corporations’ representatives, 
nearly half of the representatives are graduated from university. 

The result obtained from the empirical models support that the indicators of corporation 
forms, human capital, profit targets, main crops, self-evaluation, age and education background 
of representatives could be the determinants of ICT&SF technologies adoption by agricultural 
corporations in Japan. Specifically, as for the corporation forms, the agricultural cooperative 
corporations tend to adopt less technologies when compared to a benchmark as limited company. 
From the human capital side, adoption intensity is associated positively with the number of 
board members. Regarding the profit targets, the corporations with ‘no target’ in next 5 years’ 
profit were likely to use fewer ICT&SF technologies than those who targeted to keep financial 
balance in next 5 years. Compare to the corporation mainly operating paddy rice, the 
corporations operating ‘flowers and foliage plants’ as main crops were likely to use less 
technologies. Besides, the self-valuation of corporations has a positive impact on technology 
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implementation of agricultural corporations. Finally, in terms of the corporate representatives’ 
characteristics, the age of the corporate representatives had a negative impact on a technology 
adoption. In the consideration of the education background, the representatives who graduated 
from a specialized school and a vocational college are more likely to adopt intensive ICT&SF 
technologies than those with an education level of the high school. 
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List of Tables 
Table 1. Definition and adoption rates of ICT&SF technologies 
Technology categories  Type a Freq. Adoption 

rates (%) 
Technologies of data monitoring and collection  1-Measurement of growing environment information 
of crops and livestock (temperature, water 
temperature, soil moisture, amount of solar radiation, 
etc.) 

ICTs applied in SF 57 29.231 

2-Measurement of biological information of crops 
and livestock (growth status, livestock estrus, body 
temperature, etc.) 

SFTs contained ICT 52 26.667 

3-Collecting work information from each field 
(recorded with a personal computer, smartphone, 
camera, GPS, etc.) 

ICTs applied in SF 78 40.000 

4-Automatic measurement of production harvesting 
(combined with sensor, etc.) 

SFTs contained ICT 16 8.205 
5-Automatic measurement of product quality 
(livestock milk / meat quality, crop sugar content / 
acidity, etc.) 

SFTs contained ICT 19 9.744 

6-Browsing farming information on smartphones 
(weather information, crop growth status, farm work 
content, etc.) 

ICTs applied in SF 86 44.103 

7-Measurement of crop growth using drones and 
artificial satellites (leaf color, pests, etc.) 

ICTs applied in SF 10 5.128 
Technologies of robotization and autonomously operating machines  8-Automatic detection / notification of abnormal 
information (temperature / humidity / soil moisture, 
livestock estrus / body temperature, etc.) 

SFTs contained ICTs 26 13.333 

9-Automation of agricultural land irrigation and 
water supply (paddy pipelines, open waterways, 
upland fields, etc.) 

SFTs contained ICTs 36 18.462 

10-Agricultural machinery with operation assists 
function (straight-ahead assist function, etc.) 

SFTs contained ICTs 18 9.375 
11-Automatic environmental controls of greenhouses 
and barns (temperature, humidity, soil moisture, CO2 
concentration, etc.) 

SFTs contained ICTs 40 20.513 

12-Livestock feeding, manure cleaning, milking 
automation, robots 

SFTs contained ICTs 19 9.744 
13-Automation of crop cultivation machine 
work/robot (plowing, fertilization / control (including 
drone), harvesting, etc.) 

SFTs contained ICTs 15 7.692 

14-Automatic sorting of harvested products (weight / 
shape sorting, color sorting, sugar content sorting, 
etc.) 

SFTs contained ICTs 44 22.564 

Technologies of business management 15-Management of production record information 
(including data analysis such as tabulation and 
graphing) 

ICTs applied in SF  106 54.359 

16-Providing production information to business ICTs applied in SF 83 42.564 
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partners and consumers (product quality, production 
history, etc.) 
17-Sales information management (including 
customer management and internet sales) 

ICTs applied in SF 119 61.026 
18-Inventory management of materials such as 
pesticides and fertilizers (recorded with a personal 
computer, smartphone, etc.) 

 87 44.615 

19-Financial management systems such as 
bookkeeping and accounting (settlement, 
management diagnosis, payroll, etc.) 

ICTs applied in SF 163 83.590 

20-Planning of business strategy and creation of 
business plan (simulation on PC, etc.) 

ICTs applied in SF 76 38.974 
21-Advertisement for companies and products 
(provided information on homepage, etc.) 

ICTs applied in SF 126 64.615 
Note: a the types of technology categories are tentative one. The ICTs and SFTs are broad concepts, and 
they intersect with each other. With the development of each technology categories, there are some 
possibilities that the types would be updated. 
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Table 2. Definition of the variables in estimation 
Variables Name Definition Unit 
TECH 
(dependent) 

Number of ICT&SF technologies adopted  
(Values ranging from 0 to 21) Number 

1. Corporate form (+/-) 
CFORM_1 1 if the corporation is limited company; 0 otherwise 

Dummies 
CFORM_2 1 if the corporation is stock company; 0 otherwise 
CFORM_3 1 if the corporation is agricultural cooperative corporation;  

0 otherwise 
CFORM_4 1 if the corporation form is others; 0 otherwise 
2. Eligible of farmland owner (+) 
FARML 1 if a corporation is judicially qualified to own farmland; 0 

otherwise Dummy 
3. Location of corporations (+/-) 
R_HKD 1 if the corporation located in Hokkaido; 0 otherwise 

Dummies 
R_TH 1 if the corporation located in Tohoku; 0 otherwise 
R_KT 1 if the corporation located in Kanto; 0 otherwise 
R_HR 1 if the corporation located in Hokuriku; 0 otherwise 
R_KKTK 1 if the corporation located in Kinki Tokai; 0 otherwise 
R_CHSK 1 if the corporation located in Chugoku and Shikoku; 0 otherwise 
R_KSON 1 if the corporation located in Kyushu and Okinawa; 0 otherwise 
4. Age of corporations (+/-) 
AGE_C 2019- establishment year Year 
5. Establishment background (+/-) 
ESTAB_1 1 if a farmer established a solely owned corporation; 0 otherwise 

Dummies 

ESTAB_2 1 if a farmer established a joint corporation with other members; 0 
otherwise 

ESTAB_3 1 if a Farmer has established corporations in collaboration with non-
farmers and companies from other industries; 0 otherwise 

ESTAB_4 1 if a non-farmer entered agriculture as individuals and established 
a corporation; 0 otherwise 

ESTAB_5 1 if the company's main business is non-agriculture, but they have 
entered agriculture as a new business; 0 otherwise 

ESTAB_6 1 if a corporation parent/main company or group company has 
established a new corporation and entered agriculture; 0 otherwise 

ESTAB_7 1 if the establishment background of a corporation is others;  
0 otherwise 

6. Human capital (+) 
BM The total number of board members Persons RE The total number of regular employees 
7. Annual sales (+) 

SALE 
Categorical variable of corporations’ annual sales: 1= less than 30 
million Yen; 2= 30~50 million Yen; 3=50~100 million Yen; 4= 
100~300 million Yen; 5= 300-500 million Yen; 6= 500~1000 
million Yen; 7=1000~1500 million Yen; 8=1500~2000 million Yen; 
9= more than 2000 million Yen 

Category  

8. Profit margin (+) 
PROF_1 1 if profit margin of a corporation is 0% (break-even); 0 otherwise 

Dummies PROF_2 1 if profit margin of a corporation is 1%~5%; 0 otherwise 
PROF_3 1 if profit margin of a corporation is 5%~10%; 0 otherwise 
PROF_4 1 if profit margin of a corporation is 10%~15%; 0 otherwise 
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PROF_5 1 if profit margin of a corporation is 15%~20%; 0 otherwise 
PROF_6 1 if profit margin of a corporation is more than 20%; 0 otherwise 
PROF_7 1 if the deficit; 0 otherwise 
9. Development stage of the corporations (+/-) 
STAGE_1 1 if development stage is ‘Starting’; 0 otherwise 

Dummies 

STAGE_2 1 if development stage is ‘Growing’; 0 otherwise 
STAGE_3 1 if development stage is ‘Mature’; 0 otherwise 
STAGE_4 1 if development stage is ‘recession’ ;0 otherwise 
STAGE_5 1 if development stage is second period of ‘starting’; 0 otherwise 
STAGE_6 1 if development stage is second period of ‘growing’; 0 otherwise 
STAGE_7 1 if development stage is second period of ‘mature’; 0 otherwise 
STAGE_8 1 if development stage is second period ‘recession’; 0 otherwise 
STAGE_9 1 if others 
10. Sales target for next 5 years (+) 
TSALE_1 1 if the target sales in next 5 years is ‘maintain’; 0 otherwise 

Dummies 

TSALE_2 1 if the target sales in next 5 years is ‘1.2 times’; 0 otherwise 
TSALE_3 1 if the target sales in next 5 years is ‘1.5 times’; 0 otherwise 
TSALE_4 1 if the target sales in next 5 years is ‘1.8 times’; 0 otherwise 
TSALE_5 1 if the target sales in next 5 years is ‘2.0 times’; 0 otherwise 
TSALE_6 1 if the target sales in next 5 years is ‘2.0~3.0times’; 0 otherwise 
TSALE_7 1 if the target sales in next 5 years is ‘over 3 times’; 0 otherwise 
TSALE_8 1 if the target sales in next 5 years is ‘decrease’; 0 otherwise 
TSALE_9 1 if no target; 0 otherwise 
11. Profit target for next 5 years (+) 
TPROF_1 1 if the profit margin in next 5 years is ‘0%’; 0 otherwise 

Dummies 

TPROF_2 1 if the profit margin in next 5 years is ‘1%~5%’; 0 otherwise 
TPROF_3 1 if the profit margin in next 5 years is ‘5%~10%’; 0 otherwise 
TPROF_4 1 if the profit margin in next 5 years is ‘10%~15%’;0 otherwise 
TPROF_5 1 if the profit margin in next 5 years is ‘15%~20%’;0 otherwise 
TPROF_6 1 if the profit margin in next 5 years is ‘over than 20%’; 0 

otherwise 
TPROF_7 1 if ‘no target’ ‘; 0 otherwise 
12. Major product b (+/-) 
PROD_1 1 if the major product is ‘Paddy rice’; 0 otherwise 

Dummies 

PROD _2 1 if the major product is ‘Wheat’; 0 otherwise 
PROD _3 1 if the major product is ‘Beans and coarse cereals’; 0 otherwise 
PROD _4 1 if the major product is ‘Open ground vegetable’;0 otherwise 
PROD _5 1 if the major product is ‘House vegetable’; 0 otherwise 
PROD _6 1 if the major product is ‘Flowers and foliage plants’; 0 otherwise 
PROD _7 1 if the major product p is ‘Fruiter’; 0 otherwise 
PROD _8 1 if the major product is ‘Mushroom’; 0 otherwise 
PROD _9 1 if the major product is ‘Dairy’; 0 otherwise 
PROD _10 1 if the major product is ‘Beef cattle’; 0 otherwise 
PROD _11 1 if the major product is ‘Swine’; 0 otherwise 
PROD _12 1 if the major product is ‘Poultry (meat/ eggs)’; 0 otherwise 
PROD _13 1 if the major product is ‘Others’; 0 otherwise 
PROD _14 1 if the is ‘multiple crops farming’; 0 otherwise 
13. Self-evaluation on utilization of ICT&SF technology (+) 
SELF_U 

1=Weaker than others; 2=Slightly weaker than others; 3= Neither 
weaker nor stronger than others; 4 = Slightly stronger than others; 
5=Stronger than others 

Likert 
scale 
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14. Perceptions towards FTA participation of Japan (+) 
FTA Respondents’ perception towards the FTA participation of Japan  

1=big crisis; 2=crisis; 3= neutral; 4=chance; 5=big chance 
Likert 
scale 

15. Age of representatives (+/-) 
AGE_R 

Value ranging from 1~7: 1=10~20 years old; 2 = 20-30 years old; 3 
= 30-40 years old; 4 = 40-50 years old; 5 = 50-60 years old; 6 = 
60-70 years old; 7=over than 70 years old 

Category 
16. Education background of representatives (+) 
EDU_1 1 if the representative graduated high school; 0 otherwise 

Dummies 

EDU_2 1 if the representative graduated from vocational school; 0 
otherwise 

EDU_3 1 if the representative graduated from an educational institution;  
0 otherwise 

EDU_4 1 if the representative graduated from a junior college; 0 otherwise 
EDU_5 1 if the representative graduated from a university; 0 otherwise 
EDU_6 1 if the representative graduated from a graduate school; 0 

otherwise 
EDU_7 1 if others 
17. Non-agricultural experience of representatives (+/-) 
NAGRI 

Values range from 1 ~ 6: 1= None; 2=1~5 years; 3 = 5-10 years; 4 
= 10-15 years; 5 = 15-20 years; 6 = 20-25 years 7= more than 21 
years 

Category 
Source: Nanseki (2021) Note: (1) b Major crop of an agricultural corporation is classified as the crop accounted for more 
than 60% of a corporation’s annual sales; (2) Symbols in the parentheses denote the expected 
signs of each category of independent variables.  
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Table 3. Result of descriptive statistics Variables Name Means Std. dev. Min Max Variables Name Means Std. dev. Min Max 
TECH(dependent) 6.544 3.976 0 21 10. Sales target for next 5 years 
1.Corporate form TSALE_1 0.118 0.323 0 1 CFORM_1 0.395 0.490 0 1 TSALE_2 0.282 0.451 0 1 CFORM_2 0.451 0.499 0 1 TSALE_3 0.297 0.458 0 1 CFORM_3 0.138 0.346 0 1 TSALE_4 0.036 0.187 0 1 CFORM_4 0.015 0.123 0 1 TSALE_5 0.133 0.341 0 1 2. Eligible of farmland owner TSALE_6 0.062 0.241 0 1 FARML 0.872 0.335 0 1 TSALE_7 0.051 0.221 0 1 3. Location of corporations TSALE_8 0.005 0.072 0 1 R_HKD 0.015 0.123 0 1 TSALE_9 0.000 0.000 0 0 R_TH 0.236 0.426 0 1 11. Profit target for next 5 years R_KT 0.128 0.335 0 1 TPROF_1 0.036 0.187 0 1 R_HR 0.092 0.290 0 1 TPROF_2 0.205 0.405 0 1 R_KKTK 0.138 0.346 0 1 TPROF_3 0.333 0.473 0 1 R_CHSK 0.138 0.346 0 1 TPROF_4 0.149 0.357 0 1 R_KSON 0.246 0.432 0 1 TPROF_5 0.118 0.323 0 1 4. Age of corporations TPROF_6 0.118 0.323 0 1 AGE_C 18.436 12.455 1 76 TPROF_7 0.021 0.142 0 1 5. Establishment background 12. Major crops ESTAB_1 0.482 0.501 0 1 CROP_1 0.174 0.380 0 1 ESTAB_2 0.256 0.438 0 1 CROP_2 0.000 0.000 0 0 ESTAB_3 0.041 0.199 0 1 CROP_3 0.010 0.101 0 1 ESTAB_4 0.056 0.231 0 1 CROP_4 0.092 0.290 0 1 ESTAB_5 0.046 0.210 0 1 CROP_5 0.113 0.317 0 1 ESTAB_6 0.056 0.231 0 1 CROP_6 0.036 0.187 0 1 ESTAB_7 0.067 0.250 0 1 CROP_7 0.128 0.335 0 1 6. Human capital CROP_8 0.031 0.173 0 1 BM 3.544 2.392 1 20 CROP_9 0.021 0.142 0 1 RE 10.615 21.363 0 238 CROP_10 0.046 0.210 0 1 7. Annual sales CROP_11 0.041 0.199 0 1 SALE 3.708 1.718 1 9 CROP_12 0.046 0.210 0 1 8. Profit margin CROP_13 0.103 0.304 0 1 PROF_1 0.082 0.275 0 1 CROP_14 0.092 0.290 0 1 PROF_2 0.313 0.465 0 1 13. Self-evaluation  PROF_3 0.185 0.389 0 1 SELF_U 2.610 0.980 1 5 
PROF_4 0.097 0.297 0 1 14. Perceptions towards FTA participation of Japan PROF_5 0.067 0.250 0 1 FTA 2.882 1.006 1 5 PROF_6 0.026 0.158 0 1 15. Age of representatives PROF_7 0.200 0.401 0 1 AGE_R 5.082 1.181 2 7 
9. Development stage of the corporations 16. Education background of representatives 
STAGE_1 0.067 0.250 0 1 EDU_1 0.554 0.498 0 1 STAGE_2 0.415 0.494 0 1 EDU_2 0.077 0.267 0 1 STAGE_3 0.164 0.371 0 1 EDU_3 0.138 0.346 0 1 STAGE_4 0.056 0.231 0 1 EDU_4 0.062 0.241 0 1 STAGE_5 0.159 0.367 0 1 EDU_5 0.354 0.479 0 1 STAGE_6 0.103 0.304 0 1 EDU_6 0.031 0.173 0 1 STAGE_7 0.026 0.158 0 1 EDU_7 0.026 0.158 0 1 
STAGE_8 0.005 0.072 0 1 17. Non-agricultural experience of representatives STAGE_9 0.005 0.072 0 1 NAGRI 3.164 1.983 0 6 

Note: N=195   
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Table 4. Result of Negative Binomial Regression Model 
 NB2  NB1 

Parameter Marginal effect  Parameter Marginal effect 
1.Corporate form (Benchmark: CFORM_1) 
CFORM_2 0.002 0.015  -0.001 -0.004 
CFORM_3 -0.327** -2.141**  -0.334** -2.184 ** 
CFORM_4 -0.233 -1.523  -0.249 -1.627 
2. Eligible of farmland owner 
FARML 0.184 1.203  0.195 1.274 
3. Location of corporations (Benchmark: R_HKD) 
R_TH -0.303 -1.983  -0.292 -1.908 
R_KT -0.274 -1.795  -0.263 -1.721 
R_HR -0.207 -1.355  -0.203 -1.328 
R_KKTK 0.084 0.547  0.108 0.704 
R_CHSK -0.284 -1.856  -0.276 -1.808 
R_KSON -0.282 -1.845  -0.276 -1.808 
4. Age of corporations 
AGE_C 0.003 0.018  0.003 0.017 
5. Establishment background (Benchmark: ESTAB_1) 
ESTAB_2 0.017 0.112  0.025 0.161 
ESTAB_3 0.181 1.182  0.182 1.193 
ESTAB_4 0.193 1.260  0.2 1.309 
ESTAB_5 0.152 0.997  0.162 1.063 
ESTAB_6 0.137 0.895  0.146 0.953 
ESTAB_7 -0.210 -1.375  -0.189 -1.239 
6. Human capital 
BM 0.042** 0.273**  0.041* 0.270* 
RE 0.000 -0.003  0.000 -0.003 
7. Annual sales 
SALE -0.024 -0.155  -0.024 -0.157 
8. Profit margin (Benchmark: PROF_1) 
PROF_2 0.085 0.559  0.084 0.547 
PROF_3 0.002 0.015  -0.010 -0.065 
PROF_4 0.118 0.773  0.129 0.842 
PROF_5 -0.022 -0.146  -0.011 -0.075 
PROF_6 -0.179 -1.174  -0.168 -1.098 
PROF_7 0.130 0.852  0.130 0.849 
9. Development stage of the corporations (Benchmark: STAGE _1) 
STAGE_2 0.185 1.211  0.202 1.321 
STAGE_3 0.241 1.574  0.261 1.710 
STAGE_4 0.013 0.082  0.042 0.274 
STAGE_5 0.227 1.486  0.252 1.648 
STAGE_6 0.313 2.050  0.331 2.166 
STAGE_7 0.223 1.461  0.215 1.407 
STAGE_8 -29.206 -191.118  -14.031 -91.810 
STAGE_9 -0.110 -0.721  -0.065 -0.427 
10. Sales target for next 5 years (Benchmark: TSALE _1) 
TSALE_2 0.140 0.919  0.149 0.978 
TSALE_3 0.037 0.242  0.046 0.298 
TSALE_4 0.283 1.853  0.313 2.045 
TSALE_5 -0.052 -0.342  -0.043 -0.281 
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TSALE_6 0.023 0.147  0.042 0.275 
TSALE_7 0.116 0.757  0.126 0.823 
TSALE_8 -0.167 -1.092  -0.101 -0.659 
TSALE_9 (omitted) 0.000  (omitted) 0.000 
11. Profit target for next 5 years (Benchmark: TPROF_1) 
TPROF_2 0.077 0.505  0.095 0.622 
TPROF_3 0.199 1.301  0.203 1.328 
TPROF_4 0.086 0.560  0.092 0.603 
TPROF_5 0.279 1.828  0.279 1.828 
TPROF_6 0.182 1.193  0.192 1.257 
TPROF_7 -0.930** -6.089**  -0.926* -6.060* 
12. Major crops (Benchmark: CROP_1) 
CROP_2 (omitted) 

 

0.000  (omitted) 0.000 
CROP_3 -0.006 -0.042  -0.034 -0.220 
CROP_4 -0.023 -0.150  -0.012 -0.080 
CROP_5 -0.059 -0.388  -0.065 -0.428 
CROP_6 -0.473** -3.098**  -0.499** -3.265** 
CROP_7 -0.164 -1.074  -0.155 -1.011 
CROP_8 -0.299 -1.954  -0.279 -1.825 
CROP_9 -0.150 -0.982  -0.140 -0.916 
CROP_10 -0.253 -1.655  -0.240 -1.572 
CROP_11 0.227 1.488  0.257 1.681 
CROP_12 0.207 1.354  0.218 1.425 
CROP_13 -0.201 -1.315  -0.214 -1.397 
CROP_14 -0.069 -0.452  -0.058 -0.380 
13. Self-evaluation 
SELF_U 0.326*** 2.135***  0.328*** 2.146*** 
14. Perceptions towards FTA participation of Japan 
FTA 0.042 0.277  0.045 0.293 
15. Age of representatives 
AGE_R -0.066** -0.432**  -0.065* -0.425* 
16. Education background of representatives  
EDU_2 0.293** 1.920**  0.298** 1.950** 
EDU_3 0.247** 1.619**  0.246* 1.613* 
EDU_4 -0.196 -1.285  -0.214 -1.401 
EDU_5 -0.020 -0.129  -0.029 -0.188 
EDU_6 -0.250 -1.633  -0.240 -1.567 
EDU_7 0.067 0.440  0.075 0.492 
17. Non-agricultural experience of representatives 
NAGRI 0.005 0.031  0.006 0.038 
_cons 0.713   0.641  
N 195  195 
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 Note: (1) ***, **, * denote statistically significance level of 1%, 5%, 10% respectively; (2) The parameter here 
can be interpreted as semi-elasticity; marginal effect is calculated at the mean of the dependent variable (Paxton 
et al., 2011)  
  

Pseudo-R2 0.1457  0.1479 
Log Likelihood -460.277  -459.061 
lnalpha -18.048   
lndelta   -1.716** 
AIC 1062.553  1060.122 
BIC 1294.936  1292.505 
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Fig. 1. Distribution of technology adoption intensity of agricultural corporations 
(Source: Questionnaire Survey on Business Development and Innovation in Agricultural Corporation 

Management in 2019) 
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Hokkaido, Japan 
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Abstract 

Long working hours are a serious issue in dairy farming in Japan. Labor-saving is a 
particularly important issue in dairy farming in Hokkaido, where dairy farms are larger in scale 
than in other regions of Japan, with larger areas of grassland under their management. To 
address demand for labor-saving, Japanese agricultural machinery manufacturers are 
developing robot tractors for harvesting hay. We accordingly conducted experiments on the 
use of robot tractors in hay harvesting in Hokkaido and analyzed their effectiveness in 
reducing hay harvesting man-hours and the economic feasibility of using them in dairy 
farming. 

Introduction of a robot tractor with additional mower and tedder enabled a 45.4% 
reduction in hay harvesting man-hours. Our management model simulation indicated that in 
the case of a single farm management model, use of a robot tractor would alleviate peak 
workloads, but net income would decrease. However, our simulation of a model in which 2 
dairy farms share the use of a robot tractor indicated that in addition to easing peak workloads, 
using a robot tractor would increase net income. 
Keywords 

Robot tractor, Hay harvesting, Man-hours, Linear programming method, Dairy farm 
management model 

Introduction 
Long working hours are a serious issue in dairy farming in Japan. On average, dairy 

farmers work 2237 hours per year, which is longer than their counterparts in other livestock 
farming, dry field farming, and paddy farming (Fig.1.). Labor-saving is a particularly 
important issue in dairy farming in Hokkaido, where dairy farms are larger in scale than in 
other regions of Japan, with larger areas of grassland under their management. And bigger 
dairy farms have longer working hours (Fig.2.). 
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An increasing number of dairy farms are using robot milkers as a means of expanding 
their dairy herds without increasing working hours (Hokkaido Government 2021) (Fig. 3.). 
More and more dairy farmers are also outsourcing feed production to contractors or total 
mixed ration (TMR) centers to reduce working hours (Kubota 2019) (Fig.4. and 5.). However, 
feed production contractors have also been facing labor shortages in recent years that are 
forcing them to adopt more labor-saving methods (MAFF 2016) (Fig.6. and 7.). 

Purpose of this study 
To address demand for labor-saving, Japanese agricultural machinery manufacturers are 

developing robot tractors for harvesting hay. They are currently conducting experiments in 
Hokkaido with the aim of reducing hay harvesting man-hours by enabling a single operator to 
simultaneously operate a robot tractor in tandem with a manned tractor. However, there is as 
yet no clear data on the extent to which robot tractors can reduce hay harvesting man-hours 
and on the economic feasibility of using robot tractors in dairy farming. 

We accordingly conducted experiments on the use of robot tractors in hay harvesting in 
Hokkaido and analyzed their effectiveness in reducing hay harvesting man-hours and the 
economic feasibility of using them in dairy farming. 

Research method 
We first conducted experiments to investigate the number of man-hours involved in using 

a robot tractor to harvest hay. There are 4 steps in the process of hay harvesting: mowing, 
tedding, raking, and baling. The grass is first mown with a mower, and then tedded (turned 
over) with a tedder to aid drying. Once the hay is dry, a rake attachment is used to gather it 
into rows for baling into round bales using a round baler. Tedding is carried out 6 times over 
the space of 3 days. Since robot tractors can be used only for mowing, tedding, and raking, we 
investigated the number of man-hours involved in these 3 steps. In 2019 when we conducted 
our investigations, the first hay crop was harvested in June and the second in September as is 
done every year. Yield was much the same for both crops, with the first crop producing 41 
rolls, and the second 44 rolls. 

We considered two harvesting procedures that differed according to the way the robot 
tractor was used (Table.1.). In Case 1, a robot tractor carried out tedding at the same time as a 
manned tractor mowed the hay. Later, tedding was carried out by both robot and manned 
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tractors, and in the final stage, the robot tractor raked the hay while the manned tractor baled 
it. In Case 2, both robot and manned tractors first mowed the hay simultaneously, after which 
the Case 1 procedure was followed. The number of man-hours involved in these 2 procedures 
was compared with that of the conventional procedure in which the hay is harvested without 
using a robot tractor. 

We ran the experiment using rectangular fields of approximately 5 ha (273 m × 182 m) 
and compared man-hours per hectare. The hay was mown in a spiral path from field perimeter 
to center, after which tedding, raking, and baling were carried out while moving up and down 
the long axis of the field. 

Secondly, we considered the economic feasibility of using robot tractors in dairy farming. 
We used linear programming to construct a dairy farm management model that we then used 
to estimate how man-hours and net income changed when making hay with the help of a robot 
tractor in place of the conventional hay harvesting system. Our model was premised on a 
Hokkaido dairy farm of average size with 70 dairy cattle managed by a married couple. Milk 
yield per cow was set at 8500 kg and the price of milk at 100 yen per kilogram. Expenses other 
than family labor costs were 577,000 yen per cow (Table.2.). The model's applicable period 
was September when the 2nd crop of hay was harvested. Of the farm's workforce of 2, 1 person 
was assigned exclusively to milking and other herd management tasks and could work 6 hours 
per day. The other person was assigned to hay harvesting as well as herd management tasks 
and could work 8 hours per day (Table.3.). 

For our analysis, in addition to a single dairy farm model, we also used a model in which 
2 dairy farms share a single robot tractor. Because investing in a robot tractor would also entail 
investment in an additional mower and tedder, pushing up depreciation expenses, there was a 
risk in the case of a single dairy farm that introducing a robot tractor would result in a drop in 
net income even if it helped to reduce man-hours. 

This prompted us to construct a second 2-farm model to estimate the benefits of shared 
use of a robot tractor. This model assumes that because there are 2 tractors available from the 
start, no additional tractor is needed. Also, assuming that hay harvesting is carried out by just 
one person at any time, there is no need for 2 rake attachments and roll balers, which means 
that net income can be expected to rise as a result of lower depreciation expenses. However, 
whether a single person can harvest the amount of hay required by 2 dairy farms within a given 
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period of time is questionable. 
Hay harvesting requires 3 consecutive days without rain. On the first day, the grass must 

be mown and tedded once during the morning, and then tedded again in the afternoon. On the 
second day, it is tedded a further 2 times, once in the morning and once in the afternoon. On 
the third day, the hay is again tedded in the morning and afternoon before being baled. This 3-
day hay harvesting operation was taken to comprise 1 set. 

Looking at meteorological data for the study site for the 5 years from 2017 to 2021, the 
number of days in September with precipitation of 5 mm or more was 5.2 days. We accordingly 
set the number of rainy days at 5. If these 5 days were concentrated in the first 5 days of the 
month, there would be 23 days available for harvesting hay. If, however, the 5 rainy days were 
scattered with at least 2 days between them, the fewest number of days required to harvest the 
hay would be 13 days. We accordingly set an upper limit of 13 days for the number of days 
required for hay harvesting. In other words, the maximum number of 3-day harvesting sets 
was 13 sets. Also, depending on how the rainy days are scattered, harvesting in a maximum 
of 11 out of 13 sets overlapped with tedding and other operations in 2 other harvesting sets. 
For example, Set 1 3rd day operations are carried out on the same day as Set 2 2nd day 
operations and Set 3 1st day operations. On such days, harvesting requires the maximum 
number of man-hours. We accordingly used such a day to set limits on working hours. 

Key findings 
Firstly, use of a robot tractor reduced the time required for hay harvesting by 36.4% for 

Case 1, and by 45.4% for Case 2 (Fig.8.). 
Secondly, our simulation of robot tractor introduction using our dairy farming 

management model showed that use of the robot tractor based on Case 1 would result in a 
6.9% reduction in man-hours at the peak of harvesting operations in September. However, net 
income would fall by 4.5% owing to the increase in depreciation expenses accruing to the 
robot tractor and additional tedder. Using a robot tractor with Case 2 would result in an 8.6% 
reduction in man-hours, but net income would fall by 7.5% owing to the increase in 
depreciation expenses accruing to the additional mower. With the 2-farm management model, 
on the other hand, shared use of the robot tractor would result in the same reduction in man-
hours in September when the second crop of hay is harvested, but with Case 1, net income 
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would rise by 3.6% owing to depreciation expenses saved by not needing to invest in an 
additional mower, rake attachment, and roll baler. Similarly, using the Case 2 procedure, net 
income would increase by 2.1% owing to depreciation expenses saved by not needing to invest 
in an additional rake attachment and roll baler (Table.4.). 

In the above simulation, we set an upper limit of 70 dairy cows, but since there was some 
margin in man-hours, we performed another simulation for use of a robot tractor in a single 
farm setting premised on the ability to accommodate more dairy cows. In this simulation, the 
number of dairy cows could be raised to 73 with conventional hay harvesting, and to 79 with 
Case 1 robot tractor use, resulting in an increase in net income of 3.9% compared with 
conventional hay harvesting. Case 2 robot tractor use enabled the number of dairy cows to be 
increased to 81, resulting in an increase in net income of 3.8%. 

Conclusion and discussion 
Introduction of a robot tractor with additional mower and tedder enabled a 45.4% 

reduction in hay harvesting man-hours. Our management model simulation indicated that in 
the case of a single farm management model, use of a robot tractor would alleviate peak 
workloads, but net income would decrease. However, our simulation of a model in which 2 
dairy farms share the use of a robot tractor indicated that in addition to easing peak workloads, 
using a robot tractor would increase net income. Our simulations also indicated that use of a 
robot tractor could result in an increase in net income even in a single farm management setting 
in which there is scope to increase the number of dairy cows, since the reduction in hay 
harvesting man-hours would enable the dairy herd to be expanded. 

If the farm’s cowshed had sufficient room to accommodate an additional 10 cows, 
introduction of a robot tractor would enable net income to increase even in a single farm setting. 
If the farm’s cowshed lacked the room to accommodate additional cattle, sharing the use of a 
robot tractor with another dairy farm would enable both farms to increase net income. 
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Fig. 1 Working hours per family member (2019) 

Source: The statistical yearbook of MAFF (Ministry of agriculture, forestry, and Fisheries)  
Fig.2 Working hours per family member on dairy farm in Hokkaido (2019) 

 

 
Source: The statistical yearbook of MAFF (Ministry of agriculture, forestry, and Fisheries)  
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Fig.3 Number of dairy farms introducing robot milker in Hokkaido 

 
Source: Hokkaido government 
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Fig.4 Number of contractors in Japan 

 
Source: Ministry of agriculture, forestry, and fisheries 
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Fig.5 Number of TMR center in japan 

 
Source: Ministry of agriculture, forestry, and fisheries 
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Fig.6 Current issues in contractor in Hokkaido (2013) 
                 (Multiple answers allowed) 

 
Source: Agriculture & Livestock Industries Corporation: Results of questionnaires that were 
distributed to 70 contractors and replied from 32 in Hokkaido. The collection rate was 46%.  
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Fig.7 Issues for the future in TMR center (2016) 
          (Multiple answers allowed) 

 
Source: Ministry of agriculture, forestry, and fisheries: Results of questionnaires that were 
replied from 28 in Hokkaido and 31 in other regions. 
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Table.1 Three harvesting procedures of hay 

 
 

A.M. P.M. A.M. P.M. A.M. P.M.

Convention
Human Mowe

&
Human Tedder

Human Tedder Human Tedder Human Tedder Human Tedder
Human Tedder

&
Human Rake

&
Human beler

Case 1 Robot Mower +
Human Tedder

Robot Tedder +
Human Tedder

Robot Tedder +
Human Tedder

Robot Tedder +
Human Tedder

Robot Tedder +
Human Tedder

Robot Tedder +
Human Tedder

&
Robot reke +
Human Beler

Case 2
Robot Mower +
Human Mower

&
Robot Tedder +
Human Tedder

Robot Tedder +
Human Tedder

Robot Tedder +
Human Tedder

Robot Tedder +
Human Tedder

Robot Tedder +
Human Tedder

Robot Tedder +
Human Tedder

&
Robot reke +
Human Beler

First day Second day Third day
Making hay needs continual three days without rain.
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Table.2 The outline of the farming model - an average size in Hokkaido - 

 

Number of
workers

Number of
milking cows

Milk yields per
head a 305 days

Milk price per
kg

Milking cost per
head

The amount of
investment

Case 1

The amount of
investment

Case 2
Cow's demand
for hay a year

2 70 8500kg $0.88 $5,099 $7,599 $12,636 0.1942(10a)
Only one person
operate making
hay.

Adult heads are
around 80.
Fixed

One dollar equals 113.17 yen
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Table.3 Simplex table for simulations

 
 

Convention Case 1 Case 2 Investments 1 Investments 2
Convention
selection

C 1
selection

C 2
selection

Labor 1
milking

Labor 2
milking

Milking
costs

Milk
yields

Milk
price

Land
balance

Total
usage

Starting
inventory

Profit/Unit (dollar) 0 0 0 -7599 -12636 0 0 0 0 0 -5099 0 0.88 0

Heads constraint (heads) 1 70 <= 70
Lands (10a) 1 1 1 14 <= 1000
Lobor 1 (hours) 0.181 0.116 0.1 0.152 7.246 <= 8
Labor 2 (hours) 0.152 5.928 <= 6
Cost of heads (heads) -1 -1 1 0 = 0
Grass needs (10a) -1 -1 -1 0.1942 -0.406 <= 0
Selection convention 1 -1000 -986 =<= 0
Selection c1 1 -1000 0 <= 0
Selection c2 1 -1000 0 =<= 0
Selection constraint 1 1 1 1 =<= 1
Convention constraint 1 14 <= 1000
C 1 Constraint 1 0 <= 1000
C 2 Constraint 1 0 <= 1000
C 1 Investments 1 -1000 0 <= 0
C 2 Investments 1 -1000 0 =<= 0
Cost constraint -1 1 0 =<= 0
Milk sale (kg/head) -8500 1 0 =<= 0
Land balance constraint (10a) 1 1 =<= 1
Grass balance constraint (10a) 1 1 1 -0.1942 -1 -0.594 <=
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Fig.8 Labor saving time by using robot tractor 
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Table.4 Simulation results 

 

Robot

Tractor

Mower Tedder

1 Convention 1 70 100 100

2 Case 1 1 1 1 70 93.1 95.5

3 Case 2 1 1 1 1 70 91.4 92.5

4 Convention 2 140 100 100

5 Case 1 1 1 2 140 93.1 103.6

6 Case 2 1 1 1 2 140 91.4 102.1

Scenarios

Number

of

milking

cows

Working

hours

rate

Incom

e rate

Manned mower each of them

Manned tedder each of them

Manned rake each of them

Manned baler each of them

Manned mower and robot tedder

Manned tedder and robot tedder

Robot rake and Manned baler

Manned mower and robot mower

Manned tedder and robot tedder

Robot rake and Manned baler

Manned mower and robot tedder

Manned tedder and robot tedder

Robot rake and Manned baler

Manned mower and robot mower

Manned tedder and robot tedder

Robot rake and Manned baler

Hay making processStates

Number of

introducing machines

Number

of

dairy

farms

Manned mower

Manned tedder

Manned rake

Manned baler
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Abstract 

In Japan, the sixth industry has been established to revitalize rural areas and raise farmer 
incomes. The term “sixth industry” refers to efforts that combine agriculture with secondary 
and tertiary industries to create new value, such as farmers’ markets, direct selling, food 
processing, tourist farms, bed and breakfast by farmers, and farmers’ restaurants. National and 
local governments, agricultural extension centers, and specialists support farmers and 
stakeholders in developing the sixth industry. However, many such activities have been 
suspended or terminated. Therefore, it is necessary to identify the issues plaguing the sixth 
industry. In this study, we categorize the activities of the sixth industry using text mining and 
self-organizing maps. We then identify the issues that tend to occur for each type through a 
questionnaire survey among the departments in charge of the sixth industry in prefectural 
governments and agricultural extension centers. We conclude that the sixth industry can be 
categorized into five types according to their activities and purpose of their efforts; success or 
failure trends and the attributes of farmers differ depending on the type; and different types 
have different issues. Therefore, support measures for the sixth industry must vary according 
to the issue and type. 

Keywords: Sixth industry, typification, text mining, self-organizing map, questionnaire
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Introduction 
To support the development of the sixth industry, this study categorizes its activities based 

on their objectives, and identifies the issues related to each type of activity from the perspective 
of support and extension organizations. 

In Japan, the sixth industry has been established to revitalize rural areas and boost farmer 
incomes. The sixth industry refers to efforts that combine agriculture with secondary and 
tertiary industries to create new value, and includes farmers’ markets, direct selling, food 
processing, tourist farms, bed and breakfast (B&B) by farmers, farmers’ restaurants, and so on. 
The term “sixth industry” is coined by Imamura (1992), who defines it as primary industry 
times secondary industry times tertiary industry. In some cases, the farmer also processes and 
sells the products, while in other cases, the farmer, processor, and distributor work together. 
Sales from the sixth industry have been increasing slowly; overall sales have crossed ¥2 trillion 
($1.8 billion) since 2017 (Japan Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, 2021)1.  

Other countries have also taken measures to set up the sixth industry. In Asia, Korea has 
been implementing projects related to the sixth industry since the enactment of “the Special Act 
on the Equal Development of the Nation” in 2005. Support is provided by the extension officer 
who provides technical guidance and consulting services for agricultural management (Lee, 
2013). In the United States, value-based supply chain (VBSC) is an integrated approach 
encompassing production, processing, and marketing with the aim of supporting small and 
medium-sized farmers and creating new value for agricultural products. The VBSCs are 
supported by food hubs and aggregators (Feenstra and Hardesty, 2016)2. In the European Union, 

                                                 
1 For reference, the total annual sales of agriculture are about ¥9 trillion($7.9 million), and 

¥2 trillion($1.8 billion) is about the same size as the annual sales of the robotics or animation 
industries in Japan (Japan Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications, 2021). 

2 A food hub is a company or individual that serves as the core of an initiative. An 
aggregator is an individual or organization that gathers management resources to promote a 
coherent approach. In many cases, food hubs take on the role of aggregators (United States 
Department of Agriculture, 2013). 
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regional managers in Germany and rural animators in France are making an effort to combine 
local human, natural and financial resources (Matsuda, 2013). 

Meanwhile, in Japan, support, guidance, and response to the sixth industry are provided 
by national and regional support centers, in addition to the departments in charge of sixth 
industry and extension agents in prefectural governments. Rogers (2007) describes the change 
agents responsible for introducing innovation. If we consider the changes that result from 
addressing the sixth industry as an innovation, then those in charge of developing a sixth 
industry in prefectures and support centers as well as extension workers would fall in the 
category of change agents. According to Rogers (2007), the role of the change agent is to raise 
the need for change, build an informational relationship, identify the issues, motivate the client 
to change, convert the desire to change into action, prevent disruptions, and terminate the 
relationship.  

As described above, national and local governments, agricultural extension centers, and 
specialists support farmers and stakeholders in developing the sixth industry in Japan. Despite 
this, many activities related to the sixth industry have been suspended or terminated3. Therefore, 
it is necessary to identify the issues plaguing the sixth industry, especially from the perspective 
of support and extension organizations. However, this has largely been ignored in previous 
studies.4 

In this study, we identify the issues through a questionnaire survey among the departments 
in charge of the sixth industry in prefectural governments and agricultural extension centers in 
Japan. At that time, we categorize sixth industry into types in terms of their nature and purpose, 
and identify issues for each type. 

                                                 
3 According to the Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications (2019), about 20% 

of the initiatives have been discontinued or terminated. 
4 The issues plaguing the sixth industry identified by previous studies are summarized in 

another section. 
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Efforts to create new value and support small- and medium-scale farmers are also being 
promoted by the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (Food Links, 2013) 
and the United Nations Industrial Development Organization (United Nations Industrial 
Development Organization, 2020). Therefore, it is important to identify the issues facing the 
Japanese sixth industry from the perspective of support and extension agencies. 

Methodology 
First, we try to identify the issues faced by the sixth industry by summarizing previous 

studies. While it has been reported that issues arise in individual activities, the issues that tend 
to crop up under the jurisdiction of each prefecture are not known. 

 Second, we categorize the activities of the sixth industry by analyzing “the 
comprehensive business plan” using text mining and self-organizing maps. The comprehensive 
business plan describes the activities, nature, and objectives of the efforts. Text mining encodes 
text-type qualitative data and enables them to be analyzed quantitatively (Higuchi, 2004); 
sentences are decomposed into morphemes, which are the smallest units of meaningful 
expression. The first step in the text-mining process is to translate “the comprehensive business 
plan” from Japanese into English by using Rozetta Corp’s T-400 service. Next, we use the 
Stanford POS tagger to decompose the sentence into morphemes, which are arranged by the 
number of occurrences. By focusing on the words that appear frequently in the text (frequently 
appearing words) and the words that appear together with these words, we classify the efforts 
into different types. We use the KH Coder (Higuchi, 2014) for text mining. 

The results of text mining are visualized by a self-organizing map, which is an 
unsupervised neural network algorithm proposed by Kohonen (1982). It is a data analysis 
method that maps high-dimensional data onto a two-dimensional plane in a non-linear fashion 
(Figure 1)5. Suppose that the input layer contains the feature vector of individual j to be 
analyzed,  (  ,  , … ,  ), and the output layer contains one unit. As shown in Figure 1, 

                                                 
5 Refer to Kohonen (1982) and Mingzhe Jin’s Home Page. 
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any one unit in the output layer is linked to all variables of the feature vector in the input layer. 
In the initial stage, weights  (  ,  , … ,  ) are attached to each variable by random 
numbers. As shown in Equation (1), among all the units in the output layer, find the unit  
that is most similar and make it “the winner.” 

− = −    ⋯ (1) 

Next, the weight vectors  of the winning unit and its neighboring units are updated 

according to Equations (2) and (3). 

( + 1) = ( ) + ℎ ( ) ( ) − ( )  ∈
( )                                             ∈    ⋯ (2) 

ℎ ( ) = ( ) − ‖ − ‖
2 ( )   ⋯ (3) 

ℎ ( )  in the equation is the neighborhood function, which adjusts the effect of  
according to the proximity of unit  and its neighbor unit . In the equation ℎ ( ), ( ) is 
the learning rate coefficient, and  and  are the coordinate vectors of units  and  on 
two dimensions. ( ) is a function that decreases the range of units  and . ( ) is a 
monotonically decreasing function with learning frequency (or time) as a variable, and is the 
variance of the ( ) coordinates. The simplest monotonically decreasing function with the 
number of learning times as a variable is 1 − .  is the number of training sessions (or times, 
1, 2, 3, ...,  ), and  is the total number of pre-defined training sessions. Repeat (1) to (2) 
for all input feature vectors (  = 1 , 2 , ... ,  ). 

 Self-organizing maps can be used to reveal the similarities between words. In this study, 
a high degree of word-to-word similarity indicates that some extracted words often occur in the 
same sentence. Unlike principal component analysis, self-organizing maps can be used to 
analyze all data, and compared with multidimensional scaling methods, they can analyze niche 
data. In addition, the words are clustered based on their similarities. Clustering facilitates the 
typing of the sixth industry. 
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Third, a questionnaire was mailed to people in charge of the sixth industry in Japan’s  
prefectural governments and extension agencies6 in March 2020 to identify the trends in the 
success or failure of each type of activity; the bearers; and the issues that tend to arise. A total 
of 453 questionnaires were distributed, of which 139 (30.7%) were answered. The results of 
the questionnaire were analyzed statistically. 

Results 
Issues for the sixth industry based on previous studies 

Previous studies discuss the issues plaguing the sixth industry. In this study, we organize 
the issues pointed out in the following studies: [1] Japan Ministry of Internal Affairs and 
Communications (2019), [2] Japan Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (2018), [3] 
Japan Finance Corporation (2013), [4] Nomura Agri Planning & Advisory Co. (2018), [5] 
Kiyohara (2016), [6] Sato (2017), [7] Sakurai (2015), [8] Konno and Kudo (2015), [9] Nomura 
Agri Planning & Advisory Co. (2012), [10] Muroya (2013), [11] Uehara (2019), [12] 
Kobayashi (2019), [13] Japan Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (2020), and [14] 
Ohashi et al. (2020). 
In previous research, the following 12 issues are identified: (1) issues related to facilities and 
equipment, such as difficulty in procuring facilities and machinery[1] (hereafter “facilities and 
equipment”); (2) issues in securing raw materials, such as difficulty in securing agricultural 
products[1][2] (raw materials); (3) economic issues such as worsening profitability and increased 
expenses[1][2][4] (economy); (4) issues with the partner, such as requests from the partner to 
lower the transaction price or reduce the transaction volume[1][2] (relationship with partners); 
(5) issues with business management skills, such as inadequate business management skills of 
the business owner[5][9] (management skills); (6) issues with long-term vision, such as lack of 
long-term perspective and lack of clarity and sharing of vision[10][11][13] (long-term vision); (7) 
marketing issues, such as lack of understanding of consumer needs and gathering information 

                                                 
6 The extension agency is an agency of the prefectures. 
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on competing products[5][9][13] (marketing); (8) issues related to securing human resources and 
workforce with expertise[1][2][5][6][7] (human resources); (9) knowhow-related issues, such as the 
development of technology and the acquisition of knowhow[2][5] (knowhow); (10) issues of 
increased burden, such as labor and trouble-shooting (burden) [1]; (11) issues related to the 
diversity of businesses, such as unbalanced businesses[1][10][14] (diversity of business); and (12) 
issues related to the regional spread of the initiative, such as lack of ripple effects in the 
region[7][10][12] (regional spread). 
Typification of the sixth industry 

We categorize the activities of the sixth industry by analyzing “the comprehensive 
business plan” using text mining and self-organizing maps. As of July 2020, there were 2,569 
projects certified as “the comprehensive business plan.” Text mining is conducted on the 
“outline” of the comprehensive business plan that describes the activities and objectives of the 
efforts. The results of text mining are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1 shows that the most frequently occurring word is “product,” with a term frequency 
of 2,879, followed by “sale” (2,653), “be” (2,582), “develop” (1,973), and “sell” (1,895). 
However, the frequently appearing word is not enough to create a typology. On the other hand, 
the results of text mining include data on word-word relationships. Therefore, the next step was 
to create a self-organizing map from the text-mining results. The self-organizing map in Figure 
2 is the result of 1,000 iterations of Unsupervised Learning7. 

The frequently appearing words in Cluster 1 of the self-organizing map are “sale” (2,653), 
“aim” (699), “expand” (631), “channel” (616), “business” (466), “establish” (385), “brand” 
(246), and so on8. Therefore, Cluster 1 is defined as the sales channel expansion type. In other 

                                                 
7  Unsupervised learning is a type of machine learning in which the algorithm is not 

provided with any pre-assigned labels or scores for the training data (Hinton and Sejnowski, 
1999). 

8 The numbers in parentheses indicate the number of times the word appears (see Table 
1). 
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words, in this type, the farmer sells the agricultural products. The word “brand” indicates that 
farmers are working to brand their agricultural products and processed agricultural products to 
expand their sales channels. 

The frequently appearing words in Cluster 2 are “company” (1,872), “direct” (626), 
“addition” (532), “own” (467), “restaurant” (440), “processing” (430), “facility” (319), and so 
on9. The words “restaurant,” “Internet,” “customer,” and “direct” suggest that farmers are 
selling directly to restaurants and customers, or through the Internet. Hence, Cluster 2 is 
defined as the direct sales type. In the direct sales type, the word "processing" appears. From 
this word, we can see that processed agricultural products are being sold. In other words, in 
this type, the farmer handles the processing and marketing. 

The frequently appearing words in Cluster 3 are “management” (1,512), “new” (1,470), 
“improve” (1,188), “agricultural” (1,047), “increase” (563), “value” (561), “income” (534), and 
so on. In particular, from the words management and improve, Cluster 3 can be defined as the 
management improvement type. 

The frequently appearing words in Cluster 4 are “local” (703), “production” (658), 
“development” (238), “order” (226), “promote” (212), and “cultivation” (209). Looking at 
Figure 1, we can see that cluster 4 is a type related to local promotion, as “local” and “promote” 
are located close together. Therefore, Cluster 4 is defined as the local revitalization type. Cluster 
4 has the fewest frequently appearing words. This suggests that the number of activities of the 
local revitalization type is lower compared with other types. 

The frequently appearing words in Cluster 5 are “product” (2,879), “develop” (1,973), 
“sell” (1,895), “use” (1,818), “produce” (1,497), “process” (1,001), “manufacture” (777), and 
so on. Since “process” and “product” are located near each other, and “manufacture,” “raw,” 
and “material,” are located close to each other, it indicates that Cluster 5 is a type related to the 
processing of agricultural products. Hence, Cluster 5 is defined as the product processing type. 

                                                 
9 Pronouns are omitted. 
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In other words, in this type, the farmer processes the agricultural products. Since the number 
of frequently appearing words in Cluster 5 is the highest, the product processing type is 
considered to have the highest number of activities. 

As described above, the activities for the sixth industry can be divided into five types based 
on the contents of the activities and the objectives of the efforts: sales channel expansion type, 
direct sales type, management improvement type, local revitalization type, and product 
processing type. 
Success or failure trends and attributes of farmers 

Based on the results of the questionnaire survey, we reveal whether there are differences 
in the tendency of success or failure and in the attributes of the farmers by each type. Table 2 
shows the trends of success or failure, age, and gender of the bearers. 

In the trend of success or failure, each type was asked whether they had “many successful 
actions” or “many unsuccessful actions.” As a result, more respondents answered that it “tended 
to succeed” in the direct sales type, product processing type, and sales channel expansion type. 
The local revitalization type had a slightly higher tendency to fail. 

Next, we asked about the age of the bearers. For each type, “activities are made by people 
aged 20–59 years” or “activities are made by people aged 60 years or older.”10 There were 
significant differences between the two groups for each type. In the case of management 
improvement type, product processing type, and sales expansion type, “20–59 years” is higher. 
Meanwhile, in direct sales type and local revitalization type, “over 60 years” is higher. 

In terms of gender, the questionnaire asked whether “women’s actions are more” or “men’s 
actions are more.” The results showed that there were significant differences at the four types. 
“Women” is higher in the direct sales type and local revitalization type, while “men” is higher 
in the management improvement type and sales channel expansion type.  

                                                 
10
 In Japan, 80% of the agricultural workforce is over 60 years old. 
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In the case of the direct sales type and local revitalization type, the bearers tend to be older 
women. Meanwhile, in the management improve type, product processing type, and sales 
expansion type, the bearers tend to be younger men. Thus, it can be said that the bearers of the 
sixth industry differ by type. 
Issues for each type 

A questionnaire was distributed to reveal the issues that tend to arise for each type. In the 
questionnaire, 12 issues pointed out in previous studies were presented, and the respondents 
were asked about the issues that tend to occur in the prefecture to which they belong11. Table 3 
summarizes the results of the survey. 

When the issue of “human resources” was compared by type, the highest percentage of 
respondents was of the direct sales type (51.2%), followed by the local revitalization type 
(43.3%). In the free answer column, the direct sales type and local revitalization type indicated 
a lack of successors, while the product processing type and sales expansion type indicated a 
lack of marketing experts.12 

As for the issue of marketing, the highest percentage of respondents answered direct sales 
type (58.1%), followed by sales channel expand type (44.6%). As mentioned earlier, in these 
types, the farmers conduct the sales activities. According to the free answer column, there were 
few marketing experts in the prefectural institutions and it was difficult to deal with the issue 
of marketing. 

Meanwhile, the percentage of respondents who chose “raw materials” was small except 
for the local revitalization type. This type tends to have a larger scale of business, so securing 
raw materials is bound to be an issue. 

                                                 
11 There was no significant difference in the responses by prefecture. 
12  In this case, the successor refers to the successor of the sixth industry. Lack of 

successors has become a serious problem, especially in efforts by older women. 
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Next, we organize the issues that tend to arise for each type. In the direct sales type, 
“facilities and equipment” (59.7%) had the highest percentage of responses. As mentioned 
earlier, in this type, the farmer processes the produce. In the free answer column, several 
respondents indicated that they were struggling to comply with the Hazard Analysis Critical 
Control Point (HACCP), which is a tool to assess, evaluate, and control food safety hazards.13 
This suggests that the issues of facilities and equipment are related to the issue of “knowhow.”  

In the management improvement type, “management skill” (44.0%) had the highest 
response rate. One of the reasons is that business management became more complicated 
because of the shift to the sixth industry. In addition, managers who aim to improve their 
business management skills may be lacking in business management skills to begin with. 

In the product processing type, “human resources” (35.9%) had the highest percentage of 
responses, followed by “marketing” (32.1%), “facilities and equipment” (25.6%), and 
“knowhow” (25.6%). This type also has the farmer processing the agricultural products same 
as the direct sales type. Although there is a slight difference in the rankings, the product 
processing type and direct sales type face similar issues. 

In the sales channel expansion type, the highest percentage of respondents cited 
“marketing” (44.6%) as an issue. Furthermore, “relationship with partners” (27.7%), in which 
the partner asks for lower transaction prices or reduced transaction volume, was also a top 
concern. This is because in this type, a relationship with partners is always required, whereas 
in other types, collaboration and transactions with different industries are not essential. 

In the local revitalization type, the highest percentage of respondents cited “securing 
human resources” (43.3%) and the second highest percentage of respondents cited “marketing” 
(35.8%). “Regional spread” (32.8%) had the third-highest response rate. It is clear that this type 
of initiative has a goal of local revitalization but faces challenges in achieving the goal. 

                                                 
13 In Japan, from June 2021, hygiene management in line with HACCP has become 

essential for farmers to process agricultural products and serve meals in restaurants. 
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Conclusion 
In Japan, the sixth industry has been undertaken to revitalize rural areas and raise farmers’ 

incomes. But despite support from national and local governments and agricultural extension 
centers, many such efforts have been suspended or terminated. In this study, we categorize these 
efforts by the content of their activities and purpose of their efforts, and identify the issues by 
type.  

We first identify 12 issues by summarizing previous studies: 1) facilities and equipment, 
2) raw materials, 3) economy, 4) relationship with partners, 5) management skills 6) long-term 
vision, 7) marketing, 8) human resources, 9) technology, 10) burden, 11) diversity of business, 
and 12) regional spread. 

Second, we use text mining and self-organization maps to categorize the activities of the 
sixth industry based on the content of their activities and objective of their efforts: 1) sales 
channel expansion type, 2) direct sales type, 3) management improvement type, 4) local 
revitalization type, and 5) product processing type. 

Third, we identify the success or failure trends, age, and gender of the bearers. According 
to the results of the questionnaire, more respondents answered that it “tended to succeed” in the 
direct sales type, product processing type, and sales channel expansion type. In addition, in the 
case of the direct sales type and the local revitalization type, most of the bearers were older 
women. Meanwhile, in the case of the management improvement type, product processing type, 
and sales expansion type, many of the bearers tended to be young men. Thus, the results showed 
that the bearers of Japan’s sixth industry are different by type. 

Finally, we identify the issues that tend to arise for each type. In the direct sales type, the 
issue of “facilities and equipment” elicited the highest percentage of responses. In the 
management improvement type, “management skill” recorded the highest response rate. In the 
product processing type, “human resources” received the highest percentage of responses, 
followed by “marketing,” “facilities and equipment,” and “knowhow.” In the sales channel 
expansion type, the highest percentage of respondents cited “marketing” as an issue. In the local 
revitalization type, “regional spread” had the third highest response rate. 
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To conclude, the sixth industry can be categorized into five types according to the content 
of their activities and purpose of their efforts; success or failure trends and the attributes of 
farmers differ depending on the type; and different types have different problems. Therefore, 
support measures for the sixth industry by national and local governments and agricultural 
extension centers must vary according to the type. However, the support measures required to 
address the issues must be investigated and discussed in future research. 

In addition, as described above, text mining and self-organizing maps are useful for 
analyzing descriptions. However, it is worthy to note that these alone are not sufficient. It is 
necessary to scrutinize the comments obtained. 
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Figure 1. Kohonen’s model 

 

 

 

 

Source: Kohonen, T.（1982) Self-organized formation of topologically correct feature maps 
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Figure 2. Self-organizing map for “the comprehensive business plan” 

 

Source: Results by KH Coder 
Note: Red letters are filled in by the author. 
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Table 1. Frequently appearing words 
Word Cluster TF Word Cluster TF Word Cluster TF Word Cluster TF

1 product 5 2,879 21 vegetable 5 684 41 it 2 439 61 employment 3 248
2 sale 1 2,653 22 its 2 672 42 processing 2 430 62 farmer 3 247
3 be 2 2,582 23 production 4 658 43 cultivate 5 419 63 brand 1 246
4 develop 5 1,973 24 expand 1 631 44 stabilize 3 416 64 consumer 2 240
5 sell 5 1,895 25 direct 2 626 45 establish 1 385 65 development 4 238
6 company 2 1,872 26 make 5 625 46 fruit 5 370 66 flour 5 234
7 use 5 1,818 27 channel 1 616 47 food 2 361 66 meat 2 234
8 management 3 1,512 28 such 5 598 48 also 2 359 68 customer 1 233
9 produce 5 1,497 29 they 2 585 49 utilize 5 355 69 diversify 3 232

10 new 3 1,470 30 increase 3 563 50 material 5 330 70 order 4 226
11 improve 3 1,188 31 value 3 561 51 raise 3 321 71 directly 2 221
12 agricultural 3 1,047 32 which 2 556 52 facility 2 319 72 farm 2 219
13 process 5 1,001 33 income 3 534 53 store 2 305 73 juice 5 218
14 rice 5 890 34 addition 2 532 54 create 3 297 74 Internet 2 216
15 that 5 785 35 add 3 521 55 tomato 5 291 75 potato 5 214
16 manufacture 5 777 36 etc 2 498 56 tea 5 287 76 exist 1 212
17 in-house 5 724 37 own 2 467 57 use 5 284 76 promote 4 212
18 we 5 706 38 business 1 466 58 have 2 273 78 cultivation 4 209
19 local 4 703 39 raw 5 454 59 other 2 263 79 Prefecture 5 204
20 aim 1 699 40 restaurant 2 440 60 office 2 255 80 manufacture 5 200

Souce :Resurts by KH Koder
Note1 :Cluster of table 1 equals cluster of fig.2.
Note2 :TF means term frequency
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Table 2. Success or failure trends and attributes of farmers 
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Table 3. The issues for each type 

Securing human resources 51.2% 3 36.0% 2 35.9% 1 41.5% 2 43.3% 1
Marketing 58.1% 2 28.0% 3 32.1% 2 44.6% 1 35.8% 2

Facilities and equipment 59.7% 1 26.0% 4 25.6% 3 15.4% 9 19.4% 8
Business management skills 35.7% 7 44.0% 1 24.4% 5 20.0% 5 26.9% 6

Long-term vision 40.3% 5 24.0% 5 19.2% 7 20.0% 5 31.3% 4
Economic issues 40.3% 5 24.0% 5 24.4% 5 13.8% 10 29.9% 5

Technology-related issues 44.2% 4 24.0% 5 25.6% 3 13.8% 10 19.4% 8
Increased burden 26.4% 8 18.0% 8 17.9% 8 24.6% 4 17.9% 10
Regional spread 17.8% 9 12.0% 9 17.9% 8 20.0% 5 32.8% 3

Securing raw materials 15.5% 11 2.0% 12 14.1% 10 16.9% 8 25.4% 7
Relationship with  partner 11.6% 12 6.0% 11 14.1% 10 27.7% 3 9.0% 11
Diversity of businesses 17.8% 9 8.0% 10 6.4% 12 6.2% 12 7.5% 12

Source: Results of questionnaire
Note1:

Note2:

Type
Issue

The numbers to the right of the percentages are the rankings in order of the number of responses for
each type.
The percentage was calculated by dividing the number of responses by the number of respondents of
each type.

Local revitalization
n=129 n=50 n=78 n=65 n=67

Direct sales Management
improvement

Product
processing

Sales channel
expansion
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Abstract 
Widespread adoption of advanced agricultural machinery among many smallholder 

farmers would be very likely an inevitable pathway for China to transform the agricultural 
sector to become big data-assisted. Despite of the future potential, farmers may face many 
challenges to adopt the advanced agricultural machinery. This study aims to explore what farm 
and household factors facilitate or prevent farmers’ shift to adopting the smart machinery, and 
by how much. Specifically, this study takes rice production in Shanghai as a case study, and a 
survey targeting rice farmers in rural Shanghai was implemented during February and March, 
2020. Based on the data, the awareness and adoption of auto-guidance rice seed planter were 
examined in particular. Our results show that 1) smaller farms in Shanghai tend to diversify 
their crop mix and prefer to rent machinery for rice production; 2) median-to-large farms are 
more mechanized in multiple phases; 3) the adoption rate is higher when the household 
decision-maker is female. This study suggests that 1) fiscal policies could be carried out to raise 
farmers’ income levels, so that they have “spare capacity” to get to know and actually use 
advanced machinery; 2) empower women to proactively engage in the decision-making of farm 
business and production, as this may help accelerate a fuller mechanization of rice production.  
Keywords 

Advanced agricultural machinery; Smart rice seed planter; Suburban Shanghai 
JEL Classification 
Q16, Q12
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Introduction 
Big data-based information technologies are expected to accelerate the transformation of 

agricultural sector today, as they help improve the timeliness and quality of production 
decisions, saving various kinds of inputs and raising output levels, among other potential 
benefits. Meanwhile, modernization of agricultural machinery is key to facilitate the 
development and application of the big data-driven technologies serving the agricultural sector. 
Compared with the United States (US) and European countries, widespread adoption of 
advanced agricultural machinery among many smallholder farmers would be very likely an 
inevitable pathway for China to transform the agricultural sector to become big data-assisted. 
Despite of the future potential, farmers in China may face many challenges such as limited 
financial resources, small parcels of land, lack of proficiency to maneuver the smart machinery, 
etc., among other factors, to adopt the advanced agricultural machinery. This study aims to 
explore what farm and household factors facilitate or prevent farmers’ shift to adopting the 
smart machinery, and by how much. Specifically, this study takes rice production in Shanghai 
as a case study, and the awareness and adoption of auto-guidance rice seed planter will be 
examined in particular.  

According to the National Agricultural Mechanization Development Statistics Bulletin 
2020 1 , the national comprehensive mechanization rate of crop cultivation, planting and 
harvesting reached 71.25%, an increase of 1.23 percentage points compared with the previous 
year and 7.43 percentage points compared with the end of the 12th Five-Year Plan (FYP) period. 
Focusing on rice, the mechanized rates for cultivation, sowing and harvesting rate reached 
85.49%, 58.98% and 64.56%, respectively. The comprehensive mechanization rate of rice 
production was 84.35%, an increase of 0.62% from 2019 and 6.23% from the end of the 12th 
FYP period. In recent years, China's birth rate has kept decreasing, accompanying which the 
urbanization rate has seen an unprecedented growth. With a massive influx of rural labor to 
cities in search of non-agricultural jobs, the issues of rural ageing and rural labor shortage have 
been exacerbated (Lu 2016). When young adults move to cities, the arable land per capita will 
keep increasing correspondingly.  

                                                 
1 For more details, please visit http://www.njhs.moa.gov.cn/nyjxhqk/202109/t20210908_6376013.htm  
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There is a strong substitution relationship between machinery and labor that has been 
demonstrated for China’s agricultural sector during the past few decades. (Pan and Tian 
2018)As the number of laborer decreases and relative prices rise rapidly, greater use of 
agricultural machinery stepped in for food production. In order to alleviate the productivity loss 
caused by shortage of rural labor, large-scale and mechanized agriculture needs to be promoted, 
and modern and smart agricultural technology may need to be applied. In the USA and 
developed European countries, agricultural mechanization was largely achieved in the 1950s 
and 1960s (Abd Elgawad 2007). Precision agriculture, a post-mechanization trend, can help 
improve the environment friendliness of agricultural production when appropriately 
implemented, and the adoption of smart machines and the recognition of new technologies is a 
key part of precision agriculture (Ranis and Jc 1961). Therefore, in order to achieve 
modernization and alleviate the problem of an ageing population and a shrinking rural labor 
pool, it is urgent to strengthen agricultural mechanization and to promote precision farming in 
China. 

At present, China's labor force has reached the Lewis inflection point, that is, the labor 
force is turning from surplus to shortage. The ratios of effectiveness for men, women, elderly 
and children were 1.00:0.76:0.71:0.57 (Gai, Zhu, and Shi 2014). As an increasing number of 
men and women in their working age are seeking employment opportunities away from their 
rural home, the laboring hours for the rural elderly may increase as a result (Pang, Rozelle, and 
Brauw 2003).  

With the decrease in the number of experienced veteran farmers, the practice of rice seed 
dispersal technology is facing the risk of being no longer as mature as it was in the past, 
especially when rice production is severely constrained by labor availability. To deal with the 
pressing issues of agricultural labor shortage and the high labor intensity involved in rice 
production, Duan, Tao et al. developed a high-precision positioning navigation system scheme 
that is applicable to the paddy field operation environment (Duan et al. 2019). Specifically, that 
system scheme includes a long-distance wireless communication scheme, and it reduces the 
labor needs at the control operation end. The research of unmanned rice direct seeding machine 
can greatly save labor, and the operation on the control panel likewise makes workers bend 
down substantially less, effectively reducing the labor intensity, which in turn may appeal to 
the younger generations to participate in agricultural labor. Government subsidies for 
agricultural machinery research and development, and the application and improvement of 
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agricultural machinery in terms of technology could likewise attract a group of high-level, 
highly skilled young laborers.  

Turning to specific rice production challenges, before the smart rice seeding machine 
emerged, rice seeding was usually implemented using the process of machine seeding and 
manual sowing. Table 1 shows the comparison of mechanical cave sowing and machine seeding. 
For Shanghai, due to that the markedly limiting land resources, it is more imperative to use 
smart rice direct seeding machine. 

Studies on grain cultivation showed that machinery operation cost, fertilizer application, 
sown area and effective irrigated area, in the order of decreasing influence, are the main factors 
contributing to the production cost (Pandey and Velasco 1999). Meanwhile, the agricultural 
machinery purchase subsidy policy was found to have changed the way farmers use polluting 
input factors and dispose of agricultural production waste. Farmers would expand the share of 
grain sown area and facilitate agricultural labor transfer, which in turn influencing the 
ecological environment (Tian, Li, and Li 2021). Precision agriculture technically guarantees a 
timely and coordinated balance between crop growth needs and agricultural production factor 
inputs, upon which a resource-saving and environment-friendly production method is 
established. Such a way of production saves resources, reduces costs and emissions compared 
with traditional modern agricultural methods, paving way to build a green agricultural 
production system and achieve sustainable agricultural development (Liu 2019).  

The government's subsidy policy plays a leading role in the promotion of emerging 
agricultural technology. By increasing the level of agricultural mechanization and agricultural 
production efficiency, agricultural machinery purchase subsidies lead to factor substitution 
between agricultural machinery and labor, which in turn promotes rural labor migration (周振 
et al. 2016). Agricultural machinery purchase subsidies have a certain degree of contribution to 
the improvement of farmers' farming income and food production and can ensure food security 
and improve farmers' income (Jiao and Haifeng 2007). It is understood that the price of a hole 
direct seeding machine in Shanghai is about 100,000 yuan, through the government's 
agricultural machinery purchase subsidies, farmers only need about 20,000 yuan to buy a 
machine. At present, Shanghai's cavity direct seeding machine operation subsidies are generally 
about 30 yuan per mu, while machine transplanting receives subsidies of 80 to 100 yuan. One 
thus may safely conclude that the promotion of rice mechanized hole direct seeding technology 
is a win-win thing for the government, farmers and mechanics.  
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Chen et al. (2003) developed a rice precision planting information processing system and 
an smart yield measurement application system for precision agricultural grain combine 
harvesters (Xie et al. 2003). The rice precision planting information processing system is 
oriented to space, objects and users to realize networked, component-based, hierarchical, smart 
and visualized planting. The smart combine harvester can estimate the grain yield with the yield 
distribution of the plot intuitively and accurately during the harvesting process. The smart 
unmanned rice direct seeder developed by Zhang, Li et al. at Shanghai Jiao Tong University 
can solve the difficult problems of work condition recognition, side-slip interference 
observation and correction, and precise trajectory tracking in non-structural and complex paddy 
field environment (Zhang et al. 2018). This is a major breakthrough because the high-precision 
automatic driving, precise and smart operation and remote management on Internet+Cloud 
platform in paddy field environment are simultaneously achieved. This breakthrough takes a 
lead in the development of domestic smart agricultural equipment technology. The smart 
driverless rice cavity seeding machine has been put into demonstration for pilot application on 
a small scale in Songjiang and Jiading districts in Shanghai during the rice sowing season in 
2018. However, as of now, it has not yet reached full popularity in Shanghai. 

Literature Review 
As a major agricultural machinery developer and user, the US has adopted intensive 

production since the 1940s. In the 1990s, the US started using 3S (GPS, GIS, RS) technologies 
linking modern biotechnology, fertilization, economical irrigation, automatic monitoring, and 
other technologies for growing crops (Zhang, Wang, and Wang 2002), and today the 
contribution of science and technology to US agriculture’s growth has exceeded 90%.  

The spatial distribution of agricultural zones in the US reflects the work of a combination 
of factors, including climate (temperature, precipitation, etc.), topography, soil, water, and 
population (market, labor, and economy). The US farming takes advantages of its rich natural 
conditions to realize a scale effect (李社潮 2017), which is conducive to intensive and large-
scale development. Given that the modern agricultural scale production involves the use of 
machinery, it is then natural to see that the US exhibits a high level of agricultural mechanization. 

The US agricultural machinery includes a wide variety of equipment types and models, 
such as combine harvesters, deep soil loosening machinery, land preparation machinery, 
seeding machinery, plant protection machinery, combined operation machinery, as well as a 
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series of sprinkler, drip irrigation equipment, etc. The application of these machineries led to 
mechanization of production for almost all field crops in the US (李社潮 2017).  

Olmstead and Rhode analyzed the implications of tractor use for rural America and 
examined the economic, technological, and institutional factors that influenced the spread of 
the use of machinery. A joint cubic regression model that helps decipher the complex 
relationship between farm size and diffusion was used (Olmstead and Rhode 2001). Stanley 
and Hentz invented a patent for a land preparation machine, which includes a land preparation 
device connected to a lift assembly of a vehicle (Stanley and Hentz 2020). Bostian and Herlihy 
(2014) combined detailed ecological indicators with satellite imagery to measure wetland 
conditions, providing information on agricultural production in the watershed (Bostian and 
Herlihy 2014). Besides, planting methods are found to have significant effects on emergence, 
flowering and yield of spring oilseed crops in the US Central High Plains (Aiken et al. 2015).  

Regarding China, official statistics shows that the science and technology’s contribution 
rate for the agricultural development was 57.5% in 2017 and it reached over 60% in 2020. So 
far, China has not realized the mechanized and large-scale operation model that is seen in 
developed countries. Although the eastern regions are equipped with capital, advanced 
production technology and mature market management experience, they lack the large amount 
of land and labor that the western regions have (Wang 2019). Crop-wise, for wheat production, 
China’s mechanization levels of both wheat tillage and sowing sessions have exceeded 80%, 
and the mechanization level of harvesting session exceeded 90%. For rice, the mechanization 
level of rice harvesting session has exceeded 70%; for corn, the mechanization level of corn 
sowing session has exceeded 80% (Zhang 2014). Turning to Shanghai, at present, the total 
cultivated area in Shanghai is low and decreasing, most of the farmers have scattered lands that 
prevent centralized cultivation, land resources are scarce, and the aging issue of workers is 
serious.  

Moreover, data from the National Agricultural Mechanization Statistical Yearbook (2021) 
shows that the comprehensive mechanization level of crop cultivation, seeding and harvesting 
in 2020 was 71.25%. Specifically, the machine plowing rate was 85.49%, the machine 
harvesting rate was 64.56%, whereas the machine sowing level was only 58.98%. Wang, Jiao 
et al. conducted a study, examining the effects of different mechanized land preparation 
methods on the improvement of the physicochemical properties of low-lying paddy fields 
(Wang et al. 2019). Based on the analysis of combine monitoring systems at home and abroad, 
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Liang designed an online automatic monitoring system for combine harvesters (Liang 2013). 
As early as 2010, Dazhong Farm in Jiangsu Province rolled out preliminary technical 
specifications through demonstration studies of mechanical land preparation, mechanical 
planting, mechanical fertilization, mechanical spraying, mechanical harvesting, etc (罗闰良 
and 吴京华 2000).  

On seed production, China has now started to adopt the mechanized seed production model 
of the split-planting method for hybrid rice (Zhao, Ma, and Xue 1999). In Wanxian City, 
Sichuan Province, the rice parent seeds with the same fertility period were selected for 
mechanical direct seeding or planting in appropriate proportions, so as to discover the 
appropriate combinations for mechanized seed production (施建达 et al. 2014, Peng et al. 
2000).  

In general, there are many aspects regarding land preparation, field operation and 
harvesting for rice production, but research on the "seeding" aspect remains limited. As China's 
primary staple crop, rice sees production in large quantities, and so far, the mechanization of 
land preparation, harvesting, and field operations has become popular Nevertheless, the 
mechanization of rice seed planting lags behind, and this has become the weakest phase for 
reaching full mechanization of rice production. This paper takes the reasonably mature 
technology of rice direct seeding machine practiced in Shanghai as a case study, aiming to 
uncover the effects of farm and household characteristics on the use of machinery. And, based 
on the investigation, this paper shall discuss and put forward suggestions for decision-makers, 
to help close the gaps in achieving the mechanization of rice planting, so as to realize the full 
mechanization of rice production.  

Method and Data 
Many studies were carried out to examine the factors influencing the adoption of new 

technologies by farmers. The two-stage least squares (2SLS) estimation method was among the 
often employed, for addressing the endogeneity issues associated with self-selection bias. In 
this study, the farmer’s awareness and actual adoption of “smart rice seed planter” were 
modeled as a joint decision dichotomous variable, the estimation of which involved a two-stage 
logistic specification. Specifically, the first-stage regression model estimates the impact of 
selected explanatory variables on the probability of a farmer’s awareness of the smart rice seed 
planter. Then during the second stage, the model uses the estimated awareness as an 
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instrumental variable.  
A survey targeting rice farmers in rural Shanghai was implemented during February and 

March, 2020. Overall 540 responses were collected, covering the 9 suburban districts across 
Shanghai with each district receiving 60 responses as designed. The questionnaire was 
developed based on preliminary field survey in 2017 and expert opinions thereafter. A survey 
company was in charge of the data collection process, which consisted of sending web-based 
structured forms, receiving filled forms, and verifying the authenticity of filled forms. The 
questionnaire covered the aspects of farm land and cost, rice production details including 
purchasing and/or renting machinery for multiple production phases, non-rice production 
details, household characteristics, etc. After further examination of data consistency, 532 out of 
540 farming household responses were selected for the case study of Shanghai. 

We will distinguish the two stages in the adopting process: awareness and adoption. 
Theoretically, following the work of Daberkow and McBride (2003), the prerequisite for 
farmers to adopt a new technology is to be aware of the existence of the new technology 
(Daberkow and McBride 2003). Neglecting this step of awareness may lead to non-exposure 
bias in the estimation of adoption rates (Diagne and Demont 2007). Therefore, this study used 
a two-stage model to analyze "awareness" and "adoption", modeled the relationship between 
"awareness" and potential exogenous variables, and constructed instrumental variables related 
to "awareness." This instrument variable was then brought into the "adoption" model, and 
thereupon the relationships between "adoption" and "awareness" and other exogenous variables 
were explored (Zhang, Cao, and Xilin 2020). Specifically, on Awareness:  

Y = β , + ∑ β , X           (1) 
And on Adoption:  

Y = β , + ∑ β , X + γ Y     (2) 
Y  stands for awareness and Y  stands for adoption. We classified farmers according 

to whether they had heard of the smart rice direct seeder; and whether they were using it 
(adopted and non-adopted farmers). For Awareness, we are particularly interested in the effect 
of farmers' individual endowments (age, gender, education, whether they have attended 
agricultural training, etc.) on awareness, which are captured by β . In the adoption equation, 
we bring in the awareness fit Y  as an instrumental variable for adoption and discuss how 
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the farm characteristics of the farmer (area, labor labor hours, machinery costs, etc.) affect the 
adoption step, and these are captured by β .  

Data cover the 9 suburban districts in Shanghai (except downtown districts Changning, 
Hongkou, Huangpu, Jing'an, Xuhui, Yangpu and Putuo districts), 60 households were sampled 
from each district, totaling 532 farmers after removing the invalid samples.  

Descriptive analysis: In this paper, the sample with a planting scale of 10 ha or more is 
defined as large grain farmers, and the sample of 10 ha or less is defined as small farmers. From 
the perspective of the total sample, 24.62% of the total sample size were aware of the smart rice 
direct seeding machine, and 7.89% of the total sample size adopted the smart rice direct seeding 
machine. Among them, small farmers who knew about the smart rice direct seeding machine 
accounted for 24.12% of the small farmers' sub-sample size, and large farmers who knew about 
it accounted for 29.78% of the large farmers' sub-sample size; small farmers who adopted the 
smart rice direct seeding machine accounted for 7.42% of the small farmers' sub-sample size, 
and large farmers who knew about it accounted for 12.77% of the large farmers' sub-sample 
size. Overall, the proportion of small and large farmers who knew and adopted it was low. It is 
also known from Tables 2 and 3 that farmers with non-farm income and farmers who are not 
pure rice farmers prefer to use smart rice direct seeding machines.  

The analysis of whether household head endowment affects machinery perception and 
adoption was conducted for all samples, and descriptive statistics of the variables are shown in 
Table 4. The results show that younger household heads will be more knowledgeable about 
advanced technologies and also more active in adopting machinery. The analysis of the gender 
of the household head shows that the household will be more inclined to adopt machinery when 
the main decision maker of the household is female. Figure 1 exhibits the decomposition of 
education structure by district.  

Table 5 describes whether farmers have received agricultural technology training and 
whether they have joined agricultural cooperatives according to different regions. In addition, 
Songjiang and Jiading districts may also have a higher awareness and adoption rate due to the 
policy to promote the pilot smart rice direct seeding machine.  

Figure 2 presents separate impact analyses for each influential factor, with the y-axis in 
each figure being the proportion of the target sample size to the subsample size, where 0 
represents not cognizant/not adopted and 1 represents cognizant/adopted. Panel (A) shows the 
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relationship between awareness and each factor, and (B) shows the relationship between 
adoption and each factor. 

From the analysis in Figure 2 (A), it can be concluded that, for the cognitive rate, farmers 
with cognitive smart rice direct seeding machine show a clear tendency for the non-farm income 
ratio and the center of gravity of the cultivation area curve to be more in the positive direction 
of the x-axis, which proves that a higher non-farm income ratio and a larger cultivation area 
can increase the possibility of farmers' cognitive machinery.  

In Figure 2 (B), according to the curve center of gravity of the total cultivated area, we can 
get that the larger the cultivated area, the more farmers tend to adopt smart rice direct seeding 
machine. According to the curve of the number of laborers, it can be found that when the 
number of laborers is too small, farmers may not have so much land area and do not tend to 
adopt agricultural machinery, while when the number of laborers is greater than or equal to nine, 
farmers also do not tend to use smart rice direct seeding machines, implying that when the 
laborers are sufficient, farmers do not think it is necessary to use smart agricultural machinery. 
The trend of the total spending curve of farmers on machinery is roughly comparable to the 
trend of the number of laborers. 

It is worth noting that (1) for the relationship between the share of non-farm income and 
adoption, the more non-farm income farmers have before 0.45, the more they tend to adopt 
machinery, and when the non-farm income exceeds 0.45, farmers may no longer rely on farm 
income to sustain their livelihoods/no longer consider agriculture as their main concern, and 
their desire to adopt machinery may decrease at this time. (2) In this study, the proportion of 
home-produced rice and the proportion of household expenditure on food, oil, vegetables, fruits, 
and side-foods were also measured, and it was observed that if a household's Engel coefficient 
could be maintained at a low level, then the willingness of farmers to adopt smart machinery 
would be relatively high. These findings play a role in subsequent policy recommendations. For 
fertilizer use, the adoption of smart rice direct seeding machines may lead to a reduction in 
fertilizer use. For other aspects, the effect of smart rice direct seeding machines on yield and 
pesticide application is not derived from the available data, which is consistent with Wu et al. 
(Wu et al. 2017).  
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Results and Discussion 
A descriptive analysis of the survey data shows that 1) smaller farms in Shanghai tend to 

diversify their crop mix and prefer to rent machinery for rice production; 2) median-to-large 
farms are more mechanized in multiple phases; 3) median-to-large farms tend to hire non-
family labor and use lower amounts of inputs per unit of land; and 4) the adoption rate is higher 
when the household decision-maker is female. The 2SLS results suggest that agricultural 
cooperative membership is essential to increase the likelihood of farmer’s awareness and 
actually adopting smart rice seed planter. The measurement results after using 2sls regression 
are as follows. 

Regression of adoption of factors affecting adoption after fitting auto_know to auto_seed. 
Table 6 provides variable definitions.  

According to the regression results, for the cognitive aspect (Table 7), the probability of 
cognition of smart rice direct seeding machine is higher for younger/older farmers, which 
corresponds to the strong ability of young people to receive information in the descriptive 
analysis. The older or more advanced in agriculture the farmers are, the more information they 
can get about the new machinery. It is also verified that the awareness rate of machinery is 
increased when women are the main decision makers in the household. Agricultural training 
and cooperative participation also had a positive effect on the adoption of smart rice direct 
seeding machines by farmers. 

For adoption (Table 8), farmers tend to adopt smart rice direct seeders when their total 
machinery costs are higher, but when farmers rent the machinery, the cost has the opposite 
effect on adoption. This is perhaps because smart rice direct seeders have not yet gained 
nationwide or even Shanghai-wide popularity, and the popularity and cost of other machinery 
are not yet well-received by farmers who mainly rent. Computational model robustness tests 
were carried out with regard to the choice of model specification. Specifically, “auto_know.hat” 
as the main determinant variable passed the robustness test, with a coefficient that was 
significant at the .05 level out of 24=16 sets of results.  

Smart rice direct seeding machine can solve the limitations of the labor shortage for today's 
farming activities. Women as decision makers are more inclined to be aware of new machinery, 
and this can help accelerate the development of China's agricultural mechanization. Using 
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machinery instead of labor can make women contribute more to the agricultural sector, which 
is more conducive to the realization of SDG5 gender equity goals.  

When the Engel coefficient is low, households will be more inclined to adopt smart 
machinery. This implies that by improving the income levels of farmers while mechanizing, we 
can better realize agricultural mechanization in China.  

Conclusions and Policy Implications 
Adoption of advanced agricultural machinery has real world implications for farmers and 

the agricultural sector in China. Using advanced machinery may save labor, inputs, and 
resources usage, increasing the production efficiency. For farmers facing increasing production 
costs and commodity price ceilings, they may gain a better economic standing. For the 
agricultural system, the widespread adoption of advanced machinery may solve the problem 
brought about by decreasing and aging rural labor populations. Simply put, this study is of great 
interest to farmers, policy makers, researchers, and other stakeholders in the arena of 
agricultural technology innovation.  

Based on the results, this study recommends that: 1) the government needs to strengthen 
policies incentivizing advanced agricultural machinery R&D; 2) the public and private sectors 
need to refine the technology innovation system to better accommodate smaller farms; 3) fiscal 
policies could be carried out to raise farmers’ income levels, so that they have “spare capacity” 
to get to know and actually use advanced machinery; 4) design and promote policies that attract 
young talents to join modern agricultural workforce; and 5) empower women to proactively 
engage in the decision-making of farm business and production.  

Due to the rapid urbanization process in Shanghai, land resources are scarce. The adoption 
rate of smart machinery for large grain farmers is significantly higher than that of small farmers 
and farmers with high total cultivation area are more inclined to use smart machinery. 

1. The government needs to strengthen the incentive policy of agricultural R&D and 
technological innovation 

Focus on the smart decision-making system aspect of agricultural machinery, sowing 
precision control technology enhancement (obtaining accurate sowing operation parameters is 
the basis of accurate operation of sowing machinery). Strengthen the agricultural machinery 
purchase subsidy policy for promotion, so as to realize farmers' spontaneous use of agricultural 
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machinery. 
2. The government needs to invest in improving the innovation system of agricultural 

machinery so as to develop agricultural machinery adapted to smallholder farmers 
The improvement of autonomous driving technology will reduce the high cost of 

technology adoption by individuals, thus promoting the mechanization of the whole process of 
food crop production, alleviating the productivity loss caused by shortage of young and strong 
labor, and also changing the heavy reliance of agricultural production on labor. For individual 
farmers, limited knowledge and skills are barriers to technology adoption, therefore promoting 
new technology into the village is an important aspect that needs well-thought planning.  

3. Encourage farmers to engage in reasonable part-time labor and diversified cropping 
Actively promote farmers without non-agricultural income to legally engage in non-

agricultural work, and promote rice-only farmers to plant different kinds of crops. Encourage 
the transfer of rural farmland, promote the construction of family farms, expand the scale of 
production, realize the combination of farming and breeding, and develop various forms of 
moderate scale operation. 

4. Strengthen the transformation and reform of the rice industry to achieve scale and 
configuration benefits 

a. Based on excellent agricultural infrastructure, adhere to the basic rural management 
system without wavering and promote the structural transformation of the rice industry. 

b. Give full play to the decisive role of the market in resource allocation 
Establish a systematic and market-oriented price system to guide the supply-side reform 

of the rice industry to improve efficiency and farmers' income. Strive to reduce the Engel 
coefficient of farmers and meet their minimum material needs so that they can have "spare 
capacity" to understand and use machinery. 

5. Advocate diversified cultivation of agricultural talents 
Strengthen the cultivation and development of new professional farmers, including but not 

limited to using policies to attract young people to join agriculture, encouraging talents to go to 
the countryside to strengthen farm management and guidance services, and encouraging women 
to become decision makers. Nowadays, there is a phenomenon of "emphasizing elites over 
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small-scale farmers" in the cultivation of new farmers. Therefore, it is necessary to pay attention 
to the training of small-scale farmers in the future. Specifically, improve policies to ensure that 
people are aware of the need to become new farmers and encourage them to participate in new 
farmer training programs, so that they can effectively combine their knowledge and experience 
with these new technologies.  
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Table 1. Comparison of mechanical cave sowing and machine seeding 
Aspect Mechanized cave sowing Machine seeding 
Seeding high efficiency and precise 

volume control;  
furrow and ridge, leveling and 
sowing seeds;  
relax constraints of soil 
extraction resources.  

yield lower than that of 
mechanized cave sowing. 

Costs needs 1.5 manpower only for 
one operation phase;  
cost only 30+ RMB per mu;  
saving seeds;  
use of herbicides can be 
reduced. 

requires 6-7 manpower.  
costs about 150 RMB per mu.   

Technical 
Requirements 

need to pay attention to 
ecological conditions on-site.  

need to raise seedlings in 
advance;   
seedling tray high requirements 
for substrate soil.  

Application more suitable for conventional 
rice 

suitable for hybrid rice 

Notes: comparison data (Year 2016) are extracted from the news report by the Farmers’ Daily 
[in Chinese], http://finance.china.com.cn/roll/20160825/3875817.shtml  
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Table 2. Farmer awareness of smart rice planter in Shanghai (2020) 

Categories 
# of 

households 
surveyed 

# of 
households 

aware of 
smart rice 

planter 

Adoption 
proportion 

(each sample)
  

Adoption 
proportion 

(total sample)
  

Small-scale farming 
households (≤ 10 ha) 485 117 24.12% 21.99% 
Large-scale farming 
households (> 10 ha) 47 14 29.78% 2.63% 
Without off-farm 
income sources 77 18 23.37% 3.38% 
With off-farm income 
sources 455 113 24.83% 21.24% 
Planting rice only 204 40 19.61% 7.52% 
Planting rice and others 328 91 27.74% 16.92% 

 
Table 3. Adoption of smart rice planter by farming households in Shanghai (2020) 

 

  

Categories 
# of 

households 
surveyed 

# of adopting 
households 

Adoption 
proportion 

(each 
sample) 

Adoption 
proportion 

(total sample) 
Small-scale farming 
households (<= 10 
ha) 

485 36 7.42% 6.77% 
Large-scale farming 
households (> 10ha) 47 6 12.77% 1.13% 
Without off-farm 
income sources 77 6 7.79% 1.13% 
With off-farm 
income sources 455 36 7.91% 6.77% 
Planting rice only 204 16 7.84% 3.01% 
Planting rice and 
others 328 26 7.93% 4.89% 
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Table 4. Farming household characteristics and the promotion of smart rice planter 

 
Characteristics Description 

# of 
households 
surveyed 

# of 
households 

aware of 
smart rice 

planter 

proportion 
(each 

sample) 

# of 
households 
adopting 

smart rice 
planter 

proportion 
(each 

sample) 

Age of the 
main labor 

20-30 16 5 31.25% 2 12.5% 
31-40 179 45 25.14% 18 10.06% 
41-50 170 39 22.94% 8 4.71% 
51-60 141 32 22.70% 14 9.93% 
61-70 26 10 12.77% 0 0.00% 

Gender of 
the 
decision-
maker 

male=1 455 111 24.40% 34 7.47% 
female=0 77 20 25.97% 8 10.39% 
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Figure 1. Decomposition of highest education obtained by district 
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Table 5. Farmer characteristics and the promotion of smart rice planter by district (2020) 

District 
# of 

households 
surveyed  

# of 
households 

that 
received 
technical 
training 

proportion 
(each 

sample) 

# of 
households 

participating 
in 

agricultural 
co-

operatives 

proportion 
(each 

sample) 

# of 
households 

aware of 
smart rice 

planter 

proportion 
(each 

sample) 

# of 
households 
adopting 

smart rice 
planter 

proportion 
(each 

sample) 

Chongming 60 40 66.67% 18 30.00% 13 21.66% 2 3.33% 
Baoshan 57 36 63.15% 18 31.58% 12 21.05% 6 10.52% 
Songjiang 59 41 69.49% 16 23.19% 28 47.45% 9 15.25% 
Jiading 60 35 58.33% 21 35.00% 33 55.00% 11 18.33% 
Minhang 60 42 70.00% 25 41.67% 11 18.33% 6 10.00% 
Fengxian 60 47 78.33% 27 45.00% 7 11.67% 4 6.67% 
Jinshan 58 38 65.51% 22 37.93% 11 18.97% 4 6.89% 
Qingpu 58 41 70.68% 15 25.86% 12 20.69% 0 0.00% 
PudongNew 60 45 75.00% 25 41.67% 4 6.67% 0 0.00% 
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Table 6. Definition of each variable 

 

Variable Description 
Auto_know Farmers who are cognizant of smart rice direct seeding machines 
Auto_seed Farmers adopting smart rice direct seeding machines 
Age_main Main labor force age 
Hheduc_college Highest number of people with college and higher education 
Hheduc_highmd Highest number of people with high school education 
Hheduc_juniormd Maximum number of people receiving lower secondary education 
Hheduc_primary Maximum number of people receiving primary education 
Years_ag Years of primary labor force in agriculture 
Ag_coop Whether to participate in agricultural cooperatives (1 for yes, 0 for 

no) 
Owncons_rice Proportion of home-produced rice consumed by the family 
Expense_engel Household spending on food, oil, vegetables and fruits as a 

percentage of expenditure 
Training Has received any training in agricultural technology (1 for yes, 0 

for no) 
Dm_gender Gender of main household decision maker (1 for male, 0 for 

female) 
Area_total Total family farming area (mu) 
Mech_rent Rental machinery cost (yuan/mu) 
Labor_pm Labor time (employment + family) 
Labor_pmph Labor time (person-month/mu) 
Mech_ttla Machinery costs (annualized purchase + lease) (yuan/ha) 
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Figure 2. Aware/Adopt versus Not Aware/Adopt distributions by selected variables
Table 7. Influence of farmers' own endowment on awareness rate 
Outcome Avareness 
Sample 
Estimation method 

Full 
Lm 

 Estimate St. error T value 
Age_main -0.486000*** 0.054426 -8.930 
Hheduc_college 0.269433*** 0.015198 17.728 
Hheduc_highmd -0.00737 0.012800 -0.576 
Hheduc_juniormd 0.237178*** 0.018084 13.115 
Hheduc_primary 0.290923*** 0.020492 14.197 
Years_ag 0.219982*** 0.050178 4.384 
Owncons_rice 0.038860*** 0.009484 4.097 
Expense_engel -0.310157*** 0.012301 -25.215 
Training 0.046992** 0.015376 3.056 
Dm_gender -0.065848*** 0.012437 -5.294 
Ag_coop 0.036157* 0.014507 2.492 
Adjusted R-squared 0.1069 
F-statistic 109.8 
p-value < 2.2e-16 

Note: Please consult Table 6 for variable definitions.  
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Table 8. Effects of farm characteristics on adoption rate 
Outcome Adoption 
Sample 
Estimation method 

Full 
Lm 

 Estimate St.error T value 
Area_total 0.078303*** 0.011766 6.655 
Mech_rent -0.337563*** 0.016757 -20.144 
Labor_pmph -0.047003** 0.016096 -2.920 
Mech_ttla 0.349811*** 0.016747 20.888 
Auto_know.hat 0.807415*** 0.039082 20.659 
Adjusted R-squared 0.1831 
F-statistic 449.3 
p-value < 2.2e-16 

Notes: Average marginal effects significantly different from 0 at 
*p< .05,**p< .001,***p< .001 
Please consult Table 6 for variable definitions.  

Figure 3. The model distribution of auto_know.hat impact 
Notes: Plot of estimated densities for the 24=16 models. The vertical axis indicates the estimated kernel 
density. The horizontal axis indicates the estimated standardized coefficients.  
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Abstract 

 The paper discussed impacts and policy implication of smart farming technologies on rice 

production in Japan based the series of research projects started from “Noshonavi1000”. First, 

the research flamework and smart farming technologies in the project are illustrated. The 

projects collected many kinds of data by farming technologies from large-scale advanced rice 

farms involved in the project. This data set is used for empirical analyses of production 

efficiency determinants, production cost as well as impacts of smart farming technologies on 

the farm. The results indicate that smart agriculture improves agricultural production efficiency 

through utilizing technical support such as data collection and mining. The results also show 

that smart farming technologies have positive impacts on rice production in Japan. However, 

the results also show that more practical smart farming technologies may have larger impacts 

on real rice production in Japan than more advanced technologies. This implies that only 

appropriate technologies for real farms can contribute to agricultural innovation. 

Keywords: cost, efficiency, yield, automatic paddy water supply, robot tractor 
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Introduction 

Rice is the most important staple crop in Japan as well as many Asian countries. It 

accounted for the largest proportion of 19% in Japanese gross agriculture output and by 2018. 

Although slightly increased since 2015, the gross production of rice has been decreasing in the 

latest decades, while the production cost is high. In this context, Japanese government decided 

to promote efficient and competitive rice production. According to the Japan Revitalization 

Strategy released in 2013, the costs of rice production need to be reduced by 40% in the 

following 10 years. To this end, the adoption of advanced technologies and optimized farm 

management are essential for the further agricultural development in Japan.  

Since the 1990s, smart farming technologies have been widely applied in the western 

developed countries, to monitor and analyze the farming condition and yields, and optimize the 

management accordingly (Nanseki et al. 2016, Nanseki 2019a). Within the latest decades, 

agricultural legal person including corporation become to be important farm management in 

agricultural sector. Some of them are “corporation qualified to own cropland” (formerly, 

agricultural production legal person), who can possess and transact farmland like a farmer. They 

have made dramatic growth in Japan, from 2,740 in 1970 to 19,550 by 2020 (MAFF 2021), 

covering all agricultural sectors. Comparing with the small-scale farms mostly operated by 

family labors, farming corporations are operated by hired labors. Many of larger farms are 

agricultural legal persons have larger farm size and better market channels as well as capable 

human resources (Nanseki 2021). Thus, it is feasible to adopt the smart farming technologies 

by the farming corporations. And it is necessary for further development of corporations. 

This paper presents both the research framework and major findings of impacts of smart 

paddy farming on rice production in Japan base on several research projects, which are 

organized by the first author of this paper. This paper also shows policy implications of smart 

agriculture on rice farming.  

In the project, we aimed to build the big data on paddy farming in light of the findings of 

yields and quality analysis, soil analysis, plant growth, environmental observation of air 

temperature, water temperature, water depth, records of cultivation and management. 

Furthermore, by the analysis on this large database, we developed and demonstrated the new 

generation large-scale rice farming technology system, integrating with the agricultural 

machinery, field sensors, farming visualization and skill-transferring system. The system can 

be useful to increase yield and reduce production cost of rice. 

Methodology 

The research flamework and smart farming technologies in the project are illustrated in 

Fig.1. They are summarized in three stages: (1) the field-specific data of farming, meteorology, 

soil and cropping is collected and visualized using the farming visualization system (FVS); (2) 
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big data visualization and analysis in the cloud system; and (3) optimized production and 

operational management against the risks of meteorological and market changes. The 

application of these technologies led to mainly the stabilized and improved yield and quality, 

through visualized soil properties, meteorology, high-precision cultivation responding to 

meteorological changes; and the efficient, time and costs saving operation by visualized know-

how, IT agriculture machinery, labor and inputs saving cultivation. 

To propose the actions to decrease unit production cost (e.g. JPN/kg) of rice, it is important 

to increase yield (e.g. ton/ha) of rice as well as to decrease total cost of the farm. Therefore, it 

is crucial to measure yield of each parcel of all paddy fields of the farm. So far, this is only 

possible in research paddy fields of research institute and university. So far this is not feasible 

in actual farm operation in real farm. Smart farming technologies make it possible in real farm, 

however.  

Fig.1. The research flamework and smart farming technologies in the project 

Source: Nanseki (2019a, p163) 

There are several types of yield measuring both the quantity and quality of rice in Japan 

(Fig.2). First, the data of raw paddy yield (Y1) and moisture is collected using the IT combines, 

where a small matchbox sized sensor is set at the input slot of the grain tank. Thereafter, the 

field-specific data with the global navigation satellite system (GNSS) is conveyed to the cloud 

server shared by the company, institutes, and farms. Furthermore, the yield of the paddy with 

15% moisture (Y2) is calculated. Yield of brown rice (Y3) is then sampled and estimated after 

hulling, and the sorted one (Y4) retains only grains thicker than 1.85 mm. Finally, rice yield is 

estimated in terms of the sampled weight of milled rice (Y5), and perfectly shaped rice (Y6). 

Since the unsorted brown rice, ratios of a certain yield to another, prior in this estimating process, 

indicate the grain quality of each paddy field. In addition, average weights of the milled and 

perfect grain can also indicate rice quality, due to their closer link to the market value in Japan. 

Fig.2. Process of estimating the rice yields from raw paddy to milled and perfectly shaped 

grains 

Source: Nanseki (2019a, p166) 

To identify the determinants of rice yield, we conducted series empirical studies, using 

data of the 1000 paddy fields scaled 330 ha, from four farming corporations scattering in 

different regions of Japan. The yields of Y1 through Y6 defined above are used as the output 

variables. The inputs included (1) fields properties of the area, soil property and farming 

condition; (2) production management of the transplanting or sowing date and fertilized 

nitrogen amount; (3) stage-specific growth indices of panicles per hill, culm length, etc.; (4) 

average temperature and solar radiation of 20 days since heading; (5) water temperature and 

depth in four growth stages; and (6) rice variety, cultivation regime, soil type. The major 

empirical models included multivariate regression, analysis of variance (ANOVA), and 
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correlation analysis. Path analysis was adopted to include the interacting effects of the yield 

determinants. Data envelopment analysis and Tobit regression were applied to analysis 

production efficiency and significant determinants of individual paddy fields (Fig.3). 

Fig.3. General scenario of estimating the results in empirical analyses summarized in this 

research 

Source: Nanseki (2019a, p167) 

Results and Discussion 

Rice production cost and the reduction 

Empirical findings of the project (Nanseki 2019a and Nanseki et al. 2016) contribute to 

increase yield of rice in real farming. This causes to deduce the production cost of rice. The 

cost of rice production is mainly comprised of the property costs and labor costs. The percentage 

of labor cost to total cost is 67.41% for over 15ha farm average of Japan nationwide statistics. 

The percentage is 67.64% for the 30 ha size farms and 62.69% of over 100 ha size in the project, 

respectively. Thus, major costs of rice production which has highest percentage at all farm size 

in Fig.4 is labor cost.  

 In farms scaled over 15 ha of Japan nationwide statistics, the average production cost of 

sorted rice was 193 JPY per kilogram (Fig. 4 (a)). On the other hand, the average cost per kg of 

farms involved in the projects decreased to 155 JPY of the 30 ha size farms and 150 JPY of 

over 100 ha size in the project, respectively. The average labor time of over 15 ha of nationwide 

statistics is 149 hours per ha. On the other hand, the average labor time per ha of farms involved 

in the projects decreased to 118 hours per ha of the 30 ha size farms and 98 hours per ha of over 

100 ha size, respectively (Fig. 4(b)). 

Fig.4. Production cost and labor time of the farms in the project 

Source: Nanseki et. al (2016, p9-10) 

Fig. 5 shows cost curves of existing farms, present frontiers of advanced farms and future 

frontiers of advanced farms. The cost curve of existing farm is drawn based on government 

statistics. The cost curve of present frontiers of advanced farms is drawn based on actual data 

of farms involved in the projects. The cost curve of future frontiers of advanced farms is drawn 

based on perspective based on the analysis in the project. The cost typically decreases when 

farming scale increases, by adopting new management and technologies. Nevertheless, it is 

difficult to further reduce production cost by merely increasing scale without any innovation. 

Hence, it is essential to adopt smart technologies to increase yield for an efficient and 

competitive rice production. By further technological innovation, the cost curve of future 

frontiers of advanced farms can be shifted to near 100 JPY per kg. To achieve the production 
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cost down to 100 JPY per kg, it is necessary to increase yield of rice by 20% as well as 20 % 

decrease of both fixed and variable costs (Nanseki 2020). 

Fig.5. Rice production cost and planted area in Japan 

Source: Nanseki et al. (2016, p5) 

For improving the average yield of an entire farm by 20%, we need to reduce the yield gap 

between fields by developing and introducing high-yield new varieties that meet demand and 

smart agriculture technologies represented by advanced production management utilizing 

information and communication technology. For reducing fixed costs by 20%, we need to 

reduce fixed costs, such as depreciation expenses by increasing the scale of complexes (e.g.  

more than 200 ha) and expanding each parcel of paddy (e.g., 1 ha), improving operation skills 

of machines and facilities. For reducing variable cost by 20%, we need to reduce variable 

expenses by optimizing the prices and input volumes of input materials, such as fertilizers and 

pesticides and machinery facilities, as well as land rent levels. 

 Determinants of rice yield by bigdata analysis  

The results of bigdata analysis (Li and Nanseki 2021) show that the significant 

determinants of rice yield include suitable variety adoption; earlier transplanting or sowing and 

hence longer period for vegetative accumulation; sufficient nitrogen application; temperature 

and solar radiation; appropriate field areas as well as both temperature and depth of paddy water. 

Water temperature affects the technical efficiency more than that of the water depth, and the 25 

days from heading to grain filling is important to improve technical efficiency. Therefore, 

proper better water management based on real time sensing of paddy environment and plant is 

important under climate changes. 

As an example of results, summary result of impacts of water temperature and depth on 

yields is shown in the below (Table 1, Li and Nanseki 2021, pp.131-166). In the second stage 

DEA of two farms of the project (farm B and Y), 10 paddy fields with the highest and lowest 

technical efficiency were selected for comparison. From the average values of the two groups, 

farm B (0.026) was smaller than that of farm Y (0.054), which indicates that the disparity of 

technical efficiency between paddy fields was smaller in farm B. The growth stage was divided 

into four stage. S1 included the 40 days from transplanting to fully-tillering, S2 covered the 

duration from fully tillering to heading, S3 referred to the 25 days from heading to grain filling, 

i.e., the early-middle maturity stage, and S4 consisted of the remaining days until complete 

maturity. The water depth and water temperature were measured by sensors at 10-minute 

intervals. According to the previous research results and expert opinions (Nanseki 2019), the 

daily data of 18:30, with the greatest impact of water depth on water temperature, was selected 

for analysis. According to the average values of 10 paddy fields with the highest and lowest 

technical efficiency, there are significant differences between S1 water depth and water 

temperature of all the stages except S2 in farm B, while significant differences existed in water 
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temperature between S2 and S3 in farm Y (Table 1). Therefore, the results show that water 

depth and water temperature had a stronger impact on rice yield. 

Table 1. Average water depth and water temperature of High-10 and low-10 paddy fields in 

terms of efficiency 

Furthermore, the results show that the water temperature had a stronger impact on rice 

yield than water depth, especially the lower the average water temperature of S3, the higher the 

technical efficiency of production. According to Tsujimoto et al. (2009), rice is most sensitive 

to water temperature in the early booting stage. When the measured temperature is higher than 

26 ℃, it is beneficial to maintain the activity of root and stem and promote the growth of rice 

grain. 

Direct control of the water temperature of paddy fields is not possible in real farm. 

However, control of the water depth of paddy fields is possible and much easier than control of 

the water temperature in real farm. The results also shows that the water temperature of paddy 

fields is affected by the water depth of paddy fields. This implies that better control of the water 

depth of paddy fields make possible to increase yields of rice. 

Cost-benefit analysis of automatic paddy water supply systems 

Based on results of the big data, we developed several types of automatic water supply 

systems and conducted field tests of the systems. One type is IoT(Internet of Things) type and 

the other type is basic type (Fig. 6). The system of IoT type has Internet connection and digital 

camera. The system can be controlled by smart phone through Internet to supply and stop water 

as well as by setting upper limit and lower limit by hands. It can send images of paddy captured 

by equipped digital camera. This enables farmers to monitor both water and rice plant through 

Internet.  Basic type has no Internet connection and digital camera. The system can be 

controlled to supply and stop water by setting upper limit and lower limit by hands. 

Fig.6. Automatic Paddy Water Supply Systems 

Source: IoT type: photo by the author. 

Basic type: https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=260776628541439 

Then we estimated the benefits and costs of both systems of automatic paddy water supply 

systems for a 50ha rice farm (Table 2). In the case of the IoT type system which can be 

controlled through Internet, the benefit of labor-saving effect and revenue (yield) increase effect 

are 2.80 and 3.38 million JPY, respectively. The total benefit is thus 6.18 million JPY. On the 

other hand, the cost is 5.60 million JPY. Consequently, the net balance for the IoT type is plus 

0.58 million JPY. This result implies that if both the effects of labor-saving and revenue (yield) 

increase can be realized, the IoT-type system should be introduced. Furthermore, this result 

implies that any single effect is not enough. This is also true in the case of the basic type. The 
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advantage of the basic type exceeds that of the IoT type. This implies that the basic type is more 

useful than IoT type from an economic view. 

Optimal farm planning analysis: Impact of robot tractor on real farm 

One of the most famous smart farming technologies in Japan is robot tractor. The robot 

tractor can run and tillage automatically without human operator. We estimated the impact of 

future robot tractor, baby rice plant planting robot, harvester robot and water supply robot on 

rice farm by stochastic optimal farm planning analysis (Nasneki 2019a, b). The results show 

that physical farm size expansion effect is less than 8% for all kind of farming robots. This 

implies that the impacts of these smart agriculture technologies on the expansion of both 

physical and economical farm size are limited. Furthermore, the cost of introducing these robots 

overcome the benefit. As the result, production cost of a farm which introduces these robots is 

higher than the cost of a farm without these robots. The reason is that they are for only specific 

farming operations such as baby rice plant planting, water depth control and harvesting as well 

as tillage & ploughing. They also can be used in only specific season of one year. This is unlike 

dairy farm which introduces many kinds of farming robots. 

Table 2. Cost-benefit analysis of automatic paddy water supply systems 

Conclusion and Implication 

The challenge of our research project on rice production in Japan is demonstrating that a 

technology package (Nanseki 2019a, 2020) can achieve a production cost of 100 yen for brown 

rice at the actual production scale. The technology package should optimally combine the 

elemental technologies of agricultural technology (e.g., transplanting, dense seedling, direct 

sowing cultivation, etc.) and information and communication technology (e.g., robotic 

agricultural machines, Internet of things sensors, management optimization systems, artificial 

intelligence, etc.) according to the management strategy, and further research and development 

on these topics is expected. 

These results of the project show that smart farming technologies have positive impacts 

on rice production in Japan. However, the results also show that more practical smart farming 

technologies, such as the basic type of water supply system, may have larger impacts on real 

rice production in Japan than more advanced technologies, such as the IoT type of water supply 

system at this moment. This implies that only appropriate technologies for real farms can 

contribute to agricultural innovation. The results also show that the impacts of advanced smart 

farming technologies (e.g., agricultural robots) are limited in terms of expansion of farm size. 

Our new results in printing show that the impacts of these advanced smart agriculture 

technologies have much larger impacts on labor saving on farm. R&D and extension of 

advanced smart farming technologies are promoted by the policy of the government. R&D of 

practical technologies which have more impacts on real farm should be also promoted in policy. 
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The cost reductions can be made through management efforts, such as increasing yield by 

improving cultivation management technology and skills, optimizing the amount of input 

materials, using machinery and facilities efficiently by improving operation technology and 

skills, and expanding the management scale, accumulating farmland, and performing large 

compartmentalization. However, none of the following cost reductions can be achieved solely 

through the efforts of farmers, and policy support is also essential: the development of high-

yield new varieties and smart agricultural technology; improvements in the service life of 

machinery facilities; the optimization of agricultural materials, machinery prices, and land rent 

levels; and the expansion of the management scale, the accumulation of farmland, and large 

compartmentalization. 

An important topic for further research is to estimate impacts of smart farming 

technologies on environment issues. It is reported that paddy field is a source of methane which 

accelerate climatic change, but better water depth control can decrease methane emissions from 

paddy field (http://www.naro.affrc.go.jp/archive/niaes/techdoc/methane_manual.pdf).  From 

these aspects, estimate of impacts of automatic paddy water supply system on methane 

emissions will be an important and practical research topic for a next step. 
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Tables 

Table 1. Average water depth and water temperature of High-10 and low-10 paddy fields in 

terms of efficiency 

F
arm

 

Mean of paddy fields 
Peer 
count 

Technical 
efficiency 

Water depth (mean of 18:30, mm) Water temperature (mean of 18:30, ℃) 

S1 S2 S3 S4 S1 S2 S3 S4 

B 

High-10 24.9 1.000 36.72  22.18  16.43  5.58  23.26  26.23  26.16 23.00 

Low-10 0.0 0.974 51.68  29.90  12.75  9.55  24.42  26.36  27.39 24.24 

Differ (high-low) 24.9 0.026 -14.96** -7.71  3.68  -3.97  -1.16** -0.13   -1.23** -1.24*** 

Y 

High-10 18.4 1.000 45.62 19.90 35.82 11.21 24.63 27.54 26.67 22.93 

Low-10 0.0 0.946 43.45 18.65 39.50 8.19 24.31 26.46 27.94 22.82 

Differ (high-low) 18.4 0.054 2.17 1.25 -3.68 3.02 0.32 1.08*** -1.27** 0.11  

Note: peer is a model reference for evaluating the efficiency of other paddy fields, ***and **: 

significant at 1% and 5%, respectively. 

Source: Summary of Li and Nanseki (2021, pp.131-166) 
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Table 2. Cost-benefit analysis of automatic paddy water supply systems 

Type Benefits/ costs 
In 

million 
JPY 

Assumption (based on local demonstration results) 

IoT 
type 

1. Labor-saving effect by 
introducing IoT type 

2.80 80% reduction in water management (labor cost: 5600 JPY/10a) 

2. Revenue increase effect 
by introduction of IoT 
type 

3.38 Yield increased by 5% from 450kg/10a, unit price 300 JPY/kg 

3. Cost increase due to 
introduction of IoT type 

5.60 

One automatic water supply system is installed at 25a (Practical target 
price of 80,000 JPY, service life of 5 years). System operation cost for 
agricultural platform etc. is 12,000 JPY/year. 
Total annual cost increased by 28,000 JPY/25a.  

4. IoT type balance 
(=1+2-3) 

0.58  

Basic 
type 

5. Labor saving effect by 
introduction of basic type 

1.75 50% reduction in water management (labor costs 3,500 JPY/10a) 

6. Increased sales due to 
introduction of basic type 

1.69 Yield increased by 2.5% from 450kg/10a, unit price 300 JPY/kg 

7. Cost increase due to 
introduction of basic type 

2.00 
One automatic water supply system is installed at 25a (Practical target 
price of 50,000 JPY, useful life of 5 years). Annual cost increase of 
10,000 JPY/25a. 

8. Basic type balance 
(=5+6-7) 

1.44   

Source: Revised version of Nanseki (2019b).   

Note: 50 ha rice farm is assumed for estimation of cost and benefit. 
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Figures 

 

Fig.1. The research flamework and smart farming technologies in the project 

Source: Nanseki (2019a, p163) 
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Fig.2. Process of estimating the rice yields from raw paddy to milled and perfectly shaped 

grains 

Source: Nanseki (2019a, p166) 

 

 

Fig.3. General scenario of estimating the results in empirical analyses summarized in 

this research 

Source: Nanseki (2019a, p167) 
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Fig.4. Production cost and labor time of the farms in the project 

Source: Nanseki et. al (2016, p9-10) 

 

Fig.5. Rice production cost and planted area in Japan 

Source: Nanseki et al. (2016, p5) 
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Fig.6. Automatic Paddy Water Supply Systems 

Source: IoT type: photo by the author. 

Basic type: https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=260776628541439 
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An analysis of the current supply and demand for feed 
grains in China1 

Zhou Hui, Wang Jimin, Hu Xiangdong 
(Institute of Agricultural Economics and Development, Chinese Agricultural Academy of Sciences) 

Abstract 
 As China's urbanization and income levels continue to rise, the food consumption 

structure of urban and rural residents is evolving, with increasing consumption of animal 
products and decreasing direct consumption of cereals. The increasing demand for animal 
products has stimulated the rapid development of animal husbandry, leading to the rapid growth 
of feed grain demand and feed grain imports. Thus, feed grain supply has become the primary 
problem in terms of China's future food security. As the main driver of China's grain demand, 
the persistently growing demand for feed grain has already created a supply–demand gap. Feed 
supply security plays an important role in domestic food security, and ensuring feed grain 
supply on the premise of absolute food security is a challenging task. 
Keywords: feed grain, supply–demand balance, food security, livestock products 

Introduction 
In China, the food consumption structure of urban and rural residents is gradually changing 

owing to increasing urbanization and income levels. The direct consumption of grains is 
decreasing, while the consumption of animal products is increasing. In 2018, an average urban 
resident consumed 110.0 kg of grain, down 36.6% from 1956; 22.7 kg of pork, up 290% from 
1956; 4.2 kg of beef and mutton, up 160% from 1956; 10.8 kg of eggs, 220% higher than in 
1956; and 16.5 kg of milk, 650% higher than in 1985. For rural residents, per capita grain 
consumption was 148.5 kg in 2018, 33.0% lower than in 1954; pork consumption was 23 kg, 
520% higher than in 1954; beef and mutton consumption was 2.2 kg, 140% more than in 1954; 

                                                 
1The study was supported by the research project “Analysis of the impact of grain-to-feed conversion on the supply and 

demand of feed grains in China” (Grant No.: 17JY113) and The Agricultural Science and Technology Innovation Program 
（ASTIP-IAED-2021-01） 
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eggs were 8.4 kg, 950% more than in 1954; and milk was 6.9 kg, 890% more than in 1983 
(NBS Household Office, 2019)2. 

The increasing demand for livestock products has stimulated the rapid development of the 
livestock industry. In 2018, China's meat, milk, and egg production rose to 86.24, 30.74, and 
31.28 million tons from 60.13, 7.17, and 21.82 million tons in 2000, an increase of more than 
43.43%, 320%, and 43.35%, respectively. 
Table 1. Meat, egg, and milk production in China since 2010 

The increasing demand for livestock and poultry products and the rapid development of 
the livestock industry have led to an increasing demand for feed grains, evidenced by the rapid 
growth in feed grain imports, which has caused the supply of feed grain to become a major 
issue for China's future food security. China’s livestock industry has witnessed increased 
development following the consecutive good grain harvests since the end of the 1980s. 
However, the issue of feed grains has attracted the attention of scholars. In the 1990s, Mei 
Fangquan (1996) noted that China's per capita direct consumption of food rations was gradually 
declining; the author expected China's food consumption in feed grains to increase by 20303. 
Other scholars predicted that feed grains would overtake food grains as the most consumed 
food item by 2010 (Xiaoyuan and Changxiang, 1997)4. The security of feed crop supply impacts 
domestic food security, which can be solved by addressing the feed grain problem on the 
premise of absolute food security. The central government also took heed of the feed grain 
supply issue and proposed to adjust the cropping mix from the “grain-cash crops” dual to the 
“grain-cash crops-feed” triple in the 2015 Central Document No. 1, highlighting the importance 
of forage. In this context, the Ministry of Agriculture launched the pilot grain-to-feed 
conversion project to develop grass-fed animal husbandry, which vigorously promoted the 
combination of agriculture and animal husbandry and enhanced the integration benefits of the 
farming and breeding industry. Feed grain has become the main driver of China's grain demand, 

                                                 
2 The data were obtained from "People's Life Achieves Historic Leaps and Strides Towards Comprehensive Prosperity -

- Fourteenth in a Series of Reports on the Achievements of Economic and Social Development Commemorating the 70th 
Anniversary of the Founding of New China," available at http://www.gov.cn/xinwen/2019-08/09/content_5420006. htm 

3 Mei Fangquan, The production of 1 trillion Jin of grain urgently needs to make major strategic adjustments. [J].China 
Rural Survey，1995，01:30-33 (In Chinese) 

4 Zhang Xiaojuan Qu Changyang. New trend of grain consumption in China in the 21st century [J]. Issues in Agricultural 
Ecnomy, 1997(6):9-12. (In Chinese) 
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and the persistent growth of feed grain demand has created a supply–demand gap, with corn 
and its processing by-product corn distiller grain in a net import state (Han, 2014)5.  

Definition of feed grain 
Sorting out the supply and demand for feed grains necessitates providing a definition of 

feed grains. As per the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA), feed grains include 
corn, sorghum, barley, and oats, with corn being the primary feed grain, which accounts for 95% 
of all feed grain production and use in the United States6. Thus far, there is no official definition 
of feed grains in China, although different definitions, both narrow and broad, were adopted by 
scholars. Feed grains in the narrow sense consist of grains used directly as feed, excluding grain 
by-products (Yang and Qin, 2017; Wang, 2012)7,8. However, feed grains in the broad sense 
include both grains and grain processing by-products (such as wheat and rice bran, or soybean 
meals) (Tian et al., 2007; Lan, 2008; Han, 2014)9,10,5. With the development of the agricultural 
processing industry, grain processing by-products such as wheat bran, meals, and wine lees 
have become new sources of feed. For example, bran is an important supplement to feed grains 
in China, including wheat bran and rice bran (Lan, 2008; Hu, 2015)9, 11 . Some scholars 
suggested that tubers should be regarded as feed grain, but to date, no specific study has adopted 
the concept. 
Table 2. Definition and scope of feed grains in the literature 

                                                 
5  Han Xinru, Chen Yongfu&Qian Xiaoping. What is the current demand for feed grain in China. [J]. Journal of 

Agrotechnical Economics，2014（08）：60-68. (In Chinese) 
6  ERS USDA ， Feedgrains Sector at a Glance ， [EB/OL]https://www.ers.usda.gov/topics/crops/corn-and-other-

feedgrains/feedgrains-sector-at-a-glance  
7 Yang Yantao & Qin Fu. Policy choice of rebalancing regulation of feed grain supply and demand and import in China 

during the 13th Five Year Plan Period. [J]. Economic Review Journal. 2017(2). 104-110  (In Chinese) 
8 Wang Minghua, Analysis on the supply and demand situation of feed grain in China, [J].The World of Survey and 

Researc. 2012(2), 24-27 (In Chinese) 
9 Lan Haitao.Major issues of China's medium - and long-term food security [M]．China Planning Press，2008  (In 

Chinese) 
10 Tian Weiming et al, Supply, demand and trade development of feed grain market in China，[M]. China Agricultural 

Press 2007 (In Chinese) 
11 Hu Xiangdong. Wang Jimin. Estimation and structure analysis of feed grain consumption of pigs in China. [J]. Journal 

of Agrotechnical Economics. 2015（10），4-14  (In Chinese) 
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To measure supply and demand comprehensively and accurately for feed grains in China 
and for better alignment with the supply–demand balance sheet, this study uses a broad 
definition of feed grains, which includes both grain crops used for feed and agro-processing by-
products such as rice bran and wheat bran. Specifically, the definition includes grain crops such 
as corn, wheat, rice, oats, and sorghum and by-products such as rice bran, wheat bran, soymeal, 
and other meals. 

Status of feed grain supply 
According to the analysis of existing studies, feed grains can be measured either on the 

supply or the demand side. The supply-side method is as follows: the amount of feed grains 
available in the year = total grain production in the year + imports + stock changes - food 
consumption - industrial consumption - other consumption. The demand-side method includes 
calculating the demand for feed grain in the year based on the production of livestock products 
and the feed conversion rate (or grain-to-meat ratio) for each livestock and poultry. 

In this study, the feed grain availability was estimated by the supply-side method. The data 
on the seed, food, and industrial consumption (FSI consumption) of corn, wheat, sorghum, 
barley, oats, and other grains as well as soymeal and other miscellaneous meals used for feeding 
were obtained from the database of USDA. The data on feed availability of rice were obtained 
from the estimation of Guo et al. (2018)12. Production data of major grains were obtained from 
the China Statistical Yearbook, while the bran production rates of wheat and rice in China were 
estimated to be 23% and 10%, respectively (Hu, 2015)11. According to the statistical analysis, 
the total bran production accounts for 21% of the volume of raw grain used for food 
consumption; 62% of the total bran is available for feed (Cheng et al., 1997)13. The amount of 
domestic supply of feed grain available each year was calculated from these data. 
Table 3. Available supply of feed grains by species in China during 2010–2018 

Based on the broader definition of feed grains and the supply-side estimate, China's feed 
grain supply exceeded 300 million tons by 2015 and has been further increasing ever since. 
Among all feed grains, corn is the principal feed grain and the most important energy feed, 
accounting for about 60% of the feed grain available, followed by soymeal, which is the most 

                                                 
12 Guo Jinhua, Liu Xiaojie, Wuliang. Temporal and spatial pattern of rice supply and consumption balance in China. [J]. 

Journal of Natural Science 2018,33(6): 954-964 (In Chinese). 
13 Cheng Guoqiang et.al . Estimation of feed supply and demand in China.[J]. Issues in Agricultural Economy，1997(5), 

25-29  (In Chinese). 
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important protein feed. The proportion of rice and wheat used as feed is relatively low because 
they are used as food. With the development of animal husbandry, there is an increasing use of 
sorghum, barley, oats, and grain by-products such as corn lees, which is a substitute for corn, 
as feed. 

The proportion of corn used for feed accounts for about 70% of the total corn production, 
which is in line with Tian et al.'s (2007) finding1310 of 80% and Qiu et al.'s (2015)14 finding of 
65%. Therefore, it is a relatively reliable result. Quantitatively, both rice and wheat are 
important food grains, with only a small proportion used as feed. The proportion of rice used 
for feed accounts for less than 9% of the total rice production, and the proportion of wheat is 
about 15%. In the southern region, some farmers use poor quality rice, especially early indica 
rice, which has a poor taste, as feed (Tian, 2007)13. In some major wheat producing provinces 
such as Shandong, farmers use poor quality wheat as feed (USDA, 2000)15. 

In the 1990s, about 1/3 of China's grain production was used for feed (Department of 
Development Planning, Ministry of Agriculture, 2002)16, and the share of feed grains in the 
total grain production reached 42.5% in 2005 (Tian et al., 2007)13. According to the estimation 
of this study, as of 2018, the share of available feed grains in the total grain supply was about 
50%. 

From the perspective of domestic supply, in China, the total production of corn rose rapidly 
after 2004 owing to its increasing consumption. The sown area is increasing steadily, indicating 
that farmers' expectations are very stable; thus, corn is increasingly replacing other crops, 
especially rice and wheat, thereby becoming the major grain crop in China. However, affected 
by frequent climatic conditions and natural disasters, there have been massive fluctuations in 
grain yields in recent years, significantly impacting the planting industry. Thus, there is an 
urgent need to maintain a reasonable grain reserve. 

Factors influencing feed grain production were analyzed from two perspectives: those 
affecting sown area and yields. Factors affecting the sown area include fluctuations in feed 
grain market prices, cost-benefit comparisons with competing products, and national policies 
on planting structure adjustment. Factors affecting yields include technological progress and 

                                                 
14 Qiu Huangguang et al. Research on China's corn industry. [M]. China Agricultural Press 2015 (In Chinese) 
15 USDA. China: Situation and Outlooks Series. [R] International agriculture and trade Report. 2000. Washington D.C. 
16 Ministry of Agriculture (MOA). Opinions on promoting the sustainable and healthy development of feed industry. 2002 
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natural disasters. The influence of other consumption on the available feed grain supply should 
also be considered, such as the declining seed use, relatively stable food consumption, and the 
fast-growing industrial consumption—this justifies the country’s control over industrial 
consumption to ensure food security. In short, the most important influencing factor affecting 
domestic feed grain supply is the planting choice of growers based on their price expectations. 

Status of feed grain demand 
The demand for feed grain is induced demand. Other things being equal, the larger the 

scale of livestock production, the greater the demand for feed grains. Given livestock 
production, the demand for feed grain is positively correlated with the feed conversion rate 
(Weiming et al., 2007)13. 

Factors affecting the feed conversion rate include farm size, feeding methods, and 
technological advances. Currently, it is believed that there are differences in the feed conversion 
rates between free-range family farming and large-scale farming; the higher the degree of scale 
feeding, the greater the feed conversion rate (Weiming et al., 2007)10. As the scale of China's 
livestock industry is expanding every year (Rae, 2008)17, the feed grain consumed per unit of 
livestock output is expected to decrease. In addition, the improvement of technology and 
feeding method reduces the feed grain consumed per unit of livestock output. Studies have 
confirmed that feed grain consumption per unit of livestock output has decreased in recent years 
compared with the 1990s. 
Table 4. Existing studies on the feed conversion rates (grain to meat ratio) of major animal 
products 

Using the demand-side method, the demand for feed grain was calculated through the 
production of livestock product output and the feed conversion rate. The data of livestock 
production were obtained from China Statistical Yearbook, while the feed conversion rate was 
obtained by converting the production of main products 18  and the quantity of grain 
consumption per unit from the Chinese Yearly Compilation Book of Cost and Benefit of 

                                                 
17 Rae A．China's agriculture，smallholders and trade：driven by the livestock revolution? [J]. Australian Journal of 

Agricultural and Resource Economies，2008，52(3)：283—302 
18 Production of main products: calculated by the actual production during the survey period based on the Chinese Yearly 

Compilation Book of Cost and Benefit of Agricultural Products. Meat production was measured in terms of animal live weight 
(including pigs, broilers, beef cattle, and mutton sheep). 
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Agricultural Products19. Since the meat yield of the main product in the Compilation Book is 
measured in live weight, the feed grain conversion rate was calculated by converting 75% of 
the live weight to carcass weight and 90% of the carcass weight to meat weight to match the 
meat yield in the China Statistical Yearbook (Claude, 2007)20. The feed conversion rate for 
2018 was computed by averaging the 2010–2017 data, and that for aquatic products was 
obtained from data in the literature. 
Table 5. Feed conversion rate of major livestock in recent years 

Most feed conversion rates obtained in this study fall within the range of existing studies 
with slight differences, except for the lower values for dairy cows; feed conversion rates have 
remained steady since 2010. 
Table 6. Demand for feed for major livestock, poultry, and aquatic products 

During calculation, it was noticed that the quantity of grain consumed in the Compilation 
Book was calculated for commercial animal products. Therefore, the feed conversion rate 
obtained would apply only to animals at the fattening stage, while not considering the 
consumption of feed grains by breeding females. In reality, however, breeding females would 
also be slaughtered and eventually included in the total meat production. This means that the 
feed conversion rate and meat production thus calculated should be separated; the share of meat 
production from breeding females should be adjusted according to the feed conversion rate and 
the annual change in the stock of breeding females. 

In this section, by using the demand-side method and based on the current animal product 
output and the estimated feed conversion rate, the feed grain demand in China in recent years 
was calculated in the broad sense. From 2010 to 2018, the volume of feed grain demand rose 
from 266.18 to 329.08 million tons, with a peak of 331.27 million tons in 2017. The feed grain 
required for pigs was more than 160 million tons, accounting for about half of the total feed 
grain demand. Grain-intensive livestock sectors, such as pigs, eggs, and poultry meat, 

                                                 
19 Quantity of grain consumption: calculated in terms of standardized grain equivalent to the various kinds of refined feed 

that are consumed. Data were obtained from the Chinese Yearly Compilation Book of Cost and Benefit of Agricultural Products. 
The method of converting refined feed into standardized grain is as follows: rice, wheat, and corn are calculated with the actual 
quantity of consumption; unhusked rice, flour, rice bran, and soymeal are converted according to the standard rates of grain 
conversion; mixed feeds and compound feeds are calculated according to the proportion of grain content, and non-grain-based 
refined feeds or those with a very small proportion of grain content are not included in the quantity of grain consumption. 

20 Aubert Claude Of men Grain and pigs puzzling out the statistical mysteries of China Unpublished paper for the 
Inaugural Symposium of the White Rose East Asia Centre, Sheffield, May 2007. 
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consumed nearly 80% of feed grains, and the proportion continues to increase. In the livestock 
industry, the shares of grain-saving grass-fed livestock sectors, such as beef cattle, dairy cows, 
and mutton sheep, remain low. 

Existing studies on feed grain supply and demand are conducted before 2011, with large 
differences between the quantities obtained from various studies. Compared with some of the 
existing studies on feed grain demand, the demand values in this study are relatively high. For 
example, Chen (2004)错误!未定义书签。, Huang (2004)21, and Han (2014)5 believed that by 2010, 
China's feed grain demand would reach 149.32 million tons, 181 million tons, and 200.2 million 
tons, respectively. The findings of this study are closer to some earlier studies, such as Zhu 
(2000)22 and Xiao (2002)23, who expected that the demand for feed grains would reach 280 
and 280.52 million tons by 2010, respectively. Most existing studies have limitations in that 
they do not include breeding females in the calculation of feed grain demand. 

From the perspective of consumption, China's animal husbandry remains dominated by 
grain-intensive livestock sectors. Declines in feed grain consumption in individual years were 
usually associated with the close relationship between grain supply and demand in that year, 
which were usually followed by an even higher consumption growth. The causes of feed grain 
consumption changes in China include consumption of livestock products and various factors 
affecting feed remuneration, such as changes in farming patterns and behavior, increased 
penetration of industrial feed, and technological and management factors. 

Conclusions and policy recommendations 
As of 2018, China's available feed grain supply has reached 322.6042 million tons, 

accounting for nearly 50% of the country’s grain production. Corn is the dominant feed grain, 
accounting for about 60% of feed grains.  

Meanwhile, feed grain demand has reached 325.087 million tons, the majority of which is 
for pigs, accounting for about 50% of the total feed grain demand. Feed grains consumed by 
grain-intensive livestock sectors (pigs, eggs, and poultry meat) account for about 80% of the 

                                                 
21 Huang Jikun. The past and future of Chinese agriculture．[J]. Journal of Management world, 2004(3)：95—104 (In 

Chinese) 
22 Zhu Xigang．Grain production and agricultural technology extension in China．[M]. China Agricultural Science and 

Technology Press，2000 (In Chinese) 
23 Xiao Guoan, Forecast of China's grain supply and demand in the next decade, [J], China Rural Economy, 2002（7），

9-14 (In Chinese) 
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total, while grass-fed livestock sectors (beef cattle, mutton sheep, and dairy cow) consume only 
about 10%. Another 10% is taken up by aquatic products. 

With the growing population and the transformation in the consumption structure, over 
time, the consumption of livestock products in China is expected to rise, thereby leading to an 
increase in the demand for feed grains. 
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Tables 
Table 1. Meat, egg, and milk production in China since 2010 

 meats pork poultry 
meat24 beef mutton other 

meat eggs milk 
2000 6013.90 3966.00 1208 513.10 264.10 62.71 2182.00 717.60 
2005 6938.90 4555.30 1464 568.10 350.10 1.42 2438.10 2753.40 
2010 7993.61 5138.44 1698 629.07 406.02 122.08 2776.88 3038.93 
2011 8022.98 5131.65 1756 610.71 397.96 126.66 2830.36 3109.93 
2012 8471.1 5443.55 1823 614.75 404.50 185.34 2885.39 3174.93 
2013 8632.77 5618.6 1798 613.09 409.90 193.18 2905.55 3000.83 
2014 8817.9 5820.8 1751 615.72 427.63 202.75 2930.31 3159.88 
2015 8749.52 5645.41 1826 616.89 439.93 221.29 3046.13 3179.83 
2016 8628.33 5425.49 1888 616.91 460.25 237.68 3160.54 3064.03 
2017 8654.43 5451.8 1897 634.62 471.07 199.94 3096.29 3038.62 
2018 8624.63 5403.74 1994 644.06 475.07 107.76 3128.28 3074.56 

Source: Authors’ calculation based on the NBS data; Shen Qiuhong (2007) 
 
Table 2. Definition and scope of feed grains in the literature 

Literature sources Definition 
type 

Definition or scope of feed grains 

United States 
Department of 
Agriculture (2019) 

N/A Major feed grains include corn, sorghum, barley, and oats, with corn 
being the primary feed grain in the United States, accounting for 95% 
of all feed grain production and use 

Yantao and Fu (2017) Narrow 
sense 

A narrow definition of feed grains as being consumed directly as feed 
in the form of raw grain, including corn, rice, wheat, sorghum, barley, 
and tubers, and excluding grain by-products such as rice bran and wheat 
bran 

Xinru (2014) Broad 
sense 

Consist of both grains directly used as feed and bran, meal, oilseed 
residues, and other grain processing by-products 

Wang (2012) Narrow 
sense 

Refers to grains consumed directly as feed in the form of raw grain, 
excluding grain by-products such as rice bran and wheat bran 

Weiming et al. (2007) Broad 
sense 

Mainly refers to various coarse grains, including corn, sorghum, barley, 
and oats 

Source: Gathered by the authors from the existing literature 
  

                                                 
24  Poultry meat production data in 2000 and 2005 were from Shen Qiuhong (2007), An analysis of poultry meat 

production and consumption in China [J], China Poultry 2007 (12) 1–4. Poultry meat production data 2010–2018 were from 
the National Bureau of Statistics. 
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Table 3. Available supply of feed grains by species in China during 2010–2018 
 Corn Rice crops Wheat 

Sorghum, 
barley, oats, 

ddgs, etc. 

By-products 
(rice bran and 
wheat bran) 

Soymeal Total feed 
supply 

2010 14900 1482.50 1400 346 2878.963 5238.2 26245.66 
2011 14700 1525.03 2500 267 2949.468 4650.9 26395.4 
2012 15100 1552.46 2600 370 3027.918 4918.1 27316.48 
2013 15300 1550.61 1700 1107 3043.08 5161.2 27461.89 
2014 14700 1575.59 1700 2348 3129.432 5648.7 28560.72 
2015 16500 1594.63 1600 1927 3206.716 6166.3 30312.64 
2016 17600 1586.75 1700 1402 3209.221 6759.6 31950.57 
2017 17900 1598.64 1750 1094.1 3234.192 6900.5 32438.33 
2018 18400 1594.53 2000 568 3189.392 6521.5 32260.42 

Source: China Statistical Yearbook, USDA database, and author's calculation 
Unit: 10,000 tons 
 
Table 4. Existing studies on the feed conversion rates (grain to meat ratio) of major animal 
products 

 Hog Eggs Poultry Beef 
cattle 

Mutton  
Sheep Cow Aquatic 

products 
Cheng et al. (1997)14 3.5 3.0 2.1 3.2 3.2 1.84  

USDA (1997)25 3.48 2.78 2.09 0.4 0.36 0.5 0.35 
Chen (2004)26错误!未定义书

签。 2.92 3.32 2.07 1.8 1.58 0.56  

Xian et al. (2003)27 2.32 
2.77 

1.69 
2.45 

1.63 
2.32 

1.04 
1.59 

0.65 
1.38 

0.39 
0.44 

 

Claude (2008)28 3.30 2.4 2.5   0.55  
Jia (2013)29 3 2.2 2 2.8 2.8   

Xinru (2014)5 
2.51 
2.79 
2.87 

1.67 
1.62 
1.62 

2.09 
2.02 
2.13 

1.80 
1.71 
1.71 

1.53 
1.58 
1.53 

0.55 
0.56 
0.53 

0.44 
0.44 
0.45 

                                                 
25Qu W．A comparison framework of seven China agriculture models．China in the Global Economy Agriculture in China and OECD 

Countries：Past Policies and Future Challenges[R]. (OECD Proceedings)，1999：250 

26 Chen Yongfu. Food supply and demand and forecast in China [M]. China Agricultural Press, 2004  (In Chinese) 

27 Xin Xian et.al. China's livestock products market: regional supply, demand and trade. [M] 2003. China Agricultural Press, (In Chinese) 

28 Aubert Claude．Food security and consumption patterns in China：the grain problem．[J]. China Perspectives，2008(2)：5～23 

29 Jia Wei, Qin Fu, 2013, Prediction of grain demand in China，[J] Food and nutrition in CHina，2013（19），40-44 
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Xiangdong and Jimin 
(2015)1111 

3.26 
3.309       

maximum value 3.5 3.32 2.5 3.2 3.2 1.84 0.45 
minimum value 2.51 1.62 2.1 0.4 0.36 0.5 0.3 

Source: Compiled by the author from the USDA (1997) data cited in Qu (1999). A comparison 
framework of seven Chinese agriculture models. China in the Global Economy Agriculture in 
China and OECD Countries: Past Policies and Future Challenges (OECD Proceedings), 1999: 
250 
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Table 5. Feed conversion rate of major livestock in recent years 
 Hog Eggs Poultry meat Beef cattle Mutton sheep Cow 
2010 2.881204 1.664261 2.201341 1.895708 1.798408 0.38051 
2011 2.930577 1.699859 2.181761 1.926802 1.974362 0.364419 
2012 2.95763 1.673366 2.092711 2.038628 2.013371 0.378009 
2013 2.990738 1.687628 2.152103 1.951468 1.971257 0.376547 
2014 3.009279 1.704583 2.142811 2.047106 2.040398 0.381782 
2015 3.012913 1.715391 2.198476 2.022346 1.995644 0.377469 
2016 3.041114 1.674734 2.157506 2.055896 2.043274 0.371503 
2017 3.059459 1.665039 2.272495 2.082682 2.009185 0.374435 
2018 2.985364 1.685607 2.1749 2.00258 1.994487 0.375584 

Data source: Authors’ calculation based on the Chinese Yearly Compilation Book of Cost and 
Benefit of Agricultural Products 

 
Table 6. Demand for feed for major livestock, poultry, and aquatic products 

 feed 
demand hog beef 

cattle 
mutton 
sheep 

dairy 
cow eggs poultry 

meat 
aquatic 

products 
2010 26385.56 13104.41  931.09  657.17  1156.34  4621.45  3550.98  2364.12  
2011 26650.53 13234.83  899.57  707.15  1133.32  4570.65  3639.61  2465.41  
2012 27327.38 13790.01  972.15  732.97  1200.15  4586.90  3624.26  2420.94  
2013 27538.5 13872.38  947.17  727.22  1129.95  4658.31  3676.01  2527.46  
2014 28522.7 14423.10  1157.42  785.28  1206.39  4745.21  3564.46  2640.84  
2015 30388.35 15659.59  1247.56  770.35  1200.29  4964.04  3813.70  2732.83  
2016 31950.89 16524.51  1268.30  846.38  1138.30  5293.06  4073.37  2806.97  
2017 32427.15 16813.54  1321.71  851.82  1137.77  5155.44  4310.92  2835.95  
2018 32508.7 16538.74  1289.78  947.52  1151.22  5208.71  4531.36  2841.37  

Data source: Authors’ calculation based on the Chinese Yearly Compilation Book of Cost and 
Benefit of Agricultural Products  
Unit: 10,000 tons 
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Abstract 

 Japan has been active to promote the TPP and gradually serve as a leading country, and 
the effect of TPP on domestic agriculture is attracting much attention. This study focused on 
this topic from the perspective of agricultural corporations based on a national questionnaire 
survey by the authors. The questions included the managers’ perceptions on the general effect 
of TPP and its impact on the corporation management, and the effective countermeasures. One-
way ANOVA models were applied to identify the determinants of perceptions, and the 
countermeasures to address the impact of TPP. Further discussions were conducted to explore 
the different perceptions and countermeasures among various levels of significant factors. The 
significant determinants consisted of corporate form, age of the corporate representative, total 
sales, stage in corporation development, status, and concerns of agricultural export. The 
countermeasures were significantly determined by various intentions or preferences within 
different corporate forms, export status and concerns, in form of parabolic curves with age, 
sales, profitability, alongside the fluctuations in stages of corporation development. 
Keywords: Agriculture, Corporation, Countermeasure, Japan, TPP 

Introduction 
The TPP, trans-pacific partnership agreement, is an important international multilateral 

economic negotiation organization, with the purpose of economic liberation in Pacific region 
(Yamasaki, 2017). It was originated from the trans-pacific strategic economic partnership 
agreement (TPSEP), which was firstly signed in 2005 by four member countries of the Asia-
Pacific economic cooperation (APEC), i.e., New Zealand, Singapore, Chile, and Brunei. It 
consisted of multilateral free trade agreements (FTAs) that were under consideration since 2002. 
Formerly known as the free trade area of the Asia-pacific (FTAAP), they aimed to promote 
trade liberalization in the Asia-Pacific region. Besides international trade, TPP regulates 

                                                 
1 Cited as: Dongpo LI, Teruaki Nanseki, Chomei Yosuke, 2021, Impact of TPP and the Countermeasures by 

Japanese Agricultural Corporation: Empirical Analysis Based on A National Survey, Journal of the Faculty of 
Agriculture, Kyushu University, 66 (1): 123-134 (SCI, Mar.: https://doi.org/10.5109/4363560). 
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sensitive issues such as labor and environment, intellectual property rights, and state-owned 
enterprises. 

In November 2009, the US officially announced its participation in and essentially began 
to dominate the TPP negotiations. Since then, the TPSEP was renamed as Trans-Pacific 
partnership (TPP). Following the join of Australia, Peru, Malaysia, Vietnam, and the other 
countries, TPP kept expanding its international influence. On July 23, 2013, Japan formally 
joined the TPP negotiation. On February 4, 2016, the TPP was officially signed by 
representatives from 12 member countries in Auckland, New Zealand. TPP agreements need to 
be approved by national legislatures (the congresses and parliaments). On November 10, 2016, 
the House of Representatives of Japan adopted the TPP agreement. On December 9, with the 
approval by majority of the Senate, the approval process of TPP in the Japanese Diet was 
completed (Fujita et al., 2018). However, due to the large domestic divergences in the US, 
coupled with the opposition of both Democratic and Republican presidential candidates, the 
TPP agreement faced numerous obstacles to be approved by the Congress. On November 11, 
2016, the U.S. Senate announced that the TPP plan was officially suspended. On January 20, 
2017, the new US President Donald Trump announced the withdrawal from TPP on the 
inauguration day. On January 23, 2017, he signed an executive order at the White House, 
marking the formal withdrawal procedure of the US from TPP. Meanwhile, the Trump 
administration began to explore bilateral trade opportunities with US Allies and other countries 
(Suzuki, 2017; Fukui, 2019). 

The Japanese government expects that the TPP can increase GDP by 0.66% with 570 
trillion yen of gross value (Suzuki, 2017). TPP is hence taken as a pillar of economic growth 
strategy, especially the largest option for agriculture (Ohizumi, 2014). On November 11, 2017, 
Japanese Economic Renaissance Minister held a joint press conference with the industry and 
trade minister of Vietnam in Da Nang, Vietnam. They announced that except for the US, the 
11 countries will sign a new free trade agreement of comprehensive progressive trans-pacific 
partnership (CPTPP) (Fujita et al., 2018). On March 8, 2018, the signing ceremony of CPTPP 
was held in Santiago, Chile, and the agreement entered into force since December 30, 2018 
(MAFF, 2020). In this way, although the attitude of the US experienced fluctuations and 
eventually withdrawal, Japan has been positive to the TPP and gradually came to a leading role. 

The TPP requires to abolish the tariff protection in all fields, and hence affects the 
disadvantaged industries of participating countries. Japan's main agricultural products have 
been protected by high tariffs. Once the tariffs are removed and the free trade market of 
agricultural products is completely opened, its agriculture will inevitably suffer heavy losses. 
The latest estimation of the losses was 110 billion Yen (MAFF, 2020). To reduce the losses, 
the Japanese government tried to delay or reduce the agricultural tariff cancellation in the TPP 
negotiations. On the other hand, the government formulated special budget and plan to stabilize 
agricultural production, introduce information technology to reduce production costs and 
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improve quality, and actively develop overseas markets for agricultural products. The 
corporations are encouraged to access agricultural management. By 2018, the number of 
corporations involved in farmland and farm management was 3286, increased by 6.7 times 
since 2009 when started the liberalized lease system of farmland. The corporations comprised 
stock company (63.6%), limited company (12.3%), and NPO (24.1%) (MAFF, 2020). They are 
increasingly becoming the backbone to integrate advanced production factors, promote R&D 
and managerial innovations, and export the agricultural products. 

Many scholars have carried out concerning studies on the TPP and its impact on Japanese 
agriculture. Ito (2016) analyzed the potential of Japonica rice production overseas for Japan 
market and the trend domestic rice production, under the inter-governmental agreement of TPP. 
Mishima (2016) analyzed the impact on rice farming, dairy farming, livestock farming, upland 
crops, vegetables, and fruits. Sakuyama (2016) examined the roles of pre-determined 
negotiation rules drawn up by Japan's agricultural liberalization commitments of the TPP 
agreement. Shimizu (2016) calculated the tariff removal rate within all the 2328 agricultural, 
forestry and fishery products, and the 586 goods of the 5 staple products. Shimizu (2018) 
estimated the impacts of different tariff level, say, those retained on the staple items (rice, wheat, 
dairy products, and sugar), lower or even free on beef, pork, and most processed goods. 
Taniguchi and Hattori (2018) discussed the effect of TPP on the main products excluding rice, 
and the problem of agriculture structure. Chomei and Nanseki (2019) reviewed the effect of 
TPP on Japanese agriculture in general and on individual staple products, using the data issued 
by Ministry of agriculture, forestry, and fisheries (MAFF). 

Different from most prior studies, this study analyzed the effect of TPP on agricultural 
management using the result of the national questionnaire survey to agricultural corporations. 
The perceptions of the respondents were collected in 2016, before withdrawal of the US from 
the TPP. Thought it may be slightly different from the present situation, it revealed the micro 
level basis of Japan's enthusiastic commitment to joining TPP just before the diet's approval. 
This study measured the managers’ perceptions of the impact of TPP on Japanese agriculture, 
and the significant determinants from the perspective of corporation attributes, managerial 
properties, and agricultural export. 

Survey and data 
The questionnaires survey supporting this study was conducted by the authors from 

August to October of 2016. The names of the agricultural corporations, as respondents, were 
selected from various publications, reports, and the homepage of Japan Agricultural 
Corporation Association (https://hojin.or.jp/). Then, their addresses were collected by staffs of 
this project with search engine of Internet. Among the 2468 corporations requested to fill in the 
mailed questionnaire, 558 valid answers were obtained to make an effective reply rate of 22.6% 
(Chomei and Nanseki, 2019). 
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As shown in the appendix, the questionnaire can be grouped into attributes of the 
respondents, the respondents’ evaluation on impact of TPP and their countermeasures. Based 
on the data collected through the survey, one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was adopted 
to identify the significant determinants of the respondents’ perceptions and countermeasures. 
Further discussion was conducted on the perceptions and countermeasures affected by variation 
of the significant determinants (Fig. 1). 
Fig. 1. Questionnaire structure and data analysis process in this study. 
Attributes of the respondents 

Table 1 showcases the questions, together with the sample size, choice type, corresponding 
number in the appended questionnaire, and responded proportion of each option. 

Table 1. Respondent attributes and the corresponding question numbers in the appended 
questionnaire 

The attributes are further grouped into three categories. First category included the 
corporation attributes. (1) Corporate form consisted of three categories. Limited company, 
accounted for 45.8%, refers to those founded before May 1, 2006 and legally allowed to retain, 
though thereafter it has been excepted from new enterprises by the Company Act. Stock 
company, accounted for 35.7%, can be listed publicly, and the shareholders have limited 
liability for the debt. Agricultural producers’ cooperative corporation, accounted for 17.1%, is 
farmers’ mutual aid organization to share agricultural facilities, carrying out agricultural 
production, and it is established according to the Agricultural Cooperative Act. (2) Corporation 
being judicially qualified to own farmland, accounted for 80% of the surveyed corporations. 
Referred as agricultural production corporation before 2015, it can possess and transact 
farmland like a farmer, have made dramatic growth, from 2740 in 1970 to 19213 by 2019 
(MAFF, 2020), covering almost all agricultural sectors. (3) Age of the corporate representative, 
the options varied from less than 30 to more than 70, and most of corporations had a 
representative aged in 60-70, with the ratio of 41.4%. (4) Education background of the corporate 
representative, the largest option was high school (49.6%), following by university (27.4%), 
institute of agricultural management (12.0%), vocational school (8.8%), junior college (6.3%), 
and graduate school (3.9%). For each option, the respondents were required to answer whether 
their education related to agriculture, being at school or drop-out. 

Second category related to corporate management. (5) Total sales in latest accounts, which 
was grouped in 9 levels from less than 30 million Yen to More than 2 billion Yen, with the 
largest percentage of 31.1% in 100-300 million Yen. (6) Total profit margin in latest accounts 
varied from deficit to more than 20%, and the largest percentage of 34.7% occurred on those 
with the margin of 15%. (7) Stage in the corporation development was optional in the first and 
the second rounds of starting, growing, mature, and recession, and the first round of growing 
had the largest ratio of 33.5%. (8) Crops and agricultural products of the corporation, rice 
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(36.6%) was most adopted, following by open ground vegetable (28.3%), house vegetable 
(22.6%), beans and coarse cereals (16.7%), wheat (11.6%), fruiter (10.2%), flower and foliage 
plant (7.2%), poultry meat and eggs (6.8%), swine (5.9%), beef cattle (4.7%), dairy cow (4.3%), 
mushroom (3.9%). 

Third category involved status and concerns of exportation. (9) Export of agricultural and 
processed products was surveyed from doing directly (3.7%), doing indirectly (11.7%), under 
consideration (23.2%), and no planning (60.5%). (10) Concerns in exporting agricultural and 
processed products, including Yen exchange rate (29.8%), popularity of Japanese food (24.2%), 
domestic market movements (14.8%), and overseas market movements (32.3%). 
Perceptions and countermeasures to the TPP 

As shown in Table 2, three questions were designed to capture the responses. (1) Overall 
evaluation of TPP, 12.8% and 19.6% of the responses esteemed TPP will lead to big crisis or 
crisis, 9.1% and 12.1% of them evaluated the participation of TPP as a “big chance” or “chance”, 
while the rest 46.3% esteemed TPP as neither a chance nor a crisis. (2) TPP's impact on 
corporation management, 1.7% and 2.9% of the 522 valid responses chose the extreme options 
of bankruptcy and fast growth. Excluding the 43.3% responses with no clear judgement, bad 
impact and that in slight level were chosen by 18.8% and 18.4% of the respondents, while good 
impact and that in slight level were supported by 7.1% and 7.9% of them, respectively. (3) 
Corporation’s effective measures to TPP, the largest ratio of 43.5% was commodity 
differentiation, following by cost reduction (37.8%), improvement and upgrading of production 
management (35.8%), and scale enlargement (31.0%). 
Table 2. Respondents’ perception towards the TPP participation of Japan and the corresponding 
question numbers in the appended questionnaire 

To sum up, optimistic respondents were slightly less than those pessimistic in general. 
However, further analysis by Chomei and Nanseki (2019) revealed that in corporations with 
advantages in managerial strategy and information management, the respondents were 
obviously more optimistic to TPP. Their countermeasures emphasized on production 
innovation to enrich the variety of agricultural products with reduced costs. Thus, although the 
TPP may lead to losses to agriculture, the corporations can address the challenges with modern 
internal organization structure, supporting public policies, and the countermeasures to resolve 
the competitive pressure. 

Result and discussion 
Determinants of the perception to the TPP 

ANOVA is a widely used statistical tool to test the significance of the level-specific mean 
of dependent variables due to the variation of one factor (Quirk et al., 2013), having been used 
in empirical studies including Johnson et al. (2016), Richard (2020). As illustrated in Fig. 1, 
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using SPSS 23.0 for Windows, the ANOVA was applied to identify the significant determinants 
of respondents’ perception and countermeasures towards the effect of TPP. Table 3 summarizes 
the significant factors to the adoption of the two perceptions, among different levels of the 
respondent attributes in the left column. 
Table 3. ANOVA result on significant factors of the perceptions on TPP participation of Japan 

Each factor was measured as imposing similar significance to the two dependent variables. 
In each analysis, the dependent variables were overall evaluation of TPP and its impact on 
corporation management as shown in Table 2, while the variables listed above in Table 1 were 
set as the factor in turn. Corporate form, age of the corporate representative, total sales in latest 
accounts were significant, while whether the corporation is judicially qualified to own farmland, 
education background of the corporate representative, total profit margin in latest accounts were 
insignificant at 0.01. The other factors significant at 0.01 included stage in corporation 
development, export of agricultural and processed products. Within the sales of crops and 
agricultural products, open ground vegetable was significant at 0.01, house vegetable, flowers 
and foliage plant were significant at 0.05. Within the four concerns on exporting agricultural 
and processed products, only that on the overseas market movements was significant at 0.01 
(Table 3). 
Determinants of countermeasures to the TPP 

The ANOVA models were constructed to identify the significant determinants of the 
countermeasures to TPP. The results are summarized in Table 4, where M1 through M11 stand 
for the 11 countermeasures, from scale enlargement to commodity differentiation. 

Corporate form was significant to scale enlargement (M1), business diversification (M2), 
access to overseas market (M5), cost reduction of materials and machinery (M9); while being a 
corporation qualified to own farmland was significant only to corporate collaboration and 
management integration (M3). Total sales in latest accounts were significant to access to new 
domestic market (M4), improvement and upgrading of production management (M8); while 
only cost reduction (M6) was significantly determined by total profit margin in latest accounts. 
Stage in corporation development was significant to scale enlargement (M1), introduction of 
new technology (M7), commodity differentiation (M11). 

The countermeasures determined by export of agricultural and processed products included 
scale enlargement (M1), access to overseas market (M5), and commodity differentiation (M11). 
When considering exporting, each of the four concerns was significant to the countermeasures. 
Concern on Yen exchange rate determined scale enlargement (M1), new domestic market (M4), 
access to overseas market (M5), introduction of new technology (M7), and improvement and 
upgrading of production management (M8). Concern on popularity of Japanese food was 
significant to scale enlargement (M1), business diversification (M2), new domestic market (M4), 
and access to overseas market (M5). The four countermeasures determined by concern on 
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domestic market movements included new domestic market (M4), access to overseas market 
(M5), improvement and upgrading of production management (M8), and cost reduction of 
materials and machinery (M9). The countermeasures determined by concern on overseas market 
movements consisted of scale enlargement (M1), corporate collaboration and management 
integration (M3), access to overseas market (M5), and commodity differentiation (M11). 

The demographic information of the corporate representative and sales of crops and 
agricultural products were measured as less determining to the TPP countermeasures. Setting 
the significant level at 0.01, age of the corporate representative only determined access to 
overseas market (M5). Within the educational institutions, only junior college was significant 
to scale enlargement (M1). In terms of sales, the significant crops and agricultural products 
involved only rice to cost reduction (M6) and introduction of new technology (M7), wheat to 
corporate collaboration and management integration (M3), fruiter to personnel expenses and 
wage restraint (M10), and swine to improvement and upgrading of production management (M8). 
All the ANOVA results on countermeasures are summarized in Table 4. 
Table 4. ANOVA result on countermeasures to the TPP participation of Japan 

Further discussion 
Perception on different levels of the significant factors 

For the two perceptions, each level was presented by a corresponding value as shown 
above in Table 2. Regarding the overall evaluation of TPP, numerals of 1 through 5 were used 
to stand for the five levels from big crisis to big chance. For perception on TPP's impact on 
corporation management, numerals of 1 through 7 indicated the seven levels from bankruptcy 
to fast growth. Thus, the average value of the numbered levels showcases the respondents’ 
perceptions, and higher values indicate more positive assessment. Table 5 summarized the TPP 
perceptions of respondents, on different levels of the significant factors measured in Table 3, 
with paired values of both perceptions varying in the same directions. 
Table 5. TPP perceptions of respondents on different levels of the significant factors 

Among the three corporate forms, stock company was most positive about the impact of 
TPP, following by limited company, and then agricultural producers’ cooperative corporation. 
Age of the corporate representative was roughly negative to the perception on TPP impacts, 
that is, the younger the more optimistic, and gradually decreased with the increase of age group. 

Respondents from corporations with total sales in latest accounts of 1-1.5 billion gave the 
highest estimation to the impact of the TPP, following by the groups of 500-1000 million, more 
than 2.0 billion, and the other groups evaluated the overall impact of TPP less than the median 
value of 3 in this 1-to-5 system. Similar trend was observed in the TPP’ impact on company 
management. The highest evaluation was also given by annual sales of 1000-1500 million yen, 
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while the evaluations from the other groups were less than the median value of 4.0 in this 1-to-
7 system (Fig. 2). 
Fig. 2. Perception on TPP from different total sales in latest accounts. Vertical axis are average 
values of the numbered perceptions. 

In terms of the corporation development stage, highest evaluation on over impact of the 
TPP was made by respondents from those in staring stage, following by the growing stage, and 
the evaluations of the other groups were smaller than the median value of 3.0. In contrast, as to 
the assessment of the TPP’ impact on corporation management, although average value of all 
the eight groups did not reach the median point of 4, those in the second growing stage were 
most optimistic (Fig. 3). The two figures illustrated that in each group of the sales or stages, the 
average value of TPP’s impact on company development is larger than that on overall 
evaluation, indicating that that corporations are more self-confident, than the national economy, 
to deal with the challenges brought by TPP. 
Fig. 3. Perception on TPP from different stages in corporation development. Vertical axis are 
average values of the numbered perceptions. 

In terms of the sales of open ground vegetable, it related to the perception values negatively 
by large, as the largest values occurred on the group of 1.500-2.0 billion Yen, while those less 
than 30 had the smallest values on both perceptions. Though less significant as shown above in 
Table 3, similar trends were found in the sales of house vegetable, sales of flower and foliage 
plant (Table 5). Analyzing from export of agricultural and processed products, the evaluation 
values were the largest by those doing directly, following by doing indirectly, under 
consideration, and no planning. Within the concerns in export of agricultural and processed 
products, the largest differences were detected between concerned and not concerned on the 
movements of overseas market. For the overall evaluation of TPP and its impact on corporation 
management, the differences were 0.37 (i.e., 3.10 minus 2.73) and 0.53 (i.e., 4.05 minus 3.52), 
respectively. 
Countermeasures on different levels of the significant factors 

1. Impact of corporation attributes 
We summarized and sorted the countermeasures to TPP as shown in columns, by the 

average adoption rates among different corporate forms as shown in lines. As shown in Table 
6, the largest standardized deviation was detected on the four countermeasures significant at 
0.01 in Table 4, i.e., business diversification (M2), scale enlargement (M1), access to overseas 
market (M5), and cost reduction of materials and machinery (M9). Business diversification (M2) 
was most adopted by 29.7% of the limited companies, scale enlargement (M1) and access to 
overseas market (M5) were most adopted by 38.1% and 29.4% of the stock companies, while 
cost reduction of materials and machinery (M9) was most adopted by 33.3% of the agricultural 
producers' cooperative corporations. 
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Table 6. Adoption of the countermeasures by different corporate forms 
For corporations qualified to own farmland, the average adoption ratio of corporate 

collaboration and management integration (M3) was 19%, having the largest difference of 10.7% 
with those being not qualified (Table 7). Thus, this proofed the significance at 0.01 between 
this factor and the countermeasure. 
Table 7. Adoption of the countermeasures by corporations qualified to own farmland 

Age of the corporate representative affected the access to overseas market (M5), ratio of 
which was the largest in the age range of 40-50 year and diminishing to both sides of ranges 
(Fig. 4). In general, corporation managers of this age range have rich management experience 
and more innovative and enterprising spirit. They tend to realize the importance of actively 
integrating into the international market, in the context of globalization to deal with the 
challenges of TPP. 
Fig. 4. Access to overseas market (M5) by age of the corporate representative. 

2. Impact of corporation management 
Total sales in latest accounts were significant mainly to two countermeasures. The highest 

adoption ratio of access to new domestic market (M4) occurred in 500-1000 million Yen group, 
following by corporations with total sales of 1000-1500 million Yen group. As to the 
improvement and upgrading of production management (M8), the adoption ratio was highest in 
1000-1500 million Yen group, following by groups of 1000-1500 million Yen. In general, with 
the increase of the total sales, adoption ratios of both countermeasures changed according to a 
parabolic curve (Fig. 5). 
Fig. 5. Countermeasure adoption of access to new domestic market (M4), improvement and 
upgrading of production management (M8) by total sales in latest accounts. 

Similar relationship was fitted between total profit margin and cost reduction (M6), the 
highest adoption ratio was found in 10-15% group and diminishing to the other groups on both 
sides (Fig. 6). It may indicate that corporations with median profit margin, say, 10-15%, have 
the motivation and financial resources to promote technological and managerial innovations, 
scale enlargement, for reduced costs. 
Fig. 6. Countermeasure adoption of cost reduction (M6) by the total profitability in latest 
accounts. 

The adoption ratios of scale enlargement (M1), introduction of new technology (M7) and 
commodity differentiation (M11), fluctuated with the same trend by large, during the different 
stages in corporation development. They started to rise in the starting stage, and then decline 
after the end of the growing stage. After reaching a low point in the recession stage, they began 
to rise in the second starting stage and hence the next cycle of fluctuations (Fig. 7). Kurakazu 
(2016) analyzed the latest trend the large-scale management over 100 ha and the adoption of 
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advanced technology, emphasized that the increased market scale promotes the adoption of 
agricultural ICTs. Suzuki K. and Suzuki N. (2019) argued that various craftsmen are 
demonstrating their ingenuity, to challenge the management differentiation, i.e., the sixth 
industrialization, and export to foreign countries for new value creation and the development 
of overseas market. This study added finding that the new companies tend to deal with the 
challenges through larger scale, while the company in the second round of management are apt 
to adopt new technology and diversified commodities. 
Fig. 7. Countermeasure adoption of scale enlargement (M1), introduction of new technology 
(M7), and commodity differentiation (M11) by stage in corporation development. 

Sales of rice affected cost reduction (M6) and introduction of new technology (M7), 
adoption ratios peaked in groups of 100-300 million Yen and 30-50 million Yen, respectively. 
In contrast, sales of wheat affected corporate collaboration and management integration (M3), 
adoption ratios peaked in groups of 50-100 million Yen. For both crops, sales less than 30 
million Yen had the lowest adoption of all the three countermeasures (Fig. 8). Shibata (2020) 
argued that confronting the volatile international food market, Japanese agricultural policy 
should aim to improve productivity by combining management and adopting new technologies 
of various sectors centered on rice cultivation, rather than expanding the managerial scale. This 
survey proofed that oversized management may be inattentive to these countermeasures. Japan 
heavily relay on imported wheat, with a self-sufficiency of less than 15%. Targeting at the grain 
and processed products, TPP aims to reduce the import premium and the tariffs, thus corporate 
collaboration and integration are needed to deal with the increased wheat importation (Mishima, 
2016). 
Fig. 8. Adoption of cost reduction (M6, n=204), introduction of new technology (M7, n=204) in 
rice production; corporate collaboration and management integration (M3, n=65) in wheat 
production by sales in latest accounts. 

3. Impact of exportation 
Within the four countermeasures significantly determined by export of agricultural and 

processed products, scale enlargement (M1) and introduction of new technology (M7) were most 
adopted by those exporting directly, while the highest adoption ratio of commodity 
differentiation (M11) occurred in corporations considering exporting agricultural products (Fig. 
9). Shogenji (2019) found that differing from the developed countries on new continents and 
the EU, Japan’s agriculture depends largely on the imported food and feed, and its trade policy 
reflects two viewpoints of food security and the multi-functional roles of agriculture. This 
survey further observed that the agricultural corporations have high aspiration to access the 
overseas market (M5), especially 68.4% of those doing exportation directly recognized the 
importance of integrating into the international market, following by 47.1% of those under 
consideration, and 43.3% of those doing directly. 
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Fig. 9. Countermeasure adoption of scale enlargement (M1), access to overseas market (M5), 
and commodity differentiation (M11) by exportation status of agricultural and processed 
products 

Among the countermeasures, as shown in columns, significantly affected by the concerns 
in exporting agricultural and processed products, more than 44% of the interviewed 
corporations concerning Yen exchange rate apt to adopt scale enlargement (M1) and 
improvement and upgrading of production management (M8), following by access to overseas 
market (M5), introduction of new technology (M7) and access to new domestic market (M4). 
Similarly, adoption ratios and sequence of the countermeasures determined by the other three 
concerns were also summarized in Table 8. 
Table 8. Countermeasure adoption ratios by concern in considering export 

Main conclusions 
With high economic expectation, Japanese government has been positive to TPP and 

gradually managed to play a leading role. Being an important area of TPP agreement, 
agriculture is affected by TPP after its substantial operation. This study analyzed the effect of 
TPP on Japanese agricultural management, from the perspective of agricultural corporations 
through a national questionnaire survey. 

The result indicated that more than 40% of the respondents had no clear perception on the 
impact of TPP, in general aspects and to their corporations. In the rest respondents, positive 
perceptions were slightly less than the negative ones. The widely supported TPP 
countermeasures included commodity differentiation, cost reduction, improvement and 
upgrading of production management, and scale enlargement. One-way ANOVA revealed that 
perceptions on TPP and the countermeasures were mainly determined by corporate form, age 
of the corporate representative, total sales, stage in corporation development, export, and 
concerns of agricultural export. According to the further discussions on the impact of significant 
factors, stock corporation were most optimistic, corporate representative’s age, total sales, stage 
in corporation development negatively related to the positivity. Exporting related to higher 
positiveness, while concern on overseas market made the largest differences on the perceptions. 
With respect to the determinants of countermeasures, various intentions preferences were 
revealed between different corporate forms and export status and concerns; parabolic curves 
were fitted on age, sales, profitability; alongside the fluctuations among stages in corporation 
development. 
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Tables 
Table 1. Respondent attributes and the corresponding question numbers in the 
appended questionnaire 

1. Corporate form (n=544, single choice, Q1): 
Limited company (45.8%), stock company (35.7%), agricultural producers' cooperative 
corporation (17.1%), Others (1.5%) 
2. Corporation is judicially qualified to own farmland (n=545, single choice, Q2): 
Yes (80.0%), No (20.0%) 
3. Age of the corporate representative (n=519, single choice, Q3): 
Less than 30 (0.2%), 30-40 (9.1%), 40-50 (15.6%), 50-60 (24.5%), 60-70 (41.4%), more 
than 70 (9.2%) 
4. Education of the corporate representative (n=558, multiple choice, Q4): 
High school (49.6%), vocational school (8.8%), institute of agricultural management 
(12.0%), junior college (6.3%), university (27.4%), graduate school (3.9%), others (e.g., 
private schools and training programs, 3.2%) 
Agriculture-related (51.6%), not agriculture-related (53.4%), at school or drop-out (6.3%) a 
5. Total sales in latest accounts (million Yen, n=540, single choice, Q5): 
Less than 30 (11.9%), 30-50 (14.1%), 50-100 (20.4%), 100-300 (31.1%), 300-500 (9.1%), 
500–1000 (6.5%), 1000-1500 (2.6%), 1500-2000 (1.1%), More than 2000 (3.3%) 
6. Total profit margin in latest accounts (n=527, single choice, Q6): 
Deficit (16.3%), break-even -0% (8.5%), 1-5% (34.7%), 5-10% (20.7%), 10-15% (9.3%), 
15-20% (7.6%), More than 20% (2.8%) 
7. Stage in the corporation development (n=538, single choice, Q7): 
Starting (8.4%), growing (33.5%), mature (19.1%), recession (6.7%), 2nd starting (15.8%), 
2nd growing (12.3%), 2nd mature (1.3%), 2nd recession (2.0%), others (2.8%) 
8. Crop and agricultural product of the corporation (n=558, multiple choice, Q8): 
Rice (36.6%), wheat (11.6%), beans and coarse cereals (16.7%), open ground vegetable 
(28.3%), house vegetable (22.6%), flower and foliage plant (7.2%), fruiter (10.2%), 
mushroom (3.9%), dairy cow (4.3%), beef cattle (4.7%), poultry meat and eggs (6.8%), 
swine (5.9%) 
9. Export of agricultural and processed products (n=514, single choice, Q9): 
Doing directly (3.7%), Doing indirectly (11.7%), Under consideration (23.2%), No 
planning (60.5%) 
10. Concerns on exporting agricultural and processed products (n=541, multiple choice, 
Q10): 
Yen exchange rate (29.8%), popularity of Japanese food (24.2%), domestic market 
movements (14.8%), overseas market movements (32.3%), export is not concerned 
(25.7%), others (5.5%) 

a: sum of all the relevance to agriculture and at school status of education levels. 
Source: survey conducted by the authors 
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Table 2. Respondents’ perception towards the TPP participation of Japan and the 
corresponding question numbers in the appended questionnaire 

1. Overall evaluation of TPP (n=525, single choice, Q11): 
(1) Big crisis (12.8%), (2) crisis (19.6%), (3) neutral (46.3%), (4) chance (12.2%), (5) big 
chance (9.1%) 
2. TPP's impact on your corporation management (n=522, single choice, Q12): 
(1) Bankruptcy (1.7%), (2) bad impact (18.8%), (3) slightly bad impact (18.4%), (4) neutral 
(43.3%), (5) slightly good impact (7.9%), (6) good impact (7.1%), (7) fast growth (2.9%) 
3. Your corporation’s effective countermeasure to the TPP (n=545, multiple choice, Q13): 
(1) Scale enlargement (31.0%), (2) business diversification (24.4%), (3) corporate 
collaboration and management integration (16.9%), (4) access to new domestic market 
(13.6%), (5) access to overseas market (21.5%), (6) cost reduction (37.8%), (7) introduction 
of new technology (23.1%), (8) improvement and upgrading of production management 
(35.8%), (9) cost reduction of materials and machinery (25.0%), (10) personnel expenses 
and wage restraint (7.5%), (11) commodity differentiation (43.5%) 

Source: survey conducted by the authors 
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Table 3. ANOVA result on significant factors of the perceptions on TPP 
participation of Japan 

Factor: respondent attribute 
Overall 

evaluation of TPP 
TPP's impact on 

corporation 
management 

F c Sig. F c Sig. 
1. Corporate form 8.458 0.000 8.822 0.000 
2. Corporation is qualified to own farmland 1.220 0.270 2.703 0.101 
3. Age of the corporate representative 5.508 0.000 3.873 0.002 
4. Education of the corporate representative 
a 

0.773 0.463 0.432 0.650 
5. Total sales in latest accounts 2.741 0.006 2.956 0.003 
6. Total profit margin in latest accounts 1.424 0.203 1.281 0.264 
7. Stage in corporation development 3.734 0.000 3.779 0.000 
8-1. Sales of open ground vegetable b 2.512 0.024 2.346 0.034 
8-2. Sales of house vegetable b 2.020 0.069 2.487 0.027 
8-3. Sales of flower and foliage plant b 1.175 0.162 2.816 0.041 
9. Export of agricultural and processed 
products 14.166 0.000 11.829 0.000 
10-1. Concern on Yen exchange rate 3.712 0.055 0.527 0.468 
10-2. Concern on popularity of Japanese 
food 

4.037 0.045 2.972 0.085 
10-3. Concern on domestic market 
movements 

5.009 0.026 2.324 0.128 
10-4. Concern on overseas market 
movements 13.866 0.000 21.077 0.000 

a: result of the high school, and the other educational backgrounds are similarly insignificant. 
b: data are grouped in 9 level as shown in Table 1, and the insignificant products are omitted. 
c: The bold F values indicate significant factors at 1%. 
Software: SPSS 23.0 for window  
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Table 4. ANOVA result on countermeasures to the TPP participation of Japan 
Factor a Corporation’s effective countermeasure to the TPP b 

M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9 M10 M11 Corporate form 3.58*** 3.76*** 1.62 0.43 4.06*** 0.39 0.03 0.05 2.92*** 1.44 2.12* Corporation is qualified to own farmland 0.00 0.22 7.29*** 0.32 0.02 0.38 2.48 0.05 0.02 3.81** 0.27 Age of the corporate representative 2.82** 1.24 1.66 2.17* 3.94*** 0.63 0.77 1.80 1.88* 1.09 0.36 Vocational school 1.53 0.99 1.80 0.38 0.55 2.78* 3.06* 1.15 0.42 1.66 0.03 Junior college 7.01*** 0.03 1.70 3.52* 1.11 0.32 0.01 1.27 0.11 0.00 1.27 Graduate school 0.35 0.50 0.62 2.97* 0.66 0.05 0.48 0.10 3.41* 0.00 0.38 Total sales in latest accounts 0.54 0.62 1.93** 2.35*** 1.45 1.32 0.85 2.88*** 0.23 0.69 1.59 Total profit margin in latest accounts 0.42 0.15 1.61 0.62 1.42 2.37*** 0.70 1.02 0.85 0.40 0.34 Stage in corporation development 6.76*** 2.42** 0.47 1.86* 2.31** 0.61 3.27*** 1.62 1.36 1.14 3.08*** Sales of rice 2.08 0.45 1.90 0.43 2.19* 4.34*** 3.99*** 2.29* 2.54* 0.33 0.59 Sales of wheat 0.53 0.59 4.59*** 1.19 0.76 0.03 0.72 0.11 0.68 0.90 0.26 Sales of beans and coarse cereals 1.93 2.62* 2.47* 0.33 0.34 0.43 0.34 0.45 0.82 0.36 0.79 Sales of open ground vegetable 0.90 1.02 1.42 0.58 2.29** 0.88 1.27 0.75 0.75 0.44 0.42 Sales of house vegetable 0.50 1.18 0.57 2.12* 1.47 0.69 0.29 1.90* 2.34** 0.49 0.72 Sales of fruiter 1.55 2.81** 0.42 0.69 2.61** 2.83** 2.02** 1.36 2.99** 6.20*** 0.90 Sales of beef cattle 1.16 1.41 2.23* 0.35 0.51 1.00 0.57 1.05 1.72 0.41 0.79 Sales of swine 0.65 1.86 0.63 0.47 0.75 1.47 0.83 3.46*** 0.55 0.18 0.99 Export of agricultural and processed products 4.42*** 1.87 3.29** 3.07** 51.79*** 0.27 2.28* 0.30 0.59 0.19 3.85*** Concern on Yen exchange rate 20.69*** 2.16 2.75* 10.43*** 43.92*** 0.94 7.82*** 7.56*** 2.90* 0.99 6.49** Concern on popularity of Japanese food 14.44*** 9.41*** 0.53 11.89*** 14.13*** 1.73 4.08** 0.138 1.00 1.36 4.41** Concern on domestic market movements 2.60 3.35* 2.01 20.05*** 7.16*** 2.79* 4.48** 13.03*** 7.98*** 0.18 3.28* Concern on overseas market movements 12.54*** 2.44 9.08*** 1.62 104.95*** 0.79 4.05** 5.24** 1.81 1.19 24.82*** 
a: Factors without significant effect are omitted. b: M1 through M11 stand for the countermeasures, i.e., scale enlargement (M1), business diversification (M2), corporate collaboration and management integration (M3), access to new domestic market (M4), access to overseas market (M5), cost reduction (M6), introduction of new technology (M7), improvement and upgrading of production management (M8), cost reduction of materials and machinery (M9), personnel expenses and wage restraint (M10), commodity differentiation (M11). The numerals are the F values of ANOVA, while ***, ** and * indicate significance at 0.01, 0.05, and 0.10, respectively. The bold values are significant at 1%. 
Software: SPSS 23.0 for window 
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Table 5. TPP perceptions of respondents on different levels of the significant factors 
1. Corporate form (mean=2.85, 3.70) a: 
Limited company (2.78, 3.61), stock company (3.13, 4.03), agricultural producers' 
cooperative corporation (2.47, 3.24), others (2.75, 3.50) 
2. Age of the corporate representative (mean=2.85, 3.70): 

Less than 30 (5.00, 7.00), 30-40 (3.23, 4.07), 40-50 (3.19, 3.96), 50-60 (2.87, 3.70), 60-
70 (2.64, 3.52), more than 70 (2.79, 3.57) 

3. Total sales in latest accounts (million Yen, mean=2.84, 3.69): 
Less than 30 (2.79, 3.56), 30-50 (2.80, 3.59), 50-100 (2.85, 3.67), 100-300 (2.80, 3.74), 
300-500  (2.71, 3.57), 500-1000 (3.24, 3.91), 1000-1500 (3.57, 4.71), 1500-2000 (1.40, 
1.80), more than 2000  (3.00, 3.82) 

4. Stage in corporation development (mean=2.85, 3.70): 
Starting (3.14, 3.93), growing (3.08, 3.96), mature (2.51, 3.40), recession (2.50, 3.28), 
2nd starting (2.71, 3.44), 2nd growing (2.98, 3.97), 2nd mature (2.50, 2.83), 2nd recession 
(2.00, 2.00), others (2.71, 3.71) 

5. Sales of open ground vegetable (million Yen, mean=2.98, 3.81): 
Less than 30 (2.80, 3.64), 30-50 (3.50, 4.07), 50-100 (2.82, 3.47), 100-300 (3.41, 4.59), 
300-500 (4.00, 4.67), 500-1000 (3.50, 4.00), 1000-1500 (4.00, 5.00) 

6. Sales of house vegetable (million Yen, mean=2.90, 3.80): 
Less than 30 (2.78, 3.62), 30-50 (2.69, 3.62), 50-100 (2.73, 3.73), 100-300 (3.50, 4.55), 
300-500 (3.67, 4.67), 500-1000 (3.00, 4.00), 1000-1500 (2.00, 2.00) 

7. Sales of flower and foliage plant (million Yen, mean=3.00, 3.70): 
Less than 30 (2.80, 3.27), 30-50 (2.75, 3.25), 50-100 (3.67, 4.67), 100-300 (2.89, 3.89), 
300-500 (3.33, 4.00) 

8. Export of agricultural and processed products (mean=2.85, 3.69): 
Doing directly (3.79, 4.63), doing indirectly (3.21, 4.16), under consideration (3.15, 
3.97), no planning (2.59, 3.42) 

9. Concerns in exporting agricultural and processed products (mean=2.85, 3.70) b: 
Yen exchange rate (2.99:2.79, 3.76:3.67), popularity of Japanese food (3.02:2.80, 
3.86:3.64), domestic market movements (3.10:2.81, 3.90:3.66), overseas market 
movements (3.10:2.73, 4.05:3.52) 

a: The two numerals in each bracket are average values of perceptions on overall evaluation of 
TPP, and its impact on corporation management. Number of respondents for each question and 
option can be found in Table 1. b: Colon is used to separate the average values of “Yes” and 
“No”. 
Source: survey conducted by the authors 
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Table 6. Adoption of the countermeasures by different corporate forms 

Countermeasure M2 M1 M5 M9 M11 M3 M10 M6 M8 M4 M7 Average 
adoption 
rate (%) 

I 29.7 28.5 18.5 26.5 43.4 14.5 7.6 35.7 35.7 12.4 22.9 
II 23.7 38.1 29.4 18.6 46.4 21.6 5.2 38.7 36.6 14.4 23.7 
III 12.9 21.5 14.0 33.3 35.5 14.0 11.8 41.9 34.4 14.0 22.6 

Std. D 8.5 8.4 7.9 7.4 5.6 4.3 3.4 3.1 1.1 1.0 0.6 
Note: Type I, II and III refer to limited company, stock company, agricultural producers' cooperative corporation, respectively. Number of respondents for each type can be found in Table 1. 

Table 7. Adoption of the countermeasures by corporations qualified to own farmland 
Countermeasure M3 M7 M10 M6 M11 M4 M8 M2 M5 M9 M1 
Qualified  19.0 24.5 6.4 37.2 44.0 14.0 36.0 24.5 21.3 25.0 31.0 
Non-qualified 8.3 17.4 11.9 40.4 41.3 11.9 34.9 23.9 22.0 24.8 31.2 
Abs. difference 10.7 7.1 5.5 3.2 2.7 2.1 1.1 0.6 0.7 0.2 0.2 

Note: Bold values are significant at 0.01. 

Table 8. Countermeasure adoption ratios by concern in considering export 
Concern M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9 M10 M11 

C1 44.72 28.57 21.12 20.50 38.51 40.99 31.06 44.72 29.81 9.32 51.55 
C2 44.27 34.35 19.08 22.14 32.82 42.75 29.77 37.40 28.24 9.92 51.15 
C3 38.75 32.50 22.50 28.75 32.50 46.25 32.50 53.75 37.50 8.75 52.50 
C4 41.14 28.57 24.00 16.00 45.14 40.57 28.57 42.86 28.57 6.86 58.29 

Note: C1 through C4 refer to Yen exchange rate, popularity of Japanese food, domestic market movements, overseas market movements, respectively. Bold values are significant at 0.01.   
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Figures 

 

Fig. 1. Questionnaire structure and data analysis process in this study. 
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Fig. 2. Perception on TPP from different total sales in latest accounts. Vertical axis are average values of the numbered perceptions. 
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Fig. 3. Perception on TPP from different stages in corporation development. Vertical axis are average values of the numbered perceptions. 
Note: For overall evaluation, 1-5 stand for the 5 levels from big crisis to big chance. For impact on corporation management, 1-7 indicate the 7 levels from bankruptcy to fast growth. 
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Fig. 4. Access to overseas market (M5) by age of the corporate representative. 
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Fig. 5. Countermeasure adoption of access to new domestic market (M4), improvement and upgrading of production management (M8) by 
total sales in latest accounts. 
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Fig. 6. Countermeasure adoption of cost reduction (M6) by the total profitability in latest accounts. 
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Fig. 7. Countermeasure adoption of scale enlargement (M1), introduction of new technology (M7), and commodity differentiation (M11) by stage 
in corporation development. 
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Fig. 8. Adoption of cost reduction (M6, n=204), introduction of new technology (M7, n=204) in rice production; corporate collaboration 
and management integration (M3, n=65) in wheat production by sales in latest accounts. 
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Fig. 9. Countermeasure adoption of scale enlargement (M1), access to overseas market (M5), and commodity differentiation (M11) by exportation 
status of agricultural and processed products 
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Abstract 
Purpose – This study analyzes the causal effect of education on consumers’ cognition and 

attitudes toward genetically modified (GM) foods.  
Design/methodology/approach – We propose an analytical framework to clarify the role 

of education levels and education content in the formation of attitudes toward GM foods and 
utilize education reforms in China as natural experiments to test the theoretical predictions 
empirically. For education levels, we use Compulsory Education Law’s implementation to 
construct the instrument variable. For education content, we utilize the revision of the biology 
textbook in the Eighth Curriculum Reform to implement staggered difference-in-difference 
estimation. We use two national household surveys, the China Genuine Progress indicator 
Survey and the China Household Finance Survey of 2017, combined with provincial-level data 
of education reform. 

Findings – The education level, instrumented by the Compulsory Education Law’s 
implementation, has an insignificant effect on consumers’ cognition and attitudes toward GM 
foods, whereas the acquisition of formal education on genetic science, introduced by the Eighth 
Curriculum Reform, has a statistically significant and positive influence. 

Originality/value – This is the first study to investigate the causal effects of education 
level and content on consumers’ cognition and attitude toward GM foods using national 
representative data. It is also the first to evaluate the long-term effects of the biology textbook 
reform in China. Our findings help open the black box of how education shapes people’s 
preferences and attitudes and highlight the significance of formal biology education in 
formulating consumers’ willingness to accept GM foods.  

Keywords Education, Genetically modified foods, Consumer attitudes, Compulsory 
education law, Curriculum reform  

Paper type Research paper 
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Introduction 
Genetically modified (GM) foods, as products of emerging biotechnology, have sparked 

intense public disagreements (Gaskell et al., 1999; Zheng et al., 2017). Understanding the 
driving factors of consumers’ attitudes toward GM foods is highly valuable for the development 
of agricultural policy and food market policy1 (Qiu et al., 2007; Zheng, 2015a). What can the 
government do to improve the science literacy of citizens and communicate better with the 
public on biotech issues? Education has been proven to be a long-term force in shaping human 
perceptions, attitudes, and preferences (Meyer, 2017; Bullock, 2021). Its impact on public 
attitudes toward genetic modification has not been adequately studied. This paper aims to 
explore the causal effect of education levels and education content on individuals’ attitudes 
toward GM foods. 

 The analytical framework proposed by Costa-Font et al. (2008) may help us 
understand the role of education in shaping consumers’ attitudes toward GM foods. In their 
model, the individual characteristics and values (general attributes) and knowledge of products 
(special attributes) jointly guide consumers’ perceptions of the benefits and risks of GM foods 
and shape their synergetic attitude toward the foods. Combined with price and other factors, 
this synergetic attitude ultimately determines their purchasing behaviors toward GM foods. 
Many empirical studies have noted that individual characteristics, such as age, gender, income, 
education level, and general values about the environment, technology, and culture, could affect 
consumers’ attitudes toward purchasing GM foods (Bredahl, 2001; Hossain et al., 2002; 
Honkanen and Verplanken, 2004; Zhong and Chen, 2008). Regarding special attributes, many 
studies confirm that consumers’ information on GM foods can shape their attitudes (Corrigan 
et al., 2009; Zheng, 2015b; Lu et al., 2016). Here, we probe into the impact of education on 
consumers’ attitudes toward GM foods by incorporating both education levels and education 
content into the framework (Figure 1). The education level, usually proxied by the number of 
years spent in school, could be an important attribute that affects individual consumers’ general 
attitude toward science and technology. The education content about genetic engineering is a 
way of acquiring information, working as a specific attribute. Perceived risks and benefits 
associated with GM foods are formulated by these factors, and finally, consumers’ attitudes 
toward GM foods are shaped.  

A prevalent theory emphasizing the importance of education on improving public 
acceptance toward science is the “Deficit Model,” which  purports that the public that lacks 
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scientific literacy tends to distrust and refuse cutting-edge technology (Durant et al., 1989). An 
implicit assumption in this model is that increased education leads to increased scientific 
knowledge, and greater exposure to scientific knowledge leads to more trust in science. 
However, the deficit model considers knowledge enhancement as the only channel through 
which education affects people’s scientific attitudes and does not consider the other 
multidimensional impacts of education levels (Bak, 2001). Moreover, the general attitude 
toward science is different from specific attitudes toward applied science. More years of 
engagement with scientific literacy would enhance public support for general science, but not 
necessarily lead to increasing support for such controversial scientific issues as GM foods 
(Allum et al., 2008). Furthermore the genetic science expertise that people possess needs to be 
considered when studying consumer attitudes toward GM foods. Therefore, it is necessary to 
distinguish between the effects of education content and education levels on people’s attitudes 
toward GM foods and to propose possible mechanisms of these different effects in Costa-Font 
et al.’s (2008) framework. 

 
Figure 1. Mechanism of the influence of education on consumers’ attitudes toward GM foods 
Note: The basic framework was adapted from Costa-Font et al. (2008). 

The net effect of education level on an individual’s attitude toward GM foods is ambiguous. 
According to the classic deficit model, a higher education level could help to improve the 
public’s general acceptance of biotechnology. However, there may be a contrary conclusion if 
we consider the theory of consumer choice under uncertainty, with which consumers would 
maximize their expected utility under budget constraints. More educational attainment is often 
accompanied by higher incomes, which could relax the consumer’s budgetary constraint and 
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enable them to choose more expensive non-GM foods, rather than GM foods, to avoid potential 
risks (Qi and Zhou, 2010). A profound disparity is also observed in the substantial empirical 
studies on the effect of education levels. Some research has found that consumers with 
relatively high education levels have a negative attitude toward GM foods (Zhong and Chen, 
2008; Huang and Zhou, 2010; Huang and Peng, 2015). On the contrary, others found a positive 
attitude that increased with consumers’ education levels (He et al., 2015). Nevertheless, some 
studies failed to show any relationship between education and consumers’ attitudes toward GM 
foods (Qiu et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2015). It is important to note that none of these studies 
focus on the analysis of education levels or deal with the endogeneity of education. 

Regarding the content of education, there is no doubt that the deficit model still applies, 
and its prediction is straightforward: increased knowledge of the biological sciences will lead 
to greater acceptance of GM foods. There is evidence supporting the deficit model and finding 
that knowledge of genetics would improve consumers’ willingness to accept GM foods (Lu et 
al., 2016; McPhetres et al., 2019). Besides, there are other theories on the complicated 
relationship between the content of education and information acquisition and utilization. One 
is the “Low-Information Rationality” theory, which was first proposed by Popkin (1994) and 
later introduced into issues about biotechnology (Brossard et al., 2007). This theory emphasizes 
that people would use a variety of shortcuts and heuristics to save information costs for 
understanding biotechnology. This mode of information processing seems suitable for people 
who are exposed to a vast amount of information every day in the information era. Nevertheless, 
this does not mean that using the least costly information will lead to accurate and reliable 
conclusions. Mass media and social media act as the primary ways to obtain information and 
often contain sensational negative information on GM foods (Lin, 2006; Zhang et al., 2015; Ji 
et al., 2019). For most people, understanding bioscience requires enormous effort. They are 
more likely to accept spreading negative information from the media and showing a refusal 
attitude toward GM foods (Zheng, 2015b).  

 More direct evidence suggests that people tend to support biological science and 
technology after gaining formal education. Earlier studies found that young students (aged 16–
18 years) enrolled in science courses (Chen and Raffan, 1999) or students specializing in 
biology (Hill et al., 1998) displayed more positive attitudes toward biotechnology. Recent 
studies have concentrated on the content of education and found that people possessing GM 
grape wine knowledge could objectively assess GM grape wine (Lu et al., 2016) while gaining 
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scientific knowledge on GM technology could lower consumers’ reservations about GM foods’ 
risk (McPhetres et al., 2019). However, all of the above studies were subjected to relatively 
small sample sizes and weak external validity. 

In summary, three noticeable gaps in the empirical literature need to be narrowed down. 
First, almost no studies distinguish the effect of education content from education levels on 
people’s attitudes toward GM foods. As suggested by the above theoretical analysis, education 
levels and education content may function through different mechanisms. Second, the 
endogeneity of education is scarcely discussed in the literature on GM food consumption. To 
the best of our knowledge, these studies only incorporated education as a covariable, or even 
as a control variable (Qiu et al., 2007; Zhong and Chen, 2008; Qi and Zhou, 2010; He et al., 
2015; Huang and Peng, 2015; Zhang et al., 2015). Thus at least two issues arise that could bias 
the estimation of its effect. The first are the omitted variables, such as household economic 
conditions, which simultaneously influence education and consumers’ attitudes toward GM 
foods. The other is reverse causality, i.e., the attitude toward GM foods may inversely affect 
consumers’ selection of disciplines in the school. Therefore, it is necessary to seek natural 
experiments, such as education reforms, to identify the causality. Third, the samples in previous 
studies had inadequate representativeness. Given that most of these studies employed data from 
surveys in one or several cities (Zhang et al., 2004; Qi and Zhou, 2010; Huang and Peng, 2015), 
or just respondents with college education level (Akbari et al., 2019), and even scientists 
(Huang et al., 2017), their conclusions are difficult to extrapolate to a more general population 
and inform policymaking for the government.  

In this study, we used two educational reforms, the Compulsory Education Law and the 
8th Curriculum Reform, to identify the causal effect of education on attitude toward GM foods, 
combining two datasets of national representative household surveys, the China Genuine 
Progress indicator Survey (CGPiS) and China Household Finance Survey (CHFS), which 
collected data from over 40,000 households in 2017. China’s Compulsory Education Law, 
which extends the minimum education level to nine years, has been promoted gradually among 
provinces since 1986. Therefore, we can use the variation in policy implementation at the 
provincial level to generate the instrumental variable (IV) for education level, which many 
studies have found appropriate (Fang et al., 2016; Xie and Mo, 2014; Cui et al., 2019). 
Regarding the education content, we employ the 8th Curriculum Reform, which brought about 
changes in the version of biology textbooks. Compared to the textbook before the reform, the 
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new textbook has a detailed introduction to transgenic knowledge. Whether an individual uses 
a new biological textbook containing transgenic technology knowledge merely depends on the 
new curriculum implementation time in a particular province and their year of birth. Thus, we 
rule out the two aforementioned endogenous issues. This empirical strategy is also used in 
Cantoni et al.’s (2017) study of political ideology.  

Our study contributes to the literature on GM foods in three significant ways. First, it is 
among the first to provide rigorous evidence of the causal impact of education on consumers’ 
attitudes toward GM foods using national representative data. Second, it is the first evaluation 
of the long-term effects of biological textbook reform in China. Third, it helps us open the black 
box of how education shapes people’s preferences and attitudes by extending the core variable 
from how long individuals are in school to what individuals learn in school. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the study’s data. 
Section 3 introduces the Compulsory Education Law and discusses the effects of education 
levels on consumers’ cognition and attitudes toward GM foods. Section 4 investigates the New 
Curriculum Reform and demonstrates how education content affects consumers’ attitudes. 
Section 5 concludes the paper with a discussion.  

Data 
The data employed in this study are derived from two sets of household survey data: the 

China Genuine Progress indicator Survey (CGPiS 2017) and the China Household Finance 
Survey (CHFS 2017). The CGPiS is conducted by the China Institute of Innovation and 
Development at Beijing Normal University, investigating rural and urban households’ time use, 
fertility, social networks, values, etc. The CHFS is conducted by the Survey and Research 
Center for China Household Finance at Southwestern University of Finance and Economics, 
focusing on households’ economic and financial behaviors. Both the CGPiS and the CHFS are 
nationally representative surveys. The CGPiS joined the CHFS survey in 2017. 

The CGPiS 2017 (and CHFS 2017) covered 29 provinces (excluding Xinjiang, Tibet, 
Hong Kong, Macao, and Taiwan) and 355 districts/counties in China and interviewed 40,011 
households in 1,428 communities. A total of 25,142 respondents were retained after we 
constrained the age between 16 and 60 years. The stratified and probability-proportional 
sampling methods employed in the surveys guaranteed randomness and representativeness. The 
CGPiS 2017 recorded the respondents’ cognition and attitude toward GM foods for the first 
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time in a national household survey. Other variables were primarily derived from the CHFS 
2017.  

The dependent variables were the consumers’ cognition and attitudes toward GM foods. 
The consumers’ cognition (Know) was a binary variable, defined as “know about GM foods or 
not” (Table 1). A total of 55.38% of the respondents reported that they knew about GM foods.2 
Attitudes toward GM foods (Attitude) were inquired for respondents who knew about GM foods. 
Among the 13,924 respondents, 54.45%, 23.52%, and 22.03% chose “I refuse to buy GM foods 
(Attitude = 0),” “I do not like and do not believe the non-GM label on the goods (Attitude = 
1),” and “I do not mind GM foods (Attitude = 2),” respectively. A higher value of Attitude 
means that consumers were more willing to accept GM foods.  

 Education level was measured by the number of years spent in school. The average 
number of years in school for the entire sample was 10.11, slightly higher than nine years for 
junior middle school graduation required by China’s compulsory education policy. Education 
content was represented by whether an individual had experienced the new curriculum reform 
(PostReform) or the transitional period (TransPeriod). The details of these two policy variables 
are introduced in section 4. Approximately 12.6% of the population with high school education 
or above went through the new curriculum reform, and 15.6% were in the transitional period.  

The sample was even on gender (males accounted for 47.1%), with an average age of 
44.75 and a high proportion of marriage (93.9%). Approximately 30% of the respondents were 
rural residents. The households had an average of 3.46 family members and an annual income 
of 104,858 RMB yuan in 2017. In the regression, we used the logarithmic form of income. 
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics 
Variables Definition Obs. Mean Std. Dev. Min Max 
GM food Variables 
Know know about GM food = 1, otherwise = 0 25,142 0.554 0.497 0 1 
Attitude acceptable level (0, 1, 2) 13,924 0.676 0.812 0 2 
Education Variables 
Schooling years of schooling a 25,281 10.109 4.098 0 22 
PostReform new curriculum reform = 1, otherwise = 0 9,672 b 0.126 0.332 0 1 
TransPeriod transitional period = 1, otherwise = 0 9,672 0.156 0.363 0 1 
Control Variables 
Age years of age 25,284 44.749 10.748 16 60 
Married married = 1, otherwise = 0c 2,5114 0.912 0.283 0 1 
Rural rural residents = 1, urban residents = 0 25,284 0.300 0.458 0 1 
Male male = 1, female = 0 25,284 0.471 0.499 0 1 
CPC d CPC member = 1, otherwise = 0 25,284 0.095 0.293 0 1 
Family size number of family members 25,284 3.457 1.466 1 13 
Income annual household income (RMB yuan) e 25,284 104,858 222,683 0 5,000,000 
Health poor = 1 (2.50%),  

fair = 2 (11.89%) 
average = 3 (32.36%), 
good = 4 (36.60%), 
excellent = 5 (16.65%) 

25,283 3.530 0.985 1 5 

Data Source: The CGPiS and CHFS in 2017. 
Notes: a. The CHFS only records correspondents’ education level, and the schooling years are assigned by their education level. 
b. The new curriculum reform is oriented to senior high school, so the sample here is limited to those with senior high school 
education or above. c. It takes the value of 1 if the marriage status is married, divorced, separated without a legal divorce, and 
remarried, and 0 otherwise (unmarried or cohabiting). d. CPC is an abbreviation for the Communist Party of China. e. 
Respondents whose annual family income was less than zero were censored to 0. In logarithmic processing, we add one to zero 
income, making these logarithm values equal to 0. 

Effects of education levels on cognition and attitudes toward GM foods 
The reform of Compulsory Education Law 

China promulgated the Compulsory Education Law in 1986. It stipulated that children 
aged over six years must attend school for a nine-year compulsory education.3 In 1992, the 14th 
National People’s Congress of China declared that, “education must be in the strategic position 
of priority development.” According to China’s Education Reform and Development Outline 
(1993), a 9-year compulsory education was expected to be fully implemented in China by 2000. 
Despite the enactment of the law on July 1, 1986, the actual implementation time varied across 
provinces. Nearly half of the provinces implemented the policy in 1986, whereas the rest 
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implemented it in subsequent years, toward the end of 1994.4  
Several studies have used this reform to construct instrument variables to estimate the 

impact of education levels on the return on investment in education and health (Trostel et al., 
2002; Fang et al., 2016; Xie and Mo, 2014; Torun, 2018). An instrument variable should satisfy 
two requirements, uncorrelated with other unobservable factors affecting the dependent 
variable and strongly correlate with the endogenous independent variables. For the first 
requirement, the variation of exposure to Compulsory Education Law is driven purely by the 
timing of law enforcement at the provincial level and birth year of the individual in question. It 
could hardly relate to omitted variables, such as family background and individual learning 
motivation. Therefore, it may hardly affect consumers’ cognition and attitudes toward GM 
foods through other channels but may prolong the years of education. 

For the second requirement, the dropout rates of preliminary and junior middle schools are 
strictly monitored and may correlate with the salary and promotion of local education authority 
after the implementation of the Compulsory Education Law. Therefore, parents who allow their 
children to drop out of school would face much greater pressure than before. We make a simple 
comparison to show the correlation between the implementation of Compulsory Education Law 
and individuals’ years in school. The 9-year compulsory education requires children to enroll 
in primary school at six. Therefore, they are expected to graduate from junior middle school at 
fifteen. Thus, we take individuals aged 15 or below when the policy is implemented as the 
treatment group. Individuals aged 16 and above are the control group. Table 2 shows that the 
average years in school in the treatment group were 11.51 years, nearly 2.5 years more than 
those in the control group (9.02). Considering the increasing trend in years spent in school, we 
narrowed the age bandwidth to two years; that is, we compared the average years in school of 
individuals aged 14 and 15 and individuals aged 16 and 17 at the law’s effective date. Table 2 
shows that the average years in school for the two-year-bandwidth treatment group were 9.65 
years, which is higher than that of the control group (9.20). The pattern still held when we 
compared a five-year-bandwidth treatment group (11 to 15 years old) with a five-year-
bandwidth control cohort (16 to 20 years old). The average number of years in school for the 
five-year-bandwidth treatment cohort was 9.85, while that of the control group was 9.0. 
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Table 2. The years in school for individuals in the treatment and control groups 

 
All Two-year bandwidth Five-year bandwidth 
Control Treatment Control Treatment Control Treatment 

Mean 9.02 11.51 9.20 9.65 9.00 9.84 
Observations 14,256 11,025 1,767 1,537 4,392 3,397 

Data Source: The CHFS in 2017. 

We generated an instrumental variable representing the exposure to compulsory education 
law at the individual level. The specific value of this instrumental variable was generated based 
on a province’s policy implementation year and an individual’s birth year. Following Li and 
Zhang (2017), we assumed that moving down to a younger age would strengthen the effect of 
compulsory education. Thus, we created a discrete variable ExpoLaw and assigned a value of 
0 to 9. If individual i aged 16 or above when the compulsory education law in province p was 
implemented, it was assumed that they were not affected by the policy, and ExpoLaw took the 
value of 0. If individual i had just reached the school enrollment age (7 years old or below) at 
the provincial policy implementation date, it was assumed that they were fully affected by the 
policy; therefore, ExpoLaw took the value of 9. The values of ExpoLaw for individuals aged 8–
15 when the policy was implemented decreased from 8 to 1. For example, ExpoLaw took a 
value of 6 for those aged 10 years when the education law was implemented.  
Econometric specification 

We first used a probit regression model, Eq.1, to examine the effect of education levels 
(years in school) on respondents’ cognition of GM foods.  was a binary variable defined 
as whether respondent i knew the GM foods. Eq.2 investigated the effect of education level 
(years in school) on respondents’ attitudes toward GM foods using the ordered probit model. 

 was a ternary variable with values of 0, 1, or 2.  was the vector of control 
variables, including age, gender, region (rural or urban), CPC membership, marital status, 
number of family members, the logarithm of annual household income, and self-reported health 
status. We also added the province fixed effects  in the regression to control for the 
high disparity among regions.  was the error term.  

Knowi

Attitudei
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       (1) 
        (2) 

As mentioned before, the years of schooling (Schooling) could be endogenously resulting 
from unobserved missing variables, or reverse causation. Therefore, we employed individuals’ 
exposure to compulsory education (ExpoLaw) as an instrument with the IV-probit or IV-
ordered-probit model. 
Empirical Results 

The probit estimation illustrates the positive effect of the level of education on consumers’ 
cognition of GM foods, which is statistically significant at the 1% level (Column 1, Panel A, 
Table 3). The marginal effect (ME) is reported in Panel B. As shown in Column 1, Panel B of 
Table 3, the estimated ME of Schooling indicates that the probability that the respondent knows 
about GM foods would rise by 4.2% if the number of years in school increases by one. 
Regarding control variables, the younger people, the females, the urban residents, the CPC 
members, the married, and those with higher household income are likely to report that they 
know about GM foods. People in average health, or above, were more likely to know about GM 
foods than those in poor health. 

However, education levels have a statistically significant and negative influence on 
respondents’ attitudes toward GM foods (Column 2, Panel A, Table 3), which indicates that the 
population with more years in school is more likely to refuse GM foods than those with fewer 
years in school. Similarly, we calculated the marginal effects (Columns 2 Panel B, Table 3). 
The results show that for every additional year of school, the probability of consumers rejecting 
GM foods would rise by 0.4%, and the probability of accepting GM foods would decrease by 
0.3% significantly. As for the control variables, the older and married population tend to refuse 
GM foods, whereas male and rural residents tend to accept it. Consumers with higher household 
incomes are more likely to accept GM foods. Meanwhile, CPC membership, number of family 
members, and health status have insignificant effects on the respondents’ attitude toward GM 
foods. 
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Table 3. Estimated effects of education levels on cognition and attitude of consumers toward 
GM foods with probit/ordered-probit regressions 

 Probit  Ordered-probit 
 Know  Attitude 
Variables (1)  (2) 
Panel A: coefficients    
Schooling 0.149***  -0.011*** 
 (0.003)  (0.004) 
Age -0.019***  -0.019*** 
 (0.001)  (0.001) 
Male -0.061***  0.081*** 
 (0.019)  (0.021) 
Rural -0.481***  0.103*** 
 (0.022)  (0.032) 
CPC 0.168***  -0.007 
 (0.036)  (0.031) 
Married 0.308***  -0.340*** 
 (0.042)  (0.038) 
Familysize -0.059***  -0.012 
 (0.007)  (0.009) 
Log (income) 0.052***  0.011** 
 (0.005)  (0.005) 
Fair health 0.021  0.014 
 (0.067)  (0.107) 
Average health 0.213***  -0.010 
 (0.063)  (0.101) 
good health 0.258***  -0.032 
 (0.064)  (0.101) 
Excellent health 0.257***  -0.046 
 (0.067)  (0.103) 
Provincial FE Yes  Yes 
Observations 24,972  13,808 
Pseudo R2 0.273  0.036 
Panel B: marginal effects    
Schooling 0.042*** Attitude=0 0.004*** 
 (0.001)  (0.001) 
  Attitude=1 -0.001*** 
   (0.000) 
  Attitude=2 -0.003*** 
   (0.001) 
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Note: (1) Coefficients are reported in Panel A and marginal effects of school in Panel B. (2) For health status, “poor health” 
is set as the baseline group; (3) Standard errors are reported in the parentheses. ***, **, and * represent statistical significance at 
the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively. 

Table 4 reports the result of IV-probit and IV-ordered-probit estimation using individuals’ 
exposure to compulsory education as an instrument variable. The first-stage regression results 
(Columns 1 and 3, Panel A, Table 4) show that ExpoLaw is not a weak instrumental variable. 
The estimated coefficients of ExpoLaw are 0.078 and 0.056, respectively, and both are 
statistically significant at the 1% level. The second-stage regression (Column 2, Panel A, Table 
4) shows that the year of schooling has an insignificant effect on respondents’ cognition about 
GM foods. Meanwhile, the year of schooling has an insignificant influence on respondents’ 
willingness to accept GM foods (Column 4, Panel A Table 4). We reported the marginal effects 
of the second phase of Schooling in Panel B, and no significant effects are found either. 

Several factors may account for the insignificant effect of education level on consumer 
attitudes. First, the IV estimation rules out the influence of omitted variables, which are 
confounded with, and usually mistaken for, the effect of education level. In addition, compared 
with general science, education levels are less likely to explain properly a people’s acceptance 
of controversial issues like GM foods, as stated in our theoretical framework. 
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Table 4. Estimated effects of education level on cognition and attitude of consumers toward 
GM food with IV-probit/IV-oprobit regressions 

 IV-Probit IV-Oprobit 
Variables Know Attitude 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) 
 Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 1 Stage 2 
Panel A: coefficients     
ExpoLaw 0.078***  0.056***  
 (0.012)  (0.014)  
Schooling  -0.022  -0.009  
  (0.077)  (0.018) 
Panel B: marginal effects    
Schooling (stage 2) 
 

-0.006  
(0.021) 

Attitude=0 0.006 
(0.007) 

 

   Attitude=1 -0.016 
(0.018) 

 

   Attitude=2 -0.004 
(0.005) 

Controls YES YES YES YES 
Observations 24,096 24,096 13,808 13,808 

Note: (1) Coefficients are reported in Panel A and marginal effects of schooling in Stage 2 are reported in Panel B; (2) Control 
variables include age, gender, region (rural or urban), CPC membership, marital status, number of family members, the 
logarithm of annual household income, and self-reported health status; and (3) Standard errors are reported in parentheses. ***, 
**, and * represent statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively. 

Effects of education content on the cognition and attitudes toward GM foods 
The new curriculum reform 

The formal knowledge of genetic science acquired by consumers may initially come from 
biology courses in schools. In China, teachers must strictly follow the teaching materials 
designated by the provincial education authorities. High school students acquire this knowledge 
from textbooks under their teachers’ instructions and consolidate it repeatedly through exercises 
prepared for the college entrance examination (gaokao). However, the content of biology 
textbooks changed, ascribing to the rounds of curriculum reforms initiated by China’s Ministry 
of Education, which provide a quasi-experiment for us to identify the effects of education 
content.  

The Eighth Curriculum Reform (also known as the New Curriculum Reform) was initiated 
in 2004 for senior high school. Before the reform, the biology textbook for senior middle school 
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did not contain genetic engineering knowledge. The Eighth Curriculum Reform added a new 
chapter with a comprehensive introduction on genetic engineering and GM foods. The revised 
book was used by senior middle school students in their first year. Hence, the students who 
attended the senior middle school after the Eighth Curriculum Reform would certainly receive 
formal knowledge of genetic science. Meanwhile, the new curriculum reform puts forward 
higher requirements for students to understand biotechnology’s development than before.5  

The new curriculum reform’s staggered implementation across different provinces enables 
us to identify the causal effects. Whether individuals use a revised textbook containing GM 
foods knowledge relies only on the policy’s implementation year. The individual’s year of birth 
and years in school are irrelevant to the unobserved missing variables of family background, 
individual capacity, motivation, etc. We gathered information on the biological science and 
technology of each province’s biology textbook and recorded the time at which each province 
initiated the curriculum reform.6 

We generated a binary variable, PostReform, to represent whether the respondent was 
enrolled in senior middle school after the Eighth Curriculum Reform. Although the exact time 
of individuals’ high school registration is unavailable, the year when the respondents received 
high school education7 can be inferred according to respondents’ age and school enrollment 
rules in China. A student who attended primary school at the age of six enrolls in senior middle 
school at 15. If the respondent entered senior middle school after the Eighth Curriculum Reform, 
the PostReform is assigned a value of 1 and otherwise 0. In addition, there is a transition period 
before the formal implementation of the new curriculum. The biology textbooks were regularly 
updated for teaching trials since 2000. The textbooks used in this transition period contained a 
brief introduction of knowledge of genetic engineering but did not provide a specific 
explanation of GM food. Acknowledging the possible effect of these teaching trials on 
respondents’ acquisition of GM knowledge, we denote the period from 2000 to the year when 
each province initiated the reform as the transition period. We created a binary variable 
TransPeriod and assigned a value of 1 if the person attended senior middle school during the 
transition period and 0 otherwise. Finally, the period before the transition period is marked as 
the pre-reform period, represented by the dummy variable Pre-reform.  

Table 5 presents consumers’ cognition and attitude toward GM food who joined the senior 
middle school in different periods. The percentage of respondents who entered senior middle 
school in the post-reform period (84.75%) or the transition period (87.38%) is significantly 
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higher than that in the pre-reform period (79.54%). Thus, the new curriculum reform is likely 
to increase consumers’ cognition of GM food. Regarding attitudes towards GM foods, 26.07% 
of the consumers who joined the senior middle school in the post-reform period refused to buy 
GM food. This is much lower than the proportion of the ones in the pre-reform period (60.96%). 
Meanwhile, 50.78% of the consumers who joined the senior middle school during the post-
reform period were willing to accept GM food, significantly higher than those during the pre-
reform period (15.46%) or the pre-reform period (30.42%). Therefore, the new curriculum 
reform seems to improve respondents’ willingness to accept GM food. Nonetheless, an 
econometrical analysis is necessary to examine the causal effect of education content on 
consumers’ attitudes toward GM foods.  
Table 5. Proportions of the cognition and attitude toward GM foods for consumers who 
joined the senior middle school over different periods (%)

 Total Period 
Pre-reform TransPeriod Post-reform 

Cognition     
Unknow 18.58 20.46 12.62 15.25 
Know 81.42 79.54 87.38 84.75 

Attitude     
“I refuse to buy GM foods.” 54.30 60.96 37.87 26.07 
“I do not like and do not believe the non-
GM label on the goods.” 

23.97 23.58 31.71 23.15 

“I do not mind GM foods.” 22.59 15.46 30.42 50.78 
Note: The sample sizes of cognition and attitude are 9,636 and 7,848, respectively.  

Econometric specification 
To investigate the effect of the formal education of genetic science on consumers’ 

cognition of GM foods, Eq. 3. specifies a probit model using a staggered difference-in-
difference:  

      (3) 

Where  represents whether individual i knows the GM foods. Both  
and  are binary variables representing whether the respondent joined the senior 
middle school after the new curriculum reform and in the transition period, respectively.  

Knowi PostReformi

TransPeriodi

b3
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and  capture the effects of the new curriculum reform on consumers’ cognition of GM foods. 

In addition to the control variables  and provincial fixed effects , we also add the 
fixed effect of birth year  to control the time trend. 

An ordered probit model is then specified in Eq.4 to analyze the effect of education content 
on consumers’ attitudes toward GM foods. The coefficients of interest  and  represent 
the effects of new curriculum reform (post-reform and transition periods, respectively) on 
consumers’ attitudes toward GM foods.  

    (4) 
Empirical results  

First, we report the estimation results of Eqs. (3) and (4) in Panel A of Table 6. Column 1 
shows that the estimated marginal effects of PostReform and TransPeriod are positive and 
statistically significant (0.163 and 0.172, respectively), illustrating those individuals attending 
senior middle school in the transition or reform period had a 16.3% and 17.2% higher 
probability of knowing about GM foods than the base group before the reform. As for attitude, 
Column 2–4 in Panel A of Table 6 demonstrate that the new curriculum reform could 
significantly enhance people’s willingness to accept GM foods. Experiencing the new 
curriculum reform could reduce the probability of consumers refusing GM foods (Attitude = 0) 
and increase both the probability of people doubting (Attitude = 1) or accepting (Attitude = 2) 
GM foods. All these effects were statistically significant at the 1% level

b4

d ppå
t bbå
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Table 6. Estimated effects of the new curriculum reform on consumers’ cognition and attitude 
toward GM foods, with probit/oprobit regressions 

 Probit Oprobit 
Variables Know Attitude = 0 Attitude = 1 Attitude = 2 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 
Panel A: full sample 
PostReform 0.163*** -2.046*** 0.537*** 1.508*** 
 (0.046) (0.091) (0.030) (0.068) 
TransPeriod 0.172*** -2.081*** 0.546*** 1.535*** 
 (0.052) (0.096) (0.031) (0.072) 
College 0.116*** 0.011 -0.003 -0.008 
 (0.009) (0.012) (0.003) (0.009) 
Observations 9528 7765 7765 7765 
Panel B: subsample of individuals born after 1975 
PostReform -0.014 -1.938*** 0.253*** 1.685*** 
 (0.043) (0.094) (0.027) (0.083) 
TransPeriod -0.006 -1.977*** 0.258*** 1.719*** 
 (0.047) (0.099) (0.027) (0.087) 
College 0.086*** -0.008 0.001 0.007 
 (0.011) (0.018) (0.002) (0.016) 
Observations 4766 4195 4195 4195 
Control Variables Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Provincial fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Birth year fixed effect Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Note: (1) Marginal effects are reported. (2) Standard errors are reported in parentheses. ***, **, and * represent statistical 
significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively. (3) Control variables include age, gender, region (rural or urban), 
CPC membership, marital status, number of family members, logarithm of annual household income, and self-reported health 
status. 

Since we restricted the sample to senior middle school attendance, one concern was that 
the revised textbook’s effect might conflate the rising probability of college entrance if the 
rollout of the Eighth Curriculum Reform coincided with the expansion of higher education. We 
incorporated a variable College, which was defined as whether the individual had attended 
college or not. The estimated marginal effect of College in Column 1, Panel A, was significantly 
positive, which indicated that college education and formal knowledge of genetic science 
acquired in middle school jointly affected respondents’ cognition of GM foods. Regarding 
consumers’ attitudes, the marginal effect of College was statistically insignificant in Column 
2– 4, Panel A, Table 6. This is consistent with the findings in Section 3 that education level did 
not affect attitude toward GM foods.  
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Moreover, the sample covered respondents with a broad range of birth years; therefore, 
the effect of the new curriculum reform may confound with other factors varying with birth 
cohort. Accordingly, we restrict the sample to the subgroup of those who joined the senior 
middle school after 1990 (those born after 1975) and show the probit and ordered probit 
regression results in Panel B of Table 6. The results in Column 1 indicate that for people born 
after 1975, the new curriculum reform no longer had a significant effect on their knowledge of 
GM foods. There may be some explanations for these results. Schooling was not the only way 
to obtain genetic engineering knowledge. Younger consumers could, for example, access 
information from relatively extensive sources due to wide access to the Internet. As for attitude, 
PostReform and TransPeriod still had positive and statistically significant coefficients in 
Columns 2–4 of Panel B in Table 6.  

Conclusion and discussion 
Utilizing data from two national representative household surveys in China, this study 

investigated the effects of education on consumers’ cognition and attitude toward GM foods. 
We found that education levels had no statistically significant effect on consumers’ cognition 
of GM foods and their attitude toward them. However, the education content had a statistically 
significant and positive effect on consumers’ willingness to accept GM foods. 

These findings are consistent with the predictions of both the extended deficit model and 
the low-information rationality model. The deficit model’s conventional suggestion of 
increasing general scientific literacy (i.e., education level) may not contribute much to raising 
support for controversial scientific issues. However, its emphasis on imparting more knowledge 
about GM foods to the public (education content), especially through formal education 
processes, is meaningful for promoting GM acceptance. In addition, as the low-information 
rationality theory predicts, it is rational for consumers with formal education on GM foods to 
avoid looking for extra information from the media. Meanwhile, those without formal genetic 
education will consider looking for in-depth transgenic knowledge time-consuming. 
Accordingly, they may be more likely to follow others and become conservative and irrational 
about GM foods. In other words, whether people have accepted education on transgenic 
knowledge could determine their different ex-ante beliefs, and thus differentiate their ex post 
facto attitudes from each other (Huffman et al., 2007). 

Formal education on genetic science has persistent and far-reaching effects on consumers’ 
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attitudes toward GM foods. As the new curriculum reform in China was initiated in 2004, more 
than 10 years earlier than the survey time (2017), the surveyed consumers were inevitably 
affected by the potential negative information on GM foods from social media. However, 
consumers who received formal education on genetic science still displayed a positive attitude 
toward GM foods than those who did not. 

This study offers policy implications for improving citizens’ bioscience literacy and 
raising public acceptance of genetic engineering. Indeed, it is necessary to strengthen the formal 
education of basic knowledge on GM foods and genetic engineering. This could be achieved 
by updating biology curriculums and textbooks, which could shape consumers’ subjective 
cognition of GM foods and enhance their understanding of biotechnology’s safety and 
economic benefits. In addition, our findings could help to assess market demand for GM 
products in China more accurately. Although the deep concerns among consumers have slowed 
down the commercialization pace of GM agricultural products, there is reason to be optimistic 
about the future of GM commodities, as more young people with formal biotechnology 
education are becoming the mainstay of food consumption. 

Notes 
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1. Despite China’s first commercial cultivation of GM crops in 1996, GM crops’ harvest 
area covered only 2.9 million hectares by 2018, accounting for 1.51% of global harvest areas 
for GM food (ISAAA, 2019). 

2 . Our sample includes the rural areas. This explains why the proportion of people 
knowing about GM foods in this paper was lower than Zheng (2015b) and He et al. (2015), 
which only sampled urban areas. 

3. The enrolling age in areas with unsatisfactory school facilities could be deferred until 
age 7. 

4. Details of the implementation of the Compulsory Education Law are available upon 
request to authors. 

5. The previous syllabus only required students to “understand and focus on the application 
of biological knowledge in life, production, science and technology development and 
environmental protection,” while the objectives of the new curriculum required students to “be 
involved in biological science knowledge dissemination, promote biological science knowledge 
into personal and social life”. 

6. Details of the implementation of the New Curriculum Reform are available upon 
request to authors. 

7. We carefully identified the individual’s province of high school attendance. The default 
province of high school attendance is the household registered (hukou) province. For those 
living outside their hukou province during high school, the actual province of residence at the 
time served as the province of high school attendance. For those who experience inter-
provincial migration after high school, their pre-migration location was recognized as the place 
of high school attendance. In total, 2,600 observations were corrected for high school 
attendance province. 
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ABSTRACT 

Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region is located in the northern part of China. The main 

industry is livestock farming, using a grazing breeding system that makes use of vast pastures. 

It is also considered to be the first producer of meat, milk and wool in China.  

After the People's Republic of China was founded in 1949, the population and the number 

of livestock raised in Inner Mongolia pastoral area increased rapidly, and in response to this, 

the Chinese government distributed livestock to individuals in 1981. As a result, the grasslands 

were subjected to degeneration and desertification, hence in 1997 lands were allocated per 

household and new environmental policies were implemented starting from 2000. In particular, 

the " prohibition of grazing" policy has been implemented since 2003 and continues to protect 

and improve the ecological environment. The policy classifies the entire pastoral area into two 

areas, a seasonally prohibited area for grazing and a completely prohibited area. The prolonged 

grazing period restrictions have increased spending on land leases and feed purchases for 

pastoralist families, causing various problems such as labor shortages, reduced incomes, and 

livestock diseases. In addition, under these circumstances, if urgent spending such as snow 

disaster, drought, low market price of livestock, illness of family members or going on to higher 

education is required, large-scale herders can fund by selling livestock. Although it is possible 

to procure, there are cases where small and medium-sized pastoralists were unable to maintain 

their own management because the number of cattle raised is limited per land area and the 

amount of feed procured. Countermeasures against the weakening of the livestock industry in 

Inner Mongolia can be said to be an urgent issue.  

Many of the previous studies have conducted studies on overgrazing due to an increase in 

the number of livestock and the degeneration of grasslands due to this, a decrease in income 

due to an increase in costs due to the purchase of feed and the cost of installing fences, and the 

current state of breeding management and regional differences. However, few studies have 

analyzed the relationship between population, family growth and land. Among them, Naran 

[2015] analyzed the changes in the total population and ethnic population of the Jarud Banner 

from 1947 to 2004, and found that the total population had increased nearly 13 times in 57 years. 

However, regarding the impact, it is only pointed out that the burden on the natural environment 

will increase due to the expansion of human activities along with the rapid increase in 

population. Kurokawa [1993] pointed out that the balance between basic factors such as 

population, livestock, water and grass tends to be easily out of balance regardless of changes in 
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any resource, and is related to population growth. It is considered that fluctuations such as an 

increase in livestock will immediately lead to a relative shortage of grass resources and water 

resources, and in recent years, the degeneration and desertification of grasslands have been 

progressing more and more. These studies concluded that a rapid increase in population 

increases the burden on the natural environment by expanding human activity. 

This study analyzes pastoral areas after the population and household increase, and 

examines the factors that determine the scale of livestock breeding, targeting a pastoral village 

located in the eastern part of Inner Mongolia . In addition, it studies the impact of land area and 

feed procurement restrictions on the size of livestock breeding for pastoralists, and how to 

balance them to maintain management. The research identifies and studies these changes 

through sampling cases from pastoral villages located in the eastern part of Inner Mongolia. 

This paper concludes that in densely populated grassland areas, it was clarified that land 

individualization suppressed overgrazing to some extent and prevented desertification, and the 

environmental protection policies so far were implemented without considering regional 

characteristics.  

Keywords: livestock breeding, pastoral lands, Inner Mongolia. 
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Introduction 

Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region (abbreviated as Inner Mongolia hereinafter) is 

located in the northern part of China. The main industry is livestock farming, using a grazing 

breeding system that makes use of vast pastures. It is also considered to be the first producer of 

meat, milk and wool in China. 

In 2019 the number of cattle raised in Inner Mongolia was 6.26 million, which represented 

6.9% of the national total, ranking second in the province, while the production of beef and 

milk was 630,000 tons (9.6%) and 5.77 million tons (same), respectively. Ranking first in the 

province with (18.0%) of the national total production. The number of sheep and goats raised 

was 43.52 million (26.6%) and 16.23 million (11.8%), sequentially. Mutton was 1.09 million 

tons (22.5%), and wool and cashmere production were 1.148.74 million tons (33.7%) and 63.12 

million tons (42.2%) respectively. All these numbers ranked the region first in the countries 

national total production per produce (China Statistical Yearbook 2019). 

Since the People's Republic of China was founded, the population and the number of 

livestock raised in the Inner Mongolia pastoral area have increased rapidly, and in response to 

this, the Chinese government distributed livestock to individuals in 1981. As a result, the 

problems of grassland degeneration and desertification arose, and in 1997 land was personally 

allocated. In addition, since 2000 the environmental policy have been implemented one after 

another in order to prevent environmental deterioration and desertification in the Inner 

Mongolia region. In particular, the "New herding prohibition" policy, which has been 

implemented since 2003 and continues to protect and improve the ecological environment, 

classifies the entire pastoral area into two areas, a seasonally prohibited area for grazing and a 

completely prohibited area, and "prohibited". Maki "is performed. However, there are very few 

cases of greening the desert, and the phenomenon of "dust storm" is also seen every year. 

Prolonged grazing period restrictions have increased spending for grazing families, such 

as land lease fees and feed purchases, and have caused various problems such as labor shortages, 

reduced income, and livestock diseases. Also, under these circumstances, if there is a need for 

urgent spending such as snow disasters, droughts, slumping livestock market prices, or illness 

of family members or going on to school, large-scale herders can fund the sale of livestock. 

Although it is possible to procure, there are cases where small and medium-sized herders cannot 

maintain their own management because the number of animals raised is limited by the land 

area and the amount of feed procured. Countermeasures against the weakening of the livestock 

farming industry in Inner Mongolia can be said to be an urgent issue. 

Previous studies so far have included studies on overgrazing due to an increase in the 

number of livestock and the deterioration of grasslands due to this, income decrease due to 

increased costs such as feed purchase and fence installation costs, and the current state of 

breeding management and regional differences. However, few studies have analyzed the 
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relationship between the increase in population and the number of families and the land. Among 

them, Naran [2015] analyzed the changes in the total population and ethnic population of the 

Jarod flag from 1947 to 2004, and found that the total population had increased nearly 13 times 

in 57 years. However, regarding the impact, it is only pointed out that the burden on the natural 

environment will increase due to the expansion of human activities along with the rapid increase 

in population. Kurokawa [1993] pointed out that the balance between basic factors such as 

population, livestock, water and grass tend to be easily out of balance regardless of the 

fluctuation of any resource, and is related to population growth. It is considered that fluctuations 

such as an increase in livestock immediately lead to a relative shortage of grass resources and 

water resources, and in recent years, the degeneration and desertification of grasslands is still 

in progress.  

These studies conclude that the rapid increase in population increases the burden on the 

natural environment due to the expansion of human activity. In this study, we focused on the 

family management of pastoralists at the present stage when the population and family 

increased, focusing on the pastoral villages located in the eastern part of Inner Mongolia, which 

is a densely populated pastoral area, and we examined the factors that determine the scale of 

livestock breeding.  

Methodology 

This study will trace the development of family business of pastoralists surveying areas 

where the population has increased. After that it will analyze the management scale and 

livestock breeding pattern of each family, how the individually distributed pasture has been 

used, especially with the increase in population, households and the narrowness of the 

distributed grassland. It will try to portray how to solve the shortage of grass. In addition, we 

will analyze the impact of restrictions on land area and feed procurement on the determination 

of livestock breeding scale for pastoralists, and how to adjust the balance to maintain 

management.  

The outline of the survey area and changes in administrative area 

Ar Horqin is a banner of eastern Inner Mongolia, People's Republic of China. It is under 

the administration of Chifeng City. With an area of 14555km2,and a population of 

0.3million,having an average population density of 20.6 persons per km2, It is one of the most 

densely populated areas in Inner Mongolia. 

The total area of  town D is 4,359ha and the area of agricultural land is 4,042ha, of which 

the individual contracted area of grassland is 3,580ha and the common land area of  village is 

461ha. The area of the enclosed pasture is 2,876 ha, and the area of cultivated land where feed 

is cultivated is 160 ha. Pastures are roughly divided into 4 areas: 733 ha in the west, 433 ha in 

the east, 667 ha in the Altay area, and 2,400 ha in the grassland area. In spring, each grassland 

area is used as a pasture for livestock.  
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The changes in the administrative territory of town D are shown below based on Namzil 

[2007] and Wanjil [2014]. Figure 1 shows the division of administrative organizations and 

changes in the grazing range of livestock. In the " Manchukuo " period, Village D of the 

predecessor of town D, Villages S, B and N were included in one village in total. However, as 

the population and the number of households increased, it was divided into 4 town. The factors 

that changed the administrative territory are the increase in population, households and the 

number of livestock. Table 1 shows changes in population, number of households, and number 

of livestock due to the division of administrative organizations.  

Looking at the changes in the population, number of households, and number of livestock 

raised in town D from 1981 to 2017. The population increased by 11.6% from 455 in 1981 to 

508 in 1997, but in 2017 The number was 537, a decrease of 5.7%. The number of households 

has continued to increase from 77 in 1981 to 111 in 1997 (44.2% increase) and 183 in 2017 

(64.9%), indicating that family division is progressing. As a result, the number of family 

members per household has decreased to 5.9, 4.5, and 2.9. It may include the declining birthrate 

and the outflow of young people, but it is thought that the influence of family division is large. 

On the other hand, the number of converted livestock has been increasing from 9,843 in 1981 

to 12,464 in 1997 (increased rate of 26.6%) and 30,194 in 2017 (142.2%), and the increase in 

recent years is particularly remarkable. However, the number of livestock equivalent per 
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household decreased from 128 in 1981 to 112 due to the division of households in 1997, but in 

2017 it was 165 due to the rapid increase in the total number of livestock.  

Each villages  

In the 1940s,  the land was managed by the head of the banner, so, the boundaries of land 

such as village ,town and city were unclear. It is said that the range of grazing land used by the 

pastures in Village D was 10 km north and south of the current boundary. During the People's 

Commune period, the land boundaries of the Ar Horqin Banner for each People's Commune 

were clarified, and the land area of each production platoon was also roughly determined. 

Immediately after the distribution of livestock, the number of livestock per household was small 

and the settlement was advanced, so many pastoralists were grazing around their place of 

residence. However, after the increase in households across town and the number of livestock 

per household, pasture demanders began to enclose individual pastures. Accordingly, the 

grazing range of livestock has gradually narrowed. 

The actual state of policy and livestock breeding method 

 Here, we will clarify the actual state of the policies implemented mainly in the survey area 

and the livestock breeding method. Among the policies implemented in the pastoral area of 

Inner Mongolia after the liberation, the ones that had a great influence on the village D were 

The personal ownership of livestock and Distribution to individuals of land by the introduction 

of the production contract system, and the " prohibition of grazing" policy can be mentioned. 

The personal ownership of livestock and Distribution to individuals of land  

 Due to the influence of the national economic reform policy in 1978, the number of 

livestock in Inner Mongolia increased. As a policy to solve this problem, the policy of " The 

personal ownership of livestock " was implemented. In town D, livestock distribution was 

carried out in 1981, and the standard was 0.5 horses, 1 cow, 3 sheep per person, and 3 goats per 

household. At that time, the population was 455, cows were 1,025, horses were 248, sheep were 

1,613, and goats were 1,617. 

Although the number of livestock has increased, the use of grasslands is still shared, and 

due to the increase in population, the predatory use of grasslands due to overgrazing becomes 
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apparent, and there is a risk of accelerating the degeneration of grasslands. there were. In fact, 

the degeneration of grasslands reduced the amount of grass, resulting in a decrease in grass 

quality and a decrease in the ratio of good livestock. Behind the occurrence of this problem was 

the unclear right to use grasslands as a fundamental factor. Under this problem, the government 

introduced a private contract system for grasslands. In the land distribution in Village D in 1997, 

the land was classified into pasture and agricultural land, and the division criteria were different. 

Agricultural land was allocated only by the population at the time of allocation, however, 

pasture was allocated according to population (70%) and number of livestock (30%) criteria. 

The distribution of livestock is based on sheep, and 1 cow = 5 sheep, 1 horse = 6 sheep, 1 goat 

= 1 sheep, and the distribution area is calculated based on the converted number of livestock in 

the household. 

 "New herding prohibition" policy,  

It is an environmental protection policy in the entire Inner Mongolia region, as an 

environmental protection policy, the "New herding prohibition" policy was intensively 

implemented from 2003 to 2005, and there are three regions: "no pasture", "resting pasture", 

and "ring pasture". The format differs depending on the type. Therefore, the compensation 

system for it also differs depending on the region.  

At the study site, grazing began in 2003, cattle and sheep are banned from grazing for three 

months from March 1 to June 1, and goats for half a year from January 1 to July 1. 

Compensation for banning is 143 yuan per ha. 

Livestock breeding method 

Due to the increase in population and households, the increase in the number of livestock, 

or the “prohibition” policy, pastoralists are adopting the following livestock breeding methods. 

Livestock breeding includes grazing on grazing land from early June to early October, grazing 

on farmland from mid-October to early February, and breeding with feed for wintering in the 

barn from mid-February to June. It is divided into three categories. Figure 2 shows the annual 

cycle of livestock farming work in Town D. Cattle grazing uses various breeding methods such 

as consignment grazing, leased land grazing, and barn breeding, depending on the pasture area 
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of the pasture and the number of livestock owned. It is due to the influence of grazing time, 

number of livestock, labor force, pasture area, economic situation of each household, but from 

mid-February to June, cattle are generally bred in the barn, and hay. Silage is the main feed. In 

the summer (early June to early October), pastures are grazing. At that time, depending on the 

management scale of the pasture, the labor force, and the area of the pasture, the breeding 

methods such as consignment grazing and leased land grazing are adopted. When the amount 

of grass is insufficient in summer or autumn, livestock are outsourced by paying a consignment 

fee to the pasture owners who own a lot of pasture. The consigned livestock are mainly cattle. 

The consignment fee varies depending on the amount of grass and the skill of the person in 

charge, and in the case of cattle, it is 100 to 120 yuan per month, and the consignment period is 

about 4 months. In the fall, the consignment fee is a little cheaper, 100 yuan per month. The 

contract between the consignor and the consignor specifies the grazing period and the 

consignment fee, as well as the work in charge of the consignor and the response to sudden 

accidents. The trustee is in charge of livestock management work during the contract period, 

and confirms the number of animals, illness and birth status. However, death from old illness 

or unconscious loss is exempt. The payment method differs depending on the contract between 

the two, but it is generally paid once a month. However, it is often the case that livestock are 

entrusted free of charge in the form of using the land. It is tied only between relatively related 

people such as siblings and parents and children. For herders with a large number of livestock, 

the problem of lack of grass is solved by leasing land. The land lease period was about 3 months 

to 5 years at the request of the contractor, but due to the increase in the land lease fee per area 

of land in recent years, the land lease contract period is only 1 year. Grazing on farmland in the 

fall (mid-October to early February of the following year).  

Sheep graze in grassland areas where grass germinates early in the spring (mid-April to 

late May). The method of grazing differs from cattle in that it is necessary to keep an eye on 
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the flock of sheep. However, in recent years, pastures and post-harvest farmlands have been 

fenced and used. However, in the spring when grass grows, livestock look for fresh grass and 

do not calmly eat, so shepherds watch the sheep every day. Since the amount of grass in the 

pasture during this period is small, livestock are locked in the barn at night before feeding corn 

straw and hay. 

Analysis of individual managment of pastoralists 

Attributes of surveyed households 

 Table 2 shows the basic status of family members, livestock owned, land ownership and 

leased land of the households surveyed in 2019. Of the 12 households surveyed, 4 households 

have owners in their 30s (pastor O, C, B, Q), 1 household in their 40s (pastor A), and 4 

households in their 50s (shepherd D, S, H). , U), 1 household in their 60s (pastor R), 1 household 

in their 70s (pastor T), and 1 household in their 80s (pastor G). There is one migrant household 

(pastor Q) and one household that does not own pasture (pastor O).The family consists of one 

married couple (pastoral T), seven nuclear families consisting of a married couple and children 

(pastoral O, D, S, R, H, B, Q), a family consisting of parents, children, and three generations of 

grandchildren. There are 4 households (Shepherd S G, A, C, U).Domestic animals are mainly 

run by cattle and sheep. It is the shepherd S and the shepherd A who manage the cattle on a 

large scale, and the shepherd D who mainly manages the sheep. The actual state of management 

scale according to the number of livestock will be clarified by analyzing the cases of herders B 

and Q, who have a small number of livestock, S, who specializes in cattle, and D, who mainly 

manages sheep.  
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Small-scale livestock herders In this case. 

 we will take up the individual management of siblings B (eldest son) and Q (second son). 

Their original family structure is a family of five: father (born 1958), mother (born 1957), 

Shepherd B (born 1981), Shepherd Q (1984), and eldest daughter (born 1988). When his father 

became independent in 1985, he was taken six cows, one horse, 20 sheep and 14 goats as 

property from his family . In the land distribution in 1997, 40.5ha of pasture (4.1ha of grassland, 

14.2ha of pasture in the west, 21.8ha of pasture in the east)0.5ha of  agricultural land was 

distributed. After the 1998 flood, town D carried out a project to "expand green farmland" by 

diverting land suitable for farmland from pastureland. As a result, 2.5 ha of pasture was cleared 

into cultivated land with a windbreak, bringing the total cultivated land to 3 ha. In 2003, in 

order to prevent desertification, 2.7ha of birch was planted in the sandy area of pasture in the 

east and 3.3ha of trees were planted in the sandy area of pasture in the west. 

Livestock were grazing jointly all together, however due to the particularly increase in 

cattle, horses, sheep and goats, individual pastures were fenced and livestock were raised 

individually in 2008. Due to the increase in the number of livestock and the implementation of 

the prohibition policy,  it became necessary to secure feed for livestock, and, started cultivating 

corn for green-cut silage in 2003. Shepherd Q married in 2005, but lived with his parents and 

unmarried siblings. However, in 2012, his brother B, graduated from university and returned to 

the village to engage in livestock farming, so Shepherd Q left his former home and became 

independent. At that time, the property owned by the father was 40.5ha of land for 5 people, 

3ha of cultivated land, 33 cattle, 85 sheep and 1 horse. The number of livestock has decreased 

since 2008 because the father was hospitalized due to illness (hypertension) and the younger 

sister went to university in 2008.The division of property made by the father is as follows. The 

father divided the pasture according to the distance between the son's house and the pasture and 

the convenience. Shepherd B, who inherits the original house, was given the eastern pasture, 

and Shepherd Q, who plans to build a house on the grassland, was given the grassland and the 

west pasture. Dividing each of the separated lands will ensure equality economically, but it is 

more convenient to manage the land in order to prevent the land from becoming smaller by 

distributing it to each housing complex. The land area owned by Shepherd B is larger than that 

of Shepherd Q, but he is responsible for the cost of living until his parents' support and his 

sister's marriage. Moreover, every year, Shepherd Q receives a land subsidy of 2,000 yuan for 

one person from Shepherd B. Therefore, Shepherd Q is not dissatisfied with the division of 

property of his father. In 2013, Shepherd B sold many of the livestock because his father became 

seriously ill again and was hospitalized. Moreover, by sending his sister to study abroad in 2016, 

the number of livestock dropped sharply. As of 2019, Shepherd B owns 13 cows (7 mothers, 6 

female calves, 1 male calf) and 42 sheep (30 mothers, 12 female lambs). Shepherd Q owns 3 

cows (1 mother cow, 1 2-year-old female cow, 1 female calf) and 25 sheep (15 mother sheep, 

10 female lambs). The long-term treatment of the disease by the wife of the Shepherd Q is also 
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a factor in the decrease in the number of livestock. In 2017, Shepherd Q went to work to graze 

horses at the Tongliao Jarod banner, 40 kilometers east of town D, so he entrusted his livestock 

to Shepherd B. Pasture B is entrusted with the pasture land free of charge instead of the 

consignment fee. Shepherd Q exchanges the distributed cultivated land for cultivated land with 

a windbreak of Shepherd B and rents it out to Chinese. The land lease fee is 3000 yuan per ha 

and is a three-year contract. Therefore, Shepherd B is grazing a herd of two brothers. As a 

method of raising livestock, cattle graze in the eastern pasture for four and a half months during 

the summer (June 1st to mid-October). Since the number of cattle is small, Shepherd B has been 

entrusted with 8 cattle (breeding cattle) of his classmates who have a large tractor in the same 

town free of charge for 2 months in 2019. Instead, they are requesting agricultural tillage work 

free of charge. In the fall season (mid-October to early April), cattle are grazing by enclosing 9 

ha of 6 farmlands including the Shepherd Q with a fence. Of that, 2.7ha is borrowed for 600 

yuan, but other than that, it is used free of charge because it is a small farmland of relatives. In 

addition, it was not until 2016 that the farmland was individually enclosed, due to the increase 

in the number of livestock in town D. In the spring (April to the end of May), silage is fed by 

the housekeeper. Corn for silage is produced on distributed cultivated land. Sheep graze in the 

western sands for four and a half months in summer and autumn (June 1st to mid-October). In 

2014, Pastor Q consulted with his uncle and fenced the pasture in the west together. Shepherd 

B is using the land because his uncle is migrating. In 2019, due to the small number of sheep 

were entrusted for 4 months, and the entrustment fee was 5,000 yuan. He gave it to his uncle 

1,500 yuan and to Shepherd Q 1,000 yuan, and Shepherd B earned a commission fee of 2,500 

yuan. The actual sales of livestock in 2019 is cow  8,000 yuan, 12 sheep (9 males, 3 females), 

14 yuan per kg. It sold at 6,600 yuan and earned a total of 15,700 yuan. As for the direction of 

future business development, Shepherd B is thinking of increasing the number of cattle, but 

since it is necessary to consider the balance between the land area and the number of livestock, 

the number of cow is limited to 30. In order to increase income, the emphasis is on improving 

cattle breeds rather than increasing the number of livestock.  

Shepherds who specialize in cattle breeding  

In this case, we will take Shepherd S, who was co-grazing with the father of Shepherd B 

Shepherd Q before 2008.The family structure of Shepherd S is a family of three, Shepherd S 

(born 1969), his wife (born 1963), and his daughter (born 1993). Shepherd S married in 1992 

and gained eight cows, 25 sheep, 25 goats, one horse and one donkey as independent property. 

In the land distribution in 1997, 33ha of land was allocated to 4 family members (couples, 

daughter, sister) and 157 livestock. In 2000, the grassland 1.3 ha was converted to a farmland . 

In 2003, 0.7ha of birch was planted and 2ha of tree was planted in the western pasture. 
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In 2008, Shepherd S was able to increase the number of cattle to 100, so it was changed 

from joint grazing to individual management. Due to the labor shortage, the management is 

mainly cattle. As of 2019, there are 118 cattle, including 70 breeding cattle, 1 breeding cattle 

and 47 calves, of which 30 are male calves and 17 are female calves. The problem of shortage 

of grass due to the increase in the number of livestock is being solved by leasing land.  Table 3 

shows the status of the land leased by Shepherd S from 2008 to 2019.  

The contract was for 5 years from 2007 to 2013 and could not be renewed. Since the land 

lease fee was different among the five lenders, dissatisfaction occurred among the lenders, and 

it was not possible to borrow in a lump sum. The land leased from 2012 to 2013 was a five-

year contract, but the land lease fee was uneven among 10 lenders, so some lenders were made 

to others. Insufficient grass will slow the growth of livestock and reduce fertility. If that happens, 

profitability will decline, and we will have to cancel this contract. Recognizing the importance 

of concluding the contract, Shepherd S made it important to obtain the agreement of all the 

lenders the next time. However, from 2019, the amount per ha has increased, from 30 yuan in 

2007 to 225 yuan in 2019, which is 7.5 times higher. Lenders who recognize that the land lease 

fee will increase with each passing year are now limiting the land lease period to one year. From 

October 1st to February of the following year, grazing will be carried out on the farmland after 

harvesting. Before 2014, the farmland after harvest was not enclosed and was used for the entire 

town, but from 2014, the farmland after harvest is also used individually. Since 2014, Shepherd 

S has leased 1000 mu of post-harvest farmland. The lease fee per ha of farmland after harvest 

has increased from 600 yuan in 2014 to 900 yuan in 2019.From mid-February to late May, 

silage will be bred in the barn. Two workers will be hired during this period. The employment 

cost per person is 200 yuan a day. There are three banger silos, and the green cut feed (corn) 

will be stepped on in October. If breeding cattle are bred in silage, there is a risk of dystocia, so 

we are also securing hay. This period is the calving period of cattle, and observation before and 

after calving is an important task. During pregnancy and lactation after calving, the amount of 

nutrients required by the mother cow is high, and nutritional management is important. Cows 

have a calving period of 285 to 288 days and can be re-pregnant 40 days after calving if they 

are well-nourished. Shepherd S's livestock income consists of the sale of small male cattle and 

abandoned cattle. The method of raising calves, especially male calves, requires 7 months of 

lactation (about 3 months) for proper growth and fattening period (about 4 months) for sale. As 

　Table 3 Lease status of pastor S

distance Contract year
Amount

per ha

Pasture

area

Land

lease fee
Lender Location 

15 5年 30 147 4,400 5 B Village

6 2年 120 133 32,000 10 H Village

15 5年 120 133 80,000 5 B Village

3 1年 225 167 37,500 1 D Village

Unit: km, yuan, ha

2019

Note) Created by interview survey

Land lease year

2007-2011

2012-2013

2014-2018
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for the direction of future business development, Shepherd S will reduce the number of 

livestock. Land lease fees, feed costs, and labor costs are rising year by year, so maintaining 

large-scale management is reducing net income. Moreover, the two main labor force, the couple, 

are also aging, and the successor daughter works as a teacher, so there is no need to run a large-

scale business. 

Sheep-based herders 

In this case, we will take up the shepherd D, who runs mainly sheep.  Shepherd D married 

in 1988 and lived with his parents, but became independent in 1995 when his younger brother 

married. He got house (3 rooms), 6 cows and 30 sheep, including 2 cows and 10 sheep, which 

was his wife's dowry. The family consists of the person (1965), wife (1962), eldest daughter 

(1989), and second daughter (1990). In the land distribution in 1998, 24ha of land was 

distributed to 4 families and 45 livestock. Due to the construction of a highway in the sandy 

meadows of Altay, 1.3ha of pasture was replenished. In 2000, 1.6ha of grassland was converted 

to a farmland with a windbreak. 

Immediately after independence, five households, including their parents and their 

relatives in the neighborhood, integrated livestock into groups and grazed. Most of the grazing 

areas were grasslands, but during the three months from June to September in the summer, they 

went to Otor to the pasture of the west. Due to the expansion of the number of integrated 

livestock herds, it was decided to manage them individually. After that, due to the shortage of 

labor due to her daughter's advancement to school, she began to manage mainly sheep and goats. 

As of 2019, the number of livestock raised is 16 sheep (1 mother sheep, 1 breeding sheep) and 

72 goats (70 mother goats, 2 male goats). Due to the lack of grass, the annual number of sheep 

raised is limited to 20 sheep and 80 goats, for a total of about 100. His sales in 2018 is 20 female 

goats and 5 male goats, a total of 25 goats sold for 14 yuan per loaf for 27,000 yuan. Five lambs 

were sold at an average summer price of 670 yuan and two lambs at an average winter price of 

700 yuan, earning 5,000 yuan. Other than that, there were 7 gifts, 2 for meat, and 4 deaths due 

to overeating. For livestock grazing, during the winter fence, sheep are grazing by surrounding 

the cultivated land 3.3 with a windbreak forest, which is a housing complex of two younger 

brothers (0.8ha, 0.9ha) and 1.7 of the person himself. Grazing in the spring is done in the 

grassland, and grazing in the summer is done in the sandy west. For livestock roughage, only 

corn is cultivated on the cultivated land owned. We do not own agricultural machinery and 

outsource all agricultural work. The total production in 2017 is 3.3ha, which is 9,500kg (about 

1,250kg per ha), and 2,500kg for hourly wage and others (7,000kg) are sold. For 1.5 yuan per 

kg, you will earn 10,500 yuan. The expenditure for agricultural work is 20,894 yuan. Despite 

the lack of income from agriculture, the only reason they continue to farm is for livestock feed. 

As for the direction of future management development, Shepherd D plans to maintain the 

current management. There is an idea to expand the scale of management, but if the number of 

animals is increased, the expenditure for securing feed will increase. 
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Conclusion 

 As described above, focusing on the family management of pastoralists after the 

population and family have increased, focusing on the pastoral villages located in the eastern 

part of Inner Mongolia, which is a densely populated pastoral area, and the factors that 

determine the scale of livestock breeding. investigated. To summarize the cases taken up, in the 

case of small-scale livestock herders, livestock and land were given to shepherd B and Q as a 

division of property, but in each family, family members were affected or went on to higher 

education. As a result, the number of livestock decreased sharply. Therefore, shepherd Q went 

to work and entrusted herder B with her livestock in the form of using the pasture free of charge 

instead of the consignment fee. In addition, shepherd B expanded the land area by enclosing 

small land not used by relatives free of charge. After that, a certain amount of income is earned 

by entrusting a small number of cows and sheep according to the land area to be managed. 

Recently, as spending has decreased, there is hope to increase the number of livestock owned 

within the limits of land area, but if the number of livestock reaches the limit, the aim is to 

improve the quality of livestock such as breeding. 

In the case of a herder who specializes in cattle, shepherd S was able to increase the number 

of livestock because he was engaged in the work of the Communist Party secretary at the 

committee. The labor shortage became a problem, but it was solved by specializing in cattle 

breeding, and then the problem of grass shortage that emerged was solved by leasing land. 

However, because the land lease fee was unevenly distributed to multiple lenders, a dispute 

arose among the lenders and the contract was canceled. As the number of livestock increased 

in the next leased land, it was decided to change it in two years in consideration of overgrazing. 

Land lease fees have risen in 2019, making it impossible to rent land for a long period of time. 

Since land lease fees and wages have increased and there is no successor, the number of 

livestock will be reduced.  

In the case of a shepherd who mainly manages sheep, shepherd D manages mainly sheep 

due to the limitation of the labor force. Since the land owned is small, it is necessary to limit 

the number of livestock raised accordingly. In addition, he started farming to deal with the 

problem of lack of grass, but since he does not own agricultural machinery, the expenditure for 

agricultural work is very high. Due to lack of land area and labor force, it is not possible to 

increase the number of livestock. Based on the above, in the current individualized breeding 

style, the household income does not increase as the number of livestock increases, so the 

herders raise only an appropriate number according to the land area. In other words, it can be 

seen that the value of maintaining management while adjusting the balance between the number 

of livestock and the rangeland does not change due to the effects of settling and land distribution.  

Previous studies have often pointed out that the inability of pastures to move freely always 

leads to the degeneration of rangelands. When analyzing the answers to the questions by the 
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herders, such as "there is no desertification phenomenon" and "the distribution of pasture was 

good", the herders should be "young people, cherish resources such as grass and coexist with 

nature". The wisdom of life is lost. " In addition, Sodseqin [2005] pointed out that it is not the 

pastures that the pastures have the right to use, but the common land owned by the villagers' 

committee that the phenomenon of grassland degeneration and desertification is seen. It is 

thought that this is because everyone has the highest priority to make a profit because it is 

shared. Pastures see the pastures they have the right to use as their property, so they need to 

prevent the degeneration and desertification of the pastures. This is because it is directly related 

to the good livestock management of pastoralists and the household income of individuals.  

Therefore, in the present day of livestock farming in the eastern region where the 

population, households and the number of livestock have increased rapidly, the existence of 

individual land use rights is considered to limit overgrazing. It cannot be said that the cause of 

desertification is only overgrazing by the herders, because the herders run the livestock industry 

while considering the balance between the pasture and the number of livestock. Therefore, even 

though the "no grazing" policy due to overgrazing has been implemented for a long period of 

time, it has not had a positive effect on environmental conservation.  
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Abstract 

In recent years, with the transformation and upgrading of China's livestock industry, the 

normative use of veterinary drugs has gradually come under the spotlight. This study is based 

on an extended theory of planned behavior to investigate farmers' behavior in regulating the use 

of veterinary drugs according to the Veterinary Drug Administration Regulations (VDAR). To 

this end, the proposed conceptual model is tested by analyzing survey data from 527 

participants in Jiangxi, Hubei, and Yunnan Provinces, China. The results indicated that attitude, 

subject norm, and perceived behavioral control (PBC) are related to farmers' behavior in using 

veterinary drugs. Perceived benefit influenced attitude, while perceived risk significantly 

influenced PBC. The results also provide good evidence that the extended theory of planned 

behavior enhances the explanatory power of predicting farmers' normative veterinary drug use 

behavior. The implications of the findings for the extended TPB are discussed. 

Keywords:Theory of planed behavior；Ecological farming；Farmers' 

behavior；Perceived benefit；Perceived risk 
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Introduction 

Historically, veterinary drugs have been widely used in poultry for therapeutic, preventive, 

and growth promotion purposes (Stolker and Zuidema et al., 2007; Reig and Toldrá, 2008; 

Novaes and Schreiner et al., 2017). However, the negative effects associated with the irrational 

use of veterinary drugs are gaining attention. As expected, the irrational use of veterinary drugs 

in food animals may have environmental and public health safety implications. It may also 

increase unnecessary risks (SIMONSEN and TAPSALL et al., 2004; Beyene and Tesega, 2014; 

Manyi-Loh and Mamphweli et al., 2018). More importantly, the use of veterinary drugs in food 

animals has the potential to produce residues in animal-derived products that pose a health 

hazard to consumers，such as allergies and problems with the human intestinal flora. (Cerniglia 

and Kotarski, 1999; Paige and Tollefson et al., 1999; Beyene and Assefa, 2015). In recent years, 

the application of veterinary drugs in the field of animal husbandry in China, for the treatment 

of about 25%, for animal disease prevention and growth promotion accounted for about 75%, 

of which the proportion of unreasonable use of drugs up to 40% ~ 85%. At the same time, about 

60% of the pathogenic bacteria in humans originate from livestock and poultry (Jiang and Su, 

2021). Because of this, the Chinese government promulgated the Veterinary Drug 

Administration Regulations（VDAR） to regulate the management of veterinary drug use. 

However, overuse and abuse are still prevalent (Wang and Deng et al., 2018). 

Regulating the use of veterinary drugs can not only bring benefits to farmers but also help 

protect consumer health, protect the environment and solve public health problems. Therefore, 

it is imperative to clarify the determinants that drive farmers to regulate their behavior in the 

use of veterinary drugs (Pastoret, 1999; Lees and Shojaee Aliabadi, 2002; Ćupić and Dobrić et 

al., 2011). Some studies predict human intention or behavior based on the extending TPB model 

(e.g.(Botetzagias and Dima et al., 2015; Yadav and Pathak, 2016; Si and Shi et al., 2020)) 

Therefore, this study explored the drivers of farmers' veterinary drug use behavior based on the 

standard TPB model. By introducing two additional predictors, perceived benefit and perceived 

risk, the explanatory model is extended to better understand the decision-making process of 

farmers in using veterinary drugs based on VDAR. 

The main objectives of this study are 1) to apply the extended TPB to explain farmers' 

behavior in normative use of veterinary drugs in agricultural activities；2) to Explore the 

pathways by which perceived benefits and perceived barriers to the proper use of veterinary 

drugs by farmers are generated. To achieve these goals, in the following section, we review the 

literature and hypothesize relationships between variables. Section 3 describes the methodology. 
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Section 4 presents the estimation results. The final section presents conclusions and discusses 

policy recommendations. 

Theoretical framework and hypotheses development 

Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) 

TPB is one of the most influential and commonly used psychological theories to explain 

pro-environmental behavior (Ajzen, 1985). It is also an important social cognitive model for 

predicting individual behavior and intention (Yazdanpanah and Forouzani, 2015). Different 

types of behavior and intention can be accurately predicted by attitude, subject norm, and 

perceived behavioral control (PBC) (Ajzen, 1991). Attitude is interpreted as people's positive 

or negative evaluations of their behaviors. In general, when an individual has a more positive 

attitude toward a behavior, he or she is more willing to perform this behavior (George, 2004; 

Botetzagias and Dima et al., 2015). It is a farmer's attitude to perform a characteristic behavior 

either negatively or positively after the awareness of something. The more positive and strong 

the attitude is, the more its willingness to behave will be transformed into behavior. For example, 

Meijer and Catacutan (2015) examined farmers' attitude towards tree planting in Malawi, they 

concluded that farmers with a positive attitude towards biodiversity conservation were more 

willing to conserve biodiversity on their farms. Subject norm refers to the pressure that people 

perceive from important others to perform or not to perform a behavior (Rivis and Sheeran et 

al., 2009). Specifically, Maleksaeidi and Keshavarz (2019) demonstrated that farmers' decision-

making processes and intention towards biodiversity conservation are mainly influenced by 

friends and family members. That is, when farmers are making decisions about whether to use 

veterinary drugs in regulated livestock farming, pressure from important family members or 

government organizations, for example, may have an impact on their willingness to act, which 

in turn influences the farmers' behavior. Therefore, the following hypotheses are predicted: 

H1:Attitude will positively influence farmers' intention of using veterinary drugs 

normatively. 

H2:Subject Norm will positively influence farmers' intention of using of veterinary drugs 

normatively. 

PBC is interpreted as the perception of the ease or difficulty of a behavior (Vasquez and 

Foditsch et al., 2019). Ajzen and Madden (1986) indicated that PBC could increase the 

prediction of intention. Besides, PBC may have a direct effect on behavior because PBC may 
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reflect a person's actual control over behavior (Beck and Ajzen, 1991; Kaiser and Gutscher, 

2003). Chengxing (2018) combined TPB theory to study the factors influencing the 

prophylactic use of household antibiotics in livestock farms, concluding that PBC will directly 

influence the implementation of specific farmer behaviors. Similarly, Kaiser and Gutscher 

(2003) used the TPB model to study the ecological behavior of Swiss residents which showed 

that PBC had the strongest explanatory power for behavior and intention. This means that if 

farmers themselves believe that they have strong ability and sufficient time and energy to 

regulate the use of veterinary drugs, the stronger their cognitive control of the behavior of 

regulated use, the stronger the farmers' willingness to regulate the use of veterinary drugs, and 

the greater the likelihood of utilization behavior occurring. Therefore, the following hypotheses 

are predicted: 

H3:PBC will positively influence farmers' intention of using veterinary drugs normatively. 

H4:PBC will positively influence farmers' behavior of using veterinary drugs normatively. 

And according to Azjen (1980), the intention is the most important and the best predictor 

of behavior. Many behaviors in daily life can be considered to be controlled by the will because 

people can easily perform them if they have the will to do so (Ajzen, 1985). For example, 

Emekci (2019) studied consumers' green consumption behavior within the TPB and confirmed 

that consumers' environmental intention positively influences their green purchasing behavior. 

Therefore, the following hypotheses are predicted: 

H5:Farmers' intention of using veterinary drugs normatively will positively influence 

behavior. 

Construction of the extended TPB model 

Although the effectiveness of TPB in predicting intention has been demonstrated in 

various domains, Ajzen (1991) noted that the theory is capable of increasing additional 

explanatory strength if the new structure can be shown to help explain much of the variance in 

intention and behavior. Therefore, a large number of applications of the TPB model to study 

the intention or behavior of individuals have attempted to add additional structure that would 

enhance the predictive power of the theory (e.g.(Cooke and Sniehotta et al., 2007; Al-Debei 

and Al-Lozi et al., 2013; Maleksaeidi and Keshavarz, 2019)). 

As well as in the pro-environmental domains, the perceived benefit can be used as a 

predictor to increase the explanatory power of TPB models (Arora and Aggarwal, 2018). 
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Perceived Benefit is the perception of a positive consequence of a particular action (Leung, 

2013; Melewar and Alwi et al., 2013). Yoon (2011) also suggested that perceived benefit is a 

belief about the positive consequence that affects behavioral attitude or behavioral intention. 

Hartmann and Apaolaza-Ibáñez (2012) pointed out that concern and awareness of 

environmental benefits will strengthen consumer attitudes towards green energy brands. So the 

perceived expected benefit is the key to motivate farmers to regulate the use of veterinary drugs, 

and can be used to judge farmers' behavioral attitudes. Therefore, the following hypotheses are 

predicted: 

H6:Perceived benefit will positively influence farmers' attitude of using veterinary drugs 

normatively. 

Perceived risk is the likelihood of negative outcomes perceived by individuals in the 

decision-making process (Wang and Deng et al., 2018). Baird and Thomas (1985) defined 

perceived risk as uncertainty, including an assessment of the controllability of such uncertainty. 

Sitkin and Weingart (1995) noted that people with extensive experience are likely to take more 

risks, which in part implies that perceived risk is also associated with PBC. Some scholars have 

demonstrated in other domains that perceived risk can have a negative impact on PBC (Lu and 

Yeh et al., 2016; Xie and Song et al., 2017). Farmers have an aversion to risk, and their 

behavioral logic is not to take risks to obtain higher returns, but to try to avoid risks and pursue 

safety and security, which may negatively affect the perceived behavioral control of farmers to 

regulate the use of veterinary drugs. However, the relationship between perceived risk and PBC 

in a pro-environmental context has not been studied. Therefore, the following hypotheses are 

predicted: 

H7:Perceived risk will negatively influence farmers' PBC of using veterinary drugs 

normatively. 

Hypothesis proposed 

Based on the above literature review and discussion, we propose a conceptual model 

(Figure 1). Our theoretical framework involves six latent variables, one explicit variable, and 

seven hypotheses. In addition to the original TPB, we added perceived benefit and perceived 

risk to improve the explanatory strength.
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Materials and methods 

Measures 

The constructed questionnaire was designed after reviewing the literature and based on the 

actual situation in the study area. The wording was revised in the case of an imperfect 

understanding of some items. On this basis, we refer to the guidance of Ajzen (2006) and use 

the measurement scales and indicators of Kim (1991), Jeong and Ham (2018), and Rezaei et al 

(2019) in the literature. 

The final questionnaire was divided into two parts. The first part deals with demographic 

characteristics (including gender, age, education level and place of residence, etc.). There were 

16 items in the second part. Attitude, subject norm, perceived benefit, and perceived risk were 

measured using 3 items each. Two items each were utilized to assess PBC and intention. The 

scoring was based on a 5-point Likert scale from 1 (very reluctant/strongly disagree) to 5 (very 

willing/strongly agree). One item was used for behavior. This statement was anchored by 1 

‘rarely’ and 5 ‘often’. The exact wordings of the statements used in all scales are reproduced in 

the Appendix. 

Data collection and Geographical Context 

Asia accounts for more than 80% of total waterfowl production, with China being the most 

important. And as the market demand for waterfowl gradually increases, the safety of the 

waterfowl industry is particularly important.  

First, we conducted a random sampling based on the survey statistics of China's National 

Waterfowl Industry Technology System (CNWITS) on waterfowl production in 21 major 

waterfowl-producing provinces (cities and districts) in China, and the randomly selected target 

provinces were Jiangxi, Hubei, and Yunnan. Jiangxi Province is located south of the Yangtze 

River and has the largest freshwater lake in China with a humid and mild climate. The 

Waterfowl industry is a traditional advantageous characteristic industry in Jiangxi Province, 

which has played a positive role in local economic development and farmers' income. Hubei 

Province is located in the south of central China, and the good natural conditions have also laid 

a solid foundation for agriculture in it. The province is a major livestock province in China, and 

the Jianghan Plain is an important egg and duck breeding base, with a steadily developing 

waterfowl industry. Yunnan Province is located in the southwest of China with complex climate 

types. Known as the animal kingdom, its waterfowl species are also very rich and unique. 
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We recruited 11 volunteers in Jiangxi, Hubei, and Yunnan provinces to conduct the 

questionnaire survey, including 6 volunteers in Jiangxi, 3 volunteers in Hubei, and 2 volunteers 

in Yunnan. Each volunteer will distribute 50 original questionnaires, totaling 550 questionnaires. 

Before the survey, we trained the volunteers. Requirements in the selection of survey subjects 

must have many years of experience in farming or farming enterprises, cooperatives, etc., with 

as much research as possible in the provinces along the rivers and lakes of key farming areas. 

We eventually returned a total of 527 valid questionnaires, with a return rate of 95.8%. 

Data analysis 

We used the least significant difference (LSD) analysis to test whether there were any 

significant differences in the responses of the three different provinces. At p < 0.05, no 

significant differences were found in the profile of participants or the structure measured. 

Therefore, in all the analyses that follow, the data from the three provinces were combined. 

With Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) in AMOS 21.0, it is possible to test a 

measurement model and a structural model at the same time3. A two-step procedure to test the 

research hypothesis (C. and W., 1988). In the first step, confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) is used to assess 

the fit of the measurement model and evaluate the reliability and validity of the construct. In the second step, 

the structural model is used to test the relationship between the hypotheses. Since the skew and kurtosis 

statistics showed deviations from the assumption of normality, a bootstrap method was used to adjust for the 

non-multivariate normality using the maximum likelihood estimation method (Satorra and Bentler, 1994; 

Markus, 2012). 

Results 

Participants’ profile 

The demographic characteristics of the respondents are shown in Table 2. 67% of the 

respondents are male and 33% are female. Their ages ranged from 21 to 88 years, with an 

average age of approximately 50 years (SD = 14.693). In addition, they have a low level of 

education, with 9.1% being illiterate. Only 9.9% have attended college and above. In terms of 

annual household income, nearly half (48.6%) are 20,000-60,000 yuan (3,076-9,227 USD). The 

average poultry stock of the participants from 2017 to 2019 was 1552.63 (SD = 7323.792), 

3 An ideal sample size target is a ratio of 20:1 of the number of participants to the number of model parameters (Suhr, 2006). 

The ratio in this study was 33.0:1, which meets the requirement of an adequate sample size. 
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2276.15 (SD = 10966.569) and 5083.98 (SD = 26041.042). This is consistent with the 2020 

China Rural Statistical Yearbook. 

As shown in Table 1, The mean values of attitude (3.85), perceived benefit (3.73), and 

intention (3.87) are higher, the mean scores for subject norm (3.69) and perceived risk (3.55) 

are moderate, while the mean scores for behavior (3.22) and PBC (3.14) are low. These results 

indicate that most farmers have good perceived interest and attitude towards the use of 

veterinary drugs according to specifications. And, they are easily influenced by themselves as 

well as others. However, they feel that they do not have enough control to regulate the use of 

veterinary drugs, probably because they do not have the financial and technical backing. In 

addition, participants have a strong intention (3.87) but do not fully translate them into behavior 

(3.22). 

Reliability and validity testing 

Several metrics were used to validate the applicability of the studied models to both the 

survey data analysis and the TPB model (Maleksaeidi and Keshavarz, 2019). The goodness-of-

fit indices of the studied models are shown in Table 3. Clearly, all indices confirm the goodness 

of fit of the model. For example, the Chi-square ratio of TPB to degrees of freedom (x2/df) was 

estimated to be 1.717, which is less than 3 (Bagheri and Bondori et al., 2019). Meanwhile, the 

values of the goodness-of-fit index (GFI), comparative fit index (CFI), and Tacker-Lewis index 

(TLI) are higher than 0.9, which indicates that the extended TPB model is acceptable. 

As shown in Table 4, Cronbach's alpha was used to test the internal consistency of the 

questionnaire. The coefficients of this questionnaire were mostly between 0.8 and 0.9, 

indicating high reliability of the research instrument (meeting standard). In addition, the mean 

square deviation AVE of each latent variable was greater than 0.5 and the combined reliability 

was greater than 0.7, which indicates ideal convergent validity. 

As can be seen in Table 5, there is a significant relationship between the variables. 

Correlations are found between intention to normalize the use of veterinary drugs and most 

variables such as attitude, subject norm, perceived benefit, perceived risk, and PBC (p<0.01). 

Besides, the absolute values of the correlation coefficients were all less than 0.5 and were all 

less than the mean value of the corresponding AVE, which means that the latent variables were 

correlated and discriminated from each other, indicating that the scale data were desirable. 

However, it is important to note that the above analysis involves only correlations which do not 

necessarily reflect causality. 
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This study used Harmanns' one-way test to ensure that common method bias (CMB) did 

not alter the results of this study (Podsakoff and MacKenzie et al., 2003). This study also used 

a one-factor test, in which a fixed factor from all major constructs was used to explain less than 

50% of the variance (Abdullah and Al et al., 2018). The results showed that the first principal 

factor explained only 43.9 % of the variance, indicating that the CMB did not seem to pose a 

threat to the relationship between the measures (Sun and Wang et al., 2015). 

Structural equation model results 

We used a structural equation approach to test the predictions of the proposed theoretical 

framework and the established, less complex model on the regulated veterinary drug use 

behavior of Chinese farmers. A rigorous theoretical test of a well-established theoretical model, 

a partial combination model, and a comprehensive overall model was conducted on a sample 

of 527 Chinese farm households. 

First, the applicability of the TPB-based model is examined independently. Figure 3a 

shows the results of the TPB estimation model. Next, the model is extended by adding perceived 

benefits and perceived risks to the TPB model, respectively. The estimation results are shown 

in Figures 3b and 3c. Finally, Figure 3d shows the estimation results of the comprehensive 

model. The model fit indices of the TPB model, extended TPB model 1, extended TPB model 

2, and the integrated model is shown in Table 6. 

The model of TPB 

In the first place, the TPB model was tested. According to the results of the structural 

equation analysis, the PBC of farmers is a key contributing factor in regulating veterinary drug 

behavior when farmers use veterinary drugs. In addition, attitude contributed the most to 

predicting intention, followed by subjective norm and PBC. 

In terms of model fitting, the results showed that the standard TPB structural model 

performed well in predicting farmers' normative veterinary drug use behavior. Approximately 

31% of the variance in veterinary drug use behavior was explained by a combination of 

intention and corresponding PBC. Furthermore, 58% of the variance in Intention to use 

veterinary drugs was explained by the proposed predictors based on TPB. 

The entended TPB model 1 

Second, the TPB model with the inclusion of perceived benefits was tested. According to 

the results of structural equation analysis, perceived benefit is an important contributing factor 
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to influence farmers' attitude. Similar to the TPB model，  attitude made an important 

contribution to the prediction of intention, followed by subject norm and PBC. 

In terms of model fitting, the results showed that the extended TPB model 1 performed 

well in predicting the behavior of Chinese farmers in normative use of veterinary drugs. About 

67% of the intention was explained by it. 

The entended TPB model 2 

Third, the TPB model that includes perceived risk was tested. According to the results of 

structural equation analysis, perceived risk is an important contributing factor to the control of 

farmers' perceived behavior control. Similar to the TPB model， attitude made an important 

contribution to the prediction of intention, followed by subject norm and PBC. 

In terms of model fitting, the results showed that the extended TPB model 2 performed 

well in predicting the behavior of Chinese farmers in normative use of veterinary drugs. 

Approximately 34% of the variance in veterinary drug use behavior was explained by a 

combination of intention and PBC. 

The comprehensive model 

Finally, the comprehensive model was tested. The results were similar to the original TPB 

model, with attitudes contributing the most to the prediction of intention, followed by subject 

norm and PBC. Meanwhile, perceived benefit have a positive effect on farmers' attitude, and 

perceived risk also have a negative effect on PBC. In conclusion, all hypotheses were supported, 

proving the model to be reasonably robust. 

The results showed that the integrated model performed well in predicting farmers' 

normative veterinary drug use behavior. Approximately 34% of the variation in use behavior 

was explained by a combination of interventions for intention and PBC. In addition, 67% of the 

intended variants were explained. The fit of all four models was acceptable, and the combined 

model outperformed the other models in predicting farmers' veterinary drug use behavior. 

Discussion and implication 

This study attempts to explore the factors influencing farmers' regulated veterinary drug 

use behavior in three Chinese provinces based on an extended version of TPB. A similar 

approach has not been reported in the literature regarding the behavior of farmers in normative 

veterinary drug use. Therefore, this study provides new insight and makes some theoretical 
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contributions to better predict farmers' regulated veterinary drug use behavior. It helps to raise 

farmers' awareness of the normative use of veterinary drugs following veterinary regulations 

and is practically reflected in agricultural production.  

The results of path analysis showed that among the variables of the expanded TPB 

regarding the intention to use veterinary drugs, each of the variables: attitude, subject norm, 

and PBC separately accounted for 68%, 14% and, 19%. In this study, farmers' attitude is the 

most important variable influencing their intention. And from the positive effect of perceived 

benefit on attitude, it can be concluded that farmers are motivated to develop a positive attitude 

because they care about the sense of accomplishment and favorable comments from regulated 

operations, which suggests some intrinsic motivation. Cary and Wilkinson (1997) noted that 

pro-environmental attitude does not translate into pro-environmental behavior unless there is 

an economic or another benefit to that behavior. Therefore it is necessary to improve the 

perceived benefit of farmers' use of veterinary drugs according to VDAR, which is not only an 

ecological effect but also an economic one. It is suggested that the government can improve the 

policy benefits of normative use of veterinary drugs by promoting the benefits of farmers after 

the normative behavior through the internet or other media, thus contributing to the positive 

coping attitude of farmers. 

In terms of the subject norm, the importance of human factors in improving the norms of 

veterinary drug use is emphasized. Artikov and Hoffman (2006) argue that their perceptions of 

veterinary drugs will greatly influence the use and impact of veterinary drugs by focusing on 

changing the beliefs and values of farmers as well as their society. Therefore, from the 

subjective feelings of farmers, the sense of ownership of farmers on the use and management 

of veterinary drugs should be properly enhanced to improve the self-efficacy of farmers to 

regulate the use of veterinary drugs. The government should promote efficient and applicable 

veterinary drug use techniques and provide multi-level, multi-channel, and multi-form 

knowledge and technical training to farmers. It can be used to demonstrate the use of veterinary 

drugs in the form of households, a wide range of in-depth training, and popularization of the 

standardized use of veterinary drugs. Continuously improve their sense of self-efficacy to 

regulate the use of veterinary drugs, thereby improving the social recognition of the regulatory 

behavior of farmers using veterinary drugs. 

There is a positive and significant relationship between PBC and farmers' behavior in 

normative use of veterinary drugs, which means that a strong perception of behavioral control 

motivates farmers to use veterinary drugs in a normative manner. Therefore, it can be inferred 
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that the ease of implementation and manageability of veterinary regulations will motivate 

farmers to operate according to the standards. In agreement with the findings of other scholars 

(Onwezen and Antonides et al., 2013; Yazdanpanah and Hayati et al., 2014; Bai and Wang et 

al., 2019). In turn, the effect of perceived risk on PBC is negatively correlated, which means 

that if the regulated use of veterinary drugs causes some economic loss or increases problems, 

then farmers will feel that the matter is not so easy to control and thus affecting their judgment 

negatively. For this reason, it is necessary for the government to enhance comprehensive 

information on the hazards and rational use of veterinary drugs. It can build the confidence of 

farming subjects in the veterinary drug industry and reduce the uncertainty of farmers, thus 

reducing the perceived risk of their self-determination. 

Of course, there are limitations to this study. First, this study only explored a random sample of poultry in 

three provinces in China, and the findings are limited to the behavior of poultry farmers using veterinary 

drugs, which is relatively small in scope and not representative enough. Second, although this study is 

an extension of the TPB model, considering the complexity of farmers' pro-environmental behavior 

other factors should be added to study the effects on farmers' behavior. Future research could focus on 

how demographic variables, past behaviors, and ethics influence farmers' behavior in regulating the use 

of veterinary drugs to better understand farmers' behavior on a larger scale. Finally, this study only 

considered egoism but did not start with altruism, ignoring the important role of irrational factors and 

altruistic motives in predicting behavior. As a result, more theoretical frameworks need to be combined 

to refine farmers' pro-environmental behavior. 
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Tables 

Table 1  

Mean, standard deviation of items and subsections (n= 527). 

Subsections items 
Mean score, standard 

deviation A, B, C 

Attitude 

Do you feel comfortable using veterinary drugs for breeding according to the Veterinary 

Drug Administration Regulations? 
3.81 ± 0.889a 

Farming in accordance with the relevant provisions of the Veterinary Drug Administration 

Regulations would make sense to you? 
3.88 ± 0.876a 

Do you think you should farm in accordance with the relevant regulations of the Veterinary 

Drug Administration Regulations? 
3.85 ± 0.891a 

Subsection mean scores 3.85 ± 0.483α 

Perceived 

Behavioral 

Control 

Do you think the standard veterinary drug use is easy to implement? 3.21 ± 0.963a 

Do you think you have enough technical support team, funding, etc. to provide for the 

smooth implementation of standard veterinary drug use? 
3.06 ± 1.039b 

Subsection mean scores 3.14 ± 0.014β 

Subjective 

Norm 

Most of the people who are important to me think I should be farming according to the 

standard use of veterinary drugs? 
3.73 ± 0.862a 

Most people like me take standard veterinary use for farming? 3.73 ± 0.888a 

Do I think I have a moral obligation to farm according to standard veterinary drug use? 3.61 ± 0.931b 

Subsection mean scores 3.69 ± 0.050γ 

Perceived 

Benefit 

I think using veterinary drugs in accordance with the relevant regulations of the Veterinary 

Drug Administration Regulations will enable me to get more benefits? 
3.63 ± 0.835a 

I think the use of veterinary drugs in accordance with the relevant provisions of the 

Veterinary Drug Administration Regulations will enable me to get a good response from 

consumers? 

3.79 ± 0.816b 

I think the use of veterinary drugs in accordance with the relevant provisions of the 

Veterinary Drug Administration Regulations can make me feel more accomplished? 
3.77 ± 0.802b 

Subsection mean scores 3.73 ± 0.002δ 

Perceived Risk 

I think taking standard veterinary medicine use for breeding will make my breeding cost 

increase? 
3.56 ± 0.858a 

I think taking standard veterinary use for breeding will make me invest more effort? 3.60 ± 0.847a 

I think taking standard veterinary use for breeding will add to my problems? 3.50 ± 0.829b 

Subsection mean scores 3.55 ± 0.167ε 

Intention 

Are you willing to use veterinary drugs in accordance with the Veterinary Drug Regulations 

when you farm in the coming year? 
3.89 ± 0.880a 

Are you willing to take some of the plots and farm them in accordance with the relevant 

provisions of the Veterinary Regulations? 
3.84 ± 0.919b 

Subsection mean scores 3.87 ± 0.355α 

Behavior 

In the past year, how often did you use veterinary drugs in full compliance with the relevant 

provisions of the VDAR? 
3.22 ± 1.329a 

Subsection mean scores 3.22 ± 1.329β 

Note. A. Mean scores of the items superscripted by the same English alphabet are not significantly different from each other. 

B. Mean scores of the subsections superscripted by the same Greek letter are not significantly different from each other. C. At 

the 1% level of significance based on the Chi-square (χ2) test. 
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Table 2 Demographic characteristics of respondents (n=527). 

a Note. An average of 6.425 China Yuan equals to 1USD at the time of survey. 

Table 3 Fitting confidence index of the hypothetical model 

Fit index Recommended value Estimate value 

Normed Chi-Square (χ2 / df) <3 1.72 

Goodness-of-fit index(GFI) >0.9 0.97 

Comparative fit index (CFI) >0.9 0.99 

Incremental fit index(IFI) >0.9 0.99 

Adjusted goodness-of-fit index(AGFI) >0.9 0.95 

Tacker-Lewis index(TLI) >0.9 0.99 

Root-mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) <0.05 0.04 

Characteristics Category n Percentage (%) X2 Df p 

Gender 
Male 353 67 

60.8 1 0.80 
Female 174 33 

Age 

From 21 to 30 64 12.1 

291.1 4 0.00 

From 31 to 40 66 12.5 

From 41 to 50 156 29.6 

From 51 to 60 117 22.2 

60 and above 124 23.8 

Education 

Uneducated 48 9.1 

217.2 4 0.03 

Primary school 135 25.6 

Intermediate school  190 36.1 

High school or junior college 89 16.9 

University and above 52 9.9 

Household income 

(Yuan/RMB) a 

Under 20,000  100 19.0 

181.0 3 0.64 
20,000-60,000 256 48.6 

60,000-100,000 125 23.7 

More than 100,000 46 8.7 
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Table 4 Measurement Model Results 

Measurements Estimate AVE Cronbachs' alpha coefficient 

ATT1 0.88 

0.75 0.90 ATT2 0.81 

ATT3 0.86 

PBC1 0.88 
0.71 0.83 

PBC2 0.85 

SN1 0.83 

0.71 0.88 SN2 0.91 

SN3 0.80 

PB1 0.73 

0.68 0.87 PB2 0.86 

PB3 0.88 

PR1 0.86 

0.72 0.89 PR2 0.88 

PR3 0.81 

INT1 0.90 
0.81 0.90 

INT2 0.90 

Note. ATT = Attitude, SN = Subjective Norm, PB = Perceived Benefit,PR = Perceived Risk, , PBC = Perceived Behavioral 

Control, , INT = Intention.  
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Table 5 Correlation coefficients between variables. 

Variables (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

(1)Attitude 0.86       

(2)PBC 0.40*** 0.86      

(3)Subject Norm 0.77*** 0.49*** 0.74     

(4)Perceived Benefit 0.66*** 0.40*** 0.61*** 0.83    

(5)Perceived Cost -0.00 -0.53*** -0.10 -0.01 0.85   

(6)Intention 0.80*** 0.50*** 0.70*** 0.65*** -0.14 0.90  

(7)Behavior 0.32*** 0.58*** 0.37*** 0.23*** -0.49*** 0.37*** 1 

Note. The significance of test: ***p < 0.001. The numbers in the parentheses are the square root of the average variance 

extracted by each variable. 
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Table 6 Estimated parameters and goodness-of-fit indices of the test models (n = 527) 

Path TPB model 
Extended TPB 

model 1 

Extended TPB 

model 2 

Comprehensive 

model 

χ2 178.90 243.33 278.30 354.65 

χ2/df 4.59 3.48 3.98 3.25 

p < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 

RMSEA 0.08 0.07 0.08 0.07 

CFI 0.96 0.97 0.96 0.96 

NFI 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.94 

TLI 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 

RMR 0.16 0.14 0.12 0.11 

Adjusted 

R2 

INT 0.66 0.67 0.66 0.67 

ATT / 0.46 / 0.46 

PBC / / 0.33 0.33 

BEH 0.31 0.31 0.34 0.34 

Note. RMSEA, Root-Mean-Square Error of Approximation; CFI, Comparative Fit Index; NFI, Normed Fit Index; IFI, 

Incremental Fit Index; TLI, Tucker-Lewis Index; GFI, Goodness of-fit Index; BEH, behavior. 
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Figures 

Figure 1The proposed model 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2The survey area 
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Figure 3aStructural equations modeling and standardized path coefficients (original TPB model) 

 

Note. p* < 0.1; p** < 0.05; p*** < 0.01. 

Figure 3b 

Structural equations modeling and standardized path coefficients (extend TPB model with perceived benefit) 

 

Note. p* < 0.1; p** < 0.05; p*** < 0.01. 
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Figure 3cStructural equations modeling and standardized path coefficients (extend TPB model with perceived risk) 

 

Note. p* < 0.1; p** < 0.05; p*** < 0.01. 

Figure 3d 

Structural equations modeling and standardized path coefficients (comprehensive model) 

 

Note. p* < 0.1; p** < 0.05; p*** < 0.01. 
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Abstract 

Farmer decision making about feed additives and rational use is of great concern to 

policymakers. Overuse and misuse can lead to both environmental pollution and health threat. 

Following the Administrative Regulations on Feed and Feed Additives (ARFFA) can help to 

mitigate these impacts and improve farm incomes. This study aims to investigate farmers’ 

behavior in using feed additives according to ARFFA. To this end, we adopt an integrated 

version of the theory of planned behavior and the norm activation model. We also apply the 

structural equation model to analyze survey data derived from 527 participants in the Jiangxi, 

Hubei, and Yunnan provinces in China. The results show that intention to rational use feed 

additives is primarily driven by attitude, followed by subjective norm and perceived behavioral 

control. Awareness of consequence is a positive predictor of ascription of responsibility, 

whereas ascription of responsibility significantly affects personal norm. We also find that both 

intention and personal norm have significant influence on farmers’ behavior in rational use of 

feed additives, with intention having a greater effect. Overall, in addition to self-interest, 

altruism is also an integral part of influencing farmers' behavior in using feed additives 

according to ARFFA. The implications of these findings are discussed. 

Keywords: sustainable agricultural practices; norm activation model (NAM); theory of 

planned behavior (TPB); farmer decision making 
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Introduction 

Fueled by the demand for animal products, feed additives are increasingly used by farmers 

around the world. The use of additives in agricultural practices provides many benefits to 

farmers, including enhancing the nutritional value of the base feed, improving animal 

performance, ensuring animal health, saving feed costs, and improving the quality of livestock 

products (e.g., Hamasalim, 2016; Hu and Cheng, 2016). However, the negative effects caused 

by the irrational use of feed additives are increasingly being recognized. The residues of 

antibiotics or hormones and the drug resistance resulting from the overuse and misuse of feed 

additives are posing serious threats to animal and human health (e.g., Wegener, 2003; Sapkota 

and Lefferts et al., 2007; Muhammad and Khan et al., 2020). The magnitude of the problem is 

now accepted, antimicrobial resistance (AMR) currently represents a major health threat and 

estimate to cost 10 million lives per year by 2050, much of the direct and indirect impact of 

AMR will fall on low and middle-income countries (Jim, 2016).  

The view that feed additives can damage the environment has also been confirmed in 

previous studies. Lienert and Bürki et al. (2007) demonstrated that when antibiotic feed 

additives are consumed with feed by livestock and poultry, they are metabolized and excreted 

as prototypes in feces and urine by about 60% to 90%. Once manure containing antibiotic 

residues is used as fertilizer, it inevitably has an impact on the soil and the surrounding 

environment. Hu and Cheng et al. (2019) believed that feed additives excreted by animals could 

enter the environment through multiple pathways, thereby increasing the risk to ecosystems and 

creating a vicious cycle. According to the communique of China's Second National Pollution 

Source Census, the chemical oxygen demand of water pollutant emissions from livestock and 

poultry farming was over 10 million tons in 2017, accounting for 93.8% of the national 

pollution from agricultural sources. The amount of ammonia nitrogen and total phosphorus also 

exceeded 50% of the national agricultural source pollution. Livestock and poultry farming 

pollution has become the main source of agricultural surface pollution in China. Given the 

concerns raised about the environmental impact of feed additives, the Chinese government 

promulgated the Administrative Regulations on Feed and Feed Additives (ARFFA) to 

strengthen the management of feed additives. However, overuse and abuse are still prevalent 

(Larson, 2015; Yang and Paruch et al., 2019).  

Because the proper use of feed additives can help improve the safety of animal products 

and maintain public health—in addition to providing long-term benefits to farmers—
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clarification of the determining factors that drive farmers’ behavior in using feed additives is 

imperative. Several studies have combined the theory of planned behavior (TPB) and the norm 

activation model (NAM) (e.g., Liu and Sheng et al., 2017; Zhang and Geng et al., 2017). TPB 

is considered to be a self-interest theory. Abrahamse and Steg et al. (2009) argued that TPB is 

a rational-choice model and that pro-environmental behavior is the result of individual cost-

benefit analyses. However, altruistic motives also play important roles in predicting behavior 

(e.g., Chen, 2016; Gao and Wang et al., 2017; Oteng-Peprah and de Vries et al., 2020). 

Conversely, NAM is a robust model for explaining pro-social and pro-environmental behaviors, 

which ignores the role of self-interested motives in predicting behavior (Onwezen and 

Antonides et al., 2013). On the one hand, farmers always consider their interests, regardless of 

whether their use of feed additives is rational (Shi and Fan et al., 2017). On the other hand, 

when considering serious environmental pollution, farmers also  keep in mind the altruistic 

nature of this behavior and try to act in ways that protect the environment (Shi and Fan et al., 

2017). Therefore, to consider the perspectives of both self-interest and altruism, in this study, 

we integrated TPB and NAM to investigate the drivers of farmers’ behavior related to the use 

of feed additives, according to ARFFA. This integrated model enables the provision of a more 

comprehensive insight into farmer decision making which can be used to inform policy that is 

designed to encourage farmers’ rational use of feed additives.  

The main objectives of this research are 1) to apply the integrated TPB-NAM model to 

explain farmers’ behavior in the rational use of feed additives in agricultural practices; 2) to 

investigate the generation path of farmers’ proper use of feed additives from self-interest and 

altruism perspectives. To accomplish these objectives, in the following section we review the 

literature and hypothesize the relationship between variables. Section 3 describes the 

methodology. Section 4 presents the estimation results. The final section presents conclusions, 

discusses policy implications.  

Theory and hypotheses 

Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) 

Icek Ajzen (1991) first developed TPB which extended the theory by adding perceived 

behavioral control to the theory of reasoned action model (Azjen, 1980). TPB explains how 

people change their behavior (Ajzen, 1991), and it has become one of the most commonly used 

models to predict human behavior (Ajzen, 2011). The theory suggests that three determinants 

can influence intention: attitude, subjective norm, and perceived behavioral control (PBC) 
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(Ajzen, 1991). 

Attitude is explained as the degree to which an individual evaluates a behavior as favorable 

or unfavorable (Ajzen, 1991). In general, when individuals have a more positive attitude toward 

a behavior, they are more willing to perform that behavior (e.g., Zubair and Garforth, 2006; 

Khan and Manzoor et al., 2020). To be specific, Hou and Hou (2019) pointed out that the deeper 

perception farmers have and the more positively they evaluate low-carbon agriculture, the more 

likely they will be to engage in it. Farmers will intend to use feed additives following ARFFA 

if they believe the practice is meaningful and will make them feel good. We thus present the 

following hypothesis: 

H1: Attitude will positively influence farmers’ intention to use feed additives in 

accordance with ARFFA. 

Subjective norm represents the social influence on individuals and refers to the social 

pressure individuals feel when they consider whether to perform a particular behavior (Ajzen, 

1991). Individuals usually prefer to align themselves with the expectations of important 

organizations or important people, so the approval of behavior by an important person is 

sufficient to motivate an individual’s intention to perform that behavior (e.g., Hu and Zillig et 

al., 2006; Wang and Yang et al., 2018). For example, Taghdisi and Amiri et al. (2018) suggested 

that focusing on subjective norms by paying attention to the individuals or organizations 

influencing the farmers is essential for promoting the intention to use pesticides optimally. 

Farmers are thus more likely to use feed additives rationally if that behavior is based on social 

pressure. Therefore, we propose the following hypothesis: 

H2: Subjective norm will positively influence farmers’ intention to use feed additives 

according to ARFFA. 

PBC is defined as the perceived ease or difficulty of performing a behavior, and it reflects 

the individual’s past experiences and expected impediments (Ajzen, 1991). Empirical findings 

suggest that PBC directly influences intention and that people are more likely to perform a 

behavior when they have high PBC (e.g., Adnan and Nordin et al., 2018; Wang and Gao et al., 

2018; Farani and Mohammadi et al., 2019). For instance, Terano and Mohamed et al. (2015) 

indicated that farmers who have a positive PBC have stronger intentions to adopt sustainable 

agriculture practices. Therefore, when farmers believe they have the relevant knowledge, 

adequate technical support, and necessary funding, they are more likely to use feed additives 

based on ARFFA. It is worth noting that although Ajzen suggested the possibility of a direct 
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effect of PBC on behavior in his original TPB model, a review of the relevant literature in the 

pro-environmental field revealed that the effect of PBC on behavior was not significant (e.g., 

Deng and Sun et al., 2016; Wang and Yang et al., 2018), and therefore this hypothesis is not 

made here. In summary, we conclude the next hypothesis: 

H3: PBC will positively influence the intention of farmers to use feed additives according 

to ARFFA. 

Moreover, intention reflects an individual’s willingness to perform a particular behavior. 

It is assumed to be a direct antecedent of behavior (Ajzen, 2002). That intention directly 

influences behavior has been well established in previous studies (e.g., Adnan and Nordin et al., 

2019; Despotović and Rodić et al., 2019; Bonke and Musshoff, 2020). Thus, we posit the 

following hypothesis: 

H4: The intention of farmers to use feed additives according to ARFFA will positively 

affect their behavior. 

Norm Activation Model (NAM) 

NAM was originally proposed in the context of altruistic behavior and is primarily 

concerned with the sacrifice of personal interests for the welfare of others (Schwartz, 1977). 

NAM has three components: awareness of consequence, ascription of responsibility, and 

personal norm (Schwartz, 1977). Personal norm is the key to the NAM; it is defined as the self-

expectation of a particular action in a particular situation (Schwartz, 1977), and it represents 

the moral obligation to perform a specific behavior (Schwartz and Howard, 1981). Ascription 

of responsibility represents people’s feelings about whether they are responsible for the 

consequences of their behavior (Schwartz, 1977). When people are aware of the negative 

consequences of their behavior on others, they tend to assign responsibility for the 

consequences to themselves (Gao and Huang et al., 2017). Awareness of consequence refers to 

the person’s tendency to relate their behavior to the welfare of others (Schwartz, 1977). 

Researchers hold different perspectives on the relationships between the variables within 

NAM. The first view describes NAM as a mediator model, in which the awareness of 

consequence influences personal norm through the ascription of responsibility (e.g., Steg and 

De Groot, 2010; Onwezen and Antonides et al., 2013; Han, 2014). The second view sees NAM 

as a moderation model, in which both the awareness of consequence and the ascription of 

responsibility influence personal norm (e.g., Liu and He et al., 2018; Wang and Ali et al., 2020). 
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However, a series of studies by De Groot and Steg (2009) provided strong evidence for the first 

view. They compared these two interpretations in five studies and showed that personal norm 

significantly influences behavior and that the ascription of responsibility activates personal 

norm. Furthermore, people must be aware of the consequences of a behavior (awareness of 

consequence) before feeling responsible for it (ascription of responsibility). Therefore, the 

mediator model is used to establish the research model proposed in this study. 

As mentioned earlier, farmers will tend to assign personal responsibility for the use of feed 

additives if they are aware that their reasonable use behavior has a positive impact on human 

health and the environment. Therefore, we apply NAM to the farmers’ behavior in using feed 

additives according to ARFFA and formulate the following hypotheses: 

H5: Awareness of consequence will positively affect the ascription of responsibility. 

H6: Ascription of responsibility will positively affect personal norm. 

H7: Personal norm will positively affect farmers’ behavior in using feed additives in 

accordance with ARFFA. 

The Proposed Model 

Based on the above literature review and discussion, we proposed a conceptual model 

(Figure 1). Our theoretical framework involves seven latent variables, one explicit variable, 

and seven hypotheses. We combined the original TPB and NAM, which provided a more 

comprehensive understanding of farmers’ behavior in using feed additives in accordance with 

ARFFA. 

Methodology 

Measures 

We collected empirical data for this study through a structured questionnaire. The initial 

step in constructing the survey instrument was to review the relevant literature related to NAM 

and TPB. Based on this review, the construction of the questionnaire followed the instructions 

of Ajzen (2006) and used measurement scales and indicators established in previous studies by 

Han (2014) and Rezaei and Safa et al. (2019). We modified these adopted items in this study as 

appropriate to fit the requirements but followed the general style of these studies, and all 

measures were consistent with the common assessment practices in this field. 

We divided the final questionnaire into two sections. The first section dealt with the 
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sociodemographic information of the participants (including gender, age, education level, and 

annual household income). The second part had a total of 19 items. Three items each were used 

to measure attitude, subjective norm, awareness of consequence, and personal norm. Two items 

each were utilized to assess perceived behavioral control, intention, and the ascription of 

responsibility. These statements were anchored by 1 “do not agree at all” and 5 “strongly agree”. 

One item was used for behavior. This statement was anchored by 1 “rarely” and 5 “often”. 

Table 1 reproduces the exact wording of the statements used in all scales. 

Data Collection and Geographical Context 

China is the largest producer and consumer of waterfowl farming in the world. In recent 

years, China's waterfowl industry has developed rapidly, people's demand for waterfowl 

products has increased year by year, and the quality and safety of waterfowl products has been 

increasingly emphasized. Therefore, we choose waterfowl farmers as the research object. We 

collected the data for this study in 2020. First, according to the National Waterfowl Industry 

Technology System, we conducted a survey on waterfowl production in the 21 main waterfowl-

producing provinces in China and then randomly selected the target provinces as Jiangxi, Hubei, 

and Yunnan.  

As shown in Figure 2, Jiangxi Province is located in southeast China and has the largest 

freshwater lake in China. This province has a long history of waterfowl breeding, which is the 

traditional production area of the national waterfowl industry. Hubei Province is located in 

central China. With its humid climate, suitable environment, and extremely rich water resources, 

Hubei Province is a well-known waterfowl production province in China and is also famous for 

its unique waterfowl processing products. Yunnan Province is located in southwest China. 

Known as the “animal kingdom”, Yunnan features numerous featured products, including 

livestock and poultry. It is an important livestock-producing province in China. Moreover, 

Yunnan is one of the provinces with the richest genetic resources of livestock and poultry in 

China. 

To ensure that the field research was carried out smoothly, we recruited 11 volunteers, and 

50 questionnaires were distributed to each volunteer, for a total of 550 questionnaires. We 

provided presurvey training to volunteers, informing them about the key points and techniques 

of the face-to-face survey. The preferred participants were farmers or heads of farming 

enterprises and cooperatives with at least 5 years of farming experience, and they need to have 

some knowledge of the relevant aspects of ARFFA. We researched key farming areas along the 
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rivers and lakes of each province as far as possible. A total of 537 questionnaires were 

completed. Of these participants, 527 remained for data analysis after removing misfiled 

questionnaires and extreme outliers.  

Results 

Data analysis 

Least Significant Difference (LSD) analysis was conducted to examine whether there was 

any significant difference in responses across the three different provinces. No significant 

difference in participants’ profile or measured constructs was found at p < 0.05. Thus, data from 

the three provinces were combined in all analyses that followed.  

Structural equation modeling (SEM) in AMOS 24.0 was conducted to evaluate the 

proposed model and hypotheses. A desirable goal of sample size is to have a 20:1 ratio for the 

number of participants to the number of model parameters (Suhr, 2006), the ratio in this study 

is 24.0:1 that meets the requirement of sufficient sample size. A two-step procedure is adopted 

to test the research hypotheses. In the first step, confirmatory factors analysis (CFA) is 

conducted to test the fit of the measurement model and assess the reliability and validity of the 

constructs. In the second step, we use SEM to test the hypothetical model proposed above. As 

non-multivariate normal data will result in an inaccurate estimation, the model is estimated 

using the bootstrap method to adjust for non-multivariate normal with the maximum likelihood 

estimation method (Bollen and Stine, 1992).  

Participants’ Profiles 

Table 2 presents the demographic characteristics of the participants. The participants 

ranged in age from 21 to 88 (SD = 14.69). Additionally, 67% of the participants were male and 

33% were female. In terms of education level, 9.1% were illiterate. The groups of participants 

who had finished intermediate school (38.5%) and primary school (25.6%) were the largest 

groups, indicating that most of the participants were not well-educated. Nearly half (48.6%) 

reported an annual household income of 20,000–60,000 yuan (about 3114-9342 US dollars). 

The average number of poultry stocks for the participants from the years 2017, 2018, and 2019 

was 1552.63 (SD = 7323.79), 2276.15 (SD = 10966.57), and 5083.98 (SD = 26041.04), 

respectively. According to the 2020 China Rural Statistical Yearbook, China's rural residents 

are generally older, more male, and less educated (50.8% of them were at intermediate school 

level), with an annual per capital disposable income of 16,020 yuan (about 2494.2 US dollars). 
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The distribution of the samples is largely consistent with the above indicators, indicating that 

the samples are somewhat representative. 

As shown in Table 1, the mean values of intention (3.76), attitude (3.78), ascription of 

responsibility (3.79), and awareness of consequence (3.86) were relatively high. The mean 

score of personal norm (3.66) and subjective norm (3.59) were moderate whereas the mean 

value of behavior (3.22) and PBC (3.12) were low. These findings showed that most farmers 

had a favorable attitude towards the use of feed additives in accordance with ARFFA. Moreover, 

they were aware of the consequences of the misuse of feed additives and felt responsible for 

them. To a certain extent, they were easily restrained by themselves as well as others. However, 

they did not perceive enough control to use the feed additives properly. This may be because 

they did not have the required funds and skills to change the current situation. Also, although 

the participants had a strong intention of using feed additives in accordance with ARFFA (3.76), 

they did not show a correspondingly high level of behavior (3.22). 

Reliability and Validity Testing 

We assessed the internal consistency, convergent validity, and discriminant validity of the 

measurement model using CFA and the maximum likelihood estimation approach. Table 3 

provides a summary of the fit indices from the CFA. The results show that the measurement 

model is well adapted to the data according to Chen's (2007; 2016) indices. 

As shown in Table 4, to assess internal consistency, we measured the composite reliability 

values. The values were greater than 0.8 for all variables, exceeding the minimum 

recommended value of 0.7 (Claes and David, 1981). This indicates that all the measurements 

of the variables included an acceptable level of consistency. We then further evaluated the 

convergent validity of the measurement model. The factor loadings of each latent variable were 

between 0.75 and 0.91, indicating that each measurement was highly representative of the 

corresponding latent variables (Hair and Black et al., 1998). And the average variance extracted 

(AVE) for each dimension was greater than 0.5 (Claes and David, 1981), confirming convergent 

validity.  

Table 5 demonstrates that the measurement model established discriminant validity. There 

was a significant correlation between attitude and all the variables, including subjective norm, 

personal norm, awareness of consequence, perceived behavioral control, ascription of 

responsibility, intention, and behavior. In addition, the correlation coefficients were all smaller 

than the square root of the corresponding AVE, which means that the latent variables were 
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correlated with each other and were distinguished from each other (Claes and David, 1981). 

In order to ensure that common method bias (CMB) would not distort the results of this 

research, besides constructing the items, we informed the respondents that "the questionnaire 

is anonymous, there are no right or wrong answers, and the results of the questionnaire are not 

presented individually" in advance (Podsakoff and MacKenzie et al., 2003). This study also 

compared the standardized regression weights of the constrained and unconstrained models 

using the Common Latent Factor method. We subtracted the estimates without CLF from the 

estimates with CLF to get the differences in estimates. The results showed that the differences 

between them are all less than 0.2, indicating that CMB is not severe enough to affect the study 

results and the sample data pass the common method bias test (Afthanorhan and Awang et al., 

2021). 

Modeling Comparisons  

The structural equation approach was used to test the proposed theoretical framework to 

predict farmers’ behavior of using feed additives. To test the robustness of the integrated model, 

we conducted a rigorous theory-based stepwise test of the initial theoretical models and the 

integrated model based on a sample of 527 Chinese farmers. The results of the modeling 

comparisons are shown in Table 6. 

First, the original TPB model was tested. Approximately 12.5% of the variance in behavior 

was explained by intention. Next, we tested the standard NAM. Only 8.4% of the variance in 

behavior was contributed by personal norm. Finally, the integrated model was tested. The 

results showed that the combination of intention and personal norm explained about 19.9% of 

the variance in behavior. It is also clear from other indicators that all three models have an 

acceptable fit, and the integrated model was superior to the other models in predicting farmers' 

behavior in using feed additives according to ARFFA. 

Structural Equation Model Results 

As presented in Figure 3, the original TPB constructs, which are attitude (β = 0.61, p < 

0.001), subjective norm (β = 0.21, p < 0.001), and perceived behavioral control (β = 0.14, p < 

0.001), were all significant predictors of the intention to use feed additives in accordance with 

ARFFA. Therefore, hypotheses 1, 2, and 3 were supported. Next, the path from intention to 

behavior was statistically significant, supporting H4 (β = 0.54, p < 0.001). Moreover, 

hypotheses 5, 6, and 7 proposed relationships among the original variables established in NAM. 
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The results showed that awareness of consequence had a positive influence on ascription of 

responsibility (β = 0.83, p < 0.001), ascription of responsibility had a significant impact on 

personal norm (β = 0.83, p < 0.001), and personal norm significantly affected behavior (β = 

0.28, p < 0.001). These results supported hypotheses 5, 6, and 7. In summary, all the hypotheses 

were supported. 

Discussion and implications 

The study adds new knowledge to the research on factors influencing farmers' behavior in 

the use of feed additives according to ARFFA. It provides evidence on the validity of an 

integrated model using TPB and NAM in assessing farmers' rational feed additive use behavior. 

The findings suggest that while both the initial TPB and the initial NAM can effectively explain 

the behavior of regulated feed additive use, combining the two can improve its predictive power. 

Although farmers' behavior in regulating feed additive use is primarily driven by self-interest 

motives, this study also confirms that altruistic motives are also an integral part. Overall, the 

results of the study provide some insights for policymakers to make effective decisions 

regarding the rational use of feed additives. The theoretical and policy implications provided 

by the current study are discussed in detail below. 

The empirical results showed that attitude, subjective norm, and PBC were all 

determinants that influence farmers’ intention to use feed additives according to ARFFA. That 

is, farmers with a favorable and positive attitude who were under social pressure and had 

sufficient resources and ability were more likely to use feed additives, according to the 

regulations. In addition, the intention had a significant effect on behavior, and the stronger the 

farmers’ intention to use feed additives according to the regulations, the more likely they were 

to exhibit appropriate behavior. Many previous studies have reported similar results (e.g., 

Adnan and Nordin et al., 2019; Bonke and Musshoff, 2020). However, the relative importance 

of structure differs from these studies.  

According to the results, attitude made the largest contributions to the prediction of farmers’ 

intentions to use feed additives based on ARFFA. This result is consistent with the findings of 

Floress and de Jalón et al. (2017) and Maleksaeidi and Keshavarz (2019), who suggested that 

attitudes are usually the strongest predictors of farmers’ pro-environmental intentions. If 

governments prioritize the creation of favorable attitudes among farmers toward the rational 

use of feed additives, the likelihood of the farmers forming such an intention may increase, 

thereby directly influencing their behavior. Hence, it is recommended that the government make 
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an effort to determine what shapes the favorable attitudes of farmers toward the rational use of 

feed additives. Also focus on incorporating the proper use of feed additives into farmers' 

mindset by formal communication (e.g., establishing appropriate mechanisms for monitoring 

responsibilities and rewards and penalties). Emphasize the ecological benefits of the rational 

use of feed additives in order to promote favorable attitudes among farmers. 

Subjective norm was the second major factor in the original TPB. This is consistent with 

the previous research from Yadav and Pathak (2017). The pressure of subjective norms comes 

from the expectations of important people. Therefore, farmers should be supported by effective 

social support for the use of feed additives based on ARFFA. So, the government should 

develop an atmosphere for the rational use of feed additives by taking certain measures. It 

should also strengthen the role of demonstration, enhance farmers' understanding and trust in 

village cadres, strengthen the cohesiveness and appeal of village organizations, make full use 

of the social network of rural acquaintances, and promote farmers' rational use of feed additives 

through the guidance and demonstration of important people such as relatives, friends, and 

village cadres, thus enhancing subjective norm by increasing social pressure on farmers. 

Consistent with previous studies (e.g., Shi and Fan et al., 2017; Wang and Gao et al., 2018), 

PBC was another factor that predicted farmers’ intention to use feed additives based on ARFFA. 

In fact, most farmers do not have enough self-efficacy, including relevant resources such as 

knowledge, skills, time, and money (Rezaei and Safa et al., 2019). If farmers cannot overcome 

these difficulties, they are more likely to lose motivation and the intention to use feed additives, 

according to the regulation. It is important to improve farmers’ PBC levels. The government 

should focus on building agricultural infrastructure, offering courses on relevant knowledge for 

farmers, encouraging them to attend these courses, and introducing more subsidized policies. 

All these actions are conducive to the development of high PBC among farmers, which further 

increases their intention to use feed additives rationally. 

This study also confirmed that personal norm is influenced by the ascription of 

responsibility and that the ascription of responsibility is influenced by awareness of 

consequence. This finding provided some support for the original NAM (Schwartz and Howard, 

1981). This means that, if farmers know the negative consequences that may be caused by their 

misuse of feed additives, and thus feel responsible for the consequences, they are more likely 

to develop personal norms for the rational use of feed additives. Personal norm had a significant 

impact on the farmers’ behavior in using feed additives, according to ARFFA. Various studies 
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have shown the role of the personal norm in predicting pro-environmental behavior (e.g., Han, 

2014; Liu and Sheng et al., 2017; Shin and Im et al., 2018). Therefore, the government can 

increase the guidance of public opinion on the rational use of feed additives, raise awareness 

among farmers about the negative consequences caused by the misuse of feed additives, and 

promote their awareness that farmers are the main responsible for agricultural environmental 

protection so that farmers consciously use feed additives according to ARFFA in a subtle way. 

At the same time, education can also cause farmers to take more personal responsibility for 

their behavior to protect the environment. All the above measures will help activate farmers’ 

personal norms and motivate them to use feed additives, according to ARFFA. 

Limitations of the study should also be considered. First, although the sample size in this 

study (n = 527) was not problematic, it was relatively small. A larger sample size study would 

have more generalizable results. Second, the theoretical framework in this paper only assessed 

the farmers’ use of feed additives in selected regions of China. Therefore, caution is 

recommended when generalizing the findings to farmers in other regions and to other behaviors. 

Future studies could test the proposed research model in different regions and compare the 

results with those of the current study. Third, although TPB was successfully integrated into 

NAM in this study, the decisions of farmers when engaging in pro-environmental behavior are 

significantly more complex than is evident in our framework. Further research efforts are 

needed to identify the other influential variables (e.g., perceived threat, habit) and to incorporate 

them into a proposed theoretical framework to provide a more complete understanding of 

farmers’ pro-environmental behavior. 
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TABLE 1 Mean, standard deviation of items and subsections (n = 527) 

Subsections Items 
Mean score, standard deviation A, 

B, C 

Attitude 

Do you feel good about using additives for farming in accordance with the Administrative Regulations on Feed 

and Feed Additives (ARFFA)? 
3.75±0.89a 

Do you feel that it is meaningful to use additives for farming in accordance with ARFFA? 3.80±0.88a 

Do you think you should farm in accordance with the relevant provisions of ARFFA? 3.79±0.89a 

Subsection mean scores 3.78±0.89α 

Subjective 

Norm 

Most of the people who are important to me think I should use antibiotics as a standard when farming.  3.64±0.93a 

Most of the people who are important to me favor me implementing standard antibiotic use for farming. 3.65±0.96a 

Most people like me would implement standard antibiotic use for farming.  3.47±0.99b 

Subsection mean scores 3.59±0.96β 

Personal 

Norm 

I would feel guilty if I didn’t farm according to standard antibiotic use.  3.64±0.86a 

My principle is to farm according to standard antibiotic use. 3.68±0.88a 

I believe I have a moral obligation to farm according to standard antibiotic use.  3.67±0.87a 

Subsection mean scores 3.66±0.87β 

Awareness of 

Consequence 

Farming without standard antibiotic use can be harmful to human health. 3.94±0.88a 

Farming without standard antibiotic use can have a negative impact on consumers.  3.91±0.84a 

Products raised without following standard antibiotic use can disrupt consumer markets. 3.72±0.88b 

Subsection mean scores 3.86±0.87δ 

Perceived 

Behavioral 

Control 

Do you think it is easy to implement standard antibiotic use practices?  3.17±0.97a 

Do you believe you have a sufficient technical support team, funding, and so on to provide for the smooth 

implementation of standard antibiotic use? 
3.07±1.04a 

Subsection mean scores 3.12±1.01ε 

Ascription of To reduce the risk to consumer health, I feel it is my responsibility to farm in accordance with standard 3.81±0.86a 
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Responsibility antibiotic use. 

I should be responsible for consumer health problems that result from farming without following standard 

antibiotic use. 
3.77±0.86a 

Subsection mean scores 3.79±0.86α 

Intention 

Are you willing to use additives in accordance with ARFFA when you farm in the coming year?  3.74±0.98a 

Are you willing to take some of the plots and farm them in accordance with the relevant regulations of ARFFA? 3.79±0.96a 

Subsection mean scores 3.76±0.97α 

Behavior Over the past year, how often did you use additives in full compliance with the relevant provisions of ARFFA? 3.22±1.31a 

Note. A. Mean scores of the items superscripted by the same English alphabet are not significantly different from each other.  

B. Mean scores of the subsections superscripted by the same Greek letter are not significantly different from each other.  

C. At the 1% level of significance based on the Chi-square (χ2) test. 
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TABLE 2 Demographic Characteristics of the Participants (n = 527) 

Characteristics Category n Percentage (%) χ2 Df p 

Age 

21-29 55 10.4 

291.1 4 0.06 

30-39 59 11.2 

40-49 137 26.0 

50-59 138 26.2 

60 and above 138 26.2 

Gender 
Male 353 67.0 

60.8 1 0.50 
Female 174 33.0 

Highest Education 

Illiterate 48 9.1 

217.2 4 0.37 

Primary School 135 25.6 

Intermediate school 203 38.5 

High school or junior college 89 16.9 

Academic degree 52 9.9 

Household Income 

(Yuan/ RMB) a 

less than 20，000 100 19.0 

181.0 3 0.00 
20,000-60,000 256 48.6 

60,000-100,000 125 23.7 

more than 100,000 46 8.7 

a Note. An average of 6.425 China Yuan equals to 1USD at the time of survey. 
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TABLE 3 Model Fit Indices for Measurement Model 

Fit index Recommended value Estimate value 

Normed Chi-Square (χ2 / df) <3 2.15 

Root-Mean-Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA) <0.08 0.05 

Goodness of-fit Index (GFI) >0.9 0.95 

Normed Fit Index (NFI) >0.9 0.97 

Comparative Fit Index (CFI) >0.9 0.98 

Incremental Fit Index (IFI) >0.9 0.98 

Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI) >0.9 0.98 
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TABLE 4 Measurement Model Results 

Measurements Factor Loadings Cronbachs' alpha 
Composite 

Reliability 
AVE 

ATT 1 0.87 

0.91 0.92 0.79 ATT 2 0.89 

ATT 3 0.90 

SN 1 0.91 

0.91 0.91 0.78 SN 2 0.89 

SN 3 0.85 

PN 1 0.88 

0.92 0.92 0.79 PN 2 0.90 

PN 3 0.89 

AC 1 0.86 

0.87 0.87 0.69 AC 2 0.88 

AC 3 0.75 

PBC 1 0.88 
0.85 0.86 0.75 

PBC 2 0.85 

AR 1 0.89 
0.86 0.86 0.76 

AR 2 0.85 

INT 1 0.87 
0.87 0.87 0.77 

INT 2 0.88 

Note. ATT = Attitude; SN = Subjective Norm; PN = Personal Norm; AC = Awareness of 

Consequence; PBC = Perceived Behavioral Control; AR = Ascription of Responsibility; INT = 

Intention.  
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TABLE 5 Correlation coefficients between variables 

 ATT SN PN AC PBC AR INT BEH 

ATT 0.89        

SN 0.76*** 0.88       

PN 0.68*** 0.67*** 0.89      

AC 0.66*** 0.63*** 0.67*** 0.83     

PBC 0.40*** 0.50*** 0.48*** 0.38*** 0.87    

AR 0.68*** 0.65*** 0.79*** 0.76*** 0.41*** 0.87   

INT 0.79*** 0.71*** 0.59*** 0.62*** 0.46*** 0.61*** 0.88  

BEH 0.37*** 0.42*** 0.37*** 0.31*** 0.57*** 0.33*** 0.42*** / 

Note. The bold numbers on the diagonal are the square root of AVE. p*<0.1, p**<0.05, p*** < 

0.001.  
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TABLE 6 Estimated parameters and goodness-of-fit indices of the test models (n = 527) 

Path TPB model NAM model Integrated model 

χ2 292.66 272.05 490.32 

χ2 / df 7.50 10.463 3.50 

p < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 

RMSEA 0.11 0.13 0.07 

CFI 0.94 0.92 0.96 

NFI 0.93 0.92 0.94 

IFI 0.94 0.92 0.96 

TLI 0.92 0.89 0.95 

GFI 0.91 0.89 0.91 

Adjusted R2    

AR / 0.60 0.68 

PN / 0.51 0.66 

Intention 0.51 / 0.68 

Behavior 0.13 0.08 0.20 

Note. RMSEA = Root-Mean-Square Error of Approximation; CFI = Comparative Fit Index; 

NFI = Normed Fit Index; IFI = Incremental Fit Index; TLI = Tucker-Lewis Index; GFI = 

Goodness of-fit Index; AR = Ascription of Responsibility; PN = Personal Norm. 

 

FIGURE 1 The proposed model 
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FIGURE 2 The survey area 

 

 

 

FIGURE 3 Structural equations modeling and standardized path coefficients (integrated 

model) 

Note. p* < 0.1; p** < 0.05; p*** < 0.01. 
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Drivers of Farmers’ Intentions to Use Eco-Breeding: Integrating the Theory 
of Planned Behavior and the Norm Activation Model 

Xingdong Wang,1* Pan Lu2 
(1. School of Economics and Management, Jiangxi Rural Revitalization Strategy Research Institute, Jiangxi 

Agricultural University, Nanchang, 330045, People’s Republic of China; 2. School of Economics and 
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Abstract 
Ecological breeding (eco-breeding) is a systematic ecological farming method for the 

benefit of the environment and human health, but farmers have adopted this method only to a 
lesser extent. The main objective of this study was to examine the factors that influence farmers’ 
intentions to use eco-breeding methods. The study model was a combined application of the 
theory of planned behavior (TPB) and the normative activation model (NAM) to investigate the 
intentions of 527 Chinese farmers to engage in eco-breeding practices. Structural equation 
modeling analysis revealed that although the farmers’ intentions to adopt eco-breeding practices 
was influenced by both self-interested and altruistic motives, self-interested motives had a 
greater impact on the farmers’ choices. Furthermore, favorable attitudes had the greatest effect 
on the farmers’ intentions to implement eco-breeding, while past habits had no statistically 
significant effect on the intentions. Nonetheless, past habits significantly influenced attitudes 
and perceived behavior control in the combined model. In addition, the findings indicated that 
awareness of consequences had a significant effect on personal norms and the attribution of 
responsibility. Overall, the findings demonstrate the good efficiency as well as 
comprehensiveness of the integrated TPB-NAM in explaining the farmers’ intentions to engage 
in eco-breeding practices. This study increases our understanding of the factors influencing the 
farmers’ adoption of eco-breeding practices and helps to promote the adoption of eco-breeding 
in rural areas while providing a basis for the development of eco-breeding policy interventions. 

Keywords:Waterfowl production; Eco-breeding practice; Farmers’ behavior; Jiangxi; 
Hubei; Yunnan 
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Introduction 
Waterfowl production is a traditional form of livestock production that poses a serious 

threat to the environment and public health (Wang and Xu et al. 2018; Lam and Fry et al. 2019). 
Farmers can further improve the vitality of waterfowl production and reduce environmental 
pollution by adopting eco-breeding models (Sundrum 2001; Tilman and Clark 2015). Hence, 
increasing the willingness of farmers to use eco-breeding models could reduce the harm to the 
environment (Röös and Mie et al. 2018). In recent years, governments have been actively 
promoting eco-breeding methods to protect the environment and improve agricultural 
efficiency (Gomiero and Pimentel et al. 2011). For example, Iran actively promotes integrated 
pest management, and the United States restricts the use of chemicals in agriculture, etc. 
(Floress and García De Jalón et al. 2017; Rezaei and Safa et al. 2019). The Chinese government 
has also vigorously promoted eco-breeding policies (Yang 2021), but the expected results have 
not been achieved, and the farmers’ willingness to adopt ecological breeding practices is 
relatively low (Zeng and Zhang et al. 2019). Eco-breeding practices are closely dependent upon 
farmers’ willingness (Vasquez and Foditsch et al. 2019), and it is necessary to explore in depth 
the mechanisms that affect the adoption of eco-breeding practices by farmers. This exploration 
will help the government develop reasonable policies and adopt appropriate incentives to 
increase the enthusiasm of farmers. 

Many scholars have conducted in-depth studies on the intentions of farmers to adopt eco-
breeding practices. Recent studies have been focused on either self-interested motives or 
altruistic motives (Park and Ha 2014; Hu and Cheng 2016; Floress and García De Jalón et al. 
2017). In terms of self-interested motivation, the theory of planned behavior (TPB) proposed 
by Ajzen (1991) is considered as a rational choice model that mainly considers the comparison 
of cost effectiveness and benefits (Botetzagias and Dima et al. 2015; Chen 2016; Gao and Wang 
et al. 2017), ignoring the roles of irrational and altruistic motives in shaping behavior (Roy and 
Rabbanee et al. 2016). Therefore, TPB is not sufficient to effectively explain the generation of 
pro-environmental behavior (Ahmad and Kim et al. 2020). The normative activation model 
(NAM) was proposed by Schwartz (1981) as a classical model to explain pro-environmental 
behavior, with more emphasis on the importance of morality (Onwezen and Antonides et al. 
2013; Kim and Seock 2019; Nordfjærn and Rundmo 2019). The practice of eco-breeding by 
farmers is a pro-environmental behavior that can be seen as a mixture of self-interest and 
altruism (Price and Leviston 2014; Liu and Sheng et al. 2017; Tang and Liu et al. 2021). This 
study integrates the structure of TPB and NAM and adds interrelationships between past habits 
and intentions to enhance the predictive power of the proposed framework for explaining 
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farmers’ intentions to use eco-breeding practices. 
In this study, we investigated farmers’ intentions to adopt waterfowl eco-breeding practices 

by using the TPB-NAM integrated model in both the economic and social value dimensions. 
Specifically, we investigated 1) applying the integrated TPB-NAM to explain farmers’ intention 
to adopt eco-breedng practices, 2) exploring the causal relationship between the TPB and NAM 
structures, and 3) examining realistic ways for waterfowl farmers to adopt eco-breeding 
practices from the perspectives of self-interest and altruism. To achieve these objectives, in the 
following section, we review the literature and hypothesize the relationships between the 
variables. Section 3 presents the methodology. Section 4 presents the estimation results. Section 
5 provides a discussion of the results. Finally, implications for policy are presented. 

Theoretical Framework and Hypotheses Development 
The Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) 

TPB, as proposed by Ajzen (1985, 1991), is an extension of the theory of reasoned action, 
which explains a person’s reasons for choosing indicating a certain behavior mainly in terms of 
costs and benefits (Montaño and Kasprzyk 2015; Conner 2020). This theory suggests that 
behavioral intentions are determined by three main factors: attitudes (ATT), perceived 
behavioral control (PBC), and subjective norms (SN). TPB is used as the most popular social 
psychological theory to explain the behavior of individuals in numerous domains (Gao and 
Zhang et al. 2017); hundreds of researchers have investigated or applied TPB to predict 
behavior in areas such as health and environmental sustainability (Sussman and Gifford 2019). 

According to TPB, ATT is the degree to which an individual has a favorable or unfavorable 
evaluation of a particular behavior (Ajzen 1991). Usually, positive ATT encourage individuals 
to take action (Chen 2017). Compared to other TPB variables, ATT toward behavior most 
significantly influencs a person’s behavioral intention (De Groot and Steg 2007; Chen 2016). 
Thus, ATT can be considered as a potential determinants of an individual’s intentions to 
implement pro-environmental behaviors (Chuang and Chen et al. 2018; Rezaei and Safa et al. 
2019). Farmers intend to use eco-breeding practices only if they believe that these practices are 
useful and beneficial and give them positive results. Thus we present the following hypothesis: 

H1: A favorable ATT toward eco-breeding practices positively predicts the intention to 
engage in eco-breeding. 

PBC is defined as the perceived ease or difficulty of performing a particular behavior 
(Ajzen, 1991). It depends heavily on weighing the costs and benefits, including financial costs, 
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effort, and time in the process of performing the act (Shi and Fan et al. 2016). Thus, the higher 
the individual’s PBC, the stronger the willingness to perform a behavior, in this case“higher” 
means a greater perceived ease (Gao and Zhang et al. 2017). Similar conclusions were reached 
by Gao and Wang (2017) in research on individual’s energy-saving behavior. This fact can be 
extended to farmer’s eco-breeding practices. When they believe they have the relevant 
knowledge, skills, and resources to use eco-breeding practices under their control, they are more 
likely to form the intention to participate in these practices. Therefore, the following hypothesis 
is proposed: 

H2:A high PBC of using eco-breeding practices positively influences the intention to use 
those practices. 

SN refers to perceived pressure from significant others to perform certain kinds of 
behaviors (Ajzen 1991). In other words, individuals usually prefer to align themselves with the 
expectations of significant organizations or people (Shi and Fan et al. 2016). Thus, the 
perception of highly relevant SN from significant others can increase an individual’s intention 
to perform a specific behavior (Gao and Zhang et al. 2017). Arli and Tan (2018) confirmed this 
view in his study of the intentions to purchase green products. Farmers are more likely to use 
eco-breeding practices if they perceive that they are under social pressure to do so. Based on 
this, the hypothesis is formulated: 

H3:The SN of using eco-breeding practices positively affects the intention to use those 
practices. 

In addition to the aforementioned hypotheses, which are focused primarily on the 
relationship between intention and the focal structure of TPB (i.e., ATT, PBC, and SN), the 
results of other studies suggest that past habits reinforce the predictive role in behavioral 
intention (Høie and Moan et al. 2010; Leung and Chen 2017; Abadi 2018). Past habits are 
psychological construct, rather than simply past behavioral frequency(Verplanken and Orbell 
2003) ,which are defined as automatic or unconscious reactions to future behaviors (Honkanen 
and Olsen et al. 2005). That is, farmer’s past habits are generated by frequency and satisfactorily 
pairing behaviors with the execution of relevant eco-breeding practices. Past habits has been 
shown to influence intention regardless of TPB variables (Huitu 2015). However, Ajzen (1991) 
suggested past habit is not sufficient, and some scholars have argued that past habit plays an 
important role in the influence of PBC on decision-making (Sommer 2011). Furthermore, the 
predictive power of attitudes should be diminished if people have past habits (Trafimow 2000), 
and conversely, ATT should be good predictors of intention when people do not have a habit of 
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exhibiting a behavior (Huitu 2015). Evidence from other scholars supports the relationship 
between past habit and intention, ATT, and PBC (Dean and Raats et al. 2012; Leung and Chen 
2017; Chen and Cao et al. 2019). Because farmer’s intentions regarding the adoption of eco-
breeding are influenced by past habits, we added past habit to TPB as a theoretical structure for 
the study of farmers' intentions to adopt eco-breeding practices. In this regard, the following 
hypotheses are proposed: 

H4: Past habits positively affects ATT toward participation in eco-breeding. 
H5: Past habit is positively related to PBC of participation in eco-breeding. 
H6: Past habit is positively related to the intention to participate in eco-breeding. 

The Norm Activation Model (NAM) 
NAM is a model developed by Schwartz (1977) to explain altruistic and environmental 

behaviors or intentions and is widely used in a variety of pro-social and pro-environmental 
domains (Bamberg and Möser 2007; Onwezen and Antonides et al. 2013; Wang and Wang et 
al. 2019). Examples pertaining to farmers include the choice of travel methods (Park and Ha 
2014), recycling behavior (Zhang and Zhang et al. 2014), and ecological farming by farmers 
(Rezaei and Safa et al. 2019). The model suggests that the activation of a personal norm (PN) 
depends on two elements: awareness of consequences (AC) and attribution of responsibility 
(AR) (Schwartz 1977). PNs are the self-expectations of individuals to perform specific 
behaviors in specific situations and include internalized social norms and a sense of moral 
obligation. AC involves the positive or negative effects that individuals are aware that their 
behavior can have, and AR indicates individual’s sense of responsibility for the consequences 
of their behavior (Schwartz 1977). 

NAM assumes that when people are aware of negative impacts on the environment (i.e., 
AC), they tend to take responsibility for the negative consequences (i.e., AR), and thus AC and 
AR activate PNs to motivate individuals to exhibit certain behaviors or intentions to mitigate 
negative effects (Kormos and Gifford et al. 2015; Møller and Haustein et al. 2018). In addition, 
it is important to emphasize that people who are not aware of the impact of their actions on the 
environment are not likely to be held responsible for the consequences (Liu and Sheng et al. 
2017). In other words, an individual’s AC is an important antecedent to AR (Rezaei and Safa et 
al. 2019). By applying the concept of NAM to the act of using eco-breeding, we can see that if 
farmers feel that they are responsible for the results of practicing eco-breeding and are aware 
of the positive consequences, they will have a moral obligation to use these practices to protect 
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others and the environment. This sense of obligation in turn leads to a strong intention to engage 
in eco-breeding practices. In summary, based on the assumptions of NAM and the preceding 
discussion, the following hypotheses are proposed： 

H7: PN will positively affect farmer’s intention to engage in eco-breeding practices. 
H8: AC will positively affect PN in eco-breeding practices. 
H9: AR will positively affect PN in eco-breeding practices. 
H10: AC will positively affect AR in eco-breeding practices. 

Proposed Research Model 
Based on the preceding literature review and hypotheses development, a conceptual model 

that combines the constructs of NAM and TPB is proposed (Fig 1) to explain the intentions of 
Chinese farmers to adopt eco-breeding practices. The model is designed to test the association 
between the endorsement of TPB and the intention to adopt eco-breeding practices. In addition, 
PN, predicted by AC and AR, was postulated as predictor of farmers’ intentions to adopt eco-
breeding practices because AC predicts AR. 

Methodology 
Measures 

The questionnaire consisted of two parts. The first part obtained basic information about 
the respondents, including age, gender, education, and annual household income. The second 
part measured potential variables related to TPB-NAM to explore the farmer’s intentions to 
implement eco-breeding. We mainly obtained the original measurements for this study from 
Ajzen (2006), Rezaei and Safa et al. (2019), Verplanken and Orbell (2003), and Han (2014). 
On this basis, we invited foreign experts from academia and researchers familiar with relevant 
research topics to review the questionnaire and assess the clarity and rationality of the items. In 
the prediction review, experts identified problems such as repetitive items, vague sentences, 
and unreasonable design in the questionnaire, and the final questionnaire was formed through 
revision. All items were anchored by 1 “do not agree at all” and 5 “strongly agree”. The exact 
wording of the statements used in all scales is reproduced in the Table 1. 
Participants and Procedure 

Because China is the largest waterfowl producer, accounting for more than 75% of the 
world’s waterfowl rearing (Sumarmono 2019), we randomly selected three provinces, Jiangxi, 
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Hubei, and Yunnan, from 21 major waterfowl-producing provinces in China according to the 
National Waterfowl Industry Technology System (NWITS). As shown in Fig 2, Jiangxi 
Province, located in southeastern China, has many lakes, well-developed water systems, and a 
long history of waterfowl breeding and is one of the dominant production areas of the national 
waterfowl industry. Hubei Province is a well-known waterfowl production province in central 
China, which is also famous for its unique waterfowl-processing products. Yunnan Province, 
located in southwestern China, has a warm climate; lush aquatic plants; and abundant fish, 
shrimp, and aquatic insects and other invertebrates, providing good habitat and food conditions 
for waterfowl, and is one of the important waterfowl conservation areas in East Asia. 

To investigate the farmers’ willingness to adopt eco-breeding practices, we carried out in-
person interviews during the period of May-October 2020, randomly selecting 550 waterfowl 
farmers with a two-stage sampling procedure. We selected a total of 11 counties—six in Jiangxi, 
three in Hubei, and two in Yunnan—based on the ratio of waterfowl production values in the 
three sample provinces.3 Within a sampled county, we selected 50 waterfowl farmers randomly 
in the second stage. We recruited trained native interviewers to visit each participant to conduct 
the survey, offering a gift (a telephone card worth RMB 20) to encourage cooperation.4 
Moreover, we kept responses anonymous to encourage respondents to express their true 
opinions. This survey resulted in 527 usable questionnaires after the removal of 23 invalid 
entries.  
Data Analysis 

We used the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences 21.0 (SPSS) as statistical software 
to perform structural equation modeling (SEM) for evaluating the proposed model and 
hypotheses.5 Before proceeding to the main analysis, we examined the normality of each 
variable in the model to determine whether the data met the normality assumption of the 
maximum likelihood estimation. We performed the main statistical analysis in two stages. First, 
we performed confirmatory factors analysis (CFA) to verify the reliability and validity of all 

                                                 
3 According to the survey data of NWITS in 2019, the ratio of Jiangxi, Hubei, and Yunnan waterfowl integrated 

production values is about 6:3:2. 
4 Interviewers explained every item in the questionnaire for respondents so that they could understand the meaning of 

each item. The whole process took about 45 minutes for each respondent. 
5 A desirable goal of a sample size is to have a 20:1 ration for the number of participants to the number of model 

parameters (Suhr, 2006); the ration in this study is 27.7:1, which meets the requirement of a sufficient sample size. 
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measured variables and the fit of the measurement model to the data. After evaluating the 
measurement models, we performed SEM to access the proposed model and research 
hypotheses. 

Results 
Participants’ Profile 

As shown in Table 2, the sample is dominated by male participants (n = 352, 67.0%). The 
average age of the respondents was about 50 years old (SD = 14.69), and most of the 
respondents (n = 473, 90.1%) had completed junior high school or below. The annual household 
income of most respondents (n = 380, 72.3%) was around RMB 20,000–100,000, and the 
average number of poultry stock was 5083.98 (SD = 26041.04) in 2019. According to the China 
Statistical Yearbook 2019, China’s population has a relatively low level of education, with a per 
capita disposable income of 32,189 yuan, and about 71.2% of the total population is aged 15–
64 (National Bureau of Statistics of China, 2020). All these above indicators suggest that these 
samples are to some extent representative of the Chinese population. 

As shown in Table 1, in the constructs of PBC, the mean values of ATT (3.84) and SN 
(3.58) were relatively high, whereas the mean value of PBC was low (2.89). These findings 
show that most respondents had a favorable attitude and high personal norm related to the 
willingness to engage in eco-breeding practices. However, they did not perceive enough control 
to use eco-breeding properly. This may be because they did not have the required funds and 
skills to change the current situation. In the constructs of NAM, the mean scores of PN (3.53), 
AR (3.72), and AC (3.68) were relatively high, and these findings suggest that respondents felt 
morally committed to using eco-breeding practices. Also, they showed a relatively high 
intention (3.71) to engage in eco-breeding practices. 

We conducted least significant difference analysis to examine whether there was any 
significant difference in responses across the three different provinces. No significant difference 
in the participants’ profiles or measured constructs was found at p < 0.05. Thus, we combined 
data from the three provinces in all analyses that followed.    
Common Method Deviation 

Common method bias (CMB), as a covariate property, can be potentially biased and can 
even lead to misleading research conclusions. To ensure that common method bias did not 
distort the results of this study, we conducted a Harman one-way test to analyze the severity of 
homoscedastic errors during the analysis of the empirical data (Podsakoff 2003). According to 
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the results of the exploratory factor analysis in SPSS, the variance explained by the unrotated 
first principal component was less than 50%, indicating that the CMB of the study was not 
serious (Sun and Wang et al. 2015; Bai and Wang et al. 2019). 
Reliability and Validity 

We performed CFA using analysis of moment structures to evaluate internal consistency 
reliability, convergent validity, and discriminant validity. To assess the fit of the model, various 
indices were used in the present research, including Chi-square (χ2), degree of freedom (df), 
tucker-lewis index (TLI>0.9), comparative fit index (CFI>0.9), and root mean square error of 
approximation (RMSEA<0.08). Initially, the measurement model fit well with the data overall 
(χ2 = 361.08, df = 131, χ2/df = 2.76, CFI = 0.97, TLI = 0.95, RMSEA = 0.06). In addition, the 
combined reliability of the seven latent variables in the model ranged from 0.78 to 0.89, 
exceeding the minimum recommended 0.70 (Fornell and Larcker 1981; Shin and Im et al. 2018). 
As described in Table 3, all standardized factor loadings of the measurement model were greater 
than 0.7, indicating the high internal consistency of the scale, and the average variance extracted 
(AVE) values of the latent variables were greater than 0.5, indicating good convergent validity 
of the scale (Hair and Gabriel et al. 2014). 

In terms of discriminant validity, the scale is considered to have good discriminant validity 
if the arithmetic square root of each latent variable’s AVE is greater than the correlation 
coefficient between latent variables (Fornell and Larcker 1981). As shown in Table 4, the 
absolute values of the correlation coefficients of most latent variables are less than 0.5, and the 
correlation coefficients are smaller than the arithmetic square root of the mean square deviation 
of the corresponding AVE, so the scale is considered to have good discriminant validity. 
Modeling Comparisons  

To test the robustness of the model, we conducted a modeling comparison. The results of 
the modeling comparisons are presented in Table 5. First, we tested the original TPB model, 
and the results showed that the TPB-based predictors explained 59% of the variance in the 
farmers’ behavioral intentions. Second, we tested the expanded TPB model, and approximately 
61% of the variance in farmers’ behavioral intentions was explained by the expanded TPB 
combination. Third, we tested the standard NAM, and 41% of the variance in the farmers’ 
behavioral intentions was contributed by the NAM-based predictors. Finally, we tested the 
combined model, and the results showed that the combined model performed well in predicting 
the farmers' behavioral intentions. Approximately 66% of the variance in farmers’ behavioral 
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intentions was explained by the predictors of the expanded TPB and NAM. All four models had 
acceptable fits, but the integrated model outperformed the other models in predicting the 
farmers’ behavioral intentions. 
Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) 

We demonstrated the criteria of reliability and validity by the measuring model, which laid 
the foundation for analyzing the structural model. We used structural equations to assess the 
goodness of fit of the theoretical framework, and the results showed that the theoretical model 
proposed in this paper matched the measured data (χ2 = 503.78, df = 136, χ2/df = 3.70, CFI = 
0.95, TLI = 0.93, RMSEA = 0.07). RMSEA met the criterion of less than 0.08 (Browon & 
Cudeck 1993), while the other fitness indices (e.g., CFI and TLI) were higher than the 
recommended criterion of close to 0.9 and higher (Bagozzi and Yi 1988). 

The findings from SEM are displayed in Fig 3, Hypotheses 1, 2, and 3 proposed 
relationships among the original constructs established in TPB. Results showed that ATT (β = 
0.50, p < 0.001), PBC (β = 0.13, p < 0.001), and SN (β = 0.21, p < 0.001), were all significant 
predictors of the intention to adopt eco-breeding practices. Next, findings indicated that past 
habit positively influenced farmers’ attitudes (β = 0.53, p < 0.001) toward adopting eco-
breeding practices as well as PBC (β = 0.61, p < 0.001). Hence, Hypotheses 4 and 5 were 
supported. Hypothesis 6 was also evaluated. The results of the study indicated that the effect of 
past habit on farmers’ intention (β = 0.04, p >0.1) to adopt eco-breeding practices was not 
significant. Therefore, Hypothesis 6 did not pass the test. However, the path from individual 
norms to the farmers’ intention to adopt eco-breeding practices was statistically significant, 
supporting Hypothesis 7 (β = 0.15, p < 0.01). Finally, the original variables of NAM, AC (β = 
0.41, p < 0.001), and AR (β = 0.43, p < 0.001) had a positive effect on PN; and AC (β = 0.75, p 
< 0.001) had a significant effect on individual AR. These results supported Hypotheses 8, 9, 
and 10.  

Discussion 
Owing to the lack of research on farmers’ ecological approaches to waterfowl breeding, in 

this study we aimed to gain a comprehensive understanding of farmers’ intentions to adopt eco-
breeding practices by constructing the TPB-NAM model. We found that self-interest and 
altruistic motives play important roles in the formation of farmers’ intentions to choose eco-
breeding practices, which was consistent with the previous studies (Floress and García De Jalón 
et al. 2017; Shin and Im et al. 2018). However, the degree of salience of the two motivations 
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varied across research contexts. In the current study, we found that although both self-interest 
and altruistic motives influenced farmers’ intention, self-interested motives were the more 
dominant influencing factor. This finding suggests that the farmers’ intentions to adopt eco-
breeding practices were driven by both economic and social effects and that the farmers’ 
intentions were more likely to be influenced by economic effects. 

As expected in H1, H2, and H3, ATT, SN, and PBC are determinants of the intention to 
choose eco-breeding practices. The results suggest that farmers with good attitudes and more 
resources and abilities, and who perceive more social pressure, are more likely to choose the 
eco-breeding practices. This finding is consistent with the research of Rezaei and Safa (2019) 
on the intentions of farmers to adopt integrated pest management. However, the relative 
importance of the influencing factors varied. In the current study, ATT had the greatest influence 
on farmers’ intentions to choose eco-breeding practices.  

The current findings suggest that although H6 was supported for the initial expansion of 
TPB, the effect was not statistically significant in the integrated TPB-NAM model. The main 
reason for this situation may be attributed to the effect of past habit in the TPB-NAM integrated 
model. More precisely, the results suggest that past habits do not directly influence intention 
(H6) but instead influence intention indirectly through ATT (H4) and PBC (H5). This suggests 
that the effect of past habit on farmers’ intentions to use eco-breeding may be absorbed by ATT 
and PBC. In this regard, similar findings were reported by Leung and Chen (2017). 

PN is influenced by AC and AR, as hypothesized in H8 and H9. The effect of AR on PNs 
is greater than the effect of AC. In addition, as expected in H10, personal AC has a significant 
positive effect on AR. This can be interpreted as AR partially mediating the relationship 
between AC and PN, consistent with the findings of NAM based on empirical evidence (Zhang 
and Geng et al. 2017; Wang 2019). Thus, farmers’ PNs can be activated as they recognize the 
negative consequences of ecological degradation when eco-breeding is not adopted or by 
feeling responsible for the negative consequences. 

Conclusions and Policy Implications 
The current investigation is one of the first attempts to predict farmers’ intentions to use 

eco-breeding practices based on the TPB-NAM integrated model. The conclusions drawn from 
the study have important implications. On the one hand, they help improve the design reference 
framework for understanding the psychosocial factors influencing farmers’ intentions to use 
eco-breeding; on the other hand, they help relevant planners and policy makers implement 
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various practical interventions to encourage farmers to use eco-breeding practices to reduce 
environmental pollution. 

Interestingly, in our study, we found that farmers’ intentions to adopt eco-breeding 
practices are driven by both self-interested and altruistic motives and that farmers’ choices are 
more likely to be influenced by self-interest. Therefore, government policies to encourage 
farmers to voluntarily adopt eco-breeding practices should be based not only on farmers’ social 
responsibility to protect the environment by means of publicity and incentives but also on the 
premise that farmers want to maximize their own benefits. In addition, we found that farmers 
with more positive attitudes toward eco-breeding had a higher willingness to participate. Hence, 
to achieve this goal, the government should make more effort to raise farmers’ awareness of 
eco-breeding methods and improve the overall evaluation of production use. For example, it 
can encourage more social funds to participate by strengthening relevant policy support; it can 
also implement a two-way matching model between universities and farmers to scientifically 
guide farmers’ production. Again, our findings suggest that practitioners with previous 
experience in eco-breeding have a higher ability to overcome various difficulties in using eco-
breeding practices (including the lack of knowledge skills, time, and money); they also have 
more positive attitudes toward eco-breeding practices and have stronger intentions to use eco-
breeding practices. In this regard, the government can conduct eco-breeding technology training 
as well as green-specific subsidy policies to increase the farmers’ level of self-efficacy and the 
consequent impact of their intentions. Finally, our findings suggest that policy implementers 
can also design programs aimed at increasing farmers’ general awareness of environmental 
problems caused by waterfowl production. This would help strengthen the farmers’ sense of 
moral obligation to protect the environment, thus facilitating the use of the eco-breeding model. 

In general, in this study, we presented an important insight about the Chinese farmers’ 
intentions to adopt eco-breeding practices. In addition, the study is also suggestive of several 
areas for future research. First, because our respondents came from three provinces in China, 
future scholars could test the proposed research model in different contexts and compare the 
results with the current study. Second, the combination of various theories such as motivation 
theory or value-belief-norm theory is recommended so that future researchers may identify 
other sociological and psychological factors that might influence farmers’ intentions toward 
eco-breeding practices. Third, we used intentions rather than actual behavior as the explained 
variable, so future scholars need to investigate how the different components of TPB-NAM 
affect actual eco-breeding practices. 
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Fig 1. Hypothesis Model 

 
Fig 2. The Survey Area 
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Fig 3. Structural Equations Modeling and Standardized Path Coefficients (Comprehensive 
Model) 

Note. p* < 0.1; p** < 0.05; p*** < 0.01. 
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Table 1 
Mean, Standard Deviation of Items and Subsections (n = 527) 

Subsections Items Mean score, standard 
deviation A, B, C 

Intention Would you like to adopt the aforementioned approach to eco-
breeding in the coming year? 3.78±0.044a 

 Are you willing to take part of the land for green eco-breeding? 3.65±0.048b 
 Subsection mean scores 3.71±0.043α 

Attitude Do you feel good about farming according to green eco-breeding 
standards? 3.78±0.039a 

 Do you feel meaningful about farming according to green eco-
breeding standards? 3.87±0.038a 

 Do you think you should farm according to green eco-breeding 
standards? 3.87±0.039a 

 Subsection mean scores 3.84±0.035β 
Subjective norm Do most of the people who are important to me think I should use 

green eco-breeding standards? 3.58±0.040a 

 Do most of the people who are important to me approve of my 
adopting green eco-breedingl standards ? 3.65±0.039a 

 Do most people like me take a green eco-breeding approach? 3.51±0.042b 
 Subsection mean scores 3.58±0.037δ 

Perceptual behavior 
control Do you think it is easy to implement green eco-breeding methods? 2.93±0.046a 

 Do you think you have technical support team, capital, etc. to 
guarantee the smooth implementation of green eco-breeding? 2.84±0.045a 

 Subsection mean scores 2.89±0.041ε 
Personal norm I would feel guilty if I didn't implement eco-breeding ways. 3.46±0.036a 

 My principle is to adopt eco-breeding approach. 3.58±0.039b 
 I believe I have a moral obligation to adopt eco-breedingpractices . 3.55±0.039b 
 Subsection mean scores 3.53±0.034α 

Awareness of 
consequences 

Will not adopting green eco-breeding methods cause damage to the 
environment? 3.74±0.038a 

 Will consumers be adversely affected by not adopting green and 
eco-breeding methods? 3.68±0.038a 

 Will products raised without adopting green eco-breeding methods 
disrupt the consumer market? 3.62±0.040b 

 Subsection mean scores 3.68+0.034ỿ 
Ascription of 
responsibility 

To reduce environment pollution,I feel it is my responsibility to 
adopt eco-breeding method. 3.73±0.038a 

 I have some responsibility for the environmental problems caused 
by not adopting eoc-breeding methods. 3.70±0.036a 
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 Subsection mean scores 3.72±0.035α 
Past habit The implementation of eco-breeding standards for farming is a habit 

for me. 3.43±0.043ɓ 
Note. a. Mean scores of the items superscripted by the same English letter are not significantly different from each other.  
b. Mean scores of the subsections superscripted by the same Greek letter are not significantly different from each other.  
c. At the 1% level of significance based on the Chi-square (χ2) test. 
 

Table 2 
Demographic characteristics information of the Respondents (n = 527) 

Variable Description n Frequency(%) /Mean (SD) ߯ଶ Df p 

Gender 
Male 353 67.0 

60.8 1 0.91 Female 174 33.0 

Age Years 527 49.67 (14.69) 291.1 64 0.46 

Education 

Illiterate 48 9.1 

217.2 5 0.01 

Primary School 135 25.6 
Intermediate school 203 38.5 

High school or 
junior college 89 16.9 

college or above 52 9.9 

Annual household 
income 

(Yuan/RMB)a 

less than 20,000 100 19.0 

181.0 3 0.00 
20,000-60,000 256 48.6 
60,000-100,000 125 23.7 

more than 100,000 46 8.7 
aNote: an average of 6.503 China Yuan equals to 1USD at the time of survey.
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Table 3 
Measurement Model Results  

Variable Item Standardized factor 
loading AVE Composite   

reliability 
Intention INT1 0.85 0.74 0.85 INT2 0.86 
Attitude 

ATT1 0.87 
0.72 0.89 ATT2 0.84 

ATT3 0.84 
Perceptual 

behavior control 
PBC1 0.83 0.64 0.78 PBC2 0.76 

Subjective norm 
SN1 0.91 

0.74 0.89 SN2 0.91 
SN3 0.75 

Personal norm 
PN1 0.81 

0.84 0.88 PN2 0.87 
PN3 0.84 

Awareness of 
consequences 

AC1 0.76 
0.64 0.84 AC2 0.86 

AC3 0.78 
Ascription of 
responsibility 

AR1 0.88 0.72 0.83 AR2 0.81 
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Table 4 
Results of Validity Analyses 

 M SD ATT SN PBC INT PN AR AC 
ATT 3.84 0.79 0.72       
SN 3.58 0.84 0.39** 0.74      

PBC 2.89 0.94 0.25** 0.32** 0.64     
INT 3.71 0.98 0.55** 0.49** 0.42** 0.74    
PN 3.53 0.78 0.35** 0.33** 0.29** 0.44** 0.84   
AR 3.76 0.77 0.31** 0.33** 0.21** 0.38** 0.38** 0.72  
AC 3.68 0.77 0.32** 0.28** 0.19** 0.37** 0.35** 0.34** 0.64 

Note: a.The values on the diagonal are the arithmetic square roots of each latent variable, and the values below the 
diagonal are the correlation coefficients between the latent variables. 

b.*p < 0.05. **p < 0.01. 
 

Table 5 
Estimated Parameters and Goodness-of-Fit Indices of the Test Models (n = 527) 

Path TPB 
Model 

Expended TPB 
model 

NAM 
model 

Comprehensive 
model 

χ2 94.51 115.96 96.92 503.78 
χ2/df 3.78 3.74 3.13 3.70 

p <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 
RMSEA 0.07 0.07 0.06 0.07 

CFI 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.95 
NFI 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.92 
IFI 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.94 
TLI 0.96 0.96 0.97 0.93 

Adjusted R2  
(INT) 0.59 0.61 0.41 0.66 

Note: RMSEA, Root-Mean-Square Error of Approximation; CFI, Comparative Fit Index;NFI,Normed Fit Index; IFI, 
Incremental Fit Index; TLI, Tucker-Lewis Index; INT, Intention. 
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Re-examining the Effect of Social Embeddedness on Technology Diffusion 
from the Perspective of Scale Differentiation— A Case Study from China 

Qi Li   Kai Li 
(School of Economics, Qufu Normal University, Rizhao 276826, China) 

Abstract 
 Social embeddedness has always been regarded as an important channel for agricultural 

technology diffusion. However, dramatic changes have taken place in social embeddedness of 
rural households in the Green Revolution, its role should be re-examined in new era. Using 
survey data of 583 rural households from Zhejiang Province, China, we analyzed the 
differences in social embeddedness between large-scale famers and small-scale farmers, and its 
role in promoting chemical fertilizer-reducing technologies. The results showed that there are 
significant differences in social embeddedness, scale of social networks of large-scale 
households is larger, the heterogeneity is stronger, and the degree of cognitive, cultural, and 
political embeddedness is also higher. Social embeddedness is still important to technology 
diffusion, higher degree of structural, cultural, and political embeddedness will promote farmers’ 
adoption. The impact of social embeddedness on two types of farmers’ adoption behavior is 
different: size of social networks, access to green production, recognition to green production 
and public information have higher total influence for large-scale households than small-scale 
households; while heterogeneity of social network and subsidies can only impact larger-scale 
farmers. Therefore, using social embeddedness to accelerate the diffusion of environment-
friendly technologies, we must pay attention to the differences in social embeddedness of 
farmers. 

Keywords: Social Embeddedness; Scale Differentiation; Integrated adoption of chemical 
fertilizer reducing technologies (IACFRTs); Technology Diffusion; the Second Green 
Revolution 

JEL Classification Code：Q12 
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Introduction 
Although successful in increasing food production and Total Factor Productivity (Evenson 

and Gollin, 2003; Avila and Evenson, 2010), the Green Revolution also had adverse effects on 
sustainability of the food system in some developing countries (Singh, 2000; Gómez et al., 
2013). Such as, overuse of chemical fertilizers caused soil degradation, groundwater depletion, 
non-point source pollution, increased greenhouse gas emissions and other environmental 
problems (Shiva, 1991; Conway, 1999; Zeng et al., 2014). Mismanagement of synthetic 
pesticides led to loss of biodiversity and food quality problems (Pimentel, 1996; Boxstael et al., 
2013; Zhang et al., 2015). The Second Green Revolution is urgently needed to address the 
declining ecosystem quality and continuing climate change (Clay and Zimmerer, 2020). 

Since played an important role in the diffusion of agricultural technologies during the 
Green Revolution, the potential of social embeddedness has naturally attracted widespread 
attention in the Second Green Revolution (Magnan et al., 2015; Ward and Pede, 2015; Li et al., 
2018). As early as the 1940s, Polanyi (1944) put forward the concept of embeddedness, which 
describes the phenomenon that economic behavior is embedded in social situations. He 
attributed the reason why economic behavior deviates from the theoretical hypothesis to the 
ignorance of the interference of social activities on economic behavior. Granovetter (1985) 
combined the concept of embeddedness and social network, indicating that economic behavior 
is embedded and regulated by social network. The role of social embeddedness in enhancing 
the adoption of new agricultural technology are trifold (Bandiera et al., 2005; Anderson and 
Feder, 2007): First, interactions and connections enable individuals to obtain information about 
the new technology (Valente, 1996; Uzzi, 1997; Granovetter, 2005; Conley and Udry, 2010; 
Genius et al., 2014), especially for those who have no access to obtain information from 
government; Second, social networks facilitate exchange of tacit knowledges related to new 
technologies through social learning (Rogers, 1962; Banerjee, 1992; Munshi, 2004; Matuschke, 
et al., 2007; Dessie et al., 2012); Third, social embeddedness can relax labor and financial 
constraints of farmers through mutual assistance (Krishnan and Patnam, 2014).  

However, the Green Revolution also reshaped the social structure in some developing 
countries (Cleaver, 1972; Freebairn, 1995; Foster and Rosenzweig, 1996; Hazell, 2010; Kerr, 
2012; Dawson et al., 2015). One of the most typical changes is the differentiation of farmers. 
Owing to differences in family endowments, capability to adopt new technologies varies 
significantly, which widens the gap among farmers and causes household stratification, 
changing farmers’ social networks and social embeddedness (Munshi and Rosenzweig, 2005). 
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Insofar as farmers’ social embeddedness changes can it still be important channel for 
agricultural technology diffusion in the Second Green Revolution? 

China provides an applicable field for testing it. For one reason, to accelerate the 
transformation toward sustainable and environmentally friendly agriculture, China is promoting 
fertilizer-reducing technologies comprehensively. Integrating fertilizer-reducing technologies 
and capitalizing on the synergistic effect between these techniques can improve the efficiency 
of technology diffusion, which is also common in other developing countries in the Second 
Green Revolution. However, integrated adoption of chemical fertilizer-reducing techniques 
(IACFRTs) means more uncertainties and have higher requirements for technology diffusion 
channels. For another reason, rural land-use rights transfers in recent years have intensified the 
differentiation of farmers in China, dividing farmers into large-scale ones and small ones, 
reconstructing the rural stratum structure and stratum relationship, changing farmers’ social 
embeddedness (Li and Gao, 2013; Tian and Chen, 2013; Zhou, 2017; Han, 2019).  

Therefore, from the perspective of land scale differentiation of farmers, this article uses 
samples from China to re-examine the role of social embeddedness in agricultural technology 
diffusion in the Second Green Revolution. This study mainly answers the following questions: 
(1) What are the differences in social embeddedness between large-scale households and small-
scale households? (2) Will social embeddedness still have positive impact on farmers’ IACFRTs? 
(3) Are there differences in the impact of social embeddedness on IACFRTs between large-
scale households and small-scale households?  

The main contribution of this paper is to re-examine the role of social embeddedness in 
the Second Green Revolution and further explore the heterogeneity of social embeddedness in 
environment-friendly technology diffusion. Some researchers have tried to explain the 
heterogeneity of social embeddedness through structural lens (Hu, 2016; Chen et al, 2020), but 
they ignore the fact that social embeddedness is determined both by personal preferences and 
social structural factors (Liang, 2010). Using endogenous switching model (ESM), we can more 
systematically understand the mechanism and heterogeneity of the social embeddedness in 
technology diffusion in this new era. 

Theoretical Analysis 
According to social embeddedness theory, economic behavior (even general human 

behavior) is embedded in social system and influenced by pressure, restriction or guidance from 
the social structure. Therefore, perhaps the most promise as a means to understand how social 
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embeddedness function is to define and explain it by full aspect. The classification of Zukin 
and DiMaggio (1990), namely structural embeddedness, cognitive embeddedness, cultural 
embeddedness and political embeddedness, enlightens our research. 
Structural embeddedness 

Structural embeddedness emphasizes that individuals are influenced by the function and 
structure of the social network. Differences in structural embeddedness are manifested in the 
size, centrality and heterogeneity of social networks. The larger the social network size, the 
more information and resources it can provide. Centrality focuses on the position of an 
individual in his social network. Individuals at the center of social networks usually take 
precedence in obtaining resources and information, maintaining cooperative relationships with 
other farmers (Andersson et al., 2001; Coleman, 2015). In addition, the heterogeneity of social 
relations is also an important feature (Hansen, 1999), which measure the differences in social 
and economic characteristics of network members. Social networks with high heterogeneity 
can bring more diverse information and complementary resources. However, high 
heterogeneity also increases the searching cost and the uncertainty of technology adoption. 

In Chinese traditional acquaintance society, farmers can obtain technical information 
through long-term continuous communications and interactions in social network to reduce 
technical uncertainty (Fei, 1998). With the aggravation of productivity differentiation, farmers 
are gradually divided into large-scale households and small households. The two kinds of 
farmers are dissimilar in production mode and operating purpose, inducing differences in the 
demand for natural resources, social services and government support. However, the scarcity 
of natural resources and social resources in a certain region will inevitably lead to competition 
between large-scale farmers and small farmers in the same social network (Han, 2019). The 
reshaping of stratum relationships leads to the gradual separation of their social network, the 
social networks of the two types of farmers will differ, showing differences in structural 
embeddedness and its functions on diffusion of new technology.  
Cognitive embeddedness 

Cognitive embeddedness refers to the influence of educational background, cognitive 
structure and inherent thoughts on individual economic behavior (Zukin and Dimaggio, 1990). 
According to theories of cognition, cognition is the mediation of behavior and emotion, and the 
interpretation of cognition directly affects individual behavior. The differences in resources and 
production mode between large-scale households and small households lead to significant 
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differences in their attitudes toward new technology. Constrained by limited resources, or 
scattered land, small farmers lack the ability to accept modern agricultural production modes 
(Ruan, 2019; Chen, 2019), and they also enthusiasm to understand modern agricultural 
technologies. This implies that in the face of new technology, small farmers may be more likely 
to be bound by inherent perceptions and ideas, thus creating differences in the cognitive 
embedding and its roles. 
Cultural embeddedness 

Cultural embeddedness indicates that economic decisions are influenced and restricted by 
cultural factors such as cultural traditions, value norms and the consciousness shared by local 
people (Zukin and Dimaggio, 1990). China has a long history of ecological agriculture. 
However, unlike traditional ecological agriculture, modern green agriculture is new mode that 
aggregates modern factors. Therefore, although the traditional green farming culture and 
ecological concept contribute to the extension of chemical fertilizer-reducing technologies, 
demonstration project created by the government may play a guiding role in improving farmers’ 
consciousness and initiative of green production. As local demonstration zones and 
demonstration projects are usually set up in scale farmland and conducted by large-scale 
households, which makes differences in the access to new technology between large-scale 
farmers and smallholder farmers. At the same time, the differences in production methods and 
operating goals may lead to differences in the recognition to green production. 
Political embeddedness 

Political embeddedness refers to how various political factors and their characteristics 
influence economic behavior (Zukin and Dimaggio, 1990), which is reflected in the fact that 
government will bring pressure on or provide guidance for individual behavior (Liu, 2010; Jiang 
and Yan, 2018). Due to the threshold of scale economy of agricultural machinery and other 
factors (Guo, 2018; Zhang and Luo, 2020), government policies tend to be “scale-oriented”, 
which makes great differences in political embeddedness between scale and small households.  

In summary, with the continuing differentiation of farmers and the reconstruction of rural 
class structures, the social embeddedness of farmers with different land scale has also changed 
substantially. This may be an important reason why previous studies have found that different 
types of social networks, such as strong and weak relationships, functional and constructive 
social networks, kinship and friendship networks, and kinship and business relationships, play 
different roles in promoting technology diffusion (Ma et al., 2018). Therefore, to fully 
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implement the positive role of social embeddedness in accelerating technology diffusion, we 
need to deconstruct the differences between large-scale farmers and small farmers’ 
embeddedness from the aspects of structure, cognition, culture, politics, etc., and clarify the 
differences in the impact of various embeddedness on farmers’ technology adoption. 

Data and Methodology 
Data 

We employed a random sample of 583 households from a survey on IACFRTs in Zhejiang 
Province in 2017-2018. Zhejiang Province, demonstration area on ecologically friendly 
development in China, has taken the lead in the extension of fertilizer -reducing technologies. 
More importantly, Zhejiang Province is one of the earliest regions in Economic Reform and 
open up, leading in urbanization and farmer stratification. According to the third national 
agricultural census data, the proportion of large-scale households in Zhejiang Province is 
10.12%, while the nationwide proportion is only 1.73%. 

Households were randomly selected based on a multi-stage cluster approach. First, 2-3 
counties were randomly selected in Hangzhou, Jinhua and Huzhou, all these cities are important 
grain producing areas. Then, 1-2 villages were randomly selected from each county, and 
approximately 15-20 households were randomly selected from each village. The survey was 
conducted one-on-one with a total of 655 questionnaires of which 583 were valid, with a 
response rate of 89.01%.   
Variable Selection 

The core issue to be tested in this paper is the differences in social embeddedness and its 
roles in IACFRTs between large-scale households and small households. According to the 
theoretical analysis, social embedded ness may affect farmer’s operational land scale as well as 
the farmer’s choice of IA CFRTs. 

Precise definition of large-scale households and small households is a prerequisite for the 
research. According to the national production subsidy classification standard and related 
research (Luo et al., 2017), this article regards the farmers who with more than 3.33(three point 
three three) ha operational land as large-scale households, other farmers are regarded as small-
scale households. 

The dependent variable is farmers’ integrated adoption of chemical fertilizer-reducing 
techniques (IACFRTs). Chemical fertilizer-reducing techniques in this study refer to the 
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integrated agricultural production model developed by the Chinese Academy of Agriculture 
(Miao et al., 2017). This model takes into full consideration the rice cultivation methods in the 
Yangtze River Basin and patterns in different seasons. Therefore, the model is highly repeatable. 
Of the 11 core rice cultivation techniques, we select 5 chemical fertilizer-reducing techniques: 
soil testing and formula fertilizer, organic fertilizer, straw returning, slow-release fertilizer and 
deep fertilizing. These techniques reduce chemical fertilizer through different paths. Soil testing 
and formula fertilizer aims to adjust the structure and quantity of fertilizers precisely to suit the 
need for specific nutrients. The application of organic fertilizer and straw returning can both 
increase the organic contents and microorganisms in the soil. The application of slow-release 
fertilizer and deep fertilizing reduce fertilizer by controlling the rate at which fertilizer nutrients 
are converted and extending their effect. The above techniques involve multiple production 
steps, such as tilling, sowing, fertilizer application, field management, and straw processing, 
integrating these techniques will enable better utilization of the synergistic effect. 

The core variables are four kinds of social embeddedness. Difference in structural 
embeddedness is reflected in the scale, centrality, and heterogeneity of social networks. In this 
study, the number of villagers with whom the interviewed farmer keep frequent contact is used 
to measure the size of social networks. The social networks usually based on geographic 
relations and kinship, so face-to-face interactions in these networks are still the main sources 
from which farmers obtain information (Zhang and Cao, 2017). Whether the interviewed 
farmers have management roles in their villages is used to measure the centrality of social 
networks. This approach is based on the fact that currently, village managers play an elite role 
in rural China — they are both “agents” of the state’s interests and representatives of the 
interests of local communities (Sun, 2009). As such, they are located at the most important 
nodes in social networks of villages. This centrality can bring comparative advantages in getting 
information and resource to individuals. The proportion of non-farm households and farm 
households who have different operational scales among the total number of acquaintances of 
interviewed farmers is used to measure the heterogeneity of social networks. Currently, farmer 
differentiation is mainly driven by productivity differentiation; therefore, non-farm households 
and farmers with different operational land scales may provide heterogeneous information 
regarding production and technology to the farmers studied. Cognitive embeddedness is 
measured using evaluation of current rice field pollution and the negative impact of fertilizer 
overuse. With regard to cultural embeddedness, the distance between each household 
interviewed and the demonstration zone is used to measure the difference in the access to these 
environment-friendly technologies, and the recognition to IACFRTs by households is used to 
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measure their acceptance of the value of green production and normalization. Two variables are 
adopted to measure political embeddedness: whether the farmers interviewed have received 
public information distributed by governments, and whether they have received subsidies for 
straw returning, or for purchasing organic fertilizers and slow-release fertilizers. 

The identification variable is the number of register population under a household. Since 
there is certain endogeneity between farmers’ operational land scale and IACFRTs, ESM is 
adopted to address potential endogeneity issues. According to the ESM, we need to find an 
identification variable which affect whether a farmer can reach the large operational scale but 
does not directly affect the IACFRTs. This study uses the number of register population under 
a farm household as the identification variable. The allocation of land among households in 
rural China is based on the number of register population in each household. Generally, the 
more people in a household, the larger is the acreage the household obtains. In Zhejiang 
Province, however, as the per capita arable land is only 0.037 ha, therefore almost no household 
can directly reach the threshold of scale operation (3.33 ha). Additionally, a large number of 
register population under a household does not mean more farming workers are available in the 
household; it follows that such households do not necessarily prefer labor-intensive fertilizer 
reducing techniques and show differences in IACFRTs.  

Based on existing research (Mase et al., 2017; Gao et al., 2019), the following variables 
are used as control variables: education, age of the head of household, and proportion of non-
farm income to total household income. 

The descriptive statistics (Table 1 and Table 2) indicate that farmers who adopt all 5 
techniques discussed above only account for 38.42% in this sample. Furthermore, 25.71% of 
small-scale farmers have adopted all the techniques, while 58.08% of large-scale households 
have adopted all the techniques. The difference between the two groups of households is 
significant (Table 2). Additionally, the results indicate that the farmers generally have a low 
education level, they are older, non-farming income has become an important income source 
for most of the sample households. 
Methodology 

This study adopts the ESM to rectify the “self-selection” issue between operational land 
scale of households and their IACFRTs. The ESM redresses the sample selection bias caused 
by observable and unobservable variables; it can also address the unreasonable assumption that 
the two groups in sample — large-scale households and small-scale households — have 
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homogeneous effects. As such, the transformation will improve the results of the estimation 
(Maddala, 1983).  

The ESM consists of a selection equation and an outcome equation. The selection equation 
is used to examine the impact of social embeddedness on the operational land scale of farmers, 
which, in turn, demonstrates the indirect impact of social embeddedness on IACFRTs. The 
outcome equation is applied to examine the impact of the social embeddedness and land scale 
of households on IACFRTs, thus revealing the direct impact of social embeddedness on 
IACFRTs. Specifically, the equations are as follows: 

∗ = + + +      = 1  ∗ > 0, = 0 ℎ             (1) 
∗ = + + ∗ + +      = 1  ∗ > 0,     = 0 ℎ        (2) 

In the equation, *
iL denotes the land scale of household i ;  is the estimation coefficient 

of land scale in the outcome equation; =1L denotes a large-scale household; =0L  denotes a 
small-scale household; *

iT is the observed value of the adoption; 1T  denotes IACFRTs; 
0T   denotes no adoption; iS  denotes the social embeddedness of household i ; 1  and 

2  denote the estimation coefficients of social embeddedness in the selection equation and 
outcome equation, respectively; iX  and iY  denote the control variables that influence the 
production scale of and technology adoption by household i , respectively; a and b are 
constants in the selection equation and outcome equation, respectively; and iu  and iv  are 
the random disturbances in the selection equation and outcome equation, respectively. 

Combining the selection equation and the outcome equation, we can get the total impact 
of social embeddedness on IACFRTs (including both direct impact and indirect impact) as the 
following equation:  

            *
2 1 3 4+T h S I D                                 (3) 

In equation (3), I  is the control variable; D  is the identification variable; 3  and 4  
are their estimation coefficients, respectively; h is a constant;   is the random disturbance; 

2  denotes the direct impact of social embeddedness IACFRTs; 1   denotes the indirect 
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impact; and  2 1+   is the overall impact. 1   is positive, indicating that social 
embeddedness enhances the positive effect of land scale on IACFRTs. 

Differences in social embeddedness between large-scale households and small-scale 
households 

Social embeddedness of large-scale households differed significantly from small-scale 
farmers (Table 2). In terms of structural embeddedness, the number of villagers who maintain 
contact was approximately twice as large as that of small-scale farmers, and their social 
networks were more heterogeneous (the proportion of non-agricultural farmers or nonequal-
scale farmers among acquaintances in the social network was as high as 60%), while the social 
networks of small farmers were smaller and more homogeneous, showing the typical 
characteristics of strong ties. As to cognitive embeddedness, large-scale households’ evaluation 
of environmental pollution and negative effects of fertilizer application were more serious than 
small farmers, but t-test results showed that only evaluation of pollution was a significant 
difference at the 10% level. In terms of cultural embeddedness, the recognition to Green 
Production of large-scale households was stronger than that of small farmers (significant at the 
1% level). The average distance between large-scale households and demonstration area is 
slightly larger, but the difference is not significant. Because the selection of demonstration area 
needs to take the applicant’s operating capacity and the demonstration scope into account. 
Therefore, the distribution of demonstration area in the county is relatively scattered. In order 
to avoid competition between resources and subsidy, the distance between large-scale 
households is often larger than that of small households, which leads the average distance 
between scale households and the demonstration area is slightly larger. The political 
embeddedness of large-scale households was significantly higher because they accepted more 
information and subsidies from government.  

Difference in the impact of social embeddedness between large-scale households and 
small-scale households 

Endogeneity test for land scale  
To assess the necessity of the ESM, it is necessary to test whether land scale is an 

endogenous variable in the outcome equation. Based on the shared random effect, this study 
develops the relationship between random disturbances iu  and iv  as follows: 
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i i i

u

v

 
 

   
                                  (4) 

In the equation, it is assumed that i , i , and i are independent and identically 
distributed variables that have an expected variable of 0 and variance of 1; i  denotes the 
shared random effect, and   is its estimation coefficient and a factor loading item; and i  
and i  denote the errors in equations iu  and iv , respectively. The covariance matrix 
between random disturbances iu  and iv  is derived as the follow: 

  2 1, 2i iCov u v  


                                (5) 

Further, the relationship between disturbances iu and iv  can be expressed as follows: 

 2= 2 +1
                                  (6) 

In the equation,  is the correlation coefficient between random disturbances iu and iv . 
If = 0 , then the land scale of the farm household is an exogenous variable; the selection 
equation and outcome equation are estimated separately, and the unbiased estimator of the 
coefficient is then derived. Otherwise, land scale is an endogenous variable, and it is necessary 
to construct the ESM to estimate the coefficient. 

The results (Table 3) show that correlation coefficient  between the random 
disturbances in the selection equation and outcome equation does not equal to 0 at the 1% level, 
indicating that land scale is an endogenous variable. As such, the selection equation and 
outcome equation cannot be estimated separately, and there is a need to construct an ESM. 
Validity test of the identification variables 

The number of register population under a household has a significant negative impact on 
the operational scale of farm households (significant at the 10% level). As discussed earlier, the 
per capita operational land in Zhejiang Province is 0.037 ha. A household with 10 registered 
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family members would only have 0.37 ha of land, which is significantly less than 3.33 ha, the 
threshold for a farm to be considered large-scale. Additionally, Zhejiang is among the regions 
in China where the reform and opening up and economic development in the private sector had 
a head start. Larger number of register population in a household faces higher survival pressure, 
and accordingly, these households are more likely to take on other non-farming jobs and leave 
the agricultural sector. 
The direct impact of social embeddedness on IACFRTs 

The results of the outcome equation (Table 3) indicate that structural embeddedness, 
cultural embeddedness, and political embeddedness have significant direct impacts on 
IACFRTs. Regarding structural embeddedness, the impact of social network scale is significant 
at the 1% level. The IACFRTs require more costs. Larger social networks not only provide more 
information regarding production techniques, thereby reducing the uncertainty of technology 
(Wang et al., 2020; Gessesse et al., 2018), it can also bring about more abundant resources, 
thereby promoting the adoption. The centrality and heterogeneity of social networks do not 
have significant impact. The former may be because village managers work “full time” in their 
positions and no longer do farming work; as such, their identities as village managers do not 
bring about sufficient resources to farming and agricultural technology adoption. The latter 
occurs because, although social network heterogeneity means more abundant information, it 
also increases information redundancy, which requires more costs to identify useful information; 
as a result, if the farmer lacks sufficient discriminating ability, the heterogeneity reduces the 
impact of social networks.  

With regard to cognitive embeddedness, evaluation of environmental pollution and 
fertilizers’ negative impact do not have significant impacts. Zhejiang is a leader in transitioning 
to green development. In 2014, the province implemented an initiative to “treat polluted water, 
prevent floods, address waterlogging, secure water supply, and conserve water”. In 2016, the 
province implemented the Plan for Preventing and Treating Soil Pollution in Zhejiang Province. 
This policy requires strengthening the prevention and treatment of rural non-point source 
pollution as well as soil reclamation pollution. As a result, farmers generally do not perceive 
farmland pollution as a serious issue and are not well aware of the negative impact of fertilizers. 

In terms of cultural embeddedness, both the access to green production and the recognition 
to green production have positive impacts on IACFRTs. This indicates that recognition to green 
production is an important precondition for their adoption. Farmers with a stronger awareness 
of the importance of green production are more likely to adopt these techniques. The distance 
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to demonstrations, has a negative impact, indicating that demonstrations do have positive effect.  
For political embeddedness, public information from government has a significant positive 

impact on IACFRTs. Green subsidies have a positive yet nonsignificant impact. This is mainly 
because green subsidies have certain “scale thresholds” that prevent small-scale households 
from accessing these subsidies. As a result, the motivation effect of green subsidies is not 
significant. 
The indirect impact of social embeddedness on IACFRTs 

Since social embeddedness can indirectly reinforces IACFRTs by promoting larger-scale 
farming operations, the difference in the impact of social embeddedness between large-scale 
households and small-scale households is mainly embodied by the indirect impact of social 
embeddedness (the results of the selection equation in table 3) on IACFRTs.  

As shown in Table 3, the results of the selection equation and the computation of the 
indirect impact in equation (3) indicate that structural embeddedness(scale and heterogeneity 
of social networks), cultural embeddedness(the access to green production and recognition of 
green production), political embeddedness(public information and subsidies) all have a 
significant positive impact on large-scale farmers, thereby indirectly reinforcing IACFRTs and 
creating the difference in the effect of social embeddedness between large-scale households and 
small-scale households. Of the variables discussed above, social network scale, access to 
IACFRTs, recognition to IACFRTs, and public information have both significant indirect 
impacts and direct impacts (Table 4). Given that the mechanisms through which the above 
variables impact farmers’ adoption have been discussed, for brevity, here only discusses the 
indirect impacts of heterogeneity and subsidies.  

Currently, rural land transfer usually occurs between people who know each other; as such, 
a higher degree of social network heterogeneity means that more farmers in the social network 
are working in non-farming businesses, farmers have more opportunities to acquire land 
through land transfers. Additionally, households have more opportunities to obtain 
heterogenous information and resources, further helping farmers increase their farming capacity 
and operational scale. However, heterogeneity has certain “threshold effects”. Only when 
heterogeneity brings about sufficiently diversified information and resources and farmers have 
the ability to distinguish relevant from useless information will heterogeneity have a positive 
effect; otherwise, heterogeneity will reduce the efficiency of households in utilising the 
information and hamper the adoption of new techniques. Compared with small-scale farmers, 
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large-scale farmers undoubtedly have stronger land management capabilities and ability to 
distinguish. As a result, heterogeneity has a significant indirect impact, but the direct impact is 
not significant.  

Whether subsidies for inputs or subsidies for agricultural production, subsidies can 
effectively reduce the operating costs of households and increase their operating efficiency, 
thereby motivating farmers to increase their operational scale to maximise their interests. With 
the land area of households’ approaching the threshold of “large scale”, farmers have a stronger 
demand for IACFRTs that have a scale effect, such as irrigation and fertilizer application; this, 
in turn, promotes the adoption of IACFRTs.  

Impact of control variables on IACFRTs. The selection equation (Table 3) indicates that 
the education, age, and proportion of non-farm income have significant impacts on the 
operational scale of households. Farmers who are older, have a lower education level, and spend 
little time on non-farming work are more likely to have large-scale farms. This is because older 
farmers with less education usually do not have the ability and opportunities to work in non-
farming sectors, and therefore, their family business focuses on farming. Additionally, small-
scale farming operations have low returns; only when they increase in operational scale will 
farm households obtain more policy support so as to improve operational returns. As such, they 
are more motivated to attain a large operational scale through land transfers. The outcome 
equation indicates that only the age of the head of household has a significant positive impact 
on IACFRTs. This is because older farmers tend to have worked longer in farming operations 
and have a better understanding of the economic and environmental costs caused by fertilizer 
overuse; as such, they have stronger motivation to adoption, i.e., to “save costs and improve 
efficiency” and to achieve sustainable farming. 

Conclusion and Discussion 
Main aim of this paper is to explore the differences in social embeddedness and its roles 

in environment-friendly technology diffusion between large-scale households and small 
households in the Second Green Revolution. The results of our empirical analysis showed that 
with differentiation of farmers, there are obvious differences in social embeddedness and its 
roles. 

Firstly, there are obvious differences in social embeddedness between large-scale 
households and small households. Compared with small households, large-scale households 
have a larger social network scale with stronger heterogeneity, and a higher degree of cognitive, 
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cultural and political embeddedness. This means that large-scale households are better 
embedded in the progress of agricultural green production transformation. While small 
households lack the ability to transform green production into production behavior and lack 
government support for technology adoption, which is related to a series of agricultural 
industrial-supporting policies aimed at “achieving scale production” in the early stage. 

Secondly, social embeddedness is still an important for the diffusion of environment-
friendly technology diffusion in the Second Green Revolution. Structural embeddedness, 
cultural embeddedness and political embeddedness all have all significant direct impact on 
farmers’ IACFRTs. Specifically, larger scale of social network, higher degree of recognition to 
green production and government information will facilitate farmers’ adoption, no matter 
larger-scale households or small-scale households. 

Thirdly, the difference in social embeddedness between large-scale households and small-
scale households has heterogeneous effects on their adoption behavior. Size of social networks, 
access to green technology, recognition to green production and public information all have 
significant indirect impact and direct impact on IACFRTs, meaning that these kinds of 
embeddedness have higher total influence for large-scale households. However, heterogeneity 
of social network, subsidies only significant direct impact, which means these kinds of 
embeddedness can only promote large-scale famers’ adoption.  

According to the conclusion, the using of social embeddedness in promoting the extension 
of environment-friendly technologies should be cautious. For large-scale households, we can 
cultivate their cognition of green production, or carry out multi-agent and multi-mode technical 
training to strengthen their ability to get more information. However, for small-scale farmers, 
merely providing more technical information is not enough, it is necessary to provide technical 
training, technology demonstration and public service projects to directly reduce the difficulty 
of technology adoption. What’ s more, government should expand the coverage of government 
subsidies, especially to formulate publicity and subsidy policies for small-scale farmers.  
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Tables and figures 
Table 1. Variable selection and descriptive statistics 

Variable Name Definition Mean    Standard 
Deviation 

Dependent 
variable IACFRTs Whether adopt all five fertilizer reducing 

technologies: 0=No; 1=Yes 
0.38 0.49 

Scale variable  Land scale  Whether large-scale farm households: 
0=No; 1=Yes 

0.39 0.49 

Structural 
embeddedness 

Size 
the number of villagers with whom the 
interviewed farm households keep frequent 
contact with; 

8.98 5.64 

Centrality 
Whether the interviewed farm households 
have management roles in their villages: 
0=No; 1=Yes 

0.10 0.30 

Heterogeneity 
The proportion of non-farm households and 
farm households that have different 
operational scales among the total number 
of acquaintances（%） 

35.49 26.71 

Cognitive 
embeddedness 

Evaluation of 
Pollution 

1 = No pollution at all; 2 = Slight pollution; 
3 = Moderate pollution; 
4 = Serious pollution 

2.16 1.11 
Evaluation of 
Fertilizer’s Negative 
Impact  

1 = No impact at all; 2 = Slight impact; 3 = 
Moderate impact; 
4 = Serious impact 

1.84 0.96 

Cultural 
embeddedness 

Access to IACFRTs 
The distance between farmers and the 
nearest technology demonstration area 
(meters) 

2022.45 3670.66 
Recognition to IACFRTs 

1 = totally disagree; 2 = disagree; 3 = 
Moderate; 4 = agree;5= totally agree; 2.53 1.61 

Political 
embeddedness 

Public information 
dissemination 

Whether the government has publicized the 
reduction of fertilizer and pesticides by 
posting posters and distributing materials: 
0=No; 1=Yes 

0.75 0.43 

Government 
Subsidies 

Whether local farmers receive subsidies of 
straw back to the field technology, the 
purchase of slow-release fertilizer and 
organic fertilizer projects: 0=No; 1=Yes 

0.51 0.50 

Control 
variable 

Education 1 = Primary school; 2 = Middle school; 3 = 
High school; 4 = Beyond high school 2.04 0.78 

Age Age of head of household  53.40 11.05 
Proportion of non-
farm income 

Proportion of non-farm income to total 
income (%)  43.78 29.22 

Identification 
variable 

the number of people 
registered  

the number of people registered under a 
household 4.95 4.42 
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Table 2. IACFRTs and social embeddedness for large-scale households and small-scale households 

 Variable  
Large-scale 
Households 

Small-scale  
Households T-test 

Mean    SD Mean SD Sig 
Dependent 
variable IACFRTs 0.58 0.5 0.26 0.44 0.000*** 

Structural 
embeddedness 
 

Size 12.35 6.37 6.8 3.75 0.000*** 
Centrality 0.12 0.32 0.09 0.28 0.018** 
Heterogeneity 60.95 19.7 19.02 15.29 0.002*** 

Cognitive 
embeddedness 
 

Evaluation of 
Pollution 2.46 1.05 1.97 1.11 0.096* 
Evaluation of Fertilizer’s 
Negative Impact 1.94 0.98 1.77 0.95 0.464 

Cultural 
embeddedness 
 

Access to 
IACFRTs 2287.64 5491.75 1850.9 1630.88 0.249 
Recognition to 
IACFRTs 3.16 1.78 2.12 1.36 0.000*** 

Political 
embeddedness 
 

Public information 
dissemination 0.83 0.38 0.7 0.46 0.000*** 
Government 
Subsidies 0.92 0.27 0.25 0.43 0.000*** 
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Table 3. Estimation results of ESM 
 Selection Equation  

（Land Scale） 
Outcome Equation 
（IACFRTs） 

Variable Coefficient SD Z-value Coefficient SD Z-value 

Land scale    0.7625*** 0.2360 3.2300 

Size 0.1501*** 0.0249 6.0200 0.0316** 0.0139 2.2800 
Centrality -0.3879 0.3997 -0.9700 0.0538 0.2083 0.2600 
Heterogeneity 0.0669*** 0.0082 8.1300 0.0002 0.0035 0.0600 
Evaluation of Pollution 0.0814 0.1142 0.7100 0.0480 0.0594 0.8100 
Evaluation of Fertilizer’s 
Negative Impact -0.0724 0.1317 -0.5500 0.0959 0.0647 1.4800 
Access to IACFRTs 0.0003*** 0.0001 3.2500 -0.0004*** 0.0001 -7.4500 
Recognition to IACFRTs 0.2233*** 0.0836 2.6700 0.2347*** 0.0450 5.2200 
Public information 
dissemination 0.4837* 0.2650 1.8300 0.4516*** 0.1497 3.0200 
Government Subsidies 1.7315*** 0.2619 6.6100 0.1141 0.1589 0.7200 
Education -0.0277** 0.0114 -2.4200 0.0095 0.0059 1.6200 
Age 0.4599*** 0.1585 2.9000 0.2251*** 0.0831 2.7100 
Proportion of non-farm 
income -0.0122*** 0.0043 -2.8200 0.0026 0.0021 1.2300 
Number of people 
registered  -0.1489* 0.0876 -1.7000    
Constant -4.3580 0.9733 -4.4800 -3.4130 0.4737 -7.2100      -0.5818*** 0.0699 -8.3200 
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Table 4. Decomposition of the impact social embeddedness on IACFRTs 
Variable Impact Calculation Result 

Structural 
embeddedness 

Size 
direct impact  0.0316 
indirect impact  0.1145 
total impact +  0.1461 

Heterogeneity 
direct impact  0.0002 
indirect impact  0.0510 
total impact +  0.0512 

Cultural 
embeddedness 

Access to IACFRTs 
direct impact  -0.0004 
indirect impact  0.0002 
total impact +  -0.0002 

Recognition to IACFRTs 
direct impact  0.2347 
indirect impact  0.1703 
total impact +  0.4050 

Political 
embeddedness 

Public information 
dissemination 

direct impact  0.4516 
indirect impact  0.3688 
total impact +  0.8204 

Government Subsidies 
direct impact  0.1141 
indirect impact  1.3203 
total impact +  1.4344 

 

Structural 
embeddedness

Cognitive 
embeddedness

Cultural 
embeddedness

Political 
embeddedness

 
Figure 1 Mechanism through which social embeddedness influences the IACFRTs 
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Heterogeneous Effects of Trust on pro-environmental behavior of Rural 
Residents 

Xi Ouyang1, Tong Zhang2 
(South China Agricultural University, Guangzhou, Guangdong 510642, China) 

Abstract 
We study the heterogeneous impact of trust on rural residents’ pro-environmental behavior 

by using the data of Chinese General Social Survey in 2013 (CGSS2013). The results show that 
both general trust and personal trust can promote rural residents’ pro-environmental behavior. 
By comparing with urban residents’ pro-environmental behavior, we find that the effect of trust 
on rural residents’ pro-environmental behavior is mainly reflected in pro-environmental 
behavior in the private sphere, while in the public sphere for urban residents. We also find that 
for women, the effect of trust on pro-environmental behavior is more reflected in the private 
sphere of pro-environmental behavior, while it is more embodied in the public sphere of pro-
environmental behavior for men. Besides, we provide evidence that trust is more likely to 
promote pro-environmental behavior for rural residents with higher reputation demands.  

Keywords: rural environment; trust; pro-environmental behavior; gender; reputation 
appeal 
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Introduction 
Rural environmental issues not only face the failure of the inherent attributes of public 

goods, but also face the problem of the slow development of the rural social environmental 
market, which makes it more difficult to solve than urban environmental issues. With the 
approaches of government-led and privatization not so satisfactory in the governance of rural 
environmental problems, it is particularly important to turn to the third approach of rural 
residents’ consciously pro-environmental behavior (hereafter PEB). PEB is considered to be a 
universal social cooperation that requires the sacrifice of part of one’s own interests for the 
greater collective benefit（Tam & Chan，2018; Dawes & Messick, 2000). In this case, it is 
generally difficult for a rational self-interested economic man to take cooperative actions 
consciously (Cubitt et al., 2010). 

Previous research has shown that trust can effectively promote social cooperation (Di & 
Stefano, 2013; Stanca et al, 2009). Trust is considered to be a social belief that strengthens 
social cooperation by enhancing the individual’s expectations of the actions of others. Trust can 
be divided into personal trust and general trust (Platteau & Philippe, 1994). Personal trust is the 
trust formed through repeated interpersonal interactions with other individuals which includes 
interpersonal interactions between relatives and friends, as well as relationship interactions 
between neighbors. General trust is a subjective assessment of the credibility of the social 
population in general that is evolved over a long period of time, which is not only related to the 
overall trust development level of the society, but also related to the individual's own status, 
experience, knowledge level, cultural personality, etc. 

Extensive literature has evaluated the direct promotion of trust on pro-social behavior, and 
pointed out that people with high trust will enhance cooperation with others to achieve the 
ultimate mutual benefit (Cremer & Stouten, 2003). Believing in the good expectations of others 
can reduce one’s fear of being hitchhiked (Yamagishi &Sato, 1986). Although these studies 
provide valuable ideas for solving social dilemmas from the perspective of trust, there are still 
several limitations. First, few studies simultaneously examined the effects of two different types 
of trust (general trust and private trust) on pro-social behavior. Second, previous studies have 
not explored the effects of trust on rural residents’ PEB in the specific context of rural area, 
which has its specificity when compared with urban environmental system, as it has been 
explained above. Last but not least, a key insight from existing studies is that trust promotes 
pro-social behavior. This perspective ignores the factors affecting the relationship between trust 
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and social cooperation (Irwin & Berigan, 2013). Studies have shown that certain factors can 
indirectly regulate the impact of trust on pro-social behaviors, which means that trust may be 
an ineffective solution to the social dilemma in some situations (Yamagishi & Yamagishi 1994).  

In order to make up for the above limitations, we use urban residents’ PEB as a control 
group to study how trust (including both general trust and personal trust) affects rural residents’ 
PEB in different situations based on the micro data of Chinese General Social Survey in 2013 
(CGSS2013). Theoretical economists classify personal goods and public goods according to 
the nature of resources. Environmental issues meet the two major standards of public goods, 
which are non-competitiveness and non-exclusiveness. So environmental issues are regarded 
as a typical regional public goods that can be shared by members of society (Milinski et al., 
2006). PEB means that individuals’ environmental protection efforts are shared by all 
individuals. Therefore, PEB faces the failure of the inherent attributes of public goods. From 
this perspective, PEB is a typical pro-social behavior. 

To quantify PEB, we divide PEB into two dimensions that are PEB in the private sphere 
and PEB in the public sphere. This classification was proposed by Stern (2000). He believes 
that PEB in the private sphere is an environmental action closely related to daily life performed 
by an individual taking himself or his family as the starting point, such as not littering 
everywhere. While PEB in the public sphere refers to individual’s voluntarily participation in 
environmental campaigns or environmental problem solving in response to specific 
environmental issues such as donating to environmental protection and participating in 
collective tree planting and afforestation. PEB in the private sphere is individuals’ unorganized 
and diffuse behavior in their daily life that can only be seen or known by themselves or 
occasionally be seen by their relatives and friends who are closer to themselves. On the contrary, 
PEB in the public sphere means that individuals devote themselves to environmental 
governance activities through formal negotiation and communication and other channels, which 
involve more individuals and are easier to be seen by others. In addition, from the point of the 
beneficiaries of PEB, the scope of PEB in the private sphere is mainly concentrated in the 
individual's own family or the community in which they live, while the scope of pro-
environmental behaviors in the public sphere is broader which may even influence strangers 
who are not live in the same community and has no relation with themselves. From this 
perspective, PEB in the private sphere is more selfish or reciprocal and PEB in the public sphere 
is more visible and more altruistic. 
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Our analysis also focuses on two important forms of trust, namely, general trust and 
personal trust. These two kinds of trust describe the degree of individual’s trust in others from 
different aspects, and exist the following difference: General trust is relatively stable. However, 
personal trust evolves over time and interaction as it is the product of the relationship between 
individuals (Durlauf and Fafchamps, 2005). Therefore, when considering the impact of trust on 
collective cooperation, it is necessary to consider both types of trust at the same time. In this 
article, we further subdivide personal trust into trust in neighbors and trust in friends. 

In order to examine whether the effect of trust on the PEB of rural residents is different 
from that of urban residents, we distinguish from the CGSS data set the rural sample in which 
residents live in rural areas, and the urban sample in which residents live in county center. The 
results show that both general trust and personal trust have a significant positive impact on PEB. 
However, the effect of trust on rural residents’ PEB varies with urban residents. Specifically, in 
rural areas, the influence of trust on PEB is more reflected in the private sphere of PEB. But for 
urban residents, the influence of trust on PEB is more reflected in the public sphere of PEB. 
This means that trust for rural residents’ motivation to participate in collective cooperation is 
more embodied as reciprocal motives, and altruistic motives for urban residents. This is related 
to the living conditions of rural residents and urban residents. 

On this basis, we further extend the influence of trust on rural residents’ PEB to examine 
the potential contextual differences between different genders and between different reputation 
appeals. The results show that for women, the influence of trust on PEB is more reflected in the 
private sphere of PEB, while for men, the influence of trust on PEB is more reflected in the 
public sphere of PEB. This conclusion is consistent with the socialization process and the 
resulting gender role theory. In addition, reputation demands will also regulate the relationship 
between individual trust and PEB. For individuals with high reputation demands, trust is more 
likely to promote PEB. 

Our research first contributed to the literature focusing on the motivations of prosocial 
behavior. Previous studies have provided evidence that factors such as altruism (Chowdhury & 
Jeon, 2014; Lane, 2017; Liu & Jennifer, 2008), reciprocal motivation (Velez, 2015; Frey & 
Torgler, 2007), fairness preference (Derin & Uler, 2010), social norms (Fehr-Duda & Fehr, 2016) 
and social reputation (Ben and Hu, 2021) play a positive role in promoting individual’s 
participation in collective cooperation. Most of these studies used a laboratory experiment but 
not empirical evidence on the motivational factors of pro-social behavior. However, d'Adda 
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(2011) pointed out that laboratory evidence may be inconsistent with the results obtained from 
real data, and may even lead to completely opposite results. This article attempts to expand the 
literature in this domain by studying the effect of trust on PEB through real-world data from 
field surveys. 

Second, our research helps to better understand the incentive effect of trust on PEB. 
Previous research on trust and PEB focused on one dimension and reached a unified conclusion 
that trust promotes pro-social behavior (Tam and Chan, 2018; Di and Stefano, 2013). Few 
studies focused on the heterogeneous effects of trust on PEB in different groups, such as the 
heterogeneity of rural residents and urban residents, different genders, and individuals with 
different reputation appeals. Therefore, one of the key contributions of this article is that we 
theoretically explain and empirically test whether there are differences between urban and rural 
areas, gender differences, and reputation demands on the effects of trust on PEB. In this sense, 
this article expands the scope of the research in this field. 

The rest of this article is arranged as follows: Section 2 is a review of literature related to 
trust and PEB. Section 3 introduces the model and data sources. Section 4 shows the results of 
heterogeneous effects of trust on rural residents’ PEB. Finally, Section 5 is the research 
conclusions and related recommendations. 

The heterogeneity of trust and PEB 
Trust and PEB 
1. General trust and PEB 

Environmental governance is generally considered to be a kind of social dilemma (Irwin 
and Berigan, 2013). It is difficult for individuals to voluntarily take PEB, but when PEB prevail, 
all individuals will eventually benefit from it. In view of this situation, some scholars proposed 
the way of conditional cooperation to increase the willingness of individuals to participate in 
collective cooperation (Irwin and Berigan, 2013). PEB means that the individual chooses 
between acting for the collective benefit and acting for the personal benefit. Therefore, it is 
conditional for individuals to decide whether to participate in collective cooperation. Their 
decision depends on their expectations of others’ contributions (Raihani and Aitken, 2011). 
However, in real life, due to the existence of information asymmetry, individuals are usually 
not very clear about whether others participate in collective cooperation. Even individuals have 
no motivation to pay attention to or obtain other individuals' participation in collective 
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cooperation for the collective benefit. Even so, individuals have no incentive to pay attention 
to or obtain information on others’ participation in collective cooperation for the collective 
benefit or not. Whereas general trust seems to provide a solution to eliminate information 
asymmetry between individuals in this context. General trust refers to the overall positive view 
of others or the expectation of others’ kindness (Evans and Van, 2018). Individuals with high 
generalized trust tend to hold a positive expectation of most other people and believe that others 
will also contribute to collective cooperative behavior (Sønderskov, 2009; Di and Stefano, 
2013). In addition, believing in the good expectations of others also helps to reduce the 
individuals’ fear of being hitchhiked (Yamagishi and Sato, 1986). That is to say, an individual 
with a high degree of trust is sure that his or her personal strength for the collective benefit will 
not be wasted and even think that his or her pro-social behavior is a no small investment for the 
realization of collective benefit. Based on this positive expectation, individuals with high levels 
of general trust are more inclined to cooperate collectively and hope to achieve ultimate mutual 
benefit by enhancing cooperation with others (Cremer and Stouten, 2003). Conversely, an 
individual with a low general trust usually holds a distrustful attitude towards most people. 
Therefore, individuals with low general trust are more inclined to think that others will not take 
collective cooperation in the face of public goods. In this case, taking pro-social behaviors 
means that their own contribution to their collective interest will be "free-riding" by others, 
making individuals with low general trust less willing to take pro-social behaviors. 
2. Personal trust and PEB 

Personal trust is a form of trust in which individuals form social relationships and bonds 
through long-term with others through social networks in which individuals embedded in can 
connect with others and obtain useful information or resource benefits, etc. (Juan et al., 2018). 
This externality advantage may unintentionally accumulate in the process of social interaction 
(Lin et al., 2008). The embeddedness of social networks makes each person’ behavior decisions 
not completely independent, but will also be affected by other members of the network so as to 
show herd group decision-making. Studies have confirmed that personal trust is an important 
driving force for individuals to participate in environmental protection (Munasib and Jordan, 
2011). When individuals are getting closer and closer to neighbors, friends and family, they are 
more willing to participate in environmental protection-related behaviors (Miller and Buys, 
2008).  

Specifically, personal trust can motivate individuals to actively participate in collective 
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cooperation such as PEB through the following ways: First, personal trust contributes to the 
dissemination and diffusion of information, knowledge, and technology among network 
members. People living in the same community and have similar life backgrounds communicate 
with others based on personal trust (Kirstie et al., 2016). In the process of mutual exchanges, 
individuals can obtain more information about environmental protection, learn more about 
environmental protection, and can encourage others to participate in some activities such as 
PEB. Therefore, this kind of information based on personal trust can also reduce the cost of 
individual’ PEB such as time, energy, and money (Liu et al., 2015). Secondly, personal trust 
helps to form social supervision among group members. By imposing corresponding sanctions 
on non-cooperative behaviors, such as accusations or discussions, personal trust can encourage 
individuals to participate in more performance behaviors (Wakefield, 2005). In this case, 
individuals may care about the influence of their own reputation in the group, and thus more 
inclined to selectively take actions that are beneficial to the collective when facing personal and 
collective interests. Third, personal trust also helps to narrow the psychological distance 
between individuals and their relatives and friends. In the company of close friends and family, 
people may find the most important source of emotional support.  
The heterogeneity of urban and rural environmental protection 

The dual structure of urban and rural areas has led to dual differences in the urban and 
rural environmental systems. Many studies have shown that urban and rural location factors are 
the determinants of individual environmental behaviors (Gifford and Nilsson, 2014). In small 
communities such as villages, certain PEB, such as no littering and no livestock drainage, have 
a more significant impact on the residents of the community. However, urban residents have 
better public health systems and cleaning services and their environmental damage or protection 
behaviors often have less impact on their communities but on the entire society. Therefore, 
certain PEB of rural residents have certain self-interest and reciprocity, while the PEB of urban 
residents are often more altruistic. For these different environmental protection motives, the 
influencing factors and incentive factors are correspondingly different. 

In addition, the living situation of rural residents is also different from that of urban 
residents. Rural society is a more traditional “acquaintance society”, with a strong common 
memory and personal relationships based on blood and geography. People establish contacts 
through this personal relationship and gradually form a network of relationships. Therefore, in 
the rural communities of the “acquaintance society”, the relationship between people is like a 
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network that maintains human relations, face and interpersonal relationships. Rural residents 
talk about “relationships” and “friendships” everywhere, value the opinions of acquaintances 
on themselves, and have a strong sense of family identity and collectivism. Therefore, certain 
environmental protection behaviors of rural residents are more self-interested and reciprocal. 
However, urban society is equivalent to an unfamiliar society. Due to the fast-paced life and 
intense work pressure of urban residents, it is difficult for urban residents to form a strong 
collective identity with neighbors and relatives. Therefore, PEB of urban residents is often more 
altruistic. 
Heterogeneity of environmental protection behaviors of different genders 

A widely used theoretical view on the relationship between gender and environmental 
behavior involves the process of socialization and the resulting gender roles (Davidson and 
Freudenburg, 1996). This view believes that early childhood socialization makes women more 
sensitive to the feelings and needs of others, so they are more willing to take on the role of care 
and nurturing; in contrast, early socialization of men leads men to pay more attention to their 
own face and more Value independence and achievement (Chodorow 1978). Some people 
believe that caring for the environment also involves taking care of the altruistic factors of 
"other people", thus linking these socialized gender roles with women's greater attention to 
environmental behavior (Zelezny et al., 2000). Some scholars also believe that women tend to 
take the role of "caregivers" and give priority to the health and well-being of family members, 
thus arousing greater attention to potentially dangerous environments. However, men tend to 
pay more attention to economic issues rather than environmental issues (Wehrmeyer and 
McNeil, 2000 ). Considering women's relatively high level of environmental concern, it seems 
logical to expect women to participate more in environmentally-oriented behaviors. However, 
empirical studies on gender and environmental behaviors show mixed results. Theodori et al. 
(2002) further distinguished family-oriented (private) PEB and community/society (public) 
PEB. Studies have shown that women show more ability to participate in private environmental 
behaviors, while there is no obvious gender difference. Similar findings are quite common in 
public-oriented activities in the wider literature. 
The heterogeneity of different reputation appeals to environmental protection behaviors 

Reputation is the general public’s evaluation of someone or something, a characteristic or 
characteristic attributed to someone or something, and an intangible capital of the subject. A 
good reputation will bring many beneficial benefits to individuals such as social status, money, 
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fame, and respect. In social interaction, when individuals feel uncertain about their future 
behavior, they are more reluctant to cooperate with other members. When personal reputation 
can predict another person's future behavior, it will help him reduce the uncertainty of his own 
behavior and make the relationship between the two parties into the final decision of whether 
to invest. For example, when one party has a good reputation, the partner will increase the 
chances of cooperation, because people with a good reputation will be more worthy of trust, 
and it will be easier to establish a cooperative relationship. From this perspective, the value of 
personal reputation lies in its ability to help others make accurate predictions in the future 
(Ferris et al., 2003). When the personal reputation is higher, the uncertainty about other people's 
behavior will be reduced, and the more valuable it will be to one's own behavior. Due to the 
high degree of concern for personal reputation, it will restrict one's own behavior to some extent, 
make the individual and one's own behavior consistent, and thus better reduce their own 
instability. 

Reputation appeal is the degree of appeal for reputation maintenance. Some scholars have 
explored the influence of reputation establishment on cooperation through experimental 
simulations (Barclay,2004; Milinski, Semmann and Krambeck, 2002). Studies have shown that 
when a person shows pro-social behavior to strangers or non-reciprocal persons (other people 
outside the organization), such as donating to people outside the social group, these altruistic 
behaviors will profoundly affect the social behavior of other organization members. Attitude 
(Semmann et al., 2005). Nowak and Sigmund (1998) pointed out that cooperation is paid 
because it treats the cooperating people as valuable community members. Subsequent 
repayments flowed to these members of the group in various ways. This means that altruistic 
behavior may improve the status and reputation of altruists in social groups despite obvious 
short-term costs, and generate long-term benefits (Wedekind and Braithwaite, 2002). 
Assumption 

As a kind of social dilemma, people usually do not voluntarily participate in PEB due to 
the free-riding effect. General trust can enhance individuals’ trust in the majority of people. In 
other words, people with more general trust are not so afraid of others taking free-rider that they 
voluntarily participate more in collective cooperation like taking PEB. While personal trust 
promote individuals’ PEB through the way of dissemination and diffusion of information, 
knowledge and technology among network members, formation of social supervision and social 
identification mechanisms, and reduction of the psychological distance between relatives and 
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friends. Therefore, we propose the following hypothesis: 
H1: Generalized trust has a significant positive impact on PEB 
H2: Personal trust has a significant positive impact on PEB 
Considering that there may be differences in the effect of trust on PEB in different 

situations, we assume the following assumptions based on the above analysis: 
H3: In rural areas, the effect of trust on rural residents’ PEB is more reflected in the private 

sphere of PEB. However, in urbans, the effect of trust on urban residents’ PEB is more reflected 
in the public sphere of PEB. 

H4: For women, the effect of trust on PEB is more reflected in the private sphere of PEB, 
while for men, the influence of trust on PEB is more reflected in the public sphere of PEB. 

H5: For individuals with high reputation demands, trust is more likely to promote PEB. 
Data sources and research methods 

Data sources 
The data used in this article is from Chinese General Social Survey (CGSS),  which is 

China’s first national,  comprehensive and continuous large-scale social survey data led by 
Renmin University of China. This data system collects information on all aspects of Chinese 
people and Chinese society, including a wealth of individual demographic characteristics, 
family background characteristics, subjective attitude variables (such as individual’s general 
trust, trust in neighbors and trust in friends, etc.) and their environmental knowledge, 
environmental attitudes and PEB, which can well meet the needs of this research. CGSS2013 
adopts a multi-stage random sampling method, with samples covering 100 counties (districts) 
in China and 5 major cities of Beijing, Shanghai, Tianjin, Guangzhou, and Shenzhen. 
Research variables 
1. Dependent variable 

The dependent variable of the model in this paper is rural residents’ PEB. In the CGSS2013 
questionnaire, there are 10 items to measure individuals’ PEB. We divide these 10 items into 
two categories according to different beneficiaries of these PEB. Among them, 6 items are 
classified into PEB in the private sphere that are “waste sorting behavior”,  “discussing 
environmental issues with relatives and friends”, “purchasing items with your own shopping 
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bag or shopping basket”, “reuse of plastic packaging”,  “caring about environmental issues 
and environmental information”, and “active participation in complaints and appeals requesting 
the resolution of environmental issues”,  and another 4 items are classified into PEB in the 
public sphere that are “ participating in pro-environmental activities organized by the 
government”, “participating in pro-environmental activities organized by private environmental 
groups”, “Contributing money to protect forests or green spaces” and “donations for 
environmental protection”. The beneficiaries of PEB in the private sphere are mainly 
themselves and people around them, while the beneficiaries of PEB in the public sphere are 
everyone and farmers’ behaviors in the public sphere. In this sense, PEB in the private sphere 
is with more nature of self-interest and reciprocity and PEB in the private sphere is more 
embodied by a pro-social “fraternity” psychology. 
2. Core independent variables 

(1) General trust. In CGSS2013, there is the following question: “In general, do you agree 
that most people in this society can be trusted”. We use this question item to reflect to reflect 
general trust. The answer for this question adopts a 5-level order scoring standard, which 
respectively are “strongly disagree”, “disagree”, “general”, “agree” and “strongly agree”. 

(2) Personal trust. This article mainly uses trust in neighbors and trust in friends to measure 
the indicator of personal trust. In CGSS2013, there are the following questions “the degree of 
contact and closeness between you and your neighbors”, which is used to reflect the trust in 
neighbors, and the following question “the closeness of contact and closeness between you and 
your relatives and friends”, which is used to reflect the trust in friends. A 7-level sequential 
scoring standard was used in the answer, with the degree of closeness being 1-7 from low to 
high. 
3. Control variables 

According to the existing literature, personal characteristics and family characteristics will 
affect the PEB of rural residents. The article will control the individual’s demographic 
characteristics and family characteristic variables such as gender, age, political status, education 
level, health level, personal income real estate, socioeconomic status, realistic evaluation of 
social class and future expectations. The above-mentioned independent variables will be 
discussed in detail below.
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Tab.1 Descriptive statistical analysis 
Variable Definition Urban Rural  Difference 

in mean 
Dependent variable 

 

PEB in the private 
sphere 

Waste sort (1-3) 1.786 1.36 0.426*** 
Discuss environmental issues with relatives and 
friends (1-3) 1.745 1.381 0.364*** 
Purchase items with your own shopping bag or 
shopping basket (1-3) 2.359 1.97 0.389*** 
Reuse plastic packaging bags (1-3) 2.463 2.144 0.319*** 
Actively pay attention to environmental issues and 
environmental information (1-3) 1.824 1.411 0.413*** 

 

PEB in the public 
sphere 

Donate for environmental protection (1-3) 1.301 1.079 0.222*** 
Actively participate in environmental publicity and 
education activities organized by the government 
and units (1-3) 

1.408 1.14 0.268*** 

Actively participate in environmental protection 
activities organized by private environmental 
protection groups 

1.289 1.099 0.190*** 

Maintain forests or green spaces at your own 
expense (1-3) 1.167 1.214 -0.047*** 
Actively participate in complaints and appeals that 
require the resolution of environmental issues (1-3) 1.145 1.053 0.093*** 

Main independent variable 
 General trust Level of trust in most people (1-5) 3.172 3.421 -0.250*** 

 Trust in neighbors The closeness of contact and connection with 
neighbors (1-7) 3.641 5.008 -1.367*** 

 Trust in friends The closeness of contact and connection with friends 
(1-7) 4.202 4.044 0.158*** 

Control variable 

 
Environmental 
knowledge 

The level of understanding about environmental 
knowledge (0-1)  0.86 0.721 0.139*** 

 age Continuous variable 47.35 50.816 -3.470*** 
 gender Dummy variable, male=1, female=0 0.514 0.497 0.017 
 healthy Self-perception of health status (1-5) 3.848 3.532 0.315*** 
 Political identity Dummy variable 0.156 0.051 0.105*** 
 education level    
 

 
Never went to school 0.049 0.219 -0.170*** 

 primary school 0.113 0.359 -0.245*** 
 junior high school 0.251 0.308 -0.056*** 
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 high school 0.283 0.087 0.196*** 
 University and above 0.304 0.028 0.276*** 
 Social network Frequency of contact with relatives and friends (1-5) 3.463 3.422 0.040** 
 Social class Self-perception of social class (1-13) 4.593 4.08 0.514*** 

 
Social 
expectations 

Self-perception of the social class in the future (1-
13) 5.581 5.099 0.483*** 

 Longitudinal comparison of socioeconomic status 2.223 2.387 -0.164*** 
 

 
Decrease compared to ten years ago 0.112 0.082 0.030*** 

 About the same as ten years ago 0.552 0.449 0.103*** 
 Up from ten years ago 0.336 0.469 -0.133*** 

 
Personal annual 
income Natural logarithm of personal income 8.347 7.123 1.224*** 

 
Number of 
properties 

The number of real estate owned by the family (0-
10) 1.096 1.111 -0.016 
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Model selection and description 
In order to investigate the impact of general trust and personal trust on individuals’ PEB, 

this paper introduces the influencing factor model of PEB. The dependent variable of this model 
is individuals’ PEB. The core explanatory variables are individuals’ generalized trust and 
personal trust (neighbor trust and personal trust). The control variables include individuals’ 
demographic characteristics and family characteristics. Considering that the dependent variable 
is an ordered discrete variable, we use the ordered logit model to analyze the influencing factors 
of individuals’ PEB. The potential model can be set as follows: 

ℎ = + _ + _ + ∑ +           (1) 
where ℎ  is the i-th individual’s PEB. According to the frequency of occurrence 

of PEB of farmers, they are divided into 3 levels: never, occasionally and often. 
_  and _  respectively represent the general trust and personal 

trust variables of the i-th individual.  represents the demographic characteristics, family 
characteristics, and regional characteristics of the i-th individual.  is a constant term,  ,  

 and  are the coefficients to be estimated, and  is an error term. 
Empirical analysis 

The effect of trust on PEB 
In order to test whether there are urban-rural differences in the effect of trust on PEB, this 

article divides the total sample into two parts that are rural sample and urban sample. The upper 
part of table 3 shows the results of the effects of trust on PEB of rural residents, and the lower 
part of table 3 shows the results of the effects of trust on PEB of urban residents. Columns (1) 
and (2) of tables 3 respectively measure the effect of general trust and personal trust on PEB. 
Columns (3) and (4) of table 3 respectively measure the effect of general trust and personal trust 
on PEB in the private sphere. Columns (5) and (6) of Table 3 respectively measure the effect of 
general trust and personal trust on PEB in the public sphere. 

It can be seen from the rural sample of table 3 that both trust in neighbors and trust in 
friends have a positive effect on rural residents’ PEB, which reflected not only in the private 
sphere of PEB, but also in the public sphere of PEB. However, the positive effect of general 
trust on rural residents’ PEB is mainly reflected in the private sphere of PEB. When we turn to 
the results of urban sample, we find that personal trust, whether trust in neighbors or trust in 
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friends, has a significantly positive effect on urban residents’ PEB, with the effects reflected not 
only in the private sphere of PEB but also in the public sphere of PEB. While the effect of 
general trust on urban residents’ PEB is mainly reflected in the public sphere but not in the 
private sphere of PEB, which is not the same as rural residents. 

Comparing the results of rural sample and urban sample, we find that there is no urban-
rural difference in the effect of personal trust on PEB, while the effect of general trust on rural 
residents’ PEB is different from urban residents. Personal trust has a significant positive effect 
on PEB in both public and private sphere. A high level of trust is the basis for cooperation and 
a prerequisite for maintaining concerted action (Huhe, 2015). When the individual’s personal 
trust is higher, that is, when individuals are more integrated into the group and participate in 
social activities, the exchanges with others may deepen their awareness of environmental 
protection and take more PEB. When individuals have frequent contacts and more frequent 
cooperation, the higher the probability of reaching a consensus and willingness to take joint 
actions. Due to the narrow channels for individuals to obtain information, the information 
obtained is inevitably one-sided, and communication with individuals is conducive to obtaining 
more effective information and making optimal decisions. Therefore, individuals with higher 
levels of social participation are more likely to be pro-environmentally behavioral in the private 
sphere or in the public sphere. 

The effect of general trust on the pro-environmental behavior of rural residents is different 
from that of urban residents. The effect of general trust on rural residents’ PEB is mainly 
embodied in the private sphere of PEB, but in the public sphere for urban residents. As 
mentioned above, the PEB in the private sphere has a more self-interested or reciprocal nature, 
while the PEB in the public sphere reflects more altruistic nature. Compared with the urban 
system, the layout of rural villages is relatively fragmented and relatively closed. For rural 
residents living in small communities such as villages, PEB in the private sphere such as not 
littering has more significant effects on residents of the community. In addition, this relatively 
closed social organization in rural areas tends to show typical involute characteristics, which in 
turn forms a typical rural acquaintance network. Therefore, PEB in the private sphere can be 
more easily seen by neighbors and friends. Therefore, the more rural residents trust the majority 
of people, that is, the higher the farmer’ trust in the general sense, the more likely they tend to 
take PEB in the private sphere that are self-interested or reciprocal. General trust makes rural 
residents have a reasonable expectation. The higher the level of general trust, the easier for them 
to form a consensus and achieve mutually beneficial cooperation. On the other hand, trust will 
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also play the role of social glue in the way of internalizing reciprocity rules, which is conducive 
to the formation of a broader group consciousness and collective benefit preferences for rural 
residents, so that it is easier for them to participate in collective actions. However, for urban 
residents, as they have better public health systems and cleaning services, environmental 
damage or protection behaviors of urban residents often have less impact on their communities 
and affect the entire society. In addition, urban residents have a strong sense of boundary, and 
there is less interaction between residents and residents, and even between neighbors and 
neighbors, and the relationship is relatively indifferent. PEB in the public sphere may be better 
able to make your own PEB known to others and thereby enhance your own reputation. The 
environmental behavior of urban residents is often more altruistic. Therefore, when urban 
residents have more trust in the majority of people, that is, the higher the degree of general trust, 
the more likely they tend to take PEB in the public sphere with more altruistic nature. 

Control variables can also affect rural residents’ PEB. Environmental knowledge, 
education level and income all positively influence rural residents’ PEB. Rural residents with 
more environmental knowledge, higher education level and higher income level tend to take 
more PEB. However, Age and social class have a significant negative impact on rural residents’ 
PEB. In addition, rural residents with party membership are more inclined to take PEB. The 
frequency of female’s PEB (especially PEB in the private sphere) is significantly higher than 
that of male.
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Tab.2 The effect of trust on PEB  
  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

 Dependent variable: Pro-environmental behavior  
    All All  Private   Private   Public   Public  

a. Rural sample 
   General trust 0.087*** 0.085** 0.091*** 0.090*** 0.010  0.014  
   (0.033) (0.034) (0.033) (0.033) (0.046) (0.046) 
   Trust in 
neighbors 0.067***  0.063***  0.055**  
   (0.019)  (0.019)  (0.025)  
   Trust in friends  0.088***  0.081***  0.090*** 
    (0.018)  (0.018)  (0.024) 
Environmental 
Cognitive 
Variables 

yes yes yes yes yes yes 
Demographic 
characteristics yes yes yes yes yes yes 
Family 
characteristics yes yes yes yes yes yes 
Regional dummy 
variable yes yes yes yes yes yes 
Note 3119  3119  3126  3126  3129  3129  
Pseudo R2 0.030  0.030  0.027  0.027  0.069  0.070  
b. Urban sample 
Trust characteristics 
   General trust 0.082*** 0.080*** 0.039  0.037  0.129*** 0.126*** 
   (0.031) (0.031) (0.031) (0.031) (0.034) (0.034) 
   Trust in 
neighbors 0.071***  0.039**  0.091***  
   (0.017)  (0.017)  (0.018)  
   Trust in friends  0.092***  0.068***  0.124*** 
    (0.020)  (0.020)  (0.023) 
Environmental 
Cognitive 
Variables 

yes yes yes yes yes yes 
Demographic 
characteristics yes yes yes yes yes yes 
Family 
characteristics yes yes yes yes yes yes 
Regional dummy 
variable yes yes yes yes yes yes 
Note 3224 3223 3230 3229 3238 3237 
Pseudo R2 0.056 0.056 0.053 0.053 0.086 0.087 

Note: ①The robust standard errors are in parentheses; ②* p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01 
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Analysis of heterogeneity 
1. Analysis of heterogeneity of different genders 
The article above has discussed gender as an influencing factor affecting PEB. Tables 3 

shows the results of effect of trust on rural residents’ PEB in different gender contexts using 
urban residents’ PEB as a control group. 

It can be seen from table 3 that for rural residents, general trust mainly has a significant 
positive impact on PEB in the private sphere, while personal trust has a significant positive 
impact on both PEB in the private sphere and PEB in the public sphere. This results further 
validates the results in Table 2. Further distinguishing between different genders, we find that 
the effect of general trust on environmental PEB in the private sphere is mainly reflected in the 
female sample; trust in neighbors has no significant gender differences in the effect of trust on 
PEB of rural residents. It is worth noting that there are significant gender differences in the 
effect of trust in friends on PEB of rural residents. In the female sample, the influence of the 
trust in friends on PEB is still mainly reflected in the PEB in the private sphere; while in the 
male sample, the trust in friends not only positively promotes PEB in the private sphere, but 
also positively affect the PEB in the public sphere. 

For urban residents, general trust also has significant impact on PEB. What need to be 
noted is that the effect of general trust on PEB exist gender differences. Personal trust also has 
a significant effect on the PEB in the private sphere and PEB in the public sphere, which is 
roughly consistent with the results of the urban sample in table 3. Further distinguishing 
between different genders, we find that trust in neighbors has no significant gender differences 
in the effect of trust on PEB of urban residents. However, it is worth noting that there are 
significant gender differences in the effect of general trust and trust in friends on PEB of urban 
residents. First, the effect of general trust on PEB of urban residents in the public sphere is 
mainly reflected in the male sample, with no significant effect in the female sample. In addition, 
there are significant differences in the effects of  general trust on urban residents’ PEB in the 
private sphere: general trust negatively affects urban men’s PEB in the private sphere but 
positively affect urban women’s PEB in the private sphere. Besides, in the female sample, trust 
in friends will not only positively promote their PEB in the private sphere, but also PEB in the 
public sphere. However, in the male sample, the effect of the trust in friends on PEB is only 
reflected in the PEB in the public sphere. 
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Both the result of rural sample and the results of urban sample prove the hypothesis of this 
article that for females, the effect of trust on PEB is more reflected in the private sphere of PEB, 
while for males, the effect of trust on PEB is more reflected in the public sphere of PEB. 
Relatively speaking, males pay more attention to social image and reputation than females. 
Corresponding to this, males pay more attention to the PEB in the public sphere with altruistic 
nature, while females pay more attention to the environmental PEB in the private sphere with 
more nature of self-interest or reciprocity.
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Tab.3 The influence of trust on PEB: Distinguish between different genders 
  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
    Dependent variable: Pro-environmental behavior  
    All All  Private   Private   Public   Public  
a. Rural sample 
General trust       
    male 0.092 0.034 0.105 0.057 -0.045 -0.083 
   (0.087) (0.084) (0.085) (0.083) (0.111) (0.108) 
    female 0.191** 0.245*** 0.243*** 0.289*** -0.058 -0.019 
   (0.085) (0.083) (0.087) (0.084) (0.123) (0.118) 
Trust in neighbors       
    male 0.172*  0.175**  0.132  
   (0.089)  (0.087)  (0.114)  
    female 0.279***  0.286***  0.018  
   (0.089)  (0.090)  (0.125)  
Trust in friends       
    male  0.278***  0.246***  0.312*** 
    (0.086)  (0.085)  (0.105) 
    female  0.256***  0.266***  0.105 
    (0.084)  (0.087)  (0.123) 
Environmental 
Cognitive 
Variables 

yes yes yes yes yes yes 
Demographic 
characteristics yes yes yes yes yes yes 
Family 
characteristics yes yes yes yes yes yes 
Regional dummy 
variable yes yes yes yes yes yes 
Note 3124 3124 3131 3131 3134 3134 
Pseudo R2 0.03 0.031 0.027 0.027 0.071 0.073 
b. Urban sample 
General trust       
    male -0.04 0 -0.223** -0.184** 0.304*** 0.320*** 
   (0.091) (0.093) (0.092) (0.094) (0.095) (0.096) 
    female 0.222** 0.188** 0.205** 0.162* 0.138 0.121 
   (0.089) (0.089) (0.091) (0.091) (0.102) (0.106) 
Trust in neighbors       
    male 0.174*  0.036  0.259**  
   (0.102)  (0.101)  (0.104)  
    female 0.204**  0.102  0.269**  
   (0.100)  (0.098)  (0.112)  
Trust in friends       
    male  0.083  0.001  0.223** 
    (0.095)  (0.094)  (0.097) 
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    female  0.259***  0.211**  0.300*** 
    (0.093)  (0.095)  (0.108) 
Environmental 
Cognitive 
Variables 

yes yes yes yes yes yes 
Demographic 
characteristics yes yes yes yes yes yes 
Family 
characteristics yes yes yes yes yes yes 
Regional dummy 
variable yes yes yes yes yes yes 
Note 2599 2599 2605 2605 2612 2612 
Pseudo R2 0.047 0.047 0.047 0.047 0.074 0.074 

Note: ①Use interaction terms for group regression; ②The robust standard errors are in 
parentheses; ③* p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01 
2. Analysis of the heterogeneity of different reputation appeals 

This article above has discussed reputation as an influencing factor influencing PEB. Table 
4 presents the estimated effects of trust on PEB of rural residents and urban residents in different 
reputation appeal scenarios. 

For rural residents, the effects of general trust and personal trust on their different 
dimensions of pro-environmental behavior are roughly the same as Table 2. Further 
distinguishing different reputation demands, we find that the effect of general trust on PEB in 
the private sphere is mainly reflected in the samples of rural residents with high reputation 
demands. The effect of trust in neighbors on rural residents’ PEB (both PEB in the private 
sphere and PEB in the public sphere) is also mainly reflected in the samples with higher 
reputation demands. In addition, the effect of trust in friends on the PEB of rural residents in 
the public domain is also mainly reflected in the samples with high reputation demands. 

It can be seen from table 4 that for urban residents, the general trust and the effects of 
individuals on their different dimensions of pro-environmental behavior are roughly the same 
as table 2. Further distinguishing different reputation appeals, we find that the effect of general 
trust on PEB in the public sphere of urban residents is mainly reflected in samples with high 
reputation appeals; the effect of trust bin neighbors and trust in friends on urban residents’ PEB 
in the public sphere is also mainly reflected in samples with high reputation demands.  

Table 4 proves the hypothesis of this article that for individuals with high reputation 
demands, trust is more likely to promote PEB.
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Tab.4 The impact of trust on PEB under different reputations 
  (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
    Dependent variable: Pro-environmental behavior  
    All All  Private   Private   Public   Public  
a.Rural sample 
General trust       
    Low 
reputation 0.123 0.085 0.153* 0.128 -0.025 -0.115 
   (0.079) (0.078) (0.081) (0.079) (0.113) (0.108) 
    High 
reputation 0.148 0.188** 0.192** 0.215** -0.091 -0.003 
   (0.099) (0.093) (0.095) (0.090) (0.123) (0.120) 
Trust in neighbors       
    Low 
reputation 0.105  0.148*  -0.182  
   (0.082)  (0.084)  (0.114)  
    High 
reputation 0.369***  0.300***  0.435***  
   (0.100)  (0.096)  (0.126)  
Trust between 
friends       
    Low 
reputation  -0.141  -0.071  -0.353 
    (0.152)  (0.157)  (0.221) 
    High 
reputation  0.649**  0.348  0.785*** 
    (0.303)  (0.272)  (0.287) 
Environmental 
Cognitive 
Variables 

yes yes yes yes yes yes 
Demographic 
characteristics yes yes yes yes yes yes 
Family 
characteristics yes yes yes yes yes yes 
Regional dummy 
variable yes yes yes yes yes yes 
Note 3076 3076 3082 3082 3086 3086 
Pseudo R2 0.031 0.032 0.027 0.028 0.078 0.078 
b.Urban sample 
General trust       
    Low 
reputation -0.115 -0.061 -0.178* -0.133 0.024 0.064 
   (0.090) (0.091) (0.094) (0.094) (0.102) (0.103) 
    High 
reputation 0.238*** 0.187** 0.083 0.035 0.390*** 0.350*** 
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   (0.090) (0.092) (0.088) (0.091) (0.095) (0.098) 
Trust in neighbors       
    Low 
reputation 0.117  0.033  0.144  
   (0.100)  (0.102)  (0.112)  
    High 
reputation 0.206**  0.041  0.344***  
   (0.103)  (0.098)  (0.104)  
Trust in friends       
    Low 
reputation  -0.016  -0.053  0.082 
    (0.095)  (0.098)  (0.104) 
    High 
reputation  0.237**  0.124  0.354*** 
    (0.096)  (0.094)  (0.100) 
Environmental 
Cognitive 
Variables 

yes yes yes yes yes yes 
Demographic 
characteristics yes yes yes yes yes yes 
Family 
characteristics yes yes yes yes yes yes 
Regional dummy 
variable yes yes yes yes yes yes 
Note 2593  2593  2599  2599  2606  2606  
Pseudo R2 0.050  0.050  0.049  0.049  0.077  0.077  

Note: ①Use interaction terms for group regression; ②The robust standard errors are in 
parentheses; ③* p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01 
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Conclusion and discussion 
This article goes one step further towards explaining how trust affects PEB. We find that 

trust can promote rural residents’ PEB. Trust provides individuals with the belief that “if I take 
PEB, others will also protect environment”. The higher the level of trust in others, the higher 
the individual’s value recognition of collective action cooperation. However, since trust is a 
persistent tendency within an individual (Balliet & Van, 2013) and a deeply ingrained feature 
of society (Inglehart, 1999), Building trust in the whole society is a difficult system engineering. 
However, certain measures have proven to be effective at least temporarily. Studies have shown 
that when individuals know about the trust experience of others, the level of trust in others will 
increase significantly (Schul & Peri, 2015). In addition, some words related to trust will also 
enhance the level of individuals’ trust (Posten et al., 2014). Therefore, considering how to 
incorporate these measures into environmental information and environmental public service 
advertisements or activities is necessary. In addition, the more frequent the interaction between 
individuals, the more helpful the spread and diffusion of information, knowledge and 
technology about environment among individuals, and thus the more likely for them to take 
PEB. Therefore, environmental protection organizations can partially implement environmental 
governance issues by emphasizing the use of individual social networks (such as Encouraging 
people to communicate more with friends, neighbors, and colleagues on something about 
environment). 

Furthermore, we find that the effect of trust on PEB is heterogeneous. Specifically, the 
effect of trust on PEB is more reflected in the private sphere of PEB in rural areas, but in the 
public sphere of PEB in urban areas, which means that the PEB of rural residents is more 
reciprocal, while the PEB of urban residents is more altruistic. Therefore, initiatives aimed at 
enhancing the pro-environmental behavior of rural residents need to strengthen the social 
interaction between rural residents living in the same community, and at the same time, 
strengthen the supervision mechanism of the township and village regulations to achieve mutual 
supervision and mutual supervision among farmers in the village. mutual benefit. On the 
contrary, urban residents need to stimulate their philanthropy more so that they can participate 
in the process of urban environmental governance while stimulating their trust. Regarding the 
analysis of the heterogeneity of trust on PEB of different genders, we find that for females, the 
effect of trust on PEB is more reflected in the private sphere, while for males, it is more reflected 
in the public sphere. The gender difference between males and females will certainly lead to 
inconsistent emphasis on the impact of trust on their PEB. It should be noted that men pay more 
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attention to face and reputation. Compared with the PEB in the private sphere, the PEB in the 
public sphere can be seen by more people and it is a good way for males to show their generosity 
and can be better recognized by others. Therefore, for men with higher reputation demands, the 
effect of trust on PEB is more reflected in the altruistic nature of PEB in the public sphere. After 
controlling for other variables and gender variables, this article further explored whether the 
effects of trust on PEB will be affected by reputation appeals. The results show that trust is 
more likely to promote PEB for individuals with higher reputation appeals. Therefore, the 
formation of a conscious PEB requires not only the reactivation and ignition of social trust, but 
also the "visualization" of PEB to form the endogenous motivation for sustainable 
environmental protection. 
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Interventions promoting sustainable resource governance seek to alter human behavior to 

promote change and achieve desired outcomes. Because successfully implementing 

development interventions depends on managing human behavior, researchers working within 

natural resource management and conservation need to determine the factors that motivate 

human behavior to guide policies. This paper determined the factors that influence positive 

behavior for protecting riverine ecosystems in Goa and examined the socio-psychological 

antecedents that motivate stakeholders to support its rational management. It applied the 

theories of reasoned action and planned behavior as models to explicate the socio-psychological 

underpinnings of respondents’ behavior from a survey using socio-psychological measures 

associated with community motivation supporting riverine conservation. Descriptive statistics 

were employed to characterize community motivation supporting riverine ecosystem 

conservation and management. Multiple regression and Structural Equation Modelling (SEM) 

- Path Analysis were applied to analyze the data. Results showed that the communities along 

the riverine ecosystems in Goa have moderate extent of concern to address its continued 

degradation. The concern for action is likely among males who depend much on ecosystem 

services and resources. The anticipation of favorable outcome from riverine ecosystem 

protection is the key motivation for addressing the perceived serious river concerns. There is 

feeling of certainty that their psychological inclination for action is within their control to 

pursue the motivation precipitated by the rivers’ common pool nature. The respondents’ level 

of motivation and the socio-psychological factors associated with conservation behavior augur 

well for the enhanced initiative for ecosystem governance in Goa. Translating the key socio-

psychological factors supportive of sustainable governance of riverine ecosystems into 

interventions such as capacity development in ecosystem rehabilitation, and restoration, 

establishment of riverine management councils, and regular allocation of fund for river 

monitoring among others are proposed. 
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Introduction 

The communities adjacent to the riverine ecosystems of the municipality of Goa, 

Camarines Sur are part of the 22 communities in Mt Isarog area that partly, if not wholly, benefit 

from the environmental services generated by its 18 major rivers and 31 creeks which do not 

only serve to irrigate more than 15,000 farmlands in six municipalities surrounding it, but also 

provide shelter to small and native species of fish (MINP GMP 2001). Covering an area of 

10,112 hectares (Figure 1), Mt Isarog has been identified by the World Wildlife Fund (WWF) 

and International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN) as one of the 18 Centers of 

Plant Diversity and Endemism in the Philippines and one of the six identified Centers for 

Animal Diversity and Endemism being part of the Luzon faunal region. In 1992, RA 7586 

known as the NIPAS Act declared Mt Isarog as a Natural Park. A total of 21 direct threats to 

Mt Isarog Natural Park (MINP) biodiversity were identified in 2004 by stakeholders 

categorized as commonly perpetrated outside the park, and commonly perpetrated inside the 

park. The commonly perpetrated threats outside the park which affect the rivers include electric 

fishing, and improper waste disposal. While threats commonly perpetrated inside the park that 

affect rivers include introduction of exotic species and poison fishing. 

  Goa, is an urbanizing municipality among the six municipalities and a city that border 

the MINP area. Its communities that are settled close to and along the banks of the rivers 

flowing through the   municipality in the southeastern part of MINP form part of the more than 

5,000 households in its settlements. The communities in Goa side of MINP have been part of 

the multi-stakeholder integrated biodiversity conservation Project (SuMMIT) between 2002 

and 2006. However, the interventions implemented under the project dominantly focused on 

riparian forest biodiversity covering significant endemic birds, reptiles, and mammals, but 

minor attention on fishes, crustaceans, and plants in the riverine ecosystems of MINP. The 

termination of support from external funding partners for conservation, local stakeholders such 

as local government units (LGUs) have taken the responsibility for sustaining the conservation 

initiatives. With the phenomenal growth in population and economic activities in area in the 

past decade, and the cooling off of aggressive integrated conservation development programs 

(ICDP) in MINP area, Goa’s ecosystems, particularly the riverine ecosystems outside the MINP 

protected area have manifested signs of degradation such as declining population of local fish 

and crustacean species, and depreciated water quality from the enduring threats of electric 

fishing, poison fishing, introduction of exotic fish species and improper waste disposal. Given 

the differential capacity and enthusiasm of local stakeholders to sustain conservation initiatives, 

community participation and local partners’ cooperation becomes imperative. However, this 

direction for harmonized effort to effectively implement riverine ecosystems conservation 

initiative in the community level is commonly confronted with problems such as citizens’ 

resistance, political complexity, and those related to culture. Therefore, understanding the 

determinants of community resident riverine conservation behavior are key for LGUs and 
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decision makers to design more effective policies and interventions to involve more residents 

join in the sustainable management of rivers.  

  According to authors in the fields of environmental psychology and environmental 

education, the sustainability ideals can only be achieved through a purposeful behavior and the 

willingness to conserve the socio-physical environment. Deliberation has been studied in 

numerous sustainable behavior models as willingness to sacrifice oneself in favor of the 

environment, as intentions to act in a pro-environmental manner, as willingness to pay for 

conserving environmental integrity, or as pro-environmental implementation intentions. 

  Scholars (Stern and Dietz, 1993) argue that attitudes of concern about environmental 

issues are based on a person’s more general set of values. That is, attitudes and behavior about 

environmental issues are based on the relative importance that a person places on themselves, 

other people, or plants and animals which are labeled as egoistic, social-altruistic, and 

biospheric. The value-basis theory suggests that concerns about specific environmental issues 

are due to an awareness of harmful consequences of environmental problems to a value or 

valued object. 

  In the past two decades, there has been a growing concentration on the influence of 

psychological variables on environmental conservation and resource management behavior. 

Notable is the popular adoption of two main psychological theories by scholars when explaining 

the environmental conservation and resource management behavior of individuals, namely the 

theory of reasoned action, and the theory of planned behavior. However, no studies on riverine 

resource management have applied such theories to understand river management behavior. 

Particularly no studies have focused on the value-basis motivation behavior which emanated 

out of concerns about the riverine ecosystem degradation due to an awareness of harmful 

consequences of the threats to its biological resources and water quality as the valued objects; 

and the associated socio-psychological behaviors. These psychological behaviors which 

include attitude, perceived behavior control, and moral norms and subjective behavior have 

been identified in literatures as significant triggers of motivation or intention to take action to 

support conservation. 

  These underscore the need for policy makers and key stakeholders to have a thorough   

understanding of residents’ motivation and associated psychological behavior towards the 

rivers in municipality of Goa, situated within Mt Isarog Natural Park network of riverine 

ecosystems. Understanding motivation and behaviors that support riverine conservation and 

management can help identify potential interventions for encouraging motivations and 

behaviors that contribute to the sustainable   utilization   of the biological   resources and 

ecosystem services of the riverine ecosystems. 

  In this context, the research questions of this investigation are as follows: (1) What is 

the extent of community motivation supporting riverine ecosystem conservation and 
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management?; (2) What are the socio-demographic correlates of community motivation 

supporting riverine conservation?; and, (3)  What are the socio-psychological factors 

influencing and mediating with community motivation supporting riverine conservation? 

Theoretical Framework 

  This paper applied the theory of reasoned action and theory of planned behaviors as 

models to understand riverine community residents’ behavior. It also applied Stern’s model of 

prosocial orientation to explicate the residents’ psychological motivation as intention to act 

favorably towards riverine conservation arising from their concern for its degradation and 

elucidate the connection between motivation and the behavior variables. 

According to the TRA, a person’s intention to perform (or not perform) a behavior serves 

as the immediate determinant of the action. This behavioral intention, in turn, has two   

determinants. One is the attitude toward the behavior: a person who believes that performing a 

given behavior will lead to mostly positive outcomes will hold a favorable attitude toward 

performing the behavior. The other determinant is the subjective norm: a person will perceive 

social pressure to perform a behavior if they believe that people with whom they are motivated 

to comply think they should perform the behavior. The beliefs that underlie a person’s attitude 

toward the behavior are termed behavioral beliefs, and those that underlie the subjective norm 

are termed normative beliefs. 

Fishbein and Ajzen (1975) argue that a person’s attitude toward a behavior is determined 

by the set of salient beliefs he or she holds about performing the behavior. These salient 

behavioral beliefs are usually stated as evaluations of outcomes of the behavior, either positive 

or negative consequences of performing the behavior. The evaluations, combined with the 

measure of strength of salient behavioral beliefs — the perceived likelihood that performing 

the behavior will lead to the outcome under consideration—help form the attitude. Another 

component of this theory is subjective norms, which are a function of a person’s beliefs that 

specific individuals or groups (referents) think he or she should or should not perform the 

behavior (Ajzen & Fishbein, 1980). Subjective norms are a function of normative beliefs. These 

beliefs can be predicted from a person’s salient referents and the motivation to comply with the 

referent groups or individuals. People will perceive the social pressure to perform a behavior if 

they believe that most referents with whom they are motivated to comply think they should do 

so. As implied by the theory, if one wants to change or reinforce a given behavioral intention, 

one must add to, change, or strengthen the attitude toward performing that behavior or change 

or reaffirm the subjective norm with respect to the behavior. Whether one should focus on the 

attitude, or the subjective norm depends on the relative importance of these two components as 

determinants of a specific intention of the audience. It is important to identify target beliefs to 

design interventions. 
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  In 1986, Hines, Hungerford and Tomera published their Model of Responsible 

Environmental Behavior which was based on Ajzen and Fishbein’s theory of planned behavior 

(Hines et al., 1986–87; Hungerford and Volk 1990). The Models of Prosocial Behavior is    

another framework for analyzing pro-environmental behavior. Prosocial behavior is defined by 

Eisenberg and Miller (1987) as ‘voluntary intentional behavior that results in benefits for 

another: the motive is unspecified and may be positive, negative, or both’. Altruism is a subset 

of prosocial behavior.  

  Stern et al.’s (1993) model is based on the altruism theory of Schwartz (1977). This 

theory assumes that altruistic behavior increases when a person becomes aware of other 

people’s suffering and at the same time feels a responsibility of alleviating this suffering. Stern 

et al. (1993) expanded this notion and included, next to this altruistic’ orientation, which they 

call ‘social orientation’, an ‘egoistic’ and a biospheric orientation’. The social orientation is 

concerned with the removal of suffering of other people, the egoistic orientation is concerned 

with the removal of suffering and harm from oneself, and the biospheric orientation is 

concerned with the removal of destruction and suffering in the non-human world. Every person 

has all three orientations but in different strengths. Whereas a deep ecologist might have a very 

developed biospheric orientation, a physician might have a stronger social                       orientation. 

Stern et al. (1993) propose that environmental concern is caused by a combination of these 3 

factors: 

Motivation = V (egoistic orientation) + V (social orientation) + V (biospheric orientation) 

They found, not surprisingly, that the egoistic orientation is the strongest orientation, 

followed by social and then biospheric concern (Stern et al., 1993, quoted in Lehmann, 1999). 

On the surface, their model therefore contradicts Borden and Francis’s (1978) altruism 

hypothesis mentioned above since Stern et al. (1993) claim that the stronger the egoistic 

orientation the stronger the motivation for the behavior. Yet the egoistic orientation can only 

be a motivator for pro-environmental behavior as long as the action serves the person’s needs 

and wants.  

  A strong egoistic orientation is counterproductive when the desired behavior negates a 

person’s needs and desires. The models are therefore not contradictory; they just approach the 

issue from a different point. 

Research Framework and Hypotheses 

On the basis of the above theoretical framework, the major theoretical anchoring of this 

paper is represented by the model of Theory of Reasoned Action and Its Expanded Model of 

Planned Behavior following the path: 

(1) Behaviors and Attitudes > Motivation > Action 
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Specifically, the major hypothesis in this study are that attitudes, subjective norms and 

perceived behavioral control and normative behavior will significantly predict the motivation 

to perform ecological behaviors following two paths:         

(1) Subjective Behavior Control > Attitude > Behavior > Motivation > Action; 

(2) Normative Behavior > Subjective Behavior > Motivation > Action. 

Figure 2 shows the initial and modified hypothetical behavior model that were applied in 

this study. 

Model Specification 

From the theoretical frameworks, we specified the model composed of 2 exogenous 

(external factors) variables: They were perceived behavior control (‘pbc’) and moral norm 

(‘mnr’). Likewise, 3 endogenous (internal cause or origin) variables were considered: such as 

attitude (‘att’), subjective norm (‘snr’) and motivation (‘mtv’) as shown in Figure 2. The path 

analysis tested the model, where ‘perceived control behavior’ causes ‘attitude”, ‘moral norm’ 

causes ‘subjective norm’, and both ‘attitude’ and ‘subjective norm’ cause ‘motivation’. Hence, 

‘attitude’ is a mediator between ‘perceived behavior control’ and ‘motivation’, and ‘subjective 

norm’ is a mediator between ‘moral norm’ and ‘motivation’ 

The hypotheses regarding residents’ riverine ecosystem conservation (REC) behavior are 

explained below. 

  Hypothesis 1 (H1) Perceived behavioral control influences attitude towards intention to 

REC indirectly.  

Hypothesis 2 (H2): If the individual perceives that the outcome of conducting REC will 

benefit the riverine ecosystem, then he/she will have more likely the intention to act. It also 

mediates the effect of normative behavior on psychological intention to act. 

  Hypothesis 3 (H3): Normative behavior directly influences subjective behavior. If the 

individual perceives that doing the action is morally acceptable, he/she is more likely to 

consider the right behavior expected of him/her by society. 

  Hypothesis 4 (H4): If an individual perceives more social responsibilities of conducting 

REC, then he/she will have more likely the intention to act. It also mediates the effect of 

normative behavior on psychological intention to act. 
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Methodology  

 Sample Population of the Study 

The sample of the study was generated using Slovin’s sample formula:  

n = N/(1+Ne2), where n is the sample size, N is the population size and e is the margin of 

error. The sample respondents were selected from the riverine communities of Goa following 

stratified random sampling method. There was a total of 350 respondents in the study. 

 Data Generating Tool 

A paper-and-pencil questionnaire generating information on the sociodemographic 

attributes of the respondents, and measuring motive, perceived behavioral control attitudes, 

normative behavior and subjective behavior was used. The survey was implemented following 

face-to-face interview. 

Ethical Consideration 

Voluntary participation, informed consent, anonymity and confidentiality were ensured in 

the conduct of this study. 

Measures of Socio-Psychological Behaviors 

Motive was introduced by the following statement: “People around the world are generally 

concerned about environmental problems because of the consequences that result from harming 

nature. However, people differ in the consequences that concern them the most. Please rate each 

of the following items from 1 (not important) to 7 (supreme importance) in   response to the 

question: I am concerned about environmental problems because of the consequences for: “ 

 --Plants           --Me            --People in my country*  

--Marine life   -- My lifestyle  --All people  

-- Birds           -- My health     -- Children  

-- Animals       -- My future     --Mychildren¹ 

Perceived behavior control was measured through the following items: 

(1) There are many ways to protect the river (Dakul na paagi nganing maprotehir an salog) 

(2) If I want to protect the river, I will do it anytime (Kun boot kung iprotehir ini, magigibo ko 

anuman na oras) 

(3) It’s an easy task to protect the river (Magian na responsabilidad an pagpadanay kan 

kalinigan kan salog ) 
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(4) A productive and clean river will depend on me (An produktibo asin malinig na salog 

magdedepende sakuya ) 

(5) I will take care of the river if my neighbors also take care of it (Aatamanon ko an salog kun 

an mga kababaryo ko aatamanon man ini)  

(6) I want to pursue my advocacy for promoting productive and clean river (Boot ko ipadagos 

an pagbalangibog kan malining asin produktibong salog) 

(7) Each one should cooperate in working towards a clean and sustainable river (An lambang 

saro dapat magtarabang sa pagpadanay kan malining na salog, and   

(8) I have capacity to share in the conservation of the clean river (Igwa akong mga rekursos na 

pwedeng iambag sa pag padanay kan malining na salog.) 

Attitude was measured through the following items: 

 (1)  Protecting the rivers is a good behavior (An pag protehir kan salog sarong gawi na 

marahay) 

(2) It is a worthy accomplishment maintaining the cleanliness of the river (Magayon na gibo 

an pagmantenir kan kalinigan kan salog 

(3) We need everybody to support sustaining the cleanliness of our rivers (Dapat na suportahan 

nyato an pagpadanay kan  malinig na salog) 

(4)  The use of sustainable fishing methods will help us achieve long term benefits from its 

fishery (An tamang paagi pag dakop nin sira asin  buyod nag papadanay sa salog.  
 

Subjective Norms were measured through the following items:  

 (1) According to my neighbors, I must protect the river (Segun sa opinyon kan sakuyang mga 

pagtaraning, kaipuhan kong protehiran an salog) 

(2)  According to the opinion of my friends, I must protect the river (Segun sa opinyon kan 

sakuyang mga amigo, kaipuhan kong protehiran an salog) 

(3) My community expects that I must protect the river (An sakuyang kahimanwa naglalaom 

na dapat kong protehiran an salog), and 

(4) My family expects that I must protect the river (Segun sa sakuyang pamilya, dapat kong 

protehiran an salog) 

   

Moral Norms were introduced through the following items:  

 (1) I felt guilty if I do not protect the river (Malaen sa konsyensya ko na dai ako nag poprotehir 

kan salog) 

(2) I wish I could become an advocate of river protection (Sana managi man lamang akong 

sarong tawong   pagma makulog sa salog) 

(3) I have sufficient knowledge to help protect the river (Igwa akong sufisyenteng kaaraman 

tanganing mag protehir kan salog)  

(4) I felt guilty if I failed to protect the river (Nakokonsensya ako kun napapabayaan kong 

nagroruro na an salog) 

(5) I felt guilty if my garbage end up in the river (Nakukunsensya ako kun an  sakuyang basura 

minaduman sa salog) 
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 Responses to statement items under perceived behavioral control, attitude, normative behavior 

and subjective behavior were all recorded on a 5-point scale featuring the following 

adjectives: strongly agree (5), agree (4) not agree nor disagree (3), disagree (2) and 

strongly disagree (1). 

Data Analysis 

Scores for the three major motive items were produced by computing the weighted average 

scale of the measures. The respondent’s motives and the measures of socio-psychological 

behavior were analyzed by taking the weighted mean of each item and the mean score. The 

frequencies of responses for the respondent’s motive and for measures of socio-psychological 

behavior were multiplied by the scores on the Likert scale. The notations used for the weighted 

frequencies were Fsa (strongly agree), Fma (moderately agree), Fa (agree), Fmd (moderately 

disagree), and Fsd (strongly disagree), respectively. The following equation was be employed: 

  

X= 
[𝐹𝑠𝑎∗5+𝐹𝑠𝑎∗4)+(𝐹𝐴∗3+𝐹𝑀𝐷∗2)+(𝐹𝑠𝑑∗1]

𝑁
 

 

where X is the weighted mean of responses of each respondent; F is the frequency of 

responses for each motive item; and N is the number of observations. 

Demographic correlates of concern for riverine ecosystem were examined following 

multiple regression: Ŷ= 𝑏0+ 𝑏1 𝑋1 +𝑏2 𝑋2 + ….+ 𝑏𝑝 𝑋𝑝.  Where Ŷ is the predicted or expected 

value of the egoistic, altruistic, and biospheric attitudes as dependent variables; , X1 through 

Xp are gender, age, and income, education independent variables; b0 is the value of Y when all 

of the independent variables (X1 through Xp) are equal to zero, and b1 through bp are the 

estimated regression coefficients. 

The relationship of each socio-psychological variables to each other was analyzed using 

Structural Equation Modelling (SEM) - Path Analysis. The general recursive structural equation 

model for n variables (in standard score form) with k exogenous variables (k < n) is a system 

of n linear equations defined as follows: 
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where X1,X2,...,Xk are the exogenous variables, Xk+1,Xk+1,...,Xn are the endogenous variables, 

αj,0 is the intercept of the jth regression equation, ri,j is the correlation coefficient between two 

exogenous variables Xi and Xj, pi,j is the path coefficient (or the standardized beta weight) of the 

path from Xj to Xi, and εj is the residual term or the variance term for the jth variable. Here, the 

correlation coefficients ri,j are symmetric, i.e. ri,j = rj,i, and if exogenous variables Xi and Xj are 

uncorrelated, then the correlation coefficient ri,j is equal or set to 0. However, the path 

coefficients pi,j are not symmetric, and if there is no path from Xj to Xi, then the path coefficient 

pi,j is equal or set to 0.
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Results 

Community Motivation Supporting Riverine Ecosystem Conservation and Management  

  The measures of the concern for conservation of riverine ecosystems by the 

communities in Goa as contextualized through importance of valued objects organized around 

self (egoistic), other people (altruistic), and all living and non-living things (biospheric), are 

presented in Table 1. 

  Results showed that the communities along the riverine ecosystems in Goa have 

moderate extent of concern to address its continued degradation. Among the clusters of valued 

objects used as contexts that will be harmed by the consequences of continued degradation, it 

is the consequence on all living and non-living things in the rivers that relatively concern them 

most (wtd mean = 2.4), followed by the consequence to other people (wtd mean=2.2), with 

consequence on self the least (wtd mean=2.0). This indicates that despite the moderate motive 

an average resident in Goa riverine communities has for the conservation of the freshwater body, 

the concern for its water quality, fishes, macrophytes, and crustaceans scored high among the 

most important valued objects that need to be protected from harm. However, when asked how 

serious the average individual is concerned about the degradation of the riverine ecosystem, the 

consequence on the living and non-living things in the riverine ecosystems are considered 

important (wtd mean=3.0), followed by the consequence on all people in the community (wtd 

mean=2.4) and the consequence on self (2.0) which both posted a lower weighted mean 

descriptive rating of moderate importance as shown in Table 2. The ranking of extent of concern 

for the three object of values as surrogate measures for conservation motive of the communities 

for the riverine ecosystems remained consistent. This indicates that Goa riverine communities 

considered promoting the resources and the water quality of rivers important.  

Overall, the results suggest the biospheric basis of the riverine conservation motives of the 

average individual in the riverine communities in Goa, with the appreciation that conservation 

measures to protect the living and living things in the river against harm from the degradation 

range from moderately important to important. 

Sociodemographic Correlates of Community Motivation Supporting Riverine 

Conservation 

 Two sociodemographic variables were found significantly correlated towards motivation 

to support riverine conservation in the Goa riverine communities, namely sex and educational 

attainment as shown in Table 3. The negative and significant correlation of sex variable to 

motivation for river conservation indicates that male community residents who have not 

achieved higher education are more likely to support conservation. This is explained by the fact 

that male residents in the riverine communities who dominate the agricultural work force and 
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more exposed to the importance of the riverine ecosystem services, example surface water to 

irrigate farms and hydration of work animals. Their low academic credentials which constrain 

them the opportunity for white collar jobs make the natural environment such as the farm as the 

source of their livelihood. This created their strong motivation of support. 

Socio-Psychological Factors Mediating with Community Motivation Supporting 

Riverine Conservation 

The weighted mean and descriptive rating of attitude and behavior associated with 

community motivation supporting riverine conservation are presented in Table 4. It showed that 

subjective norms posted agreement (mean=3.58), while attitude (mean=4.62), perceived 

behavior control (mean= 4.59) and moral norms (mean=4.55) showed strong agreement 

associated with community motivation supporting riverine conservation. 

Results of SEM (Path) Analysis show that Attitude is largely affected by perceived 

behavior control (path coefficient e=0.789, SE=0.034). This association is highly significant 

(z=23.186; p=0.000). The subjective norm is largely influenced by moral norm (path coefficient 

f=0.671; SE=0.040). This association is likewise highly significant (z=16.644; p=0.000). 

Attitude has medium effect to ‘motivation’ (path coefficient a=0.506; SE=0.123) which is 

highly significant (z=4.121; p=0.000). Subjective norm has small effect to motivation (path 

coefficient b=0.213; SE=0.115), but this is not significant (z=1.854; p=0.064). Moreover, the 

indirect effect of perceived behavior control to motivation through the mediation attitude is 

positive (parameter ae=0.399; SE=0.098) which is significant) z=4.057; p=0.000). The indirect 

effect of moral norm to motivation through the mediation of subjective norm is also positive 

(estimated parameter bf=0.143; SE=0.078), but this is not significant (z=1.843; p=0.065) 

(Figure 3).  These data tend to suggest that the motivation or intention of the average resident 

to support riverine conservation is more likely defined by their own thinking or feeling about 

riverine ecosystem conservation. Such intention to protect the riverine ecosystem in Goa seems 

to emanate from within rather than from without or the pressures to comply with the 

expectations exerted by valuable other persons or religious taboos. 

Discussion 

The motivation of communities for the conservation of riverine ecosystems of Goa is 

evident in the higher mean value of the computed rating (5 out of scale of 5) for the aggregated 

response on the valued objects identified with nature over the objects that are identified with 

egoistic motives and concern for all. It suggested that the serious concern of the community on 

the degradation of the river is driven by their apprehension over the serious negative 

consequence of inaction to the riverine ecosystem. This biospheric orientation of their intention    

reflects the attachment and concern of the average individual in the riverine communities for 

the plants, fishes, crustaceans and other resources in the river as well as its water quality as the 
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valued objects that drive the motivation to take positive action supporting conservation. The 

positive and significant correlation of gender and education towards motivation indicated that 

the obvious concern for the protection of the riverine environment is influenced by the 

individual’s gender and educational attainment. Identifying who among the community this 

support for riverine   conservation would likely emanate from and knowing what their attributes 

would be, the result of the regression analysis showed that those male residents who are more 

resource-dependent by reason of their low educational attainment that had constrained them in 

getting lucrative employment opportunities are highly motivated to take positive action on 

riverine protection. These findings support some relevant observations in the literature (Schultz, 

2000) which articulated that the type of concerns individuals develop is based on the degree to 

which these individuals perceive an interconnection between themselves and other                                 

people (altruistic), or between themselves and nature (biospheric). In the case at hand, the 

higher likelihood of male and lowly educated residents in the riverine communities of Goa to 

express serious concern on the dire consequences of the various threats to the riverine                    

environment is explained by the perceived direct interconnection between themselves as 

resource-dependent individuals, and the riverine ecosystems as their natural assets and resource 

base. The biospheric motive of the community which dominated the predictable egoistic 

intention that is more focused on self-preservation and self-welfare augurs well for the            

rational   utilization of Goa rivers and their protection where natural individualistic in every 

rational economic agent or resource user serve as key constraint in the sustainable management 

of environmental asset and resources demonstrating the attributes of a common pool resource. 

The Theory of Reasoned Action (Fishbien and Ajzen, 1980) proposes a pathway relating 

people’s behavior to action premediated by attitude and motivation. The theory explicated the 

interconnections of attitude to motivation and finally motivation to action. The literature also is 

replete with information connecting public environmental education and integrated 

conservation development programs (ICDPs) to transforming people’s positive                 attitudes 

towards environment. Parallel to these observations, our findings suggest that the                        

respondent’s attitude or inner self evaluation favoring riverine conservation on the expectation 

that taking positive action will result to positive outcomes for the riverine environment and its 

resources, generated the pro-riverine environment motivation. The higher correlation of 

perceived behavior control to attitude confirmed the predictive power of perceived behavior 

control on attitude or the psychological tendency of the individual to evaluate entity (behavior 

or thing) with a degree of favor or disfavor (St. John, et al., 2003). The higher weighted mean 

rating of scaled response of the average individual on perceived behavior control reflected the 

strong tendency of the average individual to feel they have the ability to perform the behavior 

being investigated.   

Perceived behavior control measures the perceived presence or absence of required skills, 

resources, and other prerequisites, and how much power people perceive each of these factors 
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to have in making the behavior easy or hard to do (Ajzen, 1991). Such factors are important in 

decision making because people who believe that they have all the necessary resources and 

perceive that the opportunity to perform the behavior exists (with limited obstacles) are 

ultimately more likely to engage in the behavior (Conner and Sparks, 2008). In this study, the 

respondents’ higher weighted mean rating on perceived behavior control statements 

demonstrated a mindset that recognizes the fact that their existing ability and resources will 

enable them to translate their positive intention for river conservation into action.  This current 

state of social-psychological behavior thriving in the Goa riverine communities favorably 

prognosticate for capacity development interventions in   riverine management which include 

skills training on riverine ecosystem rehabilitation, restoration and the development of social 

capital based on bridging and bonding strategies to build horizontal trust or confidence with 

fellow residents. The establishment and strengthening of local riverine governance system that 

mainstream resource users’ participation in their rational management will not only build 

vertical trust, or confidence to riverine regulatory bodies and institutions, but also develop local 

confidence, self-reliance and pride in being part for the sustainable management of the riverine 

ecosystems of Goa.  

Summary conclusion and recommendations 

Goa riverine communities have serious concern about their riverine ecosystem rooted on   

evaluated consequence of inaction on its biophysical and chemical assets. The concern that 

moves them to action or inaction is more demonstrated among male residents who depend much 

on the resources and services generated by the ecosystem. The resident’s anticipation of 

favorable outcome for the riverine ecosystems is the key trigger for the motivation to take action 

to address the perceived serious concern confronting the current status of rivers in Goa. There 

is a feeling of certainty among the average residents that their psychological inclination for 

moving into action are within their control to be realized.  

In conclusion, the motivation and socio-psychological factors associated with 

conservation behavior augurs well for the enhanced initiative for ecosystem governance in the 

riverine environments of Goa. This paper proposes actions and interventions in the context of 

the strengths and weaknesses of key socio-psychological factors supporting the initiatives for 

sustainable governance of the rivers.  

  First, there is a need for capacity development interventions in riverine management 

which include skills training on riverine ecosystem rehabilitation, restoration and the 

development of social capital based on bridging and bonding strategies to build horizontal trust 

or confidence with fellow residents.  

Second, there is a need for the establishment and strengthening of local riverine 

governance system that mainstream resource users’ participation in their rational                  

management. A riverine management council or committee need to be established in the local 
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legislative council and executive Council such as Barangay/Municipal River Management 

Council or Barangay/Municipal management Unit. This will not only build vertical trust, or 

confidence to riverine regulatory bodies and institutions, but also develop local confidence, 

self-reliance and pride in being part for the sustainable management of the riverine ecosystems 

of Goa. 

Third, is a need for the institutionalization of riverine management plan that will be                 

crafted by multi-stakeholders and resource users as a blueprint for its rehabilitation, restoration 

and development on short-term, medium-term, and long-term basis. 

Fourth, there is a need for barangay and municipal LGUs to provide logistical and   

bureaucratic support for riverine communities to enhance perceived behavioral control and 

strengthen positive attitude towards riverine protection. These will take the form of provision 

of solid waste management equipment such as garbage collecting bins, garbage collecting 

vehicles and water quality monitoring accessories, turbidity measuring apparatus; stock 

enhancement amenities such as bush parks and designation of river sanctuaries and their   

signage to inform and educate stakeholders. It will also require the need for regular allocation 

of barangay and municipal funds for its river monitoring, control, and surveillance. 

Fifth, there is a need to invest public funds for the enforcement of regulatory mechanisms 

protecting the riverine ecosystem, for the rehabilitation and restoration of declining fish and 

crustacean’s stocks, and implementation of incentive system that will                          encourage 

the development of sustainable behavior of resource users and stakeholders. 

Sixth, there is a need to develop and pursue riverine ecosystem-specific IEC materials to 

further upgrade the existing attitude of the community for river protection. It may be noted that 

the short-term ICDP project implementation in the MINP area heavily focused on its forest and 

associated terrestrial ecosystem biodiversity and sidelined the welfare of the riverine ecosystem. 

Because riverine resources are under water, they do not seem to call much   attention from 

stakeholders to allocate resources for their aggressive promotion than forest riparian ecosystem 

in Mt Isarog area in general and in Goa in particular.  

  Seventh, LGU officials may strengthen residents’ intentions of following regulations 

that prohibit dumping of wastes in the river, wastes from pig pens, electric fishing, and poison 

fishing, by using normative messages that highlight opinions of law enforcers, friends, and 

family members in media campaigns to promote obeying ordinances that protect riverine    

ecosystems and their resources. Reports of recent incidents of enforcement may be publicized 

in local newspapers and radio. The theory of reasoned action suggests that messages should 

highlight the negative consequences of a behavior to change the audience’s intention to perform 

the behavior. Messages targeting residents in riverine communities of Goa may describe the                    

negative consequences of violating ordinances prohibiting dumping of household wastes, pig 
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pen wastes as well unsustainable fishing practices, such as risks of penalty, arrest, accident, 

health risks and mortality. 

Lastly, there is a need for a regular research activity to assess and evaluate the various 

changes in the riverine ecosystem over time to generate evidence-based inputs for its 

sustainable management. 
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Figure 1. Mt Isarog and Goa, Camarines Sur in the Philippine Map 
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Figure 2. Relations among perceived behavior control, attitude, moral norms, subjective norms 

and motives to protect living resources and water quality of Goa riverine ecosystems 

  

 

 

Figure 3. Path diagram with indicated path coefficients. 
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Table 1. Concern about River Ecosystem Degradation Because of Impacts on its Living 

Things, Self, and Other People 

 Biospheric Egoistic Altruistic 

Valued 

Objects 

Weighted 

Mean 

Valued 

Objects 

Weighted 

Mean 

Valued 

Objects 

Weighted 

Mean 

Crustaceans 2.6 My 

health 

2.0 Children 2.4 

Fishes 2.4 My 

lifestyle 

1.9 All people 2.4 

River plants 2.4 Me 1.8 People in 

my 

community 

2.4 

Water 

quality 

2.1 My 

future 

2.4 Children’s 

future 

1.6 

Geometric 

weighted 

mean 

2.4   2.0   2.2 

 

Table 2. Serious Concern about River Ecosystem Degradation Because of Impacts on its 

Living Things, Self, and Other People 

 Biospheric Egoistic Altruistic 

Valued 

Objects 

Weighted 

Mean 

Valued 

Objects 

Weighted 

Mean 

Valued Objects Weighted 

Mean 

Crustaceans 2.9 My health 2.0 Children 2.8 

River plants 2.8 Me 1.9 People in my 

community 

2.7 

Fishes 2.8 My 

lifestyle 

1.9 All people 2.7 

Water 

quality 

2.2 My future 2.1 Children’s 

future 

1.6 

Geometric 

Weighted 

Mean 

3.0   2.0   2.4 
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Table 3. Sociodemographic attributes of riverine communities influencing motivation to 

support conservation of riverine ecosystem 

 Variable Coefficient 
Standard 

Error 
t-ratio  P[∣T∣>t] 

Constant 317.0429 104.706476 3.028 0.0028 

Age -0.03115 1.237411 -0.025 0.9799 

Sex -64.1228 32.84511 -1.952 0.0522** 

Civst 10.0006 22.18023 0.451 0.6525 

Educ -9.25178 4.77576 -1.937 0.054** 

Minc -0.115373 0.186819 -0.618 0.5375 

Yeares -1.26854 0.96015987 -1.321 0.1878 

 

 

Table 4. Weighted mean and descriptive rating of attitude and behavior scaled responses 

associated with community motivation supporting riverine conservation 

  vars mean description sd min max range 

mtv 1 5.00 - 1.19 1.75 5 5.00 - 1.54 

pbc 2 4.59 strongly agree 0.48 3.00 5 2.00 – 0.71 

att 3 4.62 strongly agree 0.49 3.00 5 2.00 – 0.89 

mnr 4 4.55 strongly agree 0.51 3.00 5 2.00 – 0.79 

snr 5 3.58 agree 0.52 1.60 4 2.40 – 1.16 
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Abstract 

The development of regional public brands of agricultural products is accompanied by the 

large-scale operation of land, which requires not only the overall large-scale of the regional 

agriculture, but also the scale expansion of individual producers. In order to promote rural 

economic development and environmental protection, this paper selects six counties of China 

to investigate, and empirically analyzes the impact of large-scale land operation on the 

development of regional public brands of agricultural products by using a structural equation 

model. The results show that: (1) The farmers' willingness to large-scale land operation and 

government's policy of large-scale land operation have significant positive impacts on the 

development of regional public brands of agricultural products, and agricultural standardized 

production plays an intermediary role. (2) About the willingness of farmers to expand land 

operation area, to extend the term of land transfer, to transfer out inefficient land and to transfer 

labor, the stronger it is, the more conducive to the development of regional public brands. (3) 

The greater the government's policy support and financial support is, the higher the farmers' 

understanding of policy is, the greater the agricultural machinery input is, the more effective 

the reduction in chemical fertilizer and pesticide is and the higher the proportion of technical 

labor is, the more conducive to the development of regional public brands. Therefore, we should 

speed up the development of new agricultural business entities, and make them gradually 

become the core forces of building regional public brands, in order to realize the common 

development of large-scale land operation, agricultural standardization and branding. 

Key words: Large-scale land operation; Regional public brand; Environmental protection; 

Standardized production; Structural equation model 
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Introduction 

The large-scale operation of land and construction of agricultural brands have become the 

inevitable trend of agricultural development in China. The brands of agricultural products 

operate more in the form of regional public brands in China, and they are named in the form of 

"region name plus category name". However, the agricultural regional public brand is jointly 

owned by a certain region and belongs to "public goods" (Makarov and Illarionov, 2020; Lee 

et al., 2015). The local government is usually the main body of its construction, which is easy 

to lead to "free riding" behavior. Farmers have the behavior of destroying the regional brand 

image, such as abusing pesticides and substituting the inferior for the superior. 

The development of regional public brands of agricultural products is accompanied by the 

large-scale operation of land, which requires not only the overall large-scale of the regional 

agriculture, but also the scale expansion of individual producers. Many advantageous 

agricultural products have not cultivated famous brands in China, and the main problem is that 

the scale is too small (Li et al., 2021). Land is the basic resource for the development of regional 

public brands of agricultural products. The large-scale operation of land can form scale 

economy effect and cluster effect, and make the regional public brands of agricultural products 

develop from low level to high level (Key, 2019). With the continuous promotion of large-scale 

operation of land in China, the new agricultural business entities such as family farms, farmers' 

cooperatives and agricultural leading enterprises are growing (Li et al., 2021). Compared with 

the traditional small farmers, the new agricultural business entities have larger production scale, 

higher brand awareness and can pay more attention to brand building. Their moderate large-

scale operation can improve the efficiency, promote standardized production and improve the 

quality of agricultural products. 

The theoretical basis of large-scale land operation is the theory of scale economy, and its 

goal is to obtain the benefit of scale economy (Davron et al., 2021). The large-scale operation 

of land avoids the low efficiency of small farmers, which is conducive to play the effect of scale 

economy and promote the high-quality development of agriculture. The agricultural regional 

public brand is constructed by the overall strength of a certain region, which is also conducive 

to play the effect of scale economy and promote the high-quality development of agriculture. 

The large-scale operation of new agricultural business entities can promote standardized 

production and improve the quality of agricultural products. Large-scale land operation, 

agricultural standardization and branding have become the inevitable trend of high-quality 
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agricultural development. The moderate large-scale land operation and agricultural branding 

have become the main direction of rural revitalization in China (Fei et al., 2021; Peng and 

Zhang, 2019). The regional public brands of agricultural products need the coordinate 

construction of all parties, and the role of government is important, while it also needs new 

agricultural business entities to construct through moderate large-scale land operation. Through 

which way does large-scale land operation affect the development of regional public brands of 

agricultural products? Can agricultural standardized production play an intermediary effect? 

At present, scholars are lack of thematic researches on the development of regional public 

brands of agricultural products from the angle of large-scale land operation. They only 

occasionally mention large-scale land operation in the research literatures of regional public 

brands of agricultural products, or occasionally mention the brand construction in the research 

literatures of large-scale land operation. This paper analyzes the influencing paths of large-scale 

land operation on the development of regional public brands of agricultural products, and 

explores the intermediary role of agricultural standardized production, then puts forward the 

recommendations, in order to promote rural economic development and environmental 

protection in China. 

Literature review 

At present, the literatures of some scholars can mention large-scale land operation and 

agricultural brand development at the same time (Goh, 2020; Smith, 2019; Millard, 2011), while 

large-scale land operation and agricultural standardized production are also inevitably linked 

(Mykhailenko et al., 2020; Barua et al., 2019; Hendrickson, 2015). Therefore, it is necessary to 

put forward the research hypotheses of this paper according to the existing literatures. 

The large-scale operation of land promotes the rapid development of new agricultural 

business entities, improves the agricultural production efficiency, and it is conducive to the 

construction of regional public brands of agricultural products (Romaniuk and Studinska, 2017; 

Deininger et al., 2014). Large-scale farms can use regional public brands to sell agricultural 

products, which not only obtain higher premiums (Lamarque and Lambin, 2015), but also 

expand the market influence of regional public brands of agricultural products (Tashiro et al., 

2019). According to the theory of planned behavior, willingness is the direct driving factor of 

behavior (Ajzen, 1991). The farmers' willingness to large-scale land operation is conducive to 

improve the quality of agricultural products, and agricultural large-scale production and 
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branding operation can increase farmers' incomes (Zhuo et al., 2020). Farmers' willingness to 

participate in large-scale land operation is the direct factor driving the development of regional 

public brands of agricultural products (Donner et al., 2017). Therefore, this paper proposes the 

following hypothesis: 

Hypothesis 1 (H1): The farmers' willingness to large-scale land operation has a positive 

impact on the development of regional public brands of agricultural products. 

The large-scale operation of land usually needs the intervention and guidance of the 

government (Woestenburg et al., 2019; Cyphers and Schultz, 2019; Bostian et al., 2021; Li and 

Shen, 2021). Many local governments have participated in the large-scale construction of 

agricultural land, and land policies have made great contributions to agriculture, at the same 

time promoting the development of regional public brands of agricultural products (Hammond, 

2008; Lee, 2018). The government needs to consider the scale and growth when construct 

regional public brands of agricultural products (Taylor, 2012), and can promote the growth of 

regional public brands by supporting large-scale agricultural production bases (Ye, et al., 2021). 

In addition, the government can also promote the expansion of agricultural scale through brand 

integration, and improve the quality of agricultural products of regional public brands through 

high-quality positioning and publicity (Ngo et al., 2020). It can be seen that the regional public 

brands of agricultural products need the government to guide and encourage through land 

policies. Therefore, this paper proposes the following hypothesis: 

Hypothesis 2 (H2): The government's policy of large-scale land operation has a positive 

impact on the development of regional public brands of agricultural products. 

Only when the production process of agricultural products reaches corresponding 

standards can regional public brands be used (Shahriar et al., 2020; Schamel, 2009). The brand 

management needs standardized production process (Nath et al., 2021). Agricultural production 

process should be monitored regularly to carry out standardized production, which is conducive 

to the construction of regional public brands of agricultural products (Seesang and Saranrom, 

2019; Uchiyama et al., 2017). The new agricultural business entities have played an important 

role in promoting large-scale and standardized production in China, and it has laid a foundation 

for the quality improvement and brand development of agricultural products (Li et al., 2021; 

Xu et al., 2020). It can be seen that the large-scale, standardization and branding of agriculture 

are closely linked. Therefore, this paper puts forward the following hypothesis: 
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Hypothesis 3 (H3): The agricultural standardized production has a positive impact on the 

development of regional public brands of agricultural products. 

According to the theory of standard economics, whether farmers implement standardized 

production or not is attributed to whether they can obtain scale benefits from standardized 

operation (Schwab and Maness, 2010). The large-scale operation of land is the basis and 

favorable condition for promoting the standardized production of agriculture (Jansen and 

Gregorio, 2003), and the willingness of farmers must be considered in the formulation of large-

scale land operation policies (Arnott et al., 2019). The stronger the farmers' willingness to large-

scale land operation is, the more conducive to agricultural standardized production (Gichuki et 

al., 2020; Xiong and Luo, 2011). The agricultural standardized production needs the promotion 

of government's policies (Su et al., 2020). The government's policies of supporting agriculture 

should focus on promoting large-scale operation, so as to realize the standardization of 

agricultural production (Luintel et al., 2021; Iban and Aksu, 2020). Therefore, this paper puts 

forward the following hypotheses: 

Hypothesis 4 (H4): The farmers' willingness to large-scale land operation has a positive 

impact on agricultural standardized production. 

Hypothesis 5 (H5): The government's policy of large-scale land operation has a positive 

impact on agricultural standardized production.
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Data and model 

Selection of indicators 

1. Indicators of large-scale land operation 

According to the hypotheses proposed above, this paper divides large-scale land operation 

into three aspects, which are farmers' willingness to large-scale land operation, government's 

policy of large-scale land operation and agricultural standardized production. The three are set 

as primary indicators, and the secondary indicators are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. The indicators system of large-scale land operation 

Primary 

indicators 
Secondary indicators  

Farmers' 

willingness to  

large-scale land 

operation 

Willingness to expand land operation area, 

Willingness to extend the term of land transfer, 

Willingness to transfer out inefficient land, 

Willingness to transfer labor 

Government's 

policy of  

large-scale land 

operation 

Policy support intensity of large-scale 

operation, Farmers' understanding level of 

policy, Government's financial support intensity 

Agricultural 

standardized production 

Agricultural machinery input, Chemical 

fertilizer reduction input, Pesticide reduction 

input, Technical labor input 
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2. Indicators of regional public brand development of agricultural products 

The measurement of regional public brand development of agricultural products needs a 

comprehensive indicators system. Considering its public goods attribute, the primary indicators 

are set in three aspects, which are competitiveness enhancement of regional public brand, 

shared development of regional public brand and maintenance of regional public brand. The 

secondary indicators are shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. The indicators system of regional public brand development of agricultural products 

Primary indicators Secondary indicators  

Competitiveness 

enhancement of regional 

public brand 

Market influence of regional public brand, 

Development potential of regional public brand, Safety 

level of brand agricultural products, Variety 

improvement level of brand agricultural products 

Shared development of 

regional public brand 

Driving level of regional development, Cooperative 

level among farmers, Influent strength of increasing 

farmers' incomes 

Maintenance of 

regional public brand 

Protective intensity of regional public brand, 

Technical service intensity, Publicity level of regional 

public brand 
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Data source 

The data of this paper comes from the field survey in six counties of China from July to 

September 2020, including Zhouzhi County, Huyi County, Luochuan County, Jinxiang County, 

Weixian County and Junan County. This paper selects representative regional public brands of 

agricultural products in each county, which are "Zhouzhi kiwifruit", "Huyi grape", "Luochuan 

apple", "Jinxiang garlic", "Weixian radish" and "Junan green tea". A questionnaire survey is 

conducted on the new agricultural business entities and traditional small farmers in each county 

to obtain first-hand data. A total of 420 questionnaires are distributed and 405 questionnaires 

are taken back, of which 379 questionnaires are valid. 

Model construction 

In order to test the hypotheses, this paper constructs a structural equation model, and make 

an empirical analysis on how large-scale land operation affects regional public brand 

development of agricultural products. The paths of structural equation model are shown in 

Figure 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. The paths of structural equation model 
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Measurement model: 
xx          

yy      

In the above formulas, the symbol η is an endogenous latent variable, which represents 

regional public brand development of agricultural products. The symbol ξ is an exogenous 

latent variable, which represents farmers' willingness to large-scale land operation, 

government's policy of large-scale land operation and agricultural standardized production. The 

symbol y is an endogenous indicator, which represents the evaluation indicators of regional 

public brand development of agricultural products. The symbol x is an exogenous indicator, 

which represents the evaluation indicators of farmers' willingness to large-scale land operation, 

government's policy of large-scale land operation and agricultural standardized production. The 

symbol λy represents the relationship between regional public brand development of agricultural 

products and its evaluation indicators. The symbol λx represents the relationship among farmers' 

willingness to large-scale land operation, government's policy of large-scale land operation, 

agricultural standardized production and their evaluation indicators. The symbol ε is the 

measurement error of the symbol y, and the symbol δ is the measurement error of the symbol 

x. The symbol B is the correlation matrix among endogenous latent variables, and the symbol 

Γ is the influence coefficient matrix of exogenous latent variables on endogenous latent 

variables. The symbol ζ is the residual term.
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Descriptive statistics 

1. Descriptive statistics of exogenous latent variables 

For the exogenous latent variables, according to the 11 secondary indicators designed in Table 1, the specific 

measured items and descriptive statistical results are shown in Table 3. 

Table 3. The measured items and descriptive statistics of exogenous latent variables 

Latent  

variables 

Measured 

variables 
Symbols Measured items 

Mean 

value 

Standard 

deviation 

Farmers' 

willingness to 

large-scale land 

operation 

Willingness 

to expand land 

operation area 

A1 

Great willingness, basic 

willingness, uncertainty, 

almost no willingness and 

complete no willingness are 

respectively assigned 5, 4, 3, 

2 and 1. 

2.169 1.198 

Willingness 

to extend the term 

of land transfer 

A2 

Great willingness, basic 

willingness, uncertainty, 

almost no willingness and 

complete no willingness are 

respectively assigned 5, 4, 3, 

2 and 1. 

3.674 0.765 

Willingness 

to transfer out 

inefficient land 

A3 

Great willingness, basic 

willingness, uncertainty, 

almost no willingness and 

complete no willingness are 

respectively assigned 5, 4, 3, 

2 and 1. 

3.624 1.187 

Willingness 

to transfer labor 
A4 

Great willingness, basic 

willingness, uncertainty, 

almost no willingness and 

complete no willingness are 

respectively assigned 5, 4, 3, 

2 and 1. 

3.056 1.141 

Government's 

policy of  

large-scale 

land operation 

Policy 

support intensity 

of large-scale 

operation 

B1 

Very large intensity, 

relatively large intensity, 

uncertainty, relatively small 

intensity and very small 

intensity are respectively 

assigned 5, 4, 3, 2 and 1.  

3.258 0.747 

Farmers' 

understanding 

level of policy 

B2 

Very high level, 

relatively high level, 

uncertainty, relatively low 

level and very low level are 

respectively assigned 5, 4, 3, 

2 and 1. 

2.584 0.636 

Government's 

financial support 

intensity 

B3 

Very large intensity, 

relatively large intensity, 

uncertainty, relatively small 

intensity and very small 

intensity are respectively 

assigned 5, 4, 3, 2 and 1. 

2.663 0.753 

Agricultural 

standardized 

production 

Agricultural 

machinery input 
C1 

Yes and no are 

respectively assigned 1 and 0. 
0.707 0.457 

Chemical 

fertilizer reduction 

input 

C2 

Reducing [0, 20%), 

[20%, 40%), [40%, 60%), 

[60%, 80%) and [80%, 100%] 

than the previous year are 

respectively assigned 1, 2, 3, 

4 and 5. 

2.978 1.271 
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Pesticide 

reduction input 
C3 

Reducing [0, 20%), 

[20%, 40%), [40%, 60%), 

[60%, 80%) and [80%, 100%] 

than the previous year are 

respectively assigned 1, 2, 3, 

4 and 5. 

3.295 0.749 

  Technical 

labor input 
C4 

With the proportion of 

[0, 20%), [20%, 40%), [40%, 

60%), [60%, 80%) and [80%, 

100%] are respectively 

assigned 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. 

2.841 0.623 
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2. Descriptive statistics of endogenous latent variables 

For the endogenous latent variables, according to the 10 secondary indicators designed in 

Table 2, the specific measured items and descriptive statistical results are shown in Table 4. 

Table 4. The measured items and descriptive statistics of endogenous latent variables 

Latent  

variables 

Measured  

variables 

Sym

bols 
Measured items 

M

ean 

value 

Stan

dard 

deviation 

Competitiv

eness 

enhancement  

of regional 

public brand 

Market 

influence of 

regional public 

brand 

Y1 

Very large influence, relatively 

large influence, uncertainty, relatively 

small influence and very small 

influence are respectively assigned 5, 

4, 3, 2 and 1. 

3

.562 
0.673 

Development 

potential of regional 

public brand 

Y2 

Very large potential, relatively 

large potential, uncertainty, relatively 

small potential and very small 

potential are respectively assigned 5, 

4, 3, 2 and 1. 

3

.416 
0.671 

Safety level of 

brand agricultural 

products 

Y3 

Very high level, relatively high 

level, uncertainty, relatively low level 

and very low level are respectively 

assigned 5, 4, 3, 2 and 1. 

3

.863 
0.358 

Variety 

improvement level 

of brand agricultural 

products 

Y4 

Very high level, relatively high 

level, uncertainty, relatively low level 

and very low level are respectively 

assigned 5, 4, 3, 2 and 1. 

4

.013 
0.699 

Shared 

development  

of regional 

public brand 

Driving level  

of regional 

development 

Y5 

Very high level, relatively high 

level, uncertainty, relatively low level 

and very low level are respectively 

assigned 5, 4, 3, 2 and 1. 

3

.612 
0.750 

Cooperative 

level among farmers 
Y6 

Very high level, relatively high 

level, uncertainty, relatively low level 

and very low level are respectively 

assigned 5, 4, 3, 2 and 1. 

3

.269 
0.599 

Influent 

strength of 

increasing farmers' 

incomes 

Y7 

Very large strength, relatively 

large strength, uncertainty, relatively 

small strength and very small strength 

are respectively assigned 5, 4, 3, 2 and 

1. 

3

.524 
0.645 

Maintenan

ce  

of regional 

public brand 

Protective 

intensity of regional 

public brand 

Y8 

Very large intensity, relatively 

large intensity, uncertainty, relatively 

small intensity and very small 

intensity are respectively assigned 5, 

4, 3, 2 and 1. 

2

.685 
0.899 

Technical 

service intensity 
Y9 

Very large intensity, relatively 

large intensity, uncertainty, relatively 

small intensity and very small 

intensity are respectively assigned 5, 

4, 3, 2 and 1. 

2

.719 
0.904 

Publicity level 

of regional public 

brand 

Y10 

Very high level, relatively high 

level, uncertainty, relatively low level 

and very low level are respectively 

assigned 5, 4, 3, 2 and 1. 

3

.662 
0.785 
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Results and analysis 

Reliability test, validity test and factor analysis 

1. Reliability test 

This paper uses SPSS28.0 software to analyze Cronbach's Alpha coefficients. The results 

of reliability test are shown in Table 5. 

Table 5. The results of reliability test 

Variables Cronbach's Alpha Number of variables 

All measured variables 0.867 21 

Regional public brand 

development of agricultural 

products 

0.783 10 

Farmers' willingness to  

large-scale land operation 
0.726 4 

Government's policy of  

large-scale land operation 
0.745 3 

Agricultural standardized 

production 
0.714 4 

As can be seen from Table 5, the Cronbach's Alpha coefficient of all measured variables 

is 0.867, which is larger than 0.8. The Cronbach's Alpha coefficient of regional public brand 

development of agricultural products is 0.783, the Cronbach's Alpha coefficient of farmers' 

willingness to large-scale land operation is 0.726, the Cronbach's Alpha coefficient of 

government's policy of large-scale land operation is 0.745, and the Cronbach's Alpha coefficient 

of agricultural standardized production is 0.714. All the coefficients are larger than 0.7, which 

shows that the consistency and stability of the questionnaires are good, and the reliability test 

is passed. 

2. Validity test and exploratory factor analysis 

The structural validity analysis is usually used in validity test. The structural validity of 

variables can be tested by factor analysis, while KMO test and Bartlett sphericity test are needed 

to test the suitability of factor analysis. This paper uses SPSS28.0 software to analyze the 

sample data. The result of KMO test is 0.718, which is larger than 0.7, and the significance 

level of Bartlett sphericity test is less than 0.001, so it is suitable for factor analysis. Then, the 

limited extraction common factor method is used for validity test and exploratory factor 

analysis. The results are shown in Table 6.
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Table 6. The results of validity test and exploratory factor analysis 
Latent  

variables 

Measured  

variables 

Factor  

loading 

Contribution 

rate (%) 

Cumulative 

contribution rate 

(%) 

Farmers' 

willingness 

to large-scale land 

operation 

Willingness to expand 

land operation area 
0.861 

16.951 16.951 

Willingness to extend 

the term of land transfer 
0.623 

Willingness to transfer 

out inefficient land 
0.714 

Willingness to transfer 

labor 
0.752 

Government's 

policy 

of large-scale land 

operation 

Policy support 

intensity of large-scale 

operation 

0.687 

12.654 29.605 
Farmers' 

understanding level of 

policy 

0.769 

Government's 

financial support intensity 
0.531 

Agricultural 

standardized 

production 

Agricultural 

machinery input 
0.767 

11.374 40.979 

Chemical fertilizer 

reduction input 
0.804 

Pesticide reduction 

input 
0.589 

  Technical labor 

input 
0.702 

Competitiveness 

enhancement of 

regional public brand 

Market influence of 

regional public brand 
0.755 

11.071 52.050 

Development potential 

of regional public brand 
0.853 

Safety level of brand 

agricultural products 
0.552 

Variety improvement 

level of brand agricultural 

products 

0.533 

Shared 

development 

of regional public 

brand 

Driving level of  

regional development 
0.725 

10.282 62.332 

Cooperative level  

among farmers 
0.617 

Influent strength of  

increasing farmers' 

incomes 

0.521 

Maintenance of 

regional public brand 

Protective intensity of  

regional public brand 
0.713 

10.061 72.393 
Technical service 

intensity 
0.459 

Publicity level of  

regional public brand 
0.566 

It can be seen from Table 6 that only the factor loading value of technical service intensity 

(Y9) is 0.459, which is less than 0.5. Therefore, it is excluded, and the factor loading values of 

other measured variables are larger than 0.5. The cumulative contribution rate of the six 

common factors is 72.393%, indicating that the six common factors have 72.393% 

interpretation of the measured variables, so the structural validity of the variables is good.
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Structural equation model analysis 

1. Model fitness test 

According to the results of the initial model in Table 6, the result of technical service intensity is not 

significant, so this variable is eliminated to obtain the modified model. Using AMOS24.0 software, the fitness test 

results of the initial model and the modified model are obtained, as shown in Table 7. 

Table 7. The results of model fitness test 

Indexes  Initial 

model 

Modified 

model 

Standard Results 

CMIN/DF 2.182 1.641 <3 Good 

GFI 0.892 0.916 >0.90 Good 

NFI 0.854 0.883 >0.90 Close to 

good 

CFI 0.898 0.925 >0.90 Good 

IFI 0.903 0.914 >0.90 Good 

RFI 0.816 0.875 >0.90 Close to 

good 

RMR 0.029 0.021 <0.05 Good 

RMSEA 0.068 0.064 <0.08 Good 

It can be seen from Table 7 that the modified model has better fitness than the initial model, 

and the value of CMIN/DF is 1.641, which is less than 3, indicating that the modified model is 

in good fitness with the sample data. About the absolute fit indexes of the modified model, the 

value of GFI is 0.916, which is larger than 0.90; the value of RMR is 0.021, which is less than 

0.05; and the value of RMSEA is 0.064, which is less than 0.08. Therefore, it shows that the 

absolute fitness of the modified model is good. About the increment fit  indexes of the 

modified model, the value of NFI is 0.883, which is close to 0.90; the value of RFI is 0.875, 

which is close to 0.90; the value of IFI is 0.914, which is larger than 0.90; and the value of CFI 

is 0.925, which is larger than 0.90. Therefore, it shows that the increment fitness of the modified 

model is good, and the modified model passes the fitness test as a whole.
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2. Results of model estimation 

AMOS24.0 software is used to fit and modify the structural equation model, and the results of path 

coefficient estimation are shown in Figure 2, while the results of hypotheses test are shown in Table 8. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: The variable Y9 has been eliminated, and ***, **, * respectively indicate significant at 

the level of 1%, 5% and 10%. 

Figure 2. The results of path coefficient estimation of structural equation model 
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Table 8. The results of hypotheses test 

Influencing paths  

of hypotheses  

Influe

ncing 

direction 

Tot

al effect 

Dire

ct  

effec

t 

Indir

ect effect 

Test 

results 

H1: Farmers' willingness 

to large-scale land 

operation  Regional public 

brand development of 

agricultural products 

Pos

itive 
 0.432 0.345 0.087 Passed 

H2: Government's policy 

of large-scale land 

operation  Regional public 

brand development of 

agricultural products 

Pos

itive 
 0.356 0.317 0.039 Passed 

H3: Agricultural 

standardized production  

Regional public brand 

development of agricultural 

products 

Pos

itive 
 0.175 0.175 0.000 Passed 

H4: Farmers' willingness 

to large-scale land operation 

 Agricultural standardized 

production 

Pos

itive 
 0.496 0.496 0.000 Passed 

H5: Government's policy 

of large-scale land operation 

 Agricultural standardized 

production 

Pos

itive 
 0.221 0.221 0.000 Passed 

It can be seen from Figure 2 and Table 8 that agricultural standardized production plays 

an intermediary effect. The value of indirect effect can be obtained by multiplying the two path 

coefficients before and after the intermediary variable. The indirect effect of farmers' 

willingness to large-scale land operation on regional public brand development of agricultural 

products is 0.087, which is 0.496 multiplying 0.175. The indirect effect of government's policy 

of large-scale land operation on regional public brand development of agricultural products is 

0.039, which is 0.221 multiplying 0.175. The other indirect effects are 0. At the significance 

level of 10%, all hypotheses have passed the test, indicating that the hypotheses are in line with 

reality.
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Specific analysis 

According to the results in Figure 2 and Table 8, the specific analysis is as follows: 

(1) The agricultural standardized production has an intermediary effect among farmers' 

willingness to large-scale land operation, government's policy of large-scale land operation and 

regional public brand development of agricultural products. The farmers' willingness to large-

scale land operation and government's policy of large-scale land operation have both direct and 

indirect positive effects on regional public brand development of agricultural products. The 

direct effect coefficients are 0.345 and 0.317 respectively, and the indirect effect coefficients 

are 0.087 and 0.039 respectively. Therefore, the total effect coefficients are 0.432 and 0.356 

respectively. 

(2) The farmers' willingness to large-scale land operation has a significant positive impact 

on regional public brand development of agricultural products. It passes the test at the 

significance level of 1%, and the total effect coefficient is 0.432. The loading coefficients of 

the four variables A1, A2, A3 and A4 are 0.916, 0.769, 0.385 and 0.706 respectively, indicating 

that the stronger the willingness of farmers to expand land operation area is, the stronger the 

willingness to extend the term of land transfer is, the stronger the willingness to transfer out 

inefficient land is and the stronger the willingness to transfer labor is, the more conducive to 

promote the development of regional public brands of agricultural products. 

(3) The government's policy of large-scale land operation has a significant positive impact 

on regional public brand development of agricultural products. It passes the test at the 

significance level of 1%, and the total effect coefficient is 0.356. The loading coefficients of 

the three variables B1, B2 and B3 are 0.918, 0.351 and 0.813 respectively, indicating that the 

greater the government's policy support intensity of large-scale land operation is, the higher the 

farmers' understanding level of policy is and the greater the government's financial support 

intensity is, the more conducive to promote the development of regional public brands of 

agricultural products. 

(4) The agricultural standardized production has a significant positive impact on regional 

public brand development of agricultural products. It passes the test at the significance level of 

10%, and the total effect coefficient is 0.175. The loading coefficients of the four variables C1, 

C2, C3 and C4 are 0.712, 0.764, 0.682 and 0.241 respectively, indicating that the greater the 
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agricultural machinery input is, the more effective the reduction in chemical fertilizer is, the 

more effective the reduction in pesticide is and the higher the proportion of technical labor is, 

the more conducive to promote the development of regional public brands of agricultural 

products. 

(5) The farmers' willingness to large-scale land operation has a significant positive impact 

on agricultural standardized production. It passes the test at the significance level of 1%, and 

the total effect coefficient is 0.496, indicating that the stronger the farmers' willingness to large-

scale land operation is, the more conducive to promote agricultural standardized production. 

(6) The government's policy of large-scale land operation has a significant positive impact 

on agricultural standardized production. It passes the test at the significance level of 5%, and 

the total effect coefficient is 0.221, indicating that the more perfect the government's policy of 

large-scale land operation is, the more conducive to promote agricultural standardized 

production. 

Conclusions and recommendations 

Conclusions 

This paper divides large-scale land operation into three aspects, which are farmers' 

willingness to large-scale land operation, government's policy of large-scale land operation and 

agricultural standardized production. Based on the survey data of six counties in China, this 

paper makes an empirical analysis using a structural equation model. The results show that: 

(1) The farmers' willingness to large-scale land operation, government's policy of large-

scale land operation and agricultural standardized production all have significant positive 

impacts on regional public brand development of agricultural products. Among them, farmers' 

willingness to large-scale land operation has the greatest impact, followed by government's 

policy of large-scale land operation, and agricultural standardized production has the least 

impact. 

(2) The farmers' willingness to large-scale land operation and government's policy of large-

scale land operation have significant positive impacts on agricultural standardized production, 

and farmers' willingness to large-scale land operation has a greater impact. 

(3) The farmers' willingness to large-scale land operation and government's policy of large-

scale land operation have both direct and indirect positive impacts on regional public brand 
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development of agricultural products, and agricultural standardized production plays an 

intermediary effect. 

Recommendations 

Based on the above conclusions, this paper puts forward the following recommendations 

from three aspects: 

(1) The new agricultural business entities should continuously promote the large-scale 

operation and standardized production of agricultural land, and gradually become the core force 

of regional public brand building of agricultural products. The new agricultural business entities 

should improve production efficiency through large-scale land operation, and promote 

agricultural standardization through mechanized production and ecological development. They 

should ensure the production of green and safe agricultural products, actively participate in the 

construction of regional public brands, and change the situation that regional public brand 

building rely too much on the government. They should reasonably absorb the transferred land 

of traditional small farmers, and guide the production process of small farmers, in order to 

enhance the interactive communication between new agricultural business entities and 

traditional small farmers, and change the situation of "free riding" using regional public brands. 

(2) The traditional small farmers should enhance the willingness of large-scale land 

operation, and promote the rational transfer of inefficient land. Under the background of 

continuous promotion of large-scale land operation in China, the willingness of small farmers 

to large-scale operation and land transfer is very important. It is necessary to change the 

traditional production concept and change the mode of small-scale operation. For agricultural 

land with low efficiency, it should be gradually transferred to new agricultural business entities, 

and promote the transfer of surplus labor to other industries. In the process of agricultural 

production, they should reduce the use of pesticides and chemical fertilizers, and take the 

initiative to construct regional public brands, in order to reduce the behavior of damaging the 

reputation of regional public brands. 

(3) The local governments should formulate policies for large-scale operation of land and 

promotion of regional public brands, and increase financial support. The local governments 

should guide new agricultural business entities and traditional small farmers to participate in 

the construction of regional public brands, and promote the steady development of land transfer, 

in order to realize large-scale land operation to a greater extent. The local governments should 
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supervise the production process of producers, and realize standardized production to a greater 

extent. It is necessary to strengthen the training for farmers, and let farmers fully understand 

the policies of large-scale land operation and regional public brand development. Finally, it 

should form a situation in which local governments, new agricultural business entities and 

traditional small farmers jointly promote the large-scale operation of land and the construction 

of regional public brands, in order to realize the common development of agricultural large-

scale, standardization and branding in China. 
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Abstract 

Environmental information disclosure policies have been used in many jurisdictions yet 
the impact on the environmental and economic performance of enterprises remains a question. 
This paper adopts China’s mandatory environmental information disclosure (MEID) policy 
implemented in 2014 as an example to examine the relationship between environmental policy 
and enterprise performance. We apply a Difference-in-Difference (DID) and Propensity Score 
Matching (PSM) sampling method to examine the issue, using a panel data set of nearly 90 
sugar enterprises in Guangxi in China from 2008 to 2016. Return on sales and pollution 
emissions are considered as the proxies of economic and environmental performance 
respectively. We found that the 2014 MEID policy reduces pollution emissions, and no 
significant effect on return on sales. These effects vary with corporation size and ownership. 
Production shrinkage appears to be the main reason for the reduction in pollutant emission in 
terms of the Guangxi sugar industry, rather than technology innovation in the pollution 
treatment process. We discuss the study’s limitations and the policy implications.  

Keywords China’s mandatory environmental information disclosure, Economic 
performance, Environmental performance, Environmental regulation, Sugar industry
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Introduction 

Tietenberg (1998) has called Environmental Information Disclosure (EID) the “third wave” 
of pollution prevention instruments among which the first and the second waves are command-
control regulation and market-based regulation. With increased accessibility and transparency 
of information, EID has gradually become a common tool of environmental governance around 
the world. From the single voluntary disclosure for acquiring a company’s reputation to a 
mixture of voluntary and mandatory disclosure required by governmental authorities, countries 
endeavor to deliver effective pollution information to the public is making significant changes 
in the government’s role in information-based regulation.  

This study focuses on China’s mandatory information disclosure policy launched by the 
Ministry of Environmental Protection (MEP) in 2014. Though the two mandatory information 
disclosure projects, Green-watch and Green-security, have existed for more than a decade in 
China till now, the level of disclosed information was low and the contents of disclosed 
information were inconsistent making it hard to compare all companies’ reports (Wang et al. 
2004; Wang and Bernell 2013). It is just within this context that China’s government has 
launched a stricter and more detailed policy, Measures on Self-monitoring, Surveillance and 
Information Disclosure in National Key Monitored Enterprises (hereafter, MEID) (Zhang et al. 
2016). It has covered all industries and all enterprises with high pollution outputs, while the 
Green-security project only covers a limited number of highly polluting industries (14) (Wang 
and Bernell 2013). Also, it stipulates the environmental administrative penalties upon 
enterprises for violating the articles in policy such as not disclosing information. Zhang et al. 
(2016) point out that China no longer lacks the law and policy for guaranteeing environmental 
information disclosure and transparency since launching the MEID policy. However, to the best 
of our knowledge, there is no empirical research on this MEID policy. Thus this study seeks to 
evaluate the MEID policy and the underlying impacts on treatment groups. 

From the Guangxi Sugar Industrial Statistic Yearbook, we collect a set of sample data of 
781 sugar enterprises in Guangxi province which is the biggest sugar producer in China 
contributing over 60% of total sugar production1. This study adopts the Propensity Score 
Matching (PSM) sampling method and Difference-in-Difference (DID) approach to examine 
the effect of China’s MEID policy on sugar enterprises. This paper mainly focuses on economic 
performance proxied by return on sales (ROS) and environmental performance measured by 
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the emissions of four types of water pollutants (i.e., wastewater, chemical oxygen demand 
(COD), biochemical oxygen demand (BOD), and suspended solids (SS)). We also control for a 
series of variables including individual firm characteristics, production, and energy 
consumption. Results indicate that China’s MEID program has a significantly negative effect 
on a sugar enterprise’s pollution emissions, and no effect on economic performance. The 
reduction of pollution emission has been increasing year by year. Further analysis shows that 
production shrinkage is the main reason for pollution reduction rather than technology 
innovation. This may be why the MEID has no significant effect on economic performance as 
the Porter hypothesis would suggest. We also explore the enterprise-specific heterogeneity of 
policy effects. 

Some potential contributions are presented as follows. First, to the best of our knowledge, 
this is the first pilot study to empirically evaluate the 2014 MEID policy. The MEID policy is 
an improved policy, covering all heavy-polluting enterprises rather than only publicly traded 
ones treated under the Green-security project (Wang and Bernell 2013). Therefore, the MEID 
policy divides all enterprises in each industry into treatment and control groups, and we then 
use the PSM-DID method to evaluate the policy impact within a quasi-experimental framework. 
Second, this paper uses a set of micro-data of China’s sugar enterprises, which could overcome 
the positive (negative) individual effect being offset by negative (positive) individual effect 
among a macro-analysis. Dechezleprêtre et al. (2019) suggest that more analysis about the joint 
effect of policy on environmental and economic performance is needed, and thus to make clear 
whether a policy is designed for the environment while not at the expense of economic growth. 
Therefore, this dataset, including both environmental and economic data, makes research about 
policy impact and heterogeneity analysis possible. Third, technological innovation measured 
by the emissions intensity of pollution is a mathematical multiplicand of the pollution emissions, 
which successfully connects environmental performance and innovation. Therefore, this paper 
also examines the potential mechanism by which the treated enterprise responds to the MEID 
policy. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces the 
background of the MEID policy in China and reviews the relative literature. We describe the 
data source and method in section 3 and present the empirical results and discussion in section 
4. Section 5 summarizes the research conclusions and provides the implications and limitations.  
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Background 

The Evolution of China’s Mandatory Environmental Information Disclosure 
In 1979, China enacted a comprehensive Environmental Protection Law (hereafter, EPL), 

an important milestone in China's evolution of legal governance on environmental protection. 
This is the first time environmental protection was written into China’s basic law, and the “Right 
to participate” and the “Right to supervise” of ordinary citizens are mentioned in the law, which 
ensures civil participation in environmental protection campaigns. Since then, the central 
government enacted a series of specific laws on pollution prevention and control in terms of air, 
noise, water, etc. These legal provisions 2  have highlighted that non-governmental 
organizations (NGO) and citizens have the right to prosecute polluters and claim compensation 
for damage caused by pollution3.  

In 1998, the “Right to know” appears in the law for the first time. Article 15 in RACPEP 
reads “A project should solicit public feedback on environmental protection in the 
environmental impact assessment (EIA) process4”(The RACPEP, 1998: article 15, no page 
numbers). It is the beginning of addressing information asymmetry issues in the environmental 
protection campaign. In 2008, the central government enacted a succession of specialized laws 
focusing on information disclosure, one is the Open Government Information Regulations 
(OGIR) and the other is the Environmental Information Disclosure Measures (EIDM) (Zhang 
et al. 2016). These laws aim at reducing the information asymmetry between polluters and the 
public by providing better guidance and legal supports for information disclosure, especially in 
the environmental area. Greenpeace shows, however, that 2008 EIDM failed to promote the 
disclosure of an enterprise’s environmental information due to ambiguous statements such as 
the definition of “major pollutants”, inefficient supervision, weak sanctions, and non-
compliance of enterprises (Zhang et al. 2010; Mol et al. 2011; Greenpeace, 2009).  

In 2014, the Ministry of Environmental Protection (MEP) carried out a set of laws to push 
forward the information publication process (Zhang et al. 2016). One is the Measures on Self-
monitoring, Surveillance, and Information Disclosure in National Key Monitored Enterprises 
(MEID), aiming at regulating a polluter’s activity of self-monitoring and information disclosure. 
The other is the Measures on Pollution Sources Supervisory Monitoring and Surveillance and 
Information Disclosure in National Key Monitored Enterprises (Trial) (PSSM), aiming at 
ensuring high-quality and high-quantity disclosed information by regularizing supervision of 
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environmental protection authorities5. Compared with the 2008 EIDM, the 2014 MEID is better 
designed, emphasizing more detail, such as the type of main pollutants, pollution monitoring 
technology, frequency, and means of disclosure, including a penalty for violating the regulation. 
The penalties are as follows:  

“Being published online; increasing the frequency of the supervisor of authority; 
suspending the issue of pollutants discharge permits and the approval process of EIA 6 ; 
suspending all funds for environmental protection; financial and insurance services are advised 
to refuse credit or increase the premium rate; advising to disqualify from government 
procurement7” (MEID, 2014: article 23, page 9). 

The “Right to know”, the “Right to participate” and the “Right to supervise” are three 
fundamental rights of an individual citizen to engage themselves in environmental protection 
initiatives, among which the “Right to know” is a precondition for the other two rights. 
Therefore, the MEID policy is a crucial program to guarantee citizen engagement in 
environmental protection by opening information.  
The Evolution of the Other Countries’ Environmental Information Disclosure 

In other countries, EID programs have existed for a few decades. Two main categories of 
EID program are as follows: a Pollutant Release and Transfer Registry (PRTR), a project where 
the government authority collects, processes and compiles the disclosed data from polluters and 
releases to the public (Blackman 2010); and a Performance Evaluation and Ratings Program 
(PERP), an approach where the government authority rates enterprises according to 
environmental performance and regulatory compliance, and publishes the rankings online 
(Dasgupta et al. 2007).  

The U.S. TRI is a widely known PRTR pioneer. It goes back to the early 1980s when a 
series of severe toxic chemical leakages made the U.S. government realize the importance of 
information disclosure in the decision-making process of government agencies, communities, 
and others, and subsequently enacted the TRI program in 19878. It requires all TRI-covered 
enterprises to report their annual TRI-listed toxics emission data to the Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) who publishes the data. The coverage of the TRI policy has increased 
in terms of the chemicals, chemical categories, industries, and sectors. For instance, the TRI 
policy covers 770 listed chemicals that are more than double the 328 toxic chemicals in 19879. 
In addition to the U.S., more than 50 countries, such as Greece, Bulgaria, and others, have 
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established similar TRI programs. Also, some countries have shown deep interest in the PRTR 
program, including China, Russia, Mongolia, and Vietnam10. 

The other category, PERP, is popular among some Asian countries often supported by the 
World Bank (Dasgupta et al. 2007). For example, the Program for Pollution Control Evaluation 
and Rating (PROPER), a PERP pioneer was enacted in 1995 In Indonesia. They classify the 
listed enterprises into five categories, colors, gold, green, blue, red, and black, respectively 
corresponding to the world-class, above-standard, complaint, non-compliant, and least 
compliant based on their self-reported pollution data (Dasgupta et al. 2007). Following 
Indonesia, other Asian countries also established similar EID projects, such as India’s Green 
Ratings Project (GRP) in 1997, Philippines’ Eco-Watch in 1997, China’s GreenWatch in 1999, 
Vietnam’s Environmental Information and Disclosure System (EIDS) in 2001. In recent 
decades, the rating system has also been introduced into other countries not in Asia, like Ghana 
(Bedu-Addo et al. 2019), Mexico, Colombia, and Papua New Guinea (Kathuria 2009). 
Mandatory Environmental Information Disclosure and enterprise’s performance  

Using various levels of data, a large amount of literature has explored the effect of the 
environmental regulation on a treatment group in terms of trade, facility location, profitability, 
productivity, emissions, and so on (Dechezleprêtre et al. 2019). Most of the papers reviewed in 
Dechezleprêtre et al. (2019) find that environmental regulation involving command and control 
and market-based regulations have a significant emission reduction impact. A large number of 
papers have examined the subsequent economic effect on treated entities, while the impact is 
still not clear to date. Rubashkina et al. (2015) and Greenstone et al. (2012) find that 
environmental regulation has a significantly negative effect on an enterprise’s productivity. In 
contrast, Eli and Bui (2001) and Albrizio et al. (2017) conclude that a relatively stringent 
environmental regulation leads to an increase in productivity growth.  

This study focuses on environmental information disclosure (EID), a typical informal 
regulation that provides pollution information to communities and engages them in 
environmental protection (Pargal and Wheeler 1996). The literature most related to this paper 
is about information disclosure. A wide range of research has studied the key role of information 
disclosure in the process of consumer purchasing, especially the effect of eco-labeling on the 
environment (D’Souza 2004; Motoshita et al. 2015). However, considerable research has 
examined the effect of information disclosure on enterprise activity. On the one hand, 
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legitimacy theory has proposed that congruence between the behavior of a legitimated 
organization and social norms is vital to retain the legitimacy of an organization11(Suchman, 
1995). Thus, a company would like to disclose its environmental information to meet the 
public’s expectation on aspects such as product quality and production environment, to maintain 
the legitimacy of activity (Gray et al. 1995; Brouhle 2007; Clarkson et al. 2008; Doshi et al. 
2013; Grewal et al. 2019). On the other hand, information can reduce information asymmetry 
among polluters and stakeholders that is a source of market failure, and thus improve allocation 
efficiency of materials and resources (Brouhle 2007; Ambec et al. 2013; Ahmad et al. 2019; 
Dechezleprêtre et al. 2019; Ren et al. 2020). 

In the environmental area, the growing concerns for information transparency have 
aroused interest in evaluating various environmental information programs. Voluntary and 
mandatory EID are two different forms of EID. Many companies, especially the listed 
companies, make greater use of voluntary disclosure to deliver information favorable to them 
(Huang and Chen 2015). Research about voluntary EID mainly focuses on the quantity and 
quality of the disclosed information and its decisive influence factors, for instance, company 
size, geographical location, economic performance, and others (Liu and Anbumozhi 2009; 
Meng et al. 2014). Some scholars point out that voluntary EID still faces severe challenges to 
break down the communication barriers between polluters and the public due to the existence 
of “greenwashing” activities and low-quality disclosed information (Kim and Lyon 2011; 
Huang and Chen 2015; Luo et al. 2019).  

To date, empirical research on mandatory EID is relatively scarce. Existing research has 
shown the effectiveness in pollution reduction of mandatory EID (Konar and Cohen 1997; 
Wang et al. 2004; Bennear and Olmstead 2008; Delmas et al. 2010; Doshi et al. 2013; Ahmad 
et al. 2019). An opposite opinion from Bui (2005) proposes that the potential driving force of 
pollution-reduction is strict monitoring rather than the TRI program itself. From an economic 
perspective, the existing conclusion is ambiguous. Hamilton (1995) shows that enterprises 
experienced a sharp decline in stock value on the first enactment day of the TRI program. In 
contrast, Konar and Cohen (1997, 2001) conclude that under the TRI program the enterprises 
with the most pollution reduction suffer a large stock price decline, but then experience a 
subsequent lagging increase in market value. Many scholars have explored the effectiveness of 
mandatory EID (Weil et al. 2006; Delmas et al. 2010; Liu et al. 2010; Matisoff 2013). For 
instance, the difference in dissemination manner and information type lead to a different amount 
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of pollution information received by the public and different levels of subsequent pressure 
received by polluters (Weil et al. 2006; Liu et al. 2010). Compared with disclosing information 
online, disseminating information directly from polluters to consumers or introducing 
information into the decision-making process could more efficiently transmit information 
(Delmas et al. 2010; Liu et al. 2010; Matisoff 2013). 

Therefore, this study discusses whether and how mandatory environmental information 
disclosure policy works in China. Compared with existing studies, this study makes a few 
contributions to the current literature on information disclosure. First, the MEID policy, a trial 
policy, to the best of our knowledge has not been empirically studied. It is important to China’s 
environmental protection development and also offers an experience for other countries. Second, 
this study combining environmental and economic performance is a supplement to policy 
evaluation with a single performance. It gives a comprehensive assessment of information 
disclosure policy. Third, we adopt quasi-experimental DID and PSM methods to identify the 
causal relationship between the MEID policy and enterprise performance. This approach helps 
alleviate potential endogeneity issues in the policy evaluation process. Moreover, a set of 
enterprise-level data allow us to explore the individual response to policy and its heterogeneity.   

Data Collection and Methodology 

Data Source 
We collect data from the main source, Guangxi Sugar Industrial Statistic Yearbook12 

which is published by Guangxi Sugar Association and Guangxi Sugar Industry Development 
Office, a government organization. The data is collected from an annual report that is self-
reported annually by sugar enterprises and processed by Guangxi Sugar Association, mainly 
including sugar production, economic and environmental data. We collect a dataset with 781 
firms from 2008 to 2016, a set of enterprise-level micro-data for evaluating the effect of the 
MEID policy on individual enterprises. This dataset is checked by environmental monitoring 
agencies and environmental protection departments, which should reduce concerns about the 
accuracy of the data. On the one hand, according to the MEID policy, each national key 
monitored sugar enterprise13  should post its self-monitoring data of pollution sources on 
provincial open information platform within a prescribed time and guarantee its accuracy, 
which is in line with data in the annual report. On the other hand, according to PSSM policy14, 
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environmental monitoring agencies should supervise sugar enterprises in their jurisdiction, and 
report monitoring records to the environmental protection department at least once a quarter.  

This paper examines the relationship between the MEID policy and the enterprise’s 
economic and environmental performance. Prior research has used various measures to express 
performance. Among these, the economic measures include an actual accounting-based 
measure (e.g., return on sale (ROS), return on equity (ROE), return on assets (ROA)), and stock 
market-based measure (e.g., Tobin’s Q, stock price), and so on (Dechezleprêtre et al. 2019). 
The environmental measure includes pollution emissions, and environmental certification from 
a third party or environmental standards, and so on (Dechezleprêtre et al. 2019). Given the 
purpose of this research and data accessibility, we select return on sale (Ros) and pollution 
emissions as the core economic and environmental dependent variables. We consider the 
emissions of four pollutants, wastewater, chemical oxygen demand (COD), biochemical 
oxygen demand (BOD), and suspended solids (SS), as indicators for environmental 
performance. They are proxied by Wwt, Codt, Bodt, and Sst. Three types of independent 
variables are included in the subsequent empirical analysis: enterprises characteristics, age 
(Age), ownership (Poe), and firm scale (Size); energy consumption of power (Power), coal 
(Coal), and freshwater (Freshw); other indicators on the production process, the productivity of 
continuous production (Sr) and recycling rate of wastewater (Reuse). The definition of the 
above variables is shown in Table 1.    
The DID Method Based on PSM Sampling 

The DID method is a typical quasi-experimental design widely used in the public policy 
evaluation field. In general, a DID model requires two groups of the sample either affected or 
unaffected; and two types of periods, before or after the policy. A DID model is as shown in 
Eq.(1) where Yit represents an economic dependent variable (i.e., Ros) and an environmental 
dependent variable (i.e., Wwt, Codt, Bodt, and Sst). The subscript t refers to different years and 
the i refers to different sugar enterprises;  is a random disturbance term; the matrix-vector 
Controls refers to a series of the control variables including Poe, Size, Power, Coal, Freshw, 
Sr, and Reuse, the definitions of which are shown in Table 1. Of specific interest is the 
coefficient 3 of the interaction term Time×Treat, which reflects the real net effect of the MEID 
policy on both economic and environmental performance. The dummy variable Time equals 1 
if a year is in the post-implementation period (i.e., 2014 - 2016), and 0 otherwise. 
Simultaneously, we define the dummy variable Treat as equal to 1 if an enterprise is in the list 
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of national key monitored sugar enterprises (i.e., regulated group) all the time after MEID 
policy implementation15 (i.e., 2014 - 2016), and 0 otherwise.   

= + × + × + × × + × +                    
(1) 

Most importantly, there is an underlying common trend assumption that must be examined 
before conducting any DID model. It is that the trends of the outcomes of the two groups are 
required to be approximately identical in the absence of the policy treatment. However, in the 
post-treatment period, the counterfactual outcome of the treatment group is unable to be 
assessed in the absence of the policy treatment. Thus, the common trend assumption is usually 
tested by judging whether the outcome trends of the two groups are nearly parallel to each other 
in the pre-treatment period.  

It is not unusual for the common trend assumption to not be met, which would lead to 
common sample selection bias. The Propensity Score Matching (PSM) sampling method 
proposed by Heckman et al. (1997, 1998) is a method widely used to reduce selection bias 
before a DID process. PSM aims to get a pair of matched groups by reducing their difference 
in the relevant outcomes and other time-invariant characteristics relative to policy selection, 
and eventually making the probability of the matched pairs being selected the same as each 
other. Here, the selection probability mentioned is a propensity score obtained from a Logit or 
Probit model taking the idea of dimension reduction to calculate the probability (Rosenbaum 
and Rubin 1983) (see Appendix 1). 

Results and Analyses 

This section presents the empirical results using the PSM-DID method based on the panel 
data of nearly 90 enterprises from 2008 to 2016. We first adopt the PSM method to do sample 
matching using the original dataset and obtain a pair of matched groups. Based on the matched 
dataset, we conduct a series of empirical analyses. More specifically, we first investigate the 
effects of the MEID policy on both environmental and economic performance; then we explore 
the influence mechanism; in the end, we discuss the dynamics and heterogeneity of the impact 
from the MEID policy. 
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Common trend test and PSM matching 
We conduct a common trend test before exploring the DID process. We plot lines for the 

trend of economic and environmental outcomes (see Fig.1) and find that the trend lines of the 
treatment and control groups are not parallel. Also, the treatment group has higher Ros and 
pollution emissions than the control group. The original dataset has probably not met the 
common trend assumption, which indicates that the selection into the treatment group is not 
random and might be strongly associated with enterprise characteristics and factors affecting 
outcomes. In this case, results derived from a single DID regression are not totally convincing. 
Therefore, a PSM is adopted for data matching to reduce selection bias. 

First, we establish Logit regressions to estimate the probability of enterprise being treated 
each year (see Appendix 1). Table 2 shows the results from the Logit regression taking 2008 as 
an example. Two characteristics have a relatively low correlation with the selection of the 
treatment object (see Table 2 for the insignificant coefficients of Poe and Age). In contrast, the 
other four coefficients are statistically significant at the 1% level. That is to say, sugar 
enterprises with ex-ante low abatement and production efficiency (i.e., Reuse and Sr) are more 
likely to be enrolled in the treatment group of the MEID policy. In other words, the higher Sr 
and Reuse, the cleaner sugar enterprises would be, and the lower the probability of being treated 
would be. The relationship between sugar production and the probability of being selected 
follows an inverted-U-shaped curve, that is, the enterprises with ex-ante high-volume sugar 
production are more likely to be treated, but this relationship may reverse as sugar outcomes 
increase beyond a certain level. The high-volume production sugar enterprises would focus 
more on their pollution levels and invest more in pollution control, eventually being cleaner 
and being more likely to be taken off the list of regulated enterprises. 

Then, we match each treated firm to an untreated firm whose probability score is similar 
via three common matching methods (i.e., nearest-neighbor (NN) matching, kernel matching, 
and radius matching). Hence, we get a pair of groups among which one group is comprised of 
treated firms and another group comprised of untreated firms. We also do a series of tests for 
the effectiveness of the PSM, including a covariates’ balance test (see Table 3) and a comparison 
of kernel density before and after matching (see Fig.2). From Table 3, the standardized bias of 
Spro, Spro*Spro, and Sr among the treatment and control groups decreases dramatically and 
becomes insignificant. Whereas the standardized bias of Poe and Age are both insignificant 
before and after matching, which is in line with the previous results of the Logit regressions 
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that these two characteristics are less relevant to the treatment selection of the MEID policy. 
The coefficient of Reuse is not significant in both periods, that is, the differences in Reuse 
among the two groups barely exist in the pre-implementation period and the bias also hasn’t 
widened after matching. Therefore, the PSM indeed appears to reduce the between-group 
difference in each covariate. A comparison between the left figure and the right one in Fig.2 
also shows that the sample distributions of the two policy groups for each propensity score are 
very similar after matching, which means that the selection into the MEID treatment group 
approximately is closer to a random selection scenario.  

Finally, we obtain a pair of matched sugar enterprises belonging to the treatment and 
control groups respectively. Table 4 shows the descriptions of the all variables used in this study 
before and after PSM matching. There are 781 sugar enterprises in our sample before PSM and 
692 after matching. In our sample, 33.4% are enrolled in the MEID policy, while this decreases 
to 29.3% after PSM. The average Ros is positive, indicating the whole sugar industry makes a 
profit from 2008 to 2016 while Ros in both treatment and control groups experience a decrease 
since 2011 and a rebound since 2014 (see the first figure in Fig.1). The other environmental 
indicators, Wwt, Codt, Bodt, and Sst, have been decreasing in the sample period especially since 
the 2014 MEID policy launched. Compared to the average emission in the whole sample, the 
amount of pollution emission slightly decreases in the PSM sample, while the emissions 
intensity changes little. The market share of private-owned sugar enterprises is over 60% that 
doubles the share of the state-owned ones. Table 4 shows that the size of sugar enterprises is 
relatively small with an average of 35.6% and a standard deviation of 47.9% that refers to only 
35.6% of enterprises own net sales of over 400 million.  
Effect of the MEID Policy on Environmental Performance 

We assess the effect of the MEID policy on an enterprise’s environmental performance. 
Following Eq.(1), we include four dependent variables, Wwt, Codt, Bodt, and Sst. The vector 
Controls includes two enterprise characteristics (i.e., Poe and Size), three types of energy 
consumption (i.e., Power, Coal, and Freshw), and the productivity of continuous production 
(Sr). Then we apply DID method to estimate the MEID policy’s impact on the above dependent 
variables (i.e., Wwt, Codt, Bodt, and Sst) respectively. Three types of DID models are 
established for estimation, controlling for the above control variables. The first model M1 
follows Eq.(1) to include two dummy variables (i.e., Treat and Time) and their interaction term 
(i.e., Treat×Time). Whereas in the other DID models, M2 and M3, we introduce the enterprise- 
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and year- fixed effect variables, and thus delete Treat and Time to examine more precise 
information of variation within various Treat and Time categories than solely Treat and Time 
(Chen et al. 2018). Among these, M2 uses the matched database while M3 uses the original 
enterprise-level data to do a comparison before and after the PSM.  

The estimates are shown in Table 5, the coefficients on the interaction term Treat×Time of 
four pollutant emissions are all almost significantly negative. The values of these coefficients 
show that the MEID policy results in a reduction of 0.1288 million tons, 5.9337 tons, 2.8019 
tons, and 2.8040 tons of wastewater (Wwt), COD (Codt), BOD (Bodt), and SS (Sst) in the sugar 
treatment group. In other words, the emissions of wastewater (Wwt), COD (Codt), BOD (Bodt), 
and SS (Sst) decrease by 19.80%, 22.13%, 23.54%, and 18.66%16  due to the mandatory 
pollution-reducing requirement of the MEID policy. In addition, we found that the magnitude 
of 3 in M3 is nearly double that in M2, which illustrates the possibility of selection bias into 
the treatment group of the MEID policy. A single DID without data-matching via PSM would 
indeed have overstated the net effect of the MEID policy.   

Next, we examine the coefficients on dummy variables, Treat and Time. The results in 
Table 5 show that all coefficients on Time are significantly negative. This means that the sugar 
control group also experiences a significant decrease in all pollutants, which refers to the so-
called time trend of whether an enterprise is regulated by the MEID policy or not. Furthermore, 
the coefficients on Treat for all pollutants are significantly positive, which says that the 
treatment group releases more pollution emissions than the control group does before the 
implementation of the MEID policy (Time=0). Thus, the sugar enterprises with higher pollution 
might have a higher probability of being selected into the treatment group. 

From the above analysis, the MEID policy has an obvious influence in reducing the 
pollution emission of the sugar enterprises in Guangxi. To verify the reliability of these 
estimates on emission-reducing effect, we conduct a series of robustness tests. Two approaches 
are adopted, the one is the placebo test that is frequently used after a DID regression, and the 
other is to detect whether the previous conclusion is still valid based on the alternative 
subsamples. The first model M1 is a placebo regression where the year 2011 is assumed as a 
pseudo implementation year of the MEID policy replacing the factual adoption year 2014. Thus, 
the years falling in and after 2011 are labeled as the “post-implementation period”, otherwise 
they are the pre-implementation period. Then we re-run the benchmark DID model to judge if 
the impact of the 2014 MEID policy is unique and robust. If the pseudo 2011 MEID policy also 
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shows an emission-reducing effect the same as the 2014 MEID policy, the preliminary 
abatement effect is likely to be questioned because no MEDI program was implemented in 2011 
actually. The second model M2 uses the data from 2011 to 2016 aiming to keep the same sample 
size in the pre- and post-implementation period. The last model M3 uses the dataset excluding 
2014 because an implementation year of a policy is usually a transition period for the treatment 
enterprises to adapt and do the corresponding adjustments.  

Results for the robustness tests are shown in Table 6. All coefficients on the interaction 
term of Treat and pseudo year Time11 have not passed the significance test, which means the 
pseudo 2011 MEID policy has no effect on emission reductions further confirming the 
robustness of the previous conclusion. In the following two regressions using the modified 
subsample, all coefficients on the interaction terms Treat*Time remain significantly negative, 
which indicates that the emission-reducing impact of the MEID policy exists. Therefore, all the 
above tests support the robustness and credibility of conclusions derived from the previous 
PSM-DID regressions.  
Effect of the MEID Policy on Economic Performance 

This section explores how the MEID policy affects the economic performance of sugar 
enterprises, which is crucial to comprehensively evaluating the impacts of the MEID policy on 
both environmental and economic performance. To answer the question, we still use the same 
PSM-DID model, but we choose Return on sales (Ros) to measure sugar enterprise’s economic 
performance as the dependent variable. The control variables include two enterprise 
characteristics (Poe and Size), the productivity of continuous production (Sr), and the recycling 
rate of wastewater (Reuse). The enterprise and year fixed effects remain controlled in the 
following regressions. Here, we establish four models, the first and third model, M1 and M3, 
both control for the above control variables, whereas the others do not include them; the first 
two models, M1 and M2, use the matched enterprise-level data, whereas the others use the 
original data without data matching.  

Table 7 shows that all the coefficients on Treat*Time have not passed the test of 
significance at the 10% level, which suggests that we cannot reject the null hypothesis that there 
is no relationship between the MEID policy and economic performance. Thus, this study fails 
to find evidence to support the strong Porter Hypothesis (Jaffe and Palmer 1997). The MEID 
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policy shows no positive effect, and no adverse effect, on the sugar enterprise’s economic 
performance. 

We then use gross profit margin and markup to check the robustness of the estimates on 
economic performance. Gross profit margin (Gpm) is given by the (selling price- production 
cost)/selling price, and markup (Mp) is given by the (selling price- production cost)/production 
cost. M1 uses data after matching while M2 uses the original data to estimate the effect of the 
MEID policy on Gpm and Mp. As shown in Table 8, all coefficients on the interaction term 
Treat*Time are insignificant, indicating that there is no significant relationship between the 
MEID policy and sugar enterprise’s economic performance. We also run a DID regression 
where the dependent variable is total returns (the numerator of the fraction Ros). Results in 
Table 8 show a significant negative effect from the MEID policy, which indicates that the MEID 
policy might decrease total returns though has no significant impact on Ros.  
Further Mechanism Analysis 

The previous analysis shows that the MEID policy has a significant abatement effect and 
an insignificant economic effect on sugar enterprises. The well-known Porter Hypothesis has 
argued that a well-designed environmental regulation could lead to improvement in both 
environmental and economic performance simultaneously (Porter, M.E. 1991; Porter and van 
der Linde 1995). They point out that a flexible environmental regulation could stimulate an 
enterprise’s environmental innovation activities, therefore, improving productivity, which in 
turn might partially or fully offset the increasing compliance cost and lead to an increase in 
economic performance. Thus, a possible explanation for the limited economic impact is weak 
and limited technology innovation. Given the core mediator function of technology innovation, 
this section provides an influence mechanism discussion of how the MEID policy affects the 
environmental and economic performance of sugar enterprises.  

We introduce the emissions intensity of wastewater (Ww), COD (Cod), BOD (Bod), and 
SS (Ss) that refers to the pollution emission per ton of crushed-sugarcane as a set of proxy 
indicators of the technology innovation level. Also, the emission intensity is a sign of abatement 
efficiency, that is to say, the more environmental innovation measures a sugar enterprise takes, 
the higher abatement efficiency would be, and the lower the emission intensity would be. 
Furthermore, the previous dependent variables Wwt, Codt, Bodt, and Sst are the product of the 
emission intensity (i.e., Ww, Cod, Bod, Ss) and the amount of crushed-sugarcane. Therefore, 
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we introduce another dependent variable, the scale of crushed-sugarcane (Sc), which makes it 
possible to investigate whether a decrease in the production scale (Sc) or a decrease in the 
emission intensity (i.e., Ww, Cod, Bod, Ss) or both have contributed to the decrease in the 
pollutant emissions. 

First, we investigate the effect of the MEID policy on emissions intensity (i.e., Ww, Cod, 
Bod, Ss). A PSM-DID model is used, where the dependent variable is the emission intensity of 
wastewater (Ww), COD (Cod), BOD (Bod) and SS (Ss), and the independent variables (i.e., Poe, 
Size, Power, Coal, Freshw, Sr) are the same as those used in the previous models of evaluation 
on environmental performance. The two fixed effects from enterprise- and year- level are also 
included in regressions. Second, we investigate the effect of the MEID policy on the scale of 
crushed-sugarcane (Sc) using the same PSM-DID model where Sc is the dependent variable. 
The independent variables only include Poe and Size, because Sc represents the total amount of 
raw material (i.e., sugarcane) available for each enterprise, therefore having an extremely low 
correlation with the energy consumption and productivity in the production process. We still 
control for the enterprise and year-fixed effects.  

Table 10 presents all the regression estimates. The estimate on Treat*Time shown in the 
first column shows that the scale of the crushed-sugarcane (Sc) has been decreasing starting 
from the launch of the MEID policy. Compared with the average Sc in the treatment group in 
the pre-implementation period, Sc experiences a significant decrease of 9.02% subsequent to 
the MEID policy. However, the MEID policy has not shown any obvious stimulus to the 
emission intensity of sugar enterprises. Thus, this study has not found evidence that the MEID 
policy facilitates accelerated innovation activity within the sugar enterprises in our sample 
period in Guangxi. 

To sum up, the MEID policy has a significantly negative effect on the production scale of 
sugar enterprises, while its innovation effect is not significant. Hence, this study concludes that 
shrinkage in production scale is the main reason for the emission reductions of sugar enterprises, 
rather than innovation in pollution treatment technology. Furthermore, the MEID policy is still 
in its infancy, and the influence of such projects on pollution reduction might suffer from a 
time-lag effect (Zhang et al. 2017). Thus, the motivation for sugar enterprises to reduce 
pollution emission has remained relatively low, limited, and insignificant, which appears to be 
why the MEID policy has no statistically significant effect on economic performance as argued 
by the Porter Hypothesis. Additionally, Ramanathan et al. (2010) has argued that environmental 
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regulation might damage an enterprise’s innovation activities in the short run, but could 
promote technology innovation in the longer term. Therefore, more microdata is required to 
investigate the MEID policy’s impacts in the short and long term. 

Conclusions and Implications 
This study explores the effect of China’s information-based environmental regulation on 

sugar enterprises. The MEID policy is China’s first policy covering most industries, especially 
the highly-polluting food industry like the sugar industry, and most pollutants. Based on a micro 
dataset of sugar enterprises, we use a PSM-DID empirical method to reduce estimation bias in 
the policy evaluation process. This study shows the impact of information disclosure in a 
developing country taking the example of China’s MEID policy. 

Our estimation shows that the MEID policy has a significant environmental effect on the 
treatment group. More specially, the emissions of wastewater (Wwt), COD (Codt), BOD (Bodt), 
and SS (Sst) decrease by 19.80%, 22.13%, 23.54%, and 18.66% subsequent to the MEID policy 
respectively. Previous studies have verified a similar emission-reduction effect of information 
disclosure using various data from different countries. Hsu et al.(2020) use China’s 
environmental complaints data and find that complaints and reports from the public result in a 
36.3%-38.9% reduction in COD emission 5-6 months after receiving complaints. Garcia et al. 
(2007) find that Indonesia's information disclosure, the PROPER policy, results in a total 32% 
reduction in COD and BOD. The sizes of our estimated emission reductions are between the 
two reductions in the above studies, which supports the reliability of our estimates and the 
success of information disclosure in China. We test the dynamics and heterogeneity of the 
impact and influence mechanism. Production shrinkage appears to be the main reason for the 
reduction in pollutant emission in terms of the Guangxi sugar industry, rather than technology 
innovation in the pollution treatment process. All the emissions experience accelerating 
reduction after policy implementation, except for a decrease in wastewater (i.e., Wwt) in the 
first year. The larger enterprises reduce more pollution than the smaller ones, and the SOEs 
perform better in wastewater-reduction (i.e., Wwt). 

Our results also show that the MEID policy has no significant economic effect on the 
treatment group. But the MEID policy causes a significant decrease in total returns perhaps 
because of the decrease in demand for raw materials after the MEID policy. The Strong Porter 
hypothesis has proposed the vital role of innovation in spurring the increase in economic 
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performance (Porter and van der Linde 1995; Jaffe and Palmer 1997). Our estimation shows 
that the MEID policy has no significant effect on technology innovation, hence we infer that 
insufficient innovation is likely to be the reason for the nonexistence of the Strong Porter 
hypothesis. Existing studies have offered some possible reasons. First, innovation usually 
experiences a time-lag process (Zhang et al. 2017), and the “Porter innovation offsets” would 
appear in the long-term (Ramanathan et al. 2010). Second, a nationwide industrial regulation 
such as the MEID policy would force enterprises to allocate more funds into pollution treatment 
than in production operation compared to a regional regulation, which might result in economic 
damage and a decrease in productivity (Jiang et al. 2018). Third, many scholars have 
emphasized the decisive role of the disclosure manner and type of information, and suggest that 
more accurate and transparent information helps to make the best of the EID policy to result in 
pollution reduction (Weil et al. 2006; Delmas et al. 2010; Liu et al. 2010; Matisoff 2013). There 
are still some ambiguities in provisions of information such as the definition of the disclosure 
manner 17 , though the MEID policy is stricter than the prior policy. Lastly, a stricter 
environmental regulation could trigger more innovation activities than in a loose institutional 
environment (Lounsbury and Crumley 2007; Kneller and Manderson 2012; Jiang et al. 2018). 
Currently, the government at all levels in China may be more concerned with economy growth, 
thus leading to a relatively loose institutional environment and weak enforcement (Kuo et al. 
2012; Zhang et al. 2016).  

While providing an evaluation of information disclosure from the perspective of China, 
this study has some limitations, and extensions are essential for further research. First, this study 
is limited due to the data limitation that the sample only covers the sugar industry in Guangxi, 
and we only access to data to 2016. Thus, we should be very cautious about generalizing the 
results to other industries in China or other countries. More data about all industries within a 
longer period are needed for further research. Second, this study doesn’t consider entry and exit. 
Although this might result in estimation bias, it appears that this limitation may not have much 
effect on the magnitude of estimates (Shapiro and Walker 2018).   

To sum up the above, the MEID policy achieves its goal in pollution-reduction, with no 
significant economic effect. Thus, some implications are drawn from the results. First, 
mandatory information disclosure is an important tool of environmental governance, thus, the 
government should support the MEID policy and enhance enterprise emission monitoring to 
better involve the public in environmental protection. Second, pollution emission reduction at 
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a cost of output may not be sustainable, therefore governments could devote more effort to 
improving innovation levels in the process of emission reduction in the future. For instance, 
extending a special subsidy for innovation, and providing strong financial and political support 
for cooperation in technology research and innovation between different organizations such as 
university, high-technology company, and government may improve the outcomes from 
emissions reduction approaches. Third, the government could support larger scale firms in the 
sector to take advantage of the potential environmental benefits of scale advantages of larger 
enterprises.

1 China’s total sugar production is 10.6 million tons during 2018/19 market year (i.e. China’s sugar market year is from October 1 to 
September 30). Cane sugar is a dominating sugar type and contributes 87.26% of total sugar production, and the other type is beet sugar 
whose production is 1.35 million tons (Source: 
https://gain.fas.usda.gov/Recent%20GAIN%20Publications/Sugar%20Annual_Beijing_China%20-%20Peoples%20Republic%20of_5-3-
2019.pdf, accessed on 30 March, 2020, in Chinese). Guangxi’s sugar enterprises mainly produce cane sugar. 
2 The provisions of law are translated into English by the authors of this study.  
Environmental Protection Law of the People's Republic of China 1989 is available via 
http://english.mofcom.gov.cn/aarticle/lawsdata/chineselaw/200211/20021100050466.html, accessed on 30 May, 2021 (in Chinese).  
The 1st Draft Environmental Protection Law revision is available via http://www.npc.gov.cn/wxzl/gongbao/2000-
12/10/content_5004381.htm, accessed on 30 May, 2021 (in Chinese).  
3 For example, Dalian environmental protection volunteers association of Liaoning province prosecutes Dalian RiQian company who 
secretly dumps raw hazardous wastewater, and receives 7.22 million Yuan in compensation (http://www.gov.cn/xinwen/2015-
12/30/content_5029607.htm, accessed on 28 May, 2021, in Chinese).  
A citizen tips the Henan environmental protection bureau off about a stone factory, and receives 50 thousand yuan 
(http://www.hnr.cn/news/snxw/201808/t20180808_3127087.html, accessed on 28 May, 2021, in Chinese).   
4 Article 15 in the Regulations on the Administration of Construction Project Environmental Protection (RACPEP). For a full law, see 
http://www.mohurd.gov.cn/fgjs/xzfg/200611/t20061101_158949.html, accessed on 8 June, 2021 (in Chinese). It was translated from the 
original by the authors. 
5 The MEID and PSSM can be downloaded from the link below: http://www.gov.cn/gongbao/content/2013/content_2496407.htm, accessed 
on 8 June, 2021 (in Chinese). 
6 An enterprise cannot launch a project until it passes the EIA.  
7 Article 23 in the 2014 MEID policy issued by MEP that is the predecessor of Ministry of ecology and environment (MEE). For a full law, 
see http://www.mee.gov.cn/gkml/hbb/bwj/201308/t20130801_256772.htm. accessed on 01 Sep 2020 (in Chinese). It was translated from the 
original by the authors. 
In general, the sanction published online is mostly penalty and companies’ pollution information. For example, some companies that don’t 
monitor pollutants or disclosure the monitoring information are informed that they will face a high penalty of up to 29 thousand. 
(http://sx.people.com.cn/n2/2016/0419/c189132-28173371.html. Cited 25 November 2020, in Chinese)     
8 Source: Environmental Protection Agency. “Why was the TRI Program created?” https://www.epa.gov/toxics-release-inventory-tri-
program/what-toxics-release-inventory#What%20is%20the%20Toxics%20Release%20Inventory? accessed on 8 June, 2021. 
9 Data source:  
https://www.epa.gov/toxics-release-inventory-tri-program/tri-listed-chemicals.  
https://www.washingtonpost.com/archive/lifestyle/wellness/1989/06/27/how-epas-new-toxics-list-can-help-trace-nearby-hazards/e786dc8a-
10e9-444f-84ff-d93114c73d85/ , accessed on 8 June, 2021. 
10 Source: Environmental Protection Agency. https://www.epa.gov/toxics-release-inventory-tri-program/tri-around-world, accessed on 8 
June, 2021 (in Chinese) 
11 Suchman defines legitimacy as “a generalized perception or assumption that the actions of an entity are desirable, proper, or appropriate 
within some socially constructed system of norms, values, beliefs, and definitions” (Suchman, 1995: page 574). 
12 This yearbook is released by Guangxi Sugar Association and Guangxi Sugar Industry Development Office. But it is not public since it 
involves enterprises’ financial information. We can provide a copy of anonymized data with the above organizations’ permission for 
replication .  
13 The list of national key monitored sugar enterprises comes from the list of national key monitored wastewater enterprises annually 
published by Ministry of Ecology and Environment (MEE). The national ley monitored enterprises is a group of the union of firms whose 
COD and ammonia nitrogen productions respectively account for 50% of total productions of sugar industry, and firms whose COD and 
ammonia nitrogen emissions respectively account for 65% of total emissions of sugar industry. This list dynamically updates once a year on 
the basis of the pollution data of enterprises in the last two years.  
(i.e., 2012 and 2014 lists can be accessed via following links: 
http://www.mee.gov.cn/gkml/hbb/bgt/201207/t20120710_233240.htm, in Chinese 
http://www.mee.gov.cn/gkml/hbb/bgt/201312/t20131231_265877.htm, in Chinese) 
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14 PSSM policy refers to Measures on Pollution Sources Supervisory Monitoring and Surveillance and Information Disclosure in National 
Key Monitored Enterprises (Trial) that is a policy released at the same time as the MEID policy. 
http://www.mee.gov.cn/gkml/hbb/bwj/201308/t20130801_256772.htm. Cited 01 September 2020 (in Chinese). It was translated from the 
original by the authors. 
15 The list of national key monitored sugar enterprises (i.e., regulated enterprises) is slightly adjusted every year after implementation, thus 
we define the enterprises being in the list all the time as treatment group.  
16 The 19.80% for wastewater (Wwt) equals -12.8842/65.0714, where -12.8842 is the coefficient of interaction term in column M2 in Table 
5, and 65.0714 is the average emission of wastewater of treatment group before the implementation of the MEID policy. The change ratios 
for COD (Codt), BOD (Bodt) and SS (Sst) are 2.13%= 5.9337/ 26.8140, 23.54%=2.8019/11.9012, and 18.66%=2.8040/15.0292 respectively, 
the same as wastewater (Wwt). 
17 The disclosure manner is expressed in sentence “any manner easily delivered to the public is available, for instance, website, newspaper, 
radio or television and so on”. (MEID policy, Article 19: page 8). http://www.mee.gov.cn/gkml/hbb/bwj/201308/t20130801_256772.htm. 
Cited 01 September 2020 (in Chinese). It was translated from the original by the authors. 
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Tables 
Table 1 The list of dependent and independent variables in this paper 

Variables Definitions and calculations Unit 
Dependent variables 
Ros Return on sales (economic performance) calculated as the ratio of operating 

profit (i.e., earnings before income and tax) to net sales  - 
Ww The wastewater emission per sugarcane crushed ton per ton cane 
Cod/Bod/Ss The cod/bod/ss emission per sugarcane crushed  Kg per ton cane 
Sc The total amount of sugarcane crushed 10 000 tons 
Wwt The emission of wastewater per year (environmental performance) 

calculated as the product of Sc and Ww. 10 000 tons 
Codt/Bodt/Sst The emission of pollutants cod/bod/ss per year (environmental 

performance) calculated as the product of Sc and Cod/Bod/Ss. ton 
Independent variables 
Age Age is defined by the difference between an enterprise’s present year and 

establishment year.  Year  
Poe Ownership, a dummy variable, equals 1 if it is a private-owned enterprise, 

and 0 otherwise. - 
Size Size, a dummy variable, equals 1 if the enterprise’s net sales are beyond 

400 million, and 0 otherwise. - 
Spro The total amount of sugar output 10 000 tons 
Reuse The recycling rate of wastewater % 
Sr The probability of keeping production line in ceaseless normal operation  % 
Power Power consumption per sugarcane crushed  KW‧h per ton cane 
Coal Coal consumption per sugarcane crushed Ton per 100 tons cane 
Freshw Freshwater Consumption per sugarcane crushed Ton per ton cane 
The table shows the definition of all used variables. All data come from the Guangxi Sugar Industrial Statistics Yearbook. 
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Table 5 Regression results for the effect of the MEID policy on emissions of wastewater (Wwt), COD (Codt), BOD (Bodt), and SS (Sst) 
Independent variables Wwt    Codt    Bodt    Sst   

M1 M2 M3  M1 M2 M3  M1 M2 M3  M1 M2 M3 
Treat 19.1712***    5.5498**    4.2493***    3.4812**   
 (3.5909)    (2.7060)    (1.4504)    (1.4798)   
Time -8.3188***    -6.0207***   -2.3769***   -4.2921***  
 (2.0806)    (1.1148)    (0.6024)    (0.8906)   
Treat*Time -14.8782***-12.8842**-22.7521** -5.8244** -5.9337* -11.7699** -3.9542** -2.8019** -3.8837**  -2.9076* -2.8040† -4.5146**  (4.3037) (5.3557) (9.4107)  (2.5560) (3.0658) (4.7499)  (1.6118) (1.2678) (1.9049)  (1.5181) (1.7212) (1.7179) 
                
                
Controls Yes Yes Yes  Yes Yes Yes  Yes Yes Yes  Yes Yes Yes 
Fixed effects No Firm, year Firm, year  No Firm, yearFirm, year  No Firm, year Firm, year No Firm, year Firm, year
                
N observations 692 692 781  692 692 781  692 692 781  692 692 781 
N clusters - 88 90  - 88 90  - 88 90  - 88 90 
R-squared 0.4826 0.3096 0.3217  0.2594 0.2462 0.2290  0.2006 0.2102 0.1952  0.2087 0.1443 0.1360 
F-test 49.5450 9.6435 8.3901  22.0938 11.5993 10.4509  34.1230 8.2494 6.6116  17.4376 6.7991 6.7115 
(p-value) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000  0.0000 0.0000 0.0000  0.0000 0.0000 0.0000  0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
M1 and M2 use the matched data after PSM (N=692); M3 uses original unmatched data (N=781) to make a comparison with M1 and M2.  
The superscripts †, ∗, ∗∗, ∗∗∗ indicate significance at the 15%, 10%, 5%, and 1% levels (two-tailed), respectively.  
Robust standard errors clustered by the enterprise are reported in parentheses. 
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Table 7 Regression results for the effect of the MEID policy on enterprise’s Return on Sales (Ros) 
Independent 

variables M1 M2 M3 M4 
Treat*Time 0.0003 -0.0015 0.0308 0.0313 
 (0.0358) (0.0376) (0.0280) (0.0291) 
     
Controls Yes No Yes No 
Fixed effects Firm, year Firm, year Firm, year Firm, year 
     
N observations 692 692 781 781 
N clusters 88 88 90 90 
R-squared 0.4619 0.4572 0.4581 0.4555 
F-test 55.7369 81.4875 60.1616 83.7288 
(p-value) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
M1 and M2 use the data after matching (N=692); M3 and M4 use the original data (N=781). 
The superscripts ∗, ∗∗, ∗∗∗ indicate significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels (two-tailed), respectively. 
Robust standard errors clustered by the enterprise are reported in parentheses.  

 
 Table 10 Effect mechanism analysis via regressions of the dependent variables production scale (Sc), 
the emission intensity of wastewater (Ww), COD (Cod), BOD (Bod), and SS (Ss) on the MEID policy 
respectively 
Independent variables Sc Ww Cod Bod Ss 
Treat*Time -8.2539** 0.0090 0.0025 -0.0007 0.0005  (3.6648) (0.0685) (0.0057) (0.0028) (0.0024) 
      
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Fixed effects Firm, year Firm, year Firm, year Firm, year Firm, year 
      
N observations 692 692 692 692 692 
N clusters 88 88 88 88 88 
R-squared 0.4887 0.3777 0.2470 0.1761 0.2018 
F-test 34.0921 6.3036 5.7937 3.7802 6.5778 
(p-value) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
The superscripts ∗, ∗∗ , ∗∗∗ indicate significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels (two-tailed), 
respectively.  
Robust standard errors clustered by the enterprise are reported in parentheses. 
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Appendix 

PSM Sampling 
Here, we present the PSM modeling process. Firstly, a Logit model is established to 

calculate the propensity score of each enterprise. The propensity score is a conditional 
probability of being a regulated enterprise, thus we choose a series of the observed covariates 
that might affect enterprise whether to be regulated by the MEID policy as the control variables 
in the Logit regression. Three sets of control variables are considered: a. characteristics of the 
enterprise, Age and Poe; b. the sugar production of enterprise and its square, Spro and Spro×
Spro; c. the indicators of the production process, Sr and Reuse. As shown in Eq.(2), the subscript 
i refers to the various sugar enterprises; p(Xi) is the propensity score of enterprise i being 
regulated; dummy variable D equals 1 if the enterprise i is regulated by the MEID policy (i.e., 
national key monitored sugar enterprises), otherwise 0; the vector  represents the above 
covariates.  

( ) = ( = 1| ) = exp ( )
1 + exp ( )                                     (2) 

Secondly, we use the PSM matching method to match each regulated enterprise to one or 
more unregulated ones with the statistically identical propensity score. To avoid that a regulated 
enterprise in the year i is matched to an unregulated enterprise in other years excepting i, we 
conduct PSM matching for each year to find a match among the control group for the treatment 
group in the same year. Besides, given the statement that the covariates should be time-invariant 
or fixed before the enterprise being treated by the policy (Caliendo and Kopeinig 2008), thus 
we replace the actual Xi between 2014 and 2016 with the mean Xi from 2011 to 2013, and the 
Xi between 2008 and 2013 remains its actual value.  

Finally, we get a pair of matched groups with statistically similar Xi. 
The Dynamic Impact of the MEID Policy      

Common trend assumption is a necessary precondition to conduct a DID model. Except 
for the descriptive figure of common trend (Fig.1), we also do an ex-post evaluation of common 
trend using a dynamic model. Hence, we introduce a group of interaction terms that are the 
product of Treat and corresponding year dummy variables (i.e., Treat*Time2011, Treat*Time2012, 
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Treat*Time2013, Treat*Time2014, Treat*Time2015 and Treat*Time2016) to replace the previous term 
Treat*Time. Among these time dummy variables, Time2011 of value 1 refers to the years in and 
before 2011, whereas the other time dummy variables of value 1 correspond to the years in 
subscript, respectively. We set 2011 as the base year, thus Treat*Time2011 should be omitted 
from regression to avoid the multicollinearity of the dummy variable trap. The dynamic model 
is as follows: 

= + ∑ ( × ) + ( ) +  +  +     (3) 
where the subscript t refers to time variables; the subscript i refers to various sugar 

enterprises; the dependent variable  refers to economic (i.e., Ros) or environmental 
performance (i.e., Wwt, Codt, Bodt, and Sst); the matrix-vector Controls is the same as the 
previous. Besides, the  represent enterprise-level fixed effects; the  represents year-level 
fixed effects; the  represents the stochastic disturbance term. A group of s, our most 
concerned coefficients, represent the changes in the value of the dependent variable relative to 
that in the base year after MEID policy. To save space, we only present the common trend figure 
of Ros and Wwt (see Fig.3), and the estimates of the other three pollutant emissions are shown 
in Table 9. 

Fig.3 shows that there is no statistically significant difference in Ros and Wwt between 
the pre-implementation years and base year, which confirms the common trend before DID 
model setting. Regarding post-implementation years, Fig.3a shows Ros hasn’t statistically 
changed compared with the base year, which indicates that the MEID policy hasn’t significantly 
affected Ros. Whereas all confidence intervals of Wwt are statistically away from the 0-level 
line in Fig.3b, which indicates that the MEID policy has a significant negative impact on Wwt. 
Besides, Table 9 presents the dynamic trend of Codt, Bodt, and Sst. The insignificance of 
estimates on Treat*Timei (i<2014) indicates that the common trend is tested true. And the 
treated sugar enterprises experience a significant decrease in Codt, Bodt, and Sst after the MEID 
policy. These results also confirm the previous results that the MEID policy has a significant 
impact on pollution emission while no impact on Ros. 

Specially, we also conclude the dynamic change trend of the impact from the MEID policy. 
Wwt experiences a significant decrease starting from 2014, Codt and Bodt experience a 
significant decrease starting from 2015, and Sst begins to decrease in 2016 that is the third 
implementation year. The MEID policy has different abatement effects on four pollutant 
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emissions’ reduction, almost all of which change from less to more, and from insignificant to 
significant over time.  
Enterprise Heterogeneity in the Impacts of the MEID Policy   

The previous analysis shows that the MEID policy has a significant environmental effect 
and an insignificant economic effect on sugar enterprises. This section explores the different 
responses to the MEID policy across sugar enterprises with different individual characteristics. 
We choose enterprise size and ownership, and divide the whole sample into two ownership 
subsamples: the private-owned enterprises (POEs) and the state-owned enterprises (SOEs); or 
two size subsamples: the larger and the smaller groups. Some researchers suggest that the larger 
enterprises’ greater visibility in their local communities makes them more sensitive to the public 
pressure resulted from information disclosure, and makes them under even greater social 
attention and scrutiny, thereby triggers improved responsiveness towards pollution and more 
abatement effort (Liu and Anbumozhi 2009; López-Gamero et al. 2010; Doshi et al. 2013). 
Regarding ownership, on the one hand, the SOEs are more willing to disclose more 
environmental information and invest more in environmental protection for a better political 
reputation and a greener image, eventually achieving executives’ promotion. On the other hand, 
compared to the POEs, the investment of the SOEs in environmental protection is less efficient 
due to the existence of agency problems and the heavy burden of social responsibility required 
by local government (Kuo et al. 2012; Cheng et al. 2017; Chen et al. 2018). Therefore, 
heterogeneous responses of enterprises to environmental regulation might lead to various net 
effects from the policy. The core issue concerned in this section is whether the effect of the 
MEID policy on sugar enterprises’ performance varies across size and ownership.    

Two types of models are constructed for heterogeneity analysis. The first model is a 
Difference in Difference in Difference (DDD) model based on PSM. The DDD model is an 
advanced DID model through adding a dummy variable (either Size or Soe) and corresponding 
interaction terms of the new dummy variable and three DID dummy terms (i.e., , , 
and × ). Hence, we get the PSM-DDD regression model shown in Eq.(4). The 
second model is a PSM-DID model same as the previous models. We apply to two size 
categories separately: the larger (Size=1) and the smaller (Size=0) groups; and also apply to 
two ownership categories separately: POEs (Poe=1) and SOEs (Poe=0).  
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= + ( ) + ( ) + ( ) + ( × ) + ( × ) +
( × ) + ( × × ) + ( ) +            (4)                 

Where dependent variable Y refers to sugar enterprises’ economic performance (i.e., Ros) 
or environmental performance (i.e., Wwt, Codt, Bodt, and Sst); the dummy variable D refers to 
category dummy variable (i.e., either Size or Soe); the control variables refer to Size, Poe, Reuse, 
and Sr for the economic dependent variable, and Size, Poe, Power, Coal, Freshw, and Sr for 
environmental dependent variables. Here are brief explanations for heterogeneity coefficients, 
taking an example of Poe. The coefficient 4 captures the net effect of the MEID policy on the 
SOEs (Poe=0), and the sum of 4 and 7 (i.e., 4+7) captures the net effect of the MEID policy 
on the POEs (Poe=1). Thus, the coefficient 7 on × ×  reflects the change in 
the dependent variable among the sugar POEs relative to the sugar SOEs after the MEID policy, 
and it is what we are most concerned with. Besides, coefficients on other interaction terms like 
5 and 6 are of no real significance.  

We still control for the enterprise and year fixed effect to capture more specific individual 
information, thus omitting four terms, Timeit, Treatit, TimeitDit and TreatitDit to avoid 
multicollinearity. Table 11 presents all estimates of the heterogeneity effect of the MEID policy 
on economic performance (i.e., Ros). All coefficients on × ×  and ×

×  in M1 are insignificant. We could only infer that the larger and the SOEs are 
more likely to get a promotion of return driven by the MEID policy. Also, all coefficients on 
Treat*Time in M2 and M3 are insignificant, while only the coefficient for the smaller 
enterprises is negative though insignificant as well. That reflects that the MEID policy might 
have a potentially damaging effect on the profitability of the smaller group.  

Table 12 presents the estimates of the heterogeneity effect of the MEID policy on 
environmental performance, including Panel A of size heterogeneity and Panel B of ownership 
heterogeneity. The DDD estimates on Treat*Time*Size in the M1s indicate that the larger 
enterprises reduce more pollution after the MEID policy than the smaller ones. Especially in 
the early-stage start-up period of the policy, the relatively low marginal cost of pollution 
treatment gives the larger sugar enterprises a significant advantage of technology innovation 
over the smaller ones under the pressure from complying with regulation. And the more the 
enterprises reduce the pollution emissions, the greener image and more community support they 
will get.  
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Regarding the ownership heterogeneity in Panel B, the POEs and the SOEs both derive a 
significant reduction in Wwt from the MEID policy, but apparently, the effect on the SOEs is 
stronger than the POEs. As for other pollutants, the MEID policy seems likely to produce a 
more powerful abatement effect on the POEs than the SOEs, though almost estimates are 
insignificant. Furthermore, it is interesting that the effort devoted by the SOEs in reducing 
wastewater seems to be much more effective than the POEs, while the POEs perform better in 
dealing with the emission-reducing issue of other pollutants. A possible reason is that 
wastewater is easier to be seen through our eyes or be observed through other senses, while the 
other pollutants are hard to be observed by community residents through any senses. Therefore, 
the SOEs tend to bolster their green image by reducing the emission of a pollutant that is visible 
to community members, hence the MEID policy seems to have a much greater effect on the 
POEs than the SOEs.     

To sum up, the MEID policy might boost the more rapid economic growth of the larger 
and the SOEs than the other enterprises. Furthermore, it should be noted that the MEID policy 
also has a trend of slowing the economic growth in smaller enterprises. As for environmental 
performance, the larger enterprises reduce much more pollution than the smaller ones, and the 
POEs do better than the SOEs in emission-reducing of pollutants except for wastewater.  
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4 Figures and Tables 

 
Fig.1 The trend of economic and environmental output 

 

Fig. 2 The kernel density of sugar enterprise’s propensity score 
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 Fig. 3a common trend of Ros        Fig. 3b common trend of Wwt                    

Fig. 3 The common trend test for dependent variables Ros and Wwt. Notes: the vertical line aims to distinguish the pre-
implementation period (before 2014) and the post-implementation period (2014 and after).   
Table 2 Logit regression on the treatment decision (2008) 
Independent variables Coefficients Standard error 
Poe 0.761  0.844 
Age -0.001  0.041 
Spro 0.670*** 0.186 
Spro×Spro -0.015*** 0.005 
Sr -0.303*** 0.144 
Reuse -0.050*** 0.029 
All estimated coefficients come from the Logit regression using one-year data. Here, we show the estimates of 2008 as an 
example. 
The dependent variable, a dummy variable, refers to whether to be treated by the MEID policy after controlling for the bias 
from these independent variables.  
The superscripts ∗, ∗∗, ∗∗∗ indicate significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels (two-tailed), respectively. 
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Table 3 Covariates' balance test of PSM 

Covar
iates 

Matching 
status 

      2008             2009            2010             2011              2012           2013           2014           2015           2016      
Standardized 

bias (%) 
t-

value 
Standardized 

bias (%) 
t-

value 
Standardized 

bias (%) 
t-

value 
Standardized 

bias (%) 
t-

value 
Standardized 

bias (%) 
t-

value 
Standardized 

bias (%) 
t-

value 
Standardized 

bias (%) 
t-

value 
Standardized 

bias (%) 
t-

value 
Standardized 

bias (%) 
t-

value 
Poe Unmatch

ed -33.70 -1.46 -15.20 -0.66 -14.40 -0.64 -14.40 -0.64 -20.40 -0.92 -20.40 -0.92 -27.10 -1.23 -4.80 -0.21 -1.20 -0.05 
  Matched 25.90 0.76 42.90 1.39 5.90 0.20 -2.10 -0.07 27.90 0.92 -21.20 -0.66 8.80 0.30 -23.10 -0.76 -4.30 -0.14 
Age Unmatch

ed 14.00 0.58 10.00 0.42 4.00 0.17 4.00 0.17 1.60 0.07 1.60 0.07 1.60 0.07 -2.70 -0.12 -2.70 -0.12 
  Matched 37.10 1.15 -3.90 -0.15 1.00 0.04 11.70 0.44 19.00 0.72 18.40 0.65 25.20 1.03 13.90 0.51 12.20 0.46 
Spro Unmatch

ed 129.60 5.88*
** 120.10 5.66*

** 100.10 4.87*
** 95.60 4.63*

** 106.50 5.13*
** 109.90 5.29*

** 105.00 5.09*
** 100.10 4.72*

** 98.60 4.66*
** 

  Matched 9.30 0.28 13.80 0.44 -11.00 -0.38 6.80 0.20 -2.40 -0.08 -4.90 -0.16 18.60 0.62 23.10 0.81 10.00 0.35 
Spro*
Spro 

Unmatch
ed 94.10 4.62*

** 89.70 4.52*
** 82.00 4.19*

** 76.60 3.91*
** 91.50 4.64*

** 91.40 4.68*
** 87.40 4.48*

** 84.60 4.18*
** 84.10 4.16*

** 
  Matched 7.80 0.26 26.30 0.83 -15.80 -0.67 15.40 0.45 -5.80 -0.21 -11.90 -0.45 14.10 0.50 15.60 0.66 2.80 0.11 
Sr Unmatch

ed -26.70 -1.22 -28.40 -1.26 -19.60 -0.88 -46.90 
-
2.36*
* 

-33.80 -
1.66* -49.00 

-
2.62*
** 

-47.90 
-
2.50*
* 

-49.90 
-
2.53*
* 

-50.90 
-
2.58*
* 

  Matched -36.10 -1.17 38.00 1.29 17.20 0.46 -6.90 -0.33 12.10 0.54 -7.00 -0.55 16.50 0.87 10.40 0.51 10.40 0.53 
Reuse Unmatch

ed -7.70 -0.31 -4.20 -0.18 -22.60 -1.05 -28.60 -1.38 -17.10 -0.82 -2.00 -0.09 -16.50 -0.80 -24.10 -1.15 -23.40 -1.12 
  Matched 78.50 1.52 -17.70 -0.82 -18.00 -0.71 -11.00 -0.47 -0.60 -0.02 -15.60 -0.53 19.60 0.71 33.60 1.46 9.50 0.37 
                      
Joint 
test  N LR χ2N LR χ2N LR χ2N LR χ2N LR χ2N LR χ2N LR χ2N LR χ2N LR χ2

  Unmatch
ed 9 38.30

*** 3 30.07
*** 3 23.65

*** 6 28.62
*** 16 27.94

*** 13 35.72
*** 24 31.38

*** 8 29.69
*** 7 29.42

*** 
  Matched 74 6.97 81 4.73 84 2.43 81 1.43 74 2.58 77 3.08 66 2.63 77 3.18 78 1.56 
The absolute standardized difference in percent is represented by the ratio of the mean difference and the average standard deviation.  
The superscripts ∗, ∗∗, ∗∗∗ indicate significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% significance levels, respectively. 
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Table 4 Descriptive statistics of enterprise-level variables 
Variables Whole sample  PSM sample 

N Mean SD Min Med Max  N Mean SD Min Med Max 
Treat 781 0.334 0.472 0.000 0.000 1.000 692 0.293 0.456 0.000 0.000 1.000
Ros 781 0.064 0.182 -0.925 0.084 0.514 692 0.067 0.181 -0.925 0.083 0.514
Wwt 781 41.927 53.406 0.235 25.989 561.897 692 36.249 37.112 0.235 25.082 431.967
Codt 781 17.398 26.740 0.122 9.619 349.687 692 15.461 21.964 0.122 9.143 349.687
Bodt 781 6.315 12.356 0.015 2.240 164.559 692 5.955 11.544 0.015 2.223 164.559
Sst 781 9.253 13.693 0.031 5.005 164.559 692 8.662 12.555 0.031 4.895 164.559
Ww 781 0.650 0.468 0.010 0.560 4.470 692 0.636 0.440 0.010 0.550 4.470
Cod 781 0.032 0.043 0.000 0.020 0.550 692 0.032 0.044 0.000 0.020 0.550
Bod 781 0.012 0.025 0.000 0.005 0.350 692 0.012 0.024 0.000 0.005 0.350
Ss 781 0.017 0.019 0.000 0.010 0.200 692 0.017 0.019 0.000 0.010 0.200
Poe 781 0.620 0.486 0.000 1.000 1.000 692 0.632 0.483 0.000 1.000 1.000
Size 781 0.356 0.479 0.000 0.000 1.000 692 0.321 0.467 0.000 0.000 1.000
Age 781 13.676 8.653 2.000 12.000 66.000 692 13.434 8.347 2.000 12.000 66.000
Spro 781 7.701 6.182 0.146 5.679 34.512 692 7.047 5.383 0.146 5.486 32.908
Sr 781 98.517 1.992 81.730 99.100 100.000 692 98.618 1.731 81.730 99.100 100.000
Reuse 781 94.916 6.001 48.160 96.500 100.000 692 95.085 5.748 48.160 96.515 100.000
Power 781 34.215 10.358 22.970 33.740 296.950 692 34.249 10.900 22.970 33.760 296.950
Coal 781 4.809 0.801 1.960 4.720 14.780 692 4.827 0.826 1.960 4.735 14.780
Freshw 781 0.572 0.544 0.010 0.410 5.770 692 0.563 0.523 0.010 0.410 5.770
This statistics information includes the number of firm-years observations (N), mean, standard deviation (SD), minimum (Min), median (Med), maximum (Max) of all variables used in this 
paper.  
This table presents the summary statistic of original and matched data used in the subsequent empirical analysis. 
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Table 6 Robustness check results of the effect of the MEID policy on emissions of wastewater (Wwt), COD (Codt), BOD (Bodt), and SS (Sst) 
Independent variables Wwt    Codt    Bodt    Sst   

M1 M2 M3  M1 M2 M3  M1 M2 M3  M1 M2 M3 
Treat*Time11 -7.7294    -6.0717    -2.3667    -1.7132   
 (5.8264)    (4.7789)    (2.3217)    (2.5208)   
Treat*Time  -11.7550** -13.2120**   -3.5640 -8.2713***   -2.2342*** -3.0746**   -3.0187* -3.5113* 
  (4.5881) (5.8757)   (2.2468) (3.1192)   (0.8005) (1.2478)   (1.5469) (1.8136) 
                
Controls Yes Yes Yes  Yes Yes Yes  Yes Yes Yes  Yes Yes Yes 
Fixed effects Firm, year Firm, year Firm, year  Firm, year Firm, year Firm, year  Firm, year Firm, year Firm, year  Firm, year Firm, year Firm, year 
                
N observations 471 453 626  471 453 626  471 453 626  471 453 626 
N clusters 88 86 88  88 86 88  88 86 88  88 86 88 
R-squared 0.2099 0.3771 0.3075  0.1820 0.3180 0.2452  0.1661 0.2822 0.2030  0.0760 0.1590 0.1431 
F-test 3.9762 11.6334 6.8422  3.4099 10.6363 9.3194  3.9755 6.7880 9.0414  2.1281 10.3184 6.8032 
(p-value) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000  0.0000 0.0000 0.0000  0.0000 0.0000 0.0000  0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
M1 refers to DID regression adopting 2011 as a pseudo implementation year. M2 refers to DID regression using the data from 2011 to 2016. M3 refers to DID regression using the data 
excluding data in 2014.  
The superscripts ∗, ∗∗, ∗∗∗ indicate significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels (two-tailed), respectively.  
Robust standard errors clustered by the enterprise are reported in parentheses. 
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Table 8 Robustness check results of the effect of the MEID policy on Ros 
Independent variables Gpm_psm Gpm Mp_psm Mp Return_psm Return 

M1 M2 M1 M2 M1 M2 
Treat*Time 0.0111 0.0228 -0.0016 0.0075 -1,525.7550* -1,377.1318 
 (0.0273) (0.0225) (0.0219) (0.0183) (820.4945) (869.5947) 
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Fixed effects Firm, year Firm, year Firm, year Firm, year Firm, year Firm, year 
       
N observations 692 781 692 781 692 781 
N clusters 88 90 88 90 88 90 
R-squared 0.4627 0.4727 0.5657 0.5756 0.4795 0.4370 
F-test 55.7989 60.7904 59.2234 64.7165 13.9007 10.9245 
(p-value) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
The superscripts ∗, ∗∗, ∗∗∗ indicate significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels (two-tailed), respectively.  
Robust standard errors clustered by the enterprise are reported in parentheses. 
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Table 9 Regression results for dynamic effects on emissions of COD (Codt), BOD (Bodt), and SS (Sst) 
Independent variables Codt Bodt Sst 
Treat*Time2012 -2.0593 -0.4392 -3.0118 
 (5.1001) (2.0200) (4.0017) 
Treat*Time2013 -2.0656 -0.5509 0.2713 
 (4.3299) (1.8244) (3.0283) 
Treat*Time2014 -2.3576 -1.9488 -2.0232 
 (4.3839) (2.0116) (2.5667) 
Treat*Time2015 -8.3800* -2.9826* -3.5195 
 (4.3055) (1.7533) (2.3769) 
Treat*Time2016 -8.9339** -3.9136** -4.2952*  (4.2375) (1.7956) (2.2867) 
    
Controls Yes Yes Yes 
Fixed effects Firm, year Firm, year Firm, year 
    
N observations 692 692 692 
N clusters 88 88 88 
R-squared 0.2483 0.2109 0.1464 
F-test 9.3281 6.8358 5.4760 
(p-value) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
Treat*Time2011 is dropped as a base interaction variable covering the data in and before 2011. 
The superscripts ∗, ∗∗, ∗∗∗ indicate significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels (two-tailed), respectively. 
Robust standard errors clustered by the enterprise are reported in parentheses. 
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Table 11 Regression results for heterogeneity of effects across size and ownership on Return on Sales (Ros) 
Independent variables Size    Ownership   

M1 
Whole sample 

M2 
The larger group 

M3 
The smaller group 

 M1 
Whole sample 

M2 
The POE group 

M3 
The SOE group 

        
Treat*Time -0.0343 0.0038 -0.0412  0.0026 0.0199 0.0488  (0.0534) (0.0213) (0.0554)  (0.0571) (0.0335) (0.0473) 
Size 0.0016    0.0141 0.0041 0.0659* 
 (0.0246)    (0.0241) (0.0297) (0.0372) 
Poe 0.0305 -0.0172 0.0495  0.0386   
 (0.0367) (0.0202) (0.0463)  (0.0371)   
Treat*Time*Size 0.0780        (0.0500)       
Treat*Time*Poe     -0.0043        (0.0548)   
        
Controls Yes Yes Yes  Yes Yes Yes 
Fixed effects Firm, year Firm, year Firm, year  Firm, year Firm, year Firm, year 
        
N observations 692 222 470  692 437 255 
N clusters 88 44 70  88 62 45 
R-squared 0.4665 0.7276 0.4561  0.4620 0.5327 0.4576 
F-test 52.2424 54.0694 39.9917  59.7392 55.8767 36.4066 
(p-value) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000  0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
M1 adopts the DDD model using the full-size sample after matching (N=692); M2 and M3 both use DID model, where the number of the larger and smaller observations is 222 and 470 
respectively, and the number of the private-owned enterprises (POEs) and non-private-owned enterprises (SOEs) is 437 and 255 respectively. 
The superscripts ∗, ∗∗, ∗∗∗ indicate significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels (two-tailed), respectively. Robust standard errors clustered by the enterprise are reported in parentheses. 
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Table 12 Panel A. Regression results for size heterogeneity of effects on emissions of wastewater (Wwt), COD (Codt), BOD (Bodt), and SS (Sst) 
Independent variables Wwt    Codt    Bodt    Sst   

M1 M2 M3  M1 M2 M3  M1 M2 M3  M1 M2 M3 
Treat*Time -1.6454 -15.8205 1.9962  -1.0786 -1.4380 -2.0615  -1.5768 0.6877 -2.2685  -0.6644 0.1074 -1.1508 
 (4.0977) (10.2929) (2.5481)  (2.9284) (8.2821) (2.7781)  (1.3712) (4.0458) (1.4386)  (1.5188) (5.1383) (1.4567) 
Size 11.2185***    5.1099**    2.2007**    0.3327   
 (3.2344)    (2.1502)    (0.9367)    (1.7953)   
Treat*Time*Size -25.5871***    -11.0534***    -2.7891*    -4.8712*   
 (7.4024)    (4.0962)    (1.6598)    (2.9174)   
                
Controls Yes Yes Yes  Yes Yes Yes  Yes Yes Yes  Yes Yes Yes 
Fixed effects Firm,  

year 
Firm,  
year 

Firm,  
year  Firm,  

year 
Firm,  
year 

Firm,  
year  Firm, year Firm, year Firm, year  Firm,  

year 
Firm,  
year 

Firm, year 
                
N observations 692 222 470  692 222 470  692 222 470  692 222 470 
N clusters 88 44 70  88 44 70  88 44 70  88 44 70 
R-squared 0.3298 0.5674 0.3466  0.2517 0.4462 0.3274  0.2117 0.3453 0.2560  0.1476 0.3102 0.1392 
F-test 10.5988 88.8555 9.9535  12.9716 87.3915 7.8414  7.8669 8.7818 3.9170  7.2139 3.5251 10.3198 
(p-value) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000  0.0000 0.0000 0.0000  0.0000 0.0000 0.0000  0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
M1 adopts the DDD model using the full-size sample after matching (N=692); M2 and M3 adopt DID method and use the sub-sample of larger enterprises (N=222) and smaller enterprises 
(N=470) respectively.  
The superscripts ∗, ∗∗, ∗∗∗ indicate significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels (two-tailed), respectively.  
Robust standard errors clustered by the enterprise are reported in parentheses. 
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Table 12 Panel B. Regression results for ownership heterogeneity of effects on emissions of wastewater (Wwt), COD (Codt), BOD (Bodt), and SS (Sst) 
Independent variables Wwt    Codt    Bodt    Sst   

M1 M2 M3  M1 M2 M3  M1 M2 M3  M1 M2 M3 
Treat*Time -15.6869** -12.1999* -20.7601**  -6.1864 -5.5223 -6.0816  -2.8763** -3.0945* -1.7338  -1.0706 -5.1987** 0.8943 
 (6.9237) (7.1580) (8.2749)  (4.0085) (3.8961) (4.8731)  (1.4343) (1.6765) (2.2926)  (1.8479) (2.5108) (2.5038) 
Poe -0.6441    7.0182    -0.2594    1.5999   
 (4.8879)    (4.8180)    (1.7315)    (2.1938)   
Treat*Time*Poe 5.2841    0.4764    0.1403    -3.2682   
 (9.2642)    (4.9985)    (1.7887)    (2.8044)   
                
Controls Yes Yes Yes  Yes Yes Yes  Yes Yes Yes  Yes Yes Yes 
Fixed effects Firm,  

year 
Firm,  
year 

Firm,  
year  Firm,  

year 
Firm,  
year 

Firm,  
year  Firm,  

year 
Firm,  
year 

Firm, year  Firm,  
year 

Firm,  
year 

Firm, year 
                
N observations 692 437 255  692 437 255  692 437 255  692 437 255 
N clusters 88 62 45  88 62 45  88 62 45  88 62 45 
R-squared 0.3105 0.2610 0.4399  0.2463 0.2161 0.2812  0.2102 0.1976 0.2585  0.1458 0.1764 0.1001 
F-test 9.2803 4.8618 9.5042  11.0146 5.7609 25.1615  8.0822 4.3962 11.8825  6.5739 4.6541 6.8431 
(p-value) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000  0.0000 0.0000 0.0000  0.0000 0.0000 0.0000  0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
M1 adopts the DDD model using the full-size sample after matching (N=692); M2 and M3 adopt DID method and use the sub-sample of private-owned enterprises (POEs, N=437) and non-
private-owned enterprises (SOEs, N=255) respectively.  
The superscripts ∗, ∗∗, ∗∗∗ indicate significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels (two-tailed), respectively.  
Robust standard errors clustered by the enterprise are reported in parentheses. 
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Abstract 

The Government of India has shown steady rise in agricultural subsidy over the last four 

decades, which is also accompanied by substantial rise in production due to higher capacity 

utilization of existing units or by creation of new capacities. The rise in subsidy outgo for 

inputs has matched with significant increase in indigenous production of fertilizer and 

stimulation of fertilizer consumption. Nevertheless, the increased use of fertilizer in India is 

accompanied by disproportionate use of indigenously produced urea since other fertilizers are 

mainly imported. This has also led to reduced public investment in agriculture on account of 

erosion of investable resources and wasteful use of scarce resources like water and power, 

apart from causing other harmful effects like intensive use of inputs leading to reduced 

productivity of inputs, reduced employment elasticity of output substitution of capital for 

labour, and lowering of water table. Although the major beneficiaries of fertilizer subsidy are 

the large farmers who mainly cultivate water-intensive crops, the issue of concern is the real 

beneficiary fertilizer subsidy since the benefit goes to both fertilizer industry as well as 

farmers. Another issue is the delivery of fertilizer subsidy, which should be directly given to 

the farmers and not through priority allocation of natural gas to fertilizer units. The concept of 

DBT system in fertilizers introduced by the Government in October 2016 and the formulation 

of policy relating to implementation of Direct Cash Transfer of fertilizer subsidy to farmers 

are yet to fully mature. Apart from input, the Government continues to extend large amounts 

of food subsidy, which is already well known for administrative inefficiency, corruption and 

wastage. It is found that the outreach of food subsidy in India has been highly inadequate and 

concentrated more in the relatively developed and less poverty states than vice versa. 

Keywords: Agriculture, Subsidy, Policy, India 

JEL Classification: C82, E64, H53, O21, Q18 

Rationale 

Although agricultural subsidy meant government financial support paid to farmers and 

agribusiness to supplement their income, manage the supply of agricultural commodities and 

influence the cost and supply of such commodities, too much dependence on these subsidies 

have threatened the long term sustainability of the agricultural sector and the health of the 
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country’s economy. It is believed that input subsidies are the most expensive aspect of India’s 

food and agricultural policy regime, requiring a steadily larger budget share (Grosssman and 

Carlson, 2011). Input subsidies chiefly encompass subsidies for fertilizer, irrigation water and 

electricity/ power used for irrigation, and other agricultural purposes.  

The course of time has also seen input subsidies to include seeds, herbicides and 

pesticides, apart from loans on concessional rates of interest provided by commercial banks, 

cooperative banks and regional rural banks. The Government expenditure on input subsidies 

has been rapidly increasing over the lat few decades. In case of fertilizer, the Government 

expenditure on subsidy as proportion of GDP has increased from 0.23 per cent in the early 

1980s to 0.93 per cent in 1989-90 and further to 1.50 per cent in 2011-12 with their 

concentration in states like Uttar Pradesh, Andhra Pradesh, Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh and 

Punjab (GOI, 2004 and Arora, 2013). These states cultivate heavily subsidized crops like rice, 

wheat, sugarcane and cotton. The major beneficiaries of fertilizer subsidies are small and 

marginal farmers. Therefore, any reduction in these subsidies may adversely affect them as 

they seldom receive any benefit from price support programme (Arora, 2013). However, it 

has been argued that input subsidies often lead to reduced public investment in agriculture on 

account of erosion of investable resources and wasteful use of scarce resources like water and 

power, apart from causing other harmful effects like intensive use of inputs leading to reduced 

productivity of inputs, reduced employment elasticity of output through the substitution of 

capital for labour, and lowering of water table (Gulati, 2003).     

 There are spate studies that have evaluated positive as well as negative aspects of 

agricultural subsidies in India. The study conducted by Sharma (1982) showed a positive 

affect of agricultural subsidies on national income and agricultural production during the 

period between 1970-71 and 1981-82. Another study carried out by Gupta (1984) showed a 

faster rate of increase in agricultural subsidies between 1970-71 and 1982-83 with large inter-

state disparity. On the other hand, Gulati (2007) favoured reduction in subsidies for fertilizer, 

irrigation, power and credit, and a rise in investments in agricultural research and 

development, rural, infrastructure and education, especially with a view to achieve long-term 

growth in agricultural production. Similarly, Arora (2013) emphasized upon the need to raise 

subsidies on investment categories, and make the subsidies transparent, targeted, and short-

term in nature, especially in view of the fact that only 30 per cent subsidies go to marginal, 

small, and medium farmers. The studies carried out in the past either favoured agricultural 

subsidies or were critical about harmful effects of such subsidies. In the light of this 

background, the present study attempts to address various issues relating to agricultural 

subsidy in India with focus on their distribution pattern, beneficiaries, pros and cons, and 

other contentious issues.  
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Objectives 

The major objectives of this study are to: (a) assess the favourable and harmful effects of 

agricultural subsidies in India, (b) distribution pattern of agricultural subsidies, and (c) 

identification of beneficiaries and other contentious issues for policy implications. 

Methodology 

The study is based on time series data collected on various performance indicators 

related to agricultural subsidies in India with focus on food and input subsidies, distributional 

pattern of fertilizer subsidy across States of India over time, identifying major beneficiary 

States, economic costs of major crops, their carrying costs, the changing pattern of India’s 

position in terms of producer support for agriculture sector as against other developed nations. 

The data and relevant information have been collected from various official records and 

secondary sources, viz.  ‘Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers’ Welfare, Government of India 

(GOI)’, ‘Ministry of Finance, Government of India’ ‘Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas, 

Government of India’, ‘Economic Survey of India, Various Issues’, ‘Ministry of Consumer 

Affairs, Food and Public Distribution, GOI’, etc. The estimates have also been drawn from 

various reports and data sources of ‘The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 

Development (OECD)’, France, particularly estimates on producer support and consumer 

support (PSE/CSE).   

Key Findings 

In India, poorly developed market infrastructure and institutions coupled with 

smallholder dominated agriculture have led government interventions to achieve twin 

objectives of self sufficiency and low food prices for consumers. In order to safeguard 

interests of both farmers and consumers, India not only subsidizes inputs but also output. 

Producer Support for Agriculture 

 The OECD has defined producer support as an indicator of the annual monetary value of 

gross transfers from consumers and taxpayers to agricultural producers, measured at the farm 

gate level, arising from policy measures that support agriculture, regardless of their nature, 

objectives or impacts on farm production or income (OECD, 2002 p. 59). A policy of 

producer support encompasses several measures viz. an increased output price, a reduced 

input price or cost share for fixed capital, a direct payment, a revenue foregone by 

government, a reimbursement of a tax or charge or a gratuitous service in kind to individual 

farmers, etc. (OECD, 2008). Support for farm product prices, or direct payments based on 

agricultural production or agricultural area is producer-specific support. Similarly, a payment 

reducing the price of fertilizer or pesticide for application on farm land, or a payment 

compensating for yield loss as a result of practicing organic farming is agricultural and 
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producer specific support. The producer support for agriculture has varied significantly across 

countries. While countries like India and Turkey are seen to be beset with rise in their 

producer support to agriculture over the last two decades, other countries like Republic of 

Korea, Switzerland, Canada, USA, Japan and European Union countries have shown either 

decline in their producer support to agriculture or a fluctuation in the same during this period. 

India has shown more than seven folds rise in her agricultural subsidy during the last two and 

a half decades, which increased from US $ 3,812 million in 1990 to US $ 30,518 million in 

2008 and further to US $ 32,096 million in 2015 (Table 1).  

Although India has shown rapid increase in her agricultural subsidy during the past two 

and a half decades, the magnitude of agricultural subsidy is still lower than EU and Japan. 

The value of agricultural subsidy in EU was estimated at US $ 1,05,112 million in 1990, 

which increased to US $ 1,01,365 million in 2010 with a decline in the same to US $ 89,987 

million in 2015. Similarly, the farm subsidy in Japan increased from US $ 42,703 million in 

1990 to US $ 52,888 million in 2010 with a decline in the same to US $ 33,509. Further, the 

estimates presented in Table 1 also show highest per capita farm subsidy in Switzerland and 

lowest in India. India is also noticed to be better placed in terms of per hectare subsidy. The 

subsidy on per hectare basis is noticed to be the lowest in USA and highest in Switzerland. 

India is only next to USA in terms of subsidy on per hectare basis.  

Central Government Subsidies 

India subsidizes agricultural inputs with a view to keep farm costs low and high 

production volume. The fertilizer companies sell fertilizer to farmers at prices lower than the 

market prices. The difference between selling price and market price constitutes the element 

of subsidy paid by the Government. On the other hand, the Government supplies irrigation 

water and electricity to farmers at prices, which are below the cost of production. The 

effective subsidy to farmers turns out to be 40-75 per cent of the market price in case of 

fertilizer and 70-90 per cent of cost of production for irrigation and electricity (Grosssman 

and Carlson, 2011). It is to be noted that the cost of India’s agricultural input subsidy as a 

share of agricultural output has almost doubled from 6.0 per cent in 2003-04 to 11.6 per cent 

in 2009-10 with large increase in subsidies for fertilizer and electricity (Jones, 2013). The 

estimates relating to agricultural subsidies in India encompassing the period between 1980-81 

and 2016-17 are brought out in Table 2. 

India has shown phenomenal rise in both food and agricultural input subsidies during the 

last three and a half decades. While food subsidy in India has grown more than 150 folds 

during the period between 1980-81 and 2015-16, the rise in input subsidy is about 60 folds 

during this period. The food subsidy in India increased from US $ 87 million in 1980-81 to 

US $ 1919 million in 2000-01 and further to US $ 18714 million in 2015-16. On the other 

hand, the subsidy on agricultural inputs increased from US $ 165 million in 1980-81 to US 
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$ 17149 million in 2008-09 with a decline in the same to US $ 9720 million in 2015-16. 

Among various inputs, the subsidy on fertilizer has grown much faster, especially in the 

decade of 2000s. Although subsidies on various agricultural inputs in India have been 

growing rapidly in more recent times, it is believed that these subsidies have caused adverse 

effect in the form of over utilization of inputs, which led to soil degradation, soil nutrient 

imbalance, environmental harm, and groundwater depletion. Consequently, these problems 

have caused decreased effectiveness of inputs.  

It is to be noted that agricultural input subsidies are one of the most common subsidies 

practiced as policy instruments in the agricultural sector in order to lower the prices that 

farmers pay for their inputs below their market prices. Agricultural input subsidies are 

provided to achieve multi-pronged goals viz. (i) improving the affordability and accessibility 

of agricultural inputs for smallholder farmers, (ii) developing the input‐supply distribution 

system, (iii) sensitizing farmers to the use of inputs where it may potentially be profitable, (iv) 

providing social protection for vulnerable groups by increasing productivity and access to 

food, (v) restoring soil fertility and improve soil fertility management practices, and (vi) 

reducing social costs due to rural‐urban income disparities, with broader goals of raising 

agricultural production and food security (Hiroyuki and Lee, 2012). In general, the input 

subsidy programme is formulated and implemented to address issues like boosting food 

production through increased use of inputs, reducing poverty among smallholders through 

reduced costs of inputs, developing a private input‐supply network, improving soil nutrients, 

etc.    

There has been increase in amount of subsidy in India in recent times on account of three 

reasons viz. (i) explicit inclusion of off-budget subsidies in the petroleum sector in the Central 

Government’s budget from 2002-03, (ii) rise in the share of explicit subsidies, and (iii) rise in 

input costs in the face of low recovery rate, i.e. while input costs have gone up, recovery rates 

have not gone up commensurately. It is to be noted that only a part of the Central Government 

subsidies is clearly visible in the Government’s budget document. Such explicit subsidies, 

mainly on food, fertilizer and petroleum, accounted for about 38 per cent of total Government 

subsidies, including those ‘hidden’ in the provision of social and economic services (GOI, 

2004). 

Interestingly, before 2002-03, the subsidy on food and fertilizer together accounted for 

more than 95 percent share in total Government subsidies in India. However, this trend was 

offset after 2002-03 when petroleum subsidy was incorporated in Government budget. 

Consequently, the share of food subsidy in total Government subsidy declined from 54.24 per 

cent in 2002-03 to 33.41 per cent in 2011-12 with arise in the same to 52.79 per cent in 2015-

16 (Table 3). The share of petroleum subsidy increased from 14.04 per cent in 2002-03 to 

31.42 per cent in 2011-12 with a sharp decline in the same to 11.36 per cent in 2015-16. 

However, the decade also saw a highly fluctuating share of petroleum subsidy in total 
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Government subsidy of India, especially from 2003-04 to 2015-16. The share of fertilizer 

subsidy in total Government subsidy rose from 2002-03 to 2008-09 with a decline in the same 

after 2008-09. 

In fact, the major aim of agricultural subsidy was to support agricultural development in 

remote areas with pan-territorial pricing and subsidised delivery systems. This was intended 

to encourage economically and technically efficient use of inputs. Input subsidies are also 

considered as means for raising farm incomes, particularly of those farmers who are being 

taxed in other ways through export tariffs and low fixed domestic prices (Dorward et. al., 

2008). However, the major problem with input subsidies is their costs, which are difficult to 

control. In the absence of subsidy and rising input costs, the major sufferers are the 

smallholders. It is very difficult to target input subsidies to particular types of farmers because 

of diversion and leakage from small to large scale farmers, which ultimately reduces the 

efficiency of cost of subsidy programme. In case of fertilizer, the amount of subsidy has been 

growing rapidly over time. Although the major beneficiaries of fertilizer subsidy are the large 

farmers who mainly cultivate water-intensive crops viz. rice, wheat, sugarcane, cotton, etc., it 

has also been debated about the real beneficiary fertilizer subsidy since the benefit goes to 

both fertilizer industry as well as farmers (Gulati 1990; Gulati and Narayanan 2003). 

Fertilizer Subsidy 

Fertilizer subsidy has always been an important strategic decision of the Government 

with the dual objective of increasing indigenous production of fertilizer and stimulating 

fertilizer consumption. The value of fertilizer subsidy was only US $ 63 million in 1980-81, 

which increased steeply to US $ 9720 million in 2015-16, despite the Government of India 

decontrolled phosphatic and potash fertilizers with view to bring down fertilizers subsidy. The 

fertilizers subsidy met the twin objective of increasing production and consumption of 

fertilizer. The fertilizer industry in India has attracted private investment due to subsidy. 

However, rapid increase in fertilizer subsidy in more recent times has raised concern about 

effectiveness of such subsidy.  

It is to be noted that the effective rate of the fertilizer subsidy in India increased from 41 

percent of the cost of fertilizer production in 2003-04 to 67 percent in 2009-10, which 

occurred since Government allowed real (inflation adjusted) subsidized fertilizer prices to fall 

by keeping the nominal (non-inflation adjusted) subsidized fertilizer prices essentially 

unchanged despite inflation, increased real world prices for fertilizers (represented by the real 

U.S. price index-blue), and increased real domestic prices for fertilizer industry inputs 

(Grosssman and Carlson, 2011). It has been further contended that this type of outcome, 

where Government increases its expenditure in order to keep nominal prices unchanged, is 

typical in India due to political pressure applied by the farmers, who account for two thirds of 

India’s population. 
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Although the amount of fertilizer subsidy cornered by different states depends on the size 

of the state, cropping pattern followed, per hectare fertilizer use and its composition, a major 

chunk of fertilizer subsidy is noticed to be cornered by few states like Uttar Pradesh, Andhra 

Pradesh, Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh, Punjab, West Bengal, Haryana and Gujarat, which 

mainly concentrate on cultivation of water as well as fertilizer intensive crops viz. rice, wheat, 

cotton and sugarcane (Table 4). These eight states showed a share of 77 per cent in total 

fertilizer subsidy of India in 1992-93, which declined to 73 per cent in 2007-08, and further to 

66 per cent in 2014-15. The state of Uttar Pradesh shows the largest chunk of fertilizer 

subsidy, followed by Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh, Andhra Pradesh, Punjab and Gujarat. 

The lowest share of fertilizer subsidy is noticed for states like Himachal Pradesh, Jammu and 

Kashmir, Assam, Jharkhand, Uttarakhand and Kerala. In general, the distribution of fertilizer 

subsidy across states does not indicate the benefits of such subsidy on account of variation in 

size of state (Chand and Pandey, 2008). This is concomitant from the fact that Uttar Pradesh 

corners maximum share of about 17 per cent of total fertilizer subsidy of India, while the per 

hectare fertilizer subsidy for this state is US $ 63, which stands much lower than US $ 83/ha 

as cornered by Punjab, which has nearly 7 per cent share in total fertilizer subsidy of India. 

The state of Rajasthan shows the lowest per hectare fertilizer subsidy measured at US $ 21, 

which has reasonable share in total fertilizer subsidy of India.  

It has been pointed out that the disparity in fertilizer subsidy across states is due to 

variation in productivity resulting from variation in use of fertilizer. This is corroborated from 

the fact that Punjab and Haryana showing higher per hectare subsidy also have higher 

productivity of crops. The fertilizer subsidy as proportion of value of crop output also shows 

higher benefit of fertilizer subsidy going to Punjab and Haryana, followed by Andhra Pradesh, 

which shows fertilizer subsidy as constituting nearly 5 per cent of value of crop output (Chand 

and Pandey, 2008). The states like Tamil Nadu, Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Chhatisgarh and Gujarat 

show fertilizer subsidy as constituting 3-4 per cent of value of crop output. The states like 

Assam, Jammu and Kashmir, Kerala and Orissa have shown fertilizer subsidy as constituting 

only 1-2 per cent of value of crop output. 

The fertilizer subsidy outgo for Government of India has been steadily increasing year 

after year. At the same time, there has also been significant increase in indigenous production 

of fertilizers, resulting in the overall national perspective of fostering self-reliance in Indian 

agriculture due to increased use of fertilizer. The increased use of fertilizer is one end of the 

spectrum, the other end being disproportionate use of urea in agriculture. The fertilizer 

industries in India mostly manufacture urea and the other fertilizers like potash and phosphate 

are imported. Though government fixes market price for urea, it is sold to the farmers at 

subsidised price under floating subsidy scheme of the government, and fertilizer 

manufacturers are compensated for the loss. The fertilizer companies stick to urea 

manufacturing despite having facility to process other fertilizers, which hardly brings any 
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benefit of fertilizer subsidy to farmers since it is given to companies. Consequently, farmers 

mainly use urea mostly manufactured by Indian companies. Another issue is the delivery of 

subsidy. According to CACP, subsidy on fertilizer should not be routed through fertilizer 

manufacturing units, and should be directly given to the farmers and not through priority 

allocation of natural gas to fertilizer units. This will help the farmers to decide which fertilizer 

to buy and not rely wholly on urea based fertilizer. This will also solve the problem of 

disproportionate use of urea by farmers. Another suggestion of CACP is in favour of 

implementation of per hectare based subsidy mechanism to avoid area wise disparity in 

allocation of subsidy. Conventionally, the subsidy is mostly directed to state like Punjab, 

Haryana, Andhra Pradesh, and western UP. Per hectare based subsidy will increase use of 

fertilizer in eastern states like Orissa, West Bengal, and Bihar etc. 

DBT of Fertilizer Subsidy 

The concept of Direct Benefit Transfer (DBT) system in Fertilizers was introduced by 

the Government in October 2016. The system entails release of 100 per cent subsidy on 

various fertilizer grades to fertilizer companies on the basis of actual sales made by the 

retailers to the beneficiaries. Further, the system encompasses the sale of subsidized fertilizers 

to farmers/buyers through Point of Sale (POS) devices installed at each retailer shop with 

their identification through Aadhaar Card, KCC, Voter Identity Card, etc. Since the system 

confines to the transfer of subsidy to fertilizer companies, there has been discussion at various 

forums such as PMO, Cabinet Secretaries and Niti Aayog with respect to transfer of subsidy 

directly to farmers. A Nodal Committee has already been constituted to formulate policy 

relating to implementation of Direct Cash Transfer of Fertilizer Subsidy to farmers (GOI, 

June 2020). However, there has not been any final decision taken on the implementation of 

direct cash transfer of fertilizer subsidy to farmers. This is despite several meetings being held 

by Working Group with all the stakeholders. It is to be further noted that the majority of 

Indian farmers prefer the new system of fertilizer subsidy linked to sales made to them by 

retailers through POS devices. Under this system of DBT, the subsidy to fertilizer companies 

is also released only after actual retail sales take place, which makes a clear departure from 

the earlier system of manual distribution, where subsidy was paid to companies once their 

dispatched material reached the railhead point or approved godown of a district. The new 

system is more transparent since it tracks real buyer, curb diversion to non-farmers, and 

reduce overcharging by retailers. However, as for the system of direct cash transfers (DCT) to 

farmers as against DBT, the farmers are not very positively inclined due to the belied that 

paying market price for fertilizers upfront would result in additional financial burden. There is 

another apprehension that DCT in fertilizers might result in similar fate like subsidy on 

liquefied petroleum gas cylinders where the cash subsidy was received late or even not at all 

paid on account of some varied reasons. 
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Food Subsidy 

Food subsidies in India comprises subsidies to farmers through support prices and 

purchase operations of the Food Corporation of India (FCI), consumer subsidies through the 

public distribution system (PDS), and subsidies to FCI to cover all its costs (GOI, 2004). Food 

subsidies are mainly on account of paddy and wheat. The rapid increase in food subsidy in 

recent years is attributable to what is called the ‘economic costs’ of foodgrains, which include 

the minimum support prices paid to farmers in the procurement process. Food subsidy is 

incurred by the Government to meet its obligation towards distributive justice, and also to 

meet its twin objectives of the food security system by providing minimum nutritional support 

to the poor through subsidized foodgrains and ensuring price stability in different states of the 

country. In order to help poor, the Government has kept issue price of wheat and rice 

unchanged since July 2002 despite steady rise in economic cost of wheat and rice (Table 5). 

The Government continues to extend large amounts of subsidy on foodgrains for distribution 

under TPDS, other nutrition-based welfare schemes, and open market operations, which has 

raised food subsidy substantially.  

It is clearly evident from Table 5 that there has been growing trend not only in economic 

and buffer carrying costs of rice and wheat but also consumer subsidy. The passage of Food 

Security Bill in September 2013, which ensures 5 kgs of foodgrains per person per month to 

75 per cent of rural and 50 per cent of urban population in India, has further raised concern 

about the possible outcome of such programme. 

India’s existing food subsidy programme is already well known for administrative 

inefficiency, corruption and wastage (Bhalla, 2013; Shiva, 2013). An evaluation report 

commissioned by the government also documented that only 42 per cent of the subsidised 

foodgrains released for the poor actually reach them due to corruption and errors in their 

identification (Planning Commission 2005). Further, the findings of another study showed 

that the outreach of PDS in the country has been highly inadequate and concentrated more in 

the relatively developed and less poverty states than vice versa (Arora, 2013). However, it is 

believed that the new law introduced in September 2013 at least is an attempt to rationalize 

the already-existing subsidy programme, and it takes a stab at reforming the horrendously 

wasteful distribution network on which it relies (Allison, 2013). 

Conclusion and Recommendations 

The major problem with input subsidies is that they lead to reduced public investment in 

agriculture on account of erosion of investable resources and wasteful use of scarce resources 

like water and power, apart from causing other harmful effects like intensive use of inputs 

leading to reduced productivity of inputs, and lowering of water table. Further, though the 

major beneficiaries of fertilizer subsidy are the large farmers who mainly cultivate water-
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intensive crops, the issue of concern is the real beneficiary fertilizer subsidy since the benefit 

goes to both fertilizer industry as well as farmers. Another issue is the delivery of fertilizer 

subsidy, which should be directly given to the farmers and not through priority allocation of 

natural gas to fertilizer units. The concept of Direct Benefit Transfer (DBT) system in 

fertilizers introduced by the Government in October 2016 and the formulation of policy 

relating to implementation of Direct Cash Transfer (DCT) of fertilizer subsidy to farmers are 

yet to fully mature. The final decision on implementation of DCT has not been taken so far. 

Further, the Government continues to extend large amounts of food subsidy, which is already 

well known for administrative inefficiency, corruption and wastage. Since the outreach of 

food subsidy in India has been highly inadequate and concentrated more in the relatively 

developed and less poverty states, with focus on improving outreach in the northern states. 

There is also a need to raise subsidies on investment categories, and make the subsidies 

transparent, targeted, and short-term in nature. 
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Table 1: Agricultural Subsidies (Producer Support Estimate): 1990 - 2015 

                (US $ million)  

Country 

Total Farm Subsidy (PSE) Subsidy (US $) Fertilizer 

consumpti

on (kg/ha) 
1990 1995 2000 2005 2008 2010 2015 

Per 

capita 

Per 

hectare 

European 

Union (EU) 

105,112 123,418 86,227 124,439 132,115 101,365 89, 987 202.45 839.17 134.4 

Japan  42,703 72,788 54,065 44,430 42,829 52,888 33,509 417.97 11475.01 212.5 

India*  3,812 3,621 5,661 9,383 30,518 28,464 32,096 23.24 167.81 146.3 

USA 31,266 20,423 52,278 40,626 30,477 25,552 38,785 82.32 154.44 121.2 

Turkey  7,562 7,950 9,477 18,358 20,407 22,138 11,569 304.30 911.27 79.9 
Rep. of Korea 19,156 25,369 19,408 22,047 16,843 17,461 20,118 362.38 9722.19 278.4 

Canada 6,249 4,068 4,303 6,331 5,576 7,431 4,289 218.44 142.49 58.0 

Switzerland  5,791 5,938 4,371 5,468 5,570 5,391 7,738 703.44 12537.51 138.9 

Note: i) * - Includes subsidy on fertilizer and food 

        ii) PSE – Producer Support Estimate 

       iii) Estimates for per capita and per hectare subsidy as well as fertilizer consumption refer 

to 2010 

Sources: OECD, PSE/CSE Database, 2010, and FAO, Rome, and OECD iLibrary, 2016 

Edition 

 
 

Table 2: Central Subsidy on Food and Inputs: 1980-81 to 2016-17 

                                                                                                                                   (US$ million)  

Year 
Food 

Subsidy 

Input Subsidy Total 

Subsidy Fertilizer Electricity Irrigation Total 

1980-81 87.25 63.36 48.05 53.56 164.97 252.21 

1985-86 221.48 242.28 177.72 223.76 643.76 865.23 

1990-91 328.86 622.68 620.27 525.77 1,768.72 2,097.58 

1995-96 855.97 904.03 1,064.56 138.79 2,107.38 2,963.36 

2000-01 1,618.79 1,852.35 1,197.18 1,779.73 4,829.26 6,448.05 

2001-02 2,348.86 1,690.60 1,397.32 1,746.17 4,834.09 7,182.95 

2002-03 3,245.10 1,478.52 1,143.76 1,717.32 4,339.60 7,584.70 

2003-04 3,380.00 1,590.20 1,952.21 1,465.91 5,008.32 8,388.32 

2004-05 3,462.82 2,131.41 2,413.02 1,649.66 6,194.09 9,656.91 

2005-06 3,097.58 2,477.85 2,608.19 1,916.78 7,002.82 10,100.40 

2006-07 3,223.36 3,519.73 2,648.19 2,278.93 8,446.85 11,670.20 

2007-08 4,205.10 4,361.07 2,773.29 2,611.68 9,746.04 13,951.14 

2008-09 5,872.62 10,282.28 3,689.80 3,176.51 17,148.59 23,021.21 

2009-10 7,844.70 7,111.41 NA  NA  7,111.41 14,956.11 

2014-15 15,794.77 9,540.40 NA  NA  9,540.40 25,335.17 

2015-16 18,713.96 9,720.13 NA  NA  9,720.13 28,434.09 

2016-17 14,788.32 8,901.07 NA  NA  8,901.07 23,689.40 

Source: 1) Ministry of Agriculture, Government of India 

             2) Lok Sabha Unstarred Question No. 147, dated on 09.11.2010 & Centre for 

Industrial & Economic Research (CIER) (ON141) (ON206) 

             3) Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas, Government of India, (ON1614). Past 

Issues, & (ON1940)  
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Table 3: Sector-wise Share of Subsidies Provided under Government Budget in India 

(in per cent) 

Year 
Food 

Subsidy 

Fertilizers Subsidy 
Petroleum 

Subsidy 

Interest 

Subsidy 

Other 

Subsidy 

Total Subsidy 

(US$ million) 
Indigenous 

Urea  

Imported 

Urea 

Decontrolled 

Fertilizers 

Total 

2000-01 44.94 35.32 - 16.09 51.42 - 0.41 3.08 3,602.42 

2001-02 56.07 25.77 0.15 14.43 40.36 - 0.67 1.75 4,189.26 

2002-03 54.24 16.81 0.02 7.84 24.67 14.04 1.71 5.33 5,988.99 

2003-04 56.81 19.22 0.00 7.50 26.73 14.33 0.38 1.39 5,949.40 

2004-05 56.14 22.29 1.07 11.19 34.55 6.43 1.23 1.39 6,168.72 

2005-06 48.56 22.42 2.55 13.88 38.85 5.65 4.58 1.82 6,378.79 

2006-07 42.02 22.13 5.73 18.02 45.88 4.77 4.92 1.44 7,671.14 

2007-08 44.17 18.26 9.31 18.24 45.81 3.98 3.26 1.57 9,520.27 

2008-09 33.73 13.85 7.77 37.43 59.05 2.20 2.69 2.03 17,410.47 

2009-10 41.35 12.44 3.26 27.65 43.34 10.58 1.90 2.83 18,973.15 

2010-11 36.81 8.70 3.72 23.51 35.93 22.13 2.70 2.44 23,277.85 

2011-12 33.41 9.27 6.29 16.56 32.12 31.42 2.32 0.72 29,253.83 

2014-15 45.56 14.79 4.73 8.00 27.52 23.34 2.96 0.62 34,665.50 
2015-16 

(RE) 
52.79 19.11* - 8.31@ 27.42 11.36 6.33 2.10 35,450.47 

2016-17 

(BE) 
46.92 20.22* - 8.02@ 28.24 11.73 7.62 5.49 31,517.99 

Note: 1) Figures under food, fertilizer and other subsidies are in per cent terms, whereas figures under total  

              subsidy are actual amount of subsidy in crore rupees 

          2) * - Urea Subsidy estimates, which include indigenous and imported urea 

          3) @ - Nutrient Based Subsidy Policy estimates 

Source: Ministry of Finance, Govt. of India and Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas, Govt. of India 
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Table 4: Distribution of Fertilizer Subsidy in India 

(Share in per cent) 

States 

Fertilizer Subsidy (Share of 

States)@ 

TE 2005-06@@  2014-15#  

1992-93 1999-2000 2007-08 

Share of States in Fertilizer 

Subsidy 

Subsidy/ 

Ha 

(US$) 

Subsidy as % of Value of Crop 

Output 

Share of States in Fertilizer 

Subsidy 

Subsidy/ Ha 

GCA 

(US$) 

Andhra Pradesh  10.6 10.8 11.3 11.41 22.21 4.73 6.80 82.63 

Telangana - - - - -  - 4.60 78.28 

Assam 0.2 0.6 1.0 0.74 6.94 1.43 1.12 25.81 

Bihar 6.0 5.8 6.2 4.22 14.97 3.63 5.26 65.48 

Chhattisgarh - - - 1.77 7.50 3.25 2.37 40.24 

Gujarat 5.5 5.2 7.0 6.23 13.09 3.12 6.58 50.55 

Haryana 5.8 5.3 5.5 5.89 33.77 4.75 5.10 77.32 

Himachal 

Pradesh 

0.3 0.2 0.2 0.25 9.45 0.91 0.21 21.19 

Jammu & 

Kashmir 

0.4 0.4 0.4 0.45 12.15 1.43 0.43 35.83 

Jharkhand - - - 0.67 7.68 1.66 0.45 26.16 

Karnataka 4.2 6.2 6.5 6.55 13.03 3.57 7.16 58.98 

Kerala 0.7 1.0 0.9 1.03 9.65 1.05 0.82 30.58 

Madhya 

Pradesh 

6.2 6.6 7.8 5.38 7.29 2.71 7.03 29.38 

Maharashtra 8.5 10.3 10.2 9.11 10.58 2.44 11.01 48.67 

Orissa  1.6 2.0 1.9 1.93 6.95 1.77 1.95 37.28 

Punjab 11.6 8.6 7.7 8.83 42.51 4.92 6.72 82.55 

Rajasthan 4.2 4.7 4.4 4.42 5.28 2.45 5.08 20.51 

Tamil Nadu 5.0 5.4 4.8 4.85 19.60 3.90 3.97 74.67 

Uttar Pradesh 23.2 19.5 17.5 18.13 21.83 3.93 16.70 62.58 

Uttarakhand - - - 0.66 17.26 2.57 0.67 57.33 

West Bengal 5.2 6.7 6.4 6.34 23.22 2.39 5.74 59.32 

All India 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.00 14.32 3.16 100.00 49.76 

Source: @ - Sharma and Thaker (2010); @@ - Chand and Pandey (2008); # - Fertilizer Association of India, 2015  
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Table 5: Economic Cost of Rice and Wheat, Food Subsidy and Carrying Cost in India 
(US$/ quintal) 

Costs/Subsidy 2000-01 2003-04 2005-06 2007-08 2009-10 2011-12 2013-14  2016-17 

I. Economic Cost         

a. Rice         

Procurement Incidentals 0.94 0.41 0.29 2.88 3.96 4.70 6.22 8.02 

Distribution Cost 2.55 2.88 3.78 4.00 2.80 3.50 5.36 5.81 

Economic Cost 15.26 16.59 18.13 20.80 25.15 28.50 35.11 41.68 

b. Wheat         

Procurement Incidentals 1.72 1.86 2.20 2.20 2.94 3.16 3.84 4.93 

Distribution Cost 2.23 2.28 3.05 3.28 2.90 3.23 4.71 4.86 

Economic Cost 11.86 12.33 13.85 17.61 19.56 21.41 25.62 29.49 

II. Consumer Subsidy         

a. Rice         

    - APL 4.90 4.14 5.66 9.92 10.90 10.27 24.34 30.54 

    - BPL  8.15 6.76 8.28 12.53 13.51 13.83 27.90 34.82 

    - AAY - 9.65 11.16 15.42 16.40 17.39 31.46 37.65 

b. Wheat         

    - APL 3.46 5.49 6.99 9.95 13.48 20.31 18.79 21.30 

    - BPL  5.81 9.01 10.55 13.51 17.04 22.93 21.41 23.92 

    - AAY - 12.56 14.10 17.07 20.60 25.81 24.30 26.81 
III. Buffer Carrying Cost 3.26 3.88 4.57 5.42 5.51 6.50 5.99 7.04 

Source: Economic Survey, 2006-07; 2009-10; 2010-11, 2017-18; and Ministry of Consumer 

Affairs, Food and Public Distribution, Government of India 
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Abstract 

This study clarifies the formation process of an epistemic community in Taiwan 

leading up to the implementation of the concept of direct payments as a policy measure.  

In addition to referring to parliamentary records and conducting research on the 

extant literature, interviews were carried out to find out how the Environmental Green 

Payment for Land Area Projects, a direct payment policy measure implemented in 2018, 

was conceived and adopted by the government. Further, to understand how the concept 

of direct payments is recognized and shared, we studied the political process through 

which agricultural policies are formulated in Taiwan. We also use a case study to certify 

that a characteristic of Taiwan’s agricultural policies is the close relationship between 

scholars and the government. This article confirms the existence of an epistemic 

community in the formation of Taiwan’s agricultural policies. The study also makes a 

significant contribution to the literature because it facilitates an enhanced understanding 

of the chronological process by which the direct-payment system was incorporated into 

agricultural policies. 

Key words: agricultural policy; epistemic community; direct payments; Taiwan 

Formation of an Epistemic Community and the Process of Policy Creation around Direct Payments in 

Taiwanese Agriculture 
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Introduction 

This article clarifies the formation process of an epistemic community in Taiwan 

leading up to the implementation of the concept of direct payments as a policy measure. 

“Epistemic communities are networks of knowledge-based communities with an 

authoritative claim to policy-relevant knowledge within their domains of expertise” (Haas 

2015). “Epistemic communities must persuade decision-makers, and successfully 

navigate the machinery of government by insinuating themselves into bureaucratic 

positions, if their consensual knowledge is to inform policy choices” (Dunlop 2011). In 

addition to referring to parliamentary records and conducting research on the extant 

literature, interviews were carried out to find out how the Environmental Green Payment 

for Land Area Projects, a direct payment policy measure implemented in 2018, was 

conceived and adopted by the government in the article.1 

1 Officials of the COA, the Agriculture and Food Agency, the Council of Agriculture, the Agricultural Policy 

Research Center, and the Agricultural Technology Research Institute were interviewed in April 2017. Additional 

interviews were conducted in August 2019 with the Agricultural Policy Research Center and the Agricultural 

Technology Research Institute. 
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Recognition of the concept of direct payments 

To understand how the concept of direct payments is recognized and shared, one 

must understand the political process through which agricultural policies are formulated 

in Taiwan. The requirements that Taiwan reduce its aggregate measurement of support (AMS) as a 

member of the World Trade Organization (WTO) also exerted an extremely strong influence on the policy 

formation process. The process by which the concept of direct payments came to be shared in the media 

and in parliamentary debate must be analyzed in chronological order. This section examines these three 

points.  

The decision-making process involved in framing agricultural policies in Taiwan 

The Council of Agriculture (COA) of the Executive Yuan is the administrative body 

that is responsible for Taiwan’s agricultural policies. It was established in 1984. Before 

martial law was lifted in 1987, power was concentrated in the Chinese Nationalist Party 

(KMT). Thus, agricultural policies were primarily made by KMT and the COA. The 

Farmers’ Association in Taiwan is a private organization that engages in agricultural 

production, distribution, mutual aid, and finance. The association is a major interest group 

and is said to have been in a patron-client relationship with KMT from before Taiwan was 

democratized (Liao 2002). The association maintained its operations by stockpiling rice 

and carrying out rice purchases on behalf of the government for a fee. For this reason, the 

association was in a collaborative relationship with the government. However, it could 

not influence the government’s agricultural policies. Nevertheless, regional affiliates of 

the association provided significant support to KMT because, even though the President 

could not be elected directly before martial law was lifted, local elections and some 

elections for legislators at the Legislative Yuan (parliament) were still held. As a result, 

the relationship between KMT and the Farmers’ Association prompted Taiwan to adopt 

agricultural protectionism. KMT was also involved in electing the executives of the 

Farmers’ Association to office. It controlled the association by appointing its own 

members as executives. The Farmers’ Association provided a large amount of loans to 

KMT members who ran for electoral offices. Irrigation associations also provided major 
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support to KMT. Most farmers belonged to both the Farmer’s Association and irrigation 

associations.  

The patron-client relationship between KMT and agricultural associations 

underwent changes after democratization, wherein citizens were allowed to vote directly 

in presidential and national parliamentary elections. In 1996, KMT’s Lee Teng-hui was 

elected President. In 2000, Chen Shui-bian of the Democratic Progressive Party (DPP) 

was elected President and became the first DPP member to assume the post. However, 

merely because the President was a member of the DPP did not necessarily mean that the 

party held a majority in parliament. When it comes to agricultural governance and policy 

formation, the governing party (the party to which the President belongs), the COA, and 

legislators (farmers/the Farmers’ Association) have been the major players in Taiwan after 

democratization. They form a tripartite power structure. The election process for the 

Legislative Yuan was overhauled in 1992. Although farmers may sometimes voice their 

opinions through the Farmers’ Association, they ultimately vote for their own favorite 

legislators. For this reason, legislators have been expanding their influence on agricultural 

governance. The Farmers’ Association, in many cases, continues to serve as a regional 

advocate for KMT in elections. This is why a DPP administration revised the laws 

pertaining to the Farmers’ Association, designated the COA as the central governing 

organization for the Farmers’ Association, and established rules to prevent people with 

criminal records from running for office. Thus, after Taiwan’s democratization, the 

Farmers’ Association cannot directly get involved in agricultural policies the way it once 

did during the KTM era, even though the association continues to serve as an organization 

that carries out the policies of the COA.  

Unique initiatives taken up by COA officials played an extremely important role in 

the introduction of agricultural policy concepts. Veteran bureaucrats were seen as more 

highly esteemed than parliamentary officials. Thus, they were more likely to be chosen 

for positions to assist the most senior officials such as the COA minister or vice minister. 

At the same time, parliamentary officials of the COA were more frequently chosen from 
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among scholars of agriculture or agricultural economics than from among politicians, 

even though most senior positions in other departments were dominated by politicians. 

Scholars appointed to the post of COA minister, the most senior position, included Yu Yu-

hsien (1988-1992), Peng Tso-kwei (1997-1999), Chen Hsi-huang (2000-2002), Lee Chin-

lung (2002-2006), and Chen Chi-chung (2016-present). Parliamentary officials, on 

average, tend to have a longer tenure than COA ministers who are chosen from the ranks 

of politicians. In post-democratization elections, policy statements submitted by each 

party are extremely important because they serve as policy guidelines after elections. 

Scholars have been involved in drafting several such statements. These scholars 

frequently became COA ministers or COA vice ministers when their parties won. This 

way, their research was often reflected in the policy formation process. 

Figure 1 presents the number of research projects that the planning office of Taiwan’s 

COA has outsourced to scholars since 2002. While the number has been on the decline, 

about 20 projects have been assigned to external researchers in recent years on an annual 

basis. Nearly half these projects were assigned through universities, while the other half 

were assigned through the Rural Economics Society of Taiwan (REST). The remainder 

were assigned through other academic societies and foundations. 
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Figure 1. Research related to rural economics outsourced to researchers by the COA’s planning office 

By organization : the total number of projects/the number assigned through 

universities/the number assigned through REST/ the number assigned through the 

Agricultural Policy Research Center, Agricultural Technology Research Institute(started 

in 2013)  

Source: Created by the author based on data obtained from the COA’s website.  

As explained above, COA bureaucrats tend to rely heavily on scholars while obtaining 

routine information. Before formulating a policy, the COA assigns related research 

projects to universities or scholars. Researchers come up with a theme and apply for a 

project. In practice, however, the COA already determines the research direction at the 

application stage. Based on the results and findings of these research projects, the COA 

determines its policy proposals and its execution departments create implementation 

plans. For example, the execution department for rice policies is the Agriculture and Food 

Agency of the Council of Agriculture at the COA. Detailed measures addressing rice 

policies have been created by this agency. In the planning stages, the COA holds several 

symposiums with scholars and representatives of regional executive organizations 

(prefectural governments, municipalities, and the Farmers’ Association) to explore 
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methods that may face the least amount of opposition. At this stage, the media and 

legislators also express their opinions. If farmers have any opinions on policy proposals, 

they convey their views through local lawmakers or legislators. Policy proposals at this 

stage can still be fine-tuned. The executive department compiles several opinions, 

considers the viability of the proposed plan, and submits it to the COA. The executive 

department then begins to promote the policy measure at various locations. The COA 

submits the policy proposal to the Executive Yuan and coordinates the proposal with other 

departments at the National Development Council, which operates as a forum for the most 

senior officials from each department of the Executive Yuan. 

Effects of Taiwan’s WTO membership 

Taiwan introduced a direct payment system after joining the WTO in 2002. In 

addition to rice, Taiwan has also strengthened its protection for other farm products over 

the past 30 years. The average nominal tariff rate for farm products reached 20.0% in 

2001, before Taiwan joined the WTO. The rate was particularly high for rice, wheat, beef, 

pork, chicken, and chicken eggs. At the same time, 41 agricultural items were subject to 

import quota restrictions. However, imports of 18 items such as squid and fruits including 

citrus fruits, apples, and grapes were completely liberalized after Taiwan joined the WTO 

in 2002. Elsewhere, 22 farm items that included sugar, milk, and animal organs, began to 

be imported under a tariff rate quota (TRQ) system that imposed lower-tariff rates on 

these items. Rice began to be imported in 2002 under a “minimum access” agreement, 

but the mechanism was changed to a tariff system in 2003. Rice and rice-related products 

were restricted under a special clause with the government controlling 65% of the imports 

and the private sector 35%. The imported rice is sold with a markup that will be reduced 

in stages until all the rice is sold. There is also a mechanism under which 14 agricultural 

items such as soybeans, are subject to a “special safeguard” (SSG) measure designed to 

prevent massive imports. As trade deregulation progresses, the government is gradually 

moving toward a policy of adopting a direct payment system. Becoming a member of the 

WTO undoubtedly marked a major turning point in Taiwan’s agricultural policies. 
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Table 1 presents the details of the domestic subsidies on which the Taiwanese 

government has issued notifications to the WTO. While Taiwan’s AMS has been below 

the concession level since it joined the WTO, efforts had been made until 2010 to reduce 

the Amber Box. However, AMS began to trend upward again, in 2011 and thereafter. At 

least 60% of the domestic support classified as AMS was related to price support for rice. 

From 2011 until 2013, price support for rice exceeded 80% of AMS. The equivalent 

measurement of support (EMS) for rice is calculated by multiplying the purchase value 

by the price difference between government-mandated and border prices. Taiwan’s EMS 

for rice plunged in 2004 and thereafter, because of a decline in the volume of government 

purchases. However, in an election year, the governing party may sometimes adjust the 

purchase prices in order to win the support of farmers. This was especially the case 

immediately before and after the 2012 presidential elections. On the other hand, spending 

under the category of the Green Box trended upward. Production-adjustment subsidies 

constitute a major portion of the Green Box. Two types of such Green Box subsidies are 

provided: those meant for planting trees in rice paddies as structural adjustment support 

for natural resources and those meant for fallowing and crop rotations as “environmental 

payments.” Production-adjustment subsidies have been increasing significantly since 

2004, after the government reduced its rice purchases. It is anticipated that the expenditure 

classified as “Green Box subsidies” will increase further in the future because of the 

impacts of the environmental green payment measure that took effect in 2018. 
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Table 1. Notifications regarding Taiwan’s domestic subsidies submitted to the WTO 2002-2017  

million Taiwan dollars  

 Green 

box 

Blue 

box 

Final 

Bound 

Total 

AMS 

Current 

Total 

AMS 

Rice 

AMS 

(Rice 

AMS/ 

Current 

Total 

AMS)% 

 Non-

product-

specific 

AMS de 

minimis 

2002 26,009 - 14,165 7,057 4,539 64%  1,173 

2003 26,974 - 14,165 7,534 5,332 71%  510 

2004 31,767 - 14,165 4,758 2,978 63%  625 

2005 35,277 - 14,165 4,043 2,418 60%  1,220 

2006 28,964 - 14,165 4,180 2,883 69%  2,512 

2007 32,198 - 14,165 3,650 2,485 68%  3,043 

2008 32,160 - 14,165 4,015 2,768 69%  8,258 

2009 44,065 - 14,165 3,854 2,550 66%  9,211 

2010 41,428 - 14,165 3,881 2,638 68%  6,186 

2011 42,893 - 14,165 7,225 6,129 85%  7,097 

2012 36,973 - 14,165 8,068 6,931 86%  6,775 

2013 31,921 - 14,165 8,879 7,597 86%  5,347 

2014 29,393 - 14,165 8,437 6,690 79%  3,455 

2015 33,667 - 14,165 7,697 5,645 73%  3,395 

2016 38,407 - 14,165 8,126 6,428 79%  2,970 

2017 32,296 - 14,165 8,975 7,353 82%  1,829 

Source: Created by the author based on “Notifications from Chinese Taipei” released by the WTO (for each 

year)  

The formation process of a direct payment system in Taiwan 

The concept of direct payments spread in Taiwan because of the Uruguay Round, 

which took place from 1986 to 1994. The OECD defines “direct payments” as direct 

government subsidies to farmers. In Taiwan, however, after the Uruguay Round, direct 

payments began to be seen as direct payments of subsidies decoupled from production. 

The government makes such payments in the place of implementing price policies 

designed to stimulate production. Under the Uruguay Round Agreement on Agriculture, 

direct payments to producers became exempt from AMS reductions if, for example, 

payments were income-support measures unrelated to production, related to 

environmental measures, or provided to farmers in areas with unfavorable conditions. 

Scholars began to form a shared understanding of such decoupling measures and began 

discussions on the issue. According to a master’s thesis that Peng wrote in 1993 under the 
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instruction of former COA Minister Peng Tso-kwei (1997-1999), the government began 

to consider the introduction of a direct payment system in 1992. Kuo-Ching Lin, professor 

at the National Taiwan University who served as COA vice minister under a DPP 

administration, broadly examined the concept of direct payments and how the system 

should be implemented in Taiwan (Kuo-Ching Lin 1994). Lin’s article cites many prior 

studies on decoupling. Thus, among scholars in Taiwan, the conditions for the creation of 

an epistemic community on direct payments may have begun in the first half of the 1990s. 

Although Taiwan officially joined the WTO in 2002, direct payments were 

introduced in Taiwan when the issue was taken up under the General Agreement on 

Tariffs and Trade (GATT). Figure 2 shows the number of references made to “direct 

payments” in Taiwanese newspapers (the broken line) and the number of times that the 

issue was mentioned by legislators in the course of parliamentary debates (the solid line). 

As indicated in Figure 2, the policy concept of direct payments appeared in debates among 

legislators at a fairly early stage. In Taiwan, the creation of agricultural policies is often 

an administrative process that does not require legal changes. For this reason, it does not 

usually require parliamentary deliberations. Even so, statements by legislators are 

influential within the economic committee that oversees agricultural policies. 

Figure 2 indicates that there were also many newspaper articles on direct payments, 

including those submitted by scholars in the first half of the 1990s and thereafter. Tai 

Chen-yao, a legislator, made the following remarks in 1993 during a question and answer 

session with the Executive Yuan: “Why did the government reject a COA proposal for a 

direct payment system? Although direct payments tied to the acreage of farmland may 

benefit landowners, it would free the government from the pressure of having to stockpile 

a massive amount of rice through a price-guarantee system.” In response, the then-head 

of the Executive Yuan, Hau Pei-tsun, said that the government was already providing 

various subsidies to farmers (Legislative Yuan Gazette, Vol. 80, the 27th term). 
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Figure 2 The number of times the issue of direct payments was taken up in Taiwan’s 

Legislative Yuan and mentioned in Taiwanese newspapers  

Note: The scope of the newspaper search was limited to the information accessible 

through Taiwan News Smart Web. The newspapers relied on for this research were: 

United Daily News, The China Times, Economic Daily News, United Evening News, 

Central Daily News, Min Sheng Bao, Star News (2001-2006/10), the Commercial 

Times (1996-), the Liberty Times (2003/2-), Apple Daily (2004/12-), Chinese Daily 

News (2005-), and Merit Times Daily News (2000/4-2009). 
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Figure 3 The number of times the keywords “direct payments,” “the ratio of food 

self-sufficiency,” “multifunctionality of agriculture,” and “food safety” appeared in 

Agriculture Policy & Review, a COA journal. Source: Created by the author using data 

obtained from the website of Taiwan’s COA 

The COA also collects information on agriculture from overseas sources and from 

scholars. Figure 3 shows the number of times each keyword appeared in Agriculture 

Policy & Review, a monthly journal published by the COA. Agriculture Policy & Review 

aims to introduce agricultural policies and to provide an overview of agriculture in various 

countries and jurisdictions, including Taiwan. The journal also facilitates internal 

information exchange, with each department within the COA handling different columns. 

While the journal also accepts submissions from researchers, it is expected that these 

articles should conform to the COA’s current agricultural policies as a precondition for 

publication. In Figure 3, “direct payments” is compared with “the ratio of food self-

sufficiency,” “multifunctionality of agriculture,” and “food safety.” The term “direct 

payments” was used most frequently in 2002, when Taiwan joined the WTO. The use of 

the term also moderately increased in 2007 and thereafter, and again in 2018, when a 

direct payment policy was implemented. The concept of direct payments was frequently 
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mentioned in 2002 because it was commonly understood as coming within the COA, 

starting in the first half of the 1990s when the details of the Uruguay Round agreement 

were solidified to the effect that the price-guarantee system would be abolished when 

Taiwan was to join the WTO. Thus, the COA had been collecting information before the 

implementation of the measure.  
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Figure 4 shows some of the terms contained in research projects on agricultural 

economics that the COA’s planning office outsourced to researchers in 2002 and thereafter. 

There are many research themes that contain the term “policy measures,” indicating that 

policy analysis conducted by scholars played an important role during a period that began 

with the formation of a common recognition until policy measures were actually 

implemented. The term “overseas situations” along with “farmland” is an important 

research theme with respect to the frequency of appearance in research projects that are 

outsourced each year. This indicates that overseas situations and developments studied by 

scholars are important in forming a common recognition of a policy concept. The number 

of outsourced research projects dealing with direct payment issues began to increase in 

around 2006, replacing those dealing with the WTO. There were several outsourced 

research projects dealing with direct payments in 2011 and 2012, before the policy was 

implemented.  

 

Figure 4 Projects related to agricultural economy that the COA’s planning office outsourced to 

researchers by research theme (i.e., whether research themes included content on terms such as policy 
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measures, farmland, direct payments, overseas situation, and WTO). Source: Created by the author using 

data obtained from the website of Taiwan’s COA. 
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The introduction and the creation of the Environmental Green Payment for Land 

Area Projects: A direct payment measure 

To understand how the new policy is significant in the history of Taiwan's 

agricultural policy, it is necessary to first understand the basic direction of Taiwan's 

agricultural policy in the past. This section will introduce them in chronological order. 

Taiwan’s agricultural policies leading up to the introduction of fallowing subsidies 

After World War II, Taiwan experienced food shortages because of the destruction 

of agricultural facilities and the influx of hundreds of thousands of immigrants from the 

mainland. To respond to these challenges, irrigation facilities were repaired and chemical 

fertilizers and farm machinery were introduced. Farmland reforms of the 1950s that 

followed the “375” rent reduction program of 1949 led to an increase in production 

incentives among those who became independent farmers. Agricultural production grew 

rapidly as a result. Thus, agricultural price measures from the latter half of 1940 until the 

latter half of 1960 were primarily aimed at providing low-priced food to stabilize wages 

and prices. As a result, there were no price-support measures for farm products at that 

time. Instead, there were policy measures that were rather exploitive of agriculture. A 

typical example is the rice-fertilizer barter system that was implemented in September 

1948. This program was designed to impose hidden taxes on rice production and to hold 

down prices of agricultural products. This was carried out through a system in which the 

government controlled the supply of fertilizers so that rice had to be exchanged for 

fertilizers at relatively inflated rates. 

In 1946, the Taiwanese government created a law for the collection of farmland taxes 

in kind and the compulsory purchase of rice in Taiwan Province. In accordance with the 

law, the Taiwan Provincial Finance Department, and the tax collection office of each 

prefecture and city, changed their tax collection methods. Instead of cash, the taxes were 

now collected in the form of rice (in kind) through the Taiwan Provincial Food Bureau 

and the food offices (subsequently, food management offices) in each district. The food 
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bureau collected rice each year and then made payments to the provincial finance 

department, prefectural governments, or municipal governments based on the official 

price. The food bureau managed the rice that it collected as payments in kind. The 

“official price” here refers not to what was commonly called the “purchase price” used 

by the government. Rather, it was a transaction price determined through negotiations 

between the food and the taxation departments within the government. Each year, a study 

period was designated for investigating market prices to determine an official price, while 

the value of taxes payable in kind, such as farmland taxes, were determined through 

negotiations. Tax payments from farmers were also collected in the form of rice that was 

priced significantly lower than the market price. This way, a surplus from the farm sector 

was transferred to others. This policy was maintained until 1987. 

Later, as the importance of agriculture as an economic activity continued to decline, 

the purpose of agricultural policies shifted toward the revitalization of farming villages 

and the expansion of farmers’ income. For this reason, measures were implemented in 

1973 to provide preferential treatment to farmers with respect to business, income, 

farmland, and capital gains taxes on land sales. Measures that had been considered as 

typical examples of exploitation for the sake of economic development, such as the grain-

for-fertilizer barter system, were abolished. Then, how did the price-support system for 

farm products change amid the abovementioned transformations in agricultural policies? 

Among various agricultural measures of the 1970s, direct price-support policy had the 

greatest impact on the structure of agriculture. Against the backdrop of an increase in 

food prices worldwide, the government implemented a measure in 1974 to purchase a 

certain amount of rice at guaranteed prices. This remained in place until now even though 

the purchase method and the amount had changed. In 1978, the government began to 

carry out a price-support measure called a “guidance purchase” program, under which it 

paid prices that were higher than the market prices by 0.6-1.0 Taiwan dollars. Taiwan’s 

price support for rice has been carried out using this method ever since. Currently, the 

price of rice is about 20 dollars above or below the guidance purchase price per kilogram. 

In the second cultivation season of 2003, a measure called a surplus-grain purchase 
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program began in order to lessen the impact of liberalization of trade in rice. Under this 

program, the government purchased surplus rice from farmers after they removed the 

amount that they consumed for themselves at prices that were 1.6 Taiwan dollars below 

the guidance purchase price using designated import-damage relief funds. In 2011, the 

purchase volume and price per hectare was adjusted further, and glutinous rice was also 

included in the purchase program. 

The government spent over 300 billion Taiwanese dollars to provide price support 

for rice for three decades before Taiwan joined the WTO in 2002. Whereas demand for 

rice fell significantly in the 1970s, the price-support measure remained in place even after 

the goal of increased rice production was achieved. The price support measure for rice 

led to a massive government stockpile of rice in the form of public grain. The stockpile 

significantly expanded because of the purchase program that began in 1974. To reduce 

the stockpile, Taiwan exported between 100,000 and 400,000 tons of rice a year to Africa, 

Indonesia, and the Middle East at low prices for about 10 years. However, low-price 

exports of public grain as a means of reducing the stockpile received criticism from the 

US in around 1980 because the quantity of exports significantly rose as the stockpile rose. 

In 1984, Taiwan signed a rice agreement with the US to keep the quantity of exports 

within 1.375 million tons over the following five years. The export destinations were also 

restricted to countries with per capita incomes of $795 or less.  

In 1996, a portion of public grain began to be exported through competitive bidding, 

after being sold to the private sector which exported about 100,000 tons a year mainly to 

Africa. In 2001, exports of public grain were completely halted as Taiwan prepared to 

join the WTO. All the rice was now used for international food aid. To maintain rice prices, 

the Taiwanese government must continue to provide price guarantees even as it reduces 

the farming acreage in proportion to the quantity of imports and as it raises fallowing 

subsidies.  

The production-adjustment mechanism for rice was launched in the 1980s, when the 

heavy industry and exports of electronics machinery became the driving force of the 
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economy and when the Taiwanese economy experienced a full-scale liberalization 

through market-opening measures. Rice and sugarcane, which had been important export 

commodities, lost some competitiveness because of the increase in production costs. The 

domestic demand for these products also plateaued. In response, measures were 

implemented to promote a shift to fruits and vegetables with higher economic value. First, 

the government launched a 12-year rice production and crop conversion plan in 1984 to 

adjust output. The government encouraged crop conversion, rather than fallowing, until 

1997. 

However, after the Uruguay Round Agriculture Agreement in 1993, Taiwan began 

to pursue agricultural policies with the aim of joining the WTO. Thus, the focus of 

production-adjustment measure for rice was on fallowing, which did not have the effects 

of stimulating output. Consequently, the government began to pay 32,000-36,000 Taiwan 

dollars/ha in 1997 to encourage fallowing, as opposed to paying 22,000 Taiwan dollars/ha 

for crop conversion. Payments for fallowing rose to as much as 45,000 Taiwan dollars/ha 

later. As a result, at least 50% of Taiwan’s rice paddies were fallowed in 2008, and 

contributed to a significant reduction in rice production. This production-adjustment 

mechanism had the effect of supporting rice prices. However, it also led to an increase in 

fiscal spending. Spending related to production adjustment rose from 1.6 billion Taiwan 

dollars in 1984 to 9.1 billion Taiwan dollars in fiscal year 2003. The total expenditure 

related to production adjustment during two decades after the implementation of the 

measure reached 92.4 billion Taiwan dollars. The fiscal deficit caused by the 

government’s purchase program, that is, spending related to rice-price support measure, 

reached 5.3 billion Taiwan dollars in 2004, with the average annual expenditure 

remaining at around 4 billion Taiwan dollars in recent years. Meanwhile, the total 

expenditure during three decades since the implementation of the measure reached 303.9 

billion Taiwan dollars. In recent years, however, there have been structural changes in 

fiscal spending related to rice policies. Rice purchases at guaranteed prices declined, 

while subsidies for fallowing rose. This may indicate a policy shift toward reducing 

protectionist measures that would interfere with prices, including those of rice, as Taiwan 
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responds to trade liberalization that impacts farm products.  

In 2008, however, the policy again began to shift away from fallowing toward crop 

conversion, that is, toward “Diversification makes use of Paddy field plan”. This was 

intended to cope with an increase in idle farmland, in addition to the abovementioned 

fiscal problems. It just so happened that the international price of corn for feed was 

surging at that time. Thus, the government, under a new system, made contract cultivation 

of corn for feed eligible for production-adjustment subsidies. This policy was chosen 

because corn for feed was an import substitute. Meanwhile, wheat had been grown on 

Kinmen islands and in Taichung City’s Daya District. In recent years, the Farmers’ 

Association and others have been engaging in contract cultivation, with the government 

providing subsidies to dedicated contract farmers for their equipment purchases. Corn 

and wheat were chosen because they would put a stop to farmland abandonment and serve 

as import substitutes. The government supported rice farmers’ efforts to switch to crops 

for which sales routes would be easily secured, and to crops such as landscape and energy 

ones, as well as green manure. The government also asked them to create a field-

management plan to maintain the farmland environment. In 2013, a farming-adjustment 

and farmland utilization plan was implemented. Under this plan, the frequency of subsidy 

payments for fallowing rice paddies was reduced to once from twice a year. Subsidies 

would be paid on the condition that the farmer shifts to another crop for one term out of 

the year. Thus, a farmer who wished to use farmland for that particular term had to either 

produce rice and sell it in the market or shift to another crop to generate sales and receive 

subsidies. If a farmer did not want to re-cultivate idle farmland, leasing it to another 

farmer would be a realistic option. Farmland that produced rice in the reference year 

would be eligible for subsidies provided that it was converted for a designated crop and 

that the production of this new crop was being maintained. Farmland that did not produce 

rice in the reference year would not be eligible even if it was converted for another crop. 

In other words, the fundamental aim of this policy was to promote the reduction of rice 

production. 
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Details of the Environmental Green Payment for Land Area Projects 

The price-support measure for rice had the effect of maintaining rice production and 

stabilizing food prices in Taiwan. However, this measure required that the government 

spend almost 5 billion Taiwan dollars on official grain purchases. Such a price-support 

measure goes against the WTO’s objective of reducing support measures that stimulate 

production. According to notifications that the Taiwanese government submitted to the 

WTO, at least 60% of the domestic support classified as the Amber Box, which the 

government is obliged to slash, comes from price support for rice. At the same time, the 

general public in Taiwan came to recognize that price-support measures tend to distort 

the market, create negative externalities as a result of overproduction, and exert a negative 

impact on the environment.  

The Environmental Green Payment for Land Area Projects was launched in January 

2018. It is a policy measure that combines price support for rice and production 

adjustment. The project has three objectives: protecting farmers’ income, preserving 

farmland, and improving the quality of rice. The implementation period is from 2018 until 

December 2021. The annual budget for the project is large: about 20 billion Taiwan 

dollars a year. This measure allows farmers to choose the option that benefits them, thus 

increasing the government’s fiscal burden further. Fiscal spending may also increase after 

price support for rice is converted to a direct payment system because the government 

will likely see a decline in profits from rice sales.  

The key policy factors are as follows. First, basic subsidies will be provided if 

farmland is used for farming purposes. This is based on the belief that not abandoning 

farmland would have positive externalities on the environment. Farmers will then choose 

whether to have the government purchase rice at the mandated prices or receive direct 

payments, and direct payments are the direction the government would prefer. The 

government also provides larger direct payments for import substitutes, and farmers 

would be able to receive multiple payments if they meet certain conditions. Subsidies are 

paid as direct payments for the acreage dedicated to rice cultivation in the reference year. 
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This is the same method used in the EU. Under the WTO agreement, such subsidies fall 

under Green Box payments. Thus, this method is globally applicable.  

The basic idea behind this measure is to encourage farmers to participate in the 

endeavor by giving them – through a direct payment method – the money equivalent to 

the difference between profits that they can earn under the price-supporting system and 

the average market price. The payments are 12,500 Taiwan dollars/1ha for the first 

cultivation term of a year, and 9,000 Taiwan dollars/1ha for the second cultivation term. 

The introduction of a direct payment system means that the subsidies from the 

government will increase in the short run for farmers who produce high-quality rice and 

sell it at prices higher than the average market price because the amount of public grain 

that they sell to the government is small. The government also adds 1,500 Taiwan 

dollars/1h in direct payments to contract producers in an effort to promote economies of 

scale by encouraging collective production. Parties to contract cultivation may include 

rice merchants and large-scale farmers. Contract cultivation allows farmers to estimate 

the sales volume and prices at the time of planting. In many cases, parties to contract 

cultivation have secured sales routes. Thus, the government has been promoting contract 

cultivation in recent years. Operators of contract cultivation are eligible for other 

subsidies. The government also provides more subsidies for alternative crops than the 

amount provided as part of the production-adjustment program since 2013. This is aimed 

at reducing rice production and increasing the number of other crops produced under the 

contract.  

Details of the Environmental Green Payment for Land Area Projects are shown in 

Table 2. First, rice farmers can choose between having the government purchase their 

public grain or receive direct payments for rice. If they decide to grow crops with export 

potential or that can replace imports, they can receive subsidies carried over from the 

farming-adjustment and farmland utilization plan. However, the government eliminated 

the term “fallowing” and adopted the term “protection for the production environment.” 

According to the COA, this is because farmlands have an important function of 
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maintaining soil fertility in addition to production. The government also provides an 

additional 1,000 Taiwan dollars/1ha in environmental direct payments if farmers adopt a 

production method that considers the multifunctionality of agriculture, such as 

environmentally friendly agriculture or organic farming. Fiscal spending is expected to 

increase as a result. However, the COA believes that such spending is necessary as the 

government transitions to a direct payment system. At the same time, the government will 

also introduce subsidies for organic and environmentally friendly farming. Under this 

plan, farmers who transition to organic farming will receive as much as 90,000 Taiwan 

dollars/1ha as demand for organic farm products rises. 

This policy measure targets 350,000 ha land per year. In the Environmental Green 

Payment for Land Area Project, the reference period for subsidies for import substitutes 

and export-oriented crops and for subsidies for organic and environmentally friendly 

farming extends from 1994 until 2003. The reference period for direct payments is 

between 2013 and 2015. This measure targets farmland that reported public grain for the 

reference period.  
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Table 2 Environmental Green Payment for Land Area Project for 2018   

Unit: Taiwan dollar/ha 

Crop item  Direct payment value Environmental payment 

Rice  Public grain None (Only purchase price for public 

grain) 

Subsidies for organic 

and environmentally 

friendly farming  

 

1. If an environmentally 

friendly production 

method is incorporated 

into the conventional 

farming method, 

30,000/ha will be added 

 

2. Transitional period to 

organic cultivation 

 

a. Rice and Vegetables: 

additional 60,000/ha  

 

b. Other crops: 

additional 80,000/ha  

 

3. Organic cultivation:  

additional 30,000/ha 

 

4. For 2 and 3 above, 

10,000/ha will be added 

if “collective organic 

cultivation” is carried 

out  

 

Direct payments 1st term 3,500＋direct payments 10,000 

2nd term direct payments 10,000 

Direct payments (Contract 

cultivation) 
1st term 5,000＋direct payments 10,000 

2nd term 1.5 million＋direct payments 

10,000 

 Alternative crops  Conventional 

farmers  

Large-scale dedicated 

farmers  

(Contract 

cultivation) 

Import 

substitution  

 

(1) Hard corn, non-GM 

soybeans  

60,000 70,000 

(2) Pasture grass, corn for 

feed 

45,000 55,000 

(3) Short-term 

commercial forest (six 

years) 

45,000 55,000 

(4) Raw-material sugar 

cane  

35,000 45,000 

(5) Wheat, buckwheat, 

sesame, adlay, Chinese 

mesona 

30,000 40,000 

(6) Sorghum for liquor 

Sweet potatoes for feed 

30,000 40,000 

(7) Oil tea, black tea 1-6 terms 

45,000  

1-6 terms 55,000  

7-8 terms 

22,500  

7-8 terms 32,500  

(Contract cultivation)  

Export-oriented crop 

40,000 50,000 

Priority crop 

(regional 

specialty) 

40 items chosen by the 

central government (note)  

25,000 35,000 

Local governments can 

add up to five items 

(The central government 

shoulders all the costs) 

Production 

environment 

maintenance 

 

(Fallowing) 

Green manure 

Landscape crop 

Plowing 

Water storage  

 

34,000-45,000  45,000 

(once a year) (one a year; only green 

manure)  

(Note) The 40 items are: peanuts, corn for consumption, sweet potatoes, pumpkins, alfalfa, 

short-term green onions, onions, tomato for consumption, watermelon, alfalfa sprouts, 

cantaloupes, scallions, white bamboo shoots, bonito, onions, melon, bitter gourds, 

cilantro, green onions, pepper, celeries, lettuce, flat bud, bamboo shoots, Korean grass, 

pineapples, beans, potatoes, cowpeas, sugarcane for consumption, sweet (green) peppers, 
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eggplants, strawberry, and long beans. 

Source: Compiled by the author based on data from the COA  

This measure was officially implemented on January 1, 2018. However, it was also 

carried out on an experimental basis in some locations during 2016 and 2017. The results 

of this experimental implementation are shown in Table 3. Over 60% of the participating 

farmers’ total acreage required direct payments. However, the acreage of farmers who 

actually received payments was about 10% lower than the acreage of applicants. This is 

because those who had applied for direct payments were able to revert to the price-

guarantee system later, but could not revert to direct payments once they applied for the 

public rice purchase program. Table 3 shows that as of 2017, about half the total acreage 

was eligible for the price-guarantee system. Rice prices for 2016 and 2017 largely 

remained unchanged from the average year. However, when the market price declines, 

the percentage of farmers who wish to receive price-guarantee system may rise further. 

Table 3 indicates that after this policy started, although the application rate reached 89% 

of the rice planting area in 2020, very few rice farmers actually chose direct payments for 

rice crops when rice price was low, for example, only 26% in 2020. 
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Table 3. Rice farmers’ participation in a test operation and after formally implemented of the Environmental 

Green Payment  

  Number of towns and villages 

participating in the test operation 

After formally implemented 

 Year 2016 2017 2017 2018 2018 2019 2019 2020 

 Term 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 

Rice farmers  

(public rice + direct 

payments) (A) 

Acreage 

(ha) 

2,072  17,447  23,028  116,031  55,482 118,820 55,273 114,070 

Direct payment 
applications(B) 

Acreage 
(ha) 

1,273  11,027  15,325  64,605 37,038 64,951 36,312 101,263 

Direct payments 

received (C) 

Acreage 

(ha) 

999  6,802  11,727  31,742 21,579 29,227 29,510 29,731 

Ratio of farmers 
applying for direct 

payments (B/A) 

(%) 61  63  67  56 67 55 66 89 

Ratio of farmers who 
received direct 

payments (C/A) 

(%) 48  39  51  27 39 25 53 26 

Source: COA data 

Since many rice farmers choose to sell to public rice at guarantee price, the financial 

expenses have increased. As a result, starting from 2021, the Council of Agriculture 

provided guidance to rice farmers who want to join to Environmental Green Payment 

have to declare that at least one of the former three periods of rice crops must be planted 

with a crop other than rice, including the declaration of crop conversion.  

As mentioned earlier, the farmers who would benefit from direct payments are those 

who produce high-quality rice that can command high market prices, or those who choose 

environmentally friendly farming methods. Thus, the COA must promote high-value-

added farming featuring high-quality products and environmentally friendly farming 

methods to promote direct payments. The COA believes that this measure already 

includes incentives for farmers to produce environmentally friendly crops and that 

farmers would prefer a market mechanism if rice prices are high. However, the extent to 

which this measure can lead to a production adjustment (a production reduction) or a shift 

to other crops continues to remain uncertain. In addition, environmentally friendly 

production methods are positively received by the public. However, price-guarantee 

system which cannot be abolished due to political factors, still exists, so the policy cannot 

reduce farmers' dependence on subsidies. Besides, the measure may also lead to an 
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increase in fiscal spending, make the system more complex, and ignore regional 

characteristics. This implies that it has room for improvement. The chairman of the farm 

production cooperative pointed out that even though the environmental payment portion 

appeared generous, no criteria had been established for the payment and that farmers’ 

participation was unclear, according to a report by William Kung (2017). In particular, 

existing millets are limited in variety. Neither have any particular organic methods been 

established, nor were suitable varieties listed. Another problem is that this measure relies 

on external certification agencies and organizations in determining whether 

environmentally friendly farming methods are being practiced. The quantity of 

agricultural chemicals and fertilizers is not specified, either. Whereas the government 

emphasizes strongly on crop conversion than fallowing when it comes to rice policies, 

rice farmers often lack knowledge of millets. Thus, there are few people who take the risk 

of switching to millets. Furthermore, eastern areas that do not have enough sunshine are 

not suitable for millets. Therefore, it is more natural for people there to choose rice. 

Consequently, some argue that regional characteristics should be considered while 

providing subsidies.  

Nevertheless, the implementation of this measure means that the government is 

departing from a mechanism to support only rice production in favor of environmentally 

friendly production methods. Its underlying causes deserve further exploration in the next 

subsection. 

How the Environmental Green Payment for Land Area Projects was created  

One of the characteristics of Taiwan’s agricultural policies is the close relationship 

between scholars and the government. Section 2 showed that there are many cases in 

which scholars become ministers in the Council of Agriculture of the Executive Yuan 

(COA minister). The establishment of the Environmental Green Payment for Land Area 

Projects was the result of the appointment of an academic to the position of a COA 

minister. Chen Chi-chung, who was appointed vice COA minister in 2016, became COA 

minister in 2018. A professor at National Chung Hsing University, Chen was involved in 
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the creation of a whitepaper on agricultural policies when the DPP’s Tsai Ing-wen ran for 

President. The whitepaper served as the basis for the Tsai administration’s “new 

agricultural policies.” The Environmental Green Payment for Land Area Project was part 

of those policies.  

In Section 1, it was explained that before the Taiwanese government implements any 

policy measure, including those that are not related to agriculture, it conducts related 

research by outsourcing the project to external researchers, including university 

professors. The Environmental Green Payment for Land Area Project is also a product of 

such outsourced research.  

The concept of direct payments is strongly related to the establishment of the 

Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) in Europe. Scholars made great contributions to the 

introduction of direct payments. The introduction of a direct payment system was 

discussed in the 1990s because several outsourced research projects dealt with the issue. 

As seen in Section 2, Kuo-Ching Lin, professor at the National Taiwan University who 

served as COA vice minister in the previous DPP administration, conducted literature 

reviews on various countries with respect to direct payment systems. The concept of 

direct payments in the Environmental Green Payment for Land Area Projects, began in 

2018. It is also related to reports that Chen Chi-chung created in 2007 and 2012 for the 

government under an outsourcing contract. The policy implications of his latest report 

titled, “The analysis of direct payment on agricultural production for environmental 

purpose in Taiwan” (Chen 2012), is such that some of its proposals have been adopted in 

the Environmental Green Payment for Land Area Projects, as seen in Table 2. He argued 

that when it came to providing subsidies for environmentally friendly farming, opinions 

of farmers should be respected. After interviewing farmers, it was shown that they were 

willing to accept landscape, energy, and feed crops as alternatives to rice farming. He also 

emphasized that subsidies for landscape crops and for environmental measures would be 

considered as Green Box payments even though subsidies for a shift to non-landscape 

crops such as feed crops were not Green Box payments under the WTO’s agriculture 
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agreement. Furthermore, he argued that direct payment environmental subsidies would 

not be able to provide any incentives unless the amount exceeded 54,000-70,000 Taiwan 

dollars. In Table 2, item b is the largest among the add-on payments for subsidies for 

organic and environmentally friendly farming, at 80,000 Taiwan dollars. It turned out that 

this amount was in accordance with a proposal in his study. Since direct payment policies 

pertaining to the environment are based on a concept that emerged in OECD countries, 

the report cited literature from these industrialized countries. Chen’s report cited a wide 

range of prior studies with respect to environmental payments in Europe and Costa Rica, 

and studies on payments to farmers in mountainous areas of Japan. It also cited Smith 

(2006), who reviewed methods of analysis pertaining to the establishment of direct 

payment systems.  

Thus, a flow can be seen from industrialized countries to Taiwan when it comes to 

the formation of an epistemic community in academia with respect to agricultural policies. 

In the past, Japan’s policy measures had a strong impact on Taiwan’s rice-subsidy policies 

and production-adjustment policies as discussed in Sections 2 and 3. However, Taiwan’s 

environment-related direct payment system was more strongly influenced by Europe’s 

CAP. There are many other outsourced research projects related to direct payments in 

addition to the studies conducted by Chen. Table 4 presents a list of research projects 

outsourced to university professors by the COA’s planning office that contain the term 

“direct payments” in Chinese titles. All these professors are members of the REST. Thus, 

common recognition is likely to be formed fairly easily. Based on the study of the 

imported Europe’s experience and thinking, Taiwanese scholars have developed direct 

payment policies that are appropriate for Taiwan, and the policy directions are shared with 

the epistemic community of bureaucrats. This can be seen as a process of imitating, 

adapting and transplanting of agricultural policy. 
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Table 4: List of research projects outsourced by the COA since 2001 to 2017 that have “direct payments” 

included in the theme 

Year Professor University Budget 

(Taiwan 

dollars)  

List of the COA’s outsourced research projects 

2006 Chen, 

Yu-Hui 

National 

Taiwan 

University 

800,000 The assessment of agricultural direct payment 

policy 

2007 Chen, 

Chi-

chung 

National 

Chung Hsing 

University 

770,000 The analysis of evaluating the benefit and cost of 

planting environmental crops utilizing set-aside 

acreages and proposing a direct payment policy for 

environmental service 

2011 Chen, 

Yu-Hui 

National 

Taiwan 

University * 

1175,000 The study on the level and feasibility of 

implementing agricultural direct payment policy 

2012 Esher 

Hsu 

National 

Taipei 

University* 

1370,000 The Experience of Agricultural Multifunction and 

Directly Payment in UN and Germany and Study 

on the Implement Feasibility in Taiwan/ Study on 

Direct Payment with Multifunctional Agriculture 

Implemented in EU and Germany and Hold an 

International Symposium 

2012 Chen, 

Yu-Hui 

National 

Taiwan 

University * 

790,000 Environmentally friendly direct payment policies 

in Taiwan and Germany 

2012 Hwang, 

Tsorng-

Chyi  

National 

Chung Hsing 

University * 

780,000 A Study on the Planning of Direct Payments 

Related to Rural Development Policies between 

Taiwan and Germany 

2012 Wu, 

Rong-jie 

National 

Taiwan 

University * 

1,240,000 A Study of Direct Income Payment for Strategic 

Crops in Taiwan 

2012 Chen, 

Yu-Hui 

National 

Taiwan 

University * 

1,475,000 Research on applying structural adjustment policy 

to enlarge farm size 

2012 Chen, 

Chi-

chung 

National 

Chung Hsing 

University 

1,250,000 The analysis of the direct payment for agricultural 

production for an environmental purpose in 

Taiwan 

2017 Hwang, 

Tsorng-

Chyi 

National 

Chung Hsing 

University * 

1,160,000 The impact of direct payment measures for rice on 

farmers’ production behavior and the rice industry 

Note: *Research projects assigned through the Rural Economics Society of Taiwan (REST)  

Source: COA  

When President Tsai assumed office, the planning office of the COA, and the 

Agriculture and Food Agency of the Council of Agriculture (the executive department), 

quickly created a policy measure for the Environmental Green Payment for Land Area 

Project and submitted it to the Executive Yuan. The planning office of the COA sets broad 

policy directions. The order of priority for this particular policy measure was as follows: 

the introduction of a direct payment system, a response to farmland abandonment, and 
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the handling of environmental issues. Taiwan had a surplus of public rice that had been 

accumulated through the existing price-guarantee system partly because it had to fulfill 

its “minimum access” import obligations of 144,000 tons of rice a year as a result of its 

WTO membership. To reduce price-guarantee purchases, the government adopted a 

system on an experimental basis in 2016 to allow farmers to choose between price 

guarantees and direct payments. The COA plans to address the problem of abandoned 

fallowed farmland next. For fallowing subsidies, the government shifted to a system in 

which payments are provided for only one of the two cultivating terms within a given 

year. There have been attempts to merge direct payments and fallowing subsidies under 

a single program within two or three years, in recent times. Finally, the COA has 

considered the special characteristics of the environment as a public good and has sought 

to include elements of environmental protection in the program. However, there is a 

perception in Taiwan that agriculture may not necessarily be good for the environment. 

Thus, it is important to identify the elements of environmental protection that should be 

included in the program and how.  

Under the direction that the COA has established as explained above, the Agriculture 

and Food Agency of the Council of Agriculture works out details of how subsidies should 

be provided. The planning office of the COA manages key performance indicators (KPI), 

provides expert opinions, and accepts inquiries. The Agriculture and Food Agency of the 

Council of Agriculture sometimes receives advice from the planning office of the COA 

and direct instructions from the vice minister of the Council of Agriculture of the 

Executive Yuan (COA minister) in the process of determining the details of the subsidy 

program. In this sense, the Environmental Green Payment for Land Area Project was a 

top-down policy proposal.  

In addition, policy measures created by a process in which scholars are heavily 

involved have clear economics research purposes or academic purposes. However, the 

implementation of such measures can create problems because they are often too abstract. 

An example is the subsidies offered for certified organic farming. Payments are huge, but 
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there is no mechanism for the government to certify organic farming. For this reason, 

farmers must join organizations for organic or environmentally friendly farming. Under 

such a system, certification is entrusted to private sector organizations, which also creates 

uncertainties around the credibility of the system. Another problem pertains to subsidies 

paid to farmers and landowners. In theory, payments are supposed to be paid to farmers. 

In practice, however, if a transfer of management rights cannot be confirmed in writing, 

payments are made to the landowner. Another problem pertains to the outsourcing of 

machinery work. The term “Cyuan Dai-Geng” refers to a practice of outsourcing all 

machinery work. Recently, however, another term has emerged, namely “Cyuan-Bao,” 

which refers to the outsourcing of all farm work including the sale of rice. However, only 

outsourcing of machinery work is covered by contracts. For this reason, all subsidies are 

given to the landowner unless the farmer in question is independently certified as a farmer. 

In practice, the main problem is that there is a provision that allows a farmer to change 

their mind with respect to their decision as to whether they should have the government 

purchase their rice at guaranteed prices or receive direct payments. Thus, even if they 

choose direct payments at the end of January, they can still choose to have the government 

purchase their rice at the guaranteed price during harvest if the market price turns out to 

be low. In reality, 2018 turned out to be a bumper-crop year. Thus, most farmers chose to 

have the government buy their rice at the guaranteed price, and this led to an explosive 

increase in the government’s stockpile of rice.  

The direction of Taiwan’s farm policies had been determined through a collaborative 

relationship between scholars and the government. However, there was a change in 2015, 

when the government-led administration established the Agricultural Policy Research 

Center under the Agricultural Technology Research Institute, which was established by 

the COA in 2013. The institute has many divisions that study agricultural technology. 

However, this center is unique because it focuses on policy research. Until this institute 

came up, several policy research projects had been outsourced to scholars in the form of 

contract research. These projects tended to focus on academic writing, and many of the 

results were too abstract. Thus, it took a long time for the planning office and executive 
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department to create actual policy measures. The Agricultural Policy Research Center 

was established to quickly come up with practical and specific policy proposals. The 

center also handles research projects that scholars may not normally want to pursue. 

Therefore, its research projects encompass all aspects of agricultural economy. Figure 2 

shows that there has been an increase in the number of research projects outsourced to 

the center in recent years. However, it operates in such a way that researchers first submit 

their research themes, as in the case of conventional projects outsourced to academics. 

The content is specified by the COA. The establishment of the center may further 

strengthen the collaboration between policymakers and academics. On the other hand, 

there are concerns that the relationship between policymaking and academic work may 

be altered, making academic work subservient to policymaking.  

Conclusion 

This study confirms the existence of an epistemic community in the formation of 

Taiwan’s agricultural policies. It also draws attention to the necessity for a change in the 

general direction of the policy led by the government, and the difficulties that may be 

encountered in its implementation, using the Environmental Green Payment for Land 

Area Projects as an example. 

The chronological process by which a direct payment system was incorporated into 

agricultural policies as explained in this article is as follows: 1) a change in the policy 

paradigm as a result of the GATT and the Uruguay Round; 2) discussions among 

researchers in industrialized countries; 3) the introduction of policy concepts by 

governmental organizations and a network of researchers; 4) temporary discussions in the 

media and in the parliament; 5) policy innovation proposals by OECD countries; 6) the 

implementation of policies through activities of government organizations and a network 

of researchers; and 7) renewed discussions by the media and parliament. 

In general, when governments face a problem and there is a need for knowledge, it 

is normal to seek out expert scholars. However, there are different ways in which the 
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opinions of scientists in different countries impact politics. Taiwan prefers that knowledge 

be interpreted by scientists before it affects policy makers or the establishment. 

Policymakers also actively attract scientists to study relevant policy topics that may 

develop. In the field of agricultural economics in Taiwan, scientists participate in the 

policy-making or implementation systems to influence decisions. As a result, although 

the government is under pressure to continue the price guarantee system from 1974 to 

support farmers, the epistemic community formed by scholars, bureaucrats and the mass 

media has made it possible to implement direct payments simultaneously. However, the 

continued implementation of the Environmental Green Payment for Land Area Projects 

still depends on whether the fiscal pressure changes in the future. 
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Abstract 

While it is known that the threat of climatic stresses induces rice (Oryza sativa L.) farming 

households to diversify their livelihood strategies, consensus has not been reached as to what 

type of stress induces which strategy, especially in the Mekong Delta Region (MDR) of 

Vietnam. Primary data were obtained from randomly selected 405 rice farming households in 

three provinces in the MDR of Vietnam. Simpson's Diversity Index was used to assess the level 

of diversification; multivariate probit regression was utilized to examine the factors influencing 

farmers’ adoption of livelihood strategies; and tobit regression was employed to examine the 

factors influencing the extent of farmers’ diversification. The index showed relatively low 

levels of livelihood diversification in the study area. The results of the multivariate probit 

regression analysis of four livelihood strategies indicated that farmers who were exposed to 

drought or flood were more likely to cultivate traditional rice varieties than improved ones, 

presumably because the improved varieties prevalent in the study area may be of resource-using 

type that is high-yielding under favorable conditions but susceptible to environmental stress. 

Furthermore, those prone to salinity intrusion tended to engage in off-farm income 

opportunities. In addition, the results of the tobit regression analysis exhibited significant 

effects of asset endowment, extension services, public transport availability, agricultural inputs, 

and cooperative membership on the extent of livelihood diversification. To enhance rural 

livelihoods in the MDR, intervention programs should ensure to provide the resource-saving 

type of improved varieties as well as promote off-farm employment in salt-affected areas. 

Keywords: climate adaptation; improved varieties; livelihood diversification; 

multivariate probit model; salinity; Simpson’s Diversity Index.
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Introduction 

Rice (Oryza sativa L.) is the most important staple food for rural households in Asia. 

Vietnam is one of the leading rice exporters, where approximately 55% of its rice production 

and 90% of its rice export come from the Mekong Delta Region (MDR), (General Statistics of 

Vietnam (GSO 2018)). However, abiotic stresses such as drought, flood, and salinity intrusion 

have adversely affected the rice production for several years. The primary strategy 

implemented by the Vietnamese government was dyke construction to minimize the effects of 

those weather and climatic events on agricultural production (Tran et al. 2019). Although 

people have practiced measures of adaptation to floods for hundreds of years, numerous 

farmers remain vulnerable to submergence. Moreover, there is an increasing trend in the 

annual maximum water depth and areas affected by floods, especially in flood-prone areas 

such as Dong Thap and Can Tho provinces, while delayed onsets of the rainy season and 20% 

reduction in annual rainfall were observed on average compared with the 1980s (Grosjean et 

al. 2016). In addition, upstream development of dams and diversions in the Mekong River 

system are predicted to further reduce freshwater flows (Le and Chinvanno 2011). 

Furthermore, researchers predict that the low-lying areas as the MDR, will be adversely 

affected by accelerated salinity intrusion caused by a sea-level rise by 2050 (Smajgl et al. 

2015). Drought and salinity intrusion have reduced yields of irrigated rice in the dry season. 

Due to such harsh climatic events, agricultural production is increasingly becoming 

unpredictable. Those risks may negatively affect the livelihoods and agricultural income in 

Vietnam and other developing countries due largely to the lack of capacity to manage risks at 

the farm level. In this context, livelihood diversification has been considered as one of the key 

strategies for farmers to manage unexpected climatic and other shocks. Diversification of 

income sources from the traditional rice varieties to improved ones, high-value crops, 

livestock products, and off-farm economic activities is expected to build farmers’ resilience to 

various types of risks. The literature on rural livelihood diversification in the MDR, Vietnam 

is scanty and homogeneous for all agro-ecological zones. In general, in Vietnam, 

diversification strategies were adopted to increase net income by practicing a combination of 

activities to reduce various forms of risk (Ngo et al. 2016; Nguyen and Huynh 2018; Tran et 

al. 2019). These risks are related to climate change, weather variability, social changes, 

political disturbances, and economic shocks, followed by income fluctuation, households’ 

vulnerability, and pressure on the development of rural economy (Dang et al. 2020a). 

Therefore, the objective of this study is threefold as follows. First, to examine the factors 

influencing farmers’ choice of livelihood strategies; Second, to determine the extent of 

diversification; Third, to examine the factors influencing the extent of farmers’ diversification 

among rural households in the MDR of Vietnam. In this respect, three provinces were 

selected to represent three agro-ecological zones suitable for rice cultivation, namely, the 
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saline zone (Tien Giang), deep flood zone (Dong Thap), and alluvial zone (Can Tho). 

Disentangling the mechanism of livelihood diversification will be useful for policy makers to 

design targeted intervention programs on climate change adaptation and general improvement 

in rural livelihoods in the MDR, Vietnam. Given the significant contribution of Vietnam to 

global rice supply, the outcome of this research will have relevance to regional and global 

food security, and progress toward the Sustainable Development Goal 2 (Zero Hunger), 

among others. 

Review of Related Literature 

Agriculture is highly vulnerable to abiotic shocks, such as flood, drought, salinity 

intrusion, and heat stress, with differing impacts in different regions of the world. Those 

abiotic stresses have caused the major challenges to production of crops, livestock, fisheries, 

and other commodities (Minhas et al. 2017). Birthal and Hazrana (2019) revealed that crop 

diversification is an important adaptation measure to climatic change in India. The occurrence 

of extreme weather events affected agrarian livelihoods, particularly in developing countries 

due to the high reliance on agriculture, the small-scale farm sizes, and lack of financial, 

technical, physical, and social assets to deal with shocks. 

Temperature and precipitation are the key climate variables that significantly influence 

agricultural production. According to MONRE (2016), the average temperature increased by 

0.42oC during the period 1985-2014 in Vietnam. In addition, a study by Dang et al. (2020b) 

suggests that precipitation patterns in the MDR became more volatile from 1989 to 2017 in 

terms of seasonal distribution and precipitation timing. There was an increasing propensity for 

the rainy season to prolong by starting earlier or ending later. A shift in rainfall regime alludes 

to a risk of inundation in the rainy season and water scarcity in the dry season. MONRE 

(2016) reported negative shocks in precipitation in the MDR since 2006 caused by climate 

variability especially due to El Niño events (MONRE 2016; Dang et al. 2020b; Ho et al. 

2021). In the MDR, climate change showed negative effects on rice yields and land allocation 

for paddy production (Le et al. 2019; Dang et al. 2020b). In 2015, 620,000 ha and 160,000 ha 

of paddy fields were affected by drought and salinity intrusion, respectively (Khong et al. 

2018). In 2019-2020, over 42,000 ha of paddy fields and 25,000 ha of orchards were affected 

by drought and salinity intrusion in ten out of the 13 provinces in the MDR. In Tien Giang 

province, more than 23,000 ha of rice and 36,000 ha of fruit trees were affected whereas Can 

Tho and Dong Thap remained intact. During severe water shortage, people had to transport 

water from other places (GSO 2020). MONRE (2009) projects that temperature will increase 

by 0.6°C by 2030, 1.0°C by 2050, and 1.8°C by 2080, whilst precipitation will increase by 

0.4% by 2030, 0.8% by 2050, and 1.2% by 2080. With temperatures rising to critical levels, 

climate change may cause heat stresses during sensitive stages of rice plant growth. The MDR 
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is predicted to suffer a significant decline in crop yields by 2.2 to 5.6% by 2030, and 6.3 to 

12.0% by 2050 (Teng et al. 2016). 

Farmers respond to abiotic shocks by adopting adaptation measures, such as changing 

crop varieties, altering cropping patterns, adopting water management techniques, and seeking 

off-farm employment. Sadiq et al. (2019) found in the Eastern Region of Ghana that most 

farming households adopted stress-tolerant crop varieties to adapt to climate change and 

weather variability. According to Amevenku et al. (2019a, b), fishery households in the Volta 

Basin of Ghana relied not only on fishing business but also on non-fishing businesses such as 

livestock rearing, which helped reduce vulnerability. Similarly, Gebru et al. (2018a, b) found 

in eastern Tigray of Ethiopia that over 40% of farmers’ income was derived from off-farm 

activities. 

Numerous studies examined demographic and economic factors influencing the adoption 

of diversification strategies. Ngo (2016) employed the seemingly unrelated regression model 

to examine how past climate experiences affected farmers’ adaptive measures in the MDR. 

Asfaw et al. (2019) explored the empirical relationship among crop production, livelihood 

diversification strategies, extreme climate shocks, and household prosperity in Malawi, Niger, 

and Zambia, and showed that experience in extreme precipitation events and other climatic 

shocks were crucial factors influencing diversification strategies. Sadiq et al. (2019) revealed 

that access to drought-tolerant varieties and meteorological information significantly 

influenced the diversification strategy adopted in the Eastern Region of Ghana. 

An empirical study in rural Senegal and Kenya revealed that income diversification was 

significantly influenced by household asset endowments, access to rural towns, migration 

opportunities, and perceptions on food security (Loison and Bignebat 2017). This indicates 

that low-income farming households were more likely to have multiple sources of income and 

more evenly distribution of the income between these sources than high-income households. 

In other words, poor households practiced livelihood diversification activities for subsistence, 

while better-off households adopted the same to accumulate the stock of wealth (Schwarze 

and Zeller 2005; Haggblade et al. 2007; Gebru et al. 2018a, b). 

Kuwornu et al. (2014) analyzed the determinants of diversification among farmers in the 

Upper West Region of Ghana using the multinomial logit model and revealed that gender, 

education, farm size, household income, farm asset, and access to credit significantly 

influenced household diversification activities. Furthermore, in southern Ethiopia, Yona and 

Mathewos (2017) suggested that diversification strategies were influenced by access to capital 

through cooperatives and credit institutions, vocational training to build business skills, and 

access to rural infrastructure such as transportation systems and storage facilities. Gebru et al. 

(2018a, b) revealed that households’ education, access to credit, income, membership with 

cooperatives, land size, and farm inputs positively influenced their choice and adoption of 
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livelihood diversification strategies in eastern Tigray, Ethiopia, while age, dependents ratio, 

family size, access to extension services, distance to markets, livestock ownership, and agro-

ecology negatively influenced the same. Ahmed et al. (2018) found in Bangladesh that male-

headship of households had a positive effect and household asset holding had a negative 

effect on the level of livelihood diversification and that small- and medium-scale households 

tended to diversify their livelihoods rather than large holders. 

Another group of studies investigated the extent to which adaptation practices improved 

aspects of welfare and food security of households. A study by Makate et al. (2016) in rural 

Zimbabwe provided evidence that adoption of climate-smart agriculture practices led to 

increased crop production efficiency, revenue, food security, and nutrition security at the 

household level. Asfaw et al. (2019) found in Malawi, Niger, and Zambia that the influence of 

both crop and non-crop diversification on households’ prosperity was generally greater among 

the poorest, whereas it was smaller or negative among wealthier households in all three 

countries.  

Literature on farmers’ livelihood strategies and the extent of diversification in the MDR, 

Vietnam is scanty with few notable studies being Ngo et al. (2016), Diep (2017), Nguyen and 

Huynh (2018), and Tran et al. (2019). Furthermore, to maximize the benefits from livelihood 

diversification, it is crucial to understand the factors influencing the adoption of each 

livelihood strategy. Drawing on econometric techniques, the present study attempted to 

contribute to empirical literature in the context of drought, flood, and salinity intrusion in Can 

Tho (alluvial zone), Dong Thap (deep-flood zone) and Tien Giang (saline zone) in the MDR 

of Vietnam. 

Methods 

Study area 

The MDR covers an area of approximately 40,800 km2 and is located within 8.5°–

11.5°N and 104.5°–106.8°E. The MDR of Vietnam covers a large portion of flat flood plains 

in the South of the Delta. The soil of the lower Delta mainly consists of sediments from the 

Mekong River. The average temperature is approximately 27oC and the total annual rainfall in 

the MDR varies from 1,300 to 2,300 mm (GSO 2018). Can Tho province, Dong Thap 

province, and Tien Giang province in the southwest of the MDR were purposively selected 

for this study in view of their significant volume of rice production and high yield (6.0 – 7.0 

tons/ha, on average) (Fig.1). In 2018, rice was grown on 237.3 million, 520.4 million, and 

201.3 million ha in Can Tho, Dong Thap, and Tien Giang, respectively, producing 1.43 

million tons (6.0 tons per ha on average), 3.33 million tons (6.4 tons per ha), and 1.25 million 

tons (6.2 tons per ha), respectively (GSO 2019). The three locations exhibit distinct 

characteristics with respect to paddy production. Can Tho is endowed with fertile soil 

conditions and is the central city of the MDR; Dong Thap is one of the key areas with high 
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intensity of rice production; and Tien Giang provides a prime example of rice cultivation in 

coastal areas.  

Can Tho province has agricultural land area of 114,620 ha (79.7% of the total area). To 

adapt to climate change, the province has developed specific areas for vegetables and cash 

crops with strengthened protection dyke systems and irrigation reservoirs (Bong et al. 2018; 

Tran et al. 2018a). Besides rice, there were about 40,000 ha of maize, vegetables, and 

perennial tree crops, including star apple, mango, banana, durian, and longan. Moreover, the 

number of buffaloes, cows, and pigs together was 134,400 whilst the number of poultry was 

1.8 million (GSO 2019). Dong Thap province has agricultural land area of 602,400 ha (78.6% 

of total area). Located in the upper delta, this area is frequently exposed to heavy precipitation 

and flooding caused by overflows from Cambodia in the rainy season (Tran and James 2017; 

Tran et al. 2018a). This province has abundant sources of fresh water. There is no salinity 

intrusion in the dry season whilst drought rarely occurs. Besides rice, there were 35,600 ha of 

maize, sweet potato, and vegetables, and 32,600 ha of perennial tree crops (Bong et al. 2018). 

The province has nearly seven million ducks, the largest number among provinces in the 

MDR. Moreover, the number of buffaloes, cows, and pigs together was 281,900 (GSO 2019). 

The province has five key products for export namely rice, ornamental flower, mango, fish, 

and duck (Department of Agriculture and Rural Development of Dong Thap Province 2021). 

On the other hand, Tien Giang province is located in the northern MDR along the Tien River, 

bordering the East Sea. The province has agricultural land area of 182,570 ha (72.7% of total 

area). Besides rice, there were about 15,800 ha of maize, sweet potato, and vegetables. It is 

the largest fruit producing province in Vietnam, with 77,700 ha planted to fruits such as star 

apple, coconut, mango, dragon fruit, durian, jackfruit, guava, and sapodilla. Moreover, the 

province has an emerging livestock industry, with 118,000 cows, 289,000 pigs, 16.7 million 

poultry, and over 2 million quails (GSO 2019; Department of Agriculture and Rural 

Development of Tien Giang Province 2021). 

[FIGURE 1 IS HERE] 

Data collection 

The data collection from rice producing households was conducted over the period of 

June to July 2019. The multistage sampling technique was employed to select the 

respondents. The first stage was purposive selection of three provinces, namely, Can Tho, 

Dong Thap, and Tien Giang as many households are involved in rice business in these areas. 

The second stage was the use of the simple random sampling technique to select 12 villages 

from 7 districts located in these provinces. The last stage was simple random sampling of 405 

households from these villages.  
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The population of rice households in the three provinces was 350,018 (GSO 2011). 

Following Yamane (1967) and using a 5% margin of error, the minimum sample size was 

determined as follows: 

𝑛 =
𝑁

1 + 𝑁e2
=

350,018

1 + 350,018 (0.05)2
= 400 

where n denotes the sample size, N denotes the population and e denotes the margin of 

error.  It should be noted that 405 households were actually interviewed, which is larger than 

the minimum suggested sample size, implying the margin of error being less than 5%. In 

detail, the actual sample sizes from Can Tho, Dong Thap, and Tien Giang were 82, 179, and 

144, respectively. 

In Vietnam, heads of households were the primary decision-makers on issues related to 

investments in agricultural crop and livestock production. The head of a household owned the 

land-use right certificate and therefore also had access to mortgage at financial institutions 

(Menon et al. 2016). Moreover, household heads were the target of extension services and 

training programs operated by local authorities and agricultural extension agencies (Tran et al. 

2018b). Thus, household heads were the target for the interviews. Prior to the interviews, 

discussions were held with community leaders to record their opinions and obtain permission 

for the survey. Subsequently, the leaders of the villages gathered farmers in groups for 

interviewing. On the decided date, an average of 30 minutes was spent to go through the 

questionnaire with each household. 

The collected information included socio-demographic profile, economic characteristics, 

institutional factors, technical factors, and environmental factors. Table 1 and Table 2 present 

the definitions of variables, measurements and a priori expectations for the multivariate probit 

regression model and the tobit regression model, respectively.  The following variables: 

gender, education, cash payment for rice sale, cooperative membership, access to inputs, 

transport availability, salinity experience, drought experience, flood experience, storage 

facilities, contract farming, extension visits, and location (province) fixed effects were 

measured as dummy variables.  

[TABLE 1 IS HERE] 

[TABLE 2 IS HERE] 

Methods of analysis 

Generally, the data from 405 households were used to analyze the effects of flood, 

drought, and salinity intrusion on the choice of livelihood strategies, diversification, and the 
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extent of diversification. To maximize utility, households tend to choose high-return 

livelihood strategies. However, some farmers can also select low return livelihood strategies 

due to social systems and lack of resource endowments. The Simpson’s Diversity Index (SDI) 

was calculated to measure the extent of diversification of livelihood strategies, and the tobit 

regression was employed to analyze the factors influencing the diversification of livelihood 

strategies (SDI). Furthermore, the random utility theory suggests that households’ decision to 

choose a particular livelihood strategy is likely to be influenced by their choice of a set of 

alternative strategies as well as independent variables. Given the four choices under 

consideration, the multivariate probit model was employed to examine the factors influencing 

the adoption of each of the livelihood strategies. STATA version 17 was used to analyze the 

data gathered from the survey. 

1. Level of diversification 

The SDI was employed to measure the extent of livelihood strategy diversification at the 

household level. The index was calculated using eight income categories, namely, income 

from rice farming, high-value crops, livestock, trading, salary, labor wage, remittance, and 

other income, which was defined as follows:
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𝑆𝐷𝐼 = 1 − ∑ 𝑃𝑗
2𝑛

𝑗=1                                                         (1) 

where: P denotes the proportion of income from the source j, and n is the number of 

income sources. In our study, the 𝑆𝐷𝐼 was empirically estimated as: 

𝑆𝐷𝐼 = 1 − [(𝑅𝐼𝐶𝐸 𝑌⁄ )2 + (𝐶𝑅𝑂𝑃 𝑌⁄ )2 + (𝐿𝐼𝑉𝐸𝑆𝑇𝑂𝐶𝐾 𝑌⁄ )2 + (𝑇𝑅𝐴𝐷𝐸 𝑌⁄ )2 +

(𝑆𝐴𝐿𝐴𝑅𝑌 𝑌⁄ )2 + (𝑊𝐴𝐺𝐸 𝑌⁄ )2 + (𝑅𝐸𝑀𝐼𝑇𝑇𝐴𝑁𝐶𝐸 𝑌⁄ )2 + (𝑂𝑇𝐻𝐸𝑅 𝑌⁄ )2]        (2) 

where: Y denotes total income of household, RICE denotes income from rice farming 

activities, CROP denotes other cash crop income, LIVESTOCK denotes income from sale of 

livestock, TRADE denotes income from trading or doing business, SALARY denotes income 

from salaried work or official employment, WAGE denotes income from farm wage, 

REMITTANCE denotes remittance income, OTHER denotes capital earnings, bonus, pension, 

rent, and other income of the household. These income sources were identified as the key 

income sources for the households in the study area based on the group discussions with 

village leaders. 

The SDI values range from zero to one, depicting low to high levels of diversity or 

diversification. Qualitatively, an SDI value implies no diversification or complete 

specialization when 𝑆𝐷𝐼 = 0, very low diversification when 0 < 𝑆𝐷𝐼  0.22, low 

diversification when 0.22 < 𝑆𝐷𝐼  0.37, medium diversification when 0.37 < 𝑆𝐷𝐼  0.63, 

and high diversification when 0.63 < 𝑆𝐷𝐼 (Saha and Bahal 2010; Phung and Waibel 2009; 

Amevenku et al. 2019b). 

2. Determinants of diversification strategies  

According to Le et al. (2014 a, b) and Bong et al. (2018), adjusting the timings of 

planting, crop diversification (e.g. intercropping and crop rotation), and other diversification 

(livestock, off-farm work) were observed in the MDR of Vietnam. In addition, Le et al. 

(2018) and Huynh et al. (2020) found in central Vietnam that adjustments of the crop calendar 

introduced by the local authorities, use of abiotic stress tolerant varieties, crop diversification, 

improved irrigation practices were applied to alleviate the long-term effects of droughts, 

pests, and diseases. Following current literature, all potential strategies were included in the 

questionnaire. As it turned out all the sampled households had modified their planting 

calendar to manage water supply for the crop, and thus there was no non-adopter. Hence, this 

strategy was not analyzed as a variable. We finally defined the four strategies, namely, 

improved rice variety, high-value crops, livestock, and off-farm work as alternatives to 

traditional rice production. 

The probit regression model is useful for analyzing the factors influencing farmers’ 

adoption of a certain diversification strategy (Nazir et al. 2018). It is assumed that the ith 
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household makes the optimal livelihood choices based on their livelihood resources, thereby 

maximizing its utility. The utility can be expressed as follows: 

𝑌𝑖
∗ = 𝛽𝑥𝑖 + 𝜀𝑖                                                                                     (3) 

where 𝑌𝑖
∗ is a latent variable representing the level of unobservable utility of the ith 

household, 𝑥𝑖 is a vector of factors influencing the utility, and 𝜀𝑖 is the random error term. The 

level of the unobservable utility and the observable dichotomous choice 𝑌𝑖 (1 or 0) are related 

in such a way that 𝑌𝑖 = 1 if the utility is positive and 𝑌𝑖 = 0 otherwise. Thus, 𝑌𝑖 is expressed as 

follows: 

𝑌𝑖 = 1 𝑖𝑓 𝑌∗ > 0  

𝑌𝑖 = 0 𝑖𝑓 𝑌∗ ≤ 0              (4) 

In general, the probit model hinges on the cumulative normal probability function 

(Aldrich and Nelson 1984). The probability 𝑃𝑖 of choosing an alternative over not choosing it 

can be expressed as the standardized cumulative normal function: 

𝑃𝑖 = 𝐹(𝑍𝑖) =
1

√2𝜋
∫ 𝑒−𝑠2 2⁄𝑍𝑖

−∞
𝑑𝑠             (5) 

where 𝑠 is a random variable normally distributed with mean zero and unit variance, and 

𝑃𝑖 is the probability of the farmer choosing the diversification strategy. Since this probability 

is measured by the area under the standard normal curve from –∞ to 𝑍𝑖, the event is more 

likely to occur at larger values of the index 𝑍𝑖. To obtain an estimate of the index 𝑍𝑖, the 

inverse of the cumulative normal function is applied (Aldrich and Nelson 1984; Pindyck and 

Rubinfeld 2000): 

𝑍𝑖 = 𝐹−1(𝑃𝑖) = 𝛼 + 𝛽𝑥𝑖                  (6) 

In our study, four livelihood strategies were examined as alternatives to traditional rice 

production, namely, improved rice variety, high-value crops, livestock, and off-farm work. 

Importantly, households can adopt one or more of these strategies simultaneously to diversify 

their means of livelihoods. As most households undertake multiple livelihood activities at the 

same time, a set of four probit models were estimated instead of one multinomial logit or 

probit model. Besides, as it is highly likely that the adoption of one strategy is related with the 

adoption of another, the model should allow for correlation among the choices of 

diversification strategies after covariates are controlled for. Therefore, the multivariate probit 

analysis was employed to estimate the system of probit equations (Greene 2003; Ward 2018). 
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By generalizing Equation (3) to the multivariate case, the systems of four latent variable 

equations were estimated as follows: 

𝑌𝑖1
∗ = 𝛽0 + ∑ 𝛽1𝑘

𝐾
𝑘=1 𝑋1𝑘 + 𝜀𝑖1,   𝑌𝑖1 = 1 𝑖𝑓 𝑌𝑖1

∗ > 0,   0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒        (7a) 

𝑌𝑖2
∗ = 𝛽0 + ∑ 𝛽2𝑘

𝐾
𝑘=1 𝑋2𝑘 + 𝜀𝑖2,   𝑌𝑖2 = 1 𝑖𝑓 𝑌𝑖2

∗ > 0,   0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒        (7b) 

𝑌𝑖3
∗ = 𝛽0 + ∑ 𝛽3𝑘

𝐾
𝑘=1 𝑋3𝑘 + 𝜀𝑖3,   𝑌𝑖3 = 1 𝑖𝑓 𝑌𝑖3

∗ > 0,   0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒        (7c) 

𝑌𝑖4
∗ = 𝛽0 + ∑ 𝛽4𝑘

𝐾
𝑘=1 𝑋4𝑘 + 𝜀𝑖4,   𝑌𝑖4 = 1 𝑖𝑓 𝑌𝑖4

∗ > 0,   0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒        (7d) 

where: 𝑌𝑖1
∗ , 𝑌𝑖2

∗ , 𝑌𝑖3
∗ , and 𝑌𝑖4

∗  are the binary indicators representing whether the farmer 

adopted improved rice variety, high-value crops, livestock, and off-farm work, respectively, 

and the error terms, 𝜀𝑖1, 𝜀𝑖2, 𝜀𝑖3 and 𝜀𝑖4 are allowed to be correlated with each other, i.e. 

𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟(𝜀𝑗, 𝜀𝑘) ≠ 0 with 𝑗, 𝑘 ∈ 1, 2, 3, 4 (𝑗 ≠ 𝑘). 

Due to the likely existence of correlation in the error terms across the four latent variable 

equations, it is necessary to account for the unobserved factors influencing the choice of a set 

of alternative strategies and the possible relationship between them (Ward et al. 2018). Let 𝛷 

be the standard normal cumulative distribution, 𝑤𝑖𝑗 be the weight of observation i and 𝛺𝑗𝑘 be 

the 4 × 4 covariance matrix regarding the four parameter vectors 𝛽𝑗  (𝑗 = 1, 2, 3, 4) and the 

four correlation coefficients of 𝜌𝑗𝑘  (𝑗, 𝑘 ∈ 1, 2, 3, 4). According to Cappellarri and Jenkins 

(2003) and Ward et al. (2018), the likelihood function is given by: 

ln 𝐿 = ∑ 𝑙𝑛𝑁
𝑖=1 𝛷(𝑤𝑖1, 𝑤𝑖2, 𝑤𝑖3, 𝑤𝑖4; 𝛺𝑗𝑘)

                                                               (8)
 

where  

𝑤𝑖𝑗 = (2𝑌𝑖𝑗 − 1)𝑥𝑖
′𝛽𝑗               (9) 

𝛺𝑗𝑘 = 1 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑗 = 𝑘 

𝛺𝑗𝑘 = (2𝑌𝑖𝑗 − 1)( 2𝑌𝑖𝑘 − 1)𝜌𝑗𝑘   𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑗, 𝑘 𝜖 1, 2, 3, 4        (10) 

3. Determinants of livelihood diversification 

To examine the determinants of the SDI, the tobit regression was employed (McDonald 

and Moffitt 1980). The SDI takes the value of zero when farmers do not adopt any 

diversification strategy and the entire income is earned from sale of traditional rice. As a non-
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negligible proportion of farmers had the zero value of SDI, analysis of the SDI as the 

dependent variable would suffer an estimation bias if the ordinary least squares method is 

adopted (Seetha et al. 2018; Salaisook et al. 2020). In our case, the dependent variable is left-

censored at zero, for which the tobit model is defined as follows (Greene 2003): 

𝑌𝑖
∗ = 𝛽𝑥𝑖 + 𝑢𝑖          

𝑌𝑖 = 𝑌𝑖
∗  if  𝑌𝑖

∗ > 0             

(11) 

𝑌𝑖 = 0    if  𝑌𝑖
∗ ≤ 0   

where: 𝑌𝑖 is the observed value of SDI, 𝑌𝑖
∗ is the latent value of SDI, 𝑥𝑖  is the vector of 

independent variables, 𝛽 is the vector of coefficients, and 𝑢𝑖  is an independently and normally 

distributed error term. The latent variable 𝑌𝑖
∗ is observable when it is positive; otherwise, it is 

censored at zero. The tobit coefficients represent marginal effects of the independent variables 

when the dependent variable is in the uncensored range. 

Results and discussion 

Socio-economic characteristics of the farmers  

Tables 3 and 4 present the socio-economic characteristics of the respondent farmers. The 

majority (88.6%) of the households were headed by a male. An average household had three 

members working as family labor on farm. Most farmers (80.7%) received payment from 

their buyers more than once per season (sale on credit), i.e. an upfront payment after sowing 

or before harvesting, and the rest of the payment after harvesting. More than one-third of the 

farmers had experienced extreme weather events (i.e. flood or drought) and approximately a 

half of the farmers had experienced salinity intrusion. Most of them had access to 

transportation (79.0%) and farm inputs (91.6%), while 54.6% had access to a storage facility. 

On the other hand, a limited number (11.9%) of farmers participated in a farmers’ 

organization, 31.4% participated extension visits, while 36.1% were involved in contract 

farming. Intermediaries played a crucial role in the paddy purchasing system in the MDR 

based on the tight relationship with trust with farmers because of the underdeveloped road 

network in many parts of the region (Cazzuffi and McKay 2012). Most farmers sold fresh 

paddy after harvesting whilst keeping part of their harvest for household consumption. Before 

harvesting, some intermediaries and processors visited rice fields for quality assessment and 

negotiated the price. Intermediaries tended to purchase paddy at farm gates and sold it to 

processors, whereas processors tended to purchase paddy from both farmers and 

intermediaries, and then sold processed rice to markets. In cases of contract farming, prices 
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were negotiated and agreed upon at the time of signing the contract between farmers and 

processors (Vo et al. 2015; Pham et al. 2019). 

[TABLE 3 IS HERE] 

Table 4 showed that the average and median farming experience of household heads was 

27 and 26 years, respectively, suggesting that most of the respondents had enough experience 

to provide reliable responses regarding climate change and variability, and that they were 

familiar with traditional adaptation strategies as well. 

[TABLE 4 IS HERE] 

In the study area, the mean and median farm size was 1.1 and 0.8 ha, respectively, 

indicating that the majority of the respondents owned a small-scale farm. In Vietnam, two-

thirds of the rice farmers allocated less than 0.5 ha of land for rice production, which is 

considerably lower than the threshold of small-scale production at 2 ha as defined by the Food 

and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO 2016) and Dao (2018). The GSO 

(2018) estimated that 8.5% of the rice farmers cultivated rice on less than 0.2 ha, 29.9% 

between 0.2 and 0.5 ha, 48.2% between 0.5 and 2 ha, and 13.4% with larger than 2 ha. As a 

result, most farmers had difficulty in land reallocation for other crops or for intensification of 

rice production through improved technologies. Landholding was the constraint to those 

farmers toward adoption of livelihood diversification, which confined them with the 

traditional rice farming. 

The results showed that the mean value of the asset endowment was about USD 5,800 

while the maximum and minimum were approximately USD 50,000 and USD 500, 

respectively. These numbers may be understated as farmers may be hesitant to tell others their 

assets for security consideration. Nonetheless, there existed a gap between poorer and 

wealthier households. The farm gate price for rice was USD 0.22 per kg on average and 

ranged from USD 0.17 to USD 0.31 per kg,1 depending on the rice variety, distance to 

market, and the season. In terms of transport cost, 28.6% of the households incurred this cost, 

while the rest of the households did not since the middlemen handled the transportation. The 

calculation of the transport cost used two methods. In many areas, it was calculated using the 

transportation cost at USD 70-100 per ha. Otherwise, it was computed using the price of a rice 

bag at USD 0.04-0.13, each bag weighing 50-80 kg of fresh rice. In terms of market prices in 

the study area, the high-yielding variety with low grain quality (i.e. IR50404) was sold at the 

lowest price (USD 256 per ton), high-yielding varieties with medium grain quality (i.e. 

several OM varieties) were sold at USD 260-265 per ton, whereas other aromatic rice 

1 USD 1 = VND 23,000 at the time of the survey 
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varieties with premium quality (i.e. Jasmine, Dai Thom 8, and Nang Hoa) were sold at fairly 

high prices (USD 260-282 per ton) (Vietnam Food Association 2020). 

Adoption of livelihood strategies 

In the study area, 54.9%, 52.5%, and 11.8% of the sampled farmers in Can Tho, Dong 

Thap, and Tien Giang provinces cultivated IR50404 rice variety, respectively. In recent years, 

due to the low grain quality of this variety as well as its low market value, susceptibility to 

pests, and sensitivity to abiotic stresses, local authorities in the three provinces have advised 

farmers to grow newer varieties with higher quality. However, farmers still produced IR50404 

in two to three crop seasons per year for its early maturity (85-90 days), stable yields (5.5-6.5 

tons/ha), easy cultivation, and stable demand (Nguyen and Napasintuwong 2018). Besides 

IR50404, Jasmine 85 (aromatic rice) was cultivated by 9.6% of the sampled farmers due to its 

early maturity, high yields (5.0-8.0 tons/ha), and good grain quality despite its susceptibility 

to pests and abiotic stresses. Farmers cultivating these varieties incurred higher costs of 

production compared to other varieties (Vo and Nguyen 2016). In contrast, Nang Hoa was an 

indigenous variety grown by 14.1% of the sampled farmers due to its tolerance to drought and 

salinity. This variety was mainly sold to domestic markets for its favorable grain quality 

(Bong et al. 2018). In the three studied provinces, several climate smart varieties with high 

yields (5.5-8.0 tons/ha) and resistance to pests, lodging, droughts, and salinization stresses 

were introduced. These included medium quality (OM6162, OM4900, OM380) and high 

quality (VD 20, RVT, Dai Thom 8) varieties (Vietnam Food Association 2020). 

Fig. 2 shows that 32.4% of the farmers were involved in traditional rice cultivation 

without any diversification strategy despite the introduction of improved rice variety in the 

study area. Another 32.4% adopted improved rice variety. One fifth of the farmers practiced 

crop diversification through intercropping or crop rotation with vegetables, maize (Zea mays 

L.), sweet potato (Ipomoea batatas L.), or growing perennial tree crops such as jackfruit 

(Artocarpus heterophyllus L.), dragon fruit (Hylocereus undatus L.), coconut (Cocos nucifera 

L.), and durian (Durio zibethinus L.). Despite some fluctuation in prices, these commodities 

tended to attract higher prices and generate additional income to farmers (around four to five 

times) compared with the traditional rice monoculture. Furthermore, whereas rice is a water-

demanding crop sensitive to climate risks, needing better water management under flood or 

drought conditions, the high-value crops could save large amounts of water resources as well 

as costs for water pumping. 

Approximately one fifth of the farmers were engaged in livestock production. Rice straw 

can be utilized in feeding cattle (Bos taurus L.), rice bran and rice grain can be used for 

feeding pig (Sus scrofa domesticus L.), chicken (Gallus gallus domesticus L.), and duck 

(Anas Platyrhynchos). In particular, duck can be quickly raised between or during rice 

growing seasons. In the study area, after harvest of rice, ducklings ate rice crop residues, 
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crabs, and snails in fields, which saved input costs for raising ducks. After two months of 

breeding, farmers sold ducks and started the new season for rice. This is one of the 

recommended strategies for household resilience to floods as revealed by Nguyen and James 

(2013). 

The results revealed that approximately 33% of the households were engaged in off-farm 

work such as working in local factories, renting land and houses, trading homemade foods, 

and making handicrafts. Considerable numbers of family members were involved over time in 

off-farm jobs to earn additional income to sustain livelihoods. The sampled rice farmers 

reported that in 2018, average farm-income and off-farm income per member of the 

households were USD 1,116 and USD 650, respectively, while the national average GDP per 

capita was USD 2,587 (GSO 2018). For instance, the average farm labor wage income was 

USD 60-70 per season, whereas a salaried job in public or private organizations earned USD 

130-300 per month. 
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[FIGURE 2 IS HERE] 

Table 5 presents average net income from different sources of livelihoods in the three 

provinces. To help understand their livelihood diversification strategies, the average income 

per adopter of each strategy is shown. The overall sample average was USD 395 per month 

per household. Income was higher in Can Tho (USD 444) and Dong Thap (USD 449) than in 

Tien Giang (USD 299). Rice farming was practiced by all the sampled farmers, which 

brought an average of USD 345 per household. Livestock production earned USD 106 per 

adopter while high-value crops brought USD 71 per adopter. Dsespite the high potential, off-

farm work was currently not  a major source of income (USD 11 per adopter) in the study 

areas. In fact, those who adopted or planned to adopt other strategies acknowledged the 

potential for higher income through livelihood diversification, non-adopters were concerned 

about market failure, price fluctuation, and diseases associated with diversification.  

The Department of Agriculture and Rural Development of Dong Thap Province reported 

that in 2020, the average profit was about USD 4,900 per ha for vegetable and crops and USD 

9,000 per ha for fruit trees, which were more remunerative than rice (USD 1,000-1,500 per 

ha). Although conversion from rice to fruit trees was popular in the three provinces due to 

favorable conditions and subsidies, those subsidies were not available to all farmers (Bong et 

al. 2018). Conversion was costly and needed techniques, labor force, and budget for building 

facilities and irrigation systems for alternative crops. Small production scale of some 

alternative crops had limited competitive advantages due to the high costs of input materials 

and the difficulty in adopting mechanization.  

[TABLE 5 IS HERE] 

Table 6 presents the distribution of SDI values in the three provinces. The mean values 

were 0.27, 0.31, and 0.37 in Can Tho, Dong Thap, and Tien Giang provinces, respectively, 

and the overall SDI was 0.32, indicating low diversification on average across the three 

provinces. Overall, however, the majority of the households (76.5%) were engaged in some 

levels of diversification of livelihood strategies, while the remaining 23.5% specialized in 

traditional rice production. In terms of distribution, 6.9% of the households were categorized 

as very low diversification, 14.6% as low diversification, 51.9% as medium diversification, 

and 3.2% as high diversification. In addition, a comparison among the provinces revealed that 

households in Tien Giang were the most often diversified (83.3% of the households), 

followed by Dong Thap (78.8%) and Can Tho was the lowest diversified (59.8%). 
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[TABLE 6 IS HERE] 

Socioeconomic factors influencing the adoption of livelihood strategies 

Table 7 presents the multivariate probit estimates of the factors influencing the adoption 

of each livelihood strategy in the study area. The results indicate that all the 19 explanatory 

variables were statistically significant for at least one of the four strategies. The Wald chi-

square statistic 290.21 (p < 0.01) indicates that the independent variables used for the 

multivariate probit regression significantly influenced the dependent variables (i.e. the 

farmers’ choices of livelihood diversification strategies). As for inter-strategy correlation of 

the error terms, a negative correlation was found between the adoption of improved rice 

varieties and livestock (ρ31), indicating that the households adopting livestock production 

were less likely to adopt improved rice varieties, after controlling for the observables. 

[TABLE 7 IS HERE] 

Gender of household heads had a positive influence on the adoption of improved rice 

varieties, indicating that male-headed households were more likely to adopt improved rice 

varieties than female-headed households. Consistent with previous research, men may be 

more positive toward the adoption of improved technologies (Kassie et al. 2015, 2017; Orr et 

al. 2016; Abeje et al. 2019). 

Experience in farming had a positive effect on the adoption of high-value crops, 

indicating that knowledge of crop production, e.g. rice in the case of this study helped farmers 

grow other crops as well, which is in line with Ngo (2016), Makate et al. (2016), Asfaw et al. 

(2019), and Sadiq et al. (2019), among others. 

Increases in farm size increased farmers’ likelihood of adopting improved rice varieties 

and decreased the chance of adopting high-value crops and livestock as livelihood 

diversification strategy. Large landholders may dedicate their land to mass production of 

improved rice varieties preferred by both the domestic and international markets (Kuwornu et 

al. 2014; Ngo 2016; Makate et al. 2016; and Birthal and Hazrana 2019). 

Household asset endowment was found to positively influence the adoption of high-

value crops and livestock, suggesting that the availability of farm implements helped farmers 

in high-value crop production and livestock husbandry, which is consistent with the findings 

by Kuwornu et al. (2014) and Loison and Bignebat (2017). 

Farmers whose buyers provided cash payment were more likely to adopt improved rice 

varieties and livestock. The result indicates that cash revenue upon harvest enables them to 

invest in obtaining inputs for livestock production. This suggests a possible role of cash 

payment in diversifying livelihood strategies among rice producers (Bannor and Sharma 
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2017). In our case, only one fifth of the farmers had this privilege with their buyers (Table 7). 

Sreymom and Khiev (2015) reported that farmers found credit payment inconvenient, and 

many buyers had a tendency to delay their payments.  

In addition, increases in price decreased the farmers’ likelihood of diversifying their 

livelihood by cultivating high-value crops and engaging in off-farm work. This implies that 

increases in the price of the traditional commodity (rice) provides farmers with some level of 

confidence that their investment in the crop would yield appreciable returns, and therefore 

there would be less motivation to cultivate high value crops and engage in off-farm work to 

generate additional incomes (Ani and Antriyandarti 2018; FAO 2018). 

Increases in the number of family laborers by one increased the farmers’ chance of 

engaging in off-farm work. This should be because, at certain times in the production season, 

farmers can delegate some on-farm work to the family members and engage in off-farm work 

to generate additional income for the family. The positive effect of availability of working-

age members was in line with Salaisook et al. (2020) who revealed that households with 

abundant family labor were able to participate in off-farm businesses and enjoy smooth 

consumption. This implies, at the same time, that households with less labor endowment 

might suffer when negative shocks affect farm outputs, as revealed by Phung and Waibel 

(2009), Brown et al. (2018), and Nazir et al. (2018).  

An increase in costs of transportation led to a higher likelihood of adopting improved 

rice varieties and high-value crops, indicating that higher transport costs induced on-farm 

diversification strategies. The literature shows mixed results as Sichoongwe et al. (2014) 

found that those faced with high costs of accessing markets diversified their crops, whereas 

Makate et al. (2016) found that low transportation costs resulted in crop diversification. 

Households with access to public transportation were more likely to engage in off-farm 

work presumably due to ease of commuting between their homestead and workplace. The 

finding is consistent with Seng (2015) who found in Cambodia that access to public 

transportation in rural areas induced households to participate in off-farm activities. On the 

other hand, households with access to storage facility were less likely to work off-farm, which 

is understandable assuming that storage was mainly related to agricultural purposes. Likewise, 

access to agricultural inputs had positive effects on adopting off-farm strategy, which is 

consistent with Chen et al. (2018) and Gebru et al. (2018a, b).  

Contract farmers were less likely to be engaged in livestock production, possibly because 

contract farming increased income security with crop sales and lowered the need for livestock 

rearing. Likewise, the GSO (2013) and Adzawla and Kane (2018) found that contract farmers 

obtained agronomic support and thus allocated their land for crop production rather than 

livestock husbandry.  
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Members of farmer organizations were more likely to diversify their livelihoods by 

producing high value crops, livestock, and engaging in off-farm work. These results 

demonstrate organizations’ role in sharing information and knowledge as to generally better 

opportunities for livelihoods. Ngo (2016), Yona and Mathewos (2017), Kassie et al. (2017), 

and Gebru et al. (2018a, b) all emphasized the role of farmer organizations in boosting 

participation in productive activities. 

Extension visits had a negative effect on the adoption of off-farm work. This may be 

because the agenda of extension visits was not relevant to off-farm diversification strategies 

(Anang et al., 2020) but was focused on agricultural capacity building (Salaisook et al. 2020). 

The result contrasts with Yin et al. (2016) and Gebru (2018b) reporting that extension 

workers provided market information and skills to engage in business activities to diversify 

their income sources.  

Lastly, province fixed effects were controlled for, with Tien Giang being the base 

category. Farmers in Dong Thap were more likely to use improved rice varieties and engage 

in off-farm work, and less likely to produce livestock relative to those in Tien Giang. Farmers 

in Can Tho were less likely to engage in off-farm work relative to those in Tien Giang. The 

differences may be attributed to the differences in availability of off-farm work, agro-

ecological conditions, and the occurrence of weather events not captured by the covariates in 

the model (Le et al. 2014 a, b; Ngo 2016; Emmanuelle and Julie 2017).  

Abiotic stresses and the adoption of livelihood strategies 

Farmers who had experienced salinity intrusion in the past five years were more likely to 

engage in off-farm work and less likely to produce livestock. Salinity intrusion may have 

adverse effects on the growth rate of livestock. In fact, harsh climate reduces the available 

pasture-land and leads to a lack of fodder as well as crop residues, generally an additional 

source of food for animals (Bergqvist et al. 2012). Furthermore, the loss caused by salinity 

intrusion events and the higher income from off-farm activities may have induced farmers to 

consider off-farm jobs as part of their diversification strategy, which is consistent with 

previous research (Adzawla and Kane 2018; Nguyen and Huynh 2018).   

 Farmers who had experienced droughts in the past five years had a lower probability 

of planting improved varieties of rice as opposed to traditional rice varieties. It might be the 

case that the improved varieties prevalent in the study area are high-yielding but dependent on 

intensive water inputs, as suggested by earlier research (Vo and Nguyen 2016; Nguyen and 

Napasintuwong 2018; Bong et al. 2018). That is also in line with studies conducted in India 

and sub-Saharan Africa by Tsusaka and Otsuka (2013a, b). Similarly, it was found that those 

who had experienced floods in the past five years were more likely to produce traditional rice 

varieties, high-value crops, and livestock, and less likely to adopt improved rice varieties and 
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off-farm work. Again, the improved varieties in the study area may be susceptible to 

submergence at the expense of the high-yielding trait. Le et al. (2014 a, b) found that some 

high-yielding varieties (OM5451, IR50404) could be lodged due to extreme submergence and 

long-lasting floods, in which case farmers had to pump water out of their paddy fields and 

start sowing late, thereby losing production and income. 

Determinants of extent of livelihood diversification 

Table 8 presents the tobit regression results of the factors influencing the extent of 

farmers’ livelihood diversification. The empirical results revealed that asset endowment, 

family labor, availability of transport, access to inputs, member of farmers' organizations, and 

extension visits significantly accounted for the extent of livelihood diversification among rice 

farmers in the MDR. The likelihood ratio statistic 87.87 (p < 0.01) indicates that the 

independent variables significantly explained the extent of farmers’ livelihood diversification. 

The Pseudo R squared indicates a good fit of the model, given the cross-sectional data used 

for the analysis. 

[TABLE 8 IS HERE] 

Increases in the value of farmers’ asset endowment by USD 1,000 increased the SDI by 

0.006 on average, holding other variables unchanged. This result is consistent with Abiodun 

et al. (2019) who revealed that inadequate asset holding impedes livelihood diversification by 

households in Ondo State, Nigeria. An increase in family labor by one person per household 

led to an increase in the SDI by 0.044 on average, suggesting that larger households were 

more likely to allocate household labor to on- and off-farm livelihood activities outside 

traditional rice farming. The availability of access to transportation increased the SDI by 

0.181. Likewise, Zanello et al. (2019) revealed that in Afghanistan, the availability of 

transport infrastructure was associated with more diverse livelihood strategies.  

Access to farm inputs increased the SDI by 0.188, which is in line with Chen et al. 

(2018) and Gebru et al. (2018a, b) who found similar evidence from farming households. 

Moreover, Abrha (2015) mentioned agricultural inputs such as synthetic fertilizer, improved 

varieties, and extension visits as factors driving diverse agricultural production in northern 

Ethiopia. Participation in farmer organizations increased the SDI by 0.099 on average 

compared with non-members, which agrees with Le et al. (2019) who found that membership 

with farmer organizations in Can Tho, Dong Thap, and Tien Giang could help smallholders 

address financial resource limitations, gain social interconnection and skills, and develop their 

marketing network for trading commodities. Finally, extension visits increased the SDI by 

0.068. Le et al. (2019) found that extension visits helped farmers in the MDR improve their 

knowledge and skills to diversify livelihood activities outside traditional rice farming. 
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The result also revealed that experience with abiotic stresses did not significantly 

influence the extent of livelihood diversification. It may be the case that actual livelihood 

strategies changed even when the extent of livelihood diversification did not. Another 

possibility is that some of the farmers who had not experienced climate stresses themselves 

may have adopted adaptation strategies to deal with market failure and price fluctuation 

caused by climate events in other areas (Le et al. 2018; Bong et al. 2018). 

Discussion 

Livelihood diversification strategies among rice farmers in the MDR were dependent on 

a combination of factors. In particular, the three abiotic factors were found to have significant 

effects on the decision to engage in livelihood diversification strategies. In recent years, 

drought and salinity intrusion have become major challenges to most of the farmers in the 

MDR, while floods also affect their lives and assets, particularly in rural areas. Therefore, 

smallholder farmers may take part in strategies to diversify the risk of climate shocks 

affecting traditional rice production. As part of the Agricultural Restructuring Project in the 

three provinces, many farmers cultivated salt-tolerant crops, converted crops from rice to 

other crops, and rotated rice with other crops to adapt to climate change. They grew high-

value crops such as beans, yam, sweet potato, bitter gourd, cucumber, and onion. Those crops 

required less water and produced multi-fold higher-value outputs than the rice crop. Farmers’ 

associations established several cooperative groups to promote advanced planting techniques 

and target products such as star apple, seedless lemon, tangerine, and mango. Through these 

activities, farmers learned the harmful effects of environmental pollution and climate change. 

Some farmers had invested in building net houses and automatic sprinkler systems to enhance 

economic efficiency and overcome the hazard of drought and salinity intrusion (MARD 

2020).  

Yet, one of our remarkable findings may be the negative effects of harsh weather (i.e. 

drought and flood) on the adoption of improved rice varieties. By and large, there are two 

types of improved traits in modern varieties: resource-using type and resource-saving type. 

The former types of varieties are high-yielding but sensitive to production environments (Fan 

et al. 2012). In other words, they yield high with favorable input supplies, but fail to produce 

desirable yields under stressful conditions. The latter types of varieties, on the other hand, are 

intended for tolerance to harsh production environments, with reduced downside yield risks. 

The former type was dominant in the early stage of the Green Revolution with the 

intensification dependent on synthetic fertilizer and irrigation facilities, while the latter type 

was developed at the later stage in view of concern over natural resource conservation 

(Tsusaka and Otsuka 2013a, b). Our result suggests that the improved rice varieties prevalent 

in the study area were mainly of the resource-using type, which is high-yielding yet 

susceptible to weather shocks, gearing farmers with drought and flood experience toward non-
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adoption and dis-adoption of those varieties. In fact, 11.9% of the sampled farmers cultivated 

the resource-saving type of varieties (VD20, RVT, and Dai Thom 8), compared to the 

resource-using type of varieties such as IR50404, which had been the conventional cultivar 

dating back to 1992 (Ngo et al. 2005; Nguyen and Bharali 2019). Assuming that different 

types of varieties are available, agricultural development agencies should increase attention to 

choosing and disseminating the varietal traits that are more suitable to the stress-prone areas 

of rice production. 

Across the 13 provinces in the MDR, adjustment of planting calendar, including 

changing irrigation schedules and crop rotation, was one of the most common action plans to 

deal with drought and flood events (Ngo 2016; Bett et al. 2017). These plans should work 

complementarily to the choice of appropriate varieties. In addition, livestock production could 

be enhanced at moderately saline areas, whilst off-farm work could be promoted at severely 

salt-affected areas. 

On the other hand, rice price was a crucial factor influencing the decision to grow non-

rice crops and engage in off-farm work. Priority would be given to high quality rice varieties 

based on the demand from domestic and international markets. Moreover, local authorities 

and the Department of Agriculture and Rural Development should provide more technical 

training to help them cultivate suitable rice varieties, especially for those cultivating varieties 

of low quality and low market value. If the price is supported by government subsidy 

programs, farmers may become more inclined to adopt rice crop intensification as they are 

experienced in rice production rather than other crops and off-farm jobs. This is what has 

happened in India in the last several years, where the government ramped up price support to 

rice farmers, having boosted the country’s presence in the global rice export markets (Chand 

2019). In light of the importance of asset endowment and organizational membership in 

livelihood diversification decisions, forming and participating in farmer organizations would 

facilitate farmers’ access to extension services, credit, and other financial and social facilities 

(Le et al. 2014 a,b ; Le et al. 2019). 

Conclusion 

Leveraging the primary data solicited from 405 rice farming households in the Mekong 

Delta Region of Vietnam, this study employed the multivariate probit regression to examine 

the factors influencing farmers’ adoption of livelihood strategies, Simpson’s Diversity Index 

to assess the level of diversification, and the tobit regression to examine the factors 

influencing the extent of farmers’ diversification. The descriptive results indicate relatively 

low levels of livelihood diversification in the study area.  

The results imply that climate-related stresses in production environments forced and 

will force many farmers to modify their agricultural systems, cultivation practices, and 

livelihood strategies. Besides, the decision to adopt a particular livelihood strategy was also 
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influenced by socioeconomic, demographic, technical, and institutional factors. Although rice 

farming alone generates uncertain and limited income flows, it remains the major occupation 

of the farm households in the MDR of Vietnam and beyond. If agricultural systems are 

dominated by water-intensive rice production sensitive to extreme weather events, farmers 

may need to diversify livelihood activities away from rice mono-cropping to high-value crops 

production, livestock husbandry, and off-farm activities, which is only possible if and when 

the various constraints are addressed. 

The study provides the following recommendations to address multiple livelihood 

strategies of the rice farming households in the MDR. First, the role of high-value crops and 

livestock in mitigating the flood hazard on rice-based farming systems should be emphasized. 

As asset endowment positively influenced production of high-value crops and livestock, 

agricultural extension services may need to consider providing credit support and possibly 

input subsidies to help resource-poor households diversify their livelihood strategies. Second, 

while salinity did not affect the choice among crop farming options, it significantly induced 

off-farm income generation. This would call for policies to develop off-farm opportunities 

particularly in salt-affected areas, which may create employment in the manufacturing sector 

including postharvest facilities (e.g. rice paper drying, fish processing, cashew nut shelling, 

and salt production), ecotourism services associated with making handicraft and pottery from 

natural materials, and textile garment and footwear commodities for sustainable livelihoods. 

Third, the key roles of national and local agricultural institutions in the MDR of Vietnam 

would be to strengthen access to agricultural inputs, cooperative membership, and transport 

availability of rice farming households, as these factors were found as significant 

determinants of livelihood diversification. 

This study is not without limitations. First, the specific traits of the rice varieties grown 

in the three provinces were not considered in the modeling framework. Therefore, further 

research would be needed to identify the traits of different rice varieties prevalent in the areas, 

with attention to tolerance to weather shocks, which might call for development of new 

varieties that are more suitable to the specific agro-ecological zones. Second, this study is 

largely based on primary data collected from sampled farmers based on the survey method. 

The elicited information relied on the respondents’ perceptions, memory, and experience, 

which might be subject to measurement bias. Third, the dependence on binary data for some 

of the variables might have led to underestimation of the heterogeneity among households, 

possibly compromising the efficiency of estimation of the effects of those factors. Finally, the 

geographical scope of the study was focused on Can Tho, Dong Thap, and Tien Giang 

provinces. Thus, the implications from our results might not be representative of the whole 

MDR. Therefore, extending the scope of the study to other parts of the MDR provides for an 

excellent opportunity for future research. 
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Notwithstanding the limitations, this study provides an empirical contribution to 

literature by applying econometric techniques to investigate the factors influencing farmers’ 

choice of livelihood diversification strategies and the extent of diversification in the context of 

drought, flood, and salinity intrusion in Can Tho (alluvial zone), Dong Thap (deep-flood 

zone) and Tien Giang (saline zone) in the MDR of Vietnam. 
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Table 1 Definition of variables, measurements and a priori expectations and relevant literature 

for the multivariate probit regression model 

Variable 

group 

Variable 

notation 

Definition Measurement Expected 

sign 

Relevant 

literature 

Choice of 

livelihood 

strategy 

Y 

Livelihood 

strategies: 

improved rice 

variety; high-

value crops; 

livestock;  

off-farm work 

Dummy:  

1 if yes;  

0 otherwise 

NA NA 

Socio-

demographic 

profile 

Gender Sex Dummy 

variable: 

1 if male 

0 if female 

+/- Orr et al. 

(2016), 

Kassie et al. 

(2017), Abeje 

et al. (2019) 

Experience Rice farming 

experience 

Years +/- Makate et al. 

(2016), 

Asfaw et al. 

(2019), Sadiq 

et al. (2019) 

Education Level of 

education 

Dummy 

variable: 

1 if 

secondary 

school or 

above 

0 otherwise 

+ Abiodun et al. 

(2019), Abeje 

et al. (2019), 

Sadiq et al. 

(2019) 

Farm size Rice planting 

area 

Hectare (ha) + Ngo (2016), 

Makate et al. 

(2016), 

Birthal and 

Hazrana 

(2019) 

Asset 

endowment 

Value of total 

household asset 

in USD 

1,000  

+ Kuwornu et 

al. (2014), 

Loison and 

Bignebat 

(2017) 

Family 

labor 

Family labor  Persons + Phung and 

Waibel 

(2009), Nazir 

et al. (2018), 

Brown et al. 

(2018). 

Economic 

characteristics 

Cash 

payment for 

rice 

Method of 

receiving 

payment  

Dummy 

variable: 

+ Sreymom and 

Khiev (2015), 

Bannor and 
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Variable 

group 

Variable 

notation 

Definition Measurement Expected 

sign 

Relevant 

literature 

1 if sale in 

cash 

0 if sale on 

credit 

Madhu 

(2017)  

Rice price Farm gate price 

of rice  

USD per 

kilogram 

+ Ani and 

Antriyandarti, 

(2018), FAO 

(2018) 

Institutional 

factors 

Transport 

cost  

Transportation 

costs 

USD per ton - Sichoongwe 

et al. (2014), 

Makate et al. 

(2016) 

Contract 

farming 

Availability of 

contract 

farming 

Dummy 

variable: 

1 if available 

0 otherwise 

+/- GSO (2013), 

Adzawla and 

Kane (2018) 

 

Cooperative 

membership 

Membership 

with a 

cooperative 

Dummy 

variable: 

1 if yes 

0 otherwise 

+ Kassie et al. 

(2017), Gebru 

et al. (2018a, 

b) 

Extension 

visits 

Participating 

extension visit 

during the last 

12 months 

Dummy 

variable: 

1 if yes 

0 otherwise 

+ Brown et al. 

(2018), Gebru 

et al. (2018b) 

Access to 

inputs 

Access to farm 

input services  

Dummy 

variable: 

1 if yes 

0 otherwise 

+ Chen et al. 

(2018), Gebru 

et al. (2018a, 

b). 

Technical 

factors 

Transport 

availability 

Availability of 

public 

transportation 

to markets 

Dummy 

variable: 

1 if yes 

0 otherwise 

+ Seng (2015), 

Chen et al. 

(2018), Gebru 

et al. (2018a, 

b). 

Storage 

facilities 

Availability of 

storage 

facilities 

Dummy 

variable: 

1 if yes 

0 otherwise 

+ Chen et al. 

(2018), Gebru 

et al. (2018a, 

b) 

Environmental 

factors 

Flood 

experience 

Reported 

experience of 

extreme flood 

events in the 

past 5 years 

Dummy 

variable: 

1 if yes 

0 otherwise 

+ Grosjean et 

al. (2016),  

Emmanuelle  

and Julie 

(2017) 

Drought 

experience 

Reported 

experience of 

extreme 

drought events 

Dummy 

variable: 

1 if yes 

0 otherwise 

+ Grosjean et 

al. (2016), 

Tran et al. 

(2019)   
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Variable 

group 

Variable 

notation 

Definition Measurement Expected 

sign 

Relevant 

literature 

in the past 5 

years 

Salinity 

experience 

Reported 

experience of 

extreme 

salinity 

intrusion events 

in the past 5 

years 

Dummy 

variable: 

1 if yes 

0 otherwise 

+ Smajgl et al. 

(2015), 

Adzawla and 

Kane (2018), 

Nguyen and 

Huynh (2018) 

Location fixed 

effects 

Dong Thap 

province 

Households 

located in Dong 

Thap province 

Dummy 

variable: 

1 if yes 

0 otherwise 

+/- Ngo (2016), 

Emmanuelle 

and Julie 

(2017) 

Can Tho 

province 

Households 

located in Can 

Tho province 

Dummy 

variable: 

1 if yes 

0 otherwise 

+/- Ngo (2016), 

Emmanuelle 

and Julie 

(2017) 
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Table 2 Definition of variables, measurements, a priori expectations, and relevant literature for 

the tobit regression model 

Variable 

group 

Variable 

notation 

Definition Measurement Expected 

sign 

Relevant 

literature 

Extent of 

diversification 
Y Diversification 

Continuous  

variable 

NA NA 

Socio-

demographic 

profile 

Gender Sex Dummy 

variable: 

1 if male 

0 if female 

+/- Orr et al. 

(2016), 

Kassie et al. 

(2017), Abeje 

et al. (2019) 

Experience Rice farming 

experience 

Years +/- Makate et al. 

(2016), 

Asfaw et al. 

(2019), Sadiq 

et al. (2019) 

Education Level of 

education 

Dummy 

variable: 

1 if 

secondary 

school or 

above 

0 otherwise 

+ Abiodun et 

al. (2019), 

Abeje et al. 

(2019), Sadiq 

et al. (2019) 

Farm size Rice planting 

area 

Hectare (ha) + Ngo (2016), 

Makate et al. 

(2016), 

Birthal and 

Hazrana 

(2019) 

Asset 

endowment 

Value of total 

household 

asset 

in USD 

1,000  

+ Loison and 

Bignebat 

(2017),  

Abiodun et 

al. (2019) 

Family 

labor 

Family labor  Persons + Phung and 

Waibel 

(2009), Nazir 

et al. (2018), 

Brown et al. 

(2018) 

Economic 

characteristics 

Cash 

payment for 

rice 

Method of 

receiving 

payment  

Dummy 

variable: 

+ Sreymom and 

Khiev (2015), 

Bannor and 
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Variable 

group 

Variable 

notation 

Definition Measurement Expected 

sign 

Relevant 

literature 

1 if sale in 

cash 

0 if sale on 

credit 

Madhu 

(2017) 

Rice price Farm gate 

price of rice  

USD per 

kilogram 

+ Ani and 

Antriyandarti, 

(2018), FAO 

(2018) 

Institutional 

factors 

Transport 

cost  

Transportation 

costs 

USD per ton - Sichoongwe 

et al. (2014), 

Makate et al. 

(2016) 

Contract 

farming 

Availability of 

contract 

farming 

Dummy 

variable: 

1 if available 

0 otherwise 

 

+/- GSO (2013) 

Adzawla and 

Kane (2018) 

 

Cooperative 

membership 

Membership 

with a 

cooperative 

Dummy 

variable: 

1 if yes 

0 otherwise 

+ Gebru et al. 

(2018a, b), 

Abeje et al. 

(2019) 

Extension 

visits 

Participating 

extension visit 

during the last 

12 months 

Dummy 

variable: 

1 if yes 

0 otherwise 

+ Brown et al. 

(2018), 

Gebru et al. 

(2018b) 

Access to 

inputs 

Access to farm 

input services  

Dummy 

variable: 

1 if yes 

0 otherwise 

+ Abrha 

(2015), Chen 

et al. (2018), 

Gebru et al. 

(2018a, b) 

Technical 

factors 

Transport 

availability 

Availability of 

public 

transportation 

to markets 

Dummy 

variable: 

1 if yes 

+ Zanello et al. 

(2019), 

Gebru et al. 

(2018a, b). 
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Variable 

group 

Variable 

notation 

Definition Measurement Expected 

sign 

Relevant 

literature 

0 otherwise  

Storage 

facilities 

Availability of 

storage 

facilities 

Dummy 

variable: 

1 if yes 

0 otherwise 

+ Chen et al. 

(2018), 

Gebru et al. 

(2018a, b) 

Environmental 

factors 

Flood 

experience 

Reported 

experience of 

extreme flood 

events in the 

past 5 years 

Dummy 

variable: 

1 if yes 

0 otherwise 

+ Ngo (2016), 

Bett et al. 

(2017), 

Emmanuelle 

and Julie 

(2017) 

Drought 

experience 

Reported 

experience of 

extreme 

drought events 

in the past 5 

years 

Dummy 

variable: 

1 if yes 

0 otherwise 

+ Ngo (2016), 

Bett et al. 

(2017), Tran 

et al. (2019)   

Salinity 

experience 

Reported 

experience of 

extreme 

salinity 

intrusion 

events in the 

past 5 years 

Dummy 

variable: 

1 if yes 

0 otherwise 

+ Adzawla and 

Kane (2018), 

Nguyen and 

Huynh 

(2018) 

 

Location fixed 

effects 

Dong Thap 

province 

Households 

located in 

Dong Thap 

province 

Dummy 

variable: 

1 if yes 

0 otherwise 

+/- Ngo (2016), 

Emmanuelle 

and Julie 

(2017) 

 

Can Tho 

province 

Households 

located in Can 

Tho province 

Dummy 

variable: 

1 if yes 

0 otherwise 

+/- Ngo (2016), 

Emmanuelle 

and Julie 

(2017) 
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Table 3 Socio-economic characteristics of the sampled households: binary variables  

Variable 
Frequency 

of 1 

Percent 

(%) 

Gender of head (1 if male, 0 if female) 359 88.6 

Education level of head (1 if secondary school or above, 0 otherwise) 270 66.7 

Cash payment for rice sale (1 if sale in cash; 0 if sale on credit) 78 19.3 

Salinity experience (1 if yes, 0 otherwise) 201 49.6 

Drought experience (1 if yes, 0 otherwise) 142 35.1 

Flood experience (1 if yes, 0 otherwise) 134 33.1 

Transport availability (1 if yes, 0 otherwise) 320 79.0 

Storage facilities (1 if yes, 0 otherwise) 221 54.6 

Access to inputs (1 if yes, 0 otherwise) 371 91.6 

Contract farming (1 if vailable, 0 otherwise) 146 36.1 

Farmers’ organizations (1 if vailable, 0 otherwise) 48 11.9 

Extension visits (1 if yes, 0 otherwise) 127 31.4 

Dong Thap province (1 if yes, 0 otherwise) 179 44.2 

Can Tho province (1 if yes, 0 otherwise) 82 20.3 

 

Table 4 Socio-economic characteristics of the sampled households: numerical variables 

Variable Mean Median Min Max SD 

Experience (years) 27.1 26.0 1.0 60.0 11.2 

Farm size (ha) 1.1 0.8 0.1 13.0 1.3 

Asset endowment (1,000 USD) 5.8 3.5 0.5 50.3 6.9 

Rice price (USD per kg) 0.22 0.21 0.17 0.31 0.02 

Family labor (persons) 3.0 3.0 1.0 9.0 1.1 

Transport cost (USD per ton) 16.8 0.0 0.0 220.6 34.0 

 

Table 5 Income by source by province (USD/month): mean per adopter 

Province Rice farming 

 

High-value crops 

 

Livestock 

 

Off-farm work 

 

Overall 

income per 

household 

Can Tho 

412.2 

(510.8) 

[82] 

6.8 

(19.2) 

[8] 

3.6 

(8.9) 

[6] 

17.7 

(50.5) 

[25] 

443.9 

(504.4) 

[82] 

Dong Thap 

392.5  

(541.7) 

[179] 

86.6 

(354.3) 

[47] 

81.4 

(83.3) 

[32] 

17.0 

(75.2) 

[41] 

448.9 

(572.5) 

[179] 

Tien Giang 

246.4 

(150.4) 

[144] 

57.9 

(104.2) 

[18] 

149.6 

(159.9) 

[32] 

4.6 

(23.0) 

[68] 

298.9 

(206.2) 

[144] 

Total 

344.5 

(441.6) 

[405] 

70.8 

(288.9) 

[73] 

105.9 

(129.1) 

[70] 

10.8 

(49.7) 

[134] 

394.5 

 (464.2) 

[405] 

Note: The standard deviations are presented in the parentheses. The numbers of adopters are 

presented in the brackets. 
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Table 6 The Simpson’s Diversity Index (SDI) by province 

Province Mean Standard 

Deviation 

Frequency distribution (%) a 

Zero Very Low Low Medium High Total 

Can Tho 0.27 0.24 40.2 3.7 6.1 45.1 4.9 100 

Dong Thap 0.31 0.20 21.2 10.6 16.8 50.3 1.1 100 

Tien Giang 0.37 0.20 16.7 4.2 16.7 57.6 4.9 100 

Overall 0.32 0.21 23.5 6.9 14.6 51.9 3.2 100 

a. Zero when SDI = 0; Very Low when 0 < SDI  0.22; Low when 0.23 < SDI  0.37; 

Medium when 0.38 < SDI  0.63; High when 0.64 < SDI. 
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Table 7 Factors influencing the adoption of the livelihood diversification strategies: 

multivariate probit regression 

Variable Improved 

varieties 

High-value 

crops 

Livestock Off-farm 

Gender (1 if male, 0 if female) 
0.6347** 

(0.019) 

0.2538 

(0.434) 

0.3867 

(0.228) 

0.041 

(0.871) 

Experience (years) 
-0.0069 

(0.355) 

0.0168** 

(0.050) 

0.0080 

(0.324) 

-0.0006 

(0.933) 

Education (1 if secondary school 

or above, 0 otherwise) 

-0.1080 

(0.530) 

0.2377 

(0.239) 

0.317 

(0.124) 

0.0691 

(0.692) 

Farm size (ha) 
0.0987* 

(0.085) 

-0.3265** 

(0.050) 

-0.2482* 

(0.085) 

-0.1015 

(0.323) 

Asset endowment (in 1,000 

USD) 

-0.0008 

(0.947) 

0.0311** 

(0.028) 

0.0507*** 

(0.000) 

-0.0112 

(0.341) 

Cash payment for rice (1 if sale 

in cash, 0 if sale on credit) 

0.4755** 

(0.038) 

-0.0092 

(0.975) 

0.7633*** 

(0.006) 

0.106 

(0.638) 

Rice price (USD per kg) 
4.6763 

(0.258) 

-11.9136** 

(0.028) 

-3.4247 

(0.486) 

-10.0977** 

(0.018) 

Family labor (persons) 
0.0746 

(0.337) 

0.0516 

(0.554) 

0.1338 

(0.108) 

0.4854*** 

(0.000) 

Transport cost (USD per ton) 
0.0061** 

(0.021) 

0.0063** 

(0.032) 

0.0013 

(0.651) 

0.0012 

(0.665) 

Salinity experience (1 if yes, 0 

otherwise) 

0.0566 

(0.890) 

-0.7077 

(0.140) 

-1.0901** 

(0.018) 

1.8921*** 

(0.000) 

Drought experience (1 if yes, 0 

otherwise) 

-0.4902** 

(0.044) 

0.1767 

(0.532) 

-0.1565 

(0.596) 

-0.1192 

(0.621) 

Flood experience (1 if yes, 0 

otherwise) 

-2.1546*** 

(0.000) 

0.8182** 

(0.026) 

1.0612*** 

(0.009) 

-1.2369*** 

(0.000) 

Transport availability (1 if yes, 0 

otherwise) 

0.409 

(0.104) 

0.1377 

(0.686) 

0.1192 

(0.728) 

0.6888*** 

(0.010) 

Storage facilities (1 if yes, 0 

otherwise) 

0.1131 

(0.520) 

0.1830 

(0.432) 

0.2569 

(0.303) 

-0.3844** 

(0.042) 

Access to inputs (1 if yes, 0 

otherwise) 

0.1632 

(0.590) 

0.6334 

(0.255) 

0.3592 

(0.495) 

0.7515* 

(0.080) 

Contract farming (1 if available, 

0 otherwise) 

-0.0264 

(0.900) 

0.2167 

(0.375) 

-0.7395*** 

(0.005) 

0.2144 

(0.319) 

Farmers’ organizations (1 if yes, 

0 otherwise) 

0.3957 

(0.102) 

0.5407** 

(0.038) 

0.5068** 

(0.039) 

0.615** 

(0.016) 

Extension visits (1 if yes, 0 

otherwise) 

-0.0805 

(0.698) 

-0.0614 

(0.805) 

0.2237 

(0.375) 

-0.3631* 

(0.088) 

Dong Thap province (1 if yes, 0 

otherwise) 

1.8636*** 

(0.000) 

-0.5314 

(0.261) 

-1.3006** 

(0.011) 

1.4256*** 

(0.003) 

Can Tho province (1 if yes, 0 

otherwise) 

0.0246 

(0.915) 

0.4803 

(0.161) 

-0.4103 

(0.228) 

-1.0452*** 

(0.000) 
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Variable Improved 

varieties 

High-value 

crops 

Livestock Off-farm 

Constant 
-2.936*** 

(0.008) 

-0.2361 

(0.870) 

-1.308 

(0.339) 

-1.688 

(0.152) 

ρ21 
-0.0561 

(0.622) 
   

ρ31 
-0.2291* 

(0.052) 
   

ρ41 
0.0399 

(0.666) 
   

ρ32 
0.1370 

(0.237) 
   

ρ42 
-0.0205 

(0.847) 
   

ρ43 
0.1222 

(0.235) 
   

n = 405     

Wald χ2 (80) = 290.21 (p = 

0.000) 
    

Log likelihood = –692.38     

Likelihood ratio test χ2 (6) = 6.26  (p = 0.395)    

Likelihood ratio test of ρ21 = ρ31 = ρ41 = ρ32 = ρ42 = ρ43 = 0   

 Note: The p-values are given in parentheses; ***, **, and * indicate statistical significance at 

1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively. 
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Table 8 Tobit regression results of the factors influencing the extent of farmers’ livelihood 

diversification 

 

Variable Coefficient Standard 

Error 

p-value 
 

Gender (1 if male, 0 if female) -0.020 0.042 0.640  

Experience (years) 0.000 0.001 0.900  

Education (1 if secondary school or above, 0 

otherwise) 
0.040 0.030 

0.186  

Farm size (ha) -0.016 0.011 0.165  

Asset endowment (USD 1,000) 0.006*** 0.002 0.005  

Cash payment for rice (1 if sale in cash, 0 if 

sale on credit) 
-0.058 0.041 

0.156  

Rice price (USD per kilogram) 0.112 0.731 0.878  

Family labor (Persons) 0.044*** 0.014 0.001  

Transportation cost (USD per ton) 0.000 0.001 0.594  

Salinity occurrence (1 if Yes, 0 otherwise) -0.071 0.071 0.322  

Drought occurrence (1 if Yes, 0 otherwise) -0.016 0.041 0.691  

Flood occurrence (1 if Yes, 0 Otherwise) -0.055 0.056 0.325  

Access to transportation (1 if Yes, 0 otherwise) 0.181*** 0.046 0.000  

Storage facility (1 if Yes, 0 otherwise) -0.017 0.032 0.603  

Access to inputs (1 if Yes, 0 otherwise) 0.188*** 0.057 0.001  

Contract farming (1 if available, 0 otherwise) -0.014 0.037 0.710  

Farmers’ organizations (1 if Yes, 0 otherwise) 0.099** 0.043 0.022  

Extension visits (1 if Yes, 0 otherwise) 0.068* 0.036 0.062  

Dong Thap province (1 if Yes, 0 otherwise) -0.016 0.075 0.829  

Can Tho province (1 if Yes, 0 otherwise) -0.066 0.043 0.122  

Constant -0.136 0.195 0.487  

𝜎 0.060 0.005   

Dependent Variable: Simpson’s Diversity 

Index 

    

n = 405,      

Log likelihood = –95.73,      

Likelihood ratio test χ2 (20) = 87.87 (p = 

0.000),  

    

Pseudo R2 = 0.3146     

Number of observations left-censored at zero = 95    

Note: ***, **, and * indicate statistical significance at 1, 5, 10% levels, respectively.  
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Fig. 1 Map of the study areas: Can Tho province, Dong Thap province, and Tien Giang province 

in the Mekong Delta region. 

Source: Adapted from General Statistics Office of Vietnam (GSO 2019). 
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Fig. 2 Adoption of livelihood strategies among rice growing households in the MDR, 

Vietnam: a multiple response question  
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Climate Variability, Livelihood Diversification, and Household Food 

Security in Bangladesh 
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Abstract 

Climate variability has become much more obvious as a result of global climate change. 

Livelihood diversification including farm and income diversification is one of the most 

remarkable strategies to manage risk and cope with economic and climate shocks in order to 

improve rural livelihood. We investigate the empirical linkages among climate variability, 

livelihood diversification, and household food security, exploiting three waves of nationally 

representative rural household panel data merged with granular climate data in Bangladesh. 

Using control function approach and IV regression to control for possible endogeneity of 

livelihood diversification decision, we find that climate variability affects both livelihood 

diversification and household food security, and income diversification improves household 

food security. In particular, the impact of income diversification on food security is greater for 

the poorer households. The findings, therefore, highlight the pro-poor impact of diversification 

strategies in rural South Asia contexts, and suggests the need for diversification interventions 

targeting the rural poor, in terms of socio-economic factors, institutional conditions, and 

infrastructure.  

Keywords: Livelihood diversification, Climate shocks, Adaptation, Food security, Heterogeneity, 

Bangladesh 
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Introduction 

Climate variability has become much more obvious as a result of global climate change. 

The potential impact of climate change on agricultural production, yield, and productivity is 

also an additional strain on the global food system (Knox et al., 2012; Hossain et al., 2018; 

Rahman and Anik, 2020; Miller et al., 2021). As a result, farm household’ welfare become 

unstable (Carpena, 2019). In developing countries, smallholder farmers are particularly 

vulnerable to shocks including climate shocks to their agricultural system owing to their high 

dependence on agriculture for livelihoods, chronic food insecurity, physical isolation, and lack 

of access to formal safety nets (Harvey et al., 2014, Chuang, 2019). Therefore, adapting to 

intense climate variability is imperative to sustain farmers’ livelihood and food security in these 

countries. 

Livelihood diversification, which is defined as the process by which rural families 

construct a diverse portfolio of activities and social support capabilities in their struggle for 

survival and in order to improve their standards of living (Ellis, 1998), is one of the most 

remarkable characteristics of rural livelihood (Gautam and Andersen, 2016). Diversification is 

a viable strategy to manage risk, cope with economic and climate shocks, or escape from 

agriculture in stagnation or in secular decline (Zhao and Barry, 2014). Diversification of on-

farm production systems and livelihood supporting sources can help to spread the risk of 

climate-induced production and market uncertainty (Asfaw et al., 2019). Furthermore, through 

both subsistence- and income-generating pathways, diversification of agricultural production 

systems may improve dietary quality as well as having environmental benefits. Therefore, 

diversification in its various forms is an important strategy for improving diets and nutrition 

outcomes in low- and middle-income countries (Di Falco and Chavas, 2009; Jones, 2017), 

which thus gives an incentive for households to diversify (Chavas and Di Falco, 2012). 

In this article, we look at the drivers of livelihood diversification with an emphasis on the 

role of climate change and the impact of livelihood diversification on household food security 

outcomes in Bangladesh. To this end, we make use of three waves of nationally representative 

household survey data in Bangladesh, combining geo-referenced historical climate data. We 

look at two research questions. First, we study how farmers respond to climate variability 

through livelihood diversification. Second, we identify, to what extent, livelihood 

diversification improves household food security. Then we investigate whether there are any 

heterogeneous impacts of livelihood diversification on household food security, varying across 

the per capita food expenditure. 

The relationship among climate variability, livelihood diversification and household food 

security has been subject to substantial scrutiny in the past. Asfaw et al. (2018, 2019) found that 

exposure to extreme climate events is positively associated with either crop or income 

diversification. Moreover, Owusu et al. (2011), Olale and Henson (2013), and Bozzola and 

Smale (2020) found that livelihood diversification and off-farm income increases income, 
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reduce the poverty, improve food security, and make lower income groups to move out of 

poverty trap. In addition, Babatunde and Qaim (2010), Islam et al. (2018), and Dedehouanou 

and McPeak (2020) found that livelihood diversification improves calorie supply, dietary 

diversity, and food expenditure since farmers with greater income diversification is more likely 

to obtain adequate income (Amfo et al., 2021). A systematic summary of the literature on 

income diversification and livelihoods in Rural Africa by Barrett et al. (2001b) pinpointed to a 

positive relationship between nonfarm income and household welfare. Barrett et al. (2001b) 

also showed the existence of substantial entry or mobility barriers to high return niches within 

the rural nonfarm economy, and the positive relationship between nonfarm income 

diversification and growth in earnings and consumption. 

In Bangladesh, households with small farm size dominated the agriculture sector 

(Moniruzzaman, 2015), indicating that the livelihood of many people in the country is 

vulnerable to climate variability. Significant progress in reducing poverty and improving 

malnutrition in the country has been made over the past two decades, yet many indicators of 

food security and malnutrition remain high (Islam et al., 2018). Bangladesh is one of the most 

vulnerable countries to climate risks, it is also disaster prone because of its geophysical setting 

and projected future changes in climate (Ruane et al., 2013; Sarker et al., 2020). Toward poverty 

reduction and food security improvement, farm and income diversification are crucial under 

climate change in Bangladesh. Mishra et al. (2015) showed the income of rural households is 

well diversified between agricultural and non-agricultural sources in Bangladesh, and off-farm 

income increased the food expenditures of rural households. However, attempts to investigate 

the impact of livelihood diversification on household food security, while controlling for 

climatic effect has been sparse.  

Our study adds to the slim body of livelihood and crop diversification, climate change and 

food security literature by using three waves nationally rural representative panel data 

combining with longitudinal historical climate data in Bangladesh and present empirical 

evidence about the relationship among climate variability, livelihood diversification, and 

household food security. To the best of our knowledge, most of studies assessed these linkages 

in African settings while important knowledge gaps remain in understanding the impacts of 

climate variability on smallholder systems in South Asia.  Furthermore, this study explicitly 

tests for the presence of heterogeneous impact of livelihood diversification across per capita 

food expenditure distributions of rural households. By doing so, important policy implications 

regarding the distributional effects of diversification can be inferred from the present study.. 

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we explain our 

conceptual framework, describing the data, key variables which are of interests, and the 

empirical strategy used in the analysis. Section 3 discusses the results and robustness checks. 

Finally, Section 4 provides concluding remarks, and policy implications.
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 Research methods and data 

Conceptual framework 

The conceptual framework in this study is based on the sustainable livelihood framework 

in Ellis (2000) which is developed and adopted by relevant literature by Ellis (1998),  Asfaw et 

al., (2019), and Gao and Mills (2018). By considering livelihood diversification as the strategy 

for smallholder households to manage adverse impacts on food security caused by extreme 

climatic events, uncertain agricultural production and unexpected market shocks (Barrett et al., 

2001b; Asfaw et al., 2019), this study investigates the impact of diversification on rural 

household’ food security which is measured by the household dietary diversity (HDDS) and per 

capita food expenditure. 

We assume that climate variability affects household food security while livelihood 

diversification improves household security by mitigating its effect and increasing the resilience. 

It is worth noting that multiple motives prompt households and individuals to diversify assets, 

incomes, and activities (Barrett et al., 2001b). Multiple motives are push factors which is risk 

reduction, and pull factors which are realization of strategic complementarities between 

activities (Barrett et al., 2001b). While the ex-ante diversification can be planned so that an 

expected potential challenge can be faced, the ex-post diversification represents a feedback 

action to an unanticipated shock shrinking the household food security. The conceptual model 

is specified as 

H = f[D(C, X), C; Z] (1) 

where H is household food security, D is diversification, C is climate variability, X is 

covariates, Z is a unobserved factor. We expect to observe 

∂H

∂C
=
∂f(D)

∂D

∂D

∂C
+
∂F(c)

∂C
(2) 

∂H

∂D
> 0 (3) 

Climate variability is hypothesized to affect and deteriorate household welfare as Porter 

(2012) found that less rainfall shocks in the form of extreme low rainfall relative to local norms 

can cause significant reductions in consumption. Then, ∂H/∂C would be represented in 

Equation 2. On the other hand, livelihood diversification works as climate change adaptation 

strategies, mitigating the negative effect of climate risks (Gao and Mills, 2018; Barrett et al., 

2001b; Chen and Gong, 2021). Therefore, we hypothesize that ∂H/∂D > 0 in Equation 3, in 

terms of the 

effect of livelihood diversification. Otherwise, the climate variability will generate 

fluctuations in household food security. As we mentioned above, climate variability directly 
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affects household food security, and indirectly affects it through livelihood diversification 

simultaneously. 

 

 Data 

Household data: The data for this study is drawn from a recently collected three-round 

panel survey, the Bangladesh Integrated Household Survey (BIHS), which was designed and 

supervised by researchers at the International Food Policy Research Institute (IFPRI) in 

2011/2012, 2015, and 2018/2019 (IFPRI, 2013; IFPRI, 2016; IFPRI, 2020), and (Ahmed and 

Tauseef, 2021). The sample is representative of rural areas of the seven administrative division 

of the county (Islam et al., 2018; Ahmed and Tauseef, 2021). BIHS used a stratified sampling 

procedure in two stages. The sample design of the BIHS followed a stratified sampling in two 

stages—selection of primary sampling units (PSUs) and selection of households within each 

PSU—using the sampling frame developed from the community series of the 2001 Population 

and Housing Census of Bangladesh (Ahmed and Tauseef, 2021). The total sample size in the 

first wave is 5503 households in 275 PSUs which are allocated among seven divisions Ahmed 

and Tauseef (2021). Sampling weights were adjusted based on the latest population census of 

2011 and subsequently updated for each round of survey to retain the Representative of the 

sample at the rural national level and each of the  

seven administrative divisions of the country. Taking attrition and split households into 

account, the total sample size in the second wave is 5447 households and the third wave is 5605 

(Ahmed and Tauseef, 2021). Because our analysis focuses on the medium-term effects of 

livelihood diversification, we select the sub-sample of households observed across multiple 

waves, removing households who have missing values. The data includes household socio-

economic, institutional, and agronomic information. An overall of descriptive statistics is 

presented in Table 2. 

Weather data: The weather data from Bangladesh Meteorology Department includes 

monthly precipitation and temperature from 1992 March to 2019 February on 0.5-degree 

latitude by 0.5-degree longitude global grid. Bangladesh has four seasons (Bangladesh 

Meteorology Department, 2013; Kabir et al., 2017): summer (pre-monsoon) from March to 

Figure 1 Conceptual framework for identifying effective livelihood diversification 
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May, rainy monsoon season distinguished by heavy seasonal rainfall, high temperatures, and 

high humidity (Hossain et al., 2018) which lasts from June to September, autumn (post-

monsoon), and winter season from December to February showed in Table 1. Then, we 

construct rainfall shock and temperature shock variables of four seasons using historical data§. 

An overall of climate variables is presented in Table 2.  

To estimate the impact of climate variability, we matched the aggregated weather data with 

districts which consists of 64 districts in this study because rainfall and temperature are 

aggregate shocks.  

Calculation and description of key outcome and explanatory variables 

1. Diversification indices 

We introduce an income diversification index, transformed from Simpson index which are 

usually used to indicate a diversity (Asfaw et al., 2019). The index is written as below: 

Simpson = 1 −∑[
fk
f
]
2n

k=1

 

where fk is income (farmland area) share for income (crop) k, and f is total income 

(farmland area). A highly diversified household has an index close to 1, while a fully specialized 

one has an index of 0. Moreover, we divided income sources into farm income, farm wage, 

non-farm wage, non-farm self-employment, and non-earned income such as remittance and 

social network program transfer, etc., following Khandker (2012). Figure 2 shows that the share 

of non-farm income is around 50 % of total income of households. Figure 3 shows the density 

distributions of farm and income diversification index by waves. From Figure 3, around one-

third of the farmers specialize in their farm income, while the rest of the farm households have 

multiple farm income sources. The diversification indices are censored at 0 but they are a corner 

at zero for specific households. 

To test the robustness our main indicators of livelihood diversification, we use alternative 

indicators of livelihood diversification, which is Shannon diversification index as best known 

index with Simpson index (Duelli and Obrist, 2003). The index is derived as follows. 

Shannon = −∑pi × ln(pi) 

where pi is the area share for crop i in farm, and income source i in household. The Shannon 

diversification index considers the relative income abundance among crop and income sources 

while the Simpson index reflects the degree to which one or several farm products and income 

§  Detail explanation of climate variables are in 2.3.3 
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sources dominate per household (Bozzola and Smale, 2020). When Shannon diversification 

index is zero, it also captures households who do not diversify their farm products and income 

sources. 

2. Household food security indicators 

To measure household food security, we use HDDS (Kennedy et al., 2011) and per capita 

food expenditure. HDDS is calculated by summing the number of 12 food groups per household 

over 7-days recall period (Keding et al., 2012). 12 food groups include ‘cereals’, ‘white tuber 

and roots’, ‘vegetables’, ‘fruits’, ‘meat’, ‘eggs’, ‘fish and other seafood’, ‘legumes, nuts, and 

seeds’, ‘milk and milk products’, and ‘oils and fats’, ‘sweets’, and ‘spices, condiments and 

beverages’ (Kennedy et al., 2007). In addition, per capita food expenditure is deflated to BIHS 

2011/2012. The two indicators measure different dimensions of food security. HDDS measures 

the food utilization dimension and intake of micronutrient (Mulwa and Visser, 2020; Kennedy 

et al., 2007) while per capita food expenditure measures the food access dimension of food 

security since it captures other sources of food besides own production (Mulwa and Visser, 

2020). 

3.Climate indicators 

Climate indicators are measured by 64 district-level rainfall (mm) and temperature (°C). 

District-level rainfall and temperature are divided into seasonal weather, based on four season 

defined by Bangladesh Meteorology Department (2013). We use historical weather information 

to account for the climate normal of the division, measured by the 20-year information before 

the survey period. For example, we take averages for each seasonal temperature and rainfall 

variable over 1992–2011/12 for the year 2011/12, 1995–2015 for the year 2015, 1998–2018/19 

for the year 2018. Using 20-year average rainfall and average temperature, we create rainfall 

shock variables and temperature shock variables. Rainfall shock captures the contemporaneous 

rainfall shock, calculated as logarithm seasonal rainfall – logarithm 20-year seasonal rainfall. 

Temperature shock captures the contemporaneous temperature shock, calculated as logarithm 

seasonal temperature – logarithm 20-year temperature shock.
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Table 1: Climate of Bangladesh 

Seasons Period Weather Events 

Summer (Pre-monsoon) March to May Cyclone, Heat Wave 
Rainy Season (Southwest Monsoon) June to September Heavy rain, Monsoon Depression, Flood 

Autumn (Post-monsoon) October to November Cyclone, Tornado 

Winter (Northeast Monsoon) December to February Drought, Cold Wave 

Source: Bangladesh Meteorology Department (2013) 
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Table 2 Descriptive statistics 
Variable Obs Mean Std. Dev. Obs Mean Std. Dev. Obs Mean Std. Dev. 
  2011/12   2015   2018/19  
Household Dietary 

Diversity Score 
6,503 9.121329 1.423172 6,436 9.766781 1.23978 5,604 9.939507 1.18369 

Per capita food 
expenditure (deflated to 
baseline value) 

6,503 1598.295 864.4254 6,435 1713.36 1018.853 5,604 1717.148 915.8216 

Crop Diversification 
Index 

3,409 0.4487782 0.255563 3,384 0.4263972 0.263477 2,937 0.398773 0.262216 

Income diversification 
index 

6,427 0.3115912 0.220948 6,356 0.3068185 0.2214402 5,587 0.301938 0.222593 

share of households 
adopting crop diversification 
within the union 

3,409 0.4846525 0.2014 3,384 0.4310233 0.212506 2,937 0.223891 0.000046 

share of households 
adopting income 
diversification within the 
union 

6,427 0.7905039 0.132135 6,356 0.7668145 0.1286159 5,587 0.504539 3.52E-05 

20-year summer average 
rainfall (mm) 

6,503 439.0042 188.275 6,436 432.4396 189.6589 5,604 491.0543 225.4902 

20-year rainy season 
average rainfall (mm) 

6,503 1532.518 480.0489 6,436 1523.923 501.0747 5,604 1541.596 542.2929 

20-year autumn average 
rainfall (mm) 

6,503 198.6463 40.35466 6,436 201.5855 41.17153 5,604 197.0214 41.65689 

20-year winter average 
rainfall (mm) 

6,503 472.6912 190.1535 6,436 462.492 190.08 5,604 523.4257 229.762 

Summer rainfall(mm) 6,503 406.3399 134.8079 6,436 290.7769 126.1155 5,604 612.6117 241.3939 
Rainy season 

rainfall(mm) 
6,503 1628.678 594.5336 6,436 1462.629 514.2468 5,604 1222.214 619.6065 

Autumn rainfall(mm) 6,503 40.29002 38.62283 6,436 63.48036 33.03141 5,604 106.4123 90.43806 
Winter rainfall(mm) 6,503 24.153 15.67674 6,436 39.22923 25.96695 5,604 77.29334 32.99433 
20-year summer rainfall 

(SD) 
6,503 121.8993 42.67297 6,436 128.3017 43.35819 5,604 140.7506 49.09811 

20-year rainy season 
rainfall (SD) 

6,503 165.3239 57.70312 6,436 161.7289 60.91518 5,604 168.9498 67.2956 

20-year autumn rainfall 
(SD) 

6,503 119.2247 19.97377 6,436 120.6526 20.38923 5,604 121.9801 18.66285 

20-year winter rainfall 
(SD) 

6,503 110.5803 42.48591 6,436 113.7773 42.95136 5,604 126.6744 49.44652 

20-year summer average 
temperature(C) 

6,503 27.68068 0.883578 6,436 27.79148 0.8827921 5,604 27.64167 0.897232 
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20-year rainy season 
average temperature(C) 

6,503 28.97243 0.410056 6,436 29.08218 0.4144444 5,604 29.15501 0.417321 

20-year autumn average 
temperature(C) 

6,503 26.01287 0.471038 6,436 25.99281 0.4741956 5,604 25.93619 0.477286 

20-year winter average 
temperature(C) 

6,503 23.86605 0.687203 6,436 23.92257 0.6868437 5,604 23.88129 0.717959 

20-year summer 
temperature (SD) 

6,503 1.685884 0.194974 6,436 1.682956 0.2124023 5,604 1.587402 0.189411 

20-year rainy season 
temperature (SD) 

6,503 0.5174502 0.052175 6,436 0.5282727 0.0545761 5,604 0.512715 0.053733 

20-year autumn 
temperature (SD) 

6,503 1.832646 0.130981 6,436 1.864478 0.1510002 5,604 1.89053 0.163174 

20-year winter 
temperature (SD) 

6,503 4.174167 0.45369 6,436 4.22685 0.4782732 5,604 4.113024 0.4824 

Summer average 
temperature(C) 

6,503 27.44447 0.717942 6,436 28.4107 0.9525178 5,604 27.19076 0.863769 

Rainy season average 
temperature(C) 

6,503 29.10577 0.371709 6,436 29.4076 0.3957363 5,604 29.64823 0.456709 

Autumn season average 
temperature(C) 

6,503 26.14575 0.529558 6,436 25.97345 0.5570937 5,604 25.47971 0.627163 

Winter average 
temperature(C) 

6,503 19.79986 0.853973 6,436 20.19248 0.8315714 5,604 20.23077 0.805967 

Male(=1) 6,503 0.8225434 0.382084 6,435 0.8114996 0.3911416 5,604 0.789258 0.407872 
Age of HH 6,503 44.17131 13.98042 6,435 45.76317 13.83745 5,604 46.58672 13.79042 
Household size 6,503 4.195756 1.628048 6,435 4.957576 1.997722 5,604 5.76838 2.399259 
Schooling year of HH 6,502 3.330206 3.937874 6,433 3.52153 3.95417 5,601 3.714158 4.016648 
Livestock ownership(=1) 5,330 0.927955 0.258587 6,435 0.157265 0.3640787 5,603 0.208103 0.405987 
Farm Size(decimal) 6,503 91.31112 145.4239 6,435 97.57578 155.5219 5,604 88.32784 131.3279 
Market access (minute) 6,411 17.44642 10.72423 6,344 15.77427 9.58093 5,580 13.28136 8.513712 
Road access (minute) 6,355 14.65539 11.49075 6,217 12.16358 10.96112 5,535 12.11491 11.4361 
Access to agricultural 

extension service (=1 if yes) 
6,503 0.060895 0.239156 3,462 0.1288273 0.3350571 3,974 0.170861 0.376435 

Irrigation(=1) 3,409 0.8647697 0.34202 6,435 0.4418026 0.4966401 5,604 0.440757 0.496522 
 Source: Bangladesh Integrated Household Survey 2011/12, 2015, 2018/19, 100 decimals is 0.4 ha, currency is Bangladesh taka 
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Figure 2: Breakdown of household income by source 
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Figure 3: Density distribution of diversification index 

Empirical framework 

As stated in the introduction, this paper investigates: (1) how farmers respond to climate 

variability through livelihood diversification; (2) impact of livelihood diversification on 

household food security; and (3) heterogeneous impacts of livelihood diversification on 

household food security across the per capita food expenditure. There are some challenges in 

estimating the models for livelihood diversification and household food security, particularly 

regarding how the unobserved heterogeneity and potential endogeneity of livelihood 

diversification variables are addressed. Below we discuss the estimated models and how these 

issues are addressed in this paper. 

We employ the fixed effect Poisson/OLS regression with a control function to deal with 

endogeneity based on both two-stage residual inclusion (2SRI) developed by Terza et al. (2008) 

and two-stage least squares (2SLS) approach for controlling endogeneity because HDDS, 

which is an outcome variable, is a count variable and Wooldridge (2010) suggests the use of 

the 2SRI method for count data models. Another outcome variable is per capita food 

expenditure and the outcome equation for per capita food expenditure is estimated by 2SLS. 

Controlling endogeneity involves using the residuals from the first stage regression of the 

endogenous variable to control for and test endogeneity in the structural equation (see 3.5). 

Therefore, we use 2SRI and 2SLS to investigate the impact of livelihood diversification on 

household food security in this study. Based on our conceptual framework, the econometric 

models are specified as below: 

Dit = β0 + β1Cdt + β2zit + βiXit + ai + ρt + ϵit1 (4) 

where Dit is a variable of the diversification strategy of taken by household i at time t, Cit 

is a climate variable which is adjusted to district levels d, zit is an instrument measured by the 

share of households in a union, which is the smallest administrative level in Bangladesh, 

(excluding the household considered) adopting the considered diversification strategy (whose 

diversification index is greater than zero), which we call it a peer effect variable. Xit is a control 

variable. In Equation 4, ai  is the individual fixed effect to control for unobservable time-

invariant heterogeneity among farmers, which may be due to differences in skills, access to 

information, and risk aversion (Maggio et al., 2021; Islam et al., 2018), ρit is a time dummy 

accounting for time trends, and ϵit is an error term. The first stage regression is estimated by 

fixed effect OLS. 

log(yit) = α0 + α1Dit + α2Cdt + αiXit + αirit + ai + ρt + ϵit2 (5) 

where, yit is an outcome variable which presents HDDS and per capita food expenditure, 

rit is the residual from the Equation 4, and ϵit2 is an error term. In terms of the relationship 

between livelihood diversification and HDDS, using Poisson regression is a natural starting 
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point because our dependent variable HDDS is a count variable (Islam et al., 2018; Kouser and 

Qaim, 2011). Moreover, to investigate the relationship between livelihood diversification and 

per capita food expenditure, we use standard individual fixed effect model. Regarding the 

residuals, the null hypothesis is that the coefficients are zero in the regression-based Hausman 

test for the exogeneity of livelihood diversification variables. The significant coefficients of the 

residuals term in the equation (5) indicate the presence of endogeneity and possible reduced 

bias compared with the estimation of without IV approaches. 

Identification strategy 

1.Controlling for unobserved heterogeneity 

Livelihood diversification decision is self-selection thus, there is a possible endogeneity. 

In estimating panel models, an important issue is how to handle the time-invariant unobserved 

individual effect ai. which would affect individual livelihood diversification decision. An 

advantage of a fixed effects is that unobserved characteristics of a household that do not change 

over time and might affect its dietary behavior do not bias results (Mehraban and Ickowitz, 

2021). Thus, we estimated Fixed Effects model to deal with time-invariant unobserved 

heterogeneity which would cause endogeneity of livelihood diversification. 

2. Controlling for endogenous regressor 

Although we employ the fixed-effect model, the model might produce biased estimates for 

the coefficients of diversification strategies due to unsolved endogeneity issues (Maggio et al., 

2021). The main variable of interest, maize adoption, is itself a decision variable, improved and, 

hence, may be correlated with the error term in the outcome equations. There are three possible 

endogenous problems. First, there would be reverse causality. Our hypothesis is that 

diversification strategies improve HDDS. However, a household may adopt a coping strategy 

because their consumption level drops (Gao and Mills, 2018). Second, there would be self-

selection bias. Farmers can decide diversification strategies on their own and unobserved 

factors would affect their decision making. In this case, systematic differences among farmers 

might affect their decision, such as socioeconomic and demographic factors (Islam et al., 2018). 

Third, there would be omitted variable bias caused by time-varying and unobservable variables, 

as Maggio et al. (2021) stated. 2SRI can deal with those possible endogenous problems, 

whatever the specification model is a linear or nonlinear function (Terza et al., 2008).  

To perform 2SRI and 2SLS, we need valid instruments which affect the endogenous 

explanatory variables which are farm and income diversification, but do not affect household 

food security (exclusive restriction in Angrist et al. (1996)). Based on economic literature on 

the important role of peer effect in the decision to adopt an agricultural practice (Conley and 

Christopher, 2001; Munshi, 2004), the instruments measure the share of household diversifying 

livelihood within a union. The variable is calculated by the percentage of households in the 

union (excluding the household considered) adopting the considered diversification strategy 
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(whose diversification index is greater than zero) (Asfaw et al., 2019; Maggio et al., 2021). In 

past studies such as Birthal et al. (2015), Arslan et al. (2017), Asfaw et al. (2019), and Maggio 

et al. (2021), similar peer effect variables are employed as instruments in studying climate 

change adaptation and household livelihood outcome. The logic behind is this that the 

neighbor’s decisions would affect households’ decision of adaptation strategies but not directly 

affect household food security. As a statistical test, we report the diagnostic test for weak 

instruments based on the Cragg–Donald Wald F-test (Staiger and Stock, 1997). 

Results and discussion 

 Determinants of diversification strategies 

Table 3 shows determinants of livelihood diversification. As for the peer effect which is 

the instrumental variable, the findings show that households located in a union characterized 

by a higher percentage of farmers adopting a specific diversification strategy exhibit higher 

levels of diversification. The result is consistent with past studies by Birthal et al. (2015), Arslan 

et al. (2017), Asfaw et al. (2019), and Maggio et al. (2021). Moreover, the null hypothesis about 

the weakness of the instruments is rejected because F-statistic is significant in the estimations 

of both crop and income diversification 5. 

Climate variability are supposed to act as a push factor for farm diversification (Asfaw et 

al., 2019). Positive rainfall shock in winter increase crop diversification, while negative rainfall 

shock in winter increases income diversification. It indicates that more rainfall compared to 

historical rainfall in winter increase crop diversification and less rainfall compared to historical 

rainfall in winter increase income diversification. Moreover, larger 20-year autumn temperature 

SD increase crop diversification, indicating that the higher riskiness of temperature in autumn 

increase crop diversification as a coping strategy. As such, climate variability in the past could 

drive households to hedge against future climate variability through livelihood diversification. 

They are consistent with past studies (Asfaw et al., 2018, 2019; Salazar-Espinoza et al., 2015; 

Arslan et al., 2017; Asravor, 2018; PiedraBonilla et al. (2020)).  

In terms of socioeconomic variables, the relationship between gender of household head 

and livelihood diversification is unclear from past studies. Our results also show that the gender 

of household head is significant for crop diversification and income diversification. However, 

age of household head is significant for crop diversification but not income diversification. 

Greater farmland size is found to be a positively significant determinant for both diversification 

strategies. The results are consistent with Asfaw et al. (2018, 2019). On the other hand, the 

relationship between education level of household head and diversification is insignificant. A 

5 We reject the null hypothesis of weak instruments based on the Cragg–Donald Wald F statistic (18.475 for 

crop diversification and 2 1.405 for income diversification), which is used as a rule of thumb to test the hypothesis 

(Staiger and Stock, 1994; Isaiah et al., 2018) 
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plausible explanation offered by Asfaw et al. (2019) is that wealthier and more educated 

households have more opportunities for off-farm labor and crop diversification but they could 

be less risk averse. Thus, the empirical relationships are mixed and unclear. 

As for agronomic, institutional and infrastructure variables, the endowment of farm land 

is significantly related with crop and income diversification. Owning more land enhance the 

opportunity to diversify the crop and income portfolio. This result is consistent with Asfaw et 

al. (2018), and Amfo and Ali (2020). Moreover, usage of irrigation and access to agricultural 

extension service are significant. It indicates that income from non-farm sources in the form of 

liquid cash may be important for the timely purchase of farm inputs such as irrigation pumps, 

or through the ability to hire wage labor, leading to improved cultivation practices and higher 

farm productivity (Martin and Lorenzen, 2016). Also, consistent with Asfaw et al. (2019), farm 

households obtain information about new agricultural product and adaptive strategies through 

agricultural extension service so that they can consider diversifying their farm products and 

income source. 
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Table 3: Determinants of diversification strategies (OLS FE, 1st stage) 

 (1) (2) 

 Crop diversification Income diversification 

Share of households adopting crop 

diversification within the union 
0.093***  

 (0.022)  

Share of households adopting income 

diversification within the union 
 0.137*** 

  (0.031) 

Rainfall shock in summer -0.004 -0.006 

 (0.017) (0.015) 

Rainfall shock in rainy season 0.001 0.004 

 (0.028) (0.025) 

Rainfall shock in autumn 0.002 0.007** 

 (0.004) (0.004) 

Rainfall shock in winter 0.009* -0.017*** 

 (0.006) (0.005) 

20-year summer rainfall SD(log) 0.358 0.026 

 (0.344) (0.289) 

20-year rainy season rainfall SD(log) 0.054 0.112 

 (0.086) (0.074) 

20-year autumn rainfall SD(log) -0.483*** 0.085 

 (0.108) (0.096) 

20-year winter rainfall SD(log) -0.420 -0.129 

 (0.430) (0.364) 

Temperature shock in summer 0.961 0.443 

 (0.662) (0.596) 

Temperature shock in rainy season 1.285 0.423 

 (0.924) (0.816) 

Temperature shock in autumn -0.178 0.135 

 (0.330) (0.294) 

Temperature shock in winter 0.063 0.319 

 (0.336) (0.287) 

20-year summer temperature SD(log) 0.055 -0.870*** 

 (0.351) (0.312) 

20-year rainy season temperature SD(log) -0.244** 0.091 

 (0.112) (0.105) 

20-year autumn temperature SD(log) 0.812** -0.148 

 (0.318) (0.306) 

20-year winter temperature SD(log) -2.060*** 1.268** 

 (0.688) (0.580) 

Male(=1, if yes) 0.032* 0.029* 

 (0.018) (0.016) 

Age of HH 0.001** 0.001 

 (0.001) (0.001) 

Household size 0.003 -0.002 

 (0.004) (0.003) 
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Schooling year of HH -0.003 0.000 

 (0.003) (0.002) 

Farm size (log) 0.053*** 0.034*** 

 (0.007) (0.006) 

Livestock ownership(=1, if yes) 0.008 0.009 

 (0.007) (0.006) 

Irrigation(=1, if yes) 0.150*** 0.034*** 

 (0.013) (0.010) 

Market access (minute) 0.000 -0.000 

 (0.000) (0.000) 

Road access (minute) -0.000 -0.000 

 (0.000) (0.000) 

Access to agricultural extension service 

(=1, if yes) 
0.021*** 0.023*** 

 (0.007) (0.007) 

Individual FE Yes Yes 

Year FE Yes Yes 

Observations 7487 8034 

Robust standard errors in parentheses 

* p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01 

 

Impact of livelihood diversification on household food security 

In this section, we present the impact of the two diversification strategies on household 

food security. Table 4 presents the result of Equation 5 by estimating the exponential mean 

model by Poisson fixed effect and linear model by OLS fixed effect. First, column (1) and (2) 

show that the impact of crop diversification on household food security. We found that crop 

diversification does not have significant impact on HDDS and per capita food expenditure, in 

contrast to past studies by Islam et al. (2018); Amfo et al. (2021). Second, column (3) and (4) 

present the impact of income diversification on household food security. Income diversification 

significantly increases per capita food expenditure but not HDDS. It indicates that 0.1 increase 

in income diversification leads to 12.34% increase in per capita food expenditure. The results 

are consistent with past research by Jones (2017); Asfaw et al. (2018, 2019); Mulwa and Visser 

(2020); Dedehouanou and McPeak (2020), and, Amfo et al. (2021). Income diversification 

improves not only food availability, therefore resilience capacities, also would reduce poverty 

through off-farm employment (Davis et al.,2010: Khandker,2012). Although Asfaw et al. 

(2019) and Islam et al. (2018) showed livelihood diversification improve HDDS, our results 

show that livelihood diversification does not improve HDDS. The plausible explanation is that 

crop and income diversification do not mitigate the impact of climate shock but Asfaw et al. 

(2019) and Islam et al (2018) did not control climate variability in their models. However, our 

results still indicate that income diversification improves household food security which makes 

households resilience toward poverty and famine under climate change in Bangladesh. 
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Although our research question was to assess the impact of livelihood diversification on 

household food security, we report other significant variables explaining household food 

security in our model. First, dry shock in summer decrease per capita food expenditure while 

larger 20-year summer rainfall SD decrease HDDS. These results indicate that rainfall 

variability affect household food security. On the other hand, heat wave in rainy season 

decreases HDDS while cold wave in summer decreases HDDS. In addition, larger 20-year 

autumn temperature SD decreases HDDS and per capita food expenditure. Overall, our results 

show that greater climate variability affects household food security. Our findings are in line 

with Porter (2012) who found lower rainfall relative to local norms can cause significant 

reductions in consumption, Tibesigwa et al. (2015) found climate change will food adequacy 

for households who mainly participate in subsistence agriculture, and Alem and Colmer (2021) 

who found that greater rainfall variability is associated with significant reductions in real per 

capita consumption. 

Regarding other control variables, Household size is significantly associated with HDDS 

and per capita food expenditure. This relationship is reasonable because larger-size families 

consume more food within a household, resulting in more various food groups and less per 

capita food expenditure due to budget constraint. This result is consistent with past research by 

Islam et al. (2018). Consistent with Jones (2017), Islam et al. (2018), and Asfaw et al. (2019), 

larger farm size and better market access are significant to per capita food expenditure. It 

indicates that natural capital and infrastructure increase household food security. 
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Table 4: Impact of livelihood diversification on household food security (Poisson /OLS FE 

with IV, 2nd stage) 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) 

 HDDS Per capita food 

expenditure (log) 

HDDS Per capita food 

expenditure (log) 

Crop Diversification 

Index 
0.122 0.459   

 (0.139) (0.376)   

Income diversification 

index 
  0.014 1.234** 

   (0.009) (0.490) 

Rainfall shock in 

summer 
0.006 0.004 0.000 0.080** 

 (0.009) (0.026) (0.009) (0.035) 

Rainfall shock in rainy 

season 
0.018 -0.062 0.014 0.037 

 (0.016) (0.044) (0.015) (0.057) 

Rainfall shock in 

autumn 
0.001 0.010 0.001 -0.002 

 (0.002) (0.006) (0.002) (0.009) 

Rainfall shock in winter -0.003 -0.015 -0.001 0.007 

 (0.004) (0.010) (0.004) (0.015) 

20-year summer rainfall 

SD(log) 
-0.398* -0.503 -0.302* -0.971 

 (0.209) (0.560) (0.183) (0.665) 

20-year rainy season 

rainfall SD(log) 
0.123** -0.056 0.126*** 0.004 

 (0.048) (0.135) (0.049) (0.179) 

20-year autumn rainfall 

SD(log) 
0.050 0.345 0.017 -0.079 

 (0.092) (0.246) (0.060) (0.222) 

20-year winter rainfall 

SD(log) 
0.379 0.271 0.266 0.633 

 (0.259) (0.703) (0.232) (0.852) 

Temperature shock in 

summer 
-0.254 3.428*** -0.112 1.664 

 (0.409) (1.169) (0.368) (1.420) 

Temperature shock in 

rainy season 
-0.299 -4.942*** -0.258 -2.287 

 (0.541) (1.507) (0.499) (1.879) 

Temperature shock in 

autumn 
-0.320 1.241** -0.393** 1.212* 

 (0.195) (0.544) (0.181) (0.695) 

Temperature shock in 

winter 
0.096 -0.587 0.095 -1.669** 

 (0.184) (0.520) (0.183) (0.688) 

20-year summer 

temperature SD(log) 
0.089 0.107 0.175 -0.357 

 (0.197) (0.545) (0.203) (0.771) 

20-year rainy season 

temperature SD(log) 
0.078 0.486** 0.025 0.165 

 (0.079) (0.210) (0.065) (0.241) 

20-year autumn 

temperature SD(log) 
-0.456** -3.349*** -0.356* -1.660** 

 (0.223) (0.593) (0.194) (0.701) 

20-year winter 

temperature SD(log) 
0.424 -0.124 -0.056 0.691 

 (0.549) (1.449) (0.404) (1.467) 
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Male(=1, if yes) 0.021* -0.064** 0.021** -0.032 

 (0.011) (0.029) (0.010) (0.034) 

Age of HH -0.000 0.000 -0.000 0.000 

 (0.000) (0.001) (0.000) (0.001) 

Household size 0.005** -0.103*** 0.005*** -0.084*** 

 (0.002) (0.006) (0.002) (0.007) 

Schooling year of HH -0.000 -0.000 0.000 0.001 

 (0.002) (0.004) (0.001) (0.005) 

Livestock 

ownership(=1, if yes) 
0.002 0.008 0.000 0.014 

 (0.004) (0.012) (0.004) (0.015) 

Farm size (log) 0.002 0.043* 0.006 -0.009 

 (0.009) (0.023) (0.006) (0.021) 

Market access (minute) -0.000 -0.001** -0.000 -0.001 

 (0.000) (0.001) (0.000) (0.001) 

Road access (minute) -0.000 -0.000 -0.000 -0.001 

 (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.001) 

Access to agricultural 

extension service (=1, if 

yes) 

-0.001 0.020 -0.000 -0.015 

 (0.005) (0.015) (0.005) (0.020) 

Irrigation(=1, if yes) -0.022 -0.078 -0.005 -0.049* 

 (0.022) (0.059) (0.007) (0.026) 

Residual-income   0.034  

   (0.131)  

Residual-crop -0.119    

 (0.139)    

Individual FE Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Observations 7487 7487 8034 8033 

Robust standard errors in parentheses 

Instrumental variables (% of households adopting a considered diversification strategy within a union) 

* p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01 

Heterogeneous impact of livelihood diversification on household food security 

In this section, we entangle the heterogeneous relationship among the effect of livelihood 

diversification on a distribution of per capita food expenditure. Using the Quantile IV fixed 

effect regression, we address the distributional effect of livelihood diversification on per capita 

food expenditure conditioned on 25%, 50%, and 75% quantile. Because per capita food 

expenditure is continuous while HDDS is a count variable, we focus on the distributional effect 

on the per capita food expenditure. As Barrett et al. (2001b) argue that the empirical regularity 

of a positive association between income diversification and wealth, consumption or earnings 

leads too many studies to the facile conclusion that promoting diversification is equivalent to 

assisting the poor. Following Asfaw et al. (2019), to identify policy options that are better 

tailored to the needs of a socioeconomically diverse rural population, we investigate the 

heterogeneous impact of livelihood diversification on per capita food expenditure. Some studies 

show the heterogeneous effect of livelihood diversification (Reardon et al., 2000), the 

heterogeneous impact of crop and income between high- and low-income households (Asfaw 

et al., 2018, 2019). Moreover, Tambet and Stopnitzky (2021) showed that individual and 

household characteristics affect the heterogeneity of farmer responses to shocks and Dagunga 

et al. (2020) showed that the impact of crop diversification reduces multidimensional poverty 
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at the lower and middle quantiles of diversification while income diversification was found to 

reduce multidimensional poverty at the higher levels of diversification. To the best of our 

knowledge, few studies have investigated the heterogeneous impact of livelihood 

diversification on household food security across the distribution of per capita food expenditure 

at the context of South Asia. As Barrett et al. (2001b) found, diversification can rise through 

increased off-farm, unskilled labor that does little to reduce household risk exposure or increase 

expected income. Therefore, we hypothesize that livelihood diversification are more effective 

to households who spend more food consumption than household who are relatively poor 

Table 5 reports the estimated coefficients associated with the two diversification indices at 

three points of the per-capita food expenditure distribution (quantile 0.25, 0.50, 0.75)6. In terms 

of crop diversification, all the coefficients are insignificant. On the other hand, at column (4) 

and (5), the impact of income diversification is positively significant while it is insignificant at 

column (6). Moreover, the impact of a marginal increase in income diversification is higher at 

the lower and middle segments of the distribution. Thus, the impact of diversification strategies 

is generally higher for the poorer. The result indicates that income diversification works for the 

poorer more effectively, which is consistent with Asfaw et al. (2018, 2019). 

The findings draw two lessons from the results. First, even when we investigate the 

heterogeneous impact of crop diversification, all the coefficients are insignificant at all 

quantiles. Second, the impact of income diversification tends to decline moving toward the top 

of the food expenditure distribution. Asfaw et al. (2019) explain that this is probably due to the 

fact that the richest farmers have other available instruments to cope with production risk (in 

particular the risk related to climate shocks such as extreme weather events), while for the 

poorest, diversification is often the only viable alternative. These findings highlight the 

importance of developing policies and programs that are designed not only just to promote the 

livelihood diversification as adaptive strategies and mitigating risks but also to strengthen the 

support for poorer and vulnerable households to adapt to climate change. 

6 Full regression results are in Appendix A. 
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Table 5: Quantile effect of livelihood diversification on per capita food consumption 

expenditure 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

 25% 

quantile 

50% 

quantile 

75% 

quantile 

25% 

quantile 

50% 

quantile 

75% 

quantile 

Crop 

diversification 
0.870 1.075 0.545    

 (0.705) (0.681) (0.826)    

Income 

diversification 
   2.012*** 1.964** 0.649 

    (0.759) (0.774) (0.989) 

Individual FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Control Variables Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Observations 7486 7486 7486 8033 8033 8033 

Robust standard errors in parentheses 

Instrumental variables (% of households adopting a considered diversification strategy within a union) 

* p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01 

 

Robustness checks 

The causal effect of crop/income diversification on livelihood may vary with the way the 

diversification index is measured. Therefore, we use alternative indicators of livelihood 

diversification, which is Shannon diversification index considering evenness of crop and 

income to test the robustness our main indicator of livelihood diversification in this section. 

Table 6 shows the determinants of livelihood diversification7. Same as the results in Table 

3, the higher the percentage of population in a union implementing livelihood 

diversification,  

the higher the probability that the household diversifies either in crop production or income 

source. Moreover, Table 7 shows the impact of livelihood diversification on household food 

security with the alternative measurement. Only the impact of income diversification on per 

capita food expenditure is positively significant, same as Table 4. In addition, Table 8 shows 

the quantile effect of livelihood diversification on per capita food expenditure. In terms of 

income diversification, 25% and 50% quantiles are positively significant and the lower and 

middle quantile has the impact on household food security, same as Table 5. Results in Table 7 

7 A full regression table is in Appendix A 
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and 8 suggest that our finding income diversification mainly benefits more to the poorer than 

richer are robust. 
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Table 6: Robustness of the results with alternative measure of livelihood diversification (OLS 

FE) 
 (1)  (2)  

 Crop 

diversification 

(Shannon) 

 Income 

diversification 

(Shannon) 

 

Share of households adopting 

crop diversification within the 

union 

0.189*** (0.040)   

Share of households adopting 

income diversification within 

the union 

  0.280*** (0.048) 

Individual FE Yes  Yes  

Year FE Yes  Yes  

Control Variables Yes  Yes  

Observations 7487  8076  

Standard errors in parentheses 

*P<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01 

 

Table 7: Robustness of the results with alternative measure of livelihood diversification 

(Poisson /OLS FE with IV) 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) 

 HDDS Per capita food 

expenditure (log) 

HDDS Per capita food 

expenditure (log) 

Crop diversification 

(Shannon) 

0.060 0.226   

 (0.068) (0.183)   

Income diversification 

(Shannon) 

  0.028 0.620*** 

   (0.063) (0.227) 

Individual FE Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Control Variables Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Number of households 7487 7487 8076 8075 

Robust standard errors in parentheses 

Instrumental variables (% of households adopting a considered diversification strategy within a union) 

*p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01 
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Table 8: Quantile effect of livelihood diversification on per capita food expenditure with an 

alternative measurement (IV FE) 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

 25% 

quantile 

50% 

quantile 

75% 

quantile 

25% 

quantile 

50% 

quantile 

75% 

quantile 

Crop 

diversification 

(Shannon) 

1.151 1.649* 0.968    

 (0.951) (0.916) (1.108)    

Income 

diversification 

(Shannon) 

   0.952*** 0.970*** 0.238 

    (0.351) (0.359) (0.459) 

Individual FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Control 

Variables 
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Observations 7486 7486 7486 8075 8075 8075 

Robust standard errors in parentheses 

Instrumental variables (% of households adopting a considered diversification strategy within a union) 

* p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01 

 

Conclusions and policy implications 

The study contributes to a slim body of literature examining determinants of 

diversification strategies including both farm and income diversification, in the context of 

Bangladesh and South Asia. Moreover, impact of livelihood diversification on household food 

security is examined by using three wave nationally representative panel rural household survey 

carried out in 2011/12, 2015, and 2018/19, which is combined with geo-referenced historical 

rainfall and temperature data. Furthermore, our empirical analysis considers the endogeneity of 

livelihood diversification on household food security. 

In line with past studies, the results show that the proximity to neighbor households 

adopting diversification increases farm and income diversification. Moreover, we find that 

climate variability, farm size, irrigation usage, and access to agricultural extension service are 

drivers of livelihood diversification. As for the average impacts of livelihood diversification, 

this study finds that income diversification is enhancing per capita food expenditure. Moreover, 

results show that the impact of income diversification is higher for the lower and middle 

quantile of per capita food expenditure distribution. This is probably due to the fact that income 

diversification through off-farm income is the major instruments improving food insecurity for 

the poorer and vulnerable households compared to the richer households who can afford to 

adopt more adaptation strategies 

Some caveats related to the inherent nature of the key variables deserve further comments. 

The dataset includes not only farm households but also non-farm households in rural 

Bangladesh, so around half of the household data is not used and it occurs the possibility of 

non-representativeness of the sample. Moreover, crop diversification index includes only the 
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land share of each crop. Due to the data availability, we are not able to consider fish and poultry 

diversity in the index. Further data collection is needed to overcome these caveats. 

Regardless of these caveats, results from the study offer important policy-relevant insights 

of improving household food security. Our findings corroborate Barrett et al. (2001a), Barrett 

et al. (2001b), and Olale and Henson (2013), that income diversification increases per capita 

food expenditure. Therefore, income diversification should be promoted and considered as a 

possible strategy for reversing the food insecurity through more opportunities of off-farm 

income, social safety-net programs such as pension or insurance. Moreover, our results also 

show the heterogeneous impact of income diversification across the food expenditure 

distribution, which indicate that the poorer household enjoy more benefits of income 

diversification. 

Consequently, designing policies to promote diversification strategies is crucial to target 

the poor farmers who have difficulties in terms of infrastructure, and institutional environment. 

A policy variable identified in the study as a key determinant to diversification decisions is that 

of access to irrigation related to both farm and income diversification. Access to irrigation 

should be therefore targeted towards enhancing opportunities of farm resilience for sustainable 

production, to mitigate against weather variability and climatic shocks like droughts. Improving 

access to irrigation will also ensure many farm households can afford to do non-farm activities 

because they spend less time for farm management. 

Our findings also suggest that more extension contacts should be considered when 

designing programs to effectively assist farmers in coping with climate change. More access to 

agricultural extension service would enable farmers to have access to information of both farm 

and income diversification, and practices that constitute climate smart agriculture, for 

sustainable production. Moreover, building infrastructure should be also effective for household 

food security because our findings show better market access increase per capita food 

expenditure and Barrett et al. (2001b) mention that increased investment in the physical capita, 

institutional access, and infrastructure necessary to make markets accessible for the rural poor.  

There is a consensus that climate change impacts will continue to be felt in the next few 

decades, despite the global efforts to mitigate emissions that cause the global warming problem 

(Mulwa and Visser, 2020). Since non-farm income is dominant in rural household income and 

income diversification improve household food security, policy makers in South Asia thus need 

to urgently consider ways to fast-track access to non-farm opportunities in the rural areas of 

South Asia, for resilient livelihoods in the face of these challenges.  
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A Appendix tables 

Table A1: Quantile effect of livelihood diversification (OLS FE with IV) 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

 25% 

quantile 

50% 

quantile 

75% 

quantile 

25% 

quantile 

50% 

quantile 

75% 

quantile 

Crop 

diversification 
0.870 1.075 0.545    

 (0.705) (0.681) (0.826)    

Income 

diversification 
   2.012*** 1.964** 0.649 

    (0.759) (0.774) (0.989) 

Rainfall shock 

in summer 
0.006 0.002 0.095 0.052 0.072 0.121* 

 (0.054) (0.052) (0.062) (0.057) (0.054) (0.065) 

Rainfall shock 

in rainy season 
0.076 0.077 -0.027 0.097 0.137 -0.010 

 (0.093) (0.087) (0.108) (0.090) (0.085) (0.105) 

Rainfall shock 

in autumn 
0.023* 0.006 -0.002 0.005 -0.008 -0.009 

 (0.013) (0.013) (0.015) (0.014) (0.014) (0.017) 

Rainfall shock 

in winter 
-0.028 -0.020 -0.004 0.013 0.017 0.013 

 (0.018) (0.018) (0.022) (0.022) (0.022) (0.026) 

20-year 

summer 

rainfall 

SD(log) 

-0.734 -0.797 -0.248 -1.336 -1.735* -0.935 

 (1.081) (1.034) (1.225) (1.092) (1.029) (1.246) 

20-year rainy 

season rainfall 

SD(log) 

0.240 0.204 -0.105 0.154 -0.028 -0.089 

 (0.283) (0.279) (0.333) (0.281) (0.282) (0.343) 

20-year 

autumn 

rainfall 

SD(log) 

0.788* 0.716 -0.133 0.226 0.050 -0.406 

 (0.451) (0.437) (0.548) (0.329) (0.336) (0.437) 

20-year winter 

rainfall 

SD(log) 

0.271 0.164 -0.682 1.278 1.496 0.194 

 (1.377) (1.299) (1.522) (1.410) (1.308) (1.581) 

Temperature 

shock in 

summer 

-1.793 1.122 4.305 -1.083 1.070 3.611 

 (2.362) (2.301) (2.895) (2.202) (2.175) (2.759) 
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Temperature 

shock in rainy 

season 

-2.007 -1.800 -3.178 -2.516 0.424 -1.773 

 (3.155) (3.012) (3.687) (2.915) (2.786) (3.400) 

Temperature 

shock in 

autumn 

1.165 1.097 3.245** 0.419 -0.055 1.835 

 (1.176) (1.123) (1.330) (1.103) (1.095) (1.288) 

Temperature 

shock in 

winter 

-1.137 -0.996 -2.455** -1.458 -1.200 -2.128* 

 (1.144) (1.044) (1.224) (1.099) (1.019) (1.227) 

20-year 

summer 

temperature 

SD(log) 

0.561 -0.451 -1.415 0.993 -0.612 -2.203* 

 (0.987) (0.960) (1.127) (1.125) (1.102) (1.332) 

20-year rainy 

season 

temperature 

SD(log) 

0.812** 0.217 -0.039 0.580 -0.000 -0.100 

 (0.394) (0.370) (0.425) (0.387) (0.359) (0.429) 

20-year 

autumn 

temperature 

SD(log) 

-3.510*** -2.724** -2.543* -2.041* -1.116 -2.203* 

 (1.194) (1.182) (1.441) (1.116) (1.090) (1.323) 

20-year winter 

temperature 

SD(log) 

   0.494 3.347 3.217 

    (2.190) (2.203) (2.567) 

Male(=1) 0.043 0.023 -0.020 -0.014 -0.016 -0.031 

 (0.060) (0.058) (0.073) (0.055) (0.052) (0.071) 

Age of HH -0.001 -0.002 0.000 -0.002 -0.002 0.001 

 (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) 

Household 

size 
-0.072*** -0.087*** -0.107*** -0.063*** -0.075*** -0.101*** 

 (0.012) (0.013) (0.016) (0.011) (0.012) (0.015) 

Schooling year 

of HH 
0.002 -0.005 0.002 0.001 -0.003 0.005 

 (0.009) (0.008) (0.010) (0.008) (0.008) (0.010) 

Livestock 

ownership(=1) 
0.005 0.019 0.035 -0.005 0.012 0.028 

 (0.024) (0.024) (0.029) (0.024) (0.023) (0.029) 

Farm size 

(log) 
0.018 -0.015 0.047 -0.028 -0.038 0.015 

 (0.044) (0.042) (0.051) (0.032) (0.032) (0.041) 
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Market access 

(minute) 
-0.002* -0.002 -0.001 -0.001 -0.001 -0.000 

 (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) 

Road access 

(minute) 
-0.001 -0.000 -0.001 -0.001 -0.000 -0.001 

 (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) 

Irrigation(=1) -0.123 -0.173 -0.079 -0.065 -0.096** -0.038 

 (0.111) (0.108) (0.131) (0.042) (0.041) (0.052) 

Access to 

agricultural 

extension 

service (=1 if 

yes) 

0.007 -0.026 -0.022 -0.022 -0.054* -0.030 

 (0.030) (0.030) (0.036) (0.031) (0.031) (0.039) 

Year 2012 -0.432*** -0.433*** -0.440*** -0.341*** -0.256** -0.291** 

 (0.130) (0.132) (0.165) (0.110) (0.112) (0.138) 

Year 2015 -0.143 -0.215** -0.237* -0.113 -0.126 -0.139 

 (0.108) (0.107) (0.136) (0.108) (0.104) (0.135) 

Individual FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Observations 7486 7486 7486 8033 8033 8033 

Robust standard errors in parentheses 

*p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01 
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Table A2: Robustness of determinants of livelihood diversification (OLS FE) 

 (1)  (2)  

 Crop 

diversification 

(Shannon) 

 

Income 

diversification 

(Shannon) 

 

share of households adopting 

crop diversification within the 

union 

0.189*** (0.040)   

share of households adopting 

income diversification within 

the union 

  0.280*** (0.048) 

Rainfall shock in summer -0.019 (0.030) 0.002 (0.024) 

Rainfall shock in rainy season -0.014 (0.052) -0.004 (0.039) 

Rainfall shock in autumn 0.002 (0.007) 0.008 (0.006) 

Rainfall shock in winter 0.002 (0.010) -0.027*** (0.008) 

20-year summer rainfall SD(log) 1.227* (0.626) 0.108 (0.466) 

20-year rainy season rainfall 

SD(log) 
0.165 (0.155) 0.152 (0.119) 

20-year autumn rainfall SD(log) -0.735*** (0.185) 0.140 (0.153) 

20-year winter rainfall SD(log) -1.555** (0.786) -0.318 (0.588) 

Temperature shock in summer 2.058* (1.197) 1.317 (0.951) 

Temperature shock in rainy 

season 
1.641 (1.693) 0.022 (1.296) 

Temperature shock in autumn -0.663 (0.618) 0.491 (0.469) 

Temperature shock in winter 0.001 (0.605) 0.417 (0.458) 

20-year summer temperature 

SD(log) 
-0.084 (0.625) -1.328*** (0.497) 

20-year rainy season 

temperature SD(log) 
-0.481** (0.212) 0.150 (0.166) 

20-year autumn temperature 

SD(log) 
0.926 (0.596) -0.266 (0.483) 

20-year winter temperature 

SD(log) 
-4.484*** (1.217) 1.694* (0.945) 

Male(=1) 0.057* (0.032) 0.052** (0.025) 

Age of HH 0.001 (0.001) 0.001 (0.001) 

Household size 0.001 (0.007) -0.006 (0.005) 

Schooling year of HH -0.003 (0.005) -0.002 (0.004) 

Farmsize (log) 0.130*** (0.013) 0.056*** (0.009) 

Livestock ownership(=1) 0.015 (0.013) 0.014 (0.010) 

Irrigation(=1) 0.256*** (0.021) 0.059*** (0.015) 

Market access (minute) 0.001* (0.001) 0.000 (0.000) 

Road access (minute) -0.000 (0.000) -0.000 (0.000) 

Access to agricultural extension 

service (=1 if yes) 
0.040*** (0.014) 0.040*** (0.011) 
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Individual FE Yes  Yes  

Year FE Yes  Yes  

Observations 7487.000  8076.000  

Robust standard errors in parentheses 

*p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01 
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Table A3: Robustness of the impact of livelihood diversification (Poisson /OLS FE with IV) 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) 

 
HDDS 

Per capita food 

expenditure (log) 
HDDS 

Per capita food 

expenditure (log) 

Crop diversification 

(Shannon) 
0.060 0.226   

 (0.068) (0.183)   

Income diversification 

(Shannon) 
  0.028 0.620*** 

   (0.063) (0.227) 

Rainfall shock in summer 0.006 0.006 0.000 0.071** 

 (0.009) (0.026) (0.009) (0.032) 

Rainfall shock in rainy 

season 
0.019 -0.059 0.013 0.042 

 (0.016) (0.044) (0.015) (0.054) 

Rainfall shock in autumn 0.002 0.011* 0.001 0.002 

 (0.002) (0.006) (0.002) (0.008) 

Rainfall shock in winter -0.002 -0.011 -0.001 0.004 

 (0.003) (0.009) (0.004) (0.013) 

20-year summer rainfall 

SD(log) 
-0.428* -0.615 -0.316* -0.977 

 (0.225) (0.598) (0.183) (0.633) 

20-year rainy season 

rainfall SD(log) 
0.120** -0.068 0.128*** 0.056 

 (0.049) (0.136) (0.047) (0.166) 

20-year autumn rainfall 

SD(log) 
0.035 0.289 0.017 -0.093 

 (0.081) (0.214) (0.059) (0.209) 

20-year winter rainfall 

SD(log) 
0.422 0.429 0.283 0.660 

 (0.280) (0.756) (0.232) (0.812) 

Temperature shock in 

summer 
-0.260 3.404*** -0.150 1.327 

 (0.412) (1.166) (0.371) (1.365) 

Temperature shock in rainy 

season 
-0.240 -4.723*** -0.266 -1.785 

 (0.525) (1.452) (0.497) (1.785) 

Temperature shock in 

autumn 
-0.302 1.309** -0.396** 1.096* 

 (0.200) (0.553) (0.182) (0.666) 

Temperature shock in 

winter 
0.104 -0.558 0.097 -1.571** 

 (0.183) (0.514) (0.179) (0.641) 

20-year summer 

temperature SD(log) 
0.100 0.151 0.169 -0.669 

 (0.194) (0.534) (0.191) (0.691) 
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20-year rainy season 

temperature SD(log) 
0.077 0.483** 0.031 0.193 

 (0.078) (0.206) (0.064) (0.226) 

20-year autumn temperature 

SD(log) 
-0.413** -3.185*** -0.363* -1.682** 

 (0.203) (0.535) (0.193) (0.663) 

20-year winter temperature 

SD(log) 
0.442 -0.056 -0.037 1.187 

 (0.563) (1.473) (0.392) (1.341) 

Male(=1) 0.022* -0.062** 0.021** -0.030 

 (0.011) (0.028) (0.010) (0.032) 

Age of HH -0.000 0.001 -0.000 0.000 

 (0.000) (0.001) (0.000) (0.001) 

Household size 0.005*** -0.102*** 0.005*** -0.084*** 

 (0.002) (0.006) (0.002) (0.007) 

Schooling year of HH -0.000 -0.001 0.000 0.001 

 (0.002) (0.004) (0.001) (0.005) 

Livestock ownership(=1) 0.002 0.009 0.001 0.017 

 (0.004) (0.011) (0.004) (0.014) 

Farm size (log) 0.000 0.038 0.006 -0.001 

 (0.010) (0.026) (0.005) (0.017) 

Market access (minute) -0.000 -0.001** -0.000 -0.001 

 (0.000) (0.001) (0.000) (0.001) 

Road access (minute) -0.000 -0.000 -0.000 -0.001 

 (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000) 

Access to agricultural 

extension service (=1 if yes) 
-0.001 0.021 -0.000 -0.009 

 (0.005) (0.014) (0.005) (0.018) 

Irrigation(=1) -0.019 -0.067 -0.005 -0.043* 

 (0.019) (0.050) (0.007) (0.023) 

Residual-crop -0.058    

 (0.069)    

Residual-income   -0.018  

   (0.064)  

Individual FE Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Observations 7487 7487 8076 8075 

Robust standard errors in parentheses 

Instrumental variables (% of diversification household within unions) 

*p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01 
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Table A4: Robustness of quantile effect of livelihood diversification (Quantile FE with IV) 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

 25% 

quantile 

50% 

quantile 

75% 

quantile 

25% 

quantile 

50% 

quantile 

75% 

quantile 

Crop 

diversification 

(Shannon) 

1.151 1.649* 0.968    

 (0.951) (0.916) (1.108)    

Income 

diversification 

(Shannon) 

   0.952*** 0.970*** 0.238 

    (0.351) (0.359) (0.459) 

Rainfall shock 

in summer 
0.049 0.079 0.147* 0.022 0.047 0.118* 

 (0.068) (0.063) (0.075) (0.054) (0.051) (0.062) 

Rainfall shock 

in rainy season 
0.359 0.505** 0.236 0.092 0.120 -0.010 

 (0.235) (0.226) (0.274) (0.090) (0.084) (0.104) 

Rainfall shock 

in autumn 
0.015 -0.006 -0.010 0.014 -0.001 -0.004 

 (0.015) (0.015) (0.018) (0.013) (0.013) (0.016) 

Rainfall shock 

in winter 
-0.033 -0.035* -0.016 0.009 0.015 0.007 

 (0.021) (0.020) (0.025) (0.021) (0.021) (0.024) 

20-year 

summer 

rainfall 

SD(log) 

-1.925 -2.975* -1.767 -0.977 -1.397 -0.836 

 (1.665) (1.597) (1.908) (1.072) (1.006) (1.211) 

20-year rainy 

season rainfall 

SD(log) 

0.251 0.187 -0.133 0.253 0.062 -0.042 

 (0.283) (0.279) (0.332) (0.271) (0.271) (0.327) 

20-year 

autumn 

rainfall 

SD(log) 

0.140 -0.081 -0.533 0.187 0.016 -0.448 

 (0.406) (0.412) (0.525) (0.328) (0.335) (0.437) 

20-year winter 

rainfall 

SD(log) 

1.721 2.798 1.148 0.861 1.101 0.070 

 (2.071) (1.966) (2.342) (1.377) (1.273) (1.527) 

Temperature 

shock in 

summer 

-3.830 -2.149 2.204 -1.352 0.847 3.453 

 (3.321) (3.201) (3.989) (2.208) (2.182) (2.762) 
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Temperature 

shock in rainy 

season 

6.545 10.866* 4.470 -1.950 0.496 -1.448 

 (6.743) (6.439) (7.640) (2.907) (2.785) (3.380) 

Temperature 

shock in 

autumn 

0.289 -0.447 2.191 0.477 0.140 1.901 

 (1.160) (1.171) (1.383) (1.094) (1.084) (1.273) 

Temperature 

shock in 

winter 

-1.593 -1.306 -2.463* -1.501 -1.356 -2.228* 

 (1.309) (1.200) (1.417) (1.099) (1.019) (1.228) 

20-year 

summer 

temperature 

SD(log) 

0.612 -1.168 -2.238* 1.123 -0.535 -2.297* 

 (1.112) (1.081) (1.283) (1.131) (1.117) (1.349) 

20-year rainy 

season 

temperature 

SD(log) 

0.843** 0.459 0.204 0.463 -0.047 -0.116 

 (0.429) (0.392) (0.458) (0.389) (0.361) (0.432) 

20-year 

autumn 

temperature 

SD(log) 

-3.217*** -2.446** -2.453* -2.077* -1.131 -2.266* 

 (1.117) (1.102) (1.343) (1.107) (1.080) (1.309) 

20-year winter 

temperature 

SD(log) 

2.879 7.644** 6.283 -1.180 1.613 2.813 

 (3.678) (3.573) (4.210) (2.215) (2.215) (2.608) 

Male(=1) 0.066 0.051 -0.007 -0.006 -0.014 -0.029 

 (0.056) (0.054) (0.069) (0.054) (0.051) (0.069) 

Age of HH 0.000 -0.000 0.001 -0.001 -0.002 0.001 

 (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) 

Household 

size 
-0.075*** -0.092*** -0.109*** -0.063*** -0.075*** -0.102*** 

 (0.013) (0.013) (0.017) (0.011) (0.012) (0.015) 

Schooling 

year of HH 
-0.001 -0.008 0.001 0.003 -0.002 0.005 

 (0.009) (0.008) (0.010) (0.008) (0.008) (0.010) 

Livestock 

ownership(=1) 
0.012 0.030 0.042 -0.002 0.017 0.032 

 (0.023) (0.023) (0.028) (0.023) (0.023) (0.028) 

Farm size 

(log) 
0.003 -0.044 0.025 -0.012 -0.026 0.025 

 (0.056) (0.053) (0.064) (0.027) (0.027) (0.034) 
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Market access 

(minute) 
-0.001 -0.001 -0.001 -0.002 -0.001 -0.000 

 (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) 

Road access 

(minute) 
-0.001 0.000 -0.000 -0.001 -0.000 -0.001 

 (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) 

Access to 

agricultural 

extension 

service (=1 if 

yes) 

-0.062 -0.128* -0.084 -0.011 -0.045 -0.022 

 (0.077) (0.075) (0.091) (0.029) (0.029) (0.036) 

Irrigation(=1) 0.019 0.004 0.011 -0.052 -0.085** -0.030 

 (0.037) (0.036) (0.046) (0.038) (0.037) (0.048) 

Year 2012 -0.329*** -0.250** -0.315** -0.329*** -0.246** -0.285** 

 (0.111) (0.114) (0.139) (0.110) (0.112) (0.138) 

Year 2015 0.014 0.024 -0.089 -0.098 -0.111 -0.123 

 (0.164) (0.156) (0.191) (0.108) (0.105) (0.136) 

FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Year dummy Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Observations 7486 7486 7486 8075 8075 8075 

Robust standard errors in parentheses 

Instrumental variables (% of households adopting a considered diversification within unions) 

*p<0.1, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01 
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Assessing Consumers’ Willingness to Pay for Covid-19-tested Food Labels 

Longzhong Shi, Xuan Chen, Bo Chen, Jingran Qiu, Li Li1 

Abstract 

Consumers’ concern over the risk of contracting Covid-19 infection via food consumption 

is growing worldwide. In this article, we empirically explore the possible use of a Covid-19-

tested label as a tool to alleviate this concern in China. Using an online choice experiment, we 

find positive willingness to pay (WTP) for a Covid-19-tested label for all food products under 

study. Also, such a WTP varies across entities authenticating the labels, country of origin, and 

consumer’s socio-demographic status. In addition, knowledge associated with Covid-19 does 

not reduce consumers’ food safety concerns, and on the contrary it may even exacerbate such 

concerns. These findings provide important insights for policymakers and food industries to set 

policies and create marketing strategies to alleviate food safety concerns associated with Covid-

19. 

Keywords: Covid-19, labeling, food safety, choice experiment 
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Introduction 

The outbreak of the Covid-19 pandemic has had an extensive impact on the entire food 

ecosystems and changed the way food is distributed, sold, obtained, prepared, and consumed 

worldwide (Galanakis 2020; Leone et al. 2020; Djekic et al. 2021). Although there is no 

evidence that SARS-CoV-2, the virus that caused the Covid-19 pandemic, is foodborne, the 

persistence of SARS-CoV-2 on the surface of various materials, including food and food 

packaging is largely proved (FDA 2020; Haddow et al. 2020; Kampf et al. 2020; Thippareddi 

et al. 2020; Van Doremalen et al. 2020; Walker et al. 2020). Particularly, at low temperatures, 

SARS-CoV-2 shows high stability, and is expected to behave similarly to those same originated 

viruses, i.e., SARS-CoV-1 and MERS-CoV, which remain infectious at -20℃ for up to two 

years (Shariatifar and Molaee-aghaee 2019; Galanakis 2020; WHO 2020a; Han et al. 2021). 

Therefore, although not the main mode of transmission, SARS-CoV-2 may contaminate food 

products or food packaging through an infected person, and can be transmitted by a person 

touching contaminated surfaces and then touching his or her nose, eyes, or mouth (CDC 2020; 

FAO 2020; Kabir et al. 2020; Olaimat et al. 2020; Rizou et al. 2020; WHO 2020b; Chowdhury 

and Nandi 2021; Djekic et al. 2021; Gonzalez, Marques, and Domingo 2021; Han, Roy, et al. 

2021; Iftekhar and Cui 2021; Soon et al. 2021).   

As a result, food safety associated with Covid-19 have resurfaced as a global problem 

(Galanakis 2020; Cable et al. 2021; Kitz et al. 2021; Nie et al. 2021; Sharma, Tyagi, and 

Bhardwaj 2021; Soon et al. 2021; Thomas and Feng 2021). To improve food safety, a large 

body of literature has studied and proposed food hygiene practices and precautions for each 

stage of the food supply chain from farm to fork (Olaimat et al. 2020; Chowdhury and Nandi 

2021; Dziuba and Ulewicz 2021; Han, Roy, et al. 2021; Iftekhar and Cui 2021; Jyoti 2021; 

Limon 2021; Trmcic et al. 2021). However, despite all the efforts devoted to studying the food 

supply chain to ensure food safety, consumers worldwide still show concerns about the risk of 

contracting Covid-19 infection via food consumption, including those in Indonesia and 

Malaysia (Soon et al. 2021), China (Min, Xiang, and Zhang 2020), Canada (Kitz et al. 2021), 

Italy (Fanelli 2021), the Middle East (Faour-Klingbeil et al. 2021), and the U.S. (Thomas and 

Feng 2021). The serious concerns about food safety could alter consumers’ food choices and 

purchasing behaviors (Taylor et al. 2012), resulting in changes in the economic structure and 

food production (Grunert et al. 2015), which are critical in all the components of the food supply 

chain for business success (Röhr et al. 2005; Angulo and Gil 2007; Doménech, Escriche, and 

Martorell 2007; da Fonseca and Salay 2008). Moreover, additional transaction costs due to the 
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uncertainty are induced, which could further lead to market inefficiencies (Loader and Hobbs 

1996; Ortega et al. 2014). 

To handle food scares or food scandals and rebuild consumer confidence in food safety, a 

certified label is a widely adopted indicator (Kehagia et al. 2007; Ortega et al. 2011; Birol et al. 

2015; Wongprawmas and Canavari 2017; Liu et al. 2019). McCluskey (2005) studied the 

outbreak of bovine spongiform encephalopathy (BSE), also known as “mad cow disease”, in 

Japan and found that consumers were willing to pay a premium for BSE-tested beef. Mørkbak, 

Christensen, and Gyrd-Hansen (2011) found a significant positive willingness to pay (WTP) 

for pork with information about the risk of salmonella infection among Danish consumers. 

Similarly, in the Covid-19 case, a Covid-19-tested label that indicates a food product is negative 

in SARS-CoV-2 might be an effective way to alleviate consumers’ concern over food safety.  

In China, a Covid-19 test for food is not enforced, except for imported frozen food, which 

since 2020 is required to be Covid-19-tested before it can be distributed, stored, or processed 

in China (CSCJPCMC, China's State Council Joint Prevention and Control Mechanism against 

Covid-19, 2020). This regulation has been strengthened since January 2021, and currently all 

imported food is required to be tested for Covid-19 (CSCJPCMC, 2021). Although there are no 

such compulsory regulations for retailers in China, we find a few retailers that voluntarily tested 

their products, such as some sellers on T-mall, the largest online market in China, and Hema 

Supermarket, one of the top omni-channel retailers in China. 

To the best of our knowledge, the effect of Covid-19-tested label on consumer preference 

has not been investigated yet. Given the infrequent use of Covid-19-tested information among 

food retailers, it is hard to collect data on the actual consumption of Covid-19-tested food. 

Therefore, this article applies a discrete choice experiment to assess consumers’ WTP for a 

Covid-19-tested label. An online survey on a representative sample of 916 Chinese consumers 

was conducted in August and September 2021. Consumers’ preferences over five widely 

consumed categories of food in China, i.e., beef, shrimp, oranges, milk, and rice, are studied 

and salient price premiums for Covid-19-tested information are found across all five categories. 

Moreover, instead of simply assessing having the Covid-19-tested information or not, we 

further incorporate a few attributes that might significantly impact consumers’ food choices 

during the Covid-19 pandemic. To be specific, we evaluate the entity authenticating 

certification labels, country of origin, knowledge associated with Covid-19, and consumer 

demographics.  
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First, the entity authenticating certification labels significantly impact to which extent that 

the food label would be trusted by consumers (Bai, Zhang, and Jiang 2013; Wu 2015; Liu et al. 

2019). Understading the heterogenity stemming from different entities is cruicial in 

estiablishing an effective system of food safety (Bai, Zhang, and Jiang 2013). Especially during 

the Covid-19 pandamic, some studies have shown that consumers behave differently regarding 

viarous souces of information asccociated with food safety (Faour-Klingbeil et al. 2021; 

Thomas and Feng 2021). Therefore, we further investigate how consumers’ food chocies would 

respond to different entities authenticating certification labels.    

Second, there is consensus in literature that the region or country of origin is a key attribute 

affecting consumers’ food choices (Peterson et al. 2013; Eng, Ozdemir, and Michelson 2016; 

Gao et al. 2019; Wang et al. 2019; Liu et al. 2020). While varying across product category and 

country of origin, imported food was found to be generally preferred to domestic food by 

Chinese consumers prior to the Covid-19 outbreak (Balestrini and Gamble 2006; Ortega, Wang, 

and Wu 2009; Grunert et al. 2015; Wang et al. 2019). However, during the Covid-19 pandemic, 

there were several news stories that disclosed the presence of SARS-CoV-2 on the surface of 

imported food or its packaging in China, such as contaminated beef from Brazil, Bolivia, 

Australia, and New Zealand; pork from Argentina; and shrimp from Saudi Arabia2. However, 

there were no such news stories regarding domestic food. Therefore, domestic food might be 

considered to be safer during the Covid-19 pandemic, which leads to a change in consumers’ 

preferences from imported food to domestic food. Hence, we include the country of origin to 

investigate whether the typical price premium for imported food is affected by the outbreak of 

the Covid-19 pandemic. 

Third, there is ample literature discussing a rise in consumers’ food safety awareness 

2 China Finds Coronavirus on Frozen Meat, Packaging from Latin America, New 

Zealand |Reuters. Available online: https: //www.reuters.com/article/health-coronavirus-china-

meat-int-idUSKBN27V0E4.  

More Traces of COVID-19 Found on Packaging in China. Available online: 

https://www.foodsafety.com.au/news/more-tracescovid-19-found-packaging-china. 

Argentina Says China has Found Coronavirus Trace on Beef Shipment Packaging | 

Reuters. Available online: https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-argentina-

beef-idUSKBN27S342.  
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associated with Covid-19, which would significantly alter consumers’ food consumption 

behavior, such as cooking more at home, or turning to online shopping (Min, Xiang, and Zhang 

2020; Fanelli 2021; Soon et al. 2021; Zafar et al. 2021). However, studies that quantitatively 

measure to which extent food safety awareness and the associated knowledge would impact 

consumers’ food consumption behavior are limited. Assessing the impact of knowledge of food 

safety has been proved to be essential in understanding consumers’ food choice behavior, such 

as in organic food choices (Díaz et al. 2012; Drugova, Curtis, and Akhundjanov 2020), and 

safety labeled food choices (Shimokawa et al. 2021). However, such efforts in Covid-19 studies 

are limited. Therefore, we further incorporated consumers’ knowledge of food safety practices 

and regulations associated with Covid-19 into our model to investigate to which extent that 

knowledge would affect consumers’ WTP for Covid-19-tested information.   

Lastly, consumer demographics are often found to be main factors that impact consumers’ 

WTP for food labels (Roe and Teisl 2007; Bai, Zhang, and Jiang 2013; Liu and Ma 2016; Liu 

et al. 2019). Ignoring this heterogeneity across population would lead to biased WTP estimates 

(Neill and Williams 2016; Neill and Holcomb 2019). A nuanced understanding of these 

heterogeneities is critical for policymakers to launch campaigns to restore consumer confidence 

accordingly (Taylor et al. 2012) and assist firms in target marketing (Lusk, Schroeder, and 

Tonsor 2014; Malone and Lusk 2017). Therefore, we further investigate the heterogeneity 

stemming from consumer demographics. 

This paper contributes to current literature as the first empirical study investigating Covid-

19-tested food labels. We assess consumers’ WTP for five widely consumed categories of food 

in China. We find pronounced WTPs for the Covid-19-tested information for all five food 

products, which indicates a large scale of concerns over food safety issues associated with 

Covid-19. This result provides policymakers and food industries with valuable evidence that a 

Covid-19-tested label might be an efficient tool to alleviate food safety concerns associated 

with Covid-19. Additionally, instead of simply including Covid-19-tested or non-tested food, 

we further incorporate entities who issue Covid-19-tested certifications and find that the 

government is the most trusted entity. This result highlights the critical role that the government 

should play in rebuilding consumer confidence in food safety during the Covid-19 pandemic. 

Moreover, we further investigate the role that knowledge of food safety practices associated 

with Covid-19 plays in consumers’ preferences for Covid-19-tested information. We find that 

the related knowledge would not significantly alleviate concerns over food safety, and could 

even possibly exacerbate such concerns. This result indicates that policymakers and marketers 

should be cautious when employing information campaigns or marketing communications as 
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instruments for regaining consumer confidence. Lastly, to provide insights on the heterogeneity 

across the population for policymakers to make policies accordingly and food marketers to 

conduct effective marketing strategies, we investigate the heterogeneous preference for the 

Covid-19-tested information across the population regarding consumer demographics.  

The remainder of this paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 describes the survey and data. 

Section 3 specifies the econometric models. Section 4 presents the main results, followed by 

conclusions and discussions of policy implications in Section 5. 

Experiment Design and Survey Data 

Product specifications 

We conduct a survey on five categories of widely consumed food, i.e., beef, shrimp, 

oranges, milk, and rice. Demand for all five categories of food has dramatically increased in 

China in recent years. Specifically, the per capita consumptions of beef, seafood, fruit, diary, 

and cereal in 2019 were 2.2 kg, 13.6 kg, 51.4 kg, 12.5 kg, and 117.9 kg, respectively, which 

comprises a majority of Chinese consumers’ daily diet (DHS 2020). Although beef is currently 

not the main source of protein for Chinese consumers, it is emerging as an important source of 

protein in China, with the consumption increasing by 37.5%, from 1.6 kg per capita in 2015 to 

2.2 kg per capita in 2019 (DHS 2020). Similarly, with growth in disposable income, increased 

urbanization and changes in consumption habits, the consumption of dairy (Wu, Hu, and Xiong 

2019), shrimp (Yin et al. 2020), and fruit (Liu et al. 2019) has dramatically expanded and is 

expected to keep increasing. Rice is the most widely consumed cereal product in China, where 

it is considered a dietary staple (Shimokawa et al. 2021; Ortega, Lin, and Ward 2022). Therefore, 

these five widely consumed food products are chosen to comprehensively investigate how the 

Covid-19 pandemic affects Chinese consumers’ food consumption behaviors.  

 Moreover, these five categories of food are potentially affected by Covid-19 differently, 

due to the ways in which they are stored and cooked. As indicated by Galanakis (2020) and 

Han et al. (2021), SARS-CoV-2 is more persistent at lower temperature and is inactivated after 

five minutes of incubation at 70℃ or higher, which suggests that normal cooking temperature 

is sufficient for viral inactivation, but transmission via frozen food is still possible. Therefore, 

because perishable food products, such as oranges, are usually not cooked, the food safety risk 

associated with this type of food product is significantly higher (Rizou et al. 2020; Shahidi 

2020). Beef is usually stored at low temperature in a refrigerator, and shrimp is stored at even 
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frozen temperature. Thus, SARS-CoV-2 could survive for a long period of time on the surfaces 

of beef and shrimp. However, because beef and shrimp are usually cooked thoroughly by 

Chinese consumers, the risk associated with them is reduced. Furthermore, milk and rice are 

usually well packaged, and thus, the risk of food safety associated with them is low. In 

conclusion, given the properties of SARS-CoV-2, the food safety risk associated with oranges 

might be the highest. Meanwhile, the risk associated with preparations and consumptions of 

beef and shrimp might be lower, depending on consumers’ food safety practices. The risk of 

contracting infection via the consumption of rice and milk is low. 

Attribute specifications 

There is ample evidence proving that the entity authenticating the food labels significantly 

impacts to which extent that the food label would be trusted by consumers (Wu 2015; Liu et al. 

2019). During the Covid-19 pandemic, the information sources have emerged as a determinant 

of consumers’ risk perception. For example, the information disclosed by the U.S. Food and 

Drug Administration has been found to be the most trusted by the U.S. consumers (Faour-

Klingbeil et al. 2021; Thomas and Feng 2021). Therefore, analogous to Liu et al. (2019), Wu 

(2015), and Bai, Zhang, and Jiang (2013)’s studies, we included a certification type attribute 

and specified four levels: government certification, third-party certification, retailer self-

certification, and no Covid-19-tested information.  

Region or country of origin is a key attribute affecting consumers’ food choices (Peterson 

et al. 2013; Eng, Ozdemir, and Michelson 2016; Gao et al. 2019; Wang et al. 2019; Liu et al. 

2020). In China, while varying across product category and country of origin, imported food 

was found generally preferred by Chinese consumers (Balestrini and Gamble 2006; Ortega, 

Wang, and Wu 2009; Grunert et al. 2015; Wang et al. 2019). However, during the outbreak of 

the Covid-19 pandemic, serval news stories disclosed the presence of SARS-CoV-2 on imported 

food and its packaging in China. While, there were no such news stories regarding domestic 

foods. Therefore, we focus on the difference between imported and domestic food, and 

investigate whether the typical price premium on imported food was affected by the Covid-19 

pandemic. Therefore, we included the country of origin attribute and specified it as two levels: 

imported food and domestic food. 

The price levels were selected based on the prices prevailing at two of China’s largest 

internet malls, T-mall and JD-mall, and variations as much as 30% were introduced to capture 

the potential price premium or discount. The attributes and their levels are summarized in Table  
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Experiment design 

In each choice set, participants were presented with three alternatives (two purchase 

options, and a non-purchase option). A sample choice set for beef is shown in Figure 1. Choice 

sets for other food products take analogous forms and are available in the Appendix. Based on 

the selected attributes and their levels, for each category of food, a full factorial design generates 

32 possible product profiles (2 country of origin × 4 certification types × 4 price levels). 

Accordingly, the number of choice sets increases to C32
2 = 496 for each food category, and 

2,480 for all five categories. In general, survey respondents are fatigued if questioned for more 

than 20 minutes or after being asked to compare more than 15-20 profiles (Allenby and Rossi, 

1998). Therefore, it is impossible for respondents to evaluate all these possible combinations. 

A D-efficiency design applying a modified Federov search algorithm was then conducted with 

NGENE. We first deigned 32 choice sets with 0 priors for each category of food. To avoid 

respondent fatigue, the 32 choice sets were divided into eight blocks, with four choice sets in 

each block. Each respondent was randomly assigned three categories of food, and one block for 

each category. In total, each respondent was assigned 12 choice sets. This design was distributed 

to 100 respondents as a pilot survey. Based on the priors obtained from the pilot survey, a final 

design was updated by a fixed priors D-efficient design optimized for the random parameter 

logit model using NGENE with 200 Halton random draws and more than 100,000 iterations.  

To mitigate hypothetical bias, a cheap talk script was presented before choice sets (Liu et 

al. 2019). The respondents were also informed that, except for attributes in the choice set, the 

food product had no difference in other aspects (Yin et al. 2018). Additionally, to limit ordering 

effects, the order of choices sets was randomized among respondents (Xuan 2021).   

Sample 

The questionnaire design consists of two parts. The first part is the choice experiment, 

starting with a cheap talk script and an explanation of attributes and their levels. The second 

part collects the respondents’ basic demographics, food purchasing behavior, and food safety 

knowledge associated with Covid-19. 

The questionnaire was distributed via an online survey in August and September 2021 by 

InsighWorks, a China-based market research firm that specializes in online survey 

programming and data collection. In total, 2,168 respondents were recruited. To achieve a 

national representative sample of China, a proportionate sampling based on the population of 

all 31 provinces, autonomous regions and municipalities across the mainland of China was 
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drawn.  

To ensure data quality, three screening questions were asked. The first question at the 

beginning of the questionnaire ensures that the respondent is a food shopper, and only 

respondents who has purchased at least one of the five categories of food in the past three 

months are allowed to take the survey. The second question is to make sure that the respondent 

understands the meaning of different certification types. The last one is an attention checker 

that asks the respondent to select the required option. Respondents who answered any one of 

the three screening questions incorrectly were excluded. In addition, it took on average 23 

minutes to complete the survey. Respondents who completed the survey too quickly or too 

slowly (beyond two standard errors) were considered to be disengaged and were exclude. After 

all screening, 916 samples were left. 

Table 2 displays sociodemographic characteristics for the sample and general population. 

While the collected sample is broadly representative of the China’s population by gender, 

marital status and household size, it leans toward a slightly more highly educated, younger, and 

higher income demographic, which is common in Internet-based surveys (Yang, Hobbs, and 

Natcher 2020). Additionally, our sample were screened to be representative of food shoppers, 

which may partially explain the disparity between our sample and the general population.  

Respondents’ knowledge of food safety associated with Covid-19 is presented in Table 3. 

We asked respondents whether they thought that the four presented statements, which were all 

supposed to be correct, were true or not. The portion of population that correctly answered those 

questions is relatively high, ranging from 60.70% to 96.62%, which is consistent with Min, 

Xiang, and Zhang (2020)’s finding that the Covid-19 pandemic significantly improved the food 

safety awareness of Chinese consumers. 

Empirical Methods 

We analyzed consumers’ discrete choice behavior following Lancaster’s (1966) theory of 

consumer demand and McFadden’s (1974) random utility theory. Consumer n’ utility from an 

alternative j, presented in a choice scenario t, can be decomposed into a determined part and 

stochastic part as (Train 2009) 

Unjt = Vnjt + ϵnjt, 

where Vnjt is the determined part of the utility, which is often assumed to be linear in food 
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attributes, Xnjt , as Vnjt = Xnjtβ . ϵnjt  is the stochastic part, which is unobserved by 

researchers. Consumer n chooses the alternative j that gives him or her the maximum utility. 

Different assumptions on the stochastic part, ϵnjt, lead to different models. 

The multinomial logit model, which assumes that ϵnjt  follows an independent and 

identical distributed type I extreme value distribution, is a workhorse in discrete choice analysis 

due to its parsimonious form. However, due to its strong restrictions on ϵnjt, the multinomial 

logit model is limited in assuming a homogenous preference, independent from the irrelevant 

alternatives (IIA) substitution pattern, and the uncorrelated unobserved part in utility.  

The mixed logit model proposed by McFadden and Train (2000) is a highly flexible model 

that can approximate any random utility model and obviates the three limitations of the 

multinomial logit model. The mixed logit model can be specified based on random coefficients 

as 

Unjt = Xnjtβn + ϵnjt, 

where βn is a vector of coefficients representing consumer n’s taste, which follows a 

probability distribution function, f(βn) . We assume it to be the widely applied normal 

distribution (Yang, Hobbs, and Natcher 2020). The unconditional probability for consumer n to 

choose food j in choice situation t is specified as 

Pnjt = ∫ ∏
exp(Xnjtβn)

∑ exp(Xnitβn)i
f(βn)dβn

t
. 

The mixed logit model appropriately captures the heterogeneity across consumers, which 

is critical in food labeling studies to understand market segments and generate unbiased WTP 

estimates (Wongprawmas and Canavari 2017; Liu et al. 2019; Neill and Holcomb 2019; Liu et 

al. 2020). Therefore, we specified three models: model 1 is the basic multinomial model 

including only main effects as a benchmark; model 2 introduces the interaction terms of country 

of origin and certification types to the multinomial model; and model 3 is the random parameter 

model with interactions, as follows 
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Unjt = optout + λPricenjt + αnDOMnjt + β1nGOVnjt + β2nTHIRDnjt + β3nRETnjt

+ γ1DOMnjt × GOVnjt + γ2DOMnjt × THIRDnjt + γ3DOMnjt × RETnjt + ϵnjt, 

where optout is an alternative specific constant for the “opt out” option. Pricenjt is the 

price of the food and enters the model linearly. DOMnjt is a dummy variable indicating the 

origin of food, where imported food is used as the base category. GOVnjt , THIRDnjt , and 

RETnjt are certification types, representing certifications done by the government, third-party, 

and retailer, respectively, where no information on the Covid-19 test is the base category. The 

optout , λ , γ1 , γ2 , and γ3  are assumed to be fixed, while αn , β1n , β2n , and β3n  are 

flexible. A multinomial model is derived if we assume that they are fixed, and a random 

parameter model is derived if a normal distribution is assumed. 

Given the assumption of a fixed price coefficient and a dummy coding, the WTP estimates 

for those attributes are WTP = −
βk

λ
, where βk is the coefficient associated with food attribute 

k. The 95% confidence intervals were estimated applying Krinsky and Robb (1986)’s method, 

a widely applied parametric bootstrapping method.   

Results 

Impact of certification types 

Table 4 presents main results from the random parameter model with interactions for five 

food products. We started with the fixed coefficient multinomial model, the multinomial model 

with interactions, and the random parameter model with interactions for beef, shrimp, oranges, 

milk and rice, which are presented in Table A1-A5 in the Appendix. We find statistically 

significant interaction terms, which suggest that models including those interaction effects are 

more appropriate. Moreover, the significant estimates of standard errors in random parameter 

models imply the heterogeneity across population, which is ignored by fixed parameter models. 

Additionally, information criteria all suggest that the random parameter model with interactions 

best fit the data for all five categories of food. Therefore, we focus our subsequent discussion 

on the results from the random parameter model with interactions in Table 4. The estimates 

from random parameter models indicate the direction of how those attributes impact consumers’ 
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utility, while WTP estimates are more directly monetary measures of the magnitude of those 

impacts. Therefore, we calculate the WTP estimates based on the random parameter model with 

interactions, and report them in Table 5. 

All the main effect estimates are statistically significant across food categories, which 

indicates that the chosen attributes are critical in consumers’ food choice behaviors. The 

estimates of coefficients associated with price are all negative and statistically significant, as 

expected. The negative opt-out estimates indicate that consumers, on average, prefer to buy the 

food rather than choose the “no purchase” option. Except for rice, consumers are indifferent 

between purchase or not. 

In terms of certification types, the mean and standard deviation estimates of coefficients 

are all positive and significant for all five categories of food. These results indicate that all types 

of Covid-19-tested information are highly preferred. Additionally, for all five categories of food, 

the government is the most trusted authority for Covid-19-tested information, with a price 

premium ranging from 97.36% to 300.75%, followed by the third-party certification, with a 

price premium ranging from 65.99% to 189.90%. The least trusted certification is the retailer 

self-certification, with a price premium ranging from 32.50% to 130.00%. These results 

indicate consumers’ strong willingness to gain food safety information associated with Covid-

19. Notwithstanding the fact that no literature has previously assessed the WTP for Covid-19-

tested information, these high price premiums are in line with previous studies of food safety 

information, which concluded that Chinese consumers are generally willing to pay for food 

safety information, such as food safety labels (Liu, Pieniak, and Verbeke 2013) and traceability 

information (Liu et al. 2020). These results are also in line with previous findings that the 

government is the most preferred entity to authenticate food safety information, such as in pork 

(Wu 2015; Ortega et al. 2011), fruit (Liu et al. 2020), and milk (Bai, Zhang, and Jiang 2013; 

Wang et al. 2019). Moreover, the results are generally consistent with our previous hypotheses 

that variations in price premiums are associated with the risk of contracting Covid-19 infection 

via food. Specifically, oranges which are usually consumed raw, are most concerned, and thus 

are associated with a high WTP for Covid-19-tested information. While beef and shrimp, 

although are usually kept at low temperatures where SARS-CoV-2 would be infectious for a 

long period of time, are usually cooked thoroughly by Chinese consumers. Thus, for these two 

food products, there are fewer concerns and lower WTPs. Milk is usually well packaged and 

the related food safety risk might be generally low, so it comes with the lowest WTP. While for 

rice, although it needs to be cooked, the WTP is the highest. This high price premium might be 

due to the fact that rice is a dietary staple in China, and the high WTP might be associated with 
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the importance of rice in daily diet. The significant estimates of standard deviations for all three 

certification types indicates that, although the Covid-19-tested information is generally 

preferred, there is a high heterogeneity regarding certification types among population, which 

we will discuss in a later section.  

Impact of country of origin 

Regarding the country of origin, we find a general preference for domestic food over 

imported food across all five categories of food, with the mean WTP estimates of 31.97 yuan 

(99.29%), 41.09 yuan (54.62%), 3.12 yuan (108.71%), 35.18 yuan (51.07%), and 38.03 yuan 

(181.10%) for beef, shrimp, oranges, milk, and rice, respectively. In contrast with the previous 

findings of a general preference in imported food in China (Ortega et al. 2016; Yin et al. 2018; 

Lin et al. 2020), our results indicate a significant preference shift due to the Covid-19 pandemic. 

The change in preference from imported food to domestic food might be due to a larger scale 

of concerns in food safety, and domestic food might be considered safer by Chinses consumers. 

The significant standard deviation estimates indicate that although domestic food is generally 

preferred, such preference is still highly heterogenous.  

As regards the interaction terms, the significant estimates associated with the interaction 

terms of country of origin and certification types reveal the heterogenous effects of certification 

types between domestic and imported food. For beef and rice, interactions of the origin and 

three types of certifications are all negative and significant, which indicates that, compared with 

domestic food, consumers’ WTP for Covid-19-tested information is generally higher for 

imported food. For milk and rice, only certification by the government is preferred for imported 

food. While, for shrimp, the third-party test is more preferred for domestic food. The general 

negative estimates of interaction terms indicate that, given the same type of certification, 

consumers’ WTP for Covid-19-tested labels is generally higher for imported food. 

Impact of knowledge of food safety  

We examine whether the knowledge of food safety associated with Covid-19 would affect 

consumers’ preferences regarding the country of origin and Covid-19 test information. To 

reduce the infection risk of Covid-19 via food, the FDA (2020) proposed special food safety 

practices during the Covid-19 pandemic. We asked three questions related to these food safety 

practices, and one question about the regulation of imported food in China. Specifically, they 

are K1: Washing fruits and vegetables thoroughly before eating is an important precaution to 

prevent the infection of Covid-19 via food, K2: Cooking food at 70℃  or higher would 
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inactivate SARS-CoV-2, K3: SARS-CoV-2 would be persistent at low temperature, and K4: 

Currently, all imported food needs to be Covid-19-tested before being distributed, stored, or 

processed in China. We asked respondents whether they considered K1 to K4 to be correct, 

which are all supposed to be true.   

As shown in Table 3, the percentages of consumers knowing those food safety practices 

and regulation are relatively high with 79.80%, 60.70%, 85.70%, and 96.62% for K1 to K4, 

respectively. This finding is in line with Min, Xiang, and Zhang (2020) that the Covid-19 

pandemic significantly improved Chinese consumers’ food safety knowledge and behavior. To 

quantitatively investigate how this food safety knowledge would affect consumers’ preference 

regarding the country of origin and Covid-19-tested information, we introduce the interactions 

of them with food safety knowledge K1–K3 separately3. We report those results in Table 64. 

In contrast to findings from previous studies that knowing more about food safety labels 

usually leads to a higher WTP (Drugova, Curtis, and Akhundjanov 2020; Shimokawa et al. 

2021; Xuan 2021), we find that most of the interaction terms are statistically insignificant. Even 

more unexpected, some interaction terms of K1 and K2 with country of origin and certification 

types are significantly positive. These results indicate that knowing those food safety practices 

does not usually reduce consumers’ WTP for domestic food and Covid-19-tested information, 

and can even increase the WTP. This result provides interesting evidence that consumers’ 

concerns about food safety issues associated with Covid-19 might not be mitigated with more 

knowledge of food safety practices, and that, with more knowledge, the concerns might be even 

exacerbated. A possible explanation is that consumers know that good food safety practices will 

reduce the likelihood of contracting Covid-19 infection via food. When they know more about 

food safety practices, they gain more knowledge of the Covid-19 pandemic as well. Consumers 

might consider the fear about Covid-19 exceeds the reduction in the likelihood of contracting 

infection. Therefore, knowing more about food safety practices does not help to reduce the 

concerns about Covid-19, and can even exacerbate the fear of Covid-19, and thus, leads to an 

increase in consumers’ WTP for Covid-19-tested information or domestic food.  

3 We do not include the interaction terms with K4. Because, over 90% of our sample knows this 

regulation, introducing this variable with little variations fails to generate stable estimates. 

4 K1-K3 enter our models separately for each category of food. Due the space limitation, we only 

report the interaction terms with knowledge and summarize those interaction terms together. The full 

estimation results for five categories of food are available in Table A6-A10 in the Appendix. 
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Heterogeneity across population 

We further investigate the heterogeneity associated with consumer socio-demographics. 

We started by including the interaction terms of country of origin and certification types with 

all the collected demographic variables, i.e., age, education level, income, gender, marital status, 

having children under 18 in household, and having seniors above 60 in household. To avoid 

having too many parameters that could reduce the efficiency of estimators, we drop the 

demographic variables that are generally insignificant at a 5% level. Therefore, age, education 

level, income, marital status, and having children are retained in our model. Additionally, to 

avoid too many parameters introduced by dummy variables, we transfer the categorical 

variables, i.e., age, education level, and income, into continuous measures by taking the middle 

point value of each interval. The estimation results are presented in Table 7. 

The parameter estimates associated with interaction terms are generally consistent across 

the five categories of food, which reveals that younger, more highly educated, and married 

consumers with higher incomes and children in their household prefer Covid-19-tested food 

and domestic food compared with the general population. This result is in line with previous 

studies associated with food safety labels or traceability information in China that those 

consumers generally prefer and are willing to pay more for food safety information (Bai, Zhang, 

and Jiang 2013; Liu and Ma 2016; Liu et al. 2020; Lin et al. 2020).   

The interaction terms of age and certification types are mostly negative and significant, 

which indicates that younger consumers are generally willing to pay more for Covid-19-tested 

food. Similarly, Yang et al. (2021) indicated that older people rely more on their experience 

than external information and therefore place a lower value for health information on rice 

packaging. Interestingly, the interaction terms of age and country of origin is positive and 

significant for rice, negative and significant for shrimp, and insignificant for the other three 

food products. These results imply that younger consumers prefer domestic shrimp and 

imported rice. This suggests that younger consumers might weigh the infection risk out of their 

preference for foreign shrimp, while for rice, it is the opposite. 

For education level and income, all the parameters are either insignificant or positively 

significant. The results are consistent with previous studies on food safety labels and traceability 

information of meat, fruit, milk, and rice in China. In general, consumers with higher education 

or higher incomes are more concerned with food safety, which leads to larger WTPs (Bai, Zhang, 

and Jiang 2013; Wu 2015; Liu and Ma 2016; Wu et al. 2016).  
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For marital status, we find a significantly positive impact of marital status on the 

preference for Covid-19-tested beef and shrimp, which indicates that married consumers tend 

to prefer Covid-19-tested beef and shrimp. However, for oranges, married consumers dislike 

retailer-self Covid-19 test. For consumers with children, we find a significant preference for 

domestic beef and Covid-19-tested information on shrimp, oranges, and milk. This result is in 

line with Liu and Ma’s (2016) suggestion that having children is an important source of food 

safety concerns. However, for rice, the impact of having children is insignificant. These results 

provide an interesting pattern of consumers’ preference across different food categories, which 

shall be useful for food producers and marketing companies.   

Conclusions and Policy Implications 

During the Covid-19 pandemic, the risk of contracting Covid-19 infection via food raises 

a large scale of concerns among consumers worldwide. These concerns about food safety could 

alter consumers’ food choices and purchasing behaviors (Taylor et al. 2012), resulting in 

changes in the economic structure (Grunert et al. 2015) and additional market inefficiencies due 

to consumer uncertainty (Ortega et al. 2014; Loader and Hobbs 1996). This study contributes 

to the current literature as the first empirical study exploring the use of a Covid-19-tested label 

as an instrument to alleviate consumers’ concerns in food safety issues associated with Covid-

19. We conducted an online survey on Chinese consumers, and incorporated the collected data 

to a random parameter discrete choice model. We observe salient WTPs for Covid-19-tested 

information for all five categories of food: beef, shrimp, oranges, milk, and rice. Further, the 

government is shown to be the most trusted entity to issue Covid-19-tested labels, followed by 

the third party, and the retailer is the least trusted. We also find that consumers significantly 

prefer domestic food to imported food and the WTP for Covid-19-tested labels is also higher 

for imported food. This indicates strong food safety concerns associated with Covid-19 for 

imported food. Additionally, we fail to identify evidence that knowledge of food safety 

practices associated with Covid-19 could mitigate consumers’ food safety concerns. On the 

contrary, we find the knowledge might even increase anxiety over Covid-19 infection via food. 

Lastly, we reveal the heterogeneity pattern of preferences to the Covid-19-tested information 

and domestic food associated with consumer demographics, which suggests that younger, more 

highly educated, and married consumers with higher incomes and children in their household 

tend to prefer domestic food and Covid-19-tested food. 

These findings provide novel and important information for policymakers and 

stakeholders in food industries. First, the salient price premiums for Covid-19-tested labels 
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across all five categories of food imply serious food safety concerns across the general 

population. These results also suggest that a Covid-19-tested label is a potential efficient tool 

that provide the critical information to alleviate consumers’ concerns over food safety issues 

associated with Covid-19. Therefore, the government, as the most trusted entity for Covid-19-

tested certifications, should play a critical role in alleviating this concern and consider 

mandating Covid-19-tested labels for food. For food producers, providing Covid-19-tested 

information is considered a potential efficient way to gain wider acceptance in markets as well 

as a way to differentiate themselves from competitors. Especially for sellers of imported food, 

it is important to know that consumers are willing to pay more for such information. While 

assessing the cost of a Covid-19-tested label is beyond the scope of this article, our quantitative 

estimates provide valuable information for policymakers and stakeholders about the benefit of 

a Covid-19-tested food label, which is essential for them to conduct a cost and benefit analysis. 

Second, we find consumers’ preferences significantly trended away from imported food to 

domestic food during the Covid-19 pandemic, which provides domestic food industries with an 

opportunity to expand their market by underscoring their Covid-19 safety information. 

However, because the data were collected via a one-time survey, whether these preferences will 

persist for a long time is unknown. Still, this result suggests that, at least currently, it is a good 

time for domestic food industries to take advantage of consumers’ strong preference for 

domestic food over imported food.   

 Moreover, interestingly, we fail to find any evidence that the knowledge of food safety 

practices associated with Covid-19 would reduce consumers’ WTP for Covid-19-tested labels. 

On the contrary, knowing more might even lead to even higher WTPs. Therefore, these findings 

suggest that, although education in food safety practices is important during the Covid-19 

pandemic, it falls short of serving as an instrument to reduce consumers’ food safety concerns. 

Thus, with this caveat, information campaign and marketing communications associated with 

Covid-19 food safety practices might not be effective. Instead, policies that directly constrain 

the spread of Covid-19 and reduce consumers’ anxiety over Covid-19 might be better 

alternatives.   

Finally, the heterogenous preference patterns for the Covid-19-tested information provide 

valuable insights for policymakers to identify the core population that they should target. To 

better alleviate food safety concerns associated with Covid-19, policymakers should reach out 

to the younger, more highly educated, higher income population with children in their 

households. This information is also crucial for food industries to better understand the young 
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and high-end market segment and cater their demand for Covid-19-tested food. 

The WTP estimates for Covid-19-tested information found in this study are relatively high 

compared with those in previous studies on other food safety labels, such as traceable 

information (Wu 2015; Liu et al. 2019). Although a cheap talk script is applied to lessen 

hypothetical bias, it is an inevitable issue that the WTP might be overestimated in stated 

preference studies (Loomis 2014). However, some studies have revealed similarly high WTP 

for food safety information. Bai, Zhang, and Jiang (2013) found over a 100% price premium 

for milk traceability information among Chinese consumers, and Ortega et al. (2016) found a 

116 yuan WTP for beef safety information. These studies all indicate that Chinese consumers 

may feel overwhelmingly concerned about China’s food safety situation, and are willing to pay 

a large premium. Additionally, previous studies imply that the food safety concerns associated 

with deadly disease are usually significantly higher. McCluskey (2005) revealed that Japanese 

consumers were willing to pay more than a 50% premium for BSE-tested beef, which could be 

even higher, due to the survey design limiting the highest premium at 50%. Similarly, Jan, Fu, 

and Huang (2005) found a 152% price increase for cigarettes with a low risk of lung cancer in 

Taiwan. Therefore, our high WTP estimates might be associated with the significant danger of 

Covid-19.  

This study is limited to a sample with an over representation of urban consumers, which 

leans towards a better educated and higher-income population. Empirical studies have shown 

that more highly educated and wealthier consumers are willing to pay more for food safety 

information (Liu, Pieniak, and Verbeke 2013; Yin et al. 2020). Therefore, although our sample 

is broadly representative of the population in urban China, the WTP might be overestimated 

regarding the general population. Studies of consumers in rural areas of China may be of interest 

for future research. 
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Tables 

Table 1. Attributes and their levels in the choice experiment. 

Attributes Levels Contents 

Country of origin 2 levels Imported 

  Domestic 

Certification types 4 levels Government certification 

  Third-party certification 

  Retailer self-certification 

  No Covid-19-tested information  

Price   

Beef 4 levels 32.2/38/43.7/49.4 (yuan/500 g) 

Shrimp 4 levels 75.23/88.5/101.78/115.05 (yuan/1.5 kg) 

Oranges 4 levels 2.87/3.38/3.88/4.39 (yuan/500 g) 

Milk 4 levels 68.88/81/93/18/105.3 (yuan/6 L) 

Rice 4 levels 21.7/25.5/29.35/33.15 (yuan/5 kg) 
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Table 2. Descriptions of socio-demographic characteristics of our sample and the population. 

Characteristic Sample  

(N=916) 

Population 

Gender (%)   

Male 50.55 51.09 

Female  49.45 48.91 

Age (%)   

18-24 12.12 7.21 

25-29 22.93 9.59 

30-39 44.32 20.13 

40-49 16.48 20.25 

50-59 3.82 19.61 

60 and over  0.33 23.21 

Education (%)   

Primary school 0.22 30.38 

Junior secondary school 0.22 37.29 

Senior secondary school 3.49 17.73 

Junior College  15.83 7.68 

Bachelor  75.44 6.27 

Master’s or higher  4.80 0.63 

Household yearly income (%)   

Below 10,000 CNY 1.31 Disposable 

income  

30,732 

10,000 – 19,900 CNY 4.59 

20,000 – 49,900 CNY 1.97 

50,000 – 99,900 CNY 8.95  

100,000 – 199,900 CNY 40.50  

200,000 – 399,900 CNY 34.93  

400,000 – 599,900 CNY 5.79  

600,000 CNY and over 1.97  

Marital status (%)   

married 76.97 74.01 

Other  23.03 25.09 

Household size (number) 3.41 2.92 

 (1.07) - 

Children in household (%)   

Yes 74.34 - 

No 25.66 - 

Seniors in household (%)   

Yes 25.98 - 

No 74.02 - 

Note: Children are defined as residents under 18 years old. Seniors are defined as residents equal or 
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above 60 years old. The population data is from China Population and Employment Statistic Yearbook 

2020, done by the Department of Population and Employment Statistics of the National Bureau of 

Statistics of China. 

 

Table 3. Knowledge of food safety.  

Statement of knowledge of food safety  Percentages known 

K1: Washing fruits and vegetables thoroughly before eating is an 

important precaution to prevent an infection of Covid-19 via food. 

79.80 

K2: Cooking food at 70℃ or higher would inactivate SARS-CoV-2.  60.70 

K3: SARS-CoV-2 would be persistent at low temperature. 85.70 

K4: Currently, all imported food needs to be Covid-19-tested before 

being distributed, stored, or processed in China. 

96.62 
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Table 4. Main estimate results from RPL models for five food products.  

 Beef Shrimp Oranges Milk Rice 

Price -0.047*** -0.029*** -0.367*** -0.029*** -0.052*** 

 (0.01) (0.00) (0.07) (0.00) (0.01) 

optout -1.098*** -1.673*** -0.674** -1.856*** -0.308 

 (0.29) (0.34) (0.27) (0.27) (0.30) 

Main effects      

DOM 1.502*** 1.173*** 1.147*** 1.003*** 1.960*** 

 (0.20) (0.19) (0.19) (0.18) (0.26) 

GOV 3.705*** 2.643*** 3.933*** 3.527*** 4.251*** 

 (0.29) (0.41) (0.32) (0.31) (0.32) 

THIRD 2.343*** 1.791*** 1.899*** 1.956*** 2.684*** 

 (0.24) (0.29) (0.20) (0.20) (0.26) 

RET 1.222*** 1.024*** 1.134*** 0.807*** 1.837*** 

 (0.24) (0.22) (0.18) (0.19) (0.25) 

Interactions      

DOM×GOV -0.717*** 0.246 -0.763*** -0.586** -0.645** 

 (0.24) (0.26) (0.24) (0.27) (0.32) 

DOM×THIRD -0.657*** 1.070*** 0.198 0.031 -0.838*** 

 (0.22) (0.29) (0.23) (0.25) (0.29) 

DOM×RET -0.692*** -0.021 -0.315 0.034 -1.129*** 

 (0.24) (0.23) (0.21) (0.23) (0.29) 

Standard deviations 

DOM 1.544*** 1.870*** 1.115*** 1.794*** 1.964*** 

 (0.13) (0.15) (0.17) (0.16) (0.19) 

GOV 1.901*** 1.377*** 2.059*** 3.010*** 2.551*** 

 (0.28) (0.49) (0.37) (0.44) (0.28) 

THIRD 1.228*** 2.599*** 1.756*** 1.671*** 1.956*** 

 (0.23) (0.34) (0.22) (0.22) (0.23) 

RET 2.327*** 1.849*** 1.127*** 1.364*** 1.963*** 

 (0.26) (0.21) (0.19) (0.21) (0.23) 

Number of      

Observations 6600 6576 6600 6624 6576 

Individuals 550 548 550 552 548 

Log-likelihood -1928.28 -1762.39 -1949.20 -2033.32 -1848.04 

AIC 3882.565 3550.771 3924.398 4092.645 3722.089 

BIC 3970.898 3639.057 4012.730 4181.025 3810.374 

Note: Standard errors in parentheses. * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01.
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Table 5. WTP estimates for five food products. 

 Beef Shrimp Oranges Milk Rice 

optout -22.62 -58.62 -1.84 -65.11 -5.971 

 [-29.56, -14.20] [-68.66, -45.91] [-2.65, -0.72] [-74.10, 55.60] [-14.00, 6.45] 

Main effects      

DOM 31.97 41.09 3.12 35.18 38.03 

 [23.37, 44.33] [26.42, 60.66] [2.09, 4.92] [22.96, 49.26] [26.19, 59.03] 

GOV 78.89 92.63 10.71 123.70 82.48 

 [62.22, 108.37] [66.37, 123.13] [8.00, 16.91] [101.04, 155.36] [61.00, 132.15] 

THIRD 49.89 62.78 5.17 68.61 52.08 

 [37.36, 71.21] [43.97, 89.18] [3.64, 8.29] [53.62, 89.86] [37.23, 83.26] 

RET 26.01 35.88 3.09 28.30 35.65 

 [15.70, 38.90] [21.34, 50.49] [1.97, 4.98] [15.28, 41.44] [23.77, 56.45] 

Interactions      

DOM×GOV -15.27 8.61 -2.08 -20.56 -12.52 

 [-27.06, -5.30] [-8.35, 28.89] [-3.85, -0.78] [-39.42, -2.63] [-28.42, -0.40] 

DOM×THIRD -13.99 37.51 0.54 1.089 -16.26 

 [-24.44, -5.09] [16.43, 61.55] [-0.67, 1.88] [-15.74, 17.23] [-30.84, -5.57] 

DOM×RET -14.74 -0.72 -0.86 1.19 -21.91 

 [-26.80, -4.07] [-16.02, 15.91] [-2.18, 0.31] [-13.51, 17.44] [-38.92, -9.56] 

Note: 95% confidence intervals are in brackets.
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Table 6. Estimates for interaction terms with knowledge.  

 Beef Shrimp Oranges Milk Rice 

DOM×K1 0.224 -0.096 0.269 0.801*** 0.337 

 (0.24) (0.29) (0.22) (0.29) (0.30) 

GOV×K1 0.226 0.820* 0.061 0.340 0.650 

 (0.38) (0.47) (0.40) (0.48) (0.43) 

THIRD×K1 0.079 1.121** -0.350 0.530* 0.657** 

 (0.33) (0.48) (0.29) (0.30) (0.33) 

RET×K1 0.844** 0.869*** -0.194 0.060 0.275 

 (0.41) (0.32) (0.24) (0.28) (0.36) 

DOM×K2 -0.165 0.550** 0.359* -0.067 0.098 

 (0.19) (0.23) (0.19) (0.23) (0.24) 

GOV×K2 0.258 0.580 0.636* 0.456 0.444 

 (0.31) (0.40) (0.34) (0.40) (0.38) 

THIRD×K2 -0.130 -0.051 0.051 0.139 0.022 

 (0.26) (0.40) (0.25) (0.24) (0.27) 

RET×K2 -0.280 -0.171 0.231 -0.038 0.360 

 (0.32) (0.27) (0.21) (0.23) (0.30) 

DOM×K3 -0.082 0.505 -0.070 0.314 0.077 

 (0.26) (0.32) (0.26) (0.32) (0.35) 

GOV×K3 -0.346 -0.165 -0.101 -0.031 -0.158 

 (0.42) (0.58) (0.48) (0.54) (0.52) 

THIRD×K3 -0.250 -0.394 0.193 -0.324 -0.616 

 (0.36) (0.58) (0.35) (0.34) (0.40) 

RET×K3 -0.555 -0.638* 0.508* -0.252 -0.448 

 (0.46) (0.36) (0.30) (0.30) (0.42) 

Note: Standard errors in parentheses. * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01 
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Table 7. Estimates from RPL with interaction terms of socio-demographics.  

 Beef Shrimp Oranges Milk Rice 

Price -0.045*** -0.030*** -0.390*** -0.029*** -0.055*** 

 (0.01) (0.00) (0.08) (0.00) (0.01) 

optout -1.008*** -1.823*** -0.757*** -1.865*** -0.405 

 (0.29) (0.34) (0.27) (0.27) (0.31) 

Main effects      

DOM -2.537* 1.580 3.610** 0.940 1.584 

 (1.48) (1.74) (1.44) (1.75) (1.81) 

GOV 0.483 1.971 0.561 -0.612 -2.598 

 (2.06) (3.27) (2.52) (2.59) (2.66) 

THIRD -2.580 -0.608 -1.328 -0.929 -4.779** 

 (1.95) (2.84) (1.91) (1.80) (2.24) 

RET -4.652* -2.143 -2.843* -1.389 -1.474 

 (2.50) (2.22) (1.54) (1.83) (2.35) 

Interactions      

DOM×GOV -0.747*** 0.206 -0.817*** -0.608** -0.665** 

 (0.24) (0.26) (0.24) (0.26) (0.32) 

DOM×THIRD -0.664*** 1.017*** 0.214 0.008 -0.841*** 

 (0.22) (0.29) (0.24) (0.25) (0.29) 

DOM×RET -0.675*** -0.025 -0.323 0.034 -1.175*** 

 (0.24) (0.23) (0.21) (0.23) (0.29) 

Interactions with Age 

DOM×Age 0.004 -0.053*** -0.013 -0.012 0.033* 

 (0.01) (0.02) (0.01) (0.02) (0.02) 

GOV×Age -0.074*** -0.082*** -0.076*** -0.052** -0.024 

 (0.02) (0.03) (0.02) (0.03) (0.03) 

THIRD×Age -0.055*** -0.031 -0.031* -0.016 -0.027 

 (0.02) (0.03) (0.02) (0.02) (0.02) 

RET×Age -0.025 -0.020 -0.005 -0.010 -0.035* 

 (0.02) (0.02) (0.01) (0.02) (0.02) 

Interactions with Education 

DOM×Education 0.212** 0.054 -0.158* -0.000 -0.072 

 (0.09) (0.10) (0.08) (0.10) (0.11) 

GOV×Education 0.265** 0.056 0.295** 0.273* 0.434*** 

 (0.12) (0.20) (0.15) (0.15) (0.16) 

THIRD×Education 0.324*** 0.129 0.223** 0.165 0.496*** 

 (0.12) (0.17) (0.11) (0.11) (0.13) 

RET×Education 0.377** 0.176 0.257*** 0.123 0.236* 

 (0.15) (0.13) (0.09) (0.11) (0.13) 
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Table 7. Estimates from RPL with interaction terms of socio-demographics (continued). 

Interactions with Income 

DOM×Income 0.011 0.020** 0.008 -0.004 0.024*** 

 (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) 

GOV×Income 0.014 0.038** 0.019 0.029* 0.003 

 (0.01) (0.02) (0.01) (0.02) (0.01) 

THIRD×Income 0.024** 0.017 0.013 0.012 -0.002 

 (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) 

RET×Income 0.004 -0.005 0.002 0.008 -0.003 

 (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) (0.01) 

Interactions with Marriage 

DOM×Marriage -0.561* 0.164 0.244 0.417 -0.375 

 (0.32) (0.42) (0.33) (0.40) (0.43) 

GOV×Marriage 1.055** 1.385* 0.126 0.092 0.754 

 (0.50) (0.74) (0.58) (0.65) (0.73) 

THIRD×Marriage 1.200*** 0.873 -0.457 0.122 0.742 

 (0.43) (0.75) (0.44) (0.44) (0.50) 

RET×Marriage 0.198 0.588 -0.873** -0.303 0.804 

 (0.53) (0.47) (0.35) (0.42) (0.54) 

Interactions with Child 

DOM×Child 0.927*** 0.008 0.246 0.304 0.379 

 (0.28) (0.36) (0.28) (0.34) (0.38) 

GOV×Child 0.529 1.231* 1.182** 1.165** 0.370 

 (0.43) (0.63) (0.50) (0.57) (0.63) 

THIRD×Child 0.195 0.596 1.160*** 0.595 0.030 

 (0.37) (0.63) (0.38) (0.39) (0.43) 

RET×Child 0.636 0.985** 0.946*** 0.820** 0.360 

 (0.46) (0.41) (0.31) (0.37) (0.48) 

Standard Deviations 

DOM 1.497*** 1.779*** 1.129*** 1.745*** 1.928*** 

 (0.13) (0.15) (0.17) (0.16) (0.19) 

GOV 1.700*** 1.112** 1.983*** 2.887*** 2.614*** 

 (0.27) (0.50) (0.36) (0.43) (0.30) 

THIRD 1.034*** 2.659*** 1.774*** 1.675*** 2.055*** 

 (0.23) (0.35) (0.22) (0.23) (0.25) 

RET 2.183*** 1.851*** 1.088*** 1.382*** 1.980*** 

 (0.26) (0.21) (0.18) (0.22) (0.23) 

Number of      

Observations 6600 6576 6600 6624 6576 

Individuals 550 548 550 552 548 
Log-likelihood -1885.16 -1718.60 -1910.56 -2012.99 -1820.76 
AIC 3836.322 3503.196 3887.125 4091.984 3707.528 
BIC 4060.551 3727.305 4111.354 4316.333 3931.637 
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Note: Standard errors in parentheses. * p < 0.1, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01. 

Figures 

Figure 1. Sample choice set for beef.  

Please choose the beef you want to buy, based on the listed information and price. 

  

I 

would 

buy 

neithe

r 

Imported Domestic 

Government certification No Covid-19-tested information 

32.2 yuan/500 g 38 yuan/500 g 
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ABSTRACT 

The fact remains that the present pandemic of COVID19 has reduced the daily 

consumption of fruits and vegetables due to the factors like availability, price and access as 

the demand was affected by reduction in income and purchasing capacity. Therefore, it 

paramount important that the consumers consume adequate quantity of fruits and vegetables 

for healthy life and ensuring the availability of fruits and vegetables in adequate quantity and 

reasonable price is critical during the pandemic. An attempt was made in this paper to 

examine the price behavioral pattern in the pandemic period compared to non-pandemic 

period and to what extent the measures that have been adopted by both federal and state 

governments helped in ensuring that supply chain particularly in vegetables was in intact 

during the crisis period by heavily relying on data sourced from various websites and 

publications. The results showed that there was not much aberrations in the gross factors and 

the movement of wholesale and retail prices of select vegetables were parallel confirming that 

Farm to Table initiatives played a significant role in stabilizing the prices despite pandemic 

shocks. Estimates of skewness and kurtosis also support that there were lesser aberrations in 

prices though prices declined during the pandemic. The estimated coefficient of post-level 

change was negative and highly significant for onion indicating that wholesale and retail 

prices of onion declined compared to previous period due to pandemic. However, the decline 

was found slighter compared to earlier period. The impact of pandemic on prices of potato 

was not adverse rather the wholesale and retail prices increased during the pandemic and 

increase in retail prices is not parallel due to farm to table initiatives.The empirical results 

further confirm that the various F- T initiatives helped to abate the crisis due to the 

compression in demand and market disturbance. 

Key Words: Farm to Table Initiatives, Single Interrupted Time Series (ITS) based on 

                     segmented linear regression, , Speed of Adjustment Coefficient 
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The Context 

It is widely feared that the COVID-19 pandemic will lead to a significant worsening of 

the food security situation in low and middle-income countries. One reason for this is the 

disruption of food marketing systems and subsequent changes in farm and consumer prices. 

Reduction in income and purchasing capacity of the consumers during the pandemic affected 

the demand for food. Stock piling the foods were also attempted by the consumers due panic 

of non-availability of food. These affected the food availability and prices. Prices of 

agricultural commodities particularly fruits and vegetables have aberrated heavily affecting 

both the producers and consumers. Consuming at least 400 to 500 grams of fruits and 

vegetables per day is indispensable to lead healthy life as per the dietary guidelines for 

Indians. However, an Indian on an average consumes less than 400 grams of fruits and 

vegetables per day due to various reasons (Mukherjee, et.al., 2015).The fact remains that the 

present pandemic of COVID 19 has reduced the daily consumption of fruits and vegetables 

due to host of factors like availability, price and access as the demand wasaffected by 

reduction in income and purchasing capacity.  

Therefore, it paramount important that the consumers consume adequate quantity of 

fruits and vegetables for healthy life and ensuring the availability of fruits and vegetables in 

adequate quantity and reasonable price is critical. Thus, an attempt was made in this paper to 

examine the price behavioral pattern in the pandemic period compared to non-pandemic 

period and to what extent the measuresthat have been adopted by both federal and state 

governments helped in ensuring that supply chain particularly in vegetables was in intact 

during the crisis period.  

The Objectives 

i. To estimate the gross factors in the supply chain of select vegetables and extent of aberrations 

in the gross factors due to pandemic in the case of major vegetables such as potato, onion, 

tomato, chillies and okra;  

ii. to examine the post-level change in prices of major vegetables (onion and potato) due to 

pandemic and  

iii. to measure time taken for the existing disequilibrium in the wholesale and retail prices of 

vegetables to be reduced at least by 50 per cent in order to relate to what extent the  Farm to 

Table initiatives played critical role in stabilizing the prices. 

Data and Methodology 

Month-wise time series data on wholesale and retail prices of the select vegetables, such 

as, potato, onion and tomato were collected for the period between April,2020 and 

December,2020 for five zones of India (North, Western, Eastern, North Eastern and South) 

published by Department of Consumer Affairs, Government of India 
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(www.consumeraffairs.nic.in). These data were pooled toobtain the balanced panel (45 

observations) to estimate the disequilibrium dissipation of both the wholesale and retail 

prices(Speed of Adjustment Coefficient estimated from Vector Error Correction Model 

(VECM):LnWP/RP = β0 + β1ECT (t-1) + ut estimated using Ordinary Least Squares -OLS 

method) and time taken for the existing disequilibrium in the wholesale and retail prices to be 

reduced by 50 per cent in order to relate to what extent the Farm to Table initiatives played 

critical role in stabilizing the prices. 

Further, gross factors were estimated   to examine any aberrations in the gross factors 

due to pandemic and movement (parallel/ divergent/convergent) of wholesale and retail prices 

of select vegetables were also examined. State-wise monthly time series data (2019-20) 

between March and August for the vegetables such as onion, tomato, chillies and okra were 

collected from the www. agmarknet.gov.in to make a comparative analysis on prevailing 

wholesale prices between pandemic and normal period interms of number of states reporting 

decline/ increase in prices and the magnitude.  

Interrupted Time Series Analysis for Single Series (Muller, 2004; Linden 2015) was 

attempted to examine the post-level change in prices of major vegetables (onion and potato) 

due to pandemic by estimating the following equation using OLS method for the period 

between 2013 to 2020 (month wise-96 observations) and retail prices (month-wise for the 

period from 2019 to 2021). Analysis was carried for the whole period (2013 to 2020- month-

wise) and recent period (2019 to 2020 -month-wise) for wholesale prices in order to assess the 

post level change in wholesale prices (change in pandemic period).  Post level change (change 

in pandemic period) was estimated for retail prices for the select vegetables for the period 

between 2019 and 2021 (month-wise) based on availability of data. The data were collected 

from www.indiastat.com, a paid website.  

Single Interrupted Time Series (ITS) based on segmented linear regression:  

y= α+ β1T+ β2X+ β3XT+ ε. Where; T refers to time period, X indicates the study phase 

and XT represents time after interruption. β1 coefficient indicate pre-trend, β2 shows the post 

level change, β3 is the post trend change and (β1+ β3) is the post-trend.  

Telephonic discussion was also had with officials of Department of Horticulture, Tamil 

Nadu Government on quantity of vegetables sold through E-thottam (public online platform 

established during  the pandemic) and personal and telephonic survey was also done with 

officials of farmers. live (Privateon-line trading platform)and Farmers Producer 

Organizations(FPOs). Data were gathered pertaining to the quantity of vegetables traded on li

ne and involvement of FPOs in  direct marketing. Internet survey was also carried out to 

assess the complaints in online trading (e–thottam).
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Literature Reviews  

Quality and freshness of the product are the most important criteria based on which 

consumers purchase fruits and vegetables.  About 54 per cent of Indian consumers prefer to 

buy fruits and vegetables from the local markets, while 19 per cent from push carts 

(Mukherjee, et.al., 2015) implying that ensuring the availability of vegetables in the local 

markets and supply through mobile vans during the pandemic is found critical. 

The pandemic induced lockdown restricted the access to food markets and a majority of 

consumers (75.31%) experienced a price increase across COVID zones of different intensity 

of incidence leading to food loss along supply chain and wastage at consumers end. 

Consumers’ livelihood affected from moderate (59.53%) to severe (3.3%) with 92 per cent 

reporting a change in shopping behavior (Cariappa, et.al., 2021). 

Prices post-lockdown shot up immediately and significantly for chickpea (4.8%), mung 

bean (5.2%), and tomato (78.2%) corroborating the loss in highly perishable product – tomato 

– owing to its spiked price. No structural break in prices due to lockdown was found implying 

that lockdown-induced price change was not sufficient to alter the long-run price movement, 

and the prices of the major commodities reverted to the pre-lockdown levels(Cariappa, et.al., 

2021).  

Indian consumers are willing to pay a premium to get hygienic and nutritional daily 

essentials, prompting exporters of horticulture produce to draw strategies for the domestic 

market high-quality fruits during the pandemic period.  The domestic suppliers of premium 

fruits and vegetables were increasingly focusing on the domestic market and tying up with 

delivery chains like Swiggy, as home demand for top-end perishables has increased (The 

Economic Times, 7th August, 2020).  

  With an aim of understanding the impact of pandemic on non-perishable (wheat) and 

perishable commodities (tomato and onion), and to what extent of adoption of a greater 

number of agricultural market reform measures mitigated adverse impacts using granular data 

set (daily observations for 3 months from nearly 1000 markets across five states in India and 

double- and triple- difference estimation strategy). All prices spiked initially in April, they 

recovered relatively quickly, underscoringthe importance of time duration for analysis. 

Market reform measures did help in insulating farmers from lowerprices, but these effects are 

salient for the perishable goods, and not so much forwheat where the government remained 

the dominant market player (Varshney, et.al, 2020) 

To understand the pandemic impact particularly in low income countries, review was 

also made with respect to Ethiopia and Kenya. Pandemic-related trade disruptions brought in 

price changes, which are heterogenous for different vegetables and relatively larger changes 

were observed at the farm level, compared to the consumer level, leading to winners and 

losers among local vegetable farmers. Despite substantial hurdles in domestic trade reported 
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by most value chain agents, increases in marketing – and especially transportation – costs 

have not been the major contributor to overall changes in retail prices. Marketing margins 

even declined for half of the vegetables studied. The relatively small changes in marketing 

margins overall indicate the resilience of these domestic value chains during the pandemic in 

Ethiopia (Hirvonen, et.al.,2020) 

When the supply chains were disrupted by the crisis domestically, assessing performance 

of the global trade is paramount important as the global trade has significant impact on 

domestic markets. No doubt, The COVID-19 crisis has had a profound impact on the global 

economy, and obviously countries like India have not been spared from the fall-out. From the 

perspective of trade, because of the time lags in international trade due to logistical 

constraints, its impact will be staggered over many months. Thus, a review was made to 

understand trade performance inn low income countries such as Kenya in order to corroborate 

with India context.  

Kenya experienced a significant improvement in exports in the first quarter of the year, 

together with a moderation of imports, leading to a marked decline in the trade deficit. 

Notably, not all supply chains were disrupted by the crisis, with some Kenyan exports like tea 

and fruit surpassing levels of years past. Rather, imports have been the principle victim of the 

crisis, declining by a quarter over the three months since the crisis began (between March and 

May 2020). Capital goods imports have declined markedly—a trend which, if sustained, 

could have implications for long-term economic growth. However, the fall in imports of 

consumer goods could also set the scene for a revitalization of national and regional industry, 

as local producers step up to fill the void created by thesharp lull in imports (Mold and 

Mveyange, 2020) 
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Empirical Findings 

Demand – Supply and Consumption Pattern  

Tomato, onion and potato are the largely consumed vegetables in the country. Only 20to 

30 per cent of the vegetables are for use in households and rest is marketable surplus. 

Availability and income play an important role in consumption. The project demand and 

supply estimates exemplify that demand exceeds the supply and under such situation it is 

likely that the consumption of vegetables across income continues to be heterogenous 

(Table1). Although vegetables supply in India is increased by seven timesduring period 

between 1961-63 and 2017-18, trebling of its population during the same period reduced the 

increase in per capita supply of vegetables (Kgs. per person per year). Annual per capita 

supply of vegetables in India is increased by only 2.5 times from 37.7 Kgs. to 94.1 Kgs. 

during the same period. While the change in global and south Asian average in this regard 

indicate a doubling the vegetables supply per capita, the all-Asia average is increased by three 

times during the period (Venkatanarayana, 2020). 

Average daily intake is higher for higher income groups and studies show that Indian 

consumers across all income groups are consuming less than the ‘recommended’ quantity of 

at least 400 grams (or five daily servings with an average serving size of 80 gm) of fruits and 

vegetables. Value of monthly per capita consumption of fresh produce across India, broken 

down by regions show that the western region of the country spent about 285.68 Indian rupees 

per person in a month on fresh fruits and vegetables, while the southern region had the highest 

per capita value of fresh produce consumption (www.statista.com).  
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Farm to Table Initiatives 

 In the pandemic times, when regular transport and markets have not been functioning, 

the government resorted to alternative market channels to create smaller, less congested 

markets in urban areas with the participation of farmers’ groups and Farmer Producer 

Companies (FPCs) so that farmers have direct access to consumers. Government of India and 

Tamil Nadu state have taken many initiatives to address the concerns of the farmers fronting 

the problems due to the lockdown following Covid-19 pandemic. Many initiatives such as 

waiving of cold storage fee for fruits and vegetables, help lines to assist farmers (Kisansaba, 

e-choupal, Kisanrath) to sell their produce, operated mobile outlets to sell fruits and 

vegetables and loan provision of ₹10 lakh to those FPOs that procure fruits and vegetables 

directly from farmers to ensure fair price for the produce. Further, designating warehouses as 

markets, permitting unified license holders (329 unifiedlicense holders in Tamil Nadu and 

50009 in India) and registered FPOs, Traders and Commission Agents (FPOs -106, Traders – 

3513 33 Commission agents- 33 in state of Tamil Nadu) for on-line trading through e-Nam., 

E.thottam a on line trading portal was launched by the Government of Tamil Nadu for 

ensuring better supply chain.  

E-choupal provides information to farmers about market demand of their produce, 

market prices etc. to allow them to make well-informed decisions and fetch competitive prices 

in the markets. Kisan Sabha App developed by CSIR (Council of Scientific and Industrial 

Research) to connect farmers to supply chain and freight transportation management system 

was recently launched to support farmers during the lockdown. The app aims to provide the 

most economical and timely logistics support to the farmers and increase their profit margins 

by minimizing the interference of middlemen and directly connecting with the institutional 

buyers. Kisan Rath app was also launched to facilitate farmers and traders in searching 

for transport vehicles for movement of agriculture and horticulture produce. Various states 

have promoted innovative model allowing investors and farmers to enter into an agreement 

for contract farming.  For example, the Consumer-Farmer Compact in Telangana has been 

established for ensuring food availability and access in COVID-19 times. In this system, the 

consumers support farmers with their agricultural needs; in return, farmers ensure consumers 

are able to access food in a hassle-free manner. Increasing the allocations for DBT (Direct 

Benefit Transfer) to farmers through PM Kisan has helped most farm families, which 

providedfarmers with some cushion against the deflationary effect seen on farm-prices due to 

the prolonged lockdown.
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 Movements in wholesale prices of major vegetables  

Sources show that wholesale prices of tomato, onion and other key seasonal vegetables 

have declined sharply by up to 60 per cent across the country, mainly due to higher 

production, compression of demand and market disruption amid COVID-19 crisis. However, 

the retail prices of most vegetables remain firm. Average wholesale price prevailed during 

March, 2020 was 20.64 per kg for onion, 12.07 for tomato, 15.41 for chillies and 32.49 for 

okra (Table 2). Wholesale prices of these vegetables declined during April,2020 (first 

lockdown period) compared to last month and maximum decline of 67 per cent was noticed in 

okra followed by onion (43 per cent), chillies (36 per cent) and tomato (29 per cent). 

Similarly, there was a subsequent decline in wholesale prices of the major vegetables 

during the month of May,2020 compared to the previous month and decline was noticed in all 

the states except few, where tomato prices showed an increase (Table 3). The wholesale 

tomato prices were ruling below Rs 5 per kg in some states on May 24, while that of onion to 

Rs 6 per kg in the key producing state of Maharashtra. However, potato prices were stable at 

12-13 per kg. The falling price trend was also seen in other vegetables such as ladies finger, 

capsicum, bitter gourd, bottle gourd, chillies and coriander leaves, among others. It is a matter 

of concern that farmers are forced to sell at such low prices.  The fall in rates is due to an 

increase in arrival due to better crop production besides mandi disruption in the wake of 

COVID-19 pandemic. 

All India average wholesale rate of tomato dropped by 60 per cent to Rs 11 per kg on 

May 24 from Rs 27.50 per kg a year ago. Prices have fallen in 19 states but a sharp fall of up 

to 83 per cent was seen in Telangana, Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh and Maharashtra. In 

Telangana, prices declined by 83 per cent to Rs 4.69 per kg on May 24 from over Rs 27 per 

kg a year ago, while prices in Karnataka slipped by 80.76 per cent to Rs 4.41 per kg from Rs 

23 per kg. In Andhra Pradesh, prices dropped by 75.48 per cent to Rs 4.88 per kg from Rs 20 

per kg. The wholesale prices of onion declined mainly in three states — Maharashtra, 

Karnataka and Delhi. In Maharashtra, the wholesale rates fell by over 27 per cent to little over 

Rs 6 per kg on May 24 this year from Rs 9 per kg a year ago, while in Karnataka rates fell by 

17 per cent to Rs 8 per kg from Rs 9.50 per kg.  

The wholesale prices of chilli capsicum declined by up to 54 per cent in the key markets. 

In Karnataka, the rates fell by 53.67 per cent to Rs 20.65 per kg on May 24 from Rs 44.58 per 

kg. In Maharashtra, prices declined by 31 per cent to Rs 20 per kg from 24.50 per kg. In case 

of ladies finger (Bhindi), the all India average prices declined by 20 per cent to Rs 17.50 per 

kg on May 24 from Rs 22 per kg a year ago. Prices have fallen in as many as 14 states. In 

Chattisgarh, rates have dropped by 57 per cent to Rs 4 per kg from Rs 9 per kg, while in 

Gujarat, it slipped 45 per cent to little over Rs 10 per kg from over Rs 18 per kg. Similarly, 

the all India average price of bitter gourd fell 19 per cent to little over Rs 22 per kg from Rs 

27.50 per kg. Prices have fallen in 15 states. All India average wholesale price of bottle gourd 
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fell by 16.35 per cent to Rs 10 per kg on May 24 from Rs 12 per kg a year ago. Prices have 

fallen in 12 states. Prices of beans fell mainly in Karnataka, Odisha and Maharashtra. 

Maximum fall was seen in Odisha where the wholesale price fell by 35.43 per cent to Rs 24 

per kg from Rs 37 per kg. In Karnataka, it dropped by 11 per cent to little over Rs 43 per kg 

from49 per kg.  Even prices of coriander leaves and green chillies showed a declining trend 

(www.agmarknet.gov.in).   

However, three was reverting back of the falling trend of wholesale prices of major 

vegetables during the months of June, July and August, 2020 (Tables 4-6). The wholesale rate 

of potato, however, rose 44 per cent to Rs 18 per kg on May 24 from Rs 12.50 per kg a year 

ago. In Uttar Pradesh, it jumped two-fold to little over Rs 16 per kg. Further, we observed the 

falling trend in wholesale prices of onion, tomato, chillies and okra during the pandemic 

period (April ,2020 to August, 2020). We also found that for tomato, chillies and okra, the 

monthly wholesale prices of these vegetables were found lower during the pandemic 

compared to prevailingmonthsduring 2019 ruling outthe impact of lack of demand 

particularly from bulk users.Further, our estimates show that the maximum increase and 

decrease in wholesale prices ofthese vegetables in reporting states during the months of 2020 

(pandemic) over the months of2019 were found less. 

Movements in retail prices of major vegetables 

Since, many mandis across the country were operated for a limited time with restricted 

access for public and allowing only bulk consumers to lift a large quantity of vegetables to 

prevent spread of Covid-19, vegetables in retail markets have become costlier by 30-40 per 

cent due to a sharp increase in their transportation cost amid fears of supply disruptions. As a 

result, rising vegetable prices would impact consumers' kitchen budget during the lockdown 

period and the sharp rise in vegetable prices was due to steep increase in transportation costs.  

Available data shows that the transportation cost increased by four times higher than the usual  

charge.  

Prices in retail markets become costlier due to a sharp increase in the transportation cost 

that led to supply disruptions. Our analysis of zone-wise comparison of Gross Factor 

(Between April 2020 and December,2020) envisages that there was no much aberrations in the 

gross factors and the movement of wholesale and retail prices of select vegetables were 

parallel (Figures given as annxure) confirming that there was no such jump in gross factor due 

to Farm to Table initiatives such as online trading ( e-thottam and e-nam), mobile outlets and 

private initiatives on on-line trading(more than 1000 famers sold the produce through 

farmers.live).  
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Impact of Pandemic on Prices – Disequilibrium Dissipation and Estimation of 

Immediate and Sustained Effects 

The large absolute values of Speed of Adjustment Coefficient reported in Tables 7 and 8 

for most of the vegetables confirmed that stability in wholesale and retail prices and the large 

percentage of disequilibrium is removed in each period (month). Further, the estimates 

reported in Table shows that 61 and 54 per cent of disequilibrium in wholesale and retail 

prices are dissipatedbefore the next time period (month) and time taken for the remaining 

disequilibrium to bereducedisless thanorequaltoa month. 

To identify the different effects of pandemic on wholesale and retail prices of select 

vegetables namely the level change (immediate effect), slope change (sustained effect) and 

both, interrupted time series analysis for single series was estimated using the OLS method. 

Since we have used OLS estimation procedure, we tested for autocorrelation since at some 

point in time current prices are correlated with past values of itself. Before the analysis, the 

standard errors were adjusted for autocorrelation using Newey-West standard errors. 

Variability of both wholesale and retail prices of potato and onion are found lesser during the 

pandemic period compare to previous period (Tables 9 and 10). Estimates of skewness and 

kurtosis also support that there were lesser aberrations in prices though prices declined during 

the pandemic. The post level change in wholesale prices of potato and onion were 

heterogenous. The estimated coefficient of post-level change was negative and highly 

significant for onion indicating that wholesale and retail prices of onion declined compared to 

previous period due to pandemic. However, the decline was found slighter compared to 

earlier period. The impact of pandemic on prices of potato was not adverse rather the 

wholesale and retail prices increased during the pandemic and increase in retail prices is not 

parallel due to farm to table initiatives (Tables 11 and 12). 

Pandemic and International Trade  

India’s agricultural trade has strong regional and product patterns and major agricultural 

exports are labour intensive products such as rice, processed fruits and vegetables and 

floriculture and plantation crops. Since, these commodities are of great importance to India’s 

economic development and poverty reduction, understanding the trade performance of these 

commodities and understanding the performance of agricultural products in terms of their 

regional and product patterns and to what extend domestic policies induced favourable terms 

of trade are imperative.  

The covid -19 outbreak, no doubt, has shocked both domestic and global economies 

particularly supply chains. Though Covid -19 distorted supply chain globally, the impact was 

not evidently noticed in India particularly with respect to food products. The balance of trade 

in agriculture in India improved by 46.16 percent registering a growth of 17. 34 per cent 

during 2020-21 according to the Commerce Ministry. Commodities such as non-basmati, oil 
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meals, sugar, raw cotton and fresh vegetables and vegetable oils registered a significant 

growth in export during the period 2020 -21. Though there were uncertainties in global trade 

particularly due to various restrictions imposed by the various countries. Indian export of 

agricultural products to major overseas destination such as USA, China, Bangladesh, UAE, 

Saudi Arabia, Indonesia, Nepal, Iran and Malaysia have registered positive growth and it was 

noticed that export was also taken place from several clusters. Handholding by the Ministry of 

Commerce and trade for market linkages, improved post-harvest value chain and development 

of institutional structures like FPOs are the keys for growth in agricultural exports. 

However, the concerns were raised regarding the implementation of various export 

restrictions by major agricultural producing countries due to the pandemic. Further, Covid -19 

related lockdowns adversely affected agriculture due to logistic restrictions leading to farm 

labour immobility resulting in decline crop production thereby creating an adverse impact on 

international trade. Apart from export restrictions, the fact remains that there were temporary 

increases in world demand as the consumers purchased food for quarantine. The major 

exporters have frequently restricted their exports to insulate the domestic market from the 

international price volatility under such conditions product and market pattern analysis is 

critical to understand the policy induced export performance of agricultural products. 

Our product wise analysis reveals that export performance of floriculture, processed 

fruits and juices, groundnut, guargum and cocoa products in quantity terms declined during 

the pandemic when compared to previous year. Particularly the floriculture declined by 6.53 

per cent, processed fruits and juices by 6 per cent, guargum by 39 per cent and cocoa products 

by 4 per cent.   Nevertheless, there was a substantial increase in exports in terms of quantity in 

products like non basmathi rice (159%), wheat (850 %) and other cereals(504 %), processed 

vegetables(64 %), milled products  (40%). In value terms, there was a positive change in 

exports except, guargum, cocoa products and basmati rice (Table 13). One of the concerns is 

that there was a decline in demand globally even for food products due to pandemic logistic 

restrictions and restrictions by the countries. As a result, it is expected that the global price of 

agricultural products may go up, putting more pressure on consumer budgets leading to 

decline in consumption basket. It is noticed that unit price of various agricultural products 

declined during pandemic compared to last year. The decline is noticed in basmati rice by 11 

per cent, non-basmati rice by 8 per cent, wheat by 8 per cent, processed vegetables by 16 per 

cent indicating that sustaining the supply chain system globally help the prices of the 

agricultural products not to rule high.  The comparative analysis of April- August of 2020-21 

vis -a- vis April- August of 2019-20 also shows a slightly different picture however the unit 

prices of agricultural products shows a declining tendency (Table 14). 
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Conclusion and Implications 

The results show that there were not many aberrations in the gross factors and the 

movement of wholesale and retail prices of select vegetables was parallel confirming that 

Farm to Table initiatives played a significant role in stabilizing the prices despite pandemic 

shocks. Variability of both wholesale and retail prices of potato and onion are found lesser 

during the pandemic period compare to previous period. Estimates of skewness and kurtosis 

also support that there were lesser aberrations in prices though prices declined during the 

pandemic. The post level change in wholesale prices of potato and onion were heterogenous. 

The estimated coefficient of post-level change was negative and highly significant for onion 

indicating that wholesale and retail prices of onion declined compared to previous period due 

to pandemic. However, the decline was found slighter compared to earlier period. The impact 

of pandemic on prices of potato was not adverse rather the wholesale and retail prices 

increased during the pandemic and increase in retail prices is not parallel due to farm to table 

initiatives. The large absolute values of Speed of Adjustment Coefficient for most of the 

vegetables confirmed that there was stability in wholesale and retail prices and 61 and 54 per 

cent of disequilibrium in wholesale and retail prices are dissipated before the next time period 

(month). The empirical results further confirm that the various F- T initiatives helped to abate 

the crisis due to the compression in demand and market disturbance. 
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Tables: 

Table 1. Supply-demand gap in Vegetables (million tonnes)  

Year  Supply  Demand  Gap  

2020-21 211.29 214.82 -3.53 

2021-22 221.02 224.27 -3.25 

2028-29 302.95 302.93 0.02 

2029-30 316.92 316.33 0.59 

Source :www.indiastat.com 

 

Table 2. Monthly Change in Vegetable Prices between March and April, 2020  

Particulars  Onion  Tomato  Chillies Okra  

Ave price- March,2020 

(Rs/qtl) 

2064.18 1207.61 1541.80 3249.61 

Ave price - April, 2020 

(Rs/qtl) 

1567.77 1291.90 1207.12 2653.02 

Ave price - April, 2019 

(Rs/qtl) 

1379.19 2112.14 3497.64 3139.15 

No of states -Price 

Declined -  

15 6 1 11 

No of states price 

increased  

2 13 1 5 

Max decline (%) 43.28 29.26 35.74 66.63 

Minimum decline (%) 9.96 4.33 - 3.15 

Max increase (%) 7.21 65.82 7.69 35.26 

Min Increase (%)  1.58 0.90 - 5.39 

No of states -Price 

Declined over 2019 

- 17 2 12 

No of states price 

increased over 2019 

18 3 - 4 

Max decline (%) - 77.31 71.39 64.51 

Minimum decline (%) - 5.4 - 3.42 

Max increase (%) 108.63 191.35 - 22.91 

Min increase (%) 20.37 9.2 - 11.22 

  (Based on number of states reported - https://agmarknet.gov.in/) 
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Table 3. Monthly Change in Vegetable Prices between April and May, 2020  

Particulars  Onion  Tomato  Chillies Okra  

Ave price- April ,2020 (Rs/qtl) 1567.77 1291.90 1207.12 2653.02 

Ave price - May, 2020 (Rs/qtl) 1116.32 1099.98 1994.59 1646.62 

Ave price - May, 2019 (Rs/qtl) 1445.51 2747.55 3454.04 2152.30 

No of states -Price Declined -  18 12 - 17 

No of states price increased  - 7 2 - 

Max decline (%) 47.29 59.07 - 55.68 

Minimum decline %) 2.66 1.59 - 7.73 

Max increase (%) - 41.22 110.30 - 

Min Increase (%)  - 0.74 29.19 - 

No of states -Price Declined 

over 2019 

6 19 2 14 

No of states price increased over 

2019 

13 1 - 4 

Max decline (%) 24.22 79.19 49.39 56.70 

Minimum decline %) 0.21 21.98 29.26 5.08 

Max increase (%) 30.48 62.37 - 37.81 

Min increase (%) 0.60 - - 8.78 

  (Based on number of states reported - https://agmarknet.gov.in/) 
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Table 4. Monthly Change in Vegetable Prices between May and June 2020  

Particulars  Onion  Tomato  Chillies Okra  

Ave price- May,2020 (Rs/qtl) 1116.32 1099.98 1994.59 1646.62 

Ave price - June, 2020 (Rs/qtl) 1236.34 1765.35 3564.88 1490.29 

Ave price - June, 2019 (Rs/qtl) 1849.38 2812.94 3677.22 1817.06 

No of states -Price Declined -  3 3 - 10 

No of states price increased  16 17 2 8 

Max decline (%) 19.44 18.20 - 46.01 

Minimum decline (%) 2.91 0.17 - 9.08 

Max increase (%) 35.54 193.75 93.87 95.22 

Min Increase (%)  3.13 1.44 59.01 1.87 

No of states -Price Declined 

over 2019 

16 19 2 11 

No of states price increased over 

2019 

4 2 - 7 

Max decline (%) 31.83 65.67 5.74 40.38 

Minimum decline (%) 0.66 6.43 1.54 6.34 

Max increase (%) 33.15 55.64 - 126.93 

Min increase (%) 8.28 8.07 - 9.38 

  (Based on number of states reported - https://agmarknet.gov.in/) 

Table 5. Monthly Change in Vegetable Prices between June and July, 2020  

Particulars  Onion  Tomato  Chillies Okra  

Ave price- June,2020 (Rs/qtl) 1236.34 1765.35 3564.88 1490.00 

Ave price - July, 2020 (Rs/qtl) 1283.38 3213.12 3788.22 1740.89 

Ave price - July, 2019 (Rs/qtl) 1908.63 374.84 3335.08 1765.71 

No of states -Price Declined -  6 1 1 9 

No of states price increased  14 21 1 9 

Max decline (%) 14.06 16.58 6.24 35.17 

Minimum decline (%) 1.01 - - 0.66 

Max increase (%) 45.26 328.00 26.11 84.66 

Min Increase  (%)  0.33 3.75 - 2.96 

No of states -Price Declined 

over 2019 

19 4 - 12 

No of states price increased 

over 2019 

1 18 2 7 

Max decline (%) 57.05 26.19 - 42.61 

Minimum decline (%) 1 2.35 - 0.75 

Max increase (%) 8.16 121.25 17.24 109.42 

Min increase (%) - 0.99 10.67 1.31 

  (Based on number of states reported - https://agmarknet.gov.in/) 
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Table 6. Monthly Change in Vegetable Prices between July and August, 2020  

Particulars  Onion  Tomato  Chillies Okra  

Ave price- July,2020 (Rs/qtl) 1212.26 3213.12 4128.77 1740.89 

Ave price - August, 2020 (Rs/qtl) 1283.38 2881.23 4539.53 1764.46 

Ave price - August, 2019 (Rs/qtl) 2313.5 2718.76 3185.73 2441.51 

No of states -Price Declined -  10 14 4 11 

No of states price increased  8 7 11 8 

Max decline (%) 24.19 45.63 23.38 28.52 

Minimum decline (%) 10.05 7.38 8.12 0.15 

Max increase (%) 13.25 78.08 40.31 51.99 

Min Increase (%)  0.12 0.48 0.18 0.66 

No of states -Price Declined over 2019 18 8 4 12 

No of states price increased over 2019 - 13 11 7 

Max decline (%) 56.72 12.41 18.08 61.05 

Minimum decline (%) 11.18 0.41 0.73 8.53 

Max increase (%) - 73.22 74.88 59.30 

Min increase (%) - 1.45 8.08 8.50 

  (Based on number of states reported - https://agmarknet.gov.in/) 

Table 7. Estimated results of Speed of Adjustment in wholesale and retail prices of select 

vegetables 

 Potato  Onion  Tomato 

 ln(WP) ln (RP) ln(WP) ln (RP) ln(WP) ln (RP) 

Constant 3.41*(0.06) 3.59*(0.0

5) 

3.10*(0.12) 3.38*(0.10) 3.47*(0.12) 3.72*(0.11) 

ECT(-1) -0.61** 

(0.29) 

-0.54** 

(0.29) 

0.59*** 

(0.36) 

0.49 

(0.34) 

-0.23 

(0.30) 

-0.31 

(0.31) 

R2 0.01 0.09 0.06 0.05 0.12 0.02 

AdjustedR2 0.08 0.06 0.04 0.02 -0.01 0.01 

Standard 

Error 

ofRegression 

0.27 0.22 0.50 0.44 0.56 0.42 

F Value 4.48** 3.88** 2.68*** 2.05  0.94 

Note: Figuresinparenthesesarestandard error. 

* p ≤ 0.01; ** p≤0.05;*** p ≤ 0.10 
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Table 8. Number of periods required for the existing disequilibrium in wholesale and retail 

prices of select vegetables to be reduced by 50% 

Potato Onion  Tomato 

Disequilibrium 

dissipation (before 

next period %) 

Time taken 

for the 

existing 

disequilibri

um to be 

reduced by 

half 

(Months) 

Disequilibriumdis

sipation(before 

nextperiod %) 

Time taken 

for the 

existing 

disequilibri

um to be 

reduced by 

half 

(Months) 

Disequilibrium 

dissipation 

(before next 

period %) 

Time taken 

for the 

existing 

disequilibriu

m to 

bereduced by 

half(Months) 

Wholesale 

price 

61 1.40 59 1.31 23 0.47 

Retail 

price  

54 1.12 49 0.97 31 0.59 
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Table 9. Descriptive statistics of wholesale price of Onion and Potato 

 

Year 

Onion Potato 

Kurtosis Skewness CV Kurtosis Skewness CV 

2013 -1.32 0.72 47.90 1.99 1.38 20.57 

2014 -1.60 -0.09 22.17 -1.47 -0.01 26.45 

2015 -0.22 1.04 41.64 -0.51 0.10 9.33 

2016 4.97 2.06 14.82 -1.85 -0.12 17.15 

2017 -0.22 1.04 48.78 -0.49 -0.88 10.72 

2018 2.94 1.86 36.48 -0.09 0.08 26.33 

2019 1.60 1.53 76.20 0.34 0.39 17.71 

2020 5.16 2.16 59.65 -0.12 0.37 17.55 

 

Table 10. Descriptive statistics of retail prices of Onion and Potato 

  

Year 

Onion Potato 

Kurtosis Skewness CV Kurtosis Skewness CV 

2018 2.91 1.85 32.47 -1.01 0.05 24.26 

2019 1.57 1.53 68.73 -0.85 0.43 21.98 

2020 -0.03 1.04 66.83 -1.02 -0.37 16.26 

2021 1.79 1.26 28.72 4.40 1.76 14.95 

Table 11. Pandemic effect on wholesale prices of Onion and Potato – Results of interrupted 

time series 

  

 Interpretation 

Onion Potato 

2013-2020 2019-20 2013-2020 2019-20 

Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate 

Pre - Trend 

  

-0.10 

(5.66) 

464.30** 

(126.42) 

-3.38*** 

(1.60) 

56.73*** 

(22.96) 

Post - Level change 
-273.43 

(820.89) 

-3345.32** 

(1240.81) 

851.74* 

(231.36) 

500.21*** 

(225.39) 

Post - Trend change 
228.77*** 

(105.38) 

-235.62 

(178.79) 

76.46* 

(29.70) 

16.34 

(32.48) 

Post - Trend 

  

-228.87 

(826.56) 

-228.38*** 

(1367.23) 

73.08*** 

(232.96) 

73.07*** 

(248.35) 

(Figures in the parentheses indicate standard errors)  

***P ≤ 0.05, ** P ≤ 0.01, * P ≤ 0.10 
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Table 12. Pandemic effect on retail prices of Onion and Potato – Results of interrupted time 

series (2018-2021 upto September) 

Interpretation Onion Potato 

Pre - Trend 
0.96 

(0.49) 

0.38 

(0.20) 

Post - Level change 
-8.06 

(9.92) 

12.88** 

(4.01) 

Post - Trend change 
-0.72 

(0.75) 

-1.22** 

(0.31) 

Post - Trend 
0.24 

(10.41) 

-0.84 

(4.21) 

(Figures in the parentheses indicate standard error)  

***P ≤ 0.05, ** P ≤ 0.01, * P ≤ 0.10
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Table 13. Performance of food and processed food exports (2019-20 & 2020-21) *   

Products Quantity 

(in MTs) 

Value 

(in Rs. Crores) 

Unit value 

(in USD / Tonnes) 

2019-20 2020-21 % 

change 

2019-

20 

2020-

21 

% 

change 

2019-

20 

2020-

21 

%  

change 

Floriculture 16949 15842 -6.53 542 576 6.27 4478 4914 9.74 

Fruit & 

vegetable 

seeds 

19222 32249 67.77 772 930 20.47 5628 3881 -

31.04 

Fresh fruits 834835 956961 14.63 5496 5648 2.77 913 800 -

12.38 

Fresh 

vegetables 

1930511 2326538 20.51 4617 5372 16.35 335 310 -7.46 

Pulses 232081 276863 19.30 1512 1978 30.82 913 959 5.04 

Processed 

vegetables 

223308 366380 64.07 2212 3149 42.36 1386 1159 -

16.38 

Processed 

fruits & juices 

568883 534749 -6.00 4591 5150 12.18 1130 1301 15.13 

Groundnut 664436 638551 -3.90 5096 5381 5.59 1071 1139 6.35 

Guargum 381878 234821 -38.51 3262 1949 -40.25 1196 1120 -6.35 

Cereal 

preparation 

342648 410374 19.77 3885 4699 20.95 1589 1547 -2.64 

Cocoa 

products 

27433 26391 -3.80 1275 1108 -13.10 6523 5675 -

13.00 

Milled 

products 

286450 401823 40.28 1075 1535 42.79 525 515 -1.90 

Alcoholic 

beverages 

139453 247849 77.73 1649 2446 48.33 1657 1332 -

19.61 

A basmati rice 4454771 4631531 3.97 31026 29849 -3.79 972 868 -

10.70 

Non-basmati 

rice 

5056278 13087941 158.85 14400 35448 146.17 399 366 -8.27 

Wheat 219690 2086372 849.69 444 4034 808.56 285 263 -7.72 

Other cereals 501118 3026736 504.00 1455 5117 251.68 406 229 -

43.60 

Total       114200 147814         

*Source: DGCIS - April-March (2020-21)  
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Table 14. Agricultural export performance in the pandemic period (2019-20 & 2020-21) *   

  

Product 

Name 

Quantity in MTs Value (in Rs. Lakhs) 
Unit value 

(in USD / Tonnes) 

2019-

20 

2020-

21 

% 

chang

e 

2019-

20 

2020-

21 

% 

change 

2019-

20 

2020-

21 

% 

change 

Basmati 

Rice 
1665017 

203456

5 
22.19 1261945 

136591

4 
8.24 

1010.5

6 
895.14 -11.42 

Non-

Basmati 

Rice 

2126076 
394157

2 
85.39 601107 1156986 92.48 376.97 391.38 3.82 

Guargum 181806 90791.1 
-

50.06 
154456 

75783.

3 
-50.94 

1132.7

5 

1112.9

3 
-1.75 

Groundnut 154012 
17461

1 
13.37 122040 157161 28.78 

1056.5

5 

1200.0

9 
13.59 

Processed 

Vegetables 

89647.

1 

15184

6 
69.38 

87710.

4 
147020 67.62 

1304.5

3 

1290.9

5 
-1.04 

Alcoholic 

Beverages 
53766 90666.1 68.63 

64644.

1 

91010.

4 
40.79 

1603.1

0 

1338.4

0 
-16.51 

Other 

Cereals 
211607 50885.5 

-

75.95 

58572.

9 

17220.

9 
-70.6 369.07 451.23 22.26 

Cocoa 

Products 

11365.

4 
8659.95 -23.8 

53602.

3 

39315.

6 
-26.65 

6288.3

8 

6053.2

4 
-3.74 

Pulses 98848 
15676

2 
58.59 

69902.

1 
109638 56.84 942.89 932.52 -1.10 

Fruits / 

Vegetable 

Seeds 

5899.1

5 
4842.73 

-

17.91 
41979 

39801.

7 
-5.19 

9488.1

5 

10958.

46 
15.50 

Milled 

Products 
117310 

15380

3 
31.11 42411 

62889.

6 
48.29 482.04 545.20 13.10 

Floriculture 
8280.0

9 
5087.61 

-

38.56 

24309.

8 

20310.

1 
-16.45 

3914.5

7 

5322.7

5 
35.97 

Wheat 91644 
21781

5 

137.6

7 

17262.

2 

45361.

6 
162.78 251.15 277.68 10.56 

Total 
   

460015

5.8 

538439

8.3 
17.05 

   

*Source: DGCIS - April-August (2019-20 & 2020-21)  
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Figures on trends in wholesale and retail prices of select commodities  
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Abstract 

Severe volatility in returns from farming can have adverse welfare implications in 

developing countries where most farmers are asset-poor, risk-averse and, often, dependent on 

imperfect credit markets. This work examines the nature and degree of price volatility for four 

widely cultivated agricultural commodities in India by conducting uni-variate time-series 

analysis on monthly prices (2003-2016) observed in 354 wholesale markets (mandis). The aim 

is to investigate whether (and how) the degree of price volatility differs across commodities and 

space. Before estimation, we separate seasonal and trend components. We also accommodate 

for time-varying variance using suitable generalized autoregressive conditional 

heteroscedasticity (GARCH) specifications wherever the variance is non-stationary. The 

findings bring out the wide dispersion in both the nature and magnitude of commodity price 

volatility across the country. There’s not only inter-state dispersion in the estimates, but in 

several cases intra-state dispersions are also high. Many domestic markets report estimates 

close to international levels, with wheat being a notable exception. Further, past volatility is 

found to be an important determinant of future volatility in almost half the markets under study. 

Cluster analysis using partitioning around medoids (PAM) finds that several markets belong to 

clusters having both high-volatility and large proportions of resource-poor smallholders. These 

farmers are likely to be vulnerable to shocks in the prices of the commodities they sell. Thus, 

the paper emphasizes on the importance of devising location-specific policy support measures 

in such locations. 
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Introduction: Background, rationale and objective 

Agricultural commodity price volatility raises several concerns in developing countries. 

After liberalization, rapid pass-throughs from international markets resulted in increasing price 

variability for producers (farmers) in these countries (Gilbert & Varangis 2004). While the 

threats to food-security have been much discussed (World Bank 2008; FAO 2009; OECD & 

FAO 2011; IFPRI 2011), severe volatility can also influence farmer welfare by affecting returns 

from farming (Dana & Gilbert 2008; Boysen & Matthews 2012). In addition, increased 

volatility in domestic prices can have macroeconomic effects encompassing exports, imports, 

employment and poverty (Chandrasekhar and Ghosh 2002; Grimwade 2004; Hoda and Gulati 

2008; Bathla 2012). Volatility also has a fiscal impact as it may lead to greater government 

intervention in agricultural markets and raise the costs of operating food and nutrition 

programmes (Gil-Alana & Tripathy 2014). 

With increased agricultural price volatility being recognized as undesirable in several parts 

of the world today, studying the ground-level picture of volatility becomes important. As 

volatility leads to uncertainty over future revenue and cost streams, it can inhibit planning and 

deter investment by all the relevant agents in the commodity supply chain (household farmers, 

cooperatives, larger commercial farmers, and governments). The shortfalls in investment 

subsequently act as a drag on future growth and poverty reduction prospects (Blattman, Hwang, 

& Williamson 2007; Poelhekke & van der Ploeg 2009). Volatile output prices can also impact 

land use decisions in case of risk-averse behavior as they lead to a fluctuating profitability 

(shadow price) of agricultural land. In India, a major section of farmer-producers are small 

holders with around 84.5% of total operational land-holdings falling under the ‘small and 

marginal’ categories of size classes, which measure less than 2 hectares in size (Government of 

India 2015). Existing literature shows that most of these farmers are risk-averse as they are 

asset-poor and dependent on imperfect credit markets (Claessens & Duncan 1993; 

Chandrasekhar & Ghosh 2002; Gilbert 2003; Sekhar 2004; Grimwade 2004; Hoda and Gulati 

2008; Dana & Gilbert 2008; Benson et al. 2008; Bathla 2012; Senapati 2020). Sekhar (2004) 

discusses how these small farmers cannot cope with the revenue variability resulting from 

fluctuations in output prices. Further, Swinnen (2010) points out that many rural households in 

developing countries are both producers and consumers of food. Thus, they are affected in 

different ways by price changes. 

Economic theory attributes the marked volatility observed in agricultural commodity 

prices to low short-term production and consumption elasticities. Binswanger (1989) discusses 

how problems arise in responding to price-signals in the short-run because the main factors of 

agricultural production are fixed. Dana & Gilbert (2012) discuss how variability in agricultural 

prices has been large all around the world throughout the twentieth century and how, since the 

1980s, interventions in agricultural commodity markets have become the norm to prevent or 
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offset these movements. India too has seen such stabilization policies in the form of price 

support measures (MSP) and buffer stock schemes. Baffes & Haniotis (2016) point out three 

distinct features exhibited by commodity price movements in the recent decades, viz. high price 

volatility, significant co-movement, and higher real price levels for all commodity groups. 

Chatterjee & Kapur (2016), who undertake a disaggregated study of prices in wholesale 

markets, find that the variance in prices have remained high since 2005. Studies attribute the 

increased price volatility in recent years to factors like supply-side constraints, growing demand 

for protein-rich food items and the rising cost of food production (Chand 2010; Basu 2010; Nair 

& Eapen 2012) in addition to international price volatility. Tripathi (2014) finds that, in contrast 

to the international market, commodity prices in India exhibit lower inter-year volatility but 

higher intra-year volatility. Thus, domestic markets are more prone to within-year fluctuations. 

This work seeks to contribute to this literature. For India, studies on price behavior carried 

out using rigorous methods on disaggregated data are either very few in number or have become 

relatively dated. Many of these works use annual price data. However, as agricultural prices in 

India have been found to show high intra-year variations, the complete picture of volatility 

cannot be captured without the use data of higher frequency (quarterly, monthly, weekly, daily). 

Moreover, most of these works have been carried out in the framework of inflation rather than 

in a more general framework of time-series behavior. A better understanding of price 

movements can only come with a more general framework. Finally, there is a dearth of works 

that examine the spatial variation in price behavior. Given India’s vast size and diversity, studies 

based on country-wide averages do not provide much ground-level insight. Therefore, to 

understand the ground realities prevailing across different parts of the country, we need more 

rigorous studies using disaggregated data sources. We, therefore, take up the study of prices of 

some widely cultivated agricultural commodities in India by conducting uni-variate time-series 

analysis on monthly prices. The time period chosen for analysis is from 2003-2016, which has 

seen high volatility in international prices. The larger aim is to investigate whether the nature 

and degree of volatility differs across the country.
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Data and methods 

Data 

This study uses secondary data collected from 354 wholesale markets (mandis) spread 

across India to investigate whether (and how) the degree of price volatility differs across 

commodities and space. We choose four commodities for analysis, viz. paddy, wheat, mustard 

and groundnut, which are widely cultivated across India and have high marketed surplus ratios 

(see Appendix 5 for the details. This implies that returns from these commodities affect a large 

number of cultivators across the country. We use the wholesale market (mandi) level prices for 

all investigation as they are better reflective of price received by farmers compared to any other 

price for which data are available for substantially continuous periods (Chand 2012; Singh 

2012). 

Data on daily prices (maximum, minimum and modal price) reported at different APMC 

mandis are available from AGMARK’s database maintained by the Directorate of Marketing 

& Inspection (DMI), Government of India (GoI) (http://agmarknet.gov.in). Data on 

international price and USD-INR exchange rates are obtained from ‘The Pink Sheets’ of the 

World Bank1 and the Economic Research Division of the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis 

(https://fred.stlouisfed.org) respectively. Finally, for socio-economic indicators, data are 

obtained from the Agricultural Census 2010-11 published by the GoI on the Agricultural 

Census Portal (http://agcensus.nic.in), as well as the 70th Round of the National Sample Survey 

Office (NSSO), Government of India published in 2014. 

Tools and Methods 

The empirical examination follows the following steps- (1) estimation of mandi level 

volatility levels, (2) understanding the nature of volatility (3) examining the dispersion in the 

estimated volatility levels. Price volatility refers to that part of the variation which is not 

accounted for by the trend and seasonal components. So, we characterize the time-series 

behavior of agricultural commodity prices (pym) in year y and month m in terms of these 

components: 

pym = µym + sm + εym                                                 (1) 

Here, trend µym and seasonality sm represent the predictable components, while εym is the 

unpredictable component of price behavior. The variation in εym gives the measure of price 

volatility. Before estimation, each series is de-seasonalized and then de-trended using the 

Hodrick-Prescott (HP) filter, which enables extraction of non-linear trends (Hodrick & Prescott 

1997). To accommodate for time-varying variance, suitable generalized autoregressive 

conditional heteroscedasticity (GARCH) models are identified wherever the variance is found 
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to be non-stationary by an ARCH-LM test. In an ARCH process, the error (εt) is a stochastic 

process, which is normally distributed and heteroskedastic: 

εt = σtZt,                                                                  (2) 

σt
2 is the conditional variance of εt, while Zt is a series of independent random variables 

with zero mean and unit variance (i.e. εt ∼ N(0,σt
2). The complete specification of the 

conditional variance of a time-series following a GARCH(p,q) process is: 

       (3) 

Where, 

α0 : constant (‘ambient volatility′) 

αj : ARCH component coefficients 

βi : GARCH component coefficients 

To ensure the adequacy of fit, we use Portmanteau (Q) test for white noise on both the 

standardized (rs) and squared standardized residuals (rs
2). This test is choosen as it can detect 

many departures from randomness in data as well as test for non-linear patterns. 

The estimated parameters give us information on the nature of time-varying volatility like 

clustering, persistence, convergence and so on, which are well articulated in the works of 

Alexander (2008) and Brooks (2008). We also calculate the half-lives of volatility, i.e. the 

estimated time taken by the volatility in a series to come halfway down to its unconditional 

mean level (Engle & Patton 2001). Formally, the half-life (τ) of a volatility shock in a series is 

given by: 

                                                        (4) 

The more persistent the volatility, the longer will be the half-life. Thus, as ∑(αi+βi) 

approaches unity, the half-life approaches infinity. If ∑(αi+βi) > 1, the volatility is explosive or 

non-stationary. Thus, no long-run unconditional mean level of volatility exists for such series. 

Finally, the attained volatility estimates are examined for their distribution. This involves 

use of graphs, statistical tests and exploratory data analysis tools like box-plots, Kernel density 

plots, equality-of-variance tests and partitioning around medoids (PAM). All estimations are 

carried out using the statistical software package Stata (version 15) developed by Stata Corp 

and the programming language R (R Core Team 2021). 
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Findings 

This section presents and discusses the finding of the analysis. The estimation results bring 

forth a wide dispersion in both the nature and magnitude of commodity price volatility across 

India. 

Nature of volatility 

Table 1 reports a break-up of the number of series exhibiting the different characteristics 

of time-varying volatility. The stronger the clustering and/or persistence in a series, the longer 

it takes for the effect of a shock to die down. The results show that past volatility is an important 

determinant of future volatility in several domestic wholesale markets- paddy (40% of cases), 

wheat (63%), mustard (55%) and groundnut (46%). 

Next, we come to the estimates of half-lives. Table 2 and Figure 1 summarize these 

estimates. The descriptive statistics (Table 2) show significant skewness and kurtosis, implying 

that extreme values are more common than averages. Further, the histograms of these estimates 

(1), bring out an interesting observation- half-lives of volatility are relatively shorter for the two 

oilseeds compared to the foodgrains. 

Here, we may touch upon the literature examining the role of speculative markets on price 

stabilization. Empirical studies on Indian commodity exchanges highlight the efficiency of 

futures trading in price discovery and risk management (Ali & Gupta 2011; Shanmugam & 

Armah 2017). While the oilseeds have been more freely traded in the commodity derivatives 

markets of India since 2003, futures-trading in the two cereals has been relatively restricted and 

it has faced several bans, especially since 2007. Thus, futures trading in oilseeds could be 

playing a stabilizing role, leading to shorter half-lives of volatility. Further, contemporary 

studies do not find the futures market to be efficient for either wheat or rice (Ali & Gupta 2011; 

Ghosh & Chakravarty 2010). However, the academic literature on this subject is inconclusive 

and so we refrain from making any assertions on the role of futures trading in lowering 

persistence of volatility. 

Degree of volatility 

In most cases, the estimates of volatility remain close to international levels. Wheat, 

however, is a notable exception. Figure 2 presents the distribution of volatility estimates across 

the commodities and Figure 3 presents the distribution of volatility estimates for paddy across 

the individual states. 
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The wide dispersion in the estimates is apparent from Fig 3, which shows both inter-state 

and intra-state variation. Formal testing using Levene’s test brings out the difference in intra-

state dispersions. Table 3 reports the Levene’s robust test statistic (W0), Brown’s (W50) and 

Forsythe’s (W10) statistics for the equality of variances of volatility estimates between the states 

for each commodity. 

One interesting observation is that, ‘wheat’ shows relatively lower volatility along with 

lower dispersion in the estimates. Now, wheat is more widely cultivated in states of Western 

and Northern India. These states have relatively greater proportions of larger operational 

landholdings. Historically, these regions have also performed well in terms of agricultural 

productivity and states like Punjab and Haryana have seen the emergence of a class of 

commercial farmers. With relatively stronger resource bases, such farmers may be in a position 

to control large portions of the supply in wholesale markets and thus smoothen price shocks 

through optimal trading strategies. The seminal works of Kalecki (1971) and Mitra (1977) 

provide theoretical arguments in line with such possibilities. On the contrary, ‘paddy’ is much 

more widely cultivated across the country and is the staple crop in the Eastern and Southern 

regions, where smaller farmers are relatively more in number. While the policy measures 

existing for paddy are similar to those for wheat (price support, procurement etc.), our findings 

indicate that such policies are not able to insulate paddy prices from exhibiting volatility levels 

as high as in the international market. 

The impact of price volatility on cultivating households will differ in accordance to the 

households’ risk-bearing capacity. Smallholders with limited economic means are, often, not 

in a position to sustain frequent shocks to their revenue stream. They are, therefore, expected 

to be risk-averse (Kahlon & Singh 1980; Morduch 1995; Senapati 2020). Consequently, the 

incidence of high volatility raises greater welfare concerns in those locations which have a large 

proportion of small and marginal farmers (SMF). In our work, we examine whether resource-

poor (risk-averse) households face high volatility levels by conducting a cluster analysis using 

PAM. We include a set of indicator variables that represent prevailing socio-economic 

conditions among farmers selling their produce in a particular mandi. These include the 

proportion of smallholder cultivators (represented by three size classes), asset ownership 

(represented by average value of assets (AVA), credit access (represented by incidence of 

indebtedness (IOI)) and indebtedness (represented by average amount of debt (AOD) and Debt-

asset ratio (DAR)).1 

The results are presented in Table 4 and Figure 4. The results show that several markets 

belong to clusters having both high-volatility and large proportions of resource-poor 

smallholders. 
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Conclusion 

The aim of the present work has been to examine the spatial variation in price volatility of 

wholesale prices of some widely traded agricultural commodities across India. The study finds 

that both the nature and the degree of volatility differs across commodities and space. Most 

importantly, it finds that locations with large proportions of asset-poor smallholder farmers are 

facing high price volatility. Given their weak resource base, high volatility in the returns from 

their harvest increases the vulnerability of such farmer-households. This is an important finding 

and calls for policy-makers’ urgent attention. The existing inter-regional inequalities as well as 

class-inequalities in rural regions may aggravate over time if the current trends continue. 

Location-specific volatility monitoring and targeted policy support in high-volatility locations 

towards facilitating vulnerable farmers can help mitigate some of the welfare concerns. 
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Tables 

Table 1: Cases exhibiting different features of time-varying volatility 

 
 Clustering Persistence Explosive Total no. 

 Volatility of series 

Crop 

 
Paddy 66 40.52 22 13.17 18 10.78 167 

Wheat 79 62.7 23 18.25 5 3.97 126 

Mustard 38 55.07 6 8.70 3 4.35 69 

Groundnut 30 46.15 5 7.69 6 9.23 65 

Total 213 49.88 56 13.11 32 7.49 427 

Source: Author’s calculations 

 

Table 2: Descriptive statistics of the estimated half-lives of volatility across the four 

commodities 

 

Crop Avg. Median SD CV Sk. p(S) Kr. p(K) S-K 

Test 

joint 

Wheat 3.12 0.88 5.33 1.71 3.64 0.000 19.49 0.000 0.00 Mustard 1.08 0.63

 1.47 1.36 3.43 0.000 14.14 0.000 0.00 

Groundnut 1.96 1.08 1.95 1.00 1.33 0.004 4.06 0.112 0.01 

 
Source: Author’s calculations 
 

  

N N N
c c c
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Table 3: Test statistics for Equality of Variance in Volatility Estimates across States for all 

commodities 

Crop (W0) (W50) W10) Degrees of 

freedom (k-

1,n-k) 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

Paddy 0.82 0.38 0.51 df(4 144) 

 (0.513) (0.820) (0.562)  

Wheat 2.04 1.98 2.01 df(4,116) 

 (0.092) (0.119) (0.097)  

Mustard 1.44 0.73 1.49 df(3,62) 

 (0.239) (0.539) (0.225)  

Groundnut 6.54 3.55 6.75 df(3,55) 

 (0.001) (0.020) (0.001)  

Note: The figures in parenthesis are the respective p-values. The final column reports the 

respective degrees of freedom (k − 1, n − k), where k is the number of groups and n is the 

number of observations in the group. 

Source: Author’s calculations 
 

Table 4: Medoids from Cluster analysis using PAM on volatility estimates 

Medoid Vol(%) % hold. % hold. % hold. AVA IOI AoD DAR size of 

  <0.5Ha 0.5-1Ha 1-2Ha (’00000)    cluster 

PADDY          

Narela 18.94 0.33 0.26 0.25 34 1.17 8801 0.03 4 

Madagadipet 11.68 0.68 0.17 0.09 100 28.53 205675 0.20 6 

Davangere 7.78 0.23 0.24 0.30 17 55.74 83987 4.92 125 

WHEAT          

Tumsar 6.54 0.38 0.31 0.22 2.5 55.80 68532 2.72 119 

Narela 2.86 0.29 0.22 0.22 340 1.17 8801 0.03 2 

MUSTARD          

Adampur 10.22 0.21 0.16 0.19 120 32.92 99212 0.80 9 

Chomu 4.84 0.18 0.20 0.26 19 46.33 72453 3.79 56 

GROUNDNUT          

Laxmeshwar 13.04 0.07 0.14 0.37 17 55.74 83987 4.92 35 

Bhavnagar 13.43 0.06 0.20 0.37 52 42.60 53717 1.04 12 

Thattanchavady 9.69 0.68 0.17 0.09 1000 28.53 205675 0.20 1 

Source: Author’s calculations 
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Figures 

Figure 1: Histograms for half-life of price-volatility in mandi prices of the four commodities across India 

(2003-2016) 

 

(a) Paddy                                                                (b) Wheat 

 

                                      (c) Mustard                                                      (d) Groundnut 

Source: Author’s calculations 

 

Figure 2: Distribution of volatility estimates across major agricultural commodities (2003-2016) 

 

Source: Author’s calculations 

Figure 3: Distribution of volatility estimates across states (2003-2016) 
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Note: The dashed lines represent volatility estimate for the respective international reference 

prices. Not available for ’Mustard’ 

Source: Author’s calculations 

Figure 4: Cluster Analysis of volatility estimates using PAM 

 

Source: Author’s calculations 
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Appendices 

Volume of production under some major crop categories in India (Average of 2013-14 to 

2017-18) 

 
(% share within 

 (in mn ha) crop category) 

 
Food grain Rice/paddy 107.80 40.56 

 Wheat 94.61 35.60 

 Total Foodgrains 265.75  

Oilseed Mustard and rapeseed 7.46 25.16 

 Groundnut 8.11 27.35 

 Total nine Oilseeds 29.65  

 

Source: Directorate of Economics & Statistics, DAC&FW, GoI

Crop 

category 

C

rop 

Product

ion 
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Area under cultivation for some major crop categories in India (Average of 2013-14 to 

2017-18) 

Figure 5: Break-up of area under cultivation 

 

  

Source: Directorate of Economics & Statistics, DAC&FW, GoI 
Marketed Surplus Ratio (MSR) 

Crop 2012-

13 

2013-

14 

2014-

15 

Rice/paddy 81.51 82 84.35 

Wheat 77.49 73.11 73.78 

Mustard 

and rapeseed 

90.41 94.49 90.94 

Groundnut 93.54 95.20 91.63 

Note: These are the latest estimates available from the DES, GoI based on Comprehensive 

Scheme for Studying Cost of Cultivation of Principal Crops in India. 
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Abstract 

The growth of agricultural sector is of prime importance in India and a state like Andhra 

Pradesh where more than 60% of the population is dependent on agriculture.  Because the growth 

of agriculture leads to reduction in rural poverty, ensures food security, facilitates industrial growth 

etc. There are many a determinants agricultural growth as has been shown by different scholars. 

Two of the main determinants are the input usage in terms of fertiliser consumption, modern 

technology usage or irrigation facility which are within the agricultural sector and a set of variables 

like terms of trade, government policies and capital formation and impact of private sector 

investment etc. which are outside the sector. Another set of variables seem to influence growth are 

called the institutional variables in literature. These institutional variables could be institutional 

structural variables, like rule of law or institutional arrangement/agrarian relations between agents 

in the economy. The structural variables define the set of options which are open to the households 

while the institutional arrangements (or contracts) are the contracts households enter into to 

organise production.  The literature on growth assumes structures to be given and so does not bring 

in the institutional variables into analysis. This paper attempts to open this black box and try to see 

if the arrangements can also influence the growth in undivided state of Andhra Pradesh. This study 

uses Seemingly Unrelated Regression Equation (SURE) Model for empirical analysis and confines 

to the year 2012-13. 

Introduction 

Performance of agriculture is of great importance in achieving economic development of a 

state and especially for a state like Andhra Pradesh where more than 60% of the total workforce is 

engaged in agriculture. Agriculture remains the backbone of the State economy as it is the source 

of livelihoods to major proportion of the State’s population despite declining contribution to State 

Domestic Product. Hence, the growth in Agriculture is considered as a key driver not only for 

economic development but also for securing self-sufficiency and ensuring food security to the 

people in the state. The agricultural growth has been decent in past years in Andhra Pradesh (Hence 

forth A.P). A.P is considered as one of the progressive states in India as far as agricultural growth 
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is concerned. The growth rate of agriculture during pre-liberalization period (1970 to 1989; period-

I) is 2.3 per cent while that in the post-liberalization period (1990 to 2009; period-II) is 3.63 per 

cent per annum. The over-all growth rate of agricultural sector is 2.9 per cent per annum from 1970 

to 2009 (A.A Reddy, 2011). This growth is attributed to adoption of new technology (The impact 

of green revolution), different reforms related to inputs markets, banking reforms etc. Further 

Andhra Pradesh is planning to achieve new heights in agriculture during the 12th Five Year Plan 

with renewed focus on Micro Irrigation, System of Rice Intensification (SRI) cultivation, 

Micronutrient Application, Development of Dry Land Agriculture, Farm Mechanization, 

increasing storage capacity and other agriculture related strategies. 

The agricultural sector in A.P has been undergoing changes in the last couple of decades 

though growth has been achieved to some extent. It has been moving from the traditional cereals 

based agriculture towards the high value crops based agriculture.  Apart from this movement, one 

can observe two changes in agriculture in recent years. Firstly, though agricultural growth is taking 

place in the state that is the agricultural sector has been growing at a rate of 2.9 per cent per annum 

from 1970 to 2009 in AP. 

 Secondly, the production structure in agriculture is also undergoing a notable change in the 

last decade or so. The share of land under tenancy in rising especially in the irrigated zones of the 

state. It is a fact that the growth of agriculture is dependent on the availability of irrigation to a 

large extent. If we look at the phases of agricultural growth in A.P , irrigation has been one of the 

most important determinants of agricultural growth. It has been observed that there is a rise in 

absentee landlord which can otherwise be considered as tenancy in the areas with higher irrigational 

facilities.  

Scholars analyzing the agrarian changes identify the rise of a new class of absentee landlords 

in the irrigated zones. The share of tenancy also has increased for all the states in India including 

A.P (D A and Vijay, 2017). Vakulabharanam et.al (2011) in their study on the reasons for crop 

holiday in irrigated Godavari districts identify the increasing presence of ‘absentee landlords’ who 

were using crop holiday as an instrument to ‘discipline’ the workers. The World Bank (2007) study 

on land markets in rural India presents empirical evidence of the presence of these households and 

their characteristics. According to the study, higher education and high mean income from farming 

has led to leasing-out of land. The report says, “Mean village income increases the tendency to rent 

out, implying that as the level of income increases with overall development, households will be 

more likely to move out of agriculture and supply their land to the rental market”. Going by the 

report, they move out of the village, but do not sell their land and thus become absentee landlords 

who extract rental income. 
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Now the question is that are these two observation in any way related? It means is it possible 

to relate this two observations in any way in A.P as there exists a number of literature explaining 

the relationship between growth and production structure that is tenancy national level study. 

This paper attempts to open this black box and try to see if the production structure or 

arrangements can also influence the growth.  In other words, the study would like to look at a single 

state to analyse the relation between growth and institutional arrangement. The implicit assumption 

being that if the Institutions/structural variable are same over time, one can study the relation 

between growth and institutional variables. The southern state of Andhra Pradesh (Erstwhile) looks 

to be an interesting case for the analysis as it is a state with higher level of tenancy and indebtedness 

and follow the same pattern as that of India. In other words, the level of irrigation, tenancy and 

indebtedness has increased to some extent in recent years in AP as the case in India. 

With this in the background, the rest of the paper is organized as follows. The section II 

discusses status of agriculture in A.P. Section III examines the production structure in AP. Data 

and methodology is discussed in section IV. The following section discusses the results and 

findings. The last section concludes this analysis. 

Status of agriculture in Andhra Pradesh ( A.P) 

Andhra Pradesh (Erstwhile) is located in the southern peninsula of India and has more than 

20 districts under its administrative control. It possesses a long coast line of 974 km and a number 

of natural resource useful for economic growth and development. The state of Andhra Pradesh is 

surrounded by the Bay of Bengal on the east, Maharashtra and Karnataka on the west, Odisha and 

Chhattisgarh on the north, Tamil Nadu on the south. Andhra Pradesh (Erstwhile) is the fourth 

largest state by area with about 27.5 million hectare area and the fifth largest by population in India 

based on 2011 Census. It contributes around 7.5% to the total income or GDP of the country. 

Andhra Pradesh (A.P) is an agriculturally important state in India. The State Domestic Product 

(SDP) of Andhra Pradesh had a growth rate of 7.9 per cent in the first four years of the 11th Plan 

period (2007-11) as compared with the country’s GDP growth rate of 8.2 per cent. During the year 

2010-11, the agricultural sector in the State contributed 25 per cent to its State Domestic Product 

(SDP) (Ramanamurthy etal. 2012). It is one of the largest producers of rice, groundnuts, cotton and 

sunflower. A.P is also an exporter of many agricultural products like 

rice, sugarcane, cotton,  pepper, mango etc. The total geographical area of Andhra Pradesh is 

275.04 lakh ha. out of which 39.8% is under the net area sown (109.58 lakh ha) with cropping 

intensity of 1.26. Average annual rainfall in the state is 940 mm. About 72% of the population lives 

in rural areas. Even though about 62.2% of workers are dependent on agriculture, its share in GSDP 

decreased from about 40% in 1980 to about 17% in 2009  ( Reddy, 2011). The following table 

compares different indicator of agriculture in India and A.P. 
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Table-2.1 

 (Source: Directorate of Economics and Statistics, Ministry of Agriculture, Govt. of India for 

the year 2012-13 only) 

As far as the use of modern technology represented by the use of fertilizer, High Yielding 

Varieties Seeds (HYVs), Tractor etc. (which are considered to be the determinants of agricultural 

performance) is concerned, AP is ranked as a decent performer. The fertilizer use per hectare is 

201 kg in AP which is more than the national level. Likewise, AP has achieved 100% use HYVs 

in some principal crops like rice which is yet to be achieved at national level. In all aspect, AP is a 

better performer than the nation as a whole. This will be more evident from the following table. 

This table compares different aspects agriculture in AP and India taking rice as the major crop for 

the year 2012-13. 

The percentage of land under paddy out of total cropped area is 26.58% and 22.18% for AP 

and India respectively. The percentage of land under paddy in total cropped area is more than the 

national level for other years except the year under study and its previous year. Around 30% of 

total cropped area is under paddy in 2014-15. 96.8% of the total land under paddy is irrigated in 

AP where as it is 58.7% in case of India. AP produces 3137 Kg of paddy per hectare which is way 

higher than that of India with 2462 Kg per hectare. The average size of operational holding in AP 

is 1.06 hectare and 1.15 hectare for India signifying that the average size of operational holding is 

more or less the same for the state and the country as a whole. This shows the importance of 

agriculture in India. This is why AP is considered to be the “Rice Bowl of India” contributing 

significantly to the total production of rice in the country. 

The following table gives a glimpse of different inputs like irrigation, fertilizer and yield of 

paddy in different districts of AP. Irrigation and fertilizer are two of the most important 

determinants of agricultural growth.  Most of the districts have more than 45% of irrigated area out 

of total cropped area as far as irrigation is concerned. The percentage of area under irrigation is 

highest for West Godavari with 92% of total cropped area and Lowest for Anantpur with 16% of 

area under irrigation. Similarly, fertilizer intensity representing the use of modern technology is 

around 0.15 in most of the districts. West Godavari once again has the highest fertilizer intensity 

Variables A.P India 

Percentage of land under  

 

paddy 

26.58 22.18 

% of irrigated area (Paddy)  96.80% 58.7% 

Yield of paddy (in kg/hectare) 3173 

 

2462 

Average  size of operational 

holding (in hectare) 

1.06 1.15 
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whereas Visakhapatnam has the lowest intensity of fertilizer use. All the districts except 

Visakhapatnam have higher level of yield of rice than the yield of rice at national level (2462 

kg/hectare). It implies a better agricultural performance of AP than the country as a whole. The 

cropping intensity is more than 1.15 for most of the district signifying a system of an intensive 

agricultural production in AP. 

Table-2.2 

(Source: Directorate of Economics and Statistics, Ministry of Agriculture, Govt. of India for the 

year 2012-13 only) 

Growth story of A.P 

AP is emerging as a major agricultural state in India. It has fared better than most of its 

counterparts as far as agricultural growth is concerned since the time of green revolution. The 

Districts Percentage of irrigated 

area in total cropped 

area 

Yield of 

paddy 

(kg/hc 

Fertilizer intensity Cropping 

intensity 

Srikakulam 51.43 2533 0.12 1.33 

Vizianagaram 49.33 2551 0.11 1.2 

Visakhapatnam 41.49 1463 0.075 1.24 

East godavari 72.26 2748 0.25 1.53 

West godavari 92.14 3052 0.37 1.63 

Krishna 51.78 3593 0.28 1.54 

Guntur 53.67 3483 0.30 1.23 

Prakasham 26.61 3670 0.15 1.15 

Nellore 77.13 4085 0.29 1.09 

Kurnool 25.97 3765 0.18 1.06 

Anantapur 13.53 2631 0.08 1.22 

Cuddapah 38.83 2628 0.15 1.15 

Chittoor 46.83 3608 0.13 1.11 

Nizamabad 64.04 3815 0.27 1.67 

Medak 35.41 3376 0.12 1.24 

Mahabubnagar 31.73 2679 0.11 1.11 

Nalgonda 42.36 3280 0.22 1.23 

Warangal 65.78 3286 0.24 1.26 

Khammam 41.92 3075 0.19 1.12 

Karimnagar 70.15 3548 0.22 1.46 

Adilabad 16.84 2647 0.14 1.08 

Nizamabad 64.04 3815 0.27 1.66 
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agricultural sector has been firm in both pre and post liberalization period as far as performance is 

concerned. “The GSDP growth during pre-liberalization period (1970 to1989; period-I) is 4.03%, 

with agricultural sector growth rate of 2.3%, while in the post-liberalization period (1990 to 2009; 

period-II) growth rate of GSDP increased to 6.17% per annum, with a slightly better rate of growth 

of agriculture at 3.63% per annum (figure 1). The over-all growth rate of GSDP of AP was 5.27%, 

accompanied by agricultural sector growth of 2.9% per annum from 1970 to 2009” ( A A Raddy). 

The long term compound growth rate of production of food grains between 1973 and 2011 is 2.1 

per cent, which is below the national average of 2.7 per cent. But the food grain production has 

grown at 3.55 per cent and 3.08 per cent in early reforms and reforms period respectively implying 

an improved performance of food grains sector. In the two sub-periods (early reforms and reform 

period) , food grains recorded impressive rates of growth of above 3 per cent (Ramanamurthy etal. 

2012). This growth has been the result of the use of HYVs, chemical fertilizer and availability of 

irrigation.  

“The area under HYV technology (under rice) has grown from 5.4 per cent in 1970-71 to 39.0 

per cent of total area by 2010-11. Along with the HYV seeds, the use of chemical fertilisers also 

increased from 29.3 million tonnes in 1970-71 to 255.3 million tonnes in 2005-06. The fertiliser 

consumption in the State has reached levels almost equal to those of Punjab and Haryana, and 

consumption is 100 per cent more than its neighbouring States like Tamil Nadu and Karnataka” 

(Ramanamurthy etal. 2012). It implies the performance of agriculture has been improving over the 

years in AP. This improvement in agricultural growth or performance can be attributed to 

improvement in irrigational facilities, introduction of HYVs seeds, use of machine and fertilizer,  

increase in public expenditure in agriculture (as a part of new agricultural strategy) etc. (Suri , 

2006 , Sabrahmanyam and Sathyasekhar, 2003) as has been the case at all India level. Further, the 

changing agrarian relations has been one of the important determinants for the prosperity as well 

as oppression in agricultural sector (Suri , 2006). 

The study on determinants of agricultural growth approves the same at national level also. 

The growth of agriculture is determined by the inputs usage. This is captured either in terms of 

fertiliser consumption, modern technology usage or irrigation facility.There are a number of studies 

and reports on the performance of agriculture and the sources of agricultural growth in India. C H 

H Rao (2005a) looked into the growth pattern of agriculture from the first decade of the plan period 

and suggested that there is a need for irrigational facilities, extension services, improved seeds to 

raise the productivity of the agricultural sector in India.  Bhattarai and Narayanamoorthy (2003) 

have empirically shown that irrigation is one of the important factors determining the growth of 

agriculture and hence for the alleviation of poverty in India. M S Bhatia (1999) found a significant 

relationship between index of agricultural infrastructure and per hectare yield of food-grain, 

allocating the highest weight to irrigation in the composite index of infrastructure 
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The second broad set of variables which are seem to influence the growth of variables  are 

outside the agrarian sector like terms of trade, government policies and capital formation and 

impact of private sector investment etc. Archana S. Mathur etal. (2007) studied on different factors 

affecting state-wise agricultural growth using panel data from 1993-94 to 2002-03 and found 

government expenditure and fertilizer usage to be the important factors determining agricultural 

growth though other factors such as population, rainfall also affect growth significantly, they are 

mostly the natural factors. Chand and Parapurrathu (2012) have analysed growth of agriculture in 

different periods and found capital formation in agriculture, input usage, technology, terms of trade 

to be the important factors determining agricultural performance.  Public investment through 

budgetary allocation, proper disbursement of institutional credit, expenditure on agricultural 

research and proper implementation of the agricultural policies undertaken by the government, are 

also the keys to accelerate the growth of agriculture (Deokar and Shetty, 2014). The agricultural 

sector has been growing at a rate of 2.9 per cent per annum from 1970 to 2009 in AP for the above 

listed factors. 

                                                                 FIGURE-2.1 

 

(Author’s own calculation from ICRISAT district level data) 

The changing agrarian relations or institutional arrangement and growth of agriculture can be 

related in A.P. Institutional arrangement can be defined as an arrangement between economic units 

that affect the ways in which these units can exchange or transact. Institutional arrangement may 

involve a single individual, a group of individuals voluntarily co-operating each other for example, 

tenancy agreement takes place between two persons viz. the landlord and the landless farmers.  

Further, it may be formal or informal in nature. The agrarian relation or arrangement are significant 

determinants of the economic activities or the production process by affecting the incentive 

structure for the economic units. For example, if the landlord and the tenants are entering into an 
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agreement to share the cost as well as the produce from agriculture, then the agreement will surely 

affect the incentive of the tenant to invest and undertake the production process. This has been 

proved by a vast literature on share cropping.
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Production structure 

Structure of production is defined as the way the resources are allocated and process of 

production is organized. As far as agriculture sector is concerned, the production process is 

organized by the farmers. Hence, the incentive of the farmers to invest influences the structure of 

production to a great extent. Further, the incentive of the farmers to invest differ from one farmer 

to another depending on the types of ownership of land. Those who cultivate their own land might 

have higher incentive to invest as they will get the full returns of their investment. But those who 

lease in land have to divide the returns of their investment with the owner of the land, so they may 

have lower incentive to invest in the production process. In other words, the owner cultivator may 

have a greater incentive to invest than that of the tenant farmers. So the tenancy contract can be a 

way of organizing or structuring the process of production in agriculture.  

Indian agrarian structure is witnessing changes in the recent period. One of methods of looking 

at the structure is analyse the size of land operated/owned. In this method, one witnesses an increase 

in the small and marginal land owners in the production system. In this method, size of the unit of 

analysis is studied but nature of the unit in terms of property rights of resourced is not captured. In 

other words, in the former method, one knows size of the unit or for example whether it is a small 

or marginal farmer is known but is the unit owner operated or leased in is not captured. Nature of 

the unit is a constraining factor to invest but the nature of the unit is also important.  Here we have 

classified production structure into three classes: pure cultivators, mixed tenant and pure tenants. 

A pure cultivator is one who own land and cultivate the land, they do not lease in land. A mixed 

tenant is one who own land and also has leased in land and a pure tenant is one who does not own 

land but cultivates land implying they lease in land. The share of these households and share of 

land operated and owned by these households is calculated using unit level data from three NSSO 

rounds, namely, 48th,59th and 70th round of Debt and Investment Survey. 

The share of pure cultivators has fallen by 8.7 percentage point in the period 1991 to 2003 and 

the same has further declined by 9.2 percentage point in the period 2003-2013. The area owned by 

the pure cultivators has declined by 5.8 and 12.3 percentage point in the first and second periods 

respectively. The area operated by the pure cultivators has increased by 1.5 percentage point in the 

first period and declined by 18.6 percentage point in the second period. Within pure cultivators, 

the share of small farmers has increased by 32.2 percentage point in the first period and declined 

marginally by 1.9 percentage point in the second period whereas the share of large farmer has 

decreased by 42.7 percentage point and by 2.9 percentage point in the first and second period 

respectively.                                   
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Table-3.1 

AP 

New_cl

ass 1991 2003 2013 1991 2003 2013 1991 2003 2013 

 Hhs share Area own Area Oprt 

Pure 

Cultivat

ors 80.7 72.0 63.2 88.5 82.7 70.4 80.3 81.8 63.2 

Pure 

Tenants 1.3 4.5 14.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4 2.7 12.8 

Mixed 

Cultivat

ors 15.1 22.6 16.0 11.2 17.0 26.5 19.3 15.3 23.9 

Otherwi

se 

Posses 2.9 0.9 6.3 0.4 0.3 3.2 0.0 0.2 0.1 

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 

(Source: NSSO , 48th ,59th and 70th round of Debt and Investment Survey) 

The share of pure tenants has increased by 3.2 percentage point in the first period and 

increased by 10 percentage point in the second period. The area operated by the pure tenants has 

increased by 2.3 percentage point in the first period and increased by 10.1 percentage point in the 

second period. Within pure tenants the share of small farmer has increased by 3.3 percentage in the 

first period and increased by 10.8 percentage point in the second period. But the share of large 

farmers decreased in the first period and then increased by 0.8 percentage point in the second period. 

The share of mix cultivators has increased by 7.5 percentage point in the first period and 

decreased by 6.6 percentage point in the second period. The area operated by mixed cultivators has 

declined by 4 percentage point in the first period but increased by 8.6 percentage point in the second 

period. Within mixed cultivators , the share of small farmers has increased by 19 percentage point 

in the first period but declined by 9.5 percentage point in the second period. The share of large 

farmers, on the other hand, declined by 11.7 percentage point in the first period but increased by 

2.8 percentage point in the second period. 

There is almost a similar trend existing in India as well as in Andhra Pradesh. The share of 

pure cultivator is decreasing in India and AP but the rate of decline is faster in the case of AP. The 

area operated by the pure cultivators is declining in both India and AP. Within pure cultivators, the 

share of small farmers is increasing whereas the share of large farmers is decreasing in both India 

and AP. The share of pure tenants has also increased both in India and AP. The share of pure tenants 

is increasing at a faster rate in AP as compared to that of India. Further, the area operated by pure 

tenants is also increasing. Within pure tenants, the share of small farmer is increasing and the share 
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of large farmers is decreasing in India as well as AP. As far as mixed cultivator is concerned, the 

share is declining but the area operated by them has been increasing or remaining stable. 

                                                             FIGURE-3.2 

 

(Author’s own calculation from ICRISAT district level data) 

The broad trend is that the share of pure cultivator household and area owned by them is 

decreasing while the share of pure tenant and area owned by them is increasing. Further, share of 

small farmers within pure cultivators is increasing. It implies that the large farmers in pure 

cultivator category are leaving agriculture giving their land in lease to the people who do not own 

any land. It may be a reason for the increase in the area owned by the pure tenants. 

So from this discussion, it can be seen that there is change taking place in the organization of 

production in agricultural sector in AP. The land under pure tenancy is increasing in AP. The 

increase in land under tenancy is faster in case of AP as compared to that of India. As land under 

tenancy is increasing, the organization of production may be changing in agriculture in AP. In other 

words, as proportion of pure cultivators is going down and that of pure tenants is increasing, there 

may be less investment in agriculture and hence the performance of agriculture may get affected 

negatively. 

Growth and structure 

It is a well-established fact that the performance of an enterprise depends on how the 

production is structured or organized that is how the resources are allocated in different uses. In 

agriculture, the structure of production or how the production is organized depends the kinds of 

cultivator existing in the sector. Those who own land have a greater incentive to invest in their 
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owned land compared to those who cultivate on rented plots. Some studies undertaken by different 

scholars also show the similar trend. A village survey in West Bengal carried out by Bell (1977) to 

assess the performance of different types of farmers shows that the pure tenants are less efficient 

than the mixed cultivators (owner cum tenant). Further, the mixed cultivators (owner cum tenant) 

produce more in owned plot as compared to the rented plot. Shaban (1987) using the International 

Crop Research Institute for the Semi-arid Tropics (ICRISAT) data base found that the effect of 

tenancy is to generate lower input as well as output, the other important factors like soil quality, 

irrigation and plot size remaining constant. 

Tenancy arrangement can be considered as a structure of production in this study. Tenancy is 

a structure which has a significant impact on the use of resources such as land, labor, capital, and 

other inputs used in agriculture. Tenancy as a structure of production might retard the growth of 

agriculture as the tenants might under supply the necessary inputs due to the lack of incentive in 

investing in the production process. The tenant lacks incentive to invest because he does not get 

the full amount of return on his investment as he has to share the output with the landowner. So 

there exists a negative relationship between presence of tenancy arrangement and agricultural 

productivity ((Bardhan, 1979; Bardhan and Rudra, 1978).  A study by Shaban (1987) shows that 

the tenanted land leads to a 32% lesser output as compared to the owner operated land as the inputs 

of labor and animals are comparatively lesser on tenanted land in villages in Andhra Pradesh and 

Maharashtra. Further, If there is insecurity in the tenancy contract, then the tenant farms invest less 

and become less productive (Hossain and Hussain,1977). Most of the tenancy contracts are not 

secured in a developing country like India. Tenancy agreement has been considered inefficient in 

allocating resources, by the neoclassical economists like Alfred Marshal. Though inefficient in 

resource allocation, tenancy is a general feature in the less-developed countries like India.  

There are a number of explanations on the existence of tenancy arrangement in agriculture 

especially in less developed countries like India. There is extensive literature on the prevalence of 

the tenancy agreement in countries like India. One strand of literature focuses on the risk sharing 

perspective of the contract. The tenant and the landlord try to minimize their risk associated with 

agricultural output through tenancy contract as output depends on external factors like monsoon 

and becomes risky for the producers. Another set of literature gives importance to the minimization 

of transaction cost in the production process through such agreement.  

The production-structure plays an important role in determining the growth of agriculture. 

Tenancy being a structure of production influences the growth of agriculture via the incentive 

structure in Andhra Pradesh.                       
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Figure-3.3 

 

(Source: Author’s own calculation from district level data , ICRISAT) 

There is a negative relationship between agricultural growth and the land under tenancy in 

Andhra Pradesh as shown in the figure-2.1. As the land under tenancy increases, the rate of growth 

decreases in Andhra Pradesh (A.P). Taking fertilizer intensity as the proxy for technology in 

agriculture, it can be seen from figure-2.2 that there is an inverse-U shaped relationship between 

the technology and agricultural growth in A.P. In other words, using technology helps in increasing 

the rate of growth to a given extent and after reaching that level, technology may no longer help in 

raising the rate of growth. 

Figure-3.4

 

(Source: Author’s own calculation from district level data , ICRISAT) 
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Another important determinant of growth is technology. Fertilizer intensity is used as an 

indicator of technology in this study. Thetgraph-3.4 shows that as technology gets weaker in 

affecting the growth process with higher use of it, the structure of production becomes important 

for the growth process. 

Estimation method 

There are two variables of interest for this study. One is the factors which influence the 

agrarian growth of the state and the second is the factors influencing the changes in the Pure 

Cultivator. One method of estimation is the Ordinary Least Squares (OLS), in this approach several 

equations are estimated separately using OLS without taking a potential correlation between these 

equations into account or it is assumed the error terms are not correlated.  However, if the error 

terms are correlated, as is the case here, the estimation procedure should take account of this. 

Seemingly Unrelated Regression (SURE)which was developed by  Zellner which takes  account  

for these correlations in the error terms and also allows dependent variables to have different sets 

of independent variables. In this method all parameter are estimated simultaneously, so that the 

parameters of each equation also take into consideration information provided by the other 

estimated equations.  This would result in greater efficiency in estimation.   

The other methods such as OLS, ILS, and 2SLS used for estimating simultaneous equation 

system have some disadvantages and hence do not fit for this study. The OLS method can be used 

in estimating simultaneous equation if the explanatory variables are non-stochastic or if stochastic 

distributed independently of the stochastic disturbance term. If the explanatory variables are 

stochastic or not distributed independently of the stochastic disturbance term, then the OLS 

estimator becomes not only biased but inconsistent. Further, the OLS uses limited information in 

estimating the model as it estimates each of the equations in the system separately. But the system 

of equations should be estimated taking into account full information and all the equations 

simultaneously to get more efficient result. ILS is based on the estimation of OLS and faces the 

same limitations as the OLS procedure does. 

Two stage least square is used when the explanatory variable is related to the error term. Two-

stage least-squares regression method uses instrumental variables that are uncorrelated with the 

error terms to calculate estimated values of the problematic independent variable in the first stage 

and then uses those computed values to estimate a linear regression model of the dependent variable 

in the second stage. It is an estimation method under the category of limited-information techniques 

and estimates each equation in a system separately, ignoring the structural relations specified by 

the other equations in the hence does not capture the whole system. The 2SLS becomes inconsistent 

in case the disturbance terms in different equations in the system are not identically and 

independently distributed. Further, the most important issue with 2SLS is to find an instrumental 
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variable which is not always available as in case of this study. Therefore, the study uses the SURE 

model which captures full information and hence more efficient than other methods mentioned 

above. 

Variables and equations 

In the existing literature, the factors influencing agrarian growth as a set of technology related 

factors and irrigation and agrarian contracts like tenancy. In technology related factors the 

dominant factors influencing growth are fertiliser, high yielding seeds , tractors  

(Vaidyanathan, )etc.  In this paper we are using fertiliser intensity to reflect technology related 

factors. In case of HYV seeds more than 90% of land is under these seeds in AP.  Here irrigation 

intensity has been used as an explanatory variable. Tenancy as a contract is also used in this paper. 
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Table-4.1 

                                                     Summary statistics                   

Variables  Mean Minimum 

value 

Maximum 

value  

Standard 

deviation 

Growth 16.42 5.011 27.07 7.15 

PC 42.23 6.699 66.62 19.36 

Fertiliser 

intensity 

0.194 0.075 0.37 0.081 

Irrigation 

intensity 

48.06 13.53 92.14 20.28 

(Source: Agriculture at a glance 2013-14) 

The growth rate here is the growth rate of value of output of the crops covering almost 80% 

of the Gross Cropped Area (GCA) in each of the districts in the undivided Andhra Pradesh. Data 

on district-wise price and quantity has been taken from the International Crops Research Institute 

for the Semi-Arid Tropics (ICRISAT) data base.  An index of price has been formed taking 2004-

05 as the base year to capture the year wise fluctuation in prices of different crops. In other words, 

price relative (P0/P1 ) taking 2004-05 as base year and 2012-13 as the current year. Then the value 

of output has been calculated by multiplying the price relative with the quantity of the crops 

produced in that year. Data on tenancy and Non-cultivating peasant household has been collected 

from the 70th round of NSS survey on the land and livestock holding and debt and investment 

survey. Other data sources such as Season and Crop Report 2012-13, Directorate of Economics 

and Statistics etc. are used for other variables in the analysis. Then the following equations are 

estimated using the SURE model 

G = α + β1TEN + β2FI + β3FI2 + β4Dummy + μ … … … … … … … . . (1) 

PC = α + β1TEN + β2FI + β3 Dummy + μ … … … …    … … … … … … (2) 

Growth Rate=average annual growth rate of value of output for six years, Tenancy= 

Percentage of area under lease in total operating land, PC= Percentage of pure cultivators in total 

cultivators FI= Fertilizer Intensity Kgs/per Hectare Dummy= Dummy created on the basis of 

irrigation level ( D = 1 if district has irrigation greater than 45% one and D= 0 otherwise)     α= 

Constant     β1, β2  , β3 β4 , = Co-efficient   μ=Error term 

Results and Findings 

The first equation which is estimated is the growth equation. As expected an increase in 

fertilizer intensity has a positive and significant effect at 1% level. To find out whether the fertilizer 

input had secular increase effect on growth variable or otherwise we had introduced the square 

term for fertilizer intensity. The coefficient of this term is positive and significant 1% level. The 
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impact of technology which is captured in terms of fertilizer inputs shows a positive relationship 

between technology and growth. But the square term is negative which implies that the relationship 

can be seen as an inverted 'U' shaped curve. This would imply that as fertilizer input is increased 

the relationship increases at a decreasing rate or negative square term of fertilizer shows the 

diminishing returns of fertilizer use if it is used more than a given level.. Technology impact 

captured in terms of fertilizer input tapper out after some time. The introduction of a new 

technology or augmentation of an input will increase growth but after critical level is reached its 

contribution to growth can decrease.  

In the growth equation another variable being analyzed is the contractual form to access land 

in the organization of production. The share of land under tenancy has a negative relationship with 

agrarian growth. As expected as the extent of land under tenancy, the tenant households do not 

have any incentive to invest, leading lower rates of growth. So districts having higher share of land 

are also states with lower rates of growth. In the literature, irrigation was expected to have a 

significant influence on growth but in this study there was no significant influence of irrigation 

intensity on growth.  

The second equation to be estimated is the factors influencing the share of pure cultivator. 

Here, one sees a negative relationship between land under tenancy and share of PC over districts. 

Districts which have a higher extent of land under tenancy are also one which have a lower share 

of PC. Households who own land but have diversified from agriculture have two options one to 

sell land and the second to lease out the land. The higher the land under tenancy more likely the 

PC to be lower. The second important variable is that districts with higher fertilizer intensity in 

agriculture are also one to witnesses a positive relationship to share of PC. The fertilizer intensity 

is not significantly related with pure cultivator and dummy is not significant in both the equations. 
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Table-5.1 

*= 10% significance level  **=  5% significance level    ***=  1% significance level 

Conclusion 

Agriculture is the crucial sector for a state like Andhra Pradesh (A.P) as it provides 

employment and livelihood to more than 60% of the total workforce in A.P. Therefore, growth of 

agriculture is a precondition for achieving economic development in the state. But agriculture has 

been undergoing significant changes in recent years in A.P. One of them is the changing structure 

of production despite decent growth in agriculture in recent years. Production structure is important 

as it is the way of allocation of resources. It becomes more dominant in affecting the growth process 

once the effect of technology weakens.  

The standard literature on growth assumes the production structure to be given and does not 

take into account in the analysis of growth. But the change in structure of production is an important 

determinant of growth. This study tries to explore the relationship between the changing production 

structure and agricultural growth in Andhra Pradesh. The structure of production is analysed on the 

basis of the ownership or property rights of farmers classifying them into pure cultivator, mixed 

cultivator and pure tenants. The change in structure of production can be seen in terms of changing 

share of land owned by pure tenants and pure cultivators signifying tenancy. As the pure tenants 

are increasing implying rise in tenancy in A.P. This structure of production is growth retarding and 

can be considered a cause for the declining growth rate of crop-sub sector in agriculture in the state. 

This dynamics of changing production structure should be taken into account while analysing the 

growth process of agriculture.

Variables  Growth  NCHs 

Tenancy -0.211*** -0.501*** 

Fertiliser intensity 206.92*** -28.72 

Squared Fertiliser intensity -416.16**  

Dummy -2.055 -11.16 

Constant 1.277  67.94 

R-Squared  0.40 0.49 
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Abstract 

In view of the importance of villages in the economy of the developing countries such as 

India, the present paper, based on the survey (1976) and resurvey (2020) of village Gulumb 

situated in Satara district of Maharashtra state of India makes an attempt to study type and 

extent of changes that have taken place in the overall level of development of the village over 

the survey periods and to study the economic status of the households based on 2020 survey. 

The study observes considerable progress in the village in terms of civic amenities and 

infrastructure available, technology used in the village for communication and construction 

activity over the concerned period. It also  shows  increased extent of education and higher 

share of school enrolment of female children. However, it reveals reducing role of agriculture 

in supporting livelihood  and   higher share of economically vulnerable households among 

marginal land holding households and landless households. Smaller size of land with 

marginal category households and inadequate income from various non-farm sources with 

landless households appears to be the constraining factor for these households. Responses of 

the households therefore reveal need for employment generating activities for the  villagers. 

Study also highlights important civic problems such as scarcity of water for drinking as well 

as irrigation, poor quality of drinking water, inadequate systems for maintaining cleanliness 

and sewage management, open drainage etc. It is felt that for  further improving standard and 

quality of living and welfare of the villagers, focus needs to be on creation of non farm sector 

employment, need for vocational guidance and capacity building training programmes for 

educated youth and women. Usage of digital technologies especially for agriculture linked 

activities, communication and governance would greatly enhance pace and quality of 

outcomes and improve overall living of the households in the village in a smart way.  
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Introduction 

The share of rural population in India which was 80 percent of the total population in 

1960s has been reducing gradually over the time period, however still a massive proportion of 

the total population – around 69 percent- resides in more than 6 lakh villages of rural India. 

This population constitutes largely the agrarian population of the country. Considering the 

importance of villages in the Indian economy, a large number of village studies have been 

conducted that highlight socio economic status of the households and nature of changes 

taking place in village institutions, infrastructure and household characteristics over a period 

of time. Such studies have revealed working of various existing agrarian and other associated 

socio economic institutions governing the village life, drivers of change and the pace with 

which villages transform and adapt to changing environment and developments and integrate 

with urban areas. The analysis in such studies also indicates implications of the changes that 

would take place in future in the village and at a larger level as well and policies that need to 

be followed for further progress. 

The available literature suggests that a large number of studies have been undertaken by 

social scientists based on sample as well as population surveys. Resurveys were undertaken 

with the objective of understanding the changes that took place in erstwhile stagnant and 

largely self-sufficient nature of Indian villages (ISAE, 1957 Gajrajan, 1983). Earlier surveys 

revealed the stark reality of very slow progress in economic as well as social sphere and very 

slow pace of change during the Indian pre-independence era (i.e before 1947). The studies 

and resurveys undertaken in the later period observed changes taking place on the backdrop of 

overall increasing scale and extent of commercialization, expanding services of government 

institutions and development of village infrastructure and made an attempt to understand the 

drivers of change, various survival strategies of village households and overall structure of the 

village economy. The studies noted the phenomena of occupational diversification and 

gradual integration of the villages with the urban sector. Studies based on  survey of villages 

of four  southern states of India revealed diverse patterns of transformation as well as pace 

and direction of change (Rao and Nair, 2003). The survey (in 2004-05) and recently 

undertaken resurvey (in 2014-15) of one of the villages of Uttar Pradesh region of India 

revealed rise of rural non-farm economy, growing educational opportunities and increasing 

mobility across caste and community (Kumar, 2016). Overall, the studies have noted changes 

in institutional and infrastructure facilities, land ownership and land use patterns, population 

size and migratory patterns, gender equations, income levels etc. 

It is clear from the literature that the village life in 1950s and in the current scenario has 

drastically changed. Reduced importance of agriculture as livelihood source, increasing 

occupational diversification and increasing unemployment, increasing extent of education, 

fragmentation of landholdings and changes in aspirations and frames of references of villagers 

are phenomena noted. In some respects, conceptual distinction between villages and cities 
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seems to be fading (Simpson, 2016). The literature suggests that trends observed in villages 

would influence status of villages in future and hence national policies need to be framed 

keeping in mind future course of phenomena that would be observed in the villages. 

The recent literature as well as government policies discuss importance of developing 

villages in a smart way. The literature therefore discusses the concept of Smart Village and 

various initiatives undertaken world over for transforming the villages into smart ones 

(Zavratnik et al, 2018; http://nirdpr.org.in/nird_docs/tps/DG_Smart-Village-9-2-18.pdf). 

Major features of a smart village revealed through the literature are usage of information and 

communication technologies (ICT), energy efficient technologies and green initiatives. 

In view of the importance of villages in the economy of the developing countries such as 

India and of village studies for policy making, the present paper, based on the survey (1976) 

and resurvey (2020) of village Gulumb situated in Satara district of Maharashtra state of India 

makes an attempt to study type and extent of changes that have taken place in the overall level 

of development of the village over the survey periods and to study the economic status of the 

households based on 2020 survey. 

Objectives 

The objectives of the paper are as follows  

1. To study overall changing profile of the village in terms of structure of village 

economy, availability of civic amenities and infrastructure and other features of village during 

last 45 years i.e. during 1976 and 2020. 

2.To analyse household level responses to capture changes in age structure, educational 

status, occupational structure of the sample household members and economic status of 

various categories of sample households, their perceptions about problems and challenges 

faced. 

3. To suggest policy measures based on the emerging conclusions. 

Methodology and Sampling 

The study was based on primary as well as secondary data. The selected village for the 

present study is of moderate size and consists of 769 households. 400 households or 52 

percent of total village households were selected randomly. Village level information was 

collected from decadal Population Census of India for the years 1981 and 2011and the office 

of the local body Gram Panchayat (GP), elected representatives as well as experienced and 

knowledgeable villagers. Through these sources, information mainly about structure of 

population and infrastructure in the village was collected. A structured schedule was prepared 

for collecting household level data relating to the social and demographic characteristics 

occupational/ livelihood pattern, and their perception about rural change. 
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Changing Profile of Village Gulumb 

A village with a population of more than 3000, Gulumb houses more than 700 houses 

and has a history of repeated surveys, conducted by Gokhale Institute of Politics and 

Economics, Pune. During 1936-37 and 1976 i.e. over a period of 40 years, the village 

households were studied through farm household surveys as well as comprehensive 

population surveys (Jagtap, 1970; Dandekar et al 1978). These studies found that over the 

time period, the isolated and self-sufficient nature of Gulumb went on changing and 

dependency of the village on the outside world and monetization of transactions gradually 

increased. It was also revealed that the tradition of cultivation of commercial crop like 

sugarcane and availability of credit for agriculture since the pre independence were the two 

major features of the village and perhaps these provided the needed stimulus for remaining 

integrated with the urban centres around the village. 

Our study conducted in 2020 observed considerable progress in terms of civic amenities 

and infrastructure available, proportion of households with access to basic civic amenities and 

technology used in the village for communication and construction. The village had basic 

infrastructure such as water, electricity, transport, communication, education, credit facilities 

in 1976 which further got expanded over the concerned period. Basic health facilities were 

developed. The village got better approach road. The village now has a shop distributing 

subsidised food grains under government’s public distribution system, government run  

anganwadis or nurseries for kids, sports ground and public library which did not exist in 1976. 

A number of women self help groups (SHGs) are also active in the village. The village has 

received a number of awards in the fields such as of forestry, adult education etc. As per the 

government guidelines, it has been an Open Defecation Free as well as Dispute Free village. 

There was no liquor shop in the village at the time of current survey undertaken in 2020. The 

unique feature of Gulumb has been the collaborative project of stream linking which was 

recently undertaken and completed for overcoming the problem of recurrent droughts. 

The classification of main workers ( workers working for at least six months in a year) in 

Gulumb as reported in Population Census of India, 1981 and 2011 (which are the Census 

years closest to the survey years 1976 and 2020) showed that overall, there was 

diversification of livelihood activities over the concerned period. Share of agricultural 

workers (cultivators and agricultural laborers) reduced from around 94 percent to around 74 

percent. Simultaneously, share of non-farm workers increased from 6 percent to 26 percent to 

register an increase of around 333 percent. However, gender wise differences in the structure 

of workforce were noted. In 2011, the share of women agricultural workers was around 85 

percent and that of non-farm workers was merely 15 percent as compared to 67 percent and 

33 percent respectively in case male workers. This clearly underlines relatively lower 

mobility of women workers across the sectors as compared to the male workers. 
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Over the period, percentage of irrigated land expanded from 15 percent in 1976 to 52 

percent in 2018-19. The villagers started cultivating new crops such as soybean, maize, ginger, 

green peas, fruits along with traditional crops such as sugarcane, beans and jowar. The data 

reveals usage of new seed varieties and yield increase in case of jowar, gram and summer 

groundnut during the two survey years. However, the village officials and the respondent 

households unanimously reported increased incidence of drought and its adverse impact on 

availability of drinking water and water for irrigation. 

The social structure of the village has however remained more or less same with 

Marathas as the dominant caste (social category) consisting of more than 70 percent of the 

total households. The settlement pattern in the village was also based on social status not only 

in 1976 as but in 2020 as well. 

Demographic Changes, Educational Progress, Livelihood Pattern and Economic Status - 

Household Level Observations 

Changes that take place in the age structure, educational progress and the occupational 

structure over a long period of time highlight need to devise appropriate policies for 

improving standard of living of the households. In case of village Gulumb, these factors have 

demonstrated considerable changes during the two survey periods. This section therefore 

analyses some of the major changes observed in this regard. Based on income and 

expenditure of the households, it also analyses economic status of various categories of 

households for the year 2020. Detailed household level data relating to the earlier survey year 

1976 however, was not available. 

Age Structure during the survey Periods 

It was found that as compared to the earlier survey year of 1976, age structure of the 

households was tilted towards relatively higher share of productive as well as elderly 

population in 2020 (figure 1). Whereas lower share of population in the 0-15 age group 

pointed towards reduced size of families and decline in birth rates, higher share of population 

above 56 years of age indicated increased life expectancy of the population over the 

concerned time period.. 

Table 1 shows distribution of population by age and marital status in the two reference 

years. It was observed that in 1976, 82 percent and 17 percent of the married population 

belonged to age groups 7-16 and 17-36. A comparison with the corresponding age group in 

2019-20 shows that none from the former age group had got married and only 10 percent of 

the married population belonged to the next i.e.16-30 age group. Difference is also observed 

for unmarried household members. In 2019-20 survey, out of the unmarried members, most of 

the members were concentrated in first two age groups out of which 42 percent were in the 7-

16 age. The 1976 data however shows that less than one percent of the total unmarried 

members were there in the above age group. The table also shows that practice of having co-
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wife was prevalent during the earlier survey, however, it was not observed during the latest 

survey.  

Educational progress in the village 

Figure 2 indicates percentage of household members by level of education. It reveals 

overall lower share of illiterates and higher percentage of family members taking higher 

education during the current survey. 

Table 2 shows gender wise school enrolment in 1976 as well as in 2019-20. Whereas the 

share of female students in primary school increased from 44 percent to 55 percent, that of 

female students in the secondary school increased from a low of 23 percent to 55 percent. 

Thus, the latter increased by 136 percent and indicated increased awareness about sending 

girls to high schools. 

These demographic changes indicate changing preference in favor of delayed age of 

marriage which could be due several reasons, one of which may be the increasing importance 

of and preference for education. This therefore highlights need for creating employment 

opportunities in the farm and non-farm sector for educated youths of the villages. 

Livelihood Pattern of the Household Members 

Occupational structure of the household members showed that the share of agricultural 

workers i.e. cultivators and agricultural laborers was around 89 percent and the remaining 11 

percent were non-farm workers in 1976. In 2019-20 however, it was observed that around 63 

percent of the total workers were agricultural workers and share of non-farm workers was 37 

percent (table 3). The data highlighted diversification of occupational structure towards non-

farm sector and lesser proportion of workers employed in the farm sector during the 2020 

survey. However, it also showed gender differences and higher share of female workers in the 

agricultural sector. 

Economic status of the Sample Households 

Data relating to income and expenditure of the sample households was analyzed with a 

view to understand the pattern of income of various types of households and their economic 

status. It was observed that on an average, the households earned 78 percent of the income 

from non-farm activities, 19 percent from farming and 3 percent from off farm activities (such 

as working as agricultural laborers and in agro-allied sector). Thus, though around 51 percent  

of the household members reported themselves as primarily cultivators (table 3), the 

households on an average earned merely 19 percent of the income from farming. This has 

indicated inadequacy of income from agricultural sector and need of the households to depend 

upon non-agricultural sources of income despite farming being their primary activity. 
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The analysis also indicated that the marginal farmer households (with less than 2 

hectares of land) and the landless households in the village mainly survived on the income 

earned through off farm and non-farm activities. This share was 82 percent and 100 percent 

for these categories respectively. However, in absolute terms, the level of total average 

income earned by these categories was very low as compared to other categories, especially 

the highest land size category. The average number of sources of income was highest i.e. 6 for 

the landless households. 

Household level data on monthly per capita expenditure (MPCE) was also analyzed. It 

was observed that that around 5 percent of the marginal land category households and 13 

percent of the landless households respectively belonged to the two lowest MPCE classes 

indicating their proximity to the poverty line of the state 

(https://www.rbi.org.in/scripts/PublicationsView.aspx?id=166603). It was observed that in 

case of marginal farmers, very small size of landholding and limitations to having more 

sources of income led to lower income from farming and non-farm sources, lower 

consumption expenditure and inability to make investments in land and grow resource rich. 

As a result, more percentage of households in this category were in lower classes of MPCE as 

compared to other land size classes. In case of landless households also, in spite of having 

relatively more number of sources of non-farm income, the average income level for this 

category was very low and almost 15 percent of the households from this category had very 

low MPCE revealing their vulnerability. It was also seen that the share of households in 

higher MPCE classes was lower for these two categories. This highlighted their relatively 

lower economic status as compared to other categories. In case of medium and large land 

category households, almost 43 percent of the households belonged to the highest MPCE 

category. 

For observing the factors that were correlated with land size, coefficient of correlation 

was found out between size of landholding of the households on one hand and income, 

expenditure, saving, borrowing of the households on the other. The coefficient was closer to 1 

in case of income and expenditure indicating positive but weaker relationship due to factors 

such as variability in income and expenditure reported. It was greater than three in case of 

borrowing and greater than 4 in case of saving and revealed relatively stronger positive 

relationship as  compared to the earlier case. This indicated more possibilities of growth in 

case of households with bigger land size. 

The 1978 report notes that 60 per cent of the MPCE was on food and food grains 

accounted for half of this expenditure. For year 2019- 20 however, the corresponding shares 

were 38 percent and 25 percent respectively. The rest of the expenditure under food items 

during the latest survey was on livestock and horticultural products and other food i.e. 

processed food. Also, the two major items of non-food expenditure in 2019- 2020 were 

education and health and medical services, combined share of which was 28 percent. The 
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analysis and the comparison not only reveals diversification in occupations but also the ability 

and need of an average village household to spend on variety of items of expenditure as 

compared to the earlier survey year. 

Perception of the Village Households 

According to majority of the sample households, over the time period, the village 

experienced considerable expansion and improvement in village infrastructure. More than 80 

percent of the households perceived that there was improvement in the economic condition of 

the village and village infrastructure over the time period. 62 percent of the households also 

felt that there was improvement in economic condition of their households. 

However, responses of the households revealed that scarcity of water for drinking as well 

as irrigation, poor quality of drinking water, inadequate systems for maintaining cleanliness 

and sewage management, open drainages were the major problems faced by the villagers. It is 

interesting to note that the earlier (1978) report also mentions non availability of proper 

sewage system to drain out water and hence presence of stagnant water pools on roads and 

prevalence of unhygienic conditions. The households were also concerned about non 

availability of job opportunities around the village during the latest survey. 

Conclusions and Recommendations 

Data revealed that majority of the cultivating households were owners of small pieces of 

land and also their vulnerable economic status. Hence, efforts need to be concentrated on 

provision of adequate water for increasing yield and market intelligence for marketing of the 

produce. In view of the recurring droughts and its adverse impact, the suggestion of villagers 

to include the village under Drought Prone Areas Program needs be considered by the 

government. For making an effort towards becoming a drought free village, the villagers need 

to shift cropping pattern gradually away from sugarcane towards other traditionally grown 

crops / new crops introduced during last few years such as soybean and other high value crops 

such as vegetables and fruits. As far as drinking water is concerned, as was suggested by the  

villagers, water needs to be supplied after filtration to avoid and eliminate incidence of water 

borne diseases. Thus, water filtration plant needs to be constructed. Also, instituting proper 

systems for garbage collection and disposal, organizing awareness programs about garbage 

disposal and maintenance of cleanliness, constructing closed drainage system for carrying 

sewage water in the village are essential. The spread and extent of ongoing covid pandemic 

has underlined importance of good health and sanitation related facilities. These need to be 

promoted. Usage of solar energy for electricity generation and other purposes by the village 

authorities needs to be promoted. The analysis revealed need for addressing these issues also 

along with larger issues of creating employment opportunities so that the quality of life of the 

villagers improves. 
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In view of general opinion by members of sample households about need for 

employment generating activities, it is felt that opportunity specific training programs, 

capacity development programs may be organized. Also, technology training programs need 

be organized and imparted specifically to women involved in various livelihood supporting 

activities such as production of various items through activities of women self-help groups. 

Such training programs would provide platforms for communication and marketing of the 

produce and instill sense of empowerment. In view of changing age structure and increasing 

level of education it is essential to devise strategies for productive engagement as well as 

healthcare of elderly population. 

Overall, the village has progressed during the last forty-five years. However, for further 

improving standard and quality of living and welfare of the villagers, focus needs to be on 

quality education, vocational guidance, health care, sanitation facilities, usage of 

environmental friendly technologies and local area development for creation of job 

opportunities. Usage of digital technologies especially for agriculture linked activities, 

communication and governance would greatly enhance pace and quality of outcomes and 

improve overall living of the households in the village in a smart way. 
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Figures and Tables 

Figure 1: Age Structure of Total Household Members in Gulumb 
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Source: Dandekar et al (1978), Field Survey-2020 

 

    Table 1: Distribution of Population by Age and Martial Status in the Village Gulumb, 

      1976 and 2019-20        (In percent) 

 1976 2019-20 

 
Age 

Groups 
Married 

Un- 

married 
Co-wife 

Age 

Groups 
Married 

Un- 

married 

Co-wife 

 

1 7-16 82.4 0.7 0.0 7-16 0.18 42.66 0 

2 17-36 17.0 44.4 47.6 17-36 27.65 53.86 0 

3 37-56 0.5 36.5 47.6 37-56 41.57 2.32 0 

4 57+ 0.1 18.5 4.8 57+ 30.60 1.16 0 

 
All age 

groups 
100.0 100.0 100.0 

All age 

groups 
100 100 0 

    Source: Dandekar et al (1978), Field Survey- 2020 
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Source:  Dandekar et al (1978), Field Survey- 2020 

 

 

Table 2: Gender wise Composition of Enrolled Primary and Secondary School Children in 

Gulumb (In Percent) 

 1976 2019-20* % Change 

 Male Female  Male Female Total  

High school 76.81 23.19 100 45.17 54.83 100 136.44 

Primary 55.56 44.38 100 45.28 54.72 100 23.3 

Source: Dandekar et al (1978), Field Survey- 2020,  

Notes: * enrolment for the year 2018-19 
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Table 3: Occupational Classification of Household Members in Gulumb (In percent) 

 Particulars 1976   

Population survey 

2019-20 

Sample survey 

Male Female Total Male Female Total 

1 Cultivator 68.81 77.19 73.98 49.73 55.55 51.23 

2 Agricultural Labourer 10.87 17.54 14.98 8.58 21.71 11.96 

3 Other workers 20.32 5.26 11.04 41.69 22.74 36.81 

Source: Dandekar et al (1978), Field Survey- 2020 
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Abstract 

Irrigation plays crucial role in agricultural production system assuring food security for 

the nation. In the wake of timely availability of irrigation water, groundwater emerged as 

reliable irrigation source and resulted into crop intensification with substantially insulating 

farmers’ against drought. However, unrestricted withdrawal of groundwater led to stern 

depletion of water level in may part of the country. In addition, government support to install 

individual water extraction unit and provisioning subsidized/free electricity for groundwater 

extraction have resulted into downward spiral of groundwater level. So, this study aims to 

establish linkages between food, groundwater and energy in Indian agriculture with empirical 

evidences. Estimates of fixed effect model, after controlling other key variables, suggest that 

groundwater depletion will reduce food grain production. Further, based on amortization and 

depreciation, irrigation cost for diesel operated wells are nearly three times higher than 

electric operated wells, primarily affected by fuel cost. Probit model estimate indicate that 

with depletion of water level, framers tend to switch to electrify their wells as diesel operated 

wells become un-usable after certain depth of groundwater level. For electric operated wells, 

electricity cost per hours of irrigation estimated to be lower in case of flat tariff regime 

compared to metered tariff. So, to break the loop of food-groundwater-energy nexus, prime 

focus to advocate cropping patter for any region should be on availability of water resources 

and its efficient utilization. Augmentation of irrigation demand with surface or storage water 

and tweaking procurement policy of agricultural commodities could help in sustainable 

agricultural growth in the country. 

Keywords: Food grain, Groundwater, Energy, Nexus, India 

Note: The paper emanates from Ph.D. research work of first author titled “Groundwater-

Energy nexus in Agriculture and its Implications on Farm Economy in western Uttar Pradesh” 

conducted at ICAR-IARI, New Delhi.  
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Introduction 

In post Green Revolution era, irrigation played crucial role in transforming India’s 

agricultural production from food deficit to food surplus (Zaveri and Lobell 2019; Jin et al. 

2012; Narayanamoorthy 2007; Bhattarai et al. 2002; Pingali et al. 1997). In the wake of, water 

availability in right time and required quantity, groundwater emerged as reliable irrigation 

source and resulted into crop intensification over the years as farmer got substantially 

insulated against drought (Sarkar and Das 2014; Shah 2009; Dhawan 1982). Also, with 

groundwater irrigation which facilitates better in tailoring of water application timing and 

volume, crop yield and water productivity is higher than canal irrigation (Smilovic et al. 2015; 

Siebert and Doll 2010; Palanisami et al. 2006; Shah et al. 2003; Llamas and Custodio 2003; 

Dhawan 1995). In recent past, expansion of agricultural area under irrigation is primarily 

based on groundwater (Gandhi and Bhamoriya 2011) and became largest user of groundwater 

in world (Siebert et al. 2010). In securing food grain production, groundwater contributes 49 

per cent of rice and 72 per cent of wheat production (Smilovic et al. 2015).   

However, groundwater being free public resources without proprietorship coupled with 

growing dependency for irrigation, resulted into it’s over extraction (Chaudhuri and Ale 2014; 

Zhou et al. 2013; Qureshi et al. 2010). The unrestricted extraction of groundwater without 

accounting its availability in aquifer, led to stern depletion of groundwater level (Singh and 

Kasana 2017; Steward and Allen 2016; Patle et al. 2016; Machiwal and Jha 2014; Chaudhuri 

and Ale 2014; Panda et al. 2012; Chawla et al. 2010). The depletion is much more serious in 

north-western Indian states- Punjab, Haryana, Rajasthan and Delhi (40 mm/year) compared to 

other part of the world (Famiglietti 2014; Feng et al. 2013; Scanlon et al. 2012; Rodell et al. 

2009). In the past 20 years, groundwater extraction stage almost doubled (CGWB 2019; 

Tripathi 2016; Singh and Singh 2002) and over exploited block more than tripled (CGWB 

2019; Tripathi 2016; Planning Commission 2007). Electrification of wells increased from 51 

per cent in year 1993 to 73 per cent in year 2013 and in north-western states such as Punjab 

and Haryana, colossal beneficiary of Green Revolution, more than 90 percent of wells are 

electrified (GoI 2017). The alarming rate of groundwater depletion will be detrimental for 

sustainable aquifer development and will escalate its extraction cost, setting pressure on 

agricultural production system (Chaudhuri and Ale 2014; Gandhi and Bhamoriya 2011; 

Akther et al. 2009; Zektser et al. 2005). 

Motivation for the study: With depleting groundwater resource, government reinforced 

electrification of wells enabling farmer to access deeper aquifer which could have cascading 

effect on agricultural production system in future. So, a study aiming to establish linkages 

between food, groundwater and energy in Indian agriculture with empirical evidence from 

farm households’ survey could be of absolute necessity in paving sustainable growth of 

agriculture. 
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The papers begin with historical evolution and illustration of food-groundwater-energy 

nexus in India. At country level, mapping of Indian districts for electrified wells, groundwater 

extraction and water level presented with discussion of overall scenarios. Based on district 

level panel data of Uttar Pradesh, attempt made to establish linkages between groundwater 

and food grain production. Groundwater extraction cost and determinant of wells 

electrification, estimated based on farm household survey data. Then, subsequently 

economics of electricity tariff under metered and flat rate regime worked. Finally, estimate of 

energy use in groundwater extraction at district level presented. In last section of paper 

concluded.  

Food-groundwater-energy nexus approach in Indian Agriculture 

The government of United Province (now Uttar Pradesh) aggressively promoted newly 

developed tubewell technology in 1930s (Shah 2012; Pant 1994). However, in year 1950s, 

adoption of tubewell among farmers was very minimal due to high initial and operating cost 

coupled with smaller farm size which acted as major impediments (Shah et al. 2012). 

Therefore, government established public tubewell and facilitated irrigation water at 

subsidised rates to smaller farmers (Pant 1994; Shankar 1992; Kolavalli and Shah 1989). But, 

these efforts also failed to foster desired utilization of groundwater until the onset of Green 

Revolution in mid-1960s, which emphasized irrigation as keystone input in enhancing crop 

productivity. In canal command area, tubewell acted as vertical drainage and deaden water 

logging and salinity issues (Dhawan 1982). Considering tubewell as a “Public good” created 

by private, government intensively endorsed promotion of tubewell irrigation especially in 

Indo-Gangetic plains (Dhawan 1982; Shah 1993; Shah et al. 2012). Subsidized tubewell 

installation, electricity connection and tariff to be collected from farmers, led to massive use 

of groundwater from western to eastern part of the country (Shah et al. 2012). Higher 

intensification of groundwater irrigation and cheaper electricity tariff created localised 

informal market assuring irrigation water to small and marginal landholders (Mukherji 2006; 

Wilson 2002; Shah 1993). Concurrently, surface irrigation system dwindled due to poor 

maintenance of previously created irrigation infrastructure and low reliability to fulfil crop 

water requirement. Also, surface irrigation could not adapt to fulfil increasing crop water 

requirement with increase in irrigated area and farmer switching to water intensive crop 

(Mukherji 2020). 

With intensification of tubewell irrigation, groundwater level declined in many part of 

the country directly affecting its extraction cost. Surface pump become unusable if water level 

goes below 8 meter and necessitate farmers to install submersible technology for groundwater 

extraction (Sekhri 2012). Also, deepening water level reduces discharge rate of wells and 

needed more pumping hours to draft same quantity of groundwater. Farmers were either 

forced (groundwater level depleted more than 8 meters) or incentivised by government policy 

to electrify their wells. By early 1990s, the environmental costs of energy-groundwater nexus 
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became increasingly clear with rapid decline in groundwater level (Shah et al. 2012). There 

had been enormous increase in electrified tubewell from less than 1 million in 1980s to 13.7 

million in 2013 (GoI 2017) escalating electricity demand for agriculture on other side.  

With increased number of electric tubewells, “transaction cost” in form of meter 

installation and reading, its repair and maintenance, billing and collecting electricity charges 

increased rapidly due to distantly located tubewells (Shah et al. 2012; Rao and Govindarajan 

2003; Shah 1993). In 1980s, out of total cost in electricity supply to agriculture, nearly 1/3rd 

consisted of metering and monitoring cost in Uttar Pradesh and Maharashtra (Sidhu et al. 

2020; Shah 1993). Metered tariff best suited when groundwater drafted by few farmers with 

large landholding size (Shah 2009). Comprehending the drawback of metered tariff, majority 

of the states implemented flat tariff policy in 1970s for agriculture under which farmer need 

to pay fixed amount of money irrespective of pumping hours (Shah et al. 2012; Mukherji 

2020). Flat tariff system incentivised tubewell owner to sell water to other farmers without of 

it and led to emergence of competitive market in many states (Mukherji 2007; Sidhu et al. 

2020; Shah 1993). Uttar Pradesh became leading example where private “water seller” 

emerged as more efficient in fulfilling irrigation demand of “water buyer” and crowded out 

public tubewells (Pant 1994; Shankar 1992). In north-western and southern India, government 

support policy for electricity supply to agriculture and groundwater depletion entered in a 

vicious cycle activating each other (Dubash 2007). Under flat tariff system, quality of farm 

power in term of voltage, interruption and timing are poor compared to electricity user who 

paid full tariff and many time resulted into higher cost in pump repair and maintenance (Shah 

et al. 2012; Monari 2002; World Bank 2001). In the beginning, benefits of government 

intervention in groundwater irrigation trickled to water buyer (Shah 1993) but, in recent past, 

groundwater depletion and irregular power supply consumed these benefits (Mukherji 2008). 

Also, flat tariff implemented assuming recovery of total cost in future and will give relief to 

electricity board which never happened due to socio-political scenario of states who opposed 

metering or hike in electricity tariff (Mukherji 2006). In agriculture, mushrooming of 

electrified wells under flat tariff regime put financial burden on electricity board and acted as 

hideout for all power losses (Shah et al. 2012). Figure 1 illustrates food-groundwater-energy 

nexus in agriculture.  

Figure 1. Illustration of Food-groundwater-energy nexus 
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Source: Study pathway by authors’  

Data and methods 

Data sources  

The study is based on both primary and secondary data sources. Primary data sources 

collected from Eastern Yamuna Canal command area of western Uttar Pradesh following 

stratified random sampling. Secondary data collected from Ministry of Agriculture and 

Farmers Welfare, Ministry of Jal Shakti (CGWB, CWC, Minor Irrigation Census etc.), 

International Crops Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics (ICRISAT) data repository, 

Economic and Political Weekly Research Foundation (EPWRF) data repository, Central 

Electricity Authority, Statistical Abstracts of various states etc. 

Sampling procedure 

In western Uttar Pradesh, colossal beneficiary of Green Revolution, a survey of 238 farm 

households was conducted in Eastern Yamuna Canal (EYC) command area in the 

Agricultural year 2019-20 to document socio-economic parameters, ownership and use of 

irrigation infrastructure, groundwater level at their field, access to energy source for irrigation, 

availability of canal water to farm lands etc. EYC flows through the 5 districts of western 

Uttar Pradesh and they were categorized purposively as Saharanpur district and upper region 

of Shamli as head, lower region of Shamli and upper region of Baghpat as middle and lower 

region of Baghpat and Ghaziabad as tail command area of this canal (Figure 2). In each 

categorized canal command area, six villages were selected randomly in head, middle and tail 

of a distributaries emerging from categorized main canal. From each village, 13 farm 
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households were selected randomly to collect information on socio-economic parameters, 

canal and groundwater access, input use pattern for crops grown and recognized benefits with 

canal existence. Overall, 18 villages were surveyed and the information were collected from a 

total 238 randomly selected farmers equally distributed in head, middle and tail commands of 

EYC. 

 

 

Figure 2. Whereabouts of study area  

Empirical strategy 

To find out effect of groundwater depletion on food grain production: Panel regression 

Based on data availability, 70 districts of Uttar Pradesh included in panel analysis for 

period of 1997-2015. Following panel regression model used: 

Ynt = αnt + ∑ βnt Xnt + εnt 

Where, n=1, 2, 3….N; N number of cross sectional dimensions (here districts); t=1, 2, 

3…T; T is the number of time dimension (here years); Ynt =dependent variable (food grain 

production) of nth district at tth year; αnt  = unknown intercept for each district; βnt 

=coefficient to be estimated; Xnt=Vector of independent variables of nth district at tth time 

period; εnt =error term. Independent variables included in the model are groundwater level, 

area share of food grain, rainfall, fertilizer consumption per hectare and irrigation extent.   

To find out factor affecting electrification of tubewells: Probit regression  

Probit model employed to know the factor affecting electrification of tubewell. Probit 

model are as follow: 

Y = βX′ + ε 
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Where Y is indicator variable for electrification of wells  

Y = {
1, if farmer electrify tubewells

0, if farmer don′t electrify tubewell  
 

X′ represent vector of explanatory variables included in the model, β stand for coefficient 

to be estimated and ε is random error. Marginal effect, indicating effect of a unit change in 

predictor variables on the probability of dependent variable, estimated for each predictor 

variable. 

∂P(yi = 1|xi)/ ∂xi =  ∂E(yi|xi)/ ∂xi = φ(x′iβ)β 

The explanatory variables included in the model are groundwater level, ownership of 

wells, land holding size, irrigation water charge, farming experience, schooling years, canal 

category, member of social organization, off farm income, share of water intensive crops and 

land fragmentation. 

To compare spatial and temporal change in energy consumption for groundwater 

extraction  

Energy (kWh) =
9.8 m/s2 ∗ Lift(meter) ∗ Mass(kg)

3.62 ∗ 106 ∗ ηp(%)
 

Where, lift is total dynamic head for lifting groundwater, mass refers to weight of 

groundwater (1000 kg water = 1 cubic meter water) and ηp is overall pumping efficiency 

(40%).  

Result and discussion 

Food grain production and irrigation status in India  

With advent of green revolution technologies in India, country food grain production 

increased from 82 million tonnes in 1960-61 to 285 million tonnes in year 2018-19 primarily 

contributed by paddy and wheat (figure 3). Higher production growth of paddy and wheat 

emanate from government procurement policy under minimum support price and its dispersal 

through public distribution system (Pingali et al. 2017), while production of other crops 

especially nutri-cereals neglected despite providing high nutritive value with low water 

requirement.
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Figure 3. Food grain production and irrigation status in India 

 

Source: GoI, 2019 

Increase in irrigation infrastructure enabled farmer to grow more than one crop in a year 

causing increase in cropping intensity (figure 4) (Gandhi and Namboodiri 2009; Jain et al. 

2021). Over the years, groundwater proved to be more reliable source of irrigation and 

dominated Indian irrigation (64 per cent of irrigated area) as groundwater irrigation resulted 

into higher crop productivity compared to canal irrigation (Smilovic et al. 2015; Siebert and 

Doll 2010; Palanisami et al. 2006; Shah et al. 2003; Llamas and Custodio 2003; Dhawan 

1995). With 20.52 million irrigation wells, India annually drafts 250 BCM of groundwater 

which is largest in the world (GoI 2017; GoI 2019; Aeschbach-Hertig and Gleeson 2012). In 

pre-Green revolution year, canals were to fulfil water requirement of maximum one crop 

(Mukherji 2020). In later period, with fragmentation of land, farmers needed more than one 

crop in year which drove them toward groundwater irrigation neglecting canal irrigation. 

Further, farmers preferred own irrigation sources rather than common resources which led to 

downturn of canal irrigation system (Shah 2009).   
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Figure 4. Irrigation intensity and sources of irrigation in India  

 

Source: GoI, 2019 

Electricity use in Indian agriculture and groundwater status across Indian districts 

In agriculture, electricity mainly consumed to pump out water from aquifers (Barik et al. 

2017; Birner et al. 2011; Scott and Shah 2004). Out of total 20 million wells, about 73 per 

cent are electrified and consumes nearly 18 per cent of total electricity consumption (GoI 

2017). Electricity consumption increased significantly in post Green Revolution era, from 

nearly 3 terrawatt hours (TWh) in 1970 to 213 terrawatt hours (TWh) in 2018-19 (figure 5a). 

Of the total electricity consumption in Indian agriculture, four states namely-Maharashtra, 

Telangana, Rajasthan and Karnataka consumes nearly half of it (CEA 2020). 

In Indian agriculture, electrification of wells is primarily driven either by government 

policy of supplying subsidised electricity to farmers (Mukharji 2020; Shah et al. 2012) or 

depletion of groundwater level turning diesel engine non-functional (Sekhri 2012). 

Electrification is higher in western and southern region of the country and, further, it got 

intensified over the years (figure 5b). Free electricity policy for agriculture was implemented 

by Tamil Nadu since 1990 (Rao 2017) followed by Punjab in year 1997 (Singh 2012), then in 

year 2004, Andhra Pradesh government passed an order for free electricity for agriculture 

(Fosli 2014) and then subsequently in Karnataka followed same path (Kannan 2013). 

Government policy of free/subsidised electricity to farming community was intended to make 

farming better off, however it steered toward groundwater depletion threatening to future food 

production ecosystem. Significant lower cost of groundwater extraction from electric wells 

compared to diesel operated wells, incentivised farmers to over draft groundwater without 

accounting aquifer sustainability. Consequently, Indian regions with higher electrification, 

shows over extraction of water from aquifers (figure 5c) and resulting groundwater depletion 

(figure 5d) compared to other part of country. In India, about 17 per cent of 6881 assessment 

blocks (groundwater observation units) categorized as over-exploited i.e., annual groundwater 

extraction exceeds natural recharge (CGWB 2019). These over-exploited blocks primarily 

concentrated in the region where wells electrification is higher. In north-western region of 
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country, Punjab and Haryana states, groundwater extraction is about 66 and 36 per cent higher 

than its aquifer replenishment respectively (CGWB 2019). In northern and eastern region of 

the country where groundwater extraction is lower than its aquifer replenishment and 

augmented with lower electrification, shows presence of groundwater at shallow depth and 

farmer with diesel engine could able to meet irrigation water requirement. 

Figure 5: Electricity consumption and groundwater status in India 

  

a. Electricity consumption in Indian 

agriculture 

b. Electrification of wells 

  

c. Groundwater extraction d. Groundwater level 

 

Empirical evidences from Uttar Pradesh 

Uttar Pradesh, an Indian state, is divided into four major agro-ecological zones viz. 

Bundelkhand, Central, Eastern and Western zone. The salient agricultural features of the state 

are provided in table 1. In the state, groundwater is a major source of irrigation contributing 

more than 80 per cent of irrigated area. Cropping intensity is highest in western Uttar Pradesh 
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compared to other zones of the state. Also, fertilizer consumption per hectare and irrigation 

extent for this zone is highest compare to other zones of the state. Western zone of state, 

farmers primarily grow sugarcane crop (also termed as sugarcane belt) which reduces share of 

food grain area to gross cropped area. Rainfall in the state is lesser than the country average 

(1190 mm) and western zone receives least rainfall compare to other zones of state. Rate of 

groundwater depletion is more intense in western Uttar Pradesh as higher dependency on 

groundwater to fulfil crop water requirement led to higher extraction of groundwater. 

Table 1. Key characteristics of Uttar Pradesh, India 

Particulars Bundelkhand Central Eastern Western 

Uttar 

Pradesh 

Geographical area (000’ ha) 2962 4476 8696 8036 24170 

Net cropped area (000’ ha) 2058 2973 5545 6023 16598 

Gross cropped area (000’ ha) 2924 4598 8750 9875 26147 

Gross irrigated area (000’ 

ha) 1464 3881 6794 8825 20965 

Surface irrigation (%)  44.47 18.32 24.11 11.91 16.27 

Groundwater irrigation (%)  55.53 81.68 75.89 88.09 83.73 

Cropping intensity (%) 142.07 154.69 157.82 163.95 157.53 

Fertilizer consumption kg 

per hectares 
145.13 157.48 160.56 172.70 163.56 

Irrigation extent (%) 50.07 84.41 77.65 89.37 80.18 

Share of food grain area to 

gross cropped area (%) 
66.74 82.78 92.20 73.64 81.14 

Average# annual rainfall 

(mm)  707.09 721.59 835.74 605.45 717.47 

Depth of groundwater level 

(m)  

9.47  

(-13.26) 

8.76 

(-14.28) 

6.97 

(-27.57) 

10.74 

(-50.81) 

8.9 

(-37.43) 

Stage of groundwater 

extraction (%) 
69.47 64.95 65.26 83.98 70.18 

Note: #- in last 15 years; figure in parenthesis is per cent change in groundwater level between year 2000 and 

2016. Source: MoA&FW, GoI. 

Effect of groundwater depletion on food grain production of Uttar Pradesh 

Uttar Pradesh contributes nearly one-fifth of total food grain (cereals & millets and 

pulses) production in the country (GoI 2019). Based on district level panel regression, an 

attempt was made to find out effect of groundwater depletion on food grain production in the 

state. Result of selected fixed effect model indicates that depletion in groundwater level by 

one meter will reduce food grain production by 1.8 per cent (table 2). In Uttar Pradesh, nearly 

84 per cent of irrigated area dependent on groundwater and nearly 85 per cent of the wells are 

diesel operated (GoI 2017). Groundwater depletion will reduce discharge rate of existing 

wells and farmers need to operate their wells extra hours to fulfil crop water requirement. This 

will put extra financial burden on resource constrained farmers in context of rising fuel prices 
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and farmers may respond by cutting down number and duration of irrigation without fulfilling 

crop water requirement affecting food grain production. The depletion of groundwater level 

beyond 8 mbgl will make surface pump unusable necessitating farmers to install submersible 

for groundwater extraction (Sekhri 2012). Other variables included in the model are share of 

food grain area to gross cropped area, rainfall, and irrigation extent have positive and 

significant effect on food grain production indicating that increase in these variables will lead 

to higher production of food grains in the state.  
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Table 2. Effect of groundwater level on food grain production 

Dependent variable: Ln(Food production in thousand tonnes) 

 

Fixed effect estimate Random effect estimate 

Predictor variables Coefficient 

Std. 

Err. P>t Coefficient 

Std. 

Err. P>z 

Groundwater level (meters) -0.018 0.004 0.000 -0.020 0.004 0.000 

Share of food grain area to 

gross cropped area (%) 0.014 0.001 0.000 0.012 0.001 0.000 

Ln( rainfall in millimetre) 0.019 0.008 0.016 0.019 0.008 0.018 

Ln(Fertilizer consumption 

kg per hectares) 0.015 0.019 0.407 0.011 0.019 0.557 

Irrigation extent (%) 0.004 0.001 0.000 0.005 0.001 0.000 

Constant 11.750 0.168 0.000 11.797 0.168 0.000 

sigma_u 0.432 0.392 

sigma_e 0.175 0.175 

rho 0.859 0.834 

Prob > F  0.000 0.000 

Number of observations   1138 

Number of groups       70 

Hausman test 

Chi2  25.49 

Prob>chi2 0.000 (selection of fixed effect model) 

Cost of groundwater extraction and energy use in Uttar Pradesh  

Primary survey data of farm households in the western Uttar Pradesh indicates that 

nearly 60 per cent of the households own tubewell infrastructure of which about 57 per cent 

are electrified. Surveyed farmers were categorised into small and marginal (ownership of < 2 

hectares land) and large farmers (ownership of > 2 hectares landholding) for further analysis. 

Under the category of electric operated tubewells, farmer owns motor of similar power (10 

BHP) but large farmers operated their wells 68 per cent higher compared to small and 

marginal farmers. Based on amortization and depreciation, it was found that large farmers 

have substantially lower operating cost of tubewells as tubewells were operated for higher 

hours to meet irrigation requirement. Irrigation cost per hours estimated to be Rs. 32.07 and 

Rs.47.28 for large farmers and small & marginal respectively (table 3). The share of variable 

cost is nearly 56 per cent of total irrigation cost per hours. Discharge rate of wells ranges from 

739-777 litre per minute. Cost of groundwater extraction per cubic meter is Rs.1.13 and 

Rs.0.74 for small & marginal farmers and large farmers respectively. For extraction of one 

cubic meter groundwater, farmers need 0.170-0.162 kWh of energy.  

Diesel operated farmers, possesses engine of about 8 BHP which is lesser power 

compared to electric operated households. Farmers operated lesser hours of diesel based 

engine compared to electrified tubewells as operating cost with diesel engine is substantially 

higher. Estimate shows that irrigation cost per hours with diesel engine is almost 2.5 times to 
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3.5 times higher than electric operated wells (table 3). In diesel operated wells, nearly 80-90 

per cent of irrigation cost is variable cost due to higher cost of fuel. Cost of groundwater 

extraction for one cubic meter is considerably lower than electric operated tubewells. 
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Table 3. Cost of groundwater extraction and energy use in western Uttar Pradesh 

 

Small & 

marginal farmers  

(73) 

Large farmers 

(55) 

Electric operated tubewells 

Motor power (BHP) 9.99 10.00 

Water table (meters) 17.10 16.94 

Draw down (meters) 8.25 7.72 

Total tubewell operated in year (hours)  767.02 1291.21 

Amortized irrigation cost (Rs./hours) 47.28 32.07 

Share of variable cost (%) 56.84 56.20 

Share of fixed cost (%) 43.16 43.80 

Discharge rate of wells (litres/min) 738.70 777.32 

Average groundwater extraction of tubewell 

(m3/years)  34248.55 60515.29 

Cost of groundwater extraction (Rs./m3) 1.13 0.74 

Energy used in groundwater extraction (kWh/m3) 0.170 0.162 

Diesel operated tubewells 

Engine power (BHP) 8.14 8.18 

Water table (meters) 15.51 12.26 

Draw down (meters) 7.32 6.57 

Total tubewell operated in year (hours) 498.07 904.82 

Amortized irrigation cost (Rs./hours) 119.16 114.48 

Share of variable cost (%) 79.34 88.40 

Share of fixed cost (%) 20.66 11.60 

Discharge rate of wells (litres/minute) 721.17 816.74 

Average groundwater extraction of tubewell 

(m3/years)  20482.89 44300.05 

Cost of groundwater extraction (Rs./m3) 2.95 2.48 

Energy used in groundwater extraction (kWh/m3) 0.152 0.125 

Note: farmers in the surveyed region put the suction inside well and power transmitted through pulley, so it can 

work more than 8 meter based on depth of its placement.  

1m3 =1000 litres 

Determinants for switching diesel to electric tubewells in western Uttar Pradesh  

Rural electrification drive including providing separate feeder for agricultural use have 

incentivised farmers to replace diesel based water extraction unit with electric motor. Also, 

with depletion of groundwater more than 8 meters, surface pump become unusable and 

farmers are forced to electrify their tubewells. With probit regression analysis authors 

attempted to capture these factors controlling other key variables in the model and presented 

result in table 4. Estimate indicates that with deepening of groundwater level, farmers 

switches toward electrification of their wells as diesel engine become inefficient or unusable 

after certain depth of groundwater level. Installation of electric tubewells need huge 
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investment, so farmers (close in relation or farm field at same locale) come together for 

installation and that reflected by positive effect of joint ownership on adoption of tubewell.  

Other factors included in the model like land holding size of farm household indicating higher 

requirement of irrigation water and education level of the household head representing know-

how of technological advancement, affects positively to adoption of electric tubewell. Off 

farm income affected positively to the farmers in electrifying their wells may be due to 

additional earning from other activities. The proclivity to grow water intensive crops like 

sugarcane, paddy and wheat (primarily dependent on assured irrigation in rabi season) have 

affected positively in electrifying wells. Land fragmentation affected negatively as farmers 

owning land at different places, consider difficult in investing lot of money at a field and buy 

water at other field. Other predictor variables included in the model like farm location to canal 

category and membership of social organisation came out to be non-significant. 
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Table 4. Factor affecting adoption of electric operated tubewells 

Dependent variable: Adoption of electric tubewell (Yes=1 No=0) 

Predictor variables 

Probit regression Average marginal effect 

Coefficien

t 

Robust 

Std. Err. P>z dy/dx 

Delta-

method Std. 

Err. P>z 

Groundwater level in 

meter) 
0.205 0.092 0.026 0.014 0.006 0.021 

Ownership of wells 

(single=0, joint=1)  
1.059 0.640 0.098 0.072 0.043 0.092 

Land holding size (ha) 0.513 0.189 0.007 0.035 0.012 0.003 

Irrigation water charge 

(high=1, no=0) 
4.410 0.978 0.000 0.302 0.047 0.000 

Farming experience (years)  
-0.068 0.030 0.021 

-

0.005 
0.002 0.011 

Schooling (year) 0.148 0.089 0.096 0.010 0.006 0.088 

Canal category (head=1, 

otherwise=0) 
1.045 1.112 0.347 0.071 0.075 0.342 

Member of social 

organisation (Yes=1, No=0) 
0.720 0.641 0.262 0.049 0.042 0.239 

Off farm income (yes=1 

no=0) 
2.995 1.243 0.016 0.205 0.076 0.007 

Share of water intensive 

crop (%) 
0.293 0.065 0.000 0.020 0.003 0.000 

Land fragmentation (nos.) 
-4.810 0.945 0.000 

-

0.329 
0.035 0.000 

Constant -10.627 3.870 0.006 
   

Number of observations 128 

Prob > chi2 0.000 

Pseudo R2 0.812 

Economics of electricity tariff regime in agriculture of Uttar Pradesh   

In Uttar Pradesh, electricity supply to agriculture is under flat rate tariff and was revised 

in September, 2019 (UPPCL 2019). The farmers of Uttar Pradesh are served with two options 

i.e., either to have flat tariff rate or can install meter for electricity use in agriculture. However, 

in the entire sample of household survey in western Uttar Pradesh, installed meter for 

electricity use in groundwater extraction could not ascertained. Based on assumptions that 

farmers will have similar electricity use pattern for irrigation same crop, working cost of 

groundwater extraction computed under different scenarios. 

In the sampled farm household, the average power of motors is 10 horse power (BHP) 

and surveyed framers revealed that electricity is available for nearly 11 hours in a day (in 

fragment) throughout the year. However, there could be instances such as technical glitch 

causing transformer to burn up, or wire stolen by thieves etc. when there could be no 

electricity supply. Based on cropping pattern of the surveyed farm household, total irrigation 
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hours (including pumping hours given/sold to other fellow farmers) used in a year estimated 

and subsequently divided by total month to arrived at average hours use of electricity per 

month. Estimation shows that effective (actual) use of electricity per month is nearly one-

fourth of total availability as electric pumps are not been operated when the essential farm 

operations like weeding, hoeing, harvesting etc. are being carried out except irrigation.  

Electricity acts as enabler to avail groundwater in congruence with irrigation water 

requirement of the crop. So, electricity use for groundwater extraction is substantially lower 

than its availability.   

The Uttar Pradesh Power Corporation Limited has hiked flat tariff rate for agriculture by 

Rs. 20 per BHP in year 2019 compared to previous tariff. For the farm household operating 

motors under flat tariff regime, the increase in electricity tariff resulted in rise of operating 

cost of motor by about 13 per cent from Rs.18.37 to Rs.20.82 per hours (table 5).   
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Table 5. Electricity cost under categorised regime in western Uttar Pradesh 

Particulars 

September, 2019  

After  Before  

Average power of motor@ (BHP) 10 10 

Electricity availability$ in month (hours)  335.70 335.70 

Effective# electricity use (hours/month) 81.64 81.64 

Share of electricity use to available (%) 24.32 24.32 

Flat tariff 

Electricity tariff (Rs./BHP/month) 170 150 

Electricity bill (Rs./month) 1700 1500 

Electricity cost if motor run for entire hours of available 

electricity (Rs./hour) 5.06 4.47 

Electricity cost at current use rate of farmers (Rs./hour) 20.82 18.37 

Metered tariff 

Tariff rate (Rs./Kwh) 2.00 1.75 

Electricity charge with effective use (Rs./month) 1218 1066 

Fixed charge (Rs./month) 700 600 

Total electricity charge (Rs./month) 1918 1666 

Electricity charge (Rs./hour) 23.49 20.40 

Metered tariff -under minimum charge regime 

Minimum charge (Rs./month) 1600 1400 

Electricity charge (Rs./hour) 19.60 17.15 

Note: @-based on primary survey in Uttar Pradesh; $- estimated based average daily electricity availability 

of 11.19 hours; #-based on yearly use of electricity in agriculture by farm households (survey based); ^- 

estimated from primary survey data; 

For the farmers who installed meter for electricity use in agriculture, extra Rs.0.25 to be 

paid for each consumption unit and also fixed charge at electricity supply side increased by 

Rs.10 per BHP per month. Based on current utilization hours of electricity, famers need to 

pay Rs.1918 per month which is 15 per cent higher than pervious bill. Estimate shows 

electricity cost per hour to farmer increased from Rs.20.40 to Rs.23.49 which higher than flat 

tariff rate of electricity which could be key explaining factor why farmers prefer flat tariff. 

Based on metered tariff, estimate shows that farmers need to pay minimum charge of 

Rs.19.60 per hours under existing tariff regime. 

Energy use for groundwater extraction in Uttar Pradesh  

Based on minor irrigation census data, energy use in groundwater extraction to irrigate 

crop field estimated employing standard method (Patle et al. 2016) assuming pump efficiency 

40 per cent (table 6). In each agro-climatic zones, energy consumption for groundwater 

extraction increased in year 2013-14 compared to year 2006-07. Western plain zone uses 

highest amount of energy for extraction of one cubic meter groundwater since year 2013-14. 

Highest change in energy use occurred in Vindhayan zones (29.52%) where more than 60 per 

cent of total wells is dug wells. The spatial and temporal change in energy use at districts of 

Uttar Pradesh is presented in figure 6.  
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Table 6. Energy use in groundwater extraction  

Agro-climatic zones 
Energy use in groundwater extraction (kWh/m3) 

2013-14 2006-07 Per cent change 

Bhabar and Terai  0.201 0.191 5.63 

Bundelkhand  0.257 0.219 17.62 

Central plains 0.243 0.210 15.76 

Eastern plains  0.224 0.196 13.83 

Mid-Western plains 0.213 0.201 5.93 

North Eastern plains  0.201 0.177 13.59 

South-western semi-arid  0.238 0.213 11.80 

Vindhyan  0.196 0.152 29.52 

Western plains  0.275 0.230 19.60 

Uttar Pradesh 0.232 0.202 14.69 

 

 

Figure 6. Spatial and temporal change in energy use for groundwater extraction 

Conclusion 

Groundwater irrigation played indispensible role in securing food security for India. 

Growing dependence on groundwater coupled with electrification of wells led to groundwater 

depletion in many part of country. Government policy to bestow electricity at subsidised rate 

or free to farmers accentuated stages of groundwater extraction and electricity consumption 

over the years. Indian districts with higher electrification of well are the almost same district 

where groundwater extraction rate is high and water level exist at greater depth. Analysis 

based on district level panel regression for Uttar Pradesh shows that groundwater depletion is 

negatively associated with food grain production. Result also indicates that with groundwater 

depletion, farmers switch toward electric wells and for the farmers, operated under flat rate 

tariff, irrigation cost is lowest compared to metered tariff regime. So, to break the loop food-

groundwater-energy nexus, prime focus of crop selection for any region should be on 

availability of groundwater and its efficient utilization keeping dietary need of peoples at 
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pivotal. Augmentation of irrigation demand with surface water and procurement policy of 

agricultural commodities could help in restricting groundwater depletion.  
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Appendices 

Appendix I. Electricity tariff across Indian states  

States 

Electrified 

wells 

(%) 

Share of 

over-

exploited 

units  

Groundwater 

irrigated 

area (%) 

Groundwater 

extraction 

stage 

Decadal 

change in 

water level 

(%) 

Existing tariff 

for irrigation 

pump 

(Rs./kWh) 

Punjab 96 79(138) 72.14 165.77 42.86 0.00 

Haryana  93 61(128) 61.58 136.91 28.61 0.10 

Rajasthan 71 63(295) 72.54 139.88 -1.38 0.90 

Tamil Nadu 94 40(1166) 62.42 80.94 5.79 0.00 

Karnataka 99 26(176) 52.86 69.87 -5.4 0.00 

Telangana 100 12(584) 80.15 65.45 30.91 0.00 

Uttar Pradesh 15 11(830) 82.7 70.18 10.39 2.00 

Gujarat 99 10(248) 78.02 63.89 11.84 0.60 

Andhra Pradesh 91 7(670) 40.95 44.15 -19.93 0.00 

Note- figure in parenthesis is total number of assessment unit in the state as per CGWB report. 

 

Appendix II. Ranking of Indian state based on water availability per hectare  

States 

Annual groundwater (Billion 
cubic meter per year) 

Irrigation 
use (%) 

Stage 
extra-
ction 
(%) 

Over 
exploit

ed 
blocks 

(%) 

Net available 
per hectares 
(MCM/1000 

ha) Rank# 

Gross 
replenish

able 
Net 

available Draft 

Assam 28.67 24.26 2.73 72.16 11.25 0 5.98 1 

Bihar 31.41 28.99 13.26 81.30 45.76 2 3.83 2 

Odisha 16.74 15.57 6.57 80.37 42.18 0 3.24 3 

Jharkhand 6.21 5.69 1.58 50.63 27.73 1 3.14 4 

Tamil Nadu 20.22 18.2 14.73 88.66 80.94 40 3.00 5 

Punjab 23.93 21.58 35.78 96.59 165.77 79 2.74 6 

West Bengal 29.33 26.56 11.84 91.55 44.6 0 2.69 7 

Andhra Pradesh 21.22 20.15 8.9 88.20 44.15 7 2.68 8 

Uttarakhand 3.04 2.89 1.64 79.27 56.83 0 2.67 9 

Telangana 13.62 12.37 8.09 87.64 65.45 12 2.53 10 

Uttar Pradesh 69.92 65.32 45.84 89.20 70.18 11 2.49 11 

Jammu & 
Kashmir 

2.89 2.6 0.76 26.32 29.47 0 2.24 12 

Kerala 5.77 5.21 2.67 45.69 51.27 1 1.98 13 

Chhattisgarh 11.57 10.57 4.7 84.68 44.43 0 1.87 14 

Gujarat 22.37 21.25 13.58 94.55 63.89 10 1.84 15 

Madhya Pradesh 36.42 34.47 18.88 92.32 54.76 7 1.45 16 

Haryana 10.15 9.13 12.5 92.24 136.91 61 1.40 17 

Maharashtra 31.64 29.9 16.33 92.47 54.62 3 1.27 18 

Karnataka 16.84 14.79 10.34 90.81 69.87 26 1.23 19 

Himachal 
Pradesh 

0.51 0.46 0.39 51.28 86.37 50 0.49 20 

Rajasthan 13.21 11.99 16.77 88.55 139.88 63 0.48 21 

India 431.13 392.04 
248.4

7 
89.08 63.38 17 1.99 22 

Note: #-based on net groundwater availability per unit area. Source: CGWB, 2019 
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Abstract 

Cassava is primarily an industrial crop In India, as over 60% of cassava produced is used 

as industrial raw material. In India, commercial cassava cultivation is restricted to southern 

states viz., Tamil Nadu, Kerala and Andhra Pradesh as well as the North-Eastern States. 

Cassava is mainly used for human consumption, industrial applications and animal feed sector. 

In recent years, the expansion of cassava cultivation is taking place to non-traditional areas 

namely Maharashtra and Gujarat to meet the projected demand for starch and bioethanol in 

the coming decades. This study analyses the status of cassava crop, demand and supply and 

trade dynamics of cassava starch in India. Growth rate analysis revealed that even though the 

area under cassava cultivation in India is declining, increased productivity has resulted into 

higher production (1.7%) over the years. It was estimated that 8.07 lakh tons of cassava starch 

are being produced annually and demand for cassava starch is expected to increase 1.7% by 

2021. India is one of the major importer of cassava (manioc) starch and exporting with less 

quantity as compared to other starches. Since there is an increasing trend in cassava 

productivity in India, it can emerge as self-reliant in cassava starch production if the 

processing facilities are improved in cassava-producing states. 

Keywords: cassava, growth, instability index, starch, sago, trade dynamics, India 

JEL Code: Q13, Q17, Q18 
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Introduction 

Cassava starch is extracted from the roots of the cassava plant (Manihot esculenta Crantz) 

and it mainly contains carbohydrates and low amounts of nutrients (Montagnac et al. 2009; 

Blagbrough et al. 2010). It ranked fourth as a food crop after rice, maize, and wheat and is a 

staple food for more than 500 million people in the world (Balagopalan et al. 1988; Moorthy, 

2002; Davis et al. 2003; Tonukari, 2004; Lebot, 2009). About 60-70% of cassava produced 

globally is used for human consumption (El-sharkawy, 2003). Cassava is mainly produced in 

the continents of Africa followed by Asia and America. Nigeria is the largest producer of 

cassava which accounts for 19.50% of the global production (FAOSTAT, 2019). In India, 

cassava is cultivated in nine states with three southern states viz. Kerala, Tamil Nadu, and 

Andhra Pradesh contributing to about 96% of the total production (Government of India, 

2018). Cassava is a secondary staple food in Kerala, while it is an industrial crop in Tamil 

Nadu and Andhra Pradesh. Cassava is mainly used for human consumption, industrial 

applications and animal feed sector in India. About 60% of the total cassava produced in India 

is used as a raw material to produce starch, sago and dry chips (Srinivas, 2007), and it has 

scope for wider applications in food, paper and textile industries (Moorthy, 2001). 

In recent years, cassava has been globally recognized as a potential candidate for 

bioethanol production due to its high carbohydrate content and ability to grow under low 

management conditions. In India, since the diversified uses of cassava are limited, it has a 

great scope for exploitation for bioethanol production. Hence, the purpose of this study was to 

understand the current status of cassava starch production and trade trends in India. With this 

background, the objectives of the study were to analyse the growth and instability in area, 

production and yield of cassava; to estimate the demand and supply of cassava starch and to 

study the trade dynamics of cassava starch in India.  

Methodology 

The study was based on secondary data compiled from various sources. The data on area, 

production, and yield of cassava from 1961-2019 were collected from the National 

Horticulture Board, Ministry of Agriculture and Farmers Welfare website, Government of 

India (http://nhb.gov.in). Cassava starch and sago production in Tamil Nadu during 2011-

2012 to 2017-2018 were collected from Salem Starch and Sago Manufacturers Service 

Industrial Co-operative Society Ltd., Tamil Nadu (SAGOSERVE). Cassava tuber yield per 

hectare, cassava starch yield, and cassava sago and ethanol production per tons of fresh 

cassava tubers were estimated based on the information collected from the various sources. 

Total cassava starch production in India was estimated based on usage of cassava tubers for 

industry excluding human consumption. 

Data regarding the commodity wise export and import of starch for the period 2017-2019 

was collected from the website of Agricultural and Processed Food Products Export 
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Development Authority, Government of India (http://apeda.gov.in). The country-wise data on 

export and import of cassava starch during 2011-2019 were obtained from World Integrated 

Trade Solution website (http://wits.worldbank.org). Tabular presentation, compound annual 

growth rate and instability index were used to analyse and interpret the data. Growth and 

instability in area, production and yield of cassava were analyzed for three periods viz., period 

I (1961-1980), period II (1981-2000) and period III (2001-2019). The instability index of area, 

production and yield of cassava was computed using Cuddy-Della Valle approach which is 

given in the formula. 

    𝐶𝐷𝑉𝐼 = 𝐶𝑉𝑋√(1 − 𝑅)2                                             ... (1) 

Where, CDVI is the Cuddy-Della Valle instability index (%), CV is the coefficient of 

variation (%) and R2 is the coefficient of determination from a time-trend regression adjusted 

for the number degrees of freedom.  

Results of the study 

Status of cassava in India 

Area under cassava crop has increased from 0.27 million ha in 1961 to 0.35 million ha in 

1980 and thereafter, the area decreased to 0.16 million ha in 2019 recording a growth rate of -

0.86% per annum (Table 1). Growth in cassava production followed a similar trajectory as of 

area, however in later years, advancement of input technology led to an improvement in the 

yield resulting in higher production (1.17% per annum). Growth in the area (2.44% per 

annum), production (6.89% per annum) and yield (4.35% per annum) was higher during the 

period 1961-1980. During 2001-2019, the per annum growth rates in area, production and 

yield were -1.67, -2.06 and -0.40%, respectively. The overall per annum growth rates in area, 

production and yield were -0.86, 1.17 and 2.05%, respectively. Increase in productivity of 

cassava has resulted in a higher production over the years. The similar findings have been 

reported by Edison et al. 2006.   

The period-wise instability index (1961-1980, 1981-2000 and 2001-2019) showed that 

the instability was higher for production compared to area and yield. However, the high 

instability in area, production and yield of cassava during the overall period reflects high risk 

associated with the crop which could be one of the reasons for the decreasing area under 

cassava cultivation in India. 
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Table 1. Growth and instability in area, production and yield of cassava in India 

Year Area  

(million 

ha) 

Production  

(million tons) 

Yield   

(tons/ha) 

1961 0.27 1.97 7.19 

1970 0.35 5.21 14.79 

1980 0.35 5.85 16.61 

1990 0.24 4.96 20.54 

2000 0.22 6.01 26.91 

2010 0.23 8.06 34.76 

2019 0.16 4.98 30.52 

1961-1980    

CAGR (%) 2.44 6.89 4.35 

Instability (%) 8.80 14.97 12.14 

1981-2000    

CAGR (%) -1.67 0.63 2.35 

Instability (%) 6.66 7.70 5.49 

2001-2019    

CAGR (%) -1.67 -2.06 -0.40 

Instability (%) 10.15 23.61 17.89 

1961-2019    

CAGR (%) -0.86 1.17 2.05 

Instability (%) 15.41 23.79 16.67 

Source: Authors estimated based on data collected from various sources 

Status of cassava starch production in India 

The annual cassava production in India is 4.98 million tons (FAOSTAT, 2019). About 

60% of the total cassava production (about 2.98 million tons) is being used as industrial raw 

material for the production of starch, sago, fried chips, flour etc. Rest of the cassava tubers 

(about 1.99 million tons) are used directly for human consumption in Kerala, Tamil Nadu, 

Andhra Pradesh and North-eastern states. About 2.98 million tons of tubers crushed for starch 

extraction producing about 8.07 lakh tons of cassava starch. 

Table 2. Cassava starch production in India 

Particulars Production  Source 

Cassava tuber yield 30 tons/hectare FAOSTAT, 2019 

Cassava starch yield 8 tons of starch/hectare (27% 

fresh weight basis– 270 kg of 

starch from 1 tons of fresh 

cassava tubers)  

Sajeev et al. 2012; 

Kaur et al. 2016 

Cassava sago yield  6tons of sago/hectare (20% of 

fresh weight basis – 200 kg of 

sago from 1 tons of fresh cassava 

tubers) 

Krishna Kumar et al. 

2020 

Cassava ethanol yield 4500 litres /hectare (one tons of 

fresh roots yields 150 litres of 

Wang, 2002 
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ethanol)  

Cassava flour yield 9 tons /hectare (1/3 of tuber 

yield/hectare) 

Kaur et al. 2016 

Total cassava starch 

production in India  

8.07  lakhtons Authors calculations 

Source: Authors calculations based on data collected from various sources 

Status of cassava starch and sago production through SAGOSERVE 

Nearly 90% of the cassava starch produced in India is from Tamil Nadu and the 

remaining is contributed by Andhra Pradesh and Kerala. There are approximately 250 starch 

and sago factories are there in Tamil Nadu and a majority of them are located in Salem and its 

adjoining districts. About 50% of the cassava starch is marketed through SAGOSERVE 

(Salem Starch and Sago Manufacturers Service Industrial Co-operative Society Ltd., Tamil 

Nadu) and the remaining quantity is marketed directly or through commission agents by the 

producers to the traders (Srinivas and Anantharaman, 2005).Sago is the major industrial 

product from cassava starch in India and about 70% of sago production is from Tamil Nadu. 

The major share (around 60%) of sago is sold through SAGOSERVE (Sankar and Mohanraj, 

2013). While the demand for sago is less in Tamil Nadu, the product is mainly sent to Uttar 

Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, and Gujarat, where the consumption is high, particularly during the 

months of fasting (Ashok Kumar, 2019).It is estimated that on average, 25,267 tons of 

cassava starch worth₹6184 lakh and 78648 tons of cassava sago worth ₹ 32225 lakh were 

produced annually between 2011-12 and 2017-18 by SAGOSERVE in Tamil Nadu (Table 3). 

Table 3. Starch and sago production through Sagoserve in Tamil Nadu, India during 

2011-12 to 2017-18 

Year 
Starch Sago 

Qty 

(MT) 

Value 

(₹in Lakh) 

Price 

(₹/kg) 
Qty (MT) 

Value 

(₹in Lakh) 

Price 

(₹/kg) 

2011-12 41362 7451.85 18.02 91487 26553.49 29.02 

2012-13 34792 7779.25 22.36 81473 27668.79 33.96 

2013-14 18912 7421.73 39.24 77729 41860.15 53.85 

2014-15 22628 6085.02 26.89 86133 41120.86 47.74 

2015-16 30352 6035.69 19.89 81897 25515.51 31.16 

2016-17 23057 6449.06 27.97 79818 34969.16 43.81 

2017-18 5768 2069.59 35.88 52001 27887.61 53.63 

Average 25267 6184.60 27.18 78648 32225.08 41.88 

Source: Authors calculations based on data collected from SAGOSERVE, Salem, Tamil Nadu

Demand for starches and starch products in India 

Table 4 categorizes the demand for starch and starch products in India. In the recent 

years, the demand for glucose and glucose syrup is the highest (34.1%) among categorized 

starch and its derivative followed by maize starch (26.2%) and dextrins and other modified 

starches (25.8%). For the country, it is expected that the demand for cassava starch to increase 

from 1.5% in year 2016 to 1.7% in year 2021.
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Table 4. The percentage demand for starch and starch products in India 

Product 2010 2016 2021 

Maize (corn) starch 19.8  24.1  26.2  

Manioc (cassava) starch 0.5  1.5  1.7  

Potato starch 0.8  1.4  1.4  

Wheat starch 0.2  0.5  0.5  

Inulin 0.4  0.3  0.3  

Wheat gluten 3.6  3.3  3.0  

Other maize (corn) oil 0.2  0.1  0.1  

Glucose and glucose syrup 32.3  34.8  34.1  

Chemically pure fructose 0.7  1.0  1.0  

Other fructose and fructose syrups 0.5  1.9  2.2  

Tapioca and substitutes 1.2  0.6  0.5  

Dextrins and other modified starches 33.0  26.8  25.8  

Other starches and starch products 6.8  3.7  3.2  

Source: Global research and data services from United Nations 

Status of export and import of cassava starch in India 

Commodity-wise export and import of different starches in India are presented in Table 5. 

Among the starches, the maize (corn) starch was the major exportable product which 

accounted for 95% of the total quantity and 90% of the total value of export starch, followed 

by tapioca and its substitutes prepared in the form of flakes and grains (1.62%) and Manioc 

(cassava) starch (1.41%). India is a major importer of manioc (cassava) starch accounting for 

73% of the total quantity and 53% of the total value of imported starch followed by potato 

starch (13%), maize (corn) starch (10%), and wheat starch (4%).  

Table 5. Commodity wise export and import of starch in India 

HS 

Code 
Product 

Average from 2017-2019 

Export Import 

Qty 

(MT) 

Value 

(000U

S$) 

Qty 

(% 

share) 

Value 

(% 

share) 

Qty 

(MT) 

Value 

(000U

S$) 

Qty 

(% 

share) 

Value 

(% 

share) 

110814 Manioc 

(cassava) 

starch  

2129 1112 1.41 1.82 22443 8545 72.69 52.66 

110812 Maize (corn) 

starch  

14319

2 

54964 94.59 89.88 3164 3667 10.25 22.60 

110813 Potato starch  1238 845 0.82 1.38 3962 3158 12.83 19.46 

110811 Wheat starch  1220 623 0.81 1.02 1167 665 3.78 4.10 
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190300 Tapioca and its 

substitutes in 

the form of 

flakes and 

others 

2457 2680 1.62 4.38 18 61 0.06 0.38 

110819 Starches (excl. 

of 1108.11-

1108.14)  

1143 929 0.76 1.52 120 131 0.39 0.81 

 Total 15137

9 

61154 100 100  30875 16226 100 

Source: Authors calculations based on APEDA data 

Country-wise export and import of cassava starch in India are presented in Table 6. 

South Africa is the major importer of cassava starch from India accounting for 28% of the 

total quantity and 19% of the total value of exported starch, followed by Malaysia (23%), 

United Arab Emirates (13%), Bangladesh (11%) and Sri Lanka (6%). On an average, about 

3925 tons of cassava starch with a worth of 649 thousand USD were exported annually during 

2011-2019. India is also one of the importers and producers of cassava starch. About 43% of 

the total quantity of cassava starch was imported from Vietnam, followed by Thailand (29%), 

Cambodia (26%), and United Kingdom (2%). About 17257 tons of cassava starch with a 

worth of 7275 thousand USD were imported annually. 

Table 6. Country-wise export and import of cassava starch in India (HS Code: 110814) 

Country Average from 2011- 2019 

Export Import 

Qty 

(MT) 

Value 

(000US$) 

Qty 

(% 

share) 

Value 

(% 

share) 

Qty 

(MT) 

Value 

(000US$) 

Qty 

(% 

share) 

Value 

(% 

share) 

United Arab 

Emirates 504 51 12.84 7.85 42 18 0.24 0.25 

Saudi Arabia 55 7 1.40 1.14 - - - - 

Sri Lanka 240 20 6.11 3.09 - - - - 

Bangladesh 436 33 11.12 5.03 - - - - 

Kenya 98 22 2.48 3.41 - - - - 

Nepal 85 11 2.15 1.67 - - - - 

Malaysia 921 235 23.46 36.22 - - - - 

Indonesia 114 131 2.90 20.26 - - - - 

South Africa 1082 125 27.57 19.25 - - - - 

Qatar 129 29 3.29 4.41 - - - - 

Cambodia - - - - 4521 2218 26.35 30.48 

Vietnam - - - - 7308 2879 42.60 39.58 

Thailand - - - - 4929 1950 28.73 26.81 

United 

Kingdom - - - - 347 177 2.02 2.43 

Total 3925 649 100 100 17157 7275 100 100 

Source: Authors calculations based on WITS data 
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Status of ethanol production from cassava in India 

Countries like the USA and Brazil are the leading bioethanol producers in the World 

together contributing over 80% of the global production (Allied Market Research, 2017). 

Sugarcane is the popular feedstock and contributes over 65% of bioethanol produced in the 

World. The rest of the bioethanol was produced from other feedstocks like wheat, cassava, 

corn, vegetable oil, and sugar beet (Allied Market Research, 2017). Govt of India has 

announced a 10% ethanol blend in 2015, but as of 2016, only 5% was achieved. The Govt has 

already stated its intentions to achieve a 20% biofuel blend by 2017. However, India has 

produced 1.65 billion liters of ethanol as against its total consumption of 2.08 billion liters in 

2017. Of which only 33.65% was used as fuel with 3.3 blendings while the rest were used by 

domestic alcohol and chemical industries (Global Agricultural Information Network, 2017). 

Cassava is a popular first-generation biofuel crop, with its high carbohydrate content (38 

g/100g) and ability to grow under low management conditions, low fertile/degraded soils, and 

wide range of climatic conditions has been globally recognized as a potential candidate for 

bioethanol production. The ICAR-Central Tuber Crops Research institute has developed 

technology for producing bioethanol of 2821 litres from one hectare of cassava plantation at 

the bench scale. Two high-yielding cassava varieties Sree Athulya and Sree Apoorva with 

high extractable starch (>30% in the raw form) are available for the farmers 

(agrinnovateindia.com). 

Conclusion 

Growth rate analysis showed that the area under cassava cultivation in India is declining 

over the years, but the increase in its yield enhanced its production growth (1.17%) over the 

years. It was estimated that 8.07 lakh tons of cassava starch was being produced annually and 

the demand for cassava starch are expected to increase to1.7% in 2021. In India, the import of 

cassava starch is more than the export and this appears to be modified starches with high 

purity, utilized for applications in food, pharmaceuticals and industries. So, with increasing 

cassava productivity, if processing facilities improves in major producing states, then India 

can emerge as self-reliant in cassava starch. Promoting high value products like ethanol will 

not only create new ventures in the green energy sector in India, but also provide assured and 

stable market price for the cassava growers. 
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The Hold-up Problem in China’s Broiler Industry: Empirical Evidence 

from Jiangsu Province 

Shufen Tang1, Yuqing Zheng2, Taiping Li3, Li Zhou3 

Abstract 

Using detailed survey data on broiler growers, we tested for the existence of hold-up 

problems in the broiler industry in Jiangsu Province, China. We found that growers’ 

investments in chicken houses, which are assets with a high degree of physical and location 

specificity, increased along with the number of potential buyers (integrators) nearby. Such an 

effect was particularly strong in proximity to leading industry buyers. These results support 

the existence of hold-ups in the Chinese broiler industry. However, we failed to find evidence 

that a longer-term contract led to higher grower investments in chicken houses, possibly 

because of the lack of a minimum purchase guarantee in a typical contract. A key policy 

implication of this study is that subsidies to growers, from the government or buyers, can 

alleviate the underinvestment problem caused by hold-ups. 

KEYWORDS:asset specificity, broiler, buyer power, hold-up, integrator 
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Introduction 

Asset specificity refers to the degree to which an asset’s value is specific to a particular 

transaction relationship (Riordan et al., 1985; Williamson, 1985, 1991; Anderson and Weitz, 

1992; Liu et al., 2009; Chen et al., 2015). Many types of asset specificity exist, such as site, 

physical asset, and human asset specificities. In the presence of asset specificity, the salvage 

value of an asset decreases significantly outside a specific contract. Once an investment is 

made, for example, by a contract grower, the contractor (the other party of the contract) may 

take advantage of these transaction-specific assets and engage in opportunistic behaviors to 

“squeeze” the investor (Hoetker and Mellewigt, 2009; Williamson, 1985). This is a 

well-known hold-up problem in economics literature. 

Many researchers have studied the hold-up problem from different perspectives, with the 

majority focusing on the relationships among transaction costs, hold-up, and vertical 

integration (John and Weitz, 1988; Joskow, 1988; Levy, 1985; Maher, 1997; Monteverde and 

Teece, 1982). Another large strand of the literature has explored mechanisms for mitigating 

hold-ups, such as the use of long-term contracts (Joskow, 1985, 1987, 1990), open access 

(McCabe and Snyder, 2018), controlling the flow of information (Durand-Viel and Villeneuve, 

2016; Gul, 2010; Nguyen and Tan, 2019), renegotiations (Aghion et al., 1994; Georg and 

Klaus, 1995), and adding more clauses to contracts (Iyer and Sautner, 2018). 

Studies empirically testing for the existence of hold-ups are rare, with the notable 

exceptions of Beales and Muris (1995), Galetovic et al. (2015), and Vukina and 

Leegomonchai (2006), who provide mixed evidence. Beales and Muris (1995) found little 

opportunism in the U.S. franchise industry. Similarly, Galetovic et al. (2015) used a 

difference-in-differences approach and found no empirical support for standard essential 

patents in the United States holding up innovation. However, Vukina and Leegomonchai 

(2006) reported evidence on hold-ups based on a cross-sectional national survey of U.S. 

broiler growers in 1999. Chicken houses are characterized by a high degree of physical and 

location specificity, implying that chicken houses have very few applications besides farming 

chickens, and live chicken cannot be transported far. They found that the number of chicken 

houses that a grower operated increased along with the number of potential buyers 

(integrators offering contracts) in a given area. The intuition here is that more potential buyers 

nearby can increase the salvage value of growers’ investments in chicken houses and alleviate 

growers’ underinvestment problems.  

This study’s focus stems from the observation that research testing for the existence of 
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hold-up is both limited (mostly focusing on the U.S. case) and inconclusive. Vukina and 

Leegomonchai (2006) noted that there is lack of empirical evidence of hold-up because 

contract parties know the problem and have probably already made advance arrangements to 

mitigate the problem. Therefore, testing for the existence of hold-up has implications for 

whether any such mitigation arrangement can be effective. In addition, limited data on 

confidential information, such as investment levels and contract details, could also contribute 

to this research scarcity. Accordingly, this study aims to provide insight into this issue from 

the perspective of cross-national comparisons. 

This study provides an empirical test for the existence of a hold-up that focuses on 

China’s broiler industry. Contract is widely used in the broiler farming industry in China; 

however, growers have been observed to be reluctant to invest in specific assets due to fears 

of accepting unfair, low prices (Huang et al., 2018; Mao et al,. 2019). Therefore, an empirical 

examination of the existence of hold-up can provide insight into the cause of underinvestment 

in the industry. Several studies have examined the nature of the hold-up problem in China, all 

of which focused on the aforementioned first two strands of the literature. For example, Hua 

et al. (2002) argued that designing a good contract governance structure could prevent 

hold-ups. Qian (2015) conducted an empirical analysis of loans extended to small- and 

medium-sized companies and found that bank competition was conducive to easing the 

hold-up problem between banks and companies, reducing financing costs, and easing credit 

risk. Ji and Qiu (2003) analyzed firm boundaries based on the hold-up problem, highlighting 

the impact of transaction mechanisms on firms’ incentives to be honest. The present study 

differs from these in that it focuses on the existence of a hold-up, with a secondary objective 

to examine whether long-term contracts mitigate the underinvestment problem. 

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the first study to examine the hold-up 

problem in China’s broiler industry. This study makes two contributions to the literature. First, 

detailed survey data on broiler growers in Jiangsu Province for 2015 were used. Jiangsu 

Province ranks sixth in poultry production in China and contract farming is common in its 

broiler industry. As we discuss later in the data section, Jiangsu is the most advanced province 

in contract farming in the broiler industry, where it is the predominant method for raising 

chicken. Despite this fame, data from the China Animal Husbandry Yearbook show that the 

number of broiler growers in Jiangsu dropped rapidly from 468,900 in 2011 to 196,500 in 

2015. Therefore, Jiangsu presents a unique case for examining whether hold-up contributed to 

growers’ underinvestmentso much so that it possibly resulted in their exit, but we do not 

examine that directly here.  
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The survey data include detailed investment and contract information for hundreds of 

growers located throughout the province. These data allow empirical testing for the existence 

of hold-up as well as exploring potential strategies to alleviate hold-up from the perspectives 

of marketing channels and government. This analysis offers a unique comparison of the 

problem for the industry in the United States and China.  

Second, we extend the underinvestment model developed by Vukina and Leegomonchai 

(2006) to allow for the role of the contract period. Many studies examining the role of the 

contract period on hold-up tend to be theoretical (e.g., Deng et al., 2014; Durand-Viel and 

Villeneuve, 2016) or have a focus other than the impact of the contract period. For example, 

Joskow (1987) examined U.S. coal markets and found that a high degree of asset specificity 

led to the use of long-term contracts. Data on actual contract periods allow this study to 

specifically test the hypothesis that long-term contracts mitigate the underinvestment problem. 

The next section discusses in detail the theoretical base of our study. 

Extended underinvestment model 

This section extends the underinvestment model developed by Vukina and 

Leegomonchai (2006) to allow for the role of the contract period. First, we introduce the 

contract farming mechanism in the Chinese broiler industry. This mechanism is largely based 

on actual contracts between growers and the leading integrators in Jiangsu Province. The 

remaining smaller integrators generally follow a similar contract mechanism, with only slight 

differences in the degrees of deposit, reward, and penalty. 

Contract farming in China’s broiler industry 

The two relevant parties in contract farming are contract growers (growers for short) and 

broiler integrators (also known as contractors). Integrators supply baby chicks, feed, 

medicines, vaccines, and technical advice, and eventually acquire all grown chicken from 

growers. They also mandate the variety of baby chicks supplied. Growers are responsible for 

providing labor, housing, facilities, and utilities to raise newborn chicks to market weight. 

Growers can also sell to integrators through cooperatives. Cooperatives’ roles are largely 1) 

helping integrators supervise growers to raise qualified chickens, 2) helping growers transport 

chicken and suppliers, and 3) facilitating price bargaining between growers and integrators 

(for a better price for growers). In the absence of a cooperative, growers need to bear the 

transportation expenses of picking up the materials provided by integrators and delivering the 

chicken to the designated sales platforms.  
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We further examine the contracts between Wen’s Group Co. Ltd. (hereafter, Wen’s group) 

and their growers. Wen’s Group, a well-known listed company engaged in the farming, 

breeding, and marketing of broilers, chickens, and pigs, was the first to start contract farming 

in China’s broiler industry. At ¥88 billion, it is also the largest broiler company in China based 

on market value. In Wen’s business model, a grower first needs to apply to raise chickens. 

Wen’s then examines whether the grower has a standard chicken house to accommodate more 

than 2,000 chickens. If the grower does not meet this condition, they have to sign a contract 

with Wen’s who then provides subsidies to help build or enhance chicken houses. Shortly 

before receiving the baby chicks, growers need to provide a one-time deposit (earnest money) 

to the integrators of an amount larger than ¥10 per baby chick. The number of grown chickens 

delivered, plus the dead chicken the grower has registered with the integrator, should be no 

less than 99% of the number of supplied baby chicks. The error of this 1% is mainly due to 

accidental loss and death of chickens in the process of final sale. Otherwise, growers will lose 

30% of the deposit (in reality, this rarely happens). The same penalty applies if growers fail to 

meet a delivery deadline or quality requirement (stipulated outside the contract). Chicken 

houses and supporting facilities are used as asset mortgages, if necessary. 

The grower also receives feed, medicine, and technical manuals from Wen’s at 

prescheduled times and can rent select equipment from the integrator. The technical service 

department at Wen’s provides free door-to-door technical guidance to all contract growers 

every three days. The guidance includes vaccination, ventilation and heat preservation, 

feeding density, feeding cycle, drug ratio, and feeding method. Wen et al. has a consultation 

office for poultry disease diagnosis to provide free technical consultation. Finally, Wen’s uses 

their information management system to manage their growers, informing the growers or the 

cooperatives to send the chicken that has reached maturity age to its sales department for 

selection and weighing. The financial department then prints a list of the market rate of 

chicken, the ratio of feed to meat, the average weight of chicken in the market, and so on. The 

growers are paid based on the above factors, excluding the cost of chicks, feed, and medicine.  

Generally, contracts do not spell out the actual compensation formula. One reason is that 

there are many varieties of chickens within the yellow-feathered type, to be discussed in the 

next section, featuring different growth periods. Integrators have the right to adjust the prices 

of inputs and grown chickens according to factors such as growers’ production performance, 

seasonality, industry, and market demand changes to balance growers’ annual income.  

Similar to most U.S. contracts in the broiler industry, Chinese contracts do not specify 
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the number of flocks that an integrator is obliged to buy each year. Generally, growers prefer a 

larger number of flocks per year, for example, up to four flocks for chicken species raised in 

Jiangsu Province. However, the integrator does not commit to providing this but instead 

assigns the number of flocks depending on the market conditions and grower performance. In 

many cases, as discussed before, the integrator provides subsidies to growers to build chicken 

houses. Therefore, a longer contract period sometimes secures the use of assets as intended.  

Overall, Besanko et al. (2017) conclude that bounded rationality, difficulties in 

specifying and measuring performance, and asymmetric information are the main factors 

preventing complete contracting and leading to hold-up. Using this framework, we summarize 

the main factors that could lead to hold-up based on Wen’s contract as follows: 1) the prices 

Wen’s sets for inputs, baby chicks, and grown chicken are not based on market prices and are 

subject to Wen’s internal adjustments (ambiguity in measuring performance and asymmetric 

information since growers are not aware of Wen’s internal adjustment process), and 2) Wen’s 

also reserves the right to terminate the contract early if they find any activity by the grower 

damaging to their interest.  

Underinvestment model with contract period 

We now estimate grower’s investment benefits. In general, chicken houses are the 

growers’ biggest investments. In this model, grower’s benefit from an investment is defined as 

)(Ib , with, 0
)(






I

Ib , and 0
)(

2

2






I

Ib , which captures the maximum return to the full life 

utilization of an investment. Assuming the marginal cost of investment is c, the first-order 

profit maximization condition leads to the optimal investment:  

level c
I

Ib




 )( , denoted as I*_optimal in Figure 1. In Figure 1, the benefit function 

curve is concave, as defined. Optimal investment occurs when the slope of the benefit 

function equals marginal cost. 

Next, a salvage value function is introduced to model the hold-up problem. The salvage 

value is the value of the grower’s investment if the contract does not proceed as initially 

planned and is therefore defined as 𝑟(𝑛, 𝜆, 𝐼) with the function 

𝑟(𝑛, 𝜆, 𝐼) = 𝜆𝐼(1 −
1

𝑛
), where 

𝜆 is the degree of the investment’s physical specificity (𝜆 ∈ [0,1]), and n ( 1n ) is the 
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degree of location specificity measured by the number of integrators in a given area. When

1 , the investment is generic; when 0 , the asset is the most specific. 

The model assumes that bargaining allows the grower to capture a share of the gain from 

contracting, which is 𝑏(𝐼) − 𝑟(𝑛, 𝜆, 𝐼). This gain from contracting is also known as quasi-rent. 

Accordingly, the bargaining compensation for the grower is expressed as: 

𝑝∗ = 𝑟(𝑛, 𝜆, 𝐼) + 𝛼[𝑏(𝐼) − 𝑟(𝑛, 𝜆, 𝐼)], where 𝛼 ∈ [0,1]. 

Vukina and Leegomonchai (2006) assumed that 𝛼 is equal to one-half for simplicity, 

which we follow as well and obtain the first-order condition with respect to investment as 

1

2
[

𝜕𝑏(𝐼)

𝜕𝐼
+ 𝜆(1 −

1

𝑛
)] − 𝑐 = 0. 

It is straightforward from Equation (3) to determine that the optimal investment level 

occurs at 
𝜕𝑏(𝐼)

𝜕𝐼
= 𝑐 + [𝑐 − 𝜆 (1 −

1

𝑛
)]. Because the term in brackets is positive for meaningful 

cost value (Vukina and Leegomonchai, 2006, p. 594), it can be concluded that 
𝜕𝑏(𝐼)

𝜕𝐼
> 𝑐 

(reflected as a steeper slope in the benefit function). The optimal investment in the presence 

of hold-up (denoted as I*_under in Figure 1) occurs to the left of the optimal investment level 

in the absence of hold-up. Thus, hold-up leads to underinvestment. 

The model is extended to allow for a contract period. First, assume that the asset’s useful 

life is T years, which depreciates equally over its lifetime. Once a contract period T1 is 

negotiated, the salvage value and total bargaining compensation become  

𝑟(𝑛, 𝜆, 𝐼) =
𝑇−𝑇1

𝑇
𝜆𝐼(1 −

1

𝑛
), 

𝑝∗ =
𝑇1

𝑇
𝑏(𝐼) + 𝑟(𝑛, 𝜆, 𝐼, 𝑇1) +

1

2
[

𝑇−𝑇1

𝑇
𝑏(𝐼) − 𝑟(𝑛, 𝜆, 𝐼, 𝑇1)] =

𝑇+𝑇1

2𝑇
𝑏(𝐼) +

𝑇−𝑇1

2𝑇
𝜆𝐼(1 −

1

𝑛
). 

Equation (4) shows that the salvage value r is a function of the contract period T1. As the 

contract period increased, salvage value decreased. At one extreme, if the contract period 

equals the asset life, no salvage value remains when the contract period ends. Such a 

mechanism is captured by the introduction of the term 
𝑇−𝑇1

𝑇
 in the expression for the salvage 

value.  

Equation (5) provides a further analysis. It illustrates the mechanism by which the 
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contract period functions and has three components: realized gain 
𝑇1

𝑇
𝑏(𝐼) (increasing with 

contract period (𝑇1)), salvage value (decreasing with contract period), and half of the gain 

from contracting. Because investment benefits always outweigh the salvage value, the last 

term also decreases with the contract period. Therefore, these three components form two 

opposing forces. Specifically, when the contract period increases, a larger proportion of the 

investment benefit is realized, as reflected by the middle term 
𝑇1

𝑇
𝑏(𝐼). As a result, the grower 

has a smaller salvage value and the parties bargain over smaller proceeds (the term in the 

brackets of Equation (5)).4 For example, when 𝑇1 = 0, the equation reduces to Equation (2), 

which is the case addressed by Vukina and Leegomonchai (2006). When 𝑇1 = 𝑇, the equation 

becomes 𝑏(𝐼) because the grower retains the full benefits of the investment, and thus there 

are zero proceeds left for bargaining. Intuitively, we would expect the positive impact of the 

contact period on the realized gain to dominate the other two effects. Therefore, we use 

comparative statics to signify the net effect of the contract period on optimal investment. 

The new first-order condition becomes: 

𝑇+𝑇1

2

𝜕𝑏(𝐼)

𝜕𝐼
+

𝑇−𝑇1

2𝑇
𝜆(1 −

1

𝑛
) − 𝑐 = 0. 

The comparative statics results derived from Equation (6) yield 

𝜕𝐼∗

𝜕𝑇1
=

−2𝑇[𝑐−𝜆(1−
1

𝑛
)]

𝜕2𝑏(𝐼)

𝜕𝐼2 (𝑇+𝑇1)2
> 0. 

𝜕𝐼∗

𝜕𝑛
=

−𝜆(𝑇 − 𝑇1)

𝜕2𝑏(𝐼)
𝜕𝐼2 𝑛2𝑇(𝑇 + 𝑇1)

≥ 0 

This leads to the following main proposition: 

Proposition 1: The size of the grower’s investment is positively related to the contract 

period. 

Equation (7) expresses Proposition 1: As illustrated in Figure 1, a longer contract period 

is hypothesized to shift the underinvested amount toward the optimal investment level in the 

absence of a hold-up.  

                                                 

4 We thank the reviewers of this journal for suggestions on how to make this mechanism more realistic.  
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Proposition 2 follows equation (8) directly: 

Proposition 2: The size of the grower’s investment does not decrease with the number of 

nearby integrators. 

Proposition 2 states that the number of buyers improves the underinvestment problem. 

We take both propositions into the data for the empirical testing.  

Survey data on broiler growers 

During the last 40 years, the broiler industry has become a pillar industry in many places 

in China because raising chickens can greatly promote farmer income by diversifying income 

sources. Chicken meat production in China was estimated to reach 15.8 million metric tons by 

2020 (USDA, 2019). The main broiler species are white-feathered and yellow-feathered 

chickens, with the former being supplied to fast-food restaurants and the latter being supplied 

to traditional wet markets and supermarkets (Gong, 2016). As a Chinese domestic species, 

yellow-feathered chickens are considered high-quality local breeds with a better taste. 

Because of their low profit margin, most white-feathered chickens are produced based on 

large-scale breeding. In contrast, yellowed-feathered chickens are always raised by 

contracting with growers, partly because of the longer growing period associated with the 

species. 

Jiangsu Province is the largest producer of yellow-feathered chickens. For this 

investigation, data from a survey of broiler growers raising yellow-feathered chickens in the 

province were used. The survey was conducted in 2015 by a group of researchers (professors 

and students) from the College of Economics and Management at a local university.5 There 

are 13 prefecture-level city district areas in Jiangsu Province, indicated on the regional map in 

Figure 2. Focusing on 11 districts (excluding Nanjing City and Wuxi City), researchers 

randomly selected 35 large-scale broiler growers in each district for in-person interviews and 

355 of the 395 questionnaires were validated and collected. The survey data contained 

information on farm location, socioeconomic characteristics of household heads, personal 

assets, investments in broiler operations (number, dollar value, size, and age of chicken 

                                                 

5 The researchers spent about 1–2 hours collecting information from the head of household for each survey. 

They paid each grower 20 yuan as compensation for their time. A small subset of growers who rented chicken 

houses were excluded because they were unlikely to suffer from the hold-up problem. 
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houses), contract information (especially the contract period), subsidies received from 

integrator(s) and government, proportion of sales made through cooperatives, and risk 

aversion measures.  

This study utilized only a portion of the variables available from the survey data. Table 1 

presents the summary statistics for the variables used. The typical contracting broiler grower 

was mostly male, 49 years old, with a middle school education, and with seven years of 

experience as a broiler grower. For 96% of growers, the broiler business accounted for more 

than half of their gross farm income (data available in the survey but omitted from the table to 

conserve space). Similar to their U.S. counterparts, contract growers’ indebtedness was 

significant in that 33% of the growers had broiler-related debt for raising chickens or building 

chicken houses, and 17% of the growers had broiler-related debt that exceeded ¥650,000 

($100,000) at the end of 2015. 

On average, each grower had 1.4 chicken houses, with 32.8% having two or more. The 

size of the chicken houses ranged from 100,000–120,000 m2. Approximately 2.76% of the 

growers claimed to have lost money in 2015, and 93% of the growers made a profit exceeding 

¥20,000. The average period for raising chickens was 73 days. 

Table 1 shows that the average investment in chicken houses totaled ¥2.18 million (all 

monetary variables here are expressed in 2015 yuan). This covers the accumulated investment 

spent on chicken houses dating back to as early as 1978, adjusted for inflation. The data show 

that the average contract period was 22 months, and the longest contract period was 12 years.  

The table also lists the following variables, which are utilized in the empirical model 

discussed in the next section. Two measures were used for subsidies. Integrator subsidy is the 

subsidy amount received from the contracting integrator to build chicken houses, and 

government subsidy indicates whether government subsidies were received for raising 

chickens (yes = 1). Cooperative sales reflect the proportion of sales made through 

cooperatives. On average, this proportion was very small. Technical guidance indicates the 

number of times technical guidance was received from a contracting integrator per month. 

Distance to the market is the distance between the farm and the nearest free agricultural 

market. Risk aversion is the Arrow-Pratt measure of relative risk aversion (RRA). Following 

Tanaka et al. (2010) and Mao et al. (2019), we used economic experiments to elicit growers’ 

risk preferences. Mao designed three series of lucky-draw games. Specifically, growers were 

invited to participate in the lucky draw three times. Each time, the game included 14 

multiple-choice questions with two lucky-draw options. Option A was a lottery with a lower 
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risk and a constant amount of bonus. Option B was a lottery with a higher risk and a gradually 

increasing amount of bonus. At the beginning of the lucky draw game, the growers tended to 

choose option A because option B was not attractive enough. However, the growers might 

change their choice from A to B when the bonus from option B increased to a certain point 

(from ¥34 to ¥850). The same method was used to obtain the risk-aversion measure. A higher 

risk-aversion coefficient indicates a higher degree of risk aversion. The full details are 

reported in Appendix A. 

Using the grower locations reported in the survey, growers are plotted on a provincial 

map, as shown by the blue dots in Figure 2, using geographic information system (GIS) 

software. Integrators in the same province are plotted using red dots. In 2015, there were 165 

integrators in the Jiangsu Province. The two largest integrators were Jiangsu Lihua Animal 

Husbandry Co., Ltd. (hereafter, Lihua) and Wen’s Group. Vukina and Leegomonchai (2006) 

classified integrators’ market power as monopsony, duopsony, oligopsony, or otherwise, 

because the U.S. integrator market was fairly concentrated at that time (about 2.5 integrators 

in a given area near a grower). In the present study, the map clearly indicates that the 

integrator market could be more competitive than the U.S. market, as characterized by the 

existence of hundreds of integrators within Jiangsu Province. Accordingly, the actual number 

of integrators in a given area around a grower is used to measure buyers’ market power with 

better accuracy. 

Ideally, to capture the degree of competition for the integrators, we would need to know 

the maximum distance that a farm can be located away from the processing plant and/or feed 

mill to be eligible to obtain a contract and then use this radius to count the number of 

integrators in that circle. However, the contracts we observed in Jiangsu Province did not 

specify this maximum distance. Alternatively, grower–integrator pair information in the data 

is used in a manner similar to that of Bar and Zheng (2019), who studied producers’ choice of 

food safety certifiers based on producer–certifier pair information. Based on the 

grower–integrator pair information in the data, the furthest distance from a grower to the 

grower’s chosen integrator was 67.1 km. In addition, at least one integrator can be found 

within a 47.1 km radius of a grower. Therefore, a radius of 57.1 km (the approximate 

midpoint between the two distances) is used here to define the market size of integrators in 

the model’s base specification. Then, we vary the radius between 47.1 km and 67.1 km in 

increments of 5 km in the robustness check analysis. Based on a radius of 57.1 km, the 

minimum, average, and maximum numbers of integrators within this radius of a grower were 

5, 14.75, and 30, respectively. 
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In Table 2, we present the detailed frequency distribution for the number of growers, by 

the number of integrators within our selected radius (57.1 km) near a grower and by the 

contract period. Table 2 (a) shows that 45.3% of growers had 5–10 integrators within this 

circle, and 36.3% of growers had 11–20 integrators within this circle. Therefore, unlike 

Vukina and Leegomonchai’s (2006) study, in which the source of variation comes from 

monopsony to duopsony, oligopsony, and perfect competition, our variation comes from a 

somewhat competitive market to perfect competition. Our use of a smaller radius in the 

robustness check will provide insights into whether the results are robust when the 

competition measure is closer to Vukina and Leegomonchai’s (2006) measure. Table 2 (b) 

shows that 65.9%, 21.4%, and 12.7% of the growers signed a contract with a period of less 

than one year, one to three years, and longer than three years, respectively, which means 

short-term contracts were the predominant format. 

Empirical model 

Based on the cross-sectional survey data, the following econometric model is proposed 

for growers’ investment in chicken houses: 

𝐼𝑖 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝐵𝑢𝑦𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖 + 𝛽2𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑𝑖 + 𝛽3𝑺𝒖𝒃𝒔𝒊𝒅𝒚𝒊 + 𝛽4𝐶𝑜𝑜𝑝𝑖 + 𝛽5𝐺𝑢𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑖 +

𝛽6𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑖 + 𝛽7𝑫𝒆𝒎𝒐𝒈𝒊 + 𝜖𝑖, 

where subscript i indexes growers; 𝐼𝑖 is the accumulated investment in chicken houses; 

𝐵𝑢𝑦𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖 is the number of integrators offering contracts within a radius of 57.1 km around a 

grower; 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑𝑖 is the contract period between the grower and chosen integrator; 

𝑺𝒖𝒃𝒔𝒊𝒅𝒚𝒊 is a vector of subsidies consisting of the integrator subsidy amount to support 

building chicken houses, and the government subsidy dummy variable; 𝐶𝑜𝑜𝑝𝑖, 𝐺𝑢𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑖, 

and 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑖 represent the proportion of sales through the cooperative channel, the number 

of technical guidance received from the integrator per month, and the distance to the nearest 

agricultural market, respectively, in keeping with previous definitions; 𝑫𝒆𝒎𝒐𝒈𝒊 is a vector 

of socioeconomic characteristics and the Arrow-Pratt risk aversion measure; and 𝜖𝑖 is the 

grower’s idiosyncratic investment shock. 

Because the integrator market power is measured here by the number count, it is 

implicitly assumed that the marginal impact of each integrator is equal. It is reasonable to 

expect that integrators will have heterogeneous impacts on growers, which could vary by 

integrator size. In reality, they have the potential to sell to the top integrators, which is likely 

to boost growers’ investment by a larger degree. To further investigate the impacts of large 
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versus small buyers, a variant of the base specification was estimated in the following form: 

𝐼𝑖 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑇𝑜𝑝2𝐵𝑢𝑦𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖 + 𝛽2𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙𝐵𝑢𝑦𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖 + 𝛽3𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑𝑖 + 𝜷𝟒𝑺𝒖𝒃𝒔𝒊𝒅𝒚𝒊 +

𝛽5𝐶𝑜𝑜𝑝𝑖 + 𝛽6𝐺𝑢𝑖𝑑𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑖 + 𝛽7𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑖 + 𝜷𝟖𝑫𝒆𝒎𝒐𝒈𝒊 + 𝜖𝑖, 

where 𝑇𝑜𝑝2𝐵𝑢𝑦𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖 is the number of the top two integrators (Lihua and Wen’s) within 

a given radius around a grower (𝑇𝑜𝑝2𝐵𝑢𝑦𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖 = 0, 1, or 2), and 𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑙𝐵𝑢𝑦𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖  is the 

number of integrators other than the top two within a given radius around a grower. It is 

hypothesized that 𝛽1 > 𝛽2 , given the previous discussion. 

Estimation results 

The model was estimated with Stata 16 using the ordinary least squares (OLS) method. 

The linear functional form was chosen to make the results comparable to those obtained by 

Vukina and Leegomonchai (2006). In addition, the errors were normally distributed. Owing to 

the use of cross-sectional data, robust standard errors were used in all specifications to correct 

for heteroscedasticity, as suggested by White’s test. Table 3 presents the regression results. 

Specification (1) includes core economic variables and excludes demographic variables. 

Specification (2) includes all the variables specified in Equation (9). We focused on 

interpreting the coefficients using this specification. In a cross-sectional study, R2 was 

reasonably high (0.235).  

The results indicate that for each additional integrator near the grower, the grower’s 

investment increased by ¥123,000, which was approximately 5.65% of the average grower’s 

investment in chicken houses (based on the summary statistics in Table 1). This result, which 

was statistically significant at the 1% level, provides strong evidence for the existence of the 

hold-up problem in China’s broiler industry, and thus for Proposition 2. This result also 

echoes Vukina and Leegomonchai’s (2006) findings for the United States. They found that the 

average grower investment under monopsony was 0.54, less than that under a competitive 

market. This amounts to an almost 20% decrease, considering that the average starting 

number of houses per farm was 2.7. Based on the results of this study, reducing the average 

number of integrators near a grower from 14.75 to monopsony would reduce grower 

investment by 78%. The impact of buyers on grower investment seems to be larger in the 

present study.  

Surprisingly, no evidence was found indicating a relationship between the contract 

period and the grower’s investment (Proposition 1). The estimated parameter for the contract 

period was not statistically significant (using 5% as the default level). As mentioned in 
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Section 2, one possible explanation is that the integrator does not guarantee the minimum 

purchase of flocks in a typical contract. This is also the case for the U.S. broiler industry. 

Regarding subsidies, both integrator and government subsidies had a positive impact on 

growers’ chicken house investments. In particular, a ¥1 increase in integrator subsidy resulted 

in a ¥5.687 increase in chicken house investment, acting like a multiplier (a finding 

statistically significant at the 10% level). In contrast, no statistically significant impact was 

found for sales through cooperatives, technical guidance, distance to market, or risk aversion 

measures. In terms of demographic variables, education had a positive impact on investment, 

whereas increased age had the opposite effect.  

Specification (3) investigates whether subsidies or market channels could affect the 

hold-up problem by adding three separate interactions between the number of integrators and 

integrator subsidies, government subsidies, and cooperative sales. The results showed that an 

integrator subsidy moderated the hold-up problem somewhat, which was consistent with 

expectations (because integrators covered part of the chicken house investment). However, 

when other interactions were added, the base effects of government subsidy and cooperative 

sales became negative; therefore, the results for specification (2) were the main focus. 

 Based on specification (2), we divide the number of integrators into the top two 

integrators and the remaining small integrators, yielding the model specified in Equation (10). 

The results are reported in Column (4) of Table 3. Both measures of buyer counts were 

statistically significant at the 10% level or better, whereas the estimated coefficient for the 

number of top two integrators was more than nine times of the number of remaining small 

integrators (1,178 versus 128.3). These results reveal the large impact of the presence of 

leading buyers on growers’ investment levels. 

Complementary analyses 

This subsection reports the results of several complementary analyses, largely serving as 

robustness checks. All analyses were based on the preferred specification, specification (2) in 

Table 3, which includes demographic variables. The first analysis examined the robustness of 

the results for varying the radius of the market around a grower from 47.1 to 67.1 km in 5-km 

increments. The results in panel (a) of Table 4 show that the coefficient for the number of 

buyers remained very robust (all statistically significant with varying magnitudes) across all 

radii. 

The second analysis investigated the impact of the contract period on grower size. Using 
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the growers’ investment in chicken houses (dependent variable), we divided growers into 

three quantiles. Panel (b) of Table 4 shows the regression results for these variables. 

According to this subsample analysis, the impact of both buyers and contract periods tended 

to occur for mid-sized growers; the coefficients for both buyers and contract period were 

positive and statistically significant at the 5% level or better.  

The third analysis addresses the concern of potential endogeneity with the number of 

integrators. For example, endogeneity could arise if unobserved factors are correlated with 

chicken house investments and integrators’ location choice. To alleviate this concern, 

instrumental variable (IV) regression was performed. However, finding good instruments for 

this scenario is challenging because in many cases, factors such as labor and electricity costs 

could affect both integrators and growers, and IV regression results should be interpreted with 

this caveat in mind. Therefore, population density and the proportion of budget spent on 

energy saving and environmental protection for the city where a grower was located were 

selected as instruments. The intuition is that population density and the degree of a city’s 

efforts to save energy and protect the environment (two macro-level variables) should affect 

an integrator’s location choice but are much less likely to influence growers’ chicken house 

investment level once they are already in that city.  

In the first-stage regression, both instruments were positive and statistically significant, 

showing that integrators tended to be located in markets with a denser population or made 

greater efforts to save energy and protect the environment. The F-statistic in the first stage 

was 37.5, suggesting that these two instruments were strong instruments. The two-stage least 

squares (2SLS) results in panel (c) of Table 4 show that the number of buyers remained 

statistically significant and of a larger magnitude.6  

The fourth analysis served as a placebo. Compared with chicken houses, broiler 

equipment such as wet curtain fans and automatic spray equipment are less specific because 

they are variable assets that can be easily sold within the breeding industry. Therefore, the 

preferred model was re-estimated by replacing the dependent variable with the number of 

broiler equipment invested in by a grower. It was expected that the link between the number 

                                                 

6 Alternatively, gross domestic product (GDP) was selected for the city where a grower was located. In the 

Jiangsu Province, areas with higher GDP are rich in high-tech, high value-added industries. Integrators tended to 

locate in areas that relied on agriculture and had lower GDPs. However, the macro-level city GDP should have 

little impact on growers’ chicken house investment level. The results remained robust. The estimated coefficient 

for the number of buyers was 424.30, which is statistically significant at the 1% level.  
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of buyers and broiler equipment investment would be weaker due to weaker asset specificity. 

The data contained only 178 growers who recorded the quantity of broiler equipment invested, 

resulting in a smaller subsample. Panel (d) of Table 4 presents the results with this subsample. 

The number of integrators was not found to be statistically significant. This result lends 

support to our argument that hold-up problems tend to occur in assets with a high degree of 

specificity.  

Finally, we address the limitation of the use of accumulated investment, dating back to as 

early as 1978. This is likely an innocuous measure for relatively new farmers in 2015 but not 

for long-time industry operators. To align the time frame of the dependent variables better 

than that of the independent variables, we use the accumulated investment dating back to 

2012 and 2010, respectively. For these three- and five-year-long time windows, 75% and 53% 

of the cumulative investment in the data are zero, respectively, prompting us to use the Tobit 

model. The Tobit results in columns (1) and (2) of Table 5 still show a positive and 

statistically significant impact on the number of buyers and a statistically insignificant impact 

for the contract period. In the last two columns, we present the analysis in which we use the 

current-year investment for 2015 as the dependent variable. We report the results using the 

Tobit model (where only 88 out of the 355 households invested in 2015) and the results using 

OLS for households with a positive investment in 2015. The impact of the number of buyers 

remains positive and statistically significant for the OLS model, but not the Tobit model, 

which is consistent with our theoretical prediction that buyers increase their investment level. 

Conclusions 

As empirical evidence of the hold-up problem is very limited in the literature, this study 

focused on China’s broiler industry and investigated the roles that buyers, marketing channels, 

and the government play in growers’ optimal investment. In the proposed model, buyers 

(integrators) were allowed to affect growers’ chicken house investment through their location 

near growers, contract period, and subsidy to build chicken houses. We utilized survey data on 

355 growers from Jiangsu Province in 2015. Several findings emerged, along with policy 

implications. First, growers’ chicken house investments (assets with a high degree of physical 

and location specificity) increased with the number of potential buyers nearby. When broken 

down into the top two integrators versus the remaining smaller integrators, it was found that 

the impact of a top-two integrator nearby increased growers’ investment by nine times that of 

a smaller integrator, highlighting the large impact of leading buyers nearby. These results 

demonstrate the existence of hold-up in China’s broiler industry and echo previous findings 
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for the U.S. broiler industry, which has a similar contract farming business model. 

Second, in contradiction to the theoretical prediction, no evidence of a positive 

relationship between contract period and growers’ investment was found. When the contract 

effect was allowed to vary by grower size, the subsample analysis indicated that the contract 

period increased the investment level for mid-sized growers only. Overall, the results offer 

weak evidence of the role of the contract period. One likely reason is that a typical contract 

does not guarantee the minimum number of flocks an integrator is obliged to purchase 

annually, reducing the material benefits of a long-term contract.  

Hold-ups are known to lead to underinvestment problems. The key policy implications of 

this study are the identification of potential ways to alleviate the underinvestment problem. 

Subsidies received from a buyer or government could stimulate broiler growers’ investments 

in chicken houses. Therefore, from the government perspective, providing subsidies can 

encourage further private investment, alleviating the underinvestment caused by the hold-up 

problem. From the buyer’s perspective, providing subsidies to growers will likely provide 

assurance regarding the benefits of investing in chicken houses and, therefore, will lead 

growers to carrying out more upgrades. 
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TABLE 1 Summary statistics of the variables used in this study 

Variable Definition Mean SD Min. Max. 

House investment 
Accumulated investment in 
chicken houses (thousand yuan) 

2,177.96  6,614.94  21.90  72,000 

Equipment 
investment 

Number of broiler equipment 
units owned by growers 

 3.65  4.66 0 40 

Number of buyers 
Number of integrators offering 
contracts within a radius of 57.1 
km 

14.75  7.35 5 30 

Contract period Contract period (months) 21.55  37.33 0 144 

Integrator subsidy 
Subsidy from integrators for 
building chicken houses 
(thousand yuan) 

152.57  426.59 0 5,905.92 

Government 
subsidy 

Government subsidies received 
for raising chickens (0 = no; 1 = 
yes) 

 0.12  0.33 0 1 

Cooperative sales 
Proportion of sales through 
cooperative(s) 

 2.20  14.66 0 100 

Technical guidance 
Technical guidance received 
from integrators (number per 
month) 

 8.52  5.78 0 30 

Distance to market 
Distance to the closest free 
agricultural market (km) 

 6.17 9.37 0.25 115 

Risk aversion Arrow-Pratt measure of RRA  0.63 0.46 0.05    1.50 

Experience 
Years of experience farming 
chickens 

 7.19 5.33 0 34 

Gender Gender (1 = male; 0 = female)  0.83 0.37 0 1 

Age Age (years) 48.88 9.54 26 73 

Education Education (years) 7.51 2.73 0 15 

RRA = relative risk aversion. 

Source: Broiler growers’ survey in Jiangsu Province, 2015 (sample size = 355). Household socioeconomic 

characteristics were recorded for the household head. Sample size is 355. 
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TABLE 2 Frequency distribution of growers  
a. By the number of integrators near a grower within our selected radius (57.1 km) 
Number of integrators Grower 

frequency 
Percent Cumulative frequency 

5~10 161 45.35 45.35 
11~20 129 36.34 81.69 
21~30 39 10.99 92.68 
31~35 26 7.32 100.00 

Total 355 100  

 
b. By the contract period between a grower and integrator 

Contract period Grower 
frequency 

Percent Cumulative frequency 

Less than one year 234 65.92 65.92 
One to three years 76 21.41 87.32 

More than three years 45 12.68 100 
Total 355 100  

 
TABLE 3 Estimation results for chicken house investments 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Independent variables 
Core 

variables 

With 
demographi

cs 

With 
interactions 

Top-two 
buyers 

Number of buyers 

117.100*** 123.000*** 182.700***  

(41.760) (41.940) (46.400)  

Contract period 

-8.962 -9.058 0.463 -6.673 

(5.740) (5.846) (5.299) (5.939) 

Integrator subsidy 

5.758* 5.687* 19.390*** 5.593* 

(2.993) (2.989) (3.609) (3.086) 

Government subsidy 

4,021** 3,641** -4,037** 3,677** 

(1,795) (1,696) (1,857) (1,686) 

Cooperative sales 

65.510 59.750 -137.900 57.740 

(84.990) (85.130) (120.100) (83.940) 

Technical guidance 

-92.680 -40.450 -77.060 -32.050 

(65.330) (63.760) (54.940) (64.380) 
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Distance to market 

-10.870 -10.030 -6.891 -16.180 

(23.000) (22.040) (19.710) (23.980) 

Risk aversion 

 495.600 -177.800 588.200 

 (509.200) (505.600) (506.700) 

Experience 

 121.100 95.880 116.600 

 (81.330) (72.580) (78.080) 

Gender 

 629.400 555.700 595.500 

 (554.800) (604.200) (560.300) 

Age 

 -63.290* -30.460 -58.240* 

 (32.270) (24.440) (31.520) 

Education 

 291.600* 276.900* 308.300** 

 (152.600) (142.900) (155.200) 

Buyer × integrator subsidy 

  -1.058*** 
 

  (0.273) 
 

Buyer × government 
subsidy 

  531.100** 
 

  (208.200) 
 

Buyer × cooperative sales 

  15.420 
 

  (13.300) 
 

Number of top-two buyers  

   1,178.000* 

   (659.300) 

Number of small buyers 

   128.300*** 

   (43.920) 

R2 
0.235 0.235 0.268 0.278 

Note: The sample size is 355 for all; robust standard errors are in parentheses. ***p < 0.01; **p < 0.05; *p < 0.1.
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TABLE 4 Complementary analyses 

a. Results of varying radius 

Independent 

variables 

(1) d = 

47.1 

(2) d = 

52.1 

(3) d = 

57.1 

(4) d = 

62.1 

(5) d = 

67.1 

Number of 

buyers 

89.580*** 114.000*

** 

123.000*

** 

139.200*

** 

122.600*

** 

(33.260) (39.900) (41.940) (42.210) (40.670) 

 

b. Impact of contract period by grower size 

Independent 

variables 

(1) Smallest 

growers 

(2) Mid-size 

growers 

(2) Largest 

growers 

Number of 

buyers 

-17.200 8.141** 238.000 

(21.670) (3.444) (146.700) 

Contract 

period 

3.229 5.230*** -5.988 

(7.873) (1.452) (16.440) 
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c. 2SLS estimation 

Independent variables 
With IVs 

Number of buyers 

679.500*** 

(206.800) 

Contract period 

-12.520 

(7.698) 

d. Buyer impact on broiler equipment 

Independent variables 
With different investment 

 

Number of buyers 
0.077 

(0.049) 

Note: The sample size is 355 for (a), (b), and (c), and 178 for (d); robust standard errors are in 

parentheses. ***p < 0.01; **p < 0.05; *p <0.1. 

 

TABLE 5 Analyses using different investment periods 

 

Cumulative Investment  Investment for Year 2015 

Independent 

Variables 

(1) Tobit 5 

Years 

(2) Tobit 3 Years  (3) 

Tobit 

(4) OLS for positive 

investment 

Number of 

buyers 

258.2*** 118.1**  0.379 0.801** 

(66.32) (52.56)  (0.284) (0.350) 

Contract 

period 

1.786 8.033  0.0632 0.0207 

(12.91) (9.280)  (0.0454) (0.0451) 

Note: The sample size is 355 for (1) – (3) and 88 for (4); robust standard errors are in parentheses. ***p < 

0.01; **p < 0.05; *p < 0.1. 
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FIGURE 1 Impact of the hold-up problem on optimal investment 
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FIGURE 2 GIS map of broiler growers and integrators in Jiangsu Province, China, in 2015 
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APPENDIX A. Measuring Growers’ Risk Preference 

To measure the risk preference coefficient of growers, we designed three series of lucky 

draw games, as shown in Appendix Table 1. Game 1 includes 14 multiple-choice questions, 

and each question has two lucky draw options, A and B. Option A is a lottery with low risk, 

and the amount of bonus remains unchanged; Option B is a high-risk lottery, and the bonus 

increases gradually. For example, in the first question of lottery game 1 in Table 1, option A 

has a 30% chance to get 20 yuan and 70% chance to get 5 yuan; Option B has a 10% chance 

to get 34 yuan and a 90% chance to get 2.5 yuan. At the beginning of the lucky draw games, 

the growers may choose option A because B is not attractive enough. However, with the 

increasing bonus of option B (from 34 yuan to 850 yuan), growers will have more incentive to 

take risks. Finally, the growers’ choices will turn from A to B at a certain point. Subsequently, 

we set up different bonuses of game 2 and game 3 to make a comparison. When the growers 

finish all the lucky draw games, the growers randomly draw a card in the black bag and use 

the real money for the lucky draw game to ensure that the growers’ answers in the games are 

rational. 

According to the conversion point of the growers in the lottery games, we obtain the 

coefficient of risk aversion σ for each grower. Suppose that in game 1 and 2, a grower turns to 

choose options A to B in line 7, the following inequalities should be satisfied: 

)5.25.62]()1.0ln(exp[5.2)520]()3.0ln(exp[5 11111-1    (I) 

)5.275]()1.0ln(exp[5.2)520]()3.0ln(exp[5 11111-1     (Ⅱ) 

)5.25.32]()7.0ln(exp[5.2)1520]()3.0ln(exp[15 11111-1    (Ⅲ) 

)5.234]()7.0ln(exp[5.2)1520]()3.0ln(exp[15 11111-1    (Ⅳ) 

The range of σ can be obtained by solving Eqs. (I) to (IV) (taking the midpoint of the 

range as the estimated value of risk aversion. 
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APPENDIX Table 1 

Option A  Option B  Expected payoff difference (A–B) 

Game 1     

Cards 1–3 Cards 4–10 Card 1 Cards 2–10  

20 5 34 2.5 3.85 

20 5 37.5 2.5 3.50 

20 5 41.5 2.5 3.00 

20 5 46.5 2.5 2.60 

20 5 53 2.5 1.95 

20 5 62.5 2.5 1.00 

20 5 75 2.5 -0.25 

20 5 92.5 2.5 -2.00 

20 5 110 2.5 -3.75 

20 5 150 2.5 -7.75 

20 5 200 2.5 -12.75 

20 5 300 2.5 -22.75 

20 5 500 2.5 -42.75 

20 5 850 2.5 -77.75 

Game 2     

Cards 1–9 Card 10 Cards 1–7 Cards 8–10  

20 15 27 2.5 -0.15 

20 15 28 2.5 -0.85 

20 15 29 2.5 -1.55 

20 15 30 2.5 -2.25 

20 15 31 2.5 -2.95 

20 15 32.5 2.5 -4.00 

20 15 34 2.5 -5.05 

20 15 36 2.5 -6.45 

20 15 38.5 2.5 -8.20 

20 15 41.5 2.5 -10.30 

20 15 45 2.5 -12.75 

20 15 50 2.5 -16.25 

20 15 55 2.5 -19.75 

20 15 65 2.5 -26.50 

Game 3     

Cards 1–5 Cards 6–10 Cards 1–5 Cards 6–10  

12.5 -2 15 3 3 

2 -2 15 -2.25 -2.25 

0.5 -2 15 -3 -3 

0.5 -2 15 -4.25 -4.25 

0.5 -4 15 -5.25 -5.25 

0.5 -4 15 -5.75 -5.75 

0.5 -4 15 -6.50 -6.50 

(!!! INVALID CITATION !!! ). 
Wing, C., and Marier, A. (2014). Effects of occupational regulations on the cost of dental services: evidence from 

dental insurance claims. J Health Econ 34, 131-43. 
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Caregiver-Child Interaction Duration and Early Childhood Development: 

Videotaped Evidence of Home Play in Rural China 

Yuting Chen1, Jingjing Gao2, Yang He1, Tianyi Wang1, Chengfang Liu1, Renfu Luo1, 

 

Abstract 

Recent studies have begun to explore the relationship between caregiver-child interaction 

and early childhood development in rural China. However, there exist challenges of obtaining 

accurate measurements of caregiver-child interaction, especially on caregiver-child interaction 

duration. This paper uses the method of videotaping and coding to quantify caregiver-child 

interaction duration and examines its relationship to early childhood development. Ten-minute 

home plays for each of the 488 caregiver-child dyads from rural areas in China were videotaped, 

and a coding system was used to quantify the caregiver-child interaction duration. Children 

were assessed for cognition, language, motor, and social-emotional abilities using the Caregiver 

Reported Early Development Instrument (CREDI). Demographic information was collected by 

field survey. We found that rural caregiver-child dyads had relatively short interaction durations 

in the observed home play, especially when the primary caregiver was the child’s grandmother. 

Mediation analysis revealed that caregiver-child interaction duration significantly mediated the 

relationships between different caregivers and children’s cognition, language, motor, and social 

emotions. Moderated-mediation analysis showed that grandmothers and mothers who did not 

completed middle school education had significantly greater differences in interaction duration 

with their children compared to those who did. Interventions aimed at promoting early 

childhood development in rural China should attach greater importance to the caregiver-child 

interaction duration in daily home play, especially for grandmothers with low education levels. 

 

Keywords: Videotaped Home Play, Caregiver-Child Interaction Duration, Early 

Childhood Development, Rural China 
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Introduction 

It is well established in previous literature that development during the first 3 years of life 

is crucial for human capital investment and has a lasting impact on adulthood. According to 

research lead by James Heckman, winner of the Nobel Economics Prize, the period with the 

highest return on human capital investment is 0-3 years of age (Carneiro & Heckman, 2003; 

Heckman et al., 2013). Early childhood development can also predict many aspects of 

adulthood, such as physical health (Campbell et al., 2014; Heckman, 2007), income level 

(Gertler et al., 2014; Huggett et al., 2011), social mobility (Heckman & Mosso, 2014), and other 

welfare indicators (Cunha & Heckman, 2007; Heckman, 2006). 

Caregiver-child interaction plays a vital role in early childhood development. Previous 

researches have demonstrated that enriching caregiver-child interaction can stimulate early 

developmental outcomes (Black et al., 2017; Francesconi & Heckman, 2016). By observing 

and coding caregiver-child interactions, psychology studies have found that positive 

involvement in such interactions can be beneficial for children’s subsequent cognition 

development (Dodici et al., 2003; Feldman et al., 1996; Tamis‐LeMonda et al., 2004), literacy 

and language skills (Tomasello & Farrar, 1986; Yoder & Warren, 1999), motor abilities 

(Beckwith et al., 1976; Cohen & Beckwith, 1979) and social behaviors (Chazan-Cohen et al., 

2009).  

Previous psychology studies have discussed the amount of time spent on interactions and 

its association with early childhood abilities. By asking mothers to keep diary records and 

videotaping home plays by the mothers and their one-year-olds at monthly intervals, Tomasello 

& Todd (1983) found that infants who spent more time in joint interaction with their mothers 

had significantly larger vocabularies. Carpenter et al. (1998) found that the amount of time 

infants aged between 9 and 15 months spent in joint interaction with their mothers predicted 

infants’ earliest skills of gestural and linguistic communication. However, little is known about 

the caregiver-child interaction duration in the context of rural China. 

Despite China's rapid urbanization in the past decade, many pressing problems have 

emerged, such as the issue of left-behind children in rural areas. To raise income levels, many 

rural parents migrated to urban areas searching for better jobs, leaving young children in the 

care of their grandparents. Reports released by the All-China Women’s Federation showed that 

there were more than 61 million left-behind children in rural China in 2013, which was three 

times higher than the estimated number in 2000 (ACWF, 2013). Recent domestic studies have 

demonstrated developmental delays in language, cognition, social emotions of children under 

3 years old in rural China (Luo et al., 2019; Wei et al., 2015; Yue et al., 2017). Concerns that 

grandmothers are not as suitable as mothers when taking care of young children since they have 

relatively low education levels are growing, which possibly explains the differences in 

parenting behaviors (Yue et al., 2018). 
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Recent studies have begun to explore the relationship between caregiver-child interaction 

and early childhood development in rural China via questionnaires. Some researchers described 

caregiver-child interaction in rural families by asking caregivers questions such as “Did you tell 

your child stories yesterday?” “Did you sing songs to your child yesterday?” and “Did you play 

with your child yesterday?” (Luo et al., 2019; Yue et al., 2019). While the method of 

questionnaires can collect information on whether there were any caregiver-child interactions, 

such method is difficult to obtain accurate measurement of the caregiver-child interaction 

duration. Since the data collection of caregiver-child interaction duration is facing challenges, 

there is a lack of research on the relationship between caregiver-child interaction duration and 

early childhood development in rural China. 

The goal of this paper is to address this gap in literature by using the videotaping and 

coding method to quantify caregiver-child interaction duration and examine its role in the 

relationship between different caregivers and early childhood development in rural China. To 

achieve the above goal, three research questions are proposed as follows: 1) What is the current 

situation of the caregiver-child interaction duration in rural families, especially the difference 

between mother-child and grandmother-child dyads? 2) Does the caregiver-child interaction 

duration mediate the relationship between different caregivers and early childhood development? 

3) Does the caregiver’s education level moderate the mediated effects of caregiver-child 

interaction durations? 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Part 2 introduces the research method, 

including the sample selection, data collection, and statistical model; Part 3 presents the results 

of the descriptive statistics, regression analysis, and bootstrap results of mediation and 

moderated-mediation effects; Part 4 discusses the findings; Part 5 concludes this study. 

Method 

Sample Selection 

The field survey was conducted in a poverty-stricken county in Jiangxi Province, which 

had a middle economic level in relation to all poverty-stricken counties across China in 2018. 

Three towns were randomly selected as sample towns, and a comprehensive list of all the 

villages from each sample town was obtained with the assistance of local officials. All the 

children that were between 6 and 30 months of age were included in the field survey. To identify 

the difference between mothers and grandmothers in their interaction with their children, this 

study only includes families where either the mother or the grandmother is the sole primary 

caregiver. Thus, 488 caregiver-child dyads are included in this study. 

Ethical approval for this study was obtained from Peking University Institutional Review 

Board (PU IRB). The grant number is IRB00001052-17056. 
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Data Collection 

Fifty enumerators were recruited and trained before conducting the field survey. A 

comprehensive 5-day training was provided to the enumerators, which included the 

introduction of the field survey, communication skills, explanations of questionnaires and 

instrument content, and precautions for videotaping. Simulation tests were also conducted, 

during which enumerators were trained to deal with different kinds of problems, to ensure that 

the field survey went smoothly. 

For the field study, enumerators visited each family in pairs and collected three types of 

information for their field survey: the caregiver-child interaction duration, early childhood 

development, and demographic information. 

1.Caregiver-Child Interaction Duration 

Each caregiver-child dyad was videotaped in a 10-minute home play. We provided a 

standardized set of kitchen toys for each dyad, solving the potential problem of having no toys 

at home. The primary caregiver, defined as the person living in the same household who was 

primarily responsible for the child’s care, was asked to play with the child as they normally did. 

During the 10-minute videotaping, people other than the caregiver-child dyad were told to avoid 

entering the video-shooting scope. These videos of home play were later coded by trained 

coders for further analysis. 

When coding the videos, two types of segments were defined and distinguished as 

interaction and non-interaction. An interactive segment starts from the point where one party 

exhibits a signal of interaction and ends when the caregiver-child dyad begins playing alone, or 

when both stop playing for more than 10 seconds. The ending point of the preceding interaction 

segment was also the starting point of the succeeding non-interactive segment, and vice versa. 

The caregiver-child interaction duration was defined as the sum duration of all interaction 

segments within the 10-minute home play.  

Several measures were taken to ensure consistency among all coders. First, following the 

coding system for the parent-child interaction by Robinson & Eyberg (1981) and Landry et al. 

(2006), we developed our own coding system suitable to our research purpose. A coding manual 

was then carefully developed, including a list of codes, definitions of each code, and 

instructions on the coding scheme. Second, all coders were gathered to study the coding manual 

and train from case videos before the formal coding procedure. Third, 5% of the videos were 

randomly selected and coded by all the coders simultaneously, to test whether their consistency 

could meet internationally recognized standards. The Cronbach’s coefficient alpha for 

caregiver-child interaction durations was 0.85, indicating sound consistency across all the 

coders (Nunnally, 1978). 
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2.Early Childhood Development 

The Caregiver Reported Early Development Instrument (CREDI), designed by the 

Harvard Graduate School of Education, was used to assess for cognitive, language, motor, and 

social-emotional abilities of children in this study. CREDI was designed as a cross-culturally 

comparable and population-level measure of early childhood development for children under 3 

years of age (McCoy et al., 2019; McCoy et al., 2017). CREDI comprises 108 multiple-choice 

questions, each corresponding to at least one domain among children’s early cognition, 

language, motor, and social emotion abilities. Each question has three options: yes, no, and 

unsure. Different starting points for different ages (in months) were set. The investigators first 

determine the starting point, according to the child’s age (in months). They then ask the 

caregiver to choose from the above three options, according to the actual situation of the child. 

If the caregiver chooses to answer “no” to five questions in a row, the process will stop. If not, 

they continue to answer the remaining questions. We used norm-referenced standardized scores 

(i.e., z scores) in assessing the cognitive, language, motor, and social-emotional development 

of the children. A norm-referenced standardized score between -2 to 2 roughly translates to a 

region where 95% of the scores from the same-age reference group are located (McCoy et al., 

2018). 

3.Demographic Information 

Demographic information was collected via survey questionnaires, including whether the 

primary caregiver was the mother or the grandmother, characteristics of caregivers (age and 

education level), characteristics of children (age in months, gender, whether the child’s 

birthweight was lower than 2500 g, whether the child had siblings), characteristics of migrant 

parents (age and education level), and household characteristic (whether the household had 

received the minimum livelihood guarantee from the government). 

Statistical Model 

The models of mediation effect and moderated-mediation effect were developed according 

to our research goal. First, we examined a simple mediation model using ordinary least squares 

regression and the bootstrap method. Second, we set the caregiver’s education level as the 

moderator, and we added the interaction term of the moderator and key independent variable 

into the model. The moderated mediation effects were tested using the bootstrap method. 

Following Baron & Kenny (1986) and Judd & Kenny (1981), we propose a simple 

mediation model consisting of Equations (1) and (2), as follows: 

Durationi = a0 + a1 ∗ Caregiveri + γ1 ∗ Zi + ε1i      (1) 

ECDi = b0 + b1 ∗ Durationi + c ∗ Caregiveri + γ2 ∗ Zi + ε2i (2) 

Durationi  is the mediator, which stands for caregiver-child interaction duration. 
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Caregiveri is the key independent variable, which stands for the primary caregiver (mother or 

grandmother) of child i. ECDi is the dependent variable, which stands for the early childhood 

development of child i, including CREDI scores of cognition, language, motor, and social 

emotion. Zi  accounts for the covariates, which include characteristics of the children, 

caregivers, and households, as well as the fixed effects of coders and villages. ε1i and ε2i are 

error terms. In Equation (1), a1  is the coefficient relating the independent variable to the 

mediator, while b1 in Equation (2) is the coefficient relating the mediator to the dependent 

variable. Thus, the product term a1b1 of these two coefficients is the mediation effect. 

We then followed Preacher et al. (2007) and developed the moderated mediation model, 

comprising Equations (3) and (4), as follows: 

Durationi  = a0 + a1 ∗ Caregiveri + a2 ∗ Edu_carei + a3 ∗ Caregiveri ∗ Edu_carei + γ3 ∗ Zi
′ + ε3i 

= (a0 + a2 ∗ Edu_carei) + (a1 + a3 ∗ Edu_carei) ∗ Caregiveri + γ3 ∗ Zi
′ + ε3i (3) 

ECDi = b0 + b1 ∗ Durationi + c1
′ ∗ Caregiveri + c2

′ ∗ Edu_carei + c3
′ ∗ Caregiveri ∗ Edu_carei + γ4 ∗ Zi

′ + ε4i 

= (b0 + c2
′ ∗ Edu_carei) + (c1

′ + c3
′ ∗ Edu_carei) ∗ Caregiveri + b1 ∗ Durationi + γ4 ∗          Zi

′ + ε4i 

 (4) 

The moderator, Edu_carei, stands for the caregiver’s education level. The product term 

Caregiveri ∗ Edu_carei denotes the product of the key independent variable and the moderator. 

Zi
′ accounts for the covariates. ε3i and ε4i are error terms. By rewriting Equations (3) and 

(4), we can derive that the product term (a1 + a3 ∗ Edu_carei)b1  indicates the moderated 

mediation effect of the caregiver’s education level. The moderated-mediation model is depicted 

in Fig. 1. 

Three types of 95% confidence intervals, namely, percentile, bias-corrected (BC), bias-

corrected, and accelerated (BCa), are calculated to test the statistical significance of the 

mediation effects a1b1 and the moderated mediation effects (a1 + a3 ∗ Edu_carei)b1. The 

BC confidence interval corrects for bias, while BCa corrects for both bias and skewness in the 

distribution of bootstrap estimates of standard errors, on the basis of the percentile method 

(Efron, 1987), which optimizes confidence intervals and inference (MacKinnon et al., 2004). 

The mediation and moderated-mediation effects are statistically significant if the confidence 

intervals do not contain zero. According to Preacher et al. (2007), if the point estimates of 

moderated mediation effects are significantly different (either in size or direction) when the 

moderator takes different values, then significant moderated mediation effects exist. Stata 15.0 

is used for the statistical analysis. 

Results 

Descriptive Statistics 

The definition of variables and descriptive statistics are shown in Table 1. The average age 
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of children (in months) was 17.38. Just over half the children were male, 3.9% of them had a 

low weight (<2500 g) at birth, and 60.9% of them had siblings. For caregivers, 55.1% were 

mothers and 3.5% were senior citizens (aged 65 years and above). In terms of education level, 

only 43.2% of the caregivers completed middle school and above, a number far less than those 

of migrant parents, which was 80.3%. In addition, 13.1% of the families had received the 

minimum livelihood guarantee from the government, indicating poor economic conditions. 

Fig. 2 shows the distributions of caregiver-child interaction durations in the full sample 

and by different caregivers. The distributions of mother-child interaction durations were 

relatively uniform throughout the 10 minutes. However, more distributions were observed 

around 1–2 minutes, along with less distributions in grandmother-child interaction durations 

after 8-minutes. Embodied within the 10-minute home play, the caregiver-child interaction 

duration was 4.443 minutes on average, which is less than half of the 10 minutes. The average 

duration of the mother-child interaction was 4.858 minutes, which was 0.926 minutes longer 

than the average duration for the grandmother-child interaction. Therefore, grandmothers 

tended to interact less than mothers with their children in our rural sample. 

Compared to the international norm, the children of our study had poorer early 

developmental abilities. As shown in Table 1, the average CREDI scores for each domain were 

-0.334 in cognition, -0.259 in language, -0.132 in motor, and -0.104 in social emotion, all of 

which were negative. Negative scores indicated poorer early childhood development compared 

to the international norms for the same age group (measured in months). More specifically, 

children raised by their grandmothers had lower CREDI scores in cognition (-0.554<-0.155), 

language (-0.497<-0.066), motor (-0.270<-0.020), and social emotion (-0.330<0.080) than 

those raised by their mothers (see Fig. 3). 

Fig. 4 shows the correlation between caregiver-child interaction duration and CREDI 

scores of children. The longer the caregiver-child interaction duration, the higher the CREDI 

scores for cognition, language, motor, and social emotion, indicating better early development 

of the corresponding domains. Furthermore, each curve intersects y=0 (CREDI score=0) at an 

x-coordinate that is greater than 7 (caregiver-child interaction duration >7 minutes). In other 

words, if the caregiver and child interacted for roughly less than 7 minutes, children had poorer 

early developmental abilities compared to international norms. 

Tests of Mediation Effects 

First, ordinary least squares regression was conducted to analyze the relationship between 

different caregivers, caregiver-child interaction durations, and early childhood development, 

while controlling for demographic covariates, coders fixed effects, and village fixed effects. 

Following Judd & Kenny (1981) and Baron & Kenny (1986) in testing the simple mediation 

model, mediation effects exist if the regression of mediator M to independent variable X is 
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significant, and if the regression of dependent variable Y to mediator M is significant after 

controlling for independent variable X. Regression results in Table 2 reveal a positive 

association between caregiver-child interaction durations and the caregivers, at a 5% 

significance level. On average, mothers interacted 0.975 minutes longer with their children than 

grandmothers. Regressing early childhood development on caregiver-child interaction duration 

after controlling for caregivers and covariates revealed positive associations between caregiver-

child interaction durations and cognition (b=0.050, SE=0.015, p<0.01). Similarly, these 

durations were positively associated with language (b=0.061, SE=0.017, p<0.01), motor 

(b=0.047, SE=0.014, p<0.01), and social emotion (b=0.063, SE=0.014, p<0.01). In other words, 

a one-minute increase of the caregiver-child interaction duration is significantly associated with 

a 0.050 score increase in cognition, 0.061 in language, 0.047 in motor, and 0.063 in social 

emotion, all at a 1% significance level. 

To better assess the mediation effects, we applied the bootstrap resampling method, 

following MacKinnon et al. (2004) and Shrout & Bolger (2002). Bootstrap results of the 

mediation analysis are based on 1000 resampling and are shown in Table 3. Point estimates for 

the mediation effects a1b1 are 0.049 (SE=0.026) when the dependent variables are cognition, 

0.059 (SE=0.036) when language, 0.046 (SE=0.030) when motor, and 0.062 (SE=0.031) when 

social emotion. Furthermore, neither of the corresponding percentile, BC, and BCa 95% 

confidence intervals include zero, which proves that caregiver-child interaction durations 

significantly mediate the relationship between different caregivers and the cognitive, language, 

motor, and social-emotional development of children. In other words, the mother-child 

interaction duration was significantly longer than the grandmother-child interaction duration, 

which is related to significantly higher scores for cognition, language, motor, and social 

emotion in children. 

Tests of Moderated-Mediation Effects 

The moderated mediation model was developed by setting the caregiver’s education level 

as the moderator and then adding the interaction term of the moderator and key independent 

variable. As displayed in Section 2.3, the product term (a1 + a3 ∗ Edu_carei)b1 indicated the 

moderated mediation effect of the caregiver’s education level. When this level was under 

middle school (i.e., Edu_carei = 0), the point estimate of the moderated mediation effect 

(a1 + a3 ∗ Edu_carei)b1 = (a1 + a3 ∗ 0)b1 = a1b1. When the caregiver’s education level was 

middle school and above (i.e., Edu_carei = 1), the point estimate (a1 + a3 ∗ Edu_carei)b1 =

(a1 + a3 ∗ 1)b1 = (a1 + a3)b1. 

Table 4 presents the bootstrap results of the moderated mediation effects. As shown in the 

table, the moderated-mediation effects (a1 + a3 ∗ Edu_carei)b1 were stronger and significant 

when the caregiver’s education level fell under middle school. Point estimates of moderated-
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mediation effects were 0.056 (SE=0.033) when the dependent variable was cognition, 0.068 

(SE=0.041) when language, 0.052 (SE=0.033) when motor, and 0.071 (SE=0.037) when social 

emotion. Furthermore, the corresponding percentile, BC, BCa 95% confidence intervals did not 

include zero when the caregiver’s education level was under middle school. However, the 

moderated-mediation effects (a1 + a3 ∗ Edu_carei)b1  were weaker and insignificant when 

the caregiver’s education level was middle school and above, and the corresponding percentile, 

BC, BCa 95% confidence intervals did include zero. Therefore, the caregiver’s education level 

significantly moderated the strength of the mediation effects of caregiver-child interaction 

durations in the relationship between different caregivers and the early cognitive, language, 

motor, and social-emotional development of children. 

To understand the results of moderated mediation effects more intuitively, Fig. 5 presents 

the difference between mother-child and grandmother-child interaction durations, moderated 

by caregivers’ education level. Caregivers who did not complete middle school showed a 

greater difference between mother-child and grandmother-child interaction durations compared 

to those who did. The mediated effects were stronger for caregivers with low education levels. 

In other words, if the education level of caregivers is increased, the improvement in children’s 

early development (via increased caregiver-child interaction durations) would be larger when 

the caregiver is a grandmother, rather than when the caregiver is the mother. 

Discussion 

Previous studies on rural caregiver-child interaction mainly used questionnaires to gain 

information on the existence or types of caregiver-child interaction (whether the caregiver had 

read to / sing songs to / play with the child yesterday) (Luo et al., 2019; Wei et al., 2015; Yue et 

al., 2017). As a result, detailed measurement such as interaction duration is hard to obtain. 

However, the method of videotaping and coding can gain accurate measurement on interaction 

duration and solve the problem of measurement error, as what we did in this study, which enrich 

our understanding on caregiver-child interaction in rural China. 

In addition, we found that rural caregiver-child dyads had relatively short interaction 

durations in the observed home play. Existing literature points out that there may be several 

reasons for the above phenomenon. Yue et al. (2017) suggested that busy farming and 

housework may be the reason of such limited interaction time between rural caregivers and 

children. Wei et al. (2015) found that 75.0% of the children had no books and 10.4% had no 

toys, which indicates the severely inadequate learning opportunities for young children in rural 

China. Besides that, caregiver’s personal characteristics such as lack of proper parenting 

knowledge (Luo et al., 2019) and inaccurate parental belief (Wei et al., 2015) may also be the 

reasons of inadequate interactions. In this paper, we found that even provided with play 

equipment and appointed time, rural caregivers still interact for only a short period with their 
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children. Our findings imply that in addition to play materials and time constraints, inaccurate 

parental belief, lack of proper parenting knowledge, poor parenting skills may also lead to 

limited interaction durations. 

Findings in this paper also showed that caregiver-child interaction duration is positively 

correlated with early childhood development. This is in line with some previous psychology 

studies that infants who spent more time in joint interaction with their mothers had significantly 

larger vocabularies (Tomasello & Todd, 1983) and better earliest skills of gestural and linguistic 

communication (Carpenter et al., 1998). However, the above literature only examined the link 

between interaction duration and one specific domain of early childhood development like 

language. Findings in this paper enrich the link between caregiver-child interaction duration 

and different domains of early childhood development, and provide empirical evidence in the 

context of rural China. 

Furthermore, the findings also indicate the mediation effects of caregiver-child interaction 

duration in the relationship between different caregivers and early childhood development. 

Mothers tended to have longer interaction duration with their child, which in turn, correlated to 

better development on early cognitive, language, motor, and social-emotional abilities. This 

mediation model is theoretically informed, and is consistent with previous studies that 

caregivers’ impact on early childhood development may function through home environment 

(Petrill et al., 2004), socioeconomic status (Barrett & Turner, 2005), parental investment (Zhong 

et al., 2020), parenting practices (Zhong et al., 2021), caregiver’s mental health (He et al., 2020; 

Petterson & Albers, 2001) and so on. Findings of the mediation effects of caregiver-child 

interaction duration in this study add to the emerging literature about the influence mechanism 

of early childhood development. 

Finally, findings on the moderating role of caregiver’s education level further refine the 

influence mechanism. Previous studies have mainly considered the caregiver’s education level 

as a control variable in study designs and analyzed the relationships between feeding 

practices(Yue et al., 2018), parenting behaviors(Luo et al., 2019), caregiver’s mental health 

(Zhong et al., 2021) and early childhood development. One step further than the existing 

literature, we examined the moderating role of caregiver’s education level in the relationships 

between different caregivers, caregiver-child interaction duration, and early childhood 

development, which helps to get a deeper understanding on caregiver-child dyads in rural China. 

This study has two policy implications. First, rural caregivers need to spend more time 

interacting with their children in daily home play, rather than just watching them play alone, or 

interacting with them only for a short period. Second, interventions aimed at promoting early 

developmental outcomes of children in rural China should attach greater importance to the 

caregiver-child interaction duration and provide rural caregivers with scientific parenting 
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knowledge, proper parenting belief and parenting skills. In addition, more guidance on 

parenting should be given to rural grandmothers, especially those with low education levels. 

We acknowledge that there are some limitations in this study. First, with cross-sectional 

data, we could only analyze the correlation between caregiver-child interaction duration and 

early childhood development, rather than inferring causal relationships. Second, caregiver-child 

interaction duration is only one of the many measurements for caregiver-child interaction 

qualities. Further research is needed to enrich the knowledge of daily caregiver-child interaction 

in other aspects of families living in rural China, and to provide evidence for more 

comprehensive and targeted early childhood services. 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, this paper quantified caregiver-child interaction duration by using the 

method of videotaping and coding and examined its role in the relationship between different 

caregivers and early childhood development. Our study finds that rural caregivers had relatively 

short interaction durations with their children. Compared to mothers, grandmothers tended to 

interact less with their children, which in turn related to lower scores for cognition, language, 

motor, and social emotions in children. For caregivers with low education level, the difference 

of interaction durations between mother-child dyads and grandmother-child dyads was larger. 

Interventions aimed at promoting early childhood development in rural China should attach 

greater importance to caregiver-child interaction durations in daily home play, especially for 

grandmothers with lower education level.
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Fig. 1: Moderated-Mediation Model 

 

 

 

Fig. 2: Kernel Density Distributions of Caregiver-Child Interaction Duration 

 (in Full Sample and by Different Caregivers) 

Data Source: Authors’ Survey 
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Fig. 3: Density Distributions of CREDI Scores of Children Raised by Mothers and 

Grandmothers 

Data Source: Authors’ Survey
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Fig. 4: The Correlations Between Caregiver-Child Interaction Duration and CREDI Scores of 

Children 

Data Source: Authors’ Survey 
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Fig. 5: Caregiver-child Interaction Duration Predicted by Different Caregivers Moderated by 

Caregiver’ Education Levels 

Data Source: Authors’ Survey 
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Table 1 Definitions of Variables and Summary Statistics 

Variable Definition Obs. Mean Std. Min Max 

Dependent Variables: Early Childhood Development 

Cognition CREDI score of cognition 488 -0.334 1.174 -6.452 5.995 

Language CREDI score of language 488 -0.259 1.319 -4.711 5.966 

Motor CREDI score of motor 488 -0.132 1.139 -6.807 6.123 

Social emotion CREDI score of social emotion 488 -0.104 1.179 -6.183 6.115 

Mediation Variable 

Duration 
Caregiver-child interaction duration 

within a 10-minutes home play 
488 4.443 3.117 0 10.000 

Independent Variable 

Caregiver 1=Mother, 0=Grandmother 488 0.551 0.498 0 1 

Control Variables: Characteristics 

Caregiver 

Age_care 
1=65 years old and above, 

0=Less than 65 years old 
488 0.035 0.184 0 1 

Edu_care 

Caregiver’s education level 

1=Middle school and above, 

0=Under Middle School 

488 0.432 0.496 0 1 

Child 

Age_child The child’s age in month 488 17.38 6.498 6 30 

Gender 1=Male，0=Female 488 0.516 0.5 0 1 

Birthweight 

Whether birthweight was lower than 

2500g 

1=Yes，0=No 

488 0.039 0.194 0 1 

Siblings 
Whether the child had siblings 

1=Yes，0=No 
488 0.609 0.489 0 1 

Migrant Parents 

Age_pa 
Average age of parents who work 

outside of hometown  
488 30.327 4.558 17.5 48 

Edu_pa 
1=Middle school and above, 

0=Under Middle School 
488 0.803 0.398 0 1 

Household 

Poverty 

Whether the household had received 

the minimum livelihood guarantee 

from the government, 1=Yes，0=No 

488 0.131 0.338 0 1 

Data Source: Authors’ Survey 
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Table 2 Multivariate Regression of the Mediation Effects 

Variables Duration Cognition Language Motor 
Social 

emotion 

Duration 
 0.050*** 0.061*** 0.047*** 0.063*** 

 (0.015) (0.017) (0.014) (0.014) 

Caregiver 

(1=Mother, 0=Grandmother) 

0.975** 0.067 0.283 0.058 0.138 

(0.463) (0.158) (0.181) (0.118) (0.171) 

Age_child 

(in months) 

0.092*** -0.033*** 0.016* -0.010 -0.022** 

(0.019) (0.010) (0.009) (0.009) (0.010) 

Gender 

(1=Male, 0=Female) 

0.042 -0.318** -0.451*** -0.277* -0.364** 

(0.327) (0.134) (0.123) (0.138) (0.142) 

Birthweight 

(1=Yes，0=No) 

0.546 -0.838*** -0.655* -0.812*** -0.709*** 

(0.744) (0.193) (0.360) (0.211) (0.189) 

Siblings 

(1=Yes，0=No) 

-0.611 -0.058 -0.048 -0.023 -0.054 

(0.373) (0.110) (0.117) (0.124) (0.121) 

Age_care 

(1=65 years old and above, 

 0=less than 65 years old) 

-0.484 -0.167 -0.170 -0.168 -0.061 

(0.790) (0.374) (0.502) (0.245) (0.365) 

Edu_care 

(1=Middle school and above, 

 0=Under Middle School) 

-0.014 0.247* 0.174 0.107 0.201 

(0.346) (0.138) (0.176) (0.108) (0.155) 

Age_pa 

(in years) 

-0.008 0.003 -0.006 0.000 -0.003 

(0.036) (0.015) (0.017) (0.015) (0.013) 

Edu_pa 

(1=Middle school and above, 

 0=Under Middle School) 

0.452 0.415*** 0.422** 0.436*** 0.446*** 

(0.461) (0.132) (0.163) (0.120) (0.136) 

Poverty 

(1=Yes，0=No) 

-0.004 -0.091 0.071 -0.060 -0.105 

(0.419) (0.108) (0.155) (0.142) (0.120) 

Coder FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Village FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Observations 488 488 488 488 488 

R² 0.225 0.190 0.181 0.153 0.185 

Notes: Table 2 reports the regression results indicated by Eq. (1) – (2). Standard errors present in parentheses are 

clustered at the village level.  

*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1. 
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Table 3 Bootstrap Results of Mediation Analysis 

Dependent  

Variable 

Point  

Estimate 
S.E. 

95% Confidence Interval 

Percentile BC BCa 

Cognition 0.049** 0.026  (0.006,0.108) (0.011,0.120) (0.011,0.120) 

Language 0.059** 0.036  (0.008,0.146) (0.010,0.162) (0.010,0.162) 

Motor 0.046** 0.030  (0.005,0.122) (0.005,0.124) (0.005,0.124) 

Social emotion 0.062** 0.031  (0.009,0.129) (0.013,0.139) (0.013,0.139) 

Note: (i) Table 3 reports the bootstrap estimates of mediation effects of caregiver-child interaction duration. The 

dependent variables are CREDI scores of children’s cognition, language, motor, and social emotion. The mediator 

is caregiver-child interaction duration. The key independent variable is the caregiver (mother of grandmother). 

The point estimate measures the mediation effects a1b1 in Eq. (1) – (2). 

(ii) Bootstrap standard errors are based on resampling with 1000 replications.  

(iii) The percentile 95% CI uses usual sampling distribution cutoffs without bias correction, while the BC 95% CI 

corrects for a bias in the distribution of bootstrap estimates, and the BCa 95% CI corrects for bias and skewness 

in the distribution of bootstrap estimates. 

*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1. 

 

Table 4 Bootstrap Results of Moderated-Mediation Analysis 

Dependent 

Variable 

Value of 

Moderator 

Point 

Estimate 
S.E. 

95% Confidence Interval 

Percentile BC BCa 

Cognition 
0 0.056** 0.033  (0.007,0.137) (0.011,0.144) (0.011,0.141) 

1 0.021 0.042  (-0.057,0.111) (-0.046,0.130) (-0.049,0.130) 

Language 
0 0.068** 0.041  (0.004,0.159) (0.007,0.170) (0.007,0.169) 

1 0.025 0.049  (-0.073,0.120) (-0.065,0.128) (-0.068,0.127) 

Motor 
0 0.052** 0.033  (0.002,0.132) (0.006,0.147) (0.006,0.147) 

1 0.019 0.040  (-0.060,0.113) (-0.049,0.132) (-0.050,0.126) 

Social 

emotion 

0 0.071** 0.037  (0.009,0.155) (0.016,0.164) (0.016,0.164) 

1 0.026  0.049  (-0.078,0.123) (-0.075,0.126) (-0.078,0.123) 

Note: (i) Table 4 reports the bootstrap estimates of moderated mediation effects of caregiver’s education level. The 

dependent variables are CREDI scores of children’s cognition, language, motor, and social emotion. The mediator 

is caregiver-child interaction duration. The key independent variable is the caregiver (mother of grandmother). 

The moderator is caregiver’s education level. The point estimate measures the moderated mediation effect 

(a1 + a3 ∗ Edu_carei)b1 in Eq. (3) – (4). 

(ii) Bootstrap standard errors are based on resampling with 1000 replications.  

(iii) The percentile 95% CI uses usual sampling distribution cutoffs without bias correction, while the BC 95% CI 

corrects for a bias in the distribution of bootstrap estimates, and the BCa 95% CI corrects for bias and skewness 

in the distribution of bootstrap estimates. 

*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1. 
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Local Government as the Intermediary in Chinese Rural Land Market: 

Impact Assessment from the Perspective of Tenant Farmers 

Xu He†, Huan Chen‡, Takeshi Sakurai†, Yuehua Zhang‡ 

Abstract 

It is widely observed that the village governments in China have been intervening the rural 

land market as the intermediary. Some studies have discussed its impact from the lessor farmer 

side, while this paper attempts to investigate its influence from the side of tenant farmers. This 

study adopts the instrumental variables approach as the identification strategy to cope with the 

self-selection problem in the intermediation markets. There are three positive effects identified 

in this paper: first, the governmental intermediation transaction is attracting not only producers 

with longer farming experience or better labor endowment, but also some households who were 

not involved in the agricultural sector before; Second, this study identified an absolute 

advantage of the governmental intermediation. That is, this governmental transaction can 

provide lessee farmers with much longer land contracts, which can significantly improve their 

farming stability; Thus thirdly, this absolute advantage of improved farming stability further 

encourages farmers’ investment in agricultural mechanization and increases their family labor 

input. Nevertheless, our study also shows some evidences that dealing with local governments 

makes farmers compromise in the plot selection, which is seen as a trade-off for getting land 

from governments. 

Key words: governmental intervention, intermediary, rural land market, China 

JEL classification: Q15, Q13, O13 
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Introduction 

A well-developed land market can optimize the land resource allocation and boost the land 

consolidation, which has been thought to be the solution to the issue of land fragmentation. 

Land fragmentation has been regarded as one major challenge towards agriculture 

modernization in China. It increases the cost in agriculture production and deceases the 

advantages of scale economies (Deininger et al. 2017; Kawasaki 2010). This phenomenon, to a 

large extent, was caused by the Household Responsibility System (HRS) reform in 1980s that 

equally distributed the land use right to rural households (Tan, Heerink, and Qu 2006; Yahua 

Wang, Zang, and Araral 2020). To mitigate this problem, Chinese central government has been 

encouraging the development of rural land market in recent years. Nevertheless, the process is 

slow. One main obstacle to overcome is the substantial transaction cost in the land market (Jin 

and Deininger 2009; Yahui Wang et al. 2020). Transaction costs during land circulation mainly 

arise from the process of searching, measurement, negotiation and enforcement (Takahashi, 

Chang, and Shobayashi 2018). First, the land market is a highly imperfect market – buyers and 

sellers do not have full information about each other (Evans 1999). Searching for a potential 

counterparty or suitable plots are quite costly to farmers. Second, land is hardly a homogenous 

good. As the real estate for transaction, the quality and quantity of land need to be measured, 

which both generate substantial costs in terms of time and money. Third, the land fragmentation 

per se also results in a tremendous cost in the repeated negotiation processes with small 

households. Lastly, tacit rental agreements and insecure land tenure system in China also 

threaten the contract enforcement of land rentals (Deininger et al. 2014).  

Therefore, in this kind of markets, fostering intermediaries is an effective strategy that can 

significantly reduce the transaction friction (Gehrig 1993). Intermediaries coordinate 

transactions by matching and brokering, and also provide market information, quality guarantee 

as well as contract monitoring given unobservable buyer/seller characteristics (Spulber 1996). 

In the case of China, local governments (also known as village collectives) hence could be a 

feasible choice of acting as the intermediary in rural land market. First, as the regional 

administrative agency, local governments not only have the information about cropland per se, 

but also a strong connection with their member households within the territory. Thus, they can 

significantly reduce the information barrier by capturing farmers’ willingness to rent from both 

sides. In the meantime, the local government is the actual owner of rural land in China, which 

gives them the legal authority to manipulate the croplands within their villages. Lastly, When 

the local government, who is both the landowner and regional administrative agency, is 
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involved in the transaction, the contract enforcement could be enhanced and protected. Hence, 

in 2017, the general office of the state council published a document titled Opinions on Guiding 

the Orderly Circulation of Rural Land Management Rights to Develop Agriculture on an 

Appropriate Scale. It encourages local governments to develop innovative land-transfer forms 

and to improve land-transfer management and services. Specifically, this opinion mentioned 

that local governments can take the role of information providing and handling entrusted land 

transactions in Chinese rural land market (Xinhua News Agency 2017). Therefore, in recent 

years many local governments have followed this guidance and intervened in the land markets 

as the intermediary.  

As we observed in Henan province, where we also conducted the field surveys in 2019 

and 2020, there are normally two types of intermediation services provided by local 

governments. By adopting the notions from Rust and Hall (2003), we call them the market-

dealer type and the market-maker type. The market-dealer type of local governments first gather 

farmland from their member households with a ‘bid’ price and then rent it out to one or several 

large-scale producers with an ‘ask’ price. Usually, the ‘ask’ prices are higher than the ‘bid’ prices, 

so that local governments can make some revenue to cover the cost that they have undertaken 

during the process. The market-maker type, on the other hand, do not directly make transactions 

with farmers. Instead, they circulate the information about available land sources or potential 

transaction partners. Sometimes, they may also take part in the negotiation process and give 

guidance in terms of rental price and other details. But in this type, rental contracts are directly 

made between famers at the last.  

This paper thus attempts to shed light on the impact that the governmental intermediation 

imposes on the rural land market. Until now, the literature on the government intervention in 

land market is mostly concentrated in the urban land market, such as zoning, conservation and 

the supply of land (Bertaud 2012; Evans 1999). Yet, studies on the governmental intervention 

in rural land market is still limited, and focus more on its regulatory role. For instance, in the 

prewar Japan, the tenancy relationships of croplands were embedded in communal society, and 

thus the communal governance of tenancy relationships could significantly reduce the 

transaction cost of implementing rent reduction (Arimoto, Okazaki, and Nakabayashi 2010). 

The similar regulatory function of rural communities in land transaction can also be observed 

in China (Zou and Zhou 2014), but the feature of having the ownership of rural land allows 

local governments to further intervene the market– acting as the intermediary. Only several 

studies discussed how such governmental intermediation could affect the rural land market and 

farmers’ welfare in China. Shi et al.(2018) found that the land circulation information provided 
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by the local government can promote land renting out, and this effect is biased toward large-

scale farmlands. Huang and Qiu (2016) descriptively claims that the abuse of governmental 

power in land circulation would cause social inequality, aggravate social stratification and 

conflicts in villages, and pose great economic and social risks. In the meantime, Wang, Hong, 

et al. (2020) also mentioned two types of governmental intermediations in Chinese rural land 

market as our previous introduction, and they found that both types of intermediation can barely 

increases lessor farmers' income. A similar result is also observed in Zhai et al. (2017). Hence, 

as we understand from the above literatures, most related studies investigate the impact of 

governmental intermediation from the perspective of lessor farmers, and their overall 

evaluations from this angle is negative. Moreover, most of these studies could not solve the 

endogeneity issue in the choice of governmental intermediation. Therefore, our study can 

contribute to the literature by focusing on this new type of governmental intervention and 

investigating its impact from the angle of large-scale tenant farmers. 

In this study we investigate how the governmental intermediation could affect tenant 

farmers’ transaction attributes and production strategy. And we adopt village’s land reallocation 

activity as the instrumental variable (IV) to deal with the endogeneity problem. Specifically, 

this paper answers the following three research questions. First, what kind of farmers are renting 

in land through governmental intermediation? It has been well noted that if land is circulated 

towards its most productive use, it can generate opportunities to transform rural economies and 

increase welfare (de Janvry et al. 2001). However, government intervention in the market could 

raise one concern about rent-seeking or corruption (Acemoglu and Verdier 2000). In our case, 

that is, local governments select the tenant farmers not based on their potential in agriculture, 

but on other non-economic factors, such as being a village cadre or a member of Chinese 

communist party. If it is true, this issue could eventually harm the efficiency of the intermediary 

land market. Our second question to answer is whether governmental intermediation can 

provide different transaction attributes and heterogenous land qualities to lessee farmers. By 

answering this question, we are interested in testing if there is a trade-off between favorable 

transaction attributes and worse plot qualities. On one hand, we hypothesize that governmental 

intermediation can significantly reduce the transaction costs for tenant farmers and give better 

contract enforcement. On the other hand, local governments are also likely to rent out a bundle 

of croplands that could contain some plots with unfavorable features. Therefore, we are 

wondering whether farmers, who chose to rent via governmental intermediary, are giving up 

part of their rights in plot selecting. After this, our last question asks about how the 

governmental intermediation could eventually affect tenant farmers’ production strategies, such 
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their investment in mechanization and warehouse, labor input and agrochemical usage.  

The reminder of this paper is arranged as follows: section 2 discusses about the theoretical 

framework that is featured in this study; section 3 introduces the dataset utilized for the 

empirical analysis and depicts some characteristics of this dataset; section 4 describes the 

empirical approach and econometric model; section 5 expounds the results and section 6 further 

discusses and concludes the findings. 

Theoretical framework and self-selection bias 

This study intends to investigate the effect of governmental intermediary service in 

Chinese rural land market, which features a basic theory about intermediation markets. Spulber 

(1996) discusses a model with the existence of a market broker (dealer) in the market. As a 

profit-maximizing firm, market brokers tend to set a higher ask price for the consumers, and a 

lower bid price for the producers, compared with the Walrasian price when there is no market 

intermediary. If we just focus on the demand side, then only consumers with a willingness-to-

pay (WTP) greater than the ask price will choose to purchase through that market broker, while 

those with a WTP between the ask price and Walrasian price will choose the decentralized 

transactions. Therefore, the insight we can obtain from this basic model is that market 

intermediaries use a higher price as the instrument to screen out consumers with low 

willingness-to-pay.  

Back to the case in Chinese rural land market, the rule is also applicable. As observed in 

the field and also revealed in the following statistics, governmental intermediaries in Chinese 

rural land market also set a higher ask price for the lessee farmers, which is around 100 yuan 

higher than the price from the private channels. In addition, renting in land through governments 

requires one more feature of farmers – ability to cultivate a large-scale cropland. They normally 

entail potential lessee farmers renting in a large amount of cropland within one contract. Thus, 

only those farmers with a higher WTP for the cropland and better confidence in managing large-

scale production would choose to rent through governmental intermediaries. Cropland is a kind 

of production asset and Chinese government hopes to circulate it towards farmers with better 

potentials in agriculture. Thus, this lessee-screening mechanism in the intermediary market 

could significantly contributes to the development of agriculture by automatically selecting 

suitable farmers.  

However, this mechanism also implies that the microstructure of trade in land is 

endogenously determined (Rust and Hall 2003). That is, farmers self-select into governmental 
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intermediation transactions based on their own characteristics, and more importantly, these 

household characteristics are probably unobservable to us. As shown in the Directed Acyclic 

Graph (DAG) in Figure 1, if we simply run a regression of dependent variables 𝑌 on 

governmental intermediation, there is always an open backdoor path between them: 

𝐺𝑜𝑣. 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 ←  𝑈 →  𝑌 , where 𝑈 stands for those unobservable factors. In this 

case, the relationship between 𝐺𝑜𝑣. 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 and 𝑌 cannot be simply regard as a 

causality, but probably a correlation caused by the unobservable factors 𝑈 . For instance, 

farmers who have better productivity and larger ambition would choose to rent through local 

governments, and at the same time, these characteristics also make them more likely to have 

heterogenous transaction features and production behaviors. Hence, we need a to find an 

instrumental variable 𝑍 , which exogenously induces the variation in the choice of 

governmental intermediation but are also independent of household’s unobservable 

characteristics 𝑈 . By doing so, we are able to estimate the local average treatment effect 

(LATE) of governmental intermediation in Chinese rural land market, which is defined in terms 

of the counterfactuals or potential outcomes. The details in selecting the valid IVs will be 

discussed in section 4 and section 5. 

[Figure 1] 

Data and descriptive statistics 

This study utilizes a panel dataset from surveys in Jiyuan County of Henan province in 

2019 and 2020. Jiyuan county is located in the northwest of Henan province, with a total 

population of 700,000 and total cropland of 52,000 hectares (see Figure 2). Henan province is 

one of the major agriculture production regions in China, and the main grain crop here are wheat 

and maize. Our first-round survey was conducted in field during the summer of 2019, while the 

second survey was conducted via phone calls in 2020 because field surveys were fully forbidden 

due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The phone-call survey requires us to shorten the questionnaire 

to avoid farmers’ impatience, so we could not collect enough information in 2020 for a panel 

analysis. In the meantime, some observations could not be tracked via phone calls, which means 

there is also a reduction in our sample size in the 2020 data. Hence, our main content of analysis 

is only based on the 2019 data, while the 2020 data is only utilized when we are interested in 

the effects on agrochemical usage in the 2019 production.  
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[Figure 2] 

Unlike other large-scale household surveys in rural China, our surveys in Jiyuan County 

only focus on the lessee famers who rent in cropland for agricultural production at a relatively 

large scale. From a list of lessee farmers provided by the county government, we randomly 

selected 263 households from 10 towns1 into our 2019 survey (see Table A1). As shown in 

Table 1, more than half of our total sample (142 observations) rented in land directly from 

market-dealer type of local governments. 18.25% of sample households (48 observations) 

received transaction information or coordination from local government but made transactions 

directly with lessor farmers. This proportion of two intermediation types is also close to the one 

in Wang, Hong, et al. (2020). And lastly, 27.76 percent of households rented in land through 

private channels. One thing to mention here is that renting via private channels (the last group) 

does not mean that all the transactions were directly accomplished between farmers. If there 

were non-governmental intermediaries coordinating transactions, the situation is also included 

in the last group. Hence, the main difference between the first two transaction channels and the 

third channel is whether local government is intervening the land transaction procedure. 

[Table 1] 

As might be expected, transactions via different channels could manifest heterogenous 

attributes. In Table A2, we first summarize the attributes in the private-channel transactions, 

and at the same time treat it as the basic group. As we can see from column (1) to (3), the 

private-channel transactions averagely have a rental scale of 204 mu, which covers around 9 

plots. The per-mu price in the basic group is 568 yuan for one year, and only 58% of these 

transactions signed a formal contract. At the same time, private transactions are also short, with 

a mean length of 3.3 years. We then compared this basic group separately with those two types 

of governmental intermediation transactions. Coefficients and p-values from column (4) to (7) 

reveal that both types of governmental transactions differ from the basic group in a quite similar 

way. Transactions with dealer governments and transactions via market-maker governments 

both have larger scales (by around 200 mu), higher rent prices (by around 140 yuan per mu), 

higher likelihood in signing formal contract (by 40% and 27% separately) and longer 

                                                 

1 Jiyuan county has 11 towns and 5 street communities. Those unsampled regions are either completely urban regions or 

having limited cropland due to large area of the mountainous landscape. Check http://www.jiyuan.gov.cn/sq/xzqh/ for more 

information 
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transaction length (by 6 years and 3 years separately) than the basic group, but not significantly 

differ in terms of the number of plots. Thus, in our following analysis, we combine these two 

types of transaction modes as one general type – governmental intermediation transaction. The 

first panel of Table 2 then replicates the comparisons of transaction attributes between the basic 

group and the governmental intermediation transactions, and reaches a similar result as before.  

Since the microstructure of land market is endogenously determined, different transaction 

attributes should also correlate with different features of farmers as explained in the theoretical 

sector. Thus, household-characteristic comparisons in the second panel of Table 2 test the 

heterogeneity between farmers who chose the governmental transactions and who did not. 

Three significant differences were observed. Compared with households who chose the private 

transaction, households who self-selected into the governmental intermediation transactions 

averagely have 0.7 more family labors at the significance level of 5%. Nevertheless, they are 

less experienced in agriculture production. Households in the basic group have an average 

agricultural experience of around 19 years, but those households who rent in land through 

governmental intermediations averagely have 4.3 years less experience in agriculture. In the 

meantime, these households are also 15 percent more likely to be located in the plain region. 

As for other household features, no significant differences between two groups were observed. 

In summary, households that choose to rent in land through governmental intermediations have 

an endowment advantage in labor size and location, but a disadvantage in farming experience. 

[Table 2] 

Identification Methodology 

As explained in section 2, this study adopts the IV approach as the identification strategy. 

By selecting an IV that satisfies both the exclusion restriction and inclusion restriction, we 

conduct a two-stage-least-square (2SLS) estimation to estimate the effect of the governmental 

intermediation activity in Chinese rural land market. The first stage of the 2SLS regression is 

specified in equation (1): 

                             𝐺𝑜𝑣𝑖 =  𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑍 + 𝜷′𝑿𝒊 + 𝑡𝑜𝑤𝑛𝐹𝐸𝑡 + 𝜖𝑖                （1） ( 

Here, the dependent variable 𝐺𝑜𝑣𝑖 is a dummy variable that equals to 1 if farmers choose 

to rent in land through governmental intermediation, otherwise it equals to 0. 𝑍 is the IV that 
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we adopted to induce the exogenous variation in 𝐺𝑜𝑣𝑖 , and 𝑿𝒊 is a vector of other household 

variables to be controlled. In the meantime, we also include 9 town dummies 𝑡𝑜𝑤𝑛𝐹𝐸𝑡 to 

control for town fixed effects2. 𝜖𝑖 then is the error term in this model.  

There are three purposes of the estimation that follows equation (1). The first and the most 

important one is that we need to test if our selected IV satisfies the inclusion restriction of the 

IV approach. That is, we find out whether 𝑍 can significantly explains the variation in the 

choice of governmental intermediation. Second, we use the IV as well as other explanatory 

variables to estimate the dependent variable and get a predicted value of 𝐺𝑜𝑣𝑖, which will be 

used in the second stage of the 2SLS analysis. Lastly, this first stage analysis can also reveal 

other determinants of farmers’ decision in transaction channel selection.  

The main result of interest then comes from the second stage of the 2SLS analysis, 

estimating how governmental intermediation reshapes farmers’ transaction attributes and 

influences their production activities. Unlike the ordinary least square (OLS) estimation that 

regress dependent variable 𝑌𝑖 on the actual value of 𝐺𝑜𝑣𝑖, 

 𝑌𝑖 =  𝜃0 +  𝜃1𝐺𝑜𝑣𝑖 + 𝜽′𝑿𝒊 + 𝑡𝑜𝑤𝑛𝐹𝐸𝑡 + 𝜎𝑖                 （2）  

the second stage of the 2SLS analysis uses the predicted value of 𝐺𝑜𝑣𝑖 , which is 

represented by 𝐺𝑜𝑣𝑖
∗, to estimate its impact on the dependent variables. The model is as follows: 

 𝑌𝑖 =  𝛼0 +  𝛼1𝐺𝑜𝑣𝑖
∗ + 𝜶′𝑿𝒊 + 𝑡𝑜𝑤𝑛𝐹𝐸𝑡 + 𝜇𝑖                  （3） ( 

The variation of 𝐺𝑜𝑣𝑖
∗  is only resulted from our IV 𝑍  and those households’ 

characteristics in vector 𝑿𝒊, independent of unobservable factors that could cause self-selection 

bias. Therefore, by running regressions following equation (3), we can estimate the coefficient 

𝛼1. This estimator then represents the local average treatment effect (LATE) of governmental 

intermediation on outcome variables, which is only induced by our selected IV (Imbens and 

Angrist 1994). 

                                                 

2 There are two reasons why we did not control for village-level fixed effects. First, a large proportion of our sample 

households are the unique observation in their village, so controlling for their village fixed effect is equal to controlling for 

their household fixed effects, which is not feasible. Second, our adopted IV is the land reallocation activity on village level, so 

controlling villages dummies would cause multilinearity problem. 
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In this study, we choose the land reallocation activity by village collectives as a potential 

IV. Farmers’ choice of governmental intermediation transaction is decided not only by their 

own demand, but also by the availability of the intermediation service. Land reallocation then 

can be used as a proxy for the likelihood that one village provide such intermediation service. 

Land reallocation is a governmental land rotation behavior. That is, village collectives rearrange 

the distribution of farms among their member households. This kind of land reallocation activity 

has been used to keep equity in terms of land distribution within a village, so that the land 

distribution can always be fair as the demographic situation changes across time (Deininger et 

al. 2014). Yet, after the release of the central opinion document in 2017, this kind of land 

reallocation activity also becomes a primary step when local government want to intervene the 

land market. In order to transfer land out in a certain scale, the first thing local governments 

need to do is to negotiate with member households to get their permission to act as their 

intermediary agency for land renting-out. More importantly, village governments tend to re-

distribute cropland among households, so that they can make the permitted land connected as 

much as possible to attract potential lessee farmers. Hence, the land reallocation can be used as 

an index to tell which village is more likely to provide intermediation service in the land market. 

It is then hypothesized that if one village implemented land reallocations after 2017, then 

farmers therein are more likely to rent in land via governments. At the same time, village’s 

decision in implementing land reallocations is independent of farmers’ characteristics, which 

satisfies the exclusion restriction of the IV approach. Thus, land reallocation can influence land 

transactions or production only via the selection of governmental intermediation (Cunningham 

2021). Table A3 lists the distribution of sample households in villages that have land 

reallocations across years. In the following section, we then test the validity (inclusive 

restriction) of land reallocation in year 2017, 2018 and 2019 separately. 

Empirical results 

By following the above discussion about the IV identification strategy, this section 

responds to the following questions: first, by running the first-stage regression, we investigate 

the determinants of farmers’ choosing the governmental intermediation transaction. In the 

meantime, this step can also allow us to test the validity of potential IVs by estimating the 

relationship between the land reallocation and the choice of governmental intermediation. 

Second, we use transaction attributes and the conditions of rented land as the outcome variables 

in equation (3) to understand the true advantages or disadvantages if farmers choose to rent in 

land via the government, and further to see whether there is a trade-off between better 
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transaction attributes and poor land quality when transacting with local governments. Lastly, 

we replace the dependent variable in equation (3) with farmers’ production variables to 

eventually evaluate how governmental transaction mode affects their productions. 

Determinants of choosing governmental intermediation transactions and the validity of 

IVs. 

Table 3 is the results of two regressions that follows equation (1). In column (1), we 

included three land reallocation dummy variables in the regression. Each of them captures 

whether the latest village land reallocation happened in its corresponding year - 2017, 2018 or 

2019. Hence, those farmers in villages where the latest land reallocations are before 2017 are 

used as the base group. The column (1) result reveals that only when the land reallocation 

happened in 2019, it can then increase the likelihood of renting in land via governmental 

intermediation by 21.8%. But for those land reallocations happened in 2017 or 2018, their 

correlation with the likelihood of choosing governmental transactions is not statistically 

significant. This result can be understood by the time lag in the up-to-down policy transmission. 

Although the central government has published the guidance document in 2017, it needs some 

time for the local governments to respond, prepare and implement, especially when it comes to 

the county-level governments. Hence, we can conclude that as of our sample location - Jiyuan 

County, villages’ land reallocation activity in 2019 can significantly explain farmers’ choice of 

governmental intermediation transactions. When the village conducted a land reallocation in 

2019, farmers therein has a higher probability to rent in land via local governments by 21.8%. 

And this influence is statistically significant at the level of 1 percent. Therefore, the regression 

in column (2) dropped the two land-reallocation dummies in 2017 and 2018, and it becomes 

the first-stage regression in the 2SLS analysis. We also noticed that the coefficients of the 2019 

reallocation dummy and other household variables barely changed after dropping these two 

dummies. This to some extent supports our argument that land reallocation activities are 

governmental decisions that are independent of any household characteristic.  

[Table 3] 

In the meantime, this step of analysis also gave us some interesting findings regarding 

what kind of households are renting in land through governments. First, both columns show 

that family labor size, which includes the agricultural labors and the off-farm labors, 

significantly affects households’ decision in choosing transaction channels. Having one more 
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labor in the house can increase the likelihood of having governmental land rentals by around 

3.2%. Agriculture is still a labor-intensive sector in China currently, and land rentals that 

involve local governments are usually in a large scale as shown above. Thus, having more 

family labors is an advantage in the competition to get land through local governments. Second, 

we also found that both the coefficients of farming experience and its quadratic term are 

statistically significant. Moreover, the coefficient of the former one is negative while the 

coefficient of the latter one is positive. This manifests a U-shape relationship between farming 

experience and the probability of having governmental transactions. With the increase in 

farming experience, the likelihood of renting in through the governmental intermediation first 

deceases and then increases. We can understand from this trend that the governmental land 

transaction is attracting not only those experienced farmers, but also those who were not in 

agriculture sector before. This point is also supported by the Kernel density estmation of 

farming experience in two groups as shown in Figure A1. The latter kind of farmers are more 

likely to have an advantage in capital endowment because of their longer time in off-farm 

activities. Lastly, in addition to the above two factors, we did not observe any non-economic 

factors that could explain the probability to have governmental transactions, such as being a 

village cadre or a member of Chinese communist party. Hence, it tells that the governmental 

intermediary market in Jiyuan county is functioning well by transferring cropland towards 

households based on their potentials in agriculture, not on other unrelated factors.  

A trade-off between better transaction attributes and poor land quality? 

(1) Can governmental intermediation provide different transaction attributes to tenant 

farmers? 

The market mechanism in governmental land rentals can pick out farmers with better 

potentials in agriculture. Following this, our second question is that what are the true advantages 

in rental attributes that governmental transactions can provide to these farmers. In the meantime, 

we are also wondering whether these farmers made any compromises in selecting suitable plots 

when dealing with local governments.  

To identify the true advantages and compromises embedded in governmental rentals, we 

should not compare farmers in governmental rentals and farmers in private rentals. Instead, we 

need to compare farmers choosing governmental rentals with their counterfactual situation, 

where the same farmers that could not rent in land via governmental intermediaries. Table 4 is 

the results of OLS regressions on five transaction attributes following equation (2), which did 

not account for the self-selection bias in the choice of governmental transactions. Similar as the 
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summary statistics in Table 2, the OLS results also depict systematic advantages in 

governmental transactions. After controlling for the observable household characteristics in our 

dataset as well as the fixed effect of each town, the land rentals through local governments has 

a significantly larger scale by 110 mu, longer transaction length by 3.5 years and higher rate of 

signing formal contracts by 32.3%. In the meantime, governmental transactions of course have 

significantly higher ask price for the lessee farmers, and the gap is around 85 yuan per mu for 

one year. Nevertheless, we can also see that the magnitude of the above estimates dropped a lot, 

if we compare them with the descriptive differences in Table 2. This is because we have 

controlled for observable household characteristics and also the town fixed effects. These 

controls per se could explain farmers’ preference for different transaction attributes and farmers’ 

choice of transaction channels, thus they can calibrate some self-selection bias in our estimation, 

but of course not completely. 

[Table 4] 

Table 5 thus displays the results of the 2SLS regressions on these five transaction attributes. 

As we can understand from the estimates in row 1, contrary to the OLS results, governmental 

intermediation did not significantly increase lessee farmers’ transaction scale, payed rent price 

or the likelihood to sign a formal contract. The IV analysis draw causal inference by comparing 

the households in governmental rentals and their counterfactuals. Thus, the households in the 

latter situation have the same characteristics with the former group of households, except for 

the access to governmental intermediation services. This result then implies that, without the 

governmental intermediation service, these farmers would still accumulate cropland to a large 

scale from the private channels (maybe through private intermediary agencies). Furthermore, 

our adopted IV is the land reallocations in 2019, which means that the renting-in behavior 

caused by this IV just happened less than one year ago at the time of our survey. On the other 

hand, the comparison group, who could not access to the governmental intermediation but still 

have the potential to become a large-scale producer, may have started scale expansion years 

ago and have been accumulating cropland for a long time. That is why the point estimate shows 

that the governmental rentals did not have an advantage the contract scale but even a negative 

disadvantage (although not statistically significant). We can then use the same logic to 

understand the insignificant results on rent price and signing formal contract. That is, even 

without the governmental intermediation, high potential farmers, who has a higher WTP for 

cropland and strong preference for formal transactions can still accomplish transactions with 

higher rent price and formal contracts through private transactions. 
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[Table 5] 

Nevertheless, governmental intermediation can still provide lessee farmers with 

significantly longer land contracts. It increased the transaction length by 8.257 years. This is 

the absolute advantage of transactions through local governments, and it definitely cannot be 

obtained from private agencies. In the Chinese household responsibility system (HRS), the 

ownership of rural lands belongs to each village collective, while member households are only 

distributed with the contract-management right (Ye 2015). Each term of the contract-

management right is fixed, and it needs to be renewed so that households can continue to 

cultivate their plots. Thus, even if rural households want to rent out their cropland, it is not 

likely for them to promise a contract length that would exceed their current term of the contract-

management right. Moreover, even within the term of contract-management right, it is also 

possible for village collectives to conduct land reallocations among households. It means that 

rural household are not certain that they can still have the contract-management right of their 

current plots in a long term (Deininger et al. 2014). Hence, lessee farmers who choose to rent 

in land through private channels are less likely to obtain long-term land contracts. However, 

this could be quite different when they rent in land through local governments. Since the 

ownership is permanent, local governments are able to give lessee farmers long-term rental 

contracts, which can even exceed the current term of the contract-management right. At the 

same time, getting long-term land contracts through local governments per se also implies an 

implicit promise that the rented plots would not be affected by future land reallocations. In 

summary, longer rental contracts is a significant advantage in governmental transactions and it 

can contribute to agricultural production by providing farmers with a better land stability (Gao, 

Huang, and Rozelle 2012; Y. Zhang, Liu, and Cai 2018).  

(2) Are governmental intermediaries renting out poor-quality plots to tenant farmers? 

Despite of the above merit of governmental land rentals, this study also attempts to 

investigate whether there are any disadvantages of such transactions. We hypothesize that lessee 

farmers have a weaker bargaining power during transactions with local governments. Instead 

of handling each small-scale transaction separately, local governments prefer to rent out 

cropland within a few contracts. Therefore, they are likely to bracket multiple croplands into 

one contract, which could contain some plots with bad qualities. While on the other side, lessee 

farmers who wish to accomplish the contracts with local governments would have to 

compromise on their right to select suitable plots from the bundle but to take them all. Thus, 
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this step of analysis aims to confirm this point by estimating the impacts of governmental 

intermediation on the land quality lessee farmer obtained. By doing so, we check whether 

farmers accepted a trade-off between better land stability and higher probability to get bad plots. 

Three types of indexes were used to proxy the land quality: farm landscapes, water sources, and 

soil types. Before explaining the empirical results, it should be mentioned beforehand that the 

landscape question asked farmers to describe the landscape of their all rented lands with 

multiple-choice allowed, but the water source question and soil type question only asked the 

situation of their largest plot also with multiple-choice allowed.  

Table 6 is a reduced table that integrates the 2SLS estimation results on land quality 

indexes. We found that renting in land through governmental intermediations caused a 

reduction in the  

probability of getting plots in plain regions by 56% at the significance level of 10 per cent. 

However, it did not increase the likelihood of getting any kind of bad landscape, such as hilly 

or mountainous landscape. In the meantime, as for the water source of their largest plot, 

although governmental rentals did not significantly increase the probability of relying on 

rainfall or reduce the likelihood of accessing to river or lake, it significantly increases the ratio 

of using groundwater for irrigation by 71%. Lastly, governmental intermediation did not result 

in any significantly different conditions in the soil type of farmers’ largest plot. To wrap it up, 

we can understand that it is possible for governmental transactions to transfer some bad-quality 

plots to lessee farmers, but it is not a severe and systematic phenomenon. We only observed 

some slight disadvantages in terms of landscape and water source, but no other significant 

consequences from other aspects. 

[Table 6] 

How does governmental intermediation transaction affect farmers’ production? 

The above subsection identified an absolute advantage of governmental intermediation 

transactions – providing a longer contract length to lessee farmers. It can significantly enhance 

the stability of the rented land, which is hypothesized to be able to encourage farmers to invest 

more in agricultural production (Gao, Huang, and Rozelle 2012). Hence, in this subsection, we 

continue to use the 2SLS approach to identify the impacts of governmental transactions on 

farmers’ production behaviors. We focus on four types of agricultural inputs: investment in 

agricultural mechanization, building warehouse, agricultural labor input and agrochemical 

input. Here, agricultural labor input includes the family labor input and hired labor input, while 
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agrochemicals contains chemical fertilizer usage and pesticide usage.  

Table 7 reveals that governmental transactions significantly increased farmers’ investment 

in mechanization and also the input of family labors. Introducing machines into agriculture is 

one important task to deal with the increasing labor cost in Asia and other land-scarce 

developing countries (Otsuka, Liu, and Yamauchi 2013). However, the feature of small-scale 

production and the imperfect land rental markets has impeded the introduction of agricultural 

mechanization in China (X. Wang et al. 2016). Our result in column (1) shows that the 

governmental intermediation can encourage lessee farmers to increase their investment in 

machine purchase by around 2 times. This significant finding shows the evidence that providing 

more stable rental contracts in the land rental markets can efficiently boost the agricultural 

mechanization, and this needs the help from local governments. In the meantime, the rural-

urban migration of labor also caused the lack of agricultural labor in China. The share of the 

rural labor force that worked at the off-farm job reached 45.3% in 2000, while this ratio has 

reached 60% in 2011 and continues to rise (X. Wang et al. 2011, 2016). Thus, attracting more 

labor to remain in agriculture is another important task in rural China and the improved land 

rental markets can help. Studies have proved that renting-in can induce farmers to add more 

family labors into agricultural production when compared with self-sufficient households (Qiu, 

et al., 2020). Our result then reveals that different types of renting-in can also result in 

heterogenous levels of family labor input. Compared with the private transaction channels, 

governmental transactions can significantly increase family labor by around 2 members. One 

possible reason is that it gives long-term land contracts. Nevertheless, there is no impact 

observed on the hired labor number. This is because rural labor market is still informal and 

temporary in China. Farmers’ demand for hired labor is decided based on the situation in each 

year, thus it does not require a stable and long-term management to make the decision. Family 

labor input, on the other hand, is more like a career decision. Family members’ entrance into 

agriculture production means a tremendous opportunity cost of off-farm jobs given the off-farm 

wage rate in China (Li et al. 2012). Hence, this decision requires a positive expectation for 

future stable production and revenue from farming. And it can be affected by the longer land 

contracts in governmental transactions.
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[Table 7] 

But we did not find any impacts on warehouse investment or agrochemical usage. Similar 

as the investment in mechanization, warehouse building or purchase is also one kind of long-

term investment in agricultural production, while it was not influenced by governmental 

transactions. One reason behind could be that rural households in China are not allowed to 

freely change the use of cropland and build warehouse on it. Getting the permission from 

governments is a more important and primary determinant in this case. We also hypothesized 

that longer land contracts in governmental transactions could encourage farmers to reduce their 

usage of chemical fertilizer and pesticide. Agriculture in China is facing a threat of 

agrochemical overuse, and this problem could result in a lot of negative consequences in 

ecology, land quality and production (J. Huang, International Development Research Centre 

(Canada), and Economy and Environment Program for Southeast Asia 2001; C. Zhang et al. 

2015; L. Zhang et al. 2018). Some studies have shown that improved land security could make 

landowners to care more about their land quality, which would induce them to restrict from 

overusing agrochemicals but to use more organic inputs (J. Huang and Ji 2012). But in this 

study, we did not find similar results. One potential reason is that the payoff of the protecting 

land need quite long time to be realized but higher production cost, such as land rent and other 

investment in  

production assets, which requires lessee farmers to gain profit as soon as possible. Hence, 

they are less likely to reduce chemical inputs under the risk of a decrease in productivity. 
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Conclusion and discussion 

Due to the encouragement and guidance from the central government, transactions with 

local governments as the intermediary are widely spreading in Chinese rural land market. How 

would this kind of land rental channel affect the development of land market and agricultural 

production has attracted a lot of attention. This study uses the Jiyuan county in Henan Province 

as a case study to identify its impacts. By adopting the IV approach, our analysis found that 

there are mainly two positive contributions of the governmental intermediation in land market: 

first, by using the higher rent price and the larger transaction scale as the entrance threshold, 

governmental intermediation is driving croplands in China toward farmers with better potentials 

in agricultural production, such as more family labor, longer farming experience and better 

capital endowment; second, compared with private transaction channels, governmental rentals 

can also provide lessee farmers with longer land rental contracts. This advantage significantly 

improved farmers’ expectation of farming stability, and thus encouraged them to invest more in 

agricultural production, such as mechanization and family labors. On the other hand, there are 

also some evidences showing that dealing with local governments made farmers compromise 

on their right of selecting suitable plots. Our analysis reveals that the governmental rentals 

significantly reduced the probability of getting plots in plain regions, and also increased the 

ratio of getting plots that rely on groundwater for irrigation.  

Nonetheless, there are some concerns regarding the external validity in our estimation 

results. The effects from the IV analyses are actually the local average treatment effect 

(Cunningham 2021). That is, they are only for the observations that were induced to choose 

governmental transactions by the instrument, i.e., land reallocations in 2019. So, can the same 

effects still be observed when the variation in having governmental intermediation transactions 

is caused by other factors? This question cannot be perfectly answered in our case, because we 

cannot unbiasedly estimate the average treatment effect with the observational data. But from 

our point of view, the positive effect on the contract length is external valid. This is because this 

effect is caused by the universal feature of all local governments – they all have the ownership 

of cropland in rural China. Following this, its further influences on mechanization or labor input 

should also be external valid. To the contrary, the negative effects on landscape or irrigation 

water source are likely not to be external valid but depend on the situation of each region. In 

other villages or regions, we probably cannot observe the exact effect of governmental 

intermediation on the plot quality since geological features vary across different regions. 

However, the problem reflected in these negative effects is external valid. That is, lessee farmers 
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are probably in a disadvantaged position when dealing with governmental agencies, which 

makes them have a weak bargaining power in selecting suitable croplands. Hence, even we may 

not be able to observe the exact effects on landscape or water source in other regions, farmers’ 

compromise in land quality can still be found from different aspects.  

Lastly, we have to acknowledge that there are some limitations in this study. First and the 

most importantly, our study is a case study limited to the Jiyuan county of Henan province. This 

means that our results are hard to be national representative. We hope this paper could act as an 

introduction to the future investigations using national survey data. Second, due to the small 

sample size in the market-maker type of intermediation transactions, we cannot estimate the 

heterogenous effect of two kinds of governmental intermediaries. This is also recommended in 

the future studies when enough sample is collected. Third, a reduction in transaction cost is an 

underlying advantage we have assumed in this paper. But since our data does not contain the 

any transaction cost measure, this point cannot be empirically tested. Lastly, during our survey 

we did not collect the plot-level data but just ask about the general situation or the largest plot. 

This, to some extent, could weaken our argument about the land quality. 
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Tables 

Table 1. Sample structure 

Type Frequency Percent 

Renting from market-dealer gov. 142 53.99 

Renting via market-maker gov. 48 18.25 

Renting via private channel 73 27.76 

Total 263 100.00 

Table 2. Summary statistics   

 Private Channel  Gov. – private 

 Obs. Mean SD  Coeff. p-value 

 (1) (2) (3)  (4) (5) 

Transaction 

attributes 
      

Transaction scale 

(mu) 
73 204.259 (382.780)  196.998 0.008 

Number of plots 71 9.282 (8.806)  7.374 0.411 

Rent (yuan per mu)  71 568.028 (284.198)  135.371 0.000 

Formal contract 69 0.580 (0.497)  0.371 0.000 

Transaction length 

(year) 
67 3.269 (3.213)  5.337 0.000 

       

Household 

Characteristics 
      

Male head 73 0.890 (0.315)  -0.058 0.243 

Head’s age 73 51.247 (7.129)  -0.747 0.521 

Head’s education 

(year) 
72 9.361 (2.375)  0.421 0.231 

Family labor size 72 4.194 (2.012)  0.689 0.014 

CCP member 72 0.139 (0.348)  -0.004 0.925 

Village cadre 72 0.139 (0.348)  0.022 0.669 

Head’s health  73 2.151 (0.953)  -0.077 0.532 

Head is nonreligious 73 0.904 (0.296)  0.043 0.203 

Home in plain 73 0.452 (0.501)  0.153 0.025 

Farming experience 

(year) 
72 18.917 (13.714)  -4.300 0.028 

Notes: Unit of head’s health is ordered category as follows: 1, very good; 2, good; 3, fair; 4, 

bad; 5, very bad. Standard deviation (SD) in parentheses. 1 hectare equals to 15 mu. 1 yuan 

= 0.15 US dollars.  
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Table 3. Determinants of choosing governmental intermediation 

Dependent variable Gov. Intermediation 

 (1) (2) 

Village land reallocation in 2019 0.218*** 0.213*** 

 (0.0669) (0.0605) 

Village land reallocation in 2018 0.00598  

 (0.0546)  

Village land reallocation in 2017 0.0318  

 (0.0562)  

Male head 0.0188 0.0180 

 (0.0357) (0.0356) 

Head’s age -0.00159 -0.00159 

 (0.00273) (0.00270) 

Head’s education (year) 0.000977 0.000927 

 (0.00980) (0.00972) 

Family labor size 0.0322* 0.0327* 

 (0.0147) (0.0145) 

CCP member -0.0178 -0.0188 

 (0.0461) (0.0465) 

Village cadre 0.0777 0.0802 

 (0.0574) (0.0588) 

Head’s health   

Health status = 2 0.0953 0.0972 

 (0.0627) (0.0610) 

Health status = 3 0.0179 0.0183 

 (0.0578) (0.0572) 

Health status = 4 -0.160 -0.159 

 (0.132) (0.129) 

Head is nonreligious 0.0575 0.0604 

 (0.109) (0.111) 

Home in plain -0.0124 -0.0122 

 (0.0524) (0.0516) 

Farming experience (year) -0.0187*** -0.0188*** 

 (0.00507) (0.00509) 

Farming experience2  0.000362** 0.000362** 

 (0.000125) (0.000126) 

Town fixed effects Yes Yes 

Constant 0.721** 0.727** 

 (0.302) (0.298) 

N 247 247 

Notes: clustered standard errors in parentheses. ***Significant at the 1 percent level, 

**Significant at the 5 percent level, *Significant at the 10 percent level. 
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Table 4. OLS estimations on transaction attributes 

 Transaction 

scale 

Number of 

plots 

Rent Formal 

contract 

Transaction 

length 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

Gov. Intermediation 110.9** 6.355 85.22** 0.323*** 3.539*** 

 (34.43) (4.668) (28.07) (0.0875) (0.909) 

Male head -254.0*** -28.35 -63.69 -0.0853** -0.446 

 (76.97) (22.99) (41.01) (0.0340) (2.211) 

Head’s age 2.276 0.0561 -1.590 -0.00208 0.128* 

 (2.501) (0.204) (1.029) (0.00282) (0.0592) 

Head’s education (year) 54.91 1.335 3.308 -0.000973 0.594* 

 (32.56) (0.918) (2.997) (0.00632) (0.298) 

Family labor size -35.55** -1.094 0.613 -0.00560 -0.288 

 (13.27) (1.057) (4.769) (0.0142) (0.261) 

CCP member 54.67 -7.514 -29.08 0.102 3.921*** 

 (126.9) (6.798) (21.09) (0.0622) (0.997) 

Village cadre -125.7 -6.015 -48.22 -0.107 -2.246 

 (103.1) (4.070) (27.09) (0.0672) (1.456) 

Head’s health      

Health status = 2 146.0 19.65 -27.51 0.0128 1.254*** 

 (81.01) (17.55) (19.92) (0.0456) (0.305) 

Health status = 3 -116.6** -0.199 -14.54 0.00800 -0.166 

 (48.14) (3.758) (31.36) (0.0321) (0.523) 

Health status = 4 -11.41 2.863 -45.14 0.0426 -0.290 

 (72.30) (4.322) (61.54) (0.0648) (1.533) 

Head is nonreligious 147.8 17.09 14.90 0.0235 1.482 

 (83.52) (14.75) (24.66) (0.0602) (0.999) 

Home in plain 83.37 9.865 95.20** 0.112 -1.041 

 (46.79) (10.43) (35.62) (0.0784) (1.390) 

Farming experience (year) -3.236 0.0142 -1.423 -0.0117*** -0.329** 

 (12.52) (0.339) (3.556) (0.00276) (0.102) 

Farming experience2  0.0332 -0.00351 0.0641 0.000214** 0.00687** 

 (0.270) (0.00838) (0.0835) (0.0000664) (0.00281) 

Town fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Constant -343.3 -4.607 197.3** 0.844*** -4.662 

 (291.2) (10.21) (74.41) (0.129) (5.569) 

N 247 237 240 238 233 

Note: Unit of variables are as follows: transaction scale, mu; rent, yuan; transaction length, year. head’s 

health is am ordered categorical variable: 1, very good (basic group in the regression); 2, good; 3, fair; 

4, bad; 5, very bad. Clustered-robust standard error at the town level in parentheses. ***Significant at 

the 1 percent level.**Significant at the 5 percent level. *Significant at the 10 percent level. 
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Table 5. Impacts of governmental intermediation on transaction attributes (2SLS) 

 Transaction 

scale 

Number of 

plots 

Rent Formal 

contract 

Transaction 

length 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

Gov. Intermediation -491.2 -86.48 12.79 -0.0439 8.257** 

 (399.7) (78.36) (113.0) (0.334) (4.130) 

Male head -264.8*** -29.66 -64.67* -0.0884*** -0.274 

 (71.23) (23.09) (35.58) (0.0301) (2.036) 

Head’s age 1.620 -0.0775 -1.692* -0.00254 0.135** 

 (2.099) (0.321) (0.943) (0.00271) (0.0596) 

Head’s education (year) 55.59* 1.489 3.419 -0.000499 0.561** 

 (29.63) (1.339) (3.016) (0.00722) (0.277) 

Family labor size -15.60 1.899 2.954 0.00696 -0.424 

 (14.66) (2.513) (3.414) (0.00673) (0.290) 

CCP member 42.92 -9.812 -30.87* 0.0931 4.050*** 

 (112.6) (8.346) (18.39) (0.0699) (0.995) 

Village cadre -72.25 2.475 -41.60 -0.0621 -2.697 

 (124.2) (8.482) (35.58) (0.0709) (1.642) 

Head’s health      

Health status = 2 201.1* 27.80 -21.13 0.0452 0.734 

 (116.5) (25.29) (25.43) (0.0693) (0.585) 

Health status = 3 -107.6** 0.931 -13.67 0.00881 -0.339 

 (54.58) (5.123) (30.58) (0.0370) (0.240) 

Health status = 4 -87.24 -8.574 -54.05 -0.00724 0.222 

 (69.04) (9.953) (56.16) (0.0912) (1.471) 

Head is nonreligious 193.6 26.51 22.26 0.0627 1.214 

 (122.2) (19.30) (20.39) (0.0760) (1.013) 

Home in plain 73.61 9.799 95.22*** 0.117 -0.946 

 (55.28) (11.46) (31.59) (0.0744) (1.172) 

Farming experience (year) -14.04 -1.694 -2.757 -0.0186*** -0.249*** 

 (9.346) (1.507) (2.471) (0.00438) (0.0484) 

Farming experience2  0.234 0.0296 0.0900 0.000353*** 0.00526*** 

 (0.211) (0.0304) (0.0594) (0.000111) (0.00140) 

Town fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Constant 86.19 60.24 247.9*** 1.085*** -7.966 

 (249.8) (56.70) (67.48) (0.255) (7.115) 

N 247 237 240 238 233 

Notes: head’s health is am ordered categorical variable: 1, very good (basic group in the regression); 2, good; 3, 

fair; 4, bad; 5, very bad. Clustered-robust standard error at the town level in parentheses. ***Significant at the 1 

percent level, **Significant at the 5 percent level, *Significant at the 10 percent level. 
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Table 6. Impacts of governmental intermediation on land quality indexes (2SLS) 

 Panel A 

Farm landscape  hilly mountain basin plain 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Gov. Intermediation -0.628 0.00435 -0.0237 -0.560* 

 (0.549) (0.330) (0.214) (0.299) 

Household controls Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Town fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Constant 0.518* 0.822*** 0.124 0.791** 

 (0.272) (0.264) (0.224) (0.377) 

N 247 247 247 247 

  

 Panel B 

Water access of land  rainfall river or lake groundwater 

 (5) (6) (7) 

Gov. Intermediation -0.219 0.139 0.710*** 

 (0.700) (0.449) (0.188) 

Household controls Yes Yes Yes 

Town fixed effects Yes Yes Yes 

Constant 1.091* 0.251 -0.376 

 (0.594) (0.417) (0.338) 

N 247 247 247 

     

 Panel C 

Soil type  clay loam sandy 

 (8) (9) (10) 

Gov. Intermediation 0.153 0.0358 -0.312 

 (0.473) (0.705) (0.272) 

Household controls Yes Yes Yes 

Town fixed effects Yes Yes Yes 

Constant 0.680*** -0.452 0.766* 

 (0.254) (0.492) (0.409) 

N 247 247 247 

Notes: Variables of farm landscape records the landscape of the general condition of all plots 

(multiple choice allowed). Variables of water access and soil type record the situation of the 

largest plot of household (multiple choice allowed). Clustered-robust standard error at the 

town level in parentheses. ***Significant at the 1 percent level, **Significant at the 5 percent 

level, *Significant at the 10 percent level. 
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Table 7. Impacts of governmental intermediation on production strategies 

 Mechanization 

(log, per mu) 

Warehouse 

(log, per mu) 

Number of 

family labor 

Number of 

hired labor 

Fertilizer 

(yuan/mu) 

Pesticide 

(yuan/mu) 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

Gov. Intermediation 2.090*** 0.844 2.904*** -2.598 -3.591 11.51 

 (0.510) (3.215) (0.854) (15.62) (37.14) (41.62) 

Male head 0.798 -0.0771 -0.256*** -5.792** -3.954 -21.57 

 (0.490) (0.404) (0.0994) (2.472) (6.483) (21.35) 

Head’s age 0.00986 -0.0263 0.000476 0.131 -0.352 -0.554*** 

 (0.0319) (0.0205) (0.0108) (0.0969) (0.259) (0.168) 

Head’s education (year) 0.166* 0.285*** 0.0418 1.467* -1.293 0.383 

 (0.0884) (0.0524) (0.0355) (0.776) (1.274) (0.707) 

Family labor size -0.202* -0.0964 -0.0198 0.0477 -0.891 -2.474 

 (0.103) (0.114) (0.0347) (0.794) (2.065) (1.658) 

CCP member 0.275 0.610 -0.00960 3.417 -2.554 -8.490 

 (0.327) (0.787) (0.230) (3.794) (7.794) (8.553) 

Village cadre -0.245 0.144 -0.271 -3.877 7.201 9.768* 

 (0.403) (0.590) (0.289) (3.309) (8.628) (5.403) 

Head’s health       

Health status = 2 -0.216 -0.474 -0.366* 1.074 -2.754 -2.829 

 (0.303) (0.356) (0.208) (3.247) (4.164) (2.658) 

Health status = 3 -0.560 -0.176 -0.172 -4.362** 4.275 16.02 

 (0.399) (0.443) (0.156) (1.751) (5.996) (11.60) 

Health status = 4 -0.287 -1.893* 0.535 -2.012 -30.94** -19.62*** 

 (1.302) (1.064) (0.587) (6.312) (15.77) (3.959) 

Head is nonreligious -0.624 -0.00645 -0.773 -0.197 7.453 11.42* 

 (0.735) (1.268) (0.872) (2.505) (9.154) (6.890) 

Home in plain -1.289*** -2.337*** -0.0916 -0.299 -4.407 4.261 

 (0.280) (0.343) (0.131) (2.561) (4.118) (5.321) 

Farming experience (year) 0.0448* -0.0598* 0.0636* -0.0685 1.692 0.154 

 (0.0257) (0.0356) (0.0328) (0.434) (1.206) (1.136) 

Farming experience2  -0.000332 0.00218** -0.00121* -0.00196 -0.0259 0.0136 

 (0.000720) (0.000971) (0.000690) (0.00873) (0.0241) (0.0194) 

Town fixed effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Constant 2.674 0.321 0.110 -1.663 152.0*** 45.83** 

 (2.723) (2.358) (1.172) (7.729) (38.18) (18.35) 

N 247 247 246 246 168 168 

Notes: head’s health is am ordered categorical variable: 1, very good (basic group in the regression); 2, good; 3, fair; 4, bad; 5, very 

bad. Dependent variables fertilizer and pesticide usage are from the follow-up phone survey in 2020 (field survey not allowed due 

to COVID19), and there were some lost in track. Thus, in column (5)-(6) there is a reduction in observation numbers. Clustered-

robust standard error at the town level in parentheses.  

***Significant at the 1 percent level.**Significant at the 5 percent level.*Significant at the 10 percent level. 
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Figures 

 

Figure 1. Directed acyclic graph of causal effects 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Map of Jiyuan County in Henan Province 
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Appendix 

Tables: 

Table A1. Sample distribution in towns 

Town  Frequency Percent 

Xiaye 7 2.66 

Wulongkou 41 15.59 

Kejing 50 19.01 

Potou 15 5.70 

Dayu 14 5.32 

Sili 7 2.66 

Chengliu 10 3.80 

Lilin 58 22.05 

Yuquan 9 3.42 

Zhicheng 52 19.77 

Total 263 100.00 
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Table A2. Three-group comparison of transaction attributes 

 Private Channel  Dealer – private 
 Market maker - 

private 

 Obs. Mean SD  Coeff. p-value 
 

Coeff. 
p-

value 

 (1) (2) (3)  (4) (5)  (6) (7) 

Transaction scale (mu) 73 204.259 (382.780)  204.984 0.009  173.371 0.084 

Number of plots 71 9.282 (8.806)  10.222 0.274  -2.282 0.856 

Rent (yuan per mu)  71 568.028 (284.198)  133.451 0.000  142.021 0.004 

Formal contract 69 0.580 (0.497)  0.399 0.000  0.274 0.000 

Transaction length (year) 67 3.269 (3.213)  6.029 0.000  2.834 0.045 

Table A3. Year of the latest land reallocation in the village 

 Number of farmers Percent 

Before 2015 125 47.5% 

2015 30 11.4% 

2016 15 5.7% 

2017 33 12.5% 

2018 26 9.9% 

2019 34 12.9% 

Total 263  

Note: if farmers from the same village reported different years of the latest land reallocation in the 

village, we grouped them to the latest one. 

Figure: 
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Figure A1. Kernel density estimation of farming experience 
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Abstract 

The study looks at the impact of Rural Land Registration  and Certification Program on 

farmlands transfer in rural China. The study relied on household survey data of 7501 households 

in the communities of selected provinces. A multistage sampling technique was used in data 

gathering. Data is analyzed using logit regression model.  The result shows that Rural Land 

Registration  and Certification influences farmland transfer decision positively. Land 

fragmentation shows a positive association with farmland transfer. The study, however, 

suggests that farmland size has a negative association with transfer. The interaction between 

RLRC program and land fragmentation impacts positively on farmland transfer with a much 

greater marginal effect. Knowledge of land tenure policy and perception of the implementation 

of land right policy has a positive impact on the farmland transfer decision. The study adds to 

our understanding on the importance of  farmland consolidation policies in dealing with 

inefficiencies attributed to farmlands fragmentation.  

 

Keywords: RLRC program; farmland fragmentation; farmland transfer; households ; land 

tenure 

JEL: H31, O13, Q15, Q24, R14 
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Introduction 

Farmland is a crucial input at every level of agricultural activities. As result, any policy 

geared towards sustainable food production must have a critical look at the farmland use (Cao, 

Bai, & Zhang, 2020). There is a continuous mounting pressure on the already limited farmlands; 

some are being converted into industrial use and residential purposes.  The development calls 

for the need for efficient farmland use to derives maximum benefit (Newell, 2019).  

Investment in farmland is one of the surest means of promoting efficiency in agricultural 

land use (W. Tian et al., 2013). As part of measures to promote investment in the agricultural 

sector, the Chinese government in 2011 initiated "high standard farmland investment program", 

which is to help propel its rural revitalization agenda (Cao et al., 2020). Despite this program, 

the sector has not received the required investment to propel its growth. Inadequate investments 

in farmlands are attributed to several factors; key among them are insecure farmland rights 

(Besley, 1995). Insecure farmland rights discourages long term investment as the risk of losing 

one's investment in unsecured farmland is very high (Qing & Yuan, 2005). Secured farmlands 

encourage both medium term and long term investment as it provides security to the investors’ 

capital (Deininger & Jin, 2006). 

Theoretically, farmland security affects farmland investment in three ways. First, farmland 

security provides assurance to potential investors as the ownership of the land can easily be 

verified and encourages  them to invest substantially in the land (Beekman & Bulte, 2012). 

Unsecured farmlands limit the level of investment committed to the farmlands, as there are 

varying levels of uncertainties surrounding their use (Cao et al., 2020). Second, secured 

farmlands limit credit constraints as lending institutions can easily verify  farmlands ownership , 

which are sometimes used as collaterals and can easily be confiscated in case of default  

(Brasselle, Gaspart, & Platteau, 2002; Deininger & Feder, 2001).   Third, secured farmland 

promotes reliability effect, which leads to a decrease in transactional cost and investment risk 

(Deininger & Jin, 2006; Demsetz, 2002).  

Several studies have looked at the effect of farmland security on investment with mixed 

outcomes. The studies by (Birungi & Hassan, 2010; W. Tian et al., 2013; Van Gelder, 2010) 

concluded that security of farmland acts as an incentive for farm households to commit their 

investments into farmlands. The studies attributed this to reliability and assurance effects. On 

the contrary, studies by (Brasselle et al., 2002; Broegaard, 2005; Zhong & Ji, 2009) showed 

that farmland certification has no correlation with farm investment in Nicaragua,, China and 

Burkina Faso. Farmland certification-right is expected to improve the land market through an 

increase in demand for farmland (Cheng, Zhang, & Liu, 2016; Fu, Ji, & Hu, 2016). This 

development is expected to trigger competition in farmland use between landowners and renters. 

The former's ability to obtain credit from financial institutions due to certification-right may 

discourage "rent out behaviour" as they will like to invest. Banks readiness to advance credit 

support to landowners with secured farmlands has the potential of discouraging rent out 
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behaviour. An improved farmland market due to farmland security is likely to positively 

influence rent after securing certification-right. Studies by (Deininger, Ali, & Alemu, 2011; Do 

& Iyer, 2008) in Vietnam and Burkina Faso concluded land certification is not a determinant 

factor in farmland transactions. Also, studies by (Fu et al., 2016; Yuepeng Zhou & Chand, 2013) 

in Chendu, in Sichuan province and  Jiangsu province in the  southwest and eastern regions of 

China, respectively, concluded that there is no significant relationship between farmland 

certification and land transfer.  

To ensure more investment in agricultural sector, the Chinese government has rolled out 

Rural Land Registration and Certification (RLRC program) to help improve farmland security 

and to encourage farmlands transfer. Some researchers are of the view that Rural Land 

Registration  and Certification will hinder farmland rental due to some challenges associated 

with the policy (Qin, Lin, Li, Yu, & Wachenheim, 2020). Notable among the challenges is lack 

of specified duration for land rental. The RLRC policy has the potential of increasing farmland 

price   thereby defeating the original intent of the program (Qin et al., 2020; Yang Zhou, Li, & 

Liu, 2020).  Some researchers also think RLRC will have no impact on the rental behaviour of  

households  due the following reasons: First, in rural areas, farmlands are a form of security 

and households  rely on their lands for survival and employment. As result, households attach 

more importance to the management of the land on their own and are less likely to accept any 

opportunity to rent out their farmlands.  Rural Land Registration and Certification Program is 

a double edge sword. In one breath, it has the potential to discourage households from renting 

out their farmlands as they can rely on it to secure financial assistance to boost investment. In 

another breadth, it can encourage rent out behaviour due to an improved land market. Due to 

this dynamic nature of Rural Land Registration and Certification Program, this study seeks to 

examine its impact of on farmland transfer. Second, the issue of mistrust surrounding the 

implementation of RLRC policy is likely to affect household’s  behaviour negatively; as some 

see the policy as representing the government’s interest  and not to empower the households  as 

proclaimed in the policy (Segers et al., 2010; Zhang, Feng, & Qu, 2014). Even with the 

implementation of RLRC policy, land transactions are still led by the village's authorities, the 

development which has increased the already existing mistrust in land transactions (Islam, 

2003). These perceptions among others pose a challenge to land transfer.  

With the above concerns and inconclusiveness of the findings from studies involving 

farmland certification-right and rental behaviour of households , there is the need to further 

explore this relationship at a broader level. Currently, there is no large-scale study involving 

several provinces. The study seeks to fill this gap by looking at the topic from a broader scope 

to establish the relationship that exists between Rural Land Registration  and Certification 

Program and farmland transfer.  

The aim  of RLRC program is to improve the tenure security of contracted farmlands 

(Place & Migot-Adholla, 1998; Xu et al., 2018). The policy is set to achieve three main 
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objectives in the management of farmlands. First, the policy is to ensure consistency of land 

tenure by confirming the term of contract. Second, the policy supports the use of contracted 

land as collateral, which improves property right. Third, the spatial size, and scope of the 

contracted land are affirmed through the issuance of land contract management certificate, 

which explained the form of the land property rights (Qin et al., 2020).  

The RLRC program seeks to influence farmland rental behavior through the promotion of 

investment in agricultural production through land property rights clarification (Huang & Ji, 

2012; Liu & Xu, 2016) . The program also seeks to facilitate the movement of farmers into off-

farm activities and improve rent for contracted farmlands by reducing transactional costs 

(Deininger et al., 2011; Deininger & Feder, 2009; Udimal, Peng, & Guillaume, 2021; Yami & 

Snyder, 2016). An improvement and stability of land property rights will lead to a reduction in 

the transaction costs and free most farmers from on-farm activities. The freeing of farmers from 

on-farm activities will increase the number of migrant workers and improve rental price for 

contracted land ((De Janvry, Emerick, Gonzalez-Navarro, & Sadoulet, 2015; Ferreira, Leite, & 

Ravallion, 2010). The mortgage value of contracted farmland will improve and facilitate the 

acquisition of credit (Feder & Nishio, 1998). The RLRC program also seeks  to improve credit 

availability and investment in agricultural production through the acquisition of more farmlands.  

The success of RLRC program depends on a host of factors, which includes the willingness of 

farmers to rent out their farmlands. It is on this basis the study  seeks to analyses how RLRC 

has impacted on household farmlands transfer behaviour in southwest of China.  

Methodology 

Data source  

The data for the study were obtained through a field survey using questionnaires in selected 

villages in selected Provinces in southwestern, China.  The questionnaire administration was 

conducted through face-to-face interview with the research participants. The study focused 

mainly on the provinces in southwestern China. 

The first stage of data gathering was the enumeration of all the counties within Yunnan 

Province, Guizhou province and Guangxi Province. Counties where agricultural activities are 

predominant were purposively selected. Through the assistance of land secretariat offices in the 

respective counties, communities which are predominantly agriculture based were purposively 

selected.   Twenty counties (30) counties purposively selected for the study. Villages were 

purposively selected to exclude those that agricultural activities are not predominant. Total of 

120 villages were included in the study. Total of Seven thousand, five-hundred and one (7501) 

households were randomly selected for the study. The data collection started in April 2020 and 

ended in August 2020. 

There were forward and backward translation of the questionnaire. The questionnaire was 

designed in English and translated into Chinese as the research participants were mainly in the 
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rural areas and could hardly read or understand English. Besides, this was done to ensure that 

interviewers do not face much difficulty in administering the questionnaires on the field.  

Figure 1 below shows the distribution of sample area across the three provinces.  

Insert Figure 1 here. 

Empirical model 

The measurement of the dependent variable goes a long way to determining the choice of 

analytical model. Due to the binary nature of the dependent variable, the logit model was 

adopted for empirical analysis.  It is assumed that a latent or unobserved variable range y∗ from 

−∞ and ∞ that is related to the observed independent variables by the structural equation  

yi
∗ = xiβ + εi                                          (1) 

where i  indicates the observation and   is a random error (Long, Long, & Freese, 2006).  

The equation is identical to linear regression equation except that the dependent variable 

is unobserved. The measurement equation provides the link between the binary observed 

variable y and the continuous latent variable y∗;  

yi = {
1 if y∗ > 0
0 if y∗ ≤ 0

} 

 observed binary dependent variable has two values, typically coded as 0 for negative 

outcome (i.e. the chances that an event did not occur) and 1 for positive outcome (i.e. the 

chances that an event did occur).  

For a given value of x,  

pr(y = 1|x) = pr(y∗ > 0|x) 

Substitution and rearrangement of terms lead to  

pr(y = 1|x) = pr(ε > −[α + βx]|x)                      (2) 

The equation 2 shows how the probability is dependent of the distribution if the ε term.  

In this  instance, ε is assumed to be logistically distributed, thus var(ε) = π2

3⁄ , leading to 

a standard logistic distribution of errors as  

ln (
pi

(1 − pi)
)

= ∑ βkxik                                                                                                                                                                                     

k=n

n=0

 

 

giving the binary logit model; 
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pr(y = 1|x) =
exp (α + βx)

1 + exp (α + βx)
                                                        (3) 

The Maximum Likelihood Estimation of Logit  Model is given by; 

yI = {
1 with probability pi

0 with probability 1 − pi
 

Therefore, if there are N observations, the likelihood function becomes   

L = ∏ pi
yi(1 − pi)

1−yi

N

i=1

                                                                               (4) 

The logit  model is specified when pi  is specified to be logistic distribution function 

assessed at Xi
′β.    

For logit model, pi = F(Xiβ
′ ) where  

F(t) =
1

1 + e−t
                                                                                                                 (5) 

is the logistic cdf and logistic pdf is 

F′(t) = f(t) =
e−t

(1 + e−t)2
                                                                                             (6) 

also  

1 − F(t) =
e−t

1 + e−t
= F(−t)                                                                                        (7) 

f(t)

F(t)
= 1 − F(t)                                                                                                                   (8) 

 

f ′(t) = −f(t)F(t)(1 − e−t)                                                                                          (9) 

 

From the above, it  is  shown that logit model,  

∂l

∂β
= ∑ yi

1

1 + exp(Xi
′β)

N

i=1

Xi − ∑(1 − yi)

N

i=1

1

1 + exp (−Xi
′)

Xi                                (10) 
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= ∑[yiF(−Xi
′β) − (1 − yi)F(Xi

′)]X′

N

i=1

                                                                                      

For the marginal effects, estimations for logit  model, the analysis requires the examination 

of  

∂pi

∂Xij
= f(Xi

′β)βj, i = 1,2, … , N, j = 1,2, … , K.                                                                                      

∂p̂i

∂Xij
|x−X̅ = f(X̂i

′β̂i
′)β̂ML, i = 1,2, … , N, j = 1,2, … , K                                                                          

 

The variance of the logistic distribution is given as 
π2

3
  .  

 Because logit model is applied,    is assumed to have a logistic distribution.  

The logit model has a distribution of  f(x) =
1

1+e−x  or 
1

1+exp (−x)
= f(x) for cumulative 

distribution of μi.The logistic function for piis written as; 

pi =
1

1+exp (−yi
∗)

  or pi =
1

1+exp[−(βi+β2xi2+μi)]
                                                        (11)               

1 − pi = 1 −
1

1+exp[−(βi+β2xi2+μi)]
  

= −
exp[−(β1 + β2xi2 + μi)]

1 + exp[−(β1 + β2xi2 + μi)]
                                                             (12) 

which is shown as; 

ln (
pi

1 − pi
) = β1 + β2xi2 + μi                                                                     (13) 

The left-hand side of the equation 13 is called the log-odd ratio.  

The logit model 12 is a non-linear model so its parameters are estimated by the maximum 

likelihood estimation (Long et al., 2006). 

Table 1 below shows the variables and their mode of measurement.  

Insert Table 1 here 

Result and discussion  

Tables 2 and 3 present the result on the descriptive statistics.  The result in Table 2 shows 

that 48.4% of the households  are willing to engage in farmland transfer after RLRC. However, 

51.5% of the households  indicated their unwillingness to engage in farmland transfer after 
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RLRC. The result shows that 62.5% of the households  have received RLRC certificate whereas 

37.5%  have not received. Some of the households  representing 96.1%  of the sample indicated 

that farmland certification through RLRC program is necessary and will help sanitize the 

management of farmlands. Nonetheless, 3.9% of the sampled households  indicated that 

farmland certification through RLRC is not necessary. Concerning households  understanding 

of China’s land tenure system, 74.1%  of the households  indicated that they have fair 

understanding of the policy. Some of the households  representing 25.9%  of the sample, 

however, revealed that they lack understanding of China’s land tenure policy. On fragmented 

farmlands, 51.4%  of the households  indicated that their land holdings are ≤ 1 acreage, however, 

48.6% indicated that their farmland holdings are > 1.  

Insert Table 2 here 

The result in Table 3 shows that respondents’ ages range between 33-94 years old with the 

mean age of 52 years. This is an indication that most of the farmland owners are within the 

labour force. The household size ranges between 1-6 people and with the average household 

size of 4 people.  On land size, the result shows that land size ranges from 0.40-26 acreage with 

the average size of about 5 acreages. The annual income from agricultural activities range 

between 800.00-180,000.00 yuan; with a mean value of 33,523.83 yuan.  

Insert Table 3 here. 

Table 4 below presents the result on the direction and magnitude of RLRC program on 

households’  willingness to transfer. LR chi2 and prob>chi2 show that the variable explains the 

model than an empty model. On the effect of RLRC the transfer decision, the result shows that 

RLRC program has a positive impact on farmland transfer and this is statistically different from 

zero (p>0.000). This implies that the implementation of RLRC program has improved the 

likelihood of households  engaging in farmland transfer. On the magnitude, as shown in the 

Table 3, the result suggests that RLRC program increases the willingness to transfer by 8% and 

it is statistically significant at 1% level. The development can be attributed to the transparency 

in transactions which is offered through RLRC program. This finding corroborates the study by 

(Holden, Deininger, & Ghebru, 2009; McArthur, 2016), which indicated that farmland 

certification, promotes rent out behavoiur among landowners. However, it refutes the findings 

by (Atwood, 1990; Mao and Kong, 2012), which concluded that land certification discourages 

rent out behaviour. The finding further disapproves the findings by (Deininger et al., 2011; Do 

& Iyer, 2008), which concluded that there is no a significant relationship between farmland 

certification and transaction.  

The result on farmlands fragmentation shows a positive relationship with transfer decision 

and statistically different from zero at (p<0.05). The marginal effect shows that households  

with fragmented farmlands are 6% likely to transfer their farmlands compared to those who 

own non fragmented farmlands.  This result supports the study by C. Tian, Chen, and Jia (2005), 

which indicated that farmland market reduces the degree of farmland fragmentation as owners 
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of fragmented farmlands were ready to transfer their farmlands. This can be attributed to the 

nature of fragmented farmlands’ operations, which can hardly support the needs of households  

hence their decision to rent it out and seek for off-farm jobs. The finding, however, refutes the 

study by Shu-hao, Fu-tian, and Heerink (2003), which did not established any relationship 

between farmland fragmentation and land market.  

The interactions effect of RLRC program and farmland fragmentation on willingness to 

transfer farmland shows a positive relationship; statistically significant at 1% level.  The 

marginal effect shows that the combined effect of RLRC program and farmland fragmentation 

on transfer decision is about 23%. The RLRC program, which in essence is a rural farmland 

consolidation program provides market for rural farmlands and encourages households who 

operate on fragmented farmlands to engage in transfer. This finding corroborates the study by 

Lu, Huang, Zhong, Zhao, and Li (2013), which revealed that farmland consolidation programs 

have an impact on willingness to transfer. This finding shows that a properly designed farmland 

consolidation policy would encourage   households with fragmented farmlands to engage in 

land transfer.  

Insert Table 4 here. 

To check the robustness of the model age and age- square were added to the RLRC. As 

shown in Table 5 below, the result shows that RLRC program and age influence farmland 

transfer decision positively and  statistically significant at 1% level . As explained in the Table 

2 above, the result shows that RLRC program has positive influence on transfer decision. For 

age, the result shows that an increase in age influences farmland transfer decision positively 

and it is statistically different from zero (p>0.000). This finding contradicts the study by Udimal, 

Liu, Luo, and Li (2020), which showed that age influences farmland transfer decision 

negatively.   To cater for the nonlinear relationship between age and farmland transfer, we took 

the square of age to determine its effect on farmland transfer. As shown in Table 3 below, the 

result shows that age-square has a negative influence on the farmland transfer and statistically 

significant at 1% level . This shows that age has a quadratic relationship with farmland transfer. 

This implies that as one advances in age the willingness to transfer farmland decreases. On the 

magnitude of change, the result shows that an increase in age leads to 0.3% increases in the 

likelihood of transferring farmland and it is statistically different from zero (p< 0.000). For the 

age-square, the result shows that households  who have aged are less likely to transfer their 

farmlands, with a magnitude of about 0.00006%. This finding refutes the research by Udimal 

et al. (2020), which revealed age-square has a positive significant relationship with farmland 

transfer decision. By this result, it can be argue that the willingness of much younger household 

heads  to transfer their farmlands is due to their desire to take up opportunities in urban cities, 

which older households heads  cannot access hence their decision to hold on to their farmlands. 

Besides, at an advanced age, there is the desire to preserve the family wealth for smooth transfer 

to other family members upon one’s demise, hence its negative influence on transfer.  
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The land size was also added to the model to measure its effect on farmland transfer. The 

result shows a negative significant relationship between land size and transfer. An increase in 

land size decreases the chances of engaging in farmlands transfer. The finding corroborates the 

research by  

(Udimal et al. (2020); (Udimal et al., 2021), which found a negative relationship between 

land size and transfer decision. Lu et al. (2013) also noted that farmers who operate on small 

size of plot (fragmented lands) are more likely to transfer compared to those who operate on 

non-fragmented lands. This can be attributed to the advantages individuals with large plots size 

enjoy in term to access to credit, scale of production and adoption of modern technologies 

compared to those who operate on fragmented plots hence the repugnant towards transfer.   

Insert Table 5 here. 

To further check for the robustness of the model, we included households’  perception of 

farmland RLRC program and their knowledge about land tenure policy. The results in column 

2 and 3 in Table 6 are the probability and magnitude of change, respectively.  As shown the 

Table 6 below, the result shows that RLRC program has a positive influence on farmland 

transfer even after inclusion of more variables even though the magnitude of its impact has 

diminished marginally to 5.7%. Both the probability and magnitude are statistically significant 

at 1% level . On the perception of households  concerning  the implementation of farmland 

RLRC program, the result shows that households  who think it is necessary to implement 

farmland RLRC  program are more likely to transfer their farmlands after completing the 

process  compared to those who feel otherwise. The magnitude of change for perception 

concerning RLRC program and transfer decision, shows that households  who feel farmland 

RLRC program  is necessary are likely to increase farmland transfer by 8.7%  and  statistically 

significant at 1% level .  The finding shows the importance of information in rolling out of a 

public policy.  

On the knowledge of RLRC program, the result shows that knowledge of the program 

influences farmland transfer positively and statistically significant at 1% level. Landowners 

who have understood the RLRC program are more likely to engage in farmland transfer 

compared to those who do not understand land tenure policy.  Knowledge about the RLRC 

program increases the likelihood of engaging in farmland transfer by 10% and statistically 

significant at 1% level.  

Insert Table 6 here. 

Income from agriculture, gender and household size have  been added to the model to 

further check its robustness. The results for the probability and magnitude are shown in the 

Table 7 below.  RLRC program still shows a positive effect on the farmland transfer decision 

and it is statistically different from zero (p< 0.000) even after the inclusion of the income from 

agriculture, gender and household size.  It has a magnitude of 4.6%, which is a slight decline 
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from its impact in the previous models and statistically significant at 1% level . On income from 

agriculture, the result shows that an increase in income from agricultural activities decreases 

the probability of households  to engaging  in farmlands transfer. This is statistically different 

from zero (p< 0.000). As agriculture income increases, there are fewer incentives for 

households  to transfer their farmlands even after obtaining land certification. There is therefore 

an inverse relationship between agriculture income and farmland transfer. The magnitude of 

the impact of agriculture income on farmland transfer is however marginal as shown in column 

3 of Table 7.  The age and age-square still maintained their respective signs from the previous 

models but their respective magnitudes have decreased sharply after the inclusion of agriculture 

income, household size and gender but still statistically different from zero. The result on 

gender suggests that male household heads  are more likely to engage in farmland transfer 

compared to female household heads  and  statistically significant . The result as shown in Table 

9, suggests that being a male household head increases the chances of engaging in farmland 

transfer by 3.5% and statistically significant.  

Insert Table 7 here. 
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Conclusion 

The study through a household survey in three provinces in southwestern China looks at 

the impact of RLRC program on farmland transfer decision. The study through the use of logit 

model examined how RLRC program and other associated variables have influenced farmland 

transfer. The RLRC program is a farmland consolidation program, which seeks to create 

farmland market in rural China as a means to boost productivity and modernization of 

agriculture.  

The study shows that RLRC program has positively influenced on farmland transfer. In 

addition, farmland fragmentation has shown a positive influence on farmland transfer. The 

study brought to light the combined effect of farmland consolidation program such as RLRC 

and fragmented farmland on transfer decision. Their interaction has a positive effect on 

farmland’s transfer. Concerning household  understanding of the policy, it is revealed that 

individuals who understood the RLRC program are more likely to engage in farmland transfer 

compared to households  who have not understood it. On the perception of households  about 

RLRC program, households  who see land RLRC program to be necessary expressed their 

willingness to engage in farmland transfer. However, an increase in agriculture income 

decreases the tendency of households  to engage in farmland transfer.  

Based on these findings, we proposed that RLRC program be accompanied with price floor 

and price ceiling to promote transparency in order to prevent unscrupulous people from taking 

advantage of households , especially those with fragmented farmlands.  

We, also propose for the promotion of off-farm activities in rural areas to encourage 

fragmented land owners to willingly transfer their lands. Alternative livelihood activities in 

rural areas will not only improve farmlands transfer, but also help reduce the rate of rural-urban 

migration and its associated social and economic problems.  

We propose that the implementation farmland transfer policy should be accompanied with 

skill training to enable farmers fit well into cities and town when they migrate to seek off-farm 

jobs after transferring their farmlands.  
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Tables 

Table 1 Variables and their mode of measurement  

Has your family received the certificate of rural land 

contractual management rights? (certification-right) 

 

 1 yes, 0 otherwise  

After determining the right, is your family more 

willing to carry out land transfer? (willingness to 

transfer)  1 yes, 0 otherwise  

 Do you think it is necessary to implement the policy 

of determining farmland rights? 

 

 1 yes, 0 otherwise  

 Do you have knowledge about RLRC program?  1 yes, 0 otherwise  

Gender of family head  1 male, 0 otherwise 

 The net annual agriculture income of your family   Amount (RMB) 

Household size  Number of people   

Age of household head  Number of years  

Land size in acreage  Number of acreages  

Fragmented land   

1 if landowner has ≤ 1 acreage, 0 

otherwise 
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Table 2 descriptive Statistics 

 YES OTHERWISE          TOTAL (%)  

Willingness to Transfer 3535 (48.4%) 3862 (51.5%) 100  

RLRC  4685 (62.5%) 2816(37.5%) 100  

Farm land Right Necessary 7211(96.1%) 285 (3.9%) 100  

Knowledge about Land Tenure Policy 5556 (74.1%) 1938 (25.9%) 100  

Fragmented Farmland  3852 (51.4%) 3645 (48.6%) 100  

Note: values outside parenthesis are frequencies  

Table 3 Descriptive Statistics 

  N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 

Age 7500 33.00 94.00 52.0688 10.37591 

Agric. Income 7013 800.00 180000.00 33523.8302 30460.30359 

Household size 6875 1.00 6.00 3.7779 1.07676 

Land area in acreage 7445 0.40 26.00 4.7125 3.17426 

1USD= 6.2356RMB 

 

Table 4 the influence of RLRC program on  farmland transfer (model-1) 

  Logit result Marginal effect  

willingness to transfer Coef. dy/dx  

RLRC 0.335869*** 0.08355*** 

  (0.04984) (0.01185) 

Land fragmentation  0.045860** 0.060108** 

  (0.0204024) (0.029040) 

RLRC*Land 

fragmentation  
0.0245003*** 0.2380173*** 

  (0.0094261) (0.0914361) 

constant  -0.27092***  

  (0.03834)  

Number of obs.7497     

LRchi2(1):49.24   

Prob>chi2: 0.0000   

Pseudo R2:0.0047   

Log likelihood: -5168.4655   

***, ** and * at 1%, 5% and 10%, respectively 
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Table 5 the influence of RLRC program on farmland transfer (model-2) 

 Logit Model  Marginal effect 

willingness to transfer  Coef.  dy/dx 

RLRC 0.3096672*** 0.077086*** 

 (0.048417) (0.01198) 

Age  0.0133579*** 0.003262*** 

 (-0.002008) (0.0005) 

Age-square -0.0000266*** -6.64E-06*** 

 (6.66E-06) (0.00000) 

Land size  -0.0280152** -0.041006** 

 (0.013005) (0.021056) 

Fragmented land 0.0247602** 0.0470210** 

 (0.0106034) (0.0204032) 

Constant 
-0.7669269*** 

(0.085426) 
  

Number of obs.: 7440   

LR chi2(4): 92.73   

Prob>chi2: 0.0000   

Pseudo R2:.009   

Log likelihood: -5107.6856   
***, ** and * at 1%, 5% and 10%, respectively, 
 

Table 6 the influence of RLRC program on farmland transfer (model-3) 

  Logit model  Marginal effects  

Willingness to transfer      Coef.  dy/dx  

RLRC 0.2303358*** 0.0574113*** 

  (0.0496372) (0.01233) 

farmland right necessary 0.3544642*** 0.0873104*** 

  (0.1282305) (0.03086) 

knowledge of land tenure 0.4060882*** 0.1005578*** 

  (0.055776) (0.01361) 

Age  0.0124199*** 0.0031023*** 

  (0.0020183) (0.0005) 

Age-square -0.0000256***  -6.41E-06*** 

  (6.65E-06) (0.00000) 

Fragmented land   0.1840020** 0.1403120** 

  (0.081534) (0.062168) 

Land size 

  

Constant  
  

  

-0.0200410** 

(0.0100204) 

-0.6409269*** 

(-0.0834206) 

-0.0305318** 

(0.014032) 

 

   

Number of obs.: 7428   

LR chi2(6):160.16   

Prob>chi2:0.0000   
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Pseudo R2:0.0156   

Log likelihood: 5065.7053    
***, ** and * at 1%, 5% and 10%, respectively, 

 

Table 7 the influence of RLRC program on farmland transfer (model-4) 

  Logit model Marginal effects 

willingness to transfer   Coef. dy/dx (y = Pr (0.502993) 

RLRC 0.186077*** 0.046484*** 

(0.01306)   (0.052359) 

Farmland right necessary 0.354898*** 0.087992*** 

  (0.130805) (0.03187) 

Knowledge of land tenure 0.427561*** 0.10626*** 

  (0.0585) (0.01436) 

Age   0.009096*** 0.002274*** 

  (0.002222) (0.00056) 

Age-square -1.90E-05*** -4.79E-06*** 

  (6.82E-06) (0.00E+00) 

Land size  -0.031805** 0.0204581** 

  (0.014962) (0.010004) 

Fragmented land   0.1340020** 0.1303120** 

  (0.061034) (0.062040) 

Gender   0.140251** 0.035042** 

  (0.061387) (0.01532) 

Agric. Income -1.59E-06** -3.98E-07** 

  (7.65E-07) (0.00E+00) 

Household size 0.027169 0.006792 

  (0.018649) (0.00466) 

Constant  
  

-1.32705*** 

(0.168614) 
  

Number of obs.: 6731   

LR chi2 (9): 147.47   

prob>chi2:0   

Pseudo R2:.0158   

Log likelihood: -4591.78     
***, ** and * at 1%, 5% and 10%, respectively,  

 

 

Figures  
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Figure 1: Distribution of sample villages in the selected provinces  
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Household economy and its contribution to the livelihood among the 

farmers in Dang-Deukhuri, Nepal 

Shree Kumar Maharjan1*, Keshav Lall Maharjan1, Chuda Raj Giri2 & Kabir Chitrakar2 

Abstract 

Household economy and income-generating activities play significant roles in the 

livelihood improvement of the farmers in developing countries including Nepal. Thus, it is 

crucial to comprehend the household economy for better understanding the livelihood strategies 

at the household level including the income and expenditure sources. Diverse economic 

opportunities are available among the farmers even in the rural areas of Nepal such as livestock, 

fish farming, beekeeping, poultry and riverbed farming. Riverbed farming has become 

widespread among the farmers, especially among poor, marginalized and landless farmers in 

Terai plains of Nepal. This paper analyzes the contribution of different economic options to the 

household economy in the Deukhuri-Dang district. The paper analyzes the household economy 

of 524 farmers. Riverbed farming/agriculture is found as the most common income-generating 

option practiced by 507 farmers with a mean annual income of US$ 571.45. Likewise, daily 

wages (N=369) and livestock (N=305) with an average of US$ 1009.02 and US$ 276.63 are 

the 2nd and 3rd most common sources of household income. The government service (N=57) 

and Foreign remittance (N=62) are the sources with the highest mean household incomes 

among all options US$ 2009.19 and US$ 1885.42 respectively. The major household 

expenditures registered among the households in the area are food (27.74%), clothing (11.25%), 

health (10.36%), education (12.67%), festivals (8.33%), entertainment (4.85%), assets (8.76%), 
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agriculture (5.17%), livestock (2.92%), loan/interest payments (6.56%). Likewise, 

caste/ethnicity and family size have a significant influence on the household economy, whereas 

religion has a negative effect on it. 

 

Keywords: household economy, livelihood, riverbed farming, agriculture, climate 

adaptation 
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Introduction 

The household economy approach (HEA) is a unique livelihood-based framework to 

understand clear and accurate household economies – how people commonly make a living, 

manage expenditures and savings, reserves and assets. This framework also explores how 

households use markets for income generation and obtain the foods and basic goods and 

services needed and the way to trickle down to the household levels (Save the Children, 2008). 

It includes the activities to generate income, fulfill the expenditures and cause of savings 

through production, consumption, and employment and other means for livelihood. 

Agriculture is the main source of household economy and rural livelihood in Nepal 

(Barrueto et al. 2017). Sustainable and multiple sources of household economies and food are 

vital for sustainable livelihood in Nepal. In recent years, diverse economic options either farm-

based or non-farm activities are emerging. However, agriculture remains an important sector 

with 66% of the workforce directly engaged in it, contributing 39% to the national Gross 

Domestic Product (GDP) (Dolma Development Fund, 2014). Ministry of Agriculture, Land 

Management and Cooperatives recently stated 33% contribution of agriculture to the national 

GDP (GoN/MoALMC, 2018). However, the share has declined over the years due to the 

shrinkage of the agricultural sector and expansion of rural non-farm activities (Davis et al. 

2009).  

Riverbed farming is one of the alternatives and innovative forms of agriculture especially 

in the Tarai region for the poor and landless farmers, which contributes to household income, 

family nutrition, livelihood and food security (Schiller et al. 2013; Maharjan 2017). The poor 

and landless farmers utilize the degraded and unused lands in the river banks as the sources of 

food and income. They utilize these plots to cultivate seasonal vegetables mainly cucurbits that 

are adapted to the environmental conditions in the riverbeds (Helvetas, ND). In fact, they are 

depending on it for food security and livelihood, which is adopted differently by different 

households based on household economy, access to education, information and resources 

within the community (Gentle et al. 2017). Schiller et al. (2013) further endorsed riverbed 
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farming as an economically, environmentally, socially and technologically sound and 

sustainable agricultural practice suitable for poor and marginal farmers.   

Several national agricultural policies such as Agricultural Perspective Plan (APP) 

emphasized transforming subsistence farming. Riverbed farming is an example of such 

transition in degraded, unproductive and uncultivable lands as the source of food, nutrition and 

incomes for the households. The riverbed farming strategy and guidelines have been developed 

by the Ministry of Local Development in collaboration with the Riverbed farming alliance in 

Nepal. However, technology, agri-inputs used, land holdings and skilled manpower, 

infrastructures and value chains are still challenging (Dolma Development Fund 2014). There 

are diversified sources of food, incomes and an increased share of non-farm activities in rural 

areas (Davis et al. 2009).  

The scenario of farm-based and non-farm-based economic options has been changed since 

the formulation of APP (1995/96 to 2014/15). The APP highlighted agriculture as subsistence 

oriented with minimum modern production inputs, low yields and lowest average per capita 

income. The low agricultural growth limits overall economic growth and causes low growth in 

the non-agricultural sectors restricting employment growth (NPC/GoN and ABD, 1995). Thus, 

it is important to analyze the contributions of farm-based and non-farm-based activities in the 

household economy in the context of shrinkage of agriculture in the national context. This paper 

analyzes the contributions of different economic options, both farm-based and non-farm-based, 

to the household economy and livelihood in the Dang-Deukhuri district of Nepal. It further 

analyses the household expenditures to fulfill the livelihood requirements in the household. 

Moreover, the paper also analyzes the determinants or the factors affecting the household 

economy in the study site. Very few studies were carried out in the Nepalese context focusing 

on the household economy, though several such studies were conducted in Africa. The findings 

of the study are important to understand the household economy and its contributions to 

livelihood, especially among the poor and marginalized farmers in the district. 
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Methodology 

The study used the secondary source of data of GIZ/INCLUDE and Shakti Consumer 

Cooperatives in the Dang-Deukhuri district. The Shakti cooperative is located in the Rapti Rural 

Municipality (previously known as Gadhawa village development committee-VDC) in 

Deukhuri valley. The questionnaire was administered to the 524 members of the cooperatives 

randomly selected, who have been undertaking riverbed farming in the district. The questions 

mainly included information on demographics, incomes, expenditure patterns and socio-

economic status. The data was mainly concentrated on the household & family characteristics 

and household economy, which was analyzed using Stata for the household economy. The data 

interpretation was carried out mainly through descriptive analysis of farm and non-farm-based 

economies and their contributions to the household economy approach (HEA). 

Furthermore, a multiple regression analysis was done to determine and understand the 

determinants/factors of the household economy using Stata. The regression model was 

estimated as follows:  

Yi = β0  +  β1 x1 +   β2x2 +   β3x3 … . + ε 

Where Yi  is the dependent variable i.e., household economy, while xi  is a vector of 

explanatory variables, β0 is the vector of unknown parameters (intercept) and ε is an error term. 

For the regression analysis, the socio-demographic characteristics such as age (X1 ) and gender 

(X2 ) of household head, caste and ethnicity (X3 ), religion (X4 ), education (X5), occupation 

(X6) and family size (X7 ) were applied in the model analysis.   

The study sites are located in the south of the Dang-Deukhuri district which is one of the 

pilot districts of riverbed farming. Almost 2/3rd of its population engaged directly in agriculture 

as a source of livelihood. Rapti and Babai are two major rivers with many small tributaries for 

the water resources and irrigation, which also destroy the agricultural lands through riverbank 

erosions particularly because of heavy and erratic rains in the monsoon (DDC-Dang 2071 V.S.3). 

                                                 

3 V.S. is Vikram Sambhat, Nepali Calendar, which is 57 years late than A. D. 
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The district has tropical, sub-tropical and temperate climates. The study sites are under the high 

(more than four times) and moderate (two or three times) flooded in the years from 2006 to 

2014 (UN-NIP 2017). Deukhuri valley faces the issues of the flood, riverbank erosion, drought, 

forest exploitation, reduced agricultural production and emergence of new insects, diseases, 

drying of the water sources (Gangaparaspur VDC 2070 V. S.). 

Results and Discussion 

The study sites were highly dominated by the Tharu (95%), followed by Madhesi (0.04%) 

and Brahmin/Chhetri. The women-headed households are remarkable (35.31%). The age of the 

household heads ranges from 16 to 80 with an average of 40.73 and a standard deviation of 

12.48. The average household had almost 7 members with the least of 2 and the highest of 23. 

In terms of education, the maximum (67.37%) of the household heads were literate (read and 

write basics), only 8.59% were illiterate and almost a similar percentage of the household heads 

had primary and secondary levels of education. More than 90% of the household heads' main 

occupation was agriculture.  

Sources and its contributions to the household economy 

Multiple economic sources per household were found in the study sites. Among these 

sources, riverbed farming, daily wages and livestock are the most common among the farmers. 

However, non-farm-based economic activities such as government and private services, foreign 

employment and business dominate in terms of mean and maximum earnings though 

comparatively fewer households depend on these sources, which indicates that the maximum 

number of farmers are still relying on farm-based activities, but non-farm-based activities 

provide a high amount of incomes per household. It is also observed that multiple sources of 

economies are increasing per household in recent years, which makes it more sustainable than 

the single source of income.  

Rural farm-based activities are shrinking (only $571.45 per household) whereas rural non-

farm-based activities are expanding over the years (Table 1). One of the key reasons is the labor 

migration to the non-farm-based activities within the rural areas and the urban areas and abroad, 

especially to the middle-east countries for better opportunities, which has positive impacts in 
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terms of foreign employment and remittances. Carletto et al., (2007) also emphasized the 

importance of rural non-farm activities within the complex income strategy. The average 

earning of women from government service is found higher than the average of men in this 

study, which is an interesting finding. In recent years, women are highly empowered to engage 

in services both in the public and private sectors. Mohyuddin and Hussain (2014) also found a 

similar trend because of the higher economic empowerment of women with greater contribution 

to the household in their study.  

A very interesting scenario was realized in terms of the contributions of these sources in 

total and average household economy in the study sites. The contributions of daily wages 

(30.06%) and riverbed farming (21.50%) were the highest contributing more than 50% to the 

total household economy (Figure 1.1. & 1.2.), whereas, in the average household economy, the 

contributions of daily wages (10.77%) and riverbed farming (6.10%) came in the 5th and 6th 

positions as compared to the government services (21.45%), for 

eign employment (20.13%), business (17.04%) and private service (12.08%). A similar 

study conducted by Sekhampu and Niyimbanira (2013) also found 50.5% contributions of 

services and wages to the total household economy in South Africa.  

Household Expenses 

The highest average expenses were found on the purchase of assets followed by the food 

and others in the study sites. The others category included the expenses of marriage, 

construction of houses and insurance, which was not included in the regular festivals, as per the 

Nepali calendar, whereas the entertainment category included the expenses of communication 

and transportation including the expenses of television channels. The household expenses for 

loan repayment, food and livestock were shown highly deviated from the average expenses. 

The expenses for food, assets and livestock were shown the maximum in the area. The major 

household expenditures registered among the households in the area are food (27.74%), 

clothing (11.25%), health (10.36%), education (12.67%), festivals (8.33%), entertainment 

(4.85%), assets (8.76%), agriculture (5.17%), livestock (2.92%), loan/interest payments 

(6.56%) (Table 2 & Figure 2). 
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Factors of household economy  

The results on the determinants/factors of the household economy (Table 3) showed that 

age (Age_HH) and gender (Gender_HH) of household head, caste and ethnicity (Cas_eth), 

religion (Rel), education, occupation, family size influence the household economy. The factors 

such as landholding size, agri-inputs and technologies are not included in the analysis. The main 

reasons were that some of the farmers haven’t held any pieces of land for riverbed farming 

instead they cultivated in the public lands and the benefits have been shared among themselves. 

Those farmers cultivating in their pieces of land were not certain either since the land was 

destroyed due to riverbank erosion and change of the river courses. The agricultural inputs and 

technologies are also supported by non-government organizations and agricultural cooperatives 

to some extent.  

Most of the variables were found to exert a positive impact on the household economy, 

except religion. For this model, the family size t (524) =10.83 and the caste and ethnicity t (524) 

= 2.47 are significant predictors of household economy. The family size and caste and ethnicity 

significantly influence the household economy in the study sites. The age and gender of the 

household head were not important in explaining the household economy. The higher the family 

size has higher the household income since different household members could be engaged in 

diverse income generating sources contributing to the household income. Since most of the 

farmers living in the study sites are of the same caste/ethnicity, they have supported each other 

in agricultural activities and marketing as well. It was found that the women farmers are also 

leading and contributing to the household economy in the study sites, thus, gender and age 

factors are not that influencing in the study sites.  

Discussion 

Although agriculture is an important sector, its share in the national context has been 

shrinking over the years. However, new and innovative agricultural techniques such as riverbed 

farming have been emerging depending on the situation. It is gaining popularity among the poor 

and landless farmers fulfilling food security and livelihood, especially in the agricultural fields 

affected by the flood and riverbank erosions. Those agricultural plots are left uncultivated. Most 
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international and national non-governmental organizations have significant contributions to its 

promotion throughout the region. It’s contributed to the household economy that wasn’t studied 

in the Nepalese context. Very limited research and support from the government initiatives for 

its promotion and development. The draft policy for riverbed farming was developed but not 

fully functional yet. However, the number of farmers and areas under riverbed farming has been 

increasing over the years since the agricultural lands have become barren and degraded due to 

riverbank erosions every year.  

Many researchers have concentrated on the analysis of the household economy and 

expenditures in livelihood in the world (Sekhampu and Niyimbanira, 2013; Mohyuddin and 

Hussain, 2014). These papers have analyzed the contribution of women in the household 

economy and analysis of the factors affecting household expenditure. But very few such studies 

in Nepal. Gurung et al. (2012) emphasized increased household income through riverbed 

farming. However, the paper hasn’t analyzed the other sources of income and expenditures. 

Diverse sources of household economies are found in the study including both farm and non-

farm income-generating activities. The farm-based economies are the basic source of income 

for most farmers and riverbed farming is innovative and unique to deal with the changing 

climatic context and provide incomes to the households. The HEA framework developed by 

Save the Children (2008) has emphasized how people in different social and economic 

circumstances get income and food, how their assets such as land and irrigation support in 

dealing with the constraints and crises such as flood and riverbank erosion, especially in Africa. 

This study also applied the household economic approach in the study. However, some 

researchers still emphasized the agricultural and farm-based economies, more specifically in 

transition to commercial agriculture from subsistence farming (Dolma Development Fund, 

2014).     

It is found that riverbed farming provides food security and stability, family nutrition and 

income for the maximum number of farmers on the site. More than 90% of the respondents are 

directly and indirectly dependent on riverbed farming since they are engaged in the riverbed 

alliance of Nepal through cooperatives. Riverbed farming has emerged as the best option for 

the landless and poor farmers to cultivate in the barren lands and riverbanks in the region, also 
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as a successful adaptation practice in the areas affected by flood and riverbank erosion. It has a 

greater impact on the livelihood of the landless and poor farmers in the region. More than 

10,000 households are generating income from riverbed farming, though it is seasonal in nature 

(GIZ/INCLUDE, 2015).  

GIZ/INCLUDE (2015) further estimated the contribution of US$ 195 to US$ 1942 to the 

household economy from riverbed farming per household in the Terai region. Different 

scenarios were observed in terms of contributions of different economic sources to the total and 

average household economies. The daily wages and riverbed farming contributed the most 

(52.1%) to the total household economy whereas non-farm activities dominated in average 

household economy, which indicated that a large number of farmers are still relying on farm-

based income-generating activities mainly agriculture and riverbed farming. The contribution 

of farm-based activities to the total household economy is 60.27% which reduced to 29.28% in 

the average household economy.  

The analysis of the household economy, expenditure patterns and determinants/factors 

affecting the economy are crucial for livelihood and climate change adaptation. Many 

researchers have concentrated on the analysis of the household economy and expenditures in 

livelihood such as Sekhampu and Niyimbanira 2013; Mohyuddin and Hussain 2014. These 

papers have analyzed the contribution of women in the household economy and analysis of the 

factors affecting household expenditure. Diverse sources of household economies are found in 

the study which includes both farm and non-farm income-generating activities. Mohyuddin and 

Hussain (2014) found multiple non-farm activities particularly for women in their study. 

However, some researchers still emphasized the agricultural and farm-based economies, more 

specifically in transition to commercial agriculture from subsistence farming (Dolma 

Development Fund 2014).     

The current study also found multiple sources of household economies in the study sites. 

It is found that agriculture and riverbed farming is still the most common source of the 

household economy on the site followed by daily wages and livestock. It is considered the 

backbone of Nepal’s economy. However, the income from government services, private 
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services, foreign employment and business are higher than the agriculture and farming-based 

economic sources despite only a few households relying on these sources. In terms of the 

contributions of different sources economies in the household, the daily wages and riverbed 

farming contributed the most in total household economy and government services and foreign 

employment in the average household economy.      

More than 90% of the respondents are directly and indirectly dependent on riverbed 

farming in the study site since they are engaged in the riverbed alliance of Nepal through 

cooperatives. Riverbed farming has emerged as the best option for the landless and poor farmers 

to cultivate in the barren lands and riverbanks in Terai region of Nepal, which is also taken as 

the successful adaptation practice in the areas affected by flood and flood induced riverbank 

erosion. It has a greater impact on the livelihoods of the landless and poor in the region.  

GIZ/INCLUDE (2015) further estimated the contribution of US$ 195 to US$ 1942 to the 

household economy per household in Terai region. Different scenarios were observed in terms 

of contributions of different economic sources to the total and average household economies. 

The daily wages and riverbed farming contributed the most (52.1%) to the total household 

economy whereas non-farm activities dominated in average household economy, which 

indicated that a large number of farmers are still relying on farm-based income-generating 

activities mainly agriculture and riverbed farming. The contribution of farm-based activities to 

the total household economy is 60.27% which reduced to 29.28% in the average household 

economy.   

Conclusion 

Diverse sources of income-generating activities are found in the study sites contributing 

to the household economy and farmers’ livelihood. However, the income from riverbed farming 

is very important for most of the poor and marginalized farmers in the area. The study has 

analyzed the contributions of different income-generating activities (farm and non-farm based) 

and the factors affecting the household economy. The study has shown the significantly higher 

number of women-headed households in the study sites contributing to the household economy. 

Due to the migration of male counterparts & youths to the urban areas and foreign countries, 
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the number of women-headed households is increasing over the years. The contribution of daily 

wages and riverbed farming is significant in the total economy whereas, in the average 

household economy, the contribution of non-farm-based activities vividly increased. The 

contribution of non-farm income-generating activities is expanding as compared to farm 

activities, though the maximum number of people are still depending on-farm activities despite 

comparatively less income.  It will be interesting to analyze the multi-year data from wider 

geographical areas particularly focusing on women in riverbed farming in the future. 
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Table 1: Sources of household incomes in the study sites  

Variables Samples  Mean 

(USD) 

Std. Dev. Max (USD) 

Government service 57 2009.19 1533.85 9902.91 

Private service 126 1131.30 1240.55 11650.50 

Daily wage 369 1009.02 892.03 7767.08 

Riverbed farming 507 571.45 703.15 6676.12 

Livestock 305 276.63 239.07 1941.75 

Beekeeping 15 193.65 112.38 359.22 

Poultry 106 275.45 1524.28 14417.48 

Fish farming 6 417 748.94 1941.75 

Foreign employment 62 1885.42 1642.50 6407.75 

Business 100 1595.82 1492.78 10485.44 

 
Table 2: Different household expenditures  

Variables Samples Mean (USD) Std. Dev. Max (USD) 

Food 514 454.55 654.42 11902.90 

Clothing 522 181.48  227.28 4271.84 

Education 466 229.02    621.63 10679.61 

Health 520 167.77   140.92           970.87 

Festivals 514     136.45    141.71          1941.75 

Entertainment 402 101.51 174.58       1456.30 

Purchase of assets 117 630.22      1312.75 7330.10 

Agriculture 407 107     222.77        3398.05 

Livestock 319 77.20    616.09        9605.82 

Loan/Interest payment 210 263.11      698.91 5825.24 

Others 19 584.23 1546.63        6796.11 

 
Table 3: Regression analysis of factors of household economy  

HH_economy Coef. Std. Err.       t P>|t|      [95% Conf. Interval] 

Age_HH 1.458031    8.409439      0.17    0.862     15.06299     17.97906 

Gender_HH 155.6534    213.3838      0.73    0.466     263.5564     574.8632 

Cas_eth 901.5159    364.6451      2.47    0.014*       185.141     1617.891 

Rel -202.4571    671.7803     -0.30    0.763     -1522.224      1117.31 

Education 16.31803    66.74472      0.24    0.807     114.8074     147.4434 

Occupation 25.16413    103.6644      0.24    0.808      178.493     228.8213 

Fam_size 335.3866     30.9743     10.83    0.000**       274.535     396.2381 

_cons -791.5437    1052.418     -0.75    0.452     -2859.104     1276.016 

R-Squared = 0.1953  
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Figure 1.1.: Contributions of different sources to the household economy (total) 

 

 

Figure 1.2.: Contributions of different sources to the household economy (average) 
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Figure 2: Different household expenditures in the study sites  
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Abstract 

Based on a field survey of rice farmers in five provinces of China, this study explores how 

off-farm employment affects marketing and production decisions of left-behind farmers. The 

results show that nonagricultural employment reduces the commercial operation intention of 

left-behind farmers, and the left-behind farmers can be divided into self-sufficient and 

commercial operation types according to whether they sell products or not. In general, families 

facing severe human-land conflict tend to have more members working off-farm, while their 

remaining members farm small-scale plots that produce only rice for household consumption. 

Self-sufficient farmers operate less efficiently than commercial farmers, usually with more 

inputs per unit of land. Off-farm employment reduces the labor productivity and land 

productivity of commercial farmers, but has a positive impact on the labor productivity and 

land productivity of self-sufficient farmers. Off-farm employment also reduces TE of 

commercial farmers, which may be the result of substitution effect. 

Key words: off-farm employment, productivity, technical efficiency, self-sufficient, 

commercial, heterogeneity 

JEL codes: R2, D2, Q1
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Introduction 

Facing serious man-land conflictions, reform of the rural land contract system of new 

China was based on the equalitarianism under the survival logic. Farming land was divided as 

equally as possible in terms of quantity and quality and distributed among families in the 

community generally referred to as the village. As a result, each family was given a few 

scattered plots of high-quality land spots along with some matched poorly ones. Therefore, the 

farming lands turned out to be small and fragmented. Although the nationwide gross 

agricultural land area is about 166 million hectares, the contracted farming land area and the 

number of plots per rural household in average are only 0.41 ha and 3.27, respectively1. China 

is one of the countries with the largest scale of smallholder production in the world. The 

problem of fragmentation is particularly acute in some parts of southeastern of China, where 

the terrain is more complex than in the north. A popular sarcasm, "bamboo hat field," indicates 

how serious the fragmentation could be. The irony of the word is that a piece of land could be 

so small that it disappears when a farmer takes a break from his work and puts down his bamboo 

hat on it.  

Since the 1980s, China's economy has experienced rapid development. Household 

registration system and other restrictions on the flow of population and talents have been 

gradually liberalized with the steps of industrialization and urbanization, which promotes the 

transfer of rural labor force to non-agricultural industries. In 2018, there were more than 80 

million agricultural labor force worked in non-agricultural industries, which reduced the ratio 

of agricultural employment to the total national labor force from more than 70% in 1978 to less 

than 30% in 20182.  

The migration of agricultural labor force and its effect on agricultural production have 

attracted wide attention. Lewis (1954) put forward the idea that as long as the industrial and 

service sectors provide higher income level than that of agricultural sector, the agricultural labor 

force will continuously outflow. From the perspective of individual decision-making behavior, 

Todaro (1969) support Lewis and states that whether agricultural labor force transfers to other 

sectors depends on the expected income maximization of the transferee. Stark and Bloom (1985) 

show that the migration decision is jointly determined by family members. Studies in New labor 

                                                 

1 Ministry of Agriculture Rural Fixed Observation Point Data, 2015. 

2 Chinese National Bureau of Statistics, 2019. 
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mobility economics (NLME) find that there are two main effects of agricultural migration, 

which are labor loss effect and capital substitution effect, respectively. Labor loss effect means 

that the labor outflow may lead to the shortage in both quantity and quality in agricultural labor 

force and thus decrease the agricultural productivity (Becker, 1975; Mincer, 1976). Capital 

effect means that remittances from the outflow labor force can ease capital constraints, so left-

behind family members can expand production, increase investment in technologies and so on 

(Stark, 1991; Feng et al., 2010).  

Because of the underdeveloped formal credit and insurance markets in most developing 

countries, smallholder farmers usually face difficulties in obtaining sufficient capital through 

formal financial market or obtaining post-disaster risk compensation from the insurance 

institutions market (Reardon et al., 2000). Studies show that transfer from out-farm family 

members can either increase investment or improve the risk-resistant ability of left-behind 

farmers and thus improves agricultural productivity. Oseni and Winters (2009) find that off-

farm employment provided the funds needed for agricultural production for the farmers left 

behind in Nigeria, and significantly improved agricultural productivity by employing labor and 

purchasing inorganic fertilizers. Ellis and Freeman (2004) show that off-farm income can 

significantly promote farmers’ land yield in four African countries. On the contrary, Brauw and 

Rozelle (2008) find that remittances from non-agricultural migrants increased consumption 

rather than the investment in agricultural production, especially in areas where the median 

incomes just above the poverty line.  

In order to further explore the heterogeneous impact of non-agricultural migration on the 

production behavior of left-behind farmers, we need to consider the possible differences in the 

production motivation of smallholder farmers. Previous studies point out that farmers can be 

divided into mainly two typical types based on their marketing behavior, namely commercial 

smallholders and subsistence smallholders. Schultz (1964) states that farmers are rational 

economic agent pursuing profit maximization. Zagoria and Despard (1979) extend Schultz's 

analytical model and manifest that farmers' rationality is not only in economic goals, but also 

in the realization of their subjective expectations and values. Unlike profit maximization, 

people can maximize their satisfaction by rationally allocating resources to maximize their 

utility. Huang (1990) find that smallholders in China maximize their utility by producing 

primarily for their own consumption and avoiding risks. The difference may be due to the fact 

that farmers choose production type basing on the endowment and resources they can reach. 

Smallholders may be simply to make a living or to maintain a leisurely lifestyle, due to health 

conditions, difficulties in expanding production, or better sources of family income other than 
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farming.  

Under the pressure of increasing food demand from China’s huge population, there has 

been widespread concern about whether the outflow of rural labor reduces agricultural 

production (Deng et al., 2015; Jiang et al., 2015). However, previous studies have drawn 

different conclusions about how migrant affects agricultural production. Damon (2010) shows 

that outflow of high-quality labor reduces land productivity and labor productivity, while Feng 

et al. (2010) find that the non-farm income increases the factor inputs, thus improving the 

production efficiency. Yang et al. (2016) also show that agricultural productivity does not 

decrease with labor outflow.  

Stochastic Frontier Analysis (SFA) has been widely used to evaluate technical efficiency 

(TE) by assuming that the estimated production units share the production frontier. Once there 

is heterogeneity between group members, this assumption will lead to estimation bias. In order 

to reduce the occurrence of such errors, researchers often use exogenous variables that may 

affect the production frontier to pre-classify production units, and then conduct SFA estimates 

within each category. Abdulai and Tietje (2007) divided the milk producers in northern 

Germany into organic and traditional categories and find same TE but different profit level 

between these two types. Almanidis (2013) pre-classify banks into seven different technical 

categories with latent class method and find significant differences in the relationship between 

bank size and TE.  

To eliminate the inconsistences in the effects of labor outflow, some studies also examine 

whether farmers maintaining heterogenous production behavior. Wouterse (2010) analyzes the 

impact of the migrant distance on the TE of rice farmers in Burkina Faso and finds that 

intercontinental or intra-continental flow promotes or inhibits TE, respectively. Kilic et al. 

(2009) study the impact of off-farm income on the agricultural expenditure and TE of 

commercial or subsistence farmers respectively and find that off-farm employment only led to 

the increase of livestock investment by commercial farmers in Albania.  

In this study, we investigate whether non-agricultural employment has a differential impact 

on the production behavior of left-behind farmers. We first examine whether off-farm 

employment discourage left-behind family members from being commercial farmers. Then 

farmers are classified into two categories, self-sufficient farmers and commercial farmers, 

according to whether they sell products or not. The agricultural management, productivity and 

technical efficiency of each group of farmers were estimated and compared. In addition, we 

selected rice farmers to avoid the estimation error caused by diversified farmers. 
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The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly describes the data used to analyze the 

production behaviors of farmers and provides variable definition along with descriptive 

statistics. The methods of for examining the farmers’ marketing behavior, productivity and TE 

is shown in Section 3. Based on the estimates, we discuss how off-farm employment shift 

farmers’ production types and compare their differences in management, productivity and TE 

in Section 4. Conclusions and implications are discussed in the final section.
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Data Description 

The data of this paper is from the Chinese part of "' Leaving Something Behind '—

Migration Governance and Agricultural and Rural Change in 'Home' Communities: 

Comparative Experience from Europe, Asia and Africa" (AGRUMIG) funded by the EU 

Framework Project in 2015. Stratified random sampling method is adopted to conduct the 

household survey among rice producing farmers in five provinces of China, including 

Guangdong, Jiangxi, Anhui, Hubei and Hunan. These provinces cover main rice-producing 

areas of the middle and lower reaches of the Yangtze River in China, with a large number of 

off-farm employment transfer. Seven counties, Maoming, Nanchang, Tongcheng, Jingzhou, 

Yiyang, and Liling, are selected from six cities of these provinces. Then two villages from each 

of seven counties and 30 to 50 households from each village are chosen. We drop 2% samples 

to avoid the impact of extreme values with truncation treatment and get 437samples in total 

finally. 

Table 1 shows the statistical description of the variables. The first part of the table shows 

that the average output value of rice per household is around 15,000 yuan. Farmers can be 

divided into two different marketing groups based on whether or not they sell rice, one 

consisting of about 30 percent of self-sufficient households that do not sell rice, and the other 

consisting of the remaining 70 percent of commercial farmers. We use three different methods 

to measure farmers’ off-farm employment, one is whether any family members are involved in 

off-farm employment, another is the proportion of off-farm employment relative to total 

household labor force, and the proportion of off-farm income relative to total household income. 

There are as many as 85% of households have off-farm employed members, among which more 

than 50% of the household labor force engage in off-farm work. 

In the middle and lower reaches of the Yangtze River in China, farmers can plant and 

harvest rice two or even three times a year. Therefore, in order to evaluate rice production 

efficiency, the sum of the total sown area in all seasons is taken as the variable land, which 

represents the rice sown area. The average annual rice sown area is about 11 mu, ranging from 

1 mu to 83.80 mu, indicating significant differences in farmland scale of farmers. On average, 

each household spent about 197 days of labor and thousands of yuan on inputs such as seeds, 

fertilizers, pesticides, services, capital, energy, etc. 

The demographic part shows labor-related information. Most rural household heads are 

older, with an average age of around 58, and an average of less than seven years of education, 

roughly at junior high school level. There are slightly more males than females in rural families. 
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Only around 7% families have members who are cadres.  

Land conditions are taken as control variables, including the degree of land fragmentation, 

contracted land area, irrigation conditions, soil quality, transportation conditions, provinces, 

and so on. The contracted land area of Chinese farmers is relatively small, less than 7 mu on 

average, which is in line with the basic national conditions of China's small-scale peasant 

economy. 

Method 

In this section, we first investigate how out-farm employment affect the marketing 

decisions of left-behind farmers. Then we separate farmers into two categories, one is self-

sufficient group and the other is commercial group. In addition to the factor productivity, the 

SFA method is also applied to estimate the TE of farmers in each categories. 

The effect of out-migrating for work on farmers' sales decision 

This paper adopts Probit model to examine how out-farm working affect the farmers' rice 

marketing decisions. As the key variable, the level of household off-farm employment can be 

measured in different ways. One is to use dummy variable "whether there are off-farm 

employment family members". Follow Kung (2002), the second method takes the proportion 

of off-farm employment family member to the total number of family labor force. In addition, 

from the perspective of income effect, the proportion of off-farm income to total household 

income can also be used as a measure. The Probit model for estimating sales decision can be 

expressed as 

Prob(salei) = Φ(φ0 + φ1nonfarmi + ∑ δjXijj +  ζi)  (1) 

here nonfarmi represents the off-farm employment level of ith farmer, salei indicates 

whether farmer sells rice or not. Xij  represents a series of control variables, including 

household characteristics, land characteristics and province. φs and δs are the corresponding 

coefficients to be estimated, ζ is the error term. 

Out-Farm Effect on Productivity and Technical Efficiency 

Following previous studies, this paper adopts the Cobb - Douglas function Y =

A0KαKLαLSαSeε as the production function (Fan, 1991; Lin, 1992; Zhang and Carter, 1997). 

Follow Lamb (2003), Carletto et al. (2013) and Koirala et al. (2016), the total value of rice 

production is used to measure agricultural production efficiency. Variable Y is the total value 
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of rice of household. Variable K represents the total cost of factors inputs for rice cultivation, 

including seeds, fertilizers, pesticides, outsourcing services, energy and other inputs. L indicates 

the number of working days for rice production. S represents the total area of land for rice 

production. ε is the random perturbation term. αK、αL and αS are output elasticity for each 

key inputs respectively.  

In order to estimate and compare the single factor productivities of different types of 

farmers, we divided the farmers into two groups, the self-sufficient group and the commercial 

group, based on whether their output are sold for profit. In addition, we assume A0 contains 

nonfarm employment and a series control variable that impact outputs, which can be restated 

as A′
0eα1nonfarm+∑ ρmXmm . Thus, we adjust the Cobb-Douglas function by adding variable 

nonfarm and other control variables and get the single factor productivity equation for farmers 

in each group as  

ln pik|g = α0k|g + α1k|gnonfarmi|g + ∑ αjk|gj ln Zij|g +

∑ ρmk|gXim|gm + εik|g  

(2) 

here pik = Yi ki⁄  represents the kth factor productivity of ith farmer, output Y is the value 

of output. Subscript k indicates three input factors as land, labor and capital. Subscript g= 0, 1 

indicates self-sufficient or commercial groups, respectively. Zs include land, labor, and capital. 

Capital input can be separated into multiple inputs that need to be purchased with money, like 

seeds, fertilizers, pesticides, energy, social services and other inputs. Xis contains a series of 

control variables, such as household characteristics, land characteristics, provinces and so on. 

Parameters αs and ρs are the coefficients to be estimated, and εik|g is error term. 

One-step Stochastic Frontier Approach 

In addition to single-factor productivity, we also examine whether off-farm employment 

affects the technical efficiency of different types of producers, as TE measures the extent to 

which a producer deviates from the maximum output that can be obtained using the technology 

currently available. Stochastic Frontier Approach (SFA) is frequently used to estimate TE by 

decomposing the error term of production function into two parts, the random and the non-

random parts (Aigner et al., 1977; Huang and Jiang, 2019; Wang et al., 2020). 

Studies have shown that compared with the two-step SFA method, one-step SFA 

estimation can avoid biased estimation due to different statistical distribution assumptions in 
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the two estimation steps (Battese and Coelli, 1995; Wang and Schmidt, 2002). Wang (2002) 

also prove that the one-step SFA method is better than the two-step method through monte Carlo 

method. 

This study adopts the one-step method to estimate TE, the random error term in the Cobb-

Douglas production function can be decomposed as εi=vi-ui and resulted in the stochastic 

frontier production function Yi = A0Ki
αKLi

αLSi
αSexp (vi -ui). Here vi ~N(0, σv

2) measures the 

errors caused by uncontrollable random factors, ui~N+(u̅, σu
2) follows truncated distribution 

and captures the technical inefficiency of ith farmer. The TE level can be measured by TEi =

E(Yi|ui, Zij ) E(Yi|ui = 0, Zij)⁄ = exp(−ui), and thus ui = − ln(TEi). Zij represents the key 

factor inputs that household invest in the rice production, here they are land, labor and capital. 

If ui=0, then TEi=1, the farmer reaches the optimal technical efficiency level and operation at 

the production frontier. When ui >0, TEi ∈ (0,1) , this means that ith farmer is technical 

inefficient and operates below the production frontier. 

Assuming the out-farm employment affecting TE (Chen et al., 2009), we transfer the above 

Cobb-Douglas function and set up the classified SFA estimation model as 

ln Yi|g = β0|g + ∑ βj|glnZij|gj + ∑ ∑ βjk|g lnZij|g lnZik|gkj + vi|g −  ui|g,  

(3) ui|g = γ0|g + γ1|gnonfarmi|g + ∑ τj|gDij|gj + ωi|g ≥ 0, 

                           vi|g~N(0, σv|g
2 ), ui|g~N+(0, σu|g

2 ), 

here Ds represent other exogenous variables that may affect TE of farmer i. βs, δs, γs and 

τs are coefficients to be estimated.  

There may be endogeneity between off-farm employment and agricultural production. For 

example, households with smaller contracted land may be more inclined to seek off-farm 

employment. Aggregated data can be used as instrumental variables to solve endogeneity 

problems. In order to deal with the endogenous problems caused by peer effects, Card and 

Krueger (1996) used aggregated data at the state level to construct instrumental variables to 

represent the characteristics of schools, classes and communities. Grotaert et al. (2002) use 

village community trust level as an instrumental variable of family social capital.  
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In this paper, the mean of all households' off-farm employment level in the village is taken 

as the instrumental variable of households' off-farm employment since there is no direct 

correlation between this value and the individual farmer’s agricultural production behavior. The 

2SLS method is applied to estimate productivities with instrumental variable. In the first stage, 

the instrumental variable for nonfarm employment can be estimated as 

nonfarml = θ0l + θ1lnonfarmil + ∑ θiklZiklk + ∑ μijlj Xijl + ϵl,  
(4) 

here nonfarml is the average household off-farm employment of lth village. Zs and Xs 

represent key input factors and control variables, respectively. Subscript k indicates key input 

factors as land, labor and capital.  

In the second stage of 2SLS, the estimated value nonfarmi
̂  is used to substitute the 

variable nonfarmi in Eq (2) to estimate each single factor productivity. 

Empirical Results 

In this section, we first examine how off-farm employment affects farmers' marketing 

decisions. Then we classify households as self-sufficient farmers or commercial farmers, 

depending on whether they sell their rice or not. The single factor productivities of land, labor 

and capital for each type of households are estimated. The one-step SFA method adopted to 

estimate TE. Full sample size estimates of productivity and TE are provided for comparison 

with our categorical estimates. In addition, the characteristics and performance of the two types 

of farmers are compared. 

Sales Decision Analysis 

We estimate the effect of off-farm employment on the marketing behavior of households 

with Eq (1), and the results are shown in Table 2. Three indicators, off-farm employ dummy, 

off-farm employment ratio and off-farm income ratio, are applied to measure the level of off-

farm employment of households. The results show that off-farm employment ratio reduces the 

farmers’ tendency of selling their products, but the other two indicators off-farm employment 

dummy and off-farm income ratio has no significant effect on their marketing behavior. Among 

the three non-agricultural employment indicators, only off-agricultural employment ratio has a 

significant impact on farmers' marketing decisions, so we only choose this variable for follow-

up regressions. 

The finding that households with higher off-farm employment ratio are more likely to 
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become self-sufficient farmers possibly due to two effects. One is that off-farm employment 

reduces the number of members engage in agriculture and the other is more off-farm income 

makes households less dependent on agriculture and thus incline not to sell their rice products. 

This finding is different from some previous studies, which found that off-farm income can 

alleviate the production capital constraints of the left-behind members of agriculture and 

promote agricultural production (Stark, 1991; Feng et al., 2010). With the rapid development 

of China's economy in the past decades, the marginal return on off-farm employment relative 

to agricultural production has increased significantly, as well as the agricultural product cost, 

which may reduce the incentive for households with off-farm employment to regard agricultural 

production as the primary source of income. In contrast, households with no members involved 

in off-farm work must rely on agricultural production and sales for monetary income and will 

therefore sell their rice production.  

Farmers with large sown acreage are more likely to operate commercially. Contracted land 

area has no impact on farmers' sales behavior, indicating that land endowment does not affect 

farmers' management decisions. Other land conditions such as fragmentation, soil quality, 

transportation conditions and distances have no effect on farmer’s marketing decisions. Farmers 

in other provinces are more likely to rely on agriculture than those in Guangdong. Considering 

Guangdong province is more economic developed than other provinces and provide more job 

opportunities for rural migrant, this provides additional evidence that off-farm employment 

reduces agricultural participant. 

 Guangdong's economy is more developed and provides more job opportunities for 

migrant workers than other provinces. Off-farm jobs that rural workers taking in cities are 

relatively unstable and cost of living is high, forcing migrant workers to commute between 

home and work when they look for job or lose it. Therefore, compared with farmers in other 

provinces, Guangdong farmers have more advantages in non-agricultural employment. This is 

further evidence that off-farm employment reduces commercial agricultural production. 

Group Comparison: Self-Sufficiency and Commercial Farmers 

We then classify farmers as self-sufficient farmers and commercial farmers, depending on 

whether their rice outputs are sold at a profit. Table 3 reports the differences of the two groups 

in terms of total output, off-employment information, factor input per unit land, demographic 

characteristics, land conditions and other variables.  

It is worth noting that the average rice sown area of self-sufficient farmers is only 2.77 mu, 
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much lower than the 14.47 mu of commercial farmers. In terms of both total average yield and 

three key average single factor productivities, commercial farmers outperform self-sufficient 

farmers. The total output value of commercial farmers on average is about 19,570 yuan, which 

is more than 6 times of that of self-sufficient farmers 3197 yuan. Their labor productivity is 

also, on average, more than three times that of self-sufficient farmers. This suggests that 

commercial farms pursue higher total income by farming more land and raise personal income 

by increasing labor productivity. Land productivity is similar in both groups, although 

commercial farmers perform slightly better. This means that even for self-sufficient farmers, 

arable land is largely used efficiently as long as it is not abandoned.  

All three off-farm employment indicators of self-sufficient farmers are significantly higher 

than those of commercial farmers. For self-sufficient farming households are more likely to 

have off-farm workers, with a high proportion of family members engaged in off-farm work 

and a high proportion of non-agricultural income relative to the household total income. The 

main purpose of their agricultural production is leisure and self-consumption, rather than profit. 

Commercial farmers, on the other hand, rely on agricultural output and seek to maximize profits. 

Although self-sufficient farmers have much smaller planting area on average, their input of 

labor, seeds, fertilizers and social services per unit land is significantly higher than that of 

commercial farmers. In terms of land characteristics, compared with commercial households, 

self-sufficient households have a higher degree of land fragmentation, less contracted land and 

poorer transportation conditions for mechanical operation. In addition, the heads of self-

sufficient agricultural households are usually older and better educated. These households also 

have a larger total workforce than commercial ones. 

Land is one of the most important production and subsistence resources. For most 

households in self-sufficient group, too much labor and too little contracted land make it 

difficult for them to survive in agricultural production. Therefore, off-farm employment 

becomes a major means to solve this problem. At the same time, the relatively high non-

agricultural income further reduces the motivation of self-sufficient farmers to expand their 

production scale, which is reflected in the smaller total area of cultivated land. Self-sufficient 

farmers invest more in most input factors, indicating that they spend less effort on efficient 

production. 

The contracted land area of commercial households is about 2.5 times that of self-sufficient 

farmers, but the total labor force is less. This means that commercial farmers live in areas where 

agricultural land is relatively more abundant, making it easier for them to rent in more land and 
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expand their operations. 

Productivity Analysis 

We then estimate the impact of off-farm employment on three single factor productivities 

with or without the instrumental variable of off-farm employment.  

First, we use off-farm employment at the household level to conduct the full sample 

estimate with Eq (2), and the results are reported in the first three columns of Table 4, which 

refer to land productivity, labor productivity and capital productivity respectively. Taking the 

off-farm employment level of villages as IV, we perform the estimate of factor productivities 

using 2SLS method with Eq (3) and Eq (1) and results are shown in right three columns of Table 

4. Staiger and Stock (1997) suggest that when the F-value of the first stage regression of 2SLS 

is larger than 10, the weak IV problem can be neglect. From Table 4, we can see that the F-

value of the first stage of 2SLS is 25.72. 

The results in Table 4 show that the impact of household off-farm employment level in 

OLS estimates has no effect on each single factor productivity, which is consistent with Yang 

et al. (2016). However, Wu and Meng (1996a; 1996b) find that the off-farm transfer of labor 

reduces the labor input in agricultural production, which leads to the decline of productivity. 

On the contrary, other studies find that off-farm employment not only increased the per capita 

income, but also improved the land productivity for rural households with off-farm workers 

(Taylor and Lope-Feldman, 2010; Feng et al., 2010; Oseni and Winters, 2009). One reason for 

the different conclusions may be due to the ignorance of the endogeneity between off-farm 

employment level and productivity. According to the heteroscedasticity robustness Durbin-Wu-

Hausman endogeneity test, there is significant difference between the 2SLS estimation 

coefficient and OLS estimation coefficient (P<0.01). Therefore, 2SLS rather than OLS need to 

be used in estimating factor productivity. The 2SLS estimation results in Table 4 show that for 

the whole sample, the higher the off-farm employment level, the lower the productivity of each 

single factor, which is consistent with Damon (2010). 

After dividing farmers into self-sufficient farmers and commercial farmers based on 

whether or not their rice production is sold, we estimate single factor productivities of farmers 

in each group with 2SLS regression method and the results are shown in Table 5. 

As shown in Table 5, the effects of off-farm employment on factor productivity are 

different between the two groups. Off-farm employment improves the land productivity and 

labor productivity of self-sufficient farmers, has no effect on their capital productivity, but 
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reduces all three single factor productivities of commercial farmers.  

From the descriptive statistics of two classified groups in Table 3, we can see that the self-

sufficient farmers have smaller tillage area and higher input of labor, seeds, fertilizers and social 

services per unit of land. In general, unit capital factor inputs such as seeds, fertilizers and social 

services increase land and labor productivity, and unit labor input also increases land 

productivity. However, as shown in Table 5, these inputs of self-sufficient farmers have no 

significant impact on land and labor productivity, but the off-farm employment rate is positively 

correlated with these two productivities. For self-sufficient farmers, the positive impact of off-

farm employment on land productivity is not direct but achieved by increasing unit factor inputs 

such as labor or capital inputs including seeds, fertilizers, social services. Off-farm employment 

can reduce agricultural scale or increase unit capital input through off-farm income. Even if the 

total labor force decreases and capital input remains unchanged, unit factor inputs may increase 

due to the reduction of land scale. 

According to the descriptive statistics in Table 3, commercial farmers have more rice 

planting area and lower input of production factors per unit land, such as labor, seeds, fertilizers, 

social services, and other inputs. Increasing capital inputs such as fertilizer and energy can 

improve their land productivity, which means that the use of land resources by commercial 

farmers has not reached the optimal level. At the same time, increasing land reduces land 

productivity but increasing labor has no effect on land productivity for commercial farmers. 

But increasing land has no effect on the land productivity for self-sufficient farmers which may 

because their operation sale is small. Therefore, the decreasing effect of off-farm employment 

on land productivity can be considered as the decrease of land unit output caused by the 

expansion of production scale. Combining these results, we suggest that capital shortages lead 

to low land productivity on a larger scale. This is reasonable since most rural households face 

financial constraint in production. Particularly, commercial farmers participate less off-farm 

employment than self-sufficient ones, and therefore have fewer sources of income to ease 

financial constraints.  

For commercial farmers, higher labor input reduces labor productivity but has no effect on 

the productivities of the other two factors. This means that even with large scale of land, the 

labor input of commercial farmers is still redundant. Increasing in land will improve the labor 

productivities for both self-sufficient and commercial farmers also confirm this conclusion. 

This is consistent with the fact that land resources are scarce relative to population in China. 

Even with redundant labor input, the high off-farm employment rate still reduces the labor 
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productivity for commercial farmers. In addition, off-farm employment also reduces other two 

productivities for households in commercial group. These results provide evidence that off-

farm employment reduces the willingness of commercial farmers to produce, which could be a 

serious problem that may threaten China's food security. According to the brain drain theory, 

family members with higher education level and ability are more likely to seek job opportunities 

outside. In addition to the decline in willingness to produce, brain drain may be another reason 

for the fact that increasing in off-farm employment rate leads to declining factor productivities 

for commercial farmers.  

The variable labor represents the actual labor input in rice production, while the variables 

labor number and male ratio provide information on the quantity and quality of agricultural 

labor force available in the family. Different from the negative or no effect of labor on the 

productivities of farmers in the two groups, the total number of labor force and the proportion 

of males in the family increase all three single factor productivities of commercial farmers while 

had no effect on the productivities of self-sufficient farmers. We can infer that these two 

variables may promote the productivities through off-farm employment, for example that more 

off-farm income can ease the capital constraint which in turn increase capital inputs which can 

improve land and labor productivities. The more off-farm employment may also bring new 

information to improve the efficient using of capital. We test this hypothesis by deleting these 

two variables labor number and male ratio and run 2SLS estimates of factor productivities again, 

the results are shown in Table A. We can see that the effect of off-farm employment rate on 

factor productivities for commercial farmers are all negative, but the absolute values of three 

estimated coefficients are all smaller than the corresponding values in Table 5. It can be inferred 

that off-farm employment can promote factor productivities through these two variables for 

commercial farmers. For example, an increase in off-farm income can ease capital constraints 

and thus increase capital input, thus improving land and labor productivity. In addition, off-

farm members can bring new technology or market information that increases agricultural 

production or market value and new information that improves the management of capital. 

However, there is no mediation effect for self-sufficient farmers that the off-farm employment 

affects the productivity through the total labor force and the proportion of male members in the 

family. 

The higher education level of household head, the higher factor productivities for 

commercial farmers. The distance from home to market increases the transportation cost but 

also decreases the off-farm opportunity. The positive effect of this distance distancem on all 

three factor productivities provides more evidence that off-farm employment decreases 
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production efficiency. Both kinds of farmers living outside Guangdong maintain high 

productivity. Given that Guangdong's economy is relatively developed and there are more off-

farm job opportunities, farmers may become less dependent on agriculture and have less 

incentive to increase yields. 

Besides the possible mediation effects, the direct effect of off-farm employment on all 

three factor productivities is significant negative for commercial farmers. Although the direct 

impact of off-farm employment on land and labor productivity is positive for self-sufficient 

farmers, policy makers need to take the negative influences of off-farm employment on 

commercial farmers seriously. Because it is commercial farmers, not self-sufficient farmers, 

who supply agricultural output to the market. The reduction in commercial farmers’ 

performance may threaten China’s food security. 

Technical Efficiency Estimation with SFA 

This section uses the one-step SFA method in Eq (3) to estimate the TE of farmers in the 

whole sample and the two classification sub-samples, and the results are shown in Table 6. In 

Table 6, the left section reports the impact of key input factors on production, and the right 

section reports whether factors such as off-farm employment contribute to technical 

inefficiencies. 

In Table 6, theγ values of the whole sample, the commercial farmers group and the self-

sufficient farmer group are 0.977, 0.998 and 0.637, respectively, which are all significant at the 

1% level. This result indicates that for commercial group, the difference between actual output 

and ideal output is mainly caused by technical inefficiency.  

For the full sample results, increasing marginal labor input can significantly improve 

marginal rice yield. The effect of marginal land input on output efficiency shows an inverted 

U-shaped curve, indicating that large-scale production could not continuously improve the 

effective use of land. More land input can further improve the output efficiency of labor input. 

This proves that in China's rural areas, land is still in short supply relative to labor, and farmers 

can increase labor productivity by increasing land input, thus raising the per capita income level. 

More capital input has no significant effect on productivity but hinders labor productivity and 

thus has a substitution effect on labor. 

By comparing the results of the two types of farmers, we find that the impacts of factor 

inputs on the output of each type of farmers are significantly different, indicating that the 

production frontiers of the two types of farmers are not the same. We find that only labor input 
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increasement can significantly improve marginal output and capital input hinders labor 

productivity for commercial farmers. More land input cannot improve productivity even for 

commercial farmers. For self-sufficient farmers, increasing factor inputs do not improve 

productivity at all. This result suggest that self-sufficient farmers already operate at the optimal 

production level given current conditions.  

The TE of self-sufficient farmers on average is around 0.893 and slightly higher than that 

of commercial farmers 0.877 which means farmers in both groups operate inefficiently. In the 

right part of Table 6, full-sample regression results show that the higher household off-farm 

employment level, the lower the technical efficiency, but this effect seems to occur only for 

commercial farmers rather than self-sufficient farmers. In addition, Guangdong farmers operate 

less efficiently than other provinces. These results are consistent with our previous findings that 

off-farm employment hinders the productivity of commercial farmers. 

Conclusions 

Based on household survey data of rice producers in five provinces, we find that off-farm 

labor participation of family members reduce left-behind farmers' willingness to operate 

commercially. Farmers are classified as self-sufficient farmers or commercial farmers based on 

whether they sell their products.  

There are significant differences between the two types of farmers in total output, factor 

productivity, operation scale, unit factor input, land endowment, household labor force and so 

on. In general, households facing severe human-land conflicts tend to have more members 

working off-farm, and their left behind members farming small-scale land and producing rice 

only for household consumption. Compared with commercial farmers, self-sufficient farmers 

operate less efficiently and usually invest more factors per unit of land. Off-farm employment 

reduces the productivity of labor and land of commercial farmers but has a positive impact on 

these two productivities of self-sufficient farmers. The off-farm employment also reduces the 

TE of commercial farmers which may results from the substitution effect.  

Considering that smallholders are the main force of food market supply and China has 

serious human-land conflicts, policy makers should pay more attention to the phenomena that 

off-farm employment reduces marketing willingness, productivity and TE for commercial 

farmers. Although off-farm employment improves the overall welfare level of rural households, 

it reduces the utilization efficiency level of agricultural input factors, which has a negative 

impact on China's agriculture as a whole. The lands of self-sufficient farmers are relatively 

small and scattered. This may make it difficult for land transfer. For self-sufficient farmers, they 
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may also want to reserve some land for self-consumption or recreational farming. As a result, 

these scattered lands impede commercial farmers' land integration and large-scale production. 

The self-sufficient farmers may transfer their land if more social welfare and recreational 

services be provided. 

Based on above analysis, this paper suggests that the government should make efforts to 

create more job opportunities for farmers and encourage agricultural labor force transfer to non-

agricultural industries and ease the severe human-land conflicts in agricultural production. 

Better rural welfare subsidies, such as pensions and health care, are also needed to reduce the 

rural population's dependence on land and thus promote land circulation. The government can 

also lead land consolidation, develop land transfer markets and help farmers achieve proper 

scale production. 
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Table 1 Variable Definition and Description Statistics 

variables definition (unit) mean std min max 

sales 1=yes,0=no 0.71 0.46 0 1 

output output value (yuan) 14774.

45 

17232.84 63

8.64 

124132.

31 

Off-farm employment      

off-farm employment 

dummy 

have off-farm employment=1, 

otherwise=0 

0.85 0.36 0 1 

off-farm employment 

rate 

off-farm labor/total family labor 0.51 0.28 0 1 

off-farm income ratio off-farm income/total family 

income 

0.20 0.34 0 1 

Input factors      

land*  mu 11.04 12.48 1 83.80 

labor  total labor days input in 

production 

196.77 145.50 5 780 

seed yuan 654.34 925.39 0 11700 

fertilizer yuan 1862.5

7 

2198.56 0 14779.8

0 

pesticide yuan 1316.1

2 

1645.73 50 13408 

service  service cost (plowing, planting, 

etc.) (yuan) 

2082.2

6 

3138.27 0 27595 

energy energy cost (fuel, electricity, etc.) 

(yuan) 

311.25 535.96 0 4754.90 

others other input costs (yuan) 696.12 1770.20 0 15820 

Demographics       

age age of household head 57.77 9.77 30 80 

edu education of household head (year) 6.81 3.04 0 16 

health health of household head 

(1=worse，2=general，3=good) 

2.50 0.64 1 3 

man ratio number of man/family size 0.55 0.13 0 1 

total labor number of family labor force 3.84 1.58 1 11 

cadres cadres in family (1=yes,0=no) 0.07 0.26 0 1 

Land condition      

fragmentation number of land plots /total sown 

area  

1.35 1.30 0.06 8.16 

contracted land land contracted with village 

community (mu) 

6.99 4.88 0 33 

irrigation 1=worse，2=general，3=good 2.62 0.54 1 3 

soil quality 1=worse，2=general，3=good 2.12 0.44 1 3 

transportation farm machinery is (hard=1, 

normal=2, easy =3) to reach 

2.42 0.56 1 3 

distancel commuting time from home to 

land (minute) 

10.23 7.96 0.50 56.58 

distancem  distance from home to market 

(km) 

4.84 3.26 0 25 

province Guangdong=0, others=1 0.86 0.35 0 1 
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*Note: In the middle and lower reaches of the Yangtze River in China, rice can be grown two 

or three times a year. The variable land in this paper refers to the sum of the total sown area 

for rice production in all seasons. 

 
Table 2 Estimation Results of Households’ Marketing Decision 

variables marketing decision 

off-farm employment dummy -0.6625   

 (0.4031)   

off-farm employment ratio  -0.7999*  

  (0.4219)  

off-farm income ratio   -0.4064 

   (0.2951) 

land 0.5000*** 0.4898*** 0.4877*** 

 (0.0697) (0.0698) (0.0696) 

age -0.0081 -0.0075 -0.0099 

 (0.0118) (0.0116) (0.0125) 

edu -0.0088 -0.0104 -0.0052 

 (0.0355) (0.0357) (0.0355) 

health -0.2542 -0.2315 -0.2834* 

 (0.1614) (0.1619) (0.1578) 

man ratio 0.2540 0.2491 0.0674 

 (0.7725) (0.7683) (0.7534) 

labor number 0.0341 0.0185 -0.0172 

 (0.0702) (0.0657) (0.0628) 

cadre -0.0114 -0.0442 0.0055 

 (0.4003) (0.4005) (0.4006) 

contracted land 0.0697 0.0734 0.0689 

 (0.0509) (0.0508) (0.0498) 

fragmentation -0.0650 -0.0558 -0.0656 

 (0.1161) (0.1166) (0.1170) 

irrigation -0.5082** -0.5451*** -0.5185** 

 (0.2025) (0.2033) (0.2025) 

soil quality 0.1057 0.1354 0.1302 

 (0.2372) (0.2394) (0.2395) 

transportation 0.0889 0.0908 0.0769 

 (0.1930) (0.1936) (0.1933) 

distancel 0.0195 0.0177 0.0150 

 (0.0158) (0.0157) (0.0155) 

distancem 0.0035 0.0102 0.0105 

 (0.0400) (0.0404) (0.0401) 

province 1.4252*** 1.4775*** 1.5123*** 

 (0.3871) (0.3915) (0.3997) 

constant -0.8625 -1.0600 -0.8871 

 (1.3174) (1.3056) (1.3272) 

sample size 437 437 437 

Standard errors in parentheses, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Table 3. Comparison of Self-Sufficient Farmers and Commercial Farmers 

variables self-

sufficient 

commerc

ial 

difference in mean 

self-sufficient − 

commercial 

land 2.77 14.47 -11.70*** 

Output and 

productivity 

   

output 3197.67 19570.02 -16372.35*** 

land productivity 1216.64 1371.80 -155.16*** 

labor productivity 41.76 136.3 -94.59*** 

capital productivity 2 2.46 -0.46*** 

Off-farm 

employment 

   

off-farm employment 

dummy 

0.95 0.81 0.13*** 

off-farm employment 

rate 

0.58 0.480 0.11*** 

off-farm income ratio 0.32 0.17 0.16*** 

Input factors per unit 

land 

   

laborl 77.13 22.11 55.02*** 

seedl 85.07 60.26 24.81*** 

fertilizerl 201.61 166.39 35.22*** 

pesticidel 117.53 123.57 -6.07 

energyl 24.49 27.77 -3.28 

servicel 221.61 185.59 35.98*** 

other inputsl 23.77 44.04 -20.27*** 

Demographics    

age 59.50 57.06 2.44** 

edu 7.30 6.60 0.70** 

health 2.56 2.48 0.07 

man ratio 0.53 0.55 -0.01   

labor number 4.20 3.69 0.51*** 

cadre 0.10 0.06 0.04   

Land condition    

fragmentation 2.33 0.95 1.38*** 

contracted land 3.25 8.54 -5.239*** 

irrigation 2.58 2.64 -0.06 

soil quality 2.07 2.13 -0.06 

transportation  2.24 2.50 -0.26*** 

distancel 9.43 10.56 -1.13   

distancem 4.35 5.04 -0.69** 

province 0.63 0.95 -0.33*** 

sample size 128 309  

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Table 4 Full Sample Estimation Results of Factor Productivities with/no IV 

 productivity (OLS) productivity (2SLS) 

IV variables land labor capital land labor capital 

off-farm 

employment rate 

0.0026 0.0026 0.0069 -0.7245*** -

0.7245**

* 

-1.0921*** 

 (0.0366) (0.0366) (0.0486) (0.2087) (0.2087) (0.3161) 

ln land -

0.1760*** 

0.8240*** 0.5464*** -0.1838*** 0.8162**

* 

0.5346*** 

 (0.0310) (0.0310) (0.0575) (0.0403) (0.0403) (0.0719) 

ln labor 0.0091 -0.9909*** -0.0036 -0.0229 -

1.0229**

* 

-0.0521* 

 (0.0131) (0.0131) (0.0162) (0.0203) (0.0203) (0.0284) 

ln seed -0.0054 -0.0054 -0.0895** -0.0042 -0.0042 -0.0877** 

 (0.0127) (0.0127) (0.0383) (0.0174) (0.0174) (0.0425) 

ln fertilizer 0.0380** 0.0380** -0.1654*** 0.0680*** 0.0680**

* 

-0.1201* 

 (0.0159) (0.0159) (0.0529) (0.0227) (0.0227) (0.0619) 

ln pesticide 0.0621*** 0.0621*** -0.2000*** 0.0206 0.0206 -0.2626*** 

 (0.0194) (0.0194) (0.0260) (0.0284) (0.0284) (0.0385) 

ln service 0.0167*** 0.0167*** -0.0653*** 0.0111 0.0111 -0.0739*** 

 (0.0049) (0.0049) (0.0085) (0.0076) (0.0076) (0.0127) 

ln energy 0.0131*** 0.0131*** 0.0024 0.0175*** 0.0175**

* 

0.0091 

 (0.0050) (0.0050) (0.0063) (0.0065) (0.0065) (0.0088) 

ln other inputs 0.0091** 0.0091** -0.0221*** 0.0122** 0.0122** -0.0173** 

 (0.0044) (0.0044) (0.0057) (0.0054) (0.0054) (0.0073) 

age 0.0020* 0.0020* 0.0024 -0.0006 -0.0006 -0.0014 

 (0.0011) (0.0011) (0.0015) (0.0017) (0.0017) (0.0024) 

edu 0.0097*** 0.0097*** 0.0064 0.0166*** 0.0166**

* 

0.0169** 

 (0.0033) (0.0033) (0.0048) (0.0048) (0.0048) (0.0072) 

health -0.0280** -0.0280** -0.0345* 0.0115 0.0115 0.0251 

 (0.0141) (0.0141) (0.0190) (0.0233) (0.0233) (0.0329) 

male ratio 0.0988 0.0988 0.1133 0.2781** 0.2781** 0.3843** 

 (0.0825) (0.0825) (0.1061) (0.1094) (0.1094) (0.1540) 

labor number -0.0006 -0.0006 -0.0062 0.0527*** 0.0527**

* 

0.0743*** 

 (0.0065) (0.0065) (0.0089) (0.0184) (0.0184) (0.0259) 

cadre 0.0590* 0.0590* 0.0400 0.0795* 0.0795* 0.0709 

 (0.0328) (0.0328) (0.0423) (0.0435) (0.0435) (0.0654) 

fragmentation -0.0185 -0.0185 -0.0210 -0.0196 -0.0196 -0.0228 
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 (0.0118) (0.0118) (0.0209) (0.0137) (0.0137) (0.0229) 

contracted land -0.0006 -0.0006 0.0020 -0.0022 -0.0022 -0.0004 

 (0.0030) (0.0030) (0.0038) (0.0043) (0.0043) (0.0058) 

irrigation 0.0545*** 0.0545*** 0.0412 0.0177 0.0177 -0.0144 

 (0.0181) (0.0181) (0.0261) (0.0265) (0.0265) (0.0381) 

soil quality 0.0038 0.0038 -0.0018 0.0225 0.0225 0.0265 

 (0.0232) (0.0232) (0.0294) (0.0296) (0.0296) (0.0405) 

transportation 0.0259 0.0259 0.0048 0.0193 0.0193 -0.0051 

 (0.0209) (0.0209) (0.0263) (0.0265) (0.0265) (0.0362) 

distancel -0.0020 -0.0020 -0.0039** 0.0006 0.0006 -0.0000 

 (0.0013) (0.0013) (0.0016) (0.0021) (0.0021) (0.0028) 

distancem 0.0022 0.0022 0.0055 0.0066* 0.0066* 0.0121* 

 (0.0029) (0.0029) (0.0039) (0.0040) (0.0040) (0.0065) 

province 0.3508*** 0.3508*** 0.2898*** 0.4087*** 0.4087**

* 

0.3774*** 

 (0.0504) (0.0504) (0.0714) (0.0598) (0.0598) (0.0838) 

constant 5.9732*** 5.9732*** 2.7688*** 6.2684*** 6.2684**

* 

3.2149*** 

 (0.1821) (0.1821) (0.3483) (0.2427) (0.2427) (0.4314) 

R² 0.4584 0.9749 0.5575    

First-stage F-

statistics 

   25.72 25.72 25.72 

Durbin-Wu_Hausman F-

statistics 

  28.6317*** 28.6317*

** 

35.914*** 

sample size 437 437 437 437 437 437 

*Robust standard errors in parentheses, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Table 5. 2SLS Estimates of Factor Productivities for Self-Sufficient and Commercial Farmers 

 productivity 

variables self-sufficient  commercial 

 land labor capital land labor capital 

off-farm 
employment rate 

1.1434** 1.1434** 0.6907 -
1.1623*** 

-
1.1623*** 

-
1.2677*** 

 (0.5141) (0.5141) (0.4844) (0.3659) (0.3659) (0.4505) 

ln land -0.0946 0.9054*** 0.6217*** -
0.2091*** 

0.7909*** 0.4771*** 

 (0.0892) (0.0892) (0.0993) (0.0651) (0.0651) (0.0950) 

ln labor 0.0844 -0.9156*** 0.0392 -0.0209 -
1.0209*** 

-0.0309 

 (0.0533) (0.0533) (0.0492) (0.0326) (0.0326) (0.0373) 

ln seed 0.0211 0.0211 -0.0250 -0.0075 -0.0075 -0.0997 

 (0.0365) (0.0365) (0.0414) (0.0271) (0.0271) (0.0623) 

ln fertilizer 0.0520 0.0520 -
0.3217*** 

0.1004*** 0.1004*** -0.0518 

 (0.0491) (0.0491) (0.0564) (0.0339) (0.0339) (0.0623) 

ln pesticide 0.0254 0.0254 -
0.1984*** 

-0.0011 -0.0011 -
0.2743*** 

 (0.0518) (0.0518) (0.0474) (0.0432) (0.0432) (0.0504) 

ln service 0.0132 0.0132 -
0.0596*** 

0.0108 0.0108 -
0.0746*** 

 (0.0138) (0.0138) (0.0143) (0.0157) (0.0157) (0.0208) 

ln energy -0.0077 -0.0077 -0.0106 0.0218** 0.0218** 0.0107 

 (0.0165) (0.0165) (0.0160) (0.0101) (0.0101) (0.0124) 

ln other inputs 0.0010 0.0010 -0.0343* 0.0195** 0.0195** -0.0126 

 (0.0190) (0.0190) (0.0197) (0.0076) (0.0076) (0.0088) 

age 0.0016 0.0016 0.0036 -0.0047 -0.0047 -0.0050 

 (0.0029) (0.0029) (0.0030) (0.0032) (0.0032) (0.0039) 

edu 0.0095 0.0095 0.0150 0.0248*** 0.0248*** 0.0229** 

 (0.0102) (0.0102) (0.0105) (0.0081) (0.0081) (0.0104) 

health -0.1253* -0.1253* -0.1181* 0.0148 0.0148 0.0158 

 (0.0656) (0.0656) (0.0612) (0.0361) (0.0361) (0.0403) 

male ratio -0.3032 -0.3032 -0.1383 0.5018*** 0.5018*** 0.5178** 

 (0.2862) (0.2862) (0.2623) (0.1885) (0.1885) (0.2214) 
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labor number -0.0432 -0.0432 -0.0202 0.0977*** 0.0977*** 0.0956** 

 (0.0291) (0.0291) (0.0252) (0.0340) (0.0340) (0.0408) 

cadre 0.0675 0.0675 0.0076 0.1215* 0.1215* 0.1243 

 (0.0738) (0.0738) (0.0800) (0.0712) (0.0712) (0.0969) 

fragmentation -0.0345 -0.0345 -0.0195 0.0096 0.0096 0.0012 

 (0.0223) (0.0223) (0.0235) (0.0352) (0.0352) (0.0395) 

contracted land 0.0023 0.0023 0.0086 -0.0023 -0.0023 -0.0006 

 (0.0182) (0.0182) (0.0194) (0.0061) (0.0061) (0.0070) 

irrigation 0.0649 0.0649 0.0083 -0.0052 -0.0052 -0.0277 

 (0.0565) (0.0565) (0.0536) (0.0452) (0.0452) (0.0519) 

soil quality -0.0462 -0.0462 -0.0038 0.0096 0.0096 -0.0141 

 (0.0607) (0.0607) (0.0585) (0.0443) (0.0443) (0.0510) 

transportation 0.0710 0.0710 0.0492 0.0570 0.0570 0.0132 

 (0.0613) (0.0613) (0.0616) (0.0432) (0.0432) (0.0483) 

distancel -0.0043 -0.0043 -0.0009 -0.0007 -0.0007 -0.0030 

 (0.0050) (0.0050) (0.0052) (0.0033) (0.0033) (0.0033) 

distancem -0.0189 -0.0189 -0.0158 0.0106* 0.0106* 0.0147* 

 (0.0148) (0.0148) (0.0141) (0.0063) (0.0063) (0.0087) 

province 0.1848 0.1848 0.0543 0.4854*** 0.4854*** 0.3748*** 

 (0.1178) (0.1178) (0.1202) (0.1062) (0.1062) (0.1412) 

constant 5.8084*** 5.8084*** 3.1328*** 6.1818*** 6.1818*** 3.0707*** 

 (0.6735) (0.6735) (0.7085) (0.4233) (0.4233) (0.5647) 

sample size 128 128 128 309 309 309 

*Robust standard errors in parentheses, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Table 6. Estimation of rice production and technical efficiency 

 frontier  inefficiency components 

variables full sample 
commerc

ial 

self-

sufficient 
variables 

full 

sample 

commerc

ial 

self-

sufficient 

ln land 
-0.3809 0.0390 -0.9905 off-farm 

employment 

rate 

0.6453**

* 

0.8867**

* 

-7.8025 

 
(0.5485) (0.6959) (1.2151)  (0.1006) (0.1480) (5.7985) 

ln labor 
0.6663*** 0.7152**

* 

0.0117 
age                   

-0.0018* -0.0003 0.0021 

 
(0.2072) (0.2508) (0.3773)  (0.0010) (0.0014) (0.0051) 

ln capital 
0.6255 0.3180 0.7978 edu 

 

-

0.0107**

* 

-

0.0112**

* 

-0.0165 

 
(0.5704) (0.6822) (1.0749)  (0.0030) (0.0039) (0.0114) 

(ln land)2 
-0.1231** -0.0592 -0.1439 health           0.0309** 0.0362** 0.1285* 

 
(0.0485) (0.0641) (0.1365)  (0.0139) (0.0172) (0.0740) 

(ln labor)2 
-0.0138 -0.0127 0.0139 male ratio              -0.0958 -

0.1840** 

-0.6074* 

 
(0.0091) (0.0107) (0.0162)  (0.0676) (0.0896) (0.3669) 

(ln capital)2 
-0.0176 0.0095 -0.0582 labor number 0.0021 -0.0024 -0.0228 

 
(0.0456) (0.0532) (0.0900)  (0.0056) (0.0071) (0.0318) 

ln land* ln labor 
0.0943*** 0.0670 0.0750 cadre -0.0520 -0.0578 -0.1168 

 
(0.0303) (0.0407) (0.0673)           (0.0317) (0.0506) (0.0814) 

ln land* ln 

capital 

0.1393 0.0692 0.2456 fragmentation 0.0102 -0.0145 0.0208 

 
(0.0877) (0.1083) (0.1948)  (0.0113) (0.0196) (0.0263) 

ln labor* ln 

capital 

-

0.0850*** 

-

0.0844** 

-0.0272 contracted land -0.0022 -

0.0069** 

0.0136 

 
(0.0317) (0.0392) (0.0571)  (0.0026) (0.0029) (0.0265) 

constant 
3.9347** 4.6536** 5.0003 irrigation -

0.0463**

* 

-

0.0652**

* 

-0.0077 

 
(1.9184) (2.3384) (3.4147)  (0.0171) (0.0212) (0.0521) 

 
   soil quality -0.0027 0.0028 0.0530 
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σ2 0.02931**

* 

0.0256**

* 

0.0377***  (0.0193) (0.0242) (0.0846) 

 (0.0135) (0.0641) (0.0124) transportation -0.0125 -0.0414* 0.0427 

γ 0.9773*** 0.9982**

* 
0.6372*** 

 (0.0174) (0.0227) (0.0770) 

 (0.0122) (0.0179) 
(0.0601) 

distancel 0.0010 0.0016 0.0057 

TE 0.8134 0.8766 0.8930 
 (0.0012) (0.0013) (0.0074) 

Log likelihood 151.6901 
129.5602 48.9581 

distancem -0.0033 -0.0009 0.0214 

  
  

 (0.0021) (0.0031) (0.0191) 

  
  

province -

0.3431**

* 

-

0.4048**

* 

-3.7764 

  
  

 (0.0380) (0.0624) (10.7405) 

  
  

constant 0.4960**

* 

0.5305**

* 

4.2610 

  
  

 (0.1291) (0.1953) (3.4112) 

sample size 437 309 128 
 

437 309     128     

*Robust standard errors in parentheses, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Appendix: 

Table A. 2SLS Estimates of Factor Productivities for Self-Sufficient and Commercial Farmers 

 productivity 

variables self-sufficient  commercial 

 land labor capital land labor capital 

off-farm 

employment rate 

1.3471* 1.3471* 0.7863 -

0.9224*** 

-

0.9224*** 

-

1.0333*** 
 (0.7402) (0.7402) (0.6290) (0.2695) (0.2695) (0.3341) 

ln land -0.1381 0.8619*** 0.6015*** -

0.2364*** 

0.7636*** 0.4505*** 

 (0.1077) (0.1077) (0.1055) (0.0643) (0.0643) (0.0930) 

ln labor 0.0917 -0.9083*** 0.0427 0.0052 -

0.9948*** 

-0.0057 

 (0.0628) (0.0628) (0.0542) (0.0278) (0.0278) (0.0314) 

ln seed 0.0005 0.0005 -0.0345 0.0220 0.0220 -0.0707 

 (0.0389) (0.0389) (0.0419) (0.0217) (0.0217) (0.0558) 

ln fertilizer 0.0757 0.0757 -

0.3105*** 

0.0967*** 0.0967*** -0.0550 

 (0.0628) (0.0628) (0.0615) (0.0360) (0.0360) (0.0658) 

ln pesticide 0.0297 0.0297 -

0.1963*** 

-0.0013 -0.0013 -

0.2749*** 
 (0.0608) (0.0608) (0.0504) (0.0414) (0.0414) (0.0485) 

ln service 0.0163 0.0163 -

0.0582*** 

0.0199 0.0199 -

0.0656*** 
 (0.0158) (0.0158) (0.0151) (0.0128) (0.0128) (0.0173) 

ln energy -0.0152 -0.0152 -0.0142 0.0210** 0.0210** 0.0100 

 (0.0193) (0.0193) (0.0176) (0.0097) (0.0097) (0.0116) 

ln other inputs 0.0049 0.0049 -0.0325 0.0125* 0.0125* -0.0195** 

 (0.0231) (0.0231) (0.0216) (0.0073) (0.0073) (0.0084) 

age 0.0006 0.0006 0.0031 -0.0027 -0.0027 -0.0030 

 (0.0035) (0.0035) (0.0033) (0.0026) (0.0026) (0.0032) 

edu 0.0083 0.0083 0.0144 0.0245*** 0.0245*** 0.0227** 

 (0.0115) (0.0115) (0.0110) (0.0078) (0.0078) (0.0099) 

health -0.1327 -0.1327 -0.1215* 0.0283 0.0283 0.0294 

 (0.0828) (0.0828) (0.0688) (0.0345) (0.0345) (0.0386) 

cadre 0.0771 0.0771 0.0122 0.1233* 0.1233* 0.1251 
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 (0.0891) (0.0891) (0.0857) (0.0653) (0.0653) (0.0878) 

fragmentation -0.0572* -0.0572* -0.0301 0.0198 0.0198 0.0102 

 (0.0306) (0.0306) (0.0282) (0.0331) (0.0331) (0.0380) 

contracted land -0.0042 -0.0042 0.0056 0.0013 0.0013 0.0029 

 (0.0220) (0.0220) (0.0215) (0.0056) (0.0056) (0.0062) 

irrigation 0.0604 0.0604 0.0062 0.0032 0.0032 -0.0196 

 (0.0627) (0.0627) (0.0553) (0.0411) (0.0411) (0.0470) 

soil quality -0.0134 -0.0134 0.0115 0.0299 0.0299 0.0063 

 (0.0705) (0.0705) (0.0589) (0.0448) (0.0448) (0.0514) 

transportation 0.0659 0.0659 0.0469 0.0267 0.0267 -0.0176 

 (0.0706) (0.0706) (0.0648) (0.0396) (0.0396) (0.0462) 

distancel -0.0061 -0.0061 -0.0017 -0.0010 -0.0010 -0.0033 

 (0.0067) (0.0067) (0.0059) (0.0028) (0.0028) (0.0028) 

distancem -0.0138 -0.0138 -0.0134 0.0077 0.0077 0.0118 

 (0.0164) (0.0164) (0.0141) (0.0053) (0.0053) (0.0073) 

province 0.1519 0.1519 0.0389 0.4259*** 0.4259*** 0.3138** 

 (0.1434) (0.1434) (0.1331) (0.0865) (0.0865) (0.1233) 

constant 5.4107*** 5.4107*** 2.9474*** 6.3459*** 6.3459*** 3.2490*** 

 (0.9065) (0.9065) (0.8296) (0.4016) (0.4016) (0.5506) 

sample size 128 128 128 309 309 309 

*Robust standard errors in parentheses, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Abstract 

The study aims at investigating multidimensional poverty in rural and urban Malawi with a 

comparison of Nsanje district and Lilongwe city. The specific objectives were to measure and 

compare the multidimensional poverty among rural and urban households in Nsanje district and 

Lilongwe city, and to analyse factors that affect multidimensional poverty among rural and urban 

households in Nsanje district and Lilongwe city. The Data used for the study is the fifth Integrated 

Household Survey (IHS5) data 2019 – 2020 and the fourth Integrated Household Survey (IHS4) data 

2016 – 2017. 

The analytical techniques employed in this study include Descriptive statistics, Alkire and 

Foster Multidimensional Poverty Measures and the Logistic Regression model. Descriptive statistics 

such as mean, frequency distribution and percentages have described the socio-economic 

characteristics of the rural households in Nsanje district and Lilongwe city. The Alkire and Foster 

Multidimensional methodologies involved the counting of different types of deprivation that 

individuals suffer at the same time. These deprivation profiles are analysed to identify who is poor, 

and then used to construct a multidimensional index of poverty (MPI). 

The study finds that the ‘living standards’ dimension of the multidimensional poverty index 

(MPI) identifies most of the multidimensionally poor in both the rural and urban areas of Nsanje 

district and Lilongwe city. On the other hand, the contribution of the ‘education’ dimension is high in 

the rural area than the urban area. Therefore, priority should be given to improving the education in 

the rural district of Nsanje. In addition, improvising alternative sources of electricity and cooking 

fuel could help reduce the multidimensionally poor in both Nsanje district and Lilongwe city. 
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Introduction 

Malawi is one of the most impoverished and least developed countries in the world. The World 

Bank (2018) reported that Malawi is the sixth poorest country in the world. According to the 

National Statistical Office (2021), 50.8 percent of its population live below the poverty line. The 

Malawi Growth and Development Strategy III (MGDS III) 2017 – 2022 explains that poverty 

remains high in Malawi, particularly in rural areas. Poverty rates remained moderately unchanged 

between 2011 (50.7 percent) and 2016 (51.5 percent). Furthermore, the National Statistical Office 

(2018) reported that the incidence of the ultra-poor, on the other hand, has declined from 24.5 

percent to 20.1 percent over the same period as noted from the Integrated Household Survey (IHS) 3 

and 4. 

The World Bank (2007) describes poverty as a condition in which basic needs of a household or 

individual are not met. As such, poverty can be evaluated unilaterally, that is, by looking at one 

poverty measure alone for instance income. Thus, Laderchi et al., (2003) defines poverty in the 

monetary approach as not having a defined level of income or consumption sufficient to obtain a 

minimum calorie requirement and other basic services. However, it can be looked at multilaterally 

where multiple measures such as health, education and living standards are evaluated. This is to say 

that despite people having a well-defined income level or consumption, low education levels may 

hinder them opportunities to good employment. Similarly, poor health may can lead them to 

spending more money on health care. 

Poverty is therefore considered as a multidimensional phenomenon. Adepoju (2018) reported 

that in its multidimensional nature, poverty is the cause of all human and social ills capable of 

limiting the creative ability of man, making him think of just ordinary existence. The poor may feel 

some sense of voicelessness, exposure to ill treatment and gross inability to influence key decisions 

affecting their lives as well as inadequate social networking within the institutions of state and 

society. In addition to this, Ataguba et al. (2011) stated that a person’s status in one dimension may 

not reflect his or her status in another. As a result, attention towards multidimensionality of poverty 

and deprivation is increasing because the usual unidimensional measure fails to capture the multiple 

deprivations that individuals suffer. 

Therefore, there is need to expand our knowledge on poverty with the inclusion of other 

associated deprivations. This in turn would help to produce a deeper understanding of poverty 

profiles which describe the overall pattern of poverty and deprivation.  

According to the World Bank (2018), poverty in Malawi is predominantly rural. However, this 

does not imply that there is no poverty in the urban areas. Khan et al., (2014) noted that living 

expenses tend to increase in different ways by living in the urban areas hence imposing an extra cost 

on the poor. The poor in rural areas may enjoy some basic facilities such as access to fuel for 

cooking, drinking water, housing, farming land etc. A similar basket of basic goods and services are 

comparatively more expensive in urban areas as compared to rural areas. As such, the urban poor 

may spend quite a considerable amount of their scarce earnings to have access to such facilities. 
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Khan et al., (2014) further highlighted that poor people in the urban areas are more susceptible to 

natural disasters and human diseases because of living in unsafe places, high pollution, and 

environmental hazards. 

In the recent past, the government of Malawi has undertaken poverty reduction efforts through 

various strategies giving emphasis to economic growth, infrastructural development, and the 

provision of basic social services. According to Mussa and Pauw (2011), strategies have included: 

the Poverty Alleviation Program (1994); the Malawi Poverty Reduction Strategy (2002–2005); and, 

more recently, the Malawi Growth and Development Strategy III. As such, Malawi has also adopted 

the goal of ending all forms of poverty by 2030 as agreed by world leaders at the United Nations 

Sustainable Development Summit in September 2015 to achieve the Sustainable Development Goal 

(SDG) number one of ‘no poverty’.  

According to the Oxford Poverty and Human Development Initiative (2020), 1.3 billion people 

across 107 countries are multidimensionally poor. Thus, approximately 71.9 percent of rural 

households are living in multidimensional poverty in Sub-Saharan Africa (OPHI, 2020). Sen (1976, 

1990, 1999) argues that a good indicator of poverty should go beyond the mere expenditure or 

income required to attain minimum basic needs. Thus, it should look at other dimensions of well-

being such as health, education, empowerment etc. Despite the massive effort of the government to 

reduce poverty in Malawi through different policies, strategies and programs being implemented 

with the goal of achieving SDG number one of ‘no poverty’ by 2030, information on the 

multidimensionality of poverty in the rural and urban areas is insufficient. Therefore, this study 

sought to assess and analyse the multidimensional poverty in rural and urban Malawi in Nsanje 

district and Lilongwe city. 

Past studies have examined the trend, determinants, incidence, and spatial dimension of 

multidimensional poverty.  However, to end poverty by 2030 as elaborated by the Sustainable 

Development Goal number one, the multidimensionality of poverty and the oddities of geographical 

locations within Malawi need to be considered. In addition to this, a national level analyses do not 

provide a clear picture of the poverty situation at the district level considering the anomalies of 

geographical locations in Malawi. On the other hand, the government has mostly measured poverty 

on the unidimensional of income or consumption while ignoring other dimensions of poverty such as 

health, education and living standards. According to Alkire and Santos (2010), one-dimensional 

monetary approach limits a clear understanding of poverty and makes it difficult to formulate better 

policies for poverty reduction. Therefore, it is undoubtedly necessary that the government and other 

relevant stakeholders require information that gives detail of multidimensional poverty to formulate 

better strategies and policies. 

The thrust of this research therefore was to examine the multidimensional poverty of rural and 

urban households in Nsanje district and Lilongwe city of Malawi. Apart from contributing to scarce 

literature on multidimensional poverty in Malawi, this study will also go a long way in assisting 

concerned stakeholders in formulating strategies and policies, not only to reduce the present menace 
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of multidimensional poverty in Malawi but also prevent possible increase in the number of the 

multidimensionally poor. 

Objectives of the study 

1 .Underlying Objective 

The main objective of this study was to analyse the multidimensional poverty among rural and 

urban households in Nsanje district and Lilongwe city of Malawi. 

2. Specific Objectives 

(1) To measure and compare the multidimensional poverty among rural and urban households in 

Nsanje district and Lilongwe city. 

(2)To analyse factors associated with multidimensional poverty among rural and urban households in 

Nsanje district and Lilongwe City. 

Literature review 

The Oxford Poverty and Human Development Initiative (2020) reported that 1.3 billion people 

across 107 countries are multidimensionally poor. It is also noted that about 85 percent of the world’s 

multidimensionally poor live in rural areas (OPHI, 2014). In Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA), 

approximately 71.9 percent of rural households are living in multidimensional poverty (OPHI, 2020). 

Table 2.1 shows that at national level, the MPI decreased between the years 2004 and 2016, with 

both the incidence and intensity of poverty decreasing in each survey period of the Demographic 

Health Surveys (DHS). The results from Table 2.1 also revealed that the headcount ration declined 

over the period between 2004 and 2016 which led to the overall decrease in the MPI over the years. 

In the urban and rural areas, it is observed that a similar trend took place especially in the rural areas 

where both the headcount ration and intensity of deprivation decreased. 

The World Bank Group (2016) reported that since 2004, Malawi had made good progress in 

education and health. An 8 percent decline in school aged children who were not in school is 

observed in urban areas as compared to a 4 percent decline in the rural areas. On the other hand, the 

proportion of household heads lacking secondary education decreased by 6 percent between 2004 

and 2010 in the urban areas. Furthermore, the World Bank Group (2016) clarified that improvements 

were made in terms of health between 2004 and 2010. There was a reduction in the mortality rate of 

under 5 children mainly because of the strong immunization programs.
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Table 2.1: Multidimensional Poverty in Malawi 

 MPI Headcount Ratio Intensity Of Deprivation 

 2004 2010 2016 2004 2010 2016 2004 2010 2016 

National 0.381 0.334 0.244 72.1% 66.7% 52.7% 52.8% 50.1% 46.2% 

Urban 0.171 0.175 0.087 36.8% 39.7% 20.8% 46.6% 44.2% 41.9% 

Rural 0.419 0.366 0.270 78.5% 72.0% 58.1% 53.3% 50.8% 46.5% 

Source: Oxford Poverty and Human Development Initiative (2017 and 2018) based on DHS surveys. 

From 1981, the Malawi government through the World Bank and IMF implemented some 

policy interventions backed by Structural Adjustment Programs (SAPs) to address economic 

challenges inclusive poverty and inequality. In 1994, the Poverty Alleviation Program (PAP) was 

launched with an emphasis to improve the national productivity through sustainable economic 

growth. It was a process to empower the poor economically through agriculture, safety net program 

for those adversely affected through natural disasters. However, due to poor action plans, inadequate 

linkage to the budget and little prioritization (rechanneling of resources), the PAP could not proceed. 

The Malawi Poverty Reduction Strategy was implemented in 2002 by the Malawi government 

with the help of its development partners and other civil society organization. The goal was to 

achieve sustainable poverty reduction through empowerment of the poor. Hence it basically engaged 

the poor in this program than just giving out free handouts (IMF, 2006). It also promoted rapid 

sustainable pro-poor economic growth and structural transformation as well as enhancing human 

capital through promotion of education. However, like the Poverty Alleviation Program, the main 

challenge of this program was funding. It faced difficulties in terms of funding. 

The Malawi Growth and Development Strategy (MGDS) succeeded the Malawi Poverty 

Reduction Strategy. It is a medium-term strategy designed to contribute to Malawi’s long-term 

development aspirations. Its overall objective is to reduce poverty through sustained economic 

growth and infrastructural development. It gives emphasis to agriculture and food security, irrigation 

and water development, transport infrastructure development, energy generation and supply, 

integrated rural development and many other sectors. Currently, according to the Malawi Growth and 

Development Strategy III (MGDS III) 2017 – 2022, it explains that poverty remains high in Malawi, 

particularly in rural areas. 

On the other hand, the United Nations Development Program established the Human 

Development Index (HDI) as one way of measuring poverty. However, despite the HDI employing 

the three dimensions namely, education, health and living standards, it focused on the poverty status 

at national or regional level. A similar situation is also noted with the Human Poverty Index (HPI) 

that also concentrates at national or regional level despite having employed the deprivation concept. 

According to Mohammed and Ab-Rahim (2021), the MPI is a suitable method to measure poverty as 

it can establish the poverty status at household or individual level. Hence it can be regarded as 

tackling poverty at grassroot level. 
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Moreover, Bersisa and Heshmati (2021) examined uni – and multidimensional poverty and 

inequalities in rural and small towns in Ethiopia. Through this, it was established that the 

multidimensional measure of poverty exposed all the ways through which poverty may present itself 

as compared to the unidimensional measures. Furthermore, the study disclosed that 36 percent of the 

households were poor through the unidimensional measures. However, with the multidimensional 

measures, it was established that 46 percent of the households were multidimensionally poor. 

Methodology 

Description of the Study Area 

The study area is Nsanje district and Lilongwe city of Malawi. Nsanje is one of the rural 

districts and Lilongwe is the largest city. Nsanje district is in the southern region of Malawi. It is the 

southernmost district which borders with Mozambique. Nsanje is underdeveloped in terms of 

infrastructural and human development. It is one of the districts with the largest incidence of poverty 

of about 74.3 percent (IFPRI, 2019). Maize, millet, and sorghum are some of the crops grown in the 

districts. Cattle and goats are some of the livestock reared in the district. 

On the other hand, Lilongwe District is the largest district in the Central Region of Malawi. The 

district also hosts the Capital city of Malawi known as Lilongwe city. The city has one of the 

smallest incidences of poverty of about 18 percent (IFPRI, 2019). Being the capital city, Lilongwe 

offers a lot more of opportunities for investment. It also has good climatic conditions and 

enormously rich agricultural area for farming. Tobacco, groundnuts, maize, soybean are some of the 

many crops grown in the district. Lilongwe is quite developed in terms of infrastructure and human 

development. It has a good road network as compared to other cities in Malawi. 

Types and Sources of Data 

The secondary data used in this study is the Fourth and Fifth Integrated Household Survey (IHS 

4 & 5) data 2016 and 2020 respectively. Data has been extracted from the IHS 4 and 5 conducted by 

the National Statistical Office (NSO) of Malawi in collaboration with the World Bank Living 

Standards Measurement Study (LSMS-ISA) team, with funding support from the Government of 

Malawi (GoM), World Bank and Millennium Challenge Corporation.  

The survey is a multitopic data collection instrument that is conducted once in every five years 

by the Malawi government through the National Statistical Office (NSO). Its objective is to provide 

timely and reliable information on welfare and socio-economic indicators. The survey also provides 

researchers with dataset that would allow further analysis that helps in policy formulation. In 

addition to this, the IHS data have, among other insights, provided a benchmark for poverty and 

vulnerability indicators to foster evidence-based policy formulation and monitor the progress of 

meeting the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs), the goals listed as part of the Malawi Growth 

and Development Strategy (MGDS) and now the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). 
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Furthermore, some of the topics the data covers include poverty and income equality, 

demographic characteristics, health, education, labour force participation, credit and loan, household 

enterprises, consumption and asset ownership, agriculture, housing infrastructure, food security and 

mortality indicators. The study used information from 352 households in Nsanje district and 542 

households in Lilongwe city. Thus, a total sample size of 894 households in both datasets, IHS4 & 

IHS5 was used. 

Moreover, IHS 4 and 5 used the two-stage stratified sampling technique. The primary sampling 

units (PSUs) for IHS 4 and 5 selected at the first sampling stage were the census enumerations areas 

(EAs) defined for the 2008 and 2018 Malawi census respectively. The EA is the smallest operational 

area established for the census with well-defined boundaries, corresponding to the workload of one 

census enumerator. 

Analytical Techniques 

1. Descriptive statistics 

Descriptive statistics such as mean, frequency distribution and percentages were employed to 

describe the socio-economic characteristics of the rural households in Nsanje district and Lilongwe 

city.  

2. Alkire and Foster Method – Oxford Poverty and Human Development Initiative (OPHI) 

The methodology is a way of measuring multidimensional poverty. It was developed by OPHI’s 

Sabina Alkire and James Foster. Basically, it involves counting the different types of deprivation that 

individuals suffer at the same time. For instance, the deprivations could be lack of education or poor 

sanitation conditions. These deprivation profiles can be analysed to identify who is poor, and then 

used to construct a multidimensional index of poverty (MPI).  

Therefore, identifying the poor, the Alkire and Foster method counts the overlapping or 

simultaneous deprivations that a person or household experiences in different indicators of poverty. 

The indicators may have same weights or take different weights. People can be taken as 

multidimensionally poor if the weighted sum of their deprivations is greater than or equal to a 

poverty cut off point such as 30 percent or 40 percent of all deprivations. 

(1) Specification of the Alkire and Foster Method 

With the Alkire & Foster methodology, we first calculate the Headcount ratio (H) which is the 

percentage of the population who are poor. It is given by: 

H =  

Where q is the number of people or households multidimensionally poor, and n is the total 

population. Secondly, the Intensity of deprivation (ID) which is the percentage of deprivations 

suffered by each person or household on average is calculated. It is given by: 
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ID =  

Where c is the total number of weighted deprivations experienced by the poor and d is the 

number of indicators applied. For this study it is 10. 

Therefore, to come up with the Multidimensional Poverty Index (MPI), we multiply the 

Headcount ratio (H) by the Intensity of deprivation. It is also known as the Adjusted Headcount ratio, 

and it is given by: 

M0 = H x A 

Where:  H = Headcount ratio 

  A = Intensity of deprivation 

 

(2) The Multidimensional Poverty Index 

The multidimensional poverty index (MPI) measures multidimensional poverty which looks at 

deprivations in basic services and core human functions with reference to the Sustainable 

Development Goals. Thus, it gives a different pattern of poverty than income by looking at other 

dimensions such as health, education and living standards (World Bank, 2016). With the Alkire and 

Foster method, we first select the unit of analysis. In this study, the unit of analysis was the 

Household. However, a unit of analysis can also be an individual. Secondly, dimensions are chosen. 

According to Alkire and Foster (2007), the choosing of dimensions can be through ongoing 

deliberative participatory exercises, public consensus, and data availability among others.  

Upon choosing the dimensions, indicators are then chosen for each dimension. An example used 

in this study is the ‘education’ dimension which has ‘years of schooling’ as its indicator. A poverty 

cut – off is then set and applied for each dimension. This is the stage an individual or household can 

be identified as deprived or not pertaining to the cut – off point applied. For instance, having ‘years 

of schooling’ as an indicator, the cut – off could be ‘less than eight years of schooling’ is considered 

deprived. As such, the next step is to count the number of deprivations suffered by each person. Once 

this is done, the second cut – off point (k) is applied which identifies the multidimensionally poor. 

The cut – off point k can be 30 percent, 40 percent, or 50 percent. Therefore, households that were 

not multidimensionally poor were given a ‘zero’ value while multidimensionally poor households 

has a ‘one’ value. 

3. The Logistic Regression Model 

The study employed the Logit regression analysis. It is the suitable regression analysis to use 

when the dependent variable is dichotomous (binary). It is used to describe data and to explain the 

relationship between one dependent binary variable and one or more independent variables. As such, 

the logit model has been used to analyse factors associated with multidimensional poverty among 
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rural and urban households in Nsanje district and Lilongwe city. According to Menard (1995) and 

Agresti (1996), the model in this research is specified as follows: 

  

                    P = E (  = 1/  = e (  +  + …….                                                                                                  

 

 

where:     =  Probability of being multidimensionally poor 

         →   represents the independent variables. 

   →  represents the parameter coefficients  

     represents the intercept 

 

The independent variables are specified as follows: 

  = Gender 

             = Age 

  = House Ownership 

            = Distance to Health Centre (km) 

            = Household Size 

             = Household head has primary education  

  = Household head has secondary education 

             = Household head has tertiary education 

  = Marital Status  

Table 3.1: Hypothesized variables and description 

Independent Variable Description  

Age  Number in years household head has 

Gender Gender of Household head (1=male, 

0=female) 

House Ownership (1=Owned, 0=otherwise) 

Education Primary education (1=yes, 0=otherwise) 

Secondary education (1=yes, 0=otherwise) 

Tertiary education (1=yes, 0=otherwise) 

Distance to Health Centre Distance in kilometres to health centre 

Household Size Number of members in a household 

Marital Status (1=Married, 0=otherwise) 
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Choice of Dimensions, Weights, Indicators and Cut – Off (k) 

Sen (2008) reported that selecting dimension or a weight is not a technical exercise but rather 

value judgement process. The study adopts three dimensions namely, health, education and living 

standards as elaborated by Alkire and Santos (2010). The dimensions chosen by Alkire and Santos 

(2010) were based on participatory exercises, enduring consensus, relevant theories and data 

availability. In addition to this, despite Alkire and Santos (2010) using nutrition and child mortality 

as indicators for the health dimension, the study adopts ‘chronically ill’ and ‘hospitalized’ as 

indicators of health dimension (Kumara, 2011). In addition to this, the study uses ‘years of 

schooling’ and ‘child school attendance’ as indicators of the education dimension. As for the living 

standards dimension, the study applies ‘electricity’, ‘improved sanitation’, ‘safe drinking water’, 

‘flooring’, ‘cooking fuel’ and ‘ownership of assets.’ According to Alkire et al., (2020) the indicators 

are in line with the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).  

The choice of weights can be done through participatory approach, public debate, or survey 

questions. Sen (1996) added that there should be a consensus among relevant communities. The 

health and education indicators have the same weight of 1/6 while the indicators of living standards 

have a weight of 1/18. However, the assigning of equal weight for each dimension and using the 

same weight of each indicator is not well justified in the methodology (Alkire and Santos, 2010).  

Furthermore, the study adopts the poverty cut-off (k) to be 30 percent (k = 0.3) of the total value 

of weighted indicators as suggested by Alkire and Santos (2010). Hence, a household is considered 

multidimensionally poor if the total value of weighted deprivations sums up to or exceeds 30 percent. 

Education and health indicators are weighted at 1/6 for each while those of living standards 

dimension have a weight of 1/18. As such, a household is found to be poor by a combination of any 

two indicators associated with ‘education’ or ‘health’ dimension. Alternatively, a household can also 

be regarded as poor if it is deprived by all the six living standards indicators. Moreover, a 

combination of one ‘education’ or ‘health’ indicator and three ‘living standards’ indicators can be 

regarded as being multidimensionally poor. The dimensions, indicators, weights and cut – off points 

used in the study in line with the Sustainable Development Goals are shown in table 4.1.
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Table 3.2: Dimensions, Indicators, Cut – Offs, Weights and SDG Relevance 

Dimension Indicator Household deprived if… Weight Sdg 

Education Years of 

schooling 

 

No member has completed 

primary school (8 years of 

schooling) 

 

1/6 SDG 4: Quality 

Education 

 Child School 

Attendance 

No school aged child is attending 

school 

 

1/6 SDG 4: Quality 

Education 

Health Chronically Ill Household member is chronically 

ill 

 

1/6 SDG 3: Health 

and Well-being 

 Hospitalized Household member hospitalized 

within last the 12 months 

1/6 SDG 3: Health 

and Well-being 

Living 

Standards 

Electricity Household has no electricity 

 

1/18 SDG 7: 

Affordable & 

Clean Energy 

 Improved 

Sanitation 

Household has unimproved or no 

sanitation or improved but shared 

with other households 

1/18 SDG 6: Clean 

Water & 

Sanitation 

 Safe Drinking 

Water 

Household does not have access 

to safe drinking water 

 

1/18 SDG 6: Clean 

Water & 

Sanitation 

 Flooring Household has a dirt, sand, or 

dung floor 

 

1/18 SDG 11: 

Sustainable 

cities and 

Communities 

 Cooking Fuel Household cooks with non-liquid 

sources (dung, wood, or 

charcoal) 

 

1/18 SDG 7: 

Affordable & 

Clean Energy 

 Ownership of 

Assets 

Household does not own more 

than one item of the following: 

radio, television, telephone, 

bicycle, motorbike, or 

refrigerator; and does not have 

car or truck. 

 

1/18 SDG 1: No 

poverty 

Source: Adapted from Alkire, S., Kanagaratnam, U. and Suppa, N. (2020)
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Results and discussions 

Descriptive Statistics 

Table 4.1 shows that most households in Lilongwe city have smoothed cement (77.3 percent) as 

their flooring type in comparison with Nsanje district which has a majority of households using 

smoothed mud (79) as their floor. This is in line with Kumara (2011) who noted that majority of rural 

households in Sri Lanka had mud as their type of floor as compared to the urban area. In addition to 

this, many households in both Lilongwe city and Nsanje district have iron sheets as their roofing, 

although quite several households in Nsanje have been observed to have grass as their type of roof 

(47.1 percent). Furthermore, approximately 38.7 percent in Lilongwe city has electricity as their 

lighting source while only 8.5 percent have electricity in Nsanje district. Megbowon (2018) reported 

that in South Africa urban households had electricity available than rural areas in the Eastern Cape 

Province of South Africa. 

Approximately 84.7 percent of households in Lilongwe city use charcoal as their main source of 

cooking fuel in comparison with households in Nsanje district who use firewood as their main source 

of cooking fuel (87.5 percent). Most households in Lilongwe city use the communal standpipe as 

their source of drinking water (45.2 percent). However, in Nsanje district, most households use 

boreholes as their main source of drinking water. Both locations indicate a higher percentage of non-

attendance of school. However, Nsanje has a higher percentage of non-attendance of school (54.5 

percent) as compared to Lilongwe city (35.6 percent). The sharing of toilet facility with other 

households is more common in Lilongwe city (65.5 percent) than Nsanje district (36.6 percent). 
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Table 0.1: Summary Statistics 

Household Characteristic Lilongwe City 

(Urban) 

Nsanje District 

(Rural) 

 Freq % Freq % 

Flooring Type     

Sand 1 0.2 0 0.0 

Smooth Mud 108 20 278 79 

Smooth Cement 419 77.3 74 21 

Tile 14 2.6 0 0.0 

Roofing Type     

Grass 26 2.9 166 47.1 

Iron Sheets 511 57.2 186 52.8 

Clay Tiles 3 0.3 0 0.0 

Other 2 0.2 0 0.0 

Lighting Source     

Electricity 210 38.7 30 8.5 

Cooking Fuel Source     

Firewood 46 8.4 308 87.5 

Electricity 33 6.1 1 0.3 

Gas  1 0.2 0 0.0 

Charcoal 459 84.7 43 12.2 

Crop residues 3 0.6 0 0.0 

Drinking Water     

Communal Standpipe 245 45.2 19 5.4 

Borehole 38 7 288 81.8 

Piped into Yard/ Plot/ Dwelling 202 37.3 17 4.8 

Open Public well 4 0.7 4 1.1 

River/ Stream 0 0.0 11 3.1 

Other 53 9.8 13 3.7 

Level Of Education     

No School Attendance 193 35.6 192 54.5 

PSLC (Primary School Leaving Certificate) 52 9.6 19 5.4 

JCE (Junior Certificate of Education) 55 10.1 9 2.6 

MSCE/GCSE (Malawi School Certificate of 

Education) 

108 20 7 2 

Diploma/ Degree 44 8.1 0 0.0 

Masters’/ PhD 7 1.3 0 0.0 

Toilet Facility Sharing     

Shared with other Households 355 65.5 129 36.6 

Not shared with other Households 206 38 154 43.8 

     

Source: Authors Computation using IHS 5 
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Multidimensional Poverty (MPI) 

1. Headcount Ratio, Intensity of Deprivation and Multidimensional Poverty Index 

Results from Table 4.2 show that there was a decrease in multidimensionally poor households in 

Lilongwe city between 2016 and 2020 from 44.6 percent to 38.7 percent respectively. On the other 

hand, there is a notable increase in the multidimensionally poor in Nsanje district between 2016 and 

2020 from 64.5 percent to 80.7 percent. The results agree with Megbowon (2018) who reported that 

the percentage of the multidimensionally poor was lower in urban households in the Eastern cape 

province of South Africa than the rural households.  

However, the Multidimensional Poverty Index (MPI), which is a product of the Headcount 

Ratio, and the Intensity of Deprivations (ID) is noted to have decreased in Lilongwe city between 

2016 and 2020 from 0.163 to 0.125 respectively. On the other hand, the MPI increased between 2016 

and 2020 in Nsanje district from 0.292 to 0.408 respectively. According to the Demographic Health 

Survey (DHS) 2015 – 2016, Lilongwe city had an MPI of 0.212 and Nsanje district had an MPI of 

0.284 (OPHI, 2020). These findings are quite similar with the results from IHS 4 data 2016. The 

intensity of deprivation is noted to have decreased in Lilongwe city between 2016 and 2020 from 

36.5 percent to 32.4 percent respectively. However, in Nsanje district, an increase in the intensity of 

deprivation is noted between 2016 and 2020 from 45.3 percent to 50.4 percent.  

Table 4.2: Multidimensional Poverty Index for Lilongwe City and Nsanje District 

Location Headcount Ratio Intensity of 

Deprivation 

MPI 

 IHS 4 

(2016) 

IHS 5 

(2020) 

IHS 4 

(2016) 

IHS 5 

(2020) 

IHS 4 

(2016) 

IHS 5 

(2020) 

Lilongwe City 

(Urban) 

0.446 0.387 0.365 0.324 0.163 0.125 

Nsanje District 

(Rural) 

0.645 0.807 0.453 0.504 0.292 0.408 

Source: Authors Computation using IHS 4 and IHS 5 

2. Contribution to MPI by Dimension 

Results from Table 4.3 show contribution to the MPI by each dimension. It is noted that in both 

locations the living standards dimension has the highest contribution to the MPI followed by the 

education and health dimensions. The results are in line with Megbowon (2018) and Amao (2017) 

who established that the highest contribution to the MPI was from the living standards dimension. 

However, there is a decrease in contribution to the MPI between 2016 and 2020 in Lilongwe city 

from 76.29 percent to 70.55 percent. A similar decline in living standards dimension is also noted in 

Nsanje district between the two time periods from 69.86 percent to 67.33 percent.  

On the other hand, there is an increase in contribution to the MPI by the education dimension in 

both locations between 2016 and 2020. It is noted in Lilongwe city the contribution has risen from 

17.47 percent to 24.02 percent between 2016 and 2020 respectively. A similar trend is noted in 
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Nsanje district between 2016 and 2020 from 25.04 percent to 30.16 percent respectively. This is 

attributed to the fact that there are more people deprived in education in the rural areas than the urban 

areas (Megbowon, 2018). However, a decline in contribution to the MPI is observed between 2016 

and 2020 in both locations. In Lilongwe city, the contribution by health to the MPI has declined from 

6.24 percent to 5.43 percent and in Nsanje district from 5.09 percent to 2.51 percent respectively. 

The relative decrease in the health contribution can be attributed to the strides the government in 

undertaking through various health programs and awareness campaigns in dealing with chronic 

diseases.  

Table 4.3: Contribution to MPI by Each Dimension (%) 

Location Health Living Standards Education 

 IHS 4 

(2016) 

IHS 5 

(2020) 

IHS 4 

(2016) 

IHS 5 

(2020) 

IHS 4 

(2016) 

IHS 5 

(2020) 

Lilongwe City 

(Urban) 

6.24 5.43 76.29 70.55 17.47 24.02 

Nsanje District 

(Rural) 

5.09 2.51 69.86 67.33 25.04 30.16 

Source: Authors Computation using IHS 4 and IHS 5 

3. Contribution to MPI by Each Indicator 

The results from Table 4.8 show the contribution to MPI by each indicator. Overall, the highest 

contributions to the MPI are observed in the living standards indicators. The result is in line with 

Kumara (2011) who established that living standards indicators had the highest contribution to the 

MPI in Sri Lanka. Therefore, it is noted that cooking fuel, years of schooling and electricity have the 

highest contribution to the MPI in both Lilongwe city and Nsanje district between 2016 and 2020. 

However, Flooring is observed in Nsanje district as another indicator with a higher contribution to 

the MPI.  

An increase in the contribution to the MPI by cooking fuel is observed between 2016 and 2020 

from 20.17 percent to 23.8 percent in Lilongwe city. This is because the majority in Lilongwe city 

are using charcoal as their main source of cooking fuel. On the other hand, it is observed that in 

Nsanje district, there is a decline in contribution to the MPI by cooking fuel between 2016 and 2020 

from 19.3 percent to 18.7 percent respectively. However, despite the decrease, the relative 

percentage contribution to the MPI in 2020 is still high. This is because most households in Nsanje 

district use firewood as their main source of cooking fuel. This suggest that most households in 

Lilongwe city and Nsanje district are highly deprived in terms of cooking fuel since this is also not in 

line with SDG 7 which looks at ‘Affordable and Clean Energy’. 

Years of schooling is another indicator with a higher contribution to the MPI. Results in Table 

4.8 show that there is an increase in the contribution to the MPI by years of schooling between 2016 
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and 2020 from 17.05 percent to 21.7 percent in Lilongwe city. This can be attributed to the fact that 

there is an increase in the out-of-school children population, hence primary school retention to 

complete eight years is proving to be a challenge. The is also a higher repetition rate leading to 

school dropouts resulting in a low completion rate (Ministry of Education Sector Report, 2020). On 

the other hand, a slight decline in contribution to MPI by years of schooling in Nsanje district is 

noted between 2016 and 2020 from 18.76 percent to 18.19 percent. 

Furthermore, electricity is another indicator having a higher influence to the MPI in both 

locations. An increase by 2.4 percent in contribution to the MPI is noted in Lilongwe city between 

2016 and 2020. However, a slight reduction by 1.3 percent in contribution to the MPI is observed in 

Nsanje district between 2016 and 2020. The contribution increase in Lilongwe city can be attributed 

to the increase in demand for electricity in the urban areas which results in putting a lot of pressure 

on the company responsible to supply electricity in Malawi, the Electricity Supply Corporation of 

Malawi (ESCOM). The Ministry of Natural Resources, Energy and Mining (2020) reported that 

overall, 12 percent of the total population (18 million) is connected to the national grid with 42 

percent of the urban and only 4 percent of the rural population connected to electricity. This explains 

that Malawi is one of the least electrified countries in the world. Megbowon (2018) added that 

electricity proved to be a significant indicator contributing to the MPI in most developing countries. 

In addition to this, no significant decrease in contribution to MPI by ‘improved sanitation’ 

indicator is observed in Lilongwe city between 2016 and 2020 from 16.62 percent to 16.2 percent. 

This suggests that not much change has happened in this indicator between the two time periods. 

This is because most households in Lilongwe city share their toilet facility with other households and 

hence this is not in line with SDG 7 of ‘clean water and sanitation’. However, ‘flooring’ has a higher 

contribution to the MPI in Nsanje district in both time periods though a slight decrease by 2.2 percent 

is observed from 2016 to 2020. Most households in Nsanje district use smoothed mud as their type of 

flooring. 
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Table 4.4: Contribution to MPI by Each Indicator (%) 

Dimension/ Indicator Lilongwe City 

(Urban) 

Nsanje District 

(Rural) 

 IHS 4 

(2016) 

IHS 5 

(2020) 

IHS 4 

(2016) 

IHS 5 

(2020) 

Education     

Years of Schooling 17.05 21.7 18.76 18.19 

Child School Attendance 0.42 2.31 6.28 11.97 

Health     

Chronically Ill 4.39 3 3.4 1.5 

Hospitalized 1.86 2.4 1.7 0.99 

Living Standards     

Electricity 16.2 18.6 19.2 17.9 

Improved Sanitation 16.62 16.2 6.7 7.3 

Safe Drinking Water 0.68 0.81 1.2 1.12 

Flooring 7 7.4 17.9 15.7 

Cooking Fuel 20.17 23.8 19.3 18.7 

Ownership of Assets 15.6 3.8 5.9 6.6 

Source: Authors Computation using IHS 4 and IHS 5
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4. Logistic regression estimates of Determinants of Multidimensional Poverty 

The estimated results for the Logistic regression model are shown in Table 4.5. The logit model 

with a significant chi-square at 1% showed that the model was a good fit for the data. The pseudo r2 

was 47.7% and the log likelihood was -321.12654. The results show that education, house ownership, 

household size and gender were significant factors associated with multidimensional poverty.  

Table 4.5: Logistic Regression Estimates of Determinants of Multidimensional Poverty 

Multidimensionally 

poor 

Coefficient Std. Err. z p – value 

Age .0081966 .0074243 1.10 0.270 

Gender .3754051 .1626292 2.31 0.021** 

House Ownership -.7442173 .2433437 -3.06 0.002*** 

Household size .1430418 .0512975 2.79 0.005*** 

Marital Status -.0511089 .0426272 -1.20 0.231 

Primary Education -3.464526 .5950498 -5.82 0.000*** 

Secondary 

Education 

-6.182429 .6289512 -9.83 0.000*** 

Tertiary Education -8.243217 1.16791 -7.06 0.000*** 

Distance to health 

centre 

.0477394 .0502926 0.95 0.343 

Cons 3.060333 .8315734 3.68 0.000*** 

 Source: Authors Computation using IHS 5 

Log Chi2 (9) = 585.58 Log likelihood = -321.12654  *** = significant at 1% 

Prob > chi2 = 0.0000  Pseudo R2 = 0.4769   ** = significant at 5% 

(1) Education 

The results revealed that education is one important factor associated with multidimensional 

poverty and was statistically significant at 1%. In all the levels of education, i.e. primary education, 

secondary education and tertiary education, more years in Education reduces the probability of being 

multidimensionally poor. Hence Education significantly decreases the probability of being 

multidimensionally poor. The result concurs with Amao et al,. (2017) and Megbowon (2018) who 

reported that the more educated a household head was, the less likely a household became 

multidimensionally poor. 

(2) House Ownership 

The coefficient of house ownership has a negative sign but statistically significant at 1% level of 

significance. This indicates that holding constant all other variables, increase in house ownership 

tends to reduce probability of being multidimensionally poor since this adds to the total asset 
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ownership and avoids rental costs which is a liability. the more assets a household owns the less 

likely they are to be multi-dimensionally poor. The result concurs with Megbowon (2018) and Amao 

et al,. (2017) who noted that increase in ownership of assets or land reduces the probability of being 

multidimensionally poor. 

(3) Household Size 

Household size was positively related to the probability of being multidimensionally poor. The 

result was statistically significant at 1% level of significance. The positive coefficient shows that an 

increase in household size would lead to an increase in the probability of being multidimensionally 

poor. The result in this case agrees with Amao et al,. (2017), who stated that an increase in household 

size led to an increase in probability of becoming multidimensionally poor.  

(4) Gender 

Gender was positively related to the probability of being multidimensionally poor. However, the 

result was statistically significant at 5% level of significance. Thus, the positive coefficient indicates 

that an increase in female headed households would lead to an increase in the probability of being 

multidimensionally poor. The result is in line with concurs with Amao et al,. (2017), who reported 

that an increase in female headed households led to an increase in the probability of being poor. 

Conclusion and recommendation 

Conclusion 

The overall objective of this study was to analyse the multidimensional poverty among rural and 

urban households in Nsanje district and Lilongwe city of Malawi. The analyses have compared the 

levels of multidimensional poverty in Lilongwe City and Nsanje district between 2016 and 2020 

using IHS4 and IHS5 datasets respectively. The study establishes that higher levels of the 

multidimensionally poor are in Nsanje district as compared to Lilongwe City in both time periods. 

The highest contribution to the MPI is noted by the Living Standards dimension followed by 

Education. Cooking fuel, years of schooling, electricity and flooring are the main contributing 

indicators to the MPI. Household size, House ownership and Education are significant factors 

associated with multidimensional poverty in Lilongwe City and Nsanje district. The analyses have 

provided enough evidence on the necessity of checking the people’s welfare in order ascertain 

progress made in tackling the multidimensional poverty in rural and urban households of Nsanje 

district and Lilongwe city respectively.  

Recommendation 

Based on the results, the study makes the following recommendations: 

Enacting on the ‘Out of school Youth Education Policies’ in line with the Malawi Growth and 

Development Strategy (MGDS III) and the Sustainable Development Goal number 4 – ‘Quality 

Education for All’. Such policies should aim at retaining children in school through reviewing the 
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curricular to meet the changing needs of youth in the fast-changing world and labour market 

demands in urban and rural areas of Lilongwe city and Nsanje district respectively. Additionally, the 

20 percent budget allocation for education sector should be increased to improve quality of education 

of the ‘out of school youth’. 

Enacting on the Nation’s population policy on having a manageable population growth, 

structure, and distribution in liaison with the family planning programs by the government and other 

NGOs. Much focus should be on Nsanje district and other rural areas. 

Intensification of rural development programs by the Malawi government is required in 

addressing the standard of living indicators like cooking fuel, electricity, flooring, and improved 

sanitation in line with the associated SDGs in both Lilongwe city and Nsanje district. Programs like 

the Malawi Rural Electrification Programme (MAREP) has seen schools, trading centres, villages 

and health facilities being connected to the national grid since its roll out. Its main objective is to 

increase access to electricity for people in peri-urban and rural areas as part of the government’s 

effort to reduce poverty. Hence intensification of such programs is recommended. 

Diversification to alternative sources of electricity and cooking fuel in both areas under study 

and the country at large in line with SDG  7 – ‘Affordable and Clean Energy’. Energy is one of the 

key drivers of an economy. As such, improving access to electricity boosts economic activities in a 

country. The main source of power in Malawi is hydro which is mostly affected by environmental 

degradation and climate change at large. Therefore, improvising with alternative sources of energy 

such as solar, natural gas and other renewable sources of energy could help improve the current 

situation.
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Abstract 

Objectives: The goal of this paper is to determine whether the New Rural Pension Scheme 

positively or negatively impacts depressive symptoms and medical costs induced by depression 

among the elderly in rural China. In pursuing this research goal, we examine the overall effects 

of the New Rural Pension Scheme on depressive symptoms and medical spending, and explore 

the mechanism through which these impacts occur, specifically, confidence about the future 

among the rural elderly. Pension income may improve mental health by making pension 

recipients more confident about the future. Therefore, New Rural Pension Scheme can reduce 

psycho-social stress and adverse moods associated with financial hardship, as well as increase 

self-esteem and sense of control.   

Methodology: This paper uses the Probit, OLS and 2SLS models to analyze the causal 

effect of the New Rural Pension Scheme on depressive symptoms and medical costs induced by 

depression among rural elderly in China. 

Key Findings: Using nationally representative panel dataset from the CFPS, we 

demonstrate that the New Rural Pension Scheme significantly decreased both mental health 

problems and the medical expenditure induced by depressive symptoms and depression among 

rural elderly in China. Specifically, the depressive symptoms of pension recipients is, on 

average, 5.2% lower than that of non-recipients in the baseline regression, while it is 16.6% 

lowers in the IV estimations. The rate of depression is 14.4 percentage points lower among 

pension recipients. Medical costs induced by depressive symptoms of pension recipients are, on 

average, 4.5% lower than that of non-recipients in the baseline regression and 56.8% lower in 

the IV estimations. The quantity of medical expenditures due to depression are 6.5 percentage 

points lower among pensioners. The trend is the same for monthly pension income. This 

finding indicates that mental health and medical costs induced by depressive status are indeed 

an issue in China, and steps must be taken to perfect the pension system and improve mental 

health among rural elderly. 

Although it appears that the rural elderly in China as a whole are affected by pension 

enrollment or income and, therefore, see improved mental health and reduced medical spending 

induced by depression, our results also show that the influence is particularly great for certain 

subgroups. One possible explanation of this phenomenon is that pensions play different roles in 
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the lives of different groups. For example, the New Rural Pension Scheme has a greater effect 

on mental health and medical costs for men than women. Men spend more on daily expenses 

than women because of drinking and smoking. As a result, the impact of pension income on 

mental health is more pronounced in male groups. Less-educated rural elderly may suffer from 

less depression when they participate in the pension scheme. The New Rural Pension Scheme is 

a system in which rural elderly participate voluntarily. This scheme can improve a sense of 

self-actualization, and the promotion of spiritual comfort may lead to less serious depression, 

especially for vulnerable groups. The impact of pension enrollment and pension income on 

mental health was even greater among rural elderly without chronic diseases. The pension is too 

small to treat chronic diseases. Rural elderly who received both pensions from the program and 

economic support from their children have fewer medical costs induced by depressive status. 

This may be due to the dual benefits of pension income and financial support from children. 

However, those without economic support from their children also see decreased depressive 

symptoms and depression when receiving pensions. One possible reason is that pension income 

plays a greater role in their mental health.   

Conclusion and Recommendations 

From a policy perspective, our results suggest that the Chinese government needs to 

perfect the New Rural Pension Scheme to eliminate income-caused barriers to mental health, 

especially for the rural elderly. Specifically, the government should raise the level of pension 

benefits gradually and reasonably. The level of pension benefits is the basis for measuring the 

effect of the New Rural Pension policy, and it is the economic support for the role of the 

pension scheme. Secondly, the rural elderly should be encouraged to participate in the New 

Rural Pension Scheme actively. At present, willingness to participate and the level of payment 

are both low. The government should explore the flexible use of various pension accounts to 

provide more choices for the rural elderly. Lastly, rural endowment resources should be 

integrated to establish a sound rural pension system. 

Keywords: Rural elderly; Pension enrollment; Pension income; Depression; Medical 

expenditure 
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Introduction 

By 2020, depression will become the second largest killer of mankind, trailing only cancer 

(Wu and Wang 2010). The number of depressive patients in China has reached 90 million (

Sun et al. 2020). Research shows that the detection-rate for depression in Chinese elderly 

people has reached 33% of the population in recent years (Nie et al. 2013; Miao and Zhang 

2017). Studies have also shown that the rural elderly, as a group, are less able to care for 

themselves, have worse economic and physical status, and exhibit more serious depression 

symptoms than the urban elderly (Zhou et al. 2018). Depression seriously impairs the physical 

and mental health of the rural elderly (Pennebaker et al. 1988; Mayne 1999). For example, 

depression increases the incidence of acute diseases (such as cancer and heart disease) and 

chronic diseases (such as arthritis, high blood sugar, high cholesterol, and high blood pressure) 

among the rural elderly (Mund and Mitte 2012). A study conducted in China found that the per 

annual capita medical expenditure of depression and depressive symptoms among adults was 

estimated at 268.8 CNY in 2012. For the elderly, the cost is as high as 525.6 CNY (Hsieh and 

Qin 2018).  

Studies have shown that there is a relationship between income and health (Chen et al. 

2019). The New Rural Pension Scheme is an important source of income for the rural elderly 

in China. The New Rural Pension Scheme is a program established in 2008 that combines 

social pooling and personal accounts. It is financed by a combination of personal contribution, 

collective subsidies, and government subsidies. Although the New Rural Pension Scheme 

grants some income, compared with those in urban areas, the income of the rural elderly is 

lower (Sun 2017). To our knowledge, while early studies found a strong relationship between 

pension income and mental health (Marmot 1994), few studies have demonstrated a causal 

relationship (Marmot 2002; Deaton 2002). Findings also conflict. For instance, Snyder and 

Evans (Snyder and Evans 2006) find that higher pension income leads to higher mortality, 

while others find that higher pension income leads to better health (Case 2001) and lower 

mortality (Jensen and Richter 2004). 

Given this mixed evidence, the goal of this paper is to determine whether the New Rural 

Pension Scheme positively or negatively impacts depressive symptoms and medical costs 

induced by depression among the elderly in rural China. In pursuing this research goal, we 

examine the overall effects of the New Rural Pension Scheme on depressive symptoms and 

medical spending, and explore the mechanism through which these impacts occur, specifically, 

confidence about the future among the rural elderly. Pension income may improve mental 

health by making pension recipients more confident about the future. Therefore, New Rural 

Pension Scheme can reduce psycho-social stress and adverse moods associated with financial 

hardship, as well as increase self-esteem and sense of control (Fernald and Gunnar 2009; Baird 

et al. 2013). This paper uses the Logit, OLS and 2SLS models to analyze the causal effect of the 
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New Rural Pension Scheme on depressive symptoms and medical costs induced by depression 

among rural elderly in China. 

New Rural Pension Scheme 

“New Rural Pension Scheme” refers to a recently established new program that combines 

social pooling and personal account since 2008. It is financed by a combination of personal 

contribution, collective subsidy, and government subsidy. 

The basic pension financed solely by the government is available to all enrollees at age 60 

(Chen et al. 2017a). While the New Rural Pension Scheme was rolled out at the county level, 

the level of basic pension is set at the provincial level. Many provinces set 55 CNY (or around 9 

USD) per month as the basic pension benefit, although a few wealthier provinces (e.g., Beijing, 

Tianjin) set the benefit at up to 360 CNY (or around 60 USD) per month. The government fully 

finances all basic pension benefits. 

Regarding the individual (or contributory) account, according to the guidance released by 

the State Council of China, there are five categories of premiums for individual accounts: 100, 

200, 300, 400, and 500 CNY per year per person. While some provinces offer additional higher 

levels of individual premiums, a majority of participants choose to contribute 100 CNY per 

year per person, the lowest level of pension premium (Lei et al. 2013). The financing of the 

pension benefits comes in part from a government subsidy of 30 CNY per person per year for 

the first 100 CNY of individual premiums contributed to the individual account; there is a lower 

than proportional subsidy for additional individual premiums contributed. 

At the time of the roll-out, the provisions for the individual account differed by age. Adults 

below age 45 at New Rural Pension Scheme rollout must contribute to the individual account 

for at least 15 years to be eligible to receive benefits drawn from the individual account at age 

60 (of course, they would be eligible for the basic pension conditional on making these 

contributions). Those age 45–59 at New Rural Pension Scheme implementation may contribute 

for any length of time to be eligible for the individual account benefit. 

Conceptual frameworks 

The determinants of mental health are complicated, involving socioeconomic and physical 

environments at different stages of life (WHO 2014). In our context, mental health has been 

found to be associated with socioeconomic status (e.g. marital status, education, income) and 

physical health (e.g. chronic disease) for the aging population in China (Lei et al. 2014; Li et al. 

2014; Qin et al. 2016). Special attention should be paid to income as it not only affects mental 

health directly through investments in mental health but indirectly via other socioeconomic 

factors and physical health conditions. 

Grossman’s framework suggests that pension payments to the older cohort (those age 60 

or greater) may affect mental health through at least three plausible channels: (i) changes to 
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lifestyle factors, such as independent living, service consumption, leisure time, and 

connectedness with friends and communities; (ii) health investments, such as nutritional intake 

and medical treatment; and (iii) economic security leading to reduced financial stress. 

First, elders who prefer to live independently and are able to do so due to increased income 

likely have better mental health through channel (i). This is in part because these individuals 

have a greater sense of self-actualization. The atomization of extended families may reduce 

family conflicts (The Economist 2014). Recent studies on the New Rural Pension Scheme show 

that pension results in older Chinese living more independently (Cheng et al. 2015), spending 

less time caring for grandchildren (Chen et al. 2017b), and with children of older Chinese more 

likely to move out or even migrate away from the home county (Chen 2017).  

Second, health care resources are often expensive in low- and middle-income countries 

where individuals often rely on out-of-pocket funds to finance medical care. Through channel 

(ii), pension income may improve mental health via reducing the relative cost of inputs for 

health. The combination of widespread stigma regarding mental illness (Fung et al. 2007; 

Young and Ng 2016), poor mental health literacy (Wong et al, 2012) and limited capacity to 

treat mental illness in China (The Economist 2017) results in a low fraction (8%) of Chinese 

with mental illness being treated (Xiang et al. 2012). Therefore, we expect the health 

investment channel is mainly indirect, i.e. through better nutrients intake and treatment for 

physical health conditions that, in turn, improve mental health. 

Third, pension income may improve mental health through channel (iii), i.e., reduced 

psychosocial stress and adverse moods associated with financial hardship as well as increased 

self-esteem and sense of control (Fernald and Gunnar 2009; Baird et al. 2013). 

Methods 

Data Source and Sampling 

The panel dataset used for this study comes from the China Family Panel Studies (CFPS) 

data for the years 2012 and 2016. The CFPS is a nationally representative, longitudinal social 

survey that was launched in 2010 and is conducted biennially by the Institute of Social Science 

Survey (ISSS) at Peking University, China. The survey design is based on the Panel Survey of 

Income Dynamics (PSID), the National Longitudinal Surveys of Youth (NLSY), and the Health 

and Retirement Study (HRS) in the United States. It focuses on a range of topics related to 

educational outcomes, economic activities, migration, health, and family dynamics. The survey 

collects data at three levels: the individual, family, and community levels. 

The CFPS surveyed respondents in sampling units in 25 provinces (all provinces except 

Xinjiang, Tibet, Qinghai, Inner Mongolia, Ningxia, and Hainan), a sampling frame that 

represents 95% of the Chinese population. To generate a nationally and provincially 

representative sample, the CFPS adopted a “Probability-Proportional-to-Size” (PPS) sampling 

strategy with multi-stage stratification and carried out a three-stage sampling process. The first 
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stage was the Primary Sampling Unit, in which county level units were randomly selected. In 

the second stage, village level units (villages in rural areas and neighborhoods in urban areas) 

were selected. In the third stage, households from the village level units were selected 

according to the systematic sampling protocol of the study. All members present at the time of 

surveying in each household were interviewed. 

Following an initial baseline survey wave in 2010, ISSS conducted four follow-up surveys 

in 2012, 2014, 2016 and 2018. For the purposes of the survey, we examine the spending of rural 

elderly who were 60 years old or older at the time of the 2012 survey and 64 years old or older 

at the time of the 2016 survey. In this study, we use CFPS data for the years 2012 and 2016, 

which include the same depression scale (Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale), 

to create a panel dataset. This dataset includes 2,938 rural elderly for both years, after excluding 

observations with missing information (Figure 1). This panel allows us to examine the 

depressive symptom outcomes of the rural elderly over these two periods. 

Measurement 

The key block of the survey questionnaire for this study was made up of questions from 

the Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale (CES-D). The CES-D scale has been 

widely used in the international literature to evaluate symptoms of depression (Radloff 1977; 

Link et al. 1997). The CES-D scale includes 20 items that are designed to evaluate four aspects 

of depression and is scored on a Likert scale with four possible answers corresponding to how 

often the respondents experienced a given emotion within the past week: “less than 1 day; 

score= 0”, “1-2 days; score= 1”, “3-4 days; score= 2”, and “5-7 days; score= 3”. The total 

CES-D score can thus be calculated as follows: 

， 
l

positivel

k

depressedk

j

nalinterpersoj

i

somatici ScoreScoreScoreScoreDCES )3( ,,,,
             (1) 

where Scorei, somatic, Scorej, interpersonal, Scorek, depressed, and Scorel, positive represent the score for 

the ith question on the somatic-retarded activity, the jth question on interpersonal relations, the 

kth question on the depressed affect, and the lth question on the positive affect, respectively. 

Scores range from 0 to 60. We set our threshold values based on the 80th and 95th 

percentile of the CES-D distribution in the national sample of CFPS dataset: a CES-D score 

between 20 and 28 indicates “depressive symptoms”, and scores of 28 or higher indicate 

“depression” (Hsieh and Qin 2018). The Chinese version of CES-D has been used in previous 

research and its reliability and its validity has been tested among Chinese populations (Rankin 

and Galbraith 1993; Greenberger et al. 2000).
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Results 

Descriptive Analysis 

The characteristics of the main variables are displayed in Table 1 using the panel dataset. 

The mean CES-D score of the rural elderly was 14.799, among which 17.7% were depressive 

symptoms and 10.1% suffered from depression. Depression can create a serious medical burden 

(Sun et al. 2020). Medical expenses induced by depressive symptoms (depression) for the rural 

elderly were 481.062CNY (383.977 CNY) per month. In terms of the New Rural Pension 

Scheme, 60.1% of rural elderly participated in the pension, of which each person received an 

average of 118.994 CNY per month. 

Regression results 

Table 2 Group A lists the key regression results. The baseline regression model indicates 

that pension enrollment has a significant effect on both the probability of suffering from 

depressive symptoms and depression among the rural elderly. Specifically, the regression 

results report that rural elderly who participate in the New Rural Pension Scheme are 5.2% less 

likely to suffer from depressive symptoms and 14.4% less likely to be depressed than people 

without pension. These conclusions are consistent with existing findings that show that pension 

enrollment significantly relieves depression (Chen et al. 2019). Table 2 Group B shows the 

regression outcomes found by using monthly pension income as an explanatory variable. The 

outcomes are similar to those from Table 2 Group A. To be specific, Table 2 Group B shows 

that rural elderly who have more pension income per month are 1.6% less likely to suffer from 

depressive symptoms and 4.9% less likely to be depressed. 

Table 3 Group A lists key regression results about the influence of pension enrollment on 

medical cost induced by depression or depressive symptoms. The results indicate that the rural 

elderly who participate in the New Rural Pension Scheme spend 4.5%/6.5% less on medical 

services due to depressive symptoms and depression per year, respectively.  

Table 3 Group B shows the regression outcomes about the effect of pension income on 

medical spending due to depressive status. The outcomes are similar to those from the Table 3 

Group A. To be specific, Table 3 Group B shows that pension income on average decreases 

medical costs caused by depressive symptoms and depression by 1.3% and 1.9%, 

respectively. 

Main results based on IV regression 

In the first stage estimation, we examine the correlation between community-level 

monthly pension income and individual pension enrollment (Table 4 Group A), including the 

quantity of pension benefits (Table 4 Group B). Results for the rural elderly indicate that 

community-level monthly pension income increases the probability of enrollment by 13.9 

percentage points (Table 4 Group A column (1)) and pension income by 78.1 CNY (Table 4 
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Group B column (1)). These results indicate that monthly pension income at the county level 

is a strong instrument for both pension enrollment and pension benefits. 

In the second stage, the effects of pension enrollment (Table 4 Group A) and pension 

income (Table 4 Group B) on mental health and medical costs indicate that pension 

significantly reduced the degree of depression and the medical expenses due to depressive 

symptoms and depression. The depressive symptoms of pension recipients is 16.7% points 

lower on average than that of non-recipients in the IV regression, while it is 27 percentage 

points lower in the depression. The medical cost due to depressive symptoms/depression is 

57.1/60.8 percentage points lower among pension recipients, respectively. The salient 

difference between the IV estimates and the OLS estimates indicates the importance of using 

the IV strategy to resolve the endogeneity of pension enrollment. Table 4 Group B shows the 

regression outcomes about the effect of pension income on medical spending due to 

depressive status based on IV regression. The outcomes are similar to those from Table 4 

Group A. 

Main results based on mediating effect regression 

The determinants of mental health and medical spending are complicated, involving 

socioeconomic factors and physical environments that vary across different stages of life 

(WHO 2014). Pension enrollment or pension income may improve mental health by 

increasing confidence about the future. Firstly, we verified the impact of pension enrollment 

and pension income on future confidence. As is shown in Table 5 (1)-(2), rural elderly who 

participate in the New Rural Pension Scheme will see an increase in confidence of 0.172 units. 

In terms of rural elderly pension income, an increase of 1 CNY per month, causes an increase 

of confidence in the future of 4.8%. Secondly, we verified the effect of the confidence about 

the future on mental health and medical costs induced by depressive status. Table 5 shows 

that each increase in confidence was associated with a 26% drop in depressive symptoms and 

an 18.3% drop in medical expenses induced by depressive symptoms. After considering the 

mediating effect, the influence of the New Rural Pension Scheme on depressive symptoms 

and medical costs is still significant, indicating that confidence plays an incomplete mediating 

effect. 

Heterogeneity analysis and robustness test 

Heterogeneity analysis 

To discuss the effect of New Rural Pension Scheme on mental health or medical cost 

induced by depression in different characteristics of rural elderly, we divided the rural elderly 

into different groups by gender, education, chronic disease and economic support from 

children to discuss the heterogeneous effects. First, Table 6 shows heterogeneity analysis 

based on gender. Compared to men, fewer women smoke or drink, and fewer women attend 

social events (Tomiak et al. 1997). Therefore, pension income has a greater effect on mental 
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health for men. As a more specific example, pension enrollment and income have a 

significant impact on depressive status and medical spending induced by depression among 

elderly rural men. This result indicates that pension benefits may remove financial constraints 

for men. 

Second, almost two thirds of the rural elderly in the CFPS national sample are illiterate 

or semi-illiterate, defined as having not completed primary education. To determine whether 

the effects we find differ by educational background, we divide the rural elderly sample into 

three groups, including individuals who are illiterate or semi-illiterate, those who completed 

only primary education, and those who completed junior high school. Table 7 shows that 

pension income is the most effective in reducing depressive symptoms or medical cost for the 

illiterate or semi-illiterate group, which is consistent with recent evidence in the U.S. (

Ayyagari 2015). 

Third, the influence of pension enrollment and income on mental health or medical cost 

may vary according to the physical health of the rural elderly. Chronic diseases are more 

common among the elderly (Wang and Li 2014). Therefore, we examined the heterogeneity 

of the effect of pensions on depression based on chronic disease. As is shown in Table 8, the 

negative effect of pension on mental health was significant among healthy rural elderly. The 

possible reason is that those with chronic diseases are not getting enough pension income to 

treat chronic disease. 

Finally, it is likely that rural elderly with economic support from their children may 

benefit more than those without, due to doubled benefits. We divide the rural elderly sample 

into two sub-samples: those who have economic support from their children, and those who 

do not. Table 9 indicates that rural elderly with who participated in the New Rural Pension 

Scheme who had economic support from their children will decrease the medical expense 

induced by depressive symptoms and depression. This may be due to the dual benefits of 

pension income and financial support for children. However, Table 9 shows that those 

without economic support who receive pension income will show a decrease in depressive 

symptoms. One possible reason is that pension income plays a greater role in their mental 

health. 

Robustness test 

1. Quantile regression 

In this part, a robustness check is described to provide reassurance that the main 

estimation results hold. We consider the quantile regression models by using CES-D score as 

the explained variable. Table 10 indicates that pension enrollment significantly reduced 

CES-D scores of the rural elderly, as did monthly pension income. The result is significant for 

any quantile. The research about the effect of pension enrollment or pension income on 

depression is robust. 
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2.Regression discontinuity 

In the main regression above, to avoid reverse causation and omitted variable bias and 

obtain unbiased and consistent estimates, we measure community-level monthly pension 

income and use this variable as an instrument for actual pension enrollment status and pension 

income. In order to test the robustness of the results, this part adopts the method of 

discontinuity regression to verify the causal relationship between the New Rural Pension 

Scheme and depression or medical expenses induced by depression of the rural elderly. 

New Rural Pension Scheme stipulates that rural residents who have reached the age of 

60 can receive basic pension. We take the age 60 as the running variable, it is the 

discontinuity point of the New Rural Pension Scheme receiving state. The discontinuity plot 

between age and the participation rate of New Rural Pension Scheme is shown in figure 2, 

The graph indicates that there is a significant jump in the participation rate of New Rural 

Pension Scheme on each side around the cutoff point (60 years old). The rate of New Rural 

Pension Scheme on the right side is almost 0.6 higher than that on the left side. 

The specific method of discontinuity regression is as follows: Firstly, we use CFPS data 

for the years 2012 and 2016 to re-screen sample age. We set the sample boundary to be in the 

range of [-15, 15] (Wang and Zhou 2017) with 60 years as the center (Li and Li 2017), and 

obtain 13332 observation values between 45 and 75 years old. Secondly. We make linear 

regression according to the optimal bandwidth calculated by discontinuity regression. The 

results are as follows: 

Table 11 Group A reports RD parametric estimations under the linear model. The New 

Rural Pension Scheme significantly reduced the depressive symptoms (depression) and the 

medical expenditure caused by depressive symptoms (depression). To be specific, the New 

Rural Pension Scheme reduced the incidence of depressive symptoms by 18.8% with 1% 

significance level. For depression, the New Rural Pension Scheme reduced the incidence of 

depression by 4.8% with 10% significance level. About medical spending, the New Rural 

Pension Scheme reduced the medical expenditure induced by depressive symptoms by 33.6% 

with 10% significance level and reduced the medical spending induced by depression by 

44.5% with 1% significance level.  

Table 11 Group A mainly used linear regression to estimate the impact of New Rural 

Pension Scheme on depression and medical expenditure caused by depression of rural elderly. 

Table 11 Group B will further use the non-parametric method proposed by Austin (Austin 

2007) (based on the estimation of triangular kernel function) to test the robustness.  

Table 11 Group B reports RD non-parametric estimations. The New Rural Pension Scheme significantly 

reduced the depressive symptoms (depression) and the medical expenditure induced by depressive symptoms 

(depression). The findings are robust in terms of both parametric estimations and non-parametric estimations.  
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Table 12 reports the results of a placebo test that assumes the age cutoff point at 55 (Jiao 

2016) or 65 (Xie 2015) years old. Clearly, the RD treatment effects are statistically 

non-significant. This result primarily indicates that the jump in age at 60 years old is 

reasonable.  

Discussion 

Using nationally representative panel dataset from the CFPS, we demonstrate that the 

New Rural Pension Scheme significantly decreased both mental health problems and the 

medical expenditure induced by depressive symptoms and depression among rural elderly in 

China. Specifically, the depressive symptoms of pension recipients is, on average, 5.2% lower 

than that of non-recipients in the baseline regression, while it is 16.7% lowers in the IV 

estimations. The rate of depression is 14.4 percentage points lower among pension recipients. 

Medical costs induced by depressive symptoms of pension recipients are, on average, 4.5% 

lower than that of non-recipients in the baseline regression and 57.1% lower in the IV 

estimations. The quantity of medical expenditures due to depression are 6.5 percentage points 

lower among pensioners. The trend is the same for monthly pension income. This finding 

indicates that mental health and medical costs induced by depressive status are indeed an 

issue in China, and steps must be taken to perfect the pension system and improve mental 

health among rural elderly. 

Although it appears that the rural elderly in China as a whole are affected by pension 

enrollment or income and, therefore, see improved mental health and reduced medical 

spending induced by depression, our results also show that the influence is particularly great 

for certain subgroups. One possible explanation of this phenomenon is that pensions play 

different roles in the lives of different groups. For example, the New Rural Pension Scheme 

has a greater effect on mental health and medical costs for men than women. Men spend more 

on daily expenses than women because of drinking and smoking (Tomiak 1997). As a result, 

the impact of pension income on mental health is more pronounced in male groups. 

Less-educated rural elderly may suffer from less depression when they participate in the 

pension scheme. The New Rural Pension Scheme is a system in which rural elderly 

participate voluntarily. This scheme can improve a sense of self-actualization (Chen et al. 

2019), and the promotion of spiritual comfort may lead to less serious depression, especially 

for vulnerable groups. The impact of pension enrollment and pension income on mental 

health was even greater among rural elderly without chronic diseases. The pension is too 

small to treat chronic diseases. Rural elderly who received both pensions from the program 

and economic support from their children have fewer medical costs induced by depressive 

status. This may be due to the dual benefits of pension income and financial support from 

children. However, those without economic support from their children also see decreased 

depressive symptoms and depression when receiving pensions. One possible reason is that 

pension income plays a greater role in their mental health. 
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Although no previous studies have comprehensively examined the effect of the New 

Rural Pension Scheme on medical expenditure induced by depressive status among subgroups 

of rural elderly in China, our findings about the influence of pensions on mental health are 

supported by the literature. For example, Chen et al. (2019) provides new evidence of a 

positive causal relationship between pension income and mental health in the elderly, 

especially for those with educational, financial or health constraints. A study conducted by 

Ding (Ding 2017) indicates that old-age security is a key component of personal life 

satisfaction for the rural elderly, and that the New Rural Pension Programme may 

significantly improve their subjective well-being. In addition, in spite of low pension levels, 

the New Rural Pension Scheme did relieve the depression of the elderly in rural China (Zheng 

et al. 2017).   

This study has a number of strengths. First, our sampling frame represents 95% of the 

Chinese population, and can therefore be considered nationally representative. Second, the 

large sample size of our dataset (2,938) gives our research a high degree of statistical power 

and considerable external validity. Third, the Institute of Social Science Survey (ISSS) of 

Peking University collected all data using a common sampling strategy. Lastly, this paper 

focuses on the effect of pension on depression or medical spending induced by depressive 

status among various sub-groups. The comparison of different types of rural elderly can give 

us more evidence on the effect of New Rural Pension Scheme on depressive status or medical 

expenditure induced by depression. 

From a policy perspective, our results suggest that the Chinese government needs to perfect the New 

Rural Pension Scheme to eliminate income-caused barriers to mental health, especially for the 

rural elderly. Specifically, the government should raise the level of pension benefits gradually 

and reasonably. The level of pension benefits is the basis for measuring the effect of the New 

Rural Pension policy, and it is the economic support for the role of the pension scheme. 

Secondly, the rural elderly should be encouraged to participate in the New Rural Pension 

Scheme actively. At present, willingness to participate and the level of payment are both low. 

The government should explore the flexible use of various pension accounts to provide more 

choices for the rural elderly. Lastly, rural endowment resources should be integrated to 

establish a sound rural pension system. 
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Figure 1. The construction of the panel dataset. Source: CFPS (2012, 2016). Note: The shaded boxes show the 

data used in our sample 

 

Figure 2. Regression discontinuity (RD) plot 
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Table 1. Sample summary statistics for key variables about panel dataset 

Variables Definition Observati
ons Mean S.D. Mi

n Max 

Explained variables       

CES-D score 2,938 14.799 9.096 0 54 

Depressive symptoms a 1=Yes; 0=No 2,938 0.177 0.382 0 1 

Depression a 1=Yes; 0=No 2,938 0.101 0.302 0 1 

Medical cost induced by depressive 
symptoms 

CNY 2,938 
481.06
2 

988.32
4 

0 3415 

Medical cost induced by depression CNY 2,938 
383.97
7 

748.87
3 

0 3308 

Explanatory variables       

Pension enrollment 1=Yes; 0=No 2,938 0.601 0.490 0 1 

Monthly pension income CNY 2,938 
118.99
4 

291.92
1 

0 1800 

Instrumental variable       

Community-level of monthly pension 
income b CNY 2,913 c 126.62

9 
204.74
7 

0 1588 

Mediating variable       

Confident about future 
1 Not confident→5 
Confident 

2,938 3.513 1.193 1 5 

Control variables       

Gender 1=Male; 0=Female 2,938 0.504 0.500 0 1 

Age Year 2,938 68.387 5.845 60 94 

Marriage status       

   Married 1=Yes; 0=No 2,938 0.820 0.385 0 1 

   Widowed 1=Yes; 0=No 2,938 0.162 0.369 0 1 

   Single 1=Yes; 0=No 2,938 0.014 0.119 0 1 

   Divorced 1=Yes; 0=No 2,938 0.004 0.061 0 1 

Education       

   Illiterate/Semi-literate 1=Yes; 0=No 2,938 0.650 0.477 0 1 

   Primary school 1=Yes; 0=No 2,938 0.247 0.431 0 1 

   Junior high school and above 1=Yes; 0=No 2,938 0.103 0.304 0 1 

Income CNY 2,938 
888.64
6 

3533.7
89 

0 
2580
0 

New Rural Cooperative Medical 
Scheme 

1=Yes; 0=No 2,938 0.911 0.285 0 1 

Family size 
Number of family 
members 

2,938 4.059 2.204 1 14 

Source: China Family Panel Studies (2012, 2016). Note: a The Depressive symptoms group 
and depression group are categorized using CES-D scores (depressive symptoms= CES-D 
between 20 and 27; depression= CES-D of 28 or higher); b The instrumental variables are the 
community-level of monthly pension income, where a community refers to the village in 
which the respondent lives; c Observations whose residential community contains only one 
sample individual are dropped, thus the sample size associated with the IV regressions is 
reduced to 2,913. 
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Table 2. Effect of New Rural Pension Scheme on mental health (Logit regression) 

Variables Definition 

Group A Group B 

Depressive 

symptoms 
b 

Depression 
b 

Depressive 

symptoms 
b 

Depression 
b 

1=Yes 

0=No 

1=Yes 

0=No 

1=Yes  

0=No 

1=Yes 

0=No 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 

Pension 

enrollment 
1=Yes; 0=No -0.052** -0.144***   

  (0.025) (0.039)   

Pension 

income 
CNY/Month   

-0.016*** -0.049*** 

    (0.005) (0.007) 

Gender 1=Male; 0=Female -0.405*** -0.591*** -0.403*** -0.588*** 

  (0.009) (0.001) (0.010) (0.000) 

Age Year -0.002** 0.015*** -0.001* 0.017*** 

  (0.001) (0.002) (0.001) (0.002) 

Married c 1=Yes; 0=No 0.168*** -0.818*** 0.169*** -0.813*** 

  (0.009) (0.017) (0.008) (0.016) 

Widowed c 1=Yes; 0=No 0.457*** -0.266*** 0.455*** -0.271*** 

  (0.011) (0.023) (0.011) (0.021) 

Single c 1=Yes; 0=No 0.846*** 0.593*** 0.839*** 0.574*** 

  (0.006) (0.012) (0.007) (0.013) 

Education  
1= Illiterate; 2= Primary 

school; 
-0.243*** -0.380*** 

-0.241*** -0.375*** 

 
3= Junior high school 

and above 
(0.007) (0.039) 

(0.007) (0.039) 

Income Log -0.024*** -0.090*** -0.025*** -0.092*** 

  (0.001) (0.004) (0.001) (0.004) 

NRCMS d 1=Yes; 0=No 0.269*** -0.318*** 0.266*** -0.321*** 

  (0.010) (0.104) (0.008) (0.108) 

Family size  Count -0.015*** -0.099*** -0.016*** -0.100*** 

  (0.003) (0.001) (0.003) (0.001) 

Constant  -1.329*** -1.013*** -1.356*** -1.103*** 

  (0.053) (0.120) (0.051) (0.119) 

Fixed effect e  Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Observations  5,876 5,876 5,876 5,876 

Number of 

pid 
 2,938 2,938 2,938 2,938 

Note: a ***/** Statistically significant at the 1%/5% level; b The depressive symptoms / 

depression group is categorized using CES-D scores (depressive symptoms= CES-D between 

20 and 27; depression= CES-D of 28 or higher); c Marital status includes married, widowed, 

single, and divorced groups. As the divorced group makes up 0.00% of the sample, we did not 

add the divorced variable to the regression results; d New Rural Cooperative Medical Scheme; 
e The regression results control for the regional fixed effect; f The reported statistics are the 

marginal effects of the explanatory variables with standard errors shown in parentheses. 
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Table 3. Effect of New Rural Pension Scheme on medical costs induced by mental health 

(OLS regression) 

Variables Definition 

Group A Group B 

Medical 

cost  

induced by 

depressive 

symptoms b 

Medical cost 

induced by 

depression b 

Medical 

cost  

induced by 

depressive 

symptoms b 

Medical cost 

induced by 

depression b 

Log Log Log Log 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 

Pension 

enrollment 
1=Yes; 0=No -0.045* -0.065* 

  

  (0.026) (0.036)   

Pension 

income 
CNY/Month   

-0.013** -0.019*** 

    (0.006) (0.005) 

Control 

variables c 
 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Fixed effect d  Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Observations  5,876 5,876 5,876 5,876 

Number of pid  2,938 2,938 2,938 2,938 

Note: a ***/**/* Statistically significant at the 1%/5%/10% level; b The medical cost induced by 

depressive symptoms / depression is calculated by the early results of project team (Sun et al. 

2020); c Control variables include gender, age, marital status, education, income, New Rural 

Cooperative Medical Scheme, and family size; d The regression results control for the regional 

fixed effect; e The reported statistics are the marginal effects of the explanatory variables with 

standard errors shown in parentheses. 
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Table 4. Effect of New Rural Pension Scheme on mental health and medical costs induced by 

mental health (IV regression) 

Group A 

Variables 
Definition 

Pension 

enrollment 

Depressi

ve 

symptom

s b 

Depress

ion b 

Medica

l cost  

induced 

by 

depress

ive 

sympto

ms c 

Medica

l cost 

induced 

by 

depress

ion c 

1=Yes 

0=No 

1=Yes 

0=No 

1=Yes 

0=No 
Log Log 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

Community-level of monthly 

pension income d 
0.139***     

 CNY (0.004)     

Pension 

enrollment 
1=Yes; 0=No  -0.167* 

-0.270*

* 

-0.571*

** 

-0.608*

** 

   (0.098) (0.116) (0.148) (0.143) 

F-statistics  130.690     

P-value  0.000     

Group B 

Pension 

income 

Depressi

ve 

symptom

s b 

Depress

ion b 

Medica

l cost  

induced 

by 

depress

ive 

sympto

ms c 

Medica

l cost 

induced 

by 

depress

ion c 

CNY 

/Month 

1=Yes 

0=No 

1=Yes 

0=No 
Log Log 

Community-level of monthly 

pension income d 0.781***     

 CNY (0.017)     

Pension income CNY/Month  -0.030* 
-0.048*

* 

-0.102*

** 

-0.108*

** 

   (0.017) (0.020) (0.026) (0.025) 

F-statistics  178.630     

P-value  0.000     

Control 

variables e 
 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Yes 

Fixed effect f  Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Observations 
g  5,826 5,826 5,826 5,826 5,826 

Note: a ***/**/* Statistically significant at the 1%/5%/10% level; b The depressive symptoms / 

depression group is categorized using CES-D scores (depressive symptoms= CES-D between 

20 and 27; depression= CES-D of 28 or higher); c The medical cost induced by depressive 

symptoms / depression is calculated using the early results of the project team (Sun et al. 2020); 
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d The instrumental variables are the community-level of monthly pension income, where a 

community refers to a rural village in which the respondent lives in; e Control variables 

include gender, age, marital status, education, income, New Rural Cooperative Medical 

Scheme, and family size; f The regression results control for the regional fixed effect; g 

Observations whose residential community contains only one sample individual are dropped, 

thus the sample size associated with the IV regressions is reduced to 5,826. h The reported 

statistics are the marginal effects of the explanatory variables with standard errors shown in 

parentheses. 
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Table 5. Effect of New Rural Pension Scheme on mental health and medical cost induced by mental health (Mediating Effect) 

Variables Definition 

Confidence about 

future 

Depressive 

symptoms b 
Depression b 

Medical cost induced  

by depressive 

symptoms c 

Medical cost induced  

by depression c 

1 Not confident→5 

Confident 
1=Yes; 0=No 1=Yes; 0=No Log Log 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

Confident 

about future 

1 Not 

confident

→ 

  
-0.264**

* 

-0.263**

* 

-0.523**

* 

-0.520**

* 

-0.183**

* 

-0.183**

* 

-0.180**

* 

-0.179**

* 

 
5 

Confident 
  (0.069) (0.069) (0.018) (0.015) (0.011) (0.010) (0.006) (0.005) 

Pension 

enrollment 

1=Yes; 

0=No 

0.172**

* 
 -0.012*  

-0.055**

* 
 -0.016*  -0.035*  

  (0.033)  (0.007)  (0.015)  (0.008)  (0.021)  

Pension 

income 

CNY/ 

Month 
 

0.048**

* 
 

-0.005**

* 
 

-0.026**

* 
 

-0.005**

* 
 -0.010** 

   (0.007)  (0.000)  (0.010)  (0.001)  (0.005) 

Control 

variables d 
 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Fixed effect 
e 

 
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Observation

s 
 5,876 5,876 5,876 5,876 5,876 5,876 5,876 5,876 5,876 5,876 

Number of 

pid 
 2,938 2,938 2,938 2,938 2,938 2,938 2,938 2,938 2,938 2,938 

Note: a ***/**/* Statistically significant at the 1%/5%/10% level; b The depressive symptoms / depression group is categorized using CES-D scores 

(depressive symptoms= CES-D between 20 and 27; depression= CES-D of 28 or higher); c The medical cost induced by depressive symptoms / 

depression is calculated using early results of the project team (Sun et al. 2020); d Control variables include gender, age, marital status, education, 

income, New Rural Cooperative Medical Scheme, and family size; e The regression results control for the regional fixed effect; f The reported 

statistics are the marginal effects of the explanatory variables with standard errors shown in parentheses.
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Table 6. Heterogeneity analysis based on gender 

Variables Definition 

Depressive symptoms b Depression b 
Medical cost induced  

by depressive symptoms c 

Medical cost induced  

by depression c 

1=Yes; 0=No 1=Yes; 0=No Log Log 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

Pension enrollment 1=Yes; 0=No 
-0.077**

* 

-0.039 -0.206*

* 

-0.130 -0.080*** -0.012 -0.075* -0.061 

  (0.018) (0.102) (0.099) (0.136) (0.018) (0.086) (0.042) (0.080) 

Monthly pension income CNY 
-0.015**

* 

-0.018 -0.074*

* 

-0.036 -0.028*** 0.000 -0.032* -0.006 

  (0.004) (0.022) (0.034) (0.029) (0.006) (0.018) (0.019) (0.012) 

Gender 1=Male; 0=Female Male Female Male Female Male Female Male Female 

Control variables d  Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Fixed effect e  Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Observations  2,962 2,914 2,962 2,914 2,962 2,914 2,962 2,914 

Number of pid  1,481 1,457 1,481 1,457 1,481 1,457 1,481 1,457 

Note: a ***/**/* Statistically significant at the 1%/5%/10% level; b The depressive symptoms / depression group is categorized using CES-D scores 

(depressive symptoms= CES-D between 20 and 27; depression= CES-D of 28 or higher); c The medical costs induced by depressive symptoms / 

depression are calculated using the early results of the project team (Sun et al. 2020); d Control variables include age, marital status, education, 

income, New Rural Cooperative Medical Scheme, and family size; e The regression results control for the regional fixed effect; f The reported statistics 

are the marginal effects of the explanatory variables with standard errors shown in parentheses. 
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Table 7. Heterogeneity analysis based on education 

Variables Definition 

Depressive symptoms b Depression b 

Medical cost induced 

by 

depressive symptoms c 

Medical cost induced  

by depression c 

1=Yes; 0=No 1=Yes; 0=No Log Log 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) 

Pension enrollment 
1=Yes; 

0=No 

-0.096*

** 
0.035 0.224 

-0.127*

** 
-0.007 

-0.65

3 

-0.098

* 
0.057 0.087 

-0.127*

** 
0.073 0.027 

  (0.033) 
(0.181

) 

(0.33

7) 
(0.025) 

(0.278

) 

(0.50

6) 

(0.051

) 

(0.082

) 

(0.12

8) 
(0.006) 

(0.113

) 

(0.18

0) 

Monthly pension 

income 
CNY 

-0.025*

** 
-0.017 0.086 

-0.044*

** 
-0.034 

-0.14

5 

-0.022

* 
-0.004 0.021 

-0.027*

** 
-0.000 

-0.00

3 

  (0.001) 
(0.037

) 

(0.06

8) 
(0.003) 

(0.057

) 

(0.10

3) 

(0.013

) 

(0.024

) 

(0.03

5) 
(0.004) 

(0.023

) 

(0.03

6) 

Education    1= Illiterate; 2= 

Primary; 3= Junior 

Illiterat

e 

Prima

ry 

Junio

r 

Illiterat

e 

Prima

ry 

Junio

r 

Illitera

te 

Prima

ry 

Junio

r 

Illiterat

e 

Prima

ry 

Junio

r 

Control variables d  Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Fixed effect e  Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Observations  3,817 1,453 606 3,817 1,453 606 3,817 1,453 606 3,817 1,453 606 

Number of pid  1,909 727 303 1,909 727 303 1,909 727 303 1,909 727 303 

Note: a ***/**/* Statistically significant at the 1%/5%/10% level; b The depressive symptoms / depression group is categorized using CES-D scores 

(depressive symptoms= CES-D between 20 and 27; depression= CES-D of 28 or higher); c The medical costs induced by depressive symptoms / 

depression are calculated using the early results of the project team (Sun et al. 2020); d Control variables include gender, age, marital status, income, 

New Rural Cooperative Medical Scheme, and family size; e The regression results control for the regional fixed effect; f The reported statistics are the 

marginal effects of the explanatory variables with standard errors shown in parentheses.
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Table 8. Heterogeneity analysis based on chronic disease 

Variables Definition 

Depressive symptoms b Depression b 
Medical cost induced  

by depressive symptoms c 

Medical cost induced  

by depression c 

1=Yes; 0=No 1=Yes; 0=No Log Log 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

Pension enrollment 1=Yes; 0=No 
0.304 -0.178*** -0.216 -0.136**

* 

0.147 -0.137*** -0.067 -0.102**

* 

  (0.203) (0.023) (0.203) (0.032) (0.100) (0.019) (0.082) (0.012) 

Monthly pension income CNY 
0.059 -0.043*** -0.055 -0.055**

* 

0.030 -0.035** -0.014 -0.030** 

  (0.043) (0.005) (0.043) (0.006) (0.021) (0.015) (0.017) (0.014) 

Chronic disease 1=Yes; 0=No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No 

Control variables d  Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Fixed effect e  Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Observations  1,411 4,465 1,411 4,465 1,411 4,465 1,411 4,465 

Number of pid  1,179 2,706 1,179 2,706 1,179 2,706 1,179 2,706 

Note: a ***/**/* Statistically significant at the 1%/5%/10% level; b The depressive symptoms / depression group is categorized using CES-D scores 

(depressive symptoms= CES-D between 20 and 27; depression= CES-D of 28 or higher); c The medical costs induced by depressive symptoms / 

depression are calculated using the early results of the project team (Sun et al. 2020); d Control variables include gender, age, marital status, education, 

income, New Rural Cooperative Medical Scheme, and family size; e The regression results control for the regional fixed effect; f The reported statistics 

are the marginal effects of the explanatory variables with standard errors shown in parentheses. 
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Table 9. Heterogeneity analysis based on children’s economic support 

Variables Definition 

Depressive symptoms 
b 

Depression b 
Medical cost induced  

by depressive symptoms c 

Medical cost induced  

by depression c 

1=Yes; 0=No 1=Yes; 0=No Log Log 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

Pension enrollment 
1=Yes; 

0=No 
0.076 

-0.175**

* 
-0.105 -0.155** -0.089*** -0.018 -0.156* 0.002 

  (0.116) (0.022) (0.159) (0.073) (0.016) (0.019) (0.083) (0.081) 

Monthly pension income CNY 
0.010 -0.042**

* 

-0.041 -0.057*** -0.010*** -0.018 -0.020** -0.019 

  (0.024) (0.005) (0.033) (0.013) (0.002) (0.017) (0.010) (0.017) 

Economic support from 

children 

1=Yes; 

0=No 
Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No 

Control variables d  Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Fixed effect e  Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Observations  2,864 3,012 2,864 3,012 2,864 3,012 2,864 3,012 

Number of pid  2,025 2,099 2,025 2,099 2,025 2,099 2,025 2,099 

Note: a ***/**/* Statistically significant at the 1%/5%/10% level; b The depressive symptoms / depression group is categorized using CES-D scores 

(depressive symptoms= CES-D between 20 and 27; depression= CES-D of 28 or higher); c The medical costs induced by depressive symptoms / 

depression are calculated using the early results of the project team (Sun et al. 2020); d Control variables include gender, age, marital status, education, 

income, New Rural Cooperative Medical Scheme, and family size; e The regression results control for the regional fixed effect; f The reported statistics 

are the marginal effects of the explanatory variables with standard errors shown in parentheses. 
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Table 10. Robustness test based on CES-D (Quantile regression) 

Variables Definition 

CES-D score 

10th 

quantile 

25th 

quantile 

50th 

quantile 

75th 

quantile 

90th 

quantil

e 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

Pension enrollment 1=Yes; 0=No 
-1.000*

** 

-0.897*

** 

-0.742*

* 

-0.934*

* 

-1.029

* 

  (0.228) (0.232) (0.307) (0.402) (0.593) 

Monthly pension 

income 
CNY 

-0.143*

** 

-0.221*

** 

-0.209*

** 

-0.306*

** 

-0.309

** 

  (0.050) (0.046) (0.065) (0.080) (0.123) 

Control variables b  Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Fixed effect c  Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Observations  5,876 5,876 5,876 5,876 5,876 

Note: a ***/* Statistically significant at the 1%/10% level; b Control variables include gender, 

age, marital status, education, income, New Rural Cooperative Medical Scheme, and family 

size. c The regression results control for the regional fixed effect; d The reported statistics are 

the marginal effects of the explanatory variables with standard errors shown in parentheses. 
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Table 11 Effect of New Rural Pension Scheme on depressive symptoms/depression and 

medical cost induced by depressive symptoms/depression (RD regression) 

Group A  

Parametric RD regression  

Variables 

Depressive 

symptoms b 

Depression 
b 

Medical cost 

induced 

by depressive 

symptoms c 

Medical cost 

induced 

by depression c 

1=Yes; 

0=No 

1=Yes; 

0=No 
Log Log 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 

RD treatment effect -0.188*** -0.048* -0.336* -0.445*** 

 (0.067) (0.027) (0.195) (0.035) 

Bandwidth of age 2.03 1.99 3.19 3.24 

N-|N+ 1238|1694 656|1137 1718|2250 1718|2250 

Group B Non-parametric RD regression  

RD treatment effect -0.074** -0.054* -0.452** -0.783*** 

 (0.034) (0.031) (0.192) (0.185) 

Bandwidth of age 1.59 1.57 2.50 2.54 

N-|N+ 656|1137 656|1137 1238|1694 1238|1694 

Control variables d Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Fixed effect e Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Observations 13,332 13,332 13,332 13,332 

Note: a ***/**/* Statistically significant at the 1%/5%/10% level; b The depressive symptoms / 

depression group is categorized using CES-D scores (depressive symptoms= CES-D between 

20 and 27; depression= CES-D of 28 or higher); c The medical costs induced by depressive 

symptoms / depression are calculated using the early results of the project team (Sun et al. 

2020); d Control variables include gender, age, marital status, education, income, New Rural 

Cooperative Medical Scheme, and family size; e The regression results control for the regional 

fixed effect; f The reported statistics are the RD treatment effects of the explanatory variables 

with standard errors shown in parentheses. 
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Table 12 Placebo test of regression discontinuity 

Variables 

Depressive 

symptoms b 
Depression b 

Medical cost 

induced 

by depressive 

symptoms c 

Medical cost 

induced 

by depression 
c 

Depressive 

symptoms b 

Depression 
b 

Medical cost 

induced 

by depressive 

symptoms c 

Medical cost 

induced 

by depression 
c 

1=Yes; 

0=No 
1=Yes; 0=No Log Log 1=Yes; 0=No 

1=Yes; 

0=No 
Log Log 

Bandwidth of age: 55 Bandwidth of age: 65 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

RD treatment 

effect 

-4.189 -1.731 -25.331 -5.021 3.960 0.967 -23.939 -19.006 

 (3.454) (1.617) (25.027) (6.935) (18.340) (2.365) (45.448) (64.755) 

Bandwidth of age 1.83 3.86 3.33 2.93 1.94 1.83 2.44 2.69 

Control variables d Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Fixed effect e Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

N-|N+ 585|969 1690|2031 1690|2031 1149|1449     

N-|N+     494|732 494|732 1050|1075 1050|1075 

Observations 13,332 13,332 13,332 13,332 13,332 13,332 13,332 13,332 

Note: a ***/**/* Statistically significant at the 1%/5%/10% level; b The depressive symptoms / depression group is categorized using CES-D scores 

(depressive symptoms= CES-D between 20 and 27; depression= CES-D of 28 or higher); c The medical costs induced by depressive symptoms / 

depression are calculated using the early results of the project team (Sun et al. 2020); d Control variables include gender, age, marital status, 

education, income, New Rural Cooperative Medical Scheme, and family size; e The regression results control for the regional fixed effect; f The 

reported statistics are the RD treatment effects of the explanatory variables with standard errors shown in parentheses.  
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Abstract 

 We investigate how rural aging affects apple production under different landform 

conditions using data for farmers in Shaanxi Province. Further, we discuss the mechanism of 

heterogeneity. Results show that aging has a minor negative impact on apple production in 

flatlands, while aging significantly negatively affects apple production in mountainous and hills 

areas. Furthermore, mechanism analysis shows that the increased employees and collective 

decision-making compensated elderly farmers in the flatlands' deficiency of physical strength 

and human capital caused by aging. And machinery is not an effective substitute for labor in 

producing low-density crops such as apples.  

 

Keywords: Aging; Labor-intensive; Landform; input 
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Introduction 

According to the Statistical Yearbook of China, people aged 65 and over increased from 

7 % in 2000 to 12.6% in 2019, indicating a clear trend of the aging population in China. With 

industrialization and urbanization, the rural young and middle-aged labor force continues to 

outflow. The rural population accounted for 39.4% in 2019, down from 63.8% in 2000. 

According to the Third National Agricultural Census of the National Bureau of Statistics, in 

2016, the proportion of agricultural production and operation personnel aged 55 and above in 

China was as high as 33.6%, while in the first national agricultural census of 1996, the 

proportion of agricultural employees aged 51 and above in China was only 18.11%. 

The aging of the agricultural labor force is an irreversible trend, which has become an 

important issue in China's economic transformation. It has a profound impact on the supply of 

agricultural labor force, input of production factors, agricultural production efficiency, and the 

development of modern agriculture (Guo et al., 2015; Li and Zhao, 2009; Liu et al., 2019; Seok 

et al., 2018). Therefore, it is necessary to study the influence mechanism of the aging rural labor 

force on agricultural production and provide policy suggestions to alleviate the problems caused 

by aging. 

Researches on the aging of the rural labor force focused on food crops (Guo et al., 2015; 

Li et al., 2018; Li and Sicular, 2013). Most viewpoints believe that factor substitution and 

collective decision-making can effectively alleviate the labor supply constraints caused by the 

lack of physical and human capital of elderly farmers. Therefore aging has a minor negative 

impact on food crop production (Hu and Zhong, 2012; Peng et al., 2019). For example, farmers 

increase the abundance of mechanical inputs instead of labor. Furthermore, studies show that 

aging has no effect on the production of crops with a high degree of mechanization (Hu and 

Zhong, 2013). But, is the mechanism of mechanical substitution of labor applicable to the 

production of labor-intensive cash crops?  

As a typical labor-intensive product, apple has a problem that is harder to overcome than 

food crops in aging production: a need for a lot of labor investment and a higher degree of 

specialization. On the one hand, apple grows in the workforce for the whole year, and there are 

many kinds of production links such as comb, bag, and pick, and the defects of the shortage of 

the labor supply in the elderly are difficult to make up for the mechanical elements. On the other 

hand, apple is more specialized in the production of apple (Ma and Huo, 2019), orchard 

management requires scientific and reasonable production data input and more elaborate 
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control. The aging of the agricultural labor force has reduced the number of workers in apple 

production and reduced quality supply, leading to changes and alternatives to the production 

elements, which affects the production decision and the mode of operation. 

However, in reality, farmers' behaviors will differ due to the feasibility of factor 

substitution in their regions (Zhong et al., 2016), which will have different impacts on 

agricultural production. The main apple-producing areas are mountainous, hilly, plain, and 

tableland regions. For example, in Shaanxi, China, the most productive province, 24.03% of 

apple orchards were in mountainous and hilly areas, with a yield was 14.14%. Therefore, the 

effects of aging on apple production may be heterogeneous due to the constraints of landform 

conditions. Through the field investigation in Shaanxi Province, we found that in the plain and 

big tableland area with flat landforms and convenient transportation, the production decision-

making and operation mode of the elderly farmers are not different from that of the young 

farmers. Therefore, the impact of aging on apple production seems not apparent. However, in 

the hilly areas with rugged landforms and rugged roads, the production mode of the elderly 

farmers is extensive, and the output per hectare is generally lower than that of the young farmers. 

This study tries to explain the reasoning behind this aging heterogeneity effect: to alleviate the 

labor supply because of the aging problem, farmers will seek elements alternatives to make up 

for the inadequacy of their own physical and human capital, but elements instead of the restraint 

of landform, leading to a different landform condition aging effect on apple production of 

heterogeneity.   

Based on the above content, this study takes apple as an example to discuss the mechanism 

of aging's influence on labor-intensive crop production from the perspective of landform 

difference. This study examines how the aging of the agricultural labor force impacts apple 

production through empirical research and whether there is heterogeneity in the impact of aging 

on apple production's technical efficiency and yield under different landform conditions. From 

the perspective of factor substitution, we discussed the mechanism of aging heterogeneity under 

landform constraints. Under this research idea, we clarified the relationship between the aging 

of the agricultural labor force and apple production, provided targeted suggestions for the 

correct response to the aging of the agricultural labor force, and made some supplements to 

previous studies.  
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Theoretical analysis 

The aging of the agricultural labor force has a "physical effect" (Zhang et al., 2018), which 

reduces labor supply in both quantity and quality dimensions. On the one hand, with the growth 

of age, the decline of physical quality will make the aging labor force in the family reduce the 

working time, reduce the production links or quit the labor. As a result, the total amount of labor 

in the family into apple production will decrease. On the other hand, the physical decline caused 

by aging will also reduce the labor quality and efficiency of farmers engaged in apple 

production activities. Limited by their physical strength, the elderly labor force cannot carry 

out fine management of the orchard, in labor-intensive operation mode of extensive, the 

occurrence of shaking the fruit under the tree.   

The aging of the agricultural labor force has a "human capital effect", which mainly affects 

the quality of labor supply. However, Compared with field crops, apple planting requires more 

professional management (Ma and Huo, 2019) and requires good labor and fertilizer inputs.  

Compared with young farmers, elderly farmers are in the predicament of lack of human capital, 

and they are less receptive to new agricultural production technologies (Fasina, 2013; Xu and 

Zhang, 2014). It is also not conducive to allocating various production and orchard management, 

including applying all kinds of fertilizer, pesticide application times, etc. Therefore, the "human 

capital effect" of aging will reduce the quality of labor supply.   

Faced with insufficient labor supply, farmers will adjust the input structure of production 

factors from the perspective of rational people (Hu and Zhong, 2012). The selection process of 

recombination and allocation of various production factors is the behavior of technology 

selection pointed out by the neoclassical theory of technology selection; that is, technology 

selection is the conversion function between input and output. Technology selection includes 

factor substitution and technology change, and technical efficiency is the embodiment of 

technology selection. 

This study uses graphical analysis to explain aging labor's influence.  

Figure 1 is isoquant. The horizontal axis is family labor inputs; the vertical axis is other 

inputs. C0 is the initial resource endowment. Under the constraint, farmers can gain the largest 

income at y0. E* (L0, K0) is the equilibrium point.  

Figure 2 is the production technology frontier. The horizontal axis is inputs, the vertical 

axis is output. We are assuming that all farmers are in the same production technology frontier. 
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Above the curve is something that cannot be achieved with current technology, and the points 

on the curve represent the minimum input required to obtain a given output at the current level 

of technology or the maximum output received with a given input.  

When farmers face an aging internal workforce, other inputs are overused compared to the 

internal aging inputs. Therefore, farmers can achieve production of point A, less than largest 

income y0. And technical efficiency is also less than optimal point E*. Therefore, farmers' first 

choice is to reduce other inputs to reduce the output to y'0, and the technical efficiency is still 

at the technological frontier (E'). The second choice is to increase the input that can replace 

self-owned labor, such as hired labor or labor-saving biological and mechanical technology so 

that A point in Figures 2 and 3 moves to E* point. Therefore, farmers get yields y0, and the 

technical efficiency is still at the technological frontier (E*).   

 

Figure 1. isoquant                  Figure 2. Production technology frontier 

The above analysis shows that when families are aging deeply, the realization of 

technological efficiency and consistent yield depends on whether effective resources can be 

obtained to supplement and replace family labor inputs.   

At present, mechanization has become the mainstream of modern agriculture. Replacing 

the labor force with mechanical elements is a common factor substitution for field crops.  

However, the overall machinery development level is behind in labor-intensive crop production 

such as apple. Many key production links still lack advanced new agricultural machinery supply, 

and the mechanization degree of apple production is deficient (Lei and Lei, 2020; Zhang et al., 

2016), so the replacement effect of machinery on the labor force is minimal. Therefore, farmers 
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may increase employee services to ease the labor constraint. Assuming that factor substitution 

is effectively realized, the labor constraints of the elderly farmers will reduce, and there is no 

difference in labor endowment between the elderly farmers and the young farmers. At this time, 

the production decisions of the two will tend to be consistent, which is reflected in the 

convergence of fertilizer input decisions requiring labor assistance. However, when the labor 

force constraint is not effectively alleviated, the production decisions of the elderly farmers and 

the young farmers are different. Due to the limited physical strength, the elderly farmers will 

reduce the fertilizer input.   

Landforms factors constrain the substitution effect of production factors, so the impact of 

aging on apple production is heterogeneous due to different landforms. Compared with flatlands, 

mountainous and hilly landforms will significantly restrict the factor replacement. On the one 

hand, landforms influence the labor input of elderly farmers. To be specific, Mountainous and 

hilly amplifies older apple growers' physical and human capital weaknesses. Mountainous and 

hilly areas are complex, and the orchard terrain is more undulated. As a result, the physical 

burden of the elderly farmers is heavier, and the labor efficiency is reduced. At the same time, 

the isolated environment and backward education level in mountainous areas have reduced the 

human capital of elderly farmers, making it difficult for them to carry out professional orchard 

management because of their extensive traditional production concepts.   

On the other hand, landforms constraints will be reflected in the production factor 

endowment, replacing the labor force. In mountainous and hilly areas, the existence of landform 

barrier effect will reduce the accessibility and operation convenience of agricultural machinery, 

and the elderly farmers cannot make up the gap in labor supply between themselves and young 

farmers by investing more mechanical elements. At the same time, employment services are 

more expensive in mountainous areas than in flatlands regions because of the hollowing out of 

villages. As a result, older farmers, who face more significant financial constraints than younger 

farmers, will give up replacing their labor inputs with employee inputs. Similarly, due to the 

constraints of landforms on factor substitution, aging has heterogeneous effects on fertilizer 

inputs under different topography.   

Faced with different labor force constraints and landform constraints, apple farmers will 

make different combinations of factor inputs, namely, technology choices, which will lead to 

different technical efficiency. In flatlands areas, faced with labor constraints, the elderly farmers 

increase inputs of abundance, such as employment input, to make up for the lack of labor supply. 

Thus, under the function of factor substitution, the elderly farmers can realize the 
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reconfiguration of production factors, and the technical efficiency is not far from that of the 

young farmers. However, in mountainous areas, elderly farmers face the dual constraints of 

labor force and landform conditions, and it is difficult to achieve the substitution of production 

factors. As a result, their production input level is unbalanced, and their technical efficiency 

will be lower than that of young farmers. 

Similarly, there is no significant difference in yield in the flatlands between older and 

younger farmers because substitution of production factors can alleviate the labor supply 

constraints caused by aging. However, in mountainous areas, factor substitution is challenging 

to carry out. Therefore, facing more substantial constraints in labor supply, the apple output of 

elderly farmers will be lower than that of young farmers.  

The analysis framework is shown in Figure 3:  

  

Figure 3. Theoretical Framework 

Based on the above analysis framework, this study proposed the research hypothesis: 

Hypothesis 1: aging has no significant effect on mechanical input in both plains and 
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mountains. 

Hypothesis 2: aging will increase employment investment in plains and decrease 

employment in mountainous and hills. 

Hypothesis 3: aging has a slight negative impact on the technical efficiency of apple 

production in the plains, but a significant negative effect in the mountainous and hills.  

Hypothesis 4: aging has a slight negative impact on the yield of apple production in the 

plains, but a significant negative effect in the mountainous and hills.  

Data 

The data used in this study consist of farm-level inputs, outputs, landform conditions, 

aging, and control variables for apple farms from Shaanxi Province, China. Shaanxi ranks third 

among Chinese provinces in apple production, and it is one of three provinces in the Loess 

Plateau (along with Shanxi and Gansu provinces) that together account for about half of Chinese 

apple production.  

We collected data for three years (2017–2019) in 54 villages located in four counties 

(Huangling, Luochuan, Pucheng, and Yanchuan), from 525 farms—containing 1575 

observations in total. Because the critical variable landforms are time-invariant in three years 

and some key variables are missing in some samples, we used 459 effective samples in 2019 in 

this study. Descriptive statistics of the main variables are shown in table 1. 

Dependent variables 

 (1) Yield 

This variable refers to the output value of apples harvested by farmers per hectare (yuan/ha) 

this year. Apples are cash crops, and the unit price of apples of different varieties and fruit 

diameters varies greatly. Therefore, the yield (kg/ha) cannot fully reflect the output level of 

farmers, so the output value is adopted as an explanatory variable in this study.   

 (2) Machine quantity 

This variable refers to the amount of mechanical power that farmers put into apple 

production throughout the year and is weighted by the time it takes to complete one hectare of 

the orchard, using Equation (1): 
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mp = mechanical_power ∗ time                    （1） 

(3) Machinery to labor ratio 

This variable refers to the ratio of unit machinery cost to unit labor input (yuan/hour) to 

measure the substitution relationship between machinery input and labor input. If the machine 

is owned, the machine cost is defined as the unit cost of the machine rented to others; if the 

machine is rented, the unit lease cost, using Equation (2): 

ml = mechanical_cost/labor_hour                    （2） 

（4）employment input 

The average employee input is measured by the unit time (hour/hectare) and unit cost 

(yuan/hectare) that farmers invest in the whole apple production process in the current year.   

（5）Fertilizer inputs 

This variable refers to the unit input (kg/ha) and unit cost (yuan/ha) of manure and 

commercial fertilizer materials (the sum of the non-discounted amount of organic fertilizer and 

non-discounted amount of chemical fertilizer) that farmers put into the whole apple production 

process this year. 

（6）Technical efficiency 

This variable is calculated using the stochastic frontier production function method, 

reflecting the gap between the actual output level and optima theoretically output.  

Key variables 

（1）Aging 

In this study, the average age of the apple production labor force represents the aging 

degree of the agricultural labor force in the family.   

（2）Landforms 

The Landform of Shaanxi province is high in the north and south, low in the middle, with 

plateaus, mountains, plains, basins, and other landscapes. The study divided landforms into 

flatlands(landform=0) -including the big tableland and plain regions and 
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mountains(landform=1) -including hills, the residual tableland, mountainous and river valley 

regions.  

Control variables 

(1) Control variable of apple yield 

Various production factors are crucial to improving output in agricultural production, 

especially for cash crops like apples. This study selected the input of the seven most common 

production factors in apple production as the control variable of the explained variable output 

value. Including labor input (hour/ha), farm fertilizer input (yuan/ha), fertilizer input (yuan/ha), 

organic fertilizer input (yuan/ha), pesticide input (yuan/ha), machinery input (yuan/ha), land 

area (ha).   

(2) Control variables of factor input 

Control variables in this section include prices of all factors of production, including the 

average price of labor, farm fertilizer, chemical fertilizer, organic fertilizer, pesticide, machinery, 

and land. There are also part-time jobs, the number of people who work in apple production.   

(3) Control variables of technical efficiency 

Control variables in this section include farmer individual, family characteristic, farmer 

production characteristic, natural disaster.
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Table 1. definitions and summary statistics of variables 

Variable Definition (Unit) Mean SD 

Yield value Value of apple yield (yuan/hectare) 79164 60206 

Machinery quantity Machinery power (kilowatts/hectare) 3003 4474 

Machine labor 
Refers to the ratio of unit machinery cost 

to unit labor input (yuan/hour)   

6.040 8.992 

Hired labor quantity Hired labor (hours/hectare) 1723 1550 

Hired labor expenses Cost of hired labor (yuan/hectare) 16463 18474 

Fertilizer quantity of Commercial (kg/hectare) 8314 4969 

Fertilizer expenses quantity of Commercial (yuan/hectare) 22695 17990 

Organic fertilizer quantity quantity of organic fertilizer (kg/hectare) 4401 3256 

Chemical fertilizer quantity quantity of chemical fertilizer (kg/hectare) 3914 3076 

Organic fertilizer expenses Cost of organic fertilizer (yuan/hectare) 7166 6582 

Chemical fertilizer expenses Cost of chemical fertilizer (yuan/hectare) 15530 15535 

Aging Average apple production labor age 52.87 8.262 

Landform Mountains and hills=1; Flatlands=0 0.390 0.488 

P_ labor Price of hired labor (yuan/hour) 15.75 4.720 

P_ organic fertilizer Price of organic fertilizer (yuan/kg) 1.636 0.942 

P_ chemical fertilizer Price of chemical fertilizer (yuan/kg) 4.182 3.166 

P_ pesticide Price of pesticide (yuan/kg) 733.4 600.0 

P_ machine Price of machine (yuan/hour) 253.6 284.2 

Last_price Apple prices last year 4.456 2.127 

Part-time 
The number of people engaged in part-

time work 

0.514 0.799 

Apple_sum 
The number of people who work in apple 

production 

2 0.557 

Subsidy for organic fertilizer  Yes = 1; No = 0 0.420 0.494 

Machinery expenses Cost of machinery (yuan/hectare) 1897 2540 

Pesticide Cost of pesticide (yuan/hectare) 338.0 301.2 

Other inputs expenses Cost of other inputs (yuan/hectare) 596.4 607.3 

Plot area The area of the plot studied (hectare) 0.349 0.167 

Plant experience 

The number of years the head of 

household participated in apple 

production  

21.02 8.622 

Technology training 

The number of years the head of 

household attend fertilizer technology 

training? 

1.161 1.875 

Social capital 

Party members or/and villagers' 

representatives=1; 

No = 0 

0.377 0.485 

Apple_percent 
Apple labor as a percentage of the total 

labor force 

0.822 0.234 
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land fragmentation 
The ratio of planting scale to the number 

of plots 

0.294 0.166 

Natural disaster 
Disater or not in the current year (Yes = 1; 

No = 0) 

0.590 0.492 

Planting density How many trees per hectare 46.09 15.13 

Whether to adopt soil testing formula Yes = 1; No = 0 0.240 0.427 

Do farmers know the NPK content of the land Yes = 1; No = 0 0.0414 0.199 

Production cycle stage 
Stage of apple production cycle (high = 1; 

low = 0) 

0.821 0.383 

Impact of agricultural aging on inputs under different landform conditions 

The above empirical results of aging on apple yield and technical efficiency show that 

aging has no impact on apple production in flatlands, while aging has a significant negative 

effect on apple production in mountainous areas. What are the reasons for this heterogeneous 

effect? This study argues that in the face caused by the aging situation of labor supply falls, 

farmers will increase the investment to maintain output level abundance elements, and through 

the imitation of the high human capital of peasant household production decision to narrow the 

gap in human capital. However, this factor endowment is restricted by landform conditions, 

which leads to the heterogeneous impact of aging on production under different landform 

conditions.   

Econometric model to examining the influence of aging and landform on inputs 

To verify whether the mechanism of factor substitution is effective, we use the OLS 

regression model to analyze the influence of aging on factor input of apple machinery, 

employment, and fertilizer: 

lnFi = θ + θ1oldi + θ2lnP_labori + θ3lnP_chemi + θ4lnP_organici + θ5lnP_pesti +

θ6lnP_machi + θ7lnlastpricei+θ8parttimei + θ9applenumi + τi            (1) 

where Fi represents the input of production factors (machinery input hectare, employee 

input per hectare, fertilizer input per hectare). oldi  represents the aging degree of the 

agricultural labor force, using the average age of the family agricultural labor force. P_labori 

represents the current labor price,  P_chemi represents the current chemical fertilizer input 

price; P_organici represents the current organic fertilizer input price; P_pesti represents the 

pesticide input price in the current year; P_machi represents the input price of machinery, 

lnlastpricei represents the average price of apples in the previous year, parttimei represents 
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the number of apples in the household, and applenumi represents the number of apples in the 

household.  

We added landforms to discuss the heterogeneity of aging on apple production factors 

input under different landform conditions:   

lnFi = α + α1oldi + α2Ti + α3c_oldi × landformi + α4lnP_labori + α5lnPchemi +

α6lnP_organici + α7lnP_pesti + α8lnP_machi + α9lnoutput i +α10parttimei +

α11applenumi + ϵi                        (2) 

where landformi  is the landform dummy variable, landformi = 0  represents the 

flatland area, landformi = 1  represents the mountainous and hilly area, and then the 

decentralized aging and landform interaction term c_oldi × landformi is introduced to discuss 

the impact of aging on the output value of apples under landform constraints. 

Replacing the aging labor force with machinery under different landform conditions 

To verify the substitution effect of machinery on labor, we conducted a regression analysis 

of the impact of the aging agricultural labor force on the input of mechanical factors and the 

ratio of machinery to work.  

Columns (1) and (2) in table 2 report the effect of the aging of the agricultural labor force 

on the amount of machinery input per hectare, and columns (3) and (4) report the effect of aging 

on the ratio of machinery to work. The results show that aging has no significant effect on 

machinery input per hectare but significantly negatively affects the ratio of machinery to labor 

hours. On the contrary, some scholars have concluded that aging promotes agricultural 

mechanization (Wang and Li, 2020). Furthermore, the interaction term between aging and 

topography has no significant effect on these two explained variables. This result verifies 

hypothesis 1, indicating that in the production process of labor-intensive products like apples, 

whether in flatland or mountainous areas, elderly farmers do not choose to increase mechanical 

input to compensate for the decline in the quantity and quality of labor. The reason is that the 

local apple-growing industry is not mechanized enough to replace labor effectively. Apple 

production in general mechanization of the link is fertilization, medicine, plowing. In these 

three links, farmers' investment in machinery tends to be homogenized. There is no obvious 

difference between old farmers and young farmers. They all use semi-self-made small 

machinery, which requires manual production, and the mechanization degree is low.  And 

other essential production links such as fruit combing, bagging, picking bags, picking requires 
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fine work, the mechanical operation cannot be achieved, need to invest a lot of labor to complete. 

Therefore, that the factor substitution effect of machinery on the labor force in apple production 

is minimal, which results in that the elderly farmers cannot fill the lack of labor force with 

mechanical input. 

Table 2. Effects of aging on machinery input in different landform conditions 

 Log of Machine quantity 

 (kw/hectare) 

Log of Machine cost 

 (yuan/hectare) 

Variables (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Aging -0.0143 0.00283 -0.00148 0.000110 

 (0.00906) (0.00854) (0.00434) (0.00534) 

Landform  -0.531***  -0.148** 

  (0.154)  (0.0676) 

Aging_center × 

landform 

 -0.0326  -0.000688 

 (0.0200)  (0.00872) 

ln(P_ organic fertilizer) 0.0722 -0.303 0.111 0.0261 

 (0.299) (0.295) (0.173) (0.173) 

ln(P_ chemical fertilizer) 0.752*** 0.619*** 0.0538 0.0182 

 (0.176) (0.163) (0.0697) (0.0720) 

ln(P_pesticide) 0.187 0.173 0.0301 0.0276 

 (0.136) (0.132) (0.0532) (0.0526) 

ln(p_machine) 0.268*** 0.265*** 1.110*** 1.110*** 

 (0.0490) (0.0482) (0.0321) (0.0322) 

ln(last_price) -0.0225 0.0402 0.0512 0.0669 

 (0.159) (0.156) (0.0655) (0.0665) 

Part-time 0.0781 0.0848 0.0607 0.0604 

 (0.0882) (0.0876) (0.0457) (0.0455) 

Apple_sum 0.413*** 0.401*** -0.0430 -0.0454 

 (0.119) (0.117) (0.0485) (0.0489) 

Production cycle stage -0.0430 -0.108 0.0388 0.0247 

 (0.184) (0.179) (0.0821) (0.0817) 

Natural disaster 0.0105 0.126 0.0355 0.0614 

 (0.138) (0.137) (0.0715) (0.0717) 

Subsidy for organic 

fertilizer 

-0.112 -0.288* 0.0992 0.0540 

 (0.176) (0.166) (0.0976) (0.0983) 

Constant 3.426*** 3.408*** 0.892* 1.009* 

 (1.099) (1.042) (0.533) (0.548) 

Observations 459 459 459 459 

R-squared 0.203 0.233 0.898 0.899 

Robust standard errors in parentheses；*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Replacing the aging labor force with employment under different landform conditions 

When mechanical substitution for labor fails in labor-intensive apple production, this study 

considers the substitution within labor. Elderly farmers can replace their labor supply by 

purchasing the services of hired workers. However, due to landforms constraints, the elderly 

farmers in mountainous areas face higher labor prices and capital constraints, which results in 

the heterogeneous impact of aging in different landform. A regression model of aging on 

employee input is constructed to test this guess, and the results are shown in Table 3.   

Columns (1) and (3) report the impact of aging on employment inputs per hectare in terms 

of hours and dollars, respectively. Under the two measurement methods, the aging of the 

agricultural labor force has no significant impact on employment input. The estimation results 

of columns (2) and (4) are based on columns (1) and (3), adding landforms and interaction terms 

between landforms and aging. The results show that aging has a significant positive effect on 

employee input per hectare. Liao et al. (2019) also found that some counties have the coupling 

mode of "increasing rural aging and labor employing quantity". In contrast, the interaction term 

between aging and landforms has a significant negative effect on per hectare employee input. 

The absolute value of the aging coefficient is smaller than the absolute value of the interaction 

term coefficient. The results verify hypothesis 2: In flat areas, the aging degree of the labor 

force is higher, the apple growers will increase employee investment. In mountainous regions, 

the older the population, the more apple growers cut back on hiring.   

Elderly farmers alleviate the insufficient labor force caused by aging by increasing the 

substitution of hire factors. However, this factor of production is restricted by landform 

conditions, which leads to the heterogeneous impact of aging on apple production under 

different landform conditions. Flatland areas have convenient transportation and relatively 

abundant labor resources. When their labor supply is insufficient, elderly farmers will actively 

seek employee factors to replace input factors, thus making up the gap between themselves and 

young farmers to some extent. However, due to landform constraints, elderly farmers face 

higher employee prices and capital constraints in mountainous areas. Their endowment level is 

not enough to support them in investing employees in maintaining output regardless of capital 

costs. Therefore, elderly apple growers in mountainous areas will reduce employee input. In 

conclusion, elderly farmers replace their labor force with employment input to maintain normal 

production activities. The landforms constraints make the difficulty of factor substitution 

different, so aging has a heterogeneous impact on employment input in flatlands and 

mountainous areas.   
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Table 3. Effects of aging on employment in different landform conditions 

 Log of employment quantity  

(hour/hectare)  

Log of employment expenses 

 (yuan/hectare)  

Variables (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Aging 0.00156 0.00892* -0.00809 0.0653** 

 (0.00402) (0.00508) (0.0242) (0.0283) 

Landform  -0.222***  -1.382*** 

  (0.0679)  (0.425) 

Aging_center × 

landform 

 -0.0142**  -0.161*** 

 (0.00704)  (0.0453) 

ln (P_ organic fertilizer) 0.285* 0.127 1.110 -0.0464 

 (0.149) (0.144) (1.158) (1.149) 

ln (P_ chemical 

fertilizer) 

0.252*** 0.196** 1.755*** 1.394*** 

 (0.0888) (0.0852) (0.422) (0.396) 

ln (P_pesticide) 0.103** 0.0974* 0.338 0.292 

 (0.0515) (0.0496) (0.332) (0.327) 

ln (p_machine) 0.0121 0.0105 0.340*** 0.316*** 

 (0.0168) (0.0165) (0.107) (0.103) 

ln (last_price) 0.135* 0.162** 0.866* 1.045** 

 (0.0764) (0.0735) (0.472) (0.449) 

Part-time 0.0881** 0.0911** 0.442** 0.479** 

 (0.0362) (0.0358) (0.216) (0.215) 

Apple_sum -0.0238 -0.0292 0.268 0.226 

 (0.0591) (0.0581) (0.291) (0.283) 

Production cycle stage 0.247*** 0.219*** 1.272** 1.063** 

 (0.0749) (0.0743) (0.517) (0.494) 

Natural disaster 0.0832 0.132* -0.257 0.102 

 (0.0680) (0.0672) (0.393) (0.380) 

Subsidy for organic 

fertilizer 

0.0797 0.00599 -0.271 -0.766 

 (0.0895) (0.0900) (0.593) (0.603) 

Constant 5.247*** 5.231*** -2.748 -3.895 

 (0.537) (0.554) (3.102) (3.042) 

Observations 459 459 459 459 

R-squared 0.090 0.120 0.123 0.174 

Robust standard errors in parentheses；*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
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Impact of agricultural aging under different landform conditions 

Econometric model to aging on technical efficiency and yield 

This study uses the stochastic frontier production function (SFA) to measure the technical 

efficiency of apple production, which reflects the gap between the actual output level and the 

theoretical optimal output. We adopted the Cobb-Douglas (C-D) production function as model 

form, as follows: 

lnQi = ω + ω1lnlabori + ω2lnchemi + ω3lnpesti + ω4lnmachi + ω5lnlandi + vi − ui (3) 

where vi accounts for measurement errors and other sources of non-systematic statistical 

noise, and ui  is a non-negative random variable that represents technical inefficiency. 

Distributions of  ui have different assumptions, including the half-normal (Aigner et al., 1977), 

exponential (Meeusen and van Den Broeck, 1977), truncated normal (Stevenson, 1980), or 

gamma (Greene, 1990). labori indicates the average amount of labor work per hectare，chemi 

indicates the average amount of fertilizer input per hectare; lnpesti  indicates the average 

amount of pesticide input per hectare; machi indicates the average amount of machinery input 

per acre, landi indicates the area under cultivation. 

Technical efficiency, defined as the ratio of observed output to maximum feasible output，

is derived from Equation (4): 

TEi = exp (−ui)                               (4) 

This study explores the effect of age and landform on farm-level technical efficiency using 

Equations (3) and (4). 

TEi = δ + δ1oldi + θ ∙ Xi + εi                     (5) 

Xi   are control variables including the personal Characteristics of decision-makers, 

household characteristics, production characteristics, and disaster or not for farm i.  

Based on Equation (5), the decentralized aging and landform interaction term c_oldi × Ti 

are added in Equation (6), exploring the heterogeneous effects of aging on technical efficiency 

under different landform conditions: 

TEi = φ + φ1oldi + φ2Ti + φ3c_oldi × landformi + θ ∙ Xi + εi         (6) 
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Based on the theoretical analysis, aging has an impact on the yield. So we estimated the 

effect the agricultural aging on yield by applying OLS. 

lnQi = β + β1oldi + β2lnlabori + β3lnchemi + β4lnpesti + β5lnmachi 

+β6lnlandi + β7（lnlandi）^2 + μi                        (7) 

where Qi represents the average yield per hectare,  

Based on Equation (7), we added the interaction terms of decentralized aging and 

decentralized inputs of various production factors in Equation (8):   

lnQi = ρ + ρ1oldi + ρ2lnlabori + ρ3lnchemi + ρ4lnpesti + ρ5lnmachi 

+ρ6lnlandi + ρ7（lnlandi）^2 + ∑ δkc_oldi × c_Gik
k
k=1 + εi     (8) 

where c_oldi × c_Gik represents aging after decentralization and the interaction term of 

various production factors after decentralization. Each production factor includes labor input, 

fertilizer input, pesticide input, machinery input per hectare, and planting area. The ρj and δk 

are the coefficient of each term. Other symbols have the same meaning as Equation (3). 

Based on Equation (8), we added the interaction term between aging and landform in 

Equation (9) to analyze the heterogeneous influence of landform on apple output value caused 

by aging: 

lnQi = γ + γ1oldi + γ2Ti + γ3c_oldi × landformi + γ4lnlabori + γ5lnchemi + γ6lnpesti +

γ7lnmachi + γ8lnlandi + γ9（lnlandi）^2 + εi             (9) 

Symbols have the same meaning as above. 

Effects of aging on technical efficiency under different landform conditions 

This study uses various models to estimate the technical efficiency as the distributions of 

 ui  have different assumptions, including half-normal (Aigner et al., 1977), exponential 

(Meeusen and van Den Broeck, 1977), truncated normal (Stevenson, 1980), or gamma (Greene, 

1990). The production function estimation results are in table A1.  

Columns (1), (3), and (5) in table 4 report results without considering landform differences, 

and columns (2), (4), and (6) report results with landform, the interaction terms of aging and 
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landform. The coefficient of the key explanatory variable，the aging，is significantly negative 

in Columns (1), (3), and (5). The results in columns (2), (4), and (6) show that the absolute 

value of the coefficient of aging agricultural labor force is smaller than the interaction term 

between aging and landforms, indicating that aging in the mountains has a significant negative 

impact on apple technical efficiency than that in flatlands. The results verified hypothesis 3 that 

aging has heterogeneity in apple production efficiency due to landform conditions differences. 

Landforms dummy variables have a statistically negative impact on technical efficiency, 

indicating that undulating mountain landform will affect farmers' production technology input 

and negatively affect their technical efficiency. 
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Table 4. Estimated determinants of technical efficiency 

 Technical efficiency 

 Truncated normal  Half-normal Exponential 

Variables (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

Aging -0.00269** 6.46e-05 -0.00248** -0.000448 -0.00269** 6.60e-05 

 (0.00108) (0.00138) (0.00113) (0.00145) (0.00108) (0.00138) 

Landform  -0.0720***  -0.0638***  -0.0720*** 

  (0.0202)  (0.0211)  (0.0201) 

Aging_center × 

landform 

 -0.00481**  -0.00321  -0.00481** 

 (0.00222)  (0.00233)  (0.00222) 

sex 0.00940 0.0141 0.0147 0.0179 0.00938 0.0141 

 (0.0370) (0.0364) (0.0385) (0.0381) (0.0370) (0.0364) 

plant_experience -0.000497 -0.00164 -0.000894 -0.00183* -0.000496 -0.00164 

 (0.00105) (0.00106) (0.00109) (0.00111) (0.00105) (0.00106) 

K8 0.0115** 0.0101** 0.0118** 0.0106** 0.0115** 0.0101** 

 (0.00475) (0.00468) (0.00494) (0.00489) (0.00475) (0.00467) 

Social capital 0.0177 0.0217 0.0115 0.0150 0.0177 0.0217 

 (0.0180) (0.0177) (0.0187) (0.0185) (0.0180) (0.0177) 

apple_percent 0.00330 0.0218 0.0112 0.0257 0.00329 0.0218 

 (0.0375) (0.0371) (0.0390) (0.0388) (0.0375) (0.0371) 

land fragmentation -0.0237 -0.0298 -0.0252 -0.0308 -0.0237 -0.0298 

 (0.0526) (0.0517) (0.0547) (0.0541) (0.0526) (0.0517) 

Natural disaster -0.0782*** -0.0636*** -0.0785*** -0.0662*** -0.0782*** -0.0636*** 

 (0.0178) (0.0178) (0.0185) (0.0186) (0.0178) (0.0178) 

Planting density -0.000601 -0.00149** -0.000697 -0.00144** -0.000600 -0.00149** 

 (0.000584) (0.000607) (0.000606) (0.000636) (0.000584) (0.000607) 

Whether to adopt soil 

testing formula 

0.0246 0.0147 0.0268 0.0180 0.0246 0.0147 

(0.0212) (0.0209) (0.0220) (0.0219) (0.0212) (0.0209) 

Do farmers know the NPK 

content of the land 

-0.00862 0.00737 0.00885 0.0217 -0.00866 0.00733 

(0.0450) (0.0443) (0.0467) (0.0464) (0.0450) (0.0443) 

Constant 0.787*** 0.716*** 0.662*** 0.619*** 0.787*** 0.716*** 

 (0.0811) (0.0903) (0.0843) (0.0945) (0.0811) (0.0903) 

Observations 459 459 459 459 459 459 

R-squared 0.088 0.126 0.082 0.107 0.088 0.126 

Robust standard errors in parentheses；*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

To more clearly show the relationship between aging and technical efficiency in different 

terranes, Figure 3 shows the relationship between aging and technical efficiency in different 

landforms using local linear regression fitting. The results showed that apple technical 

efficiency in flatlands remained stable with a slight variation range with the aging of the 

agricultural labor force deepening. The technical efficiency rose slowly before the average age 
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of 42 and then leveled off between 42 and 58. It did not drop until after 58. However, in 

mountainous areas, technical efficiency shows a downward trend with the increase of the 

average age of the agricultural labor force and declines in a cliff after the average age reaches 

about 70 years. This result intuitively illustrates the heterogeneity of aging on apple's technical 

efficiency under different landform conditions. 

 

Figure. 4 The relationship between the aging and apple technical efficiency in different 

landform conditions 

Effects of aging on yield under different landform conditions 

Table 5 presents the results based on the ordinary least squares (OLS) regression of aging 

and landforms on the output. The form is also a Cobb-Douglas (C-D) production function. The 

results in columns (1) and (2) indicate that aging significantly negatively affects yield. 

The results of column (2) in table 5 add inputs of various production factors based on 

column (1). Considering that the impact of the planting scale on agricultural yield is likely to 

be non-linear (Ferreira and Feres, 2020), the square term of the planting area is added to the 

model. Compared with column (1), the coefficient of the aging agricultural labor force in 

column (2) has a significant decline, indicating that aging affects the output result by 

influencing production factors' input decisions. The main reason is that the lack of human 
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capital limits the old farmers. Their orchard management level is not as good as that of young 

farmers, which will affect the implementation of specific agricultural production activities, thus 

restricting the output value. 

To further explore the impact of aging on the input efficiency of each factor of production, 

the interaction terms between each factor of production after decentralization and aging are 

added to column (3) in Table 2 based on columns (2). The direction of the impact of aging on 

yield(yuan/ha) has not changed and will not be repeated. The estimated results of interaction 

terms reflect the impact of the deepening of aging on the marginal effect of factors of production 

input (Wei and Xia, 2018). The interaction term coefficient between aging and organic fertilizer 

input positively affects yield. The aging agricultural labor force will increase the marginal effect 

of organic fertilizer input on the apple yield(yuan/ha).   

Table 5. Estimated determinants of yield for apple production 

 Log of Yield  (yuan/hectare) 

Variables (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

Aging -0.0274*** -0.00983** -0.00952* -0.00697 -0.00212 

 (0.00540) (0.00468) (0.00499) (0.00659) (0.00574) 

Landform    -0.522*** -0.225*** 

    (0.0913) (0.0860) 

Aging_center × 

landform 

   -0.0347*** -0.0177* 

    (0.0109) (0.00964) 

ln(Family labor 

expense) 

 0.0137 0.0225  0.0279 

  (0.0590) (0.0600)  (0.0585) 

ln(Hired labor expense)  0.0458*** 0.0439***  0.0404*** 

  (0.0102) (0.0104)  (0.0102) 

ln(Chemical fertilizer 

expense) 

 0.0619** 0.0486  0.0357 

  (0.0248) (0.0299)  (0.0257) 

ln(Organic fertilizer 

expense) 

 0.0280 0.0141  0.0226 

  (0.0178) (0.0193)  (0.0177) 

ln(Machinery expense)  0.0143 0.0147  0.0154 

  (0.0173) (0.0176)  (0.0171) 

ln(Pesticide expense)  0.00362 0.00837  -0.0113 

  (0.0616) (0.0634)  (0.0611) 

ln(other expenses)  0.293*** 0.304***  0.289*** 

  (0.0408) (0.0490)  (0.0404) 

ln(area_large)  0.619 1.088  0.847 
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  (1.237) (1.263)  (1.225) 

ln(area_large) × 

ln(area_large) 

 -0.157 -0.697  -0.383 

  (1.715) (1.750)  (1.698) 

Aging × ln(Family 

labor expense) 

  0.00330   

  (0.00693)   

Aging × ln(Hired labor 

expense) 

  0.00132   

  (0.00127)   

Aging × ln(Chemical 

fertilizer expense) 

  0.00234   

  (0.00300)   

Aging × ln(Organic 

fertilizer expense) 

  0.00402*   

  (0.00211)   

Aging × ln(Machinery 

expense) 

  0.00109   

  (0.00197)   

Aging × ln(Pesticide 

expense) 

  -0.00979   

   (0.00778)   

Aging × ln(other 

expenses) 

  -0.00447   

   (0.00613)   

Production cycle stage  0.420*** 0.392***  0.405*** 

  (0.0986) (0.100)  (0.0977) 

Natural disaster  -0.298*** -0.298***  -0.252*** 

  (0.0785) (0.0784)  (0.0789) 

Constant 12.39*** 7.964*** 7.960*** 11.55*** 7.878*** 

 (0.289) (0.849) (0.898) (0.343) (0.861) 

Observations 459 459 459 459 459 

R-squared 0.054 0.378 0.391 0.154 0.394 

Robust standard errors in parentheses；*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 

Columns (4) and (5) of Table 5 consider the impact of aging on apple yield under different 

landforms. The coefficient of aging is no longer significant, and the interaction term between 

aging and landform negatively affects apple yield. At the same time, the absolute value of the 

latter is greater than that of the former, indicating that landform aggravates the negative impact 

of aging on yield or that landforms restrict the alleviation of factor substitution on aging. 

In columns (2), (3), and (5) of table 5, the input of owned labor is not significant, while 

the hired labor has a significant positive impact on the yield. Apple is a labor-intensive crop, 

and multiple production links require a large labor input. The increase of labor input by farmers 

can improve yield(yuan/ha), similar to the research conclusion of Xu and Zhang (2014) on labor 
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input of cash crops. Chemical fertilizer materials positively affect yield at the significance level 

of 1%, but it is not stable. Pesticide input has no significant impact on yield(yuan/ha) because 

pesticides are often an afterthought. That is, in the case of reduced production, the application 

of pesticides can only achieve the result of stop loss. The effect of mechanical input on yield 

was not statistically significant. At present, large-scale mechanization cannot be realized in 

apple production in China. Farmers generally use semi-homemade small machinery, which 

needs manual assistance for fertilizing and spraying. The penetration rate of such advanced 

machinery as a rotary cultivator is shallow, and the promotion effect of mechanical input on 

yield is minimal. From the input of each factor of production, labor and fertilizer are the main 

driving forces of output growth in current apple production. Other inputs positively impact yield, 

consistent with Fang et al. (2021) 's conclusion, indicating that irrigation and other inputs 

increase yield (yuan/ha). 

Conclusion and discussions 

Based on the production survey data of apple farmers in Shaanxi Province in 2019, this 

study takes micro farmers as the main research object to discuss the impact of aging on apple 

production under landform conditions. Results show that aging has a minor negative effect on 

apple production in flatlands while aging significantly negatively affects apple production in 

mountainous and hills areas. Furthermore, mechanism analysis shows that the increased 

employees and collective decision-making compensated for elderly farmers in the flatlands' 

deficiency of physical strength and human capital caused by aging. Therefore, there is no 

significant difference in labor supply between the elderly farmers and non-elderly farmers in 

the plain. The results show that aging has little influence on yield and technical efficiency in 

plain landform. The negative effects of aging are mainly seen in mountainous areas. Due to 

landform constraints on the substitution effect of factors, the elderly farmers could not choose 

to replace their labor force with the input of employees, but would reduce the input of 

employees. The scattered residential areas and closed information environment make the 

elderly farmers unable to follow the production decisions of young farmers to make up for the 

defects in human capital. 

What's more, limited by the shortage of labor quantity and quality, the production decisions 

of elderly farmers are extensive, which will reduce fertilizer input. Aging makes it impossible 

to allocate factors of production effectively, which has a serious negative impact on output value 

and technical efficiency in mountain areas. Machinery is not an effective substitute for labor in 

the production of low-density crops such as apples. 
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Finally，the behavior of mechanical substitution for labor has a low incidence. The reason 

is that the overall mechanical level of China's apple industry is backward, and many key 

production links lack advanced, economical, and practical new agricultural machinery and tools 

(Lei and Lei, 2020). Taking ditching fertilizer machine as an example, the larger horsepower 

can complete ditching machinery, and its volume is also large, restricted by the landform. At 

the same time, the price of high-horsepower machinery is expensive, and farmers cannot afford 

it. And small types of machinery still need manual fertilizing and backfilling, resulting in low 

efficiency and labor-saving but not time-saving. 

In the U.S., apple is the second most popular fruit, just behind banana, and apple juice is 

also in second place, following orange juice. Approximately 67% of apples are sold as fresh 

apples, while 33% are processing apples(Zhang et al., 2016). However, apple production also 

faces the dilemma of labor shortage (Zhang et al., 2016). Furthermore, the mechanical level of 

Apple production in the United States is higher than that of China, realizing the use of 

harvesting machinery. For example, apple harvest and in-field presorting machines can combine 

the field presorting and harvesting functions of apples. As a result, it can save the cost of post-

harvest treatment and storage, reduce the problems of post-harvest pests and diseases, better 

manage the inventory, and improve the harvesting productivity (Pothula et al., 2018). 

Suggestions 

Given the above research conclusions, this study puts forward the following suggestions: 

First, improve and innovate agricultural machinery equipment in apple production and 

improve agricultural machinery subsidy policies. Vigorously supports the research and 

development of modern agricultural machinery innovation, such as automatic fertilizer and 

picking machine, so that apple planting gradually away from labor-intensive production. At the 

same time, further deepen and improve the existing machinery purchase subsidy policy, 

increase the scope and intensity of new agricultural machinery subsidies. Second, encourage 

the development of social services related to apple production. At present, social services 

mainly focus on field crops, but apple-related services are rare. The local government should 

actively promote the construction of the apple social service market to alleviate the labor supply 

problem caused by aging. Apple growers can purchase social services to obtain professional 

human services, modern agricultural machinery, and new production technologies to complete 

part of apple production and improve farmers' production efficiency. Third, we need to improve 

infrastructure. The level of agricultural infrastructure construction in mountainous and hilly 
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areas of China still restricts agricultural development, and strengthening infrastructure 

construction is an important measure to accelerate agricultural modernization. Fourth, carry out 

targeted Apple technical training and on-site guidance. For apple farmers, especially the elderly 

farmers, regular training will be carried out on new apple production technologies such as the 

application of organic fertilizer instead of chemical fertilizer, improved seed technology, and 

"fruit - livestock - marsh" ecological cycle agriculture mode, and professional and technical 

personnel will be assigned to farmers' orchards regularly for field production guidance.  

Appendix 

This Appendix presents the production function estimation results. 

Table A1. Production function estimation results 

 Truncated normal  Half-normal Exponential 

Variables (1) (2) (3) 

ln(Family labor expense) 0.0492 0.0216 0.0493 

 (0.0532) (0.0559) (0.0532) 

ln(Hired labor expense) 0.0407*** 0.0432*** 0.0407*** 

 (0.00906) (0.00920) (0.00906) 

ln(Chemical fertilizer 

expense) 

0.0768*** 0.0802*** 0.0768*** 

 (0.0211) (0.0213) (0.0211) 

ln(Organic fertilizer 

expense) 

0.0230 0.0226 0.0230 

 (0.0160) (0.0161) (0.0160) 

ln(Machinery expense) 0.0107 0.0130 0.0107 

 (0.0153) (0.0159) (0.0153) 

ln(Pesticide expense) 0.0539 0.0376 0.0540 

 (0.0578) (0.0585) (0.0578) 

ln(other expenses) 0.203*** 0.206*** 0.203*** 

 (0.0413) (0.0419) (0.0413) 

lnarea_large 0.896*** 0.747** 0.897*** 

 (0.324) (0.338) (0.324) 

Constant 7.979*** 8.586*** 7.977*** 

 (0.725) (0.743) (0.725) 

Mu -872.8   

 (4,437)   

Usigma 6.297 0.221 -0.955*** 

 (5.073) (0.144) (0.192) 

Vsigma -1.344*** -1.635*** -1.344*** 

 (0.151) (0.223) (0.150) 

Observations 459 459 459 
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Robust standard errors in parentheses；*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Can Digital Finance Promote the Technological Innovation of Agricultural 

Enterprises? 

—Evidence from NEEQ Companies in China 

 
Zheng GONG 

(School of Business Administration，Zhongnan University of Economics and Law，China) 

Abstract 

Rationale: Particularly, agricultural enterprises tend to scale up production while 

neglecting innovation. This is because agriculture is more vulnerable than other sectors to 

sudden and unpredictable external shocks such as natural disasters, epidemics and food safety. 

Not surprisingly, as a form of production organization embedded in agriculture, agricultural 

weak characteristics will be reflected in the operation behavior of agricultural enterprises, and 

the operational risk of agricultural enterprises is obviously higher than the average level of other 

industries. Therefore, agricultural enterprises rarely regard technological innovation as the 

focus of enterprise management. At the same time, most agricultural enterprises are small and 

medium enterprises (SMEs). Due to their small scale and lack of credit system, agricultural 

enterprises face a more serious “credit rationing” situation in the financing process than large 

industrial enterprises, and their risk problems are also more prominent. Therefore, it is difficult 

for them to obtain financing, and external capital support for innovation. Namely，agricultural 

enterprises are far less capable than other enterprises in technology, capital, transformation of 

innovation achievements, prevention and resistance to risks. It is difficult to balance the cost 

and risk of innovation, which severely restrains agricultural enterprises’ enthusiasm for 

innovation. 

In general, strong financing constraints, high borrowing costs, hidden operating risks have 

always been the curse restricting the technological innovation of agricultural enterprises. 

Surprisingly, the innovation of digital technology, represented by core technologies such as 

artificial intelligence, blockchain, cloud computing, and big data and so on, has profoundly 

improved availability of financial services, decreased information asymmetry, reduced firm 
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operating risks and optimized resource allocation. However, a key issue is that very little is 

known about the effects of such digital technology on agricultural enterprises’ technological 

innovation in China. 

Research Objectives: Under the background of digital economy, this paper discusses the 

effect and internal mechanism of digital finance on technological innovation of China’s 

agricultural enterprises. Research Methodology: Based on the micro data of 278 agricultural 

NEEQ listed companies from 2011-2018 with province-level digital finance index, this paper 

employs unbalance panel data econometric model, mediation effect model and instrumental 

variable method for empirical testing. Key Findings: We find that: (1) digital finance promotes 

the technological innovation of agricultural enterprises, and manifested as two dimensions--the 

coverage breadth and digitalization of digital finance. (2) Digital finance has promoted the 

technological innovation of agricultural enterprises through three mechanisms: reducing 

business risks, reducing financing costs and alleviating financing constraints. (3) The 

improvement of digital finance on technological innovation of relatively small enterprises and 

enterprises in the central and western regions are more significant. That means digital finance 

has the characteristics of inclusiveness. Conclusion and Recommendations: Different from 

previous literatures that mostly use A-share superior companies, this paper selects the data of 

agricultural NEEQ listed companies with looser listing requirements and contributed to more 

than 70 percent of the country's technological innovation which can better represent the actual 

situation of most agricultural enterprises. It provides empirical evidence and mechanism for 

digital finance to promote agricultural enterprises' technological innovation. This paper reveals 

how financial institutions can stimulate the technological innovation of agricultural enterprises 

through the new financial development model of digital finance, and take digital finance as an 

important hub to promote the construction of an innovative country. 

Key Words: Digital Finance; Technological Innovation; Agricultural Enterprises; 

Financing Constraints; Financing Cost; Operational Risk. 
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Introduction 

Innovation is conducive to enhancing competitive advantage (Porter, 1992) and is a key 

driving force for economic growth (Solow, 1957). However, limited by their ability of 

technology, capital, human resources, transformation of innovation achievements, preventing 

and resisting risks, agricultural enterprises are difficult to balance the cost and risk of innovation, 

which ultimately inhibits their enthusiasm for innovation (Xu & Chen, 2021). Compared to 

other industries, agriculture is more vulnerable to sudden and unpredictable external shocks 

such as natural disasters, epidemics and food safety. At the same time, the difficulty of 

technological innovation in agricultural enterprises is much higher than that in other industries 

due to the limitation of the education and cognition level of farmers, the application terminal of 

basic innovation achievements. That is, as a form of production organization embedded in 

agriculture, the operation behavior of agricultural enterprises is mapped by the weak 

characteristics of agriculture, and the operation risk of agricultural enterprises is significantly 

higher than the average level of other industries. Therefore, agricultural enterprises rarely 

regard technological innovation as the focus of enterprise management. At the same time, most 

agricultural enterprises are SMEs. Due to their small scale and lack of credit system, agricultural 

enterprises face a more serious “credit rationing’ situation in the financing process than other 

industrial enterprises, and their risk problems are also more prominent. Therefore, it is difficult 

for them to obtain financing, and external capital support for innovation. 

There is evidence that financial development affects the innovation capabilities of all types 

of companies (Benfratello et al., 2008). Among them, they usually believe that financial 

development will ease financing constraints, thereby promoting corporate R&D investment and 

innovation, which is conducive to macroeconomic growth. However, the issue of financial 

exclusion affects the availability of financing for SMEs, and it is difficult for companies with 

financial constraints to innovate (Beck & Demirgüç-Kunt, 2006). In fact, China’s financial 

exclusion is very serious. For example, traditional financial services tend to favor large 

enterprises and ignore agricultural enterprises, making it difficult to continue to provide funds 

for agricultural enterprises. Therefore, for agricultural enterprises, sustained and stable funding 

sources are particularly important for technological innovation, and this requires new financial 

development that is different from the traditional financial system to provide financing support 

(Hall & Lerner, 2010; Acharya & Xu, 2017). 

“Digital finance” can be broadly defined as the application of digital technology in the 

financial field that could transform the way of financial services, improve the financial services 
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efficiency, and optimize resource allocation. The characteristics of digital finance are reflected 

in the penetration of information technology into the financial industry, expanding the scope 

and availability of financial services, improving the efficiency and accuracy of financial support, 

and accelerating the depth of use in financial business expansion. At the same time, star-ups 

and large mature technology companies actively lay out digital technology-driven development 

strategies, in order to reverse the existing business pattern, innovate products and technologies, 

so as to promote the competitiveness of enterprises (Chen et al., 2019). At the present, digital 

finance has made great contributions to providing mobile payment, online loans and internet 

financial services, especially playing a prominent role in meeting the financial needs of 

agricultural enterprises. 

However, in existing studies, the impact of digital finance on the innovation of agricultural 

enterprises is still unknown. Therefore, we have supplemented the gap in the effect of digital 

finance on the innovation of agricultural enterprises. In this paper, we evaluate whether and 

how the development of digital finance influences the agricultural enterprises’ innovation and 

further explore its mechanisms in China. Using data from Chinese NEEQ-Listed Companies 

between 2011 and 2018, and the digital finance index developed by Peking University, this 

study investigates the effect of digital finance on agricultural enterprises’ innovation. We 

document the following three results: First, we find that digital finance promotes technological 

innovation for agricultural enterprises, which is manifested in the two dimensions of the use 

depth and digital support services of digital finance. Second, digital finance promotes 

technological innovation in relatively small enterprises and enterprises in the central and 

western regions, demonstrating the characteristics of inclusiveness. Third, the potential 

mechanisms for digital finance to promote agricultural enterprises innovation may be to reduce 

financing costs, ease financing constraints and reduce operational risks, indicating the existence 

of financing channels and risk channels.  

The contributions mainly include the following two aspects in this paper. Firstly, this paper 

enriches the relevant literatures on factors affecting agricultural enterprises’ innovation. For 

example, existing literature have well documented the impact of the different factors on 

agricultural enterprises’ innovation such as cooperation networks (Zeng et al., 2010; Ioanid et 

al., 2018), institution-based barriers (Zhu et al., 2016), and knowledge management (Alegre et 

al., 2013; De Zubielqui et al., 2019; Yao et al., 2020). We are the first paper to analyze the 

impact of digital finance on the innovation of agricultural enterprises, enriching the 

understanding of the factors affecting the innovation of agricultural enterprises. 
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Secondly, this paper expands the related literatures on digital finance and its economic 

effects. For example, while existing studies have well documented the impact of the digital 

finance on firm innovation (Chen et al., 2018), financial stability (Fung et al., 2020), bank risk 

taking (Wang et al., 2020), bank performance (Phan et al., 2020), credit risk (Cheng and Qu, 

2020), household consumption (Li et al., 2020). For the first time, we analyzed the effect of 

digital finance on the innovation of agricultural enterprises, and explained this positive effect 

from alleviating financing constraints, reducing borrowing costs, and reducing corporate risks. 

The rest of this paper is as follows: Section 2 describes theoretical framework, Section 3 

describes the research design, Section 4 reports the main empirical results, and Section 5 

clarifies further analysis, and Section 6 describes conclusions. 

Theoretical framework 

Institutional background 

Financing difficulty and financing expensive are two major factors restricting the 

technological innovation of agricultural enterprises. Agricultural enterprises are mostly small 

and medium-sized enterprises. Due to their small scale and lack of credit system, they face more 

severe credit rationing than large industrial enterprises in the process of financing. First, banks 

and other financial institutions follow the principle of “liquidity, safety and profitability” when 

lending, which leads to that they will not issue loans to agricultural enterprises hastily. Second, 

banks and other financial institutions have to undergo careful evaluation and assessment 

procedures before lending, which cannot meet the high frequency and urgent funding 

requirements of agricultural enterprises, leading to strong financing constraints. Even if 

agricultural enterprises obtain funds, they may have to bear high financing costs due to lack of 

collateral. Therefore, financing difficulty and financing expensive are two different concepts, 

corresponding to strong financing constraints and high financing costs respectively. 

High operation risk is another factor that restricts the technological innovation of 

agricultural enterprises. Allen et al. (2005) show that informal institutions play a pivotal role in 

China, where formal institutions are lacking. This implies that in the absence of formal credit, 

agricultural enterprises obtain credit through private financing and other means, thereby 

obtaining the guarantee of short-term development. In addition, the average life span of Chinese 

agricultural enterprises is relatively short, and it is difficult for them to achieve long-term and 

healthy development. It is not difficult to speculate that this short-term survival is related to the 

inability to obtain long-term credit, and the lack of extensive management and long-term 
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business strategies leads to very high operating risks for agricultural enterprises, which in turn 

exacerbates their failures. At the same time, a few surviving agricultural enterprises lack a grasp 

of market risks after obtaining short-term benefits, which leads to a weak purpose in capital use 

and a decline in capital use efficiency, leading to a sharp increase in operating risks. Therefore, 

without a mature loan management and risk control system, the operation risks of agricultural 

enterprises will inhibit their development, and it will be more difficult for banks and other 

financial institutions to price their risks. 

Overall, financing difficulties, financing expensive and high operation risks in the 

development of agricultural enterprises have a profound impact on their promotion of 

technological innovation. 

Theoretical analysis 

Combined with the characteristics of financing difficulties, expensive financing and high 

operating risk of agricultural enterprises, we believe that digital finance can reduce financing 

constraints, borrowing costs and operation risks, and then conducive to its technological 

innovation. 

First, we believe that digital finance deeply integrates technology and can alleviate 

financing constraints, thereby promoting the innovation of agricultural enterprises. Specifically, 

digital finance helps to make up for the shortcomings of traditional financial services, and its 

many advantages can better alleviate financing constraints, thereby promoting innovation and 

entrepreneurship (Xie et al., 2018). Existing research shows that digital finance can make up 

for the shortcomings of traditional financial services, thereby improving bank efficiency and 

reducing bank risks (Phan et al., 2020). Moreover, digital finance can lower the threshold of 

financial services, broaden financing channels, improve financing efficiency, and finally ease 

financing constraints. For example, in addition to traditional financial institutions, P2P online 

loans, small loans, mobile payments, crowdfunding, and new financing platforms can all 

provide related financing channels, which greatly broadens the financing channels for 

agricultural enterprises. In addition, the technological means represented by artificial 

intelligence, big data, cloud computing, blockchain and Internet of Things make digital finance 

have the advantages of low cost, fast speed, and wide coverage, and then improve the financing 

efficiency of agricultural enterprises through accurate multi-dimensional evaluation. At the 

same time, the easing of financing constraints can stimulate the occurrence of innovation 

activities. Hence, we propose hypothesis 1. 
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Hypothesis 1: Digital finance promotes agricultural enterprises’ innovation by alleviating 

financing constraints. 

Second, we believe that digital finance reduces the financing costs of agricultural 

enterprises, thereby enhancing their innovation. Digital finance based on information 

technology is an important driving force for business model change, which changes the face-

to-face transaction model in the traditional business model, greatly reduces the transaction costs 

of traditional financial services and improves transaction efficiency (Zeng and Reinartz, 2003). 

Compared with traditional finance, digital finance pays more attention to scale effect and tail 

effect, through the accumulation of existing data reduces the marginal cost of developing related 

business, the Internet of business model also makes the scope of digital financial coverage is 

not limited by time and space (Lu, 2018), which just solves the problem of uneconomic scale 

of traditional finance. In the past, traditional financial institutions typically transferred costs 

such as manpower, material resources generated from the entire loan review process to credit 

applicants, such as agricultural enterprises. At the present, digital finance can better screen 

agricultural enterprises with good credit in the credit approval process, reducing the rent-

seeking phenomenon in the process of human intervention, and thus reducing the financing 

costs. At the same time, the reduction of financing costs can encourage agricultural enterprises 

to innovate. Hence, we present the hypothesis 2. 

Hypothesis 2: Digital finance promotes agricultural enterprises’ innovation by reducing 

financing costs. 

Third, we believe that digital finance reduces the operating risks of agricultural enterprises 

and promotes their innovation. Enterprises face many internal and external uncertainties in the 

process of operation, which increase corporate risks, especially for agricultural enterprises. In 

the face of external shocks, agricultural enterprises are more likely to face loan withdrawals 

and loan suspensions by financial institutions, and they have to use innovation funds to combat 

risks, which is not conducive to their innovation. Digital finance can supervise their operations 

and innovation activities based on massive amounts information of agricultural enterprises, 

through their business data and capital usage information, to help them discover the risks in the 

business process in advance and warn of possible external shocks. In addition, the reduced risk 

of agricultural enterprises will lead to greater willingness and ability to innovate. Hence, we 

present hypothesis 3. 

Hypothesis 3: Digital finance promotes agricultural enterprises’ innovation by reducing 

operating risk. 
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Methodology 

Sample Selection and Data Source 

Our data are collected from various sources. We collect digital finance data from Peking 

University Digital Finance Inclusion Index (DFIIC) published by the Digital Finance Research 

Center of Peking University (Guo et al. 2020). Guo et al (2020) compiled DFIIC on the big data 

of Ant Financial, which representative reflects the development of new finance in China, and 

the index has been adopted by a lot of studies (Li et al., 2020; Hua and Huang, 2021). 

Our enterprises dataset is collected from China Center for Economic Research (CCER) 

database1 and WIND database2. According to Wang & Li (2021), agricultural enterprises 

mainly include traditional agricultural enterprises in the primary industry and agricultural 

products processing enterprises in the secondary industry. In this paper, the (1) agriculture, 

forestry, animal husbandry and fishery; (2) farm and sideline food processing industry, (3) Food 

manufacturing industry, and (4) wine, beverage and refined tea manufacturing industry are 

identified as agricultural enterprises. As our research object is agricultural enterprises, we 

collect sample data from the listed companies of China's National Equities Exchange and 

Quotations (NEEQ) market, which mainly from the following two reasons. (1) NEEQ also 

known as National SME share transfer system, its listing requirements are looser than those of 

Shanghai and Shenzhen, which also namely main board market. Moreover, the number of listed 

companies on the NEEQ over ten thousand, distributed in various provinces and cities 

throughout the China. Although the scale is smaller than the listed companies in Shanghai and 

Shenzhen capital markets, it has contributed more than 70% of the technological innovation. 

(2) Combined with the inclusive characteristics of digital finance, it is more reasonable to select 

listed companies from NEEQ than those from A-share in Shanghai and Shenzhen for research. 

Since the annual span of DFIIC is from 2011 to 2018, this article matches the digital 

finance index with the data of NEEQ listed companies according to the region and year. In data 

processing, the sample data are processed as follows: (1) financial listed companies are 

                                                 

1 CEER：http://www.ccerdata.cn 

2 WIND：https://www.wind.com.cn/ 
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excluded; (2) samples with obvious data loss of main variables are excluded; (3) continuous 

variables are treated with 1% bilateral tail reduction. After the above data processing, the final 

total sample size was 1440 observations for 278 agricultural enterprises from 2011-2018. It is 

worth noting that this paper adopts unbalance panel data. 

Variable 

(1) Explain the variable (patent) 

Due to the large lack of R&D investment indicators of the NEEQ listed companies, this 

paper uses patent data (patent) to measure enterprise innovation. Griliches et al. (1988) believed 

that the application year could capture the actual time of innovation better. Therefore, this article 

uses the application year rather than the obtain year to define the enterprise innovation, since 

the number of enterprise patent applications in some years is 0 and its distribution has thick tail 

characteristics. We uses natural logarithm of patent number plus 1 to measure enterprise 

innovation. In addition, because of the difficulty to obtain the number of patents citation of 

NEEQ listed companies. This paper draws on the methods of Dang and Kazuyuki (2015), 

divides patent application number into two types: the number of invention patent applications 

and non-invention patent applications (the latter includes utility model patent application 

number and appearance design patent application number) for robustness test. 

(2) Core explanatory variables (ifi) 

In this paper, the DFIIC prepared by Guo et al (2020) was used as the core explanatory 

variable, and referring to Li et al (2020), the digital inclusive financial index was divided by 

100 to measure digital finance (ifi). In terms of dimensional heterogeneity, the digital financial 

index compiled by Guo et al (2020) includes subindexes such as coverage breadth, usage depth 

and digital support services. Due to the space limitation, the specific content and detailed 

measurement methods of all dimensions are not carefully explained. The relevant information 

can be consulted through the digital financial index report prepared by Guo et al. (2020). 

(3) Mechanistic variable （Debt，FC，Risk） 

Refer to the research method of Ylhainen (2017), this paper adopts finance expenses 

divided by the average of the current and previous year's outstanding corporate debt to measure 

the borrowing cost (Debt). The calculation formula of enterprise outstanding debt is: 

outstanding debt = long-term loan + short-term loan + payable. For financing constraints (FC), 
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In this paper, the idea of Whited and Wu (2006) are used to construct WW index. The 

calculation formula is:  

WW=0.938-0.091CF-0.062DIVPOS + 0.021TLTD-0.044LNTA + 0.102ISG-0.035SG.   (1) 

Where the coefficients in the formula are given by Whited & Wu (2006), CF is the ratio 

of cash flow to total assets; DIVPOS is a dummy variable with a value of 1 when dividends are 

paid; TLTD represents the ratio of long-term liabilities to total assets; LNTA represents the 

natural log of the total assets; ISG represents the growth rate of industry sales revenue; SG 

represents the actual growth rate of revenue from sales. For operating risk (Risk), refer to the 

research method of Derrick et al. (2020), this paper uses standard dispersion (standard 

deviation/mean value) of the main business income to measure. 

(4) Other control variables.  

Referring to Kaa et al. (2017) and Lu et al. (2021), in order to reduce the endogenous bias 

caused by missing variables, this paper chooses the following control variables: enterprise 

capital expenditure (Capital), using the ratio of capital expenditure to total assets at the end of 

the year to measure. Enterprise scale (Size), using the natural logarithm of the number of 

employees to measure. Corporate leverage (Leverage), using the ratio of total liabilities to total 

assets at the end of the year. Enterprise fixed assets (PPE, property, plant and equipment), using 

total fixed assets to total assets at the end of the year to measure. Cash flow (Cash), using 

monetary funds divided by total assets. Yield on assets (ROA), using the ratio of net income to 

total assets to measure. Enterprise age (Age) is measured by the natural log of listing year plus 

1. For province-level control variables, the economic development level (GDP) and human 

capital (STU) of the province where the enterprise located are used to control the influence of 

regional macroscopic factors. The former uses the natural logarithmic of the provincial GDP 

and the latter using the natural logarithmic of the number of college students in the province to 

measure. Table 1 gives the names and definitions of all the variables. Table 2 shows the 

descriptive statistics for all the variables. Correlation tests for all variables are shown in 

Appendix 1 and found that most of the values in the correlation coefficients between each 

explanatory variables in the model (2) are below 0.3, indicating that no multiple collinearity 

problems are present in the model (2). 

Model 

In order to evaluate the impact of digital finance on the technological innovation of 

agricultural enterprises, it is reasonable to take digital finance as the explanatory variable, the 
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number of patent applications for agricultural enterprises as the explained variable, and to 

construct the following model: 

𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡 = 𝛼0 + 𝛼1𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑡 + 𝛾𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑠𝑖𝑡 + 𝑢𝑖 + 𝜇𝑝 + 𝜃𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖𝑡           (2) 

In formula (2), the explained variable is the technological innovation of agricultural 

enterprise 𝑖 in year 𝑡, using the number of agricultural enterprise patent applications measures. 

The core explanatory variable is digital finance in the province where agricultural enterprise 𝑖 

located in year 𝑡 , using digital financial index divided by 100 to measure. 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑠 

represents all other control variables. Furthermore, the model controlled for corporate fixed 

effect (𝑢𝑖), province fixed effect (𝜇𝑝), and year fixed effect (𝜃𝑡). 𝜀𝑖𝑡 representing the residual 

terms in the model. The coefficient 𝛼1 indicates the effect of digital finance on technological 

innovation in agricultural enterprises, which is expected to be significantly positive. 

Table 1: Variable Selection and Definition 

Variable 

name 
Variable meaning Metrics 

Patent 
Enterprise 

innovation 
ln (patent application number + 1) 

Patent1 Invention patent ln (invention patent application number + 1) 

Patent2 
Non-invention patent 

ln (utility model patent application number + appearance design 

patent application number + 1) 

ifi Digital finance Digital inclusive finance index / 100 

Debt Lending costs 
Financial expenses / average of corporate outstanding debt for the 

current year and previous year 

FC Financing constraints The WW index 

Risk 
Operational risk 

Standard dispersion of the main business income ( three years 

before and after )  

Capital Capital expenditure Capital expenditure / total assets 

Size Enterprise size ln (staff number) 

Leverage Leverage ratio Total liabilities / total assets 

PPE Fixed assets Fixed assets / total assets 

Cash Cash flow Monetary funds / total assets 

ROA Yield on assets Net profit / total assets 

Age Corporate age ln (enterprise listing years+ 1) 

GDP 
Level of economic 

development 
ln (GDP of province) 

STU Human capital ln (number of college students in province) 

 

Table 2 Descriptive statistics of the main variables 

Variables Observations Mean Std.dev. Minimum Median Maximum 
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Patent 1440 0.849 1.095 0.000 0.000 3.689 

Patent1 1440 0.443 0.745 0.000 0.000 2.944 

Patent2 1440 0.629 0.948 0.000 0.000 3.296 

ifi 1440 2.671 0.489 0.162 2.675 3.685 

Debt 1440 0.058 0.072 0.000 0.039 0.541 

FC 1440 0.152 0.0920 -0.0050 0.139 0.412 

Risk 1440 0.275 0.204 0.0380 0.218 0.871 

Capital 1440 0.034 0.074 -0.097 0.008 0.360 

Size 1440 4.815 1.018 2.197 4.771 7.659 

Leverage 1440 0.411 0.211 0.029 0.404 0.977 

PPE 1440 0.163 0.161 0.001 0.109 0.670 

Cash 1440 0.172 0.173 0.001 0.112 0.793 

ROA 1440 0.026 0.120 -0.543 0.011 0.350 

Age 1440 2.406 0.431 0.693 2.485 4.094 

GDP 1440 10.570 0.635 6.407 10.490 11.480 

STU 1440 13.46 0.429 11.590 13.470 13.940 

Empirical results and analysis 

Basic Results 

The regression results for the model (2) are shown in Table 3. Column (1) is univariate 

regression results and column (2) contains regression results for all control variables 

(enterprise-level and province-level control variables). Moreover, by strictly controlling the 

fixed effect (enterprise fixed effect, provincial fixed effect and year fixed effect) to alleviate the 

endogenous problem of this paper, and using the robust standard error to alleviate the 

heteroskedasticity problem. It is worth noting that, after controlling the enterprise fixed effect, 

the provincial fixed effect will be absorbed. The empirical results in columns (1) and (2) of 

Table 3 show that the coefficient of digital finance (ifi) is significantly positive, indicating that 

the development of digital finance is significantly positively related with the innovation output 

of NEEQ listed companies, in line with theoretical expectations. In terms of economic 

significance, when the digital financial index rises by one percentage point, the innovation of 

agricultural enterprises will rise by 47% accordingly. The reasonable explanation is that digital 

finance reduces financing costs, alleviates financing constraints, decreases business risks, and 

then promotes technological innovation of agricultural enterprises. Studies similar to this paper 

show that digital finance promotes enterprise innovation (Wan et al., 2020; Tang et al., 2020). 

On this basis, the digital finance found in the text clearly complements the technological 

innovation of agricultural enterprises. 
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Table 3 The benchmark regression results 

 

Variables 

(1) (2) 

Innovation Innovation 

ifi 0.519*** 0.470*** 

 (4.28) (3.53) 

Capital  -0.061 

  (-0.79) 

Size  0.201*** 

  (11.55) 

Leverage  -0.139*** 

  (-3.02) 

PPE  -0.286*** 

  (-3.22) 

Cash  0.069 

  (1.60) 

ROA  0.401*** 

  (8.98) 

Age  0.430*** 

  (4.15) 

GDP  0.375** 

  (2.23) 

STU  1.365*** 

  (4.99) 

Constant 0.243** -23.395*** 

 (2.23) (-6.01) 

Firm effect Yes Yes 

Year effect Yes Yes 

Province effect Yes Yes 

Observations 1440 1440 

R-squared 0.056 0.071 

Note: ***、**、* are significant at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively; the values in parentheses are t-value. 

Endogeneity Issue  

The key point to interfere with digital finance to promote agricultural enterprises’ 

technological innovation is the consideration of endogenous issues. Li et al. (2020) believed 

that fintech, as a macro variable, was less affected by the innovation behavior of individual 

enterprises. Similarly, the digital finance is also a variable at the macro-province level, and the 

endogenous problem is relatively small. However, variable omission and measurement error 

still restrict the reliability of the conclusion. This paper further solves the endogenous problem 

through the instrumental variable method to make the conclusion more reasonable. 
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The paper uses the number of mobile phones in each province as the instrument variable 

of digital finance. The demonstration of correlation is telephone penetration rate which is 

closely related to the development of the Internet (Huang et al., 2019), and both determine the 

level of digital financial development to a certain extent (Huang and Huang, 2018). At the same 

time, the better the Internet development, the more likely the regions are to accept new 

technologies, so there may be better basic and realistic needs for the development of digital 

finance (Qian et al., 2020). The exclusivity argument is that：the innovation behavior of 

agricultural enterprises is hardly directly affected by the number of mobile phones in each 

province. The empirical results in Table 4 columns (1) and (2) are the results of stage 1 and 

stage 2 of the instrument variable method, respectively. The results of column (1) show that the 

coefficient of mobile phone number in each province is significantly positive, proving the 

existence of correlation. F value is 2649.153, indicating no weak instrument variable problem. 

The results of column (2) show that the coefficient of digital finance (ifi) is significantly positive, 

indicating that the development of digital finance is significantly positively related with the 

innovation output of NEEQ listed companies, consistent with the basic regression results. The 

conclusions of the paper remain valid after controlling for the endogenous problem. 

Table 4 Tool variable regression results 

 

Variables 

(1) (2) 

ifi Innovation 

ifi  1.587*** 

  (3.86) 

IV 0.000***  

 (51.47)  

Capital 0.007** -0.074 

 (2.25) (-0.98) 

SIZE -0.001 0.197*** 

 (-1.48) (13.03) 

Leverage 0.008*** -0.142*** 

 (3.82) (-3.26) 

PPE 0.002 -0.294*** 

 (0.60) (-3.52) 

Cash -0.004** 0.071* 

 (-2.50) (1.76) 

ROA -0.003* 0.401*** 

 (-1.88) (9.35) 

Age -0.000 0.392*** 
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 (-0.01) (4.26) 

GDP 0.503*** -0.208 

 (51.59) (-0.84) 

STU -0.555*** 1.685*** 

 (-33.00) (6.26) 

Firm effect Yes Yes 

Year effect Yes Yes 

Province effect Yes Yes 

Observations 1440 1440 

R-squared  0.067 

The F value 2649.153 103.930 

The Cragg-Donald Wald 

value 
 2940.870 

Note: ***, ** and * are significant at 1%, 5% and 10%, respectively; values in column (1) 

parentheses are t value and values in column (2) parentheses are Z value. 

Robustness Test 

(1) Change Variable (Invention Patent vs Non-invention Patent) 

In the decomposition of the explained variables, the total number of patents is usually 

divided into two types --invention patents and non-invention patents, while non-invention 

patents include utility model patents and appearance design patents. The classification of 

invention patents as innovation quality and non-invention patents as innovation quantity by 

previous studies may not be standard. Therefore, it may be more accurate to use patent citations 

as a measure of innovation quality when the data is available (Moshirian et al.,2021).  

However, the patent citation data of NEEQ listed companies are not disclosed, this paper 

can only use invention patents and non-invention patents as explanatory variables. The 

regression results for the model (1) are shown in Table 5. The study found that the coefficient 

of digital finance was significantly positive in columns (1) and (2), indicating that the digital 

finance was significantly positively related with the number of invention patents and non-

invention patents of NEEQ listed companies. It is proved that the research conclusion is robust. 
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Table 5 Regression results of digital finance on invention patent innovation and non-invention patent 

innovation 

 

Variables 

(1) (2) 

Invention patent Non-invention patent 

ifi 0.301*** 0.302** 

 (3.40) (2.54) 

Control variable Yes yes 

 (0.38) (-0.99) 

Firm effect Yes Yes 

Year effect Yes Yes 

Province effect Yes Yes 

Observations 1440 1440 

R-squared 0.050 0.047 

Note: ***, **, * are significant at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively; the values in 

parentheses are t. 

(2) Change Quantitative Methods 

In terms of model selection, because of the count characteristics of the number of patent 

applications, it is reasonable and appropriate to adopt Poisson regression and negative binomial 

regression models (Li et al., 2020). During the sample period, the number of patent applications 

of many agricultural enterprises is 0, and the descriptive statistics results show that the variance 

of the number of patent applications was greater than the mean, presenting the uneven 

distribution characteristics. Those suggest that the zero-inflated negative binomial (ZINB) may 

be the optimal model. The regression results are shown in Table 6. The coefficient of digital 

finance is significantly positive in columns (1) and (2) of Table 6, indicating that the digital 

finance is also significantly correlated with the total number of patents of NEEQ listed 

companies, further proving the research conclusion is robust. 

Table 6 The regression results of ZINB model 

 

Variables 

(1) (2) 

Innovation Innovation 

ifi 0.367* 0.443** 

 (1.80) (2.25) 

Control variable Yes Yes 

Firm effect  NO Yes 

Year effect Yes Yes 

Province effect Yes Yes 

Observations 1440 1440 

vuong 377.10*** 80.71*** 
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Note: ***, **, * are significant at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively; the values in 

parentheses are Z. 

Mechanism Analysis and Heterogeneity Test 

Mechanism Analysis 

The previous theory analyzed that digital finance affects the technology innovation of 

agricultural enterprises through three mechanisms: financing constraint, borrowing cost and 

business risk. Referring to the mediation effect model analysis method of Wen et al (2004), this 

paper constructs the following econometric model: 

𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑖𝑡 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑡 + 𝛾𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑠𝑖𝑡 + 𝑢𝑖 + 𝜇𝑝 + 𝜃𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖𝑡                           (2) 

𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡 = 𝜃0 + 𝜃1𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑖𝑡 + 𝜃2𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑖𝑡 + 𝛾𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑠𝑖𝑡 + 𝑢𝑖 + 𝜇𝑝 + 𝜃𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖𝑡   (3) 

Where model (2) tests the impact of digital finance on mechanism variables; model (3) is 

to add mechanism variable on the basis of model (1) to analyze the existence of mediation effect. 

The control variables for model (2) and model (3) are the same as for model (1). The existence 

of mediation effects is judged by the regression coefficient of model (1), model (2) and model 

(3). If the digital financial coefficient (𝛼1) in model (1) is significant, then the digital financial 

coefficient (𝛽1) in model (2) and the mechanism variable coefficient (𝜃2) in model (3) should 

be further tested. If both the coefficients 𝛽1 and 𝜃2  are significant, the coefficients 𝜃1  is 

further tested. If the coefficient 𝜃1  is significant, there is a partial mediation effect; if the 

coefficient 𝜃1 is not significant there is a full mediation effect. 

The previous research conclusion shows that digital finance promotes enterprise 

innovation, namely coefficient 𝛼1 is significant. In order to further explore the mechanism of 

digital finance affecting the agricultural enterprises’ technological innovation, this paper mainly 

analyzes the mechanisms from the three perspectives: reducing borrowing costs, easing 

financing constraints and decreasing operating risks. Regression results for model (2) and 

model (3) are shown in Table 7. Column (1) and (2) in Table 7 test the borrowing cost 

mechanism. The digital financial coefficient in column (1) is significantly negative, indicating 

that digital finance reduces corporate borrowing costs. Significantly negative borrowing cost 

coefficient in column (2) indicates that reducing borrowing cost is beneficial to agricultural 

enterprises’ technological innovation. Moreover, the digital financial coefficient in column (2) 

is significantly positive, indicating that borrowing cost plays a partial mediation effect, 

verifying the hypothesis that digital finance promotes agricultural enterprises’ technological 

innovation by reducing borrowing cost. Similarly, columns (3) and (4) in Table 7 test the 
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financing constraint mechanism. The digital financial coefficient in column (3) is significantly 

negative, indicating that digital financial alleviates corporates’ financing constraints. The 

coefficient of financing constraint in column (4) is significantly negative, indicating alleviating 

financing constraints is beneficial to agricultural enterprises’ innovation; and the coefficient of 

digital financial in column (4) is significantly positive, indicating that the financial constraints 

have partial mediation effect, verifying the hypothesis that digital finance promotes 

technological innovation of agricultural enterprises by alleviating financing constraints. Finally, 

columns (5) and (6) in Table 7 test the operating risk mechanism. The digital financial 

coefficient in column (5) is significantly negative, indicating that digital financial reduces 

enterprise operating risk. The operating risk coefficient in column (6) is significantly negative, 

indicating that reducing operating risk is conducive to the innovation of agricultural enterprises. 

However, the digital financial coefficient in column (6) is not significant, indicating that the 

operating risk has a full mediation effect, and verifying the hypothesis that digital financial 

promotes the technological innovation of agricultural enterprises by reducing operating risks. 

It is worth noting that borrowing costs and financing constraints are policy-based. Through 

information technology, digital finance provides diversified financing channels for enterprises, 

and promotes the technological innovation of agricultural enterprises by alleviating the 

"financing difficulties" of enterprises. In addition, digital finance reduces the transaction costs 

and various operating costs. As a result, more financial institutions are willing to provide credit 

services to agricultural enterprises. At the same time, because of digital finance, companies 

have an advantage in information collection. They can reduce their own debt financing costs by 

screening debt financing that is beneficial to them, thus promoting their technological 

innovation. However, in addition to policy, with digital finance, enterprises can reduce their 

own business risks and ultimately stimulate innovative behavior. Overall, this paper finds that 

digital finance can promote the innovation of agricultural enterprises through three mechanisms: 

reducing borrowing costs, financing constraints and operating risk.
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Table 7 The regression results of mechanistic analysis 

 

Variables 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

Debt Innovation FC Innovation Risk Innovation 

ifi -0.028** 0.366* -0.015* 0.318** -0.058* 0.248 

 (-2.04) (1.95) (-1.77) (1.97) (-1.65) (1.46) 

Debt  -0.749***     

  (-5.85)     

FC    -0.230*   

    (-1.71)   

Risk      -0.129*** 

      (-2.93) 

Capital -0.034*** -0.029 -0.045*** -0.027 0.063*** -0.053 

 (-4.57) (-0.24) (-8.08) (-0.27) (2.98) (-0.52) 

Size -0.008*** 0.240*** -0.027*** 0.188*** -0.085*** 0.191*** 

 (-3.65) (8.16) (-17.98) (8.82) (-13.82) (8.43) 

Leverage 0.003 -0.193** -0.031*** -0.231*** 0.044*** -0.191*** 

 (0.41) (-2.34) (-7.14) (-3.92) (2.65) (-3.03) 

PPE 0.025*** -0.338*** 0.012** -0.274** 0.019 -0.274** 

 (3.37) (-2.60) (2.04) (-2.55) (0.80) (-2.37) 

Cash -0.012* 0.090 -0.041*** -0.002 0.052*** 0.052 

 (-1.88) (1.01) (-9.65) (-0.03) (3.20) (0.88) 

ROA -0.044*** 0.325*** -0.132*** -0.131** -0.133*** -0.085 

 (-6.16) (3.83) (-29.03) (-2.29) (-8.51) (-1.48) 

Age -0.013 0.449*** -0.025*** 0.050 -0.180*** 0.220 

 (-1.17) (2.63) (-3.50) (0.34) (-5.14) (1.48) 

GDP 0.024 0.534** -0.010 0.135 0.071 0.241 

 (1.45) (2.18) (-1.02) (0.63) (1.52) (1.07) 

STU 0.006 1.295*** -0.004 1.524*** -0.051 1.683*** 

 (0.20) (3.18) (-0.25) (4.25) (-0.61) (4.58) 

Constant -0.158 -24.03*** 0.665*** -21.97*** 0.971 -25.49*** 

 (-0.40) (-4.09) (2.92) (-4.30) (0.84) (-4.81) 

Firm effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Year effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Province effect Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Observations 1440 1440 1440 1440 1440 1440 

R-squared 0.042 0.058 0.784 0.034 0.051 0.044 

Note: ***, **, * are significant at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively; the values in parentheses are t. 

Heterogeneity Analysis 

For listed companies on NEEQ, their geographical location, relative scale and different 

dimensions of digital finance may affect the role it plays on innovation. Based on this, this 

article further observes the influence of heterogeneity through cross-sectional group test. 

First of all, due to the extremely unbalanced economic and social development in China 

as well as the different financial resource endowments in different regions, there may be a big 

gap in the incentive effect of digital finance on agricultural enterprises’ technology innovation. 

In this case, it is reasonable and appropriate to divide agricultural enterprises by location. 
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Therefore, the regression results of heterogeneity test based on enterprise location are presented 

in Table 8. The most interesting finding is that in the central and western region, digital finance 

improved agricultural enterprises’ technology innovation, while the results in the eastern region 

shows no significant impact. A possible explanation for this might be that digital finance can 

make up for the lack of traditional finance, slow down financial exclusion, so that 

underdeveloped regions can also enjoy convenient and inclusive financial services, thus 

promoting the innovation of agricultural enterprises in underdeveloped regions (central and 

western regions), and verifying the inclusive characteristics of digital finance. 

Table 8 The regression results of heterogeneity test based on enterprise location 

 

Variables 

(1) (2) 

Eastern Central and western 

ifi 0.102 0.603** 

 (0.46) (2.37) 

Capital 0.002 -0.222 

 (0.02) (-1.56) 

Size 0.178*** 0.253*** 

 (9.28) (7.09) 

Leverage -0.103** -0.227** 

 (-2.01) (-2.30) 

PPE -0.257** -0.357** 

 (-2.36) (-2.35) 

Cash 0.052 0.132 

 (1.13) (1.32) 

ROA 0.417*** 0.314*** 

 (8.50) (3.06) 

Age 0.283** 0.609*** 

 (2.43) (3.08) 

GDP 0.554 0.555** 

 (1.50) (2.55) 

STU 2.375*** 0.475 

 (5.05) (1.32) 

Constant -38.415*** -14.400*** 

 (-4.63) (-3.04) 

Firm effect Yes Yes 

Year effect Yes Yes 

Province effect Yes Yes 

Observations 1029 411 

R-squared 0.073 0.070 
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Note: ***, **, * are significant at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively; the values in 

parentheses are t. 

Secondly, agricultural enterprises in the NEEQ market often lack financial services and 

financial resources that meet their needs due to their small scale, imperfect information 

disclosure mechanism and large degree of information asymmetry. In this case, it is reasonable 

and appropriate to divide agricultural enterprises by enterprise size, so the regression results of 

the heterogeneity test based on enterprise size are presented in Table 9. The current study finds 

that compared with larger enterprises, the coefficient of digital finance is larger and more 

significant for smaller enterprises, indicating that digital finance plays a greater role in 

promoting innovation of small enterprises, which further verifies the universality characteristics 

of digital finance. 

Table 9 The regression results for heterogeneity tests based on enterprise scale 

 

Variables 

(1) (2) 

Large scale Small scale 

ifi 0.358* 0.432** 

 (1.88) (2.25) 

Capital -0.056 -0.081 

 (-0.43) (-0.81) 

Size 0.202*** 0.264*** 

 (7.18) (10.95) 

Leverage -0.295*** -0.089 

 (-3.38) (-1.50) 

PPE -0.089 -0.387*** 

 (-0.64) (-3.10) 

Cash 0.198*** 0.021 

 (2.59) (0.38) 

ROA 0.659*** 0.279*** 

 (6.95) (5.26) 

Age 0.461*** 0.278** 

 (2.80) (1.97) 

GDP 0.321 0.452** 

 (1.26) (1.97) 

STU 1.471*** 1.278*** 

 (3.52) (3.24) 

Constant -24.312*** -23.059*** 

 (-4.13) (-4.15) 

Firm effect Yes Yes 

Year effect Yes Yes 

Province effect Yes Yes 

Observations 720 720 

R-squared 0.062 0.072 

Note: ***, **, * are significant at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively; the values in 

parentheses are t. 
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Finally, from the perspective of three different subindexes of digital financial index 

(covering breadth, usage depth and digital support services), it is worth paying attention to 

whether there is a difference in the incentive effect of digital finance on the technological 

innovation of agricultural enterprises. Based on this, it is reasonable and appropriate to use 

model (1) to carry out empirical test by replace digital finance with its different dimensions. 

Therefore, the regression results of heterogeneity tests based on subindexes of different 

dimensions are presented in Table 10. The column (1) in Table 10 is to test the impact of digital 

financial coverage breadth on the innovation of agricultural enterprises. One interesting finding 

is that coverage breadth coefficient in column (1) is not significant, which indicates the 

coverage breadth of digital finance cannot effectively stimulate agricultural enterprises’ 

innovation. Column (2) in Table 10 is to test the impact of usage depth of digital finance on 

agricultural enterprises’ innovation. The usage depth coefficient in column (2) is significantly 

positive, indicating that the usage depth of digital finance effectively encourages agricultural 

enterprises’ innovation. Similarly, column (3) in Table 10 is to test the impact of digital support 

services on agricultural enterprises’ innovation, and the digital support service coefficient in 

column (3) is significantly positive, indicating that digital support services have effectively 

encouraged agricultural enterprises’ innovation. These differentiation results may partly be 

explained in this way: digital financial coverage breadth represents the digital financial supply 

level. An increase in the level of supply may indeed improve the probability of agricultural 

enterprises getting financial services in the short term. However, only when agricultural 

enterprises form effective demand (reflect the usage depth of digital finance), can they truly 

stimulate the innovation of agricultural enterprises. The connotation of digital support services 

is the convenience degree and low-cost advantage. Based on these two advantages of digital 

finance, it can significantly promote the innovation of agricultural enterprises.。 
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Table 10 The regression results for heterogeneity tests based on different dimensions of digital finance 

 

Variables 

(1) (2) (3) 

Innovation Innovation Innovation 

ifi1 0.172   

 (0.78)   

ifi2  0.188***  

  (2.58)  

ifi3   0.126*** 

   (3.06) 

Capital -0.057 -0.057 -0.063 

 (-0.74) (-0.74) (-0.82) 

Size 0.200*** 0.201*** 0.201*** 

 (11.49) (11.59) (11.54) 

Leverage -0.135*** -0.138*** -0.139*** 

 (-2.93) (-3.00) (-3.01) 

PPE -0.284*** -0.285*** -0.286*** 

 (-3.19) (-3.21) (-3.22) 

Cash 0.067 0.071 0.070 

 (1.54) (1.63) (1.61) 

ROA 0.401*** 0.401*** 0.402*** 

 (8.96) (8.97) (8.98) 

Age 0.428*** 0.430*** 0.431*** 

 (4.13) (4.16) (4.16) 

GDP 0.576*** 0.524*** 0.429** 

 (3.66) (3.37) (2.54) 

STU 1.159*** 1.335*** 1.472*** 

 (4.09) (4.85) (5.19) 

Constant -22.573*** -24.399*** -25.243*** 

 (-5.38) (-6.23) (-6.44) 

Firm effect Yes Yes Yes 

Year effect Yes Yes Yes 

Province effect Yes Yes Yes 

Observations 1440 1440 1440 

R-squared 0.070 0.070 0.071 

Note: ***, **, * are significant at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels respectively; the values in parentheses are t.
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Conclusions and Recommendation 

Research Conclusions 

The development requirements of the new era call for the birth of new finance. As a new 

model of financial development, whether digital finance promotes the technological innovation 

of agricultural enterprises in China? Based on the theoretical logic and mechanism analysis, 

this paper empirically tests the impact of digital finance on agricultural enterprises ' 

technological innovation by using the data of 1440 NEEQ agricultural enterprises from 2011 to 

2018, and emphatically verifies the transmission mechanism between the two and the inclusion 

characteristics of digital finance. In conclusion, the main contribution of this paper is to conduct 

multi-dimensional econometrics analysis using micro-data at the agricultural enterprises level, 

and to systematically evaluate the impact of digital finance on agricultural enterprises’ 

technological innovation and intrinsic mechanisms. The empirical test of the measurement 

model makes the following main conclusions: 

Firstly, during the sample period, the usage depth and digital service support of digital 

finance all promote the number of patent applications, invention patents and non-invention 

patents of agricultural enterprises. On the top of that, borrowing cost, financing constraints and 

operating risk are the key mechanisms for digital finance to promote the technological 

innovation of agricultural enterprises. By examining the transmission mechanism of digital 

finance → borrowing cost, financing constraint and operating risk → technology innovation, 

this paper shows that digital finance is beneficial to reduce enterprise borrowing cost, ease 

financing constraints and decrease operating risk, which leads to promote agricultural 

enterprises’ technology innovation. Last but not least, heterogeneity analysis finds that digital 

finance improves the technological innovation of relatively small enterprises and agricultural 

enterprises located in central and western China, which verifies the inclusive characteristic of 

digital finance. 

Policy Recommendation 

The value of this article lies in revealing how to improve the technological innovation of 

agricultural enterprises through the new financial development model -- digital finance, and 

help the high-quality development of the Chinese economy. Combined with three main research 

conclusions, this paper believes that the following three policy inspirations can provide insights 

into digital finance to promote technological innovation in agricultural enterprises. 
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Firstly, digital finance is the catalyst for the future financial development, but also an 

important way to alleviate financial rejection, which plays a pivotal role in the technological 

innovation of agricultural enterprises. Coverage breadth of digital financial does not 

significantly promote the technological innovation of agricultural enterprises, which shows that 

only increase digital financial institutions is not likely to work. The premise of improve 

financial supply is to stimulate the effective financial demand of agricultural enterprises. At the 

same time, digital services are the core of digital finance, it has positive significance for the 

promotion of agricultural enterprises’ innovation. Interestingly, the incentive role of digital 

finance on the innovation of agricultural enterprises cannot be separated from perfect and 

efficient financial infrastructure. Therefore, government should promote the construction of the 

Internet and take it as an important guarantee to continuously promote the development strategy 

of digital finance. Secondly, agricultural enterprises need to accelerate digital transformation, 

actively embrace digital technology, vigorously develop digital economy, and use digital 

finance to alleviate their financial constraints, reduce financing costs and decrease business risk. 

Digital strategy is an important way for agricultural enterprises to achieve long-term sustainable 

development, it needs to be laid out in advance as the core strategy of the enterprise. Finally, 

the inclusive characteristics of digital finance show that the government needs to develop 

reasonable and differentiated development strategies. For enterprises and small enterprises in 

central and western China, due to the lack of innovation and traditional financial resources 

supply, it is necessary to promote the development strategy of digital finance. The inclusive 

characteristics of digital finance will be utilized to facilitate the sustainable and healthy 

development of agricultural enterprises. In the meantime, the government also needs to provide 

certain subsidies and preferential policy to small enterprises to ensure the successful digital 

transformation of agricultural enterprises. It provides a steady stream of impetus for the 

prosperity and development of agricultural enterprises, and provide a guarantee for helping 

high-quality development of China's economy.
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Appendix 1  Correlation test of main variable 

 

Variable Patent Patent1 Patent2 ifi Debt FC Risk Capital Size Leverage PPE Cash ROA Age GDP STU 

Patent 1                

Patent1 
0.779 1               

Patent2 
0.900 0.501 1              

ifi 0.053 0.010 0.030 1             

Debt -0.033 -0.042 -0.017 0.022 1            

FC -0.116 -0.098 -0.098 -0.306 -0.010 1           

Risk -0.099 -0.076 -0.084 -0.015 0.039 0.104 1          

Capital -0.005 0.016 -0.013 -0.091 -0.018 -0.022 0.028 1         

Size 0.233 0.176 0.179 -0.050 -0.036 -0.391 -0.282 0.058 1        

Leverage 0.055 -0.011 0.044 -0.003 0.088 -0.055 0.012 -0.026 0.175 1       

PPE 0.110 0.075 0.067 -0.099 0.031 -0.121 -0.115 0.072 0.185 0.123 1      

Cash -0.137 -0.033 -0.087 -0.015 -0.074 0.113 0.055 -0.038 -0.049 -0.296 -0.326 1     

ROA 0.086 0.041 0.052 -0.072 -0.067 -0.187 -0.162 0.064 0.189 -0.207 -0.043 0.091 1    

Age 0.105 0.054 0.045 0.175 -0.036 -0.174 -0.204 -0.119 0.220 0.032 0.043 -0.081 0.058 1   

GDP 0.127 0.106 0.112 0.303 -0.018 -0.106 -0.071 -0.005 0.074 0.037 -0.000 -0.024 0.014 0.068 1  

STU 0.115 0.108 0.101 0.099 -0.012 -0.050 -0.056 0.001 0.065 0.021 0.010 -0.023 0.024 0.044 0.887 1 
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Abstract 

Innovation is considered as an important component of productivity growth and is 

expected to more contribution in changing of rural and agricultural structure. However, the 

driven factors of innovation implementation that were supposed as the first step to understand 

the innovation implementation were unclear in agricultural corporation. Therefore, the 

objective of this study is to identify the factors associating with the product innovation 

implementation in Japanese agricultural corporations. Probit model was used to identify these 

driven factors by using the data of 308 corporations from the national survey in 2019. The 

results showed that 20.5% (n=63) of corporation was rice corporation, and sales as an economic 

scale indicator, corporations with the annual scale of 100 to 300 million accounted the most 

with 38.6% (n=119). The implementation rate of product innovation that is defined by a 

corporation started to produce and sales of new or significantly improved goods or products, 

and/or launched new or significantly improved services was 50.0%. The results also found that 

determined high annual sales and determined target sales, determined target profit margin, and 

the corporations who believe more strongly in their ability to develop the new technologies tend 

to implement the product innovation. While the corporations with the profit margin in a range 

of 1-10% tend to reduce the probability of product innovation implementation compared to the 

corporations at break-even point, and the corporations with the main product were facility 

vegetable, or livestock tend to not implement the production innovation compared to the 

corporations with the main product were rice. These results imply that the suitable annual sales 

for the innovation might exist, and the innovative farms are looking for their growth and have 

feasible plans. Therefore, to promote product innovation in Japanese agricultural corporations, 

these factors should be noticed.  

Keywords: agricultural innovation adoption, Japanese agricultural corporation, product 

innovation implementation
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Introduction 

Japanese agricultural management has been described as smaller in scale compared to 

Europe and the US. However, when we focus on agricultural corporation management, its 

agricultural management economic share on an economic scale of over 500,000 Euros 

(percentage of the total economic scale of all agricultural management) is almost at the same 

level as Germany and higher than Switzerland, France, Spain, and Italy (Nanseki, 2019, p. 337). 

In such agricultural corporation management, aside from the introduction of ICT in production 

management and business management, innovations such as processing and direct sales of 

agricultural goods that were produced are being promoted. Such innovations in agricultural 

management may have a significant impact on agricultural and rural structures in the future. 

Nanseki (2021) showed basically the status of innovation implementation in Japanese 

agricultural corporations by 12 categories of four types of innovation that are product, process, 

marketing, and organizational innovations as classified by OECD (2005). All of them were 

adopted by less than 50% of agricultural corporations, especially, “starting the production and 

sales of new or significantly improved goods or products”, belonged to product innovation, is 

implemented by the largest proportion of the corporations with 41.9%. 

Therefore, it is important to understand the driving factors of implementing these 

innovations to enhance the innovation implementation rate that implies on the agricultural 

structure changes. Factors associated of agricultural innovation adoption at micro level with 

individual technologies as a proxy for agricultural innovations have been reviewed by Feder et 

al. (1985). Moreover, recent years, factors associated with agricultural innovation adoption that 

is treated as overall innovation adoption have been shown by Läpple et al. (2015) and Castillo-

Valero et al. (2021). However, based on our limited knowledge, there is no studies on the factors 

associating with agricultural innovation adoption as the overall innovation that is not specified 

the individual innovations in Japanese agricultural corporations. Moreover, among four types 

of innovation, product innovation is adopted by the most of Japanese agricultural corporations 

(Nanseki, 2021) as well as among Japanese firms (OECD, 2009). Therefore, the objective of 

this study is to determine the factors associating with the product innovation implementation in 

Japanese agricultural corporations.  

The next section is data and methodology that expressed the source of data and empirical 

model with description of all variables were used. Results and discussion section were followed 

to present the general information of Japanese agricultural corporation as well as the factors 

contributed to enhance the implementation rate of product innovation. The final section is 

conclusion. 
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Data and methodology 

Data 

The data of this study was based on the results of the questionnaire survey: “Questionnaire 

on Business Development and Innovation in Agricultural Corporation Management conducted 

by the authors in 2019 through the mailing method on agricultural corporations nationwide. 

The questionnaires were sent to 2,885 corporations that were identified through an independent 

search of agricultural corporation names as they appear on websites (Japan Association of 

Agricultural Corporations, etc.) or relevant literature. By December of the same year, responses 

were received from 505 corporations (response rate: 17.5%). However, the number of valid 

answers for each item varies. The outline and basic survey results is shown in Nanseki (2021). 

Although, the total number of corporations response on the question of product innovation that 

included two categories are starting the production and sales of new or significantly improved 

goods or products and launching new or significantly improved services were 504 and 505, 

respectively. However, the number of valid observations with the available data of all the 

variables used for analysis of this study was 308. 

Empirical model 

Also, this study used Probit model to determine the product innovation implementation as 

following:  

 

𝑌∗ = 𝛽0 + 𝑋𝛽 + 𝑒        (1) 

𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑌 = 1 𝑖𝑓 𝑌∗ > 0 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑌 = 0 𝑖𝑓 𝑌∗ ≤ 0 

In which: Y* is an unobserved variable or latent variable; Y is an observed variable of Y*, 

Y=1 if the corporation implemented product innovation that means that the corporation started 

to produce and sales of new or significantly improved goods or products, and/or launched new 

or significantly improved services, 0 otherwise. X is the full set of explanatory variables that 

included a range of characteristics of agricultural corporations: for example, major crop, sales 

and profit, self-evaluation of strongness and weakness of corporation on developing new 

technologies, profile of corporation representative, and so on (Table 1.); β is a set of parameters. 

e is independent of X and has the standard normal distribution.  

Table 1 Description of variables 

Results and discussion 

Characteristics of the Japanese agricultural corporation and its implementation of 
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product innovation  

The result of basic analysis showed that the implementation rate of product innovation of 

the Japanese agricultural corporation was 50.0% (n=154) (Table 2). This rate means that 50.0% 

of corporations started to provide at least one of the two following types of product innovation 

that are new or significantly products and services in the 3 year before survey. More details of 

distribution of corporations implemented product innovation by its category showed in 

Appendix 1. 

Table 2 Descriptive results of product innovation implementation and explanatory 

variables 

Regarding the characteristic of agricultural corporation shown in Table 2, it is noticed that 

some common characteristics are as follows. 86.1% of corporations was in form of stock 

company and limited company that were established based on the Companies Act. 89.9% of 

corporation was agricultural land ownership qualified corporations. Although agricultural 

corporations were established based on various backgrounds, especially having from the non-

agricultural sectors joining in the agriculture recently, 41.6% of corporations still had a 

background based on single farmer established a single corporation, followed by 28.6% of 

corporations based on a background of being a farmer and jointly established cooperation with 

other members. Regarding sales as an economic scale indicator, corporations with 100 to 300 

million yen had the highest percentage at 38.6% (n=119), followed by corporations with sales 

of 50 to 100 million yen with 22.7% (n=70). Together with corporation with sales less than 50 

million yen, 78.9% of corporations had sales amount less than 300 million yen. However, 85.3% 

of corporations targeted their sales in next 5 years of increase at least 1.2 times comparing to 

the current sales. This promised that there will be a significant structure change in sales in the 

future. Regarded profit margin target, corporation targeted to get their profit margin from 5-10% 

accounted for the largest proportion with 33.8%, followed by the scale from 10-15%. 

Additionally, the type of corporation in term of main product that have the total annual sales 

accounts at least 60.0% in total sales, 20.5% (n=63) of corporation was rice corporation, 

followed by house vegetable and mixed farm with 14.3 and 11.7% (n= 44 and n=36), 

respectively.  

Especially, this research focused on the implementation of product innovation of the 

corporation. Therefore, the corporation was asked about their self-evaluation on the strength 

and weakness in new product and technology development. The result showed that their self-

evaluation was 2.805 with the scale ranged between 1 (weaker than others) and 5 (stronger than 

others). It means that on average they evaluated their ability in developing new products and 

technologies being lower than the level of neither weaker nor stronger than others. There was 

22.4% of them evaluated their self-ability was stronger than others in developing new products 
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and technologies.  

Regarding to the characteristics of the representative of corporation in term of age, various 

types of education, and non-agricultural experience, the age of representative: varied from 20 

to more than 70 years old with the largest contribution of 60-70 was 35.7%. Education was 

analyzed by variety level of educations that the representative graduated. The results showed 

that the representative of corporation graduated high school, vocational school, educational 

institution, junior college, university, graduated school and other type of education reach 53.2%, 

9.4%, 14.3%, 4.9%, 32.1%, 3.2%, 2.6%, respectively. Lastly, 75% of them had at least 1 year 

experiencing in non-agricultural activities. 

Factors associating with the product innovation implementation 

The objective of this research is to unfold factors driving the implementation of production 

innovation of Japanese agricultural corporations by the characteristics of agricultural 

corporations and the profile of corporation representative. The results showed in Table 3. 

Table 3 Factors associating with product innovation implementation 

Firstly, the value of likelihood ratio chi-square was 116.2, significant at the 1% level that 

shows that the current estimated model is statistically significantly better than a model without 

any explanatory variables. The model had Pseudo R2 of 0.277 and correctly classified 72.9%. 

Secondly, factors associating with the product innovation implementation of the Japanese 

agricultural corporations were identified in Table 3. The sign of coefficients showed the 

relationship of that variable and the innovation implementation. If the sign of a coefficient is 

positive, it means that one unit increase of that variable will increase the probability of 

implementing the product innovation in agricultural corporations. Conversely, if the sign of a 

coefficient is negative, it means that one unit increase of that variable will reduce the probability 

of implementing the product innovation. However, in this study all continuous variables are 

non-significant while the categorical variables were transformed to dummy variables and are 

expressed conditional on the base group that are the first group in its category. In detailed, this 

study found that the coefficients of annual sale amount of three categories are from 300 – 500 

million yen, from 500-1000 million yen and from 2 billion yen and above were significantly 

positive (Table 3). It means that the corporations with the sales amount from 300 million yen 

to less than 1 billion yen, and from 2 billion yen and above tend to increase the probability of 

product innovation implementation compared to the corporation had the sales amount less than 

30 million yen. From this result, higher annual sales amount of the corporation as an economic 

scale factor contributed to their more likelihood of innovation implementation. This finding 

was considered as a consistency with the finding of Läpple et al. (2015) who found that a farm 

with larger farm size measured by utilizable agricultural area tend to more implementing 

innovation. However, our finding was not supported by all higher levels of annual sales 
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Additionally, the coefficients of target sales of four categories are 1.5 times, 1.8 times, 2.0 

times and from 3.0 times and above were significantly positive (Table 3). This means that the 

corporations targeted their sales in next five years were higher from 1.5 times comparing the 

current sales tend to adopt the product innovation compared to the corporations planned to 

remain their current business, except for corporations having target sales of above 2 times to 

less than 3 times. Moreover, the coefficients of target profit at 5-10% and from 10-15% were 

significantly positive too (Table 3). This result mean that the corporations with the target profit 

margin of 5-15% tend to implement the product innovation compared to the corporations at 

break-even point. The last factor with the significantly positive coefficient was self-evaluation 

in new product and technology development (Table 3). It means that the corporations who self-

evaluated that they more strongly in their ability to develop the new technologies tend to 

implement the product innovation. This finding was reasonable because the corporation was 

strong in ability to develop new product and technologies, they could pursue their own products 

and they were more engaged in innovation activities (Sauer & Vrolijk, 2019). 

In contrast to above factors, the coefficients of profit margin from 1-5% and from 5-10% 

were significantly negative. This shows that the corporations with the profit margin in a range 

of 1-10% tend to reduce the probability of product innovation implementation compared to the 

corporations at break-even point. The coefficients of main product at facility vegetable and 

livestock production were significant negative as well. This implies that the corporations with 

the main product were facility vegetable, or livestock tend to not implement the production 

innovation compared to the corporations with the main product were rice.  

These above results showed that all factors associated with the implementation of 

production innovation belonged to the characteristics of the corporation while there are no 

significant factors related to the representative of the corporation. Especially, age of 

representative did not effect on the product innovation implementation in the corporation when 

aging population is the most concern in Japanese agriculture. This result was in contrast with 

the results of previous studies (Läpple et al., 2015; and Feder et al., 1985) who found that older 

farmers tend to less adopt agricultural innovations and technologies because they considered 

the time in investment in innovation and a payoff of that innovation might be not effective at 

their age. Our result showed that the age of representative is not a problem with the corporation 

because the corporation could continue easier their business (MAFF, 2019). 

Conclusion 

In summary, product innovation is implemented by 50.0% of the Japanese agricultural 

corporation. They are continuing increased in the numbers because of their easier employment 

and business continuation (MAFF, 2019) and made the changing of the agricultural structure. 

Especially, the implemented rate of product innovation of the Japanese agricultural corporations 
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tends to increase in the corporations with sales from 300 million yen to less than 1 billion yen 

and with sales from 2 billion yen and above. The corporations with their target sales of from 

1.5 times except for 2 times to less than 3 times tend to implement the product innovation 

compared to the corporations planned to remain their current business. The corporations with 

the target profit margin of 5-15% tend to implement the product innovation compared to the 

corporations at break-even point.  

These results imply that: (1) the suitable annual sales for the innovation might exist; (2) 

the innovative farms are looking for their growth and have feasible plans. Therefore, to promote 

product innovation in Japanese agricultural corporations, these factors should be noticed. To be 

more concisely conclusion of the factors associating with the agricultural innovation 

implementation, in the future, it will be expanded to the rest types of innovation (process, 

marketing, and organizational innovations). 
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Appendix 1 See Table 4. 

Table 4 Distribution of corporations implemented product innovation (PI) by its category 

Category Description Frequency Percent 

PI_only product 
1 if a corporation started to provide only new or 

significantly products, 0 otherwise 
105 34.1 

PI_only_services 
1 if a corporation started to provide new or 

significantly services, 0 otherwise  
16 5.2 

PI_both product and 

service 

1 if a corporation started to provide both new or 

significantly products and services, 0 otherwise  
33 10.7 

PI_None 

1 if a corporation had not yet started to provide 

both new or significantly products and services, 

0 otherwise  

154 50.0 

Total   308 100.0 
Source: Nanseki, 2021; n = 308 
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List of Tables 

Table 1 Description of variables 

No Variables Description Unit 
Expected 

sign Reference 

I Dependent variable    

 Product 

innovation (PI)  

1 if a corporation started to produce 

and sales of new or significantly 

improved goods or products, and/or 

launched new or significantly 

improved services in the 3 year 

before survey, 0 otherwise 

Dummy   

II Independent variables    

1 Type of 

corporation 

There are 4 types: 1 = Limited 

company; 2 = Stock company; 3 = 

Agricultural producer's cooperative 

corporation; 4 = Others 

Categorical  +/-   

2 Own land 1 if a corporation qualified to own 

farmland, 0 otherwise 

Dummy  +   

3 Region Region where the head office is 

located. There are 7 regions: 1 = 

Hokkaido; 2 = Tohoku; 3 = Kanto; 4 

= Hokuriku; 5 = Kinki and Tokai; 6 

= Chugoku and Shikoku; 7 = 

Kyushu and Okinawa 

Categorical  -   

4 Age of 

corporation 

Numbers of years the corporation 

was established  

Years +/-  Ns: (Castillo-Valero 

& García-Cortijo, 

2021)  

5 Agricultural 

experience of 

corporation 

Numbers of years the corporation 

started engaging in the agricultural 

activity  

Years +/-   

6 Background of 

corporation 

There are 7 categories: 1 = Is a 

farmer established a corporation 

only one member/single 

corporation; 2 = Is a farmer and 

jointly established a cooperation 

with other members; 3 = Is a Farmer 

and has established corporations in 

collaboration with non-farmers and 

companies from other industries; 4 = 

Is a Non-farmer entered agriculture 

as individuals and established a 

corporation; 5 = Your company's 

main business is a separate/different 

business, but you have entered 

agriculture as a new business; 6 = 

Your parent/main company or group 

company has established a new 

corporation and entered agriculture; 

7 = Others 

Categorical  + + cooperative 

(Castillo-Valero & 

García-Cortijo, 

2021) 

 

7 Regular 

employees 

The total number of regular 

employees 

persons  + (Castillo-Valero & 

García-Cortijo, 

2021); (Hashi & 

Stojčić, 2013) as 
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firm size 

8 Annual sales Sales amount for the latest 

settlement of accounts before 

survey: 1 = Less than 30 million 

yen; 2 = 30 - 50 million yen; 3 = 50 

- 100 million yen; 4 = 100 - 300 

million yen; 5 = 300 - 500 million 

yen; 6 = 500 - 1000 million yen; 7 = 

1000 - 1500 million yen; 8 = 1500 - 

2000 million yen; 9 = from 2000 

million and above 

Categorical  + + (Läpple et al., 

2015) in term of 

farm area 

 

9 Profit margin Profit margin in latest accounts 

before survey. 1 = 0% (Break-even); 

2 = 1-5%; 3 = 5-10%; 4 = 10-15%; 

5 = 15-20%; 6 = From 20% and 

above; 7 = Deficit 

Categorical  +/-   

10 Growth stage Growth stage of the corporation. 1 = 

Starting; 2 = Growing; 3 = Mature; 

4 = Recession; 5 = 2nd starting; 6 = 

2nd growing; 7 = 2nd mature; 8 = 2nd 

recession; 9 = Others 

Categorical  +/-   

11 Sales target Amount of sales target in next 5 

years: 1 = Remain as the current; 2 

= 1.2 times; 3 = 1.5 times; 4 = 1.8 

times; 5 = 2.0 times; 6 = Above 2.0 

times o less than 3 times; 7 = From 

3 times and above; 8 = Decreasing; 

9 = There no target 

Categorical +    

12 Profit margin 

target 

Profit margin target in next five 

years. 1 = 0%(Break-even); 2 = 1-

5%; 3 = 5-10%; 4 = 10-15%; 5 = 15-

20%; 6 = From 20% and above; 7 = 

There is no target 

Categorical +/-    

13 Main product Types of corporation by main 

agricultural product that accounted 

more than 60% of annual sales. 

There are 14 categories: 1 = Paddy 

rice; 2 = Wheat; 3 = Beans and 

coarse cereals; 4 = Open ground 

vegetable; 5 = Facility vegetable; 6 

= Flowers and foliage plants; 7 = 

Fruiter; 8 = Mushroom; 9 = 

Livestock production; 10 = Others; 

11 = Mixed 

Categorical  +/-   

14 Self-evaluation 

in new product 

and technology 

development 

Self-evaluation of the "strengths" 

and "weaknesses" of the corporation 

in new product and technology 

development. 1 = Weaker than 

others, 2 = Slightly weaker than 

others, 3 = Neither weaker nor 

stronger than others; 4 = Slightly 

stronger than others; 5 = Stronger 

than others 

Likert 

scale 

 +   

15 FTA 

participation 

Overall evaluation towards the Free 

Trade Agreements (FTA) 

participation of Japan. 1 = Big crisis, 

2 = Crisis, 3 = Neither a crisis nor a 

Likert 

scale 

 +/-   
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chance, 4 = Chance, 5 = Big chance 

16 Age of 

representative 

The age of the representative of the 

corporation. 1 = 10-20; 2 = 20-30; 3 

= 30-40; 4 = 40-50; 5 = 50-60; 6 = 

60-70; 7 = more than 70 

Categorical  - (Läpple et al., 

2015), (Feder et al., 

1985); 

17 High school 1 = if a corporative representative 

graduated high school, 0 otherwise 

Dummy  +/-   

18 Vocational 

school 

1 = a corporative representative 

graduated vocational school, 0 

otherwise 

Dummy  +/-   

19 Educational 

institution 

1 = a corporative representative 

graduated educational institution, 0 

otherwise 

Dummy  +/-   

20 Junior college 1 = if a corporative representative 

graduated junior college, 0 

otherwise 

Dummy  +/-   

21 University 1 = if a corporative representative 

graduated university, 0 otherwise 

Dummy  +/-   

22 Graduate school 1 = if a corporative representative 

graduated graduate school, 0 

otherwise 

Dummy  +/-   

23 Other type of 

education 

1 = if a corporative representative 

graduated other type of education, 0 

otherwise 

Dummy  +/-   

24 Non-

agricultural 

experience of 

representative 

Values range from 1 to 6: 1 = None; 

2 =1-5 years, 3 = 5-10 years; 4 = 10-

15 years; 5 = 15-20 years; 6 = 20-25 

years 

Categorical  +/- (Feder et al., 1985); 

- (Läpple et al., 

2015) 

Note: +/- and Ns mean that positive, negative and non-significant effects, respectively on innovation 

implementation. For categorical variables are variable no.1, 3, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, it shows the different effect 

of other groups of that variable with its reference group as its first group. For categorical variables are no. 16 and 

24, they are treated as continuous variables. 

Table 2 Descriptive results of product innovation implementation and explanatory variables 
No Variables Unit Mean Std. 

Dev 

Min Max Numbers of 

corporations 

I Dependent variable        

 Product innovation (PI)  Dummy 0.500  0.501  0  1  154 

II Independent variables       

1 Type of corporation Categorical      

 1 = Limited company   0.416  0.494  0  1  128 

 2 = Stock company   0.445  0.498  0  1  137 

 3 = Agricultural producer's 

cooperative corporation 
  

0.130  0.337  0  1  40 

 4 = Others   0.010  0.098  0  1  3 

2 Own land Dummy 0.899  0.301  0  1  277 

3 Region Categorical      

 1 = Hokkaido   0.026  0.159  0  1  8 

 2 = Tohoku   0.192  0.394  0  1  59 

 3 = Kanto   0.143  0.350  0  1  44 

 4 = Hokuriku   0.101  0.301  0  1  31 

 5 = Kinki and Tokai,   0.127  0.333  0  1  39 

 6 = Chugoku and Shikoku   0.166  0.372  0  1  51 

 7 = Kyushu and Okinawa   0.247  0.432  0  1  76 

4 Age of corporation Years 20.110  14.196  1  109  - 

5 Agricultural experience of Years 30.734  31.687  0  319  - 
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corporation 

6 Background of corporation Categorical      

 

1 = Is a farmer established a 

corporation only one 

member/single corporation 

  

0.416  0.494  0  1  128 

 

2 = Is a farmer and jointly 

established a cooperation with 

other members 

  

0.286  0.452  0  1  88 

 

3 = Is a Farmer and has established 

corporations in collaboration with 

non-farmers and companies from 

other industries. 

  

0.039  0.194  0  1  12 

 

4 = Is a Non-farmer entered 

agriculture as individuals and 

established a corporation. 

  

0.055  0.229  0  1  17 

 

5 = Your company's main business 

is a separate/different business, but 

you have entered agriculture as a 

new business. 

 

0.075  0.263  0  1  23 

 

6 = Your parent/main company or 

group company has established a 

new corporation and entered 

agriculture. 

  

0.084  0.278  0  1  26 

 7 = Others   0.045  0.209  0  1  14 

7 Regular employees persons 17.045  35.348  1  352  - 

8 Annual sales Categorical      

 1 = Less than 30 million yen   0.075  0.263  0  1  23 

 2 = 30 - 50 million yen   0.101  0.301  0  1  31 

 3 = 50 - 100 million yen   0.227  0.420  0  1  70 

 4 = 100 - 300 million yen   0.386  0.488  0  1  119 

 5 = 300 - 500 million yen   0.075  0.263  0  1  23 

 6 = 500 - 1000 million yen   0.049  0.216  0  1  15 

 7 = 1000 - 1500 million yen   0.039  0.194  0  1  12 

 8 = 1500 - 2000 million yen   0.016  0.127  0  1  5 

 9 = from 2000 million and above   0.032  0.178  0  1  10 

9 Profit margin Categorical      

 1 = 0% (Break-even)   0.104  0.306  0  1  32 

 2 = 1-5%   0.321  0.468  0  1  99 

 3 = 5-10%   0.192  0.394  0  1  59 

 4 = 10-15%   0.127  0.333  0  1  39 

 5 = 15-20%   0.042  0.201  0  1  13 

 6 = From 20% and above    0.019  0.138  0  1  6 

 7 = Deficit   0.195  0.397  0  1  60 

10 Growth stage Categorical      

 1 = Starting   0.081  0.274  0  1  25 

 2 = Growing   0.347  0.477  0  1  107 

 3 = Mature   0.179  0.384  0  1  55 

 4 = Recession   0.068  0.252  0  1  21 

 5 = 2nd starting   0.149  0.357  0  1  46 

 6 = 2nd growing   0.120  0.326  0  1  37 

 7 = 2nd mature   0.042  0.201  0  1  13 

 8 = 2nd recession   0.003  0.057  0  1  1 

 9 = Others   0.010  0.098  0  1  3 

11 Sales target Categorical      

 1 = Remain as the current   0.127  0.333  0  1  39 

 2 = 1.2 times    0.318  0.467  0  1  98 

 3 = 1.5 times    0.273  0.446  0  1  84 
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 4 = 1.8 times    0.029  0.169  0  1  9 

 5 = 2.0 times    0.120  0.326  0  1  37 

 6 = Above 2.0 times o less than 3 

times  
  

0.055  0.229  0  1  17 

 7 = From 3 times and above   0.058  0.235  0  1  18 

 8 = Decreasing   0.010  0.098  0  1  3 

 9 = There no target   0.010  0.098  0  1  3 

12 Profit margin target Categorical      

 1 = 0% (Break-even)   0.058  0.235  0  1  18 

 2 = 1-5%   0.214  0.411  0  1  66 

 3 = 5-10%   0.338  0.474  0  1  104 

 4 = 10-15%   0.195  0.397  0  1  60 

 5 = 15-20%   0.120  0.326  0  1  37 

 6 = From 20% and above   0.055  0.229  0  1  17 

 7 = There is no target   0.019  0.138  0  1  6 

13 Main product Categorical      

 1 = Paddy rice   0.205  0.404  0  1  63 

 2 = Wheat   0.003  0.057  0  1  1 

 3 = Beans and coarse cereals   0.010  0.098  0  1  3 

 4 = Open ground vegetable   0.110  0.314  0  1  34 

 5 = Facility vegetable   0.143  0.350  0  1  44 

 6 = Flowers and foliage plants   0.039  0.194  0  1  12 

 7 = Fruiter   0.097  0.297  0  1  30 

 8 = Mushroom   0.036  0.186  0  1  11 

 9 = Livestock production   0.146  0.354  0  1  45 

 10 = Mixed   0.117  0.322  0  1  36 

 11 = Others   0.094  0.293  0  1  29 

14 Self-evaluation in new product and 

technology development 
Likert 

2.805  1.025  1  5  - 

 1 = Weaker than others   0.110     34 

 2 = Slightly weaker than others,   0.253     78 

 3 = Neither weaker nor stronger 

than others 
  

0.412     127 

 4 = Slightly stronger than others   0.169     52 

 5 = Stronger than others   0.055     17 

15 FTA participation Likert 2.851  1.003  1  5  - 

 1 = Big crisis   0.104     32 

 2 = Crisis    0.214     66 

 3 = Neither a crisis nor a chance   0.471     145 

 4 = Chance    0.149     46 

 5 = Big chance   0.062     19 

16 Age of representative Categorical 5.292  1.199  2 7  - 

 1 = 10-20   0.000    0 

 2 = 20-30   0.003     1 

 3 = 30-40   0.081     25 

 4 = 40-50   0.198     61 

 5 = 50-60    0.208     64 

 6 = 60-70    0.357     110 

 7 = more than 70   0.153     47 

17 High school Dummy 0.532  0.500  0  1  164 

18 Vocational school Dummy 0.094  0.293  0  1  29 

19 Educational institution Dummy 0.143  0.350  0  1  44 

20 Junior college Dummy 0.049  0.216  0  1  15 

21 University Dummy 0.321  0.468  0  1  99 

22 Graduate school Dummy 0.032  0.178  0  1  10 

23 Other type of education Dummy 0.026  0.159  0  1  8 

24 Non-agricultural experience Categorical 3.328  1.980  1  6  - 
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 1 = None  0.250     77 

 2 = 1-5 years  0.198     61 

 3 = 5-10 years  0.140     43 

 4 = 10-15 years  0.081     25 

 5 = 15-20 years  0.049     15 

 6 = 20-25 years   0.282        87 

Source: Nanseki, 2021; n = 308; $1~109 yen (in 2019 from https://www.stat-search.boj.or.jp/ssi/cgi-

bin/famecgi2) 
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Table 3 Factors associating with product innovation implementation 
No Variables Coef.  Std. 

Err 
z P>|z| 

[95% Conf. 
Interval] 

1 Type of corporation (1 = Limited company is the base group) 
 

2 = Stock company 
-
0.011 

 
0.238 

-
0.050 

0.964 
-
0.477 

0.455 

 3 = Agricultural producer's cooperative 
corporation 

-
0.005 

 
0.348 

-
0.010 

0.989 
-
0.688 

0.678 

 
4 = Others 

-
0.429 

 
1.105 

-
0.390 

0.698 
-
2.595 

1.738 

2 
Own land (Dummy) 0.151 

 
0.342 0.440 0.660 

-
0.520 

0.821 

3 Region (1 = Hokkaido is the base group) 
 

2 = Tohoku 0.156 
 

0.617 0.250 0.800 
-
1.054 

1.366 

 
3 = Kanto 0.394 

 
0.633 0.620 0.533 

-
0.846 

1.635 

 
4 = Hokuriku 1.169 

* 
0.676 1.730 0.084 

-
0.157 

2.494 

 
5 = Kinki and Tokai 1.064 

 
0.657 1.620 0.105 

-
0.224 

2.352 

 
6 = Chugoku and Shikoku 0.207 

 
0.628 0.330 0.741 

-
1.023 

1.438 

 
7 = Kyushu and Okinawa 0.424 

 
0.607 0.700 0.485 

-
0.766 

1.615 

4 Age of corporation (years) 0.000 
 

0.009 
-
0.030 

0.978 
-
0.017 

0.017 

5 
Agricultural experience of corporation 
(years) 

-
0.001 

 0.003 -
0.470 

0.637 -
0.008 

0.005 

6 Background of corporation (1= Is a farmer established a corporation only one member/single 
corporation is the base group) 

 
2 = Is a farmer and jointly established a 
cooperation with other members 

0.182  0.263 0.690 0.490 -
0.334 

0.697 

 
3 = Is a Farmer and has established 
corporations in collaboration with non-
farmers and companies from other industries 

-
0.867 

 0.546 -
1.590 

0.113 -
1.937 

0.204 

 
4 = Is a Non-farmer entered agriculture as 
individuals and established a corporation 

-
0.680 

 0.504 -
1.350 

0.178 -
1.668 

0.309 

 
5 = Your company's main business is a 
separate/different business, but you have 
entered agriculture as a new business 

-
0.477 

 0.479 -
0.990 

0.320 -
1.416 

0.463 

 
6 = Your parent/main company or group 
company has established a new corporation 
and entered agriculture 

0.138  0.414 0.330 0.739 -
0.673 

0.949 

 
7 = Others -

0.366 
 

0.524 
-
0.700 

0.484 
-
1.393 

0.660 

7 Regular employees (persons) 
-
0.002 

 0.004 
-
0.460 

0.648 -0.011 0.007 

8 Annual sales (1 = Less than 30 million yen is the base group)  

 2 = 30 - 50 million yen 0.289 
 

0.484 0.600 0.550 
-
0.660 

1.238 

 3 = 50 - 100 million yen 0.493 
 

0.422 1.170 0.243 
-
0.334 

1.319 

 4 = 100 - 300 million yen 0.517 
 

0.409 1.260 0.207 
-
0.285 

1.318 

 5 = 300 - 500 million yen 1.883 *** 0.588 3.200 0.001 0.730 3.036 
 6 = 500 - 1000 million yen 1.557 ** 0.655 2.380 0.017 0.273 2.840 

 7 = 1000 - 1500 million yen 
-
0.827 

 
0.783 

-
1.060 

0.291 
-
2.362 

0.708 

 8 = 1500 - 2000 million yen 1.406 
 

0.890 1.580 0.114 
-
0.338 

3.150 

 9 = from 2000 million and above 1.671 
* 

0.889 1.880 0.060 
-
0.070 

3.413 

9 Profit margin (1 = 0% (Break-even) is the base group) 
 2 = 1-5% - ** 0.350 - 0.023 - -0.111 
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0.796 2.280 1.481 

 
3 = 5-10% -

1.208 
*** 

0.394 
-
3.070 

0.002 
-
1.979 

-
0.436 

 
4 = 10-15% -

0.615 
 

0.443 
-
1.390 

0.165 
-
1.484 

0.254 

 
5 = 15-20% -

0.564 
 

0.546 
-
1.030 

0.302 
-
1.634 

0.507 

 
6 = From 20% and above -

1.156 
 

0.867 
-
1.330 

0.182 
-
2.856 

0.543 

 
7 = Deficit -

0.551 
 

0.369 
-
1.490 

0.136 
-
1.275 

0.174 

10 Growth stage (1 = Starting is the base 
group) 

      
 

 2 = Growing -
0.249 

 
0.417 

-
0.600 

0.550 
-
1.067 

0.569 

 3 = Mature -
0.344 

 
0.473 

-
0.730 

0.468 
-
1.271 

0.584 

 4 = Recession -
0.271 

 
0.557 

-
0.490 

0.626 
-
1.363 

0.820 

 5 = 2nd starting 
0.014 

 
0.492 0.030 0.978 

-
0.950 

0.977 

 6 = 2nd growing -
0.825 

 
0.504 

-
1.640 

0.102 
-
1.813 

0.163 

 7 = 2nd mature -
0.716 

 
0.674 

-
1.060 

0.288 
-
2.038 

0.605 

 8 = 2nd recession 0.000  (empty)    
 9 = Others -

0.068 
 

0.867 
-
0.080 

0.937 
-
1.768 

1.631 

11 Sales target (1 = Remain as the current is the base group) 
 2 = 1.2 times 

0.186 
 

0.334 0.560 0.577 
-
0.468 

0.841 

 3 = 1.5 times 
0.665 

* 
0.374 1.780 0.075 

-
0.068 

1.398 

 4 = 1.8 times 1.774 ** 0.738 2.400 0.016 0.328 3.220 
 5 = 2.0 times 

0.782 
* 

0.445 1.760 0.079 
-
0.091 

1.655 

 6 = Above 2.0 times o less than 3 times 
0.584 

 
0.564 1.030 0.301 

-
0.522 

1.690 

 7 = From 3 times and above 
1.056 

* 
0.577 1.830 0.067 

-
0.076 

2.187 

 8 = Decreasing 
0.310 

 
1.171 0.270 0.791 

-
1.985 

2.606 

 9 = There no target 0.000  (empty)    
12 Profit margin target (1 = 0% (Break-even) is the base group) 
 2 = 1-5% 

0.270 
 

0.498 0.540 0.587 
-
0.705 

1.246 

 3 = 5-10% 
0.880 

* 
0.497 1.770 0.077 

-
0.094 

1.854 

 4 = 10-15% 
1.056 

* 
0.540 1.950 0.051 

-
0.003 

2.115 

 5 = 15-20% 
0.544 

 
0.589 0.920 0.355 

-
0.610 

1.699 

 6 = From 20% and above 
0.814 

 
0.652 1.250 0.211 

-
0.463 

2.092 

 7 = There is no target 0.164  1.008 0.160 0.870 -1.811 2.140 
13 Main product (1 = Paddy rice is the base 

group) 
      

 

 2 = Wheat 0.000  (empty)    
 

3 = Beans and coarse cereals 2.037 
 

1.128 1.810 0.071 
-
0.174 

4.248 

 
4 = Open ground vegetable 

-
0.629 

 
0.403 

-
1.560 

0.118 
-
1.419 

0.160 

 
5 = Facility vegetable 

-
0.771 

* 
0.403 

-
1.920 

0.055 
-
1.561 

0.018 

 6 = Flowers and foliage plants 0.488  0.624 0.780 0.434 - 1.710 
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0.734 
 

7 = Fruiter 0.484 
 

0.416 1.160 0.244 
-
0.331 

1.299 

 
8 = Mushroom 0.887 

 
0.582 1.530 0.127 

-
0.253 

2.027 

 
9 = Livestock production 

-
0.752 

* 
0.430 

-
1.750 

0.081 
-
1.596 

0.092 

 
10 =Mixed 

-
0.142 

 
0.357 

-
0.400 

0.691 
-
0.842 

0.558 

 
11 = Others 0.043 

 
0.397 0.110 0.913 

-
0.735 

0.822 

14 Self-evaluation in new product and 
technology development 

0.323 *** 0.106 3.050 0.002 0.115 0.531 

15 
FTA participation 0.056 

 
0.099 0.570 0.570 

-
0.138 

0.251 

16 
Age of representative 

-
0.043 

 
0.092 

-
0.470 

0.640 
-
0.223 

0.137 

17 
High school 

-
0.114 

 
0.227 

-
0.500 

0.616 
-
0.559 

0.331 

18 
Vocational school 

-
0.430 

 
0.334 

-
1.290 

0.198 
-
1.085 

0.225 

19 
Educational institution 

-
0.387 

 
0.333 

-
1.160 

0.246 
-
1.041 

0.266 

20 
Junior college 0.102 

 
0.441 0.230 0.818 

-
0.762 

0.965 

21 
University 

-
0.112 

 
0.251 

-
0.450 

0.655 
-
0.603 

0.380 

22 
Graduate school 

-
0.128 

 
0.568 

-
0.220 

0.822 
-
1.241 

0.986 

23 
Other type of education 

-
0.646 

 
0.722 

-
0.890 

0.371 
-
2.061 

0.770 

24 
Non-agricultural experience 

-
0.022 

 
0.063 

-
0.350 

0.730 
-
0.145 

0.101 

 
Constant 

-
1.576 

 
1.288 

-
1.220 

0.221 
-
4.100 

0.948 

Source: Nanseki, 2021; n = 303a; $1~109 yen (in 2019 from https://www.stat-

search.boj.or.jp/ssi/cgi-bin/famecgi2) 

Note: ***, **, and *: Statistically significant at 1%, 5%, and 10% respectively; Log 

likelihood = -151.921; LR Chi2 (73) = 116.2***; Pseudo R2=0.277; correctly classified = 

72.9%. 

(a) In Probit model 5 observations were not used because these 5 observations belonged to 

the categories that predicts failure/successful perfectly. 
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Abstract 

Seed sector is one of the important industries under Thailand’s current policies toward the 

fourth industrial revolution. The competitiveness of the seed sector will not only provide 

economic growth in agriculture, generate access to quality seeds and reasonable price, but it 

also suggests the development towards sustainable agriculture. One of the important factors to 

develop the seed sector is to improve technological capability of seed companies, which in turn 

would generate higher business performance, and contribute to economic development. This 

paper emphasizes on maize seed industry as it contributes to the highest export value among all 

seed exports from Thailand. As the industry is dominated by multinational companies (MNCs) 

while the local companies are still in the early stage of development, this paper aims to compare 

the R&D investment and the business performance between MNCs (both foreign subsidiaries 

and Thai-parent) and local small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). The results show that 

MNCs have higher investment in R&D both in terms of capital investment and human resources 

and perform better. With smaller investment in R&D, local SMEs have less technological 

capability and perform less than MNCs. However, local research company has an outstanding 

performance in return on sales which suggest that Thai companies have high potential to 

improve their technological capability and generate good returns, but it will require supports 

from the government and academic institutions in human resource development and enabling 

regulatory framework. 
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Introduction 

Seed is one of the fastest-growing industries in agricultural sector. The enabling business in 

agriculture shows that Thailand seed supply indicator which measures laws and regulations that 

support the timely release of seed for use by domestic farmers was 78 out of 100, that performs 

above regional average at around 50 points (World Bank, 2019). This indicates that Thailand 

has potentials to become a leading seed industry in the region. Due to a success of maize seed 

industry development in Thailand, the Thai government and Thai Seed Association have been 

cooperating to promote Thai seed industry as a regional seed hub since 2006. The success of 

seed industry in Thailand, however, still depends largely on foreign companies’ technology. 

One of the objectives that Thai government aims to promote seed industry is to enhance local companies’ 

technological capacity so that Thai seed industry can be strengthen using Thailand’s own technological 

advancement rather than depending on foreign companies’ technology. Among all crops, maize 

contributes to the highest share of seed exports from Thailand. In 2020, the export value of maize seed 

from Thailand was about US$ 70.125 million, accounted for about 30% of all seed exports from 

Thailand. In the past few decades, the production and yield of maize has increased more than 

40% and 200%, respectively. This remarkable increase was attributable to investments in 

research and development (R&D) in maize varietal improvement and have helped develop a vibrant 

maize seed industry in Thailand.  

The hybrid maize breeding program in Thailand started in the early 1980s although the 

adoption of the first generation of top-cross, double top-cross and double-cross hybrids was 

very low due to unstable characteristics, insignificant advantages, much higher seed price over 

existing OPVs and low grain price. After the privatization of hybrid maize seed industry in the 

early 1990s, the adoption of hybrid maize increased dramatically (Poolsawas and 

Napasintuwong, 2017). The release of single-cross hybrid, namely CP-DK888, jointly 

developed by C.P. Seeds (presently Charoen Pokphand Produce) and DeKalb (presently 

Monsanto-Bayer) in 1991 has considerably changed the maize seed industry in Thailand. Its 

high yielding, orange-yellow color and less vulnerability to ear rot characteristics have made 

CP-DK88 very popular until recent years (Napasintuwong, 2017). This success has open 

opportunities to seed companies to focus their research on hybrid breeding program resulted in 

increasing number of seed companies in the market. The continuous release of single-cross 

hybrids and the increase in competition among seed firms have provided benefits to farmers 

with more alternatives suitable to their production conditions. 

Recent studies show that maize seed industry in Thailand is moderately concentrated by a 

few multinational companies (MNCs) and several small and medium local enterprises (SMEs) 

(Napasintuwong, 2020). Nearly all maize production in Thailand is using hybrids from private 
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companies and less than 3% public or local varieties (Napasintuwong, 2017). Market 

concentration of maize seed industry in Thailand estimated by HHI and CR4 in 2012 yields 

1,700 and 76%, respectively (Napasintuwong, 2020).  Similarly, OECD (2018) used 2016 data 

to estimate maize seed industry concentration in Thailand and found that HHI and CR4 were 

2,346 and 94%, respectively in terms of value. This implies increasing concentration in maize 

seed market in the past decades, and the structure is getting closer to oligopolistic competition.  

Napasintuwong (2020) have shown that maize seed companies tended to develop varieties 

suitable to their specific market segments characterized by climatic condition, geographical 

area, season, and harvesting technique and offer farmers with product ranges by prices, yield 

performance, standing ability, resistance to disease, etc. Public breeding program, primarily by 

Department of Agriculture (DOA) and National Corn and Sorghum Research Center (NCSRC) 

have also contributed to the seed market by providing public varieties without property right 

protection and non-exclusive licensing to small local companies. Large MNCs would have access 

to their proprietary breeding lines and advanced technologies while several small local SMEs still rely 

on improved germplasm from public research programs. It was found that the R&D investment and seed 

production technologies in corn seed industry (most are also the players in maize seed market) differ 

significantly between MNCs and the local company which bring to different levels of technological 

capacity (Napasintuwong, 2021). In addition, Reichert and Zawislak (2014) asserted that in emerging 

economies where most businesses are primarily based on low and medium-low technology industries, 

it is impossible to verify a positive relation between technological capability and firm’s performance. 

Since the relationship between technological capacity and corporate performance is not clear (Coombs 

and Bierly III, 2006; Kim et al., 2018). This paper aims to compare the investment in R&D, 

technology used, human capacity and the business performance of maize seed companies in 

Thailand across different groups, namely MNCs, local seed companies, and local research 

companies. The results from this paper would give important implications for strengthening 

local companies’ technological capability and enhancing business performance of the local 

firms. 

R&D, technological capacity and business performance 

In Thailand, the intensity of public R&D spending relative to agricultural GDP has grown 

in from 0.75 in 2000 to 0.94 in 2017 (Stads et al., 2020a). Although it was found that the public 

investment was dominantly in crop improvement, the release of public sector only releases two 

maize varieties during 2013/14-2017/18. Agricultural R&D investment by the private sector in 

Thailand has not been well-documented but in the past many years, it was mainly concentrated 

around fast-growing industries, including livestock and seed (Stads et al., 2020b). 

Napasintuwong (2017) used expert elicitation method to reveal the adoption of maize varieties 

and found that the public varieties were adopted at only 2.2%. This implies that private sector 

contributes significantly on the release of new maize hybrids and predominates the maize seed 

industry in Thailand.  
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Given that maize seed industry in Thailand is more concentrated over time, increasing 

market power could negatively influence market efficiency and the benefits accrued by farmers 

and consumers. However, it also implies economies of scale in R&D (Fernandez-Cornejo and 

Just, 2007). The role of market concentration (as measured by CR4 and HHI) on the rate of 

innovation (as determined by the new released varieties) in plant breeding was nevertheless 

unclear (OECD, 2018). In the EU, depending on the model specifications, market concentration 

was found to negatively affect the rate of innovation although not statistically significant. 

However, increasing market concentration was also found to first reduce, then increase the 

innovation implying an inverse U-shaped pattern (Hashmi, 2013). Thus, the relationship between 

market concentration and innovation in plant breeding is ambiguous.  

Coombs and Bierly III (2006) and Reichert and Zawislak (2014) suggested that R&D is one 

of the determinants for technological capability. Technology capability is the ability of a firm 

to innovate, execute any relevant technical function, including the ability to develop new 

products, processes, and technological knowledge. This will bring in higher levels of 

organizational efficiency, generate competitive advantage, expedite the speed of innovation, 

facilitate company internationalization and stimulate economic growth (Coombs and Bierly III, 

2006; Guerra and Camargo, 2016). The measurement of technological is, however, challenging. 

While patent is often used for measuring technological capacity, it is restricted to patent-

intensive sectors. In case of plant breeding, the plant variety protection law plays an important 

role in determining the benefit of property right protection of new varieties. Napasintuwong 

(2021) shows that there is only a small number of commercial maize varieties registered for 

plant variety protection in Thailand. The principles of new plant variety protection follow the 

distinctness, uniformity, and stability (DUS) testing under the International Union for the 

Protection of New Varieties of Plants (UPOV). This could be because the seed regulations in 

Thailand have some shortcomings. For example, the registration of PVP is weakly enforced, 

the process of registration i.e. the submission for distinctiveness, uniformity and stability (DUS) 

trials imposes a large transaction cost, the time to register a new cereal variety is as long as 358 

days, if a variety is already registered in another country, the law does not allow it to be 

automatically approved for commercialization, and DUS testing data from foreign authorities 

are not accepted (World Bank, 2019).  

Nevertheless, some aspects of seed regulation in Thailand support R&D and breeding 

program. For instance, private seed companies or third parties can produce early generation 

seed from public varieties, the seed law prescribes the procedural requirements to access plant 

genetic materials, plant breeder’s rights can be licensed to third parties for production and sale, 

public research institutes license public varieties to companies for domestic production and sale, 

and companies can access plant genetic materials from the genebank (World Bank, 2019). In 

addition, the government offers several incentives for R&D and biotechnology investment in 

seed business including 5-year corporate income tax exemption for plant breeding business, 
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import tax exemption on goods imported for R&D activity and/or manufacturing of seed 

industry (Napasintuwong, 2021). 

Methodology 

Building upon the concept of the relationship between technological capability and 

business performance by Coombs and Bierly III (2006) (Figure 1), this study focuses primarily 

on the R&D intensity as it is completely accessible by a corporate survey. While other indicators 

are also important, the determination of them is rather difficult.  The R&D intensity includes 

R&D expenditures, technology used in plant breeding program, human capacity, proprietary 

and public support activities. To evaluate the business performance, this study uses accounting 

performance due to unavailability of market performance data. Since there is no consensus 

about what an appropriate measure of financial performance is, Return on Sales (ROS), Return 

on Equity (ROE), and Return on Asset (ROA) are calculated. Corporate data are obtained from 

Thailand Department of Business Promotion (2020).  

ROS = Operating Profit/Net Sales                 (1) 

ROA = Net Income/Total Assets     (2) 

ROE = Net Income/Equity                  (3) 

where  Operating profit = Earnings before Tax = Total Revenue - expenses - operating costs  

Net sales = Total Revenue – returns – allowances - discounts  

Net Income = Profit before common stock dividends 

Equity = Assets − Liabilities 

Total Assets = Equity + Liabilities 
  Net income = Profit before common stock dividens (none of these companies are on 

stock market)  

The scope of maize seed companies includes companies that are engaged in R&D or have 

some research programs and/or participated in technology development (technology firms). The 

level of research could range from participating in field trials of public varieties to fully 

engaging in breeding, varietal, and seed technology development. To compare R&D investment 

and the business performance among different types of companies, three MNCs, one Thai-

parent MNC, three local SMEs, and one local research company are selected. The research 

company is the local company that engages primarily on research and development of maize 

varieties and less focus on production and sales. The corporate survey was conducted in 2016, 

and the scope of research covers the status of companies in 2015 and 2016 both in Thailand and 

in other countries (if MNCs). As evidence has shown that R&D investment in breeding can 

have at long as decades of time-lag effect in agriculture (Alston et al., 2008; Thirtle et al., 2008) 

and given that the study focuses on the private sector that typically has a continuous investment 

over years, the R&D investment effect on firm’s performance in this study presumes a 5-year 

time-lag effect (corporate accounting information in 2020).
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Results and discussion 

The survey information on R&D provided by the seed companies is confidential so in 

order to reveal this information, the companies are grouped into four rather than uncovering 

their identity. Their business ownership and operation is summarized in Table 1. Table 2 shows 

the profile of activities that selected maize seed companies engage in. All groups of companies 

are involved in key activities from genetic resource collection and/or maintenance, R&D, seed 

multiplication of parental seeds or early generation seeds and F1 hybrid seeds, and marketing 

and sales except for local SMEs that are not involved in genetic resource collection and/or 

maintenance. Not all local SMEs are involved in breeding but participate in the multi-location 

yield trial which is a cooperative program organized by DOA and NCSRC to bring both public 

and private sectors together in testing of their elite lines.  

Table 3 reveals the financial investment in R&D and the information on human capacity. 

Evidently, the financial investment intensity in R&D by MNCs is much larger than the local 

companies. Overall, MNCs have significantly higher number of employees than the local 

companies suggesting the scale of operation. The number of total R&D staff is also apparently 

higher for MNCs than local companies. In addition, the share of R&D staff and technology 

development staff of the MNCs who have Ph.D. and master’s degree education is higher than 

the local companies. Neverthless, local research company invests significantly higher on 

employment R&D staff than local companies. As the competency or education of employees 

(Grillitsch et al., 2019) and employees engaging in research activities (Paiva et al., 2020; 

Matricano, 2020) was suggested to be associated with the performance the knowledge-based 

firms, this also suggests that MNCs would have higher technological capability and 

performance than local companies. In specific to SMEs, Kim et al. (2018) also suggested that 

human resource are indeed associated with product innovation capabilities. 

Table 4 show status of R&D in breeding technology. We can see that more advanced 

technology i.e. Marker Assisted Selection and double haploid is only employed by the MNCs. 

The local companies still primarily use selfing technology. As the genetically modified (GM) 

technology is not authorized for production and field trials still need an approval by government 

cabinet approval on a case-by-case basis, none of the companies conduct any research on GM 

technology in Thailand, but some MNCs have the research on GM in other countries. This 

might imply that the MNCs can transfer advanced technology available in other countries to 

Thailand much more rapidly than the local companies once the legislation is authorized. In 

regards of supports on breeding, although the government has provided several incentives to 

promote R&D in seed industry, the local companies still have not benefited from some 

programs such as tax credit and tax exemption, but some local companies engage in 

collaborative research with the public institutes and other private companies while the MNCs 

have no collaborative research with any other companies. 
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The seed products of most companies include not only maize but also corn (Table 5). 

While foreign subsidiaries of MNCs also have business in crop protection products, Thai 

companies do not. The products, specifically maize seeds, developed by all companies are 

primarily single cross hybrids. Some local companies, however, still sell double cross hybrids 

and modified single cross hybrids which require less advanced technology to develop. One 

important difference is that MNCs and Thai research company developed the new varieties 

from their own research and not licensed by local public institute (Table 5). The products of 

some local companies, on the other hand, are not from their own R&D and were licensed from 

the local public institute or individuals. Licensed from other private companies are also 

observed from Thai-parent MNC and local companies. It is worth noting that the new varieties 

of all Thai companies are not protected under the PVP; only some of the foreign MNCs are 

PVP protected. In addition, only the new varieties of some foreign MNCs are registered and 

approved by the Department of Agriculture. The registered varieties do not have DUS 

characteristics like the PVP, but need to declare the source of genetic materials, history of 

development, and characteristics with the Department of Agriculture. 

The quality of seed products may be determined from two aspects; one is the traits of the 

varieties and the other is the seed quality. By the seed law so called “Plant Variety Act” in 

Thailand, it is required that the purity and germination rates of maize has to be at least 98 

percent and 75 percent, respectively. We can see that the specification of seeds produced by 

MNCs and local companies are nearly the same, but the shelf life of products of are different. 

The characteristics of varieties, however, are somewhat different. As shown in Napasintuwong 

(2017) and Napasintuwong (2020), maize seed products are developed to be competitive in the 

segmented markets.    

The result of business performance is shown in Table 6. Generally, the foreign MNCs have 

higher performance than the Thai companies. The ROA represents the efficiency that a firm 

generate profit to its investment in capital. The performance of local research company is also 

higher than Thai-parent MNC and some other local SMEs. The ROE represents similar trends. 

However, the major difference is that the ROE does not take into account the liabilities of the 

firm and can make this indicator much larger than the ROA when a firm has large liabilities. 

One local company has good performance on ROA, but its ROE is as high as almost 48 which 

suggests that its liabilities to profits are significantly larger than other firms. The ROS also 

shows that foreign MNCs outperform Thai companies except for local research company. The 

ROS of research company is far larger than any other firms including MNCs. This also suggest 

that a research company that focuses on R&D and has built up its technological capability and 

well recognized in the industry so that it generates good profits from royalty fee by licensing 

its products. 
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Conclusion and recommendations 

 

The information on R&D investment and business performance of maize seed companies 

revealed that foreign MNCs engage in germplasm collection, maintenance, and conduct in-

house R&D, and invest much more in R&D. From the technology used in breeding and types 

of hybrids, this information suggested that MNCs have higher technological capability than 

local firms. Furthermore, given that foreign MNCs operate in other countries, we may assume 

that they have more access to genetic resource and also use more advanced technology that may 

not be permitted in Thailand such as genetic engineering.  Once the regulation allows this 

technology, MNCs would be able to expedite its R&D in Thailand much more rapidly from 

available technology in other countries. Except for local research company that has established 

its technological capability by focusing its activities on research rather than production and 

sales of seeds but licensing, the local research company also performs relatively better than the 

local seed SMEs, especially concerning the ROS. 

During 2010-2019, the investment towards sustainable seed system as defined by 

improved productivity, improved resilience, improved input efficiency, reduced environmental 

footprint, improved nutrition goals, and improved affordability and income for farmers in the 

Global South revealed that private companies invested primarily in science and technology, 

product development and marketing while the government invested more broadly and almost 

equally from science and technology, product development, marketing and extension, to 

infrastructure development. The philanthropy institutes, on the other hand, invested more in 

science and technology specifically breeding (Dalberg Asia, 2021).  

Both MNCs and local companies have benefited from on public supports i.e. by accessing 

to genetic resource, collaborative yield trials and research collaboration.  It is important to 

realize from the result that local SMEs still have less technological capabilities from R&D 

investment. Government support in strengthening the technological capability of companies is 

essential for sustainable seed industry in Thailand. Potential support may include acquiring 

human resource especially on science and technology from academic and research institutions 

and creating partnership and benefit sharing with these institutes would increase the 

competency of human capacity.  

Furthermore, infrastructure especially regulatory system that supports seed industry 

innovation might need to be improved. As found by Srinivasan (2004), private companies’ 

incentive in R&D depend on the PVP legislation. Although most Indian seed companies would 

invest more in R&D with PVP, the effective enforcement of breeders’ rights is also required to 

gain the confidence for protection. One possible legislation that needs to be revisited is the plant 

variety protection (PVP) law. Thailand’s current PVP was designed to balance between plant 

breeders’ rights and farmers’ rights under Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD). The Thai 

PVP which came into force in 1999 is principally closer to UPOV 1978 while other UPOV 
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members currently have taken UPOV 1991 (Napasintuwong, 2021). The UPOV 1991 would 

provide benefits to MNCs that operate in several countries by reducing transaction cost of DUS 

testing as it will be automatically approved for commercialization if the same variety is already 

registered in other UPOV countries. At present, local companies may appear to benefit from 

UPOV 1991 less than foreign MNCs. Nevertheless, as their technological capability is 

strengthened, Thai-parent MNCs would have grown and would benefit from UPOV 1991 as 

well.  
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Figure 1. Technological Capacity-Performance Framework 

Source: Coombs and Bierly III (2006) 
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Table 1. Samples of maize seed companies in Thailand, 2016 

Company Group 

MNCs Local 

Company 

Local Research 

Company Foreign 

Subsidiary 

Thai-parent  

Locally headquartered with a majority of 

local ownership 

No Yes Yes Yes 

Listed on the local stock market No No No No 

Headquartered locally with foreign 

subsidiaries  

No Yes No No 

Affiliated with a foreign company 

headquartered elsewhere 

Yes No No No 

N 4 1 3 1 

 

 

Table 2. Thailand's maize seed companies’ profile, 2016 

 
Company group Genetic 

Resource 

Collection/ 

Maintenance 

R&D Seed Multiplication Marketing/ 

Sales Breeding Multi-

location 

Yield Trial 

Parental Seed 

(Early Gen 

Seed) 

F1 Hybrid 

Seed 

MNC (Foreign 

subsidiaries) 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

MNC (Thai-parent) Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Local company No Yes/No Yes/No Yes Yes Yes 

Local research 

company 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
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Table 3. Thailand's maize seed companies’ R&D investment, 2016 
Company MNCs Local 

Company 

Local 

Research 

Company 
Foreign 

Subsidiary 

Thai-

parent  

Research expenditures (million THB)     

2016 30-120.6 66.5 2.0-10.0 n/a 

2015 30-121.8 70.2 0.5-5.0 10 

Human capacity     

Research staff (including manager and consultants) 

PhD 0-2 3 0 1 

MSc  3-9 10 1-2 4 

BSc 0-9 11 0-5 3 

Other diploma/degree 0-49 6 0-1 15 

Technology Development staff     

PhD 1-3 0 0 0 

MSc  0-4 4 0 0 

BSc 5-7 9 0-3 0 

Other diploma/degree 0-4 0 0 0 

Sales/Marketing staff     

PhD 0 0 0 0 

MSc  2-8 4 0-2 0 

BSc 27-34 57 5-30 0 

Other diploma/degree 0 7 0 0 

     

Total number of local employees 163-1100 n/a 15-24 23 

Total number of local R&D employees 18-61 89 1-3 23 

Total number of local foundation seed employee 4-48 74 0-4 0 

Total number of local field production extension 

employees 

22-23 40 2-4 0 

Total number of processing plant employee 16-70 372 0-50 0 

Total number of quality assurance employee 12-16 14 0-1 0 
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Table 4. Thailand's maize seed companies’ breeding technology, 2016 
Company MNCs Local 

Company 

Local 

Research 

Company 
Foreign 

Subsidiary 

Thai-parent  

Current breeding technology used in Thailand    

Selfing  Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Back crossing   Yes Yes Yes No 

Marker Assisted Selection (MAS) Yes No No No 

Double haploid Yes Yes No No 

Genetically modified No No No No 

Multi-location yield trial Yes Yes Yes/No Yes 

Current breeding technology used in other countries    

Selfing  No Yes No No 

Back crossing   No Yes No No 

Marker Assisted Selection (MAS) Yes No No No 

Double haploid Yes/No Yes No No 

Genetically modified Yes/No No No No 

Multi-location yield trial Yes/No Yes Yes/No Yes 

R&D breeding activity      

Did your firm carry-out any in-house R&D?  Yes   Yes Yes/No Yes 

Did your firm use any public R&D?  Yes/No No Yes No 

Did your firm sell varieties’ licenses?  Yes/No No No Yes 

Did your firm buy varieties’ licenses? Yes/No Yes Yes/No No 

Public support activities     

Tax credits for R&D expenditures Yes/No No No No 

Government financial support for your firm's 

research 

No No No No 

Government other support for your firm's 

research 

Yes/No No Yes/No No 

Collaborative research with government 

research institutes 

Yes/No No Yes/No No 

Use government research pedigree or 

germplasm 

Yes/No Yes Yes No 

Collaborative yield trial with government 

research institutes 

Yes  Yes Yes/No Yes 

Collaborative research with international 

research institutes(not private companies) 

No No No No 

Collaborative research with other private 

firms 

No No Yes/No Yes 
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Table 5. Thailand's maize seed companies’ products, 2016 
Company MNCs Local 

Company 

Local 

Research 

Company 
Foreign 

Subsidiary 

Thai-parent  

Product lines     

Seed (field maize) Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Seed (sweet corn) Yes/No Yes Yes/No Yes 

Seed (waxy corn) Yes/No Yes Yes/No Yes 

Seed (baby corn) Yes/No Yes No No 

Pesticides/Herbicides Yes/No No No No 

Fertilizers No Yes Yes/No No 

Are there any new maize seed products in the past five years? (2011-2016) 

Single cross hybrid Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Modified single cross hybrid Yes/No No Yes/No No 

Double cross hybrid No No Yes/No No 

Are the new varieties from company's own R&D Yes Yes Yes/No Yes 

Are the new varieties licensed by local public 

institute 

No No Yes/No No 

Are the new varieties licensed by private 

company 

No Yes Yes/No No 

Are the new varieties licensed by individual No No Yes/No No 

Are the new varieties protected under Plant 

Variety Protected in Thailand?  

Yes/No No No No 

Are the new varieties protected under Plant 

Variety Protected in Other countries?  

Yes/No No No No 

Are the new varieties registered? Yes/No Yes No No 

Field maize seed product characteristics     

Shelf life (months) 12-24 12 12-24 6-12 

Germination rate (%) 90 90 90 85 

Genetic purity (%) 98 98 98 n/a 

 

Table 6. Thailand's maize seed companies’ performance, 2020 
Company MNCs 

Local Company 
Local Research 

Company Foreign 

Subsidiary 

Thai-parent  

ROA 5.62-13.6 2.80 0.03-4.88 3.24 

ROE 10.20-18.40 13.01 0.21-47.92 3.26 

ROS 13.34-24.03 2.92 0.26-8.63 33.69 

Source: Thailand Department of Business Promotion, 2020. 
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Abstract 

Plant-based milk has developed rapidly due to its rich source of raw materials, unique 

taste and environmental friendliness. To explore consumers' willingness to pay for plant-based 

milk, we used the double boundary dichotomy of contingent valuation method (CVM) to 

make maximum likelihood estimation, analyzed the relationship between the purchase price 

and purchase intention variables, and discussed the influence of three main influencing factors: 

sensory characteristics, purchase price and ecological welfare on consumers' willingness to 

pay. The estimation results showed that: The main attributes affecting consumers' willingness 

to pay for plant-based milk in the future were purchase price and ecological welfare. What’s 

more, the average of the overall willingness to pay of the surveyed group was about RMB 

¥ 6.07 per 250ml, which could provide reference for enterprise pricing. We focused on 

promoting green consumption, ecological environmental protection, and market development, 

to explore effective strategies to catch the opportunities of sustainable agriculture 

development. 

Keywords: consumer behavior, willingness to pay, contingent valuation method, 

plant-based milk, sustainable agriculture
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Introduction 

In the face of environmental degradation, climate change, and resulting crises, it is 

increasingly urgent to control the greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and establish a sustainable 

food production and consumption system in the world. The occurrence of plant-based 

products is consistent with the awareness of environment protection and ecological 

sustainability, for the plant-based foods had a lower life-cycle carbon footprint (CF) than 

animal-based foods in general (Xu and Lan, 2015), and researchers have found that global 

GHG emissions from animal-based foods are twice those of plant-based foods (Xu et al., 

2021). Take milk as an example, one liter of milk produces an average of 3.2kg CO2 

equivalent, while soymilk produces only 1kg CO2 equivalent, which is much lower than that 

of milk. And the production and processing of soybean milk occupy less land than that of 

milk (Poore and Nemecek, 2019). Apart from soymilk, there are other kinds of plant-based 

milk alternatives becoming popular for their common benefits of fewer carbon emissions and 

animal welfare. More generally, plant-based milk is becoming a better choice for people who 

are lactose intolerant or are allergic to milk proteins, for it is lactose-free, cholesterol-free, and 

low in calories. This kind of plant-based diets with low GHG emissions are often described as 

sustainable (Van Eenennaam and Werth, 2021), while diet-related GHG emissions mainly 

come from animal-sourced foods (Guyot et al., 2021; Saget et al., 2021).  

From a scientific perspective, these plant-based milk are fluids that result from the 

breakdown (size reduction) of plant material (cereals, pseudo-cereals, legumes oil seeds, nuts) 

extracted in water, and further homogenization of such fluids results in particle size 

distribution in the range of 5-20μm which imitates cow’s milk in appearance and consistency 

(Swati et al., 2016). The market for plant-based milk alternatives is projected to grow at a 

CAGR of 15 % from 2013 to 2018 (Markets and Markets 2013) and is expected to reach a 

value of $14 billion. It caters to the current consumer demand for a healthy low-fat diet and 

will have a huge market prospect in the future. The development of plant-based milk adapts to 

the consumption demand of continuous iteration and upgrading. According to the report on 

the Innovation Trend of 2020 Plant-based Protein Beverage released by Tmall Innovation 

Center (TMIC), the growth rate of China's plant-based protein beverage market in 2020 is as 

high as 800%, accounting for 15.5% of the growth contribution in the market. It has become a 

high-speed engine driving the growth of the beverage market only after drinking water and tea 

drinks. 

Under the background of the brand layout of a large number of plant-based milk 
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products at home and abroad in the global market, plant-based milk, which belongs to 

Chinese traditional drinking habits, will attract consumers through what attributes, what 

factors will affect consumers' purchase behavior, and what prospect plant-based milk 

consumption will have in China. This series of problems is very worthy of study. The bilateral 

dichotomy based on Contingent Valuation Method (CVM) measured consumers' willingness 

to pay for plant-based milk, analyzed the overall level of willingness to pay as well as the 

factors affecting the attribute preference, and explained which attributes of consumer 

preference products can affect their willingness to pay for plant-based milk, to put forward 

targeted suggestions on promoting sustainable consumption, ecological environmental 

protection and market supervision. 

Literature Review 

Plant-based milk market development 

In the earlier period, the academic researches on plant-based milk mostly focused on the 

technology research and nutritional evaluation committed to improving the sensory 

characteristics to make it more acceptable to consumers (Zhao et al., 2020; Wang, 2019), 

particularly making efforts to increase the shelf life, emulsion stability, nutritional 

completeness, and sensory acceptability of the final product (Swati, 2016). McClements et al. 

(2019) reviewed the current understanding of the development of plant-based milk, 

introduced the physical and chemical basis of the functional characteristics of plant-based 

milk, and compared the sensory properties and digestion process between cow milk with 

plant-based milk. Aydar et al. (2020) reviewed the new and conventional methods of 

plant-based milk production so far, the raw materials include almonds, cashews, coconuts, 

hazelnuts, peanuts, sesame, soybeans, tiger nuts, oats, rice, marijuana, and walnuts. These 

studies mentioned the consumption data and market prospect of plant-based milk, but there is 

little research from the perspective of consumer preference and purchase behavior. 

With the popularity of plant-based products in the world, more and more articles 

discussed the nondairy plant-based alternatives consumption market in the background of the 

sales decline of milk. McCarthy et al. (2017) analyzed the reasons for the decline in milk 

consumption and the objective factors for consumers to choose plant-based milk from the 

perspective of consumer preference. The foothold of the research is to improve the market 

attraction of liquid milk, such as developing lactose-free milk. However, such studies have not 

stopped the consumption boom of plant-based milk. The Chicago market research 

Firm Mintel (2020) issued the American Milk and Non-Dairy Milk Report in October 2019, 
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which showed that the sales of milk have decreased by 22% since 2014-2019, reflecting the 

depressed state of the American dairy industry. Similarly, Hawkes (2019) showed the 

downward market trend of the California milk industry as of June 1, 2019, and then discussed 

the international competition and the industry growth of plant-based milk, making an 

expected judgment on the sales of plant-based milk. Huerga (2017), Harris (2018) began to 

study the policy issues of plant-based milk from the perspective of ethics and standards. Wei 

(2019) combed the plant-based milk products launched by major food enterprises, 

summarized the growing market share and investment tendency of plant-based milk, calling it 

"potential stock of market segmentation", and said that the development prospect of 

plant-based milk needed to be observed plus the competition in plant-based milk market was 

still going on. Clay et al. (2020) critically viewed the marketing boom of plant-based milk and 

put forward the vision that the consumption of plant-based milk can become purer.  

Preference and attributes on plant-based milk  

Prytulska et al. (2021) studied consumer preference for plant-based milk on cognition 

from the perspective of nutrition. They concluded that consumers had a different 

understanding of the nutritional value of plant-based milk versus traditional milk, and the 

main reason for the rapid popularity of plant-based alternatives is its environmental 

friendliness as well as animal welfare in the production process compared with animal-based 

foods. Subsequently, Yang and Dharmasena (2021) created a multidimensional hedonic 

attribute space according to the qualitative information of different types of plant-based milk 

or conventional milk available to consumers and studied the substitution elasticity of different 

kinds of plant-based milk.   

From the perspective of the environment, it’ essential to reduce the consumption of 

animal protein which can greatly reduce the impact of diet on the environment (Tukker et al., 

2011). However, most consumers have not been aware of the great impact of animal protein 

on the environment (Hartmann and Siegrist, 2017). The results of various studies showed that 

consumers had a bias in estimating the impact of food on the environment (Lea and Worsley, 

2008; Tobler et al., 2011). Many studies generally found that the adverse effects of meat or 

dairy products on carbon emission were underestimated (de Boer et al., 2014; Tobler et al., 

2011). Therefore, consumers may not realize the great importance to reduce animal protein 

intake and form a sustainable diet. And some researches (Van Loo et al., 2014; Van Loo et al., 

2020) also have shown that various sustainability certifications and claims for food products 

that focus on environmental or ethical benefits will empower consumers to make informed 
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purchasing decisions that take environmental and ethical considerations into account. To sum 

up, plant-based milk is in the stage of market layout and has not formed a brand competition 

pattern (Li and Hou, 2021), but with the improvement of people's awareness of health, carbon 

emission reduction, and animal welfare protection, plant-based milk will have great market 

potential and development prospects. It is necessary to break the inherent thinking mode and 

realize differentiated competition based on meeting the needs of consumers. 

WTP based on CVM 

Contingent Valuation Method (CVM) is often used in cost-benefit assessment and 

environmental impact assessment (Venkatachalam, 2004), deriving its theoretical basis from 

welfare economics(Gelo and Turpie, 2021). It can estimate and allocate the value of 

non-market resources, such as renewable energy, public space, and sustainable development 

(Wiser and Ryan, 2007; Bowman et al., 2009). Although these resources have produced utility, 

there is no exact market price for some parts of these resources. For example, renewable 

energy can reduce man-made climate change or save fossil fuels for future generations, but 

it’s difficult to measure. Thus, through CVM, it can be possible to estimate the market price of 

a stated preference. Its basic mechanism is to ask people whether they are willing to pay for 

maintaining a certain environmental feature or whether they are willing to accept 

compensation for their losses (Bishop et al., 1989). 

Numerous researches on measuring willingness to pay (WTP) based on CVM focuses on 

the value assessment in the field of ecological environment (Li et al., 2020; Li, 2018; Xiao 

and Yang, 2017), historical collection (Hamideh et al., 2013) and tourism resources (Xiao et 

al., 2021). What’s more, CVM can also be used to measure the properties of food, such as 

dairy products, genetically modified food, organic food, or other kinds of food. Lu et al. (2015) 

measured consumers' willingness to pay for agricultural products with eco-friendly attributes 

and analyzed their influencing factors; Wang and Liu (2015) used CVM design to obtain 

consumers' willingness to pay for organic food and built a model to explain the influencing 

factors of consumers' willingness to pay for organic food. Yang (2016) used three quality 

certifications as pollution-free, green, and organic certification to concretize the concept of 

safety, and calculated consumers’ WTP for the safety of milk. Wu et al. (2016) used the 

questionnaire based on the CVM method to understand consumers' attention to genetically 

modified food to varying degrees, and concluded that economic factors accounted for the 

main factor affecting the purchase of genetically modified food. Liu (2017) constructed the 

model of consumer choice behaviors and the survival analysis model for genetically modified 
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food, using the two boundary Contingent Valuation Method. The results showed that age, 

education level, individual annual income, safety awareness, information of genetically 

modified food channels, and understanding of them had a significant impact on consumer 

choice behaviors. Nevertheless, CVM also has some defects in measuring willingness to pay. 

Xuan and Cui (2005) pointed out that consumers may have a possibility to overestimate or 

underestimate willingness to pay to take eco-label food as an example. There was no 

restriction on the amount of consumption during the survey, resulting in differences in the 

effectiveness of respondents. Zhang (2012) also investigated the context-dependent effects of 

WTP for ecosystem restoration of the urban river and proved the existence of scope 

insensitivity, embedding reflect, sequencing effects, and part-whole effect of WTP. These 

findings are consistent with underlying economic theory, so deviation caused by the 

phenomenon should be considered when results from a CVM study are adopted in survey 

analysis． 

From the perspective of WTP, the current measurement of WTP for food mostly focuses 

on the label nature of food, measuring consumers' WTP for a specific feature. The method is 

accurate and appropriate, but it lacks certain practical significance. Most of the foods studied 

by CVM are slightly targeted. To make full use of the CVM method in food, it is necessary to 

find products that are more in line with its essence. In terms of the variable setting of 

influencing factors, most domestic scholars still stay in the discussion of individual 

characteristics, such as gender, income, education level, etc., while many foreign researchers 

believe that individual characteristics are not as important as values or attitudes in influencing 

consumer behavior. McCarty et al. (1994) studied two values that affect consumer behavior, 

namely hedonism and a sense of security. Empirical research shows that consumers who 

identify with a sense of security and compassion are more likely to become environmental 

consumers (Laroche et al., 1996). And it needs to introduce other more explanatory variables 

to deal with the possible deviation of CVM and adopt proper programs to solve the possible 

errors in the investigation process, to ensure the validity of the method and the accuracy of the 

research data. 

Analytical framework 

The double boundary dichotomy method is used to measure the WTP for plant-based 

milk. The estimation principle of the double boundary dichotomy method is CVM. Assuming 

that the utility of consumers choosing plant-based milk can be expressed as U1, and the utility 

of choosing other protein drinks can be expressed as U0,  follows the Weibull distribution, e
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then: 

U1 = α1 + β′1X + λ1BID + ε1        （1，2） 

U0 = α0 + β′0X + ε0 

X represents the key explanatory factors that affect consumer utility, including basic 

measurable variables such as consumer demographic characteristics, preference for value 

attributes of milk, and factors that may be correlated, such as lactose intolerance and 

vegetarianism. 

BID is used to indicate how much more consumers are willing to pay for plant-based 

milk compared to other protein drinks, i.e., paying a premium. The average WTP is calculated 

as follows, and E (X) is the mean value of all variables in the model. 

α1 + β′1X + λ1BID + ε1 = α0 + β′0X + ε0 

E(ε1) = E(ε0) 

E(WTP) = E(BID) = −
α∗+β∗′E(X)

λ∗
      （3，4，5） 

The CVM questionnaire in this paper applies the most effective double boundary 

dichotomy method at present, which is developed based on the single boundary calculation 

method according to the random utility theory, determines the WTP interval of a single 

sample through a random problem and an advanced problem, and further determines the 

overall WTP distribution and mean value according to the law of large numbers and 

probability distribution hypothesis, It is different from the previous payment card, open and 

single boundary dichotomy. It can obtain more payment intention information through two 

inquiries, so as to obtain the real payment intention of consumers to the greatest extent. 

Double boundary dichotomy has some advantages in science and accuracy, but it can not 

estimate the WTP sequence of samples. 

Let's define yi
1 and yi

2 as binary variables in response to two closed questions, then the 

probability of an individual answering "yes" to the first question and "no" to the second 

question can be expressed as 

Pr(yi
1 = 1, yi

2 = 0|zi) = Pr(y, n)             （6） 

zi represents the respondent, yi
1 and yi

2 represent the answers to the two questions, 

and we have assumptions: 
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WTPi(zi, ui) = zi
′β + ui,ui~N(0, σ

2)           （7） 

m1, m2sets the price bid for two problems, then there are four probabilities. Using 

maximum likelihood estimation, in order to calculate parameters, the function to be 

maximized is: 

∑ [di
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ln (Φ(zi

′ β
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m1

σ
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′ β
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m2
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)) + di

yy
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nn ln (1 − Φ(zi
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σ
))]  （8） 

Among them, di
yn
，di

yy
，di

ny
，di

nn are index variables with a value of 1 or 0 according 

to the relevant situation of each individual, that is, a given individual only contributes to the 

logarithm of the likelihood function in one of its four parts. The resulting parameter β̂、σ̂ 

are used to estimate the WTP: 

E(WTP)=zi
′β̂                          （9） 

In order to estimate consumers' WTP for plant-based milk, the questionnaire is designed 

in the form of attribute preference. Four initial prices are set according to the average unit 

price of existing plant-based milk products by the market research, which appear randomly in 

the first inquiry. The second inquiry was conducted according to the consumers' first answer. 

If the answer is "yes", then ask them a higher price again, otherwise, ask for a lower price 

again. According to the pre research on the types and prices of products in plant-based milk 

market, taking RMB ¥ 7.45 as the average price, the price setting of the double boundary 

dichotomy method is shown in the Table 1. 

Survey 

Survey instrument and procedure 

The questionnaire was divided into four parts: firstly, it explained the basic information 

of plant-based milk and its ecological value of low-carbon and environmental protection. 

Secondly, it inquired about consumers' preference for the attributes of plant-based milk 

products from the three dimensions of the purchase price, sensory characteristics, and 

ecological welfare. In the empirical analysis stage, the variables were selected for regression 

analysis. Thirdly, we used the double boundary dichotomy to ask consumers' willingness to 

pay. Fourthly, we collected the demographic characteristics of consumers and the background 

information related to relevant living habits as control variables. 
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Sample source 

We mainly distributed electronic questionnaires to consumers in Beijing, Tianjin, and 

Hebei, and the respondents answered the online questionnaires through mobile phones or 

computers. These survey regions are important economic growth areas in China, and the 

target groups of the survey are urban consumers with different levels of economic 

development. 300 questionnaires were distributed respectively in the three regions. After 

sample validity screening, 819 valid questionnaires were retained, with an effective rate of 

91%, including 275 in Beijing and 258 in Tianjin, 286 in other regions of Hebei. In the 

statistics of 819 valid questionnaires, women accounted for 59.46%, and the total proportion 

of people with a college degree or above accounted for 89.86%. The age of the subjects was 

mainly between 20-40 years old, which was basically in line with reality. The sample was 

extensive and representative. 

Descriptive statistics of data 

When using the double boundary dichotomy to ask the WTP, the higher the first price 

randomly appears, the fewer people answer "yes", which was in line with the assumption of 

consumer rationality, but the reduction range gradually decreases, which was in line with the 

law of diminishing marginal effect. According to the results of the second inquiry based on 

the answer, it could be seen from table 1 that when gave consumers who answered "yes" for 

the first time a higher price, nearly 60% or higher of the samples were still willing to pay; 

Consumers who answered "no" for the first time got a second lower price, and 70% - 90% of 

the samples were still unwilling to pay a lower price. It can be seen that the overall WTP and 

acceptance of plant-based milk show a form of polarization in the sample. 

Empirical Results 

Variable assignment 

The variables of the dual boundary dichotomous WTP function model were set as 

follows (shown in Table 2): firstly, consumers' WTP for plant-based milk was taken as a 

measure of the explained variables. Secondly, the core independent variables selected in this 

study represented consumers' value attribute preferences for milk in different dimensions, 

including purchase price, sensory characteristics, and ecological welfare, which were 

measured by a Likert five-point scale. In this paper, the basic demographic characteristics 

variables of gender, age, education level, residence type, and income level were selected as 

part of the control variables. In addition, the "vegetarian or not", "lactose intolerant", "three 
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high" disease history "and related types of occupations that may have an impact on the study 

were selected as part of the control variables. A number kinds of programs were adopted to 

reduce the endogenous problems in econometric research as much as possible to accurately 

estimate the impact of core variables on dependent variables. 

Analysis of influencing factors 

The double boundary dichotomy method uses the maximum likelihood estimation based 

on the Contingent Valuation Method (CVM) and takes the maximization of consumers' 

personal utility as the principle. It can simultaneously study the impact of other influencing 

factors at the level of consumers' WTP, and conduct regression analysis on the role of key 

explanatory variables by establishing a double boundary dichotomy WTP function model. The 

results are shown in Table 3: 

According to the estimation results, the influence coefficient of sensory characteristics of 

plant-based milk was negative, but not significant, indicating that consumers who valued the 

sensory characteristics of products were reluctant to pay higher prices for plant-based milk. 

The reason may be that the taste of plant-based milk is relatively novel and there is a gap with 

the public taste, resulting in that some consumers who are used to drinking milk may not be 

able to adapt in a short time. The parameter estimation result of the purchase price was 

negative and significant, that was, consumers who paid more attention to the price were 

unwilling to pay a higher price for plant-based milk. The reason may be that under a certain 

consumption frequency of plant-based milk, the price of plant-based milk in the market 

generally shows an upward trend, increasing consumers' expected cost, a decrease in expected 

utility, and a certain negative impact on consumers' willingness to pay. In addition, in this 

model, consumers' preference for ecological welfare attributes had a significant positive 

impact on WTP, which showed that consumers recognized the ecological friendliness of 

plant-based milk to a certain extent. 

In terms of individual socioeconomic attributes, other factors are implicating the 

consumers’ WTP. The regression results of gender, education level, engaged in related 

occupations (medical, health, environmental protection, etc.), and purchase status of relatives 

and friends are very significant, in which gender and education level are negatively correlated 

with willingness to pay, indicating that women have slightly higher willingness to pay than 

men. Female consumers generally have higher requirements for low fat and low-calorie food 

and may be responsible for the entire family's food and beverage life, so they will tend to 

spend more money to choose plant-based food. What’s more, consumers with higher 
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education may have a greater understanding of the productive processing as well as the 

nutritional composition of plant-based milk, as similar or alternative products to milk, thus 

they are not willing to pay a higher premium for plant-based milk. There are two aspects 

significantly positively correlated with willingness to pay, that is, engagement in related 

occupations and purchase status of relatives and friends. It indicated that the consumers 

engaged in medical, health, environmental protection, or other related occupations may have a 

higher willingness to pay than others, for they pay more attention to carbon emission, animal 

welfare, or medical health. Furthermore, the purchase of family and friends will have a peer 

effect, and affect consumers' purchase willingness. Family and friends may recommend the 

sensory characteristics or nutrition value of plant-based milk to consumers, help consumers 

understand the plant-based products, and improve their needs and willingness to pay. 

Estimation of WTP 

In the research design, this paper investigated and estimated consumers' WTP for 

plant-based milk by using the double boundary dichotomy method. Through random inquiry 

within a certain price range, the interval distribution of consumers' WTP was obtained 

according to the answer of "yes" or "no", and the distribution of overall WTP was obtained 

according to the maximum likelihood estimation. The mean value represented the overall 

average WTP of the investigated samples was RMB ¥ 6.069, and the standard deviation was 

1.486, the maximum was 1.379, and the minimum was 10.519. The estimated results showed 

that in Figure 2. 

According to the estimation results of this paper, the average value of the overall WTP 

for plant-based milk of the surveyed consumers was about RMB ¥ 6.07 per 250ml, which was 

close to the price level of domestic high-quality milk and imported milk with the same 

specifications in the market, lower than the market price of imported plant-based milk and 

higher than the price level of traditional plant-based milk in China. Compared with the 

average market price of RMB ¥ 7.45 obtained from our market pre survey, there is some gap 

between the average willingness to pay for vegetable milk calculated in this study. Therefore, 

reasonably adjusting the production cost and market price will certainly help the enterprise 

profit growth and plant-based food industry development.
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Conclusion 

The development of food segmentation and innovative categories are now regarded as 

important growth points by food giants (Grunert and Klaus, 2019). Although mass food is still 

the category supporting the main income and profit, the innovative type that can meet the 

needs of segmented consumers is the real factor driving the growth of enterprises in the future 

(Zorrilla, 2022). Plant-based milk symbolizes an enormous expansion prospective for the 

health food segmentation market. Due to the benefits associated with plant-based milk 

alternatives as detailed above, taste and nutrition can be essential in cultivating consumers 

with the habit of drinking plant-based milk on a wide scale. As an emerging category, the core 

technology of plant-based milk production is not as mature as the traditional milk with a 

history of decades, and many manufacturers are still in the exploratory stage. The immature 

process also leads to the problems of heavy fishiness and astringency, easy stratification, and 

so on. Many consumers do not fully adapt to the taste of plant-based milk. To meet the 

consumer’s acceptability, it needs to be widely investigated through the development of 

advanced processing, technological interventions to improve the sensory characteristics, for 

developing a nutritionally complete beverage with high overall acceptability.  

Furthermore, the main adverse factor affecting consumers' willingness to pay is the 

purchase price of plant-based milk, but there is a gap between consumers' willingness to pay 

for plant-based milk and the actual market price. The average price of plant-based milk on the 

market generally reaches more than RMB ¥ 7 per 250ml, higher than the willingness to pay of 

consumers in this study, reflecting that plant-based milk has the consumption characteristics 

of "high-grade products" to some extent. The reason behind this may be that the plant-based 

milk industry has not formed large-scale production, and the cost of transportation, storage, 

loss, and other back-end links in the industrial chain is high. Due to the dual factors of 

refrigeration and plant-based, the price of plant-based milk is generally high. Cost reduction 

to achieve mass production is essential to the supply chain of plant milk.  

As a substitute for animal-based milk, plant-based milk can not compete with it in 

nutrition, milk flavor, or consumption habits, but it still has great potential to win a place in 

the beverage market with its unique advantages. As we expounded, producing the same 

weight of protein, plant-based milk has higher conversion efficiency, which can reduce the 

GHG emissions (Kustar and Patino-Echeverri, 2021), and it can also reduce the occupation of 

land resources and protect biodiversity. We found that consumers' preference for ecological 

welfare attributes of products can increase their willingness to pay for plant-based milk. It is 
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very important to strengthen the popularization and education of knowledge of plant-based 

milk for the development of the industry.  

Production and consumption practices that reduce the environmental burden of eating 

and drinking and promote global sustainability are of paramount interest (Jaeger and 

Giacalone, 2021) and it is of the essence to build a healthy vegetarian environment. Reducing 

animal protein intake as well as increasing the choice of plant protein substitutes can reduce 

food’s environmental impacts and avoid irreversible biodiversity loss (Penafiel et al., 2011; 

Cusworth et al., 2021). Thus, plant-based milk alternatives will continue to be a major 

research area in the low-carbon economy development category and promote sustainable 

agriculture development in Asia. Sustainable information intervention and broadcasting will 

play an important role in enabling consumers to cultivate sustainable consumption behavior. 

Communication could occur through a combination of carbon footprint labels (Edenbrandt 

and Lagerkvist, 2021), environmental taxes, or subsidies designed to reflect environmental 

costs in product prices (Springmann, 2016), and broader education on the true cost of food, to 

provide holistic evidence on the potential contribution of plant-based milk to 

environmentally-sustainable nutritional density.  

Conclusion 

Using the double boundary dichotomy of the Contingent Valuation Method, We took 

plant-based milk as the research object, made a maximum likelihood estimation of consumers' 

WTP and analyzed the relationship between variables, and then obtained the cognition and 

willingness to pay of consumers in northern China. The estimation results showed that: (1) 

The main attributes significantly affecting consumers' WTP for plant-based milk in the future 

were purchase price and ecological welfare. Fitting expectations, consumers who paid more 

attention to the price were unwilling to pay a higher price for plant-based milk, and 

consumers who recognized the ecological friendliness of plant-based milk to a certain extent 

would be more willing to pay. (2) The average overall willingness to pay of the surveyed 

group was about RMB ¥ 6.07 per 250ml, much lower than the average market price, and it 

can be used as a reference for market pricing. Reasonably adjusting the production cost and 

market price of plant-based milk will help industry sustainable development. Plus, it’s  

necessary to point out that the low-carbon advantages of plant-based milk for consumers to 

promote the purchase. The promotion of plant-based diet can comply with the development of 

sustainable agriculture, which is not only in line with the dietary structure of Asians 

dominated by plant food and ensure human dietary health, but also help to save environment 
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resources, help the implementation of double carbon policy, and promote the sustainable 

development of agri-food system. 
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Tables 

Table 1  

Statistics of willingness to pay for plant-based milk 

 

  

First inquiry 

of WTP 

(RMB ¥ ) 

Classification 

indicators 

Sample size 

(person) 

Percentage 

(%) 

Second inquiry of 

WTP (RMB ¥ ) 

Classification 

indicators 

Sample 

size 

(person) 

Percentage 

(%) 

7 

Yes 85 41.26 8 
Yes 50 58.82 

No 35 41.18 

No 121 58.74 6 
Yes 27 22.31 

No 94 77.69 

8 

Yes 72 36.73 9 
Yes 49 68.06 

No 23 31.94 

No 124 63.27 7 
Yes 17 13.71 

No 107 86.29 

9 

Yes 62 31.47 10 
Yes 35 56.45 

No 27 43.55 

No 135 68.53 8 
Yes 13 9.63 

No 122 90.37 

10 

Yes 61 27.73 11 
Yes 35 57.38 

No 26 42.62 

No 159 72.27 9 
Yes 21 13.21 

No 138 86.79 
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Table 2  

Variable assignment 

Type Symbol Variable meaning Variable assignment Average S.E. 

Dependent 

variable 
WTP Willingness to pay Bid: No= 0, Yes= 1；Bid2: No= 0, Yes= 1 0.322 0.401 

Independent 

variables 

PRI 
Purchase price of 

plant-based milk Don't pay attention to it at all=1; Pay less 

attention to=2; General = 3; Attach 

importance to =4; Attach great importance to 

=5 

3.98 0.93 

CHAR 

Taste, appearance, smell 

and other sensory 

characteristic 

3.79 0.98 

ECO ecological welfare 3.81 1.10 

Control 

variables 

GEN Gender Woman= 0; Man= 1 0.41
＊＊

 0.49 

AGE Age Actual value 32.45 11.21 

EDU Education level 

Primary school and below=1；Junior middle 

school=2；High school (including technical 

secondary school, vocational high school, 

etc.)=3；University (undergraduate, junior 

college)=4；Graduate and above=5 

4.20
＊＊＊

 0.73 

INC 
Average individual 

monthly income 

Under RMB 1000=1；RMB 1000-3500=2；

RMB 3500-6000=3；RMB 6000-8000=4；

RMB 8000-10000=5；RMB 

10000-20000=6；More than RMB 20000=8 

3.19 1.63 

VEG Being vegetarian or not No= 0; Yes= 1 0.07 0.26 

MED 
Having "three-high" 

medical history or not 
No= 0; Yes= 1 0.09 0.29 

LAC Lactose intolerance or not No= 0; Yes= 1 0.09 0.29 

RES Residence type Rural area= 0；Urban area= 1 0.92 0.27 

JOB 

Engaged in medical, health, 

environmental protection or 

related occupations or not 

No= 0; Yes= 1 0.11
＊＊

 0.32 

KNOW 
Knowledge of plant-based 

milk 

Not at all=1；Know a little=2；Better 

understanding=3；Very well=4 
1.91 0.67 

FRI 
Purchase status of relatives 

and friends 

Rarely find them buying=1；Occasionally 

buy=2；Find that they often buy=3 
1.80

＊＊＊
 0.59 

ADV Advertisements 
Haven't seen=1；Occasionally see=2；Often 

see=3 
1.90

＊＊
 0.59 
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Table 3  

Estimation results of willingness to pay function model 

Variables Coefficient 

CHAR -0.131（0.211） 

PRI -1.042（0.212）*** 

ECO 0.495（0.177）*** 

GEN -0.569（0.303）* 

AGE -0.0176（0.0149） 

EDU -0.876（0.218）*** 

INC 0.0796（0.0958） 

VEG 0.499（0.563） 

MED 0.527（0.525） 

LAC 0.197（0.522） 

RES 0.473（0.552） 

JOB 1.252（0.456）*** 

KNOW -0.00705（0.240） 

FRI 0.556（0.286）* 

ADV -0.366（0.288） 

Notes:  

Standard deviation in parentheses; *** p<0.01, **p<0.05, *p<0.10  
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Figures 

 

Fig.1 Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei research region 

 

  

Fig.2 Distribution of consumers' willingness to pay 

 

Meaning of WTP: RMB 

¥ 6.07  
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Abstract 

 The Japanese government promotes Japanese foods in overseas markets through product 

exports and foreign direct investment. This research conducted an online survey in China to 

identify consumer characteristics and evaluate perceptions of the country-of-brand (made by) 

and country-of-manufacture (made in) of six items of Japanese processed foods. The online 

survey collected 1,950 samples from four major urban areas. Although a wide range of 

estimation results was noted per item, the statistical analysis revealed some salient features 

suggesting appropriate strategies for Japanese food processing companies to manage their 

businesses in the Chinese market. 

Keywords: Country-of-brand (COB), Country-of-manufacture (COM), Consumers’ 

Perception in Urban China, Japanese Processed Foods, Online Survey 
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Introduction 

Consumers recognize products in overseas markets based on their country of origin (COO) 

or country-of-brand (COB); COO refers to made in, whereas COB refers to made by. Consumer 

perception and evaluation are issues that affect any product offering. This research investigates 

Japanese foods and how they are perceived in the Chinese market in relation to consumers’ 

characteristics. 

In addition to previous efforts, the Japanese government continues to promote Japanese 

foods in overseas markets through product exports, foreign direct investment (FDI), and 

worldwide diffusion of Japanese cuisine (Oizumi, 2019; Pak & Park, 2005). The government 

expects higher demand and positive spillover into domestic industries (i.e., agriculture, food 

processing, retail, and dining). At the end of 2019, the government passed a new law to export 

agricultural, forestry, and fisheries (AFF) products and various other foods. The export of AFF 

products has been significantly increasing since 2013, reaching 987 billion yen in 2020 

compared with 450 billion yen in 2012; however, the Japanese currency was significantly 

devalued during the period of 2012–2015 (Bank of Japan). 

The recent rise in intra-industry trade in agriculture among most countries provides 

opportunities for Japan to export AFF products (Helpman & Krugman, 1985). The fast-growing 

economies connected closely with Japan in Asia, particularly China and Hong Kong, are 

promising markets (Higuchi et al., 2020). In this arena, Japanese manufacturers should aim for 

strategic product differentiation, as classical theory suggests comparative disadvantages in food 

and agricultural sectors mainly owing to land constraints and higher labor cost (OECD, 2009). 

Focusing on a consumer group with specifically known characteristics and preferences presents 

a pragmatic strategy for companies to target promising markets abroad. 

One of the considerations of product differentiation is the establishment of an attractive 

brand (Zhu et al., 2020). A company’s name can also easily attract foreign consumers once the 

product characteristics are established and exclusively favored (Chen & Su, 2011). While small 

and medium-sized enterprises and farmers’ organizations supply a significant part of AFF 

products (Fraser & Balcombe, 2018), only a few Japanese companies have established reputable 

brands, such as Ajinomoto, Yakult, and Kikkoman. In this context, COO and COB exert a 

similar influence to company name to attain product differentiation, particularly in processed 

foods (Sun et al., 2016; Davidson et al., 2003). 

As will be discussed more specifically in the next section, multiple strands of literature 

have analyzed the relationship between consumers’ perceptions of, or attitude toward, imported 

products and some extrinsic attributes of the products, such as COO, COB, or a specific 

product’s brand name (Jain & Bariar, 2019). Combinations of the attributes, such as production 

location and company nationality, have also been considered (Hӓubl & Elrod, 1999). The 

analytical approaches are diverse. 
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One line of research evaluated the effects of product attributes, either extrinsic or intrinsic, 

on consumers’ perceptions (Kim and Chao, 2018). Another strand examined consumers’ 

characteristics related to their preferences with regard to the extrinsic attributes of a product 

(Liu and Niyongira, 2017). Following the latter stream of investigation, the present research 

focused on the identification of consumer characteristics that affect the perceptions of foreign 

food products through an empirical analysis of Japanese processed food brands in Chinese 

markets. 

The Chinese government controls the importation of Japanese food and agricultural 

products, employing sanitary and phytosanitary approaches. Generally, this regulation is more 

restrictive with regard to fresh and primary products, such as fruits, vegetables, milk, and meats. 

The present research focuses on processed foods to avoid policy-related data disturbances. 

Limited studies explore the various cases of Japanese processed food, which looks promising 

in the Chinese market. 

The present research classified products into those produced outside of their national origin 

by a specific Japanese company (COB or made by Japan) and those made in Japan by a Japanese 

processing company (COM or made in Japan). Moreover, it elucidated the characteristics of 

Chinese consumers that could affect their attitudes toward COBs and COMs. The latter term 

can also be defined as a COO or CO. In this case, a significant portion of the materials and 

ingredients, such as wheat and flour, sugar, vegetable oils, dairy products, meats, and various 

preparations such as tomato puree, are imported from abroad. The term COM fits well the case 

of Japanese processed foods. 

This research conducted an online survey of Chinese consumers to evaluate the selection 

of Japanese COB or COM for six Japanese processed and cooked foods, applying statistical 

analyses of the survey results. The findings suggest appropriate strategies for Japanese food 

processing companies to manage businesses in China and worldwide. Japanese companies often 

face complex decision-making in the selection of product exports from their home country or 

FDIs in a targeted country (Ikegawa & Tokunaga, 2018). As the recent turmoil caused by 

COVID-19 was out of scope, the present research aimed to add to the corpus of knowledge on 

Chinese consumers’ behavior and Japanese food from a longer-term perspective. 

After reviewing the literature, the following section elucidates the scope of this research 

and raises seven research questions (RQs). The third section explains the online survey and 

methodology of statistical analysis. The fourth section examines the estimation results and 

findings. The final section concludes the research and prospects for future work. 

Literature and research questions 

A vast amount of literature has considered behaviors, preferences, perceptions, and 

attitudes of consumers in the context of product brands and brand equity. Aaker (1991) defined 

and conceptualized the related concepts. A recent work by Jain and Bariar (2019) listed the 
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empirical studies that considered concepts such as brand equity, brand awareness, perceived 

quality, brand association, brand loyalty, customer loyalty, and other considerations in the field. 

Brand names can be influential in attracting consumers and are established through 

companies’ efforts as well as COO with favorable images (Sun et al., 2016; Chu, 2013). In this 

context, COO acts as a proxy of the brand. Such a recognition may hold mainly in cases of food 

and agricultural products. Skaggs et al. (1996) and Juric and Worsley (1998) provided reviews 

of COO studies in the early phase from the 1960s to the 1990s, focusing on food products. 

The rise of international trade and globalization has generated a variety of terms for 

extrinsic product attributes in academic investigations (Chao, 1993). Examples of such terms 

are the previously introduced COB, country of design, country of assembly, country of parts 

(COP), and country of production or manufacture (COP/COM; hereafter, COM). The 

development of transportation systems and enhancements in e-commerce will further accelerate 

the diversification of these concepts. An example is the concept of country of delivery origin 

or shipped from by Shin et al. (2012). Though Coffey and Kabadayi (2019) specified COB and 

COM as decompositions of COO, this research defines COB and COM separately, as 

previously noted. 

Evaluation of the effects of the above extrinsic attributes on consumers’ perceived brand 

equity is one of the streams of contemporary empirical questions. Jain and Bariar (2019) 

examined the literature and suggested that numerous studies considered specific manufacturing 

products and found significant impacts on consumers’ perceptions. Some studies estimated the 

attributes of willingness to pay (Chen et al., 2016; Balcombe et al., 2016; Loureiro & Umberger, 

2003; Ortega et al., 2012). However, the empirical results by product item, by country, and by 

consumers’ segment are exceedingly diverse, and assessment of the image of a product’s 

country remains essential (Kim & Chao, 2018; Balcombe et al., 2016; Baldauf et al., 2009; 

Chen & Su, 2011; Kwok et al., 2006; Iyer & Kalita, 1997). Mostafa (2015) found that COB and 

COM affect brand equity and that unfavorable images of COMs degrade consumers’ brand 

equity. Hamzaoui and Merunka (2007), considering cars and TV sets in Tunisian markets, and 

Hӓubl and Elrod (1999), considering alpine skis, indicated the importance of the connection 

between COM and COB. O’Cass and McEwen (2008), O’Cass and Frost (2002), and Marcoux 

et al. (1997) studied the effects of product brands on projecting status and conspicuous 

consumption. Baldauf (2009) specified brand equity formation not through consumers but by 

retailers. The above studies suggested potential variables and parameters that are applicable in 

the present research to formulate the consumers’ perception of COBs and COMs. 

Chen et al. (2016), Davidson et al. (2003), and Juric and Worsley (1998) analyzed cases 

of agri-food products. Fraser and Balcombe (2018), Balcombe et al. (2016), Loureiro and 

Umberger (2013), and Ehmke et al. (2008) focused on COO labeling, and the former two 

asserted that consumers are more concerned about the COO of primary products than that of 
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processed products. Zhang and Jin (2020) employed hedonic price analysis to estimate COO 

premia of developed countries, such as Germany and Australia, on UHT milk and infant milk 

in the Chinese market. Rosenbloom and Heafner (2009) demonstrated that the COP does not 

influence consumers’ perception of established global brand products, such as hamburgers, soft 

drinks, and coffee, which may not be applicable to the present research. Additionally, safety 

concerns are significant for food products (Kang, 2019). 

Another stream of empirical investigations aims to elucidate consumers’ nature and 

characteristics to generate specific attitudes toward brands represented by COBs and COMs. 

Such considerations have been limited compared with those of the former stream that evaluates 

the effect of COB/COM attributes on consumers’ perceptions. 

Among the studies that considered the effects of the consumers’ characteristics in 

formulating preferences, Juric and Worsley (1998) concluded that similarities in economic 

development, culture, and religion influence the COO attitude of consumers in New Zealand. 

The consumers’ cultural and socioeconomic characteristics, such as income, gender, age, and 

level of ethnocentrism, influence such attitudes. Ehmke et al. (2008) found a weak tendency of 

ethnocentrism in the consumers’ evaluation of onions in all cases of developed, emerging, and 

developing countries. Tourism experiences may also stimulate brand loyalty toward Japanese 

AFF products (Ohe, 2020; Kim et al., 2019). 

As aforementioned, the present research follows this stream, as there is limited literature 

on Japanese food product businesses to elucidate the attitudes and behaviors of Chinese 

consumers in terms of COBs and COMs, targeting the markets in urban China. The fundamental 

question is what are the characteristics of Chinese consumers that affect the perceptions of 

Japanese food products in the context of COBs and COMs. Authenticity may also play a pivotal 

role (Ng, 2006). Considering the trend and gaps in the literature described above, the present 

research introduces seven specific RQs, each corresponding to an explanatory variable to 

determine consumers’ perceptions in the regression analyses in the upcoming sections. 

RQ1: (Regional disparity) Does regional disparity influence consumers’ perception of 

Japanese processed foods? 

In addition to variations of income and household expenditure, there might be a gap and 

divide in the behaviors of district consumers. Chan et al. (2009) identified such a regional divide 

in preferences for domestic vs. foreign brands, determining that Beijing and Shanghai districts 

are the most advanced compared with Xian and Chengdu. Considering geographic, cultural, 

and historical backgrounds and food consumption patterns, the survey classified four regions 

of urban districts as indicated in the upcoming section. 

RQ2: (Basic characteristics of the consumer) How do the basic characteristics of 

consumers affect their perceptions of Japanese processed foods? 
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The present research assumes socioeconomic variables generally used in the literature, 

such as age, household expenditure, family size, gender, and education. 

RQ3: (Adopter category) Does consumer purchasing behavior toward novel and growing 

products influence consumer perceptions of Japanese processed foods? 

 The present research introduces innovators, early adopters, majorities, and laggards 

according to Rogers (2003) theory of adopter categories. 

RQ4: (Visiting Japan) Does the experiences of visiting Japan affect consumers’ 

perceptions of Japanese processed foods? 

 Recently, millions of tourists and businesspeople from China have flooded in and 

toured in Japan. While such experiences may stimulate interest in and preference for Japanese 

food and cuisine, as discussed by Kim et al. (2019), whether COBs or COMs are favored more 

is a relevant empirical question. 

RQ5: (Stereotypes) How do the images, impressions, and personal recognition of Japanese 

foods, cuisine, and culture affect consumers’ perceptions? 

 Food safety concerns, evaluations of taste, authenticity, cultural sympathy, and status 

purchasing are related to this RQ. In the earlier phase of economic development, numerous 

accidents and scandals related to food occurred in China, which deteriorated trust in 

domestically produced food (Kang, 2019). Though the situation has now drastically improved, 

many consumers remain seriously concerned about food safety (Liu & Niyongira, 2017). Wang 

et al. (2020), Kendall et al. (2019), and Liu et al. (2019) suggest that Chinese consumers tend 

to trust food imported from developed countries, even in recent years. The present research will 

add empirical evidence to these extensive issues. 

RQ6: (Price-chasing behavior) How does the tendency toward price chasing affects 

consumers’ perceptions? 

Specifically, do the consumers who emphasize food safety, taste, and novelty tend to prefer 

Japanese food products, COBs, and COMs? 

RQ7: (Commodity-specific nature) Are there variations in consumers’ perceptions by 

product type? 

 The authors expected that the effects of the consumers’ characteristics, represented by 

the above RQs, on their perceptions might differ by product type. Such a commodity-specific 

nature is also an important empirical consideration. 

Our target items include (1) ready-to-eat frozen cooked foods (hereafter, frozen foods), (2) 

processed or cooked rice (cooked rice), (3) preparations of seafood (seafood), (4) preparations 

of curry sauce base (curry sauce), (5) confectioneries, and (6) sake, a Japanese liquor made 
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from rice. Many Japanese companies face critical decision-making in selecting products to 

export from the home country (COM) or FDIs (COB) (Ikenaga and Tokunaga, 2018). 

Materials and methods 

In March 2019, an online survey on Chinese consumers was conducted through Intage Inc. 

(https://intage.co.jp), a market research company in Japan. Intage retrieved samples from 

consumer monitors run by another market research company in China. The survey focused on 

the respondents who purchase AFF products more than twice a week, raising several 

questionnaires with regard to the respondents’ characteristics and more than 10 sets of 

questionnaires with regard to the consumers’ overall purchasing behaviors and attitudes toward 

AFF products, including processed foods. The entire survey was multi-targeted and collected 

3,060 samples from all over China. 

The present research used only one set of questionnaires regarding preference for 

processed food among Chinese consumers. Considering the significant discrepancies between 

rural and urban districts in terms of the economy, modern market, and eating habitat in 

contemporary China, the present research focused on the samples from urbanized areas and 

categorized them into four districts, i.e., (1) Beijing and Tianjin (hereafter, Beijing), (2) 

Guangdong, (3) Shanghai and surrounding suburbs (hereafter, Shanghai), and (4) Sichuan and 

Chongjin (hereafter, Sichuan). Further disparities also exist among these four districts (Chan et 

al., 2009). The sample sizes by district were 426, 416, 896, and 212, respectively, collecting 

1,950 responses for the statistical analyses. 

With regard to the preferences of the consumers to the Japanese processed foods, the 

choices in the questionnaire are as follows: 1: “I do not purchase products of a Japanese 

company”; 2: “I want to purchase Japanese COB”; 3: “I want to purchase Japanese COM”; or 

4: “I do not purchase this item regardless of the country of origin.” As indicated above, COB 

implies that the products are processed or the logo is attached by a specific Japanese company. 

The respondent does not care if the product is processed or manufactured in any other country. 

A COM must be produced or manufactured by a Japanese company in Japan, but ingredients 

imported from other countries are allowed. The answer does not necessarily reflect the actual 

purchasing behavior as the questionnaire did not indicate the commodities’ specific names, the 

companies’ names, or the corresponding prices. The current research expected that the 

respondents answered based on perceptions of stereotypes and images of Japanese COBs and 

COMs. 

Table 1 presents the questionnaires regarding the consumers’ characteristics 

corresponding to the above RQs, namely, RQ1–RQ6. The research applied all the elements 

commonly used as independent or explanatory variables in the next paragraph’s regression 

analyses. 
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In the statistical analysis, first, the authors excluded such replies as 4: “I do not purchase 

this item.” The last column in Table 2 presents the percentage of such replies for each item. 

Regression analyses were then conducted using a multivariate probit model on the Chinese 

consumers’ preferences, defining the dependent variables as 1: “I do not purchase products of 

a Japanese company,” 2: “I want to purchase Japanese COB,” and 3: “I want to purchase 

Japanese COM.” 

Table 1 also presents the settings of independent or explanatory variables as categorical 

data consisting of (1) the variables of age and household expenditure in numerical value; (2) 

the Likert scale for the adopter category, consumer images of Japanese foods, and sympathy to 

the Japanese culture; and (3) other dummy variables. The advantages of the analytical 

framework are as follows. 

The above question implies a two-step decision-making. First, the respondents decide 

whether to accept a Japanese brand, and second, they decide whether to accept made by Japan 

(COB) or stick to made in Japan (COM) to gage the favorability toward Japanese products 

accordingly. It is possible to distinguish the above two-step decision-making through a single 

question and analyze the corresponding relationships through regression analysis of the 

multivariate probit model. 

Results and analyses 

The fourth and fifth columns in Table 1 present the averages and percentage shares of 

positive replies to the respondents’ characteristics. They are young (AGE), higher income 

(EXP), and highly educated (EDU) compared with the national averages. A dominant number 

of the respondents seem to have positive images of Japanese food and culture (SAFE, TASTY, 

and CULTURE) and to recognize that consumption of Japanese products raises their status to 

some extent (STATUS). Price-chasing behaviors look insignificant because a dominant part of 

respondents replied that they placed more importance on safety, taste, and the novelty of 

products rather than on the price (SAFEprice, TASTEprice, and SCARprice). The above figures 

indicate that the consumers in urban China have considerably matured. 

Table 2 and Figure 1 present the respondents’ preferences for the six items of Japanese 

processed foods. Consumers in the sample favor Japanese COBs more than Chinese COBs in 

four cases of frozen foods, seafood, curry sauce, and Sake. While better images of Japanese 

foods may exist, it is noteworthy that sake and maybe curry sauce are products of Japanese-

specific cuisine. A more significant number of respondents who replied positively to accepting 

Japanese COBs tended to select Japanese COMs, suggesting that authenticity generally matters. 

Tables 3–8 present the results of regression analyses specified in the multivariate probit 

model over the six Japanese processed foods, respectively. The following descriptions interpret 

the effects on the consumers’ perceptions of the Japanese COBs and COMs, while **, *, and + 
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in the fourth and seventh columns indicate the statistical significance at 1%, 5%, and 10%, 

respectively. First, looking at the second column, negative coefficients for “I do not purchase 

Japanese products” indicates a positive effect on Japanese products, whether COBs or COMs, 

and vice versa for positive coefficients. Second, looking at the fifth column on the other hand, 

positive coefficient for “I want to purchase Japanese COM” implies a positive effect on 

Japanese COM, and vice versa for negative coefficient. Although the fitness in terms of the 

pseudo R-squared (R2) is not high, the results are statistically significant for all six cases. 

Following the above interpretation, the present research found that consumers’ 

characteristics generate both the positive and negative perceptions of Japanese processed foods 

in the context of COB and COM. Below is a summary of the results following the RQs listed 

in the second section. 

RQ1: Regional disparity 

First, all coefficients for “I do not purchase Japanese products” (hereafter, COB) are 

negative in SHANGHAI. Looking at the second row in Tables 3–8, three of them are 

statistically significant, as indicated in Tables 3, 4, and 7. These results indicate that 

SHANGHAI consumers are more accepting of Japanese products than those in other districts, 

including BEIJING. Contrarily, the SHANGHAI consumers are not sticking to the Japanese 

COMs, which can be concluded from the coefficients for “I want to purchase Japanese COMs.” 

The last finding is consistent with that of Chan et al. (2009), which concluded that Chinese 

consumers in advanced districts reversed domestic products in some cases. In an earlier phase, 

the consumers in emerging economies tended to praise the products of developed countries, 

whether COBs or COMs. 

Compared with those in BEIJING, consumers in GUANDONG tend to prefer COBs of 

confectioneries but are not sticking to COMs. The SICHUAN consumers are not in favor of 

COBs for curry sauce, but that is not the case for COMs once they prefer COBs. The overall 

results suggest that consumers in the advanced districts might be more familiar with Japanese 

processed foods, whether COB or COM. 

RQ2: Basic characteristics of consumers 

Most of the estimated coefficients to evaluate the relationship between consumers’ 

perceptions and the variables of age, household expenditure, family type, gender, and education 

for six items are not statistically significant. However, three salient features emerged: (1) single 

consumers tend to prefer COBs of confectioneries, (2) males tend to prefer COBs for curry, and 

(3) high school graduates tend to prefer COMs for seafood. These results might be consistent 

with those of previous literature, as the above variables of consumers’ characteristics do not 

decisively affect the perceptions of COBs or COMs. 

RQ3: Adopter category 
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Innovators tend to prefer COBs for confectioneries and sake, but the other coefficients for 

COBs and COMs are not statistically significant. 

RQ4: Visiting Japan 

Experiences of visiting Japan revealed remarkable effects, as consumers who have not 

visited Japan (VISIT0) exhibit less preference for COBs for frozen cooked foods, processed 

rice, seafood, and curry sauce. This result supports the findings and assertions of Ohe (2020) 

and Kim et al. (2019). Contrarily, a notable finding is that the number of visits to Japan does 

not necessarily strengthen consumers’ preferences for Japanese COBs. 

RQ5: Stereotypes 

Many estimated coefficients are statistically significant with regard to the explanatory 

variables expressing stereotypes, such as images and personal impressions of Japanese food 

and culture in terms of safety, taste, and status by the consumers in urban China. 

First, consumers who perceive Japanese food as safe tend to prefer all six Japanese COB 

items. This evidence does not contradict with the assertion of Wang et al. (2020) and other 

studies noted previously that Chinese consumers prefer the products of developed countries to 

domestic ones due to food safety concerns. However, it is noteworthy that consumers are not 

sticking to COMs at all. Second, consumers who perceive Japanese food as tasty do not 

necessarily prefer Japanese COBs, and among all six items, they will select COMs rather than 

COBs when they want to purchase those items. Third, consumers familiar with Japanese culture 

prefer Japanese COBs for all six items, but they are only sticking to COMs for frozen foods and 

cooked rice. Fourth, the results indicated perceived status or conspicuous consumption of 

Japanese frozen foods, cooked rice, and confectioneries. However, such tendencies do not result 

in positive perceptions of COMs. 

RQ6: Price-chasing behavior 

Consumers who emphasize taste (TASTEprice) rather than price, do not tend to select 

Japanese COBs for all six items, but they prefer Japanese COMs for all items. A similar 

tendency was found for scarcity (SCARprice), but the coefficients for COM are not statistically 

significant in cooked rice, seafood, and Sake. Most of the estimated coefficients of SAFEprice 

(safety is more important than the price) both on COBs and COMs are not statistically 

significant except that the coefficient was significantly negative for COM in case of cooked 

rice. Overall, price-chasing behavior might undermine the preference for Japanese COB/COM. 

RQ7: Product-specific nature 

The above descriptions in this section already explained the product-specific natures in the 

context of the current research. As Insch and McBride (2004) concluded in a literature review, 
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it is difficult to generalize the overall tendencies of consumers’ perceptions of foreign food 

products. 

Conclusion and future work 

The Japanese government promotes exported food in overseas markets, and companies 

face critical decision-making in the selection of products exported from the home country or 

FDI. Consumers’ perceptions of Japanese products in target countries have a pivotal influence 

on such decisions. This research conducted an online survey in China to identify the consumer 

characteristics that affect the perceptions of Japanese products in terms of COBs and COMs for 

six items of processed food. 

The consumers in the most advanced area of Shanghai were found to favor more Japanese 

COBs, but they are not necessarily sticking to Japanese COMs compared with other districts. 

Consumers’ characteristics, such as age, household expenditure, gender, education, and family 

type, which are generally used in empirical research, do not significantly influence the 

perceptions of Japanese food products. 

Contrarily, familiarity with Japanese culture, experiences of visiting Japan, stereotypes 

held, and overall images of Japanese food products have an essential influence on the 

perceptions of and preferences for Japanese COBs. Such tendencies, however, do not exist in 

the cases of a few product items. Status and conspicuous consumption are perceived for all 

products, but they are not associated with the preference for COMs. 

One of the remarkable findings is that the specific factors in determining consumers’ 

perceptions do not have the same direction across COBs and COMs. In addition, commodity-

specific natures are also found, suggesting the difficulty of generalizing consumers’ perceptions 

of foreign food products. 

The evidence described above has definite policy implications. First, a significant number 

of Chinese consumers who may select Japanese COBs tend to go further to choose Japanese 

COMs. In this sense, companies should be reluctant to relocate production sites to China while 

expecting a lower production cost. A typical case is that of sake, for which procurement of 

feedstock (i.e., water and rice) to achieve authentic quality is essential when conducting FDIs. 

Second, developing a marketing strategy by consumer segments might be valid. For example, 

consumers who have visited Japan could be better targets for product differentiation through 

FDIs, as they do not necessarily stick to Japanese COMs. A similar tendency is suggested with 

consumers who emphasize safety and status and sympathize with Japanese culture. Third, 

consumers who emphasize the taste and scarcity of products tend to prefer Japanese COMs. To 

appeal to this segment, a proper strategy would not be FDIs but exportation from the home 

country and offering of higher-grade products of higher quality. 
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The present research has left several issues to be analyzed. First, the effect of the COVID-

19 pandemic may be the most urgent. Ito et al. (2021) conducted a survey in the post-COVID-

19 era and found an expansion of electronic commerce. Poon and Albaum (2019) highlighted 

the importance of the Chinese market in this field. Does such a trend strengthen the importance 

of the food products’ extrinsic attributes? Second, as indicated above, according to Fraser and 

Balcombe (2018), consumers are more concerned about the COO of primary products than 

processed products. Whether COBs and COMs make sense in fresh and primary products is 

worth analyzing as such a case has occurred with Japanese rice varieties planted in Thailand 

for domestic use. Third, from the perspective of Japan, is the knowledge attained in this research 

applicable to other countries, such as ASEAN members, where economies are engaged in a 

proliferation of trade? The authors will investigate these issues in future work. 
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Tables 

Table 1. Characteristics of the consumers as explanatory variables. 

Variable name Explanation Definition 

Positive 

answers or 

average 

% to 

total 

sample 

size 

 Residence (base: Beijing & Tianjin) 426 21.8 

GUANGDON

G 

  Guangdong yes = 1, otherwise 0 416 21.3 

SHANGHAI   Shanghai & suburbs yes = 1, otherwise 0 896 45.9 

SICHUAN   Sichuan & Chongjin yes = 1, otherwise 0 212 10.9 

AGE Age Numerical 33 – 

EXP Household expenditure Numerical in logarithm RMB 5,839 – 

SINGLE Type of household Single household = 1, otherwise 0 98 5.0 

GENDER Gender Male = 1, Female = 0 780 40.0 

EDU Education Up to high school = 1, otherwise 

0 

201 10.3 

INNOV Adopter category Laggards = 1, 

Late majority = 2, Early majority 

= 3, Early adopters = 4, 

Innovators = 5 

3.35 – 

 Experience of visiting Japan (base: several times)   

VISIT0   Have not been to 

Japan 

Not yet = 1, otherwise 0 483 24.8 

VISITS   Visited Japan very 

often 

Many times = 1, otherwise 0 406 20.8 

SAFE Japanese food is safe Likert scale 3.89 – 

TASTY Japanese food is tasty Likert scale 3.89 – 

CULTURE Japanese culture is 

attractive 

Likert scale 3.90 – 

STATUS Japanese food pulls up 

the status 

Likert scale 3.38 – 

SAFEprice Safety is more important 

than the price 

Likert scale 4.36 – 

TASTEprice Taste is more important 

than the price 

Likert scale 4.17 – 

SCARprice Scarcity is more 

important than the price 

Likert scale 3.46 – 
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Table 2. Choice of the extrinsic attribute of the products by item. 

Variable name Product item 
Examples shown to 

the respondents 

  I may purchase: I do not 

purchase 

this item. 
Brand of Japan Brand 

of 

China 

Brand of 

other 

countries 
Total 

(a) + (b) 

Japanese 

COB (a) 

Japanese 

COM (b) 

(1)  FROZEN Frozen cooked foods 

ready to eat (frozen foods) 

croquette, takoyaki, 

dumpling, fried rice 64% 18% 46% 59% 9% 5% 

(2)  RICE Processed or cooked rice 

(cooked rice) 

cooked rice, retort 

pouched or chilled 56% 15% 41% 65% 9% 10% 

(3) SEAFOOD Preparations of seafood 

(seafood) 

canned or dried 

products 75% 17% 59% 46% 14% 5% 

(4) CURRY Preparations of curry 

source base (curry sauce) 

retort pouched, curry 

source base 68% 17% 51% 44% 19% 9% 

(5) CONF Confectioneries rice cookie, snacks, 

chocolate 59% 16% 43% 66% 19% 3% 

(6) SAKE Sake, a Japanese liquor 

made from rice 
– 

87% 12% 76% 22% 5% 8% 

Note: Abbreviations of the product names are in the parentheses.       
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Table 3. Estimation results: Multivariate probit model. 

Explanatory 

variable 

Frozen cooked foods ready to eat 

I do not purchase 

Japanese products 
  

I want to purchase 

Japanese COM 
  

Coefficient z-value   Coefficient z-value   

GUANGDONG −0.092 (−0.42)   −0.175 (−0.86)   

SHANGHAI −0.323 −1.75 + −0.213 (−1.25)   

SICHUAN 0.255 (0.93)   0.163 (0.61)   

AGE 0.001 (0.06)   −0.012 (−1.45)   

EXP −0.164 (−1.62)   −0.024 (−0.26)   

SINGLE −0.029 (−0.09)   −0.220 (−0.70)   

GENDER 0.157 (1.07)   0.132 (0.96)   

EDU 0.340 (1.32)   0.154 (0.59)   

INNOV −0.051 (−0.46)   0.096 (0.86)   

VISIT0 0.493 2.58 ** 0.259 (1.34)   

VISITS −0.279 (−1.48)   −0.063 (−0.39)   

SAFE −0.244 −2.48 * −0.093 (−0.97)   

TASTY 0.084 (0.76)   0.341 3.17 ** 

CULTURE −0.158 −1.85 + −0.004 (−0.05)   

STATUS −0.427 −4.48 ** −0.185 −1.97 * 

SAFEprice −0.017 (−0.13)   0.077 (0.58)   

TASTEprice 0.095 (0.78)   0.196 1.68 + 

SCARprice 0.124 (1.39)   0.182 2.16 * 

CONSTANT 4.271 (3.96) ** −0.815 (−0.79)   

Pseudo R2 0.0796           

Sample size 1851           

Note: **, *, +: Statistical significance at 1%, 5%, and 10%.  
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Table 4. Estimation results: Multivariate probit model. 

Explanatory 

variable 

Processed or cooked rice 

I do not purchaseJapanese 

products 
  

I want to purchase Japanese 

COM 
  

Coefficient z-value   Coefficient z-value   

GUANGDONG −0.040 (−0.16)   −0.102 (−0.42)   

SHANGHAI −0.580 −2.9 ** −0.444 −2.27 * 

SICHUAN 0.078 (0.26)   0.011 (0.04)   

AGE −0.005 (−0.48)   −0.004 (−0.43)   

EXP −0.017 (−0.16)   −0.009 (−0.09)   

SINGLE 0.712 1.68 + 0.414 (0.93)   

GENDER 0.025 (0.16)   0.123 (0.79)   

EDU 0.408 (1.41)   0.065 (0.21)   

INNOV −0.061 (−0.49)   0.050 (0.39)   

VISIT0 0.394 1.88 + 0.032 (0.15)   

VISITS −0.121 (−0.63)   0.086 (0.47)   

SAFE −0.245 −2.27 * −0.053 (−0.48)   

TASTY 0.012 (0.10)   0.398 3.22 ** 

CULTURE −0.233 −2.51 * −0.023 (−0.25)   

STATUS −0.300 −2.83 ** −0.233 −2.14 * 

SAFEprice −0.163 (−1.09)   −0.295 −1.95 + 

TASTEprice 0.480 3.75 ** 0.529 4.07 ** 

SCARprice −0.068 (−0.71)   0.113 (1.17)   

CONSTANT 3.599 (3.09) ** −0.482 (−0.41)   

Pseudo R2 0.087           

Sample size 1774           

Note: **, *, +: Statistical significance at 1%, 5%, and 10%. 
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Table 5. Estimation results: Multivariate probit model. 

Explanatory 

variable 

Preparations of seafood 

I do not purchase Japanese 

products 
  

I want to purchase Japanese 

COM 
  

Coefficient z-value   Coefficient z-value   

GUANGDONG 0.263 (1.09)   0.204 (1.00)   

SHANGHAI −0.168 (−0.83)   0.028 (0.17)   

SICHUAN 0.101 (0.33)   0.435 1.67 + 

AGE 0.015 (1.56)   0.001 (0.15)   

EXP −0.056 (−0.50)   −0.076 (−0.81)   

SINGLE 0.382 (0.92)   0.692 1.86 + 

GENDER −0.021 (−0.13)   0.037 (0.27)   

EDU 0.020 (0.08)   −0.516 −2.16 * 

INNOV −0.183 (−1.47)   0.053 (0.47)   

VISIT0 0.581 2.83 ** −0.005 (−0.02)   

VISITS −0.249 (−1.14)   −0.130 (−0.80)   

SAFE −0.304 −2.82 ** −0.010 (−0.10)   

TASTY −0.207 −1.670 + 0.189 1.75 + 

CULTURE −0.083 (−0.86)   −0.089 (−1.09)   

STATUS −0.219 −2.17 * −0.027 (−0.31)   

SAFEprice −0.123 (−0.81)   −0.088 (−0.66)   

TASTEprice −0.150 (−1.11)   0.256 2.18 * 

SCARprice 0.240 2.41 * 0.086 (1.02)   

CONSTANT 4.209 (3.52) ** 0.337 (0.33)   

Pseudo R2 0.0991           

Sample size 1860           

Note: **, *, +: Statistical significance at 1%, 5%, and 10%. 
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Table 6. Estimation results: Multivariate probit model. 

Explanatory 

variable 

Preparations of curry source base 

I do not purchase Japanese 

products 
  

I want to purchase Japanese 

COM 
  

Coefficient z-value   Coefficient z-value   

GUANGDONG 0.107 (0.47)   0.009 (0.05)   

SHANGHAI −0.288 (−1.52)   −0.154 (−0.91)   

SICHUAN 0.725 2.36 * 0.484 1.64 + 

AGE −0.137 (−1.16)   0.172 (1.50)   

EXP 0.013 (1.41)   −0.002 (−0.18)   

SINGLE −0.168 (−1.59)   −0.064 (−0.67)   

GENDER 0.021 (0.06)   0.270 (0.81)   

EDU 0.303 1.94 + 0.170 (1.19)   

INNOV 0.094 (0.34)   0.144 (0.54)   

VISIT0 0.331 1.69 + −0.209 (−1.09)   

VISITS −0.132 (−0.69)   −0.296 −1.79 + 

SAFE −0.251 −2.43 * 0.018 (0.19)   

TASTY −0.221 −1.86 + 0.048 (0.43)   

CULTURE 0.013 (0.14)   0.039 (0.47)   

STATUS −0.359 −3.6 ** −0.124 (−1.31)   

SAFEprice −0.048 (−0.33)   −0.093 (−0.68)   

TASTEprice 0.345 2.68 ** 0.271 2.290 * 

SCARprice 0.137 (1.45)   0.189 2.180 * 

CONSTANT 3.413 (3.04) ** −0.165 (−0.16)   

Pseudo R2 0.0746           

Sample size 1787           

Note: **, *, +: Statistical significance at 1%, 5%, and 10%.  
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Table 7. Estimation results: Multivariate probit model. 

Explanatory 

variable 

Confectioneries 

I do not purchase Japanese 

products 
  

I want to purchase Japanese 

COM 
  

Coefficient z-value   Coefficient z-value   

GUANGDONG −0.383 −1.72 + −0.112 −0.52   

SHANGHAI −0.541 −2.87 ** −0.282 −1.55   

SICHUAN −0.080 −0.29   −0.114 −0.41   

AGE −0.243 −2.13 * −0.020 −0.17   

EXP 0.006 0.7   0.006 0.69   

SINGLE −0.045 −0.44   0.050 0.51   

GENDER 0.642 1.77 + 0.266 0.69   

EDU 0.133 0.91   0.003 0.02   

INNOV 0.029 0.12   −0.189 −0.74   

VISIT0 0.198 1.06   −0.319 −1.64   

VISITS −0.322 −1.73 + −0.202 −1.20   

SAFE −0.243 −2.44 * −0.234 −2.33 * 

TASTY 0.017 0.16   0.280 2.51 * 

CULTURE −0.160 −1.86 + 0.012 0.14   

STATUS −0.273 −2.92 ** −0.016 −0.17   

SAFEprice −0.101 −0.72   −0.143 −1.02   

TASTEprice 0.075 0.61   0.218 1.79 + 

SCARprice 0.113 1.26   0.184 2.10 * 

CONSTANT 4.386 3.99 ** −0.437 −0.40   

Pseudo R2 0.0786           

Sample size 1902           

Note: **, *, +: Statistical significance at 1%, 5%, and 10%. 
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Table 8. Estimation results: Multivariate probit model. 

Explanatory 

variable 

Sake (Japanese rice wine) 

I do not purchase Japanese 

products 
  

I want to purchase Japanese 

COM 
  

Coefficient z-value   Coefficient z-value   

GUANGDONG −0.058 −0.19   0.013 0.06   

SHANGHAI −0.097 −0.37   0.059 0.30   

SICHUAN 0.118 0.33   0.008 0.03   

AGE −0.331 −2.15 * 0.059 0.47   

EXP 0.004 0.36   −0.011 −1.15   

SINGLE −0.117 −0.82   −0.096 −0.90   

GENDER 0.465 0.91   0.364 0.88   

EDU 0.267 1.29   0.096 0.61   

INNOV −0.153 −0.47   −0.191 −0.74   

VISIT0 0.083 0.32   −0.259 −1.28   

VISITS 0.008 0.03   −0.191 −0.99   

SAFE −0.495 −3.48 ** −0.078 −0.70   

TASTY −0.180 −1.16   0.230 1.90 + 

CULTURE 0.141 1.12   −0.243 −2.57 ** 

STATUS −0.226 −1.72 + 0.021 0.20   

SAFEprice −0.179 −0.95   0.069 0.47   

TASTEprice −0.095 −0.57   0.293 2.23 * 

SCARprice 0.534 4.04 ** 0.004 0.04   

CONSTANT 4.081 2.76 ** 1.512 1.31   

Pseudo R2 0.0835           

Sample size 1810           

Note: **, *, +: Statistical significance at 1%, 5%, and 10%. 
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Figure caption 

 

Figure 1. Choice of the extrinsic attributes for Japanese food products. 
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Generalized Axiom of Revealed Preference Tests for Foods and Drinks: 

The Case of Using POS Data in Japan1 
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Toyo University 

Abstract 

The conditions for data to be rationalized by weakly separable utility functions are 

verified by aggregation using representative price indexes. For processed food and 

beverages, the generalized axiom of revealed preference (GARP) is tested using large-

scale product-level point-of-sale data. If the GARP is not satisfied, the Afriat efficiency 

index (AEI) is introduced to assess the degree of optimization error. I find that the larger 

the number of observations in the time series direction, the less likely is the GARP to be 

satisfied. However, the maximum level of AEI when GARP is not satisfied is above 

99.3% on average, indicating that the degree of optimization error is small. 
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Introduction 

In the empirical analysis of consumer demand, it is common to aggregate goods, to 

save a degree of freedom in the parameter estimation of the demand structure model, 

avoid multicollinearity, and reduce the calculation load of computers (Caps and Love, 

2002: p. 807). Additionally, there is a case where consumption data that is already 

aggregated must be used from the viewpoint of availability. In this case, the aggregation 

method is based on a typical index formula. For example, in food demand analysis using 

Japanese public data, it is common to obtain aggregated food prices from the Consumer 

Price Index (aggregated by the Laspeyre-type method) and to construct quantity indexes 

using the corresponding expenditure values from the Family Income and Expenditure 

Survey (Kakei Chousa). 

However, whether there exists a well-behaved utility function that rationalizes the 

given aggregate demand and price data is an empirical question. This verification is 

usually conducted by testing whether the data can be rationalized by weakly separable 

utility functions. If there exists no weakly separable utility function through which it is 

possible to rationalize the data, the demand estimation conducted using aggregate data is 

erroneous. Eales and Unnevehr (1988), Nayga and Caps (1994), and Sellen and Goddard 

(1997) examined the weak separability of utility functions using econometric methods. 

They adopt the parametric method after specifying the utility function form. In such a 

case, it is impossible to distinguish whether the rejection of weak separability is driven 

by an error in the function specification or whether the hypothesis of true weak 

separability is rejected1. 

                                                 

1 These studies are based on Goldman and Uzawa (1964), and the fact that the Slutsky substitution 

matrix term among goods in different goods groups is proportional to the income effect. In recent years, 

parametric tests using the methods of Blackorby et al. (1991) and Moschini et al. (1994), which are 

generalized versions of Goldman and Uzawa (1964), have been examined (Dhar et al., 2003; Frumouzi et 
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According to Varian (1983), one of the main way to avoid this problem is the 

adoption of nonparametric tests. The author shows the necessary and sufficient conditions 

for the data to be rationalized by weakly separable utility functions and further presents 

an algorithm for verification using the generalized axiom of revealed preference 

(GARP) 2 . The algorithm involves three steps: (1) GARP is tested for data before 

aggregation; (2) if GARP is satisfied, it is tested for each commodity group after 

aggregation; (3) if GARP is satisfied in the second step, it is tested for aggregation data. 

In the third step, parameters referred to “Afriat numbers” that satisfy the GARP in this 

step are chosen accordingly. Afriat numbers correspond to the inverse of the price indexes 

and quantity indexes of the commodity group after aggregation. Even if GARP is rejected 

in the third step, it may pass the GARP test in this step under new Afriat numbers. 

Therefore, the algorithm proposed by Varian (1983) is a sufficient condition for weak 

separability. 

I focus on verifying data rationalizability based on aggregation using representative 

price indexes, as is generally done in the aggregation of public data. Corresponding to the 

algorithm proposed by Varian (1983), after the GARP test of the second step, the Afriat 

numbers are calculated beforehand using the representative indexes, after which they are 

used to conduct the GARP tests of the third step. 

As an approach different from the test of weak separability, Lewbel (1996) proposes 

a method using the test of the generalized composite commodity theorem (GCCT). The 

GCCT shows that the demand function for composite goods satisfies some desirable 

properties of the demand function if the logarithmic price ratio of both composite and 

                                                 

al., 2012; Lakkakula et al., 2016). 

2 The analysis conducted by Varian (1983) relies on the studies of data rationalization by Afriat (1967), 

Diwert (1973), and Varian (1982). 
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individual goods is independent of the logarithmic price of composite goods. Since 

Lewbel (1996), related studies increasingly test the GCCT for the rationalizability of food 

and beverage demand data. According to a review by Shumway and Davis (2001, p.167) 

up to 2000, the rationalization of food and beverage data tends not to be rejected by the 

GCCT unlike by separability3. Subsequent studies validating the GCCT, such as Reed et 

al. (2005), Xie and Myrland (2011), Schulz et al. (2012), and Heng et al. (2018), relatively 

accept the rationalization of aggregate food and beverage demand data. 

However, these previous studies examine the data rationalization by aggregating 

goods aggregated into larger groups of goods. The demand theory is based on the rational 

consumption behavior for individual goods. Therefore, verification using data at the 

product level should be conducted. Additionally, research using microdata, such as 

scanner data, targets limited goods groups, such as “carbonated drink” or “ground meat.” 

This implicitly assumes weak separability for other large amounts of food and beverages. 

This study uses large-scale point-of-sale (POS) data that record purchase 

information of processed food and beverages at the product level to examine the 

conditions for the weak separability of the utility function nonparametrically. This study 

aims to: (1) avoid specification problems using a non-parametric test; (2) ensure 

consistency with the consumer theory by using non-aggregate data at the product level; 

and (3) cover a wide range of goods and commodity groups for food and beverage demand. 

Verification covering a wide range of food and beverage products characterizes household 

consumption behavior at the food and beverage expenditure stage based on large-scale 

data. 

                                                 

3 However, it should be noted that the review by Shumway and Davis (2001) includes homothetic 

separability and verification on the production side. 
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This study proceeds as follows. Section 2 confirms the main theorems of data 

rationalization, and explains the analytical procedures used in this study. Section 3 

describes the data used in the analysis, and section 4 describes the results of the analysis. 

Section 5 concluded the study and presents the scope for future work. 

Confirmation of Theorems on Weak Separability Test 

Data Rationalization 

First, I confirm the theorems on the rationalizability of data by Afriat (1967), 

Diewert (1973), and Varian (1982). 

Definition 1: Define D = {𝐩t; 𝐱t}t∈T  as the data set that comprises a strictly 

positive price vector 𝐩t ∈ ℝ++
n  and a nonnegative consumption bundle 𝐱t ∈ ℝ+

n  at 

observation t ∈ T  respectively. Dataset D  is rationalizable if there exists a well-

behaved utility function u: ℝ+
n → ℝ that satisfies the following condition (1)1: 

∀t ∈ T 𝐱t ∈ arg max
𝐱

u(𝐱)  s. t. 𝐩t𝐱 ≤ 𝐩t𝐱t. (1) 

Definition 2: Define that 𝐱t is directly revealed preferred to 𝐱 at observation t ∈

T if 𝐩t𝐱t ≥ 𝐩t𝐱 and is expressed as 𝐱tRD𝐱. Define that 𝐱t is strictly directly revealed 

preferred to 𝐱  if 𝐩t𝐱t > 𝐩t𝐱  and further expressed as 𝐱tPD𝐱 . Define that 𝐱t  is 

revealed preferred to 𝐱  if there exists a sequence 𝐱tRD𝐱j, 𝐱jR
D𝐱k, … , 𝐱mRD𝐱  and 

further expressed as 𝐱tR𝐱. The relation R is referred to as the transitive closure of RD. 

Definition 3: Define that dataset D = {𝐩t; 𝐱t}t∈T  satisfies GARP if 𝐱tR𝐱s does 

not imply 𝐱sPD𝐱t, that is, 𝐱tR𝐱s ⇒ 𝐩s𝐱s ≤ 𝐩s𝐱t. 

                                                 

1 Well-behaved utility functions satisfy monotonicity, continuity, and concavity. 𝐩𝐱 in Eq.(1) means 

the inner product ∑ 𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑖
𝑁
𝑖=1 , where 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑁 indicates the individual goods numbers. 
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Theorem 1: The following conditions (i)–(iv) are equivalent: 

there exists a non-satiated utility function that rationalizes dataset D = {𝐩t; 𝐱t}t∈T ; 

dataset D = {𝐩t; 𝐱t}t∈T  satisfies GARP; 

there exist numbers Ut, λt > 0 ∀t ∈ T that satisfy the following inequality (2): 

∀t, s ∈ T Ut ≤ Us + λs𝐩s(𝐱t − 𝐱s). (2) 

there exists a well-behaved utility function that rationalizes data set D = {𝐩t; 𝐱t}t∈T . 

Satisfying the GARP for dataset D is a necessary and sufficient condition for the 

existence of a well-behaved utility function that rationalizes the dataset. Equation (2) is 

Afriat’s inequality, where Ut  and Us  are interpreted as utility levels, and λs  as the 

marginal utility of income. 

Rationalization of aggregate data 

Next, I confirm the theorems on rationalizability of aggregate data by Varian (1983). 

Definition 4: Dataset D is divided into two commodity groups and rewritten as 

D = {𝐩t, 𝐪t; 𝐱t, 𝐲t}t∈T . 𝐪t is a price vector that corresponds to the consumption bundle 

𝐲t. Dataset D is rationalizable by a weakly separable utility function, which means that 

there exists a well-behaved macro-utility function u and a sub-utility function v that 

satisfy the following condition (3): 

(𝐱t, 𝐲t) ∈ arg max
𝐱,𝐲

u(v(𝐱), 𝐲)  s. t. 𝐩t𝐱 + 𝐪t𝐲 ≤ 𝐩t𝐱t + 𝐪t𝐲t. (3) 

Theorem 2: The following conditions (i)–(iv) are equivalent: 

there exists a non-satiated utility function that rationalizes the data set D =
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{𝐩t, 𝐪t; 𝐱t, 𝐲t}t∈T ; 

there exist numbers Ut, Vt, λt > 0, μt > 0 ∀t ∈ T that satisfy inequalities (4) and 

(5): 

∀t, s ∈ T Ut ≤ Us + λs [𝐪s(𝐲t − 𝐲s) +
1

μs

(Vt − Vs)], 
(4) 

∀t, s ∈ T Vt ≤ Vs + μs𝐩s(𝐱t − 𝐱s); (5) 

datasets {𝐩t; 𝐱t}t∈T  and {1/μt, 𝐪t; Vt, 𝐲t}t∈T  satisfy GARP under specific numbers 

(Vt, μt); 

there exists a well-behaved utility function that rationalizes dataset D =

{𝐩t, 𝐪t; 𝐱t, 𝐲t}t∈T ; 

Numbers 1/μt and Vt in (iii) are interpreted as the price and quantity of the goods 

group 𝐱t aggregated by the sub-utility function v, respectively; the numbers (Vt, μt) 

are referred to as Afriat numbers. 

 Here, the correspondence with the algorithm proposed by Varian (1983) 

mentioned in Section 1 is confirmed. First, I test the GARP of dataset D =

{𝐩t, 𝐪t; 𝐱t, 𝐲t}t∈T . If the GARP is rejected at this stage, weak separability is rejected; 

otherwise, I proceed to the next step. Second, the GARP of the dataset {𝐩t; 𝐱t}t∈T  is 

tested. At this stage, if GARP is rejected, weak separability is rejected; otherwise, I 

proceed to the next step. Finally, the GARP of dataset {1/μt
∗, 𝐪t; Vt

∗, 𝐲t}t∈T  is tested, 

where (Vt
∗, μt

∗) are the specific Afriat numbers. If the GARP is passed at this final stage, 

weak separability is accepted. In contrast, if the GARP is rejected, weak separability 

cannot be rejected. Because the GARP test at the final stage depends on the value of 

(Vt
∗μt

∗), Afriat numbers other than those accepted (Vt
∗μt

∗) may still pass the GARP test 

at the final stage. Therefore, the algorithm proposed by Varian (1983) is considered a 
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sufficient condition for weak separability2. 

 Diewert and Parkan (1985) generalize pattern of data aggregation presented by 

Varian (1983) and show the necessary and sufficient conditions for data rationalization. 

Definition 5 is based on the study by Diewert and Parkan (1985) and describes the premise 

of this study’s analysis. 

Definition 5: Dataset D is divided into goods groups of h = 1, … , H and rewritten 

as D = {𝐩t
1, … , 𝐩t

H; 𝐱t
1, … , 𝐱t

H}t∈T . Dataset D can be rationalized by a weakly separable 

utility function, which means that there exists a well-behaved macro-utility function u 

and a sub-utility function v that satisfy condition (6) below3: 

(𝐱t
1, … , 𝐱t

H) ∈ arg max
𝐱𝟏,…,𝐱H

u(v1(𝐱1), … , vH(𝐱H)) 

 s. t. ∑ 𝐩t
h𝐱h

H

h=1

≤ ∑ 𝐩t
h𝐱t

h

H

h=1

. 

(6) 

Theorem 3: The following conditions (i)–(iv) are equivalent: 

there exists a non-satiated utility function that rationalizes the data set D =

{𝐩t
1, … , 𝐩t

H; 𝐱t
1, … , 𝐱t

H}t∈T ; 

there exist numbers Ut, Vt
h, λt > 0, μt

h > 0 ∀t ∈ T, h = 1, … , H that satisfy 

                                                 

2 Barnett and Choi (1989), Fleissig and Whitney (2003), and Hjertstrand (2009) conducted simulations 

to confirm the sufficient conditions. 

3 In Diewert and Parkan (1985: pp.133-142), the arguments of the macro utility function take the 

subutility function of ℎ = 1, … , 𝐻 and one nonaggregate good. In this sense, the setting in this study is 

more specific than that of Diewert and Parkan (1985). 
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inequalities (7) and (8): 

∀t, s ∈ T Ut ≤ Us + λs [∑
1

μs
h

(Vt
h − Vs

h)

H

h=1

], 

(7) 

∀t, s ∈ T, h = 1, … , H Vt
h ≤ Vs

h + μs
h𝐩s

h(𝐱t
h − 𝐱s

h). (8) 

 

datasets {𝐩t
h; 𝐱t

h}
t∈T 

h=1,…,H
 and {1/μt

1, … ,1/μt
H; Vt

1, … , Vt
H}t∈T  satisfy GARP under 

specific numbers (1/μt
1, … ,1/μt

H, Vt
1, … , Vt

H); 

there exists a well-behaved utility function that rationalizes dataset D =

{𝐩t
1, … , 𝐩t

H; 𝐱t
1, … , 𝐱t

H}t∈T . 

The analytical procedure used in this study 

When the dataset is divided into h = 1, … , H, and the existence of well-behaved 

sub-utility functions that rationalize the data is considered in each goods group, the 

number of aggregation patterns is as many as 2H. Considering the large number of goods 

in POS data, the combination of sub-utility functions {v1(𝐱1), … , vH(𝐱H)} is used, to 

aggregate the divided data set D = {𝐩t
1, … , 𝐩t

H; 𝐱t
1, … , 𝐱t

H}t∈T  under the setting in 

Definition 5, to verify weak separability. As quantities and prices are collected and used 

in one country as a whole for each commodity, the utility maximization behavior of one 

representative individual is assumed. 

 In the analysis procedure, the nonparametric GARP test is conducted for the 

dataset before aggregation first4. Although the dataset is not rationalized by the weakly 

                                                 

4 The GARP tests are conducted using the package “revealedPrefs” of statistical software R. See 
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separable utility function unless it passes the GARP test in the first stage, I introduce the 

Afriat efficiency index (AEI), which is expressed as e ∈ (0,1] , to search for the 

maximum efficiency level at which GARP is satisfied5. The following is the definition of 

the GARP with AEI: 

Definition 6: Define that 𝐱t is directly revealed preferred to 𝐱 at efficiency level 

e ∈ (0,1] if et𝐩t𝐱t ≥ 𝐩t𝐱 at observation t ∈ T and further expressed as 𝐱tRD(e)𝐱. 

Let the transitive closure of RD(e) be R(e). Define that the dataset meets GARP at 

efficiency level e if 𝐱tR(e)𝐱s ⇒ e𝐩s𝐱s ≤ 𝐩s𝐱t is satisfied. 

e = 1 is equal to ordinary GARP inequality. 1 − e is interpreted as the percentage 

of expenditure wasted by consumer optimization errors. If GARP is not satisfied for the 

dataset before aggregation, the level of e is lowered and GARP is retested. This is 

repeated until the dataset is rationalized. The degree of the optimization error of the 

representative consumer is confirmed by obtaining the maximum efficiency level e = e∗ 

that passes the GARP test. 

 Next, the dataset is divided. The division is based on the classification of goods 

by INTAGE Inc., which provides POS data for analysis. GARP is tested on the data set 

{𝐩t
h; 𝐱t

h}
t∈T 

h=1,…,H
 by the goods group, and the degree of the optimization error is confirmed 

by introducing the AEI and the test of the data set before aggregation when the test is not 

passed. 

                                                 

Boelaert (2019) for more information. 

5 The AEI is a concept proposed by Afriat (1972), called Critical Cost Efficiency Index (CCEI) by 

Afriat (1973), and later named AEI by Varian (1994). In Varian (1990), AEI is also described, but it is 

defined as 𝑒𝑡 , which is variable according to 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 . The definition differs from that in the literature 

following Varian (1994). 
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The last is the GARP test of the dataset {1/μt
1, … ,1/μt

H; Vt
1, … , Vt

H}t∈T . It is 

necessary to obtain the unknown Afriat numbers (1/μt
1, … ,1/μt

H, Vt
1, … , Vt

H). In this 

study, representative price indexes and quantity indexes obtained by dividing the value 

by the price indexes are created according to the goods group classification and used as 

Afriat number 6 . Laspeyres-type ( PL ), Paasche-type ( PP ), Fisher-type ( PF ), and 

Töurnqvist-type (PT) are adopted for the price index. For all t ∈ T and h = 1, … , H, the 

respective index formulas are as shown in Equations (9) – (12) below7: 

 

PLt
h =

𝐩t
h𝐱0

h

𝐩t
h𝐱0

h
, 

(9) 

PPt
h =

𝐩t
h𝐱t

h

𝐩t
h𝐱𝐭

h
, 

(10) 

PFt
h = √PLt

h ∗ PPt
h 

(11) 

                                                 

6 It should be noted that even if the GARP test based on the chosen Afriat numbers is rejected, there 

is still a possibility of rationalizing the data using other Afriat numbers. This study assumes that the 

aggregation of goods (price) is based on a typical index formula. 

7 Fisher-type and Töurnqvist-type price indexes can be interpreted as the cost-of-living index from 

the economic approach in the index theory. The cost-of-living index is defined by the ratio of the 

expenditure function when the utility level is fixed, the Fisher-type is assumed to be a specific homothetic 

utility function, and the Töurnqvist-type is assumed to be a translog expenditure function that does not 

assume homotheticity. 
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ln PTt
h = 0.5 ∗ [𝐰0

h(ln 𝐩t
h − ln 𝐩0

h) + 𝐰t
h(ln 𝐩t

h − ln 𝐩0
h)], 

𝐰0
h = {

p0
h,ix0

h,i

𝐩0
h𝐱0

h
}

i∈I(h)

, 𝐰𝐭
h = {

pt
h,ixt

h,i

𝐩t
h𝐱t

h
}

i∈I(h)

. 

(12) 

In the final stage, the degree of optimization error is confirmed by introducing the AEI. 

Data 

This study uses the Nationwide retail store panel survey (SRI) by INTAGE Inc., 

which includes large-scale POS data collected from about 4,000 supermarkets, 

convenience stores, discount stores, and drug stores in Japan. SRI records the values of 

product sales and sales quantities of food and daily necessities by stores and goods. 

 The sales values and quantities across stores selling the same product are totaled 

at the national level, and the price of individual goods is calculated as the unit price 

obtained by dividing the sales value by the sales quantity. The goods to be analyzed 

comprise 538,704 products including items such as rice, bread, noodles, dairy products, 

frozen foods, processed meat and fishery products, canned foods, confectioneries, 

seasonings, and non-alcoholic drinks. Product data for which no purchases are observed 

during the analysis period are excluded8.  

 The weekly data comprise a total of 626 weeks from the first week of January 

2006 to the last week of December 2017 and tabulated at the monthly and annual levels 

considering the frequency of purchase and storage of goods. The month (or year) to which 

the first day of the week belongs is treated as data for that month (or year) on both counts. 

                                                 

8 It should be noted that the selection bias may be caused by missing observations. The remedy for 

this will be in future work. 
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The monthly data cover 144 months, while the annual data cover 12 years. Additionally, 

to confirm the robustness of the long and short analysis periods, the data of the earliest 

month (or year) are successively erased by month (or year), and the GARP test is repeated. 

Therefore, the base time for calculating each price index is the last month (or year) of the 

data so that it does not change with the length of the data in the time series direction. 

 Figure 1 is a line graph showing the number of eliminated months plus one on 

the horizontal axis and the coverage ratio of purchased products on the vertical axis. 

“Coverage ratio of purchased products” refers to “the ratio of the number of products 

purchased continuously to the number of products purchased at least once during the 

analysis period.” For example, when the value of the horizontal axis is 1, the value of the 

vertical axis is approximately 0.027. This indicates that, using monthly data for the entire 

144 months, of the 538,704 products that are purchased more than once, 14,672 (about 

2.7%) are purchased continuously. The coverage ratio of purchased products 

monotonously increases as the period becomes shorter, and the coverage ratio in the case 

of using 2 months, namely November and December, 2017, is approximately 21%. The 

longer the period, the lower the likelihood of continuous purchases, and new products 

will drop out. The coverage ratio of the annual data is shown in Figure 2. The percentage 

of missing observations is slightly lower for annual than monthly totals. The data are 

divided and aggregated based on the commodity group classification by INTAGE Inc.; 

the category includes 140 goods groups, as shown in Figure 39. 

Analysis results 

The GARP test of pre-aggregation data 

                                                 

9  Depending on the analysis period, the number of products may be less than or equal to the 

aforementioned number of product groups. 
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The GARP test of the product-level dataset is conduncted before the goods are 

aggregated. The data set analysis period is 144 months for monthly data and 12 years for 

annual data. The results of the GARP test show that the dataset is rationalized using both 

monthly and annual data. Additionally, the results obtained are robust to the analysis 

period. In other words, the GARP test consistently passes, despite the GARP test being 

repeated by deleting the time series observation of 1 month (or year) at a time from the 

earliest month (or year) in the analysis period. Therefore, I conclude that the large-scale 

POS data used are rationalized by a well-behaved utility function. 

The GARP tests of data by the category 

The GARP tests are performed with data by goods category {𝐩t
h; 𝐱t

h}
t∈T

, h =

1, … ,140. The results are summarized in Figure 4, where the vertical axis shows the mean 

(first vertical axis) and the standard deviation (second vertical axis) of the maximum level 

of AEI for the 140 goods categories, and the horizontal axis shows the number of months 

eliminated when the observations in the time series direction are eliminated 1 month at a 

time, starting from the earliest month in the analysis period. 

For example, in Figure 4, a value of zero on the horizontal axis indicates the mean 

and standard deviation of the maximum level of AEI for the goods category when 144 

months of data from January 2006 are used. Meanwhile, a value of one on the horizontal 

axis indicates the mean and standard deviation of the maximum level of AEI for the goods 

category when 143 months of data from February 2006 are used. 

In the case of monthly data, the maximum level of AEI tends to increase on average; 

its variability decreases as the analysis period becomes shorter. In almost all analysis 

periods, the average maximum AEI value is below one and GARP violation is detected. 

However, the average value of 1 − e∗ is less than 0.007. Although not summarized in 

the figure, when annual data are used, the mean value of 1 − e∗ is consistently less than 

0.0005, but as in the case of monthly data, the mean value of AEI is below one in almost 
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all analysis periods, hence violating GARP. 

 

The GARP tests of aggregate data 

GARP tests are performed using data constructed by goods aggregation. By defining 

the commodity group as h = 1, … , H, the dataset is represented as D = {1/μt
1, … ,1/

μt
H; Vt

1, … , Vt
H}t∈T . The values (1/μt

h, Vt
h), h = 1, … , H ∀t ∈ T  expressed by Afriat 

numbers are price and quantity indexes. The price indexes are determined beforehand 

using the representative aggregation method; the corresponding quantity indexes are 

further calculated by dividing the sales values by the price indexes. 

The results of the GARP tests using monthly data are presented in Figure 5. First, 

the movement of e∗ using the Laspeyres price index is represented by the solid line. The 

movement of e∗ fluctuates until the elimination of the months from 2006 through 2007; 

some of them pass the GARP test, while others show the lowest e∗ value in the graph. 

When the number of eliminated months exceeds approximately 2 years, the movement of 

e∗ becomes stable and always takes a value above approximately 0.9990. Particularly, 

the GARP test is often passed if the data used cover less than 50 months, and the value of 

e∗ does not fall below 0.9995 even if the data do not pass the GARP test. 

Second, this study further focuses on the movement of e∗ when using the Paasche 

price index, denoted with a dotted line. As with the Laspeyres price index, e∗ moves 

strongly until the months from 2006 through 2007 are eliminated. However, the value of 

e∗  is often less than or equal to approximately 0.9990; therefore, the degree of 

optimization error is small compared with the results obtained using other price indexes. 

When the number of eliminated months exceeds approximately 2 years, e∗ equals 1 in 

most cases, and the tendency to pass the GARP test is observed extensively. 

The results using the Fisher and Töurnqvist price indexes are denoted by dashed and 

long-dashed lines, respectively. As with the Laspeyres and Paasche price indexes, these 
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results show a large movement of e∗  until the months from 2006 through 2007 are 

eliminated. The results using these two indexes are relatively similar. 

Whichever index formula is used, there is a common point that the movement of e∗ 

is large until approximately the first 25 months are eliminated. As the number of 

eliminated months decreases, the value of e∗ increases and shows a stable tendency. The 

GARP test tends to be passed for monthly data of approximately 4 years. Most 

importantly, even if the GARP test is not passed, the value of 1 − e∗ does not exceed 

0.004; therefore, the degree of optimization error is minor10. 

When annual data are used, GARP is satisfied. This result is robust for long and short 

analysis periods. The annual data comprise an observation number of 12 units in the time 

series direction. When the number of observations in the time series decreases, it tends to 

easily pass the GARP test. 

Conclusion 

The results show that the large-scale POS data for processed foods and beverages 

can be rationalized by a well-behaved utility function. This result is also robust for the 

length of the analysis period. In contrast, data aggregated using representative price 

indexes, such as Laspeyres, Paacshe, Fisher, and Töurnqvist, tend not to pass the GARP 

test when the analysis period is long; however, the degree of optimization error is minor. 

Although it is not clear whether this is because the observation number in the time series 

                                                 

10 The number of stores surveyed has increased since September 2014 (Month 106); however, the 

impact is not clear. In the Appendix of a discussion paper Sato (2020), data are divided into two periods for 

analysis, namely before and after September 2014. However, the results change insignificantly. Sato (2020) 

also examines the GARP in the final test stage using another goods category and obtain similar results to 

the case of 140 goods categories. 
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direction is small, a robust result that passes the GARP test when the aggregated data at 

the annual level are used is obtained. 

A representative goods category that covers 140 goods is adopted for the commodity 

group division of aggregation. It is necessary to examine the results that can be obtained 

from aggregation at a higher level because, in the analysis of food and beverage demand, 

aggregation may be conducted based on a coarser classification of goods. 

Additionally, efficient algorithms have been developed since Varian (1983)11. The 

application and extension of these algorithms will provide further insight into the 

verification of weak separability using large product-level data. 

 

                                                 

11 For example, verification by nonlinear programming (Swofford and Whitney, 1994; Elger and Jones, 

2008; Fleissig and Whitney, 2008) and verification by mixed integer programming (Cherchye et al., 2015). 

Some related studies examine how many types of utility functions exist to rationalize data (Crawford and 

Pendakur, 2013). 
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Figure 1: Elimination Months and Coverage Ratio of Purchased Products 

Note: The horizontal axis represents the number of months eliminated from the first 

month of the total 144 months plus one, while the vertical axis represents the ratio of the 

number of products continuously purchased out of the products purchased at least once 

during the analysis period. 

 

 

Figure 2: Elimination Years and Coverage Ratio of Purchased Products 

Note: The horizontal axis represents the number of years eliminated from the first year of 

the total 12 years plus one, while the vertical axis represents the ratio of the number of 

products continuously purchased out of the products purchased at least once during the 

analysis period. 
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Figure 3: Food and Beverage Goods Groups 

Note: See Sato (2021) for Japanese category names. 

No. Goods category names No. Goods category names

1 Rice                  71 Pasta sauce 

2 Rice products               72 Stew base      

3 White bread              73 Soup base for specific dishes

4 Sweet baked goods and stuffed bread 74 Soups            

5 Cereals          75 Miso  soup and Japanese clear soup (suimono )

6 Bagged instant noodles    76 Packaged soup        

7 Instant noodles in cups       77 Food pouches      

8 Dried noodles                78 Frozen fishery products          

9 Raw noodles and boiled noodles        79 Frozen agricultural products            

10 Spaghetti 80 Frozen meals            

11 Macaroni 81 Other frozen food

12 Other noodles          82 Canned fish and shellfish         

13 Wheat flour              83 Canned vegetables            

14 Tempura  flour 84 Canned fruits        

15 Frying powder 85 Canned meat            

16 Breadcrumbs               86 Other canned food

17 Premix       87 Ham            

18 Soy sauce                88 Sausages      

19 Miso                89 Fish ham            

20 Table salt              90 Fish sausages      

21 Sake for cooking              91 Roast pork                

22 Sugar                92 Bacon

23 Low-calorie sweeteners    93 Kamaboko          

24 Syrups          94 Chikuwa              

25 Honey                95 Hanpen            

26 Sauce 96 Fried food              

27 Ketchup          97 Other fish paste-based products      

28 Mayonnaise 98 Natto                

29 Dressing      99 Simmered soybeans (Nimame )

30 Spices            100 Tsukudani                

31 Essences 101 Chocolate         

32 Other general-purpose seasonings    102 Caramel          

33 Sauce for yakiniku shabu-shabu 103 Candy          

34 Vinegar                104 Chewing gum       

35 Ponzu  sauce 105 Biscuits & crackers

36 Hon mirin 106 Snacks            

37 Mirin -like seasoning 107 Rice crackers/arare

38 Dashi 108 Confections by toy manufacturers    

39 Flavor seasoning 109 Nutritionally balanced food products    

40 Kezuribushi  (dried fish shavings) 110 Ice cream      

41 Niboshi               111 Desserts          

42 Wakame  /Kelp 112 Infant formula

43 Soup base for dipping sauce and simmered dishes (nimono ) 113 Baby food        

44 Flavor enhancers        114 Milk                

45 Compound seasoning           115 Lactic fermented beverages          

46 Cellophane noodles and kuzukiri  noodles 116 Soy milk                

47 Seaweed salad          117 Lactic acid drinks             

48 Koya-dofu ( freeze-dried tofu ) 118 Other beverages          

49 Nori                119 Instant coffee          

50 Mozuku  and mekabu  seaweed 120 Regular coffee          

51 Vegetable oil or oil for tempura 121 Black tea                

52 Sesame oil              122 Cocoa             

53 Other edible oils        123 Malt beverage            

54 Butter              124 Japanese tea

55 Margarine        125 Barley tea                

56 Cheese              126 Chinese tea              

57 Instant cream         127 100% juice    

58 Fresh cream          128 Fruit juice          

59 Whip cream          129 Tomato juice      

60 Skim milk        130 Vegetable juice         

61 Condensed milk 131 Coca-Cola              

62 Yogurt           132 Cider            

63 Jam/marmalade   133 Soft drinks            

64 Other spreads  134 Coffee drinks    

65 Furikake 135 Black tea drinks        

66 Seasoning blend for ochazuke (rice with green tea) 136 Liquid tea              

67 Seasoning blend for mixed rice        137 Sports drinks    

68 Other seasoning blends  138 Functional beverages      

69 Curry              139 Nutritional drinks

70 Stew 140 Mineral water  
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Figure 4: Elimination Months and the Maximum AEI Level That Passes the GARP 

Test in the Second Test Stage 

Note: The horizontal axis represents the number of months eliminated from the first 

month of the total 144 months, while the vertical axes show the mean and the standard 

deviation of the maximum AEI level that passes the GARP test among goods categories.  
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Figure 5: Elimination Months and the Maximum AEI Level That Passes the GARP 

Test in the Final Test Stage 

Note: The horizontal axis represents the number of months eliminated from the first 

month of the total 144 months, while the vertical axis shows the maximum AEI level that 

passes the GARP test. 
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Abstract 

The "live-streaming + agricultural products" mode, which is detonated by mobile 

Internet technology and digital economy, is regarded as a new opportunity for rural 

revitalization and poverty alleviation in the rural e-commerce model. The contribution of live 

broadcast of goods in solving the docking of agricultural product production and marketing, 

increasing farmers' income, promoting rural revitalization and consolidating poverty 

alleviation was so great that it could not be ignored. As the core group of live-streaming 

shopping, young consumers' consumption behavior determines the long-term marketing effect 

of live-streaming. Most of the existing studies take consumers' purchase intention as the 

dependent variable. However, in reality, there is often a certain deviation between consumers' 

declarative intention and actual purchase behavior. Analyzing the reasons for the deviation is 

very important to promote the transformation from consumers' purchase intention to behavior 

of live-streaming fresh agricultural products. This research selected young consumers in 

Nanchang city as the survey object, randomly selected 5 counties or districts in Nanchang, 

conducted a questionnaire survey on 100 young consumers in each county or district, and 

recovered 359 valid questionnaires.Based on the valid survey data of 359 young consumers in 

Nanchang city, this study constructs a multivariate Logistic model to analyze the influencing 

factors of young consumers' live-streaming fresh agricultural products purchase intention and 

behavior and the deviation between them.The research shows that: (1) There is a certain 

deviation between the purchase intention and behavior of young consumers and their 

sub-groups, which is shown as "high intention, low behavior", and the deviation is 

significantly different among groups in education level, marital status and personal monthly 

consumption level; (2) Taking the positive consistency group as the reference, the deviation is 

mainly affected by education level, marital status, trust level, perceived convenience, 

perceived risk, evaluation and sales attention and attention of Internet celebrities. (3) Among 

the significant factors, marital status, understanding of the live-streaming fresh agricultural 

products, trust level of online live platform, perceived convenience, perceived risk, and 

attention of Internet celebrities will promote the positive consistency. Only evaluation and 

sales attention will inhibit positive consistency. According to the above results, corresponding 

marketing suggestions are put forward to promote the payment behavior of live-streaming 

fresh agricultural products among young consumers: (1) Merchants should actively change 

their marketing ideas and apply precision marketing, focusing on improving the purchase 

conversion rate of highly educated and married young consumers; (2) Enhance consumers’ 

cognition and trust of live-streaming fresh agricultural products and build consumers’ 
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confidence; (3) Pay attention to improving consumers' live-streaming fresh produce purchase 

experience; (4) Strengthen quality to build trust in after-sales guarantee; (4) Attach great 

importance to the reputation of live-streaming fresh agricultural products; (5) The influence of 

Internet celebrities as opinion leaders in the marketing of live stream should not be ignored. 

Maintain good relationship between celebrities and consumer groups.  

Keywords: live-streaming shopping; purchase intention; payment behavior; deviation; 

fresh agricultural products 
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Introduction 

In recent years, the “live-streaming + agricultural products” mode, which is detonated by 

mobile Internet technology and digital economy, is regarded as a new opportunity for rural 

revitalization and poverty alleviation in the rural e-commerce model (Lu, 2021; Li and Zhao, 

2020). According to the 46th “Statistical Report on the Development of the Internet in China”, 

the number of the country’s live streaming users reached 562 million by the end of June, 2020, 

accounting for 59.8% of the total netizens; 309 million of whom are engaged with 

e-commerce live streaming, accounting for 32.9% of the total netizens. Furthermore, the 

transaction volume of live delivery in 2019 reached more than 66.37 billion dollars. In early 

2020, shocked by the novel coronavirus pneumonia, By taking advantage of social influencer 

marketing, the contribution of live broadcast of goods in solving the docking of agricultural 

product production and marketing, increasing farmers’ income and promoting rural 

revitalization was so great that it could not be ignored (Fu, 2021). Fresh agricultural products 

have the characteristics of high frequency and rigid demand (Xiao, 2020). With such a huge 

consumption volume, the market increment of live-streaming of fresh agricultural products 

will show a significant growth in the future (Zhong, 2020).  

With the development of the new business of live stream, the theoretical exploration is 

constantly enriched, which mainly focus on the following aspects: the first is to explain the 

essence and connotation (Cheng, Wang and Sun, 2021), driving factors (Shen, 2020), growth 

logic (Zhou and Fan, 2021; Jin, 2020) and development path (Deng, 2020; Guo and Qu, 2020) 

of live streaming economy; The second is to reveal the potential risks of promoting goods 

sales through lives streaming and how to regulate and supervise it (Mei and Hou, 2021; Su, 

2021); The third is to analyze consumers’ live-streaming shopping intentions, and to explore 

the factors influencing purchase decision and its internal mechanism (Liu and Shi, 2020; Zhou, 

Tang, Xiao, 2021). Whether the live streaming can play a long-term and sustainable marketing 

effect depends on the occurrence and persistence of consumers’ actual purchase behavior. 

However, there is no consensus on the commercial conversion rate or cash flow rate of 

live-streaming consumers. Some scholars believe that the conversion rate of e-commerce live 

streaming catalyzed by the traffic dividend is at a high level (Zhong, 2020; Cheng, Wang and 

Sun, 2021). Young consumers, especially the post-90s generation and post-00s generation, are 

regarded as the core consumer groups for online live streaming shopping. In February 2020, 

the China Consumer Association conducted a survey on consumers from 12 livestreaming 

platforms and found that the post-00s and post-90s are the main force of online live shopping, 

accounting for 59.1%. Taking Taobao live app as an example, the user portrait of Taobao live 
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app released by iiMedia Research showed that users under the age of 35 accounted for about 

77.8% by April 2020. According to the special research report on the development of China’s 

online live streaming industry in the first half of 2021 released by iiMedia Research, in the 

first half of 2021, about 24.1% of livestreaming users said they would watch the livestreaming 

of agricultural products. iiMedia data center also showed that in 2019, fresh agricultural 

products accounted for 27.01% of the commodity categories purchased by consumers in 

livestreaming. Young consummers’ desire for live-streaming shopping is easily induced by 

Internet celebrity anchors and produces impulsive consumption ( Liu, Zhao, Long, 2020; 

Gong et al, 2019). Contrary to this, Xu et al. (2020) found that the commercial conversion rate 

in live clothing marketing was not high (Xu, Qu, Cai, 2020). The conversion of fresh 

agricultural products through live streaming rate has no relevant research results yet. So, what 

is the willingness of young consumers to buy fresh produce live on the web? Is there a 

deviation between consumption intention and actual payment behavior? What are the reasons 

for the deviation? Although some scholars have revealed the willingness and behavior 

mechanism of live-streaming consumption, previous studies regarded willingness as a 

predictor of behavior, ignoring the possibility of deviation between consumers’ purchase 

willingness and behavior, that is, the situation of “willing to buy but not to buy” or “unwilling 

to buy but to buy”. In the case of “willing to buy but not to buy”, willingness as a predictor of 

behavior will be invalid and overestimated; while “unwilling to buy but to buy” is usually 

caused by external factors, so it is not sustainable. Therefore, understanding the deviation 

between consumers’ purchase intention and behavior, and promoting the transformation of 

willingness to behavior, is of practical importance for promoting the long-term effect of live 

broadcast on fresh agricultural products consumption. To this end, focusing on intention and 

behavior deviation, this study breaks through the limitation that the research focusing on 

purchase intention can not reflect the real consumption situation, and expands the research 

perspective of livestreaming consumption; On the other hand, in response to the new 

challenges in live-streaming marketing, the business practice focusing only on improving 

purchase intention may not achieve the goal of increasing sales. This study investigated the 

young consumers in Nanchang, and took the relationship between intention and behavior of 

purchasing live-streaming fresh agricultural products as the outcome variable. Qualitative 

analysis of the degree of deviation between purchase intention and behavior of consumer 

subgroups. At the same time, taking "willing to buy and and paid for it" as the reference group, 

focus on the group of “willingness to buy but not to buy”, clarify the reasons for the deviation 

of consumers’ purchase intention and behavior in live-streaming fresh agricultural products, 
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weaken the deviation between intention and behavior, and promote the transformation of 

purchase intention into behavior.  

Literature review 

The theory of planned behavior (TPB) holds that the generation of individual behavior 

intention is affected by attitude, subjective norm and perceived behavior control, and intention 

is an important pre variable of behavior, which will directly determine the occurrence and 

intensity of individual behavior (Ajzen, 1991). Research results in the field of behavior show 

that individual decision-making is not completely rational, and intention does not always 

accurately and effectively predict behavior, and there is a deviation between them (Ajzen, 

2020). Intention is not a sufficient and necessary condition for behavior. Researchers believe 

that the deviation between intention and behavior is caused by a series of continuous links. 

First of all, attitude and subjective norm reflect the rational process of consumer analysis, 

choice, and judgment. They affect individual behavior by influencing individual intention, and 

are considered to be the primary condition for influencing the transformation of intention to 

behavior (Zhang et al, 2015). For example, the degree of cognition will significantly affects 

the deviation between consumption intention and behavior, and low cognition will lead to a 

higher degree of deviation between intention and behavior (Wang, Tao, Chen, 2019). Wang 

and Gao (2020) confirmed that subjective norms, including sales recommendations, relatives 

and friends, other consumers, government propaganda, and media information, would affect 

whether consumers’ purchase intentions and behaviors are inconsistent. Furthermore, 

consumers’ pursuit of the goal of “maximizing utility” is the prerequisite for the 

implementation of purchase behavior. Once the intention conflicts with the goal of 

“maximizing utility”, it will lead to deviations between intention and behavior (Yu et al, 2017). 

For instance, the survey conducted by Park and Lin (2020) found that many consumers who 

expressed positive purchase intentions did not make purchase behaviors. They examined 

perceived value, risk, perceived consumer efficacy, subjective norms, and demographics 

variables and other factors had different effects on purchase intention and behavior. In 

addition, consumer psychological experience factors can also affect the gap between intention 

and behavior. Studies have confirmed that the perceived communication, satisfaction and trust 

of consumers positively and significantly improve purchase behavior and weaken the 

deviation between purchase intention and behavior (Sultan, Tarafder, and Henryks, 2019). 

Many scholars have conducted qualitative analysis and empirical tests on the antecedents 

of consumption intentions and behaviors of live-streaming shopping, focusing on individuals, 
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Internet celebrities, live broadcast processes, and psychological and emotional factors. 

Consumer groups in live streaming have great homogeneity, which weakens the influence of 

individual characteristics (Liu and Shi, 2020). As a key opinion leader, online celebrities 

played an important role (Chen, 2020). The recognition and trust of live broadcast consumers 

promoted the transaction and realization (Xu, Wu, Li, 2020). The comprehensive personalized 

services provided by Internet celebrities in live-streaming marketing, such as product 

after-sales service and logistics services, will also promote consumers to purchase (Yan et al, 

2021) Some scholars have used the grounded theory to analyze the formation mechanism of 

consumers’ online live broadcast purchase intention from the three categories of consumer 

cognition, emotion and intention (Liu, Zhao, Long, 2020). Through the structural equation 

model, it was verified that the unique characteristics of professionalism, interactivity and 

entertainment played an important role in inducing consumer behavior (Geng et al, 2020; Liu 

et al, 2020; Meng et al, 2020). And the induction was mediated by pleasure, arousal and trust 

( Liu, Li, Yin, 2020;  Chen, Gao, Wen, 2020; Fan et al, 2020). 

The academic discussion on individual intention and behavior deviation was very 

common, which were reflected in various fields. In food consumption (Wu, Xia and Luo, 

2019; Chen et al, 2013; Wang, Yang, Zhu, 2018), green consumption (Zhang and Li, 2017; Qi 

et al, 2019; El haffar, Durif, Dube, 2020; Nguyen, Nguyen, Hoang, 2018), ethical 

consumption (Wang, Lei, Wu, 2017; Rausch & Kopplin, 2021), environmental protection 

(Khan et al, 2020) and technology adoption (Li & Chen, 2020; Li & Yin, 2021; Wang & Liu, 

2021) and other fields, researchers have confirmed that there is a deviation between stated 

intentions and actual behavior. Following the gap between intention and behavior, through a 

series of empirical studies, scholars found that the deviation could be attributed to various 

factors. Some scholars believe that demographic variables (such as gender, education level, 

etc.), cognitive level and trust level will affect the degree of intention and behavioral 

deviation. For example, male tourists showed a higher degree of deviation between their 

environmental responsibility willingness and behavior than female tourists, and the higher 

their level of education, the less likely they are to deviate from their environmental 

responsibility willingness and behavior (Duan et al, 2021). Research on green production and 

consumption confirmed that low cognitive level and distrust would lead to deviations of 

intention and behavior (Luo, Li, Xu, 2020; Nuttavuthisit & Thogersen, 2015). Other scholars 

found that the reasons for the differences between consumer’ stated intentions and actual 

consumption behavior lie in the uncertainty of consumer’s preference, consumer’s 

characteristics, environmental factors and risk perception. The research of Li and Mattsson 
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(1995) showed that due to the uncertainty of preference, there was often a large gap between 

the stated purchase intentions and actual consumption behavior. Deng (2014)demonstrated 

that the key influencing factors of ethical consumers’ inconsistency between words and deeds 

are not only determined by consumer characteristics, such as moral maturity, purchase inertia 

and ethical consumption cognitive efforts, but also depend on situational factors (Guagnano, 

Stern & Dietz, 1995). Only when consumers do not increase the additional cost of 

consumption (such as information identification of ethical products, inconvenience of 

shopping, etc.), consumers with purchase intention would make real purchase. Even the 

current mood or state of consumers when making purchase decisions will lead to deviation 

between the intention and behavior. Wang, Geng and Xiao (2020) also believed that the 

transformation from intention to behavior requires the activation and regulation of personal 

characteristics and situational factors. According to the research on consumers’ online 

shopping intention and behavior, the information asymmetry associated with the Internet 

virtual environment increased (Utz, Kerkhof, van den Bos, 2012), and consumers at an 

information disadvantage faced more opportunistic threats and transaction uncertainty (Wang, 

Cai, Ning, 2020). It makes consumers perceived higher risks than traditional shopping 

methods, which hindered the actual purchase (Li, 2014). Thus, both internal and external 

complex factors will lead to the inconsistency between consumers' purchase intention and 

their actual payment behavior. The prediction of pure willingness survey data is inaccurate 

and can not accurately replace consumers’ actual behavior. 

To sum up, although the existing research results have carried out researches on 

individual intention, behaviors and the relationships between them from the perspectives of 

psychology, economics, management and behavioral theories, there are few empirical studies 

on the consumption of live agricultural products at the consumer level. Throughout the 

existing studies, the purchase intention of live-streaming fresh agricultural products was often 

regarded as a predictive variable of purchase behavior. However, previous studies have 

confirmed that there was a deviation between the willingness and behavior in reality, which 

led to the prediction of willingness on behavior was not always accurate and effective, thus 

the product production and investment decisions based on purchase intention are likely to pay 

a high price of failure. Therefore, it is necessary to take the intention and behavior deviation 

into the scope of investigation to better guide the marketing practice. This study intends to 

solve the following problems: firstly, using descriptive statistical methods to identify the 

degree of deviation between consumers’ live-streaming fresh agricultural products purchase 

intention and behavior; On the basis of qualitative analysis, this paper empirically analyzes 
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the deviation of consumers' purchase intention and behavior, reveals the factors influencing 

the deviation between purchase intention and behavior of live-streaming fresh agricultural 

products, and puts forward relevant marketing suggestions.The possible contribution of this 

study is as follows: live streaming as a new consumption format, although there has been 

some research on the purchase intention of live-streaming products, few researchers try to 

connect the purchase intention with the actual purchase behavior, and the deviation between 

purchase intention and behavior of live-streaming fresh agricultural products is ignored. This 

study brings intention and behavior into a unified analysis framework, and introduces the 

perspective of inconsistency between purchase intention and  behavior to identify the 

deviation between the consumption intention and behavior of live-streaming fresh agricultural 

products. Given the complexity and uncertainty in the process of putting purchase intention 

into actual behavior, this study selects the independent variables causing intention and 

behavior deviation, pays attention to the inconsistency between intention and behavior caused 

by consumers' psychological perception experience in the process of live-streaming shopping, 

and takes into account factors such as individual characteristics, cognitive attitude, demand fit 

and subjective norms. This study expands the application scope of planned behavior theory 

and enriches the literature research on consumption decision-making, intention and behavior 

deviation of live-streaming products. At the same time, the market potential and economic 

benefits of  live streaming format largely depend on consumers as the final demander. The 

research on the deviation between their purchase intention and payment behavior is helpful to 

identify and reveal the causes of the deviation, so as to optimize the marketing strategy and 

promote the effective conversion of consumers’ purchase intention of live-streaming fresh 

agricultural products into real payment behavior. 

Data 

In this study, questionnaire survey was used to collect data. The content of the 

questionnaire included each respondent's individual characteristic information (such as gender, 

marital status, educational level, personal monthly expenditure), cognitive attitude towards 

live-streaming fresh agricultural products (including cognition and trust), live streaming 

experience perception, purchase intention and purchase behavior, etc. China national bureau 

of statistics defined the age range of the youth group as 15-34 years old. The research object 

of this study is young consumers with certain purchasing power, Therefore, we selected 

young consumers aged 18-34 as the survey objects. Before the formal survey, 50 young 

consumers in Nanchang were randomly pre surveyed to further modify and improve the 

content of the questionnaire to ensure the effectiveness of the survey. The formal survey was 
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conducted in Nanchang from June to October 2019, and samples were selected by random 

sampling method. Firstly, five districts of Nanchang were randomly selected, including 

Qingshanhu District, Donghu District, Xihu District, Qingyunpu District and Xinjian district. 

The respondents were randomly intercepted and investigated in crowded places such as 

shopping malls, subway entrances and schools in the five districts. A total of 500 

questionnaires were distributed to young citizens and 425 were actually returned. After 

eliminating incomplete filling, logical inconsistency and a few questionnaires in case of 

“unwilling to buy but to buy”, 359 valid questionnaires were obtained, with an effective rate 

of 84.5%. Consumers were divided according to gender, educational level, marital status, and 

personal monthly expenditure. The specific sample characteristics were shown in Table 1. 

Table 1 Basic characteristics of the sample (N=359) 

Variable 
Variable 

Interpretation 

Proportion 

(%) 

Proportion of 

consumers willing 

to buy (%) 

Proportion of 

consumers have 

purchased(%) 

Gender 
Male 42.9 57.1 37.0 

Female 57.1 57.5 38.0 

Education 

Level 

High school or 

below 
8.9 68.8 59.4 

College or 

undergraduate 
75.5 54.2 33.2 

Bachelor degree 

or above 
15.6 66.0 46.4 

Marital Status 
Unmarried 84.4 53.5 31.4 

Married 15.6 78.5 71.4 

Personal 

monthly 

expenditure 

314 dollars or 

below 
53.2 45.0 27.2 

314 to 628 dollars 29.5 72.6 43.4 

628 dollars or 

above 
17.3 69.4 59.7 

All Sample  100 57.4 37.6 

Consumers generally have strong intention to buy live-streaming fresh agricultural 

products, and consumers with purchase intention account for 57.4% of the total. Among them, 

the number of male and female consumers with purchase intention is almost the same. 

However, there are differences in purchase intention among consumers with different 

educational levels, different marital status and personal monthly expenditure.Consumers with 

high school and below, married and personal monthly expenditure of 314 to 628 dollars are 

more willing to buy. Although consumers expresse their willingness to buy, the purchase 
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intention expressed by consumers has not been fully transformed into behavior. Only 37.6% 

of consumers said they have purchased live-streaming fresh agricultural products. Among 

them, female, high school and below, married and personal monthly expenditure of more than 

628 dollars consumers have a greater proportion of actual purchase behavior. 

This paper takes the positive answer of consumers “whether you are willing to buy 

online live fresh agricultural products” as the standard of consumer’ purchasing intention, 

“whether they have paid for live-streaming fresh agricultural product” as the standard of 

purchasing behavior. Based on this, the relationship variable of willingness and behavior is 

constructed. We defined  the case of “willing to buy and paid for it” as a “positive 

consistency”, the case of “willing to buy but not to buy” as a “deviation”, and the case of 

“unwilling to buy and not to buy” as a “negative consistency”. 

Table 2 describes the consistency of consumers’ purchase intention and behavior 

(including positive consistency and negative consistency) and the paradox (willing to buy but 

not to buy). It is found that the probability of deviation between consumers’ overall purchase 

intention and actual behavior is 19.8%. Chi square test was conducted on the positive and 

negative consistency and deviation of different consumer subgroups. It was found that the 

proportion of positive consistency of married consumer subgroups was higher than that of 

unmarried subgroups, and there was significant difference between married and unmarried 

groups. The higher the personal monthly expenditure, the positive consistency proportion 

increased significantly, and there were significant differences among groups with different 

personal monthly expenditure. Divided by educational level, the lowest proportion of people 

with positive consistency is the group with college or undergraduate education, and there are 

significant differences among groups with different educational level. It shows that there is a 

deviation between the purchase intention and actual behavior of consumers and their 

subgroups. The possible explanation is that consumers are easy to take strategic behavior and 

overestimate their purchase intention when they state their intention. However, when they 

really make a purchase decision, they are vulnerable to situational factors, psychological 

factors and other reference subjects, making the purchase behavior more uncertain. Therefore, 

the prediction of intention to behavior is not completely reliable.
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Table 2 Deviation description of consumers and their subgroups’ purchase intention and behavior  for 

live-streaming fresh agricultural products  

Criteria for 

the 

classification 

Subgroups 

Proportion (%) 

Mean 
Chi square 

test 
Positive 

consistency 
Deviation 

Negative 

consistency  

Gender 
Male 37.0 20.1 42.9 1.06 

0.046 
Female 38.0   19.5 42.4 1.04 

Education 

level 

High school 

and below 
59.4    9.4 31.3 0.72 

11.141** 

College or 

undergraduate 
33.2 21.0 45.8 1.13 

Bachelor 

degree or 

above 

46.4 19.6 33.9 0.88 

Marital status 
Unmarried 31.4 22.1 46.5 1.15 

32.532*** 
Married 71.4 7.1 21.4 0.50 

Personal 

monthly 

expenditure 

314 dollars or 

below 
27.2 17.8 55.0 1.28 

37.549*** 
314 to 628 

dollars 
43.4 29.2 27.4 0.84 

628 dollars or 

above 
59.7 9.7 30.6 0.71 

All Sample  37.6 19.8 42.6 1.05  

Based on the existing studies, this paper selects 15 explanatory variables, which can be 

divided into six categories. Related items are all taken on the Likert five-level scale, 1-5 

means from strongly disagree to strongly agree. The specific explanatory variables are as 

follows : first, consumer individual characteristics, including gender, education level, marital 

status and personal monthly expenditure. Second, consumers’ cognitive attitude towards live 

online fresh agricultural products includes two variables(Wang, Tao, Chen, 2019; Huang & 

Lu, 2017): the cognition of live online fresh agricultural products and the degree of trust in 

the purchase of live online platform. The third is consumers’ experience perception of buying 

live-streaming fresh agricultural products(Zhang, Zhang, Zhao, 2021), including 4 variables: 

perceived entertainment, perceived interactivity, perceived purchase efficiency and perceived 

convenience. The four variables are respectively correspond to the question items “You can 

buy fresh agricultural products while entertaining in the live stream”, “You can share and 

exchange relevant information with others during the live stream”, and “It is more efficient to 

buy fresh agricultural products in the live stream” and “It is convenient to buy fresh 
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agricultural products in the live stream”, the larger the value, the stronger the perception. The 

fourth is the demand fit(Cao, Dai, Zhao, 2012), including service fit and product information 

fit, corresponds to the topics “I think the live stream can provide the services I need” and “I 

think the information provided by the live stream is sufficient to meet my needs for 

purchasing fresh agricultural products”, the larger the value, the higher the degree of demand 

fit. The fifth is the perceived risk(Li & Chen, 2020), answer the question “I think there is no 

guarantee for the quality of fresh agricultural products purchased through live streaming”, the 

larger the value, the higher the perceived risk. The sixth is subjective norms(Wu, Xia, Luo, 

2019; Wang & Gao, 2020), including two variables: evaluation and sales attention and the 

attention of Internet celebrities, corresponding to the item “I will pay attention to the 

evaluation and sales before buying” and “I will buy fresh agricultural products recommended 

by internet celebrities”, the large value means that consumers pay more attention to evaluation 

from other consumers, sales volume and recommendation of Internet celebrities. That is, the 

larger the value, the higher the influence of these variables.
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Table 3 Variable description 
 

 Variable Variable interpretation Mean Std. 

Dependent 

variable 

Purchase intention No=0, Yes=1 0.57 0.495 

Purchase or not No=0, Yes=1 0.38 0.485 

The relationship between 

intention and behavior 

Positive consistency=0, 

Deviation=1, Negative 

consistency =2 

1.05 0.896 

Independent 

variable 

    

Individual 

characteristics 

Gender Female=0, Male=1 0.43 0.496 

Education level 1-3 2.07 0.491 

Marital status Unmarried=0, 

Married=1 

0.16 0.363 

Personal monthly expenditure 1-3 1.64 0.760 

Cognition and 

attitude 

Cognition 1-5 2.52 1.235 

 Trust level 1-5 2.82 1.197 

live streaming 

experience 

perception 

Entrainment 1-5 3.31 1.187 

Interactivity 1-5 3.26 1.230 

Purchase efficiency 1-5 3.09 1.252 

Convenience  3.26 1.207 

Demand fit Service fit 1-5 3.21 1.166 

Information fit 1-5 3.20 1.210 

Perceived risk Perceived risk  3.01 1.160 

Subjective norms Evaluation and sales attention 1-5 3.97 1.185 

Attention of Internet 

celebrities 

1-5 2.72 1.284 

Use table note to describe what 1-5 mean. 

Note: Strongly disagree=1, Dissagree=2, Normal=3, Agree=4, Strongly agree=5 

Model 

In order to investigate the factors affecting the deviation of the purchase intention and 

behavior of live-streaming fresh agricultural products, the relationship of the consumers’ 

purchase willingness and behavior of live-streaming fresh agricultural products is the 

dependent variable.  

Based on the relationship between consumers’ purchase intention and behavior, we 

defined the case of “willing to buy and paid for it” as a “positive consistency”, the case of 

“willing to buy but not to buy” as a “deviation”, and the case of “unwilling to buy and not to 
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buy” as a “negative consistency”, respectively assigned the value of “0”, “1”, “2”. Then 

establish a disordered Logistic model. Finally, we obtain the significant influencing factors 

and robust standard errors of consumers’ live-streaming fresh agricultural products deviation 

of purchase intention and behavior. 

  iii XZ                                     (1) 

In equation (1),  is the intercept, iX  stands for independent variable,  is the error 

term, the probability of the deviation of consumers' purchase intention and behavior of 

live-streaming fresh agricultural products is as follows.     
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In equation (2),  is the base of the natural logarithm, and its estimated formula is as 

follows. 
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In equation (3), the event occurrence ratio is the occurrence ratio of the second type of 

event (deviation), the third type of event (negative consistency) to the first type of 

event(positive consistency). 

Estimation Restuls 

Identify influencing factors of consumers’ live streaming fresh agricultural products 

deviation of purchase intention and behavior. Model 1 analyzes the influencing factors of the 

occurrence ratio of deviation to positive consistency, and Model 2 analyzes the influencing 

factors of the occurrence ratio of negative consistency to positive agreement. The model has a 

good fit and passed the statistical test at the 1% level. Table 4 reports the regression 

coefficients and robust standard errors of each explanatory variable. At the same time, the 

marginal effects of significant influencing factors are calculated to estimate the degree of their 

influence. The analysis results are shown in Table 5. 

 

e
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Table 4 Influencing factors of consumers’ deviation of purchase intention and behavior for 

live-streaming fresh agricultural product 

Item 

Model 1(deviation/positive 

consistency) 

Model 2(negative consistency/ 

positive agreement) 

Coefficients 

Robust 

standard 

error 

Relative 

risk 

ratio 

Coefficients 

Robust 

standard 

error 

Relative 

risk 

ratio 

Gender 0.425 0.404  1.530 0.909 0.654  2.481  

Education level -0.694* 0.404  0.500  -0.572 0.829  0.564  

Marital status -1.772*** 0.621  0.170  -0.421 1.296  0.656  

Personal monthly 

expenditure 
-0.031 0.274  0.969    -0.898 0.593  0.407  

Cognition -0.319 0.220  0.727 -0.544* 0.298  0.581  

Trust level -0.436* 0.253  0.647    -2.188*** 0.483  0.112 

Entertainment 0.305 0.312  1.356 0.762* 0.405  2.142 

Interactivity -0.148 0.228  0.862  0.313 0.339  1.367  

Purchase 

efficiency 
-0.192 0.302  0.825  -1.941*** 0.541  0.144  

Convenience -1.014** 0.499  0.363  -0.846 0.730  0.429   

Service fit -0.107 0.439  0.898 -2.342*** 0.780  0.096  

Information fit -0.271 0.314  0.763  -0.418 0.372  0.658  

Perceived risk -0.576** 0.252  0.562 0.173 0.429  1.189 

Evaluation and 

sales attention 
0.907*** 0.317  2.478 0.229 0.438  1.257 

Attention of 

Internet 

celebrities 

-0.494** 0.194  0.610  -1.649*** 0.335  0.192 

Constant 8.184 2.305  27.067 5.070  

Log 

pseudo-likelihood 
-141.760      

Prob>chi2 0.000      

Wald chi2(32) 99.04      

Pseudo R2 0.625      

Note: *, **, *** indicate significant at the levels of 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively. 

 

Table 5 Marginal effect analysis of factors 

Variable 

Positive consistency Deviation 
 Negative 

consistency 

Marginal 

effect 

Standard 

error 

Marginal 

effect 

Standard 

error 

Marginal 

effect 

Standard 

error 

Gender  -0.044  0.035  0.016   0.037  0.028   0.027 

Education 

level 
0.059 0.036 -0.055 0.038 -0.004 0.034 
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Marital status 0.136*** 0.048 -0.173** 0.076   0.037   0.064 

Personal 

monthly 

expenditure 

0.015   0.025  0.025  0.026   -0.040*   0.023 

Cognition 0.031* 0.018 -0.016 0.021 -0.015 0.013 

Trust level 0.064***   0.019 0.023 0.021 -0.087***   0.013 

Entertainment -0.033 0.026 0.008 0.028 0.025   0.017   

Interactivity 0.006   0.020  -0.025  0.019 0.019  0.012 

Purchase 

efficiency 
0.042* 0.025 0.041 0.027   -0.083*** 0.017 

Convenience 0.087** 0.042 -0.080** 0.041 -0.007 0.027 

Services fit 0.042 0.038 0.063 0.042 -0.105*** 0.032   

Information 

fit 
 0.026  0.026  -0.015  0.030   -0.011   0.015 

Perceived 

risk 
0.040* 0.020 -0.066*** 0.022 0.026 0.017 

Evaluation 

and sales 

attention 

-0.070*** 0.025 0.088*** 0.024 -0.018 0.015 

Attention of 

Internet 

celebrities 

0.060*** 0.015  0.000   0.015    -0.060*** 0.010 

Note: *, **, *** indicate significant at the levels of 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively. 

In terms of individual characteristics, education level and marital status are significant in 

model 1, at the significance level of 10% and 1%, respectively. The marginal effect shows that 

compared with unmarried consumers, married consumers tend to be more consistent in their 

willingness and behavior to consume live-streaming fresh agricultural products, and the 

probability of positive consistency increases by 13.6%, and the probability of deviation is 

lower, and the probability of deviation is reduced by 17.3%. The possible reason is that 

compared with unmarried consumers, married consumers have a higher cost of time and 

energy for shopping. Live-streaming shopping has a certain time pressure and requires 

consumers to make purchase decisions quickly within a short period of time. Pressure makes 

it easier to make purchases. 

From the perspective of cognition and attitude, in Model 2, the level of cognition of 

live-streaming fresh agricultural products is significant at 10%. The marginal effect shows 

that the probability of positive consistency between purchase intention and behavior of 

live-streaming fresh agricultural products increases by 3.1% for each level of understanding. 

The possible explanation is that the live-streaming fresh agricultural products is a new thing 
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that has appeared in recent years in China. The more consumers know about the 

live-streaming fresh agricultural products, the easier it is for them to accept the live-streaming 

fresh agricultural products, and the easier it is for their purchase intention to translate into 

actual purchase behavior. Trust level passed the significance level of 10% and 1% in Model 1 

and Model 2 respectively. The marginal effect shows that for each level of trust, the 

probability of positive consistency will increase by 6.4%, and the probability of negative 

consistency will reduce by 8.7%. The possible reason is that consumers believe that they can 

buy the fresh agricultural products they need through the live streaming because they trust the 

online livestreaming platform, so they are more inclined to buy fresh agricultural products 

through the online livestreaming and will pay for them. 

From the perspective of live streaming experience perception, in Model 2, consumers’ 

perceived entertainment of livestreaming is positively significant at the level of 5%. The 

stronger the perceived entertainment, the more likely negative consistency is. The possible 

reason is that in the process of watching livestreaming, because of the personal charm, style 

and interactive atmosphere of the anchor, some young consumers are immersed in the 

pleasure of live streaming that it becomes just a pure entertainment activity; the perceived 

purchase efficiency passed the 1% significance in Model 2 The marginal effect indicates that 

when purchasing efficiency increases by one level, the probability of positive consistency 

between live-streaming fresh agricultural products purchasing intention and behavior 

increases by 4.2%, and the probability of deviation decreases by 8.3%. Consumers expect to 

buy what they need efficiently. The higher the efficiency of purchasing fresh agricultural 

products through live streaming, the more conducive to saving consumers’ time, thereby 

promoting the transformation of purchase intention to behavior. in Model 1, the perceived 

convenience is significant at the 5% level, and the marginal effect shows that the perceived 

convenience increases by one level, the probability of positive consistency increases by 8.7%, 

and the probability of deviation decreases by 8.0%. Generally speaking, whether the 

convenience of the livestreaming transaction process is directly related to whether consumers 

will turn their intention into practice. Therefore, when consumers feel the convenience of 

purchasing fresh agricultural products through live stream, they are more inclined to translate 

their purchase intention into actual payment behavior. However, the perceived interactivity 

has not passed the significance test. This can be explained that the consumers’ most important 

and direct goal is still to purchase satisfactory fresh products, and interactivity is an additional 

experience brought to consumers by the online live-streaming shopping, not a key factor. 

From the perspective of demand fit, in Model 2, the service fit is significantly negative at 
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the 1% level. The marginal effect indicates that the level of service fit increases by one level, 

the probability of negative consistency will drop by 10.5%. As an emerging online shopping 

method, live streaming is different form traditional e-commerce online shopping services. 

During the live stream, real-time customer service needs to be provided. End-of-sale delivery 

services should be fast and timely, and after-sales service needs to protect the rights and 

interests of consumers, so that consumers can obtain higher service quality than traditional 

online shopping to meet their needs. When the live-streaming service is highly compatible 

with consumer needs, it is easy to trigger consumers’ desire to buy and cause purchase 

behavior, thereby inhibiting “unwilling to buy and not to buy”. The information fit does not 

pass the significance level test. The possible explanation is that the live stream usually uses 

video and host explanations to describe the product information. Most consumers can meet 

the information needs of fresh agricultural products. Therefore, the information fit of the 

live-streaming fresh agricultural products is not the main factors affecting consumers’ 

purchase intention and the relationship between their intention and behavior. 

From the perspective of perceived risk, in Model 1, the perceived risk of live-streaming 

fresh agricultural products is significant at a level of 5%, indicating that the perceived risk 

will negatively affect consumers’ deviations between the purchase intention and behavior. The 

marginal effect indicates that the perceived risk increases by one level, the probability of the 

positive consistency will increase by 4.0% and the probability of deviation will decrease by 

6.6%. In other words, before making a purchase decision,consumers has fully assessed the 

risk that the product quality may be inconsistent with its own expectations, and they can 

accept it and bear the risk to try.  

In terms of subjective norms, in Model 1, the degree of attention to evaluation and sales 

is positively significant at the level of 1%, indicating that the degree of attention to evaluation 

and sales will positively affect the deviation of consumers’ live-streaming of fresh agricultural 

products purchase intention and behavior. The marginal effect shows that consumers’ 

attention to evaluation and sales increases by one level, the probability of positive consistency 

will decrease by 7.0%, and the probability of deviation will increase by 8.8%. The possible 

reason is that consumers can receive online electronic word-of-mouth information in real time, 

such as evaluation and sales volume. They are easier to accept other people’s opinions. At this 

time, the medium and poor reviews will easily hinder their purchase behavior in this case. 

Instead, they choose to continue to wait and see, which restrains the transformation from 

purchase intention to behavior. The attention of Internet celebrities has passed the significance 

level of 5% and 1% in Model 1 and Model 2 respectively. Marginal effect shows that 
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consumers’ attention of celebrities increases by one level, the probability of positive 

consistency will increase by 6.0%, and the probability of negative consistency will decrease 

by 6.0%. The possible reason is that celebrities act as opinion leaders. They have certain 

authority in live streaming and can guide consumers to purchase. However, many young 

consumers are often fans of the Internet celebrity, and have a certain emotional attachment to 

the Internet celebrity, so they tend to trust the Internet celebrity. 

Conclusion 

First, consumers’ intention to buy fresh agricultural products through live streaming has 

not completely transformed into actual purchase behavior. Consumers generally tend to 

express their intention to buy live-streaming fresh agricultural products, but the proportion of 

consumers with actual payment behavior is lower than the proportion of consumers intention 

to buy. There are significant differences in purchasing intentions and payment behaviors of 

fresh agricultural products through live webcast among independent sub-groups of consumers 

based on their educational level, marital status and personal monthly consumption level. 

Second, deviations of consumers’ online live streaming of fresh agricultural products 

purchase intentions and behavioral are affected by many factors. Taking the positive 

consistency as the reference group, the deviation between purchase intention and behavior is 

mainly affected by factors such as education level, marital status, trust level, perceived 

convenience, perceived risk, evaluation and sales attention, and the attention of Internet 

celebrities. In addition, except the evaluation and sales attention, the married consumers, the 

cognition of the live-streaming fresh agricultural products, trust level, the perceived 

convenience, the perceived risk, and the attention of Internet celebrities, all of them positively 

promote the positive consistency. 

Combining the analysis results, puts forward the proposals following: Firstly, 

live-streaming fresh agricultural products has great potential for development. E-commerce 

platform merchants and fresh produce growers can actively change their marketing, applying 

the mode of “live streaming + fresh produce” to the marketing of fresh agricultural products 

flexibly. Implement precision marketing and focus on improving the purchase conversion rate 

of highly educated and married young consumers in the marketing of live-streaming fresh 

agricultural products. E-commerce platform merchants and fresh produce growers also need 

to enhance consumers’ cognition and trust of live-streaming fresh agricultural products and 

build consumers’ confidence. Actively promote the live-streaming fresh agricultural products, 

such as through government endorsement, head anchor and farmer anchor publicity to 
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enhance consumer cognition and trust. In addition, pay attention to improving consumers’ 

live-streaming fresh produce purchase experience, solve the problems and improve the 

purchasing efficiency and convenience of consumers to the greatest extent, so that consumers 

can buy the fresh agricultural products they need quickly and well; Furthermore, strengthen 

quality to build trust in after-sales guarantee. Quality is the core of live-streaming fresh 

agricultural product marketing. Firmly control the quality of fresh agricultural products, and 

focus on real-time strict control of commodity inventory, logistics, after-sales service in order 

to provide excellent service quality and enhance consumer satisfaction. Merchants should 

attch importance to the reputation of live-streaming fresh agricultural products, and display 

the attributes of fresh agricultural products that consumers are most concerned about, so as to 

create a good product image, enhance the reputation of fresh agricultural products, and brand 

agricultural products. Last but not least, the influence of Internet celebrities as opinion leaders 

in the marketing of live-streaming fresh agricultural products should not be ignored. Maintain 

good relationship between celebrities and consumer groups. The emotional connection 

between celebrities and consumer groups will play an important role on the sale sessions 

through live stream and finally achieve the marketing goal of the live-streaming fresh 

agricultural products. 
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Table 1 Basic characteristics of the sample (N=359) 

Variable 
Variable 

Interpretation 

Proportion 

(%) 

Proportion of 

consumers willing 

to buy (%) 

Proportion of 

consumers have 

purchased(%) 

Gender 
Male 42.9 57.1 37.0 

Female 57.1 57.5 38.0 

Education 

Level 

High school or 

below 
8.9 68.8 59.4 

College or 

undergraduate 
75.5 54.2 33.2 

Bachelor degree 

or above 
15.6 66.0 46.4 

Marital Status 
Unmarried 84.4 53.5 31.4 

Married 15.6 78.5 71.4 

Personal 

monthly 

expenditure 

314 dollars or 

below 
53.2 45.0 27.2 

314 to 628 dollars 29.5 72.6 43.4 

628 dollars or 

above 
17.3 69.4 59.7 

All Sample  100 57.4 37.6 

 

Table 2 Deviation description of consumers and their subgroups’ purchase intention and 

behavior  for live-streaming fresh agricultural products  
Criteria for 

the 

classification 

Subgroups 

Proportion (%) 

Mean 
Chi square 

test 
Positive 

consistency 
Deviation 

Negative 

consistency  

Gender 
Male 37.0 20.1 42.9 1.06 

0.046 
Female 38.0   19.5 42.4 1.04 

Education 

level 

High school 

and below 
59.4    9.4 31.3 0.72 

11.141** 

College or 

undergraduate 
33.2 21.0 45.8 1.13 

Bachelor 

degree or 

above 

46.4 19.6 33.9 0.88 

Marital status 
Unmarried 31.4 22.1 46.5 1.15 

32.532*** 
Married 71.4 7.1 21.4 0.50 

Personal 

monthly 

expenditure 

314 dollars or 

below 
27.2 17.8 55.0 1.28 

37.549*** 
314 to 628 

dollars 
43.4 29.2 27.4 0.84 

628 dollars or 

above 
59.7 9.7 30.6 0.71 
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All Sample  37.6 19.8 42.6 1.05  

Table 3 Variable description 

 Variable Variable interpretation Mean Std. 

Dependent 

variable 

Purchase intention No=0, Yes=1 0.57 0.495 

Purchase or not No=0, Yes=1 0.38 0.485 

The relationship between 

intention and behavior 

Positive consistency=0, 

Deviation=1, Negative 

consistency =2 

1.05 0.896 

Independent 

variable 

    

Individual 

characteristics 

Gender Female=0, Male=1 0.43 0.496 

Education level 1-3 2.07 0.491 

Marital status Unmarried=0, 

Married=1 

0.16 0.363 

Personal monthly expenditure 1-3 1.64 0.760 

Cognition and 

attitude 

Cognition 1-5 2.52 1.235 

 Trust level 1-5 2.82 1.197 

live streaming 

experience 

perception 

Entrainment 1-5 3.31 1.187 

Interactivity 1-5 3.26 1.230 

Purchase efficiency 1-5 3.09 1.252 

Convenience  3.26 1.207 

Demand fit Service fit 1-5 3.21 1.166 

Information fit 1-5 3.20 1.210 

Perceived risk Perceived risk  3.01 1.160 

Subjective norms Evaluation and sales attention 1-5 3.97 1.185 

Attention of Internet 

celebrities 

1-5 2.72 1.284 

Note: Strongly disagree=1, Dissagree=2, Normal=3, Agree=4, Strongly agree=5 
 

Table 4 Influencing factors of consumers’ deviation of purchase intention and behavior for 

live-streaming fresh agricultural product 

Item 

Model 1(deviation/positive 

consistency) 

Model 2(negative consistency/ 

positive agreement) 

Coefficients 

Robust 

standard 

error 

Relative 

risk 

ratio 

Coefficients 

Robust 

standard 

error 

Relative 

risk 

ratio 

Gender 0.425 0.404  1.530 0.909 0.654  2.481  

Education level -0.694* 0.404  0.500  -0.572 0.829  0.564  

Marital status -1.772*** 0.621  0.170  -0.421 1.296  0.656  

Personal monthly 

expenditure 
-0.031 0.274  0.969    -0.898 0.593  0.407  
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Cognition -0.319 0.220  0.727 -0.544* 0.298  0.581  

Trust level -0.436* 0.253  0.647    -2.188*** 0.483  0.112 

Entertainment 0.305 0.312  1.356 0.762* 0.405  2.142 

Interactivity -0.148 0.228  0.862  0.313 0.339  1.367  

Purchase 

efficiency 
-0.192 0.302  0.825  -1.941*** 0.541  0.144  

Convenience -1.014** 0.499  0.363  -0.846 0.730  0.429   

Service fit -0.107 0.439  0.898 -2.342*** 0.780  0.096  

Information fit -0.271 0.314  0.763  -0.418 0.372  0.658  

Perceived risk -0.576** 0.252  0.562 0.173 0.429  1.189 

Evaluation and 

sales attention 
0.907*** 0.317  2.478 0.229 0.438  1.257 

Attention of 

Internet 

celebrities 

-0.494** 0.194  0.610  -1.649*** 0.335  0.192 

Constant 8.184 2.305  27.067 5.070  

Log 

pseudo-likelihood 
-141.760      

Prob>chi2 0.000      

Wald chi2(32) 99.04      

Pseudo R2 0.625      

Note: *, **, *** indicate significant at the levels of 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively. 

 

Table 5 Marginal effect analysis of factors 

Variable 

Positive consistency Deviation 
 Negative 

consistency 

Marginal 

effect 

Standard 

error 

Marginal 

effect 

Standard 

error 

Marginal 

effect 

Standard 

error 

Gender  -0.044  0.035  0.016   0.037  0.028   0.027 

Education 

level 
0.059 0.036 -0.055 0.038 -0.004 0.034 

Marital status 0.136*** 0.048 -0.173** 0.076   0.037   0.064 

Personal 

monthly 

expenditure 

0.015   0.025  0.025  0.026   -0.040*   0.023 

Cognition 0.031* 0.018 -0.016 0.021 -0.015 0.013 

Trust level 0.064***   0.019 0.023 0.021 -0.087***   0.013 

Entertainment -0.033 0.026 0.008 0.028 0.025   0.017   

Interactivity 0.006   0.020  -0.025  0.019 0.019  0.012 

Purchase 

efficiency 
0.042* 0.025 0.041 0.027   -0.083*** 0.017 

Convenience 0.087** 0.042 -0.080** 0.041 -0.007 0.027 

Services fit 0.042 0.038 0.063 0.042 -0.105*** 0.032   
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Information 

fit 
 0.026  0.026  -0.015  0.030   -0.011   0.015 

Perceived 

risk 
0.040* 0.020 -0.066*** 0.022 0.026 0.017 

Evaluation 

and sales 

attention 

-0.070*** 0.025 0.088*** 0.024 -0.018 0.015 

Attention of 

Internet 

celebrities 

0.060*** 0.015  0.000   0.015    -0.060*** 0.010 

Note: *, **, *** indicate significant at the levels of 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively. 
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Abstract 

The food safety strategies of companies are a key point in the reduction of food safety 

risks. In order to encourage the evolution of food safety strategies of companies from food 

fraud to safety investment, this study builds an evolutionary game model, taking large and 

small companies as participants, to reveal the dynamic process of spillover effects influencing 

the choice of food safety strategies of companies. The study shows that (1) the food safety 

strategies of companies change from safety investment to food fraud, along with the 

increasing opportunity costs of safety investment. (2) The costs structure of small companies 

mainly determines whether the industry reaches the equilibrium of safety investment, while 

the costs structure of large companies mainly determines whether the industry reaches the 

equilibrium of food fraud. (3) Both competition effects and contagion effects encourage 

companies to choose safety investment. The more obvious spillover effects of incidents on 

food safety are, the more likely it is that companies will choose safety investments. (4) 

Increasing the costs to companies for incidents on food safety and reducing the opportunity 

cost of safety investment motivates companies to choose safety investment. Consequently, a 

new orientation of regulations for food safety is formed: the government should allocate 

different regulatory resources to counteract food fraud behaviors or technologies with a 

different benefit, should increase the technical costs and costs incurred from committing acts 

of food fraud, and should expand spillover effects of incidents on food safety. 
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Introduction 

In recent years, governments around the world have been committed to reducing food 

safety risks (Yi, 2019). However, the regulatory system did not provide confidence to 

consumers (Kendall et al., 2019), and governments’ efforts have not reduced food safety risks 

from the root cause. In China, from September 2019 to November 2019, the government 

investigated and managed 78,000 cases of food safety violations (State Administration for 

Market Regulation of China, 2019). In Table 1, even under the premise of the continuous 

improvement of policies and regulations, continuous strengthening of supervision and law 

enforcement, and participation of the public in co-governance, old problems remain and new 

problems are emerging. The same phenomenon has occurred in the United States. Major food 

safety regulations have not significantly reduced the outbreak of foodborne diseases (Yasuda, 

2012), and an average of 76 million cases of foodborne illness still occur each year (Fielding 

et al., 2011). Even under the highly anticipated certification system, production still cannot be 

developed to increase food safety (Ding et al., 2019). 

Existing policies and regulations are unable to reduce food safety risks from the root 

cause probably because these policies and regulations are rarely designed based on 

consideration of the companies' food safety management. For example, the Chinese 

government revised "the Food Safety Law" and "the Regulations on the Implementation of 

the Food Safety Law" in 2018 and 2019 and only focusing on monitoring and evaluating food 

safety hazards in advance, strengthening inspections during the process, and increasing 

penalties on companies after the incident. For a long time, in theoretical analysis and policy 

design, the essence of the content of policies and regulations remains based on two basic 

control variables of food safety: the probability of discovery and the intensity of the 

punishment (Cadieux et al., 2019; Pham, & Dinh, 2020). Notably, the company is the first 

responsible entity for food safety and has the final decision and execution power regarding 

food safety management. Therefore, the key to reducing food safety risk is to focus on 

companies’ food safety management, and the selection of companies’ safety investment or 

food fraud management strategy directly affects the level of food safety. 

Theoretically, companies are also victims of food safety incidents. Food production is the 

foundation upon which a company depends, and food safety is the lifeline of a company. 
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Reducing food safety risks and safety investment should be the priority of most companies. 

There should be only a few companies taking opportunistic actions to engage in food fraud. 

However, in the "melamine" incident of Chinese dairy products, as many as 20 out of 154 

companies were guilty (People's Daily Overseas Edition, 2008). In China, less than 3% of 

food companies adopt HACCP systems, and most companies are unmotivated to prevent risks 

(National Certification and Accreditation Administration of China, 2015). Similar food safety 

incidents occur frequently in China in the same industry, and companies often continue to 

apply the same food safety management strategies. All of these factors lead to the conclusion 

that there is a connection between companies’ food safety management strategies. 

Recent research has gradually begun focusing on the huge impact of food safety 

incidents on the entire industry and finding spillover effects of food safety incidents (Toledo, 

& Villas-Boas, 2019). Spillover effects are more likely to occur in companies in the same 

industry (Roehm, & Tybout, 2006; Dahlen, & Lange, 2006). In real life, the industry spillover 

effects of food safety incidents can be divided into two forms the competition effect and 

contagion effect, and these two types of effects often exist simultaneously (Ngo et al., 2020). 

In some major trust product markets, the contagion effect dominates (Romley, & Shih, 2017). 

After a food safety incident, the performance of the company is affected (Soon et al., 2019). 

The existence of spillover effects from food safety incidents could explain the aforementioned 

connection.  

Thus, how do spillover effects affect the choice of management strategies for a 

company's? Do the competition effect and the contagion effect under spillover effects have 

the same direction on the impact of a company’s food safety management? How can a rational 

system be designed based on spillover effects to guide companies to choose safety investment 

and abandon food fraud? By analyzing the spillover effects of food safety incidents, is it 

possible to form incentive-compatible mechanisms to reduce food safety risks without 

changing other systems and only changing the allocation of regulatory resources? The 

literature on spillover effects of food safety incidents has not conducted analyzes from the 

perspective of the impact of spillover effects on a company’s decisions. As a result, today’s 

research often proposes policy recommendations from the industry perspective that encourage 

governments or companies to take a multifaceted approach to reduce the impact of spillover 

effects from food safety incidents (Liu, & Ma, 2016). If based on the basic principles of 
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"Safety First" or "Consumer First" should governments design policies to reduce the impact 

of spillover effects from food safety incidents? At present, there are no clear answers to these 

questions. 

This article attempts to provide satisfactory answers to the aforementioned questions, 

expand the research focus to strategic interaction between companies, and promote the 

evolution of the company’s food safety management tow to safety investment. Based on the 

theory of spillover effects, combined with the opportunity cost of food safety management, 

this article first statically analyzes the factors that affect the decision of food safety 

management in companies. Next, an evolutionary game model with large and small 

companies as participants is constructed to reveal the dynamic process of food safety 

management in food companies. Finally, the article discusses the practical application of the 

conclusions on government food safety management. 

Theoretical framework 

In a food supply system, food generally must proceed through the steps of, for example, 

agricultural product production, primary processing, deep processing, distribution and sales, 

storage, consumption, and catering to achieve the final value (Parfitt et al., 2010). This article 

defines the main participants who are directly involved in food production and consumption 

and have a direct relationship with food safety risks as internal participants. The participants 

indirectly involved in food production and consumption, and indirectly related to food safety 

risks, are defined as external participants. In every part of food supply system, every action of 

an internal participant can lead to contamination of the food. Nobody in the supply system can 

manage the increasingly complex food safety-related risks alone. As external participants, 

governments affect the food supply system from the formulation of policies and regulations at 

the macrolevel to the sampling inspection and information release at the microlevel. When 

market failures and government failures occur, other external participants, for example, media, 

inspection agencies, certification agencies, industry organizations, and capital markets, also 

participate in and cooperate with the government to supervise. These two types of external 

participants complement each other in information, technology, and other aspects; therefore, 

both in theory and reality, the risk of food safety is reduced to a great extent. Thus, what could 

be considered the level of food safety risk is the result of the behavior of internal and external 
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participants, and it is essential to analyze the strategic interactions between participants. 

The relationship between food safety risks, food safety management, and food safety 

issues 

Food has always been exposed to physical, chemical, and microbiological aspects, which 

constitutes a natural risk to food safety. In recent years, the artificial risks posed by food fraud 

have gradually become the leading risks to food safety. The purpose of companies committing 

food fraud is to produce food with a certain surface value at a lower cost, resulting in higher 

profits than if they followed the regulations. The company aims to maximize profits and thus 

has a strong motivation to commit food fraud.  

In Figure 1, the cost-benefit analysis determines whether the company engages in food 

fraud or safety investment, and the choice of the company directly affects the level of food 

safety risk. Due to the strong asymmetry of food production information, the cost-benefit 

analysis of a company must consider not only the actual costs and benefits of food safety 

management but also the opportunity cost of choosing the safety investment rather than food 

fraud. 

In a food supply chain, food safety risks are triggered by a certain probability, which 

causes food safety problems (Bachev, 2013). It is difficult for consumers to directly observe 

the food safety issues and production behavior of companies; thus, some companies are 

driven by the benefits of committing food fraud to reduce costs (Starbird, 2005). This type of 

moral hazard caused by information asymmetry has long been a concern of researchers 

(Akerlof, 1970). Based on the theoretical analysis, the most serious information asymmetry 

occurs in the asymmetry of risk information among internal and external participants and in 

the asymmetry of information on the behavior of companies to reduce or increase food safety 

risks. However, even if there is asymmetry in the information on risk information and food 

safety control behaviors, internal and external participants can still attribute food safety issues 

by observing and judging them.  

Behavioral logic of the company’s food safety management 

In a food supply system, there are several large-scale food production companies and 

small-scale food production companies (Figure 2). During period T, large and small 

companies decide on actions of food fraud or safety investment through cost-benefit analysis, 
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which also determines the food safety risk level of food produced by large and small 

companies and forms the food safety risk level of the whole industry. Correspondingly, large 

companies, small companies, and the entire industry have food safety issues with a certain 

probability. Strategic interaction exists between companies (Fehr, & Gachter, 2002; Santos, 

2008) because of the indirect and network reciprocal relationships between large companies 

and small companies (Nowak, 2006).  

During period T, internal participants and external participants jointly observe food 

safety issues through a variety of methods. An interpretation is that the food safety incidents 

are the objective of the existence of the external performance of food safety risk. Thus, the 

essence of food safety incidents is the observation of participants of food safety issues, and 

food safety incidents produce two main results: (1) participants use these incidents as a basis 

to identify whether the company chose safety investment or food fraud; and (2) due to 

spillover effects of food safety events, if the participants attribute the event to the behavior of 

the company, there will be a competitive effect, that is, the participants deny the company that 

perpetrated the event and affirm other companies in the same industry. Conversely, if 

participants attribute the event to the industry, a contagious effect occurs, that is, the 

participant denies the entire industry (Gao et al., 2013).  

Affected by food safety incidents, the purchase, investment, supervision, and other 

behaviors of internal and external participants change (Roy et al., 2018). For example, when 

consumers observe food safety incidents, they may adopt consumption substitution behaviors; 

when the capital market observes food safety incidents, investors may reduce their investment 

behavior; and when the government observes food safety incidents, they may impose 

penalties. The purchase, investment, supervision, and other behaviors of internal and external 

participants determine the cost and benefit of food safety management for large and small 

companies in period T+1, and their choice of food fraud or safety investment. Due to the 

industry spillover effects of the aforementioned food safety incidents, the actions taken by 

large and small companies are interdependent. Table 2 presents the costs and benefits of a 

company’s food safety management. 

Methods and models 

The analysis of food safety involves government, companies, consumers, and other 

subjects therefore, evolutionary game analysis based on the behavior of participants has 
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become one of the main tools of its research. The research from the perspective of the 

evolutionary game between the two sides has mainly included the games between a 

government and companies (Song et al., 2018), and between food suppliers and 

manufacturers (Song et al., 2019)；the research from the perspective of tripartite evolutionary 

games has mainly included games of companies, consumers, and governments (Luo et al., 

2018).  

The research has not considered evolutionary games among heterogeneous companies 

from the industry perspective. Therefore, it is impossible to answer the question of food safety 

management choices of heterogeneous companies in the face of different costs and benefits. 

Evolutionary game theory focuses on how cooperation can be generated and spread in 

disordered groups (Santos, & Pacheco, 2005; Perc, & Szolnoki, 2009), and expanded the 

traditional game by, for example, relaxing the rational hypothesis, refining the Nash 

equilibrium, and investigating the dynamic adjustment process. The objects studied in this 

article satisfy the basic assumptions of evolutionary games, and the number of game groups at 

large. Game participants can continuously adjust their strategies based on imitation, trial, error, 

and learning behavior (Smith, 1976). Therefore, this article can reasonably construct and 

analyze the evolutionary game model with large companies and small companies as 

participants. 

Model Assumptions 

Assumption 1: Only two types of game groups in the game: large companies (T) and 

small companies (S) of the same food industry. Individuals in both groups are limited rational 

people, their strategy choices are based on the actual utility of the strategy, and both sides of 

the game choose the strategy simultaneously. The game return matrix can be viewed as 

conforming to the expectation theory, that is, satisfying the form of 𝑈 = ∑ 𝑝𝑖𝑤𝑖𝑖 . Among 

them, 𝑝𝑖 is the objective probability of a food safety incident i, and 𝑤𝑖 is the actual benefit 

of participants after the food safety incident i. 

Assumption 2: To simplify the analysis, an assumption is that food safety management 

of large and small companies are divided into two situations: safety investment and food fraud. 

That is, a company's food safety management strategy is discrete. There are only two 

strategies: safety investment (H) and food fraud (L). In large companies, the ratio of choosing 

safety investment strategies is x, and the ratio of choosing food fraud strategies is 1-x; in small 
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companies, the ratio of choosing safety investment strategies is y, and the ratio of choosing 

food fraud strategies is 1-y. The game process is to repeatedly draw a member randomly from 

two types of infinite groups for a paired game. The learning and strategy imitation of game 

participants is limited to the group. In this case, it is possible to analyze the replication 

dynamics and evolutionary stability strategies of the two groups. 

Assumption 3: The difference in food safety risk is only related to the food safety 

management of the company. The food produced by the safety investment strategy fulfills the 

requirements of the controllable risks. By contrast, the food produced by the food fraud 

strategy does not fulfill or fall below the requirements of controllable risks. The rationality 

among many participants is complementary, that is, participants are fully rational in observing 

food safety incidents and use this to identify a company’s behaviors and attributes regarding 

food safety incidents. d means all the negative impacts of the food fraud strategy on all 

companies in the industry after being identified by the participants. This negative impact from 

the industry is significantly different for large and small companies because large companies 

often pursue both their own interests and the interests of society. An assumption is that the 

two types of negative impacts are linearly related, that is, if the negative impacts on large 

companies are 𝐷𝑇, the negative impacts on small companies are 𝐷𝑆 = 𝛼𝐷𝑇 , where 𝛼 is the 

discount coefficients for this influence. 

Assumption 4: The strategic choices of the two players in the game have 

complementary effects. When a large company and a small company adopt the strategy (TH，

SH), the industry has the lowest food safety risks and the lowest probability of food safety 

issues, participants identify large and small companies’ choice of safety investment measures. 

When one player adopts food fraud strategies (TH，SL) or (TL，SH), the industry's food safety 

risks increase, and the probability of food safety issues increases; then, participants observe 

the food safety issues and identify and attribute them. When large and small companies adopt 

the strategy (TL，SL), the industry has the highest food safety risks and the highest probability 

of food safety issues, and participants identify that large and small companies committed food 

fraud. To simplify the model, without affecting the conclusion of the game, an assumption is 

that when large and small companies choose safety investment strategies, the benefits 

obtained from the improvement of their food safety levels are consistent, and the impact on 
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production costs is consistent, and when choosing a food fraud strategy, the impact on 

production costs is consistent. 

Based on the aforementioned assumptions, this article first builds a food safety 

management benefit matrix (Table 3). For large and small companies, the final result of 

evolutionary games is to find the Nash equilibrium with mixed strategies. 

The meaning of each parameter is as follows: 

V represents the gains from the reduction of food safety risks because of competition 

effects when companies choose safety investment strategies. That is, after a company chooses 

the safety investment strategy, it benefits from the participants' all positive evaluations of the 

company. Such positive evaluations are from the different strategy choices of the company, 

resulting in the difference in food safety risks, where 𝑉 ∈ (0,+∞). Ensuring food safety is 

the basic responsibility of a company. It is rare for a single company to obtain participants' 

positive evaluation of the company for choosing a safety investment strategy. 

𝐶𝐻  represents the increased production cost when a company chooses a safety 

investment strategy, that is, the cost that the company pays to reduce risk, where 𝐶𝐻 ∈

(0,+∞). 

𝐶𝐿  represents the reduced production cost when a company chooses a food fraud 

strategy, that is, the cost saved by the company because of food fraud, where 𝐶𝐿 ∈ (0,+∞). 

∆𝐶 indicates the difference in production costs caused by a company's choice of the 

safety investment strategy and food fraud strategy, that is, the opportunity cost of a company's 

choice of safety investment strategy, where ∆𝐶 = 𝐶𝐻 + 𝐶𝐿. 

D indicates that because of contagion effects, after participants observe food safety 

incidents, the full negative impact of all companies in the industry on a large company is the 

cost of a large company affected by industry losses, where 𝐷 ∈ (0,+∞). 

𝛼 indicates that because of contagious effects, after participants observe food safety 

incidents, the proportion of the negative impact of all companies in the industry on small 

companies is the discount coefficient of a small company relative to a large company affected 

by the industry loss, where 0 < 𝛼 ≤ 1. 

L represents the cost of the company after the participants observe a food safety incident 
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and the food fraud strategy is identified by the participants. This loss is mainly divided into 

two parts: the loss caused by the punishment from the government, and the reduced 

willingness of consumers to pay. This cost is different for a large and small company: 𝐿1 and 

𝐿2 are used to represent these two costs，where 𝐿1 & 𝐿2 ∈ (0,+∞) and 𝐿1 > 𝐿2 > 𝐷 > 𝛼𝐷. 

r indicates the probability of food safety incidents when a large company chooses a 

safety investment strategy and a small company chooses a food fraud strategy, where 𝑟 ∈

(0,1). 

K indicates the probability of food safety incidents when a large company chooses a food 

fraud strategy and a small company chooses a safety investment strategy, where 𝑘 ∈ (0,1) 

and 𝑘 > 𝑟. The behavior of large companies is generally believed to have a greater impact on 

the industry. If large companies adopt strategies to increase risk, food safety incidents are 

more likely to occur in the industry. 

Model Construction 

The following is an evolutionary game model based on replication dynamics. 

For large companies, the expected return safety investment strategy is 𝑈𝑇𝐻 = −𝑦∆𝐶 +

(1 − 𝑦)(𝑉 − ∆𝐶 − 𝑟𝐷) , the expected return of food fraud strategy is 𝑈𝑇𝐿 = 𝑦(−𝑘𝐿1 −

𝑘𝐷) + (1 − 𝑦)(−𝐿1 − 𝐷), and the average return for large companies is 𝑈𝑇 = 𝑥𝑈𝑇𝐻 +

(1 − 𝑥)𝑈𝑇𝐿 = 𝑥[−𝑦∆𝐶 + (1 − 𝑦)(𝑉 − ∆𝐶 − 𝑟𝐷)] + (1 − 𝑥)[𝑦(−𝑘𝐿1 − 𝑘𝐷) + (1 −

𝑦)(−𝐿1 − 𝐷)]. 

A conclusion is that the replication dynamic equation of large companies is 

𝐹(𝑥) =
𝑑𝑥

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑥(𝑈𝑇𝐻 − 𝑈𝑇) = 𝑥(1 − 𝑥)(𝑈𝑇𝐻 − 𝑈𝑇𝐿) = 𝑥(1 − 𝑥)[𝑉 − ∆𝐶 + 𝐿1 +

(1 − 𝑟)𝐷 − 𝑦(𝑉 + (1 − 𝑘)𝐿1 + (1 − 𝑟 − 𝑘)𝐷)] (1) 

Equation 1 shows that only if 𝑥 = 0,1 or 𝑦0 =
𝑉−∆𝐶+𝐿1+(1−𝑟)𝐷

𝑉+(1−𝑘)𝐿1+(1−𝑟−𝑘)𝐷
, the proportion of 

corresponding strategies of large companies is the stationary point of the game. 

For small companies, the expected return of safety investment strategy is 𝑈𝑆𝐻 =

−𝑥∆𝐶 + (1 − 𝑥)(𝑉 − ∆𝐶 −  𝛼𝑘𝐷) , the expected return of food fraud strategy is 𝑈𝑆𝐿 =

𝑥(−𝑟𝐿2 − 𝛼𝑟𝐷) + (1 − 𝑥)(−𝐿2 − 𝛼𝐷)，and the average return for small companies is 𝑈𝑆 =
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𝑦𝑈𝑆𝐻 + (1 − 𝑦)𝑈𝑆𝐿 = 𝑦[−𝑥∆𝐶 + (1 − 𝑥)(𝑉 − ∆𝐶 −  𝛼𝑘𝐷)] + (1 − 𝑦)[𝑥(−𝑟𝐿2 − 𝛼𝑟𝐷) +

(1 − 𝑥)(−𝐿2 − 𝛼𝐷)]. 

A conclusion is that the replication dynamic equation of small companies is 

𝐹(𝑦) =
𝑑𝑦

𝑑𝑠
= 𝑦(𝑈𝑆𝐻 − 𝑈𝑆𝐿) = 𝑦(1 − 𝑦)(𝑈𝑆𝐻 − 𝑈𝑆𝐿) = 𝑦(1 − 𝑦)[𝑉 − ∆𝐶 + 𝐿2 +

(1 − 𝑘)𝛼𝐷 − 𝑥(𝑉 + (1 − 𝑟)𝐿2 + (1 − 𝑟 − 𝑘)𝛼𝐷)] (2) 

Equation 2 shows that only if 𝑦 = 0,1 or 𝑥0 =
𝑉−∆𝐶+𝐿2+(1−𝑘)𝛼𝐷

𝑉+(1−𝑟)𝐿2+(1−𝑟−𝑘)𝛼𝐷
, the proportion of 

the corresponding strategies of small companies is the stationary point of the game. 

The evolutionary dynamic system composed of formulas (1) and (2) has five stationary 

points: E1(0,0), E2(1,0), E3(0,1), E4(1,1), and E5(𝑥0, 𝑦0). Friedman (1998) proposed that 

for a group dynamic described by a differential equation system, the stability of its 

equilibrium point can be obtained from the local stability analysis of the Jacobian matrix (J) 

of the system. First, according to the system composed of formula (1) and formula (2), find its 

Jacobian matrix (J), and calculate its determinant (det J) and the trace (tr J) of the matrix at 

the aforementioned five stationary points, respectively. Then, determine the sign of det J and 

tr J and determine the local stability of the point by the combination of the signs. 

For 𝐽 = [

𝜕𝐹(𝑥)

𝜕𝑥

𝜕𝐹(𝑥)

𝜕𝑦

𝜕𝐹(𝑦)

𝜕𝑥

𝜕𝐹(𝑦)

𝜕𝑦

] = [
𝑎11 𝑎12
𝑎21 𝑎22

] (3) 

In this formula 

𝑎11 = (1 − 2𝑥) [𝑉 − ∆𝐶 + 𝐿1 + (1 − 𝑟)𝐷 − 𝑦(𝑉 + (1 − 𝑘)𝐿1 + (1 − 𝑟 − 𝑘)𝐷)] 

𝑎12 = −𝑥(1 − 𝑥)[𝑉 + (1 − 𝑘)𝐿1 + (1 − 𝑟 − 𝑘)𝐷] 

𝑎21 = −𝑦(1 − 𝑦)[(𝑉 + (1 − 𝑟)𝐿2 + (1 − 𝑟 − 𝑘)𝛼𝐷)] 

𝑎22 = (1 − 2𝑦)[𝑉 − ∆𝐶 + 𝐿2 + (1 − 𝑘)𝛼𝐷 − 𝑥(𝑉 + (1 − 𝑟)𝐿2 + (1 − 𝑟 − 𝑘)𝛼𝐷)] 

If the following conditions are met 

① 𝑎11 + 𝑎22 < 0 (Trace condition) 

② |
𝑎11 𝑎12
𝑎21 𝑎22

| = 𝑎11𝑎22 − 𝑎12𝑎21 > 0 (Determinant condition) 
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Then the equilibrium point of the replication dynamic equation is asymptotically stable, 

and this equilibrium point is the evolutionary stability strategy (ESS). 

Make 𝑏1 = 𝑉 − ∆𝐶 + 𝐿1 + (1 − 𝑟)𝐷 , 𝑏2 = 𝑉 − ∆𝐶 + 𝐿2 + (1 − 𝑘)𝛼𝐷 , 𝑏3 =  𝑉 +

(1 − 𝑘)𝐿1 + (1 − 𝑟 − 𝑘)𝐷，𝑏4 = 𝑉 + (1 − 𝑟)𝐿2 + (1 − 𝑟 − 𝑘)𝛼𝐷. Then, formula (3) can be 

simplified as 

𝐽 = [
(1 − 2𝑥)(𝑏1 − 𝑦𝑏3) −𝑥(1 − 𝑥)𝑏3

−𝑦(1 − 𝑦)𝑏4 (1 − 2𝑦)(𝑏2 − 𝑥𝑏4)
]  （4） 

When judging the nature of symbols, an inference is mainly made based on economic 

principles and some assumptions set by this model. Obviously, 𝑘 <
1

2
< 1 − 𝑟，𝑟 <

1

2
< 1 − 𝑘. 

According to the sign of 𝑏1、𝑏2、𝑏1 − 𝑏3、𝑏2 − 𝑏4, 16 conditions of dynamic system 

replication can be obtained. In Table 4, Condition 1 has 5 equilibrium points, E1(0,0) and 

E4(1,1) are ESS；Condition 2 has 4 equilibrium points, E4(1,1) is ESS；and Condition 3 has 

4 equilibrium points，E1(0,0) is ESS. Conditions 4 to 16 are not specifically listed. In these 

conditions, some conditions use (0,1) or (1,0) as the ESS, large and small companies have 

evolutionary stabilization strategies, and the result of evolutionary stabilization strategies is 

the strategic differentiation between large and small companies. In some conditions, because 

V + L1 + (1 − r)D > 𝑘(L1 − D) , V + L2 + (1 − k)αD > 𝑟(L2 − αD) , 𝑉 + 𝐿1 + (1 − 𝑟)𝐷 >

𝑉 + 𝐿2 + (1 − 𝑘)𝛼𝐷 ,𝑘(𝐿1 + 𝐷) > 𝑟(𝐿2 + 𝛼𝐷) , inequality cannot hold, and evolutionary 

stabilization strategies for large and small companies do not exist. In these 16 conditions, this 

article focuses more on evolutionary stabilization strategies (TH，SH) and (TL，SL) because 

(TH，SH) is the most ideal corporate behavior in reality and (TL，SL) is the corporate 

behavior that needs to be avoided most. 

Results and discussion 

Opportunity costs of the company’s risk management and food safety management 

equilibrium 

Proposition 1: As long as the opportunity cost ∆𝐶 of safety investment is less than the 

product of the probability of food safety incidents 𝑟  and the loss of small companies 

choosing food fraud, both large companies and small companies will choose safety 
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investment. 

Proof: In condition 2, when 𝑏1 > 0, 𝑏2 > 0, 𝑏1 − 𝑏3 = 𝑘(𝐿1 + 𝐷) − ∆𝐶 > 0, 𝑏2 −

𝑏4 = 𝑟(𝐿2 + 𝛼𝐷) − ∆𝐶 > 0 . There exists an ESS, that is, large companies and small 

companies choose safety investment strategies, and companies that choose food fraud 

strategies will disappear because of evolution. Condition 2 is equivalent to 

{
 

 
∆𝐶 < 𝑉 + 𝐿1 + (1 − 𝑟)𝐷

∆𝐶 < 𝑉 + 𝐿2 + (1 − 𝑘)𝛼𝐷
∆𝐶 < 𝑘(𝐿1 + 𝐷)
∆𝐶 < 𝑟(𝐿2 + 𝛼𝐷)

, because 𝑉 + 𝐿2 + (1 − 𝑘)𝛼𝐷 > 𝑟(𝐿2 + 𝛼𝐷) , 𝑉 + 𝐿1 +

(1 − 𝑟)𝐷 > 𝑘(𝐿1 + 𝐷) > 𝑟(𝐿2 + 𝛼𝐷), only if ∆𝐶 < 𝑟(𝐿2 + 𝛼𝐷), the inequality holds, and 

both large and small companies with evolutionary stability strategies will choose safety 

investment strategies. 𝐿2 and 𝛼𝐷 are part of the cost of small companies, where Result 1 

can be drawn. 

Lemmas 1 follows Proposition 1. For a certain safety investment behavior or technology, 

whether large companies and small companies choose this behavior or technology 

simultaneously depends on the cost structure of small companies. 

Proposition 2: When the opportunity cost ∆𝐶 of safety investment lies between the 

following two items, both large and small companies choose safety investment or both choose 

food fraud. The first item is the product of the probability of food safety incident 𝑘 and the 

loss of the large company choosing food fraud. The second item is the sum of the following 

three items: the benefit V that the company obtains from the reduction of food safety risks, the 

cost paid by the small company 𝐿2 , and the product of the probability that the food safety 

incident does not occur 1 − 𝑘 and the impact of industry losses on a small company 𝛼𝐷.  

Proof：In condition 1, when 𝑏1 < 0、𝑏2 < 0 and 𝑏1 − 𝑏3 = 𝑘(𝐿1 + 𝐷) − ∆𝐶 > 0, 𝑏2 −

𝑏4 = 𝑟(𝐿2 + 𝛼𝐷) − ∆𝐶 > 0 , there are two evolutionary stable strategies: Both large 

companies and small companies choose food fraud strategies or both choose safety 

investment strategies. No matter which strategy the evolution results belong to, companies 

that choose another strategy will disappear in the process of evolution. Condition 1 is 

equivalent to 

{
 

 
∆𝐶 < 𝑉 + 𝐿1 + (1 − 𝑟)𝐷

∆𝐶 < 𝑉 + 𝐿2 + (1 − 𝑘)𝛼𝐷
∆𝐶 > 𝑘(𝐿1 +𝐷)
∆𝐶 > 𝑟(𝐿2 + 𝛼𝐷)

, because 𝑉 + 𝐿1 + (1 − 𝑟)𝐷 > 𝑉 + 𝐿2 +
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(1 − 𝑘)𝛼𝐷, 𝑘(𝐿1 + 𝐷) > 𝑟(𝐿2 + 𝛼𝐷), only if 𝑘(𝐿1 + 𝐷) < ∆𝐶 < 𝑉 + 𝐿2 + (1 − 𝑘)𝛼𝐷, the 

inequality holds, and both large and small companies with evolutionary stability strategies 

will choose safety investment or food fraud strategies. 

Lemmas 2 follows Proposition 2. Whether large and small companies choose safety 

investment or food fraud behaviors or technologies simultaneously, depends on their cost 

structure. 

Proposition 3: As long as the opportunity cost of safety investment ∆𝐶 is greater than 

the sum of the following three, large and small companies choose food fraud. The first is the 

benefit V that the company obtains from the reduction of food safety risks. The second is the 

cost 𝐿1 paid by the large company. The third is the product of the probability that a food 

safety incident does not occur 1 − 𝑟 and the impact of industry losses on large company 𝐷. 

Proof：In condition 3, when 𝑏1 < 0, 𝑏2 < 0 , 𝑏1 − 𝑏3 = 𝑘(𝐿1 + 𝐷) − ∆𝐶 < 0 and 

𝑏2 − 𝑏4 = 𝑟(𝐿2 + 𝛼𝐷) − ∆𝐶 < 0, there is an ESS, that is, both large and small companies 

choose food fraud strategies, and companies that choose safety investment strategies will 

disappear in the evolution. Condition 3 is equivalent to 

{
 

 
∆𝐶 > 𝑉 + 𝐿1 + (1 − 𝑟)𝐷

∆𝐶 > 𝑉 + 𝐿2 + (1 − 𝑘)𝛼𝐷

∆𝐶 > 𝑘(𝐿1 + 𝐷)

∆𝐶 > 𝑟(𝐿2 + 𝛼𝐷)

, 

because 𝑉 + 𝐿1 + (1 − 𝑟)𝐷 > 𝑉 + 𝐿2 + (1 − 𝑘)𝛼𝐷 , 𝑉 + 𝐿1 + (1 − 𝑟)𝐷 > 𝑘(𝐿1 + 𝐷) >

𝑟(𝐿2 + 𝛼𝐷), only if ∆𝐶 > 𝑉 + 𝐿1 + (1 − 𝑟)𝐷, the inequality holds, and both large and small 

companies with evolutionary stability strategies choose food fraud strategies. 𝐿1 and 𝐷 are 

part of the cost of large companies, where Conclusion 3 can be drawn. 

Lemmas 3 follows Proposition 3. For a certain food fraud behavior or technology, 

whether large and small companies adopt this behavior or technology simultaneously depends 

on the cost structure of large companies. This explains that large-scale companies take the 

lead in food fraud, and large and small companies commit food fraud together, forming the 

"Industry Crisis" and "Regulatory Captives." 

Proposition 4 follows Lemmas 1–3. For a certain safety investment behavior or 

technology, as the opportunity cost of this behavior or this technology increases, the food 

safety management of large and small companies changes from safety investment to food 

fraud. Whether companies choose safety investment is mainly affected by the cost structure of 
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small companies, and whether they choose food fraud is mainly affected by the cost structure 

of large companies. 

Policy Corollary 1 follows Proposition 4. The cost of food safety management should 

be the focus of policy analysis. The government should allocate different regulatory resources 

to food safety management activities or technologies with different costs and should focus on 

the supervision of food fraud that causes higher returns to companies. For food fraud that 

causes lower returns, the government can rely on market mechanisms to achieve regulatory 

goals, and through evolutionary games among companies, it can eventually achieve the 

equilibrium outcome of companies choosing to prevent risks or not choosing food fraud. 

Conditions for companies to achieve ideal food safety management equilibrium 

In Condition 1, there are two evolutionary stability strategies (TH，SH) and (TL，SL), 

where (TH，SH) is the most ideal corporate behavior in reality, and (TL，SL) is the corporate 

behavior that needs to be avoided most. Further discussion is necessary on conditions that can 

be used to achieve the strategy of a company’s equilibrium in (TH，SH). Because ∆𝐶 >

𝑘(𝐿1 + 𝐷) > 𝑟(𝐿2 + 𝛼𝐷), the benefits of the ESS (TL，SL) are significantly greater than 

(TH，SH), that is, the food fraud strategy has become the "Pareto Optimal" of large and small 

companies. However, the expected direction of the design of policies and regulations is that 

both large and small companies choose safety investment strategies. Obviously, the optimal 

company and the optimal policy are completely opposite, which also explains the strong 

motivation of corporate food fraud. This target deviation causes the target direction to be 

exactly opposite to the model direction in the process of analyzing how to reach the ideal 

equilibrium condition. To make policy analysis meaningful, in the following analysis, the 

(TH，SH) strategy is set to E1(0,0), and the (TL，SL) strategy is set to E4(1,1). 

Figure 3 depicts the dynamic evolutionary game process of large companies group T and 

small companies group S. In the figure, the polyline E2E5E3 formed by two unstable points 

E2、E3 and saddle points E5 is the critical line where the system converges to different 

strategies. The relative position of the initial state of the system and the saddle points affects 
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the evolution process and stable state of large and small company groups. When the initial 

state is located in the area to the left of the polyline E1E2E5E3, the system will converge to 

E1(0,0), and the stability strategy will gradually evolve toward the "Pareto optimal" direction. 

Finally, both large and small companies choose safety investment strategies, which is an ideal 

state. When the initial state is located in the area on the right side of the polyline E2E5E3E4, 

the system converges E4(1,1). In the end, both large and small companies choose food fraud 

strategies. Although it has reached an equilibrium state, food safety risks increase and food 

safety issues increase, which is an undesirable state. Both of the aforementioned states are 

evolutionary stable closed states, and in either state, participants who take another behavior 

will disappear in the evolution. 

In Figure 3, the evolution of the system cannot be achieved in one step. Therefore, for a 

period of time, the system will be in a situation where the two strategies coexist because of 

the choice of different strategies and different proportions by large and small companies. The 

long-term equilibrium result of the game between the large company group T and the small 

company group S may be the choice of safety investment strategy or food fraud strategy. The 

specific evolution path and stable state are determined by the area 𝑆𝐸1𝐸2𝐸5𝐸3  of region 

E1E2E5E3 and the area 𝑆𝐸2𝐸5𝐸3𝐸4 of region E2E5E3E4. If 𝑆𝐸2𝐸5𝐸3𝐸4 > 𝑆𝐸1𝐸2𝐸5𝐸3, the system 

will be more likely to evolve along the path E5E4  toward food fraud; if 𝑆𝐸2𝐸5𝐸3𝐸4 <

𝑆𝐸1𝐸2𝐸5𝐸3 , the system will be more likely to evolve along the path E5E1 toward safety 

investment；if 𝑆𝐸2𝐸5𝐸3𝐸4 = 𝑆𝐸1𝐸2𝐸5𝐸3, the probability of choosing safety investment is equal to 

the probability of choosing food fraud and the direction of system evolution cannot be 

determined. According to Figure 3, the area of the region E1E2E5E3 is 𝑆𝐸1𝐸2𝐸5𝐸3 =
1

2
(𝑥0 +

𝑦0). A comparative static analysis method is used to analyze the influence of each parameter 

on the area. Suppose a parameter variable to be investigated is 𝜃, then the change rate of the 

area of this parameter is 
𝜕𝑆𝐸1𝐸2𝐸5𝐸3

𝜕𝜃
=

𝜕𝑆𝐸1𝐸2𝐸5𝐸3

𝜕𝑥0
×
𝜕𝑥0

𝜕𝜃
+
𝜕𝑆𝐸1𝐸2𝐸5𝐸3

𝜕𝑦0
×
𝜕𝑦0

𝜕𝜃
=

1

2
(
𝜕𝑥0

𝜕𝜃
+
𝜕𝑦0

𝜕𝜃
). 

Proposition 5: When a company chooses safety investment, because of the competition 

effect, the higher the profit from the improvement of its food safety level, the more incentive 

the companies have to choose safety investment. 

Proof: According to the X and Y coordinates of point E5 , 
𝜕𝑥0

𝜕𝑉
> 0  and 

𝜕𝑦0

𝜕𝑉
> 0 . 
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According to the phase diagram, area formula of 𝑆𝐸1𝐸2𝐸5𝐸3, and rate of change formula，

𝜕𝑆𝐸1𝐸2𝐸5𝐸3

𝜕𝑉
> 0, and the proposition is proved. 

Proposition 6: After a food safety incident, because of the contagion effect, the greater 

the impact of industry losses on a company, the more incentive the companies have to choose 

safety investment. 

Proof: According to the X and Y coordinates of point E5, 
𝜕𝑥0

𝜕𝐷
> 0, 

𝜕𝑦0

𝜕𝐷
> 0, 

𝜕𝑥0

𝜕𝛼
> 0, 

and 
𝜕𝑦0

𝜕𝛼
= 0. According to the phase diagram, area formula of 𝑆𝐸1𝐸2𝐸5𝐸3, and rate of change 

formula, 
𝜕𝑆𝐸1𝐸2𝐸5𝐸3

𝜕𝐷
> 0 and 

𝜕𝑆𝐸1𝐸2𝐸5𝐸3

𝜕𝛼
> 0, and the proposition is proven. 

Lemmas 4 follows Proposition 5 and 6. Whether the competition effect or the contagion 

effect, it will increase the probability that the industry produces food toward the direction of 

safety investment, that is, the more obvious spillover effects of food safety incidents, the more 

likely for small and large companies in the industry to choose safety investment. 

Policy Corollary 2 follows Lemmas 4. The government should take various measures to 

increase spillover effects of food safety incidents, thereby increasing the probability that the 

industry will choose safety investment. 

Proposition 7: After a food safety issue, the higher the cost the companies pay after the 

food fraud is identified by the participants, the more incentive the companies have to choose 

safety investment. 

Proof: According to the X and Y coordinates of point E5, 
𝜕𝑥0

𝜕𝐿1
= 0, 

𝜕𝑦0

𝜕𝐿1
> 0, 

𝜕𝑥0

𝜕𝐿2
> 0, 

and 
𝜕𝑦0

𝜕𝐿2
= 0. According to the phase diagram, area formula of 𝑆𝐸1𝐸2𝐸5𝐸3 , and rate of change 

formula, 
𝜕𝑆𝐸1𝐸2𝐸5𝐸3

𝜕𝐿1
> 0 and 

𝜕𝑆𝐸1𝐸2𝐸5𝐸3

𝜕𝐿2
> 0, and the proposition is proven. 

Policy corollary 3 follows Proposition 7. The government should increase the cost to 

the company after it is identified as committing food fraud, prompting the industry to choose 

safety investment. 

Proposition 8: The lower the opportunity cost of safety investment, the greater the 
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incentive for the companies to choose safety investment. 

Proof: According to the X and Y coordinates of point E5 , 
𝜕𝑥0

𝜕∆𝐶
< 0  and 

𝜕𝑦0

𝜕∆𝐶
< 0 . 

According to the phase diagram, area formula of 𝑆𝐸1𝐸2𝐸5𝐸3 , and rate of change formula, 

𝜕𝑆𝐸1𝐸2𝐸5𝐸3

𝜕∆𝐶
< 0, and the proposition is proved. 

Policy corollary 4 follows Proposition 8. The government should increase investment 

in research and development of technology, reduce the cost of safety investment strategies, or 

increase the cost of technology and use of food fraud, to prompt the industry to choose safety 

investment. 

Conclusion 

A continuous game and interactions between large and small companies form food safety 

strategies of companies. It is a complex and dynamic process between the two parties in the 

game. According to the theory of SE and the concept of opportunity cost, this study 

constructed an evolutionary game model and draws many important conclusions. Firstly, the 

opportunity cost of safety investment behaviors or technologies influences the food safety 

strategies of companies. Secondly, regarding whether competition effects or contagion effects 

will prompt companies to choose safety investment, the more obvious SE of incidents on food 

safety is, the more likely that companies will choose safety investment. Other conclusions 

could also be drawn. Both large and small companies choose safety investment that is mainly 

influenced by the cost structure of small companies, and both choose food fraud that is mainly 

influenced by the cost structure of large companies. There are positive incentives, increasing 

the costs that companies pay after food fraud is identified, as well as reducing the opportunity 

cost of safety investment, both of which incentivize companies to choose safety investment. 

To realize the goal of reducing food safety risks and to solve the food safety problem, the 

government should intervene and regulate the market from a new orientation, as a critical 

external participant. 

First, the government should allocate different regulatory resources to different costs of 

food safety management behaviors or technologies and should focus on monitoring behaviors 

or technologies of food fraud that provide higher returns to the company. This conclusion is 
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derived from Lemmas 1-3, Proposition 1-4, and Policy Corollary 1. For behaviors or 

technology of food fraud that provides lower returns, market mechanisms can be used to 

achieve regulatory goals. In that manner, the cost of food safety management behavior or 

technology should be the focus of policy research. A wide belief is that economic evaluation 

of food safety measures is a critical tool for company and government performance evaluation 

(Zan et al., 2017). However, the conclusion of this article reveals that government should also 

analyze the cost of food safety management behavior or technology of companies. Food 

safety management behavior or technology is not only the concern of natural science, but also 

social science needs to study. 

Second, starting with the "Safety First" or "Consumer First" principle, the government 

should not reduce spillover effects of food safety incidents but should instead increase the 

spillover effects of food safety incidents, increasing the probability that the industry will 

choose safety investment. This conclusion is derived from Lemmas 4, Proposition 5-6, and 

Policy Corollary 2. From the perspective of the industry, food safety incidents are mainly 

manifested as a "Fall Together" contagious effect, which has a significant negative impact on 

the industry. From the perspective of the government and consumers, spillover effects of food 

safety incidents are more similar to a "Collective Punishment Mechanism.” Joint 

responsibilities cause the companies involved monitor each other through contractual 

relationships, hoping for the result of multiwin rather than multilose. This joint responsibility 

between companies in the same industry creates the demand for industry associations, which 

restrict the behavior of companies in the industry through industry norms, to reduce the 

collective punishment of society for the industry (Zhang, and Deng, 2003). In terms of policy 

design, the active role of industry associations in food safety governance should be 

emphasized. 

Third, the government should increase the penalties for companies that commit food 

fraud, to prompt the industry to choose safety investment. This conclusion is derived from 

Proposition 7 and Policy Corollary 3. This policy has a clear direction: Amplify the various 

costs that companies must bear after a food safety incident. These costs include penalties from 

external participants (such as the government) and "vote with your feet" from internal 

participants (consumers). Notably, this conclusion is based on the assumption that internal and 

external participants can observe food safety incidents, that is, the degree of information 
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asymmetry of participants regarding food safety incidents is relatively low. This requires more 

risk communication between internal and external participants, especially on food safety 

incidents, and the government should play a major role in this and promptly report food safety 

incidents. 

Fourth, the government should increase public investment in technology research and 

development, reduce the cost of safety investment, or increase the use cost and technology 

cost of food fraud, to promote the industry to choose safety investment. This conclusion is 

derived from Proposition 8 and Policy Corollary 4. Food safety has "quasi-public goods" 

attributes; thus, the increase in the investment in research and development of technologies 

must be government-led. However, the government's understanding of increasing the cost of 

food fraud is not comprehensive. Specifically, the government can not only increase the 

technical cost of food fraud but also increasing the cost of the usage of food fraud. For 

example, for dairy products, "melamine" is an example, if the technical cost of synthesizing 

melamine is much higher than the production cost of milk powder, or melamine cannot be 

easily obtained, a company has no incentive to add melamine to milk powder. The 

government can refer to the management of dangerous goods and supervise some low-cost 

food frauds from the source. 

The conclusion of this article is mainly aimed at the subdivided food industries with a 

large number of companies and the government can’t fully supervise, that is, the conclusion of 

this paper is more suitable for the complete competition market and monopoly competition 

market. As mentioned above, an important assumption of evolutionary game theory is that 

there are many participants. In most food industries in developing countries, there are many 

participants, while in developed countries, the situation is somewhat different.
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Table 1 

Examples of the most concerning food safety incidents in China from 2005 to 2020 

No. Incidents 
First 

Report 

Recent 

Report 
No. Incidents 

First 

Report 

Recent 

Report 

1 
Aquatic product 

"Malachite Green" 
2005 2018 7 

Dairy Products 

"Industrial Gelatin" 
2011 2020 

2 
Livestock Products 

"Sudan Red" 
2006 2013 8 

Livestock Products 

"Saccharin" 
2013 2020 

3 
Dairy Products 

"Melamine" 
2008 2008 9 

Livestock Products 

"Zombie Meat" 
2015 2020 

4 
Edible Oil Product 

"Ditch oil" 
2010 2020 10 

Takeaway Products 

"Unhygienic 

Production" 

2016 2020 

5 

Livestock and 

Poultry Products 

"Clenbuterol" 

2011 2020 11 

Takeaway Product 

"Inferior Cooking 

Bag" 

2018 2020 

6 
Health products, 

Liquor "Plasticizer" 
2011 2020 12 

Bee Products "Fake 

Honey" 
2018 2020 

Note: The authors sought the data from relevant news and government notices. “First Report” 

means adverse effects first identified and “Recent Report” means hazards removed from the 

market.  

 

Table 2 

Cost and benefit of the company’s food safety management 

 Food fraud 

Direction 

of 

influence 

Safety investment 

Direction 

of 

influence 

Cost 

analysis 

Industry losses after participants identify 

corporate behavior 
Rise 

Production cost of food Rise 

Direct corporate losses (e.g., government 

penalties) after participants identify 

corporate behavior 

Rise 

Indirect corporate losses (e.g., reduced 

willingness to pay by consumers) after 

participants identify corporate behavior 

Rise 

Benefit 

analysis 
Production cost of food Fall 

Benefits from fulfilling food safety 

social responsibility 
Rise 

Benefits from product premiums and 

capital investment after comparison 

with other companies 

Rise 
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Table 3 

Benefit matrix of food safety management for large and small companies 

Large companies 
Small companies 

Safety investment (y) Food fraud (1-y) 

Safety investment (x) −∆𝐶，−∆𝐶 𝑉 − ∆𝐶 − 𝑟𝐷，−𝑟𝐿2 − 𝛼𝑟𝐷 

Food fraud (1-x) −𝑘𝐿1 − 𝑘𝐷，𝑉 − ∆𝐶 −  𝛼𝑘𝐷 −𝐿1 − 𝐷，−𝐿2 − 𝛼𝐷 

 

Table 4 

Conditions of system of replication dynamics and equilibrium point 

 

Symbol of 

𝑏1 

Symbol of 

𝑏2 

Symbol of 

𝑏1 − 𝑏3 

Symbol of 

𝑏2 − 𝑏4 

Number of 

Equilibrium 

Points 

ESS 

Condition 1 - - + + 5 (0,0)、(1,1) 

Condition 2 + + + + 4 (1,1) 

Condition 3 - - - - 4 (0,0) 
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Figure 1 

Relationship between food safety risks, food safety management, and food safety issues 
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Figure 2 

Analysis of the formation mechanism of the company's food safety management  
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Figure 3 

Phase diagram of the dynamic evolution of a five-equilibrium system 

E1(0,0) E2(1,0) 

E3(0,1) 
E4(1,1) 

E5(𝑥0, 𝑦0) 
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Abstract 

Quality competition is a critical issue for firms, especially for the producers of food and 

health care. Asymmetric information is regarded as a vertical factor that significantly 

influences quality decisions, but input capacity constraints should also not be ignored. So, this 

paper investigates the combined effects of information and capacity constraints on firms’ 

quality competition. The basic model is analyzed under eight different cases. The solutions 

about output quantities, prices, firms’ profits, consumer surplus, and social welfare of different 

conditions in equilibrium are obtained. First, analysis shows that the information structures, 

capacity constraints, and decision structures significantly influence firms’ quality decisions. 

Second, analysis indicates that the exogenous variables of pricing sensitive, cost-sensitive, 

product substitutability, and resource consumption rate impact the equilibrium solutions. Third, 

there are interactions between the decision-making conditions and the exogenous variables. 

This paper offers a system decision framework for quality competition that will enrich the 

theory of information economics. The corresponding policy implication is that quality 

regulation is a complicated matter, and the policymakers should fully consider the effects of 

information conditions, capacity constraints and decision structures when considering quality 

regulation. This is especially true for food commodities and consumer health. 

Keywords: Asymmetric information; Capacity constraints; Decision structure; Quality 

safety; Resource consumption rate  

JEL Classification D43, L15, Q18
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Introduction 

Quality is a critical commodity property, and asymmetric information analysis had 

become the criteria for quality competition since the “Lemon market” theory (Akerlof, 1970). 

Take food quality as an example. Existing studies almost attribute food quality problems to 

information asymmetry (Hobbs, 2003; Starbird, 2005; Kadjo, Ricker-Gilbert, Shively, et al., 

2019). Recent papers showed that capacity constraint impacts firm competition and industrial 

development (Esó, Nocke & White, 2010; Chen, Nie & Wang, 2015). However, the effect of 

input capacity constraints on firms’ quality decisions has been underestimated (Chen, Huang, 

Mishra, et al., 2018; Chen, He & Paudel, 2018). Capacity constraint is significant in quality 

competition. Scarcity leads to competition and generates product prices. But after the price 

formation, scarcity is ignored. In other words, people always suppose that the firm can make 

output decisions based on the first-order condition for profit maximization (Acemoglu, Akcigit, 

Alp, et al., 2018; Arrow, 2015). However, the effect of resource scarcity is far from what is 

believed to be an input capacity constraint, a concept derived from scarcity, will dramatically 

change firm decision (Nie & Wang, 2019; Nie & Chen, 2012; Esó, Nocke & White, 2010). 

Information asymmetry is only necessary for quality fraud, while resource input constraints are 

sufficient. For example, the 2008 milk powder melamine incident in China happened because 

raw milk meeting the requirements of milk powder production is not enough for the rapid 

growth in demand for milk powder (Chen, Zhang & Delaurentis, 2014; Kong, 2012). Recent 

studies also showed that a firm would reduce product quality to maintain output (Chen, Huang, 

Mishra et al., 2018; Chen, He & Paudel, 2018). 

In sum, information asymmetry and input capacity constraints are critical to firm decisions. 

In addition, we argue that decision structure (independent or joint), is also an essential variable 

to firm decisions. Thus, this paper aims to examine the impact of information asymmetry, 

capacity constraints, and decision structure on output quality. The basic model uses the 

representative consumer’s utility function and analyzes eight scenarios (see Nie, Chen & Wang, 

2021; Chen, Chen & Mishra, 2020; Rey & Tirole, 2019). For simplicity, the analysis structure 

is presented in Table 1. Finally, a duopoly competition structure always holds. 
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Table 1: Analysis structure of the research 

Capacity conditions Decision structures Information conditions 

Sufficient capacity 

Independent decision 

Symmetric information 

Asymmetric information 

Joint decision 

Symmetric information 

Asymmetric information 

Insufficient capacity 

Independent decision 

Symmetric information 

Asymmetric information 

Joint decision 

Symmetric information 

Asymmetric information 

Equilibriums under eight cases and the corresponding conclusions are obtained. First, 

comparative analysis shows that information structure, capacity constraints and decision 

structure significantly influence firms’ decisions. Second, comparative static analysis indicates 

that exogenous variables like pricing, cost-sensitive, product substitutability, and resource 

consumption impact the equilibrium solutions. Third, the study considers interactions between 

the decision-making conditions and the exogenous variables. This paper offers a system 

decision theory for quality competition and will enrich the theory of information economics. 

The corresponding policy implication is that quality regulation is a quite complicated matter. 

The policymaker should fully consider the effects of information conditions, capacity 

constraints, and decision structures in the quality regulation-making, especially for those 

commodities impacting peoples’ daily health. 

The novel contributions of the paper are mainly reflected in the following three aspects. 

Firstly, we construct a system decision theory framework for quality competition. Unlike prior 

studies, this paper highlights the synthetic effect of information asymmetry and input capacity 

constraints. And different decision structures are also considered. Secondly, we offer a new 

perspective for quality fraud, which will be helpful for quality regulation, such as food and 

drug safety regulation. Most existing studies and quality safety statutes only concern 

information asymmetry but ignore the impact of input capacity constraints on firm decisions. 

As a result, the intensity of regulation continues to increase, and food safety incidents still occur 

frequently. Finally, this paper fully considers the interaction between firm decision conditions 
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and exogenous variables, such as price sensitivity, cost sensitivity, resource consumption rate 

and competition intensity.  

The remainder of this paper is as follows. Basic assumptions and models are offered in 

section 3. The basic model implies equilibrium solutions under different cases discussed in 

section 4. Section 5 presents the results of the analysis. Section 6 shows an extended analysis, 

and we highlight the effect of the resource consumption rate and competition on quality 

decisions. 

Literature review 

Competition has a critical impact on firm quality decisions, and most quality researches 

employ an oligopoly structure. As an effective nonprice competition method, quality has 

attracted much attention since the last century (Spence, 1977; Dixit, 1979). Spence (1975) and 

Sheshinski (1976) were the earlier papers that revealed the relationship between quantity and 

quality. Furthermore, their studies have shown us the substitutability between quantity and 

quality is an essential cause of quality safety. Gil and Kin (2021) found that competition 

increases quality but keeps prices unchanged based on the US airline industry. Matsa (2011) 

argued that competitive pressures caused supermarkets to invest in product quality by 

measuring quality by product availability. Curzi, Raimondi and Olper (2014) investigated the 

effect of competition on quality upgrading by employing European Union data. Belleflamme 

and Forlin (2020) also implied competition increases equilibrium quality. Note that the food 

industry is very special because competition reduces the food quality (Nie & Chen, 2014). 

Besides competition, information asymmetry is another crucial factor affecting on firm 

decisions. Two studies, namely Akerlof (1970) and Tirole (1998), investigated the impact of 

information asymmetry on quality decisions and showed that information asymmetry inhibits 

quality innovation. In a recent study, Lotito, Migheli, and Ortona (2020) surveyed the impact 

of information on firm competition. Their study showed that full information about the relative 

performance in the competitive environment enhances cooperation. Asymmetric information 

triggers supplier encroachment in the supply chain, leading to lower quality in equilibrium (Li, 

Gilbert & Lai, 2014; Zhang, Li, Zhang et al., 2019). while Körpeoğlu, Şen and Güler (2013) 

asserted asymmetric information hinder cooperation. Yang, Lu and Xu (2016) found that the 

supplier’s market value affects quality distortion under asymmetric quality information. The 

negative effect of asymmetric information in the agri-food sector is important because it 

seriously threatens food safety and food fraud (Ippolito, 2003; Schmit, Rickard & Taber, 2013; 

Ehmke, Bonanno & Boys et al., 2019). 
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The impact of input capacity constraints on a firm decision is also significant. For example, 

Esó, Nocke and White (2010) and Nie and Chen (2012) asserted input capacity constraint 

impacts symmetrical development of the industry. Capacity constraints enhance resource 

allocation efficiency, and disadvantage firm benefits from capacity constraint under 

Stackelberg competition (Chen, Nie and Wang, 2015). Capacity constraints significantly 

impact quality and innovation decisions (Yayla‐Küllü, Parlaktürk and Swaminathan, 2013; 

Nie & Wang, 2019). More importantly, Chen, He and Paudel (2018) found that a restaurant 

will reduce its product and service quality under capacity constraints if most consumers are 

price-sensitive. The authors concluded that food quality decreases with time. Another study by 

Chen, Huang & Mishra et al. (2018) shows that a firm will reduce its equilibrium quality when 

confronted with capacity constraints. This paper offers a new perspective on food safety 

problems.  

Decision structure is another factor affecting firms’ decisions. Merger and integration are 

very common in firm competition, and those behaviors influence a firm’s decisions. In a recent 

study Chen and Gayle (2019) investigated the effects of the merger on quality with two recent 

airline mergers (Delta/Northwest [DL/NW] and Continental/United [CO/UA]). And they found 

that a U-shape relationship between change in the quality and pre-merger competition intensity. 

In contrast, Han, Kairies-Schwarz and Vonhof (2017) showed, using data from hospitals, a 

negative impact of mergers on quality. Integration can be used as an alternative strategy for 

product differentiation to overcome the competition, which impacts a firm’s quality decision 

(Matsubayashi and Nobuo, 2007). Capacity constraints also impact firm merger decisions. For 

example, Chen and Li (2018), Froeb, Tshantz and Crooke (2003) showed that horizontal merger 

capacity stimulates firm mergers. Considering the impact of mergers and antitrust laws, 

cooperative and joint decisions are ideal strategies for weakening competition. So, Chen, Liang 

and Yang (2015) highlighted cooperative quality investments. In contrast, Wu and Zhu (2017) 

found that joint quality decisions are beneficial for enhancing quality.  

Quality is an important decision variable and a vital product attribute for firms, especially 

in food and healthcare. Numerous studies focus on quality decisions from different perspectives, 

but few consider the synthetic effect of the significant quality decision variables. Furthermore, 

most studies highlighted the empirical evidence, while the theoretical quality decision 

mechanism is still not specific. Notice that empirical research is only the special case of the 

whole story. For example, our results show that the relationships between resource 

consumption rate and consumer surplus are U-shaped. But if the value of resource consumption 
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rate is restricted in a small range, we will only obtain the negative correlation. Thus, the crux 

of this study is to present a theoretical framework for quality decisions. Based on the literature 

analysis above, we build the following structure (see figure 1). Information, capacity, and 

decision structures are the three critical factors affecting quality decisions. In contrast, resource 

consumption rate and competition have significant moderating effects on quality decisions.  

 

Figure 1: Quality decision structure 

Information 

Capacity 

Decision 

Firm decision 

Price 

sensitivity; 

Resource 

consumption rate; 
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Assumptions and Model 

Consumer. Oligopoly, especially the duopoly model, has a natural advantage in capturing 

competitive strategy (Beviá, Corchón, & Yasuda, 2020; Jeitschko, Liu & Wang, 2018; Gilbert, 

Riis & Riis, 2018; Chen, Nie & Wang, 2021). The basic model is based on duopoly competition, 

but conclusions can be easily expanded to other market structures. The major variables and 

parameters in this paper are outlined as follows: 

Table 2: Nomenclatures 

Notation Description Notation Description 

l  Low-quality firm h  High-quality firm 

  Market size   Product 

Substitutability 

  Price sensitivity c  Cost sensitivity 

  Resource consumption rate R  Input capacity 

constraints 

x  Output quantity p  Price 

CS  Consumer surplus SW  Social welfare 

  Profits   

Assume that quality is an exogenous variable and products are divided into two categories, 

high-quality and low-quality. Consumer utility comes from a selected commodity, other 

commodities are standardized to zero, and the income constraint of the consumer is also 

ignored in this paper. In other words, a consumer can always make a purchase decision based 

on the first-order optimal condition for utility maximization. According to most existing 

research, a leaner inverse demand function is employed in this study (Hajdinjak, 2021; Beviá, 

Corchón, & Yasuda, 2020; Chen, Chen & Mishra, 2020). Then the utility function of the 
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representative consumer is:                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                

2 21 1
( )

2 2
l l h h h lU x x x x x x          .               (1) 

In function (1), lx  and hx  represent low- and high-quality commodities a consumer 

purchased, while  ,   and   means market capacity, price sensitivity of the high-

quality products and product substitutability, respectively1. Larger   represents fiercer 

competition. Furthermore, we assume 1 2  that the price sensitivity of the high-quality 

products is higher but is no higher than twice that of the low-quality products. Notice that 

1   means asymmetric quality information and 1  indicates symmetric information. 

The increase of   means price sensitivity improving and advantage enhancing for the 

high-quality producer. Function (1) implies the following inverse demand functions: 

,

( ).

l l h

h h l

p x x

p x x

 

  

  


  

                                 (2) 

Producer. Assume there are two producers for the same kind of commodity. One is a 

high-quality producer, while the other is the low-quality one. The two firms compete with 

quantity in the market. For the producers, they subject to the following objective: 

2

2

1
( ) ,

2

( ) ,
2

. . .

l l h l l

h h l h h

l h

x x x x

c
x x x x

s t x x R

  

   




   


    


 

                          (3) 

Function (3) is a constrained optimization problem. Two firms produce with only one 

input resource with the maximum value R, which means two producers are confronted with the 

                                                 

1 Price sensitivity of the low-quality products is standard to be 1. 
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joint input resource capacity constraints. l hx x R   means no constraints and l hx x R   

indicates binding constraints. 1   is the resource consumption rate of the high-quality 

product.2 Assume product costs are quantity sensitive and the cost sensitivity of the high-

quality is c and 1 c   , which indicates cost sensitivity of the high-quality product are small 

than its price sensitivity but higher than the parameter of the low-quality product3. 

Model Setup 

Furthermore, the constraint boundary R equals 1/3 of the market capacity ( / 3R  ) 

and the benchmark analysis4. The primary model function (3) will be solved under eight 

cases (2 information structures × 2 capacity conditions × 2 decision structures). The 

quantities, prices in the equilibrium and their corresponding numerical simulation results 

(based on  ) of the 8 cases are outlined as follows5: 

2

2

2(3 2 )

23 12
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10
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3(5 2 3 )

(5 1)

6(2 )

h

c

c
x

c

c





 

 





 




 



   

 


 
 


 

.                     

(4) 

                                                 

2 Resource consumption rate of the low-quality is 1. So, 1   means high-quality products are 

resource-intensive. 

3 Cost parameter of the low-quality product is normalized to 1 again. 

4 The additional assumption for the resource constraint boundary is to guarantee non-zero equilibrium 

solutions under constrained condition and some other boundary values, such as / 4 are also acceptable. The 

assumption about the competitive intensity and input-output conversion efficiency will be relax in the expand 

analysis section. 

5 Those are the solutions for symmetric information and let 1  for the other 4 cases under asymmetric 

information condition. 
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Figure 2 Numerical simulation results of equilibrium quantity 

Notes: SCIO,SCJO, ICIO and ICJO, represent independent decisions with sufficient 

capactiy, joint decision with sufficient capacity, independent decisions with insufficient 

capactiy, joint decision with insufficient capacity, respectively. 10  , 5/ 4c  . 
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Figure 3 Numerical simulation results of equilibrium prices 
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The cases sequential of the solutions is insufficient capacity with the independent decision, 

low capacity with a joint decision, sufficient capacity with an independent decision structure, 

and sufficient capacity with a joint decision structure. Substitute equations (4) and (5) into (3), 

we can obtain profits in the equilibrium of the two firms as: 

2
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Figure 4 Numerical simulation results of equilibrium profits 

Define consumer surplus (CS) to the total utility from commodity consumption minus 

the corresponding expenditures CS U px  . And social welfare (SW) to consumer surplus 

adds firms’ profits SW CS   . Then we have: 
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Figure 5 Numerical simulation results of consumer surplus and social welfare 

 

Main results 

Equilibrium quantity. Quantity is the most important variable. Information characteristics 

critically impact equilibrium because we can learn that high-quality products are more than 

those in equilibrium under symmetric information. In contrast, asymmetric information will 

inverse this relationship. This is a common conclusion called “Gresham’s Law” or “The market 

for lemons.” First, we investigate the effects of the high-quality product’s price sensitivity and 
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Price sensitivity boosts the quantity of high-quantity products but reduces the quantity of 

low-quality ones. At the same time, the cost parameter has inverse effects as the price 

sensitivity on equilibrium quantity. Those conclusions are easy to understand. For the high-

quality producer, price sensitivity increases its advantage, while the rise in cost sensitivity 

decreases it. But for the low-quality firm, the situation is just the opposite6.  

Here we define a new variable quantity deviation /x x  , equal to the quantity gap 

between high-quality products, divides the quantity aggregation. Then we obtain the following 

lemma. 

Lemma 1 
( / )

0
d x x

d

 
 , 

( / )
0

d x x

dc

 
 . 

The conclusions in the lemma can be easily inferred from proposition 1. Lemma reveals 

the effect of price sensitivity and cost sensitivity from a different perspective from the 

proposition. Lemma 1 shows that price sensitivity larges the quantity deviation, while cost 

sensitivity smalls it. Those conclusions make more sense if the number of firms is more than 

two.  

Proposition 2 
J I

h hx x  under sufficient capacity; 
J I

h hx x  for   , 
J I

h hx x  for    

under insufficient capacity 
J I

l lx x . 

The high-quality products quantity of the independent decision case is higher than that of 

joint decisions case under sufficient capacity (non-tight bound condition). But this relationship 

is more complex for an insufficient capacity case because the relationship for the high-quality 

product quantity of different decision structures is the same as that under sufficient capacity 

for small price sensitivity   . But this relationship will turnover for larger price sensitivity 

  . The value   is dependent on c and 26 10 1/5c    . J represents a joint 

decision, and I means independent decision. Proposition 2 implicates decision structure has a 

critical impact on the firm decision, and the price sensitivity impacts the effect of decision 

structure. Here, we compare the quantity of different quality products supplied and then obtain 

the following proposition. 

                                                 

6 All the conclusions in the propositions and lemma can be easily obtained from the equilibriums, so they 

are ignored in this study. 
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Proposition 3 The gap between a high-quality and low-quality products is larger under 

insufficient capacity than under sufficient capacity i sx x . 

In proposition, i represent insufficient capacity (tight bound constraint) while indicates 

sufficient capacity (non-tight bound constraint). Proposition 3 shows the impact of capacity 

constraints on the quality competition. Interestingly, capacity constraint increases the relative 

quantity of high-quality products if quality information is symmetric for consumers. The 

conclusion of proposition 3 reveals the impact of capacity constraints on quality decisions.  

Equilibrium price. A high-quality commodity price is always higher than the price of a 

low-quality product in equilibrium from equation (5). The most convincing explanation for 

h lp p  is that the unit cost of a high-quality product is higher than that of the low one, so a 

high-quality producer should claim a higher price to cover the cost, even under asymmetric 

information. From equation (5), we have the following proposition. 

Proposition 4 0ldp

d
 , 0ldp

dc
  , 0hdp

d
  and 0hdp

dc
  sufficient capacity; 0ldp

d
 , 

0ldp

dc
  , 0hdp

d
  and 0hdp

dc
  insufficient capacity. 

Proposition 4 illustrates the impact of price sensitivity and cost sensitivity on equilibrium. 

Cost sensitivity raises both high-quality product price and low-quality product price, but the 

mechanism. For the high-quality producer, higher cost represents competition disadvantage 

and it should require a higher price to cover it. For the low-quality producer, the higher cost of 

the competitor means an advantage, and it can ask for a higher price to increase its profits. For 

the price sensitivity, things are different. 

On the one hand, price sensitivity always boosts high-quality product prices because a 

higher price sensitivity itself means a higher price. On the other hand, under insufficient 

capacity conditions, a low-quality producer can also raise its price for the limitation of total 

output. But if input resources are sufficient, the increase of high-quality product’s price 

sensitivity will curb the low-quality product’s price for its quality disadvantage. 

Proposition 5  
i sp p    for 1   and 

i sp p    for 1  . 

Increasing price sensitivity enlarges the price gap between different quality products. And 

information structure has an interaction effect with the capacity condition on equilibrium. 

Under symmetric information ( 1  ), insufficient capacity will lead to a larger price gap than 
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sufficient capacity and the situation is just inverse for asymmetric information. 

Equilibrium profit. Profit is the most critical variable for the producer. The results show 

that price sensitivity, cost sensitivity, information structure, capacity constraint, and decision 

structure critically impact firms’ profit. First, we investigate the effects of price and cost 

sensitivity by proposition 6. 

Proposition 6 0hd

d




 , 0ld

d




 ; 0hd

dc


 , 0ld

dc


  

Proposition 6 indicates the aggregate impacts of price and cost sensitivity on producers’ 

profits. The increase of price sensitivity enhances the advantage, while cost sensitivity 

increasing weaken the competition power of the high-quality because price sensitivity has a 

positive. Still, cost sensitivity shows a negative impact on high-quality profits. The effects of 

price sensitivity and cost sensitivity on low-quality producers are the opposite as they impose 

on the high-quality firm. 

The influences of information structure, capacity constraints and decision structure are 

outlined by proposition 7. 

Proposition 7 (i) h l   for 1  ; h l   for 1  ; (ii) i s    ; (iii)

J I    .  

The first part of this proposition shows the effects of information structure on firms’ profit. 

Low-quality producer benefits from symmetric information because it produces low-quality 

commodities with a lower cost than, but sells them at the same price as the high-quality 

producer. However, this competitive advantage for the low-quality producer will despair. The 

high-quality producer can supply high-quality goods higher than the low-quality one to 

improve its profits under symmetric information. As a result, the high-quality firm obtains 

higher profits under symmetric information, while the low-quality firm earns higher profits 

under asymmetric information. 

Part (ii) and (iii) of proposition 7 reveal the impacts of capacity and decision structures on 

firms’ profit. From proposition7, we know that capacity constraint and joint decision are 

conducive for the high-quality product. The profit gap between high-quality and low-quality 

products is larger in constrained capacity and joint decision than sufficient capacity and 

independent decision, respectively. A reasonable reason is that insufficient capacity and the 

joint decision will improve the resource allocation efficiency. It is worth noting that the results 
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of proposition 7 are in contrast with Chen, Huang, Mishra et al. (2018), Chen, He and Paudel 

(2018), and Nie, Wang and Yang (2019). The difference is that quality is exogenous in their 

studies but is considered endogenous in the present study. 

Social welfare. If the company is concerned with maximizing its interests, then the 

regulator’s (policymakers) focus is on the total welfare of society, in general. So, consumer 

surplus and social welfare are investigated here. 

Proposition 8 0
CS







, 0

SW







; 0

CS

c





, 0

SW

c





. 

Price sensitivity increases consumer surplus and social welfare. In contrast, cost 

sensitivity decreases consumer surplus and social welfare. Production cost is not only the 

producer’s cost, but it also impacts the spending of the consumer and society. So, the increase 

of cost sensitivity reduces consumer surplus and social welfare. Interestingly, the rise in price 

sensitivity improves consumer surplus and social welfare. Price sensitivity increasing means 

the upgrading of commodity under symmetric information. This study obtains the following 

proposition by comparing consumer surplus and social welfare.  

Proposition 9 sJ sICS CS , sJ sISW SW ; iJ iICS CS , iJ iISW SW . 

Decision structure impacts consumer surplus and social welfare, while their relationships 

are influenced by capacity structure. Specifically, consumer surplus and social welfare of 

independent decision structure are higher than that of joint decision under sufficient capacity. 

But the situations are reversed if producers are confronted with capacity constraints. Thus, 

consumer surplus and social welfare of joint decision structure are higher than independent 

condition. 

Extended analysis 

The conclusions in the main results section are obtained by fixing the product 

substitutability and resource consumption rate, which means those conclusions do not consider 

the effects of competition sensitivity and efficiency sensitivity. So, this section will relax the 

constant assumption to capture the impacts of competition and conversion efficiency on firms’ 

decision behaviors. To simplify the analysis process, we assign values to other parameters

10   10/3R  , 7/ 4 5/ 4c    . Market capacity   only has a level effect, and 

different values have no substantial impact on the conclusion. In contrast, the constraint 

boundary is assumed to the / 3 . So, we give 10 and 10/3 to   and R, respectively. Based 
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on the assumption 1 2c    , we value   and c 7/4 and 5/4. 

The effects of competition. Competition intensity is no doubt the critical factor in the firm 

decision. Here, we derivate all the endogenous valuables   to investigate the impact of 

competition intensity. The results are outlined in table 3. 1   and 1   represent 

asymmetric information and symmetric information. SC and IC mean sufficient and insufficient 

capacity, while IO and JO imply independent and joint decisions, respectively. 0  and 0  

indicate monotonically decreasing and monotonically increasing. Finally, U-shape means 

decreasing first and increasing after a point. 

Table 3: Derivation results of competition intensity 

 1   1   

 SC IC SC IC 

 IO JO IO JO IO JO IO JO 

/ldq d
 

0
 

0  0  0  0  0  0  0  

/hdq d
 

0
 

0  0  0  0  U-shape 0  0  

/d q d
 0

 
0  0  0  0  0  0  0  

/ldp d
 

0
 

0
 

0
 

0
 

0
 

0
 

0
 

0
 

/hdp d
 

0
 

0
 

0
 

0
 

0
 

U-shape 0
 

0
 

/d p d
 0

 
0

 
0

 
0

 
0

 
U-shape 0

 
U-shape 

/ld d 
 

0
 

0
 

0
 

0
 

0
 

0
 

0
 

0
 

/hd d 
 

0
 

0  0  0  0  U-shape
 0  0  

/d d 
 0

 
0  0  0  0  U-shape

 0  0  

/dCS d
 0  0  0  0  0  U-shape 0  0  

/dSW d
 0  0  0  0  0  U-shape 0  U-shape

 

Table 3 shows that information structure, capacity condition, and decision structure 

significantly impact the effects of competition intensity. For example, under asymmetric 

information conditions, the increase of substitutes decreases low-quality products’ insufficient 

capacity, but it will increase the low-quality product in low capacity cases. For the high-quality 

product, product substitutability reduces high-quality product quantity under asymmetric 
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information. However, this relationship will inverse or become a U-shape relationship if the 

information is symmetric. Besides, symmetric information combined with sufficient capacity 

and the joint decision is unique because endogenous variables appear in U-shape relationships 

with competition intensity. 

Furthermore, the increase of competition intensity enlarges the output gap. But 

competition narrow price gap only under asymmetric information condition. The relationships 

between price gap and competition intensity are complex for symmetric information because 

the relationships are just contrary between sufficient and insufficient capacity. In contrast, the 

U-shape relationships arise again if firms choose joint decisions. The competition always 

reduces low-quality producers’ profits but increases high-quality firms’ profits if firms agree to 

make a joint decision. Interestingly, we find that increased competition reduces consumer 

surplus for sufficient capacity cases. Oppositely, consumer surplus will improve by the increase 

of competition if capacity is insufficient. Unfortunately, competition decrease total welfare, 

and the only chance to change the result is to choose a joint decision under symmetric 

information. The conclusions about the relationships between competition and social welfare 

are different from other studies. A reasonable explanation is that this research involves 

exogenous quality competition, and greater competition is harmful to a high-quality producer, 

primarily in asymmetric information cases. 

The effects of resource consumption rate. If firms produce with input capacity constraint, 

then the efficiency of input-output conversion is critical, and the resource allocation efficiency 

needs to be improved. The variable conversion efficiency of a high-quality product [1,3]   is 

concerned here. The larger  , the low-resource conversion efficiency is. Resource expenditure 

of the high-quality product is no less but no more than triple of the low-quality product. 

Furthermore, larger   means higher cost c. The effects of   are outlined in the following 

table (table 4).
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Table 4: derivation results of resource consumption rate 

 1   1   
 IO JO IO JO 

/ldq d
 

U-shape U-shape U-shape U-shape 

/hdq d
 

0
 

0
 

0
 

0
 

/d q d  0
 

0
 

0
 

0
 

/ldp d
 

Inverse U-shape Inverse U-shape Inverse U-shape Inverse U-shape 

/hdp d
 

0
 

0
 

0
 

0
 

/d p d  0
 

0
 

0
 

0
 

/ld d 
 

U-shape U-shape U-shape U-shape 

/hd d 
 

0
 

0
 

0
 

0
 

/d d   0
 

0
 

0
 

0
 

/dCS d  U-shape U-shape U-shape U-shape 

/dSW d  0  0  0  0  

Notes: h lq q q  
 and h l    

 for 1  , while l hq q q  
 and l h    

 for 

1  . Actually,   is the absolute value of the corresponding variable gap. 

From table 4, we obtain the following conclusions. 

(i) The relationship between low-quality product quantity and the resource consumption 

rate is U-shape, while high-quality product quantity decreases with the resource consumption 

rate. 

(ii) The relationship between the low-quality product price and the resource consumption 

rate is inverse U-shape, while high-quality product price increases with the resource 

consumption rate. 

(iii) Quantity gap, price gap, and profit gap between the high- and low-quality firm 

increases with the resource consumption rate. 
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(iv) The relationship between the low-quality firm’s profits and the resource consumption 

rate is U-shape. In contrast, the profits of the high-quality firm decrease with the resource 

consumption rate. 

(v) The relationship between consumer surplus and the resource consumption rate is U-

shaped, but social welfare decreases with the resource consumption rate. 

Figure 6 shows the numerical simulation between low-quality producer’s quantity, price, 

profits, consumer surplus, and resource consumption rate. 

 

Figure 6: Numerical simulation results 

Notes: IOAI, IOSI, JOAI and JOSI, represent independent decisions with asymmetric 

information, the independent decision with symmetric information, a joint decision with 

asymmetric information, and a joint decision with symmetric information, respectively. 

The increase of resource consumption rate enlarges the competitive disadvantage of the 

high-quality producer because it raises its cost and price but low the profit. The low-quality 

firm can only benefit from the resource consumption rate when it exceeds the threshold value. 

U-shape between low-quality product quantity and resource consumption rate combined with 

inverse U-shape between low-quality product price leads to the U-shape between low-quality 

product profits and resource consumption rate. More interesting, although social welfare 
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decreases with the increase of resource consumption rate, the rise in resource consumption rate 

will raise consumer surplus when it exceeds the threshold value. In other words, increasing 

resource consumption rate is bad for total social welfare but not always bad for the consumers. 

Conclusions and discussions 

The quality decision is a major theme in economics requiring more investigations. Most 

of the existing researches surveyed this issue based on the framework of information economics. 

The most significant contribution of this paper is to integrate capacity constraints and corporate 

decision-making structure into information asymmetry theory which is helpful to enrich quality 

decisions and information theory. We presented a study about quality decisions by considering 

eight different cases. Interestingly, numerous studies highlighted the empirical research while 

ignoring the theoretical foundation. However, this paper explained the significance of a 

theoretical study. Take the effects of resource consumption rate as an example. If only a narrow 

value range, such as 1 to 2, is investigated, most of the U-shape or inverse U-shape relationships 

revealed in this study will be mistaken for lineal. However, most data employed by empirical 

studies cannot show the overall sample characteristics. As a result, the conclusions in those 

papers will only be a particular case of the real world. Thus, theoretical model analysis is 

needed to capture the panorama of reality. 

The findings of this paper show that the information structure, capacity constraints and 

decision structure have significant influences on firms’ quality decisions. The exogenous 

variables of pricing sensitive cost-sensitive, product substitutability, and resource consumption 

rate impact the equilibrium solutions. More importantly, there are interactions between the 

decision-making conditions and the exogenous variables. The corresponding policy 

implication is that quality regulation is a quite complicated matter and the supervisors should 

full consider the effects of information conditions, capacity constraints and decision structures 

in the quality regulation-making, especially for those commodities impacting residents’ daily 

health.  

There are also some limitations to this paper. First, most decision variables of the 

producers vary simultaneously, but most of the conclusions of this paper are obtained by 

isolating the changes of different variables. Second, a variable (parameter) variation will affect 

another, but we ignore this co-movement. The increasing resource consumption rate of the 

high-quality product will raise its cost sensitivity. Third, an endogenous quality assumption 

will make more sense. Thus, the above limitations can be investigated in further study.
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Nonparametric Estimation of Farmers’ Willingness to Accept: Implication 

for Calculating Crop Insurance Amount 

WAN Chunli, WU Dongli  

(College of Economics and Management,  

Shenyang Agricultural University, Shenyang 110866, China) 

Abstract 

 Scientific and reasonable setting of agricultural insurance amount is one of the important 

ways to realize the high-quality development of agricultural insurance. Based on the data of 

465 insured farmers in Liaoning Province, this paper fitted the distribution of farmers' WTA 

(Willing to Accept) by the nonparametric kernel density method. The crop insurance amounts 

satisfying farmers' WTA were calculated under various levels of insurance participation rates. 

The results show that: (1) There is heterogeneity in farmers' WTA. The WTA of large farmers 

who rent  land is higher. (2) Large farmers need higher insurance amount to realize consistent 

participation rate with small farmers. For example, to meet the policy requirement of a 70% 

participation rate, it is necessary to provide at least 647 and 564 CNY (about 102 and 89 USD) 

of insurance amount for large and small farmers, respectively. (3) Participation rate and farmers' 

WTA are the key factors for setting multi-level insurance coverage of crop insurance. It is 

necessary to identify the difference of farmers' WTA, construct the differentiated coverage 

system of agricultural insurance and make it dynamic adjust, which could further meet the 

differentiated insurance demand of farmers and promote the high-quality development of 

agricultural insurance in China. 

Keywords: crop insurance; insurance coverage; willing to accept; production cost; 

nonparametric kernel density method 
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Introduction 

China’s agricultural insurance expanded rapidly in last fifteen years with the 

implementation of policy on insurance subsidies. Indeed, the total agricultural insurance 

premium increased from 5.3 billion CNY (about 0.8 billion USD) in 2007 to 81.5 billion CNY 

(about 12.8 billion USD) in 2020. China is now the largest agricultural insurance market in the 

world. Farmers purchasing crop insurance can receive an average of 183.6 CNY (about 28.9 

USD) risk protection by paying 1 CNY (about 0.16 USD) premium. Agricultural insurance has 

become an important instrument to help farmers diversify the risk in agricultural production, 

smooth farm income, and increase the enthusiasm of agricultural production. Consequently, to 

promote the modernization of agriculture and ensure national food security, it is necessary to 

improve the product system and strengthen the risk prevention function of agricultural 

insurance. 

However, China’s crop insurance is still facing the development situation of ‘wide 

coverage and low protection’. The main driving force for the improvement of the coverage level 

is the insurance coverage rather than the insurance depth (the ratio of unit insurance amount to 

unit output value). The setting form of insurance amount is simplistic, most of them lack 

dynamic adjustment based on the change of production cost. The crop insurance amount cannot 

completely cover the direct physical and chemical costs of crop production for a long time. 

There is a large difference between low indemnity of crop insurance and the actual loss of 

farmers because of the simplistic setting form of insurance amount (Meng et al. 2011; Zhao et 

al. 2015). These problems ultimately lead to insufficient effective demand and lower 

participation rate for China’s crop insurance. In addition, as the continuous promotion of land 

transfer policy, the proportion of land rent and labor cost to total agricultural production cost is 

gradually increasing. Scale farmers’ demands for the coverage level of crop insurance is 

increasing accordingly. In this context, how to set the amount of crop insurance scientifically 

based on the demand of farmers? Whether there is heterogeneity in the demand of farmers? 

How to construct a corresponding differentiated coverage system of crop insurance 

scientifically? These are the focus of this paper. 

In recent years, the issue of improving the coverage level of crop insurance has aroused 

widespread concern in academia (Xiao et al. 2020). However, there are few studies on the 

scientific setting of multi-level coverage of crop insurance. The analysis of this problem is of 

great significance for crop insurance to meet the differentiated demands of farmers and realize 

the function of risk diversification. In October 2019, China’s Ministry of Finance proposed to 
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improve the agricultural insurance system with expanded coverage and functions to allow it to 

better serve farmers. The agricultural insurance system that meets farmers’ demand for risk 

protection should be constructed, and the coverage of insurance for rice, wheat, and corn should 

reach over 70%. Based on this, the article established a framework to set crop insurance amount 

and aimed to set the multi-level coverage of crop insurance according to farmers’ differentiated 

demand for risk protection through empirical research. 

There are two questions that this paper solves. (1) What level of crop insurance coverage 

should be increased to meet farmers’ demand for risk protection and the requirement of a 70% 

participation rate; (2) How to set the coverage level of crop insurance to meet farmers’ 

differentiated demand for risk protection. Compared with the extant research, the contributions 

of this paper are as follow: (1) The method of setting crop insurance amount scientifically was 

proposed based on the perspective of meeting farmers’ demand for risk protection. We fitted 

the distribution of farmers' WTA (Willing to Accept) using the nonparametric kernel density 

method and calculated the crop insurance amount satisfying farmers' WTA at various levels of 

insurance participation rates. (2) Farmers’ heterogeneity was considered in this paper. We 

divided the farmers into two groups according to whether they rent land, and set the coverage 

level for the two groups of farmers. Finally, a multi-level and differentiated guarantee system 

of crop insurance was constructed. 

The rest of this research is structured as follows. The next section summarizes the search 

status of China’s crop insurance demand and the improvement in coverage level. The third 

section elaborates the framework for how to set the coverage level of crop insurance to meet 

farmers’ demand for risk protection. The fourth section presents the data and the estimation 

strategy, followed by the empirical findings and the interpretations. The concluding remarks are 

offered in the last section of this article. 

Literature Review 

The issue of insufficient demand for crop insurance has been widely discussed by scholars 

(Sherrick et al. 2004; Goodwin and Smith 2013). Goodwin (1993) found that producers with 

differing levels of loss-risk have different demand elasticities. Coble et al. (1997) concluded 

that the higher the expected return to insurance, the higher the adoption rate. Just et al. (1999) 

found that farmers participate in crop insurance primarily to receive the subsidy while risk 

aversion appears to be a minor part of the incentive. Vandeveer et al. (2001) implied that farmers 

prefer higher yield guarantee level. Sherrick et al. (2004) showed that midwestern farmers who 

are more highly leveraged, less wealthy, risker, and operate larger acreages engage more 
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extensively in insurance and are more likely to choose revenue insurance versus yield and hail 

protection. However, the characteristics of crop insurance programs are not homogeneous 

across countries, the demand for crop insurance is different within China. Ning et al. (2005) 

earlier analyzed the influencing factors of demand for crop insurance based on theoretical and 

empirical analysis. Sun (2008) and Zhang (2018) measured farmers’ WTP (Willingness to Pay) 

to estimate insurance demand based on the CVM (Contingent Valuation Method) and DBDC 

(Double-Bounded Dichotomous Choice) experiment. Taking ‘willingness to insure’ or 

‘purchase decision’ as the two-valued variable, Hou et al. (2010), Li (2014) and Liu (2014) 

analyzed the influencing factors of insurance demand. However, these studies mainly analyzed 

the insurance demand according to the initial insurance behavior without distinguishing the 

differences between insurance behavior and insurance demand (Niu et al. 2020; He et al. 2020). 

Few studies have focused on farmers’ risk protection demand for crop insurance. 

The influencing factors of demand for crop insurance can be classified into three aspects: 

individual characteristics, family characteristics and agricultural insurance product 

characteristics.  Zhang et al. (2005), Wang et al. (2008), and Guo et al. (2019) found that 

education, risk preferences, and insurance cognition affect the demand for crop insurance. The 

magnitudes of household assets and debts, agricultural income, crop acreage, and losses are the 

main household characteristics that affect the demand for crop insurance (Yong et al. 2001; 

Vandeveer et al. 2001; Nie et al. 2017). The characteristics of insurance products, such as 

expected indemnity payments, high insurance premiums, low premium subsidies, and coverage 

levels, are the major challenges in improving farmers’ demand for crop insurance (Makki et al. 

2001; Ozaki et al. 2008; Wang et al. 2010; Li et al. 2019). To transform potential demand into 

effective demand for crop insurance, Zhou et al. (2012) and Xie et al. (2017) implied that risk 

division and actuarial insurance rating are effective methods. In addition, the authors found that 

setting multi-level premium rates and coverage, enriching the forms of subsidies, and 

accelerating the design of crop insurance products are also effective (Meng et al. 2011; Luo et 

al. 2011; Zhang et al. 2018; Zhang, 2018; Xu et al. 2018). However, how to design the 

differentiated crop insurance products according to farmers’ risk protection demand is still an 

urgent need to resolve. 

The issue of improving the coverage level of crop insurance also has been widely discussed 

by scholars. Tuo (2019) suggested that increasing the amount of agricultural insurance and 

achieving full coverage of materialized costs is the primary goal of agricultural insurance at this 

stage. Yu (2013) and Tuo et al. (2016) argued that extending the coverage level from productive 

cost to yield and revenue and expanding the pilot scope of total cost insurance and agricultural 
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income insurance. Insurance depth is inferior to insurance breadth, which restricts the further 

improvement of crop insurance coverage level (Zhang et al. 2019). Huang et al. (2013) and Liu 

et al. (2020) suggested that the key to improving the coverage level include setting multiple 

risk units and coverage levels, establishing the dynamic adjustment mechanism of coverage 

level according to the price change, and innovating insurance productions with higher coverage 

level for new agricultural enterprises. However, few of these studies suggested the method of 

setting crop insurance amount scientifically based on farmers’ demand for risk protection. 

The previous literature shows abundant research results based on insufficient demand for 

crop insurance and innovation of crop insurance products. Nevertheless, the existing literature 

ignores whether the risk protection demands for farmers are met and how to set the amount of 

crop insurance based on heterogeneity in the risk protection demands. Although some 

researchers have suggested that set multiple coverage levels to meet farmers’ differential 

demand and expand the pilot scope of new insurance products to increase the amount. Whether 

the setting of the insurance amount for these products is reasonable? Could they provide 

effective risk protection for farmers? And how to set up a multiple guarantee system of crop 

insurance? These are problems to be further solved. 

Theoretical Analysis 

  The risk diversification function of crop insurance can be measured in three ways. The 

first is by diversifying the relevant natural and price risks (Ning et al. 2006). In accordance with 

the requirements of expanding the scope of application, increasing the insurance category and 

improving the coverage level, China’s crop insurance has improved since 2019. Various pilots 

programs have been promoted continuously, such as weather index insurance, total cost 

insurance, revenue insurance, and ‘insurance + futures’. Such insurance products can basically 

cover natural risk and price risk in crop production. The second is by ensuring that the premium 

is affordable for farmers (Ye et al. 2017). Chinese central government subsidies approximately 

45% of the crop insurance premium, while local governments offer a subsidy equal to 

approximately 35% of premium (Feng et al. 2021). For traditional yield insurance, which is 

currently widely implemented, farmers pay approximately 5 CNY/mu (about 12 USD/hm2) for 

premium. The premium is affordable for farmers (Liu et al. 2019). 

  The third is by guaranteeing the income of farmers (Ye et al. 2018). However, the lower 

coverage level of current crop insurance cannot significantly stabilize the crop income by 

compensating for the loss (Shi 2016; Zheng et al. 2019). The most common form of crop 

insurance in China is traditional yield insurance, which guarantee the physical and chemical 
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costs of crops. Although the pilot of full cost insurance and revenue insurance has been 

expanded in 2021, it will only cover about 500 grain-producing counties in 13 major grain-

producing provinces1. In the case of protecting production cost, the average indemnity received 

by insured farmers after the loss occurred is 234 CNY (about 37 USD), accounting for only 

2.42% of family crop income (Liu et al. 2019). Crop insurance with low coverage levels and 

limited compensation cannot meet farmers’ demand for risk protection, especially for scale 

farmers (Tang et al. 2021; Ma et al. 2020). Therefore, it is necessary to improve coverage levels 

to further exploit the role of crop insurance as a "stabilizer" of crop production income. 

Meeting the risk protection demand of farmers should be the basis for improving coverage 

level of crop insurance. In the context of affordable premium, the expected insurance indemnity 

under extreme risks can be used to measure farmers' risk protection demand. When the extreme 

risk leads to a large loss, the expected insurance indemnity is farmers' WTA. Furthermore, the 

heterogeneity of farm size may lead to differences in farmers’ risk protection demand (Chao et 

al. 2017). Compared with small farmers, scale farmers, such as family farmers and large grain 

farmers, accumulate greater risks in agricultural production due to the significant increase in 

production costs, resulting in higher risk protection demands. Therefore, it is necessary to set 

differentiated insurance amounts based on the heterogeneity of farmers’ risk protection demand. 

Improving the coverage level should also be based on the overall policy objectives of 

current crop insurance development instead of meeting the risk protection demand of all farmers. 

As rational economic men, farmers will participate in crop insurance due to the increase of 

expected utility after their risk protection demands are met (Baquet et al. 1996; Ning et al. 

2005). This paper set crop insurance amount based on the requirement of ‘the coverage rate of 

crop insurance reaching over 70%’ proposed by China’s Ministry of Finance, which can meet 

the risk protection demands of 70% of farmers. Multiple participation rates and the 

heterogeneity of farmers’ demand for risk protection should be considered at the same time. 

Then, a multi-level system of crop insurance that meets farmers’ demand for risk protection can 

be constructed. 

In addition, factors such as the characteristics of crop insurance product and relevant 

provisions of the WTO Agreement on Agriculture should also be considered. Crop insurance is 

                                                 

1 Data sources: Related documents of China’s Ministry of Finance (http://jrs.mof.gov.cn/zhengcefabu/phjr/202106 

/t20210629_3726782.htm) 
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a property insurance that provides risk protection rather than an investment insurance. 

Therefore, the insurance amount should not exceed the output value of the insured crop. To 

meet the requirement of the WTO Agreement on Agriculture that ‘the compensation provided 

by agricultural insurance for farmers cannot exceed 85% of the corresponding output value 

when risks occur’, the insurance amount should not be higher than 85% of the output value of 

the insured crop. 

Based on this, this paper comprehensively considers farmers’ WTA and its heterogeneity, 

multi-level participation rates, crop insurance product characteristics, and WTO Agreement on 

Agriculture, etc., to construct a multi-level and differentiated system of setting crop insurance 

amount. 

Data and Methods 

To test the feasibility of setting crop insurance amount based on farmers’ demand for risk 

protection, the empirical analysis is as follow. We divide the samples into two groups according 

to whether they rent land. The probability density function of farmers’ WTA is estimated by the 

nonparametric kernel density method. And then, the crop insurance amounts which meet 

differential farmers’ WTA are calculated by solving the integral in multiple participation rates. 

Nonparametric modeling of WTA distribution 

There are two methods commonly used to fit the sample distribution, parametric and 

nonparametric approaches. Considering that the distribution pattern of farmers’ WTA is 

unknown, nonparametric kernel density estimation is used in this paper. Large farmers renting 

land were divided into group A and the remaining small farmers were divided into group B. 

Farmers’ WTA can be represented as the fraction which have the sum of direct physical and 

chemical costs and land rent as the denominator, then the probability density functions of 

farmers’ WTA are fitted: 

 𝑓(𝑥𝑎) =
1

𝑛𝑎ℎ𝑎√2𝜋
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2

]
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1
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− 1 （3） 
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− 1 （4） 
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where 𝑛  and ℎ  are the number of samples and the window of probability density 

estimation in groups A and B2. As mentioned in the third section, farmers participate in crop 

insurance when the insurance amount meets their risk protection demand. We take multiple 

insurance participation rates as the integral result, and calculate the magnitude of insurance 

amount that meets farmers' WTA by solving the upper limit of the integral 𝑔: 

 𝐹(𝑥) =
1

𝑛ℎ√2𝜋
∑ ∫ 𝑒𝑥𝑝 [−

1

2
(
𝑥−𝑥𝑖

ℎ
)
2

]
𝑔

𝑒
𝑛
𝑖=1  （5） 

Date description 

Our research data came from the questionnaire surveys of the College of Economics and 

Management of Shenyang Agricultural University in 2015. The survey adopted the stratified 

random sampling method and first divided Liaoning province into five regions: Central 

Liaoning, eastern Liaoning, northern Liaoning, southern Liaoning, and western Liaoning. 

Second, 3 counties, 3 townships, and 3 villages were selected from each region based on the 

economic development of each region in the province. Finally, 9 households were selected from 

each village according to their economic status. The survey obtained 1,233 valid samples, 

covering agricultural production, farmers' lives, village appearance, democratic management, 

and other aspects of data. The production cost and yield data of corn were obtained from the 

compilation of national agricultural product cost and benefit data. 

Our empirical analysis makes use of the data of agricultural insurance and agricultural 

production in the questionnaire. Considering the characteristics of agricultural production and 

the current situation of crop insurance in Liaoning Province, we take the yield insurance for 

corn as an example to set the amount of crop insurance. First, we select the observations from 

samples who plant corn and participate in yield insurance for corn. Second, because of 

provisions of the WTO Agreement on Agriculture, we exclude the observations whose WTA 

exceed 952 CNY3 (about 149 USD). Finally, we obtain 465 observations. There are 64 large 

farmers and 401 small farmers, respectively. The average planting area for corn is 55.60 and 

8.53 mu (about 3.71 and 0.57 hm2) in groups A and B, the average WTA is 492.94 and 434.07 

CNY/mu (about 1156.26 and 1018.21USD/hm2). It’s obvious that the large farmers renting land 

                                                 

2 Window calculation formula in nonparametric kernel density estimationℎ = 1.06𝜎𝑛−0.2 

3 The ‘compilation of national agricultural product cost and benefit data’ shows that the output value of corn production 

in Liaoning Province in 2014 was 1120.12 CNY (about 176.04 USD), and the direct physical and chemical cost was 357.47 

CNY (about 56.18 USD). 
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have higher WTA and need higher crop insurance amount to meet their demand for risk 

protection. Furthermore, we estimate the probability density function of WTA to calculate the 

insurance amount for farmers in two groups. 

Empirical Results 

Based on MATLAB software to estimate samples by nonparametric kernel density, we 

obtain the probability density function of farmers' WTA in groups A and B. The insurance 

amount satisfying the two groups of farmers' WTA under various participation rates is further 

discussed. And then, we constructed a matching multiple guarantee system of crop insurance. 

The distribution of farmers' WTA 

The probability density functions of farmers' WTA in groups A and B are fitted by 

MATLAB software: 

 𝑓(𝑥𝑎) =
1

26.1824
∑ 𝑒𝑥𝑝 [−

1

2
(
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2
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𝑖=1  （6） 
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2
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2
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Figure 1. The distribution image of farmers’ WTA in group A 
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Figure 2. The distribution image of farmers’ WTA in group B 

where the window ℎ𝑎 and ℎ𝑏 are 0.1632 and 0.1987. Fig 1 and 2 show the distribution 

image of farmers’ WTA in group A and B, including frequency histogram, kernel density 

estimation curve, and normal distribution curve. The kernel density estimation curve has the 

same trend as the normal distribution curve. It shows that the probability density distribution of 

farmers’ WTA in two groups fits well. Based on three distribution images, we find that data in 

group A has the largest probability of distribution in the interval of [-0.5, -0.17]. That means 

the WTA of large farmers is more concentrated in the range of [366.4694，608.3392]. Data in 

group B has the largest probability of distribution in the interval of [0, 0.5]. That means the 

WTA of small farmers is more concentrated in the range of [366.4694，608.3392]. The land 

rent increases farmers' WTA. Compared with small farmers, large farmers have a higher 

demand for crop insurance amount. Thus, it is necessary to set differentiated amounts of crop 

insurance according to different farmers’ demands for risk protection. However, the current 

amount of corn yield insurance in Liaoning Province is 300 CNY/mu (about 703.70 USD/hm2), 

which can only satisfy the WTA of 28% and 36% of large and small farmers. The form of setting 

insurance amount is single which cannot provide differentiated insurance services for farmers. 

Most farmers’ demand for risk protection cannot be met. 
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Multi-level crop insurance coverage 

After fitting the distribution of farmers' WTA in two groups, we derive their cumulative 

distribution functions to set crop insurance amount based on farmers' WTA. Then, we construct 

a differentiated system for insurance coverage that meet different farmers’ demand for risk 

protection under multiple participate rates. The cumulative distribution functions of farmers' 

WTA are as follow: 

 𝐹(𝑥𝑎) =
1

26.1824
∑ ∫ 𝑒𝑥𝑝 [−

1

2
(
𝑥𝑎−𝑥𝑎𝑖
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)
2

]
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−1
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1
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1

2
(
𝑥𝑏−𝑥𝑏𝑖
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2

]
1.6634

−1
401
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where the value range of independent variables 𝑥𝑎 and 𝑥𝑏 is [-1，0.2990] and [-1，

1.6634] respectively. We take multiple participation rates as the result of the cumulative 

distribution function and solve the corresponding upper limit of the integral by MATLAB 

software. Then, the insurance amount satisfying farmers’ WTA under multiple participation 

rates is obtained. We calculate the upper limit of the integral of the cumulative distribution 

functions at 0.70, 0.75, 0.80, 0.85, and 0.90. In Table 1 and 2, we show the results of insurance 

amount under these participation rates in two groups. Comparing the two Tables, one can realize 

that insurance amounts for large farmers are higher than that for small farmers, about 13.72% 

higher on average under multiple participation rates. To realize 70-90% participation rates, the 

insurance amount for large and small farmers should be in the range of [647, 858] and [564, 

763]. It implies that crop insurance should provide differentiated insurance amounts based on 

farmers’ heterogeneity to achieve the same participation rate. Take whether to cover land rent 

as an example, the difference in insurance amount should be about 13%. In Table 1 and 2, we 

calculate the proportion of insurance amount in the output value of corn per unit area as 

coverage level to construct the guarantee system of corn yield insurance (Ren et al. 2021). 

Under the participation rates from 70% to 90%, the coverage level of corn yield insurance for 

group A is in the range of [57.77%, 76.59%] while the coverage level for group B is in the range 

of [50.34%, 68.10%]. Large farmers need higher coverage level, about 7.92% higher on average 

under multiple participation rates, to achieve the participation rate consistent with small farmers. 

However, the coverage level of corn yield insurance in Liaoning Province is just 27%. To 

achieve more than 70% of the participation rate, the amount of corn yield insurance should be 

at least 647 and 564 CNY (about 102 and 89 USD) for large and small farmers. The 

corresponding coverage level is 57.77% and 50.34%, respectively. In addition, we calculate the 

proportion of insurance amount in the physical and chemical cost of corn production to provide 
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a standard for setting crop insurance amount. The results show that the proportion of groups A 

and B are in the range of [1.81, 2.40] and [1.58, 2.13] respectively, the former is 0.25 higher 

than the latter on average under multiple participation rates. It implies that multiple amounts of 

crop insurance could be set according to the multiple proportions of physical and chemical costs. 

Based on farmers’ differentiated demand for risk protection, calculating the proportion of 

insurance amount in physical and chemical cost under multiple participation rates, which could 

build the standard of setting a multiple and differentiated crop insurance guarantee system. 

Table 1 Group A: Setting insurance amount for large farmers renting land 

Participation 

rate (%) 
70 75 80 85 90 

Upper Limit of 

Integral 
-0.1271 -0.0630 -0.0006 0.0744 0.1705 

Insuranc

e 

Amount  

(CNY) 647.1115 
686.576

1 
732.4988 787.4692 857.9046 

(USD) 101.6991 
107.901

3 
115.1185 123.7575 134.8271 

Coverage 

Level (%) 
57.7716 61.2949 65.3947 70.3022 76.5904 

Proportion 1.8103 1.9207 2.0491 2.2290 2.3999 

Table 2 Group B: Setting insurance amount for small farmers 

Participation 

rate (%) 
70 75 80 85 90 

Upper Limit of 

Integral 
0.5773 0.6771 0.7989 0.9511 1.1339 

Insuranc

e 

Amount  

(CNY) 563.8374 
599.512

9 
643.0528 697.4597 762.8052 

(USD) 88.6119 94.2186 101.06126 109.6118 119.8814 

Coverage 

Level (%) 
50.3372 53.5222 57.4093 62.2665 68.1003 

Proportion 1.5773 1.6771 1.7089 1.9511 2.1339 

Conclusion 

Taking corn yield insurance in Liaoning Province as an example, this paper calculated the 

crop insurance amount based on farmers’ risk protection demand. We fitted the probability 

density function of farmers’ WTA by the method of nonparametric kernel density. The amounts 

of crop insurance satisfying farmers’ differentiated demand for risk protection were calculated 
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by solving for integrals under multiple participation rates. Finally, we constructed a multi-level 

guarantee system for crop insurance. The main conclusions of this paper are as follows. (1) 

Farmers’ demand for risk protection have heterogeneity. Large farmers renting land have higher 

WTA. The key to effectively realize the risk prevention function of crop insurance is paying 

attention to farmers’ demand for risk protection. Increasing insurance amounts according to 

farmers’ WTA and their heterogeneity can provide effective risk protection for farmers and 

improve the participation rates further. Crop insurance should provide higher insurance 

amounts for large farmers to achieve the participation rate consistent with small farmers. (2) It 

is necessary to set differentiated amounts of crop insurance based on the heterogeneity of 

farmers’ risk protection demand. Setting crop insurance amount should be a process of dynamic 

adjustment, whether it guarantees the physical and chemical cost, complete cost, part income, 

or all income of crop production. Farmers’ WTA should be the basis and the key of the dynamic 

adjustment process in addition to the consideration of production costs and the provisions of 

the WTO Agreement on Agriculture. The insurance amount for large farmers that meet their 

demand for risk protection should be 13.72% higher than small farmers under multiple 

participation rates. To realize a 70% of the participation rate, the crop insurance amount should 

be at least 647 and 564 CNY (about 102 and 89 USD) for large and small farmers. (3) It is 

feasible to construct the multi-level setting system for crop insurance amount based on the 

participation rates, farmers’ demand for risk protection, and their heterogeneity. The process of 

setting crop insurance amount scientifically should be carried out in the principle of meeting 

farmers’ differentiated demand for risk protection. The key to further improve crop insurance 

products and provide multiple choices for farmers is constructing a multiple guarantee system 

with participation rates as the target. 

In addition, this paper puts forward the following suggestions: (1) Expand the insurance 

depth further by setting crop insurance amount scientifically based on farmers’ demand for risk 

protection. Taking multiple participation rates as the standard, crop insurance amounts should 

be set to satisfy farmers’ differentiated WTA. Transform the potential demand for crop 

insurance into effective demand and improve the strength and scope of risk prevention. (2) 

Combined with a multi-level setting system of crop insurance amount, the corresponding setting 

of premium rates and subsidies should be gradually improved to achieve the diversification of 

crop insurance productions. (3) The process of setting crop insurance products should consider 

farmers’ heterogeneity. Based on farmers’ demand for risk protection, setting multiple coverage 

levels of crop insurance can provide various options to farmers. In particular, the setting should 

focus on serving scale farmers, such as raising premium rates or reducing premium subsidies 
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appropriately, providing insurance production with higher coverage, and so on. (4) The standard 

and supervision of crop insurance compensation should be improved and strengthened. The 

promotion of effective compensation can further meet farmers’ demand for risk protection 

based on improving crop insurance coverage level, which realizes the risk management function 

of crop insurance. 
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Abstract 

The agriculture in Kerala state of India is diverse and riskier due to its special agroclimatic 

and geographic peculiarities. Further, the instability in agriculture production has increased due 

to the changes in climatic patterns. Insurance interventions are the major tool considered in 

supporting rural population to mitigate vulnerabilities and agricultural insurance is considered 

as a prime mechanism that address the risks to agricultural production and income resulting 

from various natural and manmade events. The study first analyses the instability in agriculture 

in the state. The status of crop insurance coverage and related problems are analysed and crop 

specific risk coverage, major shortcomings etc are discussed at the end. The last ten-year data 

on area and production of major crops were collected. The risks associated with farming of 

major crops were estimated using instability index. Descriptive statistical methods, Compound 

annual growth rate were also used. The instability index values were high for production than 

for area and yield. Among the food crops, highest instability index was for the crop banana. 

All the major spices show high instability in production and yield. The non loanee farmers has 

less rate of participation in the insurance scheme than loanee farmers. The percentage of 

insured area to total gross cropped area is less than 2 per cent. On an average, less than 15 per 

cent of the sum insured is approved as claim. The number of farmers benefitted out of the 

insurance stood at less than 1 per cent of the total number of farmers in the state. Even though 

there are multiple insurance schemes, none of them neither fully cater the needs of farming 

community nor the major risks. The low insurance coverage in the state, despite high literacy 

level indicates the requirement of a well-designed, farmer friendly, farming system specific 

insurance schemes.  

Keywords: Agricultural risk, Agriculture insurance, Instability index 

JEL codes: Q10, G22
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Introduction 

Agriculture production involves a variety of risks. The risks can be categorized as 

production related risks, output price related risks and input price related risks. Out of these 

some risks can be managed but others are simply accepted as costs involved in the activity. 

The Indian agriculture has achieved progress in some area, but sharp fluctuations are seen in 

production and farm income. These fluctuations seriously affect the viability and potential of 

this sector in contributing towards economic growth and food security (Raju and Chand 2010). 

Therefore, the risks must be properly estimated, and then appropriate strategies are to be 

developed. 

The agriculture in Kerala is diverse and riskier due to its special agroclimatic and 

geographic peculiarities. Further, the instability in agriculture production has increased due to 

the changes in climatic patterns. In the context of vulnerability to climate change and disaster 

risk management, social protection systems can play an important role in development of long-

term interventions that helps in resilience of rural communities. A social protection system 

consists of set of policies and programs that address environmental, economic, and social 

vulnerabilities by protecting and promoting livelihoods (FAO 2017).  

Insurance interventions are the major tool considered in supporting rural population to 

mitigate vulnerabilities. Among insurance interventions, agricultural insurance is considered as a 

prime mechanism that address the risks to agricultural production and income resulting from 

various natural and manmade events. In this context, the study first analyses the risks in agriculture 

in the state. The status of crop insurance coverage and related problems are analysed next. Finally, 

an overview of crop specific insurance schemes and its shortcomings are discussed. 

Materials and Methods 

The Kerala state in India is highly vulnerable to natural disasters due to its peculiar 

geography. The state lies between the Lakshadweep Sea and the Western Ghats Mountain 

ranges and known as ‘God’s on country’ owing to its unique natural beauty. The state has a 

coastal line of 590 Km, numerous rivers, lakes, lagoons, Ramser wetlands, backwaters, 

ecologically fragile western ghats supporting rich biodiversity and high population density. 

Most of the land area is highly susceptible to various types of natural disasters and was selected 

for the case study. The study is based on the secondary data. The data on area and production 

were collected from the online publications of Directorate of Economics and Statistics, Kerala 

state in India. The information on various insurance scheme and their statistics were collected 

from websites and online publications of Agriculture Insurance Company of India Ltd, Kerala 

State department of Agriculture, VFPCK (Vegetable and fruit promotion council Keralam), 

commodity boards etc. The data for past ten years were collected to estimate the last decadal 

agricultural risks. The major crops selected for this study are Paddy, Tapioca, Banana, Plantain, 

Mango, Pineapple, Pappaya, Pepper, Ginger, Turmeric, Cardamom, Nutmeg, Cashew, Coconut, 

Tea, Coffee, Cocoa, Arecanut and Rubber. The selection was based on the area and production 
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statistics and its economic importance in the state. The selected crops were grouped under three 

major categories as food crops, spices and plantation crops.  

The study first estimates the risks associated with farming of above-mentioned crops 

individually using instability index. The literature review reveals that the commonly used index 

in agriculture risk assessment is instability index and different variants of this index has been 

used to examine instability, impact of drought, technology change etc (Ray 1983 ; Rao et al 

1988). The instability index as an indicator of risks associated with agriculture is calculated as:  

Instability index = Standard deviation of natural logarithm (Yt+1 / Yt) 

Where, , Y t+1  is the area or production or yield in the succeeding year and Yt represent 

the same in current year. This index measures deviations from the underlying trend and is unit 

free (Chand and Raju 2009). The constant ratio Yt+1/Yt  indicates the absence of deviations 

from trend and standard deviation will be zero. If there is a high degree of fluctuation in the 

series, the Yt+1/Yt  ratio varies more and there is an increase in standard deviation. The study 

then examines the coverage of various insurance scheme in the state. Descriptive statistical 

methods were used to reach valid conclusions. Compound annual growth rate (CAGR) is also 

estimated as per the requirement. The data analysis is done using  R x64 4.0.2 version of 

software.  

Results and Discussion 

Risk in Agriculture 

The risk is indicated by estimated instability indices for major crops for the last decade. 

The indices are estimated at the state level. The variability in agriculture production consists 

of variability in yield and area. The variation in area occurs due to change in pattern of rainfall 

and other climatic factors, non-timely supply of required inputs, price instability, natural and 

manmade disasters etc. The variation in yield is caused by pest and disease attack, improper 

crop management, natural and manmade disasters etc. Any variation in above two factors will 

contribute to the variation in production. The natural and climatic factor patterns have shown 

drastic changes in last decade with more frequent and intense weather events. The instability 

indices estimated for various crops indicates the risk associated with that agricultural activity. 

Instability in area, production and yield of major food crops grown in Kerala for the last 

decade is given in table 1. The instability index values were generally high for production than 

for area and yield. In case of paddy, instability in production was high may be due to the 

unexpected heavy rainfall at the time of harvesting and prolonged dry spells.  The highest 

instability index was for the crop banana among the major food crops. The crop pineapple 

shows comparatively high instability in area, production, and yield. The instability index value 

shows that papaya cultivation in the state was relatively stable. Despite several support 

measures available to paddy, banana and pineapple, the cultivation exhibits immense risk, 

which point towards the need of effective strategies for risk management. 
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Table 1: Instability indices of major food crops grown in Kerala State 

 

Time period 

 

Crops 

Instability Index (%) 

 

Area Production Yield 

 

 

 

2009-10 to 2019-20  

Paddy 7.37 12.69 6.66 

Tapioca 6.67 9.83 4.45 

Banana 8.92 15.12 6.81 

Plantain 4.07 10.39 9.95 

Mango 6.78 8.69 7.05 

Pineapple 6.70 11.96 9.26 

Pappaya 4.22 4.50 3.43 

The index values presented in table 2 shows that the last decade was not favourable for 

the spice cultivation in Kerala. The ginger and pepper cultivation exhibits very high risks in 

area, production, and yield. Generally, all the major spices show high instability in production 

and yield. This may be highly related to damages due to change in climatic factors, quality 

reduction and price fluctuations in domestic and international markets. The results suggest the 

requirement strong intervention with the help of public and private sector investments to reduce 

the risks associated with spices cultivation, marketing, and export.   

Table 2: Instability indices of major Spices grown in Kerala State 

 

Time period 

 

Crops 

Instability Index (%) 

 

Area Production Yield 

 

 

2009-10 to 2019-20  

Pepper 22.18 27.18 29.70 

Ginger 18.52 66.27 76.26 

Turmeric 10.23 17.51 11.17 

Cardamom 1.76 22.82 23.32 

Nutmeg 6.19 5.32 4.75 

The scenario of major plantation crops (table 3) was also like spices in terms of production and 

yield. On comparison, cashew and cocoa exhibit high instability in production and yield 

indicating the deep crisis in cultivation and marketing. Both crops were cultivated mainly as 

rainfed crops.  
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Table 3: Instability indices of major plantation crops grown in Kerala State 

 

Time period 

 

Crops 

Instability Index (%) 

 

Area Production Yield 

 

 

 

2009-10 to 

2019-20 

Cashew 8.83 19.59 18.99 

Coconut 2.64 6.21 4.72 

Tea 9.27 5.51 12.77 

Coffee 0.40 5.03 4.98 

Cocoa 2.70 20.87 20.64 

Arecanut 2.68 13.97 13.67 

Rubber 0.68 13.95 14.11 

From the given value of instability indices for three groups of crops, spices cultivation 

was subjected to more risks compared to other two groups. The sharp instability in area is 

evident in case of spices cultivation. The area change can be related to the shift form spices 

cultivation to other remunerative and newly introduced crops. All the three groups exhibit 

considerable amount of risk in cultivation indicating the requirement of support to cope up with 

the situation. The basic agricultural risk management measures include using superior plant 

varieties, crop diversification, preventive and adaptive measures against irregular weather 

events etc. The agricultural insurance is the most often used instrument to handle the risk in 

agriculture. The effectiveness of any agricultural insurance tool is based on the cost 

effectiveness in addressing the wide range of risks (FAO 2005). An effective agricultural 

insurance product can address the serious instabilities related to agricultural activities. It can 

act as an effective tool to increase resilience against various shocks that primarily effect rural 

population and has an important place among the social protection measures (FAO 2021). 

Crop insurance status 

The major insurance schemes currently available are Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bhima Yojana 

(PMFBY), Restructured Weather Based Crop Insurance Scheme (RWBCIS), Restructured 

state crop insurance scheme and other crop specific insurance products. All the four products 

are offered by public sector agencies. The statistics of insurance coverage in the state under 

PMFBY and RWBCIS is given in table 4. The statistics of other two insurance products are 

not available to public. 
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Table 4: Combined statistics of PMFBY and RWBCIS in Kerala State 

Year 

Loanee 

farmer

s  

Non-loanee 

Farmers 

Total no. 

of farmers  

Area 

Insured 

(Ha) 

Sum 

Insured 

(Rs in 

lakhs) 

Approved 

claim (Rs 

in lakhs) 

No. of 

farmers 

benefitted 

2016 42063 7883 49946 34340.91 23782.83 2284.75 28766 

2017 46651 9243 55894 47861.21 30132.89 1095.53 38137 

2018 47271 9694 56965 43202.57 31583.35 2674.38 40159 

2019 46850 11285 58135 37179.07 30780.2 8590.12 45693 

2020 47798 19327 67125 43961.96 35824.61 6883.75 *NA 
CAGR 

(%) 3.25 25.13 7.67 6.37 10.78 31.75 12.26 

Source: https://www.aicofindia.com  *NA – Not available 

The table 4 and 5 shows an increasing trend in the agricultural insurance registration in 

terms of farmer number. The non loanee farmers has less rate of participation in the insurance 

scheme than loanee farmers. The percentage of insured area to total gross cropped area is less 

than 2 per cent. On an average, less than 15 per cent of the sum insured is approved as claim. 

The number of farmers benefitted out of the insurance stood at less than 1 per cent of the total 

number of farmers in the state. The agricultural insurance coverage in the state is very low 

despite the high instability in production as well as high level of literacy among farmers. 

Crop specific availability of insurance products 

There are 4 major types of insurance scheme being implemented in the state. The 

restructured state crop insurance scheme is the one which covers highest number of crops 

grown in the state. The scheme covers 27 crops and can be insured year around depending upon 

the stage of crop. The premium as well as sum insured is low when compared to other schemes. 

Some types of losses, for example in paddy crop the undue delay from the side of procurement 

agency and absence of accessible storage space forces most of the farmers to leave the 

harvested paddy at field risking summer rains (Rose and Prema 2020), is not specifically 

covered. This has resulted in post-harvest losses too. The difficulty in getting the claim 

approval, lengthy procedures, heavy documentation, less awareness among farmers etc are the 

other constraints which limits the coverage of the scheme.
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Table 5: Crop insurance schemes for major food crops in Kerala State 

Crops PMFBY RWBCIS Restructured state crop 

insurance scheme 

Other insurance 

schemes 

Paddy ND FC FC Nil 

Tapioca FC Nil FC VFPCK insurance 

Banana FC FC FC VFPCK insurance 

Plantain ND Nil FC Nil 

Mango Nil Nil FC Nil 

Pineapple Nil ND FC Nil 

Pappaya Nil Nil FC Nil 

Note: ND – Insurance coverage available in notified districts, FC -Full coverage in state, 

VFPCK – Vegetable and fruit promotion council Keralam 

The insurance scheme offered by VFPCK is crop specific but covers all the district in the state. 

PMFBY and RWBCIS have full coverage for selected crops and for other crops insurance 

coverage is available in notified districts only (partial coverage). The number of crops covered 

by PMFBY and RWBCIS is low in number when compared to restructured state crop insurance 

scheme. In terms of sum insured and claim processing PMFBY and RWBCIS is better when 

compared to restructured state crop insurance scheme and other insurance schemes.  

 

Table 6: Crop insurance schemes for major spice crops in Kerala State 

Crops PMFBY RWBCIS Restructured state crop 

insurance scheme 

Other insurance 

schemes 

Pepper Nil ND FC Nil 

Ginger Nil ND FC Nil 

Turmeric Nil ND FC Nil 

Cardamom Nil ND FC Nil 

Nutmeg Nil ND FC Nil 

Note: ND – Insurance coverage available in notified districts, FC -Full coverage in state 

From table 6, it is obvious that the insurance scheme available for spice crops are limited. The 

RWBCIS have partial coverage. The fully covered restructured state crop insurance scheme 

sum insured amount and indemnity amount is very low, which makes it less popular among 

farmers.
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Table 7: Crop insurance schemes for major plantation crops in Kerala State 

Crops PMFBY RWBCIS Restructured state 

crop insurance scheme 

Other insurance schemes 

Cashew Nil ND FC Nil 

Coconut Nil Nil FC Coconut Palm Insurance 

Scheme (CPIS) 

Tea Nil Nil FC Revenue insurance scheme 

on plantation crops (RISPC) 

Coffee Nil Nil FC Coffee rainfall insurance 

Cocoa Nil ND FC Nil 

Arecanut Nil ND FC Nil 

Rubber Nil Nil FC Rubber plantation insurance 

Note: ND – Insurance coverage available in notified districts, FC -Full coverage in state 

The other insurance schemes are more popular in case of plantation crops. The fully 

covered restructured state crop insurance scheme pays very low amount of indemnity. The 

RWBCIS scheme has partial coverage. There is an urgent requirement of well-designed 

insurance products for the plantation sector.   

Conclusion 

The instability in agricultural production is high during the last decade in accordance with 

the increase in frequency of extreme weather events. The instability was highly evident in spice 

crops that that of food crops and plantation crops. Therefore, a well-designed tool for managing 

the agricultural risks is required. The agricultural insurance is most popularly used tool to 

manage agricultural risks arising especially due to the change in climatic factors. There are 

four types of insurance schemes available in Kerala state. The restructured state crop insurance 

scheme is covering almost all crops but constrained with several factors such as low insured 

amount, lengthy procedure for claim approval, minimum area requirement for registration etc. 

The PMFBY and RWBCIS have better insured amount and indemnity payouts but lacks full 

coverage in the state. The discrepancy in settling the claim is also creating confusion among 

the farmers. The other insurance products are crop specific and demand heavy documentation 

which enhances the transaction cost for agricultural insurance. Even though there are multiple 

insurance schemes, none of them neither fully cater the needs of farming community nor the 

major risks. The farming in the state is mostly integrated or diversified or homestead farming 

type which triggers the difficulty of famer to meet the minimum area requirement or minimum 

number requirement criteria for the insurance. This also causes confusion during inspection 

and approval of claim. The low insurance coverage in the state, despite high literacy level and 

high level of instability indicates the requirement of a well-designed, farmer friendly and 

farming system specific insurance schemes. The good governance in implementation of the 

scheme and digitalization are key factors to reach greater number of farmers with less 

transaction cost.   
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Abstract 

The paper studies net outflow of China’s rural funds from 1950 to 2016, including scale, 

channels and mechanism. First, from 1950 to 2016, the sum of net outflow approximately is 

26680.5 billion yuan, that is 398.2 billion yuan annually over the past 60 years. Second, there 

are three intervals that the net outflow of rural funds was showed positive, namely 1950-

1955,1966-1977 and 1994-2016. Third, finance is the main channel for outflow while fiscal and 

investment are the main channels of inflow. In addition, insurance and price scissors difference 

of industrial and agricultural products can influence rural funds. Integrated above channels, this 

article proposes a mechanism framework of net outflow. It also tries to explore the reason why 

these channels cannot show theirs effects significantly based on grey relational theory. In order 

to relief the speed of net outflow and promote the development of rural economy, we 

recommend that we should increase the amount of rural capital investment, adjust the structure 

of capital investment areas, and improve the financing environment to achieve rural funds reflux. 

Key words: Rural Funds; Net Outflow Channel; Mechanism; Grey Relational Analysis 
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Introduction 

China is a great agricultural country. The issue of "agriculture, rural areas and farmers" 

has always been highly concerned by the Central Committee and all walks of life. The state has 

invested numerous human resources, material resources and financial resources to support the 

development of rural areas. The implementation of the rural revitalization strategy requires 

much capital investment. However, scholars' research finds that there is a phenomenon of 

“siphon” in rural funds (Cai Siping, 2004, 2005). The contradiction between rural liquidity 

shortage and China's excess liquidity caused by rural funds outflow is worth considering (Zhou 

Li, Zhou Xiangyang, 2009). On the one hand, the state injects funds into the countryside 

through fiscal and financial channels, on the other hand, it draws funds from the countryside to 

support the development of industry. The inconsistency in the development of agriculture and 

industry has made rural attractiveness less, which will make agriculture weaker. If these 

relations are not handled well, it will affect the fundamentals of national economic development, 

thus will affect the construction of industrialization, urbanization, informationization, and 

modernization. Since the founding of New China, how have rural funds flowed out, and how 

large is the rural funds gap caused by rural funds outflows? These issues will be related to the 

future of rural China. So, it is especially important to establish a rural capital return mechanism 

to help rural funds stay and play their due role. This paper analyzes the channels and mechanism 

for rural funds outflows to provide data and mechanism support for national policy. 

This paper analyzes the scale, channels and mechanism of rural funds outflow from 1950 

to 2016. The paper’s structure is as follows: the second part is to sort out the literature on the 

study of rural capital outflows in China and abroad; the third part is the scale of rural funds 

outflow from the five channels of fiscal, financial institutions, insurance, fixed assets 

investment and scissors difference; the fourth part integrates the channels of rural funds outflow, 

trying to systematically reveal the mechanism of rural funds outflow; the fifth part summarizes 

the paper and proposes corresponding policy recommendations.
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Literature Review 

Plenty of studies have shown that there is an outflow and gap between supply and demand 

of rural funds in China. (Wu Cuifang et al., 2007; Ba Hongjing, Guan Weijun, 2009; Ju Ronghua 

et al., 2009; Zhou Zhen et al., 2015). Some scholars have analyzed the first-hand data obtained 

through questionnaire survey to confirm the imbalance between rural financial supply and 

demand. Zhou Li (2005) found that rural financial demand has not been meet through the survey 

of Dongguan, Huizhou and Meizhou in Guangdong. The case study by the People's Bank of 

China Leshan City Center Sub-branch (2005) on Sichuan Qianwei County found that the 

contradiction between the demand for funds for agriculture, rural areas and farmers is greater 

than the supply of funds. As for scale, different scholars use different methods to measure the 

scale of rural funds outflows. Zhou Zhen et al. (2015) found that the outflow between 1978 and 

2012 was about 266,627.58 billion yuan, with an average annual net outflow of 761.793 billion 

yuan. Wu Cuifang et al. (2007) found that the gap increased from 462.296 billion yuan in 1991 

to 103.323 billion yuan in 2004. 

Majority of scholars mainly consider fiscal channel and financial channel in their analysis. 

The fiscal channel mainly includes agricultural taxes, various fees, and financial expenditures 

on agriculture. The statistical caliber of financial channel is generally based on the deposit and 

loan data of rural credit cooperatives and postal savings institutions (Cai Siping, 2004; Yao 

Yaojun, He Pichan, 2004; Wu Cuifang et al., 2007), and a few scholars included data from 

commercial banks (Zhang Hongyu, 2004; Zhou Zhen et al., 2015). However, from the 

perspective of the entire financial system, there are still certain limitations, because there are 

policy banks and other formal financial institutions that have agricultural loans. 

Fiscal and financial channel are the main channels for rural funds outflows. In addition, 

there are other channels of outflows: price channel represented by scissors difference for 

industrial and agricultural products (Lin Yifu, Yu Miaojie, 2009; Zhou Zhen et al., 2015); 

investment channel represented by securities and insurance (Jiangsu Province) Yancheng Rural 

Finance Society Research Group, 2003; Pan Zaijian, 2006; Wu Cuifang, 2009); rural migrants 

and township enterprises will also bring out the outflow of rural funds (Yang Wenxuan et al., 

2007; Yi Yuanhong, 2013); The compensation for rural cultivated land occupation is low and 

not in place, resulting in the indirect loss of rural funds (Zhai Zhaoyan, Wang Jiachuan, 2004; 

Zhang Naixia, 2008); some scholars believe that there are other channels that will affect 

outflows, Pan Zaijian (2006) believed that there are also expensive education fees, the 

government's long-term tendency to disregard farmers and the involvement and 
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misappropriation of agricultural funds by relevant departments, and the withdrawal of foreign 

direct investment will contribute to the loss of rural funds, but lack in-depth analysis. 

There is less literature about rural funds outflow mechanism, and lack of integration of 

channels based on systematic analysis. Ma Cheng and Yang Xiaoyu (2007) conducted a analysis 

of rural funds outflows from the effect of rural financial system reform and rural financial 

organization structure. Wu Zhiyuan (2007) compares the rural credit funds outflow from the 

financial ecological subject, internal and external adjustment on the perspective of financial 

ecology. However, there is no data support analysis and no specific outflow channels are 

considered. Long et al. (2016) constructed a framework of “elements-structure-function” theory 

analysis to study the distribution of rural human resources, land resources and financial 

resources, and proposed the re-engineering of rural industry in space, industry and society three 

aspects. As for the causes of rural funds outflows, scholars believe that the low efficiency of 

fund allocation and the imperfect rural financial system are the main reasons. Zhu Xi, Li Zi Nai 

(2006), Duan Xiaoyan et al (2014), Zhang Lezhu, Cao Junyong (2016) believe that improving 

the efficiency of rural credit allocation is the key to solve the problem. The development and 

influence of informal financial institutions needs to be given much attention (Zhou Li, 2005). 

The main contributions of this paper are: (1) The time span is relatively complete. Most 

scholars have studied the outflow of rural funds since the reform and opening up (HUANG et 

al., 2006; Zhou Zhen et al., 2015), and rarely studied the period from the founding of New 

China to the time before the reform and opening up. ISHIKAWA (1967) studied the situation 

of China from 1949 to 1959, and Nakagane (1989) studied the situation from 1952 to 1985 on 

the basis of the ISHIKAWA hypothesis. This paper studies the situation from 1950 to 2016, 

with a long-time span, which can fully reflect the historical evolution. (2) Data statistics are 

more comprehensive. Scholars' research on financial channels generally only analyzes rural 

credit cooperatives and postal savings institutions, and does not involve other formal financial 

institutions. The data of this paper is the financial institution's agriculture-related loan data 

provided by China Financial Statistical Yearbook, which basically covers the statistics of 

agricultural loans in the financial field. (3) Integrate the channels for rural funds outflows, 

systematically propose mechanism analysis, and have reference value for realizing rural funds 

retention and constructing rural funds return mechanism.
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The Analysis of Scale and Channel 

Scissors difference channel: channel formed in specific historical stages 

The difference in the price of industrial and agricultural products is considered to be a 

channel for rural funds outflows (Zhai Zhaoyan, Wang Jiachuan, 2004). It has two 

manifestations: ratio scissors difference and price scissors difference. Although some scholars 

have measured the amount of scissors difference in various ways (Yan Ruizhen et al., 1990; 

Wang Haitao, Lu Xiangyu, 2013; Zhou Zhen et al., 2015), but some scholars believe that the 

trend of simple price ratio change is unlikely to reflect the real situation of scissors difference. 

(Jin Xizai, 1984), "price scissors of industrial and agricultural products don’t involve the value" 

(Han Zhirong, 1996). We believe that the difference in the price of industrial and agricultural 

products reflects the changes in the prices and the changes in the terms of trade of agricultural 

and agricultural products, which cannot be directly measured. Therefore, this paper draws on 

Lin Yifu and Yu Miaojie (2009) on the description of price scissors difference, saying that “the 

definition of price scissors difference is the ratio of the purchase price index of agricultural 

products (PPIFP) to the retail price index of industrial products (RRPIIP). 

The price difference between industrial and agricultural products defined in this paper 

refers to the comprehensive price index of industrial and agricultural commodities calculated 

by the retail price index of rural industrial products, that is, the comprehensive price index of 

industrial and agricultural commodities equals the total index of agricultural production prices 

to the retail price index of rural industrial products. The comprehensive price index of industrial 

and agricultural commodities in Figure 1 reflects its increase or decrease relative to 1, that is, 

the calculated comprehensive price index of industrial and agricultural commodities minus 1. 

From the trend point of view, the agricultural product production price index has a large 

fluctuation, and the rural industrial product retail price index is relatively flat. The overall 

changes are similar, showing a certain degree of synchronization. From the histogram, the 

increasing years in which the comprehensive price index of workers and peasants are more than 

decreasing year, indicating that the purchase price of agricultural products has risen faster than 

the retail price of rural industrial products, and the trade conditions of industrial and agricultural 

products have been improved, which can slow the flow of rural funds to the industry to some 

extent. 

It is also worth noticing that although there is a view that the scissors difference is a product 

of a specific historical stage, such as Wu Li (2001) believes that “if there is the existence of 

scissors difference, it is the period when country unified purchase and marketing until it ended 
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from 1953 to the early 1990s." Lin Yifu and Yu Miaojie (2009) mentioned that “the price 

difference between workers and peasants was no longer adopted in the early 1990s due to the 

establishment of a socialist market economic system,” Yan Ruizhen et al. (1990) mentioned 

“achieving the strategic goal of eliminating scissors in 2000”. Wang Haitao and Lu Xiangyu 

(2013) mentioned that “the price difference between industrial and agricultural products has 

been eliminated when the state officially announced the implementation of the market economy 

in 1992”, but the data in Figure 1 shows that China was between 1996 and 2000 and in certain 

years such as 2006, 2002, 2014, the comprehensive price index of industrial and agricultural 

commodities was less than 1. There is still a rise in the retail price of rural industrial products 

over the purchase price of agricultural products, which is disadvantage for farmers. 

Fiscal channel: the traditional channel of net inflows 

The fiscal channel mainly refers to the funds invested or drawn from the rural areas 

through the fiscal sector, mainly including the fiscal expenditures for supporting agriculture and 

the various taxes and fees for agriculture. The income earned by the government through the 

fiscal channel refers to the main tax revenue of agriculture, including agriculture and animal 

husbandry, deed tax, agricultural special product tax, tobacco leaf tax, and cultivated land 

occupation tax. From 1950 to 1985, it was the agricultural and animal husbandry, including 

cultivated land occupation tax, agricultural, forestry specialty tax and deed tax. Since 2006, 

China has eliminated agricultural and animal husbandry, agricultural special product taxes, and 

introduced tobacco leaf tax regulations. The burden of taxes and fees refers to the burden of 

farmers in the country, this indicator has been counted in the “China Agricultural Statistics” 

since 2011, including the payment of collective funds, villagers’ financing and labor, 

agricultural productive charges, and administrative fees, rural compulsory education fees, fines, 

and fund-raising apportionment. The government's expenditure on agriculture refers to the 

expenditure of the state finance for agriculture, including support for agricultural production 

expenditure, grain, agricultural materials, improved varieties, agricultural machinery and 

equipment, and rural social development expenditure. 

According to statistics, from 1950 to 2016, the state fiscal showed an increasing trend in 

rural income and expenditure, and the total tax burden was basically stable. From 1950 to 1957, 

the state fiscal extracted about 10.493 billion yuan. From 1950 to 1955, the amount of funds 

was basically the same. From 1956, the agricultural expenditures were greatly increased, and 

the funds obtained were sharply reduced to 0.51 billion yuan. From 1958 to 2016, the state's 

fiscal expenditure on rural areas exceeded the income, and the annual net inflow showed an 
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increasing trend. Therefore, through the fiscal channel, the net inflow of rural funds was 

realized. 

Investment channel: emerging channel of net funds inflows 

Investment channel refer to the workload of the construction and purchase of fixed assets 

for the primary industries such as agriculture, forestry, animal husbandry and fishery in a certain 

period of time and the associated costs. The fixed asset investment of the whole society is a 

comprehensive indicator reflecting the scale, structure and development speed of fixed asset 

investment in rural areas. The statistical results in Table 1 show that, basically every 10 years, 

the investment in fixed assets of the primary industry is 10 times that of the same period. From 

1981 to 2016, the total amount of rural funds inflows through the fixed assets investment 

channel was about 122,826.43 billion yuan. 

Financial channel: the largest channel for funds outflows 

Financial channel refers to the rural financial flows through the People's Bank of China, 

banking deposit-taking financial institutions, trust and investment companies, financial leasing 

companies and auto finance companies' agricultural deposits and agricultural loans. Bank 

deposit-based financial institutions include banks, credit unions and finance company. Financial 

institutions can be divided into the People's Bank of China, the National Development and 

Policy banks, state-owned commercial banks, other commercial banks, city commercial banks, 

rural commercial banks, rural cooperative banks, urban credit cooperatives, rural credit 

cooperatives, trust and investment companies, finance company, leasing company, postal 

savings bank, foreign financial institution, village bank, auto finance company. The total 

deposits refer to the savings of farmers and the agricultural deposits of financial institutions in 

the financial channel. The agricultural deposits of financial institutions from 1952 to 1977 were 

summed up by the National Bank and the Rural Credit Cooperatives. The total loan refers to 

the agricultural loans in the case of financial institutions' RMB credit income and expenditure. 

The total loans from 1952 to 1977 were summed up by the National Bank and the Rural Credit 

Cooperative Agricultural Loan. Since the China Financial Yearbook has changed the index to 

financial institution's domestic and foreign currency-related loans in 2011, the data names in 

2010-2016 are different from previous years. From 2010 to 2016, there is a lack of agricultural 

deposit data for financial institutions. From 2015 to 2016, there is a lack of farmer household 

savings data. Therefore, from 2010 to 2016, the sum of “Banking Financial Institutions Total 

Liabilities Statistics” among China Financial Yearbook (2012, 2017) of rural commercial banks, 

rural cooperative banks, rural credit cooperatives, new rural financial institutions and postal 
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savings banks is represented as deposit data. 

The data shows that agricultural deposits and agricultural loans of financial institutions 

showed an increasing trend from 1952 to 2016. The years when agricultural institutions' 

agricultural loans were larger than agricultural deposits were in the three stages of 1952-1956, 

1962-1963, and 1984-1993. The years in which agricultural deposits exceed loans are also 

divided into three stages, namely, 1957 to 1961, 1968 to 1983, and 1994 to 2016. Through 

combing the financial channels, the paper finds that the result is consistent to three stages of the 

rural financial reform process analyzed by Zhang Lezhu and Cao Junyong (2016) . The first 

round of reforms, from 1978 to 1992, injected funds into the countryside to restore the 

construction of the rural financial system. Since the second round of implementation in 1993-

2003 and the third round since 2003, although rural financial reform is conducive to rural 

development, it has made it easier for rural funds to flow out. In summary, from 1952 to 2016, 

rural funds outflow through financial channels totaled approximately 466,221.16 billion yuan. 

Insurance channel: the fastest growing channel for funds outflows 

Insurance channel refer to the realization of rural funds flow through property insurance 

companies' agricultural insurance premiums, indemnities and payments. The insurance channel 

data comes from the economic and technical indicators of the insurance business in the China 

Statistical Yearbook. The compensation from 1984 to 1996 is the determined compensation, 

and the remaining years are the compensation and payment. 

According to statistics, although the agricultural insurance premiums and claims showed 

an increasing trend in 1984-1994, the difference between the two was more obvious. In 1984, 

1988-1990 and 1992, agricultural insurance premiums were greater than claims. In 1985-1987, 

1991, and 1993-1994, agricultural insurance premiums were less than claims. After that, the 

agricultural insurance premiums exceeded the agricultural insurance claims of other years. 

Since 2007, the amount of agricultural insurance has increased sharply. Compared with 2006, 

the premium of agricultural insurance has increased fivefold and the indemnity has increased 

fourfold. The premiums and indemnities for 2008 were 2.08 and 2.16 times in 2007. From 1984 

to 2016, the scale of rural funds outflow through agricultural insurance was about 851.6492 

billion yuan. 

Summary: the scale of rural funds outflow is large 

Based on the above analysis of rural funds by the fiscal, investment, financial and 

insurance channels, the net outflow of rural funds is summarized in China from 1950 to 2016. 
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The results are shown in Table 1. The total amount of funds flowing out of rural areas from 

1950 to 2016 is about 266.805 billion yuan and the annual average net outflow is 398.217 billion 

yuan. It can be seen from Table 1 that the financial channel in the four channels is the main 

channel for the net outflow of rural funds, while the fiscal channel and the fixed assets 

investment channel of the whole society are the main channels for the net inflow. Although 

financial channel is also injecting funds into rural areas in several years, it is still the largest 

channel for outflows. In addition to a small amount of funds outflows in the first eight years, 

fiscal channel has been the main channel for net inflows of since 1958. Compared with financial 

channel, fiscal channel and investment channel, the rural funds flow is the smallest by insurance 

channel, and the speed of withdrawing funds is accelerating. In the future rural economic 

development, insurance channel will still be an important fund outflow channel. 

Figure 2 shows the proportion of rural funds outflows accounting for the added value of 

the primary industry and the total output value of agriculture, forestry, animal husbandry and 

fishery. Since 1995, the proportion of rural funds outflows gradually increased. In 2009, it 

reached a maximum of 89.47% and 50.63%. After that, it quickly declined in 2012 and showed 

a gradual upward trend. This shows that the net outflow is relatively large, and the outflow is 

more serious. It can be seen from Table 1 that the net outflow of rural funds is more obvious. 

The rural funds in the three periods from 1950 to 1955, 1966 to 1977, and 1994 to 2016 were 

net outflows, except for a small outflow from 1957 and 1959, the remaining years are net 

inflows of funds. It can be seen from Figure 2 that the growth rate of the value added of the 

primary industry in the year of net inflow of rural funds is higher than the year of net funds 

outflow from the average level, indicating that increasing the investment of rural funds is 

conducive to increasing the growth rate of the value added of the primary industry. The outflow 

will restrict the development of “agriculture, rural areas and farmers”, therefore it is necessary 

to pay attention to the issue of rural funds outflows. 

Compared the period before and after reform and opening up, the trend of rural funds 

outflows has not changed. Before the reform and opening up, because the country must 

vigorously develop industry, rural funds are an important source of funds for industrial 

development, so rural funds outflows have historical inevitability. After the reform and opening 

up, the channels for rural capital inflows and outflows have been expanded, and there are more 

channels for insurance and fixed assets investment in the whole society. However, there is still 

a large outflow, which is closely related to the liberation of rural productivity and the outward 

transfer of peasant labor. 
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The mechanism analysis 

Rural funds can flow in and out through scissors difference, fiscal, fixed-asset investment, 

finance, insurance and other channels. Each channel plays a role in influencing different aspects 

of rural economic development. Therefore, it is particularly important to analyze the 

transmission mechanisms of these channels. This paper integrates the above channels and 

analyzes the mechanism of funds outflows, as shown in Figure 3. 

The government has obtained funds from rural areas to support industrial development by 

artificially lowering the purchase price of agricultural and sideline products and increasing the 

retail price of rural industrial products. The changes in the purchase price index of agricultural 

and sideline products and the retail price index of rural industrial products reflect the changes 

in the terms of trade of agricultural products. The changes in terms of trade affect the supply 

and demand of farmers, which in turn affects the income and expenditure of farmers. Fiscal 

support for agriculture is an important source of funds for the development of rural areas, and 

it also obtains funds from rural areas by affecting the tax burden of farmers. Agricultural 

investment can improve rural infrastructure construction and rural ecological environment. The 

improvement of rural investment and financing environment will enable rural finance to be 

continuously enriched and developed, and the flow of rural funds will become more frequent. 

Banks' agricultural deposits and loans will affect the allocation of rural funds, which is reflected 

in the proportion of funds flowing to formal financial institutions and informal financial 

institutions, and indirectly reflects the system of rural financial systems. Agricultural insurance 

premiums and claims have provided certain guarantees for agricultural production, which in 

turn will affect farmers' income and rural economic development. These channels will affect 

the inflow and outflow of funds, which will affect the changes in farmers' income. Farmers are 

an important force in the country's construction, their development will affect the realization of 

the national industrialization, urbanization, informationization and modernization strategic 

goals. 

The fiscal channel has the highest correlation with agricultural development, but its effect 

of slowing the outflow of rural funds is not obvious. 

From 1984 to 2016, the three indicators of fiscal, investment, finance, insurance channels, 

total output value of agriculture, forestry, animal husbandry and fishery, per capita net income 

of rural residents, and added value of agriculture, forestry, animal husbandry and fishery were 

measured by grey correlation analysis method. Value processing, calculating the correlation 

coefficient of each year based on the absolute difference  η0i(k) =
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minmin|x0(k)−xi(k)|+ρmaxmax|x0(k)−xi(k)|

|x0(k)−xi(k)|+ρmaxmax|x0(k)−xi(k)|
 , Finally use the averaging r0i =

1

n
∑ η0i(k)n

k=1  to 

reflect the information of correlation coefficient from 1984 to 2016, as shown in Table 2. It is 

found that the fiscal channel is the channel with the highest correlation with agricultural 

development, followed by the investment channel and financial channel, and the insurance 

channel has the lowest correlation. The four channels have the highest correlation with the total 

output value of agriculture, forestry, animal husbandry and fishery, and have the greatest impact 

on them. 

Although the fiscal channel is an important channel for rural capital inflows, the state 

invests a large amount of money into agriculture every year, but it does not play a prominent 

role in slowing the outflow of rural funds. There are two main reasons: First, the burden on 

farmers is serious. Although the state abolished the agricultural tax in 2006, farmers still had to 

bear various costs. According to the data of China Agricultural Statistics, there are 7 major 

items that the farmers need to bear in the country, and each of them contains many sub-items, 

a total of 23 items. The expenses that farmers need to bear are numerous, the absolute amount 

considerable. Taking 2011 as an example, the national peasant burden was 41.947 billion yuan, 

accounting for 9.64% of the agricultural income of the year. In 2016, agricultural production 

charges reached 14.627 billion yuan. Second, the structure of financial funds is unreasonable. 

The expenditure of the state finance for agriculture is obviously insufficient in the allocation of 

the three costs of science and technology and the four subsidies for food, agricultural materials, 

improved seeds and agricultural machinery. From 1950 to 1962 and 1968 to 1970, there were 

no expenditures for the three expenses of science and technology. From 1992 to 2006, there 

were no subsidies for food, agricultural materials, improved seeds and agricultural machinery.  

The construction of these projects will promote the improvement of agricultural labor 

productivity, thereby driving agricultural production and stimulating the enthusiasm of farmers. 

Since 2007, the national fiscal support for agriculture has been adjusted due to the reporting 

system, and its caliber is different from that of previous years. It is divided into seven aspects: 

agriculture, forestry, water conservancy, South-to-North Water Diversion, poverty alleviation, 

comprehensive agricultural development, and comprehensive rural reform. Among them, 

comprehensive agricultural development can explore rural demand and attract capital into rural 

areas, which is conducive to rural economic development. Although the expenditure on 

comprehensive agricultural development has increased year by year, compared with other 

aspects, the scale is still insufficient, and the capital allocation structure needs to be adjusted.
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Financial channels are not only the main channel for rural funds outflow, but also the 

largest channel for funds inflows. 

Although financial channels are the main channel for rural funds outflows, it cannot be 

ignored that it is also the largest channel for rural funds inflows. Dividing the financial channel 

agricultural loan data from the fiscal support agricultural expenditure data to obtain the 

financial-to-fiscal ratio, this paper finds that the funds injected into the rural areas through 

agricultural loans have always been larger than the fiscal support for agriculture. In 2016, the 

ratio reached 21.25. The financial-to-financial ratio also indirectly indicates that the financial 

investment is insufficient, and it is necessary to increase the scale of support for rural funds. 

Although the scale of agricultural loans is large, it has not been able to slow the trend of 

rural funds outflows. An important reason is that there is a problem of unreasonable funds 

allocation structure in the financial channels. In the statistics of domestic and foreign currency-

related loans of financial institutions in 2015, the proportion of other agriculture-related loans 

classified by use was at most 54.67%, but other agriculture-related loans did not know the 

details. The proportion of agricultural technology loans was only 0.17%, and the proportion of 

farmland infrastructure loans and agricultural production materials manufacturing loans was 

1.27% and 2.59% respectively. These loans, which have an important impact on improving 

agricultural production efficiency, are not valued and will not be conducive to the long-term 

development of rural productivity. On the other hand, due to its natural profitability, financial 

institutions use their agricultural deposits for non-agricultural purposes, reflecting the urgent 

need for improvement in the rural business environment to attract capital backflow and increase 

the attractiveness of rural areas to financial institutions.\ 

The conversion of agricultural loans and fiscal support for agriculture to agricultural 

investment is low, and the lack of guarantees leads to serious loss of rural funds. 

Drawing on the proportion of agricultural loans and fiscal support for agriculture invested 

by Wen Tao and Wang Yuyu (2005) into agricultural investment, this paper proposes the 

conversion rate of rural funds investment equal the fixed assets investment of the whole industry 

in the whole industry to the sum of agricultural loans and financial support for agriculture. A 

large part of the financial support for agriculture and agricultural loans has not been converted 

into rural fixed assets investment. The conversion ratio has decreased from 11.94% in 1981 to 

5.61% in 2016, and the conversion rate of rural capital investment is only 2.37% at the lowest, 

which indicates that this should be applied. The loss of funds for the development of the rural 

economy is serious. 
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The correlation analysis of Table 2 shows that investment and rural development are 

inseparable. Although the scale of investment in fixed assets has increased year by year, 

investment channels have not retained funds well to support rural construction. This paper 

believes that there are three main reasons: First, farmers mainly use funds for housing 

construction and improve their living conditions, and are not used in agricultural production 

construction, not to mention the construction of rural infrastructure with long investment cycle; 

second, the low added value of agricultural products and the return on capital is not high, which 

leads to the lack of corresponding development of the plant and machinery for agricultural 

production. Third, agricultural production is affected by many factors, with instability, high 

risks, and lack of supporting safeguards, leading to social capital do not dare to enter the rural 

areas in large quantities, so rural fixed asset investment needs to cooperate with insurance. 

From the perspective of insurance channels, since 2007, the difference between 

agricultural insurance premiums and claims and payments has been large. A large amount of 

funds has been placed in property insurance companies. Because of its property, insurance has 

caused existing social wealth due to disasters. The actual loss is compensated for in value and 

restored in use value, so that the social reproduction process can continue. Agricultural 

production has a certain degree of guarantee for agricultural insurance, but farmers cannot 

obtain additional benefits due to the payment of insurance premiums. Therefore, it is necessary 

to increase the coverage of insurance claims and payment conditions so that farmers can be 

assured of production and allow the society to invest with confidence. 

Conclusions and Policy Recommendations 

This paper sorts out the channels of rural funds outflow from 1950 to 2016 in China from 

the perspectives of scissors difference, fiscal, investment, finance and insurance. It finds that 

the fiscal channels and the fixed investment channels of the whole society are the main channels 

for the net inflow of rural funds. The financial channel is the main channel for the net outflow 

of rural funds, in contrast, although the insurance channel achieves the smallest scale of rural 

capital flows, it is the fastest channel for extracting rural capital outflows. After calculation, the 

scale of China's rural funds outflow from 1950 to 2016 was about 266805.1125 billion yuan, 

with an average annual net outflow of 398.261 billion yuan. Integrating the above channels, 

this paper analyzes the mechanism of rural funds outflows. The difference in the price of 

agricultural products by industrial and agricultural products affects the inflow and outflow of 

rural funds by affecting the trade conditions of agricultural products and agricultural resources, 

fiscal channels affect the burden of farmers' taxes and fees, investment channels through 
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affecting rural construction, financial channels through affecting rural funds allocation, and 

insurance channels affect agricultural production. This will affect the income and expenditure 

of farmers, which in turn will affect the realization of the national industrialization, urbanization, 

informationization and modernization strategic goals. 

The situation of net outflow of rural funds in China has not been completely changed. In 

order to alleviate the outflow of rural funds, increase the stock of rural funds, and promote the 

development of rural economy, this paper puts forward the following suggestions: First, we 

must continue to increase the investment of “agriculture, rural areas and farmers”. The 

allocation of rural funds should be adjusted in terms of structure, especially the investment in 

agricultural science and technology research, and the enthusiasm for agricultural production 

and labor productivity should be improved. The second is to continuously improve the rural 

investment and financing environment, vigorously develop rural finance, revitalize farmers' 

savings and financial institutions' agricultural deposits, increase the attractiveness of rural 

investment, and guide more funds to the countryside. The third is to coordinate the rural 

financial investment system and the rural financing system, give full play to the role of 

agricultural insurance, and actively build a rural investment risk compensation mechanism to 

enable the rural capital return mechanism to achieve a virtuous circle.
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Table 1 Rural Funds Outflows          Unit: 100 million yuan 

year 
fiscal 

（1） 

financial 

（3） 

Sum of net 

outflow 
year 

fiscal 

（1） 

investment 

（2） 

financial 

（3） 

insurance 

（4） 

Sum of net 

outflow 

1950 16.36  16.36 1981 -81.86 -54.25 63.05  -73.06 

1951 19.16  19.16 1982 -91.11 -76.14 94.06  -73.19 

1952 18.31 -4.20 14.11 1983 -99.91 -53.89 131.28  -22.52 

1953 14.44 -5.60 8.84 1984 -106.45 -54.47 -22.27 0.04 -183.15 

1954 17.34 -2.90 14.44 1985 -111.57 -48.46 -18.78 -0.09 -178.90 

1955 13.71 -0.80 12.91 1986 -139.68 -46.33 -77.13 -0.28 -263.42 

1956 0.51 -21.60 -21.09 1987 -144.91 -76.90 -126.89 -0.26 -348.96 

1957 5.10 1.40 6.50 1988 -140.38 -83.23 -207.40 0.23 -430.78 

1958 -10.69 0.00 -10.69 1989 -181.00 -77.30 -209.20 0.22 -467.28 

1959 -25.23 25.80 0.57 1990 -219.98 -97.83 -178.10 0.25 -495.66 

1960 -62.48 7.90 -54.58 1991 -256.92 -122.04 -9.70 -0.87 -389.53 

1961 -33.13 22.00 -11.13 1992 -256.83 -148.78 -52.40 0.02 -457.99 

1962 -13.99 -22.60 -36.59 1993 -314.76 -120.93 -189.30 -0.86 -625.85 

1963 -30.98 -18.60 -49.58 1994 -301.51 -177.93 1234.70 -0.35 754.91 

1964 -41.09 2.80 -38.29 1995 -296.81 -498.13 4372.70 1.32 3579.08 

1965 -29.24 6.40 -22.84 1996 -330.94 -587.03 1911.60 1.80 995.43 

1966 -24.59 30.90 6.31 1997 -368.92 -647.69 7350.60 1.57 6335.56 

1967 -16.69 46.60 29.91 1998 -756.00 -689.85 7744.80 1.52 6300.47 

1968 -3.22 61.30 58.08 1999 -662.30 -704.09 8551.20 1.46 7186.27 

1969 -18.47 49.90 31.43 2000 -766.19 -733.92 10109.21 1.00 8610.10 

1970 -17.42 55.80 38.38 2001 -975.00 -1085.38 11193.2 0.00 9132.82 

1971 -29.89 112.80 82.91 2002 -862.95 -1487.21 11285.46 1.00 8936.30 

1972 -36.76 104.60 67.84 2003 -882.73 -1652.30 14664.66 1.19 12130.82 

1973 -54.65 132.50 77.85 2004 -1435.41 -1890.70 16449.38 1.00 13124.27 

1974 -61.15 158.70 97.55 2005 -1513.90 -2323.66 19280.22 1.00 15443.66 

1975 -69.51 172.80 103.29 2006 -2088.96 -2749.94 23010.95 2.57 18174.62 

1976 -81.35 151.70 70.35 2007 -2879.21 -3403.50 26904.40 23.58 20645.27 

1977 -78.79 156.5 77.71 2008 -4266.11 -5064.45 34324.38 46.54 25040.36 

1978 -122.26 18.96 -103.30 2009 -4804.17 -6894.86 42223.40 38.70 30563.07 

1979 -144.82 46.65 -98.17 2010 -5147.85 -7923.09 17333.90 39.90 4302.86 

1980 -122.28 37.24 -85.04 2011 -6145.66 -8757.82 16973.00 92.25 2161.77 

    2012 -7326.58 -10996.40 20560.00 109.26 2346.24 

    2013 -6484.83 -11027.40 22077.00 111.65 4676.38 

    2014 -6746.79 -13802.80 29925.90 119.98 9496.33 

    2015 -9535.90 -17542.10 44150.00 137.80 17209.76 

    2016 -9901.42 -20917.60 74066.33 118.50 43365.86 

Data Source: China Financial Yearbook (1992), (2017), China Rural Statistical Yearbook (2012), (2017), China Agricultural 

Statistics (2011-2016), China Financial Yearbook (1988-2017), China Statistical Yearbook (1986-2017), China Fixed Assets 
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Investment Statistical Yearbook (1997-1999), (2003-2017)" 

Table 2 Analysis of Grey Correlation Degrees of Four Channels from 1984 to 2016 

index fiscal investment financial insurance 

Total output value of agriculture, forestry, 

animal husbandry and fishery 
0.988633 0.97462 0.965141 0.849894 

Per capita net income of rural residents 0.988012 0.973844 0.964275 0.849301 

Added value of agriculture, forestry, 

animal husbandry and fishery 
0.987957 0.973822 0.964333 0.849525 

Data sources: The total output value of agriculture, forestry, animal husbandry and fishery and the added value of 

agriculture, forestry, animal husbandry and fishery are all from the National Bureau of Statistics. The per capita net income of 

rural residents comes from the China Rural Statistical Yearbook (2011, 2014, 2017). 
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Figure 1 Trends in the three types of price indices 
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Figure 2 Analysis of the trend of rural funds outflow 
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Abstract 

Access to rural credit has long been considered a potential solution to ease liquidity 

constraints and improve household welfare in Bangladesh. Earlier studies on rural credit 

mostly focused on the impact of microfinance; however, the available results could not 

provide conclusive findings. Evidence on the long term impact of different credit sources, 

namely, banks, microfinance institutes, and informal channels, is also limited. Using a 

nationally representative multipurpose five-round (1988, 2000, 2004, 2008, and 2014) panel 

datasets we provide evidence for the long-term impact of different rural credit sources on 

household welfare indicators. Results suggest that access to rural credit from any source has 

no significant impact on the increase in the household economic welfare in the long term. The 

impact estimates are found to be consistent across different econometric specifications, 

implying the robust internal validity of the study results.  

Key words: Long-term impact, panel data, rural credit sources, rural households, 

economic welfare. 

JEL Codes: 012, Q14, I31 and C33 

Introduction 

In many developing countries, access to rural credit has long been considered a potential 

solution to the liquidity constraints of households that fail to develop livelihoods and improve 

their welfare (Lin et al. 2019). In Bangladesh, rural households often borrow from formal, 

quasi-formal and informal sources. Formal credit sources include commercial banks and other 

formal financial intermediaries in rural areas. Microfinance institutions (MFIs) are considered 

as a quasi-formal source of credit. Friends, relatives and local money lenders constitute 

informal credit facilities. If credit can be accessed through any source; such as banks, MFIs or 

individuals, credit-constrained rural households may become involved in income generating 

activities (IGAs) and improve household welfare. Formal banking services are yet to cover 

most rural households for high operating costs and less profit (de Aghion, Armendáriz, and 

Morduch 2007).Since the late 1980s, with the advent of MFIs, such as Grameen Bank and 

extended agricultural loan support from agricultural banks, rural people’s credit demand has 

been mitigated to a certain extent. However, the importance of money lenders and other 

informal sources exists in rural households, even with higher interest rates, due to their 

convenient accessibility (Manig 1996, Mallick 2012). Microcredit, the basis for the Nobel 

Peace Prize in 2006,which is also a great innovation in easing the credit access for the poor 

people and a pathway to leave poverty, has been a debatable issue in recent years because of 

its differential impact on various welfare outcomes (Banerjee et al. 2015,  Banerjee, Karlan 

and Zinman, 2015). 
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Rural credit, especially microcredit, has been established to be successful in many parts 

of the world. Many researchers and scholars globally have examined the causal effect of 

microcredit on the welfare indicators of rural households. However, informal credit and other 

non-MFI credit sources have largely been unexplored. Thus far, none of the randomized 

experiments has determined any significant positive impact of microcredit on household 

income (Angelucci, Karlan and Zinman  2015,  Augsburg et al. 2012,  Banerjee et al. 2015,  

Hossain et al. 2019, Karlan and Zinman 2011,  Tarozzi, Desai and Johnson 2013). Some 

studies have established significant results on borrowers’ solvency and poverty measures 

(Imai and Azam 2012, Khandker 1998, 2005, Rui and Xi 2010,  Tedeschi 2008,  Zaman 

1999), while others (Diagne and Zeller 2001, Shaw 2004) fail to locate any impact on poverty. 

The impact of microcredit on various household welfare measurements has also been 

overestimated (Banerjee et al. 2015). 

The use of long-term panel data for impact evaluation has also been suggested by 

numerous researchers (Banerjee et al. 2015, Banerjee, Karlan and Zinman 2015, Islam 2011, 

Kabeer 2005, Khandker 2005, LaLonde 1986). Most of the previous microfinance studies 

were unable to control for fungibility (Hulme 2000,  Khalily 2004,  Pitt and Khandker 1998) 

which may overestimate the results. The failure to consider other close substitutes of MFIs, 

such as formal and informal credit, has been regarded as one of the challenges in evaluating 

microcredit programs (Banerjee et al. 2015, Banerjee 2013). Owing to the lack of longer-term 

household-level panel data, there has been no evidence of whether rural credit access has 

sustainable welfare impacts. In addition to contributing to the continuing debate on micro-

credit impact, our objective is to evaluate the impact of different credit sources on household 

welfare from a long-term (three decades) perspective. 

We use a widely used (Mahmud, Sawada and Tanaka 2021, Kikkawa and Otsuka 2020,  

Kikkawa, Matsumoto and Otsuka 2018, Balagtasa etal 2014, Hossain,  Rahman and  

Estudillo 2009, Hossain 2007, Nargis and Hossain 2006) long term panel dataset, recently 

known as the Mahabub Hossain (MH) panel survey data (Gautam and Faruqee 2016). This 

dataset was earlier collected by the Bangladesh Institute of Development Studies (BIDS), 

International Rice Research Institute (IRRI) and BRAC. The data was collected from a 

nationally representative sample following a multi-stage (districts-unions-villages-households) 

random sampling technique from 62 villages in Bangladesh. The original sample consisted of 

1,231 households in 1988, 1,872 in 2000, 1,927 in 2004, 2,010 in 2008, and 2,846 households 

in 2014. 

We use a household-level panel fixed-effect model to estimate the impacts on different 

outcome indicators. The results suggest that access to rural credit from any source has no 

significant impact on the increase in household economic welfare in the longer term. However, 

in the shortrun, access to bank credit increases access to rented-in land, improves rice yield, 

and enhances girls’ school enrollment among rural households. As a by-product of our study, 
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in line with the theory of dynamic incentives for microfinance borrowers (Shapiro 2015), we 

find a long-term association between households and MFIs.The impact estimates are found to 

be consistent across different model specifications, implying robust internal validity of the 

study results.  

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: We present an overview of the rural 

credit market in Bangladesh, followed by a description of the sampling design, data and a 

summary of the statistics and empirical strategies. Finally, the regression’s results with a 

robustness check are presented, followed by a conclusion and an indication which can be used 

for future research.  

Overview of the Rural Credit Market in Bangladesh 

Bangladesh’s rural credit market consists of formal, quasi-formal and informal 

borrowing sources. Agricultural banks, such as Bangladesh Krishi Bank (BKB), Rajshahi 

Krishi Unnoyan Bank (RKUB), state-owned commercial banks and other private scheduled 

banks are the main sources of formal credit. In contrast, microcredit from MFIs is known as a 

quasi-formal source (Hasan and Malek 2017). Village people also rely on informal sources, 

such as moneylenders, landlords, owners of sharecropped land, businesspersons, relatives, 

and friends. However, the demand for informal loans declines with the spread of MFIs in the 

village credit market (Berg, Emran and Shilpi 2013). 

At present, 60 scheduled banks, five non-scheduled banks and 34 non-bank financial 

institutions operate throughout Bangladesh (Bangladesh Bank Website 2021). According to 

the Central Bank, the number of rural bank branches should be a minimum of 50% of the total 

of new branches approved in a given calendar year. Currently, the total number of bank 

branches is 10588 of which 5452 branches are in urban areas and 5136 are located in rural 

areas. Only 10.30% of the total of formal banking loans and advances have been disbursed 

through urban branches (Bangladesh Bank 2020). Most banking activities in rural areas focus 

on savings but not on credit accounts (Islam and Mamun 2011). A comparison of loan 

disbursements by the urban and rural branches of formal banking is demonstrated in Annex 

Figure 1. Loans and advances in urban branches have expanded at an increasing rate since 

2000, with a sudden increase in 2011, due to an increase in government borrowing from the 

banking sector, while total credit disbursement by rural branches observed slow growth. The 

lack of a large loan demand, a high operating cost per loan and smaller deposits make rural 

branches less profitable and borrowing costs higher for clients, that induce banks to 

concentrate only on urban areas (de Aghion et al. 2007). According to Figure 1, borrowing  

from commercial banks indicates a declining trend, while MFI borrowing demonstrates 

an 

increasing trend over the last 25 years. 

(Figure 1 here) 
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In 1959, Akhter Hameed Khan, a social scientist, initiated “Comilla Model” for rural 

advancement which failed, due to inefficient control and lack of a donor fund(Berg, Emran 

and Shilpi 2013, Alamgir 2010).They added that the founder of Grameen Bank Muhammad 

Yunus and the late Fazle Hasan Abed of BRAC, the largest nongovernmental organization 

(NGO), which originated in Bangladesh, learnt some lessons from this failure. In addition, 

they adopted a more efficient and centralized means of control and a new credit delivery 

channel targeting the poor without collateral. Grameen Bank was recognized as an 

independent bank in 1983 and received the Nobel Peace Prize together with its founder in 

2006 for their contribution to social development and the rural economy. Following the 

approach and success of Grameen and BRAC, many other MFIs have evolved over the years 

and are associated with diversified social programs to connect to the poor in rural areas. 

According to the Microcredit Regulatory Authority (MRA), Bangladesh has more than 30 

million borrowers of microcredit, which is the highest number in the world after India. A total 

of 783 MRA-registered MFIs with 17120 branches operate mostly in rural areas. The total 

microcredit disbursement until 2017 by MFIs, including Grameen Bank, Government projects, 

Commercial banks, and other members of MRA, was 1313.67 billion Taka (Annex Figure 2). 

Approximately 91% of borrowers in the microfinance sector are women in Bangladesh and 40% 

of the total loans are provided for agricultural purposes.  

In the earlier days, the urgent credit requirements of rural households were mainly served 

by Mohajons (money lenders) and landowners, due to the lack of formal sources of credit. 

These Mohajons, also called “usurious monopolists,” charged exorbitant rates of interest for 

lending money. The lack of the required collateral for formal credit and convenient 

accessibility of informal credit resulted in the latter being sustainable over a period of decades, 

despite charging a 100-120% interest rate per annum (Berg, Emran and Shilpi 2013). This 

form of borrowing mostly occurs without legal paperwork, is sometimes inaccurate and may 

have a fraudulent intension; driving people into absolute poverty commitments that 

sometimes drive them into acute poverty (Mudahar and Ahmed 2010). Our estimation 

suggests that the share of informal credit has been reduced over the years in rural areas, with 

an increase in microfinance program coverage and spread of loans (See Annex Figure 3).  

Sampling design, data description and summary statistics 

As mentioned earlier, we used a five-round panel dataset (1988, 2000, 2004, 2008 and 

2014) from the Mahabub Hossain (MH) survey. The data were earlier collected by the 

Bangladesh Institute of Development (BIDS), the International Rice Research Institute (IRRI), 

and BRAC. The first round survey was conducted  in 1987-1988 as a component of the 

“Livelihood Systems in Bangladesh” project. Detailed information on farm and non-farm 

activities, borrowing, income and expenditure, poverty, resource ownership and other 

household and village-level characteristics are collected.  
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It is a panel-structured survey covering 62 districts out of 64 districts (in total) in the 

country. The sample villages and households are selected based on a multistage random 

sampling method using socio-economic indicators of each district (Hossain, Rahman and 

Estudillo 2009, Rahman and Hossain 1995). During the census period, due to administrative 

problems, two villages were dropped, and on average, 153 households` data from each of the 

remaining villages were collected. Based on the land tenure and ownership from all 

households in the villages, households were classified into four groups (rich, solvent, poor, 

and ultra-poor) for stratification following the participatory rural appraisal (PRA) approach. 

From each of the 64 villages, 20 households were randomly selected in the first round in 1988, 

resulting in a total of 1280 households being surveyed. 

The same villages were surveyed again in 2000, 2004, 2008 and 2014 to collect data 

from the original households and their descendants. Over the years, many households were 

divided into multiple new households (e.g., for marriage), and some also permanently 

migrated. To address sample attrition and keep the sample representative of the population, 

some new households were added in each round. In 2000, a second-round survey was 

conducted on 1880 households. The third-round survey was conducted in 2004 on 1930 

households and in the fourth-round, the sample comprised of 2010 households. In the final 

round of the survey (in 2014), the total sample size was 2846, including the households 

present in the first four waves and their offshoots. 

To conduct the panel data analyses, we first created a balanced panel dataset of 804 

identical households. We determined that some households moved to and from other villages. 

To control this in the second stage, we drop those households, and finally, we are left with 

791 households that are present in all five rounds of the survey. To describe the summary of 

the statistics, we use only those 791 consistent households, as depicted in Table 1. 

(Table 1 here) 

Table 1 indicates that over the study period, the average household size, male headships 

in households, land owned by households, working members of households and farm size 

decreased. In contrast, the household members’ average age, educational level, migration, and 

access to electricity improved gradually from 1988 to 2014. This represents the rural 

development in terms of education, migration, life expectancy and the access to electricity. 

Due to the scarcity of the land and the nature of the law, the average land ownership and farm 

size will be reduced with the increasing number of households.   

The main outcome variables that measured household welfare are presented in Table 2. 

In rural areas, households with labor forces and bullocks for cultivation try to access more 

land to cultivate crops. They can take land as rented-in from others. Rented-in land by 

households has increased from 1988 (0.13 hector) to 2014 (0.16 hector) as compared to total 

land owned by a household. The total land owned by households declined from 0.70 to 0.40% 
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over the survey periods (Table 1). Although land ownership decreased, rented-in land 

increased slightly. Because of green revolution technologies in Bangladesh, agricultural 

productivity increased exponentially and modern rice variety adoption continued to replace 

traditional varieties. In 1988, 47% of the total rice yield (780 kg per household) used the 

traditional varieties, whereas 93% of the rice production (1,652 kg per household) adopted the 

modern variety in 2014. 

(Table 2 here) 

Household income, which is the main indicator of welfare, has been reported for each of 

the five waves. Here, all monetary figures have been adjusted based on the CPI index (base 

year 2010), which is obtained from IMF statistics. From the first round, the average total 

income continued to increase through 2014, with a slight decrease in 2000 and 2004, rising to 

1,47,821 Taka from 1,20,428 Taka in 1988. The CPI adjusted income amounts were reduced 

by 2% in 2000 from 1988 and 5% in 2004 from 2000. The average total income per 

household indicates an increase of approximately 13% in 2008 from 2004 and 16% in 2014 

from 2008. Household income from crop cultivation, total agricultural income, and wage 

income indicated a downward trend, while business income and remittance inflows have 

increased over the years.  

During the survey period, rural poverty was reduced by almost half. A poverty status 

indicator is calculated using the absolute poverty line income, as per the FAO norm (Annex 

Table 1). Households who are unable to incur the minimum required food (2,110 calories of 

food per head) and non-food expenses (30% for non-foods) are treated as absolute poor or 

otherwise non-poor.   

School enrollment 2 for an eligible child (more than five years old children) is a 

mandatory pre-requirement to develop an educated society. In rural areas, where acute 

poverty prevails, households find it difficult to send their children to school because of 

financial difficulties and unawareness. Whether a person attends school is the main 

determinant of school enrollment. Of the total number of boys and girls, the percentage of 

students attending school is the rate of enrollment for each gender. The school enrollment rate 

for boys has increased from 64.5% to 96.7% over the years. Initially, the girls’ school 

enrollment rate was less than that of the boys; however, this trend was reversed in 2014.

                                                 

cEnrollment rate = (number of children attend to school/total number of kids in household) × 100To 

calculate enrollment variables, only children aging from six to 10 years of age have been considered as school 

enrollment rate in this age group. 
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Empirical Strategies 

To measure the welfare effect, we compare the outcomes between credit takers and 

similar non-credit takers. However, a simple comparison is questionable, due to the non-

random credit disbursement, self-selection bias, fungibility and other unobservable factors 

that affect credit participation and household welfare (Bao Duong and Izumida 2002, Islam 

2011, Khalily 2004, Khandker and Rashidur 1999,  Khandker 2005,  Pitt and Khandaker 

1996, 1998, Quach, Mullineux and Murinde 2005). The household credit participation 

decision is highly influenced by its member’s capacity to repay, entrepreneurship skills, latent 

abilities, and some other unobserved behaviors. To address these issues, we use a household-

level fixed effect model to control for unobserved factors, such as individual-or village-level 

heterogeneity that may be correlated with independent variables.  

Our first set of regression equations is as follows, with k=0, 1 and 2, respectively: 

𝑾𝒊𝒕 =  𝜷𝟎 +  𝜷𝟏𝑪𝒊(𝒕−𝒌) +   𝜷𝟐𝑿𝒊𝒕 +  𝜹𝒕  +  𝜶𝒊 +  𝜺𝒊𝒕                  (𝟏)  

Where Wit represents the welfare indicators (for example household income) for 

household i at time t and Xit is a vector of the household and village level observed 

characteristics with the relevant control variables. In addition, 𝐶𝑖(𝑡−𝑘)indicates household i’s 

credit participation from any source in the current period if k = 0, previous period if k=1, or 

two periods ago if k=2, 𝛿𝑡and 𝜶 denote the time fixed effect and household fixed effect. The 

coefficient 𝛽1measures the effect of any credit access (in the current or previous periods) on 

the outcome variables and 휀𝑖𝑡is the error term. 

Robust standard errors were clustered at the household level. Household and village level 

attributes Xit contain the total land owned by household (hector), farm size (hector), age of 

household head, age squared, gender of the head, education of the head (schooling years), 

education square, highest educational attainment from household (schooling years), household 

size (number of members), total number of workers in the household, migration status and 

access to electricity are used as control variables.  

We then conduct a more detailed analysis of the effect of the credit sources by replacing 

𝑪𝒊(𝒕−𝒌)with three indicators for credit sources: Bank credit, MFI credit and informal credit. 

This leads to the second set of regression equations: 

 

where , and 𝑰𝒏𝒇𝒐𝒓𝒎𝒂𝒍𝒊(𝒕−𝒌)denote household i’s access to the 

credit provided by banks, the MFI, and informal channels. The coefficients 𝛽11,  𝛽12, and 

 𝛽13 capture the effect of each credit source on the household’s outcome. 
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The estimates of regression equations (1) and (2) for the different outcome variables are 

presented in Tables 3–7. The outcome variables we consider include rented-land, rice yields, 

household income, poverty reduction and child school enrollment. In each table, columns (1) 

to (3) correspond to k=0,1 and 2. Panel A reports the estimates of  𝛽1in regressions (1) and 

Panel B presents the estimates of 𝛽11,  𝛽12, and  𝛽13 in regressions (2).  

Regression results and discussion 

Main Results 

Impact on rented-in land 

Rural credit-constrained households are likely to ease their liquidity problems through 

formal or informal borrowing. Therefore, credit access can encourage rural households to 

engage more in farm activities. In the village area, landless or land-deficient households 

require financial capital for the permission to cultivate land by way of obtaining land as 

rented-in. Farmers usually pay a fixed amount of rent before growing crops on other land.  

Table 3 summarizes the impact of credit access on rented-in land estimated from 

regressions (1) and (2).Column (1) of Panel (A) indicates that current year access to any credit 

increases land obtained as rent by around 17% as compared to non-borrowers. Column (1) of 

Panel (B) further finds that only credit from the formal banking institutions (increases rented-

in land by  

54%) is the main catalyst. This is probably because the agricultural loan size from 

commercial banks: BKB and RKUB are usually higher than MFIs and other informal sources. 

As a result, credit from sources other than banks may not be sufficient for a household to rent 

more cultivable land.  

 (Table 3) 

Columns (2) and (3) suggest that MFI and informal borrowers tend to lose their rented-in 

land after the first and second rounds of the survey. One-period-lagged informal credit has a 

negative impact (rented-in land reduces by 37.5%) and two-period-lagged MFI borrowers 

take less land (32%) from the tenancy market as compared to non-borrowers.  

The intervention of agricultural microcredit for tenant farmers increases the rented-in 

land under leasing or sharing cropping, albeit not significantly (Hossain et al. 2019). This 

study determines similar results for the microcredit impact and additionally discovers that in 

the long term, it may have negative impacts. The supply of land is limited and many 

unobservable factors, except financial liquidity, play an important role in this case. This 

tenancy market influences agricultural production; while contrarily, other forms of inflow 

(profit, income and remittances) influenced by participation may also contribute to the 

tenancy market.  
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Impact on rice yield 

To cultivate rice, the main staple food in Bangladesh, approximately 67% of the total 

cultivated area is used (Hossain et al. 2019), accounting for 75% of the total crop production 

(Talukder and Chile 2014), whose production cost is often mobilized from the rural credit 

market. Therefore, we used the farm rice yield as a measure of the agricultural productivity. 

The impact of current and lagged credit on the total rice production by a household has been 

estimated.  

Table 4 summarizes the results of the current (latest) and previous credit access on rice 

yield-controlling household and village characteristics, using household fixed effects and year 

fixed effects. Access to any credit does not have any significant impact on households’ rice 

yield, not only in the latest period but also in earlier periods.  

(Table 4 here) 

If the credit access is disaggregated into three main sources, then it is established that the 

significant positive impact of the current credit participation on household rice yield is 

associated with only commercial bank credit. Bank credit increases the total rice yield by 61%. 

This result is consistent with Miah et al. (2006), who studied RKUB and GB loans and noted 

that farmers use commercial bank loans more than microcredit for rice production and rice 

yield increased by 1.21, as compared to non-borrowers. However, in the longer term (using 

first and second credit lags), the commercial bank credit impact is not sustained and no other 

credit source could increase the rice yield in the longer term.  

In every season, farmers require financial capital to prepare the land and purchase 

material inputs. A convenient agricultural loan facility may assist households in increasing 

their farm rice yield. From the microcredit literature, we learned that borrowing farmers tend 

to adopt modern technology, HYV seeds, improved fertilizers, and other inputs, which could 

increase technical efficiency and productivity. The adoption of new technologies in 

agriculture and increased crop yield through credit access has been studied by many scholars 

worldwide, including experimental studies (Hossain et al. 2019, Abate et al. 2016, Abdulai 

and Huffman 2005, Anang, Bäckman and Sipiläinen 2016, Bao Duong and Izumida 2002, 

Binam et al. 2003, Chandio et al. 2018, Croppenstedt, Demeke and Meschi 2003, Girabi and 

Mwakaje 2013, González 2014, Isham 2002, Javed et al. 2006, Miah, Alam and Rahman 2006, 

Rahman, 2011, Islam, Sumelius and Bäckman 2012). However, using long-term panel data, 

we did not locate any evidence that microcredit increases the farm rice yield. 

Our results suggest that current year commercial bank credit increases MV rice yield, 

although MFI and informal credit participation do not have any impact on traditional or MV 

rice yields. However, we do not note any impact of one lagged credit on rice yield except MFI 

credit access (30% increase of the traditional variety rice yield at a five percent significance 

level) and log of the loan amount (at a 10% level of significance). If is because the MFI loan 
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might have been used for alternate purposes (working capital for other crops and small 

businesses). In addition, for the longer term, we also do not determine any consistent impact 

of the credit amount, which supports an increase in the household rice yield.  

Impact on household income 

Most of the rural household income sources are not restricted to one income source but 

rather multiple income sources, which helps them to smoothly run the consumption and 

address shocks. The major components of household income are crop income, non-crop farm 

income, wage income, business income and remittance income. Therefore, any individual 

measurement of an income component is likely to lack accuracy, therefore, it is optimal to 

consider all the related income sources. The impact of credit access on different components 

of household income using a five-round panel dataset was regressed separately, as shown in 

Annex Table 2. 

Access to any credit source increases the income from crops and businesses but reduces 

the remittance earnings for the borrower as compared to non-borrowers, as borrowers engage 

in agriculture and self-employment activities instead of migrating. Bank and informal credit 

do not have any impact on any of the components of household income, whereas solely MFI 

credit increases agricultural (crop and non-crop farm income together) and business income. 

However, it is also important to estimate the impact on total household income, as presented 

in Table 5.  

(Table 5 here) 

Using the fixed effect models (1) and (2), we noted consistent results with previous 

studies where no experimental study and most other non-experimental studies failed to locate 

any significant impact on the increasing household income. Access to any credit for both the 

current year and lagged credit does not influence the total income. When the credit impact is 

segregated into bank, MFI, and informal credit, we also do not establish any evidence that 

proves that access to any credit source has an impact on the total household income.  

In addition to total household income, analyzing different components of income, we 

find that in the short term access to any credit increase crop and business income but reduce 

remittance income significantly. Differential impact indicates microcredit as the main 

underlying reason for the rise in agriculture and business income. Surprisingly, these impact 

estimates are not consistent and also negative in the long term for second credit lag. That 

means though MFI credit can be initially helpful in agriculture and business but in the longer 

period this does not sustain. Whereas, wage income for the households who access to bank 

credit increase significantly in the long term instead of increasing other components of 

income. This indicates improper utilization of agriculture and SME loans by the rural 

households.  
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Impact on poverty reduction 

Access to credit facilities for rural credit-constrained households improves productivity, 

smooth income and consumption flows, diversifies other income earning options, generates 

self-employment and increases other benefits (Khandker 1998, Morduch 2011, Pitt and 

Khandker 1998, Robinson 2001). As defined earlier, poverty estimates are correlated with 

household income and expenditure, and this is the ultimate outcome of increasing household 

welfare. Table 6 depicts the regression results of the impact of credit on poverty using 

household-level panel fixed effects.  

(Table 6 here) 

During the survey period (1988-2014) the rural poverty status was reduced from 0.60 to 

0.38 where poor is given the value of one and non-poor is given the value of 0. Whether credit 

access played any role in reducing poverty during the study period is necessary to be analyzed. 

Column one of the fixed effect regression demonstrates that the current year access to any 

type of credit reduces household poverty, albeit not significantly. In addition, credit from 

banks, MFIs, or informal sources (panel B) do not assist rural households in relieving them of 

poverty. In columns two and three, the longer-term impact (first and second credit lags) 

estimates are presented. Similar to household income, credit access in the longer term does 

not reduce poverty significantly, not only for any credit but also for banks, MFIs, and 

informal sources. For short-and long-term banks, informal credit is not established to 

significantly reduce poverty. 

Our findings are consistent with that of the previous experimental studies on 

microfinance, which did not determine any positive impact on poverty reduction (Angelucci, 

Karlan and Zinman 2015, Attanasio et al. 2015, Augsburg et al. 2012, Banerjee et al. 2015, 

Crépon et al. 2015, Karlan and Zinman 2011). Diagne and Zeller (2001) and Shaw (2004) 

also indicated similar results using non-experimental data. 

Impact on children’s school enrollment 

Children’s school attendance is related to household income, distance to school and 

many other factors. Due to government and non-government initiatives regarding compulsory 

primary education, there has been a significant improvement in children’s schooling outcomes 

for both boys and girls. In particular, the girls’ education scenario changed substantially over 

the study period. Table 7 summarizes the results of both girls’ and boys’ school enrolment.  

(Table 7 here) 

Access to any credit increases girls’ school enrolment by around five percent. Boys’ 

school enrolment decreased by two percent, although the difference was not statistically 

significant.  
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After the first or second round of the survey, changes in access to credit did not change 

school enrollment significantly for both boys and girls. 

However, the differential impact of various credit sources (panel B) indicates that only 

borrowing from formal banking institutions influences girls’ school enrollment rate (10%), 

whereas MFI and other informal credit participation do not. This is consistent with previous 

microfinance studies (Banerjee et al. 2015, Morduch 2011),which did not establish any 

significant impact. Moreover, this article includes the additional concepts of longer-term 

impact of microfinance, banks and informal credit on children’s school enrollment. Using 

household-level fixed effects, we observe that changes in credit access from any source did 

not change the enrollment rate for both boys and girls.  

Dynamic incentives of microfinance 

Microfinance participation has been increasing since its inception and unlike others, we 

do not locate any convincing evidence of increasing household welfare. We studied all major 

sources of borrowing and noted that commercial banks and informal borrowers are unstable in 

progressive credit taking, while microcredit clients adhere to the same source. When a 

borrower does not default on the current loan and adheres to the same source to obtain a large 

loan in the future, it is known as a dynamic incentive. Shapiro (2015) develops a new model 

on dynamic incentives of microfinance, where he determines that the borrower’s expectation 

of future loans does not assist with loan repayment, and that it may have a negative effect in 

the case of double-dipping. 

Using the five rounds (1988-2014) MH dataset, we estimated the dynamic incentives of 

MFI credit. Whether the household’s previous year credit access from microfinance has any 

significant impact on next rounds of borrowing is estimated by using cross-sectional datasets 

and the following equation:  

𝐶𝑖𝑗𝑘 =  𝛽0 +  𝛽1 ∑ 𝐶𝑖𝑗(𝑘−1)

k=5

k=2

+  𝛽2𝑋𝑖𝑗 +  휀𝑖𝑗             (3) 

where 𝐶𝑖𝑗𝑘  indicates access to MFI credit (borrowers=1 and non-borrowers=0) for 

household i in village j at survey year k. Here, k represents second to fifth rounds (1988, 2000, 

2004, 2008, and 2014). Thus, 𝐶𝑖𝑗(𝑘−1) is the previous round that takes access. If k takes the 

value of 2014 (fifth round), then k-1 is the previous round that is 2008 (fourth round). Xij is a 

vector of household level observed characteristics with the relevant control 

variables, 𝛽1measure the effect of the last rounds of MFI credit access on the current MFI 

credit-taking decisions and 휀𝑖𝑗is the error term. 

In 1988, only a few households (9% of the borrowing households) participated in the 

microcredit program, which is the reason for first-round credit access not providing an 
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adequate rationale for the following round. However, households who participated in the MFI 

program in 2000 had 29% more probability than others to borrow credit from any MFI in 

2004, 19% in 2008 and 12% in 2014. 

(Table 8 here) 

MFI credit access in 2004 and 2008 resulted in the same significant outcome for the 

subsequent rounds. This establishes that the progressive lending concept that borrowers keep 

borrowing from the same sources and do not default due to their expectation of obtaining 

continuous and larger loans in the future. Such results are consistent with Mahmud, Sawada 

and Tanaka 2021).  

Robustness check 

The impact of rural credit participation on household welfare outcomes does not depend 

solely on previous credit access. Present credit participation from different sources may also 

be a significant cause that should be controlled to identify the segregated impact of both 

present and past estimators. For more robust results, we control for present credit access, 

where time and household fixed effects are also applied. Using the first credit lag (Annex 

Table 3) and second credit lag (Annex Table 4), we find no consistent results demonstrating 

the long-term impact of any credit participation that may improve household welfare. Though 

rented-in land and rice yield indicate negative coefficients, the first credit lag is used; however, 

this does not persist when we use the second credit lag.  

In addition, we use an unbalanced panel dataset for all rounds (2,885 observations), with 

the same household-level fixed effect estimation (Annex Table 5). The results suggest that the 

previous year’s access (second credit lag) to any credit does not have an impact on any of the 

welfare indicators. These results are consistent with our main estimation. MFI credit appears 

to decrease the household income in the long term; however, the results are not consistent 

when different lags of credit are used. Therefore, in the longer term, rural credit access cannot 

contribute to the livelihoods of rural households by increasing income, reducing poverty, or 

any other improvement in the household welfare indicators. 

Moreover, in addition to first and second credit lags, we also use third and fourth credit 

lags for the longer term impact analysis. Using third lag, in annex table 6, we see results are 

consistent with previous analysis except reduction in rented in land and boys’ school 

enrolment rate by informal credit participation. Impact estimates of fourth credit lag (Annex 

table 7) also do not confirm long term sustainable impact of different credit sources on 

household welfare. So in the longer term, rural credit access cannot contribute to livelihoods 

of the rural households by increasing income, reducing poverty or any other improvement of 

household welfare indicators.
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Summary and Conclusion 

The rural credit market of Bangladesh has changed significantly over the past decade 

with the central bank’s directive regarding agricultural loans and rural branches, as well as 

microfinance innovation, especially for the poor. We study the impact of various credit 

sources, including credit accessibility, for the appropriate formal or informal sources on the 

different household welfare indicators. The study attempted to contribute to the ongoing 

debate on the impact of microcredit on different outcomes and to estimate the long-term effect 

of rural credit access from different sources using a true-panel dataset. A five-round 

longitudinal survey (1988-2014) for a period of 25 years has been used. We apply a 

household-level panel fixed effect to examine the changes in the household welfare indicators 

within households, whose credit participation changes over time.  

The results of credit access are inconclusive. Overall, credit access does not have any 

significant impact on the total household income, poverty status, boy’s school enrollment and 

rice yield in the short term. The current year access to bank credit increases households 

rented-in land, rice yield and girls’ school enrollment; while microfinance may increase the 

income from agriculture and business. Using credit access lags (first and second credit lags), 

we estimate the long-term impact, which is the main objective of our study. The previous 

round of overall credit access does not increase the rural household welfare in the long term. 

When different sources of rural credit are used as explanatory variables, we note that there is 

no significant evidence to improve the livelihoods of rural households. Finally, microfinance 

tends to have dynamic incentives for borrowers, as long-term associations have been 

determined between households and MFIs. 

Microfinance impacts were established to be consistent with all previous experimental 

studies (Angelucci, Karlan and Zinman 2015, Attanasio et al. 2015, Banerjee et al. 2015, 

Crépon et al. 2015,  Hossain et al. 2019, Karlan and Zinman 2011). It is not feasible to 

conduct long-term experimental studies on microfinance; however, most of the short-term 

experimental studies conducted thus far have not found a significant positive impact on total 

income, poverty, or consumption. In this context, the optimistic expectation of microfinance 

supporters regarding the increase in household welfare has been defined as overvalued by (A. 

Banerjee, Karlan and Zinman 2015). 

One important indicator of household economic performance is consumption; however, 

owing to the lack of consistent and detailed expenditure related data for all survey periods, 

this study could not locate an impact on consumption. Moreover, we do not determine a time-

varying proper instrument, which is the independent variable, to estimate more robust results 

in the dataset. The time gap between survey periods is not consistent, which may contribute to 

inaccuracy in the average impact. The longest gap was 12 years between the first and second 

rounds, whereas the smallest was four years.  
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Identifying the credit demand of rural households and institutional credit innovations to 

maximize household welfare is required to be a policy concern and it is crucial to identify the 

underlying factors for which credit is unable to contribute to in the long term. Certainly, rural 

households generate short-term benefits from credit access; however, they probably do not 

reinvest for productive purposes or consume the gains, which may be a potential rationale for 

the absence of long-term impact.  
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Figure 1. Trend of credit participation by rural households from different sources, 1988-2014. 

Source: Author’s calculation from five rounds of MH survey datasets. 
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Table 1. Characteristics of Sample Households, 1988-2014 

 1988 2000 2004 2008 2014 

Household size (No of members) 6.13 5.59 5.36 5.29 4.60 

 (2.89) (2.52) (2.31) (2.35) (2.01) 

Gender of household head (Male=1, 

Female=0)  

0.95 0.94 0.93 0.88 0.84 

(0.20) (0.22) (0.25) (0.31) (0.36) 

Age of household head (years) 41.73 45.90 47.85 49.3 48.1 

 (13.96) (12.41) (12.75) (13.7) (13.5) 

Education of head (schooling years) 

0-16) 

3.17 3.76 3.98 3.95 4.55 

  (3.94) (4.21) (4.41) (4.29) (4.43) 

Highest education by a member of 

household 

  

4.83 6.89 7.23 7.62 8.89 

(4.27) (3.92) (3.90) (3.67) (4.41) 

Total working member of household 

 

1.71 1.58 1.67 1.68 1.32 
 (1.08) (0.90) (0.90) (1.02) (0.68) 

Land owned by household (hector) 0.70 0.58 0.52 0.50 0.40 

  (1.04) (1.02) (0.87) (0.88) (0.73) 

Farm size (hector)  0.59 0.41 0.40 0.35 0.31 

  (0.97) (0.68) (0.76) (0.60) (0.55) 

Migration (if any member 

migrated=1) 

0.10 0.50 0.21 0.25 0.35 

(0.30) (1.11) (0.41) (0.43) (047) 

Distance to upazila headquarter from 

village (kilometer) 

  

5.45 5.45 5.44 5.45 5.48 

(3.41) 
(3.41) (3.42) (3.42) (3.46) 

Electricity Access (village has 

electricity=1) 

0.25 0.49 0.63 0.80 0.88 

(0.43) (0.50) (0.48) (0.39) (0.32) 

Note: The numbers in parentheses are standard deviations. 
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Table 2. Summary of Main Outcome Variables, 1988-2014 

 1988 2000 2004 2008 2014 

Rented-in land (hector)  

  

0.13 0.13 0.15 0.12 0.16 

(0.31) (0.33) (0.33) (0.30) (0.44) 

Total rice yield (kg) 1,657 2,065 1,732 1,544 1,652 

  (3,316) (5,943) (3,017) (2,829) (2,873) 

         Traditional variety 
780 151 253 156 102 

(1,656) (784) (846) (922) (450) 
         Modern variety 

  

877 1,913 1,478 1,388 1,550 

(2,378) (5,503) (2,621) (2,722)  (2,829) 

Total household 

income(BDT/year) 

120,428 118,093 111,569 126,929 147,821 

(175,389) (174,429) (144,323) (167,736) (175,995) 

Crop income  
43,002 28,577 30,417 33,098 28,354 

(69,506) (63,494) (58,851) (70,211) (72,163) 
Non-crop income  25,796 21,983 14,837 15,023 24,685 
 (37,171) (36,553) (33,616) (33,026) (39,207) 

Wage income 
25,205 11,044 13,158 17,796 20,034 

(87,522) (20,490) (23,440) (28,011) (32,176) 

Income from business 
10,701 30,456 21,539 16,668 24,958 

(34,215) (1,21,574) (63,587) (57,661) (65,207) 

Income from agriculture 
68,798 50,560 51,366 55,937 53,040 

(80,087) (76,812) (71,039) (82,613) (86,536) 

Remittance inflows 
9,801 17,460 16,699 27,992 40,425 

(94,526) (58,992) (57,747) (1,00,659) (1,18,686) 

Poverty status (poor=1, non-

poor=0)  

  

0.59 0.47 0.41 0.53 0.38 

(0.49) (0.49) (0.49) (0.49) (0.48) 
School enrollment rate for 

boys (6-10 years) 

64.49 90.86 92.39 90.90 96.77 
(45.26) (27.06) (25.90) (28.37) (17.72) 

School enrollment rate for 

girls (6-10 years) 

56.52 91.96 94.86 96.15 98.09 
(47.36) (26.06) (21.45) (18.46) (13.70) 

Note: Numbers in parentheses are standard deviations. All monetary figures are adjusted for 

inflation using a Consumer Price Index (CPI)of 28.66, 53.91, 64.60, 87.73 and 136.13 for 

1988, 2000, 2004, 2008 and 2014 respectively (base year=2010). 
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Table 3. Impact of Credit on Rented-in Land Using Panel Fixed Effects 

Main dependent variable: 

Log of rented-in land 

(decimals) 

(1) 

Current credit 

(2) 

1st credit lag 

(3) 

2nd credit 

lag 

Panel A: Credit participation dummy from any source(1=yes, 0=no) 

Any credit  0.169* -0.210** -0.092 

 (0.092) (0.094) (0.088) 

R-squared  0.122 0.123 0.121 

Panel B: Differential impact (credit dummy for each credit source) 

Bank credit  0.544*** -0.110 -0.159 

 (0.210) (0.186) (0.158) 

MFI credit 0.081 -0.122 -0.326*** 

 (0.109) (0.117) (0.122) 

Informal credit 0.208 -0.375*** 0.192* 

 (0.132) (0.129) (0.111) 

R-squared  0.127 0.125 0.127 

Note: Household and village characteristics, such as age, age squared, education, 

education squared and gender of household head, land owned, household size, farm 

size, total workers in household, migration status and electricity access are 

controlled. The results are estimated using the panel data for 791 households. Year 

and household fixed effects are applied in both panels. Robust standard errors in the 

parentheses are clustered at household levels, which are presented in parentheses. 

***P<0.01, **P<0.05, *P<0.1.  
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Table 4. Impact of Credit Participation on Rice Yield Using Panel Fixed Effects 

Main dependent variable: 

Log of total rice yield  

(1) 

Current credit 

(2) 

1st credit lag 

(3) 

2nd credit lag 

Panel A: Credit participation dummy from any source(1=yes, 0=no) 

Any credit  0.077 -0.229 -0.075 

 (0.146) (0.153) (0.146) 

R-squared  0.119 0.120 0.119 

Panel B: Differential impact (credit dummy for each credit source) 

Bank credit  0.614** -0.328 -0.202 

 (0.287) (0.319) (0.254) 

MFI credit 0.178 -0.146 -0.373* 

 (0.170) (0.185) (0.208) 

Informal credit -0.065 -0.250 0.266 

 (0.212) (0.216) (0.177) 

R-squared  0.121 0.120 0.122 

Note: Age, age squared, education, education squared and gender of household head, land 

owned, household size, farm size, total workers in household, migration status and 

electricity access are controlled. The results are estimated using the panel data for 791 

households. Year and household fixed effects are applied in both panels. Robust standard 

errors are clustered at household levels, which are presented in parentheses. ***P<0.01, 

**P<0.05, *P<0.1.  

 

Table 5: Impact of Credit on Total Household Income Using Panel Fixed Effects 

Main dependent variable: 

Log of total household income  

(1) 

Current credit 

(2) 

1st credit lag 

(3) 

2nd credit lag 

Panel A: Credit participation dummy from any source(1=yes, 0=no) 

Any credit  0.039 0.034 -0.036 

 (0.034) (0.032) (0.034) 

R-squared  0.204 0.204 0.204 

Panel B: Differential impact (credit dummy for each credit source) 

Bank credit  0.054 0.038 0.030 

 (0.065) (0.057) (0.064) 

MFI credit 0.058 0.057 -0.045 

 (0.037) (0.038) (0.042) 

Informal credit -0.015 0.007 -0.066* 

 (0.050) (0.048) (0.039) 

R-squared  0.205 0.204 0.205 

Note: Age, age squared, education, education squared and gender of household head, 

land owned, household size, farm size, total workers in household, highest 

educational level by any member, migration status and electricity access are 

controlled. The results are estimated using the panel data for 791 households. Year 

and household fixed effects are applied in both panels. Robust standard errors are 

clustered at household levels which are presented in parentheses. ***P<0.01, 

**P<0.05, *P<0.1.  
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Table 6. Impact on Poverty Status of Rural Households Using Fixed Effects 

Main dependent variable: 

Household’s poverty status   

(1) 

Current credit 

(2) 

1st credit lag 

(3) 

2nd credit lag 

Panel A: Credit participation dummy from any source(1=yes, 0=no) 

Any credit  -0.029 -0.021 0.020 

 (0.024) (0.022) (0.022) 

R-squared  0.104 0.103 0.103 

Panel B: Differential impact (credit dummy for each credit source) 

Bank credit  -0.024 -0.017 0.001 

 (0.047) (0.041) (0.039) 

MFI credit -0.005 -0.037 0.005 

 (0.028) (0.029) (0.030) 

Informal credit -0.044 0.013 0.043 

 (0.034) (0.033) (0.028) 

R-squared  0.104 0.104 0.104 

Note: Age, age squared, education, education squared and gender of household head, 

land owned, household size, farm size, total workers in household, highest 

educational level by any member, migration status and electricity access are 

controlled. The results are estimated using the panel data for 791 households. Year 

and household fixed effects are applied in both panels. Robust standard errors are 

clustered at household levels which are presented in parentheses. ***P<0.01, 

**P<0.05, *P<0.1.  
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Table 7. Impact on Children School Enrollment Using Fixed Effects 

Main dependent variable: 

School enrollment rate for boys 

and girls aged 6-10 years  

Current credit 

(1)       (2) 

1st credit lag 

(3)         (4) 

2nd credit lag 

  (5)            

(6) 

Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys 

Panel A: Credit participation dummy from any source (1=yes, 0=no) 

Log of total credit  4.909*

* -2.116 -1.919 -2.905 -2.905 0.086 

 

(2.460) 

(4.498

) (2.389) 

(4.526

) (2.057) (3.549) 

R-squared  0.088 0.091 0.078 0.093 0.081 0.090 

Panel B: Differential impact (credit dummy for each credit source) 

Bank credit (log) 10.528

* -2.473 -3.019 3.710 -3.467 0.530 

 

(5.396) 

(5.418

) (2.137) 

(4.876

) (4.290) (3.120) 

MFI credit (log) 3.410 -2.068 -1.172 -4.317 -2.995 -3.115 

 

(3.228) 

(5.801

) (3.241) 

(6.157

) (3.239) (4.943) 

Informal credit (log) 5.619 -0.556 -2.744 -4.908 -1.402 1.799 

 

(3.462) 

(6.265

) (3.070) 

(7.240

) (1.954) (5.158) 

R-squared  0.096 0.091 0.079 0.098 0.081 0.093 

Note: Household and village characteristics such as age, age squared, education, education 

squared and gender of household head, land owned, household size, farm size, total 

workers in household, highest educational level by any member, migration status and 

electricity access are controlled. The results are estimated using the panel data for 791 

households. Year and household fixed effects are applied in both panels. Robust standard 

errors are clustered at household levels which are presented in parentheses. ***P<0.01, 

**P<0.05, *P<0.1.  
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Table 8. Impact of Previous Microfinance access on Next Round MFI Credit Access  

 2000 2004 2008 2014 

Independent variables:     

MFI credit in 1988  0.00 -0.02 0.03 0.16 

 (0.07) (0.08) (0.07) (0.11) 

MFI credit in 2000  
 

0.29*** 0.19*** 0.12** 

   
 

(0.05) (0.05) (0.05) 

MFI credit in 2004  
  

0.34*** 0.18*** 

   
  

(0.04) (0.05) 

MFI credit in 2008  
   

0.23*** 

   
   

(0.04) 

Note: Household and village characteristics are controlled. The results are estimated using the 

panel data for 791 households. Robust standard errors are clustered at village levels. 

***P<0.01, **P<0.05, *P<0.1.  
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Annex Figure 1. Disbursement of Loans through the Rural and Urban Bank Branches, 

2000-2020 in Billion BDT. 

 

Source: Banking Regulation and Policy Department, and Statistics Department, Bangladesh Bank. 
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Annex Figure 2. Microcredit Disbursement by MRA Registered Institutions, 2013-2017 

 

Source: MRA-MIS Database- 2017 

Annex Table 1: Estimates of the Poverty Line from 1988 to 2014 

Reference year of survey 
Estimated income poverty line (current Taka) 

1988 4,609 

2000 7,023 

2004 8,332 

2008 15,194 

2014 24,522 

 Note: Poverty line estimation figures are taken from Hossain and Bayes (2015, 2018). 
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Annex Table 2: Impact of Credit on Various Components of Household Income Using Panel 

Fixed Effects 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
 Crop Non-crop  Wage  Business  Remittance  
Panel A. Access to any credit (1=yes, 0=no) 

Current 

credit  

0.284** 0.178 0.050 0.825*** -0.080** 

  (0.127) (0.117) (0.228) (0.212) (0.036) 

1st credit lag -0.133 0.019 -0.085 -0.157 0.055* 

  (0.132) (0.112) (0.220) (0.230) (0.032) 

2nd credit lag -0.156 -0.150 0.413** -0.392* -0.026 

  (0.123) (0.108) (0.208) (0.214) (0.034) 
Differential impact (credit dummy for each credit source) 

Panel B: Bank credit dummy (1=yes, 0=no)    

Current 

credit  

0.047 -0.084 -0.240 0.376 -0.026 

  (0.214) (0.238) (0.459) (0.460) (0.071) 

1st credit lag 0.254 0.123 0.003 0.157 0.051 

  (0.204) (0.186) (0.381) (0.397) (0.047) 

2nd credit lag 0.095 -0.175 0.726** 0.257 -0.084 
 (0.165) (0.153) (0.336) (0.406) (0.056) 
Panel C: MFI credit dummy (1=yes, 0=no)     

Current 

credit  

0.297* 0.232* 0.074 1.250*** -0.052 

  (0.156) (0.131) (0.266) (0.261) (0.036) 

1st credit lag -0.121 0.030 -0.059 0.019 0.041 

  (0.165) (0.150) (0.272) (0.288) (0.040) 

2nd credit lag -0.394** -0.136 0.193 -0.507* 0.043 

  (0.182) (0.162) (0.295) (0.283) (0.040) 
Panel D: Informal credit  dummy (1=yes, 0=no)     

Current 

credit  

0.238 0.068 0.372 0.014 -0.084 

  (0.179) (0.171) (0.323) (0.280) (0.053) 

1st credit lag -0.252 -0.172 -0.231 -0.346 0.096* 

  (0.192) (0.162) (0.307) (0.343) (0.050) 

2nd credit lag 0.062 -0.023 0.283 -0.438 -0.028 

 (0.164) (0.131) (0.251) (0.280) (0.044) 

Note: Household and village characteristics are controlled. Year and household fixed effects 

are applied in both panels. Robust standard errors are clustered at household levels which are 

presented in parentheses. ***P<0.01, **P<0.05, *P<0.1. Number of observations for all 

panels are 2,373.  
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Annex Table 3. Lagged Credit first lag) Impact on Household Welfare Controlling Current 

Credit Access 
Main household welfare indicators (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Any credit Bank MFI Informal 

Rented-in land (log), in decimal -0.175* 0.050 -0.122 -0.349** 

 (0.098) (0.188) (0.119) (0.137) 

Total rice yield (log), in kilogram -0.322** -0.167 -0.237 -0.414* 

(0.1616) (0.345) (0.195) (0.231) 

Total household income (log), BDT 0.050 0.056 0.077* 0.002 

(0.033) (0.060) (0.039) (0.050) 

Poverty status (poor=1, non-poor=0) -0.033 -0.027 -0.040 -0.002 

(0.023) (0.043) (0.030) (0.034) 

Girls school enrollment rate (6-10 

years) 
-0.342 -0.113 -0.205 -1.207 

(2.614) (2.808) (3.543) (3.286) 

Boys school enrollment rate (6-10 

years) 
-4.412 4.572 -5.551 -5.857 

(4.697) (3.497) (6.479) (7.631) 
Note: Household and village characteristics are used as control variables in all regressions with year and household fixed effects. Robust standard 

errors are clustered at household levels. (***P<0.01, **P<0.05, *P<0.1). No. of observations for all outcomes are 2373 except educational outcome 
(girls enrollment-772, boys enrollment 570).  

 

 

Annex Table 4: Lagged Credit (second Lag) Impact on Household Welfare Controlling 

Current Credit Access 
Main household welfare indicators (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Any credit Bank MFI Informal 

Rented-in land (log) -0.066 -0.085 -0.318** 0.232** 

 (0.090) (0.159) (0.126) (0.112) 

Total rice yield (log) -0.063 -0.104 -0.339 0.266 

 (0.150) (0.256) (0.216) (0.181) 

Total household income (log) -0.031 0.042 -0.032 -0.071* 

(0.034) (0.065) (0.043) (0.039) 

Poverty status (poor=1, non-poor=0) 0.015 -0.001 0.004 0.038 

(0.022) (0.040) (0.031) (0.028) 

Girls school enrolment rate (6-10 

years) 
-2.236 -1.798 -2.905 -0.743 

(2.003) (4.060) (3.318) (1.896) 

Boys school enrolment rate (6-10 

years) 
0.203 0.458 -2.924 1.767 

(3.494) (3.255) (5.155) (5.143) 

Note: Household and village characteristics are used as control variables in all regressions 

with year and household fixed effects. Robust standard errors are clustered at household 

levels.(***P<0.01, **P<0.05, *P<0.1). No. of observations for all outcomes are 2373 except 

for educational outcome (girls enrolment-772, boys enrolment 570).  
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Annex Table 5: Lagged Credit Impact on Welfare Indicators Using Unbalanced Panel 
 Rented in 

land 

Total rice 

yield 

Income Poverty School enrolment rate 

  Girls        Boys 

Panel A. Access to any credit (lagged credit) 

Any credit  -0.074 0.018 -0.039 0.025 -2.631 -0.104 

 (0.082) (0.139) (0.032) (0.021) (1.916) (3.404) 

Observations 2,885 2,885 2,885 2,885 915 685 

R-squared 0.119 0.102 0.206 0.109 0.076 0.084 

Panel B: Differential impact (lagged credit dummy for each source ) 

Bank credit  -0.144 0.008 0.024 0.006 -3.153 0.150 

 (0.147) (0.245) (0.060) (0.038) (3.772) (3.035) 

MFI credit -0.30*** -0.294 -0.071* 0.017 -2.793 -3.107 

 (0.116) (0.196) (0.040) (0.029) (3.115) (4.808) 

Informal credit 0.170* 0.299* -0.040 0.034 -1.346 1.258 

 (0.101) (0.168) (0.037) (0.026) (1.799) (4.796) 

Observations 2,885 2,885 2,885 2,885 915 685 

R-squared 0.124 0.105 0.206 0.109 0.076 0.086 

Note: Household and village characteristics are used as control variables in all regressions 

with year and household fixed effects. Robust standard errors are clustered at household 

levels. (***P<0.01, **P<0.05, *P<0.1). Second lag of credit access is used to see longer term 

impact.  

 

Annex Table 6: Credit Impact on Welfare Indicators Using Third Credit Lag  

 Rented in 

land 

Total rice 

yield 

Income Poverty  School enrolment rate 

  Girls        Boys 

Panel A. Access to any credit (lagged credit) 

Any credit  -0.194* -0.194 -0.052 0.045 1.696 -7.090 

 (0.107) (0.191) (0.048) (0.031) (3.103) (8.746) 

Observations 1,582 1,582 1,582 1,582 509 353 

R-squared 0.318 0.216 0.213 0.142 0.125 0.397 

Panel B: Differential impact (lagged credit dummy for each source ) 

Bank credit  0.170 0.009 0.034 0.019 -2.036 0.560 

 (0.173) (0.362) (0.108) (0.054) (3.280) (14.708) 

MFI credit -0.187 -0.458 -0.038 0.024 5.560 16.310 

 (0.163) (0.284) (0.065) (0.046) (5.039) (18.307) 

Informal credit -0.342** -0.081 -0.037 0.006 -0.310 -25.343** 

 (0.137) (0.254) (0.056) (0.039) (3.582) (10.311) 

Observations 1,582 1,582 1,582 1,582 509 353 

R-squared 0.323 0.218 0.212 0.140 0.134 0.504 

Note: Household and village characteristics are used as control variables in all regressions 

with year and household fixed effects. Robust standard errors are clustered at household 

levels. (***P<0.01, **P<0.05, *P<0.1).  Third lag of credit access is used to see longer term 

impact. 
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Annex Table 7: Credit Impact on Welfare Indicators Using Fourth Credit Lag  

 Rented in 

land 

Total rice 

yield 

Income Poverty School enrolment rate 

  Girls       Boys 

Panel A. Access to any credit (lagged credit) 

Any credit  0.108 -0.107 -0.004 -0.028 -1.537 2.596 
 (0.124) (0.243) (0.058) (0.034) (1.722) (3.082) 

Observations 791 791 791 791 262 155 

R-squared 0.409 0.257 0.382 0.154 0.118 0.105 
Panel B: Differential impact (lagged credit dummy for each source ) 

Bank credit  -0.173 -0.024 -0.126 -0.026 1.758 3.644 
 (0.208) (0.407) (0.097) (0.057) (3.129) (4.972) 
MFI credit -0.163 0.842 0.089 -0.066 -7.189* 3.067 
 (0.309) (0.606) (0.145) (0.085) (3.973) (8.396) 
Informal credit 0.221* -0.252 0.041 -0.009 -0.600 1.761 
 (0.134) (0.263) (0.063) (0.037) (1.840) (3.391) 

Observations 791 791 791 791 262 155 

R-squared 0.411 0.260 0.384 0.154 0.128 0.108 

Note: Household and village characteristics are used as control variables in all regressions. 

(***P<0.01, **P<0.05, *P<0.1).  Fourth lag of credit access is used to see impact after 25 

years using cross sectional analysis. 
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Abstract 

  This paper uses the border effect estimate from a gravity model to assess the level of 

agricultural trade between China and its 36 trading partners for the 2001-2018. The border effect 

refers to the effect of restraining trade between countries due to borders or geographic 

boundaries. And the border effect can be influenced by policy factors including tariff and non-

tariff barriers as well as non-policy factors including consumer preferences, information, 

culture, etc. 

  The main results are as below:  

  First, the border effect of agricultural trade between China and its trading partners has 

general dropping trends over time. 

  Second, the border effect on trading partners’ agricultural exports to China is 

comparatively low in Brazil and the United States. Except for Brazil and the United States, 

most countries shows relatively high border effect when exporting agricultural products to 

China, especially in Singapore, Malaysia, Brunei Darussalam, Cambodia, Laos, South Korea and 

Japan.  

  Third, the border effect of China’s agricultural exports is relatively large in Malaysia 

and India. But, there is nearly no border effect on China’s agricultural exports to European 

Union, Switzerland, Costa Rica and Brunei Darussalam.  

  In general, the difference of the border effect means asymmetric bilateral trade barriers 

between China and its trading partners. It should be taken into consideration that countries with 

relatively large border effect take appropriate actions to reduce policy and non-policy trading 

barriers in order to expand trade. And it is expected that these analysis results can be used as 

basic information on agricultural trade policies and strategies in the future.  

Keywords: Border Effect, Agricultural Trade, Trade Barriers, Gravity Model 

JEL Classifications: F10, F13, F14  
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Introduction 

  The international trading environment has dramatically changed due to the creation of 

World Trade Organization (WTO) and the spread of Regional Trade Agreements (RTAs). The 

shallow integration is in progress, in which tariff and non-tariff barriers are reduced by signing 

Free Trade Agreements (FTAs), while the deep integration is also in progress in which countries 

establish closer political and cultural ties through custom unions, common markets and 

economic unions. 

  According to statistics of the WTO, as of October 2021, 350 RTAs were in force1. 

Following this trend, China has also signed 19 FTAs with 26 countries or regions, including 

ASEAN, Australia, New Zealand and South Korea. China has also completed domestic 

ratification procedures for the world’s biggest free trade agreement, Regional Comprehensive 

Economic Partnership (RCEP).  

  However, relatively high trade barriers remain in sensitive sectors such as agricultural 

products. In agricultural sector, tariff barriers have been reduced considerably, but non-tariff 

barriers such as Technical Barriers to Trade measures (TPT measures) and Sanitary and 

Phytosanitary measures (SPS measures) become more sophisticated.  

  Thus, this paper uses the border effect estimate from a gravity model to assess the level 

of agricultural trade between China and its major trading partners. 

  The border effect refers to the effect of restraining trade between countries due to 

borders or geographic boundaries. And the border effect can be influenced by policy factors 

including tariff and non-tariff barriers as well as non-policy factors including consumer 

preferences, information, culture, etc. 

  In previous studies, McCallum(1995), Head an Mayer(2000), Okubo(2004), Olper an 

Raimondi(2008), Xu and Miao(2015) all analyzed the border effect in cross-border trade by 

using gravity models. McCallum(1995) found that inter-provincial trade in Canada is 22 times 

as large as Canada’s international trade with the United States. Head and Mayer(2000) 

examined industry level border effects in the EU, and showed that it has a decreasing trend. 

Okuba(2004) analyzed the border effect in the Japanese market, showing that the border effect 

in Japan is much lower than in the United States and Canada, and has declined year by year 

between 1960 and 1990. Olper and Raimondi(2008) examined the bilateral border effect in food 

trade among Quad countries (Canada, USA, Japan and EU), and showed that the import border 

effect and export border effect are asymmetric. In addition, it was suggested that the border 

effect is affected by policy factors such as tariff and non-tariff barriers, as well as non-policy 

                                                 

1. http://rtais.wto.org/UI/PublicMaintainRTAHome.aspx 
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factors such as consumer bias and the number of immigrants. Xu and Miao(2015) measured the 

bilateral border effects of manufacturing industry among ASEAN, and the result showed that 

the border effect in ASEAN which has established the FTA are not the lowest, the role which 

policy barriers play in border effect is more than the of non-policy barriers.  

  This paper differs from previous studies, in which we extend the research period and 

Chin’s trading partners. Specifically, this paper will analyze the bilateral border effect in 

agricultural trade between China and its 36 trading partners including European Union for the 

2001-2018.  

The Model 

  This paper tries to estimate the border effect in agricultural trade between China and its 

major trading partners by using the Head and Mayer(2000)’s research method.  

  First, we set the CES(Constant Elasticity of Substitution) utility function as bellow 

equation(1). We assume that all varieties are differentiated from each other but products from 

the same country are weighted equally in the utility function. In the utility function, we denote 

𝑎𝑖𝑗 as the preference of country 𝑖 to country 𝑗. And 𝑐𝑖𝑗ℎ means that consumers in country 𝑖 

consume the ℎ  kinds of products from country 𝑖 . 𝑛𝑗  represents the type of products in 

country 𝑗, and 𝜎 means the elasticity of substitution.  

𝑈𝑖 = (∑ ∑ (𝑎𝑖𝑗𝑐𝑖𝑗ℎ
𝑛𝑗

ℎ=1
𝑁
𝑗=1 )

𝜎−1

𝜎 )
𝜎

𝜎−1    (1) 

  Denoting 𝑚𝑖𝑗 as the value of imports of country 𝑖 from country 𝑗(𝑚𝑖𝑗 = 𝑐𝑖𝑗𝑝𝑖𝑗) and 

𝑚𝑖 = ∑ 𝑚𝑖𝑘𝑘  as expenditures on goods from all sources (including the home country), then the 

bilateral imports are as below equation (2). 

𝑚𝑖𝑗 =
𝑎𝑖𝑗

𝜎−1𝑛𝑗𝑝𝑖𝑗
1−𝜎

∑ 𝑎𝑖𝑘
𝜎−1𝑛𝑘𝑘 𝑝𝑖𝑘

1−𝜎 𝑚𝑖   (2) 

  According to Dixit-Stiglitz model of monopolistic competition, product diversity and 

production are proportional. And we denote gross output of country 𝑗 as 𝑣𝑗  , the production 

quantity as 𝑞, and the production price as 𝑝𝑗, it can be expressed to 𝑣𝑗 = 𝑛𝑗𝑝𝑗𝑞. Then 𝑛𝑗  can 

be converted as follows.  

𝑛𝑗 =
𝑣𝑗

𝑝𝑗𝑞
   (3) 

  In addition, the import value 𝑝𝑖𝑗 that country 𝑖 pays to country 𝑗 can be expressed as 

a multiplicative function of the mill price (𝑝𝑗), distance (𝑑𝑖𝑗) and policy factors (𝜑) including 

tariff barriers and non-tariff barriers. So the import value 𝑝𝑖𝑗 is as below. And defining 𝐵𝑖𝑗 as 

an indicator variable taking a value of one for 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗. 

𝑝𝑖𝑗 = 𝑝𝑗(1 + 𝜑𝐵𝑖𝑗)𝑑𝑖𝑗
𝜔   (4) 
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Consumer preferences (𝑎𝑖𝑗) consist of a random component (𝑒𝑖𝑗) and non-policy factors 

(𝛽) including preference for home-produced goods. We hypothesize that common language can 

mitigate this home bias. If the trading partners use common language, we take a value of one 

for the variable 𝐿𝑖𝑗 , and zero otherwise. Thus, when 𝐿𝑖𝑗 = 1,  home bias falls from 𝛽 to 

𝛽 − 𝛾.  

𝑎𝑖𝑗 = exp[𝑒𝑖𝑗 − (𝛽 − 𝛾𝐿𝑖𝑗)𝐵𝑖𝑗   (5) 

Next, substituting 𝑛𝑗  of equation (3), 𝑝𝑖𝑗  of equation(4) and 𝑎𝑖𝑗  of equation (5) into 

equation (2), and taking logs leads to a formulation of the gravity equation.  

𝑙𝑛𝑚𝑖𝑗 = 𝑙𝑛𝑚𝑖 + 𝑙𝑛𝑣𝑗 − (𝜎 − 1)𝜔𝑙𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑗 − 𝜎𝑙𝑛𝑝𝑗 − 𝐼𝑖   (6) 

       −(𝜎 − 1)[𝛽 − 𝛾𝐿𝑖𝑗 + ln(1 + 𝜑)]𝐵𝑖𝑗 + (𝜎 − 1)𝑒𝑖𝑗 

  Where 𝐼𝑖, the importer’s “inclusive value”, is defined as follows. 

𝐼𝑖 = ln(∑ exp[𝑙𝑛𝑣𝑘𝑘 − 𝜎𝑙𝑛𝑝𝑘 + (𝜎 − 1)(−𝜔𝑙𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑘 − [𝛽 − 𝛾𝐿𝑖𝑗 + ln(1 + 𝜑)]𝐵𝑖𝑗 + 𝑒𝑖𝑘  

(7) 

Since the Equation (6) is consist of variables to be estimated, it is difficult to analyze the 

effect of 𝐼𝑖. Therefore, 𝐼𝑖 is removed from equation (6) by using Log Odds Ratio. We set 𝑗 =

𝑖 to obtain an expression for 𝑙𝑛𝑚𝑖𝑖. And subtracting 𝑙𝑛𝑚𝑖𝑖 from 𝑙𝑛𝑚𝑖𝑗 is as follows. Where 

𝜖𝑖𝑗 = (𝜎 − 1)(𝑒𝑖𝑗 − 𝑒𝑖𝑖) is error term 

ln (
𝑚𝑖𝑗

𝑚𝑖𝑖
) = ln (

𝑣𝑗

𝑣𝑖
) − (𝜎 − 1)𝜔 ln (

𝑑𝑖𝑗

𝑑𝑖𝑖
) − 𝜎 ln (

𝑝𝑗

𝑝𝑖
)    (8) 

          −(𝜎 − 1)[𝛽 + ln(1 + 𝜑)] + (𝜎 − 1)𝛾𝐿𝑖𝑗 + 𝜖𝑖𝑗 

The constant (𝜎 − 1)[𝛽 + ln(1 + 𝜑)] in equation (8) captures bot the impact of policy 

factors(including tariff and non-tariff barriers) and non-policy factors(including home bias), 

which is regarded as the border effect.  

  When country 𝑖  imports agricultural products from country 𝑗 , the border effect 

coefficient can be expressed as (𝑎𝑖𝑗 − 1)[𝛽𝑖𝑗 + ln(1 + 𝜑𝑖𝑗)]. In order to avoid a perfectly 

linear relationship between explanatory variables, we include all dummy variables by country 

instead of constant term. Then the model for obtaining these least squares dummy 

variable(LSDV) regression model can be expressed as below. 

ln (
𝑚𝑖𝑗

𝑚𝑖𝑖
) = ln (

𝑣𝑗

𝑣𝑖
) − (𝜎 − 1)𝜔 ln (

𝑑𝑖𝑗

𝑑𝑖𝑖
) − 𝜎 ln (

𝑝𝑗

𝑝𝑖
)   (9) 

− ∑(𝑎𝑖𝑗 − 1)[𝛽𝑖𝑗 + ln(1 + 𝜑𝑖𝑗)]𝐷𝑖𝑗

𝑖≠𝑗

+ (𝜎 − 1)𝛾𝐿𝑖𝑗 + 𝜖𝑖𝑗 

  And if the border effect is set as a variable that changes over time but does not change 

depending on countries, the estimation equation can be expressed as follows. 
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ln (
𝑚𝑖𝑗

𝑚𝑖𝑖
) = ln (

𝑣𝑗

𝑣𝑖
) − (𝜎 − 1)𝜔 ln (

𝑑𝑖𝑗

𝑑𝑖𝑖
) − 𝜎 ln (

𝑝𝑗

𝑝𝑖
)   (10) 

− ∑ (𝑎𝑡 − 1)[𝛽𝑡 + ln(1 + 𝜑𝑡)]𝐷𝑡

2018

𝑡=2001

+ (𝜎 − 1)𝛾𝐿𝑖𝑗 + 𝜖𝑖𝑗 

Analysis Data 

  This paper utilizes the data of agricultural products corresponding to 01,02 (Agriculture, 

hunting, forestry), 03 (Fishing and aquaculture), 10,11,12 (Food products, beverages and 

tobacco) in ISIC Rev.4. The analysis period is from 2001 to 2018, and the analysis countries 

include Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Brunei Darussalam, Canada, Cambodia, Chile, China, 

Colombia, Costa Rica, Indonesia, India, Iceland, Israel, Japan, Kazakhstan, Laos, Morocco, Mexico, 

Myanmar, Malaysia, Norway, New Zealand, Peru, Philippines, Russia, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, 

South Africa, South Korea, Switzerland, Thailand, Tunisia, Turkey, the United States, Viet Nam and 

the European Union (EU)2. The total number of observations of the data used for estimation is 

1,296 (China’s 36 trading partners × imports and exports (2) × 14 years). 

  The trade data and the gross domestic product(GDP) data come from OECD TIVA 

database. And we denote the amount of transactions between regions as the value of its gross 

domestic product minus the total exports. The distances between countries or regions3 are 

extracted from the CEPII database, and the producer price index of agricultural products comes 

from the FAO database. 

 

Results 

National Border Effects in the Agricultural Trade 

  This paper analyzes the border effect of agricultural trade between China and its trading 

partners, and most of the estimates are statistically significant.  

<Table 1> National Border Effects in the Agricultural Trade 

Variables ln(
𝑚𝑖𝑗

𝑚𝑖𝑖
) 

                                                 

2 The EU consists a group of 28 countries including Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia, 

Republic of Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, 

Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, 

Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden and United Kingdom. 

3 The distance between countries or regions was calculated by Mayer and 

Zignago(2005) in CEPII database. 𝑑𝑖𝑗 = (∑ (
𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑘

𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑖
)𝑘∈𝑖 ∑ (

𝑝𝑜𝑝ℓ

𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑗
ℓ∈𝑗 )𝑑𝑘ℓ

𝜃 )
1

𝜃 
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ln(
𝑣𝑗

𝑣𝑖
) 

0.339*** 

(0.0314) 

ln(
𝑑𝑖𝑗

𝑑𝑖𝑖
) 

-1.906*** 

(0.0530) 

ln(
𝑃𝑗

𝑝𝑖
) 

-0.0521 

(0.0581) 

𝐿𝑖𝑗 
7.977*** 

(0.462) 

Border Effect Coefficient 

(When Trading partners export to China)  

Border Effect Coefficient 

(When China exports to Trading partners) 

Argentina  China - China  Argentina 
-1.578*** 

(0.293) 

Australia  China 
-1.068*** 

(0.148) China  Australia 
-1.881*** 

(0.202) 

Brazil  China 
0.486*** 

(0.167) China  Brazil 
-2.102*** 

(0.220) 

Brunei Darussalam

 China 

-8.867*** 

(0.303) 
China  Brunei 

Darussalam 

 2.664*** 

(0.466) 

Canada  China 
-1.355*** 

(0.153) China  Canada 
-1.848*** 

(0.197) 

Cambodia  China 
-6.541*** 

(0.196) China  Cambodia 
-1.273*** 

(0.336) 

Chile  China 
-1.351*** 

(0.168) China  Chile 
-0.469 

(0.310) 

Colombia  China 
-5.630*** 

(0.165) China  Colombia 
-0.599** 

(0.300) 

Costa Rica  China 
-4.399*** 

(0.178) 
China   Costa 

Rica 

3.255*** 

(0.425) 

Indonesia  China 
-3.082*** 

(0.133) China  Indonesia 
-2.233*** 

(0.198) 

India  China 
-4.189*** 

(0.129) China  India 
-5.080*** 

(0.166) 

Iceland  China 
-4.613*** 

(0.190) China   Iceland 
0.375 

(0.405) 

Israel  China 
-5.455*** 

(0.163) China  Israel 
2.245*** 

(0.380) 

Japan  China 
-6.180*** 

(0.122) China  Japan 
-1.416*** 

(0.161) 

Kazakhstan  

China 

-5.723*** 

(0.167) 
China  

Kazakhstan 

-3.630*** 

(0.241) 

Laos  China 
-6.378*** 

(0.209) China  Laos 
-4.100*** 

(0.303) 
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Morocco  China 
-5.190*** 

(0.162) China  Morocco 
0.505 

(0.310) 

Mexico  China 
-4.178*** 

(0.157) China  Mexico 
-1.420*** 

(0.234) 

Myanmar  China 
-4.901*** 

(0.157) China  Myanmar 
-3.988*** 

(0.256) 

Malaysia  China 
-10.69*** 

(0.496) China  Malaysia 
-9.529*** 

(0.314) 

Norway  China 
-3.885*** 

(0.154) China  Norway 
-0.762*** 

(0.286) 

New Zealand  

China 

-1.143*** 

(0.159) 
China  New 

Zealand 

-0.353 

(0.280) 

Peru  China 
-1.654*** 

(0.170) China  Peru 
-1.469*** 

(0.310) 

Philippines  China 
-5.732*** 

(0.139) 
China  

Philippines 

-2.063*** 

(0.222) 

Russian Federation

 China 

-2.843*** 

(0.136) 
China  Russian 

Federation 

-2.913*** 

(0.178) 

Saudi Arabia  

China 

-5.941*** 

(0.156) 
China  Saudi 

Arabia 

-1.708*** 

(0.251) 

Singapore  China 
-12.44*** 

(0.559) China  Singapore - 

South Africa  

China 

-3.654*** 

(0.157) 
China  South 

Africa 

-1.008*** 

(0.272) 

South Korea  

China 

-6.763*** 

(0.139) 
China  South 

Korea 

-0.663*** 

(0.204) 

Switzerland  

China 

-4.264*** 

(0.157) 
China  

Switzerland 

1.597*** 

(0.327) 

Thailand  China 
-3.713*** 

(0.136) China  Thailand 
-0.348 

(0.241) 

Tunisia  China 
-7.146*** 

(0.176) China  Tunisia 
-0.808** 

(0.355) 

Turkey  China 
-5.345*** 

(0.142) China  Turkey 
-2.445*** 

(0.238) 

United States  

China 

-0.326* 

(0.169) 
China  United 

States 

-2.013*** 

(0.153) 

Viet Nam  China 
-4.229*** 

(0.142) China  Viet Nam 
-2.647*** 

(0.205) 

European Union  

China 

-1.977***  

(0.162)  
China  European 

Union 

1.686*** 

(0.230) 

Observations 1,284 
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R-squared 0.996 

Note: 1) The value in () indicates the standard error. *, **, *** are statistically significant at 10%, 5% and 1% 

respectively. 

     2) The part indicated by – in the table is not estimated because of multicollinearity. 

  The result shows that the GDP is positively correlated with export. And the distance is 

negatively related with export. The relative producer price index shows a negative (-) sign, 

indicating that the higher the producer price index of the exporting country, the more inhibition 

of exports. In addition, common language between trading partners is positively associated with 

trade.  

    And the border effect in this paper can be expressed as exp(−𝐵𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟 𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝐶𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡). 

For example, when South Korea exports to China, the border effect coefficient is -6.763, which means 

the border effect is 𝑒𝑥𝑝(6.673) = 865 . After controlling for market size and distance, China’s 

agricultural interregional trade is 865 times larger than South Korea’s agricultural exports to China 

during the analysis period because of policy and nonpolicy factors. 

  The smaller the estimation coefficient, the larger the border effect. The results of the 

border effect in the Table l are shown as below two figures.  

Figure 1 The border effect on trading partners’ agricultural exports to China 

 

Note: Deeper color means the high border effect. 
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  [Figure 1] shows the border effect on trading partners’ agricultural exports to China. The 

border effect on trading partners’ agricultural exports to China is comparatively low in Brazil 

and the United States. This is probably because Brazil and the United States are leading 

suppliers of China’s main imported agricultural products such as soybean, corn, etc.  

  Except for Brazil and the United States, most countries shows relatively high border 

effect when exporting agricultural products to China, especially in Singapore, Malaysia, Brunei 

Darussalam, Cambodia, Laos, South Korea and Japan. With the signing of the Comprehensive 

Economic Partnership Agreement(RCEP) on November 15, 2020, the border effect for these 

countries is expected to be reduced in the future.  

Figure 2 The border effect on China’ agricultural exports to trading partners 

 
Note: Deeper color means the high border effect. 

  [Figure 2] shows the border effect on China’ agricultural exports to trading partners. The 

border effect of China’s agricultural exports is relatively large in Malaysia and India, which 

appears to be the result of two counties’ similarities in regional commonalities, agricultural-

based societies, etc. 

  But, there is nearly no border effect on China’s agricultural exports to European Union, 

Switzerland, Costa Rica and Brunei Darussalam. For European Union, which is main importer 

of Chinese agricultural products. And the border effect of China’s agricultural exports is 

comparatively low in South Korea, that is probably because South Korea has high demand for 

imported Chinese seasoned vegetables such as cabbage, red pepper, garlic, which are 
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geographically close and competitive in price.  

Changes in the Border Effect, 2002-2018 

  Next, this paper analyzes changes in the border effect from 2002 to 2018, and most of 

the estimates are statistically significant. The border effect of agricultural trade between China 

and its trading partners has general dropping trends over time from 2002 to 2018 as below table.  
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Table 2 Changes in the Border Effect, 2002-2018 

Variables ln(
𝑚𝑖𝑗

𝑚𝑖𝑖
) ln(

𝑚𝑖𝑗

𝑚𝑖𝑖
) 

 When Trading partners export to 

China 

When China exports to Trading 

partners 

ln(
𝑣𝑗

𝑣𝑖
) 

1.224*** 

(0.0397) 

0.193*** 

(0.0420) 

ln(
𝑑𝑖𝑗

𝑑𝑖𝑖
) 

-1.017*** 

(0.0851) 

-0.788*** 

(0.0582) 

ln(
𝑃𝑗

𝑝𝑖
) 

-0.934*** 

(0.227) 

-1.869*** 

(0.208) 

𝐿𝑖𝑗 
1.583*** 

(0.304) 

2.891*** 

(0.282) 

2002 
-3.616*** 

(0.346) 

-4.198*** 

(0.309) 

2003 
-3.619*** 

(0.346) 

-3.994*** 

(0.311) 

2004 
-3.747*** 

(0.349) 

-3.799*** 

(0.312) 

2005 
-3.626*** 

(0.349) 

-3.750*** 

(0.312) 

2006 
-3.403*** 

(0.350) 

-3.531*** 

(0.313) 

2007 
-3.210*** 

(0.347) 

-3.620*** 

(0.310) 

2008 
-2.987*** 

(0.349) 

-3.672*** 

(0.307) 

2009 
-2.941*** 

(0.349) 

-3.846*** 

(0.307) 

2010 
-2.696*** 

(0.349) 

-3.642*** 

(0.307) 

2011 
-2.593*** 

(0.353) 

-3.418*** 

(0.310) 

2012 
-2.491*** 

(0.352) 

-3.356*** 

(0.310) 

2013 
-2.340*** 

(0.354) 

-3.313*** 

(0.310) 

2014 
-2.015*** 

(0.356) 

-3.591*** 

(0.309) 

2015 
-1.935*** 

(0.358) 

-3.529*** 

(0.310) 

2016 
-1.900*** 

(0.357) 

-3.543*** 

(0.310) 
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2017 
-1.758*** 

(0.358) 

-3.533*** 

(0.310) 

2018 
-1.658*** 

(0.358) 

-3.588*** 

(0.310) 

Observations 639 645 

R-squared 0.963 0.920 

Note: Standard errors in parentheses *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Figure 3 Changes in the Border Effect, 2002-2018 

 

The border effect on China's agricultural exports to trading partners is relatively high 

compared with the border effect on trading partners' agricultural exports to China. The border 

effect on trading partners' agricultural exports to China decreases from 37 to 5. Although the 

border effect on China's agricultural exports to trading partners repeats increase and decrease, 

which decreases from 67 to 36 as well.  

Conclusion 

  This paper uses gravity model to assess the border effect between China and its trading 

partners and the main results are as below. 

  First, the border effect of agricultural trade between China and its trading partners has 

general dropping trends over time. 

  Second, the border effect on trading partners’ agricultural exports to China is 

comparatively low in Brazil and the United States. Except for Brazil and the United States, 

most countries shows relatively high border effect when exporting agricultural products to 

China, especially in Singapore, Malaysia, Brunei Darussalam, Cambodia, Laos, South Korea and 

Japan.  

  Third, the border effect of China’s agricultural exports is relatively large in Malaysia 

and India. But, there is nearly no border effect on China’s agricultural exports to European 

Union, Switzerland, Costa Rica and Brunei Darussalam. And the border effect of China’s 

agricultural exports is comparatively low in South Korea as well. 

  In general the difference of the border effect means asymmetric bilateral trade barriers 
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between China and its trading partners. It should be taken into consideration that countries with 

relatively large border effect take appropriate actions to reduce policy and non-policy trading 

barriers in order to expand trade. It is expected that these analysis results can be used as basic 

information on agricultural trade policies and strategies in the future.  
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Abstract 

To minimize the negative effect of soybean production on the ecological system, multi-

stakeholders along the global soybean supply chain collaborated to develop, implement, and 

verify a global certification standard — the Round Table on Responsible Soy (RTRS). While 

RTRS certification is almost a quasi-mandatory sustainability measure, its potential trade 

effects remain poorly understood. This paper assesses the effect of RTRS certification on 

soybean exports to OECD countries. Using a structural gravity model that exploits country 

variations in RTRS certified production volumes and certified land area, we show that RTRS 

certification reduces trade flows. To understand the mechanisms driving our findings, we conduct 

moderation and mediation analyses that reveal that RTRS certification reduces production 

volumes in certified exporting countries, leading to a drop in quantities available for trade. 

Keywords: Round Table on Responsible Soy, Agricultural trade, Global supply chains, 

Voluntary sustainability standards, Gravity models 

JEL Classification: F14, F18, F23
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Introduction 

There is a growing concern that global soybean production and trade patterns are 

destroying the environment through large-scale deforestation and grassland conversion (Sun 

et al., 2018; Boerema et al., 2016). Morton et al. (2006) estimate that between 2001 and 2004, 

the forest area converted to cropland was more than 540,000 ha in the Brazilian Amazon alone. 

Couple this with the fact that increases in soybean production in the Amazon frontier state of 

Mato Grosso was caused by cropland expansion from 2001 to 2005, while 78% of the 

increase was due to cropland expansion from 2006 to 2010 (Macedo et al., 2012). This 

extensive forest clearing and land conversion are driven in large part by increasing import demand 

for soybean in high-income countries. 

The globalization of soybean is occurring on a large scale. This raises concerns. 

Increasing soybean production and trade are happening at the cost of increased forest 

destruction and land-use change (Schmitz et al., 2015; Macedo et al., 2012). This has led to 

private-sector driven initiatives, particularly the use of Voluntary Sustainability Standards 

(VSS) to regulate and promote sustainable production and trade patterns. For soybean, one 

such important VSS is the Round Table on Responsible Soy (RTRS). The RTRS is an 

international supply-chain certification program designed to reduce agricultural expansion in 

the rainforest for soybean planting and promote environmentally sustainable production practices. 

In response to growing public concern about forest loss, industry representatives joined non-

governmental organisations, financial institutions, supermarkets, and other stakeholders in the 

soy supply chain to form the RTRS in 2006 in Zürich, Switzerland. It is a private-initiatives 

supply-chain certification scheme that enforces quasi-mandatory standards on soybean production 

and sourcing behaviours. Farmers seeking certification must produce soybean that is 

environmentally sustainable (e.g., deforestation- and land conversion-free), socially appropriate, 

and economically viable1. Farmers who comply with the certification requirements receive an 

“RTRS credit” for each metric ton of soybean produced. Sustainability-conscious buyers, such as 

supermarkets, processors, and other international dealers, then buy the RTRS credits from the 

certified farms at mutually agreed price-premiums. 

RTRS, along with other VSS, has sparked a necessary debate over the role of supply-

chain certification in governing the global agri-food trade system. VSS operates by 

internalizing the social, environmental, and economic costs of production into the price of a 

commodity. Hence, they affect sustainability (in this case preventing deforestation and land-use 

change) by influencing the production, sourcing, and consumption decisions of various economic 

actors — producers, firms, and individual consumers — by assuring them that the products 

                                                 

1 https://responsiblesoy.org 
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they buy are produced sustainably. Whether and to what extent this is reflected in observed 

trade patterns is an empirical question. The existing empirical literature shows heterogeneous 

effects (Martens et al., 2009). One strand argues that private certification generates positive 

effects on agri-food trade (Ehrich and Mangelsdorf, 2018; Latouche and Chevassus-Lozza, 

2015; Melo et al., 2014; Andersson, 2019). For example, GlobalGAP standards enhance 

import demand and increase the probability of certified producing countries accessing high-value 

export markets (Andersson, 2019; Fiankor et al., 2019, 2020b). Voluntary certifications also 

reinforce existing trade partnerships by signaling quality to importers (Herzfeld et al., 2011). 

Some studies remain skeptical about the potential trade effects of VSS, due to the significant 

increases in production and compliance costs that come with certification (Schuster and 

Maertens, 2015; Shepherd and Wilson, 2013). Besides, smaller producers may be disadvantaged 

as high compliance costs exclude them from participating in private certification schemes and the 

potential trade-enhancing effects associated with certification (Dolan and Humphrey, 2000; 

Martinez and Poole, 2004). In this paper, we contribute to this unresolved debate by offering 

further insights into the trade effects of VSS at the country level. 

We make two contributions to the existing literature. First, the existing literature has focused 

mainly on trade effects for high-value agricultural products such as fruits and vegetables 

(Andersson, 2019; Fiankor et al., 2020b) and processed products (Ehrich and Mangelsdorf, 

2018).2 Much less attention has been paid to how VSS affects trade in the cash crop sector.3 

This is nevertheless very important. Cash crops unlike fruits and vegetables are produced 

dominantly in developing countries that are mainly standard takers. As a result, it is hard to 

imagine a situation where certifications are being used to protect domestic producers in the high-

incoming importing countries. This is not necessarily the case for certain fruits and vegetables. 

Cash crops are also not easily perishable and so the trade dynamics here may be different 

compared to fruits and vegetables. In this paper, we focus on soybean as a cash crop. Though 

existing works provide evidence on the impact of supply-chain certifications on soybean 

production (Garrett et al., 2016; Lambin et al., 2018; Carlson et al., 2018), few studies assess 

certification’s impact on the trade. Figure 1 shows that soybean export is consistently 

increasing in the major soybean producing countries in Southern America. In contrast with the 

growing importance in practice, whether and to what extent the voluntary certifications are 

affecting soybean trade has not been answered in the literature. Second, existing works on the 

VSS-trade effect (Fiankor et al., 2020b; Andersson, 2019; Grassnick and Brümmer, 2021; 

                                                 

2 For a review of the existing literature on the trade effects of VSS, see Elamin and de Cordoba (2020). In this 

review, the authors only referenced nine studies that try to assess the trade effect of a VSS. This goes to further 

highlight the timeliness of our study and its potential policy relevance. 

3 The only study we are aware of that focuses on a cash crop, is the recent work by Grassnick and Brümmer 

(2021) on the trade effects of UTZ certification on cocoa exports. 
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Ehrich and Mangelsdorf, 2018)merely estimate the certification effect on trade without 

empirically analyzing the potential mechanisms driving the effect. In this regard, our paper digs 

deeper for patterns and isolates empirically the mechanisms driving the observed trade effect. 

Our empirical analysis uses data on all producing countries as potential exporters and the 

group of OECD countries as the sample of importing countries. The latter is because globally 

the OECD is one of the most important soy importing region, and developed countries are more 

willing to purchase agrifood with low environmental cost. We estimate a structural gravity 

model that exploits the time and exporting-country specific variations in the certified soybean 

production volumes and land area, respectively. Our result shows that the RTRS certification 

has a negative and statistically significant effect on soybean trade flows. To understand the 

mechanism behind this result, we carry out moderation and mediation analyses. The results 

confirm our hypothesis that RTRS certification increases production costs for farmers, limits 

their production — by reducing available soybean planting areas — and hence reduces the 

volume of soybean available for exports. We also see that this mediation effect is more 

intense within countries with high forest land coverage. 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides the detailed 

information on the standard and content of RTRS. This is followed by theoretical and 

empirical models in Section 3 and Section 4. Section 5 gives a description of the data, and 

section 6 presents the results and major findings. We provide concluding remarks and discuss 

policy implications in Section 7. 

The role of RTRS 

The RTRS is a supply chain certification program that promotes zero deforestation and 

ecological sustainability. The basic framework of RTRS originates from the Amazon Soy 

Moratorium, which was initiated by Greenpeace, the Brazilian Association of Vegetable Oil 

Industries, and the National Association of Grain Exporters. They required that their contracted 

soybean producers avoid deforestation in the Amazon biome from the soy supply chain. After 

a time-consuming process of negotiations on criteria, all the stakeholders agreed to implement 

RTRS certification for sustainably produced soy in Argentina, Brazil, Uruguay and India 

starting in 2010. A year later, the RTRS issued the first certification in the world of soy 

with a total trading volume of 85,000 tons. According to the agreement, the RTRS 

certification is designed to make soy production more compatible with environmental 

concerns and halt further expansion in areas converted to soybean farms. The RTRS’s major 

interest is to set the growing soy industry on a sustainable path going forward since rapidly 

increasing soybean demand from the international market might result in increased forest loss. 

Since 2006, the impact of RTRS is continually increasing. By 2020, the RTRS had already 

covered 1.3 million hectares of certified soybean planting land, with 4.4 million tonnes of 

soybean produced on about 9,536 certified farms. In the past 15 years, the RTRS has 

protected 563,047 hectares of land from deforestation and has generated a globally well-
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recognized standard for stakeholders along the soybean supply chain. 4  In practice, certified 

farmers self-declare how much RTRS soybean they produce and receive one “RTRS credit” 

for each metric ton produced. To confirm whether production units follow the RTRS standards, 

certified farms engage third-party auditors to verify their products meet the regulations of the 

RTRS. RTRS offers multiple supply chain models. Based on the mass-balance system, certified 

soybean producers directly sell their production to crushing plants. Farmers deliver volumes 

of RTRS-certified soy or derived products that correspond to the volumes of RTRS-certified 

soy. However, the crushing plants do not only purchase the certified soybean production that 

complies with the RTRS standards, but also from non-certified sources. Thence, soy from one or 

more RTRS-certified sites may be mixed with sources of non-certified soy. It is the 

responsibility of the crushing company to report the certain percentage of their output that is 

RTRS certified. There is also another possibility where the RTRS also provides segregation 

system to provide buyers with 100% RTRS-certified soybean. In the case of segregation, 

RTRS- certified soy is kept physically separate from non-RTRS-certified soy. From production, 

storage, transport, processing, to the end users, RTRS-certified soy is kept physically separate 

from non- RTRS-certified soy. 

Potential trade benefits of RTRS 

In this section, we discuss the potential benefits of RTRS certification for international 

soybean trade. Following the RTRS protocols, certified farmers can benefit from better farm 

management practices and also financial assistance from stakeholders integrated into the 

supply chain (see Figure 2). Supporting measures would enhance soybean productivity. For 

example, stakeholders like Bayer and Yara would provide technical assistance to farmers on how 

to use their products. Santander would offer discounted loans to reduce the financial burdens for 

farmers. Cargill would buy from the farmers and hire professional auditors to certify its 

crushing plant so it could see mass-balance certified soybean products (soybean oil). And 

Unilever commits to buying certified oil as the source for its production. Multinational 

companies utilize the RTRS certification to green their soybean supply chains by sourcing 

sustainably-grown crops. In general, it helps soybean producers increase their productivity, 

decrease the environmental costs, and improve the soybean quality. 

Another benefit of RTRS certification on trade is providing an efficient approach for 

buyers to identify the farmers producing in compliance with sustainable environmental criteria 

(Fiankor et al., 2020b). Right from the production stage, all steps are audited and verified for 

compli- ance. The RTRS certification acts as a cost-effective signaling mechanism, stating 

that certified soybean and byproducts are environmentally sustainable, socially fair and 

                                                 

4 https://responsiblesoy.org/impacto?lang=en 
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economically feasible. From the perspective of transaction cost, the transparent and traceable 

certifying process solves the information asymmetry problem between farmers and their potential 

buyers (Henson and Jaffee, 2008), which might indirectly enhance market share and develop 

enterprise reputation. International buyers may reward sustainable production by paying price 

premiums for certified products. The average premium for RTRS certified soybeans is $1.5 per 

ton (Garrett et al., 2013) or around 0.5% of the normal soy price.5 

                                                 

5 https://www.solidaridadnetwork.org/news/responsible-soy-10-years-on/ 
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Trade cost implication of RTRS 

High certification cost and incremental producing expense to meet RTRS requirements are 

major burdens for soybean exports (Figure 3). The RTRS standard for soy production is a 

holistic certification scheme including five principles and 106 mandatory criteria on (i) legal 

compliance and good business practices (ii) responsible labor conditions (iii) responsible 

community relations 

(iv) environmental responsibility and (v) good agricultural practices. In essence, the farmer 

needs to work to ensure conformity with all the mandatory RTRS rules. For instance, 

environmental- friendly agricultural practices are implemented to minimize the use of chemical 

pesticides and fertilizers to curb the contamination of ground or surface water. Besides, the 

RTRS strictly compels certified farmers to ensure zero deforestation and zero rainforest 

conversion in their soy production. Farmers are only allowed to plant soybean in designated 

areas. The RTRS contracts geo-engineers to segregate soybean production areas into four 

categories. Any soybean production carried out within or near rainforest areas would fail to be 

certified. Therefore, complying with the RTRS principles drives up the production cost, 

potentially dragging down the production. This impact could be transmitted within the supply 

chain and eventually affects the international soybean trade. 

Additionally, transaction cost is an indispensable expenditure for RTRS participants. To 

obtain the approval of membership applications, producers with > 10,000 ha soybean area pay 

more than €2,500 while all others pay €250. Soybean processing companies, trade dealers and 

financial institutions also have to pay membership fees (€2,500) to engage in RTRS soybean 

supply chain.6 Participating members must submit a written annual progress report to the 

RTRS secretariat to reveal and self-monitor their soybean planting practices. (iii) Since 

certification systems rely on third-party auditors to inspect whether farms meet and maintain 

the standards, producers are responsible for paying periodic audit fees. All these 

requirements imply increased transaction cost for the soybean producers and processors. 

A conceptual description on the trade costs and potential trade benefits of certification is 

presented in Figure 3. 

Theoretical model 

To assess the effect of certification on the bilateral soybean trade at the country-level, we 

follow a standard approach in the trade literature and estimate a demand-side structural 

gravity model. Gravity equations are one of the best-established relationships in economics. 

                                                 

6 https://responsiblesoy.org/members?lang=en 
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They are expenditure functions that indicate how consumers allocate their spending across 

countries under trade cost constraints. In a world free of trade costs and homothetic consumer 

preferences, the natural benchmark prediction is 

Xij Ej⁄ =
Yi

Y
(1) 

Where Xij is exports at destination prices from exporter i to importer j, Ejis expenditure in j, Yi 

is production in i and Y is world income. We can easily infer trade frictions, if we impose market 

clearance, i.e., ∑ Yii = ∑ Ej = Yj Multiplying both sides of equation (1) by Ej yields predicted 

frictionless trade: 

Xij =
YiEj

Y
(2) 

If we then take the ratio of observed trade Xij to predicted frictionless trade YiEj Y⁄ , we get the 

effect of trade frictions along with random influences. 

For a model that until the 21st century was disconnected from economic theory, several 

theoretical models now yield predictions that are close to gravity. In this paper, we adopt the 

Armington-CES specification of Anderson and Van Wincoop (2003). Two main assumptions 

underlie the model. The first is the the Armington assumption that goods are differentiated by 

country of origin. Two goods of the same kind coming from different countries are imperfect 

substitutes. Thus, the reason home consumers purchase foreign goods is because they are different 

from the ones produced at home. Second, consumer preferences are assumed identical and 

homothetic across countries and captured by a constant elasticity of substitution (CES) utility 

function. Solving the consumer optimization problem and imposing market clearance yields the 

canonical Anderson and Van Wincoop (2003) demand-side gravity equation: 

Xij =
YiEj

Y
(

τij

ΠiPj
)

1−σ

(3) 

The right-hand side of equation (3) is a product of two ratios. The first ratio is the 

predicted trade flow under free trade (equation 2). However, observed economic interactions are 

far from this frictionless benchmark. Thus, the second ratio captures exogenous bilateral trade 

costs. The trade cost term consists of three components: (i) the numerator, τij, is the bilateral 

trade cost between i and j and contains our variable of interest. The denominator is made up of 

the structural terms (ii) Pjand (iii) Πiwhich control for multilateral resistance. They measure 

the ease of market access for both the importer and the exporter. Controlling for Pjand Πi  is 

important to achieve precise estimates of our variables of interest. σ is the elasticity of 

substitution parameter for the generic goods class. In this paper, our interest lies in τij.  This 

term enables us to show empirically how RTRS modifies predicted frictionless trade. As we see 

from equation (3), observed bilateral trade flows are lower if trade costs τij increase relative to  
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Pj and Πi.  We model τij as the following log-linear function of observed trade frictions: 

τij = Dij
β1RTRSi

β2exp ∑ βnΩij

6

n=3

(4) 

where Di j is the bilateral distance between i and j, and Ωij  is a vector of gravity 

covariates including dummies for sharing a common language (Languagei j), past colonial ties 

(Colonyi j), sharing a common border (Borderi j), and membership of a regional trade agreement 

(RTAi j). 

Empirical model 

Model specification 

To be able to estimate our theoretical model, we need to incorporate the trade cost 

equation (4) into our reduced form structural gravity equation (3). We can then introduce the time 

dimension of our data set, log linearize equation (3) — which now accounts for equation (4) — 

and specify our empirical estimation model as follows, 

Xijt = exp[α0 + α1lnRTRSit−1 + α2lnYit + α3RTAijt + Πi + Pjt + λij + εijt] (5) 

where Xi jt is soybean trade flows measured in US dollars from exporter i to importer j at 

year t. Yit represents the domestic soybean production of exporting country i, and RTAijt  is a 

dummy variable that takes the value of 1 if both countries are members of a regional trade 

agreement. In alternative specifications, we will replace λij with the time invariant country-pair 

variables contained in Ωijt in equation (4). We note, however, that the λij fixed effects are better 

measures of bilateral trade costs than the standard set of bilateral varying gravity variables 

(Fiankor et al., 2020a). Our variable of interest, RTRSit, is concentrated in six countries in our 

dataset. We add a constant value of one to the RTRSit variable before taking logarithms. We will 

also use the inverse hyperbolic sine transformation as an alternative approach (Bellemare and 

Wichman, 2020). The RTRS certification is a non-discriminatory trade policy measure. Within 

theoretically-specified gravity models, identifying effects of such country-specific measures can 

be challenging as these variables will be accounted for by the country-specific fixed effects. To 

get around this identification problem, we allow our exporter fixed effects to be time invariant, 

i.e., Πi , so as to avoid perfect collinearity with RTRSit .7  As a consequence we include the 

                                                 

7 Heid et al. (2021) recently proposed a theoretically consistent way of getting around this perfect collinearity 

problem by incorporating domestic trade flows into their bilateral trade data matrices. With developing countries 

dominating our sample, this domestic trade data is unfortunately not available for us to exploit. We are thus 

unable to employ this approach. 
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theoretical size term from the gravity equation on the supplier side which we capture as domestic 

soybean production, Yit. This should account for some of the exporter-specific time varying 

effects that our model may miss due to the exclusion of Πit. Pjt accounts for all country and 

time varying effects that are specific to the importing countries. εijt  is our error component 

which we cluster at the country-pair level. 

Identification strategy 

The presence of zero-valued dependent variables would seriously bias econometric estimates 

of gravity models (Martin and Pham, 2020). The work of Silva and Tenreyro (2006) makes it 

clear that zero values in trade render the elasticities of log-linearized models estimated by OLS 

inconsistent. As in this paper, we focus merely on the soybean-sector trade flow, zeroes dominate 

our bilateral trade dataset. To deal with the zeroes while also controlling for heteroskedasticity, 

we use the Poisson pseudo-maximum likelihood estimator (PPML) estimator. This estimator has 

been widely used in the empirical agricultural trade literature (Ghazalian, 2019; Zhang et al., 

2017; Fiankor et al., 2020b), and is generally well behaved, even when the proportion of zeros 

in the sample is very large (Silva and Tenreyro, 2011). 

Another potential challenge of identification is endogeneity due to omitted variable 

biases and reverse causality. To deal with this, we do two things. First, we incorporate 

importer- time (Pjt) fixed effects, exporter (Πi) fixed effects, and country-pair fixed effects (λij) 

into our estimation equations. The host of fixed effects in our estimation will control for the 

unobserved characteristics that are specific to the importer, exporter and trading-pair. 

Secondly, we use the one-year lag variable of RTRS to deal with the potential simultaneity of 

the standards-trade effect (Shepherd and Wilson, 2013; Fiankor et al., 2020b). The 

corresponding RTRS certification and trade flows in the same year might generate reverse 

causality bias. Using one-year lagged RTRS cancels out the amount of time between the time 

the certification decision is taken and when an effect is realized. 

Data 

This paper estimates the effects of RTRS certification on soybean trade based using a panel 

data of bilateral soybean trade volumes for the period from 2012 to 2019. 89 exporting 

countries that produce soybeans and 42 high-income OECD importing countries are included 

in the data series (Table 1). Among those exporters, six countries are RTRS certified. Time 

and country- variations of the certified areas in these six countries are presented in Figure 4. 

We assess the soybean trade values from CEPII’s BACI database constructed based on 

UNComtrade data, at the four-digit level of the Harmonized System (HS) 2017 classification, 

i.e., HS1201 for soybean. We get the soybean production volume from the FAOSTAT database of 

the Food and Agricultural Organization. RTRS certified soybean production areas and volumes 

for each country are from the certified volumes and producers section of RTRS official website. 

The bilateral country-pair data of distance, colonial relationships, sharing common border and 
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common language are from CEPII. The information related to RTAs come from Mario Larch’s 

Regional Trade Agreements Database from Egger and Larch (2008). And forest area (% of 

land area) measures the forest area that are under natural or planted stands of trees, whether 

productive or not, and excludes tree stands in agricultural production systems and trees in 

urban parks and gardens. The data on forest area is extracted from Food and Agriculture 

Organization (FAO). A summary statistics on the variables used in the analysis are proved in 

Table 1. 

Results 

Baseline model 

Table 2 reports the results of our benchmark estimations of the PPML fixed effect model. 

Standard errors are clustered by country-pairs. The odd and even numbered columns employ 

different measures of the RTRS variable: (i) the volume of certified soybean (ii) the area of 

certified soy- bean, respectively. To ensure our estimations are consistent with theoretical priors, 

we also add the standard gravity variables and report the results in Columns (3) and (4). This 

model specification includes bilateral distance, past colonial ties, sharing a common border, and 

speaking a common language as control variables. As we can see, most of the standard gravity 

variables are statistically significant and have the correct sign. Our preferred model specification 

is contained in Columns (5) and (6). Here, we introduce importer-time and exporter fixed 

effects to capture both market-size effects and multilateral-resistance indexes, widely used in the 

structural gravity model (Fally, 2015). But we also include country-pair fixed effects to account for 

all country-pair varying effects that are time invariant. Going forward, we discuss mainly the 

results in Columns (5) and (6). As expected, the production variables in all model 

specifications are positive and statistically significant, implying that countries with a high 

soybean production tend to export more to the OECD. Strikingly, regional trade agreements 

decrease soybean exports. While this may seem counter-intuitive, it is possible that the 

environmental commitments in newly negotiated deeper RTAs discourage trade in commodities 

with high environmental footprints unless the producing member countries adhere to agreed 

sustainable production practices. 

Our primary interest is in the RTRS certification effect. We find that the coefficients on 

the RTRS variables show a negative and statistically significant effect of certification on 

exports in all model estimations. In Column (5) and (6), the estimated parameters are 

respectively −0.334 

and −0.305, indicating that a 10% growth in certified soybean production area and volume 

would 

decrease bilateral trade by about 3%. These findings confirm the standards-as-barriers strand 

of the literature. Producers use the RTRS certification to signal to international soybean 
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buyers their commitments to zero deforestation, decent labor conditions, and better food 

safety. The certification in turn grants them access to the high-value OECD markets while, 

also generating a “push-out” effect for the soybean producers who are not RTRS certified, but 

also a reduction in absolute sales volumes for certified producers. For example, if importing 

firms have to spend a fixed budget on sourcing but now have to pay more for certified soy bean, 

their overall trade values may decrease even though they buy more certified production compared 

to non-certified ones. Another possibility is that the RTRS certification decreases domestic 

production, which naturally lowers export volumes. In the next subsection we will test and 

discuss in details the mechanisms that may explain our findings. 

Understanding the mechanisms 

Our finding that voluntary standards are trade impeding supports the theoretical and anecdotal 

implications of “standards-as-barriers” to international trade. However, it also deviates from 

the empirical findings in the literature that private standards such as GlobalGAP (Fiankor 

et al., 2019, 2020b), International Featured Standard (Ehrich and Mangelsdorf, 2018) and 

UTZ (Grassnick and Brümmer, 2021) are trade increasing. Hence, we consider it useful to 

verify the mechanisms, if any, that underly the observed negative relationship between trade 

value and RTRS. To do this, we construct a two-step mediation analysis model following Baron 

and Kenny (1986). First, we regress a mediator variable — in our case annual soy bean 

production in the exporting country, Yit— on our variable of interest RTRSit in equation (6). If 

γ11  is statistically different from zero, then we confirm that our variable of interest is a 

significant predictor of the mediator variable. 

lnYit = γ10 + γ11lnRTRSit−1 + c′ + ε1 (6) 

Second, we regress the outcome — soybean trade flows, Xijt— on the exposure (RTRS), 

the mediator (Yit), and the covariates (equation 7). Here we employ the product method or the 

product-of-coefficients methods, where the direct effect is taken as γ21 in equation 7 and the 

indirect effect is taken as the product of γ11 and γ22 in equations 6 and 7 (Imai et al., 2010; 

MacKinnon et al., 2002). 

Xijt = exp[γ20 + γ21lnRTRSit−1 + γ22lnYit + c′ + ε2] (7) 

From Table 3, we observe that the coefficient of RTRS in equation 6 (columns 1 and 6) 

and the coefficient of Yit in equation 7 (columns 2 and 7) are both statistically significant. The 

results confirm the indirect effect via the mediator (Yit). As indicated, RTRS certification 

decreases domestic soybean production, at least in the short term (columns 1 and 4 of Table 3). 

This negative effect of certification on production has been confirmed by several micro-level 

analyses. For example, Ibanez and Blackman (2016) show that in Colombia certified organic 

producers produce 31–36% less than uncertified producers. This certification-induced 

reduction in pro- duction will also reduce the available soybean production for exports. For 
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RTRS certification, each step of the supply chain, starting at the production level, is audited 

and verified at the farm level by internationally accredited certification bodies, in compliance with 

economic, social and environmental sustainability criteria. These requirements can be initial 

production burdens reducing output and potential trade volumes. 

Since zero-deforestation is the top priority for RTRS certification, another possible 

reason for the negative trade effect we find is the redistribution of OECD soybean imports 

between soy producing countries located in rainforest and non-rainforest regions. Specifically, how 

domestic soybean production mediates the RTRS effect on trade may depend on available 

forest area within the country. We test this mechanism using a moderated mediation analysis 

(Petty et al., 1993). In this paper, we follow the methodology proposed by Muller et al. (2005) 

and estimate the following series of equations:  

Xijt = exp[ρ10 + ρ11lnRTRSit−1 + ρ12Frit + ρ13Frit × lnRTRSit−1 + c′ + μ1] (8) 

lnYjt = ρ20 + ρ21lnRTRSit−1 + ρ22Frit + ρ23Frit × lnRTRSit−1 + c′ + μ2 (9) 

Xijt = exp [
ρ30 + ρ31lnRTRSit−1 + ρ32Frit + ρ33Frit × lnRTRSit−1

+ρ34lnYit + ρ35lnYit × Frit + c′ + μ3
] (10) 

Where Frit  represents the ratio of forest in land for producing country i in year t. 

Columns (3) – (5) and (8) – (10) in Table 3 represent the regression models that estimate 

the equation 8 through 10. In column (3), the coefficient of the interaction term in equation 8 

(ρ13) is not statistically significant, which means the overall RTRS effect on trade flows does 

not depend on the moderator (Frit)
8. Next, given that no overall moderation effects exist, 

we find there is a significant effect of the RTRS and a significant RTRS × Frit interaction in 

equation 9. The latter term is indicative of moderated mediation effect, in that it means that 

the magnitude of the indirect effect of RTRS, via the mediator (Yit), varies in magnitude as a 

function of Frit . To better understand the mechanism of how forest coverage affecting the 

mediation process, we move to equation 10. The statistically significant parameters of Yit and Yit 

×Frit, together with the insignificant parameters of RTRS × Frit, indicate that the effect of Yit 

on the final outcome (Xijt) is a function of the moderator (Frit). The sign, as we expect, shows 

that the effect of soybean production on observed trade flows is relatively weaker in countries 

with high forest coverage than in low coverage countries. The results as a whole confirm that 

certification may induce a substitution in sourcing between high and low forest areas. Buyers in 

high-income countries are more likely to source soybean that come with a relatively lower 

likelihood of deforestation. 

                                                 

8 In Muller et al. (2005), the authors require the RTRS variable should be significant to verify the overall effect. 

We do not think it is necessary for our regressions since the overall effect has been repeatedly proved in the above 

baseline model (see Tables 2 and 4). 
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Robustness checks 

In this section, we test the robustness of our findings from the baseline model 

specification. To assess if there are any non-linearities in the RTRS-trade effect, we add 

square terms of the RTRS variables in Columns (1) and (2) of Table 4. The coefficients of the 

RTRS variables are still negative and statistically significant the 1% significance level, but 

their square terms are positive. The results reflect that the impact of RTRS still holds, but the 

marginal impact of the RTRS on trade would gradually decrease. The results support the 

idea that once an exporter achieves a high-level of domestic diffusion of certification and thus 

satisfies the demand from firms or retailers in the OECD countries, importers may not 

discriminate between RTRS and non-RTRS soybeans too much, e.g., using mass balance. 

From the production side, increasing RTRS production will over time generate economies of 

scale for certified producers. Therefore, the negative effects of standards on soybean production 

are felt relatively less strongly. It would moderate the shock of RTRS on the soybean trade. This 

also means that our average effects in the baseline model capture short run trade effects. In the 

long run, the certification effect may turn positive if the volume of certified production 

reaches a threshold. 

It can be argued that transforming our variable of interest as log(1+RTRSit−1) is a 

problematic 

way of processing control variables that contain zero value (see, e.g., Bellemare and 

Wichman, 2020). To ensure that our findings are not sensitive to the choice we make, we use 

the inverse hyperbolic sine transformation of RTRS and report the results in Columns (3) and (4) 

of Table 4. The results are negative and statistically significant as in all our other specifications, 

indicating our estimates are robust and consistent. 

Conclusion and policy implication 

Deforestation and environmental challenges associated with soybean production motivated the 

introduction of the Round Table on Responsible Soy (RTRS) certification in 2006. From the 

point of view of the stakeholders involved in the standard-setting process, RTRS certification 

is a demonstration of competitiveness in the context of a global market, reputation in the 

agroin- dustry sector, and a synonym for sustainability. However, certification — which can be 

seen as a ban on cheaper technology and a stipulation of zone restriction — also increases 

production burdens for producers and cause trade redirection driven by the price premium of 

certifying soy- beans. The controversy provides room for the empirical analysis on the impact 

of RTRS on the soybean trade flows. Considering the demand of high-quality, eco-friendly 

soybean are mainly concentrated in the high-income countries, we narrow down our importer 

sample in the OECD countries. 

Our structural gravity model estimation results confirm a general holding-up effect of RTRS 

1

7 
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certification on the soybean trade flows at the country-specific level. The finding is robust to the 

different certification measures and model specifications. The mediation and moderation analysis 

gives insight into how the RTRS affecting the trade flows. To be RTRS certified, producers 

pay initial setup fees, increase auditing expenditures and change the agricultural practices. 

These investments and adjustments increase the production costs of soybean producers. Hindering 

the soybean productions by RTRS would squeeze out the soybean products for trade. 

Meanwhile, empirical results verify the effect of RTRS on the trade flows through production is 

significantly affected the local forest coverage. The international buyers divert to purchase 

soybeans from areas with less risk of forest deforestation, intensifying the RTRS’s impact on the 

soybean trade flows. In general, our findings are consistent with the “standard-as-barriers” 

strand of the standards literature. (Anders and Caswell, 2009; Shepherd and Wilson, 2013; 

Schuster and Maertens, 2015). However, the trade reducing effects we find do not say anything 

about the welfare of the certified producers. While their sales values may have reduced due to 

lower production volumes, they may be selling their certified production at higher prices. In terms 

of the policy implication, our empirical results provide us a new view to understand the 

volunteer private standards. Strict control at the production side would eventually generate 

pressures for the trade flows. Thus, private standards operators should provide more technical 

assistance and financial support to stabilize soybean production. On the other side, RTRS 

should decrease the transaction and production cost, making the RTRS soybean more 

attractive. It would help moderate “trade diverting effect” caused by RTRS. 

Given the lack of firm-level trade data, the heterogeneity of the soybean traders within a 

certified country is partially sacrificed. The soybean export performance is critically determined by 

firm characteristics such as productivity levels, farm size, tax and regulation policy among others. 

Thus, firm-level data could help us understand the responses of importer firms and producers in the 

framework of RTRS. More specific information should be employed to extrapolate broader 

generalization of the results and to bring up comprehensive policy implementations. Still, the 

obtained results constitute a promising point of departure for future empirical research targeting 

the RTRS impact at the micro level. 
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Figure 1: Soybean production and exports in major exporting countries 
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Figure 2: The RTRS in global soybean supply chain 

 

Figure 3: Cost-benefit analysis of RTRS on soybean trade 
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Figure 4: RTRS certified soybean production area by countries in 1000 hectares 
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Table 1: The effect of RTRS on global soybean trade 

Variables N Mean SD Min Max 

Border 9,144 0.081 0.272   

Language 9,144 0.103 0.304   

Colony 9,144 0.053 0.223   

RTA 9,144 0.522 0.500 0 1 

Distance 9,144 5,595 4,380 59.62 19,264 

RTRS certified area 9,144 2.090 11.06 0 104.3 

RTRS certified quantity 9,144 6.921 39.37 0 394.5 

Trade value (m. USD) 9,144 11.81 92.51 0 3,829 

Soybean production (m. Tons) 9,144 8.600 24.77 0 120.5 

Forest area (% of land area) 9,036 32.76 16.43 0.05 97.95 

 

Table 2: The effect of RTRS on global soybean trade 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

Log RTRS Certified 

Quantityit−1 

-

0.245*** 

(0.004) 

 -

0.304*** 

(0.001) 

 -

0.334*** 

(0.001) 

 

Log RTRS Certified Area it−1  -0.207** 

(0.033) 

 -0.281** 

(0.016) 

 -0.305** 

(0.013) 

Log Productionit   0.566*** 

(0.004) 

0.538*** 

(0.005) 

0.680*** 

(0.002) 

0.648*** 

(0.002) 

Log Distanceij   -0.521 

(0.123) 

-0.518 

(0.126) 

  

Colonyij   -0.594* 

(0.059) 

-0.592* 

(0.060) 

  

Borderij   1.112** 

(0.013) 

1.112** 

(0.013) 

  

Languageij   0.193 

(0.547) 

0.188 

(0.557) 

  

RTAijt   -0.485 

(0.159) 

-0.477 

(0.167) 

-0.406** 

(0.013) 

-0.366** 

(0.027) 

Importer-time FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Exporter FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Importer-Exporter FE No No No No Yes Yes 

Observations 8001 8001 8001 8001 7812 7812 

Notes: p values in parentheses. ***, **, * denote significance at 1%, 5% and 10% 

respectively. Intercepts included but not reported. 
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Table 3: Mechanism 
 

 

Dependent variables 

RTRS Certified Quantity RTRS Certified Area 

Mediation Moderated Mediation Mediation Moderated Mediation 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 

Log Yit 

Productionit 

Log Xi jt 

Tradei jt 

Log Xi jt 

Tradei jt 

Log Yit 

Productionit 

Log Xi jt 

Tradei jt 

Log Yit 

Productionit 

Log Xi jt 

Tradei jt 

Log Xi jt 

Tradei jt 

Log Yit 

Productionit 

Log Xi jt 

Tradei jt 

Log RTRS Certified Quantityit-1 -0.0219*** 

(0.003) 

-

0.334*** 

(0.010) 

-0.310 

(0.232) 

-0.0306*** 

(0.005) 

-0.376 

(0.233) 

     

Log RTRS Certified Areait-1      -0.034*** 

(0.004) 

-0.305** 

(0.123) 

-0.484 

(0.339) 

-0.062*** 

(0.008) 

-0.569* 

(0.335) 

Log Productionit  0.680*** 

(0.217) 

  1.180*** 

(0.349) 

 0.648*** 

(0.212) 

  1.189*** 

(0.355) 

Forest ratioit   0.251*** 

(0.057) 

0.010*** 

(0.002) 

0.665*** 

(0.133) 

  0.268*** 

(0.052) 

0.011*** 

(0.002) 

0.686*** 

(0.136) 

Log RTRS Certified Quantityit-1 

× Forest ratioit 

  0.004 

(0.005) 

0.0003*** 

(0.000) 

0.006 

(0.005) 

     

Log RTRS Certified Areait-1 

× Forest ratioit 

       0.007 

(0.007) 

0.001*** 

(0.000) 

0.010 

(0.007) 

Log Productionit × Forest ratioit     -

0.0265*** 

(0.008) 

    -

0.0269*** 

(0.008) 

RTAi jt -0.0310*** 

(0.007) 

-0.406** 

(0.164) 

-

0.665*** 

(0.240) 

-0.0289*** 

(0.008) 

-0.742*** 

(0.257) 

-0.0317*** 

(0.007) 

-0.366** 

(0.165) 

-

0.667*** 

(0.241) 

-0.0301*** 

(0.008) 

-0.742*** 

(0.258) 

Observations 8,001 7,812 6,449 6,857 6,449 8,001 7,812 6,449 6,857 6,449 

Notes: p values in parentheses. ***, **, * denote significance at 1%, 5% and 10% respectively. Intercepts included but not reported 
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Table 4: Robustness check 

 Non-linear effect Inverse hyperbolic sine 

transformation 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 

Log RTRS Certified Quantity
it-1

 -0.732*** 

(0.000) 

   

Log RTRS Certified Quantity
it-1

2  0.0539*** 

(0.002) 

   

Log RTRS Certified Areait-1  -1.032*** 

(0.000) 

  

Log RTRS Certified Areait-1

2   0.109*** 

(0.000) 

  

Log Productionit 0.382** 

(0.017) 

0.384** 

(0.019) 

0.647*** 

(0.002) 

0.644*** 

(0.003) 
RTAi jt -0.386** 

(0.018) 

-0.366** 

(0.026) 

-0.378** 

(0.022) 

-0.414** 

(0.011) 

arcsinh(Certified RTRS 
Areait-1) 

  -0.314*** 

(0.005) 

 

arcsinh(Certified RTRS 
Quantity

it-1
) 

   -0.325*** 

(0.000) 

Observation 7812 7812 7812 7812 

Notes: p values in parentheses. ***, **, * denote significance at 1%, 5% and 10% 

respectively. Intercepts included but not reported 

 

Appendix 

Table A1: List of importing and exporting countries 
 

Country groups Members 

Importers Austria, Australia, Belgium, Bulgaria, Canada, Chile. Colombia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, 

Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Israel, 

Italy, Japan, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Mexico, Norway, New Zealand, the 

Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Republic of Korea, Romania, Slovak Republic, Slovenia, 

Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom, Turkey, USA 

Exporters Angola, Albania, Argentina, Australia, Austria, Azerbaijan, Benin, Burkina Faso, 

Bangladesh, Bulgaria, Bosnia, Belize, Bolivia, Brazil, Bhutan, Canada, Switzerland, China, 

Côte d’Ivoire, Cameroon, Colombia, Czech, Germany, Ecuador, Egypt, Spain, Ethiopia, 

France, Gabon, Georgia, Ghana, Greece, Guatemala, Honduras, Croatia, Hungary, 

Indonesia, India, Iran, Iraq, Italy, Japan, Kazakhstan, Kenya, Kyrgyzstan, Cambodia, South 

Korea, Lao, Sri Lanka, Lithuania, Morocco, Moldova, Madagascar, Mexico, Macedonia, 

Mali, Myanmar, Malawi, Nigeria, Nicaragua, Nepal, Pakistan, Panama, Peru, Philippines, 

Poland, North Korea, Paraguay, Romania, Russia, Rwanda, El Salvador, Suriname, 

Slovakia, Slovenia, Syria, Togo, Thailand, Turkey, Tanzania, Uganda, Ukraine, Uruguay, 

United States, Venezuela, Viet Nam, South Africa, Zambia, Zimbabwe 
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Does FDI intensify Economics Growth? Evidence From China and India 
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Abstract 

China and India have emerged as one of the fastest-growing nations for attracting large 

FDI in the last two decades. Both the countries are more or less having similar characteristics 

like large market size, increasing working population but China has reached the top in attracting 

FDI from the world. During 2020 China has reported 15.0 % of World FDI inflow whereas 

India has just reported 6.14 % of world FDI shares. Most of the earlier studies emphasize on how 

the sector-wise distribution of FDI in India and China changed over a period of time and what 

factors determine the FDI inflow in India and China. Earlier studies have not emphasis on 

capture the impact of institutional factors for attracting the FDI in both countries. The study is 

unique due to more emphasis on the institutional variables for measuring the determinants of 

FDI. The study is based on secondary data compiled from UNCTAD and World Bank for the 

period of 1981 to 2020. The study has used regression for estimating what factors determine 

the inward FDI in China and India.  

This study finds that trade openness, control on corruption, and investor confidence in the 

existing rule of law were highly significant factors for determining inward FDI to China; on the 

other hand, the exchange rate was found to be negatively affecting inward FDI into China. The 

study finds that Trade openness, control on corruption and political stability significantly and 

positively affect the FDI inflow into India. On the other hand, an increase in the inflation rate, 

GDP per capita and economic fitness were the factors discouraging FDI inflow into India. As 

compared with India, our study has revealed that China is able to attract more FDI mainly due 

to the institutional variables such as government effectiveness, rule of low and control on 

corruption and political factors such as political stability compared with another policy variable. 
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The study results have several policy implications. first, it suggests that India can obtain more 

FDI by improving its institutional and government effectiveness. Second, some international 

organizations such as the international monetary fund and World Bank can play an important 

role in facilitating FDI by promoting efficient institutions in India. 

Introduction 

For the last two decades, the FDI inflow to developing countries has continuously 

increased with increasing growth, and the share of a developed country is declining. This has 

to go together with the increasing competition amongst the developing countries to attract FDI. 

The host country government is offering higher investment incentives and removing the 

restrictions on operations of freight firms in their countries. There has been a strong opinion 

about the Multinational Corporations Investment in specific locations mainly because of the 

apparent market size stable macro-economic environment. However, due to the huge increase 

in the competition among all the developing countries to attract FDI, the market size and policy-

related factors may not be sufficient to attract the FDI. As a result, now it is essential to 

understand the impact of the government policies, investment agreements, and other factors in 

attracting inward FDI. 

India and China are not exceptional for creating a positive environment for attracting FDI 

inflow. The government of India started implementing much economic reform to create a 

friendly environment and robust atmosphere for foreign investors to increase their investment 

from 1991 onwards. However, China has tried to implement various policies for attracting more 

FDI prior to India.  The Indian government has taken many steps to bring more reform to make 

the country one of the important actors of global economies by introducing the country as the 

four most extensive and the second-fastest rising  

As experienced by many developing countries, the impact of FDI inflow is unquestionable. 

It has significantly helped increase economic efficiency and productivity by providing massive 

capital flow, advanced technologies, and international-level managerial skills to the host 

country. But the most critical question remains unanswerable: Why do some counties attract 

more FDI inflow? Why are some counties able to benefit a lot from FDI, why the regional 

disparity is increasing within the country? Why have some countries experienced more 

technology spillover effects than others? Still, most of the above questions have not been 

apparent in the existing studies?  
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Review of literature 

FDI and Economic Growth and Development   

In the following section, we have tried to capture the studies related to FDI and Growth 

and Development. The international view on FDI is divided into two groups. The first group 

emphasizes capturing the impact of FDI on economic growth positively, which has been briefly 

addressed in the below section. The policymakers from developing countries realized the 

importance of FDI inflow and started giving more priority to attracting FDI inflow into their 

nations. They concentrated on the critical issue of how best to frame the domestic policy to 

maximize the benefits from a foreign company in the domestic market. FDI is seen as an 

essential instrument for productivity gains by establishing new practices, bringing capital-

intensive technology, managerial skills, quality training, and access to international markets 

(Lin & Szenbberg, 1998). Since the developing nations regularly suffer from liquidity 

constraints, FDI plays an essential role as a substitute for local investment in the capital 

accumulation process (Vijayakumar et al.,2010). The existing literature on FDI talks about two 

benefits for developing countries: knowledge spillovers and capital accumulation.  

Few studies have tried to look at how the FDI has impacted developing countries' 

economic growth. Most of the studies' results show that FDI positively affects technology 

spillovers, human capital formation, international trade integration, and increased competition 

in the host countries (Jonson, 2006; Borensztein & Gregorio,1998). These factors have helped 

achieve higher economic growth and reduce poverty in developing countries. OECD (2002) 

reported that FDI might even help to improve the host countries' environmental and social 

conditions. Furthermore, the existing studies identify technology transfers as one of the core 

and essential channels through which foreign firms' presence may provide and produce positive 

externalities in the developing country (Andreas Jonson, 2006). MNEs are frequently 

responsible for Research and Development (R&D) activity in developed countries which can 

transfer to the developing counties and create an environment for technological spillovers.  

However, on the other hand, critics have addressed the potential drawbacks of FDI for 

the host countries' economics. The existing studies emphasize the deficiency in the domestic 

currency of the host countries (India) due to an inflow of FDI for the period of 1995-2011 

(Garge & Dua, 2014). Other studies have talked about the worsening of the balance of payments, 

weak backward and forward linkages in the developing countries with the local firms, the 

impact of competition on the host country local producers, possibly damaging environmental 

effects of FDI in heavy industry, and adversative influences of the commercialization for 

developing countries during 1980 to 2000 (Kahai, Simran., 2004). Some studies have observed 

that an increase in the dependence of the host country on internationally operating activity 

represents a loss of political power for India and China from 1984 to 2002 (Ping Zheng,2009). 
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In addition, a few studies have observed that FDI raises income inequality in China during 

1988-2003 (Sumei et al.,2012). Other studies have an emphasis on the minimal impact of FDI 

on economic growth in developing countries, mainly due to the low level of human capital, 

Limited domestic investment, and lack of macroeconomic stability in Brazil, Russia, India, 

China, and South Africa (BRICS) (Ahmed, Shahid.,2003). Increasing financial flow and its 

dependence and rising income inequality together created concerns for a few developed 

countries and the majority of the developing countries from the last decades. This has impacted 

the policymakers to explore the relationship between FDI inflow and income inequality. One 

study from China observed that trade openness increased economic inequality. 

Similarly, (Agarwal and Atri 2015) revealed a positive relationship between FDI inflow 

and poverty reduction during 1980-2011. It is clear from the above discussion that the literature 

continues to debate the role of FDI and trade in economic growth. The existing studies have 

failed to address some of the exciting and essential issues in FDI.   

 FDI flow and institutional variables 

How the institutional factors influence on FDI inflow has received considerable attention 

from the last two decades. It is a fact that parent country investors pay massive attention to the 

institutional factors of host countries when he is planning to invest (Kurul and Yasemin Yalta 

2017). As a result, some recent studies show that developing countries have been trying to 

establish a robust institutional framework for attracting more inward FDI flows (Daude and 

Stein 2007). As a result, a growing body of literature has captured the relationship between 

institutional factors and FDI inflows from developing countries. After reviewing the recent 

literature, it is observed that most of the existing recent studies have not fully captured the 

institutional variables very systemically. 

Further, the existing studies have only included one or two institutional variables in the 

estimation. Therefore, the existing studies have not thoroughly investigated the link between 

institutional factors and FDI inflows. We need to rely more on panel data analysis to capture 

the dynamic nature between FDI inflow and institutional factors. A study done by Arellano and 

Bond (1991) has caught the relationship between institutions and FDI.  But the study has 

attempted to capture limited countries and sample periods. Further, Okada (2012) and Asiedu 

(2013) used the dynamic panel data to empirically understand the relationship between 

institutional factors that indirectly affect FDI inflow.  

This section emphasizes those studies that have tried their best to capture the linkages 

between FDI and Institutional factors and used time-series data. Aside from the empirical 

estimation, the present study is also trying to contribute in two ways.  

First, we have emphasized capturing the various institutional factors because the 

investment decision depends not only on one element. The overseas investor has an emphasis 
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on various institutional factors, which includes: level of corruption, political stability, the 

regulatory system in the host country, the level of trust in the design, level of well-defined 

property rights, level of enforcement of law and order, level of transparency in the market, the 

certainty of government policy, and the political structure of the host country (Kurul and 

Yasemin Yalta 2017). Therefore, instead of focusing only on a few institutional variables in the 

earlier studies (Wei 2000; Jensen 2003; Ahlquist 2006), we consider more institutional 

variables to capture how the different dimensions of institutions impact the inflow of FDI in the 

host country. This approach would also help us propose policy recommendations based on 

various institutional measures. Second, we use extensive data from 1990 to the most recent year. 

Our study also tries to consider the impact of the financial crisis in 2008 on FDI flows. We have 

also tried to include economic fitness, and political stability on FDI flows in our estimations.  

This section has captured the empirical literature that examines the role of institutions on 

FDI inflow in the host country. The literature has been divided into three strands. The first 

strand of literature focuses mainly on measuring the impact of specific institutional variables 

such as host country corruption and the political regime of the host country in the inflow of the 

FDI. For example, the study done by Wei (2000) found that crime has negatively impacted the 

FDI location preference of investors due to the increasing cost of doing business and uncertainty 

in the host country market. Further, few studies have also tried to look at how democratic 

regimes impact FDI. Jensen (2003) and Ahlquist (2006) argued that more democratic countries 

could attract more FDI than the FDI in authoritarian type countries because democratic regimes 

countries are likely to decrease political hazards of nationalization expropriation and strengthen 

the honesty of the host country for foreign investors. Li and Resnick's (2003) conclusion shows 

that having democracy in a host country and FDI inflow are negatively correlated. Due to the 

provision of a lower-cost workforce, the having repression of labor unions, restriction for new 

firms and companies, and operation affordance in authoritarian regimes in the democratic host 

country. As a result, a country with democracy may have a low FDI inflow compared with a 

tyrannical government. The second strand of the literature analyzes the importance of 

institutional quality dimensions and their impact on FDI inflow. Gastanaga et al. (1998) focus 

more on examining the effects of various policies on FDI flows while using the "eclectic theory" 

of international investment, compensations of foreign ownership and internationalization. Host 

country policies can influence FDI flows provided the country has the advantage of having low 

corruption, low nationalization risk, effective and efficient contract enforcement for attracting 

the higher volume of FDI inflow. 

Further, Asiedu (2006) argued that countries with a weak institutional framework would 

also have a higher level of corruption, lack of enforcement, and political instability, which deter 

FDI inflows in the host countries. Daude and Stein (2007) attempted to understand how the 

quality of governance in the host countries would affect the investment decisions of foreign 

investors. The study finding shows unexpected changes in the govt. policies, huge regulation 
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burden, and lack of government effort and commitment discourage FDI inflow in the host 

countries.  Similarly, Gani (2007) from Latin American countries have observed that having 

more control over corruption, political stability, good regulatory superiority, and better 

government effectiveness has positively and significantly attracted massive FDI inflow.  

The third strand of the literature discovers those studies that have combined some 

institutional indicators and brought very different dimensions for the institutional variables. For 

example, Wheeler and Mody (1992) study has used some of the integrated broad institutional 

indicators, including; bureaucratic red tape, corruptness level, political unpredictability in the 

host country, the effectiveness of the legal system. The study's findings show that these 

variables have not impacted the overseas investor's decision to invest in the host countries. 

Surprisingly, Wheeler and Mody (1992) argued that short-run incentives offered by the host 

countries had limited apparent impact on location chosen by the overseas investors. Globerman 

and Shapiro (2002) and Buchanan et al. (2012) obtained a composite index while including 

corruptness level, law and order, the administrative environment, and political turbulence in the 

host country. Further, the finding shows that the index of governance infrastructure was a 

significant and positive determinant of FDI inflow in host countries.  

Further, Buchanan et al. (2012) have captured a new dimension, how the institutional 

quality index has adversely affected the unpredictability of FDI flows in the host country. More 

recently, Asiedu (2013) was found that the FDI risk variable, which consists of contract 

practicality, profit recovery, and late payment indicators, has not been negatively impacted the 

flow of FDI from developed countries to developing countries. Overall, most of the studies 

from the literature have linked the effectiveness of institutions on FDI inflow more positively. 

However, the dynamic relation between institutions and FDI inflow has not received sufficient 

attention in developing countries like India. The present study has a tray to fulfill some of the 

above research gaps and empirically capture the relationship between FDI flow and institutional 

variables.    

After reviewing some of the published studies in recent times, it is observed that most of 

the existing recent studies have not fully captured the institutional variables very systemically. 

In other words, they have included very few variables in the estimations. Therefore, the existing 

studies have not fully grasped the link between institutional variables and FDI inflows. The 

present study has attempted to overcome the research gap.  

Methodology 

The present study is relay on secondary data. The required data for the present study were 

collected from various sources, which include: World investment reports, various bulletins of 

the Reserve Bank of India, Various publications of the Ministry of Commerce, Govt. of India, 

Economic and Social Survey, Some of the recent policy documents of Govt., of India. For 
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comparing the inward FDI into India and other countries, we used data from UNCTAD from 

1981-2020. The GDP data for all the developed and developing countries were collected from 

the World Bank Investment Report from 1981 to 2020. Country-wise and industry-wise FDI 

inflow data were collected from various RBI annual reports & the National Bureau of Statistics 

of China. The analysis of the present study is based on regression. More emphasis has been 

given to the institutional economics variable in the regression analysis in the present study. The 

study analysis is based on the data collected from 1991 to 2020. However, an attempt is made 

to analyze the data set from 1981 to 2020 almost for all the variables to capture the recent trends 

in the data.  

The equation to be estimated is: 

(FDI inflow) t = α + β1 Infrastructure variables t +  θ (Policy Variables) t + γ (Institutional 

Variables) t+ n (Political Risk Variable) t + ε t 

Table 1:  provides the summary description of the variables that are used in the empirical 

analysis  

Type of 

variables 

Variables  The direction of 

the expected effect 

A. Policy 

Variables 

 

1. Inflation rate, consumer prices 

(annual %) 

- 

2. Official exchange rate (Exchange 

rate IND ⁄Foreign currency) 

- 

3. GDP at market prices (constant 2005 

US$) 

+ 

4. GDP growth (annual %) + 

5. Trade Openness (TO=Total exports 

+Total imports/GDP) 

+ 

6. Economic Fitness Metric ‡ + 

B. 

Institutional 

1. Government Effectiveness§ + 

2. Rule of low** + 

                                                 

‡ “Economic Fitness (EF) is both a measure of a country’s diversification and ability to produce complex 

goods on a globally competitive basis. Countries with the highest levels of EF have capabilities to produce a 

diverse portfolio of products, the ability to upgrade into ever-increasing complex goods, tend to have more 

predictable long-term growth, and attain good competitive position relative to other countries. The data was 

compiled from World Bank. 

  

§ Government Effectiveness captures perceptions of the quality of public services, the quality of the civil 

service and the degree of its independence from political pressures. Estimate gives the country's score on the 

aggregate indicator, in units of standard normal distribution, i.e. ranging from approximately -2.5 to 2.5. 

 

** Rule of Law captures perceptions of the extent to which agents have confidence in and abide by the rules 
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Variables 3. Corruption ††  (Control of 

Corruption: Estimate) 

+ 

C. 

Infrastructure 

variables  

 

1. Telephone lines (per 100 people) + 

2. Road density (km of road per 100 sq. 

km of land area) 

+ 

D. Political 

Risk Variable 

1. Political Stability and Absence of 

Violence/Terrorism‡‡ 

+ 

Source: The author has finalized the above variables.  

Compounded Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) was used for analyzing the performance of the 

Economics 

      = ((Longest (Start Value/End Value) ^(1/Periods) -1)*100  

Descriptive Statistics 

The FDI flows in the world is presented in figure 1. It can be observed from the figure that 

the FDI flow to developing countries has increased marginally during the 1990s and 2000 

decade. But it has grown considerably high during the 2000s and 2010s decades. Traditionally, 

many academics consider that FDI was a singularity and primarily concerned with highly 

developed economies. Before a few decades, developed countries still drew a higher share of 

worldwide FDI than developing countries (Figure 1). However, in recent years, particularly 

from 2001 onward, the increase in FDI flows to developing countries turned out to be higher 

than the increase in FDI flows to developed countries for most of the period.  

 

                                                 

of society, and in particular the quality of contract enforcement, property rights etc. Estimate gives the country's 

score on the aggregate indicator, ranging from approximately -2.5 to 2.5. 

 

†† Control of Corruption captures perceptions of the extent to which public power is exercised for private gain 

etc. Estimate gives the country's score on the aggregate indicator, ranging from approximately -2.5 to 2.5. 

‡‡ Political Stability and Absence of Violence/Terrorism measures perceptions of the likelihood of political 

instability and/or politically-motivated violence, including terrorism. Estimate gives the country's score on the 

aggregate indicator, ranging from approximately -2.5 to 2.5”.  
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Source: UNCTAD  

 

Source: UNCTAD  

In relative terms, FDI plays a crucial role for developing countries compared with 

developed countries. In the previous, FDI inflows in 1981-90 signified an average share of 

almost 2.65 percent of gross fixed capital formation (GFCF), compared to 3.16 percent in 
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Figure 1:  FDI inflow in the World, 1981 to 2020 
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developed countries. In the case of India, FDI flow contributed only 0.19 percent in GFCA 

during 1981-90. Further, the contribution increased during 1991-2000 and reached 8.65 percent 

for developed countries, 6.61 percent for developing countries, and 1.82 percent in the case of 

India. Further reached a peak in 2001 to 2010 and went to 10.88 percent for developed countries 

and 8.35 percent for developing countries. A similar increasing trend was also observed for 

India; the contribution of FDI flow to GFCA reached a peak in 2001-2010 and accounted for 

5.17 percent. After that, it declined and gained 7.47 percent for developed countries, 9.27 

percent for developing countries, and 5.39 percent for India from 2011 to 2019. Even though 

the FDI flow contributed less to developing countries, minor may have a much more significant 

developmental impact than developed countries (Figure 2).  

 

Source: UNCTAD  

The FDI flow to developing countries declined from 45.5 percent in 1982 to 16.9 percent 

in 1990. Further, it accelerated in the mid-1990s and dropped in the 1990s. From 1991 onward, 

the share was showing an increasing trend and reached a peak in 2014-15 with 49.82 percent 

share in total world-wise FDI flow and reaming 50.18 was absorbed by developed countries. 

The developing countries have location advantages. The combination of excess natural 

resources, ample labor supply, and increasing growing domestic markets have helped massively 

create a lovely investment climate and the capability to rap a relatively large share of FDI inflow 

(Yue,1996). The favorable economic policy of developing countries for attracting more FDI is 

also one of the fundamental reasons. 

The FDI flow as a percent of GDP for developed and developing countries is presented in 

the figure. 4. It can be observed that almost for all the years, the share of FDI flow as a 

percentage of GDP was higher for developing countries compared with developed countries 

(except for 2000 and 2016 years). Compared with developing countries, the variation in the FDI 

flow as a percent of GDP was observed higher for developed countries. In the case of India, 

except for the 2008-09 and 2020 years, the FDI flow as a percent of GDP reported almost lower 
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than developing countries, but the difference is declining in recent years.  

  

 

   Source: UNCATAD  

Global rankings of an enormous FDI flow confirm the emergence of developing and 

transition economies: seven developing and transition economies ranked among the thirteen 

largest foreign investment recipients in the world in 2016, and China was the third most popular 

destination, and India was in the top ten most countries to attract the FDI flow. The United 

States is a major recipient, which accounted for 36.21 percent of the world FDI flow to 

developed countries during 1981, which declined to 22.39 percent of total world FDI flow in 

2016. Of all the developing countries, the primary recipients of FDI flow have been China, 

Hong Kong SAR-China, Singapore, British Virgin, Brazil, Islands, and India. However, in 2020 

lot of changes have taken place. United States has attracted 15.65 percent of the world FDI, 

followed by China with 15 percent share, China, Hong Kong SAR with 11.9 percent, Singapore 

with 9.07 percent share, and India with 6.41 percent share. We have observed that FDI inflow 

in Netherlands and United Kingdom has declined significantly during the covid-19 period 

during 2020. Surprisingly the FDI inflow in the Netherlands has shown negative value for the 

2020 years. We conclude that the United States, United Kingdom, and Netherland’s countries 

have been impacted worst by covid 19 during the 2020 period.
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Table 2:  Top 14 Country-Wise FDI flow from the World, 1971-2016  

Country  Eco Status  FDI inflow (US $ Bill at current prices) 

1971 1981 1991 2001 2011 2016 2020 

United States Developed  0 25.2 22.8 159.46 229.86 391.1 156.3 

United Kingdom Developed  1.77 5.88 14.85 35.95 42.2 253.83 19.7 

China Developing           - 0.27 4.37 46.88 123.99 133.7 149.34 

China, Hong Kong SAR Developing  0.06 2.06 1.02 29.06 96.58 108.13 119.2 

Netherlands Developed  0.75 1.88 6.07 51.93 24.16 91.96 -115.3 

Singapore Developing  0.12 1.66 4.89 17.01 49.16 61.6 90.6 

British Virgin Islands Developing  - - 0 3.79 57.42 59.1 39.6 

Brazil Developing  0.45 2.52 1.1 22.46 96.15 58.68 24.8 

Australia Developed  1.16 2.35 4.06 7.82 58.91 48.19 20.1 

Cayman Islands Developing  - 0.1 -0.01 3.92 16.11 44.97 26.6 

India Developing  0.05 0.09 0.08 5.48 36.19 44.49 64.1 

Canada Developed  2.27 0.66 2.88 27.66 39.67 33.72 23.8 

Ireland Developed  0.03 0.2 1.36 9.65 23.54 22.3 22.30 

World   69.9 154.0 772.8 1591.1 1746.4 998.9 

    Share of FDI flows (% to total world)  

YEAR   1971 1981 1991 2001 2011 2016 2020 

United States Developed  6.11 36.21 14.81 20.63 14.45 22.39 15.65 

United Kingdom Developed  12.44 8.45 9.64 4.65 2.65 14.53 1.97 

China Developing  .. 0.38 2.84 6.07 7.79 7.66 15.0 

China, Hong Kong SAR Developing  0.42 2.96 0.66 3.76 6.07 6.19 11.9 

Netherlands Developed  5.29 2.71 3.95 6.72 1.52 5.27 -11.54 

Singapore Developing  0.81 2.39 3.17 2.2 3.09 3.53 9.07 

British Virgin Islands Developing  .. .. 0 0.49 3.61 3.38 4.0 

Brazil Developing  3.15 3.62 0.72 2.91 6.04 3.36 2.5 

Australia Developed  8.11 3.37 2.63 1.01 3.7 2.76 2.0 

Cayman Islands Developing  .. 0.14 -0.01 0.51 1.01 2.57 2.4 

India Developing  0.33 0.13 0.05 0.71 2.27 2.55 6.41 

Canada Developed  15.96 0.95 1.87 3.58 2.49 1.93 2.4 

Ireland Developed  0.18 0.29 0.88 1.25 1.48 1.28 3.35 

Source: UNCATAD 

We observed that a few new countries have invested in India compared with the earlier 

period. Country-wise, investments routed through Mauritius remained the most significant 

component of FDI in India during 2015-16, followed by Singapore. Japan and USA were in the 

third and fourth positions, respectively (Figure 5). We have observed that the FDI inflow from 

Singapore and Netherland into India increased from 1995-96 to 2015-16 period. Although 

Mauritius continues to be the single largest source of FDI into India, its relative significance 

has been declining. Similarly, the FDI inflow from Hong Kong, the USA, Germany, and United 

Kingdom fell sharply in 2016-17 compared with 1995-96 and 2005-06 years.   
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Country-wise, investments routed through Singapore remained the most significant 

component of FDI in India during 2019-20, followed by Mauritius. Netherlands and Cayman 

Islands were in the third and fourth positions, respectively (Figure.5). We have observed that 

the FDI inflow from Mauritius, Singapore, and the Netherlands into India increased from 2010 

to 2020 period. Although Mauritius continues to be the single largest source of FDI into India, 

its relative significance has been declining, and Singapore and Netherlands contributions to 

India’s total FDI is increasing (Figure 5).  

 

Details of the variables used in the study 

why is China able to attract more inward FDI than India? What are the reasons for the 

massive difference in inward FDI in each country? What role is played by FDI in China and 

India's economic growth?   

Policy variables:  

Inflation rate:  consumer prices (annual %); the existing literature has revealed that a 

country with a higher inflation rate will prevent FDI outflow because the higher inflation rate 

will depreciate the home currency (Zheng, 2009). Similarly, a higher inflation rate increases a 

country's macroeconomics risk; hence if the inflation rate decrease, FDI inflow increase in the 

host country (Cevis and Vamurdan 2007).   

Inflation rate (in %)= CPI2 – CPI1/ CPI1*100 

The official exchange rate: between India and home country (Exchange rate IND ⁄Foreign 

currency, t). The theoretical literature on exchange rate revealed that the country which has 

weak currency would attract more inward FDI from the stronger currency economy as this 

investment would increase the purchasing power in the host country. Therefore, a higher official 
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exchange rate will be negatively associated with the inward FDI in the host country (Sarasa, 

Singh, and Morris 2014).  

GDP at market prices (constant 2005 US$) & GDP at growth rate ( in percent);  

The theoretical literature shows that GDP at market prices and the host country's growth 

rate was considered one of the main determinants of inward FDI in the host country. Market 

size straight affects the FDI investment returns and the profit. Similarly, higher market growth 

shows the potential big market in the host country. This is used as one of the essential variables 

for the international expansion strategy of the home country from India (Zheng, 2009; Culem, 

1988). Therefore, both the variables show a positive association in FDI inflow in the host 

country.    

Trade Openness (TO=Total exports +Total imports/GDP); the study by Quazi (2007) 

identifies, along with domestic investment climate, trade openness as one of the important 

factors for attracting more FDI. (Sarasa et al. 2014) also find a significant impact of trade 

openness on FDI inflow in India during 1996–2012. Trade openness is expected to play a 

positive role in attracting FDI inflow in the host country. 

Economic Fitness (EF) measures a host country's divergence and ability to produce 

various complex goods on an internationally competitive basis. Having a higher level of EF 

means the host countries have a considerable ability to produce complex goods and upgrade. 

The host country is likely to have higher and predictable sustainable growth and has an excellent 

competitive position compared with other countries. The data was compiled from World Bank. 

Institutional Variables 

Institutional and political environments have played a crucial and important role in 

attracting more FDI in the host country. The institutional nature is significantly important for 

firms that expand their business internationally (Zheng, 2009). Coase (1937) & North (1989) 

argued that money inflow and economic growth are positively associated with institutions' 

effectiveness, rule enforcement, and regulation. Furthermore, Nunnenkamp (2007) argues that 

"favorable institutional conditions help positive growth effects of FDI". 

Government Effectiveness; this is an indirect measurement that captures the perceptions 

of the effectiveness of the public service and quality, the quality of the civil services, and the 

level of its autonomy from political pressure. The estimate of government effectiveness gives 

the country-wise score on the aggregate indicator, in units of standard normal distribution, i.e., 

ranging from approximately -2.5 to 2.5. 

Rule of Law; measure the perceptions of the scope to which people have confidence in 

and abide by the rules of society, and in particular, the effectiveness of contract enforcement, 

property rights, etc. Estimate gives the country's score on the aggregate indicator, ranging from 

approximately -2.5 to 2.5. A very few studies in the literature have considered linkage between 
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the rule of low and FDI inflow in India from 2001 to 2005 (Chatterjee, Mishra, and Chatterjee 

2013). The study finds that competition laws and policies have a significant role in attracting 

FDI in India from other countries. 

Control of Corruption; captures perceptions of the degree to which public power is used 

for private gain, etc. Estimate gives the country's score on the aggregate indicator, ranging from 

approximately -2.5 to 2.5. The developing countries' institutional imperfections such as 

bureaucracy and higher corruption may negatively efficiency-seeking FDI inflows (Zheng, 

2009). Similarly, (Moudatsou 2018) also found a significant negative impact of crime on FDI 

inflow in the European Union.  

Infrastructure variables 

Road density (km of road per 100 sq. km of land area) 

Road density was found to be one of the important factors for FDI inflow in the host 

country for trade and industrial development in India during 1970-98 (Box and Haven 2000). 

Furthermore, a similar finding was revealed during 2001-02 to 2005-06 in India (Chatterjee et 

al. 2013). Here, Road density is expected to impact inward FDI in the host country positively.   

Telephone lines (per 100 people) 

Ogunjimi's (2017) result shows that telephone line has a positive impact on attracting FDI 

into Nigeria during 1981-2014. We expect telephone lines to impact inward FDI in the host 

country positively.  

Political Risk Variable 

Political Stability: the political environment has been increasingly circular for investors 

making an international investment. Having a stable political environment makes the investor 

more comfortable. “Absence of Violence and the lack of terrorism dealings observations of the 

probability of political instability and politically-motivated violence. Estimate gives the 

country's score on the aggregate indicator, ranging from approximately -2.5 to 2.5”. Therefore, 

political Stability may positively impact FDI inflow in the host country. 

Table 3 presents the estimated regression model describing the determinants of FDI for 

India. The study used time series data from 2001 to 2020. In the first step of the estimation 

process, we have to check whether our estimation has the problem of multicollinearity and 

fulfill stationarity properties. For most variables, non-stationary time series might lead to 

Ordinary Least Square (OLS) regression being incorrect or to spurious conclusions (Woodridge, 

2002). Therefore, apply the Dickey-Fuller test to identify whether we have stationary in our 

used variables or not. We found that some of the variables did not have stationarity; hence, we 

took fast differences to overcome the no stationarity problem in our estimation. The results of 

the Dickey-Fuller test are presented in the annexure tables. The log length on this exact term is 

shown in table 3 in the second column; for example, we have taken 1st difference for the 
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inflation rate and the second difference for the exchange rate to have the stationarity in the 

estimation. To check whether there is a problem of heteroscedasticity or not in our analysis, we 

have applied the white test. We have used the Durbin-Watson test to check whether we have an 

autocorrelation problem in our estimation. This test includes additional lagged terms of the 

dependent variables to eliminate autocorrelation. 

Furthermore, variance inflation factors were applied to detect the multicollinearity 

problem amongst variables. The GDP per capita and GDP growth rate were highly correlated. 

Thus, to avoid multicollinearity, we drop the GDP per capita. Other regression diagnostics were 

checked before finalizing the empirical results. The expected sign of the variables is presented 

in table (3). All the variables do not have the expected sign. The first estimated model shows 

that all other policy variables have shown expected signs for China except for economic fitness. 

Trade openness positively promotes FDI, whereas the exchange rate plays a negative role in 

attracting FDI in China. Both these variables are highly significant. For the institutional 

variables category, all the variables have predicted signs, and the coefficient of all the three 

variables was positive. Thus, control of corruption, government effectiveness, and the proper 

rule of law were major determining factors for attracting more FDI. Furthermore, the political 

Stability was found to be insignificant but had positive signs. The study has revealed that Trade 

openness, control on corruption, and investor confidence in the existing rule of law were the 

highly significant factors for determining inward FDI to China. On the other hand, the exchange 

rate was found to negatively affect the inward FDI into China. 

The empirical result of the study has revealed that except for Exchange rate, GDP per 

capita, and economic fitness, all other variables had expected signs. The study has shown that 

Trade openness, control on corruption, and political stability significantly and positively affect 

the FDI inflow into India. On the other hand, increasing the inflation rate, GDP per capita, and 

economic fitness discouraged FDI inflow into India.  

Compared with India, our study has revealed that China can attract more FDI mainly due 

to the Institutional variables compared with other policy variables. Furthermore, among all the 

institutional variables, control of corruption was the major factor for attracting more FDI in 

China. The investor confidence in the existing rule of law reflects the effectiveness and the 

enforcement of the legal system in China. However, in the case of India, the coefficient of the 

rule of law was positive but insignificant for attracting inward FDI due to less effectiveness and 

enforcement of the existing legal system. While other existing studies have revealed that 

political instability deters FDI inflow, we find that political stability was one of the most 

important factors for FDI inflow in India; however, political stability might not play a 

significant role in attracting FDI into China.  

Along with institutional variables, the policy variables were also important for attracting 

more FDI. For China, among all the policy variables, trade openness and inflation rate were the 
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major factors for attracting FDI; however, along with trade openness, the exchange rate was the 

major determinant for India. Our empirical finding shows the positive association between FDI 

and trade volumes, implying that countries that wish to attract more FDI should increase the 

trade. Economic fitness has an unexpected sign. Economic Fitness (EF) measures a country's 

diversification and ability to produce complex goods on a globally competitive basis. The 

empirical result of our study revealed that an increase in the diversification and ability to 

produce complex goods declined the FDI inflow in both countries.  
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Table 3. Empirical Results of Regression  

Variables  Short-form with 

specification 

China Short-form with specification India 

Inflation rate, consumer prices (annual %) CPI_Price_YTY_d1 4,281 cpi_price_yty_no_sesional_d2 -3,094* 

   (1,185)  (1,278) 

 Exchange rate Ln_off_exc_rate_d2  -5934*** Ln_exc_rate_perusd_d1 49,295 

   (3,482)  (44,444) 

GDP per capita  - - gdp_per_capita_c2005_d1 -376,952* 

     (185,405) 

Economic Fitness  Ln_eco_fitness -52,045 LN_eco_fitness -125,595 

   (37,821)  (52,044) 

Trade Openness  TB_2_d2 375.8** TB_1_d1 2.45008* 

   (225.3)  (1.1208) 

Corruption (Control of Corruption: 

Estimate) 

Ln_con_on_corr 43,140* con_on_corr 88,913* 

   (57,559)  (41,355) 

Government Effectiveness Ln_govt_effec 7,214 govt_effec 22,570 

   (23,931)  (15,648) 

Rule of low Ln_rule_law 55,709*** Ln_rule_law 37,231 

   (34,270)  (31,553) 

Political Stability Ln_poli_stabilty 949.5 Ln_Poli_stabilty 40,136** 

   (53,068)  (12,091) 

Road density (km of road per 100 sq. km of 

land area) 

road_density_per100sq_d1 286.1   

   (1,384)   

  Constant 144,107 Constant 235,789 

   (98,087)  (83,138) 

  Observations 19 Observations 19 

 R-squared 0.912 R-squared 0.866 

 *   Note: Show the second difference to obtain stationary data  

Source: Data complied from various reports of RBI. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0. 
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Conclusion and Policy Suggestion 

The study attempted to examine FDI determinants in China and India and answer why 

China is attracting more inward FDI than India. The result indicates that FDI inflow in India 

increased from US $ 0.08 billion in 1991 to US $ 64.06 billion in 2020. However, the country 

is far behind in comparison to China. FDI inflow in China increased from US $ 4.3 billion in 

1991-92 to US $ 149.34 billion in 2020. The study has revealed that China started attracting 

world FDI inflow from 1990 onwards. FDI inflow has drastically increased from 2004 onward 

for India due to an opening of FDI cap in many sectors. Similarly, all other countries have also 

observed a huge increase in the FDI inflow from 2004 onwards. However, Indian and China 

has been among the top spot for foreign investors, particularly in India.  

The empirical result of the study revealed that trade openness, control on corruption, and 

investor confidence in the existing rule of law were the highly significant factors for 

determining inward FDI to China. On the other hand, the exchange rate negatively affected the 

inward FDI in China. The study has revealed that Trade openness, control on corruption, and 

political stability significantly and positively impact the FDI inflow into India. On the other 

hand, increasing the inflation rate, GDP per capita, and financial fitness discouraged FDI inflow 

into India. Compared with India, our study has revealed that China can attract more FDI mainly 

due to the Institutional Variables compared with other policy variables. 

The study results have several policy implications; first, it suggests that India can obtain 

more FDI by improving its institutional and government effectiveness. Second, some of the 

international organizations such as the global monetary fund and the World Bank can play an 

essential role in facilitating FDI by promoting efficient institutions in India. India need to 

implement some of the policy like China to attract the FDI. 
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